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Author's Note

Like many people who became absorbed in the events that
occurred in the Texas summer of 2013, I did not become ac vely
involved un l I heard about Wendy Davis' planned filibuster of
Senate Bill 5. In the days leading up to the filibuster, while
gathering and dissemina ng relevant news for my blog readers, I
joked with other ac vists that Wendy Davis should spend her
filibuster reading from Margaret Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale--a
classic tale of reproduc ve rights being denied within a harmful
patriarchal system--not realizing then that the Texas filibuster
rules were not the "read-from-the-phone-book" filibuster rules
popularized in movies like Mr. Smith Goes To Washington.

On the day of the filibuster, I watched Wendy Davis speak from
start to finish, joining the ranks of what were later numbered to
be 182,000 people watching the live video stream of the Texas
Senate floor. From the confines of my home, I yelled along with the
unruly mob, and I went to bed feeling like I had witnessed
something truly amazing. And when I woke, I did so with the
convic on that this had to be preserved in wri en words. I
announced online that I was going to spend the next year
transcribing the filibuster--a goal that soon grew to include the
Senate and House amendment sessions on the bills that were
reintroduced in the next special session--and within a ma er of
days over one hundred people had volunteered to help in this
task.

Despite that strong interest, however, a few people have asked



me over the course of this project: "Why? What value does this
transcript add to the larger world?" And I have struggled to answer
that, not from a lack of reasons, but rather from a surfeit--it is
difficult to condense a project like this into a snappy one-line
explanation.

To begin with, I believe that this is a historical document that
should be accessible to all people regardless of physical ability.
The Texas government archives maintain video of these events,
but none of the material is sub tled or transcribed (or not such
that I or any of my volunteers could find). Nor is there, as far as I
could learn, an interpreter for the deaf and hard-of-hearing on the
floor during these sessions--certainly there is not one within
visual range of the archived video. Un l transcripts are provided
and interpreters are added, many Texas ci zens cannot access
this event at all. In this sense, I am not a disinterested party, as
hearing disabilities run in my own family.

To broaden the scope somewhat, I believe that this is a
historical document that should be easily accessible--more
accessible than video or audio limita ons provide. This document
contains transcripts of almost 64 hours worth of video; without
rendering that into searchable text, it would be difficult to parse
through this material for anything specific. While it is true that
Senator Bob Deuell stated that "a lot of the lower-educated and
lower-income women have abor ons at a higher rate. These are
what I call 'unsophis cated pa ents'...," and that Senator Jane
Nelson argued against an excep on in the cases of rape and
incest for pa ents under the age of consent because "...that
discussion, as it pertains to this amendment, could put this bill in
jeopardy," those statements are rendered more difficult for the



public to access when they are buried in a 10-hour-long video.

But most of all, I believe that the telling of stories lived under
the burden of a patriarchal society is an important form of
ac vism. This final document contains tes monies from people--
primarily, but not limited to, women--struggling to maintain their
access to reproduc ve healthcare in a system ac vely working to
deny those rights to them. And while my tes mony is not included
here, as I was physically unable to get to the capitol on these
days, what I can do is add my voice to those stories here.

Margaret Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale showed me, many
years ago, that a woman's story can be powerful in itself. And if
the people who control my beloved home choose to turn Texas
into New Gilead, the least I can do is help raise these voices, and
my own voice, in unruly protest.

-- Ana Mardoll



Wendy Davis' Filibuster of Senate Bill 5
Texas Senate Session on June 25, 2013

 

Video Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB5000WendyDavisFilibusterFULL_201405

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB5000WendyDavisFilibusterFULL
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Wendy Davis' Opening Remarks

Part 001

00:00:001

Video Link: http://youtu.be/1lOijHOdx8c

Audio Link:
http://archive.org/details/SB5001WendyDavisOpeningRemarks

Transcribed by: Ana Mardoll

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members of the Senate will come to
order. What I wanted to do before we start today is remind our
members, our guests on the floor, and all of our guests in the
gallery that this is a tradi onal parliamentary body with strict
rules of decorum and Senate rules prohibit outbursts on the floor
and in the gallery; so I ask you to please keep your conversa ons
to a minimum and any applause, make it polite, so that we can
hear on the floor and proceed today. So thank you. Senator
Watson, for what purpose do you rise?

Senator Kirk Watson: Parliamentary inquiry, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.

Senator Kirk Watson: You may have just addressed it, but I
wanted to ask a parliamentary inquiry about the rules of decorum
because this is one of those days, it could be a long day; it's a
ma er of great passion, among all of the people that are in the
gallery and all the people that are on the Senate floor, and I

http://youtu.be/1lOijHOdx8c
http://archive.org/details/SB5001WendyDavisOpeningRemarks


wanted to make sure that it was communicated, and as I
indicated you may have already answered that ques on, but I
wanted to make sure it's communicated that we ought to
maintain decorum.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: And I appreciate that, Senator Watson.
We've had incidences in the past where people were not
maintaining decorum and they had to be removed, and in extreme
cases clear the galleries, so we don't want to get to that point. So
thank you. Thank you. Members, one of our colleagues and one of
our friends, Senator Van de Pu e, her father passed away
regre ably on Friday-- this last Friday-- and I'd like to do a
memorial resolu on; I know it's been signed by many of the
members, but I'd like to do that later today. The Chair recognizes
Senator Hegar for mo on to concur in the House amendments to
Senate Bill 5.2

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. Members, as we
all know, Senate Bill 5 was passed out of the Senate on June 18th
with an amendment that we put on by Senator Deuell. This bill is
back before us in that exact version as well as the language that
was passed out of the Health and Human Service Commi ee on
June 14th. This bill will do four things in particular.

One, it will establish a state-compelling interest in preborn
children who can feel pain and ban abor on at 20 weeks
threshold, with the fact that there would be excep ons for
medical emergencies and those defini ons would: one, protect
the life-threatening of the mother, her physical life, and also
substan al irreversible impairment of any bodily func on, and
also an excep on for severe fetal anomaly which is in statute



today.

It would also rise all clinics to the Ambulatory Surgical Center
standard, which we had passed into law several sessions ago for
any abor on that was a er 16 weeks. The bill thirdly, as we
debated on this floor back on June 18th, would require doctors to
have secured admi ng privileges at hospitals within 30 miles of
each clinic at which he or she performs those abor ons. And then
lastly, as we debated here last week on the floor, it would also
include prescribing physician must examine the pa ent, her
records, and determine the gesta onal age of a child, and also
require the physician prescribing-- yes, sir?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: I wonder if I could interrupt you just for
a moment. Senator Davis, yesterday you gave me a sheet
indica ng it was your inten on to filibuster. Is it s ll your
intention to filibuster?

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes, Mr. President, I--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: You're recognized.

Senator Wendy Davis: --intend to speak for an extended period
of time on the bill, thank you very much.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Excuse me, I've just been asked by the
Parliamentarian3: I'd like to make one mo on on excusing Senator
El fe. Senator Whitmire moves to excuse Senator El fe on
ma ers of important business. Is there objec on from any
member? Chair has no objec ons; so ordered. Chair recognizes
Senator Davis.



Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President, and thank you,
members. As we began to debate this bill on the Senate floor last
week, we talked about the fact that we were here on this
particular motion because we had taken extraordinary measures4

to be here.

And I want to talk about that for a moment: how we wound up at
this moment, on this day, on the Senate floor, deba ng this bill.
And we wound up here because extraordinary measures were
taken in order to assure that we would land here. We all know
that the bills that are before us today, that have been folded into
this one bill, Senate Bill 5, are bills that were filed during the
regular, called session of the Texas legislature.

And we all know, as a body, why we did not hear this bill during
the regular session. And that is because, of course, under our
rules, our tradi ons, it takes two-thirds of the members of this
body in order to suspend the regular order of business, because it
is typical for a blocker bill to be filed, in order for a bill to be taken
up. And we know that there were 11 members of this body5 who
refused to allow the suspension of that particular rule.

We know that there were no real courses of ac on on the
House side on this bill during the regular session, as well. And
when the session ended, and within the hour, Governor Perry
called us back. He ini ally called us back for another ma er that
also could not be heard on this Senate floor during the regular
session because of that two-thirds rule and, of course, that was
our redistricting bills.6

And now something extraordinary has happened. We were



called to a special session, our presiding officer has decided--
against tradi on of the Texas Senate-- to have us convene in order
to talk about bills that could not be taken up in the regular
session, and to not follow the tradi on of the two-thirds rule in
order to accommodate that occurring.

This bill, of course, is one that impacts many, many people. And
it's one that took extraordinary measures in order for us to be
here and to converse on it today. Members, I'm rising on the floor
today to humbly give voice to thousands of Texans who have been
ignored. These are Texans who relied on the minority members of
this Senate in order for their voices to be heard.

These voices have been silenced by a Governor who made blind
par sanship and personal poli cal ambi on the official business
of our great state. And sadly, he's being abe ed by legisla ve
leaders who either share this blind par sanship or simply do not
have the strength to oppose it. Par sanship and ambi on are not
unusual in the state capital, but here in Texas, right now, it has
risen to a level of profound irresponsibility and the raw abuse of
power.

The ac ons intended by our state leaders on this par cular bill
hurt Texans. There is no doubt about that. They hurt women; they
hurt their families. The ac ons in this bill undermine the hard
work and commitment of fair-minded, mainstream Texas families
who want nothing more than to work hard, raise their children,
stay healthy, and be a produc ve part of the greatest state in our
country. These mainstream Texas families embrace the challenge
to create the greatest possible Texas; yet they're pushed back and
they're held down by narrow and divisive interests that are driving



our state. And this bill is an example of that narrow partisanship.

Today I'm going to talk about the path these leaders have
chosen under this bill, and the dark place that the bill will take us.
I will try to explain the history of the failed legisla on before us,
the impact of that legisla on, and most importantly what history
tells us about these policies and the mo va ons behind them.
They do real damage to our state, and to the families whose rights
are violated and whose personal rela onship with their doctor
and their Creator-- which should belong to them and them alone--
are being violated.

Most importantly today, I will share with you what thousands of
families have had to say about this legisla on, and those bringing
this legisla on to the floor, when the majority of Texans want us
working to press upon genuine business of the state of Texas.



The History of SB5

Part 002

00:10:53

Video Link: http://youtu.be/C6sguvWti1c

Audio Link: http://archive.org/details/SB5002TheHistoryOfSB5

Transcribed by: Ana Mardoll

Senator Wendy Davis: The legisla on before you has a history,
as we talked about a moment ago, and I'm going to go specifically
through the history of this par cular bill. There was ample
opportunity during the special session to move these pieces of
legisla on, and some did move, but the will of the legislature did
not propel them mely through the process; and here are the
basics about what happened to each of those.

SB25 by Senator Hager was the 20-week abor on bill, filed on
March the 5th. It was referred to State Affairs on March the 12th.
It never received a Senate hearing. The House companion, House
Bill 2364 by Representa ve Laubenberg was filed on March the
5th, referred to State Affairs on March the 11th, a hearing was
held on April 10th, it was reported out of House State Affairs on
May the 2nd. The bill was sent to House calendars on May 7th,
and it was never placed on the calendar.

SB97 by Senator Patrick regarding abor on-inducing drugs and
regula ons on the administra on of those drugs was filed on
November the 12th, it was referred to Health and Human Services

http://youtu.be/C6sguvWti1c
http://archive.org/details/SB5002TheHistoryOfSB5


on January 28th, and a Senate hearing was held on February 26th.
It was reported out of the Senate Health and Human Service
Commi ee on March 28th, but it died on the Senate intents
calendar, and it died for the reason that I men oned a moment
ago: because a third of the members of this Senate, who
represented voices who deserve to be heard, prevented the bill
from coming forward. There was no House companion to that bill.

SB537 by Senator Deuell related to the regula on of abor on
facili es, requiring that they all have a standard met for
Ambulatory Surgical Centers. That bill was filed on February 13th,
it was referred to Health and Human Services on March 19th,
excuse me, February 20th. There was a Senate hearing on the bill
on March 19th, it was reported out of commi ee on March 26th,
and it died on the Senate intent calendar; again, it died because a
third of the members of this body made it so. There was no House
companion filed to that bill.

SB1198 by Senator Taylor related to hospital admi ng
privileges and the requirement that doctors who perform
abor ons have admi ng privileges at a hospital within a certain
distance. It was filed on March the 6th, it was referred to Health
and Human Services Commi ee on March the 12th, the Senate
hearing was held on April the 16th, it was reported out of
Commi ee on April 22nd, and it died on the Senate intent
calendar for the reasons that I mentioned a moment ago: because
a minority group of Senators who represent voices across the
state of Texas made it so. There was a House companion to that
bill: HB2816 by Representa ve Burke . It was filed on March the
7th, it was referred to House State Affairs on March 18th, the
House hearing was held on March 27th, it was reported out of



Commi ee on April 24th, and sent to House calendars on April
26th, where it died.

And how did we get here? Well, of course, we were called to a
special session. And, as I said, that session did not begin with the
addition of this bill, it began with redistricting.

On June the 10thGovernor Perry added transporta on funding
to the call, and of course the Democrats in this chamber had
indicated our inten on that we would vote to advance that bill,
were it placed before this one today. We understand that
transporta on is a priority. On June the 11th, these bills were
filed; several bills were filed, including also a bill by Senator
Huffman, SB23, a bill again that the Democrats have indicated,
were it taken up today before this bill, we would have joined our
colleagues in passing it, because we believe it's important.

Governor Perry, of course, on that day also expanded the
special session to include legisla on rela ng to the regula on of
abor on procedures, providers, and facili es. He also spoke in
support of that call, about the horrors of the na onal late-term
abor on industry. He said that sadly some of those atroci es
happen in our own state, and in Texas we value all life 7, and we
work to cultivate a culture that supports the birth of every child.

He said that we have an obliga on to protect unborn children
and to hold those who peddle abor ons to standards that would
minimize the death, disease, and pain that they cause. What he
did not do was place on the call anything that would help to
prevent unplanned pregnancies. What he did not do was place
anything on the call that would aid women in making sure they



never find themselves in need of the occasion that we meet here
today to discuss.

On that same day the call was broadened again, the bills were
referred and put on a fast track for hearing the following day,
leaving li le to no advance no ce for a public hearing. But
fortunately a procedural ac on forced the commi ee to wait an
extra day-- a tagging of the bill-- allowing more Texans the
opportunity to have their voices heard on these issues.
Ul mately, the Republican leadership agreed to move only one
bill on the Senate floor, and that was SB5 that is before us today.

Before bringing the bill up, there was discussion amongst the
majority, and the 20-week fetal pain por on of the bill was
removed by Republicans before the bill was presented to us for
our considera on on the floor. As you probably remember from
that night, Democra c Senators offered seventeen amendments
to the bill on the Senate floor to address concerns from
stakeholders. Primarily to address concerns, again, the
preven on of abor on is the surest way-- excuse me. The
preven on of pregnancy is the surest way to decrease the
demand for abortion.

Included in those amendments were a request that we accept
Medicaid funding from the federal level, which we knew would
bring down a tremendous amount of money and assistance for
women's health. Included in that was a full funding of the
Women's Health Program which provides a 90-to-10 match8 for
uses of helping women who are in need of family planning
services. But all of those amendments were rejected.



The bill was voted out on party lines and then moved over to the
House. The bill was received by the House on June 20th, and was
set for a public hearing the following day. The hearing also
included HB16 which was the 20-week stand-alone bill, and HB60,
the omnibus bill. Hundreds of Texans from all over the state
appeared to tes fy at the hearing. But unfortunately the hearing--
which lasted some me un l the wee hours of the morning, 3:30
to 4 o'clock-- was halted before all of the tes mony was given by
those who had waited, many of them from the prior morning, to
voice their feelings on the bill. And it is my inten on today to give
them a voice by reading all of their tes monies on the Senate
floor.

In commi ee, SB5 was changed to include the sec on of the
bill-- the 20-week ban-- that was removed in the Senate, also HB60
and HB61. On the House floor there was minimal engagement and
participation by the House author on the legislation.9

House Ds offered thirteen amendments targeted at addressing
concerns raised by stakeholders. All were rejected. And now we
find ourselves here. This is the omnibus piece of legisla on that
contains these elements of bills that were filed in the 83rd
session: the 20-week ban, the abor on-inducing drugs provision,
the Ambulatory Surgical Center standard, and the hospital
admi ng privileges. The alleged reason for the bill is to enhance
pa ent safety; but what they really do is create provisions that
treat women as though they are not capable of making their own
medical decisions.

They weaken standards of care because, as we all know, every
member on this floor knows that the provisions of the Ambulatory



Surgical Center standards will immediately place 37 of the 42
abor on clinics in Texas out of compliance. And though the
arguments on the Senate floor were made that the reason for
those standards was for pa ent safety, not a single instance, not
a single instance could be demonstrated to illustrate why those
Ambulatory Surgical standards were important in assuring
women's safety. Not a single example was provided where women
had been provided a less safe atmosphere in the exis ng clinical
setting today than they would receive in that setting.

What this bill really does is to threaten the doctor-pa ent
rela onship. And we know that we received a great deal of
informa on from doctor's groups, which I'll read into the record in
a li le while, about the intrusion on that rela onship and we
know that in no other instance has this legislature chosen to
place itself between a woman and her doctor, or any pa ent and
their doctor. We know that these addi onal standards are
unnecessary, they're unsupported by scien fic evidence,
including unnecessary requirements that may be extremely
difficult and in some cases impossible to meet, without a basis in
public health or safety.

As we've been deba ng this issue, we have been reminded that
there was a me in our country when only the wealthy could
afford to access abor on services because they had the ability to
travel to places that it was legal, and that women who didn't have
that access to care were relegated either to carrying a pregnancy
to term, or-- and very sadly-- to some unsafe methods that they
turned to, to try to address that need. And we know that women
lost their lives over that.



We also know, in wri en tes mony from the group-- the
Na onal Obstetrics and Gynecologic Group-- that their fear is the
same thing is going to happen. In the state of Texas, through this
bill, we are asking that women be forced to step back in history,
back to a me where once again wealthy women who have the
ability and the flexibility in their lives and their schedules to
travel for these services will be accommodated and women who
will not will suffer a different, and unfortunately probably in some
instances a life-threatening, consequence.



Testimony of Texas Medical Association

Part 003

00:25:51

Video Link: http://youtu.be/Wu2b1N9W1M0

Audio Link:
http://archive.org/details/SB5003TestimonyOfTexasMedicalAssociation

Transcribed by: Ana Mardoll

Senator Wendy Davis: The 20-week ban on abor on: we've
heard a great deal of tes mony about that par cular provision,
and I want to hit a few highlights of what has been shared with us.
Number one, and most importantly, from our medical community
we've heard the concern that this interferes with the prac ce of
medicine. As important, we know that concerns have been raised
that this ban interferes with a woman's healthcare decision
before she and her doctor may have important health informa on
about her own health and the health of the pregnancy.

The ban will have devasta ng consequences when a woman is
experiencing medical complica ons. And unfortunately, it bans
abor on before a woman may receive important informa on
about her own health and the health of her pregnancy. Fewer than
2% of abor ons occur a er 20 weeks and, while they are
uncommon, it is important that a woman and her doctor have
every medical option available.

On the abor on-inducing drugs restric on, some of the key

http://youtu.be/Wu2b1N9W1M0
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concerns that we've heard about that: one, that it requires that
the physician-preferred course of treatment be replaced with a
treatment that is poten ally more physically harmful to the
pa ent. And again, though asked, no one on this Senate floor was
able to provide informa on to us that demonstrated any other
incidents where the legislature had taken it upon itself to
interfere in such a drama c way in a physician's decision-making
as it pertains to the administration of treatment.

The bill would require physicians to follow an outdated
protocol, limi ng women's access to safe effec ve medica on
abor on. It directly contradicts a physician's ability to provide the
highest level of care for their pa ents, by requiring a government-
prescribed course of treatment. It prohibits physicians in Texas
from providing the standard of care to their pa ents, subjec ng
physicians to disciplinary ac on for providing the na onally-
recognized standard of care endorsed by the leading medical
professional associa on of obstetricians and gynecologists:
ACOG.

On the Ambulatory Surgical Center standards: addi onal state
government regula ons on an already heavily-regulated prac ce
of medicine was one of the primary concerns raised there.
Healthcare providers comply with all federal, state, and local
laws and regula ons, and they strongly opposed regula ons that
failed to make healthcare more cost-effec ve, safer, efficient, or
accessible. Texas already requires abor ons performed a er 16
weeks to be performed in Ambulatory Surgical Centers. And we
know, and I'll read some informa on in a li le while about the
fact, that there is a reason for that because the incidence of
problems that arise prior to that period of time, at existing clinical



se ngs, is extremely low; much lower, in fact, than any
complica ons that arise from the live birth, of which we are not
subjecting to the same standards.

When these facili es close, and they will, women will lose
access to their trusted provider. These closed facili es cannot
offer any other services that they may have been providing. And
we know that in Texas some mes these facili es are shared
facilities where family planning services are also provided.

What is required of reproduc ve healthcare centers today?
Today in the United States, reproduc ve healthcare services are
among the safest and most commonly sought forms of care in the
United States. Placing unreasonable requirements on healthcare
centers that provide safe, legal abor on today is uncalled for and,
again, not a hint of evidence has been offered as to why it's
needed. And we know why. Governor Dewhurst's tweet told us
why.10

It is because the real aim of this bill is not to make women
safer, but it is to force the closure of mul ple facili es across the
state of Texas without a single care or concern for the women
whose lives will be impacted by that decision. Not a single care or
concern, because our leadership has demonstrated that it is
priori zing its own poli cal possibili es over poten al and
devastating consequences for individual women.

Let's talk about the parts of the bill that are medically
unnecessary. First of all, I think each of us would agree that as
pa ents we trust our doctors, not the government, to determine
what medical equipment and what size rooms is necessary to



provide us with good care. It is medically unnecessary to require
health centers to build a hospital-grade opera ng room for an
abor on procedure when one is not required for this type of
procedure. And in fact we know there are many out-pa ent
clinical procedures that are more invasive, have higher
incidences of problems, that today are allowed to take place in
clinical se ngs such as a doctor's office, without the standards
that are being required in this bill.

Texas, of course, as I said a minute ago, already requires that
abor ons performed a er 16 weeks be performed at Ambulatory
Surgical Centers. This provision, the provision in these bills, goes
further by requiring that all health centers that provide abor ons
comply with regula ons that are equivalent to those governing
places where surgery takes place. The vast majority of abor ons,
however, are out-pa ent procedures that can be performed in a
health center, making those requirements inappropriate,
unnecessary, and not at all about the health of women.

I want to read into the record wri en tes mony that we were
provided by a variety of groups on the measures that are before us
today. This from the Texas Medical Associa on: it was addressed
to the House Commi ee on State Affairs, on House Bill 16 and 60
by Representa ve Jodie Laubenberg, and it's dated June the 20th,
2013.

"The Texas Medical Associa on is a private, voluntary, non-
profit associa on of more than 47,000 member physicians and
medical students. TMA was founded in 1853 to serve the people of
Texas in ma ers of medical care, preven on and cure of disease,
and improvement of public health. Today our maxim con nues in



the same direc on: physicians caring for Texans. TMA's diverse
physician members prac ce in all fields of medical specializa on.
Our member physicians fall on both sides of any debate on
abor on. Our concerns with House Bills 13 [sic] and 60 are not
based on any posi on on abor on. Rather, our concerns are with
legisla ve intrusion into the pa ent-physician rela onship, and
the details of the prac ce of medicine, and with a legisla vely-
created standard of care.

"Example of concerns that these proposed bills are:

"House Bill 60, Sec on 3, Sub-Chapter D directs physicians to
take specific ac ons related to the prescrip on of an abor on-
inducing drug approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administra on
for use by women who seek an abor on. The bill prescribes
details and the prac ce of medicine, such as the requirements for
the examina on, pa ent-physician communica on, and
protocols. As previously outlined in our wri en statement on
Senate Bill 97 in the 83rd Texas legislature, TMA is concerned this
legisla on sets a dangerous precedent of the legislature
prescribing the details of the prac ce of medicine. The medical
community, based on science, must make these determina ons--
not the legislature.

"Sec ons 171.0031 and 171.063c in HB60 would require a
physician or other healthcare personnel to be available by phone
24 hours a day indefinitely. Although the intent of these
provisions may be to allow the pa ent access to the provider for
assistance with complica ons, as wri en they are overly broad
and could require 24-7 access for years. Furthermore, these
sec ons are vague and they appear to require access to medical



records 24 hours a day, which is an overly broad and
unprecedented requirement.

"House Bill 16, Sec on 2, Sub-Chapter C and House Bill 60,
Sec on 3, Sub-Chapter C include a defini on of profound and
irremediable congenital anomalies based on the amount of me
a physician reasonably believes the infant would survive a er
birth. The defini on places that me at minutes-to-hours, which
TMA opposes because it is arbitrary and would be impossible for a
physician to predict. The bill may seek to allow an excep on for
condi ons in which death a er birth would be imminent, and in
that regard use of the word 'imminent' would be more appropriate
than minutes-to-hours.

"Addi onally, this proposed defini on does not take into
account fetal trauma, which in severe situa ons could result in
imminent death a er birth. The following defini on for severe
fetal abnormali es currently exists in Sec on 285.202 Health and
Safety Code and may be an appropriate defini on to replace the
proposed defini on for profound and irremediable congenital
anomalies to severe fetal abnormali es, meaning 'a life-
threatening physical condi on that in reasonable medical
judgment, regardless of the provision of life-saving medical
treatment is incompatible with life outside the womb'.

"The pa ent-physician rela onship is one of mutuality and
trust. Pa ents must be able to trust their physicians are always
ac ng in each pa ent's individual best interest, and must be
assured of candid communica on with their physicians so they
may effec vely evaluate their medical care op ons. TMA strongly
opposes any legisla on that interferes in this rela onship. TMA



appreciates the opportunity to provide you our concerns
regarding HBs 16 and 60 and urges you to take these comments
into serious considera on. We are happy to provide any
additional information or assistance you may request."

And it is signed by Stephen Brotherton, M.D., the president of
TMA.



Testimony of Physicians for Reproductive Health

Part 004

00:40:13

Video Link: http://youtu.be/tcdAuEfroC8

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB5004TestimonyOfPhysiciansForReproductiveHealth

Transcribed by: Tammy Ackerson

Senator Wendy Davis: We also had wri en tes mony provided
to the Health and Human Services Commi ee by Robin Wallace,
MD/MAS, who is a Leadership Training Academy Fellow with
Physicians for Reproduc ve Health. She tes fied before the Texas
Senate Commi ee on Health and Human Services, on Senate Bill
537, during the regular session on March 19, 2013; and she
provided this written testimony, which I think is compelling:

"Physicians for Reproduc ve Health is a doctor-led na onal
advocacy organiza on that uses evidence-based medicine to
promote sound reproduc ve health policy. We work to make
quality reproduc ve health services an integral part of women's
health care.

"Physicians for Reproduc ve Health opposes Senate Bill 537,
which would impose burdensome, expensive, and unnecessary
requirements on facili es providing surgical abor on in Texas,
causing many to shut down. Though this bill purports to improve
pa ent safety, it would in fact harm women by reducing access to
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safe, timely abortion services.

"I am a board-cer fied family medicine doctor, licensed to
prac ce medicine in Texas. I received my medical degree from the
University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill. I completed my
postgraduate training at the Santa Rosa Family Medicine
Residency, an affiliate of the University of California, San
Francisco. I also completed a fellowship in primary care research
and family planning at UCSF, as one of a select number of family
physicians who have par cipated in this specialty training. I
currently live and prac ce in the Dallas/Fort Worth area. I am
pleased to submit this tes mony in opposi on to SB537 on behalf
of Physicians for Reproductive Health.

"SB537 is harmful to women. As a physician who takes care of
women every single day, I cannot stress enough how dangerous
these laws are to the health and well-being of my pa ents.
Women need mely access to safe abor on care. SB537 imposes
medically unnecessary standards on abor on facili es. SB537
would require abor on facili es to become Ambulatory Surgical
Centers (ACSs), [sic] which are the se ng for complicated and
invasive surgical procedures. Abor on, especially early abor on
in the first twelve weeks, is a safe medical procedure with
inherently low risk in outpa ent se ngs without hospital-like
facili es. Serious complica ons arising from surgical abor ons at
any gestational age are uncommon.

"By comparison, pregnancy and childbirth are significantly more
dangerous to women than abor on. For example, CDC data
indicates that the pregnant/pregnancy-related mortality ra o in
the United States is 15.2 deaths per 100,000 live births,



compared to .64 deaths per 100,000 legal abor ons." And she
provides a footnote for that from the CDC in a report that was
compiled in 2011: "The requirements imposed by this bill are
simply medically unnecessary, unsupported by scien fic
evidence, and contrary to the standards of care."

She goes on to say: "I think of my patient, Samantha, a mother of
a two-year-old son who was born two months early. Upon
determining that she was pregnant again, Samantha was
overwhelmed by the thought of another pregnancy with a
poten al risk of complica on, and she decided to terminate that
pregnancy. Luckily, Samantha lived within fi een miles of our
outpa ent clinic, which was easily accessible on a major city bus
route. Samantha was able to have her abor on safely and mely
in the first trimester.

"Another pa ent named Monica, a 23-year-old woman,
presented to me at almost twelve weeks. She had a three-and-a-
half-month-old baby girl at home who was delivered by Caesarean
sec on. This pa ent did not realize she was pregnant earlier,
because she had not had a menstrual period since her delivery.
We were able to provide her abor on procedure to her safely and
quickly, so that she could return home to care for her baby. A
young mother does not have me to travel many miles or hours
away. She needs to be able to get back to her infant and take care
of herself and her family.

"My pa ents come from all walks of life, from every situa on
imaginable. One thing they have in common is that they seek
abor on because they've weighed all the op ons and know in
their hearts that this private decision is best for themselves and



their families. They do not deserve the burden of a law that has no
medical benefit or basis.

"If SB537 becomes law, I fear for my pa ents like Samantha and
Monica, who already face challenges receiving abor on care in
Texas. The cost-prohibi ve regula ons associated with SB537
would force safe, accessible abor on facili es to close, while
doing nothing to improve pa ent safety. SB537 would deny
women safe, needed medical care. SB537 would create
unreasonable obstacles for healthcare providers like myself, who
are committed to protecting the health of women by making these
needed services available. Many health centers would close due
to the inability to comply with the standards of an ASC. In turn,
this would force women in Texas to travel out of state, if they have
the resources, or would deny them safe care altogether.

"I cared for a pa ent, Julia, a Registered Nurse with a young
child at home. Julia was pregnant, and this was a very wanted
pregnancy. She and her husband discovered through a rou ne 14-
week ultrasound that she had a very high-risk pregnancy with a
significant chance of s llbirth. They made the difficult decision to
end the pregnancy. We were the closest provider to Julia, but s ll
a four-hour bus ride away. Due to current Texas state law, she had
to make this trip twice: once for her required ultrasound, and
again a er the mandatory 24-hour wai ng period to have her
procedure performed.

"Another pa ent of mine drove five hours by herself, because
there was no provider closer to her. Her pregnancy was diagnosed
at 22 weeks with a lethal fetal anomaly. Con nuing the pregnancy
would mean wai ng for the fetus to die in utero, during labor, or



immediately a er delivery. My pa ent and her husband made the
heartbreaking decision to end the pregnancy. She had to stay
alone at her hotel un l her husband could follow two days later
for the final day of her procedure. I provided care for her, and she
did medically well, but she experienced financial hardship
associated with traveling such a long distance to receive care.

"As a physician, I know that access to safe and legal abor on
care is cri cal to the health of women. When abor on becomes
less accessible, it becomes less safe. Medically unnecessary
restric ons on abor on cause women to delay their care as they
locate a provider, travel greater distances, or even seek services
of an unlicensed provider, all resul ng in taking unnecessary risks
with their health. While Texas women have the right to safe legal
abor on, in reality, there are already very few facili es in Texas
to provide this essen al care. In 2008, 92% of Texas coun es had
no abor on provider." And she cites for that, a report prepared by
the Alan Gu macher Ins tute, "State Facts About Abor on" 11,
available online and last accessed according to her footnote,
March 15, 2013.

"Decreasing the number of providers in Texas will have negative
effects on women, even beyond the immediate outcomes of their
pregnancies. Recent research has shown that when a woman
seeking an abor on is denied access to care, she is more likely in
the future to become unemployed, live below the poverty line,
and experience in mate partner violence." And she cites for that
statement Greene Foster, "Reports on the Socioeconomic
Consequences of Abor on Compared to Unwanted Birth"12, and
she also cites K.S. Chibber, "Receiving vs. Being Denied an
Abor on and Subsequent Experiences of In mate Partner



Violence"13, in support of her statement.

"If addi onal facili es are forced to close under the burden of
SB537, this would have a devasta ng impact on the health and
well-being of Texas women and their families.

"Conclusion: SB537 does nothing to improve pa ent safety.
Rather, it would close the doors on many clinics that provide
comprehensive, safe, legal, and compassionate care to women in
Texas. On behalf of Physicians for Reproduc ve Health, I strongly
urge the Senate Health and Human Services Commi ee to oppose
SB537 and protect Texas women's health."



Testimony of Texas Hospital Association

Part 005

00:52:32

Video Link: http://youtu.be/Af5OP5ENLU8

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB5005TestimonyOfTexasHospitalAssociation

Transcribed by: Emily Harte

Senator Wendy Davis: We also received this wri en tes mony
from the Texas Hospital Associa on regarding admi ng
privileges; and this was provided on June 20, 2013. This was
tes mony given in opposi on to Sec on 2 of House Bill 60, as filed
by Representa ve Laubenberg, rela ng to the regula on of
abor on procedures, providers, and facili es, and given to the
House Committee on State Affairs, June 20, 2013.

"The Texas Hospital Associa on, on behalf of its 450 member
hospitals, offers the following statement in opposi on to Sec on
2 of House Bill 60 as filed:

"Number one, hospitals should not be required to grant
privileges to physicians who do not prac ce in the hospital. THA
agrees that women should receive high-quality care, and that
physicians should be held accountable for acts that violate their
license. However, a requirement that physicians who perform one
par cular outpa ent procedure, abor on, be privileged at a
hospital is not the appropriate way to accomplish these goals. A
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hospital gran ng privileges to a physician serves to assure the
hospital that the physician has the appropriate qualifica ons to
provide services to patients in the hospital.

"Thousands of physicians operate clinics and provide services
in those clinics but do not have hospital admi ng privileges.
Requiring a hospital to grant admi ng privileges to physicians
who do not provide services inside the hospital is me-consuming
and expensive for the hospital, and does not serve the purpose for
which privileges were intended. Rather, the Texas Medical Board
is the appropriate agency to address whether physicians are
delivering appropriate care to pa ents, as the TMB regulates all
physicians. Hospitals should not be required to assume
responsibility for the qualifica ons of physicians who do not
practice in the hospital.

"Should a woman develop complica ons from an abor on, or
any other procedure performed outside the hospital, and need
emergency care, she should present to a hospital Emergency
Department. Requiring that a doctor have privileges at a
par cular hospital does not guarantee that this physician will be
at the hospital when the woman arrives. She will appropriately be
treated by the physicians staffing the Emergency Room when she
presents there. If the Emergency Room physician needs to consult
with the physician who performed the abor on, the trea ng
physician can contact the doctor telephonically, which is o en
done in other emergency situations.

"Thus, THA respec ully requests that the language in proposed
Sec on 171.0031, sec on A1, be deleted, as the language in
Sec on 171.0031, sec on A2, is the best and most appropriate



way to ensure that a woman who experiences complica ons from
an abor on can get advice about and treatment of those
complica ons. Sec on 171.0031-A2 requires that the physician
performing the abor on provide to the pa ent the following: a
24/7, 365-day-a-week-- day-a-year-line for her to be able to
contact the physician or physician's office, the name and contact
informa on of the hospital nearest to her home, as the woman
will seek hospital services through the Emergency Department.

"Addi onally, Sec on 245.023 of the Texas Health & Safety
Code requires the Texas Department of State Health Services, the
licensing agency for abor on facili es, to maintain a toll-free
number through which individuals can learn, among other things:
whether an administra ve or civil penalty has been imposed
against the facility or a physician who provides services at the
facility, whether professional discipline has been imposed
against a physician who provides services at the facility, and
whether there are any criminal convic ons of the facility or of a
physician who provides services at the facility that is relevant to
services provided at the facility. A copy of Sec on 245.023 and the
implementing regulation are attached as Appendix A."

They also propi--provided a proposed amendment, with
alterna ve language: "As an alterna ve to the dele on of Sec on
171.0031-A1, THA requests that new subsec on C be added to
Sec on 171.0031, to clarify that hospitals are not required to
consider or grant medical staff privileges to physicians who
perform elective abortions.

"To begin the process of privileging, a physician submits an
application to a hospital for membership on the medical staff, and



a request for clinical privileging. The hospital is required to review
any applica on received and take ac on on it within specified

melines. Failure of the hospital to review the applica on, or
reject it without review, could be grounds for a discrimina on
lawsuit against the hospital. To require hospitals to consider
applica ons for medical staff membership and privileges from a
physician to perform abor ons will impose unnecessary
administra ve costs on hospitals, and may subject hospitals to
legal challenges if an applica on for membership and privileges is
denied because a physician performs elec ve abor ons. A copy of
THA's recommended amendment to Sec on 171.0031 is
attached."

The attachment reads14:

"Appendix A: Sec. 245.023. PUBLIC INFORMATION: TOLL-FREE
TELEPHONE NUMBER.

"(a) The department on request shall make the following
information available to the public.

"(1) the status of the license of any abortion facility;

"(2) the date of the last inspec on of the facility, any viola on
discovered during that inspec on that would pose a health risk to
a pa ent of the facility, any challenge raised by the facility to the
allega on that there was a viola on, and any correc ve ac on
that is acceptable to the Department and that is being
undertaken by the facility with respect to the violation; and

"(3) an administra ve or civil penalty imposed against the
facility or a physician who provides services at the facility,



professional discipline imposed against a physician who provides
services at the facility, and any criminal convic on of the facility
or a physician who provides services at the facility that is relevant
to services provided at the facility.

"Subsec on (b): Subsec on (a) does not require the department
to provide informa on that is not in the possession of the
department. The Texas State Board of Medical Examiners shall
provide to the department informa on in the possession of the
board that the department is required to provide under
Subsection (a).

"(c) The Department shall maintain a toll-free telephone
number that a person may call to obtain the informa on
described by Subsection (a).

"(d) An abor on facility shall provide to a woman, at the me
the woman ini ally consults the facility, a wri en statement
indica ng the number of the toll-free telephone line maintained
under Subsec on (c). The wri en statement must be available is--
must be available in English and Spanish, and be in substan ally
the following form:

"A toll-free telephone number:

'You have a right to access certain informa on concerning this
abor on facility by using the toll-free telephone number above. If
you make a call to the number, your iden ty will remain
anonymous. The toll-free telephone line can provide you with the
following information:

'(1) Whether this abor on facility is licensed by the Texas



Department of Health.

'(2) The date of the last inspec on of this facility by the Texas
Department of Health, and any viola ons of law or rules
discovered during that inspec on that may pose a health risk to
you.

'(3) Any relevant fine, penalty, or judgment rendered against
this facility or a doctor who provides services at this facility.'

"(e) This sec on does not authorize the release of the name,
address, or phone number of any employee or pa ent of an
abor on facility, or of a physician who provides services at an
abortion facility."



Testimony of ACOG (1)

Part 006

1:02:32

Video Link: http://youtu.be/VQXbTo3uMfw

Audio Link: https://archive.org/details/SB5006TestimonyOfACOG1

Transcribed by: Hannah R. Deutsch

Senator Wendy Davis: And then this statement by the American
Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists: "Texas ACOG
Statement Opposing Texas Fetal Pain Legisla on"; and this comes
from District 11 of that particular organization.

"The Texas District of the American Congress of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists, Texas ACOG, opposes HB16 by Representa ve
Laubenberg. Texas ACOG opposes HB16 and other legisla ve
proposals that are not based on sound science or that a empt to
prescribe how physicians should care for their individual patients.

"As a district of the na on's leading authority on women's
health, our role is to insure that policy proposals accurately
reflect the best available medical knowledge.

"Terminology. The use of appropriate standard terminology is
essen al. A 'child' is a person from birth un l the age of legal
majority. The proper term for the second to eighth week is
'embryo'. The embryo becomes a fetus at ten weeks. The term
'fetus' is the correct term to use un l birth. The language
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regarding 'post-fer liza on age' is rarely used outside in vitro
fertilization. The post-fertilization age of the embryo or fetus is not
known. There is inherent variability in the ming of ovula on,
fer liza on, and implanta on. Obstetricians, gynecologists, and
the medical community at large use the first day of the last
menstrual period, LMP, to date pregnancies. Post-fer liza on
da ng is not an accurate subs tute and should not be referenced
in legislation.

"Fetal pain. The statement, quote, 'substan al medical
evidence recognizes that an unborn child is capable of
experiencing pain by not later than 20 weeks a er fer liza on',
end quote, is not accurate." And of course, members, we know
that that quote was in the bill analysis as well as in the bill itself.
"The medical profession produced a rigorous scien fic review of
the available evidence on fetal pain in the Journal of the American
Medical Associa on, JAMA, in 2005. Pain percep on requires
conscious recogni on or awareness of a noxious s mulus.
Neither withdrawal reflexes nor hormonal stress responses to
invasive procedures prove the existence of fetal pain, because
they can be elicited by non-painful s muli and occur without
conscious cor cal processing. Fetal awareness of noxious s muli
requires functional thalamocortical connections.

"Thalamocor cal fibers begin appearing between 23 to 30
weeks gesta onal age which electroencephalography suggests
the capacity for func onal pain percep on in preterm neonates
probably does not exist before 29 or 30 weeks. The review
concluded that fetal percep on of pain is unlikely before the third
trimester. More recent studies confirm that finding.



"The Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, RCOG, is
the UK-based equivalent to ACOG, with 12,500 members
worldwide and representa on in over 100 countries on all 6
con nents. In 2010, RCOG rigorously reviewed the scien fic
literature and, quote, 'in reviewing the neuro-anatomical and
physiological evidence in the fetus, it was apparent that
connec ons from the periphery to the cortex are not intact before
24 weeks of gesta on. And, as most neuroscien sts believe that
the cortex is necessary for pain percep on, it can be concluded
that the fetus cannot experience pain in any sense prior to this
gestation,' end quote.

"Supporters of fetal pain legisla on only present studies which
support the claim of fetal pain prior to the third trimester. When
weighed together with other available informa on, including the
JAMA and RCOG studies, supporters' conclusions do not stand.

"Fetal viability. Most obstetrician-gynecologists understand
fetal viability as occurring near 24 weeks gesta on, u lizing LMP
da ng. Supporters of fetal pain present misleading evidence
about fetal viability, especially in using post-fer liza on age
instead of LMP da ng, falsely implying high survival rates among
neonates that are overwhelmingly pre-viable. Supporters may
point to the survival of live-born infants in a June 2009 JAMA
study, but fail to men on that the vast majority of infants born
prior to 24 completed weeks LMP died prior to or during birth. In
this study 93% of infants at 22 weeks died, 66% at 23 weeks, and
40% at 24 weeks. 91% of those that lived were admi ed to the
NICU. Also not men oned by supporters is the fact that survival
alone is not the only endpoint for neonatologists: intact survival
is. In this same study, 98% of infants born at 22 weeks LMP, and



91% born at 23 weeks LMP, had at least one major medical
problem such as hemorrhaging brain or bowel.

"The American Academy of Pediatrics Commi ee on Fetus and
Newborn states that the incidence of moderate or severe neuro-
developmental disability in surviving children assessed at the age
of 18 to 30 months is high, approximately 30-50%, and remains at
that high level un l 25 weeks LMP. Babies delivered at these
gesta onal ages o en suffer hemorrhaging bowel, blindness,
deafness, and stroke as a result of their premature delivery.

"Fetal anomalies. Many fetal anomalies can be diagnosed
before 20 weeks, others are not diagnosed un l around 20 weeks.
HB16 provides an inadequate excep on for severe fetal
abnormali es. This excep on puts into statute how a doctor
should exercise medical judgment and interferes with the private
nature of deciding what to do when a fetus has been diagnosed
with severe fetal abnormality. There are numerous fetal
anomalies that are regularly detected only a er 20 weeks. While
chromosomal anomalies can generally be diagnosed by 20 weeks,
some low-risk couples do not elect to have tes ng, and instead
learn that their fetus has a chromosomal anomaly during rou ne
ultrasound later in pregnancy, an ultrasound that is o en
performed at 18 to 20 weeks gesta onal age. Moreover, many
lethal or serious fetal problems that are not compa ble with life
outside of the womb are caused by condi ons that are structural,
not chromosomal, and are not suscep ble to tes ng by
amniocentesis. These can only be diagnosed by detailed
ultrasound examina on. Many tests cannot defini vely diagnose
grave condi ons affec ng a pregnancy prior to 20 weeks because
the fetus is not sufficiently developed for those condi ons to be



detected even in cases where an ultrasound detects indica ons
of a structural anomaly prior to 20 weeks.

"Addi onal tests such as amniocentesis or echocardiogram are
o en necessary to confirm the diagnosis. Scheduling those
addi onal tests and obtaining the results will take addi onal

me, o en up to 2 weeks. By the me a diagnosis is confirmed by
a specialist capable of diagnosing these anomalies the pregnancy
has o en progressed beyond 20 weeks. As a result, a woman
whose fetus is cri cally impaired o en will not learn of that fact
un l well into the second trimester. The medical difficulty, if not
impossibility, of diagnosing many of these lethal structural
defects before 20 weeks is heightened by the fact that addi onal
tests and doctors' appointments are o en needed to confirm the
anomaly as discussed above. Once the diagnosis is confirmed
many couples need addi onal me to make a well-informed,
careful decision about whether to terminate a wanted pregnancy.

"General obstetricians who suspect a problem based on an
ultrasound at 18-20 weeks o en refer their pa ent to a
perinatologist, the relevant specialist for confirmatory study and
then diagnosis. These confirmatory tests take addi onal me,
some mes several weeks, to schedule and obtain results,
par cularly for women who live in rural or underserved areas. The
final diagnosis will thus regularly take place near or a er 20
weeks.

"Life of the mother. HB16 provides a limited excep on for the
life and health of the mother. However, it fails to en rely protect
women for whom pregnancy poses serious health risks. Under the
excep on in HB16, a physician can perform a termina on only



once a medical condi on has so compromised the woman's
health that she requires a quote, 'immediate abor on', end
quote, in order to, quote, 'avert her death or a serious risk of
substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily
func on', end quote. By requiring doctors to wait un l a woman
faces immediate injury or death, it indefensibly jeopardizes a
patient's health.

"ACOG opposes HB16 and strongly urges the legislature to
closely examine and follow scien fic facts and medical evidence
in its considera on of this and other health care legisla on. We
stand ready to provide you with factual informa on on medical
issues that come before the legislature and hope you will contact
us at any time."

And it's signed, "Respectfully, Lisa M. Hollier, M.D., MPH, FACOG,
Chair of the Texas District of the American Congress of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists."



Testimony of ACOG (2)

Part 007

01:15:14

Video Link: http://youtu.be/-hTeTYv7Kaw

Audio Link: https://archive.org/details/SB5007TestimonyOfACOG2

Transcribed by: S. Bennett

Senator Wendy Davis: Another statement by ACOG opposing SB5
by Senator Hegar and HB60 by Representative Laubenberg:

"Texas ACOG opposes SB5 by Senator Hegar and HB60 by
Representa ve Laubenberg. SB5/HB60 is an accumula on of all
the measures we opposed during the 83rd regular session, and
remain opposed to in this special session.

"The Texas District of the American Congress of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists, ACOG, opposes SB5, HB60, and other
legisla ve proposals that are not based on sound science, or that
a empt to prescribe how physicians should care for their
individual pa ents. As a District of the na on's leading authority
in women's health, our role is to ensure that policy proposals
accurately reflect the best available medical knowledge.
SB5/HB60 will not enhance pa ent safety or improve the quality
of care that women receive. This bill does not promote women's
health, but erodes it, by denying women in Texas the benefits of
well-researched, safe, and proven protocols.
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"Texas ACOG opposes 20-week ban/fetal pain provisions.

"Terminology: The use of appropriate standard terminology is
essen al. 'Embryo' is the proper term to use for the second to
eighth week of pregnancy; 'fetus' is the correct term to use un l
birth. 'Post-fer liza on' is rarely used outside of in vitro
fer liza on. The medical community uses the first day a er the
last menstrual period (LMP) to date pregnancies. Post-fertilization
is not an accurate substitute.

"Fetal pain: No credible scien fic evidence exists of fetal pain
percep on pre-viability. The medical profession produced a
rigorous scien fic review of evidence on fetal pain in the Journal
of American Medical Associa on (JAMA) in 2005. Fetal percep on
of pain is not confirmed prior to the 3rd trimester. Percep on of
pain is only confirmed a er viability. Most obstetricians"-- excuse
me, there was another heading--

"Fetal viability: Most obstetrician/gynecologists understand
fetal viability as occurring near 24 weeks gesta on u lizing LMP
da ng. Supporters of fetal pain present misleading evidence
about fetal viability, especially in using post-fer liza on age
instead of LMP da ng, and falsely implying high survival rates
among neonates that are overwhelmingly pre-viable.

"Fetal anomalies: Many fetal anomalies can be diagnosed
before 20 weeks, others are not diagnosed un l around 20 weeks.
The Commi ee's subs tute for Senate Bill 5 provides an
inadequate excep on for severe fetal abnormali es. This
excep on puts into statute how a doctor should exercise medical
judgment and interferes with the private nature of deciding what
to do when a fetus has been diagnosed with a severe fetal



abnormality.

"Life of the mother: SB5/HB60 fails to en rely protect women
for whom pregnancy poses serious health risks. By requiring
doctors to wait un l a woman faces immediate injury or death, it
indefensibly jeopardizes the patient's health. Instead, doctors are
forced to compromise pa ent health by wai ng un l a woman's
condi on deteriorates and becomes life-threatening or severely
debilitating.

"Texas ACOG opposes provisions that treat women as if they
cannot make their own medical decisions. Commi ee subs tute
for Senate Bill 5 would require a woman to come to an Ambulatory
Surgical Center (ASC) to take a pill for a medical abor on. She
would then have to return a second me to the ASC to be watched
taking the second pill within the next 24 to 48 hours. Requiring a
woman to physically come in to take a second dose increases the
risk of her not being able to return. This increases the chance for
hemorrhages, blood transfusion, and emergent D&C. Women
outside of Dallas, Houston, San Antonio, and Aus n will have to
travel long distances to find a clinic that meets ASC regula ons.
These burdensome requirements will make these services harder
to access, as well as make these services more costly.

"Texas ACOG opposes provisions dicta ng protocol for
physicians to follow when prescribing certain drugs. SB5/HB60
weakens standards of care and pa ent safety. SB5/HB60 requires
providers to follow a protocol that has been proven to be less
effec ve, more costly, and causes more detrimental side effects
for women than care that is currently available and widely used.
Commi ee Subs tute for Senate Bill 5 has permissive language



allowing dosage amounts that follow the ACOG prac ce bulle n
guidelines as they existed on January 1, 2013. However, this is
s ll codifying standard of care and is dangerous in the long term.
Science and medicine evolve quicker than our laws.

"SB5/HB60 physicians can be-- Under SB5/HB60, physicians can
be punished for striving to provide the highest quality of care for
their pa ents, the women of Texas. SB5/HB60 threatens the
doctor/pa ent rela onship. SB5/HB60 places an unacceptable
level of control over the doctor/pa ent rela onship in the hands
of the legislature, essen ally allowing the legislature to prac ce
medicine. SB5/HB60 creates medical protocol for physicians,
dictates what to document, what tests to perform, what
medica ons to prescribe, and when to schedule follow-up
appointments.

"SB5/HB60 interferes with a doctor's ability to use his or her
professional judgment to determine the appropriate medical care
in each individual pa ent's unique circumstance. It undermines
the standard of care and restricts the ability of physicians to
prescribe and direct medica on use. SB5/HB60 interferes with
the physician's ability to establish an individual care plan.

"Texas ACOG opposes overreaching requirements for abor on
facili es. SB5/HB60 requires addi onal standards that are
unnecessary and unsupported by scien fic evidence. SB5/HB60
does not promote the public health objec ve it claims to
enhance. In fact, it harms public health by restric ng access to
safe, legal and accessible abor on services. Late-term abor ons
(16 weeks and later) are already required to be provided at a
facility licensed as an Ambulatory Surgical Center.



"SB5/HB60 has unintended consequences that make the
treatment of certain condi ons, for example, ectopic
pregnancies, more difficult and expensive. Ectopic pregnancies
are frequently treated in outpa ent facili es and physician office
se ngs. SB5/HB60 may prevent doctors from trea ng cases as
they normally would. Ectopic pregnancies must be reported to
DSHS as emergency abor ons. This could result in physicians
losing exemp ons from abor on facility licensing requirements.
Posi ve pa ent outcomes will decrease; medical costs will
increase. It also affects more providers and facili es than just
Planned Parenthood or traditional abortion facilities.

"Texas ACOG opposes unnecessary requirements that may be
extremely difficult, and in some cases impossible to meet,
without a basis in public health or safety. SB5/HB60 requires
hospital admi ng privileges for physicians performing an
outpa ent procedure that bears low risk. No other outpa ent
procedure requires a physician to have active admitting privileges
in a hospital within a specific distance. Requirements for
admi ng privileges vary from hospital to hospital. Some
hospitals bar physicians that perform termina ons from being
awarded hospital privileges. Processes for approval of admi ng--
"

[At this point in the session, a man in the gallery shouts "abor on
is genocide" and other unintelligible protesta ons. Lt. Gov. David
Dewhurst strikes the gavel three mes and interrupts Senator
Wendy Davis as the man is removed from the gallery.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  There may be strong passions, but we
want to be able to hear the Senator.



Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President.

"Processes for approval of admi ng privileges can take a
lengthy amount of me, some mes as long as licensure and
Board cer fica on. A physician may have ac ve admi ng
privileges, but not within a 30-mile radius. This is especially
problema c for rural areas where hospitals are scarce. Not all
hospitals may meet the requirement of providing obstetrical or
gynecological health care service. There is not a special
designa on for hospitals providing OB/GYN services. This
provision is vague, and could have extensive consequences.

"Criminally penalizing physicians for performing a legal
procedure is inappropriate and prevents physicians for
performing a legal procedure is inappropriate-- Criminally
penalizing physicians for performing a legal procedure is
inappropriate and prevents physicians from exercising medical
judgment in order to treat their patients as they see fit.

"ACOG opposes SB5/HB60 and strongly urges the legislature to
closely examine and follow scien fic facts and medical evidence
in its considera on of this and other health care legisla on. We
stand ready to provide you with factual informa on on medical
issues that come before the legislature, and hope you will contact
us at any time."

And it is signed "Respec ully, Lisa M. Hollier MD, MPH, FACOG
Chair, Texas District, American Congress of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists."
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Senator Wendy Davis: And then this le er from ACOG related to
admitting privileges, which was the bill filed by Senator Taylor:

"Texas ACOG opposes SB1198 by Senator Taylor, dated April
16th, 2013.

"Dear Chair Nelson and members of the Senate Health and
Human Services Committee,

"Thank you for the opportunity to present this wri en
tes mony in opposi on to SB1198. The Texas District of the
American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists represents
more than 3,600 physicians and partners in women's health.
Texas ACOG opposes SB1198 by Senator Taylor.

"While ACOG recognizes that the issue of support for, or
opposi on to, abor on is a personal ma er, and respects the
need and responsibility of its members to determine their
individual posi ons, as an organiza on ACOG recognizes that
abor on is an essen al health-care service and opposes laws

http://youtu.be/N7KF0ABi8lk
https://archive.org/details/SB5008TestimonyOfACOG3


regula ng medical care that are unsupported by scien fic
evidence and that are not necessary to achieve an important
public health objective.

"SB1198 sets up unnecessary requirements that may be
extremely difficult and in some cases impossible to meet, without
a basis in public health or safety. Requirements for admi ng
privileges vary from hospital to hospital. The process for approval
of admi ng privileges can take a lengthy amount of me--
some mes as long as licensure and board cer fica on. We are
not aware of other outpatient procedures that require a physician
to have ac ve admi ng privileges in a hospital within a certain
distance. A physician may have ac ve admi ng privileges but not
within a 30-mile radius. This is especially problema c for rural
areas where hospitals are scarce.

"Not all hospitals may meet the requirement of providing
obstetrical or gynecological health care service. There is not a
special designa on for hospitals providing OB/GYN services. This
provision is vague and could have extensive consequences.

"Crea ng unnecessary requirements and criminalizing--
criminally penalizing physicians for performing a legal procedure
is inappropriate and prevents physicians from exercising medical
judgment in order to treat their patient as they see fit.

"For the reasons outlined above, Texas ACOG opposes SB1198."

It's signed, "Respec ully, Lisa M. Hollier, MD, MPH, FACOG Chair
of the Texas District American Congress of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists".



A le er again from ACOG, this me opposing SB18 by Senator
Patrick. "ACOG opposes SB18 by Senator Patrick," and it's dated
June 12th, 2013:

"The Texas District of the American Congress of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists, ACOG, represents more than 3,600 physicians
and partners in women's health. ACOG opposes Senate Bill 18
because it is a significant intrusion into the doctor-pa ent
rela onship, legisla ng the prac ce of medicine. This bill
unfortunately illustrates the perils of a emp ng to legislate a
par cular protocol, increases expenses, and undermines the
quality of care for women.

"First, this bill would require physicians to prac ce medicine
that is not evidence-based. Since the FDA approval of the regimen
in this legisla on in 2000, addi onal clinical studies have
iden fied improvements in the treatment of medical abor on.
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists makes
the following statement in Prac ce Bulle n Number 67, en tled,
'Medical Management of Abortion':

"'Compared to the FDA-approved regimen, mifepristone and
misoprostol regimens using 200 milligrams of mifepristone orally
and 800 mcg of misoprostol vaginally, are associated with a
decreased rate of con nuing pregnancy, decreased me to
expulsion, fewer side effects, improved complete abor on rates,
and lower costs for women, with pregnancies up to 16-- 63 days of
gestation based on LMP, the last missed period.'

"The FDA-approved regimen, which this bill would mandate that
physicians prescribe for their pa ents, requires a 600-milligram
dose of mifepristone, which is three times greater than in the non-



FDA-approved, evidence-based regimen that ACOG endorses
above.

"Furthermore, the misoprostol dose, though a lower dose on
face value, is given orally in the FDA-approved regimen, whereas it
is administered vaginally in the evidence-based regimen. Oral
administra on results in higher peak levels of the drug in the
bloodstream, which in turn results in greater side effects for
women. Vaginal administra on not only decreases side effects,
but also results in greater uterine contractility.

"Together, as in the evidence-based regimen, a lower dose of
mifepristone combined with a vaginal dose of misoprostol, acts
superiorly to the FDA-approved regimen. Mul ple, randomized
controlled trials, which are considered the gold standard
experimental design for research studies, have consistently
demonstrated that the FDA-approved regimen is associated with
greater side effects in women, roughly three mes higher costs
and lower overall success rates: 92% compared to 95-to-99%
success with the evidence-based regimen.

"The FDA-approved protocol for these medica ons is no safer
than the evidence-based protocols recommended by the
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the Royal
College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, and the World Health
Organiza on. This legisla on prohibits-- in fact, creates penal es
for-- the act of prescribing a medica on regimen that has, in the
simplest of terms, simply been proven to be far superior to the
FDA-approved regimen. Under this legisla on physicians would
face penal es for striving to provide the highest quality of care for
the women of Texas.



"Second, SB18 places an unacceptable level of control over the
doctor-pa ent se ng in the hands of the legislature, essen ally
allowing the legislature to prac ce medicine. Again, this bill
actually creates a medical protocol for physicians, dicta ng what
medica ons to prescribe, what doses to use, what to document,
ques ons to ask the pa ent, and when to schedule follow-up
appointments. For example, the bill requires that pa ents be
scheduled to return to the physician that prescribes the
medica on for a follow-up visit within a specific 14-day me
frame wri en into the law. I absolutely agree that women should
have a follow-up exam to ensure a successful termina on with no
complica ons. However, frequently this follow-up care is be er
and more conveniently provided by a primary care provider or
referring physician in their own community, par cularly for
women in remote areas who may have to travel long distances to
access specialized gynecologic services. There is a medical
necessity for follow-up care, but no medical ra onale that this
follow-up care must be provided by the prescribing physician. This
requirement can create a distance and access barrier for pa ents
with no medical rationale or benefits.

"Third, SB18 interferes with a doctor's ability to use his or her
professional judgment to determine the appropriate medical care
in each individual pa ent's unique circumstances. Pa ents have
spent years acquiring the specialized knowledge--" excuse me,
"Physicians have spent years acquiring the specialized
knowledge, skills, clinical and research training needed to
individualize a plan of care for their pa ents, based upon their
unique medical, surgical, family and social histories. It is cri cally
important that physicians have a toolbox, so to speak, to pull from
when designing a plan of care for a pa ent, because we rarely find



that one size fits all.

"For this reason, par cularly in the se ng of prescribing
medica on, it is standard medical prac ce in the United States
for physicians to prescribe FDA-approved medicines in doses or
contexts that were not specifically approved by the FDA, so long
as the alterna ve use is supported by adequate research. These
are some mes referred to as off-label or evidence-based uses.
Every physician has prescribed drugs for off-label uses, perhaps to
your wives, daughters, sisters, or mothers: birth control pills for
endometriosis, misoprostol for labor induc on, magnesium
sulfate to reduce the chance of neurologic complica ons for
preterm newborns. These are all considered off-label uses
standardly employed based on available evidence.

"Finally, legisla on of a single specific medical protocol
prevents an opportunity for con nuous quality improvement. One
of the pillars of medicine is the ability to compare protocols and
advance the quality of the medical care that is provided. If this bill
were to become law, we would be unable to test poten ally
better treatments and would need to wait for a legislative session
to change the law to implement improvement in care that has
developed elsewhere.

"The bill will not enhance public safety. This bill will not improve
the quality of care that women receive. This bill does not promote
women's health. SB18 would deny women in Texas the benefits of
well-researched, safe, and proven protocols that currently exist."

And it's signed, "Respec ully, Lisa M. Hollier, MD, MPH, FACOG
Chair of the Texas District, American Congress of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists."
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Senator Wendy Davis: Now, members, I'm going to begin to read
tes mony from people who were unable to tes fy before the
House Commi ee. These were people who came to the Capitol
and waited many, many, many hours for the chance for their
voices to be heard. And unfortunately, the Chair of the Commi ee
hearing that tes mony, at one point around 1am, made a
decision that no longer would tes mony be accepted; in his
words, "because it had become repetitive".

An answer to that was provided very poignantly by a young
woman who was there to tes fy, apologizing that the Chair
believed her tes mony on such an important issue was
repe ve, when for her it was her individual story, and she felt
her individual right to speak on the impacts of legisla on like this.
Because that tes mony was not allowed, I thought it par cularly
appropriate today to use the opportunity with this microphone in
my hand to give voice to the people who were not able to provide
their voices as part of that tes mony. Because that is truly what
we are to be: Representa ves, Senators who are elected to serve
our communities and to give voice to them on the Senate floor.

http://youtu.be/z97sJv4EZNk
https://archive.org/details/SB5009CitizenTestimony1


Below are 31 tes monies that I have received from people who
had registered to offer tes mony at Thursday's State Affairs
Committee meeting, but were denied the opportunity to do so.

[Places where Senator Davis sounds out names with alterna ve
pronuncia ons, as with "Arrambide or Arrambide" below, will not
be specially marked.]

Regarding House Bill 60 and House Bill 16, authored by state
representa ve Jodie Laubenburg June 20, 2013, from Aimee-- I'm
sorry, Aimee, if I mispronounce your name-- Arrambide or
Arrambide, House District 121, Representative Strauss.

"Thank you, Chair Strauss and Commi ee, for allowing me to
tes fy," she was going to begin. "I live in House District 121, and I
am a cons tuent of Chair Strauss. My name is Aimee Arrambide,
and my father, Dr. George Arrambide", or Arrambide, "was an
abortion provider.

"He was born in Chicago to a single Mexican immigrant woman,
who worked 3 jobs at a cannery during the Depression to provide
for her 3 children. My father put himself through college and then
medical school, and started off his career as an anesthesiologist.
A er a twenty-year career as an anesthesiologist, he went
through residency again and became an OB/GYN in the early '70s.
In addi on to a full- me OB/GYN prac ce, he began performing
abor ons in the mid-seven es, shortly a er Roe v. Wade, in San
Antonio, and traveled once a week to provide reproduc ve
healthcare at a clinic in Laredo.

"Growing up, I knew my father was a doctor and delivered
babies. But I didn't understand the extent of his profession un l



one day when I was in the fi h grade. A fellow student and her
parents told me that my father killed babies and I was aghast. I
knew he delivered babies, he delivered me, but I didn't
understand what they were talking about. I went home and
confronted my parents, at which me they explained to me what
an abortion was. I didn't understand.

"My father explained that while keeping a baby or pu ng up a
baby for adop on were op ons, many girls and women chose--
were op ons that many chose, some mes that was not truly an
op on. Many of his pa ents were really young or didn't have the
means to provide for a child. And that being pregnant could end
many of the opportuni es that could be er a woman's life, like
ge ng an educa on. I s ll didn't really understand, so my father
decided to take me to the clinic, to Laredo, to give me an idea of
the women that he helped each week.

"We drove through an impoverished town that I could hardly
believe was in the United States that I grew up in. The wai ng
room was filled with women and girls from all over South Texas.
Girls that had no other op ons for reproduc ve healthcare,
except this one clinic, for hundreds of miles. The girls were as
young as I was, around 12, and I could tell that they did not grow
up with any means. A er this trip to Laredo, I realized that my
father was a hero. He helped women and girls that had nowhere
else to go and who didn't have many op ons. He provided care,
health services, and an option that could make their life better.

"The first year I lived in Austin, I got harassing phone calls from a
gentleman looking for Dr. Arrambide's son. When my roommate
told him that Dr. Arrambide's daughter lived there and not his son,



he demanded to speak to me. He said that he worked with my
father and owed him money. He wanted his home address so that
he could send the check. When I told him that my father had
worked at the same address for twenty years and he could send it
there and when I asked him for his contact informa on, he
refused. That's when I realized just how dangerous my father's job
really was.

"Contrary to what some witnesses may say, the doctors who
provide abor ons are heroes and you cannot do this work unless
you truly believe in women. My father wore a Kevlar vest to work
every day, had an FBI agent assigned to us and chose houses in
gated communi es because he received threats from the violent
opposi on every day. In order to work one day a week in Laredo,
he paid more in malprac ce insurance than the money that he
made there.

"My father was a hero. He believed that every woman deserved
a chance to make her life be er. He believed in access to
educa on, and choices that would facilitate that. My father
provided comprehensive sex educa on and knowledge and
choices for me that allowed me to go to college, to go to law
school, and plan my family when I was ready. Because of his
influence and what he did for women, I have two beau ful boys
that I am ready to raise in a world that I strive to make a be er
place."

Senator Wendy Davis: This next tes mony is from Nancy
Cardenas from Austin, Texas.

"As a woman, I have struggled to understand how something as
personal as my body is constantly a part of the poli cal



ba leground. Furthermore, as a woman from South Texas, I am
appalled that abor on clinics in the Valley that provide excellent
and safe healthcare will no longer be available. Women seeking
safe abor ons will have to drive hundreds of miles for the
healthcare they deserve. Senator Bob Deuell calls clinics quote,
'money centers', end quote. The purpose of these centers is not to
make money, but to give women access to excellent healthcare
and safe abor ons. These centers cannot afford an extra $40,000
per month. Imposing these regula ons will not only shut down 37
clinics, but leave women who do not live in Dallas, San Antonio,
and Houston to fend for themselves.

"Why don't we look at this bill for what it really is: a poli cal
maneuver that strips away the right of a woman to choose what to
do with her own body and puts it in the hands of men who are
more interested in fulfilling a religious, poli cal agenda? What
this bill does is disenfranchises certain sectors of the state, like El
Paso, and actively discriminates against rural areas of Texas.

"Why don't you actually sit down and talk with your female
cons tuents? We are voters. We have a voice. And we are
responsible enough to make decisions over our own bodies. This
bill strips the basic right of a woman to control her own body
through one of the most difficult decisions of her life. House Bill 60
takes this decision out of the hands of a woman, her family, and
her doctor, as it neglects the complexities of reality.

"I ask you to oppose HB60. Thank you for your time."

Senator Wendy Davis: This tes mony, from Samantha
Fredrickson of Austin, House District 48, Donna Howard.



"My name is Samantha Fredrickson. I am a woman, a Texas
voter in Representa ve Donna Howard's District 48, an a orney,
and a person of faith. I'm speaking on behalf of myself. I strongly
urge you to oppose HB16 and HB60. The legislature has no
business regulating what I choose to do with my own body.

"I am very lucky in that I have not had to seek an abor on. I am
also very lucky that I live in a country where abor ons are safe
and legal, should I have to make the difficult and painful decision
to ever have one. Please don't take that choice away from me. If I
or any other woman out there needs to seek an abor on for
whatever very personal reason, I would like to know that it is a
possibility. These bills would make it nearly impossible for women
in this state to seek a safe, legal abor on for whatever reason
they choose to.

"I am new to Texas and I've lived in lots of different states.
Before moving here, I was never very concerned about women's
equality, because I felt that the law respected me and treated me
as fully equal. I thought 'Oh, mes are not like they were in my
parents' and grandparents' days. Women truly do have equality
now, so why should I be worried about it?'

"But frankly, since moving to Texas my opinion on the ma er
has drastically changed. The law in Texas treats me as though I am
a second-class ci zen. I love Texas. It's a great place to live and I
hope to stay here. But I do not appreciate that my legislators do
not respect me, or treat me as an equal ci zen. A er everything
that genera ons before me fought for, it is incredibly unfortunate
that I live in a state where none of that seems to ma er to the
lawmakers. Please end this war on women and do not pass these



bills. They will do nothing to protect women and are not cra ed
with women's healthcare in mind.

"A woman's right to access family planning services is vital to
her ability to succeed in life and in her career. By severely limi ng
a woman's ability to choose when and how she will have a family,
the legislature is curtailing women's possibili es. And the
message this legislature is sending with these bills is that a
woman's role is solely to have children. Whether or not I, or any
other woman, chooses to have children is a choice that only we
can make. The legislature needs to stay out of this decision.

"Please stand up for women's equality and reject these bills.
Women are smart. We are smart enough to be able to make a
decision about how to plan a family without the legislature
interfering. And as lawmakers, the women of Texas are looking to
you to ensure that our rights and interests are protected. Please
do your job and reject this legisla on, which is detrimental to the
health and security of all women in Texas. Thank you."
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Senator Wendy Davis: This next tes mony from Gary L Oldham
from Round Rock, House District 52, Representa ve Larry
Gonzales' district:

"Thank you, Chair and Commi ee, for allowing me to tes fy. My
name is Gary Oldham and I am a cons tuent of Representa ve
Larry Gonzales, and I'm here to tes fy in opposi on to HB16
because I am immensely concerned about women's health, along
with children's health and men's health, and the rejec on of
science by this body.

"I've heard much rhetoric that cavalierly rejects the concept of
gun safety legisla on, that uses the illogical argument that
criminals and those who want to get guns but can't do so legally
will con nue to do so. If true, the uncons tu onal banning of
legal abor on by making safe legal abor on inaccessible to a vast
number of Texas women will not cause it to cease; it will just
make it illegal, and vastly more dangerous.

"Science is being rou nely rejected by this body, as well as by

http://youtu.be/FgQyr2wnXYg
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the state Board of Educa on. The wonderful thing about science is
that it's true whether you believe in it or not. Science is not
dependent on your belief or mine; it simply is. To reject the
collec ve science and medical wisdom of the American Medical
Associa on, the Centers for Disease Control and the American
College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists is embarrassing folly.
Calling it 'specula on' is an embarrassment to any sen ent being.
Calling these peer-reviewed findings by the best and brightest of
our medical community 'specula on' is the most transparent and
desperate poli cal maneuvering. Calling science 'specula ve'
while suppor ng one's argument with unverified anecdotal
stories would not pass muster in third grade.

"Once upon a me, mankind believed that the sun revolved
around the earth. The church officially believed it, world leaders
believed it, the man and woman on the street believed it.
Scien sts who claimed otherwise became outcasts, were
excommunicated, were put on trial for their blasphemy. But none
of those rejec ons by the arrogantly ignorant changed the facts.
Rejec ng objec ve facts and science because they conflict with
our ideology is the greatest form of ignorance imaginable.
Promo ng ideologies that conflict with facts, forcing our ideology
upon others, and then causing irreparable harm to others is
inexcusable and unforgivable.

"Vote 'no' on HB16 and protect women's health and rights.
HB16, like HB60, is merely another effort by the American
Legisla ve Research Council (ALEC) and their state representa ve
to force legisla on that is bad for your average human being, your
average cons tuent, and that benefits corpora ons and
corporate interests. If you are genuinely interested in the health



and wellbeing of Texas women, you will not implement further
draconian legisla on to make even worse the already onerous
restrictions placed upon Texas women. Do the right thing and vote
'no' on HB16. Thank you."

Senator Wendy Davis: This from Kathryn Kennemer Genet,
Austin, Texas:

"I a ended the hearing on Thursday evening, for HB60 and
HB16, and registered to give my tes mony. I was unable to give
my tes mony before the Chairman ended the Commi ee
mee ng. My name is Kelly Genet. I'm speaking on my own behalf.
I'm represented in the Texas House by Ellio  Naishtat. I'm here to
tes fy against HB60 and HB16. It was very easy for me to be here
tonight, I live about one and a half miles from the Capitol, so I'd
like to speak in honor of women who live far away from Aus n, or
who did not have the financial means to be here tonight.

"There are 5.7 million women in Texas between the ages of 15
and 44, the childbearing years. With 700 of us here, we each
represent over 8,000 women: 8,000 women with unique stories.
I'm humbled by the stories of the women and men in this room:
people who have had pasts so different than mine. Going
forwards, we 700 Texans, each represen ng 8,000 more, will
con nue to have unique lives. We all have the right to exercise
our reproduc ve freedom and Mr. Chairman, and members of the
House, you do not know what is right for me, for them, for our
families, or for our health.

"I've been a pa ent of my OB/GYN since 2000. He and I have
worked through a pregnancy and birth of one of my three children.
He knows my medical history and has helped me to choose my



birth control. I am a grown woman who, a er having borne three
children, knows the very real emo onal, financial, and spiritual
weight of having that experience. It is hard, quite expensive and
scary at times, and it is intensely personal.

"You are cordially not invited to share that experience with me.
I am a grown woman, a voter, a citizen, and a U.S.-constitutionally-
protected American. You are cordially not invited to treat me as
though I am not."

[A er the first "cordially not invited", spontaneous applause
breaks out in the gallery and is quickly silenced.]

"You are trying to pass a law to appease voters that make up a
ny sliver of our state's popula on; the most conserva ve branch

of a conserva ve party. That is why you have Commi ee mee ngs
on short no ce, and shut down ci zen comments, and have
follow-up meetings in tiny rooms with no cameras.

"It is why you didn't a empt to pass these laws abridging the
cons tu onal rights affirmed in Roe v. Wade during the regular
session. Lieutenant Governor Dewhurst and Governor Perry have
suspended the vo ng rules during this special session because
that is the only way you can pass this legislation.

"Polls show the majority of Texans do not support you. You
game the system poli cally and use all the tricks because the
majority of Americans and Texans and women would not approve
of what you are doing. Meanwhile the 700 here, represen ng the
5.7 million others, are shining a light on your ac ons. We will not
sit down while you a empt to strip us of our self-determina on.
We will not be quiet while you pander to the par cular views of a



minority of Texans who do not want us to make our own decisions
and who con nually punish poor women for wan ng to have
control over their reproductive lives.

"You are going to kill women, moms, sisters, daughters, and
friends who will be disenfranchised from safe available medical
care in rural Texas. I came here to champion the rights of all
women, of all families, of all economic means, and living in all
parts of our very vast state to have what I have: the right to make
medical decisions about their reproduc ve lives. I came here for
the birth control, but I am staying here for the fight."
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Senator Wendy Davis: From Julie Gillis, Austin, Texas:

"Hi, my name is Julie Gillis and I am an Aus n resident and a
Texas na ve. Dawnna Dukes is my representa ve, and Kirk
Watson is my Senator.

"My mother was born in 1928, and her childhood was marked by
the Great Depression, World War II, and FDR's policies that
helped America come back from economic devasta on. She also
witnessed massive social change in the Six es' social jus ce
movements she was adamantly for, but also the Pill.

"Prior to the Pill, people did indeed have sex; lots of it, to hear
her tell it. Back then, unmarried women couldn't get the Pill on
their own, and even married women had to get clearance from the
husband so her doctor could prescribe it. She was overjoyed at
the Pill and abor on rights, because she recognized that women's
bodies belonged to them, and access to reproduc ve services
meant freedom.
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"She had Alzheimer's the last ten years, and so she's been
shielded from the backlash on women. She'd have been horrified
to see the chipping away at Planned Parenthood, sex educa on in
the schools, and the influence of the religious right on
reproduc ve rights. She'd also have ed that chipping away
directly to the desire to have a permanent poverty class: a kind of
economic slavery class, and destruction of our economic safety.

"She'd have been ashamed of our elected officials for allowing
this to happen-- hell, for encouraging it. She would have said that
people who are poor and kept from educa on wind up being
desperate. They take bad jobs because that's all there is. They
find themselves trapped in marriages or pregnancies. The poverty
class keeps itself locked in because there aren't policies in place
to help.

"That being said, she, like me, would probably want to see
abor on rates drop. Abs nence-only doesn't work, because we've
got eleventy-billion people on the planet. People like sex! Sex is a
good thing. It's such a good thing that I help produce a story-telling
series about it: smart, funny, risky stories about the human
condi on and sexuality. If you want to reduce abor on, take my
advice and follow these three steps:

"One: teach everyone about how their bodies work.
Comprehensive, age-appropriate sex-ed. is a moral issue, and a
human right. Education is power. Don't deny people education.

"Two: offer many varie es of easily accessible, low-cost birth
control op ons. Don't chip away at Planned Parenthood; make
sure there are even more. Access is power. Don't deny people
access.



"Make sure a social-- Three: make sure a social safety net is in
place, filled with unions, workers' rights, fair wages, fair and
ethical bank prac ces, health services, state-funded daycare
services, insurance and more, so that those finding themselves
pregnant who want to proceed with the pregnancy have
resources. Resources are power. Don't deny people resources.

"I fully expect all of those points to be rebuffed with an -choice
tropes about loving babies and loving women. What a strange
kind of love! It's strange love to refuse to teach people about sex,
and put myths of purity on young girls. It's strange love to force
women to keep babies inside them that are wanted, but dying,
and causing trauma for the mother. It's strange love to ask rape
vic ms to have a vaginal probe inserted inside them against their
will.

"That's not love. That's sickness. But then, it's not about love, is
it? It's about economics, and a perpetual poverty class, and about
keeping power from those that have the right to it. Do the right
thing for Texas women. We won't back down.

Senator Wendy Davis: From Nicole Goad, Austin, Texas.

"There's a popular bumper s cker that says 'I'm not from Texas,
but I got here as fast as I could!' That's me! Coming from rural
Louisiana, I've always heard how great Texas is; and now that I'm
here, I feel as if it's a place in which I could truly blossom.

"Our economy is strong; our unemployment is lower than
na onal averages; and even our housing market is up. We're so
wonderful that our own Governor feels compelled to recruit folks
from California and New York to move to our state to create be er



lives for themselves. It's an exci ng me to be a Texan if you're
here for business.

"But if you are here as a woman who is concerned about her
most deserved and protected rights, you might want to reconsider
your trek down to the Lone Star State. This state has made a
travesty of its handling of a woman's right to contraceptive advice,
and educa on, and safe, medically-approved methods of
abor on. We are being told that we no longer have the
opportunity to make our own choices, to access healthcare
wherever we may reside, and that the laws our federal
government guarantees us do not count here in the state of Texas.

"Lord knows I love to brag about our breakfast tacos. But aren't
we more than good food, great business, and wide-open spaces?
We should be champions of a fantas c quality of life for all
Texans, whether they be Aggies or Longhorns, na ves or
transplants, men or women, or rich or poor. I want to know that
the state who holds itself up so high they want to take on the East
and West coasts will protect and defend my rights to female
healthcare.

"I know we can be a 21st-century, top-of-the-line state, who
a racts the best and brightest talent. But we need to make sure
that across the board we live in the 21st century, and ensure that
all Texans will be treated equally. I ask you to think about the
Texas you want to live in. It's going to be great. But we've got to
strike down this bill to get that."
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Senator Wendy Davis: This from Andrea Grimes, Austin, Texas:

"My name is Andrea Grimes and I'm here represen ng myself,
testifying in strong opposition to HB60. I am one of Representative
Naishtat's cons tuents here in Aus n. I believe the prac cal
effects of this bill are clear. It would significantly reduce access to
safe, legal abor on in the state of Texas and that scares me. And
I'm a Texan lady, so not a lot scares me. I've done some barrel
racing; I've seen big ol' snakes out in the hill country and bar
brawls on Sixth Street. But this legisla on is terrifying, and I'll tell
you why.

"The so-called 'Preborn Pain Act' ignores sound, mainstream
medical science supported by the American Medical Associa on
and the American College of Gynecologists. The restrictions on the
administra on of medical abor ons would prevent Texans in
rural areas from safely and swi ly obtaining medica on that
would allow them to end their pregnancies without mul ple
unnecessary visits to a doctor's office or, if this legisla on passes,
an Ambulatory Surgical Center hundreds of miles from home. And
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I've yet to hear from a legislator who can provide any evidence
whatsoever that shows abor ons performed in Ambulatory
Surgical Centers are safer than those performed in licensed
abortion facilities.

"There is a reason you're hearing from me and women who look
and sound like me today. I am an affluent, white, English-speaking
woman with a flexible job who lives in an urban area. I will always
be able to get an abor on if I need one, but the Texans who will be
dispropor onately nega vely affected by this legisla on are not
able to take me off work, arrange child care, and drive hundreds
of miles to sit in a cold, sterile room, either in hopes of ge ng an
abortion or in hopes of testifying at a Capitol Committee Hearing.

"But in closing, what scares me most of all is the confusing and
appalling fact that some of the members of this Commi ee
argued earlier today that intent is not important when dra ing
this legislation. If that is the case, I wonder why these bills include
language about a compelling state interest in fetal pain in the first
place. If we are legisla ng without intent, we are shoo ng blind.
And as a Texas lady, I know one of the things we're real proud of
here is our aim. I would like to respec ully ask that you vote to
keep state government out of my uterus."

Senator Wendy Davis: And this, from Shelley Hiam from Aus n,
Texas:

"My name is Shelley Hiam, and I am represen ng myself in
opposi on of HB60. As a young teenager, my religious and
poli cal beliefs were that of my parents, which is to say pro-life. I
was raised in Texas and went through our public school sex
educa on program. I was taught abs nence. So was a good friend



of mine.

"At age fourteen, she came to me, frightened. She was
pregnant, and she saw abor on as her only op on. I was
conflicted. I urged her to consider other op ons. She looked at me
and explained that she was going to do it no ma er what. It didn't
ma er if she didn't have the money. It didn't ma er if she didn't
have the transporta on. She was going to find a way. Then she
confided in me as she had been researching ways to terminate
the pregnancy on her own. Truly awful, extremely risky ways.

"It was in this moment I realized her health was more important
than my beliefs, and I took her to the clinic. Later that day I
confided in my mom what had happened, expec ng to be
grounded and severely punished. Instead, my mom shared a
similar story. In 1971, her friend in college was pregnant and had
a back-alley abor on. My mom was the only person she told. We
shared our fears on the health of our friends facing an unwanted
pregnancy.

"Although I am strongly pro-choice now, that is not what this bill
is about for me. Roe v. Wade has not been overturned. This bill is
about access and women's health. I am concerned that if this bill
passes, women all over this state won't have access. I worry
about my poten al future daughters. I worry about women of low
economic means taking severe health risks to exercise their right
to choose. I think of my fourteen-year-old friend crumpled in a
corner, scared, and willing to take ma ers into her own hands
even if it meant risking her life.

"Please don't take a step back. Please don't close these doors.
Please don't put your personal beliefs before the health of Texas



women. Please vote 'no' on HB60."

Senator Wendy Davis: This from Ora Houston, Austin, Texas.

"My name is Ora Houston. I am speaking against HB16 and HB60
on behalf of myself and my daughter, who decided at thirty that
she did not want children: her choice, her right. I am against these
bills on cons tu onal and moral grounds. I am an ac ve, faithful
Christian in the Episcopal tradition.

"Let's be clear. The reason we are having this hearing tonight is
because elected officials in power, primarily male, are attempting
to control the reproduc ve rights of every female in Texas through
legisla on based on their religious dogma and preferences. In my
reading of the Cons tu on, the State of Texas is forbidden to
legislate based on religious beliefs. In front of us tonight are two
such pieces of legislation.

"I am against these bills on moral grounds. As a child of God, it is
my belief that every decision I make about my body, including
reproduc ve choices, is between me and God; not me and
poli cians, regardless of their faith tradi ons. Historically,
women with limited resources, unlike women of privilege, had
one choice: unregulated, unsterile, back-room opera ons. In the
years since Roe v. Wade, all females have had years of healthy and
safe options, including procedures if needed.

"To seek to limit the rights of females by passing bills which are
more limi ng, invasive, complicated, complex, and costly is
morally reprehensible. What is even more outrageous is that the
same legislators who dra  and pass these bills also dra  and
pass bills which reduce state funding for health care, educa on,



mental health services, etcetera, for the very same babies they
were so concerned about in the womb.

"It appears to me that legislators in power have extreme
feelings for the unborn; little, if any, for children who are living and
breathing outside of their mother's womb. The great thing about
choice is that females who want to carry their babies to term have
that choice and right. And those who don't also have that choice
and right. What gives the state of Texas, using thinly-veiled
language, the right to superimpose their narrow religious beliefs
on every female in Texas? Entitlement and power."

Senator Wendy Davis: And this from Jennifer Jagielko from
Austin, Texas:

"First, I would like to thank the Chair and the Commi ee for
allowing me to tes fy. My name is Jennifer Jacquielco, and I am a
cons tuent of Representa ve Paul Workman. I am here today to
voice my opposi on to the an -abor on bills HB16 and HB60. I
realize that you may have already decided how you will vote on
these bills. Nevertheless, I respec ully ask that you give me your
attention and consider these points.

"First, if you enact these bills you alienate a growing number of
your cons tuents, including me. I am a registered voter who
par cipates in every elec on and I will vote against any
candidate who is in favor of restric ng women's access to
abortion.

"These an -abor on bills are being presented in the guise of
protec ng women's health. This is insul ng to women's
intelligence. Women realize that these bills will not protect their



health. They will only reduce their access to abor on providers
and limit their ability to make their own medical and family
planning decisions. Women and their like-minded partners will
con nue to be an increasing part of your cons tuency. Do you
really want to alienate them?

"Second, if you enact these an -choice bills, you risk reducing
the talent pool for Texas jobs. Women are a greater por on of
professional job candidates than ever before, and they now
outnumber males in college enrolment. Let me ask you. What
young, strong-minded, independent woman with mul ple
lucra ve job opportuni es would want to move to or remain in a
state where she has li le or no ability to make decisions about
her own body and about family planning? How will this affect
Texas's ability to create and fill jobs? As you know, job crea on
has a point of pride for the governor and his supporters.

"Third, in order to keep its ci zens healthy and produc ve and
to a ract more industry, Texas needs to have an adequate
number of health care providers. Increasingly these providers are
female. Women now make up nearly half of medical students, up
from less than 25% in the 1970s. Females are also the majority of
members in the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
What female physician with a choice would want to prac ce in a
state where the law severely limits her clinical judgment and her
ability to do what she believes is right for her individual pa ents?
How will this affect Texas's ability to a ract and maintain an
adequate number of medical providers for its population?

"Before you vote on this an -abor on bill, I urge you to think
carefully about its poten al impact on Texas, not just now but in



the future. You have been warned. If you enact these harmful an -
abortion bills, be prepared for a mass exodus of talent from Texas.
Thank you for your time."
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Senator Wendy Davis: And this from Jennifer Jarl McCombs,
Austin, Texas:

"Dear members of the Commi ee: my name is Jennifer Jarl--
Jarl, I'm sorry-- Jarl McCombs. I'm a fi h-genera on Aus nite and
a sixth-generation Texan. I am a mother, a wife, a sister, daughter,
and small business owner. I appreciate the opportunity to be
heard by the members of this Committee.

"I'm speaking today about the Ambulatory Surgical Centers
por on of House Bill 60 that requires all licensed abor on
providers' facili es become Ambulatory Surgical Centers. As with
most prudent legisla on, a problem is iden fied and a solu on is
proposed in the form of a bill. The premise of HB60 assumes that
exis ng abor on facili es are consistently failing or producing
poor outcomes to the women who've had an abor on procedure
in the state of Texas: 'the problem'.

"With the acceptance of this premise, the argument is to
mandate exis ng abor on clinics to transi on their facili es to
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Ambulatory Surgical Centers: 'the solu on'. But this is a solu on
looking for a problem. The reasoning for the crea on of this bill is
based on a fallacious founda on. The perceived problem is faulty,
in that the current regula ons to which exis ng abor on facili es
adhere to are producing exemplary results in the health and
safety of their clients.

"Abor on is one of the safest surgical procedures for women in
the United States. 'Fewer than 0.5% of women obtaining abortions
experience a complica on, and the risk of death associated with
abor on is about one tenth of that associated with childbirth.'"
She quotes the Guttmacher Institute in saying that.

"The bo om line is that the current abor on facili es in the
state of Texas already operate and perform to high standards. The
vast majority of reputable research in patient safety relating to an
abor on procedure, medical or surgical, performed in a licensed
facility conclude that favorable outcomes are currently being
actualized.

"Further, HB60 would create problems for women. Financial
burdens: this bill would force an exis ng clinic to either renovate
their current facility, purchase an exis ng ASC if there happens to
be one si ng for sale in the clinic's area, or build a new ASC.
Based on the U.S. na onal average, ASCs have an es mated cost
of approximately $400 per square foot, including construc on
costs of $300 a square foot, contractors fees of about $75 a
square foot, and architectural fees of between $32 and $35 a
square foot.

"An ASC can vary in size from 4,000 square feet with one or two
opera ng rooms, or to as large as 30,000 to 40,000 square feet,



around 12 ORs. Assuming we go with the smallest square footage,
4,000 square feet, you're es ma ng a total cost to be 1.6 million
for that facility. The es mate does not include the purchase of the
land, permi ng, local, county or state fees, or the cost to provide
the addi onal staff and training required to operate by ASC
licensing laws. This is unques onably a severe and undue
financial burden for existing clinics.

"Access: any of these unreasonable op ons would be cost-
prohibi ve. It is es mated that of the 42 exis ng clinics in the
state of Texas, only 5 would be able to remain open. That is a
greater than 88% reduc on in access for women in the state of
Texas. With the shu ering of these existent, proficiently-run
facilities, reasonable access is denied to women, specifically from
the rural areas of Texas.

"The health and safety of women are not the priority of HB60. It
is with substan al historical context that one could reasonably
conclude that women without or with restricted access to
abor on providers will s ll have abor ons. Unfortunately, they
will have to turn back-alley abor ons or self-performed abor ons.
This is a problem. Women in these situa ons are more likely to
have severe complica ons or die. This problem has already had a
solu on in the safe and excellent care they receive in the exis ng
abor on filit-- facili es as they are currently regulated across
Texas.

"Simply stated, HB60's origin hinges on the unfounded and
unproven proposi on that a problem exists for purposes of
maneuvering around a woman's cons tu onal right for a safe and
legal abor on. I respec ully request that the members of this



Commi ee take careful considera on to the drama c
consequences that will occur due to the passage of this bill, and
vote against the passage of HB60 out of this committee.

"Please note that the data I reference to my oral tes mony is
cited for you in the copies of my wri en tes mony. I men on this
to contrast the authors of HB60 and authors of all the abor on
restric on bills in the House and the Senate, who have yet to
present a shred of factual data or peer-reviewed evidence to
support their position on any portion of these bills, despite repeat
requests throughout the regular and special sessions. Thank you."

And she cites the following works for the statistics that she gave
in her letter:

-- The Gu macher Ins tute from 2011. State facts about
abortion: Texas. New York, Guttmacher Institute.15

-- RS Means, 2013, Reed construc on data, retrieved June 20,
2013 from its website.

-- Physicians Capital Investment 2012, retrieved June 20, 2013
from Physicians Capital Investment website.

-- Planned Parenthood of greater Texas. 2013, February 25.

-- DSHS AB facili es as of 2/25/2013. 2013, Texas, United States
of America.

Senator Wendy Davis: And this from Jayne Keedy, who lives in
Representative Dawnna Dukes' District:



"My name is Jayne Keedy. I'm here to tes fy against HB60 and
HB16. My representa ve is Dawnna Dukes. Lieutenant Governor
David Dewhurst bent the rules to add these bills. He had his
chance during the regular session. This should not be happening.
Shame on him, and shame on you who support these bills. A
woman's body is hers. The state has no right limi ng her
healthcare choices, including abortion.

"Abor on is about women's health. Ask any woman who's been
diagnosed with cancer at some point in a pregnancy, who was
given a choice to begin treatment for cancer and advised to abort
her unborn child or to carry the baby to term with no treatment at
the risk she will die before the baby's due date. Women who have
an abor on do not do so lightly. No woman gets pregnant so she
can have an abor on. Some mes families end up needing to
terminate a pregnancy when they thought they never would.

"These bills will inordinately affect poor and working poor
women. The clinics that will have to close are not just about
abor on; they provide family counseling, breast exams, PAP
smears, prenatal care. And under this bill, the abor on pill, which
is safe and rarely results in complica ons, will require a 'before'
and an 'a er' appointment with the doctor. It also requires a
woman to take a higher dosage than necessary, which only
indicates the ignorance of those who wrote these bills, since it
has been shown that the necessary dosage is much less than the
bill would require.

"Shame on you who support these bills. The omnibus abor on
bill will be challenged in the courts, causing an enormous waste of
valuable tax dollars and state resources. We have seen this in



other states, North Dakota and Kansas, where hundreds of
thousands to over one million dollars and coun ng of state
taxpayer money is being spent to defend similar legisla on: these
anti-women, anti-abortion bills in other states.

"The bo om line is this: these bills will make abor on harder to
obtain and more expensive. As a result we will see an increase in
back-alley abor ons, self-administered abor ons, death among
women seeking abor ons, and unintended pregnancies carried to
term, all of which directly create nega ve public health outcomes
and a huge financial drain on the state of Texas.

"This is not what any of us want for our state or for our women,
children and families. Shame on you who support these bills. I'm
sure your mamas and maybe your grandmamas u ered the old
adage 'Be careful what you wish for'. This legisla on has raised
the ire of thousands upon thousands of women across this state,
and they vote. Lieutenant Governor Dewhurst and those in the
Texas legislature backing these bills need to start planning their
retirement.

"Shame on you, Lieutenant Governor Dewhurst, and shame on
you who back these bills."
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Senator Wendy Davis: From Lisa LeBlanc in Austin, Texas:

"I stand before you not to protect my reproduc ve rights. I do
not need protec on from you any longer. I started menopause at
the young age of 27 and, at the age of 29, all my reproduc ve
organs were removed.

"I am a rape survivor. I did not pursue the legal jus ce I
deserved because of fear of the system, and shame and guilt. The
shame and guilt I assumed to be mine, but we all-- are all well
aware it is not. I did everything right. I met this male through a
close friend's brother. I spoke with him for a number of hours
every other day for six weeks before consen ng to a date. But
when I opened the door to my home, I sensed I was in trouble. I
was. I was a acked for over seven hours in my home. Now they
call it 'date rape'.

"I was paralyzed by fear for three years. I was tortured nightly
when the phone rang between the hours of 2 and 3 am, the same

me the rapist le  my house. This occurred nightly for two years
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after the rape. It was just a little daily reminder of what he did and
could s ll do to me. I did turn off the phones closest to my
bedroom; but I had roommates, and they did not know because of
shame, and I didn't tell anyone for years. They were not aware of
why their phones rang nightly, only ringing long enough to remind
me who was aware.

"I stand here before you because you claim to be protec ng the
safety of women's health issues through passage of these
legislative bills. That is a lie, and everyone in this room knows that
to be true. The true inten on of these bills is to a ack a basic
human right, the right for any woman in this American society
today. And I remind you this is 2013, and any woman who lives in
Texas has the ability to choose her own legal and medically safe
choices guaranteed by the Supreme Court of the United States of
America.

"The arguments we hear that support the inten on of these
bills imply scien fic fact and knowledge, but these too are lies.
There is no factual reason to make these changes. They are
introduced, and the truth is they will harm access to tens of
thousands of women, children, and men to quality healthcare
clinics in their rural areas. These bills really are here to target the
indigent women of color and their families, and let's be very clear
about this fact. You see a room of people with very few faces of
color here to represent themselves. They cannot afford to be
here. That is why I am here.

"Do we, as a society, really understand all the implica ons of
responsibility we assume if we deny a woman's basic human right
to choose her own healthcare decisions? If we support HB60,



HB16, SB5, then we as a society have to make sure we con nue to
assume the health and welfare of this woman and the life we
expect her to have if these bills become law.

"Today our society does not impose or focus any reasonable
responsibility on these fathers if they are unwed and single
mothers. We do not require their involvement or responsibility to
support the mother's posi on, or the infant, then the child. Our

me would be be er spent making sure we protect and support
mothers and their child's interest, and make the fathers
accountable; and not just financially, because we know that
raising a child requires so much more than just money, and we all
know it is easier with suppor ve parents. We should be making
sure that resources are in place to make this happen, not limi ng
a woman's basic right to choose.

"If we as a society are going to legislate and take away the basic
human right to choose what happens to your own body, then we
are assuming responsibility that requires us to ensure the welfare
of both mother and child. We assume responsibility to treat a
child's mother with dignity and trust, more trust than what we
assumed she did not have in making the right medical decisions
for herself; dignity that demonstrates how much we really value a
life, not causing hardship and harm in the process. Tex-- Texas
actually had legisla on this past session concerning child care for
teen parents wan ng to complete their high school educa on,
and referred to it as 'rewarding bad behavior'. When is deciding to
become a parent considered bad behavior?

"The legislature seems to want it both ways: not allowing the
woman's right-- human right-- to choose what happens to their



bodies, then when they decide to choose what these laws intend,
they are not supported, but shamed. This not only brings great
amounts of shame to the parents but the child as well. It is a
s gma that is created for this family by society in general when
included in our wri en laws. Shame damages the soul. It does not
create hurt feelings, it causes real damage to who and what that
person is and will become. Either we support every aspect of a
pregnancy or not; we cannot choose to support a er 20 weeks,
then the first year of life, and second, and then stop. Then we
leave it up to the mother to fight for her human rights and her
child's. We need to provide adequate, affordable, safe healthcare
offered within their communi es; not like these bills suggest,
where they must travel hours to find adequate care.

"You are vo ng to cause, to affect, two lives here. This vote
requires a life me commitment. They imply that more legisla on
will pass to support and dignify these lives through safe housing,
quality health-- quality healthy food, educa on in all areas
needing a en on, affordable daycare, a good, efficient
transporta on system to get to work, stores, daycare, schools,
health services, and any other services needed. In addi on, there
will be the emo onal cost, to keep a child or parent from feeling
'less than', that can lead to addic on, possibly crime, then the
cost of treatment. And then there are the possibili es of birth-,
learning-, or mental disabili es, that con nues to add more
involvement and support that will be required by us as a society.

"These are just a few concerns off the top of my head. I am sure
there are many other ramifica ons from these laws that I've not
been able to address. We cannot even provide the educa on of
the children here today that they had in 2010. It is our duty to



make sure we are totally responsible for the lives that we impact
through our laws. That is the whole reasoning of why we are here.
Laws are to create jus ce for all. It is our responsibility to take
care of the lives here today. We are failing to accomplish this
today. How are we possibly going to be able to include the unseen
impact on the lives of tomorrow in our failing system?

"We do not provide what is needed and required as basic
human rights for Texas woman and children today. They go to bed
hungry and wake up hungry. They go to bed sick and wake up sick.
They cannot afford shoes, diapers, daycare expenses and school
supplies, or a tank of gas. Women and children struggle for daily
existence and are not able to come here today and tell what they
know to be true. They need support that is not coming.

"I was taught that a civiliza on is measured by the way they
treat the most vulnerable ci zens: the elderly, the sick, the
hungry, their children, and their poor. We, as a society, are failing
to provide these measures of basic human needs. Why do you
think we're capable of adding more individuals when fiscal
responsibili es are not being met today? If these are signed into
law, where is the money coming from? Where is human decency
going to fit? How many basic human rights are going to be le
unfulfilled?"

Senator Wendy Davis: And this from a young woman named April
in Austin, Texas:

"Thank you, Chair and Commi ee members, for allowing me to
tes fy. My name is April, and I am a cons tuent of Representa ve
Donna Howard. I am tes fying today that I am against HB60.
We've heard from Senators and Representatives here that this bill



is to protect pa ent safety. But we all know, a er seeing
Lieutenant Governor Dewhurst's Twi er account, that isn't the
goal at all. The goal of this bill is to limit access to abor on in
Texas, which is in blatant obs tu-- opposi on to the cons tu on
of these United States.

"But let's entertain for a moment the idea that this bill is
actually about pa ent safety. Humor me. Tell me this: if, a er one
year, three years, five years, we find that infec on and
complica on rates fail to improve, will the legislature commit to
reversing these regulations?

"Moreover, one of the components of this bill requires that
physicians get admi ng privileges in local hospitals. Never mind
that, by law, hospitals may not refuse treatment of a pa ent in an
emergent condi on, and never mind that professional
organiza ons like the American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists, and the Texas Hospital Associa on, find this
regulation egregious. Bottom line, you are asking these physicians
to obtain admi ng pri-- privileges in facili es where they are
unable to prac ce their specialty. There is no hospital in the state
of Texas that will allow an elec ve pregnancy termina on
procedure to be performed.

"I am a lifelong na ve Texan, as are many genera ons of my
family. I was born here, raised here, commi ed to obtaining a
higher educa on here, and stayed here to work even when it
might have been easier to move somewhere else where the
weather is milder.

"I am appalled at the sheer audacity of my state government
that has chosen to make medical decisions for the physicians and



women of Texas, despite most of its Senators and
Representatives not receiving any medical training at all.

"I am ashamed of my state government, who touts low taxes
and small government, but has chosen to spend more taxpayer
money by calling a special session in order to pass laws that have
already failed to pass in the regular session.

"I am disappointed that my state government thinks so poorly
of its own ci zens that they don't trust them to make the right
decisions for themselves, with the advice of their own physicians,
their own families, and their own spiritual leaders.

"Ladies and gentlemen of the House of Representa ves, thank
you for allowing me to share my tes mony today. Please do not
pass this harmful, shameful bill."
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Senator Wendy Davis: And this from Jane, of Manchaca, Texas:

"My name is Jane. I am here as a mother and grandmother and
a Planned Parenthood volunteer. I grew up in a small Texas town
in the 1950s and early '60s. Birth control pills had not been
invented and abor on was illegal. There was no sex educa on in
school and, just as today, girls did get pregnant.

"If a family had financial means or connec ons, they might
arrange for their daughter to get a safe abor on in a faraway
place. Less fortunate girls might find themselves in the hands of a
shady, illegal abor onist, and suffer the consequences of injury or
death. Many found themselves in sudden marriages at an early
age. They found themselves trapped in unhappy marriages or
living a hard life as a single mother; shamed in a community,
without education, with hard, low-paying jobs.

"I was right here, in this Capitol, in March 1972, when women
filled the halls to lobby for the Equal Rights Amendment. Even
though the federal legisla on failed to gain na onal ra fica on, I
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was proud that Texas was among the states that stood up for the
rights of women. We have come a long way since then. Birth
control and access to safe, legal abor ons have changed the lives
of women, men, and families.

"I have a friend who faced a very difficult choice a few years ago.
She and her husband were expec ng a baby that they very much
wanted. They were so excited. Then gene c tests revealed that
the child was carrying a specific gene that is common to serial
killers. Not all persons with this gene become serial killers, but
many serial killers share the gene. What a terrible choice to
make. Do you bring into the world a person who might someday
kill the loved ones of others? Do you trust God to take care of
everything?

"I won't tell you what choice they made. It's no one's business,
and that is the point. How can the state of Texas insert itself into
such a difficult, private dilemma? There has been a lot of
dissembling about the purposes of this legisla on being to make
the healthcare safer for women. I salute our Governor--
Lieutenant Governor for his honesty yesterday in twee ng the
truth: that the purpose of this legisla on is to end abor on in
Texas.

"It makes me very sad as a sixth-genera on Texan to see my
home state moving back to the 1950s. I have seen the 1950s, and I
don't want to go back there. I ask that you oppose HB60. Thank you
for your time."

Senator Wendy Davis: And this from Carol, in Austin, Texas:

"No one ever thinks they are going to be faced with the decision



of termina ng a much-wanted pregnancy, of deciding when to
shut off the life support of their beloved child. My spouse and I
were faced with exactly that decision.

"On December 1st, 2008, I was thrilled to discover that I was
pregnant with my first child. My husband and I had recently
married and decided to start having kids right away. Four months
later we went in for our regularly-scheduled ultrasound at twenty
weeks, where we were going to find out if we were having a boy or
a girl. Finding out your baby's sex is easily the most exci ng me
of any pregnancy, and we were ecsta c to discover that we were
having a girl.

"Unfortunately that moment was cut short, when the OB/GYN
also told us that our baby was sick, and referred us to the
maternal-fetal specialist. Two days later, we were given the
heartbreaking news that our daughter was not only sick, but had a
terminal condi on: Hydrops fetalis, in which abnormal amounts
of fluid buildup in the body. Given the early onset of my daughter's
illness, her condi on was very grave, and we le  the specialist's
office with our choices. We could wait un l she passed, induce my
labor, or have a dilation and extraction.

"Knowing that your daughter is dying is heartbreaking. When
you are given the news that there is nothing that can be done to
save your baby's life, it feels like your soul has been ripped apart.
But we had a decision to make. Even if we decided not to do
anything, we were s ll making a decision, and we had a limited
amount of me to decide. There were so many things to consider.
Did I want to hold my baby? Did I want to name her? Did I want to
have her bap zed? Where would she be buried? Would I be able



to hold her while she died, if she somehow did survive until term?

"In the mean me, I couldn't eat, I couldn't sleep, and I couldn't
leave the house. Every me that I le  the house, someone would
comment on my pregnancy. They asked perfectly normal
ques ons about my due date, the gender, the name. I answered
their ques ons as nicely as I could, and then I would turn around
and burst into tears. So eventually I stopped leaving my house.

[Senator Davis wipes her eye with one hand. Over the next few
minutes, her voice grows shakier and more tearful and she pauses
several times to use a tissue.]

"I couldn't eat because my stomach was in knots from the
anxiety. I didn't know exactly what was going to happen, and I
didn't know when it would happen. And I definitely couldn't sleep.
I was petrified that my baby was going to die while I was asleep. I
just knew that I was going to wake up one day and discover that
she had died at some point during the night. The idea that I
couldn't be with her and know when she had passed was more
than I could bear. We decided to have my labor induced. It felt like
the best path for our family.

"We started making burial arrangements. We didn't have a
grave plot for her because we never an cipated needing one.
Instead of planning a nursery, I was picking out a headstone for my
baby. Instead of choosing an ou it for her to wear home, I was
picking out her burial gown. It was devasta ng, but there was
some comfort in the fact that we were moving forward; except we
weren't really moving forward. Shortly a er making our decision
to have my labor induced, we were informed that it wasn't really
possible. My husband worked for Seton at the me, so we had



Seton insurance."16

"As a faith-based organization, Seton would not allow us to have
our labor induced while our daughter s ll had a heartbeat. That
meant that we were either forced to wait un l she passed or
agree to have her heart stopped. A er weeks of being crippled by
grief and anxiety, I couldn't imagine wai ng any longer. Our
obstetrician appealed to the ethics board at Seton on our behalf,
but our appeal was denied, so we made the decision to have our
daughter's heart stopped.

"In the mean me I prayed and begged for a miracle: a miracle
that I knew wasn't coming. Every night I would talk to my baby,
who we named Amber Grace, and I would tell her that I loved her--
I would tell her that I loved her, and that I was sorry that she was
sick. And then I would tell her that it was okay to leave me.

"At this point, my daughter was going to die, and it was only a
ma er of me, when and where it happened, and if we could
avoid having her heart stopped, then that is what we prayed for,
but she didn't die on her own. On April 8th, 2009, we went to the
specialist's office, 5:00 pm; we took a final look at our baby on the
screen, said our goodbyes, and her heart was stopped less than
an hour later. My labor was induced that night, and she was
delivered four years ago, on April 9th. I held her, kissed her; I
watched her get bap zed, told her that I loved her, and I said
goodbye.

"None of our daughter's life and death went as planned or
expected. I expected to have her for the rest of my life. And when
that wasn't possible I expected to be able to say goodbye to her in



the way that I had chosen, but that wasn't possible either. It is
very frustra ng to feel like the choices you have made for your
baby's life and death are not being respected. Hearing that your
baby is going to die makes everything in your life feel like it is out
of your control. Being told that you don't really have any control
over how your baby is going to die is devasta ng and self-
defeating.

"I chose to have a baby, and to bring her into this world. I should
be allowed to make the very personal, very private, and very
painful decision as to how she leaves it, guided by the best
interest of my child and my family. If a 20-week ban had been in
place four years ago, then I wouldn't have been able to make this
choice. Wai ng for your child to pass is certainly a viable op on
for many who have been in my posi on. But so is the path that I
chose and would choose again.

"Physically, I faced a small chance of developing complica ons
from con nuing to carry her while she was sick. Mentally and
emo onally, however, I would have deteriorated, and mental
illness can be just as debilita ng as physical illness. I would hate
to see other families denied the right to choose what is best for
them. These decisions are hard enough without placing extra
limits on them."
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Senator Wendy Davis: From Geraldine in Austin, Texas:

"I am represen ng myself and Faith Ac on for Women in Need
and I am against HB60.

"Mr. Chairman, you tell me that you have treated me and the
others here with respect. Sir, I know exactly what respect looks
like. Respect is not calling a special session in order to ram an -
choice legisla on through the legislature. Respect is not closing
most of the abor on clinics in the state and calling it an
improvement in women's health. Respect is not trying to create a
de facto ban on abor on when safe and legal abor on is
supported by the clear majority of Texans.

"Respect is not burning up the 3 minutes people are allowed to
speak with your own reitera on of the procedures or
grandstanding or cu ng them off before their me is up. Respect
is not wandering in and out of the chamber when men and women
tell the most in mate stories of their lives. Respect is not shoving
an ultrasound wand inside a woman's vagina for a painful,
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medically unnecessary, state-mandated rape because she should
have the bad fortune to need an abor on or even because she is
miscarrying her wanted child.

"I grew up in a Texas that had scien fically accurate sex
educa on. I grew up in a Texas where a well-equipped and fully-
funded Planned Parenthood was around the corner to provide the
high quality healthcare and family planning that an uninsured
teenager needed to ensure she could manage her fer lity and
make her own choices in life. I used to be so proud of being a
Texan, but now I am ashamed. When friends tell me: 'If you've got
a uterus, you've got to leave that state', I have to agree that they
speak the truth.

"I fear for my daughter's future in a state that values the right to
carry a gun on the college campus she a ends over her right, not
just to bodily integrity and choice, but her right to life itself.
Because HB60, if enacted, will cause even more deaths of Texas
women already suffering from cuts to women's health programs
and the failure of this state to expand Medicaid coverage. This bill
is a hateful a ack on Texas women and their families and must
not be enacted."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Peggy in Austin, Texas:

"Dear Texas House Affairs Chair and Commi ee, I signed up to
speak Thursday at the commi ee hearing about 1 pm, and was
never allowed to speak even though I waited ten and a half hours
and listened to many a male speaker who'd signed up a er I did.
Please accept this copy of my testimony.

"I appreciate your service and open ear to my story about why



I'm tes fying against both HB16 and 60. I'm Peggy from District 48,
represented by the honorable and wise Representa ve Donna
Howard. If y'all would listen to her intelligent input I wouldn't
need to be here speaking to you today and I could be out
volunteering as usual to help immigrants learn English, the
homeless get fed, and poor kids find affordable tutoring during the
summer.

"I'm a re red public school teacher currently volunteering as
chair of the Social Action Committee of First Unitarian Universalist
Church of Austin, which means I represent about 200 voting adults
from the Aus n area when I talk about how backwards you're
leaning by considering proposed health bills 16 and 60.

"I'm opposed to these bills and I'm perplexed about why you're
was ng me on these bills that are not pro-life at all, but only
designed to prevent women from ge ng needed healthcare. You
could be er spend your me by looking at ways to help our many
unwanted children in Texas; not to men on helping the many
women in this state who live in poverty because your laws have
not fully funded educa on, women's healthcare, or family
planning.

"Sure, you made up for some of the funding that was cut two
years ago, but you know you have more work to do. Instead, you're
coming up with more ways to cost taxpayer money and limit
women's healthcare. Every human, no ma er what age, should be
wanted. Yet I'm watching Texas poli cians interfere with the
healthcare decisions that should be between a woman, her
family, and her doctor. Lawmakers, either get out of the vagina
business or go to medical school.



"Regarding HB16, why did you come up with a generic ban on an
abor on a er 20 weeks when doctors some mes learn new
informa on later than that and abor ons are legal for up to 24 to
48-- 28 weeks? I'd say that if you vote for this bill you're simply
happy to ignore medical science and watch women and children
die for no reason. I know it shouldn't surprise me since you sit
back regularly and watch people killed via capital punishment.
Many of our inmates si ng on death row were once unwanted
babies, and what have you done for them?

"Anyone who calls this a fetal pain bill is forge ng the pain of
life. Granted, this fetus will miss the good life which could be, if
the fetus were fortunate enough to be born into a family with
money. What about being forced into the pain of poverty and
sexual discrimina on? Think of the pain many women and
children live with today, which you could eradicate with an open
mind and heart.

"Why aren't you working to pass laws to educate our teens
about human sexuality? Only 4% of Texas school districts teach
our teens about responsible pregnancy, contracep on, and
disease preven on according to the Dallas Morning News. That's
outrageous and you know it if you've been paying a en on
because Texas has one of our na on's highest teen pregnancy
rates and second highest teen birth rates. What are you doing for
these moms, families, and children? Why aren't you working more
for our children to have health insurance and care?

"Addi onally, HB60 is absurd because it places unnecessary
requirements on health centers which will reduce abor on
facili es from 42 to 5. While women with money will s ll be able



to get abortions, it will assure more poor women of either bringing
their unwanted babies in the world to be malnourished,
unsupported, and uneducated or it will send them to the fatal
abor onist who existed when I first went to college in 1972. Are
you really okay with more coat-hangers? A vote for this bill says
you are.

"If I saw y'all working to truly support our many children living in
poverty or in the broken foster care system I wouldn't consider
you pro-death, but that is exactly how I will see any of you who
vote for this horrific legisla on. Please, in the name of humanity,
vote 'no' on HB16 and 60."

Senator Wendy Davis: And this from Amy in Austin, Texas:

"Thank you to the Chair and Commi ee for allowing me to
tes fy. My name is Amy and I am a cons tuent of Representa ve
Ellio  Naishtat from Aus n. I am here represen ng myself. I am
also a volunteer with the Lilith Fund, an abor on assistance fund
which speaks directly to low income women needing abor on
care but unable to access it because of cost, distance, and many
other reasons.

"I am here to tes fy against HB60 and HB16 because it is
important that abor on remain legal, safe, and accessible for all
Texas women. I had an abor on when I was 23. I was unemployed
and suffering from health problems. My life wasn't stable enough
to provide a home for a child and my health wasn't sturdy enough
to continue a pregnancy.

"I had to borrow money for the abor on, but I was fortunate
enough to live close to a clinic. My abor on was safe and



professional and I recovered from it quickly. However, my
abor on was a wake-up call. I decided that if I were to get
pregnant again I wanted to be in a be er posi on to have a
healthy pregnancy and provide a stable home for a child.

"I got a job that led to a career. I went to grad school and I
worked on improving my health. As it turns out I've never go en
pregnant again, but in the course of dealing with my health--
health issues I discovered that I have a gene c condi on. It isn't
fatal, but it does lead to a decreased life expectancy, a decreased
quality of life, and a far greater chance of developing major fatal
diseases.

"The worst part of it is the constant chronic pain that this
condi on causes. No ma er the treatment or how well I take care
of myself I have to live with constant chronic pain which gets
worse every year. If I were to get pregnant again I could not
imagine sentencing a child to a life of constant chronic pain due to
some bad genes, my bad genes. While I take every precau on to
make sure that I don't get pregnant, birth control some mes fails
and rapes sometimes happen.

"If I were to get pregnant again, I would have an abor on
despite having a master's degree, despite having a good job and
health insurance, despite being able to provide a stable and
loving home for a child. It is my hope for every woman who is not
able or willing to con nue a pregnancy for whatever reason that
she can have access to a safe, professional, and legal abor on.
But if these bills pass it will guarantee the end of safe,
professional, accessible, and legal abor on for a large number of
Texas women. These bills put undue burdens on women and these



bills will prevent women from being able to choose what's best for
them, their health, their families, and their futures. Please do not
vote for HB16 and HB60. Thank you."

Senator Wendy Davis: This from Alyssa, who lives in District 45
Representative Jason Isaac, District 25 Senator Donna Campbell:

"My name is Alyssa and I would like to tes fy against House Bill
60 because it will restrict abor on in arbitrary and unnecessary
ways; ways that I fear are mo vated to keep women from
pursuing challenging, compe ve careers. Now would quite
possibly be the worst me for me to become a mother, the worst
time for me as well as my possible child.

"I have worked to get my first degree and to build the beginning
of a career as a professor. However, this career will take a lot
more me and effort to get it off the ground. I'm about to get my
MA and hopefully PhD, which will take from six to eight years to
complete. During these years, I will have to work relessly and for
very li le money. It will take all of the energy and me I have to
make it through this period.

"If I do make it through this and successfully get onto the tenure
track job market, my success will be far from guaranteed. I will
s ll have to campaign relessly to get hired, probably for several
years and possibly work several jobs as an adjunct, posi ons that
o en pay significantly less than the salaries of high school
teachers in the state of Texas and allow faculty li le me to do
the research they really care about.

"But if I do eventually get the job I want, the job I know I am
more than qualified to get, I will be able to do what I love for the



rest of my life, to do research that is important, that will inspire
students the way I have been inspired by my own professors.

"Ge ng pregnant could very well ruin this dream, especially if I
do not have the choice to end the pregnancy. If I had to drive far
away because all of the clinics near my university have been
closed, adding the expense of gas to the expense of the procedure
itself, abor on could be rendered prohibi vely expensive for me.
If I had a child, I would likely be changing diapers instead of writing
my disserta on and devo ng all of my money to paying
babysi ers rather than traveling to deliver papers at a
conference.

"If I do not make it through, I will have to take whatever--
probably low-paying-- job my bachelor's degree in English can get
me: a job that would likely not ever be able to provide adequately
for myself, much less a child, even when combined with my
partner's salary. Though I am certainly taking precau ons against
ge ng pregnant, if I did happen to get pregnant I would want to
know that I had the option of choosing to end that pregnancy.

"Choosing abor on would be difficult for me. I am not pro-
abor on. I am pro-choice. However, knowing that I had a choice
would make it possible for me to come to a decision that I felt at
peace with, a decision that I could at least say was my own. Every
woman deserves this choice.

"The Texas legislature is a emp ng to claim that this choice is
really their own, bullying women not located near urban areas
into becoming mothers. This will likely result in many individual
women losing the kind of economic and social power that full
control over their reproduc ve lives makes possible for them



now. It will keep them from being extraordinary.

"This is not even to men on the fact that many will likely be
prevented from excelling because they will be dead from the
many-- from the badly-done illegal abor ons they will begin to
seek when their access to legal abor on is restricted. The Texas
legislature is proving that it has the power to push women into
subordinate positions and even to kill them.

"During this special session the Texas legislature had proved
that it can do whatever it chooses, up to and including silencing
the people's tes monies on this issue as they did in the State
Affairs Commi ee on June 20th. Unfortunately for the Texas
legislature, their power comes from the people's votes which
cannot be silenced. Half of these votes will come from women,
who will make sure that the next me a special session like this is
called it is filled with representa ves who will value and a empt
to protect their reproductive rights."
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Senator Wendy Davis: And this from Melissa in Austin, Texas.

"Thank you, Chair and Commi ee, for allowing me to tes fy. I
am Melissa, a cons tuent of Representa ve Dukes, and mommy
to Iris, who is six, and Sam, who is four. I'm here to tes fy against
HB16 and the an -abor on bills because there are thousands of
reasons women make the choice to have an abor on procedure;
so many more than rape, incest, and the life of the mother.

"What happens to a woman's body should not be legislated.
HB16 only makes an excep on for the life of the mother and does
not make an excep on for fetal abnormali es. 0.57% of the
abor ons in Texas are a er 20 weeks: almost half of 1%. The
women who receive abor ons a er 20 weeks make this painful
decision with their families, usually a er receiving news that
their child has such severe abnormal-- abnormalities it would only
be able to live outside of the womb for minutes, hours, or days,
and that their child would die possibly in extreme pain. These
pregnancies are wanted, planned, and loved.
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"The idea of fetal pain is being used as the excuse to outlaw
abor on a er 20 weeks. The Journal of the American Medical
Associa on found evidence that the brain connectors to feel pain
are not formed un l at least 24 weeks. I think we should use
evidence found by the American Medical Associa on, rather than
an ar cle in "USA Today" that Representa ve Laubenberg read on
a plane.

"What about the mental and emo onal pain of these parents,
and the physical pain their child may be in from being born, before
their pending death? Do you think that you, the lawmakers, have
the right to make these women carry and then watch their babies
suffer and die? How long is too long to watch your baby suffer
before it dies? One minute? One hour? One day? Taking this choice
away from these women is gut-wrenching and wrong. We are
women. We are mothers, daughters, and most importantly we are
human beings. Trust us to make decisions about our bodies and
our health decisions, with our doctors. Thank you."

Senator Wendy Davis: This from Pamela in Round Rock, Texas;
District 52, Representa ve Larry Gonzales. This was her planned
testimony on HB16.

"I registered to tes fy on HB60 and HB16 and waited for more
than 10 hours to be called to tes fy on HB60. I was denied the
right to do so. A er shu ng down tes mony on HB60, Chairman
Cook then decided to arbitrarily and severely restrict the number
of witnesses allowed to tes fy on HB16, thus preven ng
representa ves from hearing from me and hundreds of other
Texans. My prepared testimony against HB16 follows.

"Thank you, Chair and Commi ee, for allowing me to tes fy. My



name is Pamela. I live and vote in Round Rock. I am a cons tuent
of Representa ve Larry Gonzales in District 52. I am here today to
tes fy against House Bill 16, the proposed measure that would
ban abortions after 20 weeks.

"Since the legaliza on of abor on in 1973, abor on services
have become more widely accessible. As a result, the
overwhelming majority of abor ons are performed in the first
trimester of pregnancy. For a number of reasons, however,
abor on a er the first trimester remains a necessary op on for
women.

"Although the proponents of HB16 might say otherwise, their
goal is to ban all abor ons and severely restrict the right of
women to control their own bodies. They call themselves pro-life,
but in fact they threaten violence against doctors and endanger
the health of women and the right of physicians to determine the
most appropriate treatment for their pa ents. Their arguments
about so-called 'fetal pain' and similar unfounded and fear-based
claims are rehashes of decades-old rhetoric.

"Combined with HB60 and provisions in SB5, HB16 concocts a
perfect storm that endangers the women of Texas and bars their
access to abor on. Factors that force women to have abor ons
a er the first trimester include barriers to service, provider
shortages, cost, and legal restric ons. Other reasons include
psychological denial of pregnancy as occurs in cases of rape or
incest, lack of financial support, lack of pregnancy symptoms, and
a seeming con nua on of monthly menstrual periods or irregular
periods.

"Medical indica ons affec ng pregnancy may also lead to



abor on a er the first trimester. Some of these include fetal
health concerns from a lack of prenatal care, fetal exposure to
prescrip on medica ons, and fetal anomaly due to advanced
maternal age. Exist-- exis ng condi ons in which a woman's
health is threatened or aggravated by con nuing her pregnancy
include certain types of infec ons, health failure, malignant
hypertension, including pre-eclampsia, out-of-control diabetes,
serious renal disease, severe depression, and suicidal idea on.
These and other symptoms may not occur un l the second
trimester, or they may become worse as the pregnancy
progresses.

"In Roe v. Wade, the U.S. Supreme Court held that the U.S.
Cons tu on protects a woman's personal decision to end a
pregnancy. Only after viability, being capable of sustained survival
outside a woman's body with or without ar ficial aid, may states
ban abor on altogether. Abor ons necessary to preserve the
women's life or health must s ll be allowed, however, even a er
viability. HB16, like its companion bill HB60, is not pro-life; it is an
anti-woman's health measure that endangers the women of Texas
and interferes with personal decisions between women and their
doctors. I urge you to reject HB16."

Senator Wendy Davis: And this, from Melissa in Austin.

"Thank you, Chair and Commi ee, for allowing me to tes fy. My
name is Melissa, and I am a cons tuent of Representa ve Mark
Strama of District 50. I'm here to tes fy against HB60 because I
believe in the equality of women and reproductive justice.

"In 1978 I had an abor on. I had that surgical abor on in a
doctor's office, and felt completely cared for and safe. It was a



very difficult decision for me, and the right decision. I am grateful
that I lived in a state where my rights as a woman and a ci zen of
the United States of America were respected. I was allowed to
make the best choice for me and my family.

"I could give you a list of reasons why I did what I did, but the
truth is that those reasons are private and none of your, or
anyone else's, business. I don't have to defend my decision. It was
my right to make it and should always be the right of each
individual woman. No one else could possibly know my mind, my
heart, or understand why I made the choice I did, and they don't
have to. My right to make decisions about my own body are mine
to make, just as you have the right to make your own decisions
about your health, your body, your wellbeing.

"Why do you deny my freedom of choice? The idea that doctors
would need admi ng privileges at a hospital within 30 miles is
ridiculous. There are many places in this state where there is not
a hospital within 30 miles of the community. Why are you not
concerned with the health of those Texans? And what about
women giving birth? More women have complica ons and die in
childbirth than from abor on. Shouldn't suppor ng small
community hospitals be a priority? If you really cared about life
and reducing the number of abor ons, wouldn't expanding
Medicaid, providing science-based sex educa on, easy access to
birth control, funding Planned Parenthood, and doing all you could
to make-- all you could to make healthcare available to each child,
woman, and man in Texas be your focus?

"If all you want to do is be pro-birth, then claim that. I hear that
you claim a religious basis for your ac ons, yet I see no legisla on



reflec ng compassion for the children in Texas that go to bed
hungry each night, or the children that are abused, abandoned,
and neglected. I see no legisla on providing easy access to birth
control to reduce the need for abor on. I see no legisla on to
provide for child care, a living minimum wage, or family leave, so
more woman-- women would feel that they could care for a child.

"I am against this assault on my rights and the basic equality of
women. Reproduc ve rights are central to women's equal rights
and autonomy in society. Men are free to use and buy birth
control at any age. Men are free to have vasectomies, or not, and
if they impregnate someone they're not required to subsume their
rights and the sovereignty over their own bodies at the direc ve
of another person's religious beliefs. Freedom of choice means
that every woman and man is free to make personal decisions
about their reproduc ve lives based on their own religious beliefs
and consciences."

Senator Wendy Davis: And this from Ellen, in Austin, Texas:

"Hello. Thank you for allowing me to tes fy. My name is Ellen. I
reside in Rollingwood, Texas, House District 48, Representa ve
Donna Howard's district. I am testifying against HB60.

"As a person of faith, as a Jew, I am dismayed that some
religious views are not being taken into account and respected as
this bill aims to make it more and more difficult for a woman to
have access to abortion care.

"My faith is clear on this issue. My Jewish values state that
every woman has a right to self-determination, and Judaism views
the well-being of the mother as paramount, placing the highest



value on exis ng life. My faith-based perspec ve informs me
whether to terminate a pregnancy is a deeply personal and
immensely complex decision, one that should be le  to the
woman in consulta on with her doctor, her partner, her religious
values, and her conscience.

"The bill being heard today represents an intrusion on these
values. It seems more aimed to shame a woman than to support
her, to treat an individual as if she cannot make and carry out this
most important personal decision as her own moral guide. Too
o en we suppose to know what is in the heart of another person,
but of course we all know that that is not possible.

"So I ask the members of this Commi ee not to dictate a
decision such as this for another person. Do not suppose to know
what is truly in the heart of a woman who is seeking an abor on,
par cularly one who is perhaps a vic m of rape or incest. I urge
the members of this Commi ee to vote against these bills and
keep abor on care safe, legal, and accessible for the women of
Texas. Thank you for the opportunity."
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Senator Wendy Davis: And this from Julie in Pflugerville, Texas:

"Good a ernoon. Thank you, Chair and Commi ee, for allowing
me to tes fy. My name is Julie and I am a cons tuent of
Representa ve Mark Strama. I am here to tes fy against these
bills because I believe that the intent of these bills is to try to
further restrict access to safe abortion care.

"I believe that our ability as women to make personal
reproduc ve choices in the future will be in jeopardy if these bills
are passed. I am currently employed at Aus n Women's Health
Center, and I've worked there for more than eight years. We pride
ourselves on providing high quality reproduc ve care to the
women of central Texas. From my experience working in an
abor on clinic, I know firsthand that abor on is an incredibly safe
procedure. I have yet to hear or read about any data or studies
that report to the contrary, and my own personal experience
working in a clinic has been that the complica on rate is
incredibly low.

http://youtu.be/gXDO1JCQds0
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"Excessive regula ons of abor on care are already in place in
this state. We are regulated and subject to inspec ons by the
Department of State Health Services, the Texas Medical Board,
the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments, the Na onal
Abor on Federa on, and various insurance companies. I am
concerned that requiring all abor ons be performed in an
Ambulatory Surgical Center is extreme and unnecessary, and will
in effect result in abor on being less safe by causing women to
resort to illegal and unsafe methods to protect, or to end their
pregnancies.

"It is incredibly worrisome to me to think that any women-- any
woman in need of an abor on service, whether it is elec ve or
therapeu c, may only have five clinics in the en re state to
choose from if these laws are passed. We encounter women at
our clinic on a daily basis that already face difficulty arranging
transporta on to our office even when they live in the area. Many
women will not be able to afford the financial burden associated
with increased transporta on cost. Delays in receiving treatment
due to pa ent overload at the few remaining clinics may result in
women having to wait un l the second trimester to be seen. At
that point the financial cost and medical risk begin to increase
exponentially.

"If you really care about women's safety you will vote 'no' to this
bill. The need for safe abor on care in our community will not go
away if this bill is passed. Women will not stop seeking abor on
services. What will be different though, is we will lack legi mate
regulated health centers that provide high quality medical care to
women because this bill will drive legi mate providers, such as
the one that I work for, out of the practice.



"I have witnessed thousands of women walk through our doors
seeking abor on services each with their own unique story to tell.
These women are from every walk of life, every age bracket, every
race, ethnicity, every income level, every educa on level, and
every religion. They all choose abor on because they believe in
their hearts that it is the best decision for them in their situa on,
and we trust them. I encourage you all to also trust them to make
these medical decisions with the least amount of government
interference. Thank you."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Martha in Luling, Texas:

"I am Martha. I live in Tim Kleinschmidt's District 17. I represent
myself, in absolute opposi on to HB60. Today I am here to speak
out for Texas women, for the least of those among us. I want my
voice to count for something tonight because for two years I have
watched as my state leaders have leveled a ack a er a ack on
women's healthcare. From slashing funds for family planning
services and wellness exams to defunding Planned Parenthood, I
have seen with my own eyes what these cuts have done to women
in my own community. My heart is breaking.

"As a concerned ci zen I have done what I am supposed to do
when I disagree with my state government. I've made phone calls
to Mr. Kleinschmidt, to my state Senator, Judith Zaffirini, and to
the Governor's office. I have wri en le ers to them, le ers to the
editors of many newspapers, and even protested on many
occasions at the Capitol, yet nothing has changed.

"I want my voice to count. On Tuesday night, during the Senate
hearing on SB5, I listened as Senators Patrick, Deuell, Nelson, and
the bill's author Glenn Hegar claimed that this ac on is pro-



women's health. In my es ma on nothing could be further from
the truth.

"If Texas is truly about the business of being pro-women's
health, then shouldn't we start by fully restoring funds to the
women's health program and the forfeited Title Ten funds?
Shouldn't we see to it that there is a Planned Parenthood in every
community in this state? Shouldn't we expand Medicaid so that
more women can enjoy access to healthcare? If we are really pro-
women's health, then we must ensure that all Texas women have
access to educa on, to birth control, to op ons. This bill and
HB16 take away my options.

"These bills were dead at the close of regular session. I believe
our Lieutenant Governor bent the rules to get them on the fast
track of this special session. That we are even here today figh ng
the passage of the bill is an outrage. We now know because of his
irresponsible tweet on Wednesday morning that Dewhurst's goal
is to close all clinics in Texas that provide abor on services, and
we are not amused.

"In 2011, our legislature passed a sonogram law with nary an
outcry from the public; not this me. There are thousands of other
ci zens of this state, who were unable to be here in person
tonight, who will fight every affront to Texas women's
reproduc ve freedom. I want you to know that if this state's
elected officials con nue to wage war on women in my state I will
do everything in my power to work toward their defeat. I am
Martha: let the record show that I vehemently oppose HB60.
Thank you."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Kailey in Austin, Texas:



"I am here today to speak for myself and to voice my opposi on
to this legisla on. I am opposed as a social worker, a healthcare
professional, an abor on provider, and as a woman. I will not
abide when others try to legislate away my rights by crea ng
undue and unnecessary restrictions on a legal medical procedure.

"I do not want to live in a place where women are not trusted to
make private decisions for themselves without legisla ve
interference. I believe that decreasing access to abor on for
poli cal and religious reasons is bad and uncons tu onal health
policy.

"It does not serve to protect the health and safety of women.
Limi ng access to an already safe medical procedure, indeed
safer than carrying a pregnancy to term, will force women into
unsafe at-home abor ons or into the arms of unscrupulous
people who take advantage of desperate women. Lastly, and
most importantly, I trust women to decide what is best for them,
and that includes access to abor on on demand and without
apology. Thank you."

Senator Wendy Davis: And this from Victoria in Buda, Texas:

"Hello, my name is Victoria and I am here today as a concerned
Texas resident opposing HB16 and HB60 and as a cons tuent of
Representative Jason Isaac.

"My story is one of tradi onal success: teenage girl makes it all
the way through high school with great grades, gets into an elite
college, works at a job she loves, and regularly educates herself
on the poli cs of her state and na on. But I am lucky. I am not
special, I have not lived my life any differently than many of the



women who sought abortions in this state.

"The decision to terminate one's own pregnancy is an incredibly
personal medical decision, and it is one that we have a
cons tu onal right to as Americans. The bills on the floor tonight
represent a belief in this country that the women who seek
abor ons are shameful, careless liars who do not have the
mental capacity to make these decisions for themselves. As a
young woman, I find that belief to be abhorrent, not to men on
insulting and dead wrong.

"The women who have sought and con nue to seek abor ons
are just like me: women who are successful, compassionate,
smart, and capable human beings. I am fortunate that I have not
had to make the heart-wrenching decision to end a pregnancy, but
that is not because I am somehow be er than the women who
have had to face that decision. The rhetoric used to shame
women who seek these services is inten onally designed to
scapegoat them so that they become dehumanized in the eyes of
the media and its consumers.

"If women who seek abor ons are characterized as reckless
and immoral it is easy to strip them of their rights, dignity, and
humanity. It seems ironic then that, in order to save the humanity
of a fetus, grown adults must dehumanize and restrict the rights of
women. If we assume that this rhetoric is not just rhetoric and a
true belief held by those who are an -choice, how can they
jus fiably argue that the women who are seeking abor ons and
whom they believe to be incompetent should carry to term, give
birth to, and raise a human being?

"We must begin to speak honestly and compassionately about



and for women and our experiences because the choices that we
make, the lives we live, and the children we do or do not bring into
the world deserve more respect than the current rhetoric
surrounding women's health.

"In conclusion, HB16 and HB60 are not just a danger to women's
physical health, but to their mental health, to their self-image, to
their public image, and to their general dignity. I'm speaking
against them as a young woman, a young woman who reserves
the right to make decisions about my body, my mental health, and
my capabili es. I do not believe that the Texas legislature has the
right to make decisions about what healthcare I have access to or
the personal decisions that I am or am not allowed to make as a
woman, as a human being and as a cons tuent of the state of
Texas. I oppose these bills. Thank you for your time."
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Senator Wendy Davis: And this from Danielle from Austin, Texas:

"Many disagree about poli cs, but so many that I run into will
agree, regardless of poli cal affilia on, that it's difficult to fully
love others if a person doesn't love herself. Similarly, it's hard to
help or care for others without being able to do it for oneself first.
That's why on airplanes they always tell the adults to put on an
oxygen mask before the child. What good is the adult to the child if
the adult is suffocating?

"In December of 1973, my mother was 18 and living in Amarillo,
Texas. She conceived my half-sister, Avi, with a man she did not
know well, who she felt affec on for but did not love. She knew
she was not ready for a baby. She made almost no money and had
unresolved PTSD from sexual and emo onal abuse. But her family
was going to disown her if she put the child up for adop on. I can
only imagine Texas was similar to what it might be like if this bill
passed. Abor on was technically legal, but not very accessible.
She had the op on to be further shunned by her family, or to have
the baby.

http://youtu.be/xXrMGNNH9Bk
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"When Avi was four years old, she was diagnosed with
leukemia, which she lived with un l she was 12 years old. She
passed away in my mother's arms while she was giving her a
sponge bath. Avi's leukemia was a result of growing up next to a
nuclear power plant and jet fuel lines from an Air Force base.

"So how are we supposed to expect mothers to not seek out
abor ons when our government shows no interest in stopping the
contribu ons to toxicity in our environment? While
simultaneously encouraging families to control their daughters'
bodies? While simultaneously doing so li le to help those who
are victims of sexual violence and domestic abuse?

"My mother does not regret raising Avi, despite the trauma of
eventually losing her. But she regrets that she grew up in a me
where she had so little agency about a choice she needed to make
herself; not her family, not her government. She believes, as a
result of her struggle, and so taught me, that all women need
options.

"I ask the government and people in favor of this bill why they
are so concerned with the fetus, but not the four-year-olds who
are in toxic environments, who may not have access to healthy
food, or any food at all. Why are they so convinced that a mother
can properly care for another human being when the world puts
up so many barriers for her to even take care of herself?

"If you value the life of a child, you must value the life of the
woman who carries it. If you value the life of a child, then you need
to value their en re life, not just when they are a collec on of
cells in a uterus. If you want to blame a woman for not wan ng to
bring a child in the world, I suggest making it be er-- a be er, an



easier world, to raise the children we already have, who are
struggling to thrive because of environmental decay and
economic disparity.

"However, I suggest not blaming the woman at all, for you are
likely to never be in her shoes."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Jane in Austin:17

"To the Chair and Commi ee members: my name is Jane. I'm
here to tes fy against HB60 and HB16. My representa ve is
Dawnna Dukes. Lieutenant Governor David Dewhurst bent the
rules to add these bills. He had his chance during the regular
session and this should not be happening. Shame on him, and
shame on you who support these bills.

"A woman's body is hers. The state has no right limi ng her
healthcare choices, including abor on. Abor on is about
women's health. Ask any woman who has been diagnosed with
cancer at some point in a pregnancy, who is given a choice
between treatment for cancer and advised to abort her unborn
child, or to carry the baby to term with no treatment at the risk
she will die before the baby's due date.

"Women who have an abor on do not do so lightly. No woman
gets pregnant so she can have an abor on. Some mes families
end up needing to terminate a pregnancy when they never
thought they would.

"These bills will inordinately affect poor and poor working
women. The clinics that will have to close are not just about
abor on; they provide family counseling, breast exams, Pap



smears, pre-natal care. And under this bill, the abor on pill--
which is safe, and rarely results in complica ons-- will require a
'before' and an 'after' appointment with a doctor. It also requires a
woman to take a higher dosage than necessary, which only
indicates the ignorance of those who wrote these bills, since it's
been shown that the necessary dosage is much less than the bill
would require. Shame on you who support these bills.

"The omnibus abor on bill will be challenged in the courts,
causing an enormous waste of valuable tax dollars and state
resources. We've seen this in other states. The bo om line is this:
these bills will make abor on harder to obtain and more
expensive, and as a result we will see an increase in back-alley
abor ons, self-administered abor ons, deaths among women
seeking abor ons, and unintended pregnancies carried to term,
all of which directly create nega ve public health outcomes and a
huge financial drain on the state of Texas.

"This is not what any of us want for our state, or for our women,
children, and families. Shame on you who support these bills."

Senator Wendy Davis: This is from Linnea, in Austin:

"Thank you, Chair and Commi ee, for allowing me to tes fy. My
name is Linnea and I'm a cons tuent of Representa ve Dawnna
Dukes and I'm here to tes fy against bills SB5, HB60, and HB16.
Mr. Chairman, I will gladly share my personal story with you at this
hearing, if you feel that it will contribute to this hearing, and that
you have the me and pa ence to listen to it through to the end.
It is not very long, but it is longer than three minutes.

"Not too long ago, I became unexpectedly pregnant. Now, I've



lived a fairly easy life. When I became pregnant, at the me I lived
in a house owned by my family. I was thirty years old, married to
the man I've been with for over a decade, rela vely stable
income, all the factors that one thinks one needs in order to raise
a family. And yes, at first we decided to sustain the pregnancy; we
even told our parents and some friends.

"And then the panic set in for me. I became overwhelmed with
emo ons. I tried to keep them at bay, but when I found myself
resis ng the urge to wish for a miscarriage, I knew I had made-- I
knew I had to make a different choice. I could not find the strength
within me, but when I went to my husband, and that wonderful
man took my hand and said, 'You don't need to make this alone. I
will make it with you. We will make this choice together.'

"What changed? I'm a person that loves life, honors life so much
that I don't even eat animals. I wish for there to be as li le
suffering as possible in this world. But in those days of moving
toward a choice of abor on, the reality of my situa on became
crystal clear, as if I were going through a near-death experience.

"You see, my family discovered when I was very-- My family
divorced when I was very young. My parents, the two people who
brought me into this world, hated each other. I do not remember a

me seeing them show love for each other. My concept of love
had been for so long related to abandonment, to loss, to hate.
How could I expect my child to love in a healthy way if I did not
myself know how to love?

"Three other factors were the same as this: How could I expect
my child to deal with anger and nega vity if I did not know how?
How could I expect my child to embrace its crea ve expression



and follow its heart if I did not know how? How could I expect my
child to be physically healthy and respect their body if I did not
know how? These four things were irrefutable to me. I could not be
the parent that I feel every child deserves without these factors in
place. Even though the idea of abor on was, and s ll is,
heartbreaking to me, bringing up a child with these disadvantages
was even more painful.

"Throughout my pregnancy, all the way through my abor on, I
did not drink or take my migraine medica on, my li le way of
showing that I valued life, even as I found myself incapable of
bearing it. Even during my surgical abor on procedure, I refused
any seda on other than local anesthesia. I wanted to be present
in the only way in which I was capable.

"There are no words to describe the intense myriad of emo ons
that I went through, and I imagine that will help people
understand why so few women are sharing their personal
experiences of abor on here today. It's not that it's shameful, it's
that it is the most singularly powerful life-changing experience
they've had, and to reduce that to three minutes of half-hearted
listening would be crushing.

"I have made my peace with my decision through enormous
effort. Not only that, but I have worked on those other four factors.
Thanks to Aus n's Capital Area Counseling, I have an amazing, an
absolutely amazing and gi ed counselor who is helping me
reshape my concept of love, anger, and how to be true to myself. I
have worked hard to get fit. I have gone from obese to healthy on
the BMI scale in the last year.

"I believe were I faced with that choice now that I could reach a



different conclusion. Every step forward is a gi . It is empowering.
And yet it always has the lining of sadness, of loss, of the choice
that I made. It will always be with me. It was the hardest choice I
have ever had to make and I don't wish it upon my worst enemy.
Even if it made you understand, Mr. Chairman, that choosing
abor on is not a choice against life, but a choice for life, I would
not wish it upon you.

"I just ask you to keep in mind that number, that one in three
women in our country have had, or will have, an abor on, and
that it's not a choice made due to inconvenience or a simplis c
disregard of human life. Quite the opposite: that when faced with
a-- with such a demanding, life-altering choice, most women will
face a kaleidoscope range of emo ons and thoughts that many
humans will, if they are lucky, never have to face.

"As you can see, my choice had nothing to do with the
availability of abor on. If abor on had been too expensive, or
unavailable to me, I can promise you that I likely would have tried
to create a cocktail of drugs to make it happen on my own. So if a
lack of available abor on providers is not a deterrent, what could
you have done to prevent me from having an abortion?

"Perhaps working to remove the s gma of giving up unwanted
pregnancies for adop on. Perhaps making contracep on more
readily available via affordable healthcare. Perhaps via
affordable healthcare providing quality counseling, so I could
have dealt with these issues much earlier in my life, or even so
early that my parents could have had proper counseling and
learned to deal with each other without so grossly perver ng my
concept of love and family.



"There are many ways in which to show that you value life
without trying to force a choice in which you have neither
responsibility nor consequences. I have to deal with my choice for
the remainder of my life, and I will always work relessly to be a
be er person in the name of that choice. How are you going to
work relessly to empower more women and families to rise to
the occasion of unexpected pregnancy?

"Thank you for your time."
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Senator Wendy Davis: And now, members, I have personal
testimonies that were sent to our office when people learned that
we would be speaking against this bill today and asked us to be
their voice in this chamber.

This is from a young woman named Erica and it's tled "My
Story":

"When I was young, I knew the older sister of a friend that was
violently raped and was forced to bear the child. The young
woman was a college student. One night the rapist entered
through her sliding glass door and raped her brutally and le  her
battered. And as she healed, she discovered she was pregnant.

"Because abortions were illegal she had to suffer every day with
the awful memories of that night, and she eventually dropped out
of school. It was a nightmare for the en re family. When she
walked down the street, people would whisper about her being a
rape vic m. At the grocery store people would congratulate her
and ask ques ons about her pregnancy, always reminding her
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that she was carrying the rapist's fetus.

"Rape can happen to anybody. As a mother I cannot imagine
forcing my child to endure that hell. The idea that the Texas
government-- my daughter can't decide with her doctor and family
how to handle her most important decisions about her own body
sickens me. Thank you," and she signed it.

Senator Wendy Davis: This is from Patricia from Bellaire, Texas:

"Dear Senator Davis, Thank you with all my heart for standing up
for all of us. It has been heartening to see so many wonderful
Texans figh ng for Texas women these past few days. Your
courage is par cularly inspiring. It's way past me for Texas
women to declare 'don't tread on us' and mean it.

"In 1972, about 130,000 American women obtained illegal
abor ons or self-induced abor ons. When I was in college, one of
my friends almost died of an illegal abor on. We aren't going back
there. We cannot allow the extremist minority, propelled by
ignorance, misogyny, hypocrisy, poli cal showboa ng, and the
uncons tu onal desire to impose their personal religious views
on others to control what women do with their own bodies.

"The hypocrisy is par cularly brazen when the same fana cs
who want to force women to bear babies they don't want and
can't care for lose all interest once the fetus is an actual born
child. These are the same people who are trying to cut funding for
food stamps and further restrict Medicaid eligibility. Apparently,
they don't realize that once a child is born he needs food and basic
medical care.



"And what about the libertarian mantra that we need to get
government out of our lives, which somehow fails to apply when it
comes to the most personal and private decision a woman may
need to make? The government has no right to take my guns, but
does have the right to force me to have a baby I can't care for?
Please.

"I believe with all my heart that the real sin is not to have an
abor on, but to bring into this world a child whom you know you
cannot care for properly. We've seen the tragic consequences of
that all around us: children abandoned, neglected or mistreated
because they were never wanted or who had parents who were
simply incapable of caring for them. I have three beau ful
daughters. I want them to live happy healthy lives, and to have
children when the me is right for them. I want them to control
their own des nies. Please keep figh ng for them, Wendy. With
much gratitude and respect, Patricia."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Ellen:

"Thank you so much for speaking for me and millions of other
Texas women about the Republican a empt to dismantle
women's healthcare.

"When I was 17, I was raped on a date. I didn't know what had
happened to me, let alone what to do when I wound up pregnant.
My only thought was to kill myself, because I didn't know any other
op on available to me. Thankfully I had a smart, wonderful
mother who took me to have an abor on. The en re experience
was horrible, but I cannot imagine what it would be like under the
circumstance that Texas now wants to make women undergo.



I made a decision to save a life: my own. And it was the most
important decision I've ever made and will ever make. Thank you,
Wendy, for allowing me to tell my story and continuing the fight."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Patsy:

"Please be my voice. I have never needed an abor on but this
should be the woman's choice. Sorry, God nor government got her
pregnant and therefore neither in my opinion enters into the
decision. A woman's body is just that: her body. Therefore, she
should be able to decide on pregnancy issues.

"It's not that I believe in abor on. I would hope women would
try to prevent a pregnancy before it happens. However, hormones
being what they are, pregnancies happen and it should be the
woman's right to decide if she wants to give birth. One hopes that
there is a good guy involved, who wants to be a good dad, but let's
face it-- that's not always the case.

Thank you for what you're about to do to speak up for women in
Texas."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Joyce:

"Would men want women to make the major choices about
their lives and bodies for them? I don't think so. Why then do
these Republican men think they are be er qualified to make
choices for women than the women themselves are? Men say
they want liberty, why then do they want to rob women of liberty?

"These men are ac ng and speaking out of arrogance, serving
their own narrow and possessive self-interest. Do they really



think women don't know this? It is me for men to shut up and let
women make their own choices about their own lives. Elizabeth
Cady Stanton was right: everything that the King of England did to
men during colonial mes the Republican men in the Texas
Senate are doing to women now, and more. Signed, Joyce."

Senator Wendy Davis: And this is from Dale:

"My story is of my first wife, who I met in my senior year at North
Texas. She had a troubled childhood and was probably abused by
an uncle and perhaps by her father, but for many years I did not
know that. What I did know was a girl who was a talented writer
and a passionate person. I was too young to know that she was
troubled by things I could not then imagine.

"A er gradua on I took a job in Dallas, and a er awhile she
came to live with me. I think I wanted to marry her then, but she
did not want to commit to that and a er about a year she le  me
and went to UT in Aus n to study. For a while we were not
communica ng much, but we did write to let each other know
where we were. She was going to classes, living in a house with a
group of other students and working in a clothing store in Hancock
Center.

"That was forty years ago and there was a lot of
experimenta on going on. She tried LSD and had flashbacks for
years, and she probably had other drugs as well. At some point
she was impregnated. I never knew whether she was raped or not,
but I think that the odds are good that she was. By the me that
happened we'd been apart for over a year and I was living in
Galveston. She came to me, desperate, with the story of what
happened to her and the confession that she'd had an illegal and



botched abor on done by a country doctor for $300.00. She went
to work the next day and her fetus came out in a public restroom
and was flushed down the toilet.

"When she got to Galveston she was ill and upset and in a few
days she was anemic from internal bleeding. I didn't understand
what was happening. They got her to UTMB and she survived. The
good thing was that it brought us back together and I was able to
care for her and marry her. I won't go into what happened next,
but the point is that in those days before safe and legal abor on
her story was not uncommon, and many girls who were not lucky
died because of unsanitary-- unsanitary or inept procedures.

"I don't know if this story will help you in your talking. A person
who did not know Marianne would write her off as a dissolute
young woman who did drugs and had sex when she should not
have, and perhaps not a good role model. But even then, a
civilized society should have treated her be er, and when
abor on became legal we thought that humanity had come with
it. Maybe there is no way you can tell this story to the Senate, but I
want you to understand what things were like then and what
happened and what happened to girls like her and why we cannot
let things go back to the way they were. Good luck and many
thanks for your courage, Dale."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Angela:

"I am fearful of raising my one- and three-year-old girls in an
environment where the government eliminates all but five clinics
in the en re state, where women aren't allowed to make the
most personal of decisions about their reproductive health.



"Where is all the paternalis c faux health and safety concerns
about vasectomies? Why should vasectomies be simple
outpa ent procedures when they pose such dire health risks to
unsuspec ng, uneducated men? Doesn't such an invasive
procedure mandate similar restric ons on clinics and doctors?
For the health of men, of course. Angela."
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Senator Wendy Davis: This is from--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Deuell, for what purpose does
the Senator from Hunt County wish to be recognized?

Senator Bob Deuell: Mr. President, I was wondering if Senator
Davis would answer some questions?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Davis, will you yield to Senator
Deuell?

Senator Wendy Davis: I'm happy to answer your ques ons,
Senator Deuell, but I, in doing so, will not yield the floor. I do not
give up the floor.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  You'll maintain the floor for ques ons,
Senator Davis. Senator Deuell.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you, Mr. President. I have no
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inten on of taking the floor from you, Senator Davis. I think all of
us share the compassion for many of the people whose tes mony
you have read. I wanted-- my first ques on is that some of the
references that you've made, and some of the references that
some of the people whose tes mony you read talk about women
being degraded, called liars, or in some way being held in
contempt. I was wondering what you found in this bill that holds
any disregard for a woman facing the tough decision of whether or
not to have an abortion.

Senator Wendy Davis: What I find in this bill that disregards
women who are confron ng this decision... are numerous. But I'll
start with this, Senator Deuell... the Ambulatory Surgical Center
requirements have no basis in medical fact or science that
necessitates the need for a woman to have an abortion procedure
there. And in fact, you will probably recall numerous mes I asked
Senator Hegar to provide some empirical evidence for us to
understand what was unsafe in the clinical se ng today and how
that would be made safer by virtue of this bill, and he was not able
to provide any information to answer my question.

That same ques on I'm aware was asked in the House hearings
on this par cular bill and it was asked in the Senate hearings on
this par cular bill. And what we know-- and I think we would
agree-- is that today, out of the 42 clinics that provide safe, legal
abor on services for women in Texas, only 5 of those currently
sa sfy the condi ons of the Ambulatory Surgical Center, and I
understand that the response has been given "make all the others
come up" and there have been statements made that somehow ...
abor on doctors are ge ng rich off of these facili es and they
ought to be willing to put this money back into them in order to



assure that women have proper healthcare.

But absent any jus fica on, any reason that demonstrates why
somehow these centers would provide be er healthcare, I have
to ask myself the ques on, and I know so many other women in
Texas are asking themselves the ques on: to what purpose, then
does this bill serve? And could it be-- might it just be-- a desire to
limit women's access to safe, healthy, legal, cons tu onally-
protected abortions in the state of Texas?

Senator Bob Deuell: I know you've referenced a certain, uh,
Twi er, but do you feel that that's the same sen ment by the
members in this body who support this bill?

Senator Wendy Davis: Senator Deuell, I don't want to impose
upon any member an unkind ... star ng point. I would hope to
choose that every member on this floor shares the concern for
women, men, and children... But because I've been unable to have
a simple ques on answered that helps me understand how this
leads to be er care for women, I do have to ques on the
justifying-- the underlying reasons for advancing this.

Senator Bob Deuell: Why do you think the 5 clinics, the abor on
clinics, that have become Ambulatory Surgical Centers have done
so?

Senator Wendy Davis: You know, I don't have the exper se to
answer that question.

Senator Bob Deuell: You don't think it might be to provide be er
care?



Senator Wendy Davis: Well-- you know, what I think it might be is
that years ago, before I was here in the Senate, a decision was
made that for pregnancies of 16 weeks or longer, those needed to
take place in Ambulatory Surgical Centers. Then I'm sure that
there was some response to that, in terms of the growth of these
5 centers in the state of Texas to address that need.

And I, as I said, was not here at the me. I don't know if there
was informa on provided that because termina ng a woman's
pregnancy at 16 weeks or longer presents a greater risk, and that
there actually was some connec on made between that greater
standard of medical facility, and the ability to provide a safer
environment for women existed. I don't know, but I would imagine
that's why we have those 5.

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, do you remember the papers that I
gave you about the requirements of an Ambulatory Surgical
Center some weeks ago, when I spoke to the Democratic Caucus?

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes, I do.

Senator Bob Deuell: Did you review that?

Senator Wendy Davis: I browsed through it, yes. I didn't read it
word for word.

Senator Bob Deuell: You compared it with-- it's comparing with
abor on centers and then the Ambulatory Surgical Clinics. Why
don't you have-- do you know why we have Ambulatory Surgical
Clinics, why we have that designation?

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, my understanding is that it's for



procedures that might require a certain amount of medical
a en on that wouldn't otherwise be provided in another clinical
se ng. But I also understand, Dr. Deuell-- Senator Deuell? That
there are all sorts of outpa ent procedures, some of which are
more invasive than an abor on procedure, and we aren't
requiring that they be delivered through the services of an
Ambulatory Surgical Center.

And again, I'm yet to understand, I'm yet to hear what the
specific reason is that this par cular medical procedure should
occur in such a facility. And I'm yet to understand how it is that we
have not given thought to the impact that this will have on
women's ability to access that safe, legal care. And when you
layer it upon what happened in the last legisla ve session with
the sonogram bill, I believe that in Texas a climate is being
created that is slowly but surely chipping away at a woman's right
to safe legal abor on; not because the right itself is being taken
away, but because for some women the ability to access that right
is being taken away.

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, I don't agree that this bill does that,
Senator Davis. The intent of this bill by the people that helped
write it, and I'm one of 'em, is to increase safety. Now you've cited
evidence from ACOG and various other medical en es, but do
you think that those en es who wrote you represent every
physician in Texas?

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, of course they do not, and in fact I
believe when I just read some of the le ers from ACOG they
describe themselves as a member organiza on, and I stated the
number of doctors who are members of that organiza on. I can't



remember what it was.

Senator Bob Deuell: Sure, and did you agree with ACOG's
support of tort reform?

Senator Wendy Davis: I do believe that tort reform was an
important reform.

Senator Bob Deuell: So you agreed with them there. What--
you've read a lot of tes mony. Are you going to read all of the
tes mony that was submi ed at the commi ee mee ng, both
pro and con, or are you just reading tes mony from people who
are against this bill?

Senator Wendy Davis: The tes mony that I'm reading was from
women who had signed up to speak, and who at the very late hour
of about 1am were told they were not going to be able to speak.

Senator Bob Deuell: Sure, I understand that, but there were also
people that were for this bill that didn't get to speak as well; is
that not correct?

Senator Wendy Davis: I'm sure that is correct, and I'm sure that
you have the ability to read that informa on yourself, if you'd like
to read it and ask me a question about it.

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, I don't have that available. I was just
curious if you were going to read everyone's tes mony. Do you
think the tradi ons of the Texas Senate are more important than
women's safety?

Senator Wendy Davis: Of course not.



Senator Bob Deuell: And you men oned a raw abuse of power--
could you explain that a li le bit? I mean, we have a process here,
we-- how do you feel that this bill is a raw abuse of power?

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, first of all, I think it's a false choice
to say that we should have to choose between women's health
and the tradi ons of the Texas Senate. The tradi ons of the Texas
Senate, actually, in the regular session assured that differing
perspec ves on women's health were made a part of the
legislative decision-making that occurred here.

And when I talk about abuse of power, I don't believe that in a
"li le 'd'" democra c state an individual should have the
opportunity and the ability to override the expressed desires,
thoughts, concerns, interests of people that are represented by
the 31 Senators here on the Senate floor--

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, Senate Bill 537--

Senator Wendy Davis: Let me finish answering you-- and I
believe that in the regular session, democracy, with a li le 'd',
worked to ensure the balance of those opinions made its way into
the bills that passed into law and those that did not. But--

Senator Bob Deuell: [unintelligible]

Senator Wendy Davis: --but, but! A er we adjourned and within
the hour, as you know, we were called back by a single individual
exercising his execu ve power over the state of Texas: Governor
Perry. And you know that another single individual, and we've
made our concerns known to our President about this, Lt.
Governor Dewhurst chose not to recognize the two-thirds rule as



part of the way we would take up and consider legisla on in the
special session. I believe that when two individuals exercise
power in that way, it abuses the power they've been entrusted
with, because it denies the minority voices who are represented
by Democratic Senators on this floor an opportunity to be heard.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Well, thank you!--

[Applause from the audience cuts him off.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  [gavel] The Senator did men on me by
name; please, [unintelligible] if you can maintain decorum...

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, Senator Davis, Bill 537, which was the
facili es bill, which was my bill in the regular session, had 20
Senators suppor ng it-- that's 61.3% of the Senate. So when you
speak of minori es and minority rule, and raw power, do you not
think it's fair that when 60% of the Senators want that bill to be
passed, that perhaps it's fair, that perhaps it should, since it
probably represents a majority of the people of Texas?

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, the polling doesn't demonstrate
that it represents a majority of the people in Texas, and of course
you know as well as I do-- and we could have a very long
conversa on, Senator Deuell, about the consequences of a
history of redistricting in the state of Texas.

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, I understand that but in my par cular
district, the last me I ran against the Democrat, I got 67% of the
vote; and I've been unapologe c about being pro-life. So would
you certainly not think then that my vote to be pro-life in my
support of this bill would represent the majority, the



overwhelming majority of my district, and that that perhaps is
also true for the other Senators supporting this bill?

Senator Wendy Davis: I think that very well may be the case,
Senator Deuell, but I also think that many people in your district
may have voted for you for other reasons than that. And in fact,
o en mes, on both sides of the party aisle, people vote based on
the le er that's next to your name on the ballot. And it doesn't
necessarily reflect their individual, independent decisions on a
variety of issues.

It may be the case that they feel on balance you represent their
perspec ves on most issues, but I would imagine there are
probably people who voted for you, and people who voted for
some of the other Republican Senators who are on our floor today,
would disagree with taking a decision on these par cular bills,
even if they themselves iden fy as Republicans and typically vote
as Republicans.

Senator Bob Deuell: You think you have cons tuents that voted
for you that are in support of this bill?

Senator Wendy Davis: That's probably likely.

Senator Bob Deuell: Another ques on I wanted to ask you,
Senator-- I think it was your words-- this was trea ng women as
though they are not capable-- I think for most women who choose
to have an abor on, it's the first me, although that's not always
the case; but you know, women, as you've pointed out by some of
the tes mony, who are facing this tough decision are very
vulnerable. Do you-- given what's happened in Philadelphia, and
Houston, and some other abor on clinics in these squalid



condi ons and-- do you think, perhaps, that some of these
vulnerable women should not have the state of Texas protect
them by setting standards of care for their abortion?

Senator Wendy Davis: I think that the state of Texas has already
established a fine standard of care. In fact, I've cited that from one
of the le ers that I read, a woman who works at one of these
facili es talked about the variety of state agencies and municipal
agencies that regulate them, and I think that we ARE doing our job.
Certainly with the passage of cons tu onal protec ons for
women and their ability to choose, to make such a difficult
decision, we've seen the standard of care rise tremendously
because women are able to go to legal facili es that provide safe
care for them.

Senator Bob Deuell: And you think all abor on facili es are
adequate for these women?

Senator Wendy Davis: Senator Deuell, I'm sure just like every
other clinic that treats colds, that treats geriatrics, perhaps
den sts' offices, orthodon sts-- I can't stand here today and tell
you that every single one of them provides good care. But what I
can tell you is that they have regulations in place that require that
they do, and that we have the ability to respond when they don't.
And again, where this par cular bill is concerned, no one has said
anything about the existing requirements in these facilities that is
somehow creating an endangered environment for women.

I have no doubt that in one, or two, or some of them, one or two
or some women may have experienced care that none of us would
be happy with. But it isn't because the facility was a problem, and
it wasn't because the standards in the facility were a problem,



and it wasn't because the regula ons of those facili es were a
problem; it was because some mes when human beings are
involved, as you know, in providing care, sometimes that care isn't
what we all wish it would be. And changing to an Ambulatory
Surgical Center is going to do nothing to address that.

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, I would disagree. I think that if you
look at the regula ons and the scru ny, if you-- you might want to
go back and review this paper that I gave you, you would see that
perhaps it would ensure that every woman gets a safe abor on
under the best possible, possible care. You know, Senator Davis,
this bill really is about women's health. It really is about
abor ons. Mr. President, I don't remember the opposi on or our
side making any snide comments as Senator Davis spoke, and I
would appreciate you holding decorum in this hall to the same
standard.

Senator Tommy Williams: Mr. President.

Senator Wendy Davis: I have not yielded the floor, Mr. President.

Senator Tommy Williams:  Parliamentary inquiry, Mr. President.
Mr. President, can you describe for the body and our guests Rule
3.06, and what the punishment for obstruc on of proceedings
here in the Senate is?
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: You're asking me to read the rule.

Senator Tommy Williams:  I'm asking if-- yeah, I think that maybe
we need a reminder about what the enforcement mechanism
under Rule 3.06 is for this.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: I'm sure everyone here is going to make
best efforts to have-- good, very good decorum but our Rule 3.06
does say, "The Senate, during its sessions, may imprison for 48
hours any person not a member for viola on of the Senate rules
for disrespec ul and disorderly conduct in its presence or for
obstructing any Senate proceeding."

Senator Tommy Williams: Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  I'm sure everyone is going to behave
themselves.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you, Mr. President. Senator Davis,
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are you taking the posi on that if this bill becomes law, and every
abor on clinic in Texas becomes an Ambulatory Surgical Center,
that women would not be safer and get better care?

Senator Wendy Davis: No. I'm taking the posi on that if this bill
becomes law, not every facility will have the capacity and the
resources to become an Ambulatory Surgical Center and that
women who currently are being provided care, very safe care in
existing clinics today will be denied that access, because--

Senator Bob Deuell: Why do you think those clinics would close?
I mean, that's been-- there's five clinics that are Ambulatory
Surgical Centers and there's, I guess, three dozen or so other
clinics. And what I've heard throughout this debate is that all of
those clinics would close. But why do you think they would close?

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, Senator Deuell, because it's
incredibly expensive to bring them up to this requirement, and in
some of them quite physically-- quite literally, physically it would
be impossible. It would require the closure and probably the--
from the ground up, new building of an Ambulatory Surgical Center
at great cost.

And the concern and the point that I have about that is we
aren't doing that in any other arena of healthcare. We aren't
saying that a vasectomy has to take place there. We aren't saying
that a colonoscopy has to take place there. We aren't saying that
a live birth has to take place in such a setting.

And what I'm sugges ng is when we're demonstra ng that we
are going to put restric ons in place, rules in place, standards in
place that are going to dramatically increase the cost of delivering



that care, I do not doubt for a moment that there are some of
those clinics who simply aren't going to have the financial
capaci es to accommodate that. And not only do I not doubt that
for a moment, but what I fear most is that in the areas of our state
that are most impoverished, that those will be the most likely
areas where these will not produce, where these will not have the
resources to appear.

And where women who, again, layered upon the sonogram from
last session, who now have to-- have a sonogram, a 24-hour
wai ng period, return, make sure the same doctor who did the
sonogram is the person who performs her abor on, and if for
some reason that doctor can't be there the next day she's got to
start the whole process over again, I'm worried that women that
are already going through that--

--and it's so easy for us to disregard as we stand here, in our
nice clothing, in our rela vely comfortable lives, it's so easy for us
to say, "Why is that a big deal?" But Senator Deuell, it's a big deal!
It is a big deal! And I have been there, that has been my life. I have
been to the point when I literally could not put gasoline in my car
to go anywhere but from work and back because I could not afford
an extra gallon of gas to make any other trips.

And these are the women who are impacted by these kinds of
decisions. And shouldn't we be able to say to them that there is a
reason for it, that there is absolute health reasons for it? And if
there isn't, shouldn't we all agree that making sure that they have
access is the best thing that we can do for their healthcare--

Senator Bob Deuell: Sen--



Senator Wendy Davis: --in the state of Texas.

Senator Bob Deuell: Senator Davis, the medical literature
supports that the higher standards that a given surgical center
has, the better outcomes that all women have. And you stated the
legislature has never before dictated such requirements. I could
run you through my medical office in Greenville-- and, by the way, I
take care of a lot of low-income women and I have-- I was at the
federally qualified health clinic there and I take a lot of Medicaid
pa ents. I understand. I've given pa ents gas money before so
that they could get home after they saw me.

But if you look at every clinic, and you look at what's required for
a family medicine clinic or a pediatric clinic or a federally qualified
health clinic, government dictates safety factors all of the me.
We have to have people come through and look at our
ophthalmoscopes and our horoscopes and put a s cker on 'em
every year, when there is very li le chance for them to
malfunc on. We have to have a crash cart-- I mean, I could go on
and on and on.

It is not unprecedented for the state or the federal government
to require these requirements. And in an abor on, even in the
first trimester, there are complica ons that can occur that can be
devastating and even life-threatening. The uterus has a blood flow
of 500 ccs a minute, and some mes, even under good hands, bad
things can happen. And that's what we're trying to do. The
medication with RU-486, bad things can happen.

I want to quote a journal here, you've quoted some authori es,
this is en tled Immediate Complica ons A er Medical Compared



with Surgical Termina on of Pregnancy. 18 It's been cited that the
complica on rate is 0.5%. This study showed-- it said "the overall
incidence of adverse events was fourfold higher in the medical
compared with surgical abor on cohort": 20% with medical
abor ons versus 5.6. And this was published in Obstetrics and
Gynecology in 2009.

My point is, is it perhaps an abor on performed in a Surgical
Center, perhaps all that they would have is not needed, but what
about that one woman that does need it and that one life that's
saved? It's already been through a lot of tragedy to make this. I
mean, do you not see that this bill will provide the safest care for
a woman who decides to have an abortion?

Senator Wendy Davis: Senator Deuell, first of all, I want to say
that I respect you so much, I truly do. You are a good person, you
are a good doctor, you are a good Senator. And I know you care
about people and I do not intend to suggest that you do not. But
we have a difference of opinion.

I believe that a nexus should be shown between the need to
move to this sort of a standard of care and truly ensuring a be er
outcome for women's health. I believe that that nexus has not
been demonstrated here. And I understand your point that if an
argument could be made that even one woman would be made
safer by virtue of it, doesn't it make sense.

But I would ask you to consider the very valid concern that there
are many women who will lose their access to care as a
consequence of this law. And that one woman, or that twenty
women, or that three hundred women, or that three thousand



women, should cause you and me and everyone else on this floor
great concern.

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, and that's a big disagreement we
have also, because I honestly don't see any reason for any of
these clinics to close. They make a lot of money with these
abor ons. Look at-- you saw the list of Surgical Clinics in the state
of Texas, four hundred and some of them, and many of them are in
smaller towns than the smallest area of an abor on clinic. And
we've exempted abortion clinics that do fifty or less procedures.

So, again, I go back to-- you know, we, I will not concede that any
of these clinics have to close. I'm just, you know, we could maybe
stop at this point and disagree, but I do not believe any of them
have to close. I believe the money is there and I believe for the
safety of women that they should do so. That's really what this
debate is about. And I appreciate you too; obviously you wouldn't
go through what you're going through now if you didn't believe--
believe in it.

But-- I'd like to go on. I have some more ques ons in other
areas. I wanted to ask you, you were talking about the twenty-
week, and there were some ques ons in some of the tes mony
about gesta onal age and I believe ACOG men oned about the
last menstrual period and how we figure that, and in the bill it
references actual fertilization. I don't think that matters as long as
we all know what we're talking about.

But you said that there was nothing in this bill that allowed for
extenua ng circumstances, but on page 5, line 21 and-- I'll read it
to you. And I don't mean to be condescending, I just happen to
have it and maybe you don't. But it says that "prohibi ons and



requirements under sec ons 171.043, 171.044 and 171.045b do
not apply to an abor on performed on an unborn child who has
severe fetal abnormali es". It seems to me that that would take
care of the situa ons that you described where perhaps the
parents didn't find out un l a er the 20-week period, so I wanted
to clarify that or at least get your comments on that part.

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, I appreciate the clarifica on and I
think that some of that tes mony that I read occurred prior to the
subs tute language. Senator Deuell, I think the language
previously as was cited by ACOG and some of the other expert
tes mony, which I think really created the reason for the change
in the language, necessitated that change and put it in the terms
that you just read.

I think some of the lingering ques ons, though, from ACOG was
what that would mean and their responsibility as doctors to make
this determina on in terms of what that means and whether
there might be some liability or greater exposure on their part
having to make that particular decision.

Senator Bob Deuell: Okay, thank you. Then I wanted to address
the physician privilege. You know, as a licensed physician in Texas
I am required by the Medical Prac ce Act-- the Texas Board of
Medicine oversees that-- I am required to provide for follow-up
care, a er-hours care of my pa ents. And fortunately, I have nine
very understanding partners who cover for me when I'm down
here.

But what I have heard from pa ents who have had abor ons
and then had complica ons that end up in Greenville is that they
called the clinic that they had the abor on in and they couldn't



reach anyone. And do you not think that a physician who performs
an abor on should be responsible for the a ercare, especially for
immediate complications of an abortion?

Senator Wendy Davis: I believe, and I think most women in Texas
would agree, that it would make very good sense that women
who've had such a procedure, or any procedure-- I've had my
wisdom teeth taken out and my den st has provided me his
phone number if I had any concerns in the night, with 24-hour
ability to call and let him or her know that I've had a problem
arise. I don't think anyone would disagree that those sorts of
regula ons provide a be er climate if they don't already exist in
abor on clinics in the state of Texas, and I don't think that's what
the disagreement with this particular bill is.

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, one thing that was men oned I
wanted to clarify that you said about the Texas Hospital
Associa on: no hospital is required to grant privileges to a doctor,
is that not true?

Senator Wendy Davis: That's absolutely true and I think that's
part of the concern because where we require in law that an
abor on provider be granted admi ng privileges, the fact of the
ma er is, hospitals across the state exercise their own decision-
making with regard to whether they grant those admi ng
privileges.

And what it would mean is fewer doctors who would have the
ability to perform abor ons in Texas. And so it's sort of the double
whammy: the double whammy of having to have an Ambulatory
Surgical Center, which there will now be fewer abor on centers in
the state of Texas-- you and I will disagree over that-- but then



having fewer doctors who are qualified and able to give that care.

And when we talked about this bill in the regular session and I
asked Senator Hager about that woman who lives in Laredo, who,
if she shows up at the Emergency Room in Laredo, obviously that
hospital is going to have the ability to provide care to her. I think it
makes sense that they would be able to contact a doctor who has
performed an abor on on her and ask ques ons if the need be,
but I don't see any connec on to providing be er healthcare to
the woman if she had an abor on all the way in San Antonio
because it was the only clinic available to her, and the fact that
the person who performed that doesn't have admi ng privileges
at a hospital near to her.

Senator Bob Deuell: Do we have any data about how far women
have to travel to get an abor on? Are they-- since there are
abor on centers in most of the major ci es, do we know how
many women have to travel those long distances?

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, under this bill, right now because
only five centers would s ll be open, we know women would have
to travel hundreds of miles. But when we debated the sonogram
bill I clearly remember, although I can't cite to you the specifics,
Senator Ures  making the very legi mate points about indeed
how far women have to travel. And in fact that's why an excep on
was made to the 24-hour wai ng period between the sonogram
and the procedure for certain areas of our state, because --there
are such long distances that women have to travel.

Senator Bob Deuell: When a hospital grants hospital privileges
they require a certain amount of training and ability by the
physician. Is there a concern that perhaps the physicians doing



abor ons wouldn't have the creden als to be privileged by a
hospital in 30-mile range?

Senator Wendy Davis: I'm sorry, can you repeat that question?

Senator Bob Deuell: Hospitals set standards for ge ng
privileges.

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes.

Senator Bob Deuell: You know, when I apply and reapply to the
hospital that I prac ce at both here and in Greenville, they look at
my medical school, they look at my residency, they look at my
con nuing medical educa on, they look at whether I'm board-
cer fied. There's a certain standard that a physician has to make
to get hospital privileges. Is there a concern that the doctors
performing abor ons would not meet the criteria to get privileges
at these various hospitals?

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, I think that under the le er that we
heard from the Texas Hospital Associa on, there may be indeed
that problem: where the hospital may not, for whatever their
reasons are, want to grant privileges to that par cular doctor.
They grant privileges to the doctors whose exper se they need,
and if they've filled that need it's not at all atypical that hospitals
choose not to simply go with an unlimited number of doctors,
allowing them admitting privileges.

So it may be the case that doctors that are perfectly capable,
wonderful, tremendously well-educated and good doctors don't
get admi ng privileges to a hospital simply because the
expertise that they have is not something that the hospital needs.



Senator Bob Deuell: Well, but the doctors performing abor ons
would have to have certain training creden als. Do you think it's
good to have abor ons done by doctors who couldn't get basic
hospital privileges?

Senator Wendy Davis: But that's not why-- you're assuming that
the reason they wouldn't get the basic hospital privileges is
because they don't have somehow adequate training or
creden als in order to get it. And we know, again, based on what
THA is saying to us, that there are mul ple reasons why hospitals
don't grant admitting privileges to doctors.

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, now, my point is that the angst about
this part of the bill would be that many of these doctors would not
have the credentials to be given admitting privileges to a hospital.
And that perhaps this also is a safety part of the bill.

But I'd like to go on, if we can. You've men oned about the
health of the mother and you've men oned that the mother
would have-- pregnant woman would have to be brought to the
point of compromise --of immediate injury or death. And yet I can't
really see that in the bill. Would you explain how the bill would
prevent a woman who chooses to have an abor on or the doctors
having to wait un l there's an immediate danger, as opposed to a
danger that could be caught a little earlier?

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, in the bill-- I'm going to have to find
the page. Hang on, I'm trying to mark my spot here. In the bill it
speaks to--

Senator Bob Deuell: I would-- Page 2, line 2b, might address
that, Senator. If you want to start there we could go through it.
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Senator Bob Deuell: Well, that's--

Senator Wendy Davis: This act--

Senator Bob Deuell: Sorry, that was-- that was, uh, my mistake.
What-- my point is that I don't see that in there. On page 5, line 1,
um: "It does not apply to an abor on performed if there exists a
condi on that, in the physician's reasonable medical judgment-"
we're giving that-- the judgment to the physician, we're not
dicta ng, I might add "-so complicates the medical condi on of
the woman that, to avert the woman's death or serious risk of
substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily
func on, other than a psychological condi on, it necessitates as
applicable--"

And then it lists 1, 2, and 3. I don't see how that forces the
physician to wait un l the woman is in immediate danger.
Number one, it talks about the immediate abor on if her
pregnancy without the delay is necessary to determine-- they're
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talking about not da ng the baby if there's a situa on; in other
words, they don't have to worry what the gestational age is.

And then two, the abor on of her pregnancy even though a
post-fer liza on age of the unborn child is 20 or more weeks. That
tells me that if there's a condi on that threatens the life of the
mother, you don't have to wait un l --that's about to happen, that
it can be done as long as they believe that it's going to happen. I
don't see where you came to the conclusion that they would have
to wait.

Senator Wendy Davis: Senator, I was reading from the tes mony
that someone provided--

Senator Bob Deuell: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Wendy Davis: What I recall, though, from the
informa on that we received, concerns that we received, from
doctors, I think, this was in something we received from ACOG, I'm
not sure if it was part of the tes mony that I read into the record.
But they talked very specifically about exemp ng physicians
where the procedure could be authorized if there was risk of
death or substan al irreversible physical impairment of a major
bodily function.

I think that the concern that they were raising, as I recall it, was
pu ng a doctor into that decision-making role; and that where a
doctor has to make that judgment call, in some instances they
may not make it. They may instead force a woman, or refuse to
provide a service to a woman, out of fear that somehow that
broad category is going to arise. And the concern was really more
one of liability, an increased liability for doctors because of this



par cular provision, than it was the immediacy of them making
the decision.

Sen. Bob Deuell: Yeah, well, I-- and since I'm not an obstetrician-
gynecologist, and I had concerns, but I just want to point out that
it says very clearly it does, it-- requirements under these sec ons
do not apply to an abor on, and it lists those areas, so. And again,
I realize you were reading tes mony, and some of that tes mony,
if it's not a lot of it, was more anecdotal than expert. But doctors
are protected under this, and there is provision as I pointed out
earlier for fetal abnormality.

Senator Davis, um. The 1973 Roe v. Wade-- the Supreme Court
said that abortions could be allowed up to the point of viability. As
I pointed out in my floor tes mony earlier, things have changed a
lot. Are you aware that there are a lot of babies being aborted in
Texas that are way past the viability age, for no other reason than
it's not wanted?

Senator Wendy Davis: Than what, Senator?

Senator Bob Deuell: That it's-- the baby is not wanted, there's no
medical issue, it's past the age of viability; that there are
abor ons occurring in Texas that are running into the third
trimester.

Senator Wendy Davis: No. In fact, the informa on, the empirical
information that I've read suggests that only, I think, 0.5-6, or 0.6%
of abor ons are ever performed past that 20-week period-- it
might've been up to 1%, I'm sorry, I can't quite trust my memory on
that.



But that in that instance, in the very low incidence rate where
post-20-week abor ons occur, most of those are situa ons where
a mother's life was in jeopardy or there were very severe
problems with the fetus. I don't think it's the case that women are
just wai ng un l their third trimester and suddenly deciding
now's the me to show up at an abor on clinic and have an
abortion.

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, I would submit that it's probably not
the greater number of abor ons, but you know, da ng a
pregnancy is-- is hard.

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes.

Senator Bob Deuell: It's last menstrual period, it's ac ve
intercourse, it's a physical exam, it's a sonogram, there's a blood
test you can do called a quan ta ve beta-HCG, and all of those
sometimes don't add up.

And my point of bringing this up in terms of the 20-week part of
this bill and in terms of the regula on of medical abor ons, and
having all abor on centers being Ambulatory Surgical Clinics, is
that some mes mistakes are made. And they-- well-inten oned
in the sense that they're good inten ons, good doctors just trying
to get the right date, and the date is not always accurate.

And I would just make the point again about the Ambulatory
Surgical Centers: some mes a baby is small for gesta onal age,
it's further along, there's ques ons about dates, and all that adds
up. And some mes bad things can happen with the dates, and
that again is another reason that we support having all the
centers being Ambulatory Surgical Clinics.



Senator Davis, I don't have any other ques ons at this me. I
appreciate your answers and I'm glad that we could have a civil
discussion here on the floor. Thank you so much for answering my
questions.

Senator Wendy Davis: As am I. Senator Deuell, thank you for your
questions.
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Senator Eddie Lucio: Mr. President?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Mr. Lucio, for what purpose?

Senator Eddie Lucio: Will Senator Davis yield?

Senator Wendy Davis: I will yield--

Senator Eddie Lucio: Not give up the floor.

Senator Wendy Davis: I will happily yield to you, Senator Lucio,
but I do not yield the floor.

Senator Eddie Lucio: I appreciate the tone of conversa on that
just took place between you and Senator Deuell. I want to have
the same type of conversa on, one that's sincere. And I know that
you speak from your heart, and I do too. As you well know, I have a
great deal of respect, and everything you said about respect you
have for Senator Deuell, I have for you and more. I think we know
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that. I did want to take just, in a very nice way, issue with the first
thing you said in your opening remarks, when you said that-- and
you set up the categories, two categories of legislators who are
either/ors why they are suppor ng this bill. You said par sanship,
which I don't fall under.

Senator Wendy Davis: No, you do not.

Senator Eddie Lucio: Because I'm a Democra c pro-life
legislator. And then, the strength-- lacking the strength to oppose
it. And I know, on the contrary, you know that I do have an inner
strength that supports, you know, this bill. And that strength is in
the name of my faith as a Roman Catholic. I, um-- I really also took
issue with one of the le ers that you read, that said that some of
us were showboa ng because of our religious beliefs, and I-- I, you
know, I take issue with that because that's never been the case
with this legislator, anyway. I take it at heart in everything I do,
and I've joined with you and others in suppor ng funding, you
know, for healthcare. And it pained me and it hurt me deeply two
sessions ago, or last session, when we cut healthcare by $7.2
billion in this state, and educa on by $5.4. However, the reason
we stand here today is because I made a decision to honor a
colleague.

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes.

Senator Eddie Lucio: And I voted against suspension yesterday.

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes.

Senator Eddie Lucio: And I did it because it was the right thing to
do, it was the Chris an thing to do in my belief, because our



colleague had lost her grandchild and her father, and was ed up
with family to be able to-- to, um, get by the day with so much hurt.
And I joined with her last night, and I paid my respects, on behalf
of the en re Senate and staffs, so I decided to go ahead and allow
this to start today. One vote, that's how powerful a Senate vote is
some mes; one legislator, one vote, can change the way things
happen.

And I wish you well physically and mentally because I know that
you have a deep resolve in what you believe, and you're going to
take this to the midnight hour and kill this bill. I feel awful about
that for various reasons, because I know there are so many
abor ons going on on a daily basis in this state and this country.
Senator, are you aware of how many abor ons have taken place
since Roe v. Wade started in 1973, up to date?

Senator Wendy Davis: Senator, you gave us a piece of paper on
the floor the other day that had that number, but I don't recall it.
You'll have to refresh my memory.

Senator Eddie Lucio: Well, for those that are here and not
aware, there's been 56,353,184. Now, sta s cs that our internet
show, today there was 2,206 abor ons so far in the United States.
This year, 581,166 in the United States. By Planned Parenthood,
163,959. And due to rape and incest, 5,637. My heart really hurts
when I hear those two words: rape and incest.

Now, I love women because I have fond memories of my
grandmothers, and my mama, who I thank for life. I'm one of ten
kids, as you well know, so we were reared being pro-life. We even
adopted a sister, because she was dying, and my dad had the
heart of gold, brought her home, and we-- she's sixty-one years old



now. We brought her home at about four months, she was four
months old. So to me it's easy to stand before this body, or
anywhere in public, and talk about the sanc ty of life and the
importance there is for us to be thankful about life.

The le ers that you wrote were hear elt and I cried inside
when you were crying because of the hardships that women face
in this world. But I also thought about the six-- fi y-six million plus
babies that would never be born, would never be able to write a
le er to their legislators, talking about how they felt about life,
and how grateful they might have been, you know, for their
mothers to be giving them that opportunity.

The point I want to make is that the majority-- majority of
abor ons that are being conducted are-- in this state and country,
are the result of unwanted pregnancies. And that is hard for me to
understand because there's so many out there that I also run into
who want to adopt someone. They want a baby. They can't have
babies. And yet we haven't talked one minute, on this floor or in
committee, about the rights of the unborn.

No one's talked about the rights of the unborn. They don't have
any, quite frankly, because of Roe v. Wade. And it pains me to
know, because of my religious belief, that will con nue-- because
of the death of this bill, continue to see more death. I talked about
a culture of death and why shouldn't I talk about that, when I see
the sta s cs before me that are true? And it pains me just to
know that more will die during this debate, right now, and if the
governor doesn't call for another special session, well, we won't
have an opportunity to address this issue, then more will die.

I share with your-- with you-- I agree with you, and I share your



thoughts about helping women find the necessary healthcare
services they deserve, other than abor ons. And I make that very
clear here today. I will con nue, and my record speaks for itself,
to vote, and I even supported Planned Parenthood, for them to be
funded on everything other than anything that led to abortions-

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes.

Senator Eddie Lucio: --because I will con nue to fight for the
unborn, I will con nue to speak for them, because they can't
speak for themselves. They can't-- they will never have an
opportunity to sit down and write me a le er, or you a le er, or
anyone a le er, or in a schoolhouse, or grow up, and have their
own babies.

So I-- I just needed to make that statement while those that are
here today listen on, and I urge everyone to go home and write
their mamas a le er and thank them for being pro-life or else they
wouldn't be here today. I wouldn't be here today. I think those
that got here today are very fortunate to have a mom or a dad or
either one, that thought it necessary for them to live, so that they
too could enjoy life, as God would want us to. And I thank you for
this hear elt conversa on, because I have a greater respect for
you.

Senator Wendy Davis: Senator Lucio, you are one of my dearest
friends in the Senate chamber, and I believe you have a
compassionate heart beyond compare. And as I read some of the
le ers that folks have wri en to us on this par cular issue, and
they've called upon us to be pro-life in all regards if we're going to
be pro-life: and I would suggest that you are the template that
exhibits that.



Not only do you stand very firmly, based on your faith, and I
know it is a deep faith; I see you every day reading your Bible on
your iPad as you sit here on the Senate floor. I know that your
decisions on these issues come from that very deep place of faith.
I also know that you are a man who fights for children in need. I
watched you this session--

Senator Eddie Lucio: Gotta eat.

Senator Wendy Davis: --work on the food bill. And I watched how
hard it was for you, and I saw the sadness and the despair that
you had day a er day as you tried to convince a two-thirds
majority of the Senate to suspend so that your bill to feed hungry
children in school could pass. In all respects, you've
demonstrated a care and concern, a er a child is born, before so;
and you are consistent beyond compare, and I respect you
tremendously.

I'm sorry that we disagree on this par cular issue. I think that
by your very comments, though, clearly your understanding, your
hope, for what this bill would achieve is that abor on services
would decrease in Texas. I don't think that that's been the stated
purpose for this bill. It's been stated that it's to make women who
are having an abortion safer, and provide better healthcare.

But I appreciate your candor, I appreciate your support, the
incredible good work that organiza ons like Planned Parenthood
do to try to get that number down, that very alarming number that
you read. I don't think there's a person on this floor who would say
that we should feel good about that. And I know that you've
supported making sure that women have access to family
planning and healthcare services, which I believe is the number



one way we'll get that number down. And I thank you for your
support on those issues, Senator.

Senator Eddie Lucio: Thank you, Senator Davis. I just, you know--
56.3 million, it's two mes the popula on of Texas, and growing.
And let's con nue to find the funding necessary for children with
special needs, women with everyday needs, but let's also try to
find a way of ending abor on. I-- I just feel that we have neglected
the rights of the unborn at this point in Texas, and I hope that we
can take a good turn to the right or le , but not go down the same
path we've been on for so long. Thank you.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Senator.

Senator Eddie Lucio: Thank you, Mr. President.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Davis, you have the floor.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you. I'll con nue reading these
le ers. I don't have too --too many more of them. This one is from
someone named Raul:

"Senator, I have four adult daughters and I appreciate you
standing up for their right to choose what to do with their bodies
and to con nue to have that op on. I would never encourage my
daughter to have an abor on; however, I believe in my heart that
they must have the choice available to them.

"Let's keep our state moving forward and not regress to a me
when women had to take huge health risks on top of the weight of
a very personal situa on. Keep up the fight and I will pray. Yes, a
Chris an praying for you. May God give you the strength to prevail
in your effort to stand up, not only to defend women, but the laws
of our great country."

Senator Wendy Davis: This is from a person named Nancy. Nancy
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writes:

"Last year, when they passed the sonogram law I was so upset I
actually sent an email message to Governor Perry's office to veto
the measure. I'm pre y sure he never saw it, but I had to express
my dismay.

"You and I know it takes two people to conceive a baby, but if
the pregnancy is unexpected or poorly med and the male
partner leaves the rela onship, the female bears the total
physical, emo onal, economic, and social obliga ons to raise the
child. She has a few choices and, if she is lucky, she will have
family to help her with support as necessary.

"To conceive a child for many women is easy. To raise a child is
really hard. To give birth and then place that child up for adop on
is excrucia ng. To decide to abort is a truly hard decision, not
made lightly and forever remembered. These are forever
decisions. Why do men think they have the right to decide this
very personal decision of a woman? To have no op ons except a
back-room, unsafe, and unsanitary procedure puts women back
into the 19th century.

"It's obvious that the Governor and the Republicans of Texas
care very li le for the health of the women of this state. They also
do not care for the quality of life for the children of this state.
Unwanted children o en suffer malnutri on, poor early
development, abuse, neglect, and have lower self-esteem. A child
should be born into a loving environment where it can grow and
develop into a protect-- produc ve adult. Since the educa onal
system of Texas now spends at the level less than 48 other states
on the public educa on for the children in the state, it would



seem that the state might want fewer children encumbered with
a lack of nutrition, early childhood development, and social skills.

"By making abortions more difficult to obtain, more children will
be born in Texas to families who cannot provide for them, or to
single mothers without resources to create a nurt-- nurturing
environment. Women will go to other states, back rooms, or
illegal centers. There might also be an increase in abuse to
women because they got pregnant.

"It is amazing that men make the laws that regulate women's
bodies. If men carried babies, went through childbirth, and
survived the con nual responsibility for more than 18 years
required to raise a child, they may think differently. They are
removed from a good por on of child care, even if they think they
are being proactive parents.

"Whether I believe in or would seek an abortion is not the issue.
It is whether the op on is available to a woman who would seek
an abor on. It is extremely personal. To formulate legisla on so
that op on is no longer available removes a woman's right to
control her own body. That legisla on does not change the
morality of anyone, it only increases the anguish some women
must go through. I would never require anyone to have an
abor on, but should I encounter someone who does want the
procedure, then I want it readily available.

"There are many reasons a woman may want to abort: drug
consump on during pregnancy, failed contracep ves, casual
sexual encounter, economic strain on the current family, too
young, known deformed fetus and probably many others I cannot
list. In the right situa on, these are all viable reasons to not



con nue a pregnancy. Thank you for trying to stop this regressive
and damaging legislation. Nancy."

Senator Wendy Davis: This is from Paul. He writes:

"In Judaism, the health of the mother is paramount. The fetus is
considered a part of the mother's body, not a person with
preferen al rights. In Exodus 21, verse 22, when a miscarriage
results from a woman being injured as a bystander to a fight, the
guilty party must compensate the woman-- her husband, actually,
but this was 3300 years ago-- just as they would be compensated
for the loss of an arm. Therefore, if carrying the baby to term
would seriously threaten the mother's health, an abor on is not
just permissible, it is required in the same manner as the removal
of a severely infected or damaged extremity.

"This legisla on would take an alterna ve religious view, that
the fetus is a separate full person whose rights are superior to
those of the mother, and impose it on those who have a different
sincerely-held religious belief, in absolute viola on of both the
U.S. and Texas constitutions.

"Just as it would be impermissible to require the Jewish
standard to be imposed on a devout Catholic or Bap st, who
believes that separate life begins at conception and that the fetus
takes precedence over the health of the mother, it is equally
wrong to impose a standard that violates the Jewish and biblical
principle of the primacy of the mother on someone who observes
that understanding. I hope this helps both to inform and fill some
of the many hours you have ahead. Paul."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Penny:



"My mom died three years ago at 92. With three small children
and a husband war-wounded in World War II, she was in physical
danger from an unexpected fourth pregnancy. Abor ons were
legal in the 1940s, and one, although sad, saved her life and our
family.

"How could these people who want to prevent all abor ons
have looked into our eyes, ages five, three, and two, and said it
was for the greater good for our mother to die when she could be,
and was, saved? Penny."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Sharon:

"I stand with you as you ba le for women's rights in Texas. I am
a born and bred Catholic Texan with two daughters and one
granddaughter. To think that my children's rights could be
trampled by this bill simply enrages me. We have been so very
blessed thus far with healthy and planned pregnancies. But tha--
that could change in the blink of an eye. No one ever foresees a
crisis of the magnitude and despair that many women face.

"I fully support your efforts to stop this bad bill. I am pro-life and
pro-choice. I also teach, so I look into the eyes of poverty each and
every class day. I believe that as new Texans are born, their needs
should be taken care of, but I don't see that happening. Shu ng
down clinics for women's health is certainly a giant leap in the
wrong direc on. Surely our esteemed legislators are all well
aware of the good that places like Planned Parenthood do. They
prevent so many pregnancies as well as assist pregnant women to
find adoptive loving homes for babies.

"Yet it is so very obvious that this bill is a purely poli cal bill,



designed to a ract certain voters. Well, there are many other
voters out here in this great big state: voters who want Texas to
move forward, not backward. I stand united with you, Senator
Davis, and the countless other women who have fought for the
rights of women. This is 2013. What a travesty that in this new
century, so many in our Texas legislature want to reverse the
progress women, and men, have made."

Senator Wendy Davis: This from Myrtle:

"In 1944 when I was 10 years old, I almost lost my mother from
a botched abor on. For the first me in many years, financially
she was making it; but she knew that my grandmother, who had
taken care of me and my sister, could no longer care for an infant.

"So she went to my dad's cousin, her obstetrician, and he
refused to do it as he could lose his license. Instead, she went to
the neighborhood abor onist. A erwards she started to bleed
profusely. My dad called his cousin, who again refused to treat my
mother. Dad finally found a doctor willing to keep my mother from
bleeding to death. It was months ll she felt well again. She
suffered from severe anemia and severe depression.

"Mother started speaking out for legalized abor on when Roe v.
Wade came about. She didn't want any other woman to suffer like
she did. Fortunately no one else in my family has had to face the
challenge of an unwanted pregnancy. I spent 8 years as a
volunteer going through labor with women at John Peter Smith
hospital. There they do not do abor ons. They do-- also do not
train doctors to do them. Where is a poor woman in Tarrant
County going to go if the proposed law passes?"



Senator Wendy Davis: And this is from Judy:

"As a divorcee of 75 with four happily-married children, I don't
personally have a dog in this fight. But I am horrified for the
women and children who will go without medical care because
clinics are closed. Many women will die of female diseases; but
the old, angry, white men don't care. I don't understand how they
can turn their backs on women's health needs; needs of which
they have no understanding or knowledge. I read some of them
don't even know what a rape kit is. Let them be told vasectomies
are against the law and listen to the uproar.

"I grew up as a doctor's daughter in the days of back-alley, coat-
hanger abor ons, and I remember too well a fran c call from a
surgeon to my dad. I told him my dad was sleeping, and he swore
and said he didn't care, to get him now. The surgeon had been
called to help another doctor with a pa ent, and when he got
there he discovered it was an illegal abor on. The pa ent died.
The surgeon who had not par cipated saw his career go down the
tubes and needed my dad's advice. I remember too, always, my
friend whose college roommate died from an illegal abor on. We
can't possibly go back to those days.

"If one of my daughters or daughters-in-law wanted abor on, I
would be heartbroken; but it would be their choice, not a decision
made by me, or made by men in the legislature."

Senator Wendy Davis: This from Edie. Edie writes:

"Thank you-- First, thank you for your courage in standing for
Texas women. We need a lot more legislators in our Texas
legislature like you. We all know this bill has nothing to do with



protec ng women's health; in fact, it will do the opposite. I'm
amazed that Republicans think this will win them elec ons;
primaries, maybe, but not elections.

"The truth is that women will always need, and get, abor ons. I
am old enough that I can remember when abor ons were not
legal. I remember girls who were sent away to have babies they
were too young to care for, then giving them up for adop on, not
even understanding what they were signing or its significance.

"I remember a college friend having a back-alley abor on.
Fortunately she was okay, but it was very expensive, and she had
to drop out of school for a semester. I know another young woman
who got pregnant at 26 by a man who was just a boyfriend. She
was lucky that the Supreme Court had just made abor on legal,
and she was able to get one in a hospital and avoid an unwanted
pregnancy with a man she did not plan to spend her life with.

"Somehow the right-to-lifers are happy to protect the life of
unborn fetuses but care nothing for the woman who would be
giving birth to the fetus. She seems to have no rights, even in
cases of rape or incest. Once a child is born, the right-to-lifers
move on to the next pregnant woman to prevent her from having
an abor on if she wants one. They are not the least bit interested
in protec ng the newly-born child, or the mother who brought it
into the world.

"Also many right-to-lifers just happen to also believe in capital
punishment. How is that consistent? It's okay to kill a grown man
or woman, but absolutely not okay to destroy an unviable fetus a
woman cannot afford to support?



"No legisla on will ever prevent women from having abor ons.
They will return to back alleys and other dangerous situa ons. All
the Texas legislators are doing is pu ng on full display their
contempt for women. We will not forget when we next go to the
voting booths."
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Senator Wendy Davis: This is from Robin:

"I was not able to have kids myself, so there was never a
ques on of my needing an abor on. My son is adopted. His birth
mother was only 15 when she got pregnant. I am glad my son's
birth mother didn't have an abor on, either. That is what was
right for her, and ul mately because of her love and generosity
her decision ended up being more than right for me, too.

"But I stand firmly for each woman in Texas consul ng her own
conscience, the God of her own understanding, her own family,
and her own doctor when she finds out she is expec ng. No
woman should have to consult with the Texas legislature over
something so intensely personal, so life-altering, and so spiritual.

"Poli cs is not everything. Some decisions are too important for
poli cs. The life of a child is one of those things. So I ask you to
stay real steady and figh ng for the right of every woman to
choose the path that is best for her, according to her own values
and ideals and dreams. Some women dream of having a child.

http://youtu.be/8RCvhTjA-RY
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Some dream of having a child...later. Some women dream of being
free from children so they can li  their family out of poverty, so
they can go to, or finish school. Some women are just too young to
have their own children, and don't have a family or a church who
will pay for the child, and help.

"Texas needs to go forward, toward the future, not backward. A
supporter who cares about all women, and not just the ones who
agree with me: Robin."

Senator Wendy Davis: This is from Patricia:

"Nearly 21 years ago I determined that I was pregnant. I had
lost the love of my life many months before and was a li le bit
crazy, which led to the pregnancy. My first op on was to schedule
an abor on, which I did. Upon further contempla on, I decided
that I could support the child and I wanted to do so.

"I was 39 years old at the me. I was concerned about poten al
issues related to my age, so I had a lot of tests done, and decided
to have the child. It was my decision and my decision alone. All of
my family and friends supported me, but the important fact is that
it was my decision. This is how it should be. My child and I made it.
Every woman should have the opportunity to make the choice
that's right for her."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Harold:

"I am old enough to remember when women were driven to
seek unlawful and unsafe abor ons, o en suffering
complica ons, and I clearly remember one death in my
community. Women should have control of their bodies.



"The provisions to ensure safety for women are unnecessary
and are there to limit access for those least able to nego ate the
steps necessary to obtain what they need. Those who claim to
want to decrease abor ons have also hampered the ability to
obtain informa on on birth control and family planning. They are
hypocrites."

Senator Wendy Davis: This from someone who-- did not sign
their name:

"With this bill the Republicans are se ng this state back 60
years. I believe in a woman's right to make choices for her own
body, ul mately a choice that would affect her, the child, and
society as a whole, for a life me. It saddens me to know that
some poor woman, young or old, would be essen ally priced out
by the restric ons set forth in this bill. In a state as large as Texas,
how can a woman receive fair, quality, equitable, medical care? I
can only imagine the cost associated with having to go to a
surgery center for an abortion.

"Several years ago my sister, a single parent of one, found
herself facing an unplanned pregnancy. Although the decision was
agonizing for her, she made the difficult choice to abort the fetus.
While not in complete agreement, I did support her right to make
that decision for her life, and her future. So I was the one who took
her to the clinic, held her hand, and supported her in the months
that followed.

"I would have been devastated had that op on not been
available, or affordable, for her; or even worse, if her only other
op on would've been some back-alley clinic. Oh, the mere
thought of it right now brings me to tears. I urge each and every



member of the Texas Senate to put aside their own personal
agendas, and do what their cons tuents desire, and what is right
for women, children, and society."

Senator Wendy Davis: And this from Brenda:

"I am a Chris an, and an adop ve mother. The only way I could
become a mother was for another woman to give birth and
unselfishly give me her baby. I was so blessed that someone made
that sacrifice for me. However, with that said, I strongly feel that
every woman should have the right to do what they feel is best for
themselves.

"Having an abor on is deeply personal. And should nev-- and no
one should have to answer to anyone but God. Since Rick Perry
and David Dewhurst did not make the ul mate sacrifice for our
sins, they have no right to tell anyone what they can and cannot
do with their bodies.

"Women who choose to have an abor on should not be made
to feel any worse than they already do by protesters; and they are
en tled to good medical care, not second-rate clinics. When men
can bear children, then they can make decisions on laws that
would affect women. Thank you so much for standing up for
women's rights. I will support you in every possible way."

Senator Wendy Davis: This from Joy, in Fort Worth:

"I am shocked and appalled at the workings of the Texas
legislature. To deny women the right to adequate healthcare
while claiming to raise the standard of care for women is
decei ul. I am so filled with concern for the plight of all women in



the state of Texas, especially those who will now no longer have
health services available to them, even those health services that
some may find wrong.

"My mother worked in an abor on clinic for years. She worked
with the women, mothers, daughters, husbands, and families that
were faced with the choice of having to terminate a pregnancy.
She believed strongly in what she did, and to this day says that the
counseling work that she did there was the most rewarding and
valuable work she ever did. The women who visited the clinic
where she worked were o en harassed on their way to the clinic,
to make what was undoubtedly a difficult and agonizing decision.

"What I learned from her experience there was that one should
never judge the mo ves of another. One of the stories that my
mom told me has always stuck with me. She had a young, devoutly
religious couple visit her clinic. They already had a number of
children and knew that they could not support any more, and had
no family around that could assist them. During the counseling
session, one of the two young couples told my mother that God
would understand. It doesn't get more powerful or clear than that.
So many of the decisions that we make in our lives are truly
between God and us and nobody else. This is something that I've
carried with me as a guiding principle all of my life."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Ellen:

"My birthday is January 22 and I'll be celebra ng my 65th year.
As I do every year, I also celebrate the day that Roe v. Wade was
passed. This has provided all women the ability to get a chance to
make a personal choice about her body and her life.



"As a registered nurse, I have seen the results of back-street
abor ons. We don't ever want to go back to those terrible days. I
would never assume that I know what another person believes, or
wants; so neither does anyone know what is good for me or my
family. I have a daughter and a granddaughter; and all I want for
them is for them to have a choice, with their physicians, to make
the decision that is right for them."

Senator Wendy Davis: And this from Jessica, in Arlington:

"As a person of deep faith, and I am enraged with the con nuing
war on women, especially when it comes to the banning of my
healthcare dealing with abortions in Senate Bill 5.

"As a Christian, I believe all life is sacred. The earth's population
is over 7 billion people and our planet is hur ng. I grew up in the
church. Members of my family are, and have been, leaders in the
faith community. I was taught that the Bible talks about the
oppression of women, yet the good news was told to them first.

"Protec ng life does not start or end in the womb. Suppor ng
family planning is fully pro-life. Unfortunately, too many members
of the Senate do not recognize women's rights or women's
reproduc ve health issues. Family planning is comprehensive sex
educa on, female empowerment, educa on, adop on,
contraception, and fostering parenting initiatives. In addition, it is
also tes ng and treatment for STDs and cancer, which protects
women's ability to have and care for children; and clinics do not
need to be at a hospital level to be safe.

"Too much government control limi ng access to abor ons only
drives them underground and puts women, and who they care for,



and their health, at risk. If Governor Perry and others on the state
legislature truly care about the health of its ci zens, especially
our sisters, mothers, grandmothers, daughters, and wives they
would've focused on expanding Medicaid, not restric ng women's
reproduc ve health; par cularly when over half the births in
Texas are paid by medical aid. Is this being good stewards of our
state funds?

"Family planning is the way to reduce unwanted pregnancies
and abor ons, and it protects religious freedom. Harsh
restric ons on abor on are stepping on women's cons tu onal
rights to control their bodies, like Senate Bill 5. Many of us who
are pro-choice want to work to reduce the number of abor ons.
We just can't have a fundamental part of our health be banned.
Members of the state Senate, please stop the over-reaching role
of government in my life, my faith, and vote 'no' on all of this bill."

Senator Wendy Davis: This is from Veletta:

"I find it ironic that on a day when we were learning from the
Annie E Casey founda on that Texas once again ranks in the
bo om ten for child well-being, that the legislature was inser ng
themselves into the rela onship between a woman and her
doctor. Are there not enough challenges for the legislature? Is our
educa on system fixed? Is our air clean? Are our roads totally
smooth?

"I'm old enough to remember what happened to women who
did not get proper medical care. Every one of us today knows
someone who has made the lonely drive to seek medical advice.
The decision is not an easy one as that person talks with her
doctor, her loved one, her family, a friend, her faith leader, and



yes, God.

"Why must the legislature insert poli cs and ignorance into
these discussions? Why must rural and poor women
dispropor onately bear the greatest burden of the heavy weight
of poli cs? I hope the legislature stands up to the pressure of a
few and responds to the call of many. Reject the inaccuracies and
the hate and do not pass this legislation."

Senator Wendy Davis: This is from Andrea:

"We lost our 24-year-old niece who became pregnant, but a er
about 5 months her body was rejec ng the fetus. She was
throwing blood clots for several days but the hospital would not
abort the fetus, claiming they did not know what was causing the
difficulty. We ended up losing them both.

"We will never know if she could've been saved. But the op on
of expedi ously making that sort of painful decision should
always be available to us, without our government legislators
standing in the way; this being the most in mate of places
between a woman and her doctor, and they have no right to force
themselves into that private space -ever."

Senator Wendy Davis: From James:

"There should be no laws preven ng access to medical care.
Protect our God-given right to choose our destiny for ourselves."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Candy:

"There are so many stories from the days before abor ons were



legal and safe, as they should remain, because no ma er how
many laws are put on the books, women will always have
abortions- and have had, for thousands of years.

"I have never been in the posi on to need or have an abor on
but I have way too many friends who have gone down that road,
o en because they were forced to have an abor on by their
husbands or their parents. This was before birth control was
readily available and abor ons were legal. I have a friend who is
60 now. She got pregnant at 15;her father brought a fireman home
to perform her abor on in her bedroom. She never had children. I
have another friend who was also pregnant as a teenager, whose
father put her on a bus at the age of 15 with an address in New
York City and told her not to come home until it was done.

"These are just a few of the many stories. The friend who got
pregnant in the early 70s and, because her parents had money,
was able to get on an airplane, where she went to New York City
where abor on was accessible. I don't know if she chose that
abor on, or if her parents did. The friend who got pregnant a er
her first sexual experience at 18. All went to New York, that liberal
bas on. Thank God it was there, or who knows what would've
happened to these women. College girls taken across the border
in Mexico for their abortions. The list goes on and on.

"All this law will do is harm and prevent women from a safe
abor on. It won't stop them from having one. The point is that
abor on should be a choice, made in private with a woman's
doctor. Not a choice made by a parent, or a husband, or a
government. Because a government tells you that you must have
a child can also be the government that will tell you you cannot



have a child. And when that occurs we become a place like China."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Paula:

"I don't have a story of personal loss, or agony regarding choice.
You see, I am a white middle-class woman, and I have the freedom
of choice that money provides. The proposed legisla on is an
assault on poor women, probably most o en for women of color. I
feel a powerlessness in all of this, and that is when I don't feel the
bile of disgust and anger welling up.

"But you know, I can't even begin to imagine how this feels to a
young African-American or La na woman who is hearing this from
old, white legislators. I ask you to speak my words, share my
thoughts, and in some small way help me make a difference with
this body of legislators who, despite their par san leanings, have
taken an oath to represent us -all of us, and vote our will. Not
theirs."

Senator Wendy Davis: From Robin:

"I had an abor on when I was 23. It was a horrible experience
for me but it was a necessary decision. I was able to do that
because there were affordable clinics. I grew up going to Planned
Parenthood, and got my annual screenings and birth control.

"Please stay strong and speak for all of us women in Texas. I
have been a nurse for over 40 years, and I now work in home
health. I see on a daily basis what happens when poor
under/uninsured people don't have access to the healthcare that
we all deserve."



Senator Wendy Davis: This one's not signed:

"The words 'Freedom to Choose' summarize our posi on. My
wife and I have two wonderful daughters, and an adopted
grandchild. If there were an unwanted pregnancy in our family, we
would have serious reserva ons about choosing an abor on.
However, it is a very personal choice, and we would never impose
our views on our daughters -or on strangers.

"Allowing abor ons up to a reasonable me, e.g. 24 weeks, and
at a larger-- and at a large number of affordable safe loca ons
makes sense to us. We could afford to fly to another state if
abor ons were banned in Texas. However, many other families
are less fortunate and would not have this op on. Let us hope
that the latest an -abor on bill is not passed, and that more
reasonable viewpoints prevail in Austin."

Senator Wendy Davis: This is from someone named Robin:

"I was in Aus n yesterday; came from D.C., but have to head
back. I had an abor on in Houston a few years ago, when my birth
control failed due to an bio cs given a er a surgery for cervical
cancer. Because of health problems I've had-- ovarian cysts,
endometriosis, cervical cancer, and the surgeries I've had to treat
them-- carrying a pregnancy could be extremely dangerous both
for me and for the fetus.

"Procedures to address my cervical cancer have compromised
the strength of my cervus-- cervix. Later in a pregnancy, it's
possible my cervix wouldn't be able to hold a full uterus. But we
couldn't know. If I'd carried the pregnancy and developed
complica ons I would likely have had to abort in order to save my



life and any possible future fer lity. It would've been well past 20
weeks. My doctors had told me that any pregnancy for me will be
very high-risk. I was only 23, in a rela onship with someone who
didn't treat me very well and far from any family, emo onal, or
financial support. Carrying that pregnancy just wasn't possible.

"And women who face the same complica ons don't only live in
Houston, Aus n, San Antonio and Dallas. They live all over the
state, in rural areas of limited contracep on access and high
rates of teen pregnancy. They live in Oklahoma and Louisiana,
where the closest clinic by far is in Texas. All women need access
to abor on, whether healthy or not, whether a rape vic m or not,
whether they have the financial resources to raise a child or not.
Republicans would now tell me that I couldn't follow my doctor's
advice. They should be ashamed of themselves for preaching
about freedom from government intrusion while stepping, quite
literally, between me and my doctor."
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Senator Wendy Davis: And now, members, I want to talk about
the misplaced priori es that this bill represents. SB5 is merely
the latest a ack in what can only be characterized as a war on
women's health in this state. Steps taken by the legislature during
the 82nd regular session helped pave the way for these most
recent a empts to limit access to family planning and
reproductive health services.

An article in the Austin Chronicle from April 22, 2011 lays out the
drama c ac ons taken by the legislature to defund Planned
Parenthood, which results, of course, in an increase of unplanned
births, and more women who will confront the difficul es that are
presented by virtue of SB5. I'm going to read from that ar cle. It
was tled 'The War on Women's Health: To a ack Planned
Parenthood, lawmakers undermine healthcare and promote
more abor ons'. It was wri en on April 22nd, 2011, by Jordan
Smith.19

[Senator Wendy Davis begins reading from "The War on Women's

http://youtu.be/511dwhWJxQk
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Health".]

"On April 1, following several hours of intense floor debate in
the Texas House on a string of budget amendments seeking to
reallocate funds designated to provide basic women's health care
services, the dust was se ling. Conserva ve Republicans claimed
victory: Seven amendments had successfully stripped from the
roughly $99 million pot almost $62 million intended to fulfill the
state's commitment to provide family-planning and reproduc ve
health services for thousands of low-income, uninsured women.
Meanwhile, another successful amendment enacted a funding
matrix designa ng to which healthcare providers, and in what
order, the remaining funds would be allocated-- a move designed
specifically to yank public funds from Planned Parenthood.

"Foes of reproduc ve choice with the statewide group Texas
Right to Life were quick to post to the group's website a self-
congratulatory statement taking credit for dismantling the state's
family-planning program: 'Texas Right to Life removes $61 million
tax funds from abor on industry!' proclaimed the headline.
Indeed, says TRL's Elizabeth Graham, her organiza on helped
lawmakers orchestrate a strategy to strip the family-planning
program of as much of its federal funding as is legally allowable.
'Spearheading that effort means that members of the Legislature
had come to Texas Right to Life asking about family-planning
revenue and how to take money away from abor on,' she said
during a recent interview, and 'to redirect the funds to more
deserving and more worthy' programs.

"With a $27 billion state budget deficit for exis ng services,
there's no shortage of underfunded programs, and some of the



programs to which the family planning funds were diverted are
certainly worthy-- one amendment moved funds to mental health
care for children, for example, while another diverted funds to
services for children with mul ple disabili es. Yet conserva ve
opponents of family planning, including TRL and the amendment
sponsors, refuse to acknowledge that none of the federal money
that the state has tradi onally used to fund women's
reproduc ve health care is used to fund abor on services.
Federal law expressly prohibits using the funds for that purpose.

"Instead, the funds used for family planning provide low-income
women with guaranteed access to very basic health services--
including annual gynecological exams, counseling on pregnancy
planning and access to birth control, screening for breast and
cervical cancers, tes ng for hypertension and tuberculosis, and
screening for sexually transmi ed infec ons, including HIV. Taken
together, these preventa ve services make up what is commonly
referred to as a 'well-woman check': For hundreds of thousands of
Texas women, the services provided with these funds represent
their only regular and reliable access to medical care. Not
surprising, therefore, advocates for women's health care viewed
the debate somberly. 'Devasta ng,' said Fran Hagerty, CEO of the
Women's Health and Family Planning Associa on of Texas, a
group that represents a diverse mix of 58 family-planning
providers across Texas. 'There will be very quick consequences for
the state,' she says-- including increased costs for unplanned
pregnancies, costlier cancer treatments begun in later stages of
disease, and, ironically, a likely increase in the number of
abortions.

"The facts about what the federal money actually pays for-- and



the long-term risks and costs of failing to fund these preventa ve
health services-- have not prevented an -abor on lawmakers
and advocates from alleging that the opposite is true. Some
simply ignore the facts (TRL insists that family-planning funds are
merely 'blood money'), while others draw a direct line from family-
planning funding to abor on via their favorite target, Planned
Parenthood. In fact, the vast majority of the 90-year-old
nonprofit's services are dedicated to preventa ve health care,
and less than 5% of its Texas opera ons-- not supported by
government funds-- involve legally protected abortion services.

"That remains too much for these staunch defenders of 'life.' For
years, Texas lawmakers have declared that they would love
nothing more than to defund Planned Parenthood en rely--
regardless of the effect that it would have on the larger women's
health care network-- and this year, with a GOP supermajority at
the Capitol, the rhetoric has been ratcheted up. The assault on
family-planning funding in Texas is just one symptom of this
singular focus na onwide. In Washington, D.C., GOP lawmakers
recently tried and failed to ram through a budget amendment
authored by Indiana Representa ve Mike Pence to ban Planned
Parenthood from ge ng any federal funding for any purpose
whatsoever; they're not about to quit the fight. Concurrently,
conserva ve lawmakers propose cu ng all funding for teen
pregnancy preven on programs and for Title X, the 41-year-old
source of revenue dedicated to women's reproduc ve health
services-- and the one pot of money that Texas lawmakers are
powerless to divert to other programs. 'They are going a er
women's health,' said Cecile Richards, president of the Planned
Parenthood Federa on of America, during a February press call.
'This is the most extreme assault on women in decades. They



want to eliminate vital health care for more than 5 million
American women' served by Planned Parenthood, including 3
million women its clinics serve nationwide using Title X funds.

"The Texas Senate has yet to debate its somewhat less
draconian budget dra , but whatever the differences between
the chambers that remain to be hashed out before final passage,
it is clear that thousands of low-income and uninsured women
will have li le or no access to health care for at least the next two
years. Amid all the supposedly high-minded and abstract debate
about 'where life begins,' one overwhelming reality is all too
easily ignored: What is misleadingly described as defunding 'the
abor on industry' is in fact the wholesale shredding of the
healthcare safety net for women, in Texas and the U.S.

"In Texas, a acks on funding for women's health care are
nothing new, and the specific a acks on Planned Parenthood are
as old as the organiza on itself. 'No ques on. Planned
Parenthood has been around for 90 years; from day one we've had
a handful of folks who didn't think birth control should be legal,'
says Sarah Wheat, vice president of communica ons for Planned
Parenthood of the Texas Capital Region. Those a acks have come
from foes of birth control, of equal treatment for women, from
those opposed to nonprocrea ve sex of any kind, and simply from
opponents of abor on. 'We believe that women's health is
important and that women and families are healthier when
pregnancies are planned and spaced,' Wheat says. 'Health care
should be just as accessible and affordable for low-income
women as it is for the rest.' Planned Parenthood takes that
commitment seriously, and over me it has come to be the
na on's leading provider of reproduc ve health care for women.



At one me or another, 20% of women na onwide have used
Planned Parenthood's services; currently, the organiza on
operates more than 800 clinics across the country, performs a
million Pap tests and more than 800,000 breast exams each year
(both critical to the early detection of cancer), and provides nearly
4 million tests and treatments for sexually transmitted infections.
These preventa ve services, combined with dispensing birth
control to more than 2.5 million women annually, help each year
to prevent more than 600,000 unplanned pregnancies, according
to Planned Parenthood sta s cs. According to the federal
government, $1 invested in family-planning services saves
taxpayers nearly $4 in other health care costs.

"In 2010 alone, more than 260,000 Texas women, men, and
teens were served by the state's 81 Planned Parenthood clinics;
more than 120,000 were screened for cervical and breast
cancers, and more than 380,000 received tes ng and treatment
for STIs. In 2010, more than a quarter of Planned Parenthood's
Texas pa ents were low-income women served by the state's
pass-through of federal funding, including from the state's pot of
Title X funds.

"Planned Parenthood is not the only provider of health care for
low-income Texas women. Each year, some 78 contractors across
Texas (funding roughly 286 providers) receive federal funds
allocated by the state to provide this basic care. In fiscal year
2010, these providers used roughly $47.6 million in funds to
provide basic health care to a total of 257,895 low-income clients.
Of these groups, the public providers saw the most clients at just
more than 86,000-- 37% of all low-income reproduc ve health
clients served with these funds-- but, at $219, these groups' cost



per client was higher than that of Planned Parenthood. The other
contractors include city and county health departments,
hospitals, community health centers (like Aus n's People's
Community Clinic), stand-alone family planning clinics, and
federally qualified health centers. However, Planned
Parenthood's long ins tu onal history has allowed the
organiza on to hone its delivery of preventa ve reproduc ve
health care to women across the country and in Texas, making it
uniquely able to provide services in a cost-effec ve manner in
even the most isolated communi es. Last year, Planned
Parenthood clinics in Texas used federal funds to see more than
73,000 patients at an average cost of just $168 per client.

"These economic reali es haven't prevented lawmakers from
trying to find a way to defund Planned Parenthood. Before this
session, the last major a ack came in the 2005 legisla ve
session, in a budget rider authored by Senator Robert Deuell.
Deuell walks an interes ng line on women's health care; he's a
doctor, and neither the benefits of preventa ve care nor the
unique needs of women are lost on him. Deuell is openly hos le
toward Planned Parenthood, though his explicit reasoning is
supposedly magnanimous. Planned Parenthood's services are
limited and occupy a niche, he argues, and the state should focus
its limited health care dollars on first funding more
comprehensive medical providers, namely federally qualified
health centers. These FQHCs aim to serve any and all indigent
clients in need of a 'medical home,' serving as a portal for care for
a variety of health services-- such as mental health and dental
care-- in addition to reproductive health.

"Lawmakers approved the Deuell rider, direc ng the



Department of State Health Services to direct $10 million each
year from the state's family-planning money first to fund FQHCs
before alloca ng the remaining money to the rest of state's
providers, including Planned Parenthood clinics. This would seem
to make sense-- providing low-income pa ents a single point of
entry for medical care is not a bad thing. In prac ce, however, it
hasn't helped to expand access to care. For starters, there are
fewer than 70 FQHCs across the state, and because they aim to
address so many different health issues for a needy popula on,
many of them are already bursting with patients.

"The rider took effect beginning with the 2006 funding cycle, and
the consequences were immediate: That year alone, more than
41,000 fewer women were provided with reproduc ve health
care funded by three main pots of federal money-- Title V (the
Maternal & Child Health Block Grant)20, Title XX (the Social
Services Block Grant)21, and Title X22; together, the three provide
services for women not eligible for Medicaid. In the following year,
more than 28,000 women lost services, according to Hagerty of
the Women's Health and Family Planning Associa on of Texas,
who regularly compiles sta s cs and crunches numbers provided
by DSHS and the Health and Human Service Commission that
pertain to women's health care.

"The FQHCs simply could not absorb the clients who were
hemorrhaged from the more tradi onal family-planning providers
that lost funding because of the FQHC alloca on. And the FQHCs
that have received funding have not been able to spend all of it,
each year returning a significant amount of money to the state for
realloca on. And though the 26 FQHCs that are now receiving
funding for these services have steadily increased the amount of



money they're using, their average cost per client is $225, so
they're s ll not picking up nearly as many clients as have lost care
since the imposi on of the Deuell funding scheme. In 2010, FQHCs
saw just 13% of clients for reproduc ve health funded by family-
planning dollars, according to DSHS.

[Senator Wendy Davis pauses from reading "The War on Women's
Health".]

Senator Wendy Davis: And of course, this is part of why so many
are concerned about Senate Bill 5. With fewer dollars being
directed par cularly toward reproduc ve healthcare, the need
for those services, abor on services, has risen, and with that
need, of course, the consequences of Senate Bill 5 becoming even
greater.
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Senator Wendy Davis: I return to reading the article.

[Senator Wendy Davis con nues reading from "The War on
Women's Health".]

"In short, say health care advocates-- if the inten on was
indeed to improve access to health care-- the Deuell plan hasn't
worked out so well. Put simply, says Randall Ellis, senior director
of government rela ons for the well-respected Houston FQHC
Legacy Community Health Services, it takes the entire spectrum of
providers, including Planned Parenthood, to meet the needs of
the growing popula on of low-income people without access to
reproduc ve and other basic health care services. 'We work in
conjunc on with Planned Parenthood for family-planning and HIV
services. We do referrals back and forth, so that people can
receive services in the se ng that they're most comfortable in,'
he said. 'These family-planning providers, providers that
specialize in family-planning services, provide these services in a
much more cost-effec ve manner than do the other providers

http://youtu.be/dNQnl51Uv7o
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without the know-how-- much more cost-effectively than Legacy or
the other FQHCs that don't have the background' or exper se in
providing health care.

"These facts on the ground have done nothing to prompt
lawmakers to reconsider the alloca on scheme-- and things are
about to get worse."

Senator Wendy Davis: And of course, members, we know they
did.

"While Deuell's approach might be well-intended and based on
his medical experience, the same cannot be said of most of the
folks who have jumped on the funding-scheme train. Those
include prominent foes of abor on, most without medical
background or health care exper se, whose primary objec ve
reflects no desire to see that as many low-income women as
possible have access to basic health care but only that Planned
Parenthood be defunded as the visible incarna on of 'the
abortion industry.'

"During tes mony at a House Human Services Commi ee
hearing last month, Joe Pojman, execu ve director of Aus n-
based Texas Alliance for Life, argued passionately that defunding
Planned Parenthood would open up the doors to other providers--
FQHCs and actual private physicians who accept Medicaid-- to
serve women. 'These are where our tax dollars should be spent,'
he told the commi ee. 'Don't women in Texas deserve be er
care? If Planned Parenthood in Texas was defunded those women
will be far be er off because they would be given a medical
home.'"



Senator Wendy Davis: And members, to depart from this for a
moment and share a personal experience that I had with Planned
Parenthood. Star ng when I was in my late teens, Planned
Parenthood became my medical home. It was my only medical
home. And had it not been for the Planned Parenthood clinic on
Henderson Street in Ft. Worth, Texas, I wouldn't have been able to
access any sort of care for myself. Not contracep on, not blood
pressure tests, not cancer screening tests. None of that would
have been available to me because I was a poor, uninsured
woman whose only care was provided through that facility. It was
my medical home. To return to the article:

"The rallying cry of Pojman and others-- dismissing the reality of
how the funding is actually being allocated-- has been bolstered
this year by the addi on of a charisma c new voice. Abby
Johnson, former director of a Planned Parenthood clinic in Bryan,
Texas, le  that job and joined the pro-life movement, she says,
a er she witnessed during an ultrasound-guided abor on
procedure a fetus struggle not to be terminated. Johnson is young,
charming, and well-spoken-- although there are serious ques ons
about the veracity of her tale. She blames Planned Parenthood for
trying to discredit her. 'The holes in the story don't come from me,'
she insists. Johnson has been embraced by pro-lifers who see
Planned Parenthood as an especially nefarious evildoer, simply a
portal through which the stated goal of providing health care is in
fact secondary to somehow en cing women facing unplanned
pregnancies into abortion.

"Johnson promotes that no on. At least half of the women in
her clinic seeking abor on care had been using contracep on
when they got pregnant; therefore, she claims, Planned



Parenthood may be good at providing birth control 'to the masses'
but not at providing good contracep ve and related educa on.
'That's a pre y significant problem. Their health educa on is
promo ng sex without consequences, which ul mately is what
abortion is really about,' she says.

"Johnson also argues that if Planned Parenthood is taken out of
the funding mix, plenty of providers will pick up the slack. Asked
about the experiences of the last few years under the Deuell
rider, Johnson responds that it simply doesn't go far enough. The
problem, she argues, is that under Deuell's rider, Planned
Parenthood remains eligible for some funding, and thus is s ll
siphoning funds away from other providers-- addi onal FQHCs and
public health en es, for example, that might otherwise be able
to provide more comprehensive services, including reproduc ve
health care. 'So I'm not concerned about where these women
would go,' she says. 'It's not just FQHCs; it's rural health services,
community hospitals. There are 10 to 20 mes the number of
places that women could go' for care. Johnson says that while 'you
can't deny' that Planned Parenthood does provide health care to
low-income women, those services are too limited in scope to be
an appropriate recipient of tax dollars. 'What I try to reiterate is
that while they are providing those good services, they're also
providing more than 320,000 abor ons each year' in the U.S., she
says.

"Johnson insists that she's 'not a hardcore conserva ve' and
that she isn't just 'pro-life. I say, I'm 'pro-quality-of-life.' I am for
social programs,' she says. 'It doesn't just stop at birth for me.
Women, men, and children should get health care that they
deserve and that they need.' So while she supports defunding



Planned Parenthood, she's against any move to take money away
from providing reproduc ve health care to low-income people--
such as the proposal in Congress to eliminate Title X. 'I am not for
any kind of restric ons on funding that would take away money
from women who need services. I don't want money-- tax money
to go to clinics that perform abor on services,' she says. 'But I am
not in any way in favor of taking money away from health services.'

"Unfortunately, despite Johnson's demurrals, defunding health
care is in actual fact the current plan in Texas. Under the seven
budget amendments passed this month in the Texas House, there
will be very li le le  to fund reproduc ve health services at all. In
the effort to a ack Planned Parenthood, lawmakers have thrown
the proverbial baby out with the bathwater. The amendments
strip nearly $62 million over the biennium from family planning--
moving virtually all Title V and Title {X}23 money to other
'strategies,' each move presumably allowable under federal law.
What is le  is only the biennial funds allocated for Title X, money
that lawmakers could not redirect from reproduc ve health
services. In all, there's roughly $38 million left for two years.

"With the Deuell rider s ll in effect, that means there's $18
million over the biennium-- just $9 million per year-- to provide
money to the more than 50 non-FQHC contractors currently
serving more than 227,000 women. Since 2005, those providers
have had access to between roughly $35 million and $40 million a
year to provide services to these women-- who are but a frac on
of the hundreds of thousands of women who actually need
services in Texas; with Texas' dubious claim to fame as the state
with the highest percentage of uninsured people (about 26% in
2009, according to the Kaiser Family Founda on), the number of



women in need of reproduc ve health care is roughly 1.5 million,
according to the Guttmacher Institute.

"Moreover, in an a empt to deliver a death blow to Planned
Parenthood, conserva ve lawmakers also approved an eighth
amendment, authored by Representa ve Warren Chisum that
expands the 2005 Deuell funding rider by spelling out how the
remaining $9 million per year should be allocated. First, the
money would go to 'public en es' that provide family planning,
including community clinics and county and city health
departments; second in line would be 'non-public en es' that
provide 'comprehensive primary and preventa ve care' in
addi on to reproduc ve health services; third, whatever is le --
and the presump on, of course, is there won't be anything le --
would go to 'non-public en es' that provide only reproduc ve
health care, including Planned Parenthood.

"Texas Right to Life's Graham was nearly giddy about the
amendment in a pos ng to the TRL website: 'The final amendment
earned 113 votes to snatch the last $9 million!' she wrote. In an
interview with the Texas Tribune prior to the debate,
Representa ve Sid Miller (author of the ultrasound-before-
abor on bill that the House passed in March), foreshadowed the
floor debate: 'I would say Planned Parenthood will have a tough
time getting any government funds, state funds,'--"

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Nichols, for what purpose do
you rise?

Senator Robert Nichols: Mr. President, under Rule 4.03, is the
budget germane to this bill?



Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: No.

Senator Robert Nichols: I think she's talking about the budget.

Senator Wendy Davis: Mr. President, may I please argue my
point with regard to its germaneness and if you rule that it's not
I'm happy to move on to something else. But in the debate over
Senate Bill 5 I did argue, of course, about restoring the Women's
Health Program funding. I made the argument and actually
introduced an amendment to Senate Bill 5 that would have
restored the Women's Health Program in Texas.

Right now, as you know, we have completely turned away those
dollars and we've done so because in order to take them we
would have to provide them to providers like Planned
Parenthood. I made the argument that we were giving up about 30
million dollars in federal funds that could have otherwise been
brought down for preven ng abor on, which, of course, is the
topic of this bill. And because I introduced that as an amendment-
- it was voted on and declined-- I believed that this was relevant to
the discussion on this bill.

[Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst consults with the Parliamentarian.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator, I don't think that the contents
and the subject ma er of the funding of Planned Parenthood is
germane to this debate. And please consider this as a warning,
and if you could, keep your comments to Senate Bill 5 and the
elements in the bill and the subject of abor on. Thank you,
Senator.

Senator Wendy Davis: Okay.
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Senator Wendy Davis: At this me, I'd like to talk about
alterna ves to abor on through preven on. And again, a very
lengthy part of our conversa on on Senate Bill 5 had to do with its
failure in the name of women's health to address women's
healthcare in a way that would prevent the need for abor ons.
The Houston Chronicle had a good ar cle on that, dated March 14,
2013:

"When it comes to a woman's right to choose, reasonable
minds would agree that a decline in abor on rates should bode
well for all of us. Every child should be a wanted child. However,
the most recent study on the issue, showing that in the past two
years, Texas abor on rates have declined by ten to fi een
percent, presents a more complicated picture. The na onal rate
has been declining also but not as sharply."

Preliminary results as reported by the Chronicle study,
"Abor ons on Decline in Texas," show that the drop in-- is deeper
in Texas not because fewer women are choosing abor on, but
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because the draconian budget cuts and puni ve measures in the
2011 session are creating obstacles--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Nichols, for what purpose do
you rise?

Senator Robert Nichols: Uh-- call a ques on of point of order on
Rule 4.03, under the germaneness. I don't think alterna ves to
abortion are related to Senate Bill 5.

[Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst consults with the Parliamentarian.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Nichols, as long as Senator
Davis is on the subject of abor on, I think that's related to the
subject ma er of Senate Bill 5, but let me-- but I'll be glad to
revisit that with you. I'll-- I'll--we'll con nue to listen to the
debate.

Senator Robert Nichols: Okay. Thank you.

Senator Wendy Davis: I'll continue where I left off in that article.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: You're recognized.

Senator Wendy Davis: "In the rush to stamp out abor on, our
state leaders also are wreaking havoc on the most prac cal,
common-sense mechanisms for avoiding unplanned pregnancies
in the first place, namely widespread, affordable access to family
planning services. In an appallingly short-sighted measure,
lawmakers last session slashed state family planning funding by
two-thirds from $115 million to $37.9 million, resul ng in the
closing of more than half of the 300 state-funded clinics.



"By the end of last year state researchers were predic ng that
due to this lost funding, births in the 14-15 biennium would
increase by about 24,000 and would cost taxpayers up to an
addi onal $233-$273 million. Researchers in this latest study of
several hundred women seeking abor ons found that in about 90
percent of cases, the women did not change their minds a er
complying with the new demands. More evidence that our
energies and our tax dollars should be focused on family planning
services, not on crea ng more hurdles for women at a me when
they are already facing a daun ng choice. But there is hope that
reason is beginning to prevail among a-- "

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Watson, for what purpose do
you rise?

Senator Kirk Watson: Without Senator Davis yielding the floor, I
wonder if she would yield for some questions?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Will Senator Davis--

Senator Wendy Davis: I will yield for ques ons without yielding
the floor, thank you, Senator.

Senator Kirk Watson: Thank you, Mr. President. Senator Davis, I
apologize for interrup ng, but I was hopeful that we could talk a
moment and I could ask you some ques ons about some of the
legal aspects to the abor on issue and start, if we could, with the
case that has been men oned by you and by others on the floor,
Roe v. Wade.

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes.



Senator Kirk Watson: You're familiar with the year that that was
decided.

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes. I have the case in front of me. It was
decided in-- it was argued in 1971 and decided January 22, 1973.

Senator Kirk Watson: And in that case, you're probably familiar,
as part of your legal background, with the fact that there had been
issues in previous cases, issues like this of being able to get in the
courts because there were ques ons raised about standing,
because pregnancies last only a certain period of me, the
woman would be pregnant, she would end up having the baby,
and then she would end up not having standing.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: Correct. And so one of the issues that
came up in the case of Roe v. Wade was that the usual rule in
federal cases was that an actual controversy had to exist at the
stages of the appellate or the review on cert, and not simply at
the date the ac on was ini ated; so if a woman were pregnant,
there would be a period of me where the case would be ongoing,
she would have her baby, and then on appeal or on the review on
cert, she would no longer be pregnant, and as I understand it, is it
your understanding that that would then moot the case--

Senator Wendy Davis: Correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: And so some of these cases weren't able to
make it to where there was review about what was the
constitutional right of women--



Senator Wendy Davis: That's right. It was quite a-- quite a
challenge.

Senator Kirk Watson: As the court pointed out in the-- in the case
of Roe v. Wade, and I would cite you to, to headnote 4 in that case,
they pointed out that with human gesta on they'd come to term
before the appeal could be completed and so in this case, is it
your understanding that what the United States Supreme Court
said is that they could rule in the case because they finally
determined that pregnancy provided a classic jus fica on for a
conclusion of non-mootness, because it truly could be capable of
repetition, yet evading review.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's exactly what they decided.

Senator Kirk Watson: Um, Senator, one of the big issues that had
not been decided prior to the case of Roe v. Wade, was in the
instances of the termina on of a pregnancy, is whether or not
that in fact was protected and-- by our-- by the United States
Cons tu on. And once the court was able to get past the issue of
whether or not it was moot, is it your understanding that the court
actually addressed the issue so that we had some defini on on
whether a woman's right to make that decision was
constitutionally protected?

Senator Wendy Davis: That's right, for the first time.

Senator Kirk Watson: And was it your-- is it your understanding
that in the case of Roe v. Wade, the principal thrust of the
appellant's argument in that case, in fact, their a ack on the
Texas statute that made certain termina ons of pregnancy a
crime, is that it improperly invaded a right said to be possessed by



a pregnant woman to choose to terminate her pregnancy.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: In fact, that's the exact language of Roe v.
Wade-- is that, that the thrust of the argument was that it
improperly invaded a right said to be possessed by the pregnant
woman to choose to terminate her pregnancy.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: Is it your understanding that in this case,
when the court reviewed this case, that it pointed out that the
appellant or in this case, the-- the woman who was being charged
with a crime, that they would discover this right in the concept of
personal liberty.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's correct, that was the constitutional
underpinning of their decision.

Senator Kirk Watson: So the const-- so what you're saying is the
cons tu onal underpinning of Roe v. Wade was that the woman's
right-- possessed-- that she possessed-- invaded a right that she
possessed-- was based upon the concept of personal liberty, and
is it your understanding that what the court found was that was
embodied, that personal liberty was embodied in the Fourteenth
Amendment's due process clause.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: And-- or the argument was, that it was
found in personal, marital, familial, and sexual privacy that's said



to be protected by the Bill of Rights or its penumbras.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's correct.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Nichols, for what purpose do
you rise, sir?

Senator Robert Nichols: To ask a ques on under 4.03,
germaneness. It is my understanding that all ques ons have to be
with regard to the body of the bill, and I don't quite understand
what part of the bill this question relates to.

Senator Kirk Watson: May I-- may I reply?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: You may.

Senator Kirk Watson: The whole issue here is whether or not--
we're talking about abor on, we're talking about the
underpinnings of personal liberty, we're talking about a woman's
right to make choices. We're talking about the seminal case that
gives rise to that recognition of personal liberty in Roe v. Wade.

Senator Robert Nichols: Mr. President, that is not the body of
the bill-- what he's talking about.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: The Senate Rule 4.03 deals with-- with--
with the issue before us, the issue before us is Senate Bill 5. So I'm
going to sustain the mo on and ask that you stay on the subject of
this bill, and how it works, and-- and-- as ghtly construed as you
can, a discussion on abortion.

Senator Robert Nichols: Mr. President, is that a warning?



Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: That's the second warning.

Senator Robert Nichols: Thank you.

Senator Wendy Davis: Mr. President, I'm not-- I'm not sure that
that's the second warning, under the rule, because it's not a
warning to me, the speaker.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  I'm not calling you on a-- I'm not calling
you on a warning. I'm not calling you on a warning.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you.

Senator Kirk Watson: Well, then, let's-- let us be clear. If you're
not-- you're not calling Senator Davis on a warning, that warning
was to me.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Simply that-- that is correct, that--
please limit your ques ons to the subject of the legisla on or the
legislation; and as tightly construed to abortion as you can.

Senator Royce West: Parliamentary inquiry.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.

Senator Royce West: I'm just trying to make certain we
understand the rules, because we're hearing a bunch of warnings
now. Under the rules, what impact would warnings of members
have on Senator Davis's ability to con nue her conversa on
about these bills?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator West, the warning was to



Senator Watson to confine his comments to the subject of the bill
that is being debated. It has nothing to do with Senator Davis.

Senator Royce West: Okay, parliamentary inquiry.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.

Senator Royce West: If Senator Davis is given three warnings,
what impact does that have on her ability to maintain the floor?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator West, on the third point of
order that would be sustained, then it's not a warning, and it
would be put to the body for a vote on whether to end debate or to
continue debate.

Senator Royce West: Parliamentary inquiry.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.

Senator Royce West: What would that vote be, is it two-thirds or
a simple majority?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: It's a simple majority.

Senator Royce West: Okay, so the third decision-- the third--
third warning upheld by the Lieutenant Governor would then put
the issue to the body to decide whether or not to, frankly, pass the
bill.

[Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst consults with the Parliamentarian.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator West.



Senator Royce West: Yes.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  A er the second warning to an
individual, to a Senator that's conduc ng a filibuster, the next
warning would be put to-- the next point of order, if sustained,
would be-- is put to the body.

Senator Royce West: And that's pursuant to Rule 4.03, and the
precedent there under, or what?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Yes.

Senator Royce West: Okay. And that's to Senator Davis, that's
not to an individual member.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: That is correct.

Senator Royce West: Okay. Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Ellis, for what purpose do you
rise, sir?

Senator Rodney Ellis: Parliamentary inquiry, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.

Senator Rodney Ellis: Just to make sure I understand the nature
of what ques ons I can ask in this filibuster. Am I-- am I able to ask
Senator Davis to read me sec ons of the commi ee subs tute to
Senate Bill 5, just to make sure that I don't stray from the subject
at hand?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The subject that would be germane to



the debate is the subject of Senate Bill 5.

Senator Rodney Ellis: So my parliamentary inquiry is, am I able
to ask Senator Davis to read sections of the bill to me? Slowly?

[Laughter from the gallery.]

Senator Rodney Ellis: I just want to make sure I can understand
it.

[Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst consults with the Parliamentarian.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator, with all due respect, I'm not
going to issue a ruling that permits a debate that's not subject,
the subject is Senate Bill 5. And, you know as well as I do that--
that a proper question would be on Senate Bill 5.

Senator Rodney Ellis: Okay. I'll have a series of ques ons about
the commi ee subs tute to Senate Bill 5, if it does not take
Senator Davis off the floor.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  When the-- when the parliamentary
inquiry was first made, it was made by Senator Watson, and he
was asking ques ons. If Senator Watson wishes to con nue
asking--

Senator Kirk Watson: I would.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  --ques ons, then he has the floor. But
first, I no ced-- Senator Williams, for what purpose do you rise,
sir?



[Brief unintelligible response from the floor.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Thank you.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Watson, you're recognized.

Senator Kirk Watson: Thank you. Senator Davis, we were talking
a bout Roe v. Wade and I hear the-- the presiding officer, the
President of the Senate's ruling on the point of order that was
raised. Let me bring it back to Senate Bill 5. In Senate Bill 5, is
there a limita on, a me limita on, placed on when a woman
would be allowed to have-- to terminate a pregnancy?

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes. Senate Bill 5 would prohibit an
abor on past 20 weeks of gesta on. And that gesta onal age
itself, there's some argument about the way it's defined in the bill-
- um, saying that typically under medical prac ce, it's prac ce to
determine that date from the date of the last menstrual period,
whereas here it's the date of the fer liza on of the fetus. And, as
you heard earlier in some of the reports or the le ers that I read
from ACOG, they're very concerned about changing to a standard
that probably moves the date even earlier than 20 weeks of
gesta on in terms of what would be prohibited in the abor on
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arena.

Senator Kirk Watson: And yet, even in the case that we were
talking about, of Roe v. Wade, in that case, the court, the Court,
the Supreme Court looked at when states could be involved in
taking certain ac on that would perhaps-- could invade a
woman's right to privacy and her cons tu onal rights as it applies
to the termination of her pregnancy. Is that correct?

Senator Wendy Davis: That's right. And they of course created a
standard in that opinion, the standard being that states could not
regulate or inhibit a woman's cons tu onal right to an abor on
procedure, um, prior to the viability of the fetus.

Senator Kirk Watson: And again to focus on SB5, SB5-- and I
understand what you just said, and the answer to the ques on
might be less than 20 weeks-- but SB5 talks in terms of 20 weeks
and the United States Supreme Court in Roe v. Wade talked about,
a woman could terminate a pregnancy without interference by
the state prior to approximately the end of the first trimester of
the pregnancy.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: Let's say 28 weeks, roughly 28 weeks.

Senator Wendy Davis: Second trimester.

Senator Kirk Watson: I'm sorry. That's right. So--

Senator Wendy Davis: Second trimester.



Senator Kirk Watson: So, there's a companion case to Roe v.
Wade. Is that correct?

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes. That's right.

Senator Kirk Watson: And that's-- that's the case that came out
of Georgia called Doe v. Bolton.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: And--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Nichols, for what purpose do
you rise, sir?

Senator Robert Nichols: Inquiring the point of order on 4.03
again, germaneness. We're back to ques ons related to Roe v.
Wade, which is not a part of this bill. And it's my-- also I have a
ques on about if the, uh, Senator whose status is responding to a
non-germane question, is that also included in the warning?

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President, I have cited specifically my
ques ons related to this case and the underpinnings of the law
specifically to SB5.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Watson, would you approach
the podium?

[Dewhurst, Watson, Davis, and Nichols talk off-microphone for
five minutes.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Nichols, um, on the specific



point of order that you raised, at the present time, it's respectfully
overruled. But, um, the debate needs to be kept to the subject of
the bill, and we'll be-- I'm sure you'll be alert to that.

Senator Robert Nichols: Thank you.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Watson, you're recognized for
questions.

Senator Kirk Watson: Thank you, Mr. President. Senator Davis,
when we were interrupted I was asking about the underpinnings
of states, like the state of Texas, being able to put restric ons on
the cons tu onally-recognized right of a woman to terminate the
pregnancy. And, um, in SB5, are there restric ons being placed
both literally and prac cally on a woman's right to terminate, her
cons tu onal right to terminate her pregnancy, as we've been
talking about?

Senator Wendy Davis: There are, and they come in several
forms. As you know, this is an omnibus bill that included four new
areas of law that would cover abor ons in the state of Texas. One
of those was in terms of the standard of what that facility needed
to look like. And certainly an argument can be made that in the
state of Texas the consequence of the Ambulatory Surgical Center
provision of SB5 will decrease, in a fairly drama c form, the
number of centers at which abor ons can and will be provided in
Texas.

I would suspect that, as has been the case in other states that
have confronted that ques on, there will be lawsuits, um, if this
law were to go into-- if this bill were to go into law. And Roe v.
Wade is the-- one of the legal opinions to which any judge who was



deciding the cons tu onality of that provision would be
allowable; because Roe v. Wade set a standard by which states
must follow in terms of regula ons that they put on abor on
facilities, as did Doe v. Bolton, the other case that you referenced.

There are three other pieces of this bill that would be subject to
a review of the standards that were put in place in Roe v. Wade.
One of those is the provision of the abor on drug and how and
when it can be administered. And in this bill, there are
restric ons in terms of not only when it can be administered, but
where it must be administered, with specific, um, instruc ons
with regard to how a doctor is to administer it, how he's to, or she
is to, instruct her pa ent and so on and so forth. And again, I
would expect that if this bill were to become law, a challenge
would be made to that par cular provision to determine whether
it's consistent with the decision in Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton.

Senator Kirk Watson: And is that because those cases said that
the state can't unduly burden the exercise of that fundamental
right?

Senator Wendy Davis: That's correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: And in your opinion, is that one of the
restric ons that SB5 does, that may very well indeed unduly
burden the exercise of that fundamental right recognized by the
courts?

Senator Wendy Davis: That's exactly right. And when the-- when
the Supreme Court recognized that right in Roe v. Wade, what they
recognized was that any intrusion, or alleged intrusion on that
right would be subject to strict scru ny by the court. And, as you



know as a lawyer, as I know as a lawyer, and other lawyers in the
room know, that strict scru ny is a very high standard. The state
must demonstrate a compelling state interest in the laws that it's
passing where there may be some cons tu onal infringement
that might occur. And these are, of course, part of our ques ons
with regard to SB5 and its provisions whether that strict scru ny
would allow even to-- to find that there's a compelling state
interest. That's why I got so many ques ons of Senator Hegar and
others with regard to the specific medical, empirical evidence
that has demonstrated that the provisions of this bill actually are
related to a compelling state interest. That somehow there is this
interest that will be served in order to make them constitutionally
um, viable under Roe v. Wade and subsequent decisions by the
U.S. Supreme Court.

Senator Kirk Watson: What-- part of my understanding, and I
want to relate it to SB5: you've talked about literal and prac cal
limita ons on the exercise of what has been recognized as a
fundamental right, and you've talked about the strict scru ny
standard. Talk to me about-- in SB5, part of what my
understanding of what Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton , and correct
me if I'm wrong, is that one of the things they said is that, that you
can't undu-- the state can't unduly burden the exercise of that
fundamental right with regula ons that prohibit or substan ally
limit access to the means of effectua ng the decision to have an
abortion. Is that your understanding?

Senator Wendy Davis: That's my understanding.

Senator Kirk Watson: Take it to SB5. Is there anything is SB5 that
you believe is something we can point to that are regula ons that



prohibit or substan ally limit access to the means of effectua ng
the decision for a woman to have an abor on, and exercise that
fundamental right.

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes, there are several things in SB5 that I
believe fall in that category. As I men oned a moment ago, the
requirement for an Ambulatory Surgical Center: and, in a moment,
I have a book that describes what those rules are, what an
Ambulatory Surgical Center must provide, what the federal
standards are, the current loca ons in Texas, and then also the
overview of creden aling and physician privileges. Because those
are the key components of SB5, that could be challenged under
that particular provision that you just cited.

Senator Kirk Watson: Explain that.

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, arguments can be made, of course,
that if the Ambulatory Surgical Center requirement is put in place,
and if indeed it results in the closure of the vast majority of
abor on clinics in the state of Texas, that could be deemed too
limiting-- if you'll say the language again, exactly?

Senator Kirk Watson: Prohibit or substan ally limit access to
the means of effectuating the decision to have an abortion.

Senator Wendy Davis: That could be ruled to substan ally limit
a woman's access. Also, what could be deemed to substan ally
limit a woman's access is the requirement that a provider, a
physician provider of abor on services, must have admi ng
privileges in a hospital within 30 miles. Because that-- of the fact
that it may so severely decrease the number of physicians who
are qualified under that law, not in reality but under that law, who



are qualified to provide services to women, that once again, to
use that language, may--

Senator Kirk Watson: Substan ally limit access to the means of
effectuating the decision.

Senator Wendy Davis: Exactly. And then finally, um, taken
together and-- of course the state's laws have to be considered in
a cumula ve fashion-- but SB5 taken together with the sonogram
law that passed in the last legisla ve session may be deemed to
have created a cons tu onally, um, suspect requirement that
cannot meet those constitutional requirements.

As you know, with that sonogram bill from the last legisla ve
session, women now have a 24-hour wai ng period a er a
sonogram before they can come back for their abor on
procedure. If you add to that, uh, for example, a provision in SB5
that now requires that a woman who is going to receive an
abor on through means of the abor on-inducing drug-- a woman
who is to receive that now under SB5 would have to be given the
drug, first of all, at an Ambulatory Surgical Center, of which right
now there are only five, and come back for her second dose 24 to
48 hours to receive that second dose.

And again, we haven't heard any tes mony, and I've asked
ques ons about it, and it certainly has been the topic of
commi ee hearings: what it is about the woman taking, inges ng
that medicine, either orally or vaginally, in the presence of an
Ambulatory Surgical Center doctor, makes the provision of that
abor on service somehow in the state's interest, somehow safer
for her. And I think a cons tu onal challenge under that provision
could be seen to be limiting her ability to--



Senator Kirk Watson: Whether there's a-- your ques on is
whether there's a compelling state interest to limit access so that
she can effectuate um, that-- her decision.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's right.
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Senator Kirk Watson: Compare for me-- 'cause you just
men oned the sonogram law, and I want to talk about SB5 as
compared to the sonogram law. Were there changes made in the
sonogram law in an effort to try to-- to less limit access, that aren't
being made in SB5?

Senator Wendy Davis: That's right. In fact, SB5 almost
contradicts the changes that were put in place in the sonogram
law.

Senator Kirk Watson: Make sure I understand the changes that
were made in the sonogram bill, so that I'll understand what you
say about what doesn't happen in SB5 so that it contradicts.

Senator Wendy Davis: In the sonogram bill, what you may
remember is that Senator Ures , in order to secure his support on
that bill, he was very insistent that women in the rural
communi es that he serves and that other members of the
legislature serve, not have the burden of the 24-hour wai ng
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period, where the clinics were a far enough distance away from
the woman's home that it would create a hardship on her to have
to travel back to that clinic two days in a row.

Senator Kirk Watson: So the argument would be that in order to
not substan ally limit access to the means of effectua ng that
woman's decision, there needed to be a change.

Senator Wendy Davis: Correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: I'm sorry, I interrupted you.

Senator Wendy Davis: And, you know, obviously that was made
to secure Senator Ures 's comfort with the bill, which he got
there. I also believe, though, that making that change made it
legally less subject to challenge under the-- the statutes that are
in place today. The laws that are in-- the cons tu onal
interpretive laws that are in place today.

What happens in SB5 that is different than that is that in SB5,
the Ambulatory Surgical Centers that exist in Texas today are in
San Antonio, they're in Dallas, Aus n, and Houston. And when you
think about women needing to access those services, or desiring
to access those services, living, once again, in some of the rural
areas Senator Ures  represents, or perhaps that Senator Zaffirini
represents, or that Senator Hinojosa represents, or Senator Lucio
represents, we know that if those become the only available
abor on service centers in the state of Texas, women will have to
travel in some instances hundreds of miles in order to access
abor on care services. And that might be subject to, and I believe
it would be subject to, a challenge under the exis ng
constitutional law as it relates to abortion.



Senator Kirk Watson: And, and, um, you've indicated that there
ought to be a compelling state interest-- on that distance. I want
to make sure I understand your posi on on the distance issue
that we're talking about here. Have you been sa sfied that there
is a compelling state interest to require clinics that currently can
perform the termina on of a pregnancy to go to an Ambulatory--
to go to the standard of an Ambulatory Surgical Center in-- on-- on
the flip side of the coin, I guess, of limiting that access.

Senator Wendy Davis: I do not believe that there has been any
tes mony, any empirical informa on that has been provided on
this Senate floor, on the House floor, in the Senate hearings both
in the regular and the special sessions, in the House hearings,
both during the regular and the special sessions, that
demonstrated some compelling state interest in this new
provision that's being asked to pass into law in the state of Texas.

Senator Kirk Watson: Now, I've asked you about these cases that
serve as kind of the underpinnings for laws related to abor on,
and the cons tu onal right that a woman has to make these
decisions. Um, I want to ask you about, in SB5, another provision
that-- I've heard you argue would limit access, and that is the 20-
week provision. Are you familiar with any challenges that have
been made in the United States to states that have created a 20-
week provision like is in SB5, where they've been challenged on
the basis that they violate a woman's right to choose as protected
by the United States Constitution?

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes, I am. And I think there have been four
different states that have a empted, or have passed, similar
laws.



Senator Kirk Watson: And, and I want to be clear, so that nobody
has any ques on about-- or-- uh, we're talking about the provision
in SB5.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: Okay. I'm sorry.

Senator Wendy Davis: And that provision in SB5 is the same
provision that's been passed into law in, I think, four other states
and has been the subject of li ga on. Thus far, I don't think any
court has found that that par cular prohibi on sa sfies the
cons tu onal requirements that have heretofore been-- been set
by the Supreme Court.

And the reason that is prominently stated, or-- or most o en
stated for that is this issue of whether there truly is any scien fic
evidence that demonstrates fetal pain at that par cular point in,
um, gesta on. And that absent that compelling state interest,
which might be found to be a legi mate one, because there hasn't
been any scien fic support to demonstrate that that has
occurred, cons tu onally, laws in other states that have
attempted to do that have heretofore not been upheld.

Senator Kirk Watson: Something you-- you'd said earlier in either
answer to my ques on, or somebody else's ques on, with regard
to SB5 and this 20-week provision, I want to make sure I
understood. Help me understand-- and I read some things from
ACOG, the American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
and, and others, other places-- the, the difference between 20
weeks post-fer liza on and 20 weeks gesta on. Help-- help, walk
me through that and as it applies to SB5.



Senator Wendy Davis: The concern that was raised-- and I read a
le er about it, I believe it was from TMA, it may have been from
ACOG, a li le while ago-- talked about the fact that the standard
in determining the age of a fetus, the developmental age of a
fetus, has always been based on prior menstrual cycle. And that is
so because it's very difficult to determine the actual point of
concep on. For different women, it's different; we ovulate at
different mes. But that seems to provide the most sound basis
for making that determination. Under the provisions in SB5--

Senator Kirk Watson: I'm sorry, if I might interrupt. The basis that
is generally used as a sound basis for determining gesta onal
time is last menstrual period.

Senator Wendy Davis: Correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: All right. I'm sorry.

Senator Wendy Davis: LMP, as-- as it's referred to by, by doctors.
And what's different about SB5 is that it asks instead for
fertilization, the time of fertilization to become the operative time
in which gesta onal age is measured. Now what the medical
professionals say, and the tes mony they provided during
commi ee, and some of which I've read today, is that absent in
vitro fer liza on, there really is no medically reliable way to
determine what that date is. And in fact by using that date, it
actually probably is overes ma ng fetal age, perhaps even
significantly. So that a 20-week fetal age based on that point of
reference--

Senator Kirk Watson: Based upon fertilization.



Senator Wendy Davis: Exactly. --may be inaccurate, and may be
actually a gestational age that's only 18 weeks, for example.

Senator Kirk Watson: Okay. Is that one of the reasons-- is, is it
your understanding that that's one of the reasons that ACOG,
which is the American Congress of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists-- I think I've got that right, it may be American
College. The-- but ACOG has established that it's opposed to
Senate Bill 5.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's correct. That is one of their bases
for opposition, among many.

Senator Kirk Watson: Have you heard anything either on the
floor or in the hearings that causes you to think that u liza on,
like SB5 does, of the 20 weeks post-fer liza on is a more
appropriate standard than what the American Congress of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists are indica ng ought to be any
standard of use for determining gestational age, which is LMP?

Senator Wendy Davis: I've not heard anything that leads me to
believe that that is an incorrect-- that the LMP is an incorrect way,
and that that is a better way of determining gestational age.

Senator Kirk Watson: Is there-- in your mind, is there, do you
have any understanding as to why in Senate Bill 5 there's an effort
to u lize fer liza on-- 20 weeks post-fer liza on, as opposed to
utilizing LMP?

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, according to ACOG, their belief is
that it is done in order to actually constrain even further the limit
upon which a woman could receive an abor on service; actually



driving the gesta onal age not even to 20 weeks, but even lower
than 20 weeks, because they believe it would create a lower
gesta onal age, and likely would be prohibi ng women from
having an abor on even as early as 18 weeks of pregnancy, rather
than the current protection that exists under Roe v. Wade and Doe
v. Bolton.

Senator Kirk Watson: You men oned earlier today, I think, that
this-- Senate Bill 5 is also opposed by the Texas Medical
Association.

Senator Wendy Davis: Correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: And what is your understanding as to the
reason the Texas Medical Association is opposing Se-- the passage
of Senate Bill 5?

Senator Wendy Davis: Their-- the le er that they provided dealt
in, in most part with the licensing of physicians that would be
required under Senate Bill 5. And that this requirement that a
physician be licensed within a facility, a hospital, within 30 miles
of the abortion facility is constraining the practice of medicine in a
way that has not had a compelling interest demonstrated to
prove why that's the case.

They also have objected to the bill because of the piece of it
that was originally Senator Patrick's bill in terms of how the
abor on-inducing drug is to be administered. And they believe
that it is a tremendous, um, stepping into the doctor/pa ent
rela onship in a way that the legislature really has no business
intruding upon, and can't demonstrate that they've intruded upon
the pa ent/doctor rela onship in other instances, and why



somehow in this par cular arena they would-- they would have
this intrusion.

Senator Kirk Watson: My memory is that in the debate on the
Senate floor with regard to SB5 that-- and, and I want to go to one
of the reasons you said-- you indicated you believe TMA has
indicated its opposi on to Senate Bill 5, and one of those was the
requirement of having admi ng privileges a certain distance
away, 30 miles away.

My memory was that in that debate, an amendment was
offered that that amendment said instead of the doctor needing
to have privileges 30 miles away, we would codify an
administra ve code provision that would allow for that doctor to
have a rela onship with someone, another doctor, that had
admitting privileges at a local hospital. Do you recall that?

Senator Wendy Davis: I do recall that.

Senator Kirk Watson: Now from the standpoint of-- and I, I know
you are not going to be able to speak for TMA on this-- but if one of
the objec ons of the leading physician organiza on in the state is
that you've created an undue restric on on access because
physicians may not be able to have admi ng privileges at a local
hospital 30 miles away, um, one of the ways to solve for that
would at least be to u lize something that's already in the
administra ve code-- it's a rule that applies-- and codify that,
where you would say, "we will be able to deal with emergencies
under Senate Bill 5 by allowing that doctor to have a rela onship
with somebody at a local hospital". Is that correct?

Senator Wendy Davis: That's correct.



Senator Kirk Watson: So that would be-- that, that would have at
least been something that, if we're just talking about providing
protec on for women and assuring that an appropriate standard
of care is met, that would have been one way to assure that safety
without unduly restric ng a woman's access to making that
decision.

Senator Wendy Davis: That was the argument made at the
introduc on of that amendment, and I agree with the ra onale
behind that argument.

Senator Kirk Watson: Another amendment that was offered--
and, and let me ask you this ques on. In Senate Bill 5-- which I
think we would all agree, I don't think, I don't think I'm going to get
a point of order on asking this-- Senate Bill 5 deals with abortions.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's right. In fact, I believe the subject
line in the legisla ve list service where we typically look at our
bills, the subject line on this bill says "abortion".

Senator Kirk Watson: And, and we've heard me and again that
the reason to be for SB5 is that, um, we want to have safety for
women, but we've also heard that it's to reduce the number of
abortions. Have you heard that?

Senator Wendy Davis: I'm sorry, can you repeat that?

Senator Kirk Watson: Sure, I'd be happy to. One of the reasons
we've heard that people support Senate Bill 5 is because they
want it to reduce the number of abortions.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's right. Some people have indicated



that.

Senator Kirk Watson: And, and frankly, we would all like to
reduce the number of abortions.

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes, we would.

Senator Kirk Watson: Is there anything in Senate Bill 5 that
reduces-- will help us reduce the number of unwanted
pregnancies that could result in abortions?

Senator Wendy Davis: In fact, I do not believe there is. And, as
you know, Senator Watson, those were a per nent part of our
debate on Senate Bill 5, that we believed that while it, in the
name of making be er health services for women available,
actually will decrease abortion services to women.

We made arguments to decrease the need for abor on. We
believe that the best way to decrease the need for abor on
services was not through crea ng cons tu onal intrusions on
women's rights to access those services, but instead to reduce
the number of women who would be in demand for those services,
because of certain things that we could do at the state level to
assist with that.

Senator Kirk Watson: So, for example, my memory is that
amendments were offered on the floor to SB5 that would have
provided parents with no fica on about what their children were
learning with regard to sex education in the schools.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's correct. I believe you had two
amendments that you offered in that regard, Senator.



Senator Kirk Watson: And, and-- neither one of those
amendments were taken on SB5, so SB5 doesn't have any
provision in it that would help us reduce the number of unwanted
pregnancies in the state.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: And, and, where-- what's your
understanding about where the state of Texas ranks in terms of
the number of teen pregnancies?

Senator Wendy Davis: I believe it's number two. I believe that's
right. I know it's in the top three, but I believe it's number two in
the country.

Senator Kirk Watson: How about on second teen pregnancy?

Senator Wendy Davis: And I believe it's possibly even number
one on second teen pregnancies-- perhaps number two, now. But
somewhere right there in the top five, no question about it.

Senator Kirk Watson: I want to go back to the idea that, that one
of the reasons some have said-- and I think, by the way, some of
the members on the floor legi mately want to increase safety; I
think all of us want to increase safety in any realm of healthcare
that someone might be receiving.

Senator Wendy Davis: No question.

Senator Kirk Watson: But the argument has been made that on
SB5, the reason we should be suppor ve of it is because it would--
it would provide greater public health. Is that correct?



Senator Wendy Davis: That's the argument that was made by
Senator Hager, yes.

Senator Kirk Watson: And, and I'm looking at the ACOG letter, the
le er that you referred to, which is the le er of the American
Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, District 11 from
Texas.

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes.

Senator Kirk Watson: Um, and I'm looking at page 2.

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes.

Senator Kirk Watson: And down there at the bo om of the page,
correct me if I'm wrong, but one thing it says, is it says, "The
Commi ee Subs tute for Senate Bill 5 requires addi onal
standards that are unnecessary and unsupported by scien fic
evidence." And then it indicates, in that first bullet point,
"Commi ee Subs tute to Senate Bill 5 does not promote the
public health objec ve it claims to enhance. In fact, it harms
public health by restric ng access to safe, legal, and accessible
abortion services."

Now, I don't want to talk about the cons tu onal aspect of
substan ally limi ng access to the means of effectua ng the
decision to have an abor on that is protected by our United
States Cons tu on. But let me ask you, what is ACOG talking
about when it says it won't actually enhance safety; instead, it
will do the opposite?

Senator Wendy Davis: Basically, what it-- what it's saying is that



it will do the opposite because women now will have limited
access, versus what they currently have in Texas today, and that
that limited access actually will undermine women's health. It's
not in this particular letter, Senator. I think ACOG wrote about four
le ers to us. It actually was not in the binder that I had, either.
But I had it on the floor when we debated Senate Bill 5.

And ACOG specifically, in the closing part of that le er, talks
about the fact that they believe this will do harm to women's
health in Texas. And they essen ally cite to that period of me
where women sought abor ons in less safe condi ons; and that
they fear that with a limita on on where women can go to access
these services, women, par cularly poor women in rural
communi es, will once again be driven to an unsafe environment
where they seek abortion services.

Interes ng, Senator, uh, sta s c, and I know in one of these
binders I have somewhere, there's an ar cle about the fact that
when you compare different countries and their abor on laws,
the demand for abor on and the incidence of abor on does not
go down even where the laws try to ghtly confine it or prohibit it
altogether. And when ACOG talks about that as it relates to
Senate Bill 5, I think they understand all too well-- much be er
than you or I, because this is the work that they do-- they
understand all too well that by changing the law in Texas and
limi ng women's access to where they will get safe legal abor on
is not going to decrease the demand for abor on, but instead is
going to push women into less safe circumstances where they'll
seek it.

Senator Kirk Watson: Does it, it makes you worry-- well, let me



ask you, since I'm asking ques ons-- does it make you worry that
Senate Bill 5 won't limit abortions, it may just limit the legal ones?

Senator Wendy Davis: And even further, I would say, it just may
limit the safe ones.

Senator Kirk Watson: Let me ask you about safety and
unintended consequences of-- of Senate Bill 5. Did ACOG make any
reference to unintended consequences that would make the
treatment of certain condi ons, like ectopic pregnancies, more
expensive? Maybe you ought-- could you explain that aspect of
one of your concerns about Senate Bill 5?

Senator Wendy Davis: Specifically, what ACOG said rela ve to
the Commi ee Subs tute for Senate Bill 5 was that it would have
unintended consequences by making the treatment of certain
condi ons more difficult and expensive. It said that ectopic
pregnancies are frequently treated in outpa ent facili es and
physician office se ngs, and that SB5 would prevent doctors from
trea ng those cases as they normally would. I actually will share
something very personal with you. I have experienced an ectopic
pregnancy where I was able to be treated by my doctor in his
office. And it's a very timely procedure, because--

Senator Kirk Watson: Can you explain what it is?

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes. An ectopic pregnancy is when the
embryo begins to develop outside the uterus, typically in the
fallopian tube. And if that is not immediately dealt with, it can
endanger the life of a woman if there is a rupture of the tube.
Fortunately, many women right now can go to their doctor and
immediately upon the discovery of that, rather than having to



wait to be admi ed to a hospital or an Ambulatory Surgical
Center, women can be treated for that ectopic pregnancy in that
doctor's office.

Senator Kirk Watson: Right there in the office.

Senator Wendy Davis: Right there and right then, and the "right
then" is the important part.

Senator Kirk Watson: What does Senate Bill 5 do that changes
that?

Senator Wendy Davis: What Senate Bill 5 would do would be to
require, according to ACOG, that those could no longer be
provided in outpa ent facili es; that instead, that they would
also have to be provided under Ambulatory Surgical Center
se ngs in order for the doctor who is providing that ectopic
termination to be legal.

Senator Kirk Watson: Thank you, Senator Davis. Thank you, Mr.
President.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you.
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Senator Wendy Davis: Members, I'd like to con nue in reading
some of the--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: You're recognized.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President. --the le ers
that we've received on this par cular bill that folks have wanted
to make sure that we consider as we are considering the passage
of this bill and our discussion of this bill.

[Unintelligible discussion.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Ellis, for what purpose do you
rise, sir?

Senator Rodney Ellis: Parliamentary inquiry.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.
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Senator Rodney Ellis: I want to ask about Rule 4.03. The last
subsec on says "no rule of the Senate prohibits repe ous
remarks by a Senator if the remarks are germane to the ma er
under considera on." And that's from 76 in the journal, regular
3920, 1993. So my ques on is, I asked earlier about her reading
the bill. I didn't get a clear answer, I think.

I could ask her-- 'cause I think in this bill, I don't understand, but
is it possible for me to ask Senator Davis to repeat the tes mony
which we can all assume is germane because she gave that
tes mony earlier at some point before midnight tonight, can I ask
her to go back and read those things that she read earlier from
people who tes fied? Because I had to go off the floor a couple

mes, I did not hear all of it, and I just want to make sure that
does not violate any Senate rule according to--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Would you like for me to get you a
copy?

Senator Rodney Ellis: Oh, I have it here.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Oh, all right, fine.

Senator Rodney Ellis: A copy of her tes mony? No, sir, it's so
much be er when you have the human element involved; and
slowly, preferably. I'm a slow learner, Mr. President.

Senator Tommy Williams: Mr. President?

Senator Wendy Davis: Mr. President, I do s ll have the floor. I
just want to make sure and establish that I have not yielded the
floor.



Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Davis, and that's fine, you do
have the floor. If you just bear with me a moment, I'm consul ng
with the Parliamentarian.

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Ellis, your ques on is a
hypothe cal one since Senator Davis has been involved in
answering ques ons. I'm going to ask her to con nue, and we'll
make a ruling with the body-- that the members, if they feel like
it's not germane they can raise points of order, but I'm not going to
rule on a hypothetical question.

Senator Rodney Ellis: Thank you, sir.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you. Senator Williams, for what
purpose do you rise, sir?

Senator Tommy Williams:  Mr. President, I'd like to raise a point
of order that Senator Davis has violated Rule 4.01 when she had
Senator Ellis assist her by pu ng a back brace on during a pause a
moment ago when we had a point of order raised, and the
members were at the dais.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Would you all approach the podium?

[Unintelligible discussion at the dais.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  [gavel] Senator Davis, I've been asked
by a couple of the members whether during this discussion,
whether you sit down, and I understand that you might want to,
but--



Senator Wendy Davis: I'm fine.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  --but the Parliamentarian has advised
me that you need to stand in the debate.

Senator Wendy Davis: I understand that rule. I'm prepared to
follow it.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: I just wanted to share that with you.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Mr. President?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Zaffirini, for what purpose?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: For a parliamentary inquiry related to
your statement to Senator Davis just now.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: What is your inquiry?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Related to Rule 4.06, Mr. President. It
states, "when a member shall be called to order by the President
or by a Senator, the member shall sit down, and not be allowed to
speak, except to the point of order, un l the ques on of order is
decided. If the decision be in the member's favor, the member
shall be at liberty to proceed. If otherwise, the member shall not
proceed without leave of the Senate.

My ques on is, wouldn't Rule .406 [sic] allow Senator Davis or
anyone else who is called to order or subject to the raising of a
point of order, be required to speak-- be required to sit during that



time?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Would you come forward, please?

[Unintelligible discussion at the dais.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: The point of order is overruled.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, the point of order raised by
Senator Williams deals with whether a member can assist
another member during a filibuster. And the precedents in the
rules clearly show that you can't lean on your desk, you go a stay
within-- what-- a couple of feet, three feet of the desk. And during a
filibuster, previous rulings have dealt with the comfort of a
member during a filibuster.

Now, while we've never seen a incident like this, or a point of
order raised like this, I think this point of order addresses the
issue of the comfort of a member, and I think it should be put to
the body. So I'm going to start off with comment. Who-- I'm gonna
recognize-- all right. The Chair recognizes Senator Ellis to speak on
the point of order.

Senator Rodney Ellis: Thank you, Mr. President, and, and
members. I think the real issue here is whether or not this body
respects the tradi on of a filibuster or not. Now here are the real
rules of engagement: A majority of the members on this floor
decide all of the power in this body. A majority of the members on
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this floor even decides who presides over the body. Anything that
we do, any tradi ons that we have, can be trumped by sixteen
votes.

Now I have not been here as long as two other members on the
floor, but I've been here for a very long me. As a staffer, back in
the mid-70s, I remember when a dis nguished Republican
member of this body engaged in the longest filibuster that has
been recorded in a state legislature in the history of the country;
maybe one of the longest one-person filibusters in the history of
not only state legislature, but federal legislature as well. Senator
Bill Meier from the Tarrant County area, I believe.

At one point, back then, we didn't have the technology that we
have today, and he needed to take a break. But he was so
passionate about the issue, whatever it was-- as a young law
student or LBJ student, I can't remember what it was, but
obviously he was very passionate about it -at one point he had to
take a break and wouldn't leave the floor; and so the members of
the Senate-- most of 'em were Democrats back then-- stood
around his desk. Now, I was in the gallery, but I clearly remember
these same wooden trash cans that we have today, and some
member of the opposing party was kind enough, dignified enough,
respected this body and its tradi ons enough to organize his
colleagues in both par es to stand around him in a circle, so that
he could make the appropriate things that had to be put in place,
so he could continue his some-40-hour filibuster.

Now members, that's where we're really headed here. At any
point, some member could make a mo on, be recognized by a
presiding officer, and sixteen votes of-- we don't have thirty-one



here-- majority of whatever is here, as long as we have a quorum,
would decide you just shut off the filibuster. Now, I've seen that
happen from me to me, but it's not been when it's been an
issue that has been something that members felt this strongly
about on either side of the poli cal aisle or the philosophical
aisle. I've seen that happen when somebody has not recognized
the tradi on of sending a le er in, saying that "I will filibuster,"
and a member would just get angry, two or three days in a row,
and decide well, I'm gonna filibuster this one, I'll filibuster that
one. That has happened while many of you have been here on this
floor. I won't call the names of the members, but I can remember
at least two times that that has happened to members.

I can remember mes in the past when members would pass
some ice chips, or someone would pass some Life Savers to
someone. Usually, I might add, it would be someone who didn't
agree with the posi on of the person who was filibustering.
Members, that's really what this is about: what goes around tends
to come around. If you don't respect the filibuster tradi on-- hey, I
carried that gaming legisla on a number of years; Senator Corona
has made progress with it as well. There'll be members on this
body who feel very strongly and adamantly against that
legisla on. Let me tell you, even if I'm carrying the bill, I would
respect that member's right to use the tool of the filibuster to kill
that bill, or to stop that bill, to make a point.

So, members, that really what it's all about. We've changed a
lot of tradi ons in this body over the last several years, and I just
want to encourage you, when you get ready to cast your vote,
you're not going to get re-elected or elected based on this one
vote. If you think it's gonna hurt you that much if you vote your



conscience, instead of what you're ge ng from your poli cal
analysts or staffers who may think they can tell you what to think
it is you ought to do to make it safe, at some point you go a
decide, is winning everything? Is winning everything, or do
traditions in this body mean something to you?

So, based on that, I would respec ully, as a member of this
family, and it's a great family-- on my worst days around here, I
can't think of a greater honor in my life than being one of the
thirty-one members of the Texas Senate -and I wanna ask you, I
want to plead with you, don't destroy the few tradi ons that
we've le  in place in this body. Winning that one issue is not
everything. Thank you.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Thank you, Senator Ellis.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Mr. President?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Zaffirini?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Mr. President. Mr. President-
-

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: You're recognized.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Mr. President. Mr. President
and members, I agree wholeheartedly with Senator Ellis and
endorse every word that he said. In the 27 years that I have
served in the Texas Senate, and the years before that, when I
worked with Senator Wayne Connally, I saw, first-hand, the
tradi ons of this Senate to support and to honor a person who
was engaged in the filibuster, regardless of what side a Senator



was on. The ques on today focuses on specifically Ar cle 4 of our
rules, "Decorum and Debate of Members of the Senate, Members
to Address the President." Specifically, Senator Williams has
raised an issue related to Rule 4.01. Allow me to read it to you.

This is the rule, and the only essence of this rule: "When a
Senator is about to speak in debate or to communicate any
ma er to the Senate, the member shall rise in his or her place
and address the President of the Senate."

That. Is. The. Rule. There is no other part of this rule. Allow me
to repeat it: "When a Senator is about to speak in debate or to
communicate any ma er to the Senate, the member shall rise in
his or her place and address the President of the Senate."

Everything that Senator Davis has done is consistent with that
rule. Now, granted, there is an editorial note. But it is only an
editorial note. Allow me to read that to you: "A member who
desires to speak on a pending ques on should address the Chair
and, having obtained recogni on, may speak, in an orderly and
parliamentary way, and subject to the rules of the Senate, as long
as he desires."

Everything Senator Davis has done is consistent with that
editorial note. Now, there are notes on two rulings. Those rulings
were given 44 years ago, in 1969. They are not rules, they are
simply notes about another Lieutenant Governor's rules in 1969--
again, 44 years ago. The first note is this: "When a member has
been recognized and is speaking on a mo on to re-refer a bill, he
must stand upright at his desk and may not lean thereon."

Senator Davis has not leaned on her desk, and you know it,



because many of you are watching her every move -her every
move. She has not leaned on her desk. The other note is this:
"When a member has the floor and is speaking on a bill or
resolu on, he must stand upright at his desk and may not lean or
sit on his desk or chair."

Senator Davis has not leaned on her desk. She has not sat on
her desk. She has not sat on her chair. And I might note, Mr.
President, she's a woman. The note refers to "his desk," "his
chair": so I would argue that this rule does not apply to Senator
Davis.

[Laughter and applause from the gallery.]

[Gavel.]

Senator Judith Zaffirini: So members, let's be literal about this.
Let's be fair. Let's honor the tradi on of the Texas Senate. And
let's abide by the le er of the rule. Open your book. Look at your
rules. Read it, and understand that everything Senator Davis has
done is consistent with the rule of the Senate. Please read the
rule, realize how specific it is, and honor this member, and honor
the tradi on of the Senate. Senator Davis, I applaud you for your
understanding of the rules, and for your being consistent with
them in every way. Thank you for your leadership. Thank you, Mr.
President and members.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Zaffirini. Senator Whitmire,
you wanted to speak last, is that what I heard? The Chair
recognizes Senator Williams. Senator Whitmire wished to speak
last, but-- but--



Senator Tommy Williams:  Well, I think I brought the mo on; I
think I have the right to close. That's-- all I want to do is close, and
then I'll have to make a mo on to call for the vote, if that would
please the Chair.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Whitmire, I'm going to go
ahead and recognize you, please? Perfect.

Senator John Whitmire: Members, it's kind of sad that we'd
normally have a Senate Caucus to resolve some of these ma ers,
but we've allowed this issue and the poli cs surrounding today's
delibera ons to really kind of prevent us from having a Senate
Caucus. Because normally we'd caucus, discuss procedural
ma ers, scheduling, rela onships, and we'd come out as the
family that we're o en referred to. But I haven't called a caucus
because I didn't know what the end game was, Senator Williams.

Normally, when we have a caucus we know what the
considera ons are, and we decide that we're gonna definitely
come out with posi ve results and respect. But this week, you've
no ced we haven't had a caucus. I've had a couple of people ask
me-- one, Senator Hegar-- this would probably be an excellent
opportunity for us to have a caucus, and I would actually entertain
that ma er. But we find ourselves considering this point of order,
and I cannot do a be er job than Senator Ellis reflec ng on the
traditions of the Senate.

My good friend, second behind me in most seniority, Senator
Zaffirini, talked about how we've assisted one another during
debates. Senator Gonzalo Barrientos went 21 hours; people gave
him ice cubes. I gave him some candy mints. The tradi on of this
body has been to assist another Senator in being an effec ve



Senator, represen ng his or her district and the people of Texas.
And we're very close to leaving that Senate tradition.

Senator Williams, I have the highest respect for you. I've gone
on and on this spring and this summer about the fine job you've
done leading us and actually bringing us together, producing a
budget. I think, members, that we need to slow down, right this
moment, and recognize what this very emo onal issue is doing to
this body; the poli cs of this issue, what it's doing to this body.
And we must stop in our tracks and take a deep breath, and look
each other in the eye and remember the rela onships, how we
have gone to-- each other's children's services, how we've gone to
each other's children's graduations.

We weren't this tough on one another in trying to destroy this
process during the days that we were in Albuquerque.24 Senator
Duncan, you came to Albuquerque to talk to us, to assist us in
reaching a compromise and coming back to the state because of
the damage it was doing to this body. We're worse off today than
we were 35 days in Albuquerque, because then we were s ll
respecting each other. I urge you to slow down.

I can go back to when I got here in 1983 and tell you darn near
every filibuster. Each one was unique, each one was special. Even
if you opposed the person's posi on, you were s ll kind to them,
you s ll respected them as a Senator. You know what they go
through to get here, you know what it does to their families while
they're gone for a hundred forty days. Put back the face of the body
that we work on on a daily basis. We'll be here ll midnight
tonight. We respect one another, and we've lost it, so let's slow
down for a moment.



Senator Davis. I've heard people on the opposing side
grudgingly say, "She's doing an outstanding job." People of all
persuasions in this body are respec ng you now, because you're
been very statesman-like, doing something that I know most of us
couldn't do. I think there's some resentment here because there's
some members who either don't have the courage or the physical-
- or the capabili es to do it. There's admira on there. But what
has happened, members, without going into the details of the
issue before us, did Senator Ellis hand her a back brace or did not?

Remember the other day when I was talking to you about an
issue and I said I most o en, on issues and in my personal daily
life, say I'll put it to the greater good-- the greater good test. Could
I ask you to put this issue to the greater good test? What is the
greater good? First of all, members, if she's found in viola on,
Senator Williams, it's gonna be the second warning. It's not gonna
take her off the floor. So you're not gonna get the greater good of
removing her from the floor.

But isn't there a greater good of respec ng the woman? Isn't it a
greater good of respec ng a colleague that asked someone to do
something that she could have done for herself? Senator Ellis,
you're the one we ought to be angry at. She didn't need your help.
You didn't assist her. You made the mistake of being a gentleman
and a colleague, of handing her something from behind the brass
rail, and then when she began to place it on her waist, you
apparently made contact. Viola on, Senator Ellis, don't do it
again.

Members, the tradi on of this body is, you reach out and assist
one another. We've had a great regular session. It's unfortunate



that we find ourselves in a 'special'. It's unfortunate that we find
ourselves dealing with an emo onal issue in this. Before, Senator
Williams, I rest, I would say members, separate the emo on of
the issue, which will be resolved sooner than later. And quite
frankly, members, there's a right way to do something and there's
a wrong way. I think you know you have the votes in a special
session to pass this piece of legisla on which I oppose. If you
don't complete it tonight, it's none of our fault that it was placed
in the call two weeks into the special, that the House spent more
time than maybe was anticipated.

If we don't finish it tonight, we can start back at the call of the
Governor's message, and ul mately you probably have the votes,
unfortunately, to pass this. So this is not an up or down posi on
on this issue, which is yet to be resolved; this is about the dignity
of the body, the integrity of the body, and I would ask you, don't let
this be a par san vote. Don't let this be a vote whether you're for
or against Senate Bill 5. Let this be a vote on the respect, the
tradi on of this body, and quite frankly-- I will close by saying,
when I sit down, regardless of how this vote is resolved, can we
not commit ourselves to going through the remainder of these
considerations without personal attacks?

Senator Nichols, can we just agree to let her finish her
filibuster? It is a legislative procedure that historically in this body
separates us from other bodies. That's why we're not, in all due
respect, the Texas House of Representa ves. They raise points of
orders on each other regularly. We allow people to file bills a er
the cons tu onal deadline. We try to assist each other in being
effec ve representa ves of our districts. Some 800,000+ people
depend on each and every one of us.



So I will say, Mr. President, under oath if necessary: I have seen
the tradi on in this body allow what took place on that side of the
chamber, where Senator Ellis assisted by giving her something
that she could do herself. She did not lean, she did not sit. She's
been an outstanding state Senator that, in the tradi on of this
body, if we even disagree with her, we ought to respect her
convic ons and her opportunity to represent her district and her
point of view.

Members, do what is the greater good in respec ng a colleague
and let's finish this debate tonight honorably.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Whitmire, I don't think
anyone's ques oning their respect. And I'm not going to get into a
dialogue. I think we all respect Senator Davis, and we-- I agree, I
think she's doing a good job, although I disagree with her, but she--
I think she's doing a good job. Senator Lucio, for what purpose do
you rise?

Senator Eddie Lucio, Jr.:  Very briefly to make a comment, Mr.
President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  You're not recognized; we had three
comments by, by--

[Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst consults with the Parliamentarian.]
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Senator Eddie Lucio: Thank you, Mr. President, thank you.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: I'll recognize you for--

Senator Eddie Lucio: Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: --for some brief comments.

Senator Eddie Lucio: Very briefly, I came in a couple of months
a er my good friend Senator Ellis. I, too, have seen many things
happen on this Senate floor for close to twenty-three years now.
I'm 4th in seniority behind the Dean, Senator Zaffirini, and Senator
Ellis.

I, too, had a bill filibustered my first year here, and we were
able to pass that bill over the objec ons of Senator Carlos Truan,
the late Carlos Truan. I gave him a cough drop during the process,
'cause I felt sorry for my colleague, and I respected him, and he
had the right to speak out against my bill. I did exactly what
Senator Ellis has stated a little while ago.
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So I just want to go on record: I want this bill to pass, but yet I
stand before you to tell you that Senator Davis does have the right
to oppose this bill un l she drops, and I don't think that'd be
before 12. And I just want to say this: that we have an opportunity
of a life me to be able to show not only Texas but the whole
country what we're all about, and let's do it right. Thank you.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: The Chair recognizes Senator Williams.

Senator Tommy Williams:  Thank you, Mr. President. Members,
there's been a lot of things said here, and I'm just gonna make a
few comments; we've all been here a long time. The first thing that
I would say is that I have enormous respect for Senator Davis. She
is my desk-mate; she sits right behind me, we chat frequently. We
agree on very li le, but we are on friendly terms, and I've included
her in many mee ngs in the Finance Commi ee and given her
opportuni es to ask ques ons extensively. The implica on that I
have anything but the deepest respect for her is frankly out of
bounds.

And what I would further say is that I have tremendous respect
for the tradi ons of this Senate. And I want to be clear about what
my objec on is here: the tradi on and the rules that we have--
and I would encourage you to read Rule 401 and all the notes of
the ruling, some of which have been conveniently omi ed by my
colleagues as they read them aloud to all of us. I would encourage
you to read all of those, and what I would say is that it's very clear
to me- and it was made clear to me when I came to the Senate,
and in the filibusters that I have witnessed during the twelve
years that I've been here, the six regular sessions and so many
special sessions I can't count them any more- that a filibuster is



an endurance contest, and it's to be made unaided and
unassisted. And that's been made very clear to me since the very
beginning.

And what my objec on relates to is not the fact that Senator
Davis is wearing a back brace. I'm wearing ortho cs and tennis
shoes because my back bothers me, and my feet are bothering
me, too. I don't object to that at all. But the tradi on of this
filibuster in the Senate has always been that you had to do it on
your own. And Senator Ellis, you're well aware of that, I believe,
because I was frankly surprised that you said you didn't help her
put it on, and there's a picture on Twi er right now of you helping
her put it on.

When we were at the front dais, you said, "No, I just handed it
to her," and there's a picture of you pu ng it around her waist,
just as I said. And so, frankly, I'm surprised at the implica on here
that things were just handed across the railing like it was like a
piece of paper. That's not true, that's not what happened.

And so I want to be clear that I have enormous respect for
Senator Davis, I respect her right to filibuster, and I think that it is
an important tradi on that I hope we will maintain in this body.
And part of that tradition is that the rules clearly state under what
circumstances you can filibuster, and that if three points of order
are called- and we've had clarifica on on this from Senator West-
if three points of order are called, then you cannot con nue your
filibuster.

And that further points to what my point is, that it is an
endurance contest. And so I respec ully ask that you would vote
with me on this and, Mr. President, I would move that we-- Mr.



President, I think you've indicated that you'd like for the body to
vote on this, and I would like to make the appropriate mo on to
do so.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: You're recognized.

Senator Tommy Williams:  I move the ques on on the point of
order.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, the issue before us is
whether or not the point of order raised by Senator Williams be
sustained. The Secretary will call the roll. Yes, a vote 'yes' is to
sustain the point of order, 'no' is to not sustain the--

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodriguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Williams, Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, there being 17 ayes and 11
nays, the-- the --a point of order is sustained. The Chair recognizes-
- Senator West, for what purpose?

Senator Royce West: Will this ruling-- would a motion be in order
to spread this ruling on the-- on the Journal?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: I'm sorry; say again, sir?

Senator Royce West: In terms of making certain that this ruling
be reduced to writing and be spread upon the Journal.



Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Yes. Members, Senator West moves to
put the exchange that has occurred on this ruling in the Journal. Is
there objec on from any member? Chair hears no objec on; it is
so ordered.

Senator Royce West: Parliamentary inquiry.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your-- your inquiry.

Senator Royce West: In terms of-- and, and I know I can go look at
these rules-- in terms of the rules that govern appeal of the Chair's
ruling.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Right.

Senator Royce West: What are those rule numbers, and what is
the process? [Cheering from the gallery. ] What rules govern
appeals of the Chair's decision, and-- what is the process?

[Lt. Gov. Dewhurst consults with the Parliamentarian.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator West, on an appeal by a ruling
by the Chair-- in this case, the President-- it can be made by any
member, and then it's put to a vote of the body.

Senator Royce West: Is it immediately put to the vote at that
me, or is there a process that's put in place? Do you have to go

through a process before you can put it to the vote?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator West, the members could
debate-- there could be some debate on the point of order, as we
just did, but then it's put to a vote of the body.



Senator Royce West: Okay, thank you.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Watson, for what purpose?

Senator Kirk Watson: Parliamentary inquiry.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry, sir.

Senator Kirk Watson: The ruling that was just made with regard
to Senator Williams' point of order-- what is the effect of that
ruling?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The effect that it's the second warning
to Senator Davis. There was a first warning many hours ago, it was
on germaneness; this is the second warning. If there's a third
warning, then that would go to the vote of the body to make a
decision as to whether or not the filibuster continues.

Senator Kirk Watson: Parliamentary inquiry.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry, sir.

Senator Kirk Watson: And I think I know the answer based on the
prac ce we've been following here tonight, but I want to make
sure for the rest of the evening. A member of the Senate rising
with a parliamentary inquiry does not cause Senator Davis to
yield the floor to that person.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: That is correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Watson. Senator



Whitmire, for what purpose?

Senator John Whitmire: Parliamentary inquiry. Following
Senator Watson's ques oning, so there's been a finding of two
violations, sustained point of orders at this point.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: That is correct.

Senator John Whitmire: So if there is another, then you'll submit
the ques on to the body as to whether the debate-- I mean, the
filibuster shall continue?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Yes, that is correct.

Senator John Whitmire: Could the Parliamentarian maybe
advise Senator Davis-- certainly myself-- how would be the best
way? First of all, there was a ruling earlier that she's not
responsible if someone asked her a non-germane question.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  That is exactly right, and she was not
called-- that-- there's been no warning on Senator Davis for a non-
germane question by another member.

Senator John Whitmire: So as she con nues her filibuster and
answering ques ons, I assume the burden is on her to make
absolutely certain that, every me she says something, that it's
germane; because we know that there are members looking for
the opportunity for that third point of order.

And as the Parliamentarian, or even you, Mr. President, as our
leader, is there any way you could advise Senator Davis, or those
asking ques ons, to make certain that they're germane? I mean, if



in fact we want this process to go forward, how could we prevent,
on behalf of the Senate, from having someone raise that third
point of order?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  By focusing the ques ons and the
answers by Senator Davis on Senate Bill 5; the body of the-- of the
legisla on, the different parts of it, and focus both ques ons and
answers on the bill before us, which is Senate Bill 5.

Senator John Whitmire: Okay. Being very posi ve that that's
going to occur, because I'm at--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Whitmire, would you pause,
just for a moment? The Parliamentarian wanted me to make
clear-- and I thought I had-- that-- that the warning to Senator
Watson has no impact whatsoever, and is not counted in--
towards Senator Davis.

Senator John Whitmire: But this last vote was the second point
of order--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: That is correct.

Senator John Whitmire: --and if I understood from your answer a
moment ago, the next one will submit the ques on to the body as
to whether to con nue the filibuster. Which is why I'm trying to be
as cau ous as I can with the leadership, and Senator Davis, and
the members, that if everyone makes certain that their ques ons
and commentary is germane, there's no reason why this filibuster
should not be allowed to con nue to conclusion, assuming
Senator Davis's strength, capabili es, and mo va on, and-- I
know she wants to. So if everything is germane, this leads to my



next ques on: assuming she's able to go forward, which I'm
positive--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Whitmire--

Senator John Whitmire: What is the leadership's plan to do with
SDR2 and Senate Bill 23?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator, so as that we don't have
another filibuster going right now, it's clear that that the body,
Republicans and Democrats, are observing the tradi on of the
Senate having a filibuster. Having said that, it's also clear that
from the will of the majority of the Senators that there's a-- that
strict enforcement should be maintained, period. And you know
that better than I do.

Senator John Whitmire: And I think that's fair to put every
member present, certainly Senator Davis, on no ce: strict
enforcement. That means the ques ons and the answers in any
discussion during a filibuster is going to be watched very carefully,
because we understand the mo va on by those that are raising
the point of order. So we're all on no ce. And there's no reason
though, with that notice, that we shouldn't be able to go forward-

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Mr. Whitmire, yes. And thank you very
much. I'm going to recognize Senator Davis to continue.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Mr. President? Mr. President?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Zaffirini, for what purpose?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Parliamentary inquiry, Mr. President.



Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. To follow up on Senator
Whitmire's line of ques oning: suppose that an unfriendly
Senator, and I mean unfriendly to the issue that Senator Davis is
promulga ng, support-- suppose that an unfriendly Senator asks a
ques on that is not germane and asks perhaps a series of
ques ons that are not germane, and Senator Davis politely
answers the ques on. Would she be held responsible for
answering a question that is not germane?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Zaffirini, I've addressed that
before in my comments about Senator Watson, in which-- so that
a ques on by a Senator that's not germane to Senator Davis is not
counted as a warning.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Even if she answers.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Even if she answers.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Okay. Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  But the next point of order that is
sustained, I have to put it to the body for a decision.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Chair recognizes Senator Davis.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President.

I want to con nue by reading the por on of the bill as it came
back over from the house. As you know, members, when we
passed this bill out of the Senate we passed it without the
prohibition of abortion at or after 20 weeks post-fertilization.

So, first I'm going to read that sec on of the bill, and then I'm
going to read some medical informa on with regard to the 20-
week provision and whether indeed the findings of the bill that
support the inclusion of this subchapter are indeed in keeping
with scientific research. The bill section where this can be found is
on page 3 of the House Amendments to Commi ee Subs tute to
Senate Bill 5.

On page 3 in the bill, under Subchapter C: the tle of the
subchapter is "Abor on prohibited at or a er 20-weeks post-
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fertilization".

Sec on 171.041. Short Title: "This subchapter may be cited as
the Preborn Pain Act".

Sec on 171.042. Defini ons: "In this subchapter: 'post-
fer liza on age' means the age of the unborn child as calculated
from the fusion of a human spermatozoon with a human ovum."

Subchapter-- or Subsec on (2) "'Severe fetal abnormality' has
the meaning assigned by section 285.202."

Sec on 171.043. "Determina on of post-fer liza on age
required. Except as otherwise provided by Sec on 171.046, a
physician may not perform or induce or a empt to perform or
induce an abor on without, prior to the procedure: number one,
making a determina on of the probable post-fer liza on age of
the unborn child, or number two, possessing and relying on a
determina on of the probable post-fer liza on age of the unborn
child made by another physician."

Sec on 171.044. "Abor on of unborn child of 20 or more weeks
post-fer liza on age prohibited. Except as otherwise provided by
Sec on 171.046, a person may not perform or induce or a empt
to perform or induce an abor on on a woman if it has been
determined, by the physician performing, inducing, or a emp ng
to perform or induce the abor on or by another physician on
whose determina on that physician relies, that the probable
post-fertilization of the unborn child is 20 or more weeks."

Sec on 171.045. "Method of abor on. Subsec on (a) This
sec on applies only to an abor on authorized under Sec on



171.046, Subsec on (a), (1) or (2) in which: (1) the probably post-
fer liza on age of the unborn child is 20 or more weeks, or (2) the
probable post-fer liza on age of the unborn child has not been
determined but could reasonably be 20 or more weeks.
Subsec on (b) Except as otherwise provided by Sec on 171.046,
Subsec on (a)(3), a-- a physician performing an abor on under
Subsec on (a) shall terminate the pregnancy in a manner that, in
the physician's reasonable medical judgment, provides the best
opportunity for the unborn child to survive."

Sec on 171.046 lays out the excep ons. "(a) The prohibi ons
and requirements under sec ons 171.043, 171.044, and
171.045(b) do not apply to an abor on performed if there exists a
condi on that, in a physician's reasonable medical judgment, so
complicates the medical condi on of the woman that, to avert
the woman's death or a serious risk of substantial and irreversible
physical impairment of a major bodily func on, other than a
psychological condi on, it necessitates as applicable: (1) the
immediate abortion of her pregnancy without the delay necessary
to determine the probable post-fer liza on age of the unborn
child; (2) the abor on of her pregnancy even though the post-
fer liza on age of the unborn child is 20 or more weeks; or (3) the
use of a method of abor on other than a method described by
section 171.045(b)."

Subsec on (b) "A physician may not take an ac on authorized
under Subsec on (a) if the risk of death or a substan al and
irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily func on arises
from a claim or diagnosis that the woman will engage in conduct
that may result in her death or in substan al and irreversible
physical impairment of a major bodily function."



Subsec on (c) "The prohibi ons and requirements under
Sec ons 171.043, 171.044, and 171.045(b) do not apply to an
abor on performed on an unborn child who has a severe fetal
abnormality."

Sec on 171.047 provides for protec on of privacy in court
proceedings. Subsec on (a) "Except as otherwise provided by this
sec on in a civil or criminal proceeding or ac on involving an act
prohibited under this subchapter, the iden ty of the woman on
whom an abor on has been performed or induced or a empted
to be performed or induced is not subject to public disclosure if
the woman does not give consent to disclosure.

Unless the court makes a ruling under Subsec on (c) to allow
disclosure of the woman's iden ty, the court shall issue orders to
the par es, witnesses, and counsel and shall direct the sealing of
the record and exclusion of individuals from courtrooms or
hearing rooms to the extent necessary to protect the woman's
identity from public disclosure.

A court may order the disclosure of informa on that is
confiden al under this sec on if: a mo on is filed with the court
reques ng release of the informa on and a hearing on that
request; no ce of the hearing is served on each interested party;
and the court determines a er the hearing and an in-camera
review that disclosure is essen al to the administra on of jus ce
and there is no reasonable alternative to disclosure."

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Excuse me for a second, Senator Davis.
Senator Deuell, did-- were you rising?

Senator Bob Deuell: I have, uh, ques ons for the-- ah-- for



Senator Davis. But-- that-- if she's just gonna read that sec on, I
would wait un l she's finished, I wasn't gonna rise un l then. Uh,
so--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: I'll recognize you in a few minutes.

Senator Bob Deuell: Is that her intent to, uh--

Senator Wendy Davis: My intent, Senator Deuell, is to finish
reading the subsec on as it relates to the fetal pain bill, if you'll
allow--

Senator Bob Deuell: Okay, I'll let you; that-- be okay with me to
let her finish that and then I have some questions if she yields to--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Davis has the floor.

Senator Wendy Davis: Sec on 171.048. Construc on of
Subchapter (a) "This subchapter shall be construed, as a ma er of
state law, to be enforceable up to but no further than the
maximum possible extent consisted-- consistent with federal
cons tu onal requirements, even if that construc on is not
readily apparent as such construc ons are authorized only to the
extent necessary to save the subchapter from judicial
invalida on. Judicial reforma on of statutory language is
explicitly authorized only to the extent necessary to save the
statutory provisions from invalidity."

Subsec on (b) "If any court determines that a provision of this
subchapter is uncons tu onally vague, the court shall interpret
the provision, as a ma er of state law, to avoid the vagueness
problem and shall enforce the provision to the maximum possible



extent. If a federal court finds any provision of this subchapter or
its applica on to any person, group of persons, or circumstances
to be uncons tu onally vague and declines to impose the saving
construc on described by the subsec on, the Supreme Court of
Texas shall provide an authorita ve construc on of the
objec onable statutory provision(s) that avoids the
cons tu onal problems while enforcing the statute's restric on
to the maximum possible extent, and shall agree to answer any
ques ons cer fied from a federal appellate court regarding the
statute."

Subsec on (c) "A state execu ve or administra ve official may
not decline to enforce this subchapter, or adopt a construc on of
the subchapter in a way that narrows its applicability, based on
the official's own beliefs about what the state or federal
cons tu on requires, unless the official is enjoined by a state or
federal court from enforcing the subchapter."

Subsec on (d) "This subchapter may not be construed to
authorize the prosecu on of or a cause of ac on to be brought
against a woman on whom an abor on is performed or induced or
a empted to be performed or induced in viola on of this
subchapter."

Now, that, of course, is the en rety of the provision that deals
with fetal pain and the 20-week prohibi on with the excep on of
the introduc on por on of the bill, and it states that "the findings
indicate"; doesn't say whose findings. At one point in me it said
"the legislature finds that" and I think that Senator Zaffirini
objected to that in commi ee, that the legislature as a body had
made no such finding that she was aware of, and it was changed.



The language was changed so that now it simply says, "the
findings indicate that the state has a compelling state interest in
protec ng the lives of unborn children from the stage at which
substan al medical evidence indicates that these children are
capable of feeling pain."

And what I have here, members, is a study specific to that
par cular issue, and whether there is, uh, the ability or scien fic
evidence that demonstrates the ability regarding fetal pain. It's a
key provision of this bill, and it's a key provision of the state's
stated interest in why passage of a 20-week ban would be
allowed.25

[Senator Wendy Davis begins reading from "Fetal Pain: A
Systematic Multidisciplinary Review of the Evidence".]

I have here a clinical review dated August 24th through 31st,
2005 published in something called "Clinician's Corner," the
authors being Susan J Lee JD, Henry J Peter Ralston MD, Eleanor A
Dray MD EDM, John Collin Partridge MD MPH, and Mark A Rosen
MD. The affilia ons of these authors: Ms Lee, the School of
Medicine; Doctor Ralston, Department of Anatomy and WM Keck
Founda on of Integra ve Neuroscience; Doctors Dray and Rosen,
Departments of Obstetrics, Gynecology, and Reproduc ve
Services; Dr Partridge, Pediatrics; Dr Rosen, Anesthesia and
Periopera ve Care and also the University of California, San
Francisco.

The context in the abstract is that "proposed federal legisla on
would require physicians to inform women seeking abor ons at
20 or more weeks a er fer liza on that the fetus feels pain and



to offer anesthesia administered directly to the fetus." Now, of
course, this would simply address an issue where women were
being told that they are going to submit a fetus to pain if
undergoing an abor on and it analyzes whether fetal pain
actually has been medically demonstrated, again as in-- as in the
context and the defense of this provision in Senate Bill 5.

For evidence acquisi on there was a "systema c search
conducted by the authors of PubMed for English-language ar cles
focusing on human studies related to fetal pain, anesthesia, and
analgesia. Included ar cles studied fetuses of less than 30 weeks'
gesta onal age, or specifically addressed fetal pain percep on or
nociception. Articles were reviewed for additional references. The
search was performed without date limita ons and was current
as of June of '05."

The evidence synthesis here provides that "pain percep on
requires conscious recogni on or awareness of a noxious
s mulus. Neither withdrawal reflexes nor hormonal stress
responses to invasive procedures prove the existence of fetal
pain because they can be elicited by nonpainful s muli and occur
without conscious cortical processing. Fetal awareness of noxious
s muli requires func onal thalamocor cal connec ons.
Thalamocor cal fibers begin appearing between 23 to 30 weeks
gesta onal age, while electroencephalography suggests a
capacity for func onal pain percep on in preterm neonates
probably does not exist before 29 or 30 weeks. For fetal surgery,
women may receive general anesthesia and/or analgesics
intended for placental transfer, and parenteral opioids may be
administered to the fetus under direct or sonographic visual--
visualiza on. In these circumstances, administra on of



anesthesia and analgesia serves purposes unrelated to reduc on
of fetal pain, including inhibi on of fetal movement, preven on of
fetal hormonal stress responses, and induction of uterine atony."

The conclusion from the abstract found that "evidence
regarding the capacity for fetal pain is limited but indicates that
the fetal percep on of pain is unlikely before the third trimester.
Li le or no evidence addresses the effec veness of direct fetal
anesthe c or analgesic techniques. Similarly, limited or no data
exists on the safety of such techniques for pregnant women in the
context of abor on. Anesthe c techniques currently used during
fetal surgery are not directly applicable to abortion procedures."

"Over the last several years many states including California,
Kentucky, Minnesota, Montana, New York, Oregon, and Virginia
have considered legisla on requiring physicians to inform women
seeking abor on that the fetus feels pain and to offer fetal
anesthesia. This year Arkansas and Georgia enacted such
statutes." And of course now, under this bill, the state of Texas
would not only be enac ng a statute that would require
anesthesia, in fact it wouldn't require that at all, it would
absolutely prohibit abor on at 20-weeks using as the basis for
that new state regula on the existence of fetal pain and, of
course, in the bill's language, scien fic evidence that
demonstrates that.

According to these authors, "currently Congress is considering
legisla on requiring physicians to inform women seeking
abor ons 20 or more weeks a er fer liza on (i.e. 22 weeks
gesta onal age) that the fetus has physical structures necessary
to experience pain as evidenced by drawing away from surgical



instruments. The physician must also offer anesthesia or
analgesia 'administered directly' to the fetus. Physicians who do
not comply may be subjected to substan al fines, license
revoca on, and civil suits for puni ve damages." Although that
na onal legisla on that they're talking about "would not affect
most U.S. abor ons because only 1.4% are performed at or a er
21 weeks of gesta onal age, this legisla on raises important
scien fic, clinical, ethical and policy issues." And of course,
members, the legisla on before us raises those same clinical,
ethical and policy issues.

And the important ques on is "when does a fetus have the
func onal capacity to feel pain?" If we're going to jus fy the
inclusion of a 20-week abor on ban in this bill, it's important that
we answer that question.
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[Senator Wendy Davis con nues reading from "Fetal Pain: A
Systematic Multidisciplinary Review of the Evidence".]

Senator Wendy Davis: As the first step in answering it, the
authors reviewed the literature on fetal pain and fetal anesthesia
and analgesia. Now, their evidence acquisi on, in order to reach
their findings, consisted of the following:26

They reviewed English language ar cles involving human
par cipants and searched PubMed for ar cles on fetal pain.They
found 16 ar cles. Ar cles on fetal anesthesia, they found 6
ar cles. Ar cles on fetal analgesia, they found 3 ar cles. Fetus
and (anesthesia or analgesia), they found 1,239 ar cles. Medical
Subject Headings using the terms analgesics/administra on and
dosage and fetus, they found 44 ar cles. MeSH at
anesthesia/administra on and dosage and fetus, they found 0
articles in that.

Searching under (neurodevelopment or development or
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anatomy) and (fetus or fetal) and (pain or nocicep on or noxious),
they found 306 ar cles. Searching under terms (thalamocortical
or thalamus or cortex) and (fetus or fetal) and (pain or nocicep on
or noxious) they found 13 ar cles. Searching under terms
(electroencephalog or EEG or evoked poten al ) and (fetus or fetal or
premature neonate or premature infant or preterm neonate or
preterm infant) and (pain or nocicep on or noxious or conscious),
they found 7 articles.

"The search was performed without date limita ons and was
current as of" the date of this ar cle. And "from those search
results, they excluded ar cles that did not study fetuses of less
than 30 weeks' gesta onal age, or that did not specifically
address fetal pain percep on or nocicep on. With a focus on
topics addressed by earlier review ar cles on fetal pain,
anesthesia and analgesia, ar cles were reviewed for addi onal
references."

The synthesis of that evidence in this journal entry was that
"pain is a subjec ve sensory and emo onal experience that
requires a presence of consciousness to permit recogni on of a
s mulus as unpleasant. Although pain is commonly associated
with physical noxious s muli, such as when one suffers a wound,
pain is fundamentally a psychological construct that may exist
even in the absence of physical s muli, as seen in phantom limb
pain. The psychological nature of pain also dis nguishes it from
nocicep on which involves physical ac va on of nocicep c
pathways without the subjec ve emo onal experience of pain.
For example, nocicep on without pain exists below the level of a
spinal cord lesion where reflex withdrawal from a noxious
stimulus occurs without conscious perception of pain."



And they have a diagram to indicate what they're talking about
there. And they find that "because pain is a psychological
construct with emo onal content, the experience of pain is
modulated by changing emo onal input, and may need to be
learned through life experience. Regardless of whether the
emo onal content of pain is acquired, the psychological nature of
pain presupposes the presence of func onal thalamocor cal
circuitry required for conscious perception as discussed below."

"Nocicep on may be characterized by reflex movement in
response to a noxious s mulus, without cor cal involvement or
conscious pain percep on. Nocicep on involves peripheral
sensory receptors, whose afferent fibers synapse in the spinal
cord on interneurons, which synapse on motor neurons that also
reside in the spinal cord. These motor neurons trigger muscle
contraction, causing limb flexion away from a stimulus.

"In contrast, pain percep on requires cor cal recogni on of
the stimulus as unpleasant. Peripheral sensory receptor afferents
synapse on spinal cord neurons, the axons of which project to the
thalamus, which sends afferents to the cerebral cortex. By
ac va ng any number of cor cal regions, sensory receptors and
spinal cord synapses required for nocicep on develop earlier
than the thalamocor cal pathways required for conscious
perception of pain."

Now, once again I refer to the section of the bill: "the State has a
compelling state interest in protec ng the lives of unborn
children from the stage at which substan al medical evidence
indicates that these children are capable of feeling pain." The
abstract that I just read to you refutes that. There are other



articles that refute that as well.

I want to go to the bill analysis of the bill and read that sec on
in the bill analysis.

Senator Bob Deuell: Mist-- Mr. President, this-- uh, I've been
wai ng. I figured this might be a good me for me to ask ques ons
if Senator Davis would allow me to do so without yielding the
floor.

Senator Wendy Davis: Not at this time, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Do you have any idea of how long you
would want to wait?

Senator Wendy Davis: I'm not sure at this point.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Would you hold for a moment?

[Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst consults with the Parliamentarian.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Davis has the floor. I'll come
back to you. Could you hold just for a moment?

Senator Bob Deuell: Yes, sir. Thanks.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President. I'm gonna read
the bill analysis, and there of course is a sec on here that deals
with the fetal pain issue as well. This is the bill analysis prepared
on June the 14th, 2013 to the Subs tuted Commi ee report, to
the Commi ee Subs tute to Senate Bill 5, prepared by the Senate
Research Center. Under the sec on about the author's sponsor's



statement of intent, it states that "at 20 weeks post-fer liza on,
scien fic evidence suggests that preborn children are capable of
feeling pain, as all the neuroreceptors for pain are in place and
functioning.

"Myriad peer-reviewed studies have found anatomical,
behavioral, and physiological evidence that the developing
preborn child is capable of experiencing pain by twenty weeks
post-fer liza on. A 2007 study by the Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology at the University of Arkansas for Medical Science
states that fetuses undergoing intrauterine invasive procedures
defini vely illustra ve of pain signaling were reported to show
coordinated responses signaling the avoidance of ssue injury.
Preborn pain laws similar to this legisla on have been passed in
other states."

What this doesn't indicate, of course, is that those have been
subject to challenge, and those challenges have been, at this
point, successful.

"Commi ee Subs tute to Senate Bill 5 establishes a separate
and independent compelling state interest in protec ng the lives
of the unborn children from the state at which the medical
evidence indicates they are capable of feeling pain.

"Mifeprex, RU-486, was approved by the United States Food and
Drug Administra on (FDA) for use by pregnant women wishing to
terminate a pregnancy for up to forty-nine days gesta on only.
The drug has no other approved indica on for use during
pregnancy. The RU-486 label instructs that tablets are intended
for oral administra on only and should be administered only in a
clinic, medical office, or hospital, and by or under the supervision



of a physician able to assess the gesta onal age of an embryo,
and to diagnose ectopic pregnancies. Abor on-inducing drugs
pose substan al risks to women, and these risks are magnified
when the drugs are misused.

"The purpose of Commi ee Subs tute to Senate Bill 5 is to
protect the health and welfare of women considering a drug-
induced abor on. It ensures that physicians providing drug-
induced abor ons are only doing so in the way in which the FDA
tested and approved the abor on inducing drug." And of course
we had a tremendous amount of tes mony during the debate on
this bill about that par cular provision, and about whether that
actually is in keeping with medical evidence that's been learned
by practicing physicians with the use of this drug.

Senator Van de Pu e, of course, made a compelling argument
as a pharmacist about the fact that, were the provisions of this
bill to go into law as they were discussed here in the bill analysis,
it actually controverts the medical prac ce-- the current medical
prac ce and use of that drug for purposes of medical abor on.
And it does that because over me, what doctors who administer
this drug have found is that women who have been administered
the drug, number one, need far lower dosage than what the FDA
had originally put in place, and also number two, that using the
drug, especially on the second day, through vaginal inser on
versus oral administra on actually produced much be er and
safer outcomes for the patient.

As a consequence of that, we worked on making changes to
that, but this amendment that came over from the House I do not
believe included the amendments that were made to try to



acknowledge and put into place Senator Van de Pu e's concerns
that she jus fiably raised with regard to that par cular provision
of the bill. Commi ee subs tute to Senate Bill 5, according to the
bill analysis, requires that Texas abor on providers meet the
basic standards prescribed by the manufacturer of RU-486 and
the FDA. And again, those are in direct contradic on to the use of
the drug today that medical prac oners have determined to be
safest for women.

And of course, it begs the ques on that we've talked about
earlier today about legislators stepping into the role of medical
providers and making decisions about administra ons of drugs to
women under the argument that doing it in this par cular manner
is safer when, in fact, prac cing medical professionals have found
otherwise. The concern being that through this legisla on, we
actually are crea ng a less healthy climate for women who might
take this drug than they-- there would be under the ways that
physicians are currently administering it.

Commi ee Subs tute to Senate Bill 5 also requires that "the
woman receive the name and telephone number of the physician
or other healthcare personnel who will handle emergencies that
arise from the use of the abor on-inducing drug." And "finally, the
physician must provide a wri en report of adverse events to the
FDA MedWatch Reporting System." Now, members, I firmly believe
that had those been the sole provisions in this bill, there would
have been uniform support, both of which provide ways that I
think we all would find common agreement, create a safer climate
for women who are undergoing abortion.

One, that the woman as she leaves the abor on clinic-- I do



believe this is the prac ce today, but it certainly doesn't hurt to
assure that it is more than just a prac ce, that it is actually a
requirement-- that as women leave a facility they be given "the
name and telephone number of the physician or other healthcare
personnel who will handle emergencies that arise from the use of
the abor on-inducing drug." And that makes sense, of course.
And, that the physician should give a report on adverse events to
the FDA MedWatch Repor ng System makes excellent sense as
well.

Senator Bob Deuell: Mist-- Mr. President.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Deuell, for what purpose?

Senator Bob Deuell: I waited un l Senator Davis finished the
um, part she was talking about-- fetal pain-- and she's gone on to
another subject so I'd like to ask her now if she'd allow me some
questions.

Senator Wendy Davis: Not at this me, Mr. President. I'd like to
continue, please.

Senator Bob Deuell: Uh, would the President ask Senator Davis
when she plans on taking more questions?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Davis, do you have an idea of
when you might take questions?

Senator Wendy Davis: I-- I'm not sure. I'd like to at least finish the
bill analysis and going through that before I do.

http://youtu.be/MfDR4VctgRI
https://archive.org/details/SB5037WendyDavisContinuesBillAnalysis


Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Watson, for what purpose?

Senator Kirk Watson: Parliamentary inquiry.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.

Senator Kirk Watson: Is Senator Davis required to take
questions when she has the floor?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  I'm advised by the Parliamentarian
that she is not.

Senator Kirk Watson: Thank you, Mr. President.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you--

Senator Bob Deuell: Mr. President, I might point out that taking
ques ons from members is part of a long-standing Senate
tradition. Thank you.

[Laughter from the gallery.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Davis, you're recognized to
continue.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you. According to the bill analysis,
many women suffer from minor to severe medical complica ons
as a result of surgical procedures, including abor ons. Women
who choose to have an abor on should receive the same
standard of care any other individual in Texas receives, regardless
of the surgical procedure performed. The Commi ee Subs tute to



Senate Bill 5 seeks to "increase the health and safety of a woman
who chooses to have an abor on by requiring a physician
performing or inducing an abor on to have admi ng privileges at
a hospital and to provide certain information to the woman".

Now again, this is an issue which a number of us on the Senate
floor believe does not create a greater state of well-being and
care for women who have had an abor on procedure. Requiring
that a physician performing or inducing the abor on to have
admi ng privileges at a hospital and to provide certain
information to the woman in reality does two things.

First of all, it decreases the number of doctors who would be
able to provide this service to women. And unfortunately, by
decreasing the number of doctors who would be qualified to
provide this support we are actually, if such a provision were to
pass into law, crea ng a situa on where women actually would
be subjected to what we all talked about earlier: the-- the less
safe procedures, where she turns to doctors who are not licensed
under the law to perform abor ons because they do not fit a
par cular legal criteria. And unfortunately the outgrowth of
doctors who may begin to perform these services outside the law,
that might take us back to that point in time that once existed, not
only in the state of Texas, but in the country as a whole, where
women subjected themselves to the medical care of someone
who was less than competent to provide that care.

The Commi ee Subs tute to Senate Bill 5 also states that that
physician has to provide certain informa on to the woman. And
the informa on that we've received from TMA and from the
Obstetrics and Gynecological Group have all indicated to us that



requiring a certain communica on between a doctor and her
pa ent is in controversy or in-- contravenes the typical law in
Texas as it relates to respec ng the doctor-pa ent privilege. The
bill analysis goes on to say that in 1992, the Supreme Court ruled
i n Casey v. Planned Parenthood  that states have the right to
regulate abor on clinics. In 1997 Texas enforced increased
regula ons; however, according to the bill analysis, today 38
licensed abor on facili es s ll operate at a second-lower
standard for the most common surgical procedure in Texas
performed solely on women.

Six Texas abor on facili es meet the standard as Ambulatory
Surgical facilities. And I think we've had some differing information
on that: some people say there are five that meet the standard;
some people say that there are six. And again, of course, we've
had the conversa on about whether that standard actually
increase-- creates an enhanced safety for women, and I actually
have what Senator Deuell referenced a li le while ago, a side-by-
side comparison of what's required in each of those facili es, so
we can discuss that and make a determina on about the
differences between those and whether indeed it is the case that
Ambulatory Surgical centers actually provide, through the
licensing requirements, a greater standard of care for women in
the state of Texas. But I want to finish the bill analysis before I do
that.

In medical prac ce, Medicare is the na onal standard for
insurance reimbur-- reimbursement. Abor on is an all-cash or
limited credit card business, so abor on facili es have not been
subject to the same oversight as other surgical facili es. Moving
abor on clinics under the guidelines for Ambulatory Surgical



Centers, according to the bill analysis, will provide Texas women
choosing abor on the highest standard of care-- of health care.
Texas allows no other procedure to opt out of the accepted
standard of care. Miscarriages are excluded from the defini on of
abor on, as defined in Sec on 245.002 of the Texas Health and
Safety Code. Physicians, offices, and clinics performing less than
50 abor ons in any twelve-month period are excluded by Sec on
245.004 of the Texas Health and Safety Code.

Commi ee Subs tute to Senate Bill 5 amends Chapter 171 of
the Health and Safety Code to prohibit abor ons at or a er 20
weeks post-fer liza on, unless there is a significant physical
threat to the life of the mother; amends current law rela ng to
requirements for physicians who perform abor ons and creates
an offense; amends current law rela ng to distribu ng or
prescribing abor on-inducing drugs and provides penal es; and
amends current law rela ng to minimum standards for abor on
facili es. Commi ee Subs tute for Senate Bill 5 amends current
law rela ng to the regula on of abor on procedures, providers,
and facilities, and provides penalties.

Now, the bill analysis contains a note, a side note: "While the
statutory reference in this bill is to the Texas Department of
Health, and the Texas Board of Health, the following amendment
act-- affects the Execu ve Commissioner of the Health and Human
Services and the Department of State Health Services as the
successor agencies to TDH and the Board." Then it sets out the
rule-making authority: "Rule-making authority previously granted
to the Texas Board of Health is modified in Sec on 4, Sec on
245.010, Health and Safety Code, of this bill."



Now, the sec on-by-sec on analysis of the bill. Sec on 1A
provides that the findings indicate that, number one, "substan al
medical evidence recognizes that an unborn child is capable of
experiencing pain by not later than 20 weeks a er fer liza on".
And members, I have a stack of ar cles that refute that there is
substan al medical evidence that demonstrates that. And in fact,
I don't believe that, as a member of the Senate, I've been provided
with informa on that demonstrates that "substan al medical
evidence."

Number two, the-- Sec on A, provides that "the findings"
indicate-- again, we don't know whose these-- whose findings
these are-- "the findings" indicate that the state has a compelling
state interest in protec ng the lives of unborn children from the
stage at which substan al medical evidence indicates that these
children are capable of feeling pain.

Now, you heard Senator Watson and I having the conversa on
about compelling state interest, and there is a reason that the bill
analysis and the bill discuss and lay out this compelling state
interest. And they do so in an a empt to protect the law, if it were
to go into law, from a cons tu onal challenge under the
provisions of Roe v. Wade, which of course created a standard that
strict scru ny should be the review by which any ac ons by a
state in legisla ng restric ons on abor ons should be met. And
only under a strict scru ny standard where substan al or a
compelling state interest can be demonstrated can that strict
scrutiny be met.

Simply to say that it's so in the bill analysis, members, and
simply to say that it's so in the bill itself does not create a



compelling state interest. And it's very interes ng, actually, this--
and I'll go back to it again-- the bill provides that "the findings
indicate" and then there are no cited findings that demonstrate
an indica on of this compelling state interest. Not a single one is
men oned in the bill. Instead, from somewhere on high-- again,
we don't know from whom-- "the findings indicate." And we
actually know that there is substan al medical evidence that
demonstrates otherwise.

The Sec on A3 also provides that "the findings" indicate that
"the compelling state interest in protec ng the lives of unborn
children from the stage at which substan al medical evidence
indicates that an unborn child is capable of feeling pain, is
intended to be separate from and independent of the compelling
state interest in protec ng the lives of unborn children from the
stage of viability, and neither state interest is intended to replace
the other".

Now that's kind of a belt and suspension-- suspenders,
members, that's put on to make sure that the state doesn't lose
somehow its ability to argue that it has a compelling state
interest in protec ng a fetus a er it is viable, and that simply by
pu ng this 20-week pain provision in the bill, the state wants to
make it clear that it's not giving up its other argument that it has a
substan al, a compelling state interest in the viability and
protecting a child from viability. In a way, that's rather interesting,
because it's very clear that the state is unable-- the bill's authors
are unable to make the argument that the 20-week point of
gesta on is a viability point, and the authors were very careful to
make sure to preserve viability as a protected and compelling
state interest.



Under Sec on 4 of Subsec on A, "restric ve elec ve abor ons
at or later than 20 weeks post-fer liza on, as provided by this
act, does not impose an undue burden or a substan al obstacle
on a woman's ability to have an abor on". Now the reason that's
set out, again under Cons tu onal law as it's developed post Roe
v. Wade, is that the state must demonstrate that it's not imposing
an undue burden or a substan al obstacle on a woman's ability to
have a legal abor on. And again, this is a finding-- "the findings
indicate that" this doesn't occur. But I think there's certainly an
argument that can be made, that indeed this does impose an
undue burden, and that indeed it is a substan al obstacle on a
woman's ability to have an abor on. And of course, were this to
become law, that will be an argument most certainly made by
proponents who believe that this law is in viola on of the
Constitution.

This provides that the reason it's not an undue burden is two-
fold. One, because the woman has adequate me to decide
whether to have an abor on in the first 20 weeks a er
fer liza on. And members, we've heard some stories from
tes mony, women who rou nely have missed periods, they have
menstrual cycles that are not reliable, and some mes it actually
is later than 20 weeks when a woman discovers that she's
pregnant. We've also heard that some mes medical treatments
that a woman is receiving can interfere with that cycle and-- and
also throw her into a situa on where she doesn't understand, by
virtue of a missed period, that she is pregnant un l beyond this
time.

And of course we also know, as has been provided in mul ple
evidence to us on this bill, that some mes fetal abnormali es-- in



fact many mes-- are not discovered un l a er this point in me.
The other reason that the sec on-by-sec on analysis indicates
that this would not impose an undue burden or a substan al
obstacle on a woman's ability to have an abor on is because "the
act does not apply to abor ons that are necessary to avert the
death or substan al and irreversible physical impairment of a
major bodily function of the pregnant woman".

Now we know, we've been hearing it from the medical
community, that they feel that this puts them in a terrible
position; because in order not to violate this law and to be subject
to penal es under this law, doctors would have to approve-- they
would have to prove that the abor on post 20 weeks was
necessary to "avert the death or substan al and irreversible
physical impairment of a major bodily func on" of a pregnant
woman. And as you can imagine, reasonable minds could likely
disagree on this issue. And what the likely outcome of this
par cular provision will be is that women who seek a post-20-
week abor on may be unable to find a doctor who's willing to take
this risk.

Even if she is undergoing some substan al medical harm that
might occur to her, a doctor may not want to be the decider as to
whether this would be necessary to avert death or substan al
and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily func on.
There hasn't been any case law developed on that yet. And most
doctors are not going to want to take that risk. And if we do care
about making sure that we're not subjec ng doctors to
unnecessary risk, we certainly would want to make sure that we
gave thought and care to that par cular provision and at the very
least exempt doctors from any kind of penalty if they violate that.



But that is not the case. There is a penalty for a doctor who
violates this par cular provision, and I'll-- I'll get to that in the bill
analysis in a moment.

There's a Subsec on B that provides that the legislature
intends that every applica on of this statute to every individual
woman be severable from each other. It requires that the
applica on of the statute to those women in the unexpected
event that the applica on of this statute is found to impose "an
impermissible undue burden on any pregnant woman or group of
pregnant women be severed from the remaining applica ons of
the statute that do not impose an undue burden. And those
remaining applica ons are required to remain in force and
unaffected consistent with Section 10 of this act".

Now, again, not atypical for a bill to have a severability clause
in it. And that's another belt-and-suspenders item that's included,
so that if there were a por on of this bill that some women were
successful in demonstra ng actually did not meet the
cons tu onal standards that it's meant to-- to meet, if some
women were able to demonstrate that, this is an a empt by the
author of the bill to sever that finding from an impact that it would
have on other decisions that may be made under this bill and to
different women under different circumstances.
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Senator Wendy Davis: Sec on 2 in the bill analysis amends
Subchapter A, Chapter 171 of the Health and Safety Code, by
adding 171.0031 as follows: Sec on 171.0031 is tled
"Requirements of Physician Offense." This is what I was talking
about a moment ago-- the offenses that physicians will be subject
to if they are found to have violated provisions of this par cular
area of the bill.

Subsec on A requires a physician performing or inducing an
abor on to: number one, on the day the abor on is performed,
have ac ve admi ng privileges at a hospital that is located not
further than thirty miles from the loca on from which the
abor on is performed or induced, and provides obstetrical or
gynecological health care services. So let's break that down. On
the date that the abor on is performed this has to be in place.
The doctor must have ac ve admi ng privileges at the hospital
and that means the doctor needs to, on an ac ve basis, be
participating in providing care, medical care, at the hospital.

http://youtu.be/sPsQrz_tNqo
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A ques on was asked a moment ago, "Oh, why wouldn't a
doctor go ahead and just get admi ng privileges and then
con nue to be able to provide these services?" Well, I have two
responses to that. Number one, because this requires the doctor
have ac ve admi ng privileges and if the doctor doesn't prac ce
medicine in a hospital facility, like Dr. Campbell does in the ER,
than a doctor isn't going to have these ac ve admi ng privileges.
And to require that they be ac ve-- not just that there be an
admi ng privilege but to require that they be ac ve, as this bill
does-- serves the very purpose that many of us are concerned that
it serves. It serves the purpose that doctors-- fewer, far fewer
doctors would be provided with the capacity under the law to
provide what today they are providing in legal, safe, clinical
settings to women.

And actually, it would be very interes ng to know and I don't
know if anyone's done this analysis yet: how many fewer doctors
would there be who would satisfy the provisions of this ordinance,
and therefore be able to prac ce medicine in abor on clinics
were this par cular provision to go in place? And would hospitals
somehow then feel pressured to create admi ng privileges--
ac ve admi ng privileges-- and how would they handle that? Of
course we got a le er from THA that spoke directly to that and,
and they said "We reserve the right to grant admi ng privileges
to doctors who prac ce in areas that we need them to be
prac cing in our hospital." But most of them don't have the need
for doctors who perform abor on services as ac ve admi ed--
admi ng privileges doctors for their hospital. And I think the bill
authors understand that, that at the end of the day what this is
going to do is create fewer and fewer op ons for women to
exercise their constitutional right.



Now the fact that it has to be located not further than thirty
miles from the abor on facility-- again I, I don't know if anyone's
done the analysis on this yet, but I'd be really curious to know how
many of the existing abortion facilities are within thirty miles from
a hospital where a doctor could be licensed. In fact I'd be
interested to know, of the Ambulatory Surgical Centers, would
that actually disqualify any of them, even, under this bill? If a
doctor who prac ces in that Ambulatory Surgical Center didn't
have a hospital even within thirty miles to which he or she could
gain active admitting privileges, what's that going to do in terms of
the number of facilities that would qualify here?

And what I found was really interes ng about that too, and we
talked about this in debate on the bill, was there are so many
Ambulatory Surgical Centers; I, I've got a list of them here. I may
read that in a minute. There's a long list of them. But only five or
maybe six actually perform abor on services at them. And what
we wondered out loud when we debated this bill on the floor was,
you know, if what we really care about is that abortions take place
in Ambulatory Surgical Centers, why don't we require Ambulatory
Surgical Centers to provide that service?

Here we're providing-- we're requiring that hospitals do
something. We're requiring that if they have an interest in making
sure that abor on services can con nue to exist in an area in
which they reside, that they will have to admit these physicians
as ac ve admi ed physicians. We're, we're actually imposing a
legisla ve requirement on hospitals to do that. But we're not
imposing any kind of requirement on Ambulatory Surgical Centers
to allow these procedures. And if what we really cared about was
women's safety and well-being, why wouldn't we think about



doing that? There are, there are many, many, many surgical
centers, Ambulatory Surgical Centers that fit this bill.

The other requirement of the physician in an offense, if the
physician does not meet it, is that the phys-- physician must
provide the pregnant woman with a telephone number by which
the pregnant woman may reach the physician, or other health
care personnel employed by the physician or by the facility at
which the abor on was performed, with access to the woman's
relevant medical records 24 hours a day, to request assistance for
any complica ons that arise from the performance of the
abortion, or ask health-related questions regarding the abortion.

Now I talked about that requirement a moment ago and I think
that most people would agree that if a woman has had an
abor on, and-- there may be complica ons that arise. I used the
example a while ago: when I had my wisdom teeth out my den st
made sure I had his number, that I could call him in the next
twenty-four hours even if it was twelve o'clock at night, if I had
some excessive bleeding. He also gave me the phone number of
someone who worked in his dental office if I couldn't reach him.

And I don't think any of us would disagree, that a woman who's
had an abor on should be provided with informa on in the event
that something happens a er she leaves the facility. Of course it's
the prac ce of the facili es right now for women to wait for a
certain period of me for them to determine that she is okay and
ready to be released. But certainly I think we could all agree if, if
this were the provision of the bill, if this were it, if we were truly
talking about women's health care, if we were truly talking about
making sure women were safe a er an abor on, this is the kind of



thing that goes right to the heart of that and that we could agree
should happen.

The other thing that the woman must be provided with
according to the bill analysis is the name and telephone number
of the nearest hospital to the home of the pregnant woman. Now,
let's-- let's think about that for a minute. It's not the nearest
hospital to the abor on facility, it's not the hospital within thirty
miles of the abor on facility; it's that the woman be given the
telephone number of the nearest hospital to her home. And
remember, remember when we debated this bill and we talked
about that woman from Laredo who's returned home. If she has a
complica on that arises and she's driven the two hundred miles
to San Antonio to one of the only Ambulatory Surgical Centers that
provides abor on services in the state of Texas, and she gets all
the way back to Laredo.

She's not going to go back to a hospital that's thirty miles from
the abor on facility. She's going to go to a hospital near her home.
And it's another indicator why it makes absolutely no sense for
the doctor who performed her abor on to have admi ng
privileges at a hospital that's thirty miles away from the facility,
when even the bill itself says the doctor-- the abor on facility is
not supposed to give the woman the name and the address of the
hospital that's thirty miles away from the facility. He's supposed
to give her the name and the telephone number of the nearest
hospital to her home.

Under Subsec on B, it provides that a physician who violates
Subsec on A commits an offense, and provides that under the
sec on it's a Class A misdemeanor. Punishable only by a fine but



it's a Class A misdemeanor. It's a crime, members, for a doctor to
fail to have privileges at a hospital within thirty miles of an
abor on facility, and a failure for the doctor to provide the
informa on that's required, and that I think we all agree should
be required.

Sec on 3 amends Chapter 171 of the Health and Safety Code by
adding Subchapters C and D as follows. Subchapter C: Abor on
prohibited at or a er twenty weeks post-fer liza on. Sec on
171.041 Short Title authorizes that this subchapter be cited as the
"Preborn Pain Act," wants to make sure that that tle is provided
to this par cular provision of the law: the "Preborn Pain Act."
Again because that's used, that's argued as the compelling state
interest for which this twenty-week pain provision is being
required-- or being prohibited, excuse me, the twenty-week
abortion.

In the defini on it defines pre-fer liza on age and severe fetal
abnormality in the chapter. So let's talk about the fer liza on age
issue. Sec on 171.043 requires a determina on of post-
fer liza on age, and it prohibits a physician, except as otherwise
provided by Sec on 171.046, from performing, or inducing, or
a emp ng to perform or induce an abor on, without first making
a determina on of the "probable post-fer liza on age of the
unborn child." Now let's think about that for a minute. We're going
to hold doctors to a very difficult standard here. We're going to ask
doctors to make a determination of the probable post-fertilization
age of the fetus.

Now, members, we've all go en a lot of informa on from the
medical community on this par cular issue. And what they tell us



is, this isn't the standard that's used. It's never been the standard
that's used, because it's an impossible standard to meet. Because
it's asking doctors to do something that they are incapable of
doing. Unless a woman becomes impregnated by in vitro
fer liza on, well, then they can tell you the "probable post-
fer liza on age" of a fetus. But doctors use a different standard
for determining gesta onal age, and they do it for a reason; they
do it because it's the most reliable.

And they do it because they have absolutely no idea exactly
when fer liza on occurs, because for every woman her ovula on
period is different. Some women actually ovulate during their
menstrual cycle and get pregnant when they think they can't get
pregnant. They're in their menstrual cycle because they're
ovula ng during that period of me, and there is a reason that
fer liza on is not the standard that's used: because, members,
doctors have a be er understanding of how to judge gesta onal
age than a bunch of Senators from the state of Texas do. But we're
going to tell them, by golly, that they can't even--

[Senator Craig Estes rises to interrupt.]
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[In this segment, Republican Senator Craig Estes inquires about a
rule which might prevent a senator from reading from "papers". The
point of this inquiry may have been to prevent Senator Davis from
reading further citizen testimony later in the evening, which she had
previously indicated an inten on to do. A er this inquiry, Senator
Davis chose not to read ci zen tes mony, choosing instead to
continue discussing the expected impact of the bill.]

Senator Craig Estes: Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: For what purpose do you rise?

Senator Craig Estes: Parliamentary inquiry.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.

Senator Craig Estes: We been-- I've been looking at Rule 6.13.
Says "when the reading of papers is called for and the same is
objected by any member it shall be determined by a majority vote
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of the Senate without debate." Is it appropriate to make a
parliamentary inquiry about the reading of papers in this
filibuster?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: You're recognized.

Senator Craig Estes: A li le bit later on, it says "the Senator
addressing the Senate"-- this is in the rulings-- "on the ques on of
whether or not the Senate shall concur in the House amendments
to the bill may read in full the legal opinion rela ng to the subject
ma er of the amendments unless the Senate orders the reading
discontinued." Is that correct?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: That is correct.

Senator Craig Estes: Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Davis, you're recognized.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Mr. President? Mr. President?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Zaffirini, for what purpose do
you rise?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: For a point of informa on, Mr.
President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: You're recognized.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. Some of us did not hear
Senator Estes' ques on and your answer. Would you mind



repeating it for us, please?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  I didn't make a ruling-- did not make a
ruling-- but Senator Estes is asking about Rule 6.13: "When the
reading of a paper is called for and the same is objected to by any
member it should be determined by a majority vote of the Senate
and without debate." I think what Senator Estes was asking is that
if the Senate-- if a Senator objects to the reading of documents
and the Senate votes, that the Senator shall stop reading from
that document.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Mr. President. I have another
point of information.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: You're recognized.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Mr. President. Senator Van
de Pu e has arrived, and my ques on is, at what point will we
consider the resolution honoring her father?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Later this evening.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Later this evening, thank you.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Watson, for what purpose?

Senator Kirk Watson: Parliamentary inquiry.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.

Senator Kirk Watson: With regard to Rule 6.13, en tled "To
Dispense with Reading of Papers," if, in fact, there is an objec on



by a member, and it is determined by a majority vote of the
Senate, I suppose the determina on would be that the paper
can't be read. Is that correct?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator, that is correct, if the members
vote to determine that.

Senator Kirk Watson: Parliamentary inquiry, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.

Senator Kirk Watson: If the Senate were to vote that the papers
could not be read, that would not be a strike-- a warning or a strike
that would lead to a determina on by the Senate about whether
the filibuster goes on, is that correct?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator, I'm advised by the
Parliamentarian that, not on the first case; but if she con nued to
read different documents, it would be.

Senator Kirk Watson: But for clarity purposes, there would have
to be an objection to the reading of papers--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: That is correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: --there would have to be--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: A vote.

Senator Kirk Watson: --a vote. I suppose it would be subject to a
debate as to whether or not--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Without debate.



Senator Kirk Watson: --without debate, it would just be a
straight vote, and that would not be a strike unless there were
continued issues.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: That is correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Ellis, for what purpose?

Senator Rodney Ellis: Parliamentary inquiry, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.

Senator Rodney Ellis: This rule, 6.13, relates to the reading of a
paper. My inquiry is: is a member who is conduc ng a filibuster
permi ed to read from a computer, or to read from an iPad? This
specifically says, "when the reading of a paper is called," so my
ques on is: is a Senator permi ed to read from something other
than paper? It specifically says "paper" in the rulebook. Since
we're having strict conformity with the rules, it does say "paper,"
Mr. President; not a computer.

[Senator Rodney Ellis speaks in an aside to someone on the floor:
"Somebody can give her one." There is laughter from the party or
par es to whom the aside is addressed. Ellis says: "I don't have to
give it to her. I won't give it to her." There is more laughter.]

[Senator Ellis' statement that he "won't give [an iPad] to her" is a
reference to the second Point of Order sustained against Senator
Davis, when it was ruled that Senator Ellis touched Senator Davis'
back brace at the same me as she, thus supposedly receiving "help"



from another Senator on the floor. Senator Ellis' reference to "strict
conformity with the rules" is also a reference to the second sustained
Point of Order since the Republican opposi on argued that this
strict conformity required them to vote against his touching of the
back brace.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Ellis, our rules were wri en a
number of years ago. The meaning of the word "paper" would
include reading from printed documents, whether they're on your
computer or you have them in hard copy right in front of you.

Senator Rodney Ellis: Thank you, Mr. President. Another
parliamentary inquiry.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.

Senator Rodney Ellis: Is it fair to say that these rules have
become very flexible in this body?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: I don't think that's a proper inquiry.

Senator Rodney Ellis: Okay. Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator West, for what purpose do you
rise, sir?

Senator Royce West: I just want to make sure I understand the
rule, first of all. Let me make sure I read it right, and if I'm wrong,
someone let me know: "When the reading of a paper is called for."
So this rule would only apply if the reading of the paper was
"called for" initially, right?



[Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst consults with the Parliamentarian.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator West, it's my understanding
that when Senator Estes made his inquiry, he was referring to rule
6 1-- 6.13--

Senator Royce West: Correct.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  --but he was referring to a specific
ruling, that says "a Senator addressing the Senate-- a Senator
addressing the Senate on the ques on of whether or not the
Senate shall concur in the House amendments to a bill may read
in full a legal opinion rela ng to the subject ma er of the paper--
uh, of the amendments, unless the Senate orders its reading
discontinued."

Senator Royce West: So then, all right, so then do we just limit
that to the facts, and the facts being a legal opinion? Or is it to be
construed more broadly that that? Because the rule specifically
says when the reading of a paper is "called for," and the same is
objected to by a member, so it looks like, at least based on the
rules that we passed, okay, the reading has to be "called for" and
the same objected to by a member.

That's what the rule says. Now, that's what the black-and-white
le er of the rules that we passed at the beginning of the session:
when the reading of a paper is "called for" and the same is
objected to by any member, it shall be determined by the majority
vote of the Senate without debate. And I'm just trying to figure out
in this instance what reading was "called for", for purposes of its
applicability to the filibuster that's being--



Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator, why don't you address the-- if
you come forward, I'll address this--

Senator Royce West: Sure.

[Senator Royce West and other senators confer with Lt. Gov.
David Dewhurst and the Parliamentarian at the podium.]
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, we're going to move
forward. Senator Davis has the floor.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President. Now, I'm going
through this-- this bill analysis bit-by-bit because I have something
to say about all of it, and I want to make sure that the public
understands exactly what the provisions of this bill require.

We were just having a conversa on about post-fer liza on
age, and that the physician is required under the terms of this bill
to determine post-fer liza on age, and the physician can then
only perform, or induce, or a empt to perform or induce an
abortion once he or she has determined that the fetus is 20 weeks
or less from fer liza on. And I want to make the point about the
incalculability of that and what we are suggesting doctors do.

And if we say to doctors from this point forward that that's the
star ng point, how in the world are they ever going to make that
determina on? And to be on the safe side, let's face it, the way
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they're going to make the determina on is they're going to over-
correct. And it's very likely that in the over-correct, women who
are 18 months or, excuse me, 18 weeks gesta onal age of their
fetus, those women will have a very hard me finding a doctor
who doesn't want to risk viola ng this, because the doctor can't
be clear about the $20-million ques on of when fer liza on
occurs.

Now, a doctor can rely-- this is kind of interes ng-- under the
bill, they can rely on the determina on of that post-fer liza on
that another doctor has done. And so now, now we're going to
have two of them involved. So now we're going to ask, and I just
don't see that this will ever occur, that one doctor is willing to say
to another doctor, "You know what? Fer liza on occurred on
November the 8th. And therefore, 20 weeks from November the
8th is X." That's Physician A. And then Physician B says, "Well, I
was relying on what Physician A told me." So now we got two of
them who poten ally have a problem. What if Physician A says, "I
didn't say that! I was talking about the date of the last menstrual
cycle. I was talking about the date of the woman's last period. I
wasn't talking about fer liza on. How am I supposed to know
when fertilization occurs?"

And what we know, members, by doing this, is we are subjecting
doctors to a requirement that they cannot meet. And we're asking
them to put their prac ces essen ally on the line if they make a
mistake. So, in the grand scheme of what we've been talking about
here, and the impact on women in Texas, there's so many people
who say, "This isn't going to limit women's abili es to have
abor ons in the state of Texas." Well, yes, it is: because every
single one of the pieces of this legisla on that I've been talking



about adds up to a sum, and that sum is one that creates a
greater and greater and greater challenge to women in the state
of Texas to do what? To exercise her cons tu onal, protected
right to have an abor on; to exercise the most difficult decision of
her life.

And, members, we've-- we've all heard from these witnesses. I
read from so many of them today. You heard their tes mony in
commi ee. We've heard them before. We heard them when we
were taking up the sonogram bill last session. And we know that
women can find themselves in situa ons where the provisions of
this bill are going to create true hardships for them. And you heard
it in some of the le ers: a lot of women really resent the fact that
this legisla ng is being done and voted on, look around the room,
primarily by men. And, yes, there were a few women over in the
Senate side and a few over in the House side that supported this
bill.

But you can imagine, or maybe you can't, how a woman feels to
be told that her feelings on these issues-- that no ma er how
difficult, no matter the circumstance that she's dealing with, if she
can't fit into every one of these li le square pegs that she's going
to be asked to be fit into by this bill, she is not going to be able to
exercise her cons tu onal right. And what's so disturbing is that
we don't seem to care. And maybe that is because so many of us
on this floor have never ever had to face that and never will face
it, because you don't have the equipment. And I've got it, and my
daughters have it, and other women that I care about have it, and
women who I don't know have it. And what I know for a fact is that
each of them has a unique circumstance that's going to be
impacted directly by virtue of the provisions in this particular bill.



Senator Bob Deuell: Mr. President?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Deuell, for what purpose do
you rise?

Senator Bob Deuell: Ask Senator Davis some ques ons, would
she yield?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Davis, do you yield?

Senator Wendy Davis: I'm not yielding for any ques ons at this
point, thank you.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Deuell, Senator does not yield.
Senator Nelson, for what purpose?

Senator Jane Nelson: Well, I was going to ask if the gentlelady
would yield.

Senator Wendy Davis: I don't wish to yield for a ques on at this
time.

Senator Jane Nelson: Is-- Mr. President, may I ask the gentlelady
if there is any point this evening that she will yield for some
questions from another woman?

Senator Wendy Davis: I-- I-- I may do that, but I-- I am not yielding
for a question at this time.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: The floor is yours, Senator Davis.



Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President. Now, the
prohibition in this bill says that a doctor can't perform or induce or
a empt to perform or induce an abor on on a woman if it's
determined, as we said a moment ago, that the fetus is 20 or
more weeks post-fer liza on. We've already talked about how
difficult that is.

But then there's a provision in here about the method of
abor on. And again, this implies or-- or-- or puts in place a
requirement that physicians func on from a post-fer liza on age
perspec ve when applying the provisions of this par cular piece
of the bill. But it does say that there are excep ons; and it
provides the prohibi ons and the requirements under the bill and
all the sec ons thus far that I've referred to do not apply if there
exists a condi on that, in the physician's reasonable medical
judgment, would so complicate the medical condi on of the
woman, to avert the woman's death or a serious risk of
substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily
function. And we've talked about that.

So now there's an excep on to this 20-week bill. There's an
excep on. And the excep on puts a doctor once again in a very
precarious situa on. Because it provides that the doctor, number
one, using reasonable medical judgment-- so we're in the trial,
and I can tell you how that goes. First thing that happens is the
jury or the judge is going to have to decide what was "reasonable
medical judgment". And what's interes ng about that is,
o en mes you have a lot of people who don't really know what
"reasonable medical judgment" is.

You of course call experts to the stand, and they talk about



what might be reasonable and what wasn't reasonable, and juries
have to put themselves in the mind of a medical professional and
they have to decide what is "reasonable medical judgment". But
then they've also got to decide was that judgment reasonable in
rela on to other terms that are fairly subjec ve in nature and
require-- and I think differing minds would agree when these
condi ons are met, The condi ons are this: that in the physician's
reasonable medical judgment, failing to provide this service, this
post 20-week abor on, would so complicate the medical
condi on of a woman that to avert her death or a serious risk of
substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily
function must be demonstrated.

Now, I wonder what that means: "irreversible physical
impairment of a major bodily func on". I've been pregnant. I'm
sure a lot of women here and in the gallery have been pregnant.
And we've probably had changes in our bodies that have occurred
as a consequence of that. Some of us might refer to them as
physical impairments. For many women, hate to be graphic, but
for many women who've carried a child she has problems holding
her-- her bladder. She has problems with urina on. I wonder if a
jury would think about that as being a physical impairment.

I wonder what a jury might decide was a irreversible physical
impairment that jus fied a doctor using reasonable medical
judgment to avert. What might that be? And there's no guidance.
There's no guidance in the bill analysis. There's no guidance in the
bill itself as to what that might be. And does it make you pause for
a moment and consider why the medical community has so many
concerns about this bill? What are they subjec ng themselves to,
and-- and will doctors continue to practice in this arena?



So we talked a lot about that, before I was here, but it was a
major part of the conversa on in deciding whether we should
move forward with tort reform; part of the argument being that
when doctors feel like they're subjected to unreasonable risks
they will not prac ce in that arena. On the tort reform arena, the
arena was the state of Texas. And there was argument made and
informa on put forward that doctors were leaving the state of
Texas or, if they'd gone to residency school somewhere, they
weren't coming back to the state of Texas because they worried
that they couldn't prac ce here without subjec ng themselves to
unreasonable risk.

Could that perhaps be the purpose of legisla on like this?
Could, perhaps, a jus fica on, a mo ve for legisla on like this be
in any way related to having physicians think twice about
prac cing in this area of medicine? Could it be that in Texas what
the hoped-for outcome would be that fewer and fewer doctors
prac ce in this area of medicine? And, as a doctor, I wonder what
they think about that par cular piece of this; and as things
advance, I wonder how many will be willing to take these risks?

Now there's also a provision here that protects privacy in court
proceedings.

And it's a-- it's a good protec on, I think. It's assuring that, in the
laundry list of li ga on that I've just gone through in the last hour,
that when that li ga on occurs, whether it's in a criminal court of
law or a civil court of law, the woman would have her iden ty
protected and not subject to public disclosure if she does not
consent to giving that disclosure. And-- and there's a-- a greater
protec on here, requiring the court to issue orders to the par es



that this protec on would be in place, to witnesses and to the
counsel that they aren't to reveal outside the courtroom a
woman's iden ty who may be a subject of a proceeding where a
doctor is actually having some challenges to a provision of the
medical care that they provided.

And then there is some provision that would authorize a court
to disclose that informa on in certain circumstances. Number
one, if a mo on is filed with the court reques ng it, if no ce of
that mo on is served on each interested party, and if the court
determines that disclosure is "essen al to the administra on of
justice, and there is no reasonable alternative to disclosure".

Now, what does that mean? When might a court find that
disclosing the iden ty of a woman who's had a very trauma c
procedure, and who's gone through the personal pain and the
scarring of having undergone that procedure, when might it be the
case that that woman, her iden ty would be disclosed because it
would be deemed "essen al to the administra on of jus ce" and
that "there's no reasonable alterna ve to that disclosure"? Might
that have a chilling effect? Could that be the hoped-for impact?
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Senator Wendy Davis: Now, there's another sec on in the bill
about the abor on-inducing drugs, and I see that Senator Van de
Pu e has joined the body this evening. We're so happy to have
Senator Van de Pu e on the floor, and we of course all share in
the pain she's going through right now.

She did a great job the other day on abor on-inducing drugs,
and talking about the way the bill is wri en and, from her
perspec ve as a pharmacist, why the way the terms of this
provision are wri en can actually put women in harm's way. And
let's go back to that original intent that we talked about with this
bill: to protect women's health. Not what the Twi er said, the
tweet, but that's what we've said here on the Senate floor: to
protect women's health.

And Senator Van de Pu e made some excellent points about
the fact that there is now this very ghtly-defined administra on
of abor on-inducing drugs that will occur as a consequence of this
par cular bill, if it's to go into law. It provides enforcement
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through the Texas Medical Board. And it requires the Texas
Medical Board, interes ngly enough, a board that's made up of
physicians, to--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Davis--

Senator Wendy Davis: Basically--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  --if you'll excuse me for a moment.
Senator Campbell, for what purpose do you rise?

Senator Donna Campbell: Will the gentlewoman yield for
questions?

Senator Wendy Davis: I'll not yield at this me, thank you, Mr.
President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Davis declines to yield.

Senator Donna Campbell: Um, even to a female and a physician?

Senator Wendy Davis: Uh--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: The Senator has declined to yield.

Senator Donna Campbell: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you
for your consideration.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Campbell. Senator
Davis.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President. Now the-- as I
was saying, the Texas Medical Board is charged with actually



enforcing this. And-- and the interes ng thing about it is, the
requirements in the bill here fly completely in the face of what
typically happens in the medical arena and the administra on of
drugs.

Now what typically happens is a-- a drug is approved by the FDA,
and doctors administer it, perhaps ini ally according to the label;
and as they experience the impacts of that drug on their pa ent
community, they find that the label actually isn't crea ng
administra on that provides the best care for their pa ent in the
administration of that drug.

They also some mes find that drugs can be used in off-label
uses, as the saying goes. For example, I think Senator Van de Putte
gave us the example of aspirin: used to think, you know, you take
aspirin if you have a fever, take aspirin if you had a headache, I
think that's what the label says. But now we know that doctors tell
people who are at risk of heart disease and stroke that it's a good
idea to chew a baby aspirin every single day. A baby aspirin a day
keeps the heart attack away.

And of course medical professionals know this. And what
medical professionals have learned about this par cular drug,
and the point that Senator Van de Pu e made so well, is that this
par cular drug, if administered according to the label, and
according to the FDA-prescribed recommenda ons for its use,
actually have resulted in crea ng problems for women; have
actually created in greater uterine bleeding, and actually have
put women at greater risk.

Because the dosages were higher on the label, and by the FDA
recommenda on, than doctors learned in their experience was



really needed to provide a woman with a safe abortion procedure.
And what doctors also learned was the administration of the drug,
not just the amount of drug to be given, actually made a difference
in terms of the well-being of women depending on whether it was
administered orally or vaginally.

And I read something earlier about that, that talked about the
fact that a lower dose than that first dose, I think it was about a
third lower than what the label and what the FDA requirement
says should be given; and then on the second day that the second
dose, again a lower dose, should be given vaginally, not orally,
and that the outcomes for their pa ents are far be er when they
do that.

But the legislature has decided, in its all-knowingness, to
change that, and to subject physicians to standards that they
know are not in the best interests of their pa ents. And then not
only are they doing that, but they require the Texas Medical Board
to enforce this: a Texas Medical Board made up of doctors who
probably know that this is not in keeping with good medical
prac ce, but their legislators told them that they have to enforce
it. That's going to be a really interes ng enforcement ac on, if it
causes ac on against the doctor, is brought before the Texas
Medical Board. And-- and let's talk about exactly what legislators
in their wisdom have decided, in place of what doctors have
decided, in terms of the administration of this drug.

First of all, it requires that the physician, before he or she gives
or sells or dispenses, administers, provides, or prescribes the
drug, to examine the pregnant woman and document in her
medical record the gesta onal age and intrauterine loca on of



the pregnancy. Now, interes ngly here, when it says gesta onal
age it doesn't refer to fertilization date, so if I'm a doctor and other
parts of the bill say I've got to document fetal age based on
fer liza on date, but this par cular sec on of the bill doesn't
address that, what if I put the date as being something that's
rela ve to the woman's last menstrual cycle? Am I viola ng a
provision of this law unknowingly, accidentally? Because it
doesn't really speak to it in this sec on. It only speaks to it in that
previous section that I was talking about.

It requires that the physician who gives or sells or dispenses
those medicines to provide the pregnant woman with-- now, this
is interes ng-- a copy of the final printed label of the drug. So, I'm
gonna give Susan a label. Now I don't know about you, but when I
buy an over-the-counter drug, I read the label, and then I take the
drug according to the label. And so if my doctor now is required
not just to give me a prescrip on, where I go to the drug store and
I pick it up and on it are wri en the doctor's orders for when I'm
supposed to take it, but instead what I go a get now, what the
doctor has to give me, is "the label".

And the label, thanks to the great informa on provided to us by
our pharmacist Senator Van de Pu e, the label actually tells the
woman to do something that physicians have learned not to be in
her best health and safety interests. But she's gonna have that
label now, and if the doctor tells her to take it otherwise, she's
probably gonna question that. Which should she do?

Well, then, in case she has any ques ons, according to the bill
the physician also has to give the pregnant woman a telephone
number so that she can reach her doctor or other healthcare



personnel employed by the physician at which the abor on was
performed. Now that's kind of interes ng, um, I'd have a-- I'd have
an interes ng me with that as a lawyer in a courtroom. "The
facility at which an abor on was performed," when a woman
taking the drug-- what's that drug called? Um, I had it here
somewhere: RU-486.

It's my understanding that an abor on that occurs as a
consequence of taking that drug doesn't happen when the woman
takes it. In fact, she has to take two doses of it, and then typically
it takes several days a er the administra on of that second dose
for the abor on to occur; for her body basically to go into a labor
that expels the fetus. So the doctor's go a give her a telephone
number of health care personnel "at which the abor on was
performed". When is the abor on performed when you take RU-
486? Kind of an interesting question.

And again, I think it subjects doctors to some concerns about
some lack of true direc on and objec vity-- objec ve direc on in
the bill.
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Senator Wendy Davis: Then it requires that the physician who
gives or sells or dispenses, provides this abor on-inducing drug to
schedule a follow-up visit for the woman, to occur not more than
14 days a er the administra on or use of the drug. Now, I read
some tes mony previously from doctors who've said typically the
prac ce is that a woman doesn't go back to the abor on facility,
instead she goes to her family doctor or her own OB/GYN in order
to assure that everything went as it should have and that she's
okay and that she doesn't need any further medical care in terms
of completing that procedure.

But this is going to require that the physician schedule a follow-
up visit for the woman to occur not more than 14 days a er the
administra on or use of the drug. Now, let's layer that upon that
sonogram bill from last session. And remember, that sonogram
bill, there have been a lot of stories since it went into law, about
the hardship it's created for women, who now have to go for a
sonogram on one day and then return no less than 24 hours later
on the second day. There've been instances--
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Senator Donna Campbell: Mr. President.

Senator Wendy Davis: --where women have had some real
hardships because--

Senator Donna Campbell: Mr. President.

Senator Wendy Davis: --they've have shown up on the second
day--

Senator Donna Campbell: Mr. President.

Senator Wendy Davis: --and the same doctor is not there.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Campbell, for what purpose do
you rise?

Senator Donna Campbell: Um, a point of order to just inquire
about the subject matter at this moment.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your point of order.

Senator Donna Campbell: Um, I believe we're talking about--
we're talking about the sonogram bill and the-- you know, doctors
and sonogram bill, versus we're supposed to be-- the last topic
she was on was RU486. Are we s ll germane to this bill? Because,
um, analogies to sonogram bill is not specific to this bill.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Would you please come to the
platform, and we'll discuss this with the Parliamentarian?

Senator Donna Campbell: Yes, sir.



Senator Wendy Davis: Mr. Pres--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Davis, would you like to
address that point of order?

Senator Wendy Davis: I would like to respond, I know y'all are
going to go up there and talk about it but I don't feel that I can
leave my little--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Please proceed.

Senator Wendy Davis: --sphere here. But what I'm talking about
is this bill layered upon a previous law that this legislature
enacted, and the further hardships that are created for women.
And it's important in order for me to describe the impact of this
par cular bill. And that's what I'm clearly talking about, the
impact of this par cular bill. I think it's perfectly reasonable to
talk about it in the context of what women in Texas today will face
if this provision goes in place. And that's why, of course, I was
referring to the existing visit requirements.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Thank you, Senator Davis.

[Silence while the point of order is being discussed on the dais. The
silence lasts for approximately 33 minutes.]



Dewhurst Rules on Third Point of Order

Part 043
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Audio Link:
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Transcribed by: Jill Jones

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  [gavels] Members, a er consulta on
with the Parliamentarian and a er going over what people heard
as far as discussion: Senator Campbell, your point of order is well
taken and is sustained. [gavels] The Chair recognizes Senator
Hegar for a motion.

[Jeers from the gallery. The following dialogue takes place over
the sounds of the crowd.]

Senator Glenn Hegar: With regard to Senate Bill-- House
amendment to Senate Bill 5--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Go ahead, go ahead.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I move to concur with the House
amendment to Senate Bill 5.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Watson, can you hear me?
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[Unidentified Voice]: The speaker concurs.

Senator Kirk Watson: This ruling that-- it is my understanding
from your previous ruling that if a third point of order was
sustained--

[Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst gavels four mes to subdue the gallery
audience.]

[Unidentified Gallery Voice]: Bullshit!

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Watson, what is--

[Shouting from the gallery.]

[Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst gavels three mes to subdue the
audience in the gallery.]

[The audience in the gallery chants "Let her speak" for nearly a
minute while Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst confers with the
Parliamentarian. The following dialogue takes place over
continued chants of "Let her speak".]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Watson, can you hear me?
[pause] Senator Watson, for what purpose do you rise? Okay, fine.
[pause] Senator Hegar, you are recognized for a motion.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I move to concur--

Senator Kirk Watson: [Simultaneously with Senator Hegar. ] Mr.
President?

Senator Glenn Hegar: --with the House Amendment to Senate



Bill 5.

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President, I have a parliamentary
inquiry.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  I've just recognized you twice. Can you
hear me?

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President, it is my understanding from
your previous ruling that if there was a third finding of viola on, it
was going to be submi ed to the body-- the third point of order
would be submi ed to the body. That's one ruling that I
understood you to make. And then my second-- my understanding
of another ruling that you made, was if there was found to be a
third viola on, it would be submi ed to the body to determine
whether or not the filibuster would come to an end.

[Chanting from the gallery fades out.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator, you heard your own members
say that there were two viola ons and a third would result in the
end of the filibuster.

Senator Kirk Watson: [Simultaneously with Lt. Gov. David
Dewhurst.] A vote by the membership--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  One was germane-- the germaneness,
the second was the assistance by-- by Senator Ellis and the third
was lack of germaneness on the discussion.

Senator Kirk Watson: Your previous ruling was that one-- if there
were in fact a finding of three viola ons, it would be submi ed to



the body to determine whether or not you would end the
filibuster.

[Unidentified Gallery Voice]: Yeah!

[Gallery members begin chan ng "Wendy" while Lt. Gov. David
Dewhurst confers with the Parliamentarian.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Watson, the-- I chose to go
ahead and make a ruling myself, so the ruling-- I sustained the
point of order by Senator Campbell.

Senator Kirk Watson: Parliamentary inquiry, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.

Senator Kirk Watson: Doesn't that, then, require the ma er be
submi ed to the body to determine [Microphone cuts out briefly. ]
...end?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Watson, this point-- this same
point was the point that we had a lot of conversa on between
Senator West and the Parliamentarian and myself that, under the
rules, either the [Microphone cuts out briefly. ] ...or we can submit
it to the body.

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President, parliamentary inquiry.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry, sir.

Senator Kirk Watson: Isn't it-- the statement that you're making
now applies to a ruling on a point of order. I understand that you



have chosen to rule on the point of order as opposed to
submi ng that to the body. But once you have made a
determina on that there are the three warnings, or whatever you
want to... [Microphone cuts out briefly. ] ...that ma er must then
be submi ed to the body to determine whether there will be an
end of the filibuster.

[Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst consults with the Parliamentarian.]

[Unidentified Voice]: Absolutely right. He has to submit it to the
body. Kirk, you're absolutely right. You're right.

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President? Mr. President?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Yes, Senator Watson?

Senator Kirk Watson: I move that the ruling of the Chair be
overruled and I seek to appeal the ruling of the Chair.

[Audience in the gallery cheers.]

Senator Craig Estes: Mr. President? Mr. President?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  One moment. [pause] Senator Watson,
any member of the Senate has a right to appeal a ruling by the
Chair and you're recognized.

Senator Kirk Watson: Thank you, Mr. President, and
parliamentary inquiry.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: State your inquiry.

Senator Kirk Watson: It's my understanding that this is a



debatable motion.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: That is correct.

Senator Kirk Watson: [Microphone cuts out briefly. ] ...start, as
part of this debate--

[Audience in the gallery cheers. Lt. Gov. Dewhurst gavels twice.]

Senator Craig Estes: Mr. President, Mr. President, Mr. President?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, with a mo on by Senator
Watson to appeal the decision by the Chair, then I am going to
step down and put Senator Duncan in the Chair.

[Senator Robert Duncan approaches the microphone and confers
with the Parliamentarian and Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst.]

Senator Craig Estes: Mr. President.

[Senator Robert Duncan here takes over as acting Chair.]

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Estes, if you could just hold on a
minute, please.

Senator Craig Estes: Thank you.

[Senator Robert Duncan con nues to confer with the
Parliamentarian as gallery participants chant "Shame".]

Senator Robert Duncan: All right, members and persons in the
gallery, if you could listen to me very closely. Governor Dewhurst,
at the beginning of the session today, as we do many mes, read



the rules with regard to the decorum required in the Senate. This
is a very serious issue. This is a very serious debate. You are here
to observe and the members cannot accurately debate with
disrup ons in the chamber, so there will be strict enforcement
with regard to disrup ons in the chamber so that the Senate can
debate this important issue.

Senator Leticia Van de Putte: But, Mr. President.

Senator Robert Duncan: If there is another outburst, as we
observed earlier, then we will request that the gallery be cleared.

Senator Leticia Van de Putte: President? [pause] Mr. President?

Senator Robert Duncan: What purpose?

Senator Leticia Van de Putte: Parliamentary inquiry.

Senator Robert Duncan: State your inquiry.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Mr. President, as noted by my
absence earlier, I was not here during the conversa ons and the
discussions on the process that would be used should we get to
this point during the filibuster. I would request that the President
inform me, so that I may be able to make a decision about what
the process was-- what did I miss before I arrived here so that I
may be able to cast a vote?

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, the process is, the process for
a filibuster is stated in the rules, and as we have gone through the
day there have been certain rulings on different points of order or
mo ons made during the day and it's-- there is no process in place



other than the rules.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Mr. President, parliamentary
inquiry. Since I was not able to be here on the floor, since I was at
my father's funeral, I ask that you please let me know what were
the three mo ons, or what were the three points of order, so that
I may understand. I was not here, and I do not know, and I was not
looking online because I was at my father's funeral. Would the
Chair please advise me of the three instances of the points of
order so that I may understand, even in the most basic way, the
debate about to begin?

[Faint chants of "Let us in" are heard from outside the gallery
while Senator Robert Duncan confers with Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst.]

Senator Robert Duncan: All right, Senator. At-- in the beginning of
the session today, there were three-- during the filibuster, there
were three points of order that were raised. One was on
germaneness and that was sustained. The other one was on aid
by a member, involving Senator Ellis and Senator Davis. That one
was sustained. The last one, as you were here, was on
germaneness. The issue before the body at this me is an appeal
of the mo on for the Chair, and that's why I'm in the Chair right
now.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Parliamentary inquiry, Mr.
President.

Senator Robert Duncan: State your inquiry.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Mr. President, since I was not
here, I understand there were two points of order. Would the



Chair please advise me of the first point of order? I know the
subject matter, but who called the point of order?

[Unidentified Voice on the Senate floor]: Nichols.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Van de Pu e, Senator Nichols
called the first point of order on germaneness.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  And that, Mr. President, was
sustained?

Senator Robert Duncan: That was sustained.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  And the second point of order--
parliamentary inquiry, Mr. President. The second point of order
was called by which Senator? And I am sorry, I was not here.

Senator Robert Duncan: I believe Senator Williams called the
point of order on aiding a member of the Senate during a
filibuster.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  And was-- parliamentary inquiry,
Mr. President. Was the second point of order also one that was
called on germaneness?

Senator Robert Duncan: No, it was called on-- I believe, on
Senate Rule 403 with regard to aiding a member, and Senate Rule
401, I believe.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Parliamentary inquiry, Mr.
President. That second point of order that was called by Senator
Williams on assis ng a Senator during a filibuster, and that was



sustained?

Senator Robert Duncan: That was sustained by a vote of the
body.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  It was sustained by not the
decision of the Chair?

Senator Robert Duncan: The Chair left the vote to the body.

Senator Leticia Van de Putte: Thank you, Mr. President.



Watson Appeals Chair Ruling
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[Senator Robert Duncan continues as acting Chair.]

Senator Craig Estes and Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:
[simultaneously] Mr. President.

Senator John Whitmire: Mr. President.

Senator Craig Estes: Mr. President.

Chair Robert Duncan: Senator Estes, for what purpose?

Senator Craig Estes: I move-- to--

Senator John Whitmire: Mr. President, parliamentary inquiry. I
know what I want to say.

Senator Craig Estes: I move to--

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Whitmire, for what purpose?
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Senator John Whitmire: Before we get to the issue of
challenging the decision of the Chair, can we get some
clarifica on on how the decision was made in terms of the
guidelines and the actual commitment made earlier tonight to
the members? It was decided early on the first point of order, on
germaneness, to submit it to the body; which was carried out. The
second point of order, Senator Ellis' issue of assis ng Senator
Davis, was submitted to the body.

I have heard repeatedly tonight that those points of orders will
be submi ed to this body. Most of us were standing at ease,
wai ng for the transcript, so it could be decided whether to even
submit it to the body. How in the world was a change made? What
rule, what tradi on, went into just a ruling? Because, when I
asked my ques ons earlier tonight, we were doing our darned
best to give Senator Davis some guidelines and some guidance
not to violate a germaneness issue, which I don't believe she has.

But instead of submi ng that to the body, as we have twice
before tonight, knowing that the third viola on would be
submi ng the issue of whether we end the filibuster or not, what
in the world happened that a decision was made arbitrarily
without submi ng it to the body while, I would guess, most of us
were standing here waiting for that submission--

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Whitmire--

Senator John Whitmire: --the determina on of whether even to
submit it!

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Whitmire, the first point of
order, on germaneness, was not submi ed to the body. It was a



decision of the Lieutenant Governor. It was not a field. The second
point of order was submi ed to the body and sustained by the
body. The third point of order was made by the Lieutenant
Governor and the ruling-- and the rule that would apply is found in,
and I'll just read it to you here: "Raising of the third-- "

Senator John Whitmire: On-- on-- on whether to submit it, or
whether to rule?

Senator Robert Duncan: Well-- well, now, hold it; let me read
this to you. "Raising of a third point of order against further debate
by a Senator on the floor who has digressed for a third me from a
discussion opinion-- of any amendment, a er having been twice
requested to confine his debate to the amendment, jus fies the
presiding officer in calling for a vote by the Senate on the ques on
of whether or not he shall be permi ed to resume and con nue
his remarks." And that was the ruling of the Chair, or would be the
ruling of the Chair following the appeal on this point of order.

Senator John Whitmire: Why would it not be submi ed to the
body?

Senator Robert Duncan: The-- a point of order is being submi ed
to the body pursuant to the appeal, and the mo on to appeal,
that is on the floor-- by Senator Watson.

[The following remarks occur from mul ple people
simultaneously. This transcript is an approximation of order.]

Senator Craig Estes: Mr. President.

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President, Mr. President, I have the



floor. Mr. President, Mr. President, do I have--

Senator Craig Estes: Mr. President, I have the floor, and I guess
that--

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Estes has the floor--

Senator Kirk Watson: Senator Estes does not have-- Mr.
President, he does not have the floor. Parliamentary inquiry, Mr.
President. I have the floor and I've not yielded the floor.

[Simultaneous talking ends.]

Senator Royce West: Parliamentary inquiry. Parliamentary
inquiry.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Estes was recognized.

Senator Craig Estes: Thank you, Mr. President. I move to table
Senator Watson's motion.

Senator Royce West: Parliamentary-- I thought a parliamentary
inquiry goes before any other motion. That's a privileged motion.

[A brief silence followed by a low ripple of laughter in the gallery.]

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator West, you'll be recognized, hold
on. [Senator Robert Duncan confers with the Parliamentarian.]
Members, at this point I had earlier recognized Senator Estes.
Senator Es-- Senator Estes made a mo on to table. That is the
mo on now on the floor. Now, Senator West, you're recognized
with your parliamentary inquiry.



Senator Royce West: Ah, Mr. President.

Senator Robert Duncan: Yes, before I--

Senator Royce West: You recognized Senator Watson first, and--

Senator Robert Duncan: Do you yield to Senator Watson?

Senator Royce West: Well, I'm asking, parliamentary inquiry: if
the first person that's-- if someone's already recognized, does that
person get to go before someone else unless there's a privilege to,
um, motion ahead of that?

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Estes was recognized for a
motion, and made a motion to table.

Senator Royce West: Well, Senator Watson was recognized for a
mo on to appeal. I mean, that's what I recall. And that's-- and he
had the floor. He made the mo on. And he yield, I believe, to
Whitmire. Well, can we-- I think if you go back and look at the
transcript, Senator Watson had the floor. He was recognized. And
can we go back and-- before-- obviously this is a cri cal juncture.
And I'd ask you to at least go back and look at the transcript to see
exactly the sequence of events. That's only gonna take a few
minutes.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator West, hear me out.

Senator Royce West: Yes, sir.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Watson made a mo on to
table.



Senator Kirk Watson: No.

Senator Robert Duncan: I mean, to appeal the ruling of the
Chair.

Senator Royce West: Right.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Estes was recognized and made
a mo on to table. Senator Whitmire made a parliamentary
inquiry. You made a parliamentary inquiry. That's where we are at
this point in me. You have-- you have a parliamentary inquiry
before the Chair?

Senator Royce West: Yes, I do.

Senator Robert Duncan: State your inquiry.

Senator Royce West: Again, if you look at the sequence of
events, Senator Whitmire-- Senator Watson made the mo on to
appeal. Senator Watson-- uh, Senator Whitmire then made a
motion to-- ah, did a parliamentary inquiry.

Senator Robert Duncan: That's right.

Senator Royce West: And then, Senator-- you recognized Senator
Estes, and he made a motion to table. But the, the reality--

Senator Kirk Watson: I had started to debate.

Senator Royce West: Now, let-- let me finish. But he had--
Senator Watson had the floor.

Senator Kirk Watson: The only reason the floor was given up was



parliamentary inquiry.

Senator Robert Duncan: Sir, you're not re-- hold on a minute,
Senator Watson. This is Senator West's parliamentary inquiry; let
me respond. Senator Watson moved to table-- I mean, oh--
Senator Watson moved to appeal, Senator Estes moved to table,
Senator--

Senator Royce West: No, that's not-- that's not, that's not, that's
not the way it--

Senator Robert Duncan: Wait a minute, wait a minute-- and
Senator Estes moved to table. Senator Whitmire had a
parliamentary inquiry, you've had a parliamentary inquiry,
Senator Watson will be able to close on the motion to table.

Senator Royce West: Sir, but parliamentary inquiry--

Senator Robert Duncan: Th-- that is the procedure that we follow
on a motion to table.

Senator Royce West: Parliamentary inquiry.

Senator Robert Duncan: State your inquiry.

Senator Royce West: If you look at the transcript, you will see
that's not the sequence of events. That's all I'm saying. And,
Senator, and if a member has the floor, what removes that
member from the floor if he asks-- and I believe the transcripts
said that, that it didn't take him off the floor. I may be wrong on
that, but--



Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Watson is able to close on the
mo on to table. He made the mo on. Senator Estes moved to
table. So, at this point in time, we're on the motion to table.

Senator Rodney Ellis: Mr. President, parliamentary inquiry.

Senator Robert Duncan: State your inquiry.

Senator Rodney Ellis: Mr. President, is it permissible to just
pause for a few seconds to look at the tape? I may stand to be
corrected if you look at the tape, but I believe that my desk-mate
Senator Estes forgot his mo on; and that happens to all of us. He
was trying to think of what mo on he was gonna make-- to table,
or to move to the previous ques on-- I assume something was
going on, I--

Senator Craig Estes: Mr. President.

Senator Rodney Ellis: --as soon as I finish my parliamentary
inquiry. If you would please just go and check the tape, Mr.
President, so we don't make a mockery of our rules. Just go and
simply look at the tape, you have a-- you-- it's 10:30 now, I know
you tryin' to do what you wanna do before midnight, but at least
let's not make a mockery of the Texas Senate.

Senator Craig Estes: Mr. President, I was in the middle of making-
- am I recognized?

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Estes, you're recognized.

Senator Craig Estes: Thank you. I was in the middle of making my
mo on. At that me, you recognized Senator Whitmire, then I



asked to be recognized again, not protes ng that I thought I had
the floor when he asked to be recognized. And then I made my
motion.

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President?

Senator Craig Estes: That's the way it went down, and--

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President?

Senator Craig Estes: --that's it.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator... who is he? Senator...
Watson?

Senator Kirk Watson: Thank you. I have a parliamentary inquiry.

Senator Robert Duncan: State your inquiry.

Senator Kirk Watson: When I took the floor and made a mo on
and appealed the ruling of the Chair, and you took the Chair, the
posi on in the Chair, I had begun the debate. The only-- I was not
yielding the floor. The only reason the floor was yielded, I believe,
was for parliamentary inquiries, which I understand to be-- take
precedence.

But I had begun the process of deba ng. I had turned and
started the debate, and the Chair began recognizing other people
while I had started the process of deba ng the mo on. I did not
yield the floor, except on parliamentary inquiries that were being
made.



Senator Estes' mo on was out of order because I had the floor,
yielding it only for a ma er of precedence. He was not recognized
as part of the debate to make a mo on to table. I have not yielded
the floor except on ma ers of precedence, and-- and will not yield
the floor, unless we have the debate on my motion. Once a motion
to table becomes appropriate, in an appropriate recogni on,
then I'll have the opportunity to close. But as of yet, there has not
been an appropriate motion to table.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, you made a mo on to table
earlier before--

Senator Kirk Watson: I'm sorry, I appealed the ruling of the Chair.

Senator Robert Duncan: I-- I'm sorry; you appealed the ruling of
the Chair, and then Senator Estes was recognized, and he moved
to table. And then there were parliamentary inquiries, which I
have responded to, and tried to at least clear the record of where
we are. The issue before us now is the mo on to table the-- your
motion to appeal.

Senator Royce West: Mr. President? ...Mr. President?

Senator Robert Duncan: Once a mo on is made to the body, it is
open to debate; including a mo on to appeal, including a mo on
to table. Senator Estes was recognized as part of that debate, on a
motion to table. And that's the issue before us now.

Senator Royce West: Mr. President? Parliamentary inquiry?

Senator Robert Duncan: [sighs] Senator West. State your inquiry.



Senator Royce West: Is your decision appealable?

[Pause. Laughter.]

Senator Robert Duncan: State your, uh, appealable point.

Senator Royce West: The decision that you've made as it relates
to the sequence of events that transpired.

Senator Robert Duncan: I made no decision; that is what-- those
were the dec-- the-- those were the sequences of events.

Senator Royce West: May I-- may I finish? I think you have said
that Senator Estes' mo on to table is in order. And I'm asking
whether that decision is an appealable decision; and if so, what
rule, practice, or tradition, or whatever?

Senator Robert Duncan: Uh, Senator, you haven't couched an
appealable point.

Senator Royce West: Well, I-- I thought, I thought then-- um, I still
have the floor. Um, I thought that once you-- you have made a
ruling that Senator Estes' mo on was, in fact, in order, and I think
that you've made that ruling, and so I-- I believe that's appealable,
just as any other decision by the Chair is appealable. I mean, we--
we're right now, we are deba ng whether or not our Lieutenant
Governor's decision is appealable.

Senator Robert Duncan: The issues before the body--

Senator Royce West: Exactly.



Senator Robert Duncan: --are Senator Watson's appeal of the
point of order, and Senator Estes' mo on to table. The debate can
begin on the motion to table.

Senator Royce West: Yes--

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Watson is recognized to close
on the motion to table.

Senator Royce West: But you have-- there was a ques on as to
whether or not Senator Estes' mo on was in order. And the
debate was whether or not his-- his mo on was, in fact, in order.
And many of us are saying it was not in order, and the cour-- and
the court, I'm sorry, the presiding officers ruled that it's in order.
And so we should be able to appeal that ruling. I'm trying to figure
out what makes it different from any other appeal.

Senator Robert Duncan: The-- the issue that you're raising is
whether or not Senator Estes made a mo on to table. The Chair
has ruled that he did.

Senator Royce West: And-- and I'm appeal-- and I wanna-- and,
and I wanna appeal that ruling. That's what I'm trying to do.

[An unintelligible voice on the floor says something in
disagreement to Senator Royce West. "There's no ruling."]

Senator Royce West: But he just said he ruled that.

Senator Robert Duncan: It-- it's-- it's not a ruling. It--

Senator Royce West: But that's what you just said.



Senator Robert Duncan: Now, hold on a minute. It's up to the
presiding officer to recognize members when they stand to be
recognized. And that's what happened, whenever Senator Estes
rose to state a mo on to table. And that's the issue before the
body right now.

Senator Royce West: And, and again, and-- if indeed you make a
ruling that it's in order-- the ques on is, whether or not it was in
order. Members of the body are saying that it was not in order,
and you have ruled that it was in order; and so, that ruling impacts
our substantive right as it relates to the debate.

And so what I'm saying to you is, is that, just like the substantive
right is being appealed as it relates to the Lieutenant Governor's
rule-- ruling, we should be able to appeal your ruling because it
violates a-- I think it violates a substan ve procedural right, as to
a member of this body, by saying that it was in fact in order, when
we believe that it wasn't in order. And you said it was a ruling.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, are you raising a point of order
that the mo on to table is not in order-- is not in order at this
time?

Senator Royce West: No-- no, no, well-- what I'm saying is, is that
you have ruled that the mo on to table is in order. Okay? And so
what I'm raising is: I want to appeal your decision that it's in order.

Senator Robert Duncan: Do you want to raise a point of order
with regard to the decision of the Chair that Senator Estes made a
motion to table? Is that what you're saying?

Senator Royce West: Now, look, let me be real clear about what



I'm saying. What I'm saying is, is that you have ruled already that
it's in order. And so what I want to do is to appeal your ruling that
it was in order.

Senator Robert Duncan: The ruling was, I recognized Senator
Watson. And there's no debate about that-- I mean, Senator Estes.
There's no debate about that. Wh-- is there--?

Senator Royce West: Yes, there-- I mean, we-- if you read the
record--

Senator Robert Duncan: He made a mo on to table. I heard it;
that's the-- that is the issue before the body at this point in me. If
you want to call a point of order on it, then you're welcome to
bring it down. But that is where we are at this point in time.

Senator Royce West: Okay, so, regardless: I thought there was a
debate on whether or not the point of the-- point raised by my
colleague Craig Estes was in fact in order. That's-- I-- there was a
debate, we can go back and read the record on that. We debated
for probably about fi een minutes. And so-- and then you ruled,
finally, that it was in order, and it's a ruling of the Chair. And I
thought all rulings of the Chair, based on the rules-- and I can, if
you need me I can-- I'll get the rules, all rulings of the Chair can be
appealed.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, you have raised parliamentary
inquiries, for which I have answered, but were not rulings.

Senator Royce West: But-- the recogni on of Senator Estes being
in order is not a ruling?



Senator Robert Duncan: It's up to the Chair to determine what
mo on is before the body, and I have made that ruling, that the
mo on before the body is the mo on to table, which is not a
debatable motion.

Senator Royce West: Parliamentary inquiry. Can a member
appeal a ruling of the Chair?

Senator Robert Duncan: I have not made a ruling. That is who I
have recognized. He has-- Senator Estes is recognized, on a mo on
to table, and that's the issue before the body--

Senator Royce West: I may be using-- I may be using the wrong
terminology. When you recognized Senator Estes over Senator
Watson, what did you do? It's-- it wasn't a ruling; then what was it?

Senator Robert Duncan: I, uh, I recognized Senator Estes, and he
made a motion.

Senator Royce West: So I can't appeal your recogni on of
Senator Estes if I agr-- disagree with you? I think the rules provide
that I can.

Senator Robert Duncan: Do you have a point of order?

Senator Royce West: Again, the point of order is, I want to--

Senator Robert Duncan: If you have a point of order, bring it
down.



Fraser Raises Point of Order

Part 045

11:26:20

Video Link: http://youtu.be/yWqQHDOPTRw

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB5045FraserRaisesPointOfOrder

Transcribed by: Rkac

[Senator Robert Duncan continues as acting Chair.]

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President, I do have a point of order
that I would like to raise.

Senator Troy Fraser: Mr. President, point of order.

Chair Robert Duncan: Senator Fraser.

Senator Troy Fraser: Mr. President, we have a mo on before the
floor to table. The mo on to table is a non-debatable mo on. I
would raise the point of order to act on the motion.

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr., Mr. President, do I have the floor?
[pause] Mr. President? Mr. President, do I have the floor?

Senator Robert Duncan: Just a minute, Senator Watson.
[Senator Robert Duncan consults with the Parliamentarian.]
Senator-- Senator Fraser, we are at this point in me s ll in
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parliamentary inquiry, and we are not in debate on the mo on to
table. So a point of order on that issue is not right at this me.
Senator Watson.

Senator Kirk Watson: Yes. Mr. President, I have a-- I want to raise
a point of order on your decision to recognize the mo on to table,
and I would ask you, with regard to Rule 1.01: the editorial note
indicates a member-- that would be you-- called to the Chair,
pending an appeal, does not entertain any mo ons, nor accept
any further point of order.

I would also point you to Rule 5.15. Every ques on of order
shall, in the first instance, be decided by the President, and
whose decision any member may appeal to the Senate. Rulings
which set or alter precedent shall be printed as an annota on to
the rules. Again, it speaks of appeal. The first editorial note: "A
member called to the Chair, pending an appeal, does not
entertain any motions, nor accept any further point of order."

The motion to table is out of order, pending this appeal.

[Pause.]

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Watson, bring your point down
please.

[Consultation at the dais.]



Zaffirini Explains Three-Warning Rule

Part 046

11:55:30

Video Link: http://youtu.be/wCAIl4541k8

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB5046ZaffiriniExplainsThreeWarningRule

Transcribed by: Xtina Schelin

[Senator Robert Duncan continues as acting Chair.]

Senator Robert Duncan: Members, we have carefully looked at
the rules of the Texas Senate, as well as other secondary
authority on which our rules are primarily based. In par cular,
Mason's Legisla ve Manual, which I think many of you probably
have in your office.27

And referring to Division 3, which deals with subsidiary
mo ons, which a mo on to table is, we find in Sec on 331 that a
motion to lay on the table may be applied to any main motion, any
ques on of privilege, any order of the day a er it is before the
House for considera on, any appeal, any mo on to reconsider
when immediately pending a bill of either House in any stage of its
progress, even a er being returned from the other House with
amendments, only, and then (g) only ques ons be-- before the
House.

To rule that a member in the Chair does not have the authority
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to recognize members or mo ons to close debate would create a
circular situa on in which there would not be order in the Senate
with regard to the ability to con-- cut off debate when it's
appropriate and when it's the desire of the majority of the body to
do so. So, with that explana on, your, your point of order is
expect-- respec ully overruled. Senator Watson, you're
recognized to close on the motion to table.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Mr. President.

Senator Robert Duncan: For what purpose?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Parliamentary inquiry, Mr. President.

Senator Robert Duncan: State your inquiry.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Exactly what is the ruling that is under
appeal at this point? So much me has passed that there is much
confusion.

Senator Robert Duncan: The ruling that is on appeal is the ruling
on the third-- on the point of order that was raised on
germaneness on Senator Davis's um-- debate.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And as I'm reading Rule 7.15 on page 62
of our rulebook, "germaneness" is defined in reference to a rule
sta ng: "No mo on or proposi on on a subject different from that
under considera on shall be admi ed under color of amendment
or as a subs tute for the mo on or proposi on under debate." 28

And so the ques on was whether a discussion about sonograms
would be germane, is that correct, to this Senate Bill 5?



Senator Robert Duncan: That's correct.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And the ques on was whether it was
germane, because, in fact, we passed a law requiring women who
were going to take abor ons to first get a sonogram. And the
ruling was that that was not germane? Was that the ruling?

Senator Robert Duncan: Right, Senator Zaffirini. And now we're
on an appeal of that ruling. And now we need to go to Senator
Watson to close.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: All right, but I have another
parliamentary inquiry, Mr. President.

Senator Robert Duncan: State your inquiry.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And the ques on under considera on,
and the reason that we are deba ng whether the membership
vote on this par cular ruling, is that the reference was to three
warnings related to germaneness. Is that correct?

[Senator Robert Duncan consults with the Parliamentarian.]

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, these ques ons have been
asked and answered, I think, with several parliamentary
inquiries.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: But I do have a parliamentary inquiry,
Mr. President, I would like to clarify it. So much me has passed
that people are confused, and I certainly would like to clarify it
and ask for the privilege of parliamentary inquiry.



[Senator Robert Duncan consults with the Parliamentarian.]

Senator Robert Duncan: State your parliamentary inquiry.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: My parliamentary inquiry is, first of all,
the first ruling, as you explained to Senator Van de Pu e, was
about germaneness. Correct?

Senator Robert Duncan: That's correct, Senator.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: The second one was about aid to a-- to
Senator Davis--

Senator Robert Duncan: That's correct, and the third one was
about germaneness.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: --and germaneness. So there have been
two rulings rela ve to germaneness, and one about aid, which
was also questioned by some of the members.

Senator Robert Duncan: That's correct.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Well, if I'm reading-- first of all, going
back to Rule point 4.03 on page 9 of the rule book, tled
"Interrup on of Member Speaking", which really has nothing to do
with aid at all.29 Under the editorial note-- and please note that it
is only an editorial note-- on page 10, it is wri en: "The point of
order having been raised for the third time that a Senator who had
the floor was [...] not confining his remarks to the bill before the
Senate, the Chair requested the Senate to vote on the point of
order."30 So please note that the reference is to confining the
remarks to the bill before the Senate. Now--



Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, are you sta ng an inquiry, or
are you debating the motion to table?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I'm ge ng to my inquiry. On page 11,
under the Note of Rulings: you would agree with me, I hope, Mr.
President, that the reference in this Note of a Ruling-- not a rule,
and not an editorial note, but simply a Note of a Ruling-- reads:
"Raising of a third point of order against further debate by a
Senator on the floor who has digressed for a third me from a
discussion of the pending amendment, a er having been twice
requested to confine his debate to the amendment, jus fies the
President's office-- the presiding officer in calling for a vote by the
Senate on the ques on of whether or not he shall be permi ed to
resume and continue his remarks."31

My parliamentary inquiry is: if the editorial note, and the Note
on the Ruling per nent to Rule 4.03, "Interrup on of a Member
Speaking", clearly refers to three, three points of order rela ve to
germaneness. And we have established, through your answers to
my ques ons, that only two were rela ve to germaneness, and
one was rela ve to aid. My parliamentary inquiry is: isn't that
ruling out of order and premature at this point in me? Because
there have been only two references to germaneness, not three.

[Senator Robert Duncan consults with the Parliamentarian.]

[Unidentified Voice]: [aside] You're right.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: [aside] I know I'm right, but we're the
minority.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, I think that, as the debate has



followed through, the presiding officer has indicated that three
infrac ons of the rules would be sufficient to move the body-- for
the body to move to remove the Senator from the floor for the
purpose of debate.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Parliamentary inquiry--

Senator Robert Duncan: We're presently on the appeal of the
third infraction and the third point of order.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: My parliamentary inquiry, Mr.
President?

Senator Robert Duncan: State your inquiry.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: My inquiry is that perhaps that ruling
has been premature, so we should not be having this discussion, if
the reference was only two ac ons related to germaneness, not
three.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, I think-- I'm going-- I believe
you're deba ng the mo on-- you, you, you're deba ng the appeal,
the mo on to table the appeal. That's a non-available mo on;
Senator Watson, you're recognized to close.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Parliamentary inquiry, Mr. President.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator--

Senator Judith Zaffirini: To what rule are you-- are you
referencing? What rule are you referencing in making that-- that
ruling?



Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, I'm referencing the procedure
and process that we've gone through to get where we are. We had
a point of order that's been overruled, Senator Watson moved to
appeal, Senator Estes moved to table, Senator Watson is now
recognized to close on the motion to table. Senator Watson.



Watson Debates Motion to Appeal

Part 047

12:03:59

Video Link: http://youtu.be/sqjOyO2JIHI

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB5047WatsonDebatesMotionToAppeal

Transcribed by: Sage

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President, members. This is an
unfortunate set of circumstances that we find ourselves in. As I
look around the room, at different Senators that are on this floor,
not a single one of which I don't consider to be a friend and
someone that I care about; and hopefully someone that feels the
same about me. But yet here we are, in what is probably the worst
night that I've experienced since I've been in the Senate, and
maybe since I've been in public life.

And it's now coming down to a mo on to table an appeal on
something related to germaneness to stop a filibuster that
someone has worked all day long. And, granted, it's something we
all feel passionate about. It is something we all care deeply
about. But I would ask you to consider where we are, as we
consider a mo on to table on the last night of this legisla ve
session, on something this big and this important.

We should not table something like this because we are faced
with a ruling that is-- and this is not a slight to the presiding
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officer-- but it is a ruling on something that by defini on is going to
have more than one way of looking at it, when you talk about
germaneness. And if we're honest, intellectually honest and
otherwise, we will know that. We all stood up there arguing our
points, and we know that on this ma er there are shades of grey.
We should not be ending this important debate on a mo on to
table when there's that much grey.

Now what are we talking about? Senator Zaffirini just made
reference to it.

Senator Davis has been talking for almost thirteen hours today
on a bill that the cap on, which has now been taken down, deals
with "the regula on and opera on of abor ons". As part of that
discussion, she has pointed out that the reason she is arguing
against it, and the reason she opposes it, is because we are
making it too difficult for women to carry out their cons tu onal
right to make the decision about termina ng a pregnancy; and in
doing so, she's created some context for us.

In the context, what she has said is that in Texas, this isn't the
first bill to deal with abor ons and regula on of abor ons. In fact,
in the last session of the legislature, this body debated,
discussed, and fought over a bill related to abor ons. That bill
was the sonogram bill. That bill set certain requirements on
women who sought to get an abor on and required them, as part
of that procedure, to get a sonogram. It also had provisions that
were objected to by members who have districts that expand a
large part of geography of our great state. And in order to make
the bill palatable to some of those members, there were changes
and amendments made to those procedures.



Senator Davis, in arguing against SB5, was crea ng context by
saying: if you look at-- and I'll make two points about this-- if you
look at the burden we're placing on women to be able to exercise
their cons tu onal right to determine whether or not they're
going to terminate a pregnancy, you have to look at all of the
requirements we place on women. Not just SB5, because SB5 isn't
the only requirement. And she was poin ng out in crea ng that
context-- a very germane context-- she was poin ng out that the
requirements of the sonogram bill, added to the requirements of
SB5, create a great burden on women wan ng to carry out their
con-- to, to be able to make their cons tu onal, exercise their
constitutional rights.

That is germane, crea ng that context. In addi on, she has
pointed out, and was poin ng out at the me, that the sonogram
bill, as I've pointed out, made amend-- there were amendments
made to it, so that it would reduce the burden on women who live
in places where it would be very difficult for them to get back and
forth in certain me frames; but that SB5 does not have that.
What she was poin ng out was that it increase-- when she
mentioned the sonogram bill from last session, is that it increases
the burden on women, par cularly when you add it to SB5, and
she was poin ng out that some of the problems with SB5, no one
was willing to try to address and fix in the same way as they did
with the sonogram bill.

Now we deal with bills all the me. If you want to, for example,
see what is an aggravated offense, and you're arguing for
aggrava ng the offense, and giving a greater penalty for that
offense, it is en rely germane to that argument to say, "Let's look
at what the original bill does. Let's look at what we passed last



session, or the session before that, so that I can then tell you why
what we're doing here is either better or worse." It is-- it is entirely
within that context.

Now, I also would point out that-- and I think it's important for
us to pay a en on. We're vote-- we're ge ng ready to vote on a
mo on to table a er all of this debate and discussion. Again, I
don't believe that's the way we want to end this legisla ve
session, par cularly when we take into account-- and some of us
have been through some filibusters and have watched filibusters
over the years. What is really-- and I think everybody would agree
and I'm not going to ask anybody to agree out loud, but in your own
minds you know-- this has been, if not the most scru nized
filibuster, one of the most scru nized filibusters maybe in the
history of the state, but certainly in my knowledge about the
legislature.

There has been an effort at every moment to try to say-- to try to
raise a point of order to stop this filibuster. Uh, you know, one of
the points of order that was sustained was that in a debate on
abor on, in a bill regula ng a woman's cons tu onal right to
exercise her right to terminate a pregnancy, it was out of order to
discuss the case of Roe v. Wade decided by the United States
Supreme Court, which gave rise to the cons tu onal right. It's
been a very scru nized filibuster where we're dealing with shades
of grey.

If you read our rules, Rule 7.15 is the rule on germaneness. And
it-- what it says, is "No motion or proposition on a subject different
from that under considera on", and then it goes on and it's not
precisely on point here, but it says, "shall be admi ed under color



of amendment or as a subs tute for the mo on or proposi on
under debate." The key for our purposes on deciding whether or
not we want to table my mo on to appeal is "no mo on or
proposition on a subject different from that under consideration".

The objec on, and the point of order was, that she was talking
about a sonogram law that reg-- is part of the regula on of
abor ons, at the same me she's filibustering a bill that's cap on
is about the regula on of abor ons. Members, I would suggest
that before we table that, and don't have the opportunity to
appeal the ruling, we ask whether that really is a subject different
from that under consideration.

I think we ought to also ask: is it a subject different from that
under considera on when we put it into the appropriate context
of what Senator Davis was arguing when she was talk-- bringing
up, the fact, the, the, the sonogram bill? In the prac ce note to
our rules, it says "germaneness"-- s ck with me on this--
"germaneness is not a precise concept". That's the, and by the
way, that's in all capital le ers as the first part of the prac ce
note.

The point is, we are ge ng ready to vote at the end of a very
long day and at the end of a very long legisla ve session. To table
a mo on to appeal, to end this filibuster or a empt to end this
filibuster, because I will tell you I don't believe it's appropriate to
end the filibuster without a vote of the body. I think that's what
we've been promised and told in rulings all day today, and I think
that rule requires that there be three findings of not-
germaneness, as opposed to what we've had here today. But, but
set that aside for the moment. Germaneness is not a precise



concept. Why would we, as Senators in the state of Texas, end on
something like a motion to table?

The rule also give us some examples on things that were held
germane. Here's the text: "Rela ng to public assistance and
programs to assist needy individuals in becoming self-dependent.
The amendment, which was held to be germane, authorizing
maintenance payments to a divorcing spouse who lacked means
of self-support." It in fact is not a precise concept. But that was
something held germane, with that big a difference in what the
reasons were. Those held not germane, as examples, the text
was: "Recognizing May 1, 2007, as Cold War Victory Day." The
amendment was: "Recognizing same day as Texas Regret for
Slavery Day instead."

Another text: "Gran ng certain county and regional toll-way
authori es certain powers in building road projects requiring
state assistance for those projects, and imposing a statewide
moratorium on certain contracts with private road builders." The
amendment that was held not to be germane was: "Prohibi ng a
person contrac ng with the county under the bill from making a
poli cal contribu on to a county judge or county commissioner or
candidate therefore."

Now, members, we've all been at this a while. There's nobody
here that hasn't served in a body like this before, with maybe one
excep on. And we all know that rulings related to germaneness
end up being all over the place. But here we are, on something
this big, something that we all care this much about, moving to
table to avoid an appeal of the Chair.

I want to give another example. In the text it indicates:



"Extending exis ng authority of transporta on department and
county tax assessment collectors to refuse motor vehicle
registra ons when the owner owes any county a fine, fee, or tax."
What was held not to be germane was: "Ves ng rights associated
with non-conforming billboards in the owner." That's a mile apart
from what was going on when Senator Davis was talking about the
regula on of abor ons because of a sonogram law and how that
applies to the regula on of abor ons under SB5. It's not even in
the same ballpark.

But yet here we are, ge ng a ruling on germaneness that we
ought to have a right to appeal and debate-- fully debate, because
it's a debatable mo on; but instead we're going to cut off debate
on a motion to table.



Estes Moves To Table

Part 048

12:20:23

Video Link: http://youtu.be/3k_XEmumyXI

Audio Link: https://archive.org/details/SB5048EstesMovesToTable

Transcribed by: anonymous

[Senator Robert Duncan continues as acting Chair.]

Senator Robert Duncan: For what purpose, Mr-- Senator Estes,
for what purpose?

Senator Craig Estes: I would like to move the previous question.

Senator Robert Duncan: Do you have five seconds?

Senator Craig Estes: Yes, I do.

Senator Robert Duncan: State your--

Senator Craig Estes: Senator Hancock, Senator Paxton, Senator
Campbell, Senator Taylor, Senator Patrick.

Senator Kirk Watson: Parliamentary inquiry, Mr. President.

Senator Robert Duncan: State your inquiry, Senator.

Senator Kirk Watson: Before a mo on to call the previous
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ques on can be made, the person who holds the floor must have
completed and yielded the floor, and then the mo on to call the
ques on may be made, so that there is no further debate or
discussion. But if the person has not yielded the floor, a mo on to
call the question would be-- out of order.

Senator Robert Duncan: The mo on for the previous ques on is
not out of order. The Secretary will call the roll.

[Mul ple uniden fied voices on Senate floor]:  Mr. President,
Mr. President. Mr. President, out of order.

Senator Robert Duncan: The, the-- the mo on for previous
ques on is not a debatable mo on. The Secretary will call the
roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell.

Senator Royce West: Mr. President, Mr. President, out of order.

Senator Robert Duncan: West, state your point.

Senator Royce West: Rule 6.03 requires that all motions shall be
reduced to wri ng and read by the Secretary if desired by the
presiding officer or any Senator present. I desire that it be
reduced to writing and read by the Secretary.32

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Estes, you've heard the request
of Senator West. Would you reduce your motion to writing?

Senator Royce West: It needs to be-- it needs to be in as biggest
fonts as possible.



Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President?

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Watson, for what purpose?

Senator Kirk Watson: A parliamentary inquiry.

Senator Robert Duncan: State your inquiry.

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President, I believe there is precedent
for a mo on-- during the course of a discussion, for a mo on to
call the previous ques on, and then there being a vote and the
person being allowed to con nue because of the point that I
made, which is, they had not yielded the floor. And I would like for-
- I would like to understand the, the presiding officer's ruling that a
person who has not yielded the floor can simply have someone
move to call the previous ques on without them yielding the
floor.

[Senator Robert Duncan consults with the Parliamentarian.]

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, at this me we have a mo on
to put the previous ques on with five seconds. We will take the
vote on that, and then when that's done, then if the ques on is
ordered, then we'll go onto your question at that point in time. But
right now, the Secretary will call the roll.

Senator Kirk Watson: The question is, the previous question--

Senator Robert Duncan: The Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell--



Senator Robert Duncan: The Secretary will con nue to call the
roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Carona, Davis, Deuell, Duncan, Ellis,
Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar, Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio--

Senator Robert Duncan: We're in the middle of a roll call.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: --Nichols, Patrick, Paxton, Rodriguez,
Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor--

[Wordless shout from the gallery.]

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Uresti, Van de Putte, Watson--

Senator Robert Duncan: [gavel] We're in the middle of a roll call.
Order, please.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: --Whitmire, Williams, Zaffirini.

Senator Robert Duncan: There being seventeen ayes and twelve
nays, the previous ques on prevails. Senator Van de Pu e, you
are recognized.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Mr. President, parliamentary
inquiry.

Senator Robert Duncan: Recognized under your mo on to
adjourn.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Mr. President, a er the-- on page
38 of our rulebook, Rule 6.09.33 A er the previous ques on has



been ordered, no mo ons are to be made un l the ques on or
ques ons of which there have been ordered have been voted
upon, except for mo ons to adjourn. Mr. President, I moved to
adjourn before the roll call had started. I moved to adjourn and
was heard by the members in the gallery, and I was heard by the
members on the Senate. That mo on to adjourn should take
precedence over the motion to-- have the previous question.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator--

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Parliamentary inquiry, Mr.
President.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, you were not recognized at
that me. You are recognized now. You have a mo on now on the
table, on the floor, to adjourn: is that correct?

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Mr. President, my parliamentary
inquiry was, is, that I moved to adjourn before the Senate roll call
began, and the mo on to adjourn takes precedence over the
motion on the previous question, as stated by our rules.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, you were not recognized at
that me for any mo on, and you are recognized now though for a
motion, if you so wish.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Mr. President, my fear in-- in
asking for a mo on to adjourn is that any Senator on this floor we
have seen today to throw the rule book--

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator--



Senator Leticia Van de Putte: --out on the floor--

Senator Robert Duncan: Are you-- are you-- do you wish to make
a motion?

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  I'm asking for-- I'm asking for a
parliamentary inquiry and a ques on of the Chair why I was not
recognized when I was clearly heard on a motion to adjourn.

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, you were not clearly heard; we
were in the process of a roll call vote.

[Shouting from the gallery.]

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, you are, you are recognized
now for a motion to adjourn.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Mr. President, my mo on to
adjourn was stated before the mo on on the previous ques on,
as stated in our rulebook, and that's when I wanted the mo on to
adjourn. That mo on to adjourn takes precedence over the-- the
mo on on the previous ques on. And at that me, I wanted to
make a mo on. And my ques on is, parliamentary inquiry: did the
President hear me state the mo on, or did the President hear me
and refuse to recognize it?

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator, you are now recognized on the
motion to adjourn.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  I do not wish to make that mo on
at this time, Senator--



Senator Robert Duncan: Okay.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  --Mr. President, I wish, I had
wished to make it beforehand.

Senator Robert Duncan: So now the mo on-- so now the mo on,
now the issue before the body is the appeal of the Lieutenant-- of
the presiding officer's ruling on the point of order related to
germaneness raised by Senator Campbell. The Secretary will call
the roll.

[Unidentified Voice]: The President's ruling stands.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell--

Senator Robert Duncan: The issue before you is: shall the
President's ruling on the point of order on germaneness raised by
Senator Campbell stand? The Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar, Hinojosa,
Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton, Rodriguez,
Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e, Watson, West,
Whit-- Whitmire, Williams, Zaffirini.

Senator Robert Duncan: The-- there being nineteen ayes and ten
nays, the President's ruling stands. Senator Patrick?

Senator Dan Patrick: I move the previous ques on, Mr.
President.

Senator Robert Duncan: Do you have five seconds?



Senator Dan Patrick: I have five seconds.

Senator Robert Duncan: State the seconds.

Senator Dan Patrick: Hancock, Birdwell, Campbell, Estes,
Paxton... and Taylor.

Senator Robert Duncan: Members, the previous ques on has
been moved on: Senate Bill 5. The ques on will be on the previous
ques on, there are five seconds. Uh, Senator Watson, I think; did
you have a parliamentary inquiry?

Senator Kirk Watson: I did, Mr. President; I have a parliamentary
inquiry. Before there can be a mo on to call the ques on,
shouldn't there be a ruling on whether or not there is an end to
the filibuster, put to the body?

Senator Robert Duncan: The President's ruling was-- the effect of
the President's ruling on the third infrac on is the vote of the
body, and the previous question is in order at this time.



Van de Putte Recognized

Part 049

12:32:48

Video Link: http://youtu.be/SLBzJe7n0Bc

Audio Link: https://archive.org/details/SB5049VanDePutteRecognized

Transcribed by: A.O.

[Senator Robert Duncan continues as acting Chair.]

Senator Robert Duncan: Senator Van de Pu e, uh, for what
purpose?

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Mr. President, parliamentary
inquiry.

Senator Robert Duncan: State your inquiry.

Senator Van de Pu e:  Mr. President, parliamentary inquiry. If a
member on the prevailing side of the mo on can be recognized for
a mo on to reconsider the vote by which the last vote occurred,
does that motion take-- does not that motion take precedence?

Senator Robert Duncan: Not-- uh, hang on a second-- we are on
another mo on at this me, and so it would not be in order at this
time to reconsider the vote on a previous matter before the body.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Mr. President, parliamentary

http://youtu.be/SLBzJe7n0Bc
https://archive.org/details/SB5049VanDePutteRecognized


inquiry.

Senator Robert Duncan: State your inquiry.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  At what point must a female
Senator raise her hand or her voice to be recognized over the male
colleagues in the room?

[Loud cheering and applause from the gallery. The following
dialogue takes place over the sounds of the crowd.]

Senator Robert Duncan: The Sec-- the, uh, the issue before the
body is the previous question. The Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar, Hinojosa,
Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton, Rodriguez,
Schwertner--

[Senator Robert Duncan gavels for order.]

Senator Royce West: We're not voting yet.

Senator Robert Duncan: Members, we are in the middle of a
vote; the Secretary has called the vote.

[The recording loses audio for about twenty seconds.]

Secretary Patsy Spaw: --Seliger, Taylor, Uresti, Van de Putte--

Senator Robert Duncan: If we can have order in the chamber--

Secretary Patsy Spaw: W--



Senator Robert Duncan: --so that the members can properly cast
their vote.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: --West, West?

Senator Robert Duncan: Let's--

Secretary Patsy Spaw: --West, Whitmire.

Senator Robert Duncan: If I could have order--

Secretary Patsy Spaw: --Wi--

Senator Robert Duncan: --we will suspend the roll call vote un l
we can get order in the chamber. If we can get order in the
chamber, we will suspend the roll call vote.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Zaffirini-- Zaffirini?

Senator Robert Duncan: I'm trying to do it.

[The audience in the gallery cheers, claps, whistles, yells, and
chants "Wendy" for about 8 minutes.]

Senator Robert Duncan: If I can have some order-- Order! Order!
[pause] The, uh, if I can have your a en on-- [ pause] There being
19 ayes and 10 nays, the, uh, previous question is adopted--

[The audience in the gallery cheers, claps, whistles, yells, and
chants "Wendy" and "Shame!" for about 2 minutes.]

Senator Royce West: [Holding his watch alo .] It's twelve
o'clock! It's twelve o'clock!



Secretary Patsy Spaw: [Beginning of roll call is unintelligible over
the shou ng from the gallery. ] --Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock,
Hegar, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodriguez-- Rodriguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de
Putte, Watson, West-- Whitmire-- Zaffirini.

[Shou ng and chan ng con nue from the gallery through the
end of the segment.]



West Reads Clock at Midnight

Part 050

12:52:05

Video Link: http://youtu.be/c1iTSY7Qysc

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB5050WestReadsClockAtMidnight

Transcribed by: Debbie Notkin

[The gallery members con nue to cheer and chant. Legislators
mill about; very few are in their seats. A large group is clustered
around the podium. Several uniden fied senators make repeated
calls for "Mr. President!"; Senator Royce West and Senator Kirk
Watson are among them. The gallery members become quiet so
that Senator West and Senator Watson may speak.]

[Mul ple uniden fied voices on Senate floor]:  Mr. President!
Mr. President! Mr. President!

Senator Royce West: Mr. President?

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President?

[Unidentified Gallery Voice]: We are the people!

Senator Royce West: Mr. President?

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President?



[Unidentified Voice]: There's nobody in the Chair!

[Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst climbs the podium and takes the Chair.]

Senator Royce West: Mr. President! What me does the session
end? Midnight! We-- We can't take the vote a er midnight!
There's no session. Point of order! Cons tu onal point of order.
Constitutional point of order!

[Uniden fied Gallery Voice]:  We are the people! We are your
constituents! Listen to us!

[Unidentified Voice]: Make a record.

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President?

Senator Royce West: Constitutional point of order.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, it's now past midnight, and
so I'm going to look for a mo on from Senator Whitmire to sine
die.34

Senator Royce West: No. No, don't do that.35

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President?

[Mul ple uniden fied voices on Senate floor]:  Mr. President!
Mr. President! Mr. President! Mr. President!

Senator Kirk Watson: Parliamentary inquiry. Parliamentary
inquiry.



Senator Royce West: Point of order.

[Lt. Gov. Dewhurst leaves the Chair. A faint, but rising, chant of
"Shame!" can be heard from the protesters circling the outside of
the Capitol building. Legislators move about the floor in quiet
unintelligible discussion.]



Closed Door Session

Part 051

13:00:00

Video Link: http://youtu.be/XxX7wWV2PJs

Audio Link: https://archive.org/details/SB5051ClosedDoorSession

Transcribed by @LadyDreamgirl and Erika from "Something Short and
Snappy"

[This video segment is almost 3 hours long and is mostly silent
while the legislators quietly debate among themselves and the
protesters from outside continue to chant and cheer.]

[Unidentified Voice]: Wireless microphone, lock it up. Wireless
microphone. Wireless microphone [unintelligible].

[Senator Tommy Williams here takes over as acting Chair.]

Senator Tommy Williams: Chair recognizes Senator Whitmire for
an announcement.

Senator John Whitmire: Mr. President, this is for all the
members. Some, I understand, are in their office, some have staff
on the floor, but it's necessary to have a Senate caucus at this

me. So I'd ask everyone to caucus in the Be y King room
immediately. And if there's any staff on the floor, if they'd like to
get word to those Senators that are either in their office or even
conceivably if they've le , it would be probably advisable to come

http://youtu.be/XxX7wWV2PJs
https://archive.org/details/SB5051ClosedDoorSession


back.

Senator Tommy Williams: Thank you, Dean.36

[There is the sound of a gavel. Senator Tommy Williams gestures
at someone off-camera and walks quickly away from the podium
chair. Senator John Whitmire cuts off while speaking the next
sentence, but it is unclear whether this is a technical issue or if he
just stops speaking.]

Senator John Whitmire: Well, I was going to say right now but
give--

[Silence for the remainder of the segment.]

---

[The editor notes here that it was during this video segment, at
approximately 12:53 a.m., that the mestamp for the Senate vote
was ini ally put up on the Senate website as taking place on June
26th, a er the end of the special session. The website was then
altered, at approximately 1:03 a.m., to indicate that the Senate
vote had taken place on June 25th, before the end of the special
session.

Twi er user @Ma hewKeysLive circulated screenshots of these
records.37 Lauren Hockenson documented the circula on of the
screenshots on Twi er. 38 Neetzan Zimmerman discussed that
tampering with state documents is a crime, and pointed out that
official me stamps are usually automa cally generated (and that
subsequent changes to the record would usually be made



manually).39 Twi er user @bubbaprog provided a link to the Texas
statute concerning tampering with government documents.40

On June 27th, the Huffington Post ran an interview with Senator
Le cia Van de Pu e in which she stated that a government
inves ga on into the altered mestamp should soon follow, on the
grounds that altera on of a government document is a felony
offense.41]



Dewhurst Concedes

Part 052

15:51:40

Video Link: http://youtu.be/BoJXndK7Els

Audio Link: https://archive.org/details/SB5052DewhurstConcedes

Transcribed by: Jacqueline Kuzio

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, regre ably the
cons tu onal me for the first called session of the 83rd
legislature has expired. Senate Bill 5 cannot be signed in the
presence of the Senate, at this me, and therefore cannot be
enrolled.

[Gavels.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: It's been fun. But, um, see you soon.

http://youtu.be/BoJXndK7Els
https://archive.org/details/SB5052DewhurstConcedes


Editor's Notes for Texas Senate Session on June 25,
2013

1. The me stamps marking the start of each segment refer to the
rela ve me within the "full" video which was recorded for this
transcript project and is referenced on the cover page for this session.
These me stamps do not reflect an actual me of day; a me-of-day
stamp would have been impossible to capture for each segment due to
technological limitations, such as video skips and stutters.

2. Senate Bill 5 was the designa on given to this bill during the special
session in which Senator Wendy Davis chose to filibuster. A er the bill
was defeated in the filibuster, a second special session was called;
there the bill was introduced as both House Bill 2 and Senate Bill 1,
with iden cal language to the final version of Senate Bill 5. Source:
Texas Legislature Online, Texas Legislative Council.

3. The Parliamentarian is the woman in white standing behind Lt. Gov.
David Dewhurst. Her name is Karina Davis. Her job is to "offer
nonpar san, confiden al advice on ques ons about legisla ve rules
and prac ce". Source: Texplainer: What Does the Parliamentarian Do?
by Elizabeth Koh.

4. This is a reference to placing the bill in the special session rather
than the regular session. The Texas special session, as opposed to the
regular session, can suspend the usual rule that bills must pass with a
2/3 majority and replace it with a rule which allows bills to pass with a
simple majority. This is one reason why the special session is
supposed to be used only for emergencies. Source: Texas Poli cs: 23
Mar 2014 © 2009, Liberal Arts Instruc onal Technology Services,
University of Texas at Austin.

http://www.legis.state.tx.us/BillLookup/BillStages.aspx?LegSess=831&Bill=SB5
http://www.legis.state.tx.us/BillLookup/BillStages.aspx?LegSess=832&Bill=HB2
http://www.legis.state.tx.us/BillLookup/BillStages.aspx?LegSess=832&Bill=SB1
http://www.legis.state.tx.us/
http://www.texastribune.org/2013/06/27/texplainer-what-does-parliamentarian-do/
http://texaspolitics.laits.utexas.edu/2_8_3.html


5. In 2013, there were 12 Democrats in the Texas Senate. One
Democrat, Senator Eddie Lucio Jr., supported Senate Bill 5. Source:
Elected Officials Directory, The Texas Tribune.

6. Redistric ng in Texas landed the state before the Supreme Court in
2012 on accusa ons of racist gerrymandering designed to keep
Republicans in power despite huge spikes in minority popula on
numbers. Source: The Supreme Court and the Texas Gerrymander by Lou
Dubose.

7. On June 26th 2013, one day a er the filibuster, Texas executed its
500th death row inmate. The prisoner was a 52-year-old woman of
color named Kimberly McCarthy. Her a orney had asked the Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals to halt the execu on on the grounds that
black jurors were excluded from her trial by Dallas County prosecutors.
Source: Death by Numbers: The 500th Execu on by the State of Texas by
Gemma Puglisi.

8. The Women's Health Program is a Medicaid-waiver program that
offers preventa ve healthcare and family planning care to uninsured
women. The program was designed to save state money, as it is paid
for by a 90-to-10 match from the federal government: for every $1 paid
by the state of Texas, the federal government matches $9. Source: Is
the Women's Health Program Dead? by Jordan Smith.

9. The "minimal engagement and par cipa on by the house author" is
a reference to House Representa ve Laubenberg, who refused to
answer questions by the House Democrats after she infamously stated
that there was no need for an amended excep on for cases of rape
and/or incest because "In an Emergency Room, they have what's called
a rape kit where a woman can get cleaned out," adding that a rape kit
is "equivalent to a D&C" abor on. Laubenberg refused to take

http://www.texastribune.org/directory/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/lou-dubose/texas-redistricting-gerrymandering_b_1223195.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/gemma-puglisi/death-by-numbers_b_3550926.html
http://www.austinchronicle.com/daily/news/2011-12-13/is-the-womens-health-program-dead/


ques ons a er making this false and embarrassing statement,
despite the Democrats poin ng out that her refusal was "unheard of
and possibly a violation of house rules". Source: A Sunday at the Capitol
by Dan Solomon.

10. This is a reference to a tweet sent from Lt. Gov. Dewhurst's official
Twitter account. The tweet said "We fought to pass SB5 thru the Senate
last night, & this is why! #StandWithTXChildren #txlege
pic.twi er.com/fJbQSJur7i". The accompanying picture was one that
had been circulated by opponents of the bill. The picture was
cap oned "Keep Abor on Safe & Legal" and was accompanied by red-
colored and white-colored pins on a map of Texas. The red-colored pins
represented 37 of 42 Texas clinics and was accompanied with a legend
saying, "Abor on providers that may be forced to close". The white-
colored pins represented 5 of 42 Texas clinics and was accompanied
with a legend saying " One of only 5 providers that will be able to
provide safe and legal abor on". Dewhurst's tweet can be read to
imply that shu ng down Texas clinics was the goal, rather than a side-
effect, of the bill's passage. Source: Lt. Gov. Dewhurst says in tweet that
abortion bill all about shutting down accessibility by Christy Hoppe.

11. The cited report notes that: "In 2011, there were 62 abor on
providers in Texas; 46 of those were clinics. This represents a 7%
decline in overall providers and a-- a 8% decline in clinics from 2008,
when there were 67 abor on providers overall, of which 50 were
abor on clinics", and "In 2011, 93% of Texas coun es had no abor on
clinic." Source: State Facts About Abor on: Texas © copyright 1996-
2014, Guttmacher Institute.

12. The cited report notes that: "At the me of seeking an abor on,
there were no differences in financial wellbeing between the women

http://www.austinchronicle.com/daily/news/2013-06-24/a-sunday-at-the-capitol/
http://trailblazersblog.dallasnews.com/2013/06/lt-gov-dewhurst-says-in-tweet-that-abortion-bill-all-about-shutting-down-accessibility.html/
http://www.guttmacher.org/pubs/sfaa/texas.html


receiving and being denied abor ons... [One year later,] Women
denied abor on were more likely to be receiving public assistance
(76% vs. 44%) and have household income below the FPL [federal
poverty level] (67% vs. 56%) than women who received an abor on.
The propor on of women denied an abor on who were working full

me was lower than among women who received an abor on (48% vs.
58%)." Source: Socioeconomic consequences of abor on compared to
unwanted birth by Diana Greene Foster, PhD.

13. The cited report notes that: "Findings suggest that being denied an
abor on may increase women's exposure to PIPV [physical in mate
partner violence], which, in turn, has well-established nega ve
impacts on women's overall health and well-being." Source: Receiving
versus being denied an abor on and subsequent experiences of in mate
partner violence by Karuna Sridharan Chibber, DrPH.

14. In this sec on, Senator Wendy Davis reads Sec.245.023 of the
Health and Safety Code, as provided in the wri en tes mony. Note
that some por ons of the tes mony, specifically the "(c)", "(d)", and "
(e)" sec on headings provided in her reading, are inserted here for
clarity rather than spoken aloud by the senator. Source: Sec. 245.023.
Public Informa on; Toll-Free Telephone Number. , Texas Legisla ve
Council.

15. The cited report notes that: "Abor on is one of the safest surgical
procedures for women in the United States. Fewer than 0.5% of women
obtaining abor ons experience a complica on, and the risk of death
associated with abor on is about one-tenth that associated with
childbirth." Source: State Facts About Abortion: Texas © copyright 1996-
2014, Guttmacher Institute.

16. Seton is a Catholic organiza on of several hospitals, clinics, and

https://apha.confex.com/apha/140am/webprogram/Paper263858.html
https://apha.confex.com/apha/140am/webprogram/Paper263991.html
http://www.statutes.legis.state.tx.us/Docs/HS/htm/HS.245.htm
http://www.guttmacher.org/pubs/sfaa/texas.html


other medical facili es in Texas. Source: About Seton: History and
Heritage © 2014 Seton Healthcare Family.

17. This tes mony is a par al repeat of tes mony offered in Part 013;
it appears to the editor that Senator Wendy Davis realized mid-way
through reading the tes mony that it was a repeat, and ended the
second reading early in order to move on to the next one.

18. The study cited here tracked abor on pa ents in Finland, not
America. The study was designed to compare medical termina on
with surgical termina on, and concluded that "Both methods of
abor on are generally safe, but medical termina on is associated
with a higher incidence of adverse events. These observa ons are
relevant when counseling women seeking early abor on." Source:
Immediate complica ons a er medical compared with surgical
termina on of pregnancy by Niinimäki M, Pouta A, Bloigu A, Gissler M,
Hemminki E, Suhonen S, Heikinheimo O.

19. Senator Wendy Davis here reads a long sec on of "The War on
Women's Health" by Jordan Smith. This transcript will document the
Senator's actual words, not the ar cle itself, as the Senator
occasionally deviates from the ar cle for the sake of clarity (such as
rendering the text "PP" as "Planned Parenthood"). Minor devia ons for
the sake of clarity will not be specially marked, but devia ons which
appear to be genuine errors will be noted in the transcript. Source: The
War on Women's Health by Jordan Smith.

20. The Title V of the Social Security Act (here referred to as the
Maternal & Child Health Block Grant) provides federal assistance to
states in order to improve the health of all mothers and children.
Source: Title V--Maternal and Child Health Services Block Grant, Official
Social Security Website.

http://www.seton.net/about_seton/setons_history_and_heritage/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19888037
http://www.austinchronicle.com/news/2011-04-22/the-war-on-womens-health/
http://www.ssa.gov/OP_Home/ssact/title05/0500.htm


21. The Title XX of the Social Security Act (here referred to as the Social
Services Block Grant) provides federal assistance to states in order to
fund social services. Source: Title XX--Block Grants To States For Social
Services and Elfer Justice, Official Social Security Website.

22. The Title X Family Planning Program is a federal grant program
devoted to providing family planning services and related preventative
health services. The law was designed to priori ze individuals who
might otherwise lack access to these health care services. Source: Title
X, Wikipedia The Free Encyclopedia.

23. Senator Wendy Davis appears to misspeak here by calling "Title XX"
(in the original source) "Title X" (in her spoken words). The full text from
the ar cle states: "The amendments strip nearly $62 million over the
biennium from family planning – moving virtually all Title V and Title XX
money to other "strategies," each move presumably allowable under
federal law. What is le  is only the biennial funds allocated for Title X,
money that lawmakers could not redirect from reproduc ve health
services. In all, there's roughly $38 million le  for two years." Source:
The War on Women's Health by Jordan Smith.

24. This is probably a reference to the "Texas Eleven", a group of Texas
Senate Democrats who fled to Albuquerque, New Mexico in 2003 in an
a empt to prevent the passage of redistric ng legisla on. Since the
Texas Cons tu on calls for a quorum of two-third of its members
present in order for a vote to take place, the absence of eleven or more
members can prevent a vote from taking place. This method of
preven ng a vote from taking place is referred to as "quorum bus ng".
The Texas Eleven (Texas Senate Democrats) should not be confused
with the Killer Ds (Texas House Democrats) who fled to Ardmore,
Oklahoma in the same year over the same legisla on. Source: Texas

http://www.ssa.gov/OP_Home/ssact/title20/2000.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Title_X&oldid=583288247
http://www.austinchronicle.com/news/2011-04-22/the-war-on-womens-health/
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Texas_Eleven&oldid=588764181


Eleven, Wikipedia The Free Encyclopedia.

25. Senator Davis reads sec ons of "Fetal Pain: A Systema c
Mul disciplinary Review of the Evidence" at this point. This piece
references the acronym MeSH (Medical Subject Headings), which is a
controlled-vocabulary thesaurus used by the U.S. Na onal Library of
Medicine (NLM) to index ar cles at PubMed, the government
repository for medical research. Source: Fetal Pain: A Systema c
Mul disciplinary Review of the Evidence by Susan J. Lee, JD; Henry J.
Peter Ralston, MD; Eleanor A. Drey, MD, EdM; John Colin Partridge, MD,
MPH; Mark A. Rosen, MD.

26. The published ar cle has erroneously removed the spaces
between some of the search terms, which is why Senator Davis'
pronuncia on of the search terms here is awkward. For example, the
term "EEGorevokedpoten al" appears in the ar cle, and should have
been rendered as separate search terms ("EEG or evoked poten al"),
but Senator Davis sounds out the term as "EEG-o-revoked-poten al". In
the interests of clarity, the transcript has been wri en to reflect the
actual terms within the ar cle, with Senator Davis' pronuncia on
errors not replicated. The transcript has also replicated the original
ar cle's parentheses and italics around search terms in order to
clarify the order of opera ons. Source: Fetal Pain: A Systema c
Mul disciplinary Review of the Evidence by Susan J. Lee, JD; Henry J.
Peter Ralston, MD; Eleanor A. Drey, MD, EdM; John Colin Partridge, MD,
MPH; Mark A. Rosen, MD.

27. "Mason's Manual of Legisla ve Procedure, commonly referred to
as Mason's Manual, is the official parliamentary authority of most
state legislatures in the United States." Source: Mason's Manual of
Legislative Procedure, Wikipedia The Free Encyclopedia.

http://jama.jamanetwork.com/article.aspx?articleid=201429
http://jama.jamanetwork.com/article.aspx?articleid=201429
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Mason%27s_Manual_of_Legislative_Procedure&oldid=593009666


28. Rule 7.15 on Germaneness reads "No mo on or proposi on on a
subject different from that under considera on shall be admi ed
under color of amendment or as a subs tute for the mo on or
proposition under debate. (Constitution, Article III, Section 30)" Source:
Senate Rules adopted by 83rd Legislature January 9, 2013, Official
Website for the Texas Senate.

29. Rule 4.03 on Interrup on of Member Speaking reads "No member
shall interrupt another Senator who has the floor or otherwise
interrupt the business of the Senate, except for the purpose of making
a point of order, calling the member having the floor to order, moving
the previous ques on, demanding that a point of order under
discussion or considera on be immediately decided, or making a
mo on to adjourn or recess. Though another member has the floor,
any member shall be recognized by the presiding officer in order to call
to order the member, to make a point of order, to move the previous
ques on, or to demand that a point of order be immediately decided.
A member who has the floor must yield to permit the Senate to receive
messages from the Governor and from the House of Representa ves
and shall not lose the floor. A member who has the floor may yield for
ques ons from other members and shall not lose the floor. In the
event a member is interrupted because of a mo on to adjourn or
recess and the mo on fails, the floor shall be immediately returned to
the interrupted member. In the event the interrupted member was
speaking under the previous ques on and a mo on to adjourn or
recess prevails, the member shall resume the floor and finish speaking
when the bill is next considered by the Senate." Source: Senate Rules
adopted by 83rd Legislature January 9, 2013, Official Website for the
Texas Senate.

30. One of the notes on Rule 4.03 on Interrup on of Member Speaking

http://www.senate.state.tx.us/rules/SenateRules83.pdf
http://www.senate.state.tx.us/rules/SenateRules83.pdf


reads "The point of order having been raised for the third me that a
Senator who had the floor was filibustering and not confining his
remarks to the bill before the Senate, the chair requested the Senate
to vote on the point of order. It was sustained and the Senator
speaking yielded the floor (44 S.J. Reg. 1780 (1935))." Source: Senate
Rules adopted by 83rd Legislature January 9, 2013, Official Website for
the Texas Senate.

31. One of the notes on Rule 4.03 on Interrup on of Member Speaking
reads "Raising of a third point of order against further debate by a
Senator on the floor who has digressed for a third me from a
discussion of the pending amendment, a er having been twice
requested to confine his debate to the amendment, jus fies the
presiding officer in calling for a vote by the Senate on the ques on of
whether or not he shall be permi ed to resume and con nue his
remarks (50 S.J. Reg. 418 (1947))." Source: Senate Rules adopted by 83rd
Legislature January 9, 2013, Official Website for the Texas Senate.

32. Rule 6.03 on Wri en Mo ons reads "All mo ons shall be reduced
to wri ng and read by the Secretary, if desired by the presiding officer
or any Senator present." Sourc e: Senate Rules adopted by 83rd
Legislature January 9, 2013, Official Website for the Texas Senate.

33. Rule 6.09 on Previous Ques on reads "Pending the considera on
of any ques on before the Senate, any Senator may call for the
previous ques on, and if seconded by five Senators, the presiding
officer shall submit the ques on: "Shall the main ques on be now
put?" If a majority of the members present and vo ng are in favor of it,
the main ques on shall be ordered, the effect of which shall be to cut
off all further amendments and debate and bring the Senate to a direct
vote--first upon pending amendments and mo ons, if there be any,
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then upon the main proposi on. The previous ques on may be
ordered on any pending amendment or mo on before the Senate as a
separate proposi on and be decided by a vote upon said amendment
or motion." Source: Senate Rules adopted by 83rd Legislature January 9,
2013, Official Website for the Texas Senate.

34. "Adjournment sine die (from the La n 'without day') means
'without assigning a day for a further mee ng or hearing'." Source:
Adjournment sine die, Wikipedia The Free Encyclopedia.

35. The editor believes that Senator Royce West's advice to not mo on
for sine die stems from concern that the Lt. Gov. could use the mo on
to extend the session. While the special session was legally scheduled
to end at midnight (which was why Senator Wendy Davis planned to
use her filibuster to " me out" the session), the Lt. Gov. could adjourn
the session "pending comple on of administra ve du es", which
would allow him to extend the session long enough for SB5 to be signed
into law. A er the session, Lt. Gov. David Dewhurt told the press: "SB5
passed 19-10 but with all the ruckus and noise going on I couldn't
adjourn sine die pending comple on of administra ve du es. And right
now I cannot sign the bill." Source: A er 12 1/2-hour filibuster, Senate
Bill 5 is dead by Christy Hoppe.

36. "With over 30 years of service in the Texas Senate, Senator
Whitmire ranks first in seniority and is the 'Dean of the Texas Senate.'"
Source: Senator John Whitmire: District 15, Official Website for the Texas
Senate.

37. This tweet documents the Texas Senate Website with a Record
Vote on "06/26/2013" and then the same Texas Senate Website with
the Record Vote changed to "06/25/2013". Source: Here's the changes
made to the Texas State Senate website by @MatthewKeysLive
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38. "A er the vote, an argument broke out over whether the bill
passed before the deadline, as printouts emerged showing the bill's

mestamp on June 25. [...] the (now public) picture didn't lie —
conserva ve senators finally conceded that the mestamp was
altered and the bill didn't pass in time." Source: How a photo on Twi er
helped kill a controversial Texas abortion bill by Lauren Hockenson

39. "The Associated Press and several other large media outlets
ini ally reported that the bill had passed, taking Lt. Gov. Dewhurst's
word that the vote was taken 'just before' 12 AM. [...] Did someone
tamper with official state documents? It would seem so, and that's a
crime." Source: Internet Catches Texas Senate Altering Timestamp on
Abortion Bill Vote by Neetzan Zimmerman

40. "Your relevant Texas statute in regard to tampering with official
government records: http://30fram.es/12oJzuu" This links to the
sec on of the Texas penal code which deals with Perjury and Other
Falsifica on, which includes the statement: "Sec. 37.10. TAMPERING
WITH GOVERNMENTAL RECORD. (a) A person commits an offense if he:
(1) knowingly makes a false entry in, or false altera on of, a
governmental record;". Source: Your relevant Texas statute in regard to
tampering by @bubbaprog and Penal Code. Title 8., Texas Legisla ve
Council.

41. "'I think there will be an inves ga on,' she told The Huffington Post
in an interview. 'You can't try to change a government document. The
length they were willing to go to to break Senate rules-- tampering with
a government document? That's a felony.'" Source: Le cia Van De Pu e,
Texas Senator: GOP Should Be Inves gated For Changing Abor on Vote
Timestamp by Laura Bassett
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House Comes To Order

Part 001

00:00:001

Video Link: http://youtu.be/a3W4RLx8ZEs

Audio Link: https://archive.org/details/HB2001HouseComesToOrder

Transcribed by: K. Seldon

Screen Text:  The Texas House of Representa ves will convene
at 10:00 AM. Welcome to the 83rd session of the Texas House of
Representatives.

Rep. Joe Straus: The House will come to order. Members, please
register.

[Bell.]

Rep. Joe Straus: Have all registered? Foreman, President of the
House, and gallery, please rise for the invoca on. The Chair
recognizes Representa ve Flynn to introduce our pastor of the
day.

Rep. Dan Flynn: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members. Today it's
an honor for me to be able to introduce our pastor of the day,
Pastor Dan Tarno from the world-famous First Monday Trade Days
in Canton, Texas. He is the pastor of the Grace Bible Bap st
Church. We're honored to have his wife Cindy here today, and his
daughter Melody, and it's her birthday today, so members,

http://youtu.be/a3W4RLx8ZEs
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welcome Pastor Dan Tarno, from Canton, Texas.

[Applause.]

Pastor Dan Tarno: Let's pray.

Most holy and righteous God, we come before You recognizing
You as our great Creator, the giver and sustainer of life, the one
who assigns our mes to be born and our mes to die. You are the
author of both our faith and our freedom, of which we're most
thankful. We've read that eternal vigilance is the price of freedom
so, Lord, let us forever be watchful for those who would come to
take it away. We're mindful that all it takes for e-- for evil to
triumph is for good men to do nothing.

Father, will You give to these elected officials, our trusted
officials, the con nual wisdom and courage to seek Your will as
well as the will of the people as they govern today? Great God, You
have reminded us that if we, the people who are called by Your
name, will humble ourselves and pray, and seek Your face, and
turn from our wicked ways, that You will hear from Heaven, forgive
our sins, and heal our land. Father, our land needs a healing. Our
land needs a cleansing. Our land needs a revival of morality and
righteousness.

God, bring these things upon these-- this great state of Texas,
and upon these dedicated leaders, as well as all of us. We
remember that You told us the whole duty of man is to love God
and keep his commandments. Lord, let us prac ce that as we
seek to govern this democracy that You've given to us.
Righteousness exalteth a na on, but sin is a reproach to any
people. We do not want to forget today to thank You for those who



have both fought and died to defend this na on, and we thank You
for these, for Governor Perry and all these who serve us here. It is
in the name of Your Son, our Savior, Jesus Christ that we ask these
things. In Jesus' name we pray. Amen.

[Multiple voices speak in unison]: Amen.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representa ve Flynn to lead
us in the pledge.

Rep. Dan Flynn: Members will say a pledge to our na on's flag
and our state flag.

[Mul ple voices speak in unison]:  I pledge allegiance to the flag
of the United States of America, and to the republic for which it
stands, one na on under God, indivisible, with liberty and jus ce
for all.

Rep. Dan Flynn: Honor the Texas flag.

[Mul ple voices speak in unison]:  I pledge allegiance to thee,
Texas, one state under God, one and indivisible.

Rep. Joe Straus: Excuse Representa ve Harless who has
important business in his District; mo on by Representa ve
Kuempel. Any objec ons? Hearing none, so ordered. Chair
recognizes Representa ve Workman to introduce our doctor of
the day.

Rep. Paul Workman: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and members, and
guests. It is my privilege to introduce to you again Dr. Julie
Reardon. She served one me before with us. Dr. Reardon is an



integra ve family medicine physician with more than 14 years of
primary care and leadership experience, as well as 5 years of
clinical experience in mental health se ngs. Known as Dr. Julie
by her pa ents, Dr. Reardon has demonstrated special interest in
empowering individuals to advocate for their own health.

She is also passionate about assis ng other physicians with
wellness and career sa sfac on. Dr. Reardon holds a Bachelor of
Arts in Psychology from Harvard and a medical doctorate from the
University of Connec cut Medical School. She's a member of the
American Academy of Family Physicians, the Texas Academy of
Family Physicians and the Texas Medical Associa on. Members,
please join me in welcoming Dr. Julie Reardon back to the House
as our doctor of the day.

[Applause.]

Rep. Joe Straus: Representa ve Workman moves the reading of
referral bills be moved to the end of the calendar. Is there
objection? Hearing none, so ordered.

Rep. Joseph Moody: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. Moody, for what purpose?

Rep. Joseph Moody: Parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Joe Straus: State your inquiry.

Rep. Joseph Moody: Last week, before HB2 was heard in the
State Affairs Commi ee, there was discussion about how
individual ci zens from across the State would be registered if



they were physically present, had registered, but because of the
me, ah-- the me restraint put on the commi ee hearing, they

were not actually allowed to tes fy. Do we, ah-- do we have any,
um, word on how that process went along in the House
committee?

Rep. Joe Straus: There were over 3500 people registered. They
were registered within the House commi ee system. They all
appear on the commi ee report. There was wri en tes mony
that was taken. It's-- my understanding it was turned in with the
committee report.

Rep. Joseph Moody: It's-- Mr. Speaker, parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Joe Straus: State your inquiry.

Rep. Joseph Moody: Is there a-- is there-- I didn't see in the HR
report any designa on or dis nc on between those who were
present and not able to tes fy because of me restraints, and
those who were present and able to tes fy, or those who gave
wri en tes mony. Is that-- is that included in the commi ee
report?

Rep. Joe Straus: All the commi ee report shows,
Representative, is who testified and who did not testify.

Rep. Joseph Moody: So there is no dis nc on as to those who
were present and who were not allowed to tes fy because the
midnight deadline struck?

Rep. Joe Straus: That's all the committee report shows.



Rep. Joseph Moody: Is there a-- Mr. Speaker, parliamentary
inquiry.

Rep. Joe Straus: State your inquiry.

Rep. Joseph Moody: What is the process for amending our
House rules during a special session?

Rep. Joe Straus: On that issue, you'll need to bring your ques on
down, and informa on, and visit with the Parliamentarian on the
procedure.

Rep. Joseph Moody: Parliamentary inquiry?

Rep. Joe Straus: State your inquiry.

Rep. Joseph Moody: So, specifically at the beginning of the
session, there is a resolu on, a House resolu on that's filed to
amend, as a type of housekeeping procedure, to create the rules
in which our House is governed by during that session. Is, um, is
that the same type of procedure that would take place now to
amend those House rules: say, filing of a resolution?

Rep. Joe Straus: Yes, rule 14 of the House rules talks about
amending the House rules.

Rep. Joseph Moody: Parliamentary inquiry?

Rep. Joe Straus: State the inquiry.

Rep. Joseph Moody: In a special session, where would that
resolution be referred to?



Rep. Joe Straus: It's our understanding that you have filed a
resolu on about that. We're gonna have to review it and see
where it would be placed.

Rep. Joseph Moody: Okay, and one last parliamentary inquiry?

Rep. Joe Straus: State your inquiry.

Rep. Joseph Moody: As with other resolu ons, that we've
rou nely moved to suspend the rules to take it and consider them
without them going through the commi ee process, is that the
same rule– are those the same rules that we'd have to suspend to
take up a resolution of this nature?

Rep. Joe Straus: Those type of rules are generally not treated in
the same way as congratulatory or memorial resolu ons. They're
handled differently.

Rep. Joseph Moody: Thank you.



Memorial Resolution

Part 002

00:16:25

Video Link: http://youtu.be/CeWIHE29Uy8

Audio Link: https://archive.org/details/HB2002MemorialResolution

Transcribed by: S. Hartman

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representa ve Sheffield for a
motion.

Rep. J.D. Sheffield: Mr. Speaker, for this memorial resolu on I
move that all pertaining rules be suspended to take up House
Resolution Number 17.

Rep. Joe Straus: Members, please take your seats; we have a
memorial resolution. Chair recognizes Representative Keffer.

Rep. Jim Keffer: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. As members are taking
their seats, you have heard in the news that today our country,
our na on is remembering the 19 firefighters that gave their lives
in Arizona. And today in our House, we have the sober-- I'm joined
with Representa ve J.D. Sheffield, Senator Brian Birdwell on the
dais-- we have the sober duty, the opportunity to pay respect to a
fallen peace officer that gave his life June 28th; Friday, June 28th
at 11:00 in Granbury, Texas.

Sergeant Lance McLean in his line of duty apprehending--
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a emp ng to apprehend a felon was shot and killed in that duty.
And whether you're Democrat or Republican, whether you're
orange or blue shirt, we certainly join the family and we pay the
respects of that officer who gave his life and who stood up for the
peace for our sake in his duty and didn't think twice about it. And
we are here today in this House to pay our respects, to remember
him and his family.

On the dais we are joined with Ms. Katy McLean, the wife of the
fallen peace officer, Lieutenant Steve Smith, his wife Brandy
Smith, Sheriff Roger Deeds of Hood County and, as I said a minute
ago, Senator Brian Birdwell and also Mel Birdwell, his wife, to my
right. So if you'll listen to the resolu on and pay our respects, and
Mr. Speaker, I hope at the end of the day we will remember
Sergeant McLean as we adjourn.

Rep. Joe Straus: Members, you've heard the mo on. Is there
objec on? Chair hears none; so ordered. Chair lays out the
following memorial resolution.

Clerk: HR17 by Sheffield of Coryell: Whereas words cannot
adequately express the sorrow felt at the loss of Hood County
Sheriff's Office Sergeant Lance McLean of Hico, who died in the line
of duty on June 29, 2013 at the age of 38. And whereas Lance Allen
McLean was born in Biloxi, Mississippi, on April 1st, 1975 to Ricky
and Joyce McLean. He was joined in matrimony to Katy Cryer in
2002 and together they were blessed with two children, Quinton
Allen and Abigail Marie.

And whereas a peace officer for nearly a decade, Sergeant
McLean began his law enforcement career in Hamilton County.
For the past 5 years he worked in the Hood County Sheriff's Office,



where he was a patrol sergeant and a valued member of the SWAT
team and honor guard. He also served as a mentor to younger
depu es. And whereas Lou McLean enjoyed fishing, golfing, and
following the fortunes of the Texas Rangers, but all above he
cherished the me he spent with his family. And whereas a loving
husband and father and a dedicated professional, Lance McLean
was known for his generosity, his humor, and his ready smile; and
he will forever hold a treasured place in the hearts of those he
leaves behind.

Now therefore be it resolved that the House of Representa ves
of the 83rd Texas Legislature 2nd Called Session hereby pay
tribute to the life of Sergeant Lance McLean and extend sincere
condolences to the members of his family. To his wife, Ka e
McLean, to his son Quinton Allen McLean, to his daughter Abigail
Marie McLean, to his mother Joyce McLean, to his brother Randy
McLean and his wife Tina, to his grandfather Don McLean, to his
in-laws Rusty and Alice Cryer, Russell Cryer, and Zach Cryer, to his
uncle Wesly McLean and his wife Missy, and to his other rela ves
and friends. And be it further resolved that an official copy of this
resolu on be prepared for his family and that when the Texas
House of Representa ves adjourns this day, it do so in memory of
Lance McLean.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Sheffield.

Rep. J.D. Sheffield: Mr. Speaker, members, honored guests in
the gallery, on behalf of Representa ve Keffer, Senator Birdwell,
and myself, it is our honor to move passage of this resolution.

Rep. Joe Straus: Members, this is a memorial resolu on. All
those in favor, please rise. The resolu on is unanimously



adopted. [gavel] Representa ve Keffer moves that all members
name their objection. Chair hears none; so ordered. [gavel]



Laubenberg Questioned by Jessica Farrar

Part 003

00:29:47

Video Link: http://youtu.be/Be1EhiRmXM0

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/HB2003LaubenbergQuestionedByJessicaFarrar

Transcribed by: Kira Gunderson

Rep. Joe Straus: Members, we're about to go on the calendar.
Uh, before we do I wanna welcome everyone, uh, to the House of
Representa ves. Um, I wanna thank all of you in the gallery for
joining us today. When you entered the gallery, you were offered a
card that tells you a li le bit about the House and reminds you of
our House rules. As the Speaker of the House, part of my job is to
enforce our rules. If you have any ques ons about our rules, or
what is permi ed in the gallery, please ask one of the House
sergeants or DPS troopers. We're glad that you are here, and we
appreciate your coopera on in respec ng our rules as we debate
today. Chair lays out on second reading House Bill 2. Clerk, read
the bill.

Clerk: HB2 by Laubenberg, rela ng to the regula on of abor on
procedures, providers and facilities, providing penalties.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Laubenberg.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Members, House Bill 2 addresses
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abor on law and regula ons in our state. House Bill 2 also
addresses the health and safety for a woman who undergoes an
abor on procedure. There are four main parts to this bill,
beginning with the 30-mile rule, and admi ng privileges. The
physician must have ac ve admi ng privileges, the facility must
be located within 30 miles of a hospital, the hospital must provide
obstacle-- ob-- obstetrical and gynecological healthcare services,
i.e., uh, women's healthcare services, provide a telephone
number for clinic personnel for the pregnant woman, provide the
name and telephone number of the nearest hospital to the home
of the pregnant woman.

The Preborn Pain Act will prohibit abor ons a er 5 months of
pregnancy. This is determined by the post-fer liza on age, with
the exceptions of the physical life to the mother and a severe fetal
abnormality.

The third part is with the RU-486 abor on pill. It must be
administered by a physician, and it must follow the FDA protocol
on the administering of this pill. It must provide the pregnant
woman a copy of the final printed label of the abor on-inducing
drug and a telephone number of the physician or health care
personnel within the facility, in case of ques ons or an
emergency. A 14-day scheduled follow-up visit for the woman
must not be-- I mean, must be scheduled at the comple on of the
drug. It also allows the physician to have the op on to follow the
dosage amounts as defined by the American Congress of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists.

And the fourth part is to require that all abor on facili es must
be equivalent to the minimum standards of Ambulatory Surgical



Centers, and they have un l September 1st 2014 to comply. And
again, this bill is the same bill-- the same bill that we heard in the
first called session, that was SB5. And again, as in the last, uh,
called session, it is my inten on to keep HB2 consistent in its
current form without adding any amendments, and I want to point
out that what we are talking about today truly does deal with the
health and the safety of a woman who would undergo an abortion.

But we're also-- I want to point out that we are also talking
about an unborn child who has pain, who has the nerve endings,
the receptors, that can feel the pain of an abor on at 20 weeks.
That is why the part of this bill that would stop abor ons at 5
months is called the Preborn Pain Act. With that, Mr. Speaker, I
would love to move past this but I believe there are a few
questions and so I will yield.

Rep. Joe Straus: Mrs. Farrar, for what purpose?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Will the gentlelady yield? Well, first I have a
parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Joe Straus: State your inquiry.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Just to clarify: we are not in the final days of
the special session, so it is appropriate to extend the me,
correct?

[Pause.]

Rep. Joe Straus: Mrs. Farrar, we are not in the last 5 calendar
days in the special session.



Rep. Jessica Farrar: We're not, we're not in the last 5 calendar--

Rep. Joe Straus: Time limits can be extended.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Yes. 30 days, correct?

Rep. Joe Straus: That's correct.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: So my-- time extensions are in order?

Rep. Joe Straus: That is correct.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Thank you. Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Joe Straus: The lady yields.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Representa ve Laubenberg, this bill would
require that, um, medical abor ons be performed in Ambulatory
Surgical Centers. Correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Would this require a woman to make
mul ple trips to an Ambulatory Surgical Center? In that-- in those
cases?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: The bill requires that the woman, that,
that, uh, the an-- the admiss-- the administering of the RU-486 pill
would follow the FDA protocol, which does require the woman to
return for the second dosage and to return for a follow-up visit,
yeah.



Rep. Jessica Farrar: All right, thank you. Is there any risk, uh, do
you believe, involved in requiring a woman to physically return to
an Ambulatory Surgical Center to take the subsequent pill and the
follow-up visit?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No, it would actually be safer.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Would you agree that it increases her risk of
not being able to return, in the-- in the sense of, if an Ambulatory
Surgical Center is far from her? Um, and which, in turn, if she
doesn't-- if she doesn't return, increases the risk for hemorrhage,
blood transfusion, and emergent D&C?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: This is why we are bringing all the
abor on clinics up to the same standard as the Ambulatory
Surgical Centers.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: You're going-- they'll, they'll all have to
convert to-- or they would actually, I'm understanding-- they're not
able to convert, but they would have to then change into or
become Ambulatory Surgical Centers?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: There's nothing to prevent them from
upgrading their standards.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Let me ask you this: would this bill increase
the cost of medical abortions?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: The cost of an abor on right now is
between $300 to $1000, depending on how far along you are and--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I'm, I'm speaking specifically to medical



abortions. Would it increase the cost?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And-- I would think that they'd be ge ng
be er care, so they wouldn't have the complica ons, so the cost
would probably be actually less.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Do you know this for a fact? Or--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Do you know for a fact that it will
increase the cost?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I'm asking you... you've contemplated the
bill.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: You know, we can talk about
hypotheticals.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I'm asking if you've contemplated the
potential burden on the woman if the cost is increased.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: The question should be what is best--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I'm, I'm asking the question--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --for the health of the woman.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I'm sorry, I'm sorry, was that my--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: [Crosstalk.] That is my answer.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Could you answer my question?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, ma'am. I said the... the... benefit is



for the health of the woman.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay. That doesn't answer my ques on; but
nonetheless, would this, uh, would this requirement mean for--
what, what would this requirement mean for women that don't
live near an Ambulatory Surgical Center?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I'm sorry, could you repeat that?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Sure. What would this mean for women that
don't live near an Ambulatory Surgical Center?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: There are many women that don't live
near an Ambulatory Surgical Center. There are many women that
don't live near an abor on clinic right now. We have a very large
state; and so they would do the same thing that they have to do
now, but if there are complica ons, they would be much closer to
a place, or in a facility where they could get better care.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: How do you think that these requirements,
such as maintaining a separate surgical qu-- suite, that includes
240 square feet of opera ng rooms, a post-opera ve recovery
room, a pre-opera ve pa ent holding area, a sterilizing facili es,
separate janitor's closets and equipment storage areas-- how do
you think that these things make a medical abortion more safe?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Again, it-- anything that's going to
improve the facility, that's going to help give be er healthcare to
this woman, in case any kind of complica on should arise, is
always a good thing.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Are you aware of any other medica ons, um,



that would require a woman to take them in an Ambulatory
Surgical Centre?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: This-- there are no other, there are no
other procedures where the only result or expected outcome is
the taking of a life.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Pardon me?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: In response to your ques on on what
other procedures... would require the extra, um, higher
standards. My answer to you is that the abor on, abor on is the
only medical procedure where the result or the expected
outcome is the taking of a life. This is a very unique procedure.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: All right, but I'm concerned about the wo--
the safety of the mother, and, wh-- and the, the fact that there
would be reduced loca ons that she would have to go to, she
would have to travel long distances. Are you not concerned about
the situa on where a woman would actually be endangered
because she would have to travel these long distances and
couldn't? And then would have to go-- I mean, I'm not asking about
your opinion on her, her decision, I'm asking about her health and
safety. Have you thought about these, these burdens that you've
put on her? And par cularly in this situa on, where it's not an
invasive procedure, how it would impact her life and safety?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay. First of all, uh, the woman going
through this procedure, if there are complica ons at any level,
should have the highest standard of care. Part of the requirement,
the FDA protocol, is that the woman is given num-- the telephone
number of the local hospital in case, you know, she can't get a



hold of someone at the facility. That she has a, you know, loca on
nearby. So all of this is part of the, the protocol of the RU-486
regimen.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Oh. I want to speak to the narrowness of the
excep ons that you have in the bill. Um, there is an excep on to
protect the life of the woman but it does not protect serious whis--
risk to a woman's health. It reads that a woman must face
immediate injury or death to meet this excep on. Do you believe
it's fair to force a doctor to compromise pa ent health by wai ng
un l a woman's condi on deteriorates to the point that it
becomes life-threatening or severely debilitating?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay-- I'm sorry, could you repeat your
question?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Yes, um, there-- you have an excep on for
the life of the woman, but it doesn't protect a serious risk to a
woman's health. It reads that a woman must face immediate
injury or death in order to meet this excep on. So my ques on is,
do you think it's fair to force a doctor to compromise a pa ent's
health by wai ng un l a woman's condi on deteriorates to the
point that it becomes life-threatening or severely debilitating?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay; if you look on page 5, of the bill, on
line 5? It says "if there exists a condi on that in the physician's
reasonable medical judgment", so this gives the physician the full
authority to know what condi on his pa ent is in and to have that
authority to make that determination.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And right, and that-- but that point, the, the,
the determina on is made is when it is an immediate injury or



death to her. Why, why do you-- why is the, why is the threshold so
high?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: The threshold gives the physician full
control over this.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Only to the point where it's immediate injury
or death, though.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It's "in his reasonable medical
judgment".

Rep. Jessica Farrar: It goes on to say "immediate injury or death";
that's the standard.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It's-- okay, so you're talking about the
physical life as opposed to--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Her life.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That would be--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Let me, let me back up a li le bit. Maybe
this'll help: can you name some examples of health issues that
might arise that would be covered under your exception?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Toxemia.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: What, what about ruptured membranes?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That, absolutely.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Uh, but that's not an immediate injury or



death. That, that progresses onto-- it becomes that way once an
infec on has reached-- an infec on has become so severe, but
that's not immediate.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: This is why you place the physician at
the center of this; that will be his judgment.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But, but the language in the bill-- [Crosstalk.] -
-the language in the bill es the hands of that physician to
immediate injury or death.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I would disagree with you--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: An infec on, an infec on to be-- to become,
is not-- would not fit that defini on. Do you, do you agree with
that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I would disagree with everything. This,
this bill does give the physician the full autonomy and full
authority to take care of his pa ent. And I think that's what you...
are wanting to know.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right, right. If you'd be amenable to opening
up the excep ons so that an, an-- say a situa on like this, where
there is a potential of certain infection, just hadn't occurred at the

me but, but you know it will occur: would you be willing to open
your bill to allow, to widen the exception?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve Farrar, this bill-- you
could, instead of lis ng specific condi ons whereas if you le  one
out might be excluded if there was an emergency, by this language
we're allowing whatever the physician determines to be the, um,



condi on that would impair the physical life of the woman. So
this, this language actually gives broad coverage by allowing the
physician, the physician, to have that authority. I would not want
to limit the physician's authority.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Aren't you concerned, though, that a
physician reading that language that says injury, "immediate
injury or death", wouldn't-- wouldn't interpret it the way that you
have here? So that's why I'm asking you would you be willing to, to
open that definition.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And I've already answered that
question.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Thank you. Oh, one other ques on. Um. You
also--so, a woman that's diagnosed with a serious disease during
pregnancy--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg:-- I'm, I'm sorry you were-- [unintelligible]

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I know, I'm having a difficult me, too. Mr.
Speaker, may we have order, please?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yeah, it's, it's a little loud; we can't hear.

Rep. Joe Straus: Members, can we have order please?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: What would happen in the situa on where a
woman was diagnosed with a serious disease during pregnancy
and a er, a er the 20 weeks? A serious disease like Stage 4
cancer, where it's not immediate injury or death?



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Again, if that is life-threatening and--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But if it's not at the me, but you know it will
be: how will-- how will that woman be affected?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Again, that would be the pa ent-- her,
her physician. It-- the bill allows the physician to have that
authority in his reasonable medical judgment, to make that
determination.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: See, the way that I read the bill, and the way
I'm afraid physicians might read the bill, is they would say, "Well,
I've go a wait un l it really is, un l it's life-threatening. If it's not
at this me, but I know if she doesn't have the treatment she
needs right now, it will become so sooner, but at the moment it's
not, but I know that in a month, or two months, or whatever it is,
whatever, in the, in the doctor's discre on is, that it will become".
And so, would you not agree with me that you're tying the hands of
the doctor here in these situations?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Uh-huh, uh-huh; well, that's why you
have the rela onship with the doctor, so that he will be able to
monitor and oversee her condi on as the pregnancy develops;
and again, it does go back to giving the physician the full authority
in his reasonable, you know, reasonable medical judgment. So
he's not held to a specific, um, it has to be this issue or that issue;
whatever the doctor believes is in the best interest for the health
of the pregnant mom.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Would you be willing to accept an
amendment that says exactly what you just said: 'the best
interests of the woman'?



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve Farrar, as I said in the
beginning, I believe this bill is very well-stated in the posi on that
you and I are talking about; and no, I would not accept an
amendment.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: You, you may believe that but the American
Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists doesn't believe it. In
fact, they're, they're-- they oppose this legislation, correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: You have made that comment, but there
are many obstetricians and gynecologists who support this, as we
heard in testimony.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But, but the professional associa on of
these-- of this, this segment of the profession opposes it. And, and
I have to believe that it would be because it is tying their hands,
because what you're saying in your bill is 'immediate injury or
death'. And so, if you, if we have-- if the doctor has to reach that
point, the woman has to suffer up to that point. Is that correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: A physician who is taking care of his
patient is not going to let her suffer.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But, but your bill is-- your bill is tying that
physician's hands--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Actually, it's not.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: --by having to reach this point.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It's very broad, to give that physician the
authority.
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Rep. Charles Perry: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. Perry, for what purpose?

Rep. Charles Perry: Question for the gentlelady.

Rep. Joe Straus: Laubenberg, do you yield?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Joe Straus: The lady yields.

Rep. Charles Perry: Representa ve Laubenberg, appreciate
your efforts and energies on this bill. I just have a few ques ons to
try to clear up some of the things that we've said or heard said,
um, and they may need to be answered by a physician or someone
up there that's got some medical experience, so don't, don't--
don't be bashful in just deferring to them--
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Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay.

Rep. Charles Perry: Um, are there complica ons with the
"morning-after" pill?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: There have been complications, yes.

Rep. Charles Perry: And, and so, having a physician administer
that is very appropriate from that perspec ve, that once there is
a complica on-- maybe someone could explain what those
complica ons may be, or what that would involve or why that
would be the required--?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, because there can be
complica ons with hemorrhaging, with, um, infec on, so-- and we
have a nurse here if you'd like a--

Rep. Charles Perry: It doesn't work; basically, if the pill didn't
work, then that's when the problem--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: If it didn't fully work. The FDA actually
recommends that it not be given past 49 days, but I know that
Planned Parenthood in their literature recommends that it can be
given up to 63 days, so you're going beyond-- if you administer it to
a woman past the FDA recommenda on, then you could
poten ally be opening it up to complica ons that would require
more attention.

Rep. Charles Perry: And then, under the current system, if that
were the case they would end up in the ER room more likely and
possibly beyond, ah, help that, had they go en earlier by a doctor
they were supervised under, they may have prevented long-term



damage, such as maybe the inability to have kids down the road.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Absolutely.

Rep. Charles Perry: So HB2 fixes that problem.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, it does.

Rep. Charles Perry: Okay. It addresses that.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, it does.

Rep. Charles Perry: Um-- there's been a lot of discussion that
we're actually prohibi ng abor ons in Texas across the board,
and that's just factually not accurate. Is that correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That is absolutely correct. You are-- you
are correct.

Rep. Charles Perry: Would it be correct in saying that, um, the--
the increase in cost can be covered by the fact that--

Rep. Joe Straus: Representa ve S ckland raises a point of
order. The lady's me is expired. The point of order is well-taken
and sustained. The following amendments: the clerk will read the
amendment. Ms. Alvarado, for what purpose?

Rep. Carol Alvarado: Yes, I wanted to ask the gentlelady a couple
of questions. I'd like to request an extension of time.

Rep. Joe Straus: Members, this is the first extension of me. Is
there objec on? Chair hears none; so ordered. Ms. Laubenberg,
do you yield?



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Joe Straus: The lady yields.

Rep. Carol Alvarado: Representative Laubenberg, I have just two
ques ons. One is just a clarifica on. Does your bill require that a
woman who wants RU-486 abor on to take both pills at an
abortion facility in the presence of her doctor?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That is correct.

Rep. Carol Alvarado: Where is that in the bill? Because I did look
through your bill and I couldn't find that.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay, yes-- it, it says that it must follow
the FDA protocol, but let me-- let's see; hang on, give me a second,
if you please.

Rep. Carol Alvarado: Okay.

[Pause.]

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay. On page ten, beginning at line
nine: "Except as otherwise provided by subsec on D, the
provision, prescrip on, and administra on of the abor on-
inducing drug sa sfies the protocols tested and authorized by the
United States Food and Drug Administra on as outlined in the
final printed label. " Now, if you look at the FDA-- I went on their
website, and if you look at the FDA protocol, which the bill refers
to--

Rep. Carol Alvarado: Uh-huh.



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It does say that it is a three-visit
procedure. Day1, the pa ent must read and sign the pa ent
guides; first dose of the pill is administered. Then two days later,
day 3, pa ent returns to the facility to orally take the second
dosage. At that point, the pa ent should be given the name and
phone number of the physician handling emergencies arising from
the abortion. Then, third follow-up, day 14, follow-up to the facility
using ultraso-- uh, uh, uh, sonogram scan to ensure that the en re
pregnancy has been terminated.

Rep. Carol Alvarado: Okay. My concern is for a woman who has
to travel, say, 75 or 100 miles, because I think in the sonogram bill
there was an exemp on for women who lived 100 miles away
from a facility. So, if your bill passes, then a woman who wants to
undergo the RU-486 would have to go to an abor on-- to the
Ambulatory Service Center for the sonogram, then she'll have to
wait 24 hours; then she'll have to go back to the clinic to take the
first pill. Then she'll have to go back to the clinic again within the
next two days to take the second pill. Is that correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Uh, um. Your ques on-- I'm sorry, what
was your question?

Rep. Carol Alvarado: I was just giving the chronology, if your bill
passes-- the, the burden that a woman would have to undergo:
going to the ASC for the sonogram, wai ng the 24 hours, then
going back to the clinic for the first pill, then having to go back to
the clinic again within the next two days to take the second pill.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Uh-huh. The whole purpose is-- this is a
very serious procedure, a very serious decision, and so following
the FDA guidelines is going to be for the benefit of the woman.



Rep. Carol Alvarado: But if you're talking about-- a er we close
these 37 clinics and a woman has to travel, say, a hundred miles
to one of the 5 clinics that would be remaining in our state, that's
putting a burden on that woman who has to go back for the second
pill, wait-- there's, there's wai ng mes, there's a second visit;
and that's my concern.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And I appreciate that, Representa ve
Alvarado. Um, again, you know, this is going to be-- you said
something earlier, um, you know, that, you know, the woman is
having to return, but as you're going there-- oh! You made a
comment that the facilities would be closing and, again, no facility
is going to be forced to close. They will have over a year to raise
their standards. And if the woman is going back, which is good that
she would go back, if there were complica ons, they would be
be er equipped to be able to help her and handle those
complica ons. I think any me that a woman has that, um, extra
assurance, is always a good thing.

Rep. Carol Alvarado: Well, I'm just concerned that your bill is
pu ng obstacles for women who want to get-- who made a
choice, a very personal choice, to get a procedure done that is a
very legal procedure--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Uh-huh.

Rep. Carol Alvarado: --but this bill is pu ng in obstacles and
challenges and economic constraints, uh, for women that have to
travel a long distance.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: The only obstacle that I am specifically
addressing is the 5-month ban. That is the only part of this bill that



will actually stop an abor on. The other parts of the bill truly are
to make sure that when the woman is undergoing this very serious
procedure, that she's doing it in the best environment possible.

Rep. Carol Alvarado: And that's the goal of your bill-- is to reduce
abortions in Texas, or to eliminate them altogether?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: My goal in this bill is to stop abortions at
5 months based on the pain-- based on the science and
technology that we have today, that we did not have 40 years ago.
That is my purpose in that bill.

Rep. Carol Alvarado: Representative Laubenberg, I, I would hope
too that you are concerned about the overall, uh, health and
safety of women. I've served with you on the Public Health
Commi ee and I know that you are a person that, that cares
about women and the overall health and safety...

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And I would agree with you--
[unintelligible]

Rep. Carol Alvarado: Okay, but, uh, Representa ve Farrar, when
she was asking her ques on about the undue burden on women
when you close all of these clinics, you've reduced it to 5-- that you
are putting an undue burden on women. Wouldn't you agree?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve Alvarado, you're going
on the premise that abortion clinics will close. I disagree with you;
I do not believe they will close. There is nothing in this bill that
mandates or forces them to close. Raising their standards will not
force them to close.



Rep. Carol Alvarado: But you don't think that your bill in any way,
shape, or form-- by putting in implications that would cause clinics
to close because they can't afford to transi on into what your bill
requires, then the end result is reducing it to 5 clinics and
therefore jeopardizing women's overall health for the other
services that women may want to go to these clinics for-- that it
does put an undue burden on women?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: In other states, the abor on clinics that
have had to raise up their standards, they have raised-- they have
risen their standards. They have not closed.

Rep. Carol Alvarado: Thank you for your answers.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Thank you.
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Rep. Joe Straus: Ms. Davis, for what purpose?.

Rep. Sarah Davis: Mr. Speaker, to ask Representa ve
Laubenberg a question.

Rep. Joe Straus: Rep. Laubenberg, do you yield?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I yield.

Rep. Sarah Davis: Thank you, Representa ve Laubenberg. I have
one ques on and I wanna call your a en on to page 4 of the bill,
'cause I'm confused by this section.

Line 24: "Except as otherwise provided by Sec on 171.04683, a
physician performing an abor on, under Subsec on A, shall
terminate the pregnancy in a manner that, in the physician's
reasonable medical judgment, provides the best opportunity for
the unborn child to survive."
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What does that mean? I'm confused by this paragraph.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I'm sorry, Representa ve Davis; could
you say that again?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes, of course. I am confused by a sec on in
the bill, page 4.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Oh, okay.

Rep. Sarah Davis: And I'll read it again.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No, I, I got that part. What was your
question? I missed that.

Rep. Sarah Davis: What does that mean?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay, that means that if the physician
determines that, you know, the pregnancy, the-- you know, the
toxemia or whatever is going to--

Rep. Sarah Davis: I'm sorry, I can't hear your answer.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --yeah, cost the life of the mother, then
he would do the abortion in a way that would not, um--

Rep. Sarah Davis: --not result in an abortion?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yeah; no, try to save the baby. He would
do the termina on of the pregnancy in a way-- let me rephrase
that, terminate--

Rep. Sarah Davis: You know that doesn't make sense: to have a



termina on of a pregnancy, but that would result in the non-
termination of a pregnancy?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: You know what? I'm going to let the
doctor, the good doctor here, answer your question on that.

Rep. Sarah Davis: I'm not trying to answer a ques on, I just don't
understand this wording.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That's okay, go ahead.

Rep. Greg Bonnen: If I may, I think that what--

Rep. Sarah Davis: I'm sorry, I can't hear you.

Rep. Greg Bonnen: Is that better? I think what--

Rep. Sarah Davis: Mr. Speaker, can we have order, please?

Rep. Joe Straus: [gavel] Members, could we have order? Chair
recognizes Representative Bonnen.

Rep. Greg Bonnen: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I appreciate the
ques on. I think what this is referring to is, let's say if you turn to
[unintelligible] --subsec on A, this is the excep on where an
abor on would be allowed past 20 weeks in order to save the life
of the mother. So, let's say the mother is at 26 weeks gesta on
and needs to terminate or end that pregnancy to save her life. But
there would be away to do that to also deliver that child, and the
child could have a way to survive. And what this is saying is that
there's more than one way to end a pregnancy, and in that
scenario it should be done in such a way as to give the child an



opportunity to live. Does that make sense?

Rep. Sarah Davis: That does make sense. I don't think that that
wording is very clear at all about what-- the inten on that you've
explained. I believe that that position--

Rep. Joe Straus: [gavel] Representa ve S ckland has raised a
point of order: the gentleman's me has expired. Point of order is
well-taken; sustained.

Rep. Sarah Davis: Mr. Speaker, I will move for an extension of
time.

Rep. Joe Straus: Members, that's the second extension of me;
there is objec on. There are plenty of amendments and lots of
opportunity to--

Rep. Greg Bonnen: I'd be happy to visit with you.

Rep. Sarah Davis: Thank you, doctor.

Rep. Joe Straus: Following amendment; the Clerk will read the
amendment.

Rep. Chris Turner: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. Turner, for what purpose?

Rep. Chris Turner: Parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Joe Straus: State your inquiry.

Rep. Chris Turner: Pursuant to Rule 7, Sec on 3 and Rule 7,



Sec on 18, what is the proper procedure for a member to be
recognized to make a motion to recommit a bill?

[Pause.]

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. Turner, would you-- would you refer again to
the specific rule?

Rep. Chris Turner: Sure; it's Rule 7, Section 3 and Section 18.

[Pause.]

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. Turner, Rule 7, sec on 18 says the
following: clerk, read the rule.

Clerk: Rule 7, Sec on 18: Mo on to Recommit. A mo on to
recommit a bill, a er being defeated at the rou ne mo on
period, may again be made when the bill itself is under
considera on; however, a mo on to recommit a bill shall not be
in order at the rou ne mo on period if the bill is then before the
house as either pending business or unfinished business. A
mo on to recommit a bill or resolu on can be made and voted on
even though the author, sponsor, or principal proponent is not
present.

Rep. Chris Turner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. With respect to Rule
3, I'm sorry, Rule 7, Sec on 3, do the rules say that a mo on to
recommit under Sec on 3, Sub-sec on 7, uh, is in order during
debate on a bill?

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. Turner, Rule 7, Sec on 3 refers to mo ons
that are allowed during debate.



Rep. Chris Turner: And so--

Rep. Joe Straus: These are not privileged mo ons; not all of
them are privileged motions.

Rep. Chris Turner: They are? They are or are not?

Rep. Joe Straus: Not all of them are.

Rep. Chris Turner: Not all of them are. Okay. Would it, would it
be possible to be-- well, parliamentary inquiry, Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Joe Straus: State your inquiry.

Rep. Chris Turner: Is the motion to recommit a privileged motion
under Rule 7, Section 3?

Rep. Joe Straus: They do not appear to be a privileged mo on,
no.

Rep. Chris Turner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker,
parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Joe Straus: State your inquiry.

Rep. Chris Turner: Would the Chair recognize a member for a
motion to recommit on House Bill 2?

Rep. Joe Straus: Not at this me, Mr. Turner, but if you want to
bring your motion down to discuss it, we'll be happy to talk to you.

Rep. Chris Turner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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Rep. Joe Straus: Following amendment: the Clerk will read the
amendment.

Clerk: Amendment by Thompson of Harris.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Thompson.

Rep. Phil King: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. King, for what purpose?

Rep. Phil King: Just a quick parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Joe Straus: Please state your inquiry.

Rep. Phil King: Just help us understand how the amendment
process is going to go. Are we following the normal process, where
they'll just take the amendments up in the order that they're--
would affect the bill, going from page 1 through the end?
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Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. King, laying out the amendments in the way
we believe they're supposed to be laid out.

[Crosstalk.]

Rep. Phil King: I don't doubt that. I'm trying to make sure we can
anticipate.

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. King, the next amendment a er this is by
Representa ve Sarah Davis of Harris, the following one by
Representa ve Turner of Harris, Menéndez , Mr. Turner again, Mr.
Menéndez again, Mr. Herrero--

Rep. Phil King: Are, are those following the bill in the bill order?
In other words, Section One amendments--

[Crosstalk.]

Rep. Phil King: --and then Section Two amendments.

Rep. Joe Straus: The Chair is not aware of it. There's a stack right
here, if you want to come take a look.

Rep. Phil King: We'll do that.

Rep. Joe Straus: We'll be happy to try to put them in order for
you.

Rep. Phil King: And we're s ll allowing bills-- amendments to be
filed, so if we get to the end of the bill someone can s ll file an
amendment that affects Section One of the bill?

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. King, members are still filing amendments.



Rep. Phil King: All right, thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Thompson.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Mr. Speaker and members, this
amendment that I'm offering would allow for an exemp on to the
prohibi on of abor on over 20 weeks in the case of rape and
incest. I don't believe that there are any pro-rapist or pro-incest
members of this body. I feel very resolute about that position.

But I want to tell you that one of the hardest decisions in the
world for a young woman to make is to go and tell somebody that
her stepfather or her father, uncle, has raped her and she's
pregnant. I don't think that you want to trauma ze this young
woman by making her carry a child that her stepfather has
impregnated her with; or her father, who not only would be the
grandfather but the daddy of the child as well.

[Rep. Senfronia Thompson pulls out up a white wire coat-hanger
and holds it up. Several individuals standing with Representa ve
Thompson also hold wire coat-hangers.]

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Let me just give you a li le bit of my
experience--

[Rep. Senfronia Thompson hangs the wire coat-hanger on the
microphone in front of her. The hanger dangles from the
microphone for the remainder of Representative Thompson's time at
the podium.]

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: --and that experience is this: there
was a young lady in Harris County that was being consistently



raped by her daddy. And she begged her father to stop having anal
sex with her because it was so painful and it hurt her so badly. And
she was afraid, because he had threatened her not to ever tell
anybody about what was happening to her. As a result of that, she
finally got enough nerve up to be able to tell somebody, and he
was finally convicted.

But what about all those other persons who don't ever get
those kind of nerves to tell somebody "My daddy has raped me
and I'm pregnant"? What about those other mes, when they are
afraid to say that "My stepfather has raped me and I'm pregnant"?
Don't you think that those persons have been violently violated?
And don't you think that they deserve a right to have a choice-- a
choice to determine whether or not that they want to be
traumatized for the rest of their lives?

Let me just tell you this: I have a grandson, and I've had a
grandson, only one grandchild, for many years. And my child came
to me and told me that she wanted to have an abor on. And I sat
down with her, I talked to her, I went over the reasons with her
because the choice was hers. That grandchild is 30 years old, and I
have a great-grandchild as a result of that. But I would not have
denied her the choice had she wanted to choose to abort that
child.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Joe Straus: Ms. Dukes, for what purpose?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Joe Straus: Ms. Thompson, will you yield?



Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I yield.

Rep. Joe Straus: The lady yields.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Representative Thompson--

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Yes?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Are you aware that most-- just about
anyone who has been through the horrific act of rape and incest is
too embarrassed, usually feeling a level of guilt-- without cause,
but a level of guilt-- to even come forward when, immediately
when it has occurred?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: That's true. And I've known some
situa ons in many communi es, several communi es, where the
children were born retarded because of incest, deformed because
of incest. And the mother went through shame and some of them
even had a co-- mental lapse that lasts them for the rest of their
lives, where they had to not only had to be treated mentally, but
they had to use psychotropic drugs in order to be able to get
through a daily life until their demise.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: And Representa ve Thompson, are you
aware that most of them go through a level of denial for a very
long period of time, a denial that the act of rape or incest occurred
or even the fact that they may poten ally be pregnant from this
act?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Absolutely.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: So, are you aware that, as a result it may



be-- 20 weeks, 24 weeks, before they, they come forward because
they cannot hide the fact that they are pregnant from this?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Absolutely correct.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: And are you aware that less than two
percent of all abor ons that occur, occur a er a 20-week me
period?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I am.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: And, you know, are you familiar with the
debate that was on Senate Bill 5, when we talked about rape and
the author of this bill stated that an individual could-- a woman
who was raped could go to the hospital and the hospital had
something that was called a rape kit?2

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I am familiar with that.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Do you know what is in a rape kit?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: A rape kit is a kit which is to secure
forensic evidence to be used to punish or to prosecute the rapist if
that rapist is found.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: But the author of this bill stated that a rape
kit was used to clean the woman out, and that they could get a
D&C and potentially a morning-after pill.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: A rape kit is used for forensic
evidence.



Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Do you know what a rape kit looks like?

[Rep. Dawnna Dukes opens a small white box that sits in front of
her. She pulls out the contents and holds it up.]

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Yes, I do.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Do you see anything in these envelopes
that would potentially allow for 'cleaning a woman out'?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Not at all.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Do you see any RU-486 in these envelopes
for collection of information?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I do not. I do not.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Do you see any tools that are used for a
D&C?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I do not.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Are you aware that when a woman goes to
a hospital, uh, a er rape, and there's just these things for
evidence, that an abor on is even-- is not even discussed with the
woman?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I am.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. Perry, for what purpose?



Rep. Charles Perry: A question for the gentlelady.

Rep. Joe Straus: Ms. Thompson, do you yield?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I yield to my colleague.

Rep. Charles Perry: How are you doing, ma'am?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I'm fine.

Rep. Charles Perry: Your amendment, if I'm reading it correctly,
exempts all issues regarding up to the last day of the birth. In
other words, you could have an abor on, if it was due to rape or
incest, up till the day before the child was birthed. Is that correct?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: It passes the 20-month-- 20-week
period. It also is the same amendment, Representa ve Perry,
that you voted for on the sonogram bill. This is the exact language
that's taken out of the sonogram bill that was passed last session,
2011, that you voted 'Aye' for with this language in it. And what I
did was, I li ed this very language out of the sonogram bill that
you voted for, and I'm pu ng it in, I would like to put it in this
House Bill 2; the very same language that you approved under the
sonogram bill.

Rep. Charles Perry: I, I--

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: This is that language.

Rep. Charles Perry: I hear you.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Thank you.



Rep. Charles Perry: Does the bill seek to allow for abor ons up
to 20 weeks?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: The bill does not allow for this
abor on for incest and rape a er 20 weeks. Because some mes--
for 20 weeks or a erwards, because some mes it takes a li le
longer for this informa on to surface. But again, you voted for this
language under the sonogram bill that was tailored by
Representative Sid Miller last session of the legislature.

Rep. Charles Perry: Okay. The issue with the sonogram bill is for
a scan only of the baby at the me, to have a picture so that the
mom would be more informed about having an abor on. What
you're saying under your amendment and what you're trying to
propose is that it would be following through on the abortion.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: What I'm--

Rep. Charles Perry: But when I voted for that for the sonogram,
that was so that the individual involved in that decision-making,
the woman involved in that, would be more informed and have
the right and the op on to know what that informa on-- to be
able to not have the abortion.

Rep. Joe Straus: [unintelligible] has raised a point of order that
your time has expired. Point of order well-taken; sustained.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Mr. Speaker, I move to extend time on
this very important amendment that my colleagues voted for last
session of the legislature. And I wanted them to have the
opportunity, par cularly our new colleagues, to be able to
become more familiar with this amendment.



Rep. Joe Straus: Member, so written; motion open to objections.
Chair hears none; so ordered.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Joe Straus: For what purpose.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I yield.

Rep. Joe Straus: Will you yield? The lady yields.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Thank you, Ms. Thompson. And with your
amendment, or without your amendment I should say, do you
believe that an undue burden will be placed on the women by not
having this particular amendment on this bill?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I do, because a lot of mes girls will
not come forward because they don't want to, they don't want, uh,
their father to go to jail or go to prison, and they may not in fact,
uh, tell who is the perpetrator of that very violent act.

[Rep. Senfronia Thompson is holding what appears to be a
knitting needle.]

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: And what I don't want to do is, I don't
want to force those young women, or any woman--because you
know what?

[Rep. Senfronia Thompson picks up the coat-hanger with the
other hand.]



Rep. Senfronia Thompson: When a person is raped, when a
woman is raped, they don't go and see whether or not it's a
Republican woman or a Democra c woman or an Independent
woman. The rapist just rapes a woman; he rapes the woman, and-
-

[Rep. Senfronia Thompson puts down the needle and the coat-
hanger and picks up a feather and a small bottle.]

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: --and I don't want to force them to
have to use a coat-hanger for a back alley, or to use a kni ng
needle, or use a feather, or take turpen ne. I want to make sure
that the law allows them that op on whether they want to take it
or not. It gives them the choice.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: And, cons tu onally, right now we do
have a choice, do we not?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: We do have a choice right now.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Now, along the lines of an undue burden--
say, someone coming from far west Texas or someone coming
from the Rio Grande valley. It would place an undue burden, with
ho-- this par cular house bill, if it were to pass, for women, if
these par cular clinics--although the house also believes that
clinics would not shut down-- the financial reality is: most of these
clinics could not afford to stay open. Is that not the case?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: That is the case.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: And so there is a financial burden that you
place on these women, that would have to drive in some cases



1,200 miles round-trip to seek medical a en on if they need to
seek this medical attention. Correct?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Absolutely, and in many places there
is not even transportation where they can access it.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Correct. And so, you know, with the
history of women that have gone through rape and incest, can you
talk a little bit about maybe some of the psychological mind-frame
that some of these women have unfortunately gone through, and
why it's so difficult for them to come forward in these par cular
cases, and why it may take them more than five months to make a
decision on why they may want to go through a procedure like
this?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: If you've been bullied by the rapist
like your stepfather or your father or your uncle, and bullied to the
point of not telling it, that is a very deep psychological effect.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: And so it may take a woman longer in
some cases to come forward in these par cular instances, would
it not?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: If at all.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: That's correct. And we've heard tes mony
from both sides, from women who have been raped and have
chosen to seek an abor on and from women who have been
raped and have not chosen to seek an abor on. But in both cases
they have had a choice in what they have decided to do. Correct?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: And I just don't want that choice to be



a kni ng needle; I don't want that choice to be a feather; I don't
want that choice to be a bottle of turpentine; and I don't want that
choice to be a coat-hanger.

[Rep. Senfronia Thompson holds up the items as she speaks.]

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Because the end goal is not about
reducing, um, unhealthy abor ons; the end goal is about keeping
women healthy. Correct?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Absolutely. And you know what? The
unusual thing-- I don't know why there is such a concern about the
inability for us to be able to think for ourselves. We were these
men's first teachers. We taught them how to put their pants on,
how to e their shoes, how to po y. We cleaned them. We
taught-- we po y-trained them, taught them how to go to the
toilet, how to eat, how to-- how to go to school and learn, and all
of a sudden when we get to be adults then we become surmised
to the extent that we don't know what is good for ourselves? We
cannot make a decision about ourselves? Like we can't think
ourselves out of a paper bag; and we can.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: And is there really a dis nc on between
this amendment and the sonogram amendment that you have?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: The same language that these
individuals who came back this session voted for last session; the
exact same language.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: And-I agree with you that no one in the
House Chamber would say that they are pro-incest or pro-rape,
correct?



Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I don't believe that there is a pro-
incest person in this Chamber and I don't believe that there is a
pro-rapist person in this Chamber. And I don't believe that they
want to let young girls be raped by their stepfathers, their fathers,
or their uncles. I don't believe that. Nor do I believe that they
have-- they would want their cons tuents to resort to a kni ng
needle, a feather, turpen ne, or a coat-hanger in a back alley
where there are illegal abor ons performed and then we have
death on our hands.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Nor do we want to place an undue burden
on these some mes socio-economically challenged women,
correct?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I do not want to place those undue
burdens.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Thank you very much, Mrs. Thompson.

Rep. Ron Simmons: Speaker?

Rep. Joe Straus: For what purpose?

Rep. Joe Straus: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I'll yield for my colleague.

Rep. Ron Simmons: Ms. Thompson, how are you doing?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I'm great.

Rep. Ron Simmons: Good. Just a couple of ques ons and,



following up on Representative Perry's question, your amendment
would extend the ability in the cases of rape and incest for a
woman to choose an abortion beyond 20 weeks, is that correct?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: If that was necessary.

Rep. Ron Simmons: If it was necessary; and 'necessary' would be
if she chose to, is that correct?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: At least she has a choice.

Rep. Ron Simmons: But okay, that's all I'm saying. And so, is
there a limit on that or would you allow this to happen even up to
the 38th, 39th week?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: No; uh, it's her choice.

Rep. Ron Simmons: So her choice is-- so at any me before the
baby's born she could have that? That's what you're saying in this
amendment?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: The federal law says 24 weeks. Are
you going to say, are we going to knock the federal law out and put
our own--?

Rep. Ron Simmons: I'm asking you if that's what you're trying to
do here, ma'am. I'm not saying-- I'm just-- I didn't see it here, so I'm
just asking.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I'm saying within the guidelines of the
24 weeks of the federal law.



Rep. Ron Simmons: So you're saying a er 20 weeks, though, but
before 24 weeks, is that correct? Is that what this is saying?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: That's-- that's--

Rep. Ron Simmons: Would you take an amendment to your
amendment to specifically say that?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Oh, I certainly will.

Rep. Ron Simmons: Okay. And then, a er 20 weeks, before 24
weeks, could you describe how an abor on is handled, how that
works? Would you describe that to me, as to how they go in there
and they take that unborn baby and dismember that unborn baby;
would you describe exactly how that works?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I don't know--

Rep. Ron Simmons: So these members can know what they're
going to vote on in this amendment?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: The only thing I can tell you is that
they follow medical guidelines, and this is the only house that I'm
familiar with that we have three physicians who have gone to
medical school but a whole lot of other physicians on the floor
who have never had medical training who are experts on
women's, um, choices--

[Applause from the gallery.]

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: --who are experts on what happens to
women, who are experts on what happens to women; and I would



be happy to accept your amendment on the one condi on that
you vote for it.

Rep. Ron Simmons: And I'm not saying that-- you don't think I was
saying I was an expert, and I'm not saying you're an expert either.
Right?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: No, oh no, oh no, I'm not saying you're
an expert; I'm just saying there are so many experts in this room.

Rep. Ron Simmons: I'm just asking a question.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: There are all kinds of experts but they
have never been to medical school!

Rep. Ron Simmons: Right.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: And you know what? It's unusual, the
experts on women's reproduc ve rights and they're not experts in
nothing else to any extent. And that's what always so-- pardon me
for saying--

Rep. Ron Simmons: But, Ms. Thompson, you agree that people in
this body can ask ques ons to try to learn. That's correct? I mean,
you agree with that?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: That's the reason why I'm accep ng
your ques ons. And I appreciate you so much. Because I know
that you know--

Rep. Ron Simmons: That's all.



Rep. Senfronia Thompson: --that you don't want to put your
cons tuents back to the back alleys, of a kni ng needle, to
turpentine, or the coat-hanger.

Rep. Ron Simmons: I want my cons tuents, just like you do,
current and future, to have the best chance for life-- that's what I
want. Thank you, ma'am.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Don't you also want them to have--

[Applause from the gallery.]

Rep. Joe Straus: We'll have order; we'll please have order in the
gallery.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Don't you want them also to have the
best chance to have a choice? Because even God gives us a
choice, to serve Him or not to serve Him. That is a choice.

Rep. Joe Straus: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I yield.

Rep. Joe Straus: The lady yields.
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Rep. Terry Canales: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I yield.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: The lady yields.

Rep. Terry Canales:  Ms. Thompson, you've discussed rape and
incest; and when there's a baby, as the result of incest or rape,
inside a woman, wouldn't you consider that an ongoing assault?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I consider it an ongoing assault, and I
also consider it a child who is born who has to live with, with that,
um, scarlet letter on her for the rest of this life.

Rep. Terry Canales:  You know, this House has, has discussed
many op ons and, and, and I can stand here and tell you that I'm
not opposed to a limited ban at 20 weeks, but I'm opposed to all
the other stuff in this bill, and I'm opposed to the people not
accep ng ra onal amendments like this, and what-- one of the

http://youtu.be/RTP9JbKRo-o
https://archive.org/details/HB2007Amendment1BySenfroniaThompson2


things you see, well, how-- how could this occur, why wouldn't she
be able to make a 20-- a decision before 20 weeks? It--
[unintelligible]

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: It's difficult. But you know what I'm
also concerned about? People who have a right to be pro-life, and
I fight for that right, for them. But they do not support the right for
that child to have prenatal care, postnatal care, uh, decent
housing, educa onal opportuni es-- [ Unintelligible voices in
background.]] --jobs and things: those happen to be rights that
goes along with life, and they fight for those kids to have those
rights.

[Cheers from the gallery.]

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Point of order is well-taken and sustained.

[Pause.]

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Chair recognizes Chairman Geren.

Rep. Charlie Geren: Visitors, we're proud to have you here, but
any more disrup ons of the House events will-- you will be
removed, and if we have to clear the en re gallery, we will. So
you're-- you're welcome to sit there and watch the proceedings,
but you're not welcome to interrupt any of it. So sit there quietly
and observe, or we'll ask you to leave.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Chair recognizes Representa ve
Laubenberg to speak against the amendment.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Mr. Speaker, I move to table this.



[Pause.]

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. Canales, for what purpose?

Rep. Terry Canales: Will the gentlelady yield for a question?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Oh-- can I go ahead and speak now? May
I go ahead and do my--? Okay.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Not at this time.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Just a moment, okay? Members, I have
moved to table this amendment. As you heard, there is now no
restric on on how far along the pregnancy is; and again, this bill is
focusing on that, at 5 months, that baby will feel the pain of
abor on. So, at 5 months, 6 months, 9 months, that baby will feel
the pain of abor on. And no one denies the seriousness, as I've
spoken before, of what rape and incest does to a woman. That is
s ll in the law now; that is legal, and will con nue to be legal.
When this bill passes, the woman will have the ability to have an
abor on for 5 months. But at 5 months and beyond, we are now
talking a child that can feel that pain. And so, respec ully, Mr. T, I
move to table.

Rep. Terry Canales: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. Canales, for what purpose?

Rep. Terry Canales: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Ms. Laubenberg, do you yield?



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I do.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: The lady yields.

Rep. Terry Canales: Ms. Laubenberg, this amendment deals with
rape and incest, and I understand what you're saying, but who
feels the woman's pain? Who feels her pain?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: She will feel the pain--

Rep. Terry Canales:  For life! Let me ask you a ques on. Not long
ago, there was an incident where two young ladies were locked up
and held hostage in Cleveland, Ohio, later to be found in-- multiple

mes pregnant. What would happen in their cases, where they
would have gotten out, let's just say, right after 20 weeks?

You don't think an excep on like this makes sense for someone
like that? In her pain? Her being housed and raped, and held
hostage? My ques on to you is, what do we do for their pain? This
House of Representa ves needs to consider logical excep ons,
and for you to move to table this-- you're not even considering it!
What-- why won't you consider this, this amendment?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And Representa ve Canales, we do
have rape excep ons, rape and incest, now. Now we are talking 5
months, 6 months, 7 months, 9 months, the day before a child
would conceivably be born. There is-- there is a provision for rape
and incest.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Thank you, Representative.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Thank you.



Rep. Joseph Moody: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. Moody, for what purpose?

Rep. Joseph Moody: Will the gentlelady yield for some
questions?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Ms. Laubenberg, will you yield for
questions?

Rep. Joseph Moody: Representative--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, I do.

Rep. Joseph Moody: You understand that, under the federal
law, anything a er 24 weeks is really not an op on, except under
very extreme circumstances. Correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I'm sorry, Representa ve Moody, what
was--?

Rep. Joseph Moody: So, under federal law, you understand that-
- which applies to us here, what this amendment is really looking
at is not going a er 7, 8, 9 months, the day before birth; I think
that's an incorrect, incorrect characteriza on of this amendment.
What we're looking at is likely-- what we're looking at is 4 weeks; 4
weeks on top of what is included in the bill already, as an
excep on there. Is that-- so, those 4 weeks, is that unacceptable
to you?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay, Representa ve Moody, I'm not
advised--



Rep. Joseph Moody: You're moving to table it, so it's not
acceptable to you.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I'm moving to table this amendment
based on the fact that at 5 months the baby will feel the pain of
that abortion.

Rep. Joseph Moody: You know, I've-- and we've had this
discussion before, I've actually-- and I know that you've met with
people, you've talked with people that have been the vic m of
rape; and I've brought that rape kit for an example today, because
I think we need to, to really get a handle on what situa on we're
talking about. I want you at some point, and I know we have a long
day ahead of us, to look in there, so you know what it actually
does, and the viola ons that a woman has to go through to get to
that point. Look at the type of examina on that's going to happen
to her when-- if she's brave enough, if she's willing to go to the
doctor in enough time.

I want you to go look through there. It's not a fun thing to look
through. I've presented evidence like that in court, where women
have been violated. And I know the difficult decision that it takes
for them just to get to the door of the doctor, just to get to the
door of the courthouse, to stand and face their, their, their
assailant. And what this amendment does is ask for four
addi onal weeks, when you take it in context with federal law. To
look at this excep on for rape and incest-- is that unacceptable to
you?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve Moody, again, we know
what a child is going through. We know what a woman goes
through. To end the life of a 5-month-old-- they can feel the pain.



We still have rape and incest-- there is--

Rep. Joseph Moody: So an extension from 20 to 24 weeks, which
is what this amendment would do, is unacceptable to you.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I've answered your ques on,
Representative Moody.

Rep. Joseph Moody: How about-- would you accept an
amendment at 23 weeks for rape and incest?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve Moody, I'm talking
about this amendment; and no, I would not accept that.

Rep. Joseph Moody: So, what about 22 weeks? Are we going to
have a real discussion about a very serious topic, in that we are
essen ally deba ng 4 weeks in the most extreme cases of rape
and incest? Is that something that you're willing to even discuss?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve, that's why we are here.
We're having a discussion on this whole issue.

Rep. Joseph Moody: So you won't-- so 24 weeks, you've moved to
table, that's unacceptable. Is 23 weeks acceptable?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve, my posi on is s ll the
same.

Rep. Joseph Moody: 22?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It is still the same.

Rep. Joseph Moody: Okay. Thank you.



Rep. Cindy Burkett: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Representative Burkett.

Rep. Cindy Burke :  Yes. Will the lady yield for a ques on
please?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I will.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: The lady yields.

Rep. Cindy Burke :  Representa ve Laubenberg, this is
specifying that amendment, if the perpetrator has to be reported,
or charges made against that person, before they can claim rape
for an abortion?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No, I believe that it's not.

Rep. Cindy Burke :  Okay, different. I know that the main
purpose of this bill with you was the fetal pain por on of the bill,
and the fact that the baby feels pain in the womb at 20 weeks and
on. Correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That is correct.

Rep. Cindy Burke :  And Representa ve Thompson was very,
um, ah, gracious to give us a description of a rape. Can you give me
a descrip on of what happens to the baby a er 20 weeks, for that
4-week period, if we-- if the woman decides on abor on? How is
that perf-- how does that happen?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: What is involved in abor ng a 5-month-



old?

Rep. Cindy Burkett: Correct.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, I have here a tes mony from a Dr.
Anthony Levan no who spoke at the U. S. House of
Representa ves. And he described that at 5 months, the
procedure begins with-- the first instrument you reach for is a 14-
French suc on catheter, it's of clear plas c and about 9 inches
long. It has a bore through the center, approximately 3/4 of an
inch in diameter. You introduce this catheter through the cervix,
and when sucking and circula ng occurs you turn on the suc on
machine.

What you will see is a pale yellow fluid that looks a lot like
urine, coming through the catheter into a glass bo le on the
suc on machine. This is the amnio c fluid that surrounds the
baby, to protect the baby. When the suc on is complete, you then
use a Sopher clamp. This instrument is about 13 inches long, and
made of stainless steel. At the end of it are rota ng jaws about 2
1/2 inches long and about 3/4 of an inch wide, with rows of sharp
ridges or teeth. This instrument is used for grasping and crushing

ssue. When it gets a hold of something it does not let go. A
second trimester D&E abor on has begun. Since the baby can be
in any orienta on or posi on inside the uterus, you are grasping
at anything you can.

The uterus is thin and so , and it is subject to poten al
perfora on or puncturing of the walls. The toughest part of the
D&E abor on at that stage is extrac ng the baby's head. At that
age the head is about the size of a large plum, and is now floa ng
free a er you have crushed and pulled out the um, parts. So it



leaves the head floa ng inside the uterine cavity. You will know
you have it right when you crush down on the clamp and see
white--

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: [gavel] Representa ve S ckland raises a
point of order that the gentlelady's me has expired; the point of
order is well-taken and sustained.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: My point is that-- the pain. And I move to
table.

Rep. Cindy Burkett: Thank you.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Chair now recognizes Representa ve
Thompson to close.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I'm not going to accept any ques ons
at this me, but I will yield to my colleague. Members, I'm gonna
just tell you this. I've seen so many of you fight for the First
Amendment, and how important that First Amendment right is to
you, to fight for. I've definitely seen you fight for the Second
Amendment, which you embrace so much.

Now don't you think the Fourteenth Amendment, that a
woman's choice is important too? Or do you want her to go to the
back alleys, where somebody's gonna be taking an object and
jabbing it, and jabbing it, and jabbing it up into her uterus, un l
that child is dead? And this doesn't take place-- and she's standing
there hemorrhaging, and there's not even a hospital within a 30-
mile radius for her to get to, and she dies? Have you thought about
that?



[Rep. Senfronia Thompson holds up a coat-hanger.]

Have you thought about how you drive women back to the coat-
hanger days, where the illegal abor on has taken place? And
they're s ll going to take place, because they cannot afford to
raise the money to go and have a legal procedure performed. But
they go to the back alleys, to those persons who're supposed to
have some kind of expertise. And they perform--

Rep. Phil King: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: [Crosstalk.] Not at this me. And they
perform--

Rep. Phil King: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Not at this time, Mr. King.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: They perform the illegal abor ons so
that those persons who could not afford to travel to those clinics,
those five li le remaining clinics that'll be le  down. And what do
they do? They go and they take the coat-hanger method as a
means of elimina ng rape and incest. And what you're telling me
is, it's all right within the 24 months [sic], which is legal by the
federal government, for you to have any kind of procedure. But if
you happen to be raped, or if you happen to be a vic m of incest,
then you don't think it's all right. Just-- just-- just let the daddy be
the grandfather and the father too. Let the uncle be the father and
the uncle. Let the stepfather be the stepfather and the daddy too.

Rep. Phil King: [Crosstalk.] Mr. Speaker?



Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Not at this time.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. King, the lady does not yield at this
time.

Rep. Phil King: I'm hoping to ask some specific ques ons on the
amendment.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Not at this time.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Have you-- have you-- have you
decided that, what you're gonna do to those persons who happen
to be poor and cannot travel, who don't have the money to access
the facili es where they can go and have this procedure done?
Have you considered the amount of me and the money that it
costs, that they don't have?

And what you're doing is, you're making it-- you're, you're making
a class separa on here! For the wealthy who can afford it, they
can travel anywhere in the United States, within the state. And for
the poor, you just happen to be up a creek without a paddle, and
you can go to the back alleys, where the coat-hanger is used.

[Rep. Senfronia Thompson holds up a coat-hanger and a kni ng
needle. She gestures with these objects as she speaks.]

Or you can go to the back all-- alley where they can take a
kni ng needle and push, and push, and push, and push un l the
woman hemorrhages. And hopefully she may survive, and she
might become sterile as a result of it. Women have a choice; and
we talked about fetal pain a moment ago, but the law of the land
is viability. The law of the land is viability. The law of the land is



viability, and it's not fetal pain; because fetal pain happens to be
something that is s ll an unproven medical term that they're
trying to prove.

But viability has been set in the law at the federal level that we
recognize. And 24 weeks happens to be set there. And for those of
you who happen to be mothers, you know, it took a while for you
to determine that you were pregnant. And it wasn't the next day.
It took a while before you became aware of the fact that you were
carrying a child. But members, I'm asking you: are you willing to
force these young women to carry the child of a rapist or an
incestuous person? Are you willing for that? I hope-- I hope that
you're not. I hope that you would recognize the fact that you voted
for this amendment last session.

Rep. Phil King: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Not at this time.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. King, not at this time.

Rep. Phil King: Does the lady intend to yield at some point?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: I plan to yield, if you will let me-- I'll
yield to my colleague in just a moment. Let me just tell-- let me
tell you this. I understand that the author's not wan ng to accept
this amendment, but I honestly believe that it is an important
issue that must be addressed. Women have a right to have their
choice. The law gives them that right. Women are not dumb and
stupid. They know how to make decisions for themselves. And if
there's a need for the day to happen for this body to finally decide
to make a decision for them, they can--they've been making



decisions all of their lives.

Just the thought of the word 'rape' and 'incest' by a member of
the family is trauma c enough. Just the thought of a person being
raped is a very trauma c experience. The unfortunate thing is, I
know that you wouldn't want anyone in this state, or any part of
the United States, to be a vic m of rape and incest. And I hope
that this amendment goes on this bill, because women have a
right not to live as a vic m for the rest of their lives because of the
situa on that has happened to them as a result of rape and
incest.

Women, vic mized twice: first by the act of force, forced rape or
forced incest, and then they are vic mized by the fact of having to
carry that child. And then the child is vic mized, because society
will never let that child live it down that they were the result of
incest, or they were the result of rape. In 9 months, the woman is
reminded of her rape, because that child comes; that child is
born. Every day when that child kicks in that mother's womb, she
is reminded of the fact that she is carrying a child of an incestuous
rela onship, or a rape vic m. Every me she has morning
sickness, she is reminded of the fact that she is a vic m of rape or
incest.

Rep. Phil King: Ms. Thompson? Or rather, Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Not at this time.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Not at this time, Mr. King.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: This is not an act of God. This is act of-
- a violent, criminal act that has been perpetrated upon innocent



people, the woman, and why would you want to vic mize her
twice? And then live the rest of her life as a victim of rape, and as a
vic m of incest? Why would you want to do that? Why would you
want to force her back into the back alleys of illegal means of
abortion?

[Rep. Senfronia Thompson holds up a small bottle.]

And why would you want to force them to drink turpen ne, or to
use a kni ng needle in order to jab up in their uterus, in order to
be able to have an abor on, because of the shame and the
degrada on that they feel in having been violated? This bill, in my
opinion, is a bill that denies the women the right of choice. And
women, believe me, are intelligent enough to understand, and
they are intelligent enough to know that they can make the
decision for themselves. Just because the law allows them that
la tude doesn't mean that they may want to select it. But it is
available to them.

And I think that that is the thing that we should be cau ous of.
The greatest level of evil is force. Forced rape, forced incest, and
then you're gonna force them to have a child. You're gonna force
them to do this against their will, and that child is gonna walk
around, like with a scarlet le er on him or her for the rest of their
lives. I don't think that that's fair. I think that that's a viola on of
that person's cons tu onal right. The law allows them to be able
to have these procedures, and why are you wan ng to limit them
and force them to be able to carry a child because of incest, and
let somebody be not only the father but also the daddy? Not only
the--

Rep. Phil King: Mr. Speaker?



Rep. Dennis Bonnen: [gavel] Representa ve Burke  raises a
point of order. The lady's me has expired. The point of order is
well-taken and sustained. [gavel]

Rep. Phil King: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. King?

Rep. Phil King: I move to extend the time.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Members, this is the first extension of
me. Is there any objec on? The Chair hears none, the lady's me

has been extended.

Rep. Phil King: And if Ms. Thompson would graciously take from
me that she agreed she would yield at some point? It would be
deeply appreciated. Thank you, Ms. Thompson.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mrs. Thompson has yielded the floor, Mr.
King.

Rep. Phil King: Is there anyone who would like to answer
questions about the amendment?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: I don't see them.

Rep. Phil King: Are we s ll available to have people speak
against the amendment, or has that opportunity closed?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. King, Representa ve King, we had a
mo on to table; that cuts off all debate. And the author of the
amendment has availed the opportunity to close. Ms. Thompson



took her 10 minutes to close; that me has expired. She's yielded
the floor--

Rep. Phil King: --and, and has refused to answer any ques ons
on the amendment. Is that correct?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: That's correct.

Rep. Phil King: Thank you.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: So we are now at the point of vo ng on the
motion to table on the amendment.

Rep. Phil King: [Crosstalk.] Will Ms. Laubenberg be closing on the
amendment now? Closing on her motion to table now?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: [Crosstalk.] No. You know, Mr. King, the
author of the amendment is who has the opportunity for final
closing; and Mrs. Laubenberg came up and made the mo on to
table, had her debate on that mo on, and then Ms. Thompson
was given the opportunity, through the rules, to close on the
amendment that had been moved to table.

Rep. Phil King: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Thank you.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Representa ve Thompson offers up an
amendment, Representa ve Laubenberg has moved to table that
amendment, and a record vote has been requested. A record vote
is granted. Show Ms. Thompson vo ng 'no', show Ms. Laubenberg
vo ng 'aye'. Have all members voted? Have all voted? There being
90 ayes and 54 nays, the motion to table prevails.
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Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Following amendment: the Clerk will
please read the amendment.

Rep. Sarah Davis: Amendment by Sarah Davis of Harris.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Chair recognizes Representa ve Davis of
Harris to explain her amendment.

Rep. Sarah Davis: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members. I am
offering an amendment very mindful and respec ul of the deeply-
held religious and poli cal beliefs that I know every member of
this House has. This amendment is a rela vely simple
amendment. The amendment bans abor ons at 20 weeks or later
with four excep ons: health of the mother, severe fetal
abnormalities, rape or incest.

And, given the debate that we just heard, I had an cipated that
and in terms of rape or incest, it requires medical judgment that
prevents the possibility of serious self-harm or suicide. And then it

http://youtu.be/D5TKWr8oOvs
https://archive.org/details/HB2008Amendment2BySarahDavis1


strikes the rest of the bill. You have an opportunity to vote on a bill
that I believe will actually be held cons tu onal. I believe that
the bill as it is dra ed is going to result in a de facto ban on all
abortions.

Rep. Phil King: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Sarah Davis: Not at this time.

Rep. Phil King: Mr. Speaker, will the lady yield for questions?

Rep. Sarah Davis: No, not at this time.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: She does not yield at this time, Mr. King.

Rep. Phil King: Does she intend to yield for questions?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes, I absolutely will.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: She intends to yield.

Rep. Sarah Davis: No ma er where you fall, what side of the
argument on this issue you are on, the truth is there is a
cons tu onally-protected right; and we are not deba ng this
issue, we are arguing with each other. I don't believe that anybody
on this floor is pro-abor on. This is not a Republican issue versus
a Democrat issue. There were Republicans that opposed this bill:
well, one. There were Democrats that supported this bill. No one
wants to see abor on. It is a horrible way to end a pregnancy, but
it is a cons tu onally-protected right. And the case law indicates
that there is a growing state interest in protec ng that life the
further a woman gets in her pregnancy.



And I believe that if a woman is carrying a child for 5 months, I
agree with Representa ve Laubenberg, and I agree with many of
you, that that woman had a choice earlier that she could have
made. And 5 months is probably too long, with some excep ons.
So I will ask-- I know that this mo on will be argued to be tabled. I
will ask you to vote against the mo on to table. And we've already
heard this in the debate last session and probably for the rest of
the day, but this, this bill as drafted--

Rep. Phil King: Mr. Speaker!

Rep. Sarah Davis: --is opposed by essentially--

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. King.

Rep. Phil King: Will the lady yield now for questions?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Will the lady yield?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Not at this time.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Not at this time, Mr. King.

Rep. Sarah Davis: This bill as it is dra ed is opposed by pre y
much the en re organized medical community. And I believe it's
because, uh, the parts of the bill dealing with privileging,
privileges for physicians and the Ambulatory Surgical Center
standards; so I ask that you actually vote to make a difference,
because I know that's why we're all here. I would ask that you put
policy over poli cs. This debate is not about anyone's primary,
this is about passing legisla on that protects women and the
rights of the unborn in a responsible and cons tu onal way. So,



with that I, um, will-- I will yield to my, to my colleague.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. King, the lady yields for questions.

Rep. Phil King: Thank you, uh, Representa ve. I wanted to make
sure: there is a li le confusion on the last amendment. Your
amendment is virtually iden cal in substance to that of
Representa ve Thompson, and the statement had been made
previously that, uh, we had voted last session for a rape and
incest excep on. Would you agree with me that that excep on
that we voted for on the sonogram bill was not an excep on to
abor on, but would you agree with me that that was simply an
exception to not have to take the scan?

Rep. Sarah Davis: First, my-- I will say that my amendment is not
identical to Chairman Thompson's amendment.

Rep. Phil King: But it is a rape and incest exception?

Rep. Sarah Davis: It is; it includes health of the mother, severe
fetal abnormality, and rape or incest. Those are the four--

Rep. Phil King: Fetal abnormality is already in the current bill,
isn't that correct?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes, sir; as defined in the current bill there is
no part of my amendment that redefines it. It's as defined in the
current bill.

Rep. Phil King: So essen ally, your amendment-- the only
change that it really makes is with regard to rape and incest. Is
that correct?



Rep. Sarah Davis: And health of the mother, yes.

Rep. Phil King: Health--

Rep. Sarah Davis: And, and, and it, it strikes every other, it struck
the rest of the language of the bill. So there it strikes the, the--

Rep. Phil King: Would you agree with me that there is no current
excep on for rape or incest? No excep on to an abor on for rape
or incest in Texas law and that the amendment we voted for on
the sonogram bill was simply an excep on for rape and incest to
submitting to the scan. Would you agree with me on that?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Uh, I believe that federal law actually prohibits
third trimester, or late-term, or par al birth abor ons regardless-
-

Rep. Phil King: That is correct, regardless--

Rep. Sarah Davis: And as far as the amendment, you're asking me
if the amendment on the sonogram bill to allow women who have
been victimized by rape or incest--

Rep. Phil King: Well, I just want to clarify that, that, that the
rape and incest excep on-- that we do not have a current rape
and incest excep on in Texas law, and we did not vote for one last

me on the sonogram bill; that all that was-- was an excep on to
the, uh, the scan.

Rep. Sarah Davis: Well, the-- I believe that the excep on to the
sonogram bill was--



Rep. Phil King: And one of the statements you made a minute
ago--

Rep. Sarah Davis: --to exempt a woman who was a vic m of rape
or incest from having the sonogram, yes. Yes.

Rep. Phil King: From taking the scan, that is correct; from taking
the scan, yeah. One other ques on: you men oned in your-- when
you were laying out your amendment, you men oned that
virtually the entire medical community opposed HB2.

Rep. Sarah Davis: I believe that the organized medical
community including the Texas Medical Association, the--

Rep. Phil King: Isn't it correct, also, that five of the six--

Rep. Sarah Davis: --the Texas Hospital Association--

Rep. Phil King: The TMA, the Texas Medical Associa on was
neutral on this bill, were they not?

Rep. Sarah Davis: No. I don't-- they wrote a le er in opposi on,
and I am happy to print that off.

Rep. Phil King: I believe that they registered in neutral on the
bill. Am I also correct that, uh--

Rep. Sarah Davis: That's not to say that that is the opinion of
every doctor because I have watched the tes mony and there
are--

Rep. Phil King: Well, certainly five of the six--



Rep. Sarah Davis: --there are plenty of physicians, including
physicians on this floor--

Rep. Phil King: --five of the six physicians in this body voted for
this bill in the previous session.

Rep. Sarah Davis: Absolutely.

Rep. Phil King: And, I just wanted-- you men oned also-- you
said that 5 months may be too late.

Rep. Sarah Davis: I believe that it is.

Rep. Phil King: For-- I believe that your exact words were, "5
months may be too late for the child, to abort for the child". Would
you agree with me that at 5 months-- I know a lot of people have a
lot of disagreement at when is viability and what is, what is a
baby, what is it, what is it in the womb at 3 months, 2 months;
there is disagreements about that. But would you agree with me
that at 5 months, by any medical or ethical defini on, that this is
a baby in the womb?

Rep. Sarah Davis: I am not a-- I am not a physician. I cannot give
any medical advice.

Rep. Phil King: I am just asking if you would agree with me.

Rep. Sarah Davis: I can tell you personally--

Rep. Phil King: Would you agree-- this is your amendment, to
allow these abortions. So I am wondering--



Rep. Sarah Davis: What I think as a woman-- what I think as a
woman carrying a child to 5 months--

Rep. Phil King: --would you agree with me, at 5 months, that is a
baby in that womb?

Rep. Sarah Davis: I see a baby when I look on that sonogram. I do.
And I have seen in my role serving in public health, I have visited
hospitals all over the state--

Rep. Phil King: At 5 months, you agree that that is a baby in the
womb.

Rep. Sarah Davis: I have seen babies born at 22 weeks and they
have fingers and toes. I am deeply sensi ve to this issue,
regardless of what you may think.

Rep. Phil King: I know you are, Ms. Davis. I am not disagreeing
with that.

Rep. Sarah Davis: I think there absolutely have got to be some
exception because we cannot--

Rep. Phil King: Would you also agree with me in this: since
you've agreed that that is a baby in the womb at 5 months, would
you also agree that that baby does not know whether it was a
product of rape or incest or a loving family? Would you agree with
that?

Rep. Sarah Davis: I, I would assume not.

Rep. Phil King: Thank you.



Rep. Sarah Davis: But I--

Rep. Phil King: Thank you.

Rep. Gene Wu: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. Wu.

Rep. Gene Wu: Will the gentlelady yield for questions?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Will the lady yield for questions?

Rep. Sarah Davis: I yield.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: The lady yields, Mr. Wu.

Rep. Gene Wu: Representa ve Davis, you said earlier that the
right to have an abor on is a cons tu onal right. Is that-- is that
correct?

Rep. Sarah Davis: I believe that-- I am not a cons tu onal
scholar, but I do believe it is a protected right through case law
handed down by the United States Supreme Court.

Rep. Gene Wu: I want to be clear. I am not a cons tu onal
scholar, either; I think maybe we're just both two simple country
lawyers. But here's the--

Rep. Sarah Davis: Well, I am not a former prosecutor, though.

Rep. Gene Wu: Do you know that the right to have an abor on
was established by the U.S. Supreme Court exactly 40y years ago
in Roe v. Wade?



Rep. Sarah Davis: I am aware of that.

Rep. Gene Wu: And the U. S. Supreme Court in their decision
equated the right to have-- the right to be able to control and
make a decision--

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Representa ve S ckland raises a point of
order: this lady's me has expired. The point of order is well-taken
and sustained.

Rep. Gene Wu: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. Wu.

Rep. Gene Wu: I move to extend the lady's time.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: There's a first extension of me. The me
is extended. Members, first, if you don't mind, I'd like to excuse
Representa ve Riddle because of a family funeral, on a mo on by
Representa ve Linda Harper-Brown. Is there any objec on? The
Chair hears none; so ordered. [gavel] Chair acknowledges
Representative Davis on her extension of time.

Rep. Gene Wu: Representa ve Davis, did you know that U. S.
Supreme Court stated that, even though it is not specifically
spelled out in the constitution, that the right to control someone's
reproduction is a constitutional right? Do you understand that?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes; I believe it, ah, falls under constructs by
the court of the right to privacy.

Rep. Gene Wu: Absolutely. And this right to privacy, the court



notes, actually comes from both the first amendment, the fourth
amendment, the fi h amendment, the ninth amendment, and the
fourteenth amendment. Does that sound about right?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes, sir.

Rep. Gene Wu: And because this is a fundamental right, it
requires a compelling interest to overcome this high hurdle. Does
that sound about right?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes.

Rep. Gene Wu: And not only does it have to be compelling, laws
that are passed have to be what we call 'narrowly-tailored'. Is that
correct?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes.

Rep. Gene Wu: Do you know that other courts around the
United States have already ruled on the parts of the bill that you
are looking to strike out?

Rep. Sarah Davis: I believe that there have been rulings that
have held these parts to be unconstitutional, uh--

Rep. Gene Wu: Not just, not just a few rulings. Do you know that
Wisconsin, not more than one day ago, struck down the law, put a
temporary injunc on on the law sta ng that it is likely to be found
uncons tu onal? Judge Conley in his decision wrote, "There is a
troubling lack of jus fica on for the hospital admi ng privileges
required under the law," adding, "Moreover, the record to date
strongly support a finding that no medical purpose is served by



this requirement".

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes, sir. And I think that is especially true in the
state of Texas, because current law already requires that any
physician that is performing abor on services has to either have
privileges in a local hospital or have what's called a transferring
agreement with a physician that has privileges in that hospital.

Rep. Gene Wu: Absolutely. And did you know that the state of
Alabama has also enjoined this exact same law? You know that
the state of Mississippi has, has enjoined and stopped this exact
same law? Right?

Rep. Sarah Davis: That's what I've read.

Rep. Gene Wu: And in fact, your bill also-- your amendment also
strikes out the part of the bill that talks about RU-486 or the
application of medical abortion, is that correct?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes, it strikes all of the bill except for the 20-
week ban because I've never-- I have consistently since my last
term, which was my first term, voted against interference in the
physician-pa ent rela onship. And, ah, conserva ve colleagues
of mine on the floor have consistently said that they believe in
that. I don't think the legislature should be prac cing medicine.
We do have some physicians here--

Rep. Gene Wu: You know the, the Oklahoma Supreme Court
agrees with you, too. The Oklahoma Supreme Court, in striking
down the provision that controls the taking of medical abor ons,
of, of chemical abor on dealing with RU-486 and related type of
drugs, actually said that the challenged measure, which is almost



word for word exactly the same as this bill, "the challenged
measure is facially unconstitutional", end quotes.

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes, sir. And that's-- that's really the point of
my amendment, because I believe that this body is ge ng ready
to pass legisla on that is uncons tu onal; that I, like everybody
on this floor, I believe, care about the rights of women and the
rights of the unborn and we want to do what we can to protect
them within the confines of the constitution.

Rep. Gene Wu: Absolutely. And do you know the North Dakota
court also agrees with you? In that striking the same exact
provision in their state, they stated that, "The legislative mandate
of the physician's fault is badly flawed and outmoded FDA protocol
would force them to expose their patients to unnecessary risks, to
abandon current standards of care, and to compromise
fundamental canons of ethics". They added: the judges found the
lack of excep ons troubling, calling the absence of a health
excep on 'unacceptable' and the lack of an excep on for vic ms
of rape and incest 'unconscionable'.

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes. And earlier it was indicated that um, the
Texas Medical Associa on registered as neutral, and we've just
double-checked and that's not true. This language is opposed by
the Texas Hospital Associa on, and ACOG, and the Texas Medical
Associa on; although I agree that not every ah, prac oner is
opposed.

Rep. Gene Wu: Absolutely. Were you watching-- did you observe
any of the House committee hearings?

Rep. Sarah Davis: I did.



Rep. Gene Wu: Okay. And do you remember the Texas Hospital
Association came and testified?

Rep. Sarah Davis: I did. And if I remember correctly, to
paraphrase the tes mony, it's essen ally that physicians would
not be given these privileges for reasons such as the hospitals
cannot-- they're not overseeing what these doctors are doing. So I
think that, kind of, the real problem with the bill is the privileging
aspect.

And Representa ve Turner spoke extensively about it in, in the
House hearing because if a physician cannot get a, a privilege, get
privileges, which the hospital associa on say they will not, then
there will be no abor on services in the state, regardless of
whether or not you have 5 Ambulatory Surgical Centers that can
perform abortion or 500.

Rep. Gene Wu: Representa ve Davis, can I ask you-- you, you
represent the medical center in the city of Houston, don't you?

Rep. Sarah Davis: I represent the world-renowned Texas Medical
Center in Houston, Texas.

Rep. Gene Wu: In your me there represen ng that district,
you've had a lot of me talking to medical experts, doctors,
physicians, etc?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes.

Rep. Gene Wu: And you, you, you understand basically how
admitting privileges work?



Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes. I do. I'm not an expert on it, but I do.

Rep. Gene Wu: So basically it is up-- it is solely up to the
discretion of the hospital.

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes.

Rep. Gene Wu: They can deny admi ng privileges for any
reason, even if it is unconstitutional.

Rep. Sarah Davis: That's correct.

Rep. Gene Wu: Okay. Even if the admi ng privileges would
cause a de facto ban on abor on in, in Texas; even if that
happened, it's up to them.

Rep. Sarah Davis: That's correct. And I think that that sets up the
undue burden--

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Members, excuse me--

Rep. Sarah Davis: --that the Supreme Court has said in Planned
Parenthood v. Casey that it is unconstitutional.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Members, we need to confine our debate
to the amendment before us. We would request-- we would
request that your ques ons be on the amendment that is before
the body.

Rep. Gene Wu: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. Wu.



Rep. Gene Wu: Parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Please state your inquiry.

Rep. Gene Wu: Is a discussion on admi ng privileges germane
to an amendment that removes admi ng privileges
requirements from the bill, or from the amendment?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: As a general ques on, yes; but it depends
on exactly what the amendment covers, Mr. Wu. If you want to
come down and have a discussion, I'd be proud to do it.

Rep. Gene Wu: Absolutely, sir. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr.
Speaker?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Please, Mr. Wu.

Rep. Gene Wu: Parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Please state your inquiry.

Rep. Gene Wu: Is it my understanding that, if the bill is s ll on
the floor, we can s ll have discussions about the bill itself, even if
we are on an amendment?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: No, Mr. Wu, the discussion has to be on
the amendment before the body.

Rep. Gene Wu: And Mr. Speaker, parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Certainly, Mr. Wu.

Rep. Gene Wu: Would you be able to point me to which part of



the rule, uh, states that?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Give us a moment. We'd be glad to.
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Rep. Dennis Bonnen: [Reading from booklet.] Mr. Wu, Rule 5,
Sec on 27, uh, states that the debate is for this purpose-- may
speak, um, I'm sorry, uh-- shall have the right to open and close
the debate. [Confers with advisor at podium.] And that it, the move
or any proposi on-- and that it must be on the issue in front of the
body, Mr. Wu. So it's Rule 5, Section 27. [pause] Mr. Wu?

Rep. Gene Wu: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. Wu?

Rep. Gene Wu: Parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Please state your inquiry.

Rep. Gene Wu: Is the issue before the House the bill itself, or
has it been withdrawn?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. Wu, Representa ve Davis has been

http://youtu.be/Gdg6yP3_b80
https://archive.org/details/HB2009Amendment2BySarahDavis2


recognized on her amendment, so what's before the body is her
amendment, Mr. Wu.

Rep. Gene Wu: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. Wu.

Rep. Gene Wu: Parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Please state your inquiry.

Rep. Gene Wu: Does-- is it to my-- is it to your understanding, or
the-- the-- or the parliamentary-- [Crosstalk.]

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: [interrupting] Is it the Chair's
understanding, is that your point?

Rep. Gene Wu: Is that Representa ve Davis' amendment
strikes out a provision of the bill?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: [Confers with advisor.] It does, Mr. Wu.

Rep. Gene Wu: Okay. And what provisions of the bill specifically
does it strike out?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: [Confers with advisor. ] Mr. Wu, you can
direct your substantive questions to the author of the bill.

Rep. Gene Wu: Uh, Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. Wu.

Rep. Gene Wu: I'm trying to figure out what I can and cannot ask-



- is-- and whether or not it's germane. And I've been told just now
that asking about... admitting privileges--

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: [interrupting] Ini ally, Mr. Wu, you were
asked to keep your ques ons to the amendment. Nothing was
specifically stated to you as to what you could or could not ask,
other than poin ng out that we request the members, when they-
- when they are ques oning authors of amendments, that they
keep their ques ons on the subject of the amendment before the
body.

Rep. Gene Wu: Thank you for clarifying, Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Thank you, Mr. Wu.

Rep. Trey Martinez Fischer: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. Martinez Fischer.

Rep. Trey Martinez Fischer: Parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Please state your inquiry.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Mr. Speaker, I'm trying to
understand the interpreta on you gave the body under Rule 5,
Section 27.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Yes, sir.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Could you repeat that for me,
please?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Certainly. [Confers with advisor at podium.]



What our statement is, is that under the rule-- [Listens to advisor. ]
--debate is limited to the proposi on before the House.
[Crosstalk.] And at this me-- and at this me, the proposi on
before the House is the amendment laid out and being debated.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  And that is the Chair's reading of
Rule 5, Section 27?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Yes, sir.

Rep. Trey Martinez Fischer: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. Martinez Fischer?

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Rule 5, Sec on 27 pertains to the
mover of the proposi on. So who is the mover of the proposi on
in this exchange between Representa ve Wu and Representa ve
Davis?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Representa ve Davis would be the mover
of the proposition.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  So, Mr. Speaker, if Rule 5, Sec on 27
applies-- it only applies to the mover of the proposi on, why is
Representa ve Wu limited in his ability to debate under Rule 5,
Sec on 27, which pertains specifically to the right of opening and
closing a debate, but nothing about the debate itself?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: [Consul ng book. ] Mr. Mar nez Fischer, I
would also direct you to Rule 5, Sec on 22; um, that also requests
that he address the house from the microphone and from the
Reading Clerk's desk and shall confine all remarks to the



questions under debate, avoiding personality.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  He shall confine all remarks to the
question under debate?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Correct.

Rep. Trey Martinez Fischer: Avoiding personality?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Correct. That's the, that's the final
sentence; it's not the entirety of that rule.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  So, so, so that we're clear, we're not
talking about Rule 5, Sec on 27 as it was ini ally brought, brought
into the body's a en on? We're really confining this debate
based on the rules under Rule 5, Section 22?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Actually, Mr. Mar nez Fischer, we're
talking about both; because Rule 5, Sec on 5-- Rule 5, Sec on 22
and Sec on 27, uh, addressed what the individual laying the
proposi on out, and what the individuals from the back mic, may
keep their comments to.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Well, respec ully, Mr. Speaker,
parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Please state your inquiry.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Sec on 27 under Rule 5 has nothing
to do with the back mic. I'd like--

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: [interrupting] I understand and that's why



we, uh, also were poin ng you to Sec on 22 and Sec on 27; both
sections.

Rep. Trey Martinez Fischer: "And when", under Rule 5, Section 22
as it pertains to the back mic, this is a rule that addresses how
members are to speak in debate, "and when a member desires to
speak or deliver any manner to the House, the member shall rise
and respec ully address the speaker as Mr. Speaker or Madam
Speaker, and upon being recognized, may address the House from
the microphone at the Reading Clerk's desk, and shall confine all
remarks to the ques on under debate". Mr. Speaker,
parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Please state your inquiry.

Rep. Trey Martinez Fischer: Is there a Reading Clerk's desk at the
back mic?

[Speaker confers with others at podium.]

Rep. Trey Martinez Fischer: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Mr. Martinez Fischer.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Mr. Speaker, I know that there's not
a Reading Clerk's desk at the back mic. I know the Chair is advised
that there's not a Reading Clerk at the back mic. I think this is a
debate; it's a very, it's a very divisive debate, very ideological. And
if there's a moment where there is a debate, that the members
have the opportunity to have a debate, I think it would be fair for
the body to have that debate.



There've been a number of instances where this debate has
been arbitrarily cut off, for good reasons or for bad reasons, but on
the floor of this House, the members ought to have the ability to
debate. And all I'm asking is for the Chair to give some
considera on to the members on the back mic, to be able to ask
the ques ons for the purposes of engaging the debate of the
mover of any proposi on, whether it be Representa ve Davis or
Representative Laubenberg.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: [Confers with advisor. ] And, and, and
certainly, Mr. Martinez Fischer, we agree with you as long as those
remarks are confined to the, uh, amendment or proposi on
before the body.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  And, and, and that, and I think that
obviously Mr. Speaker, respec ully w-- we don't agree in that
sense, because that's not a requirement under the House rules.
That may be a request of the Chair, but that is certainly not in our
rules, and our rules govern our ability to represent our
cons tuents on this floor. These are rules that we, we dra , we
debate, and we adopt, every session. And I don't see a rule that
says that.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Well, respec ully, Representa ve
Mar nez Fischer, we see Rule 5, Sec on 22 that specifically says,
"shall confine all remarks to the ques on under debate." And it
also in Sec on 5-- I'm sorry, Rule 5, Sec on 27 says that the, uh,
debate shall be-- one moment, let me find the area-- the
proposi on, must speak on the proposi on. And so, when you
combine those rules, which they're under the same rule, Sec on
22, Sec on 27, it's been historically understood because it's



always been in the rules that you speak to the proposi on,
otherwise known maybe as the amendment before the body, Mr.
Martinez Fischer.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  And, and Mr. Speaker, respec ully,
if, if we blend all the rules, we have Rule 5, Sec on 25 that says
you shall not erupt-- um, interrupt a member when he has the
floor. Representa ve Wu had the floor when he was interrupted
by the Chair. And, and so if these rules all run together, then why
aren't we objec ng under Rule 5, Sec on 25 that Representa ve
Wu was interrupted by the Chair when he had the floor?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: [Confers with advisor. ] The Chair has the
right to enforce the rules of the House, Representa ve Mar nez
Fischer.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Wonderful. And under Rule 5,
Section 25--

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: [interrupting] In fact, in fact, the Chair has
a duty to do that.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  And respec ully then, I would urge
you in asser ng your duty under Rule 5, Sec on 25, to not
interrupt a member who has been recognized and has the floor
from the back mic for the purposes of speaking and debate, which
is not only in our House rules, it's also in our Texas Constitution.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Representa ve Mar nez Fischer, but our
rules limit the debate to the proposi on in ques on. And it is the
Chair's duty to enforce and govern those rules.



Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  And respec ully, Mr. Speaker, we
can have two conversa ons; because the substance of the
amendment that's before us is striking the en re bill, which tells
me under the amendment we can talk about anything that is
being proposed to be struck, under your narrow interpreta on. So
under that aspect, if the Chair is aware that the amendment
pertains to the en re bill, how could Representa ve Wu or
anyone else's remarks be improper for being outside the scope of
the amendment?

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: [Confers with advisor. ] Thank you,
Representa ve Mar nez Fischer. I think we all agree that we can
have a good debate without pu ng personality or personal
issues into it, and we look forward to continuing.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Mr. Speaker, I appreciate your me.
Thank you.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Thank you.

Rep. José Menéndez: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: The Chair recognizes Representa ve Davis
to finish her time.

Rep. José Menéndez: Mr. Speaker, Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: Representative Martinez-- Menéndez.

Rep. José Menéndez: Thank you. It's okay. Uh, Mr. Speaker, how
much time does Representative Davis have left?



Rep. Dennis Bonnen: One minute.

Rep. José Menéndez: Uh, will the gentlewoman yield for
questions?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes. Absolutely.

Rep. Dennis Bonnen: The lady yields.

Rep. José Menéndez: Representa ve Davis, I sat through many
hours on the commi ee, uh, listening to the, the debate, the
people tes fying for and against; and when the representa ve for
the Texas Hospital Associa on came before us, uh, she
specifically came before us to tes fy against the sec on that
requires the privileges. And she said that the hospitals did not
feel that they would be inclined to provide-- they couldn't be
forced to provide admi ng privileges. And so, in doing so, if we
con nue with the bill in its form, without your amendment, don't
you agree that this bill has the potential to be unconstitutional?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes, uh, absolutely. I think that whether we
ban abor on by passing a law banning abor ons or by passing so
many regula ons and restric ons that the result is a de facto ban
on abor ons, the result is the same. And I think that it will be held
unconstitutional--

[Gavel.]

Rep. Sarah Davis: --and I think that--

Rep. Joe Straus: Representa ve Leach raises a point of order,
' me expired' point of order; order is well-taken and sustained.



The Chair recognizes Representa ve Laubenberg in opposi on to
the amendment.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I respec ully move to table this
amendment for the same reasons as the previous amendment:
that there is no limit on the term of the pregnancy, there's no
requirement to report to law enforcement, and again, it inflicts
pain on the um, child being aborted at 5 months and beyond; that
this is not guaranteed to heal the pain and suffering [sighs] that a
woman has undergone, through a horrible, uh, situa on and I, uh,
ask the members to stay with me. Thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Davis to close.

Rep. Sarah Davis: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members. This has
been a very constructive discussion that we've had today. As I said
when I laid out this amendment, I don't think there is anyone on
this floor, whether you are a Republican or a Democrat, that
wants women to have to have abor ons. I think when a woman is
faced with that decision, it's got to be one of the most difficult
decisions that she would ever make. But you have an opportunity
to pass legisla on that will protect the unborn, which so many of
you claim that you want to do.

This amendment will ban abor ons at 20 weeks. We've heard
Representa ve Laubenberg talk about 20 weeks, 5 months. I find
it w-would be unusual that anyone would say it would, it, it's
completely tolerable to allow a woman to carry a, to carry a child
into the 5th month, and then use abor on as a means of birth
control; because that's, that's, that is unimaginable to me. But
there have to be excep ons, and that is what my bill, my
amendment provides. And it strikes the rest of the language of the



bill that I believe to be uncons tu onal and will result in a ban of
all abortion.

Again, this is not a Republican versus a Democrat issue. I think
we all want what's best. And I know that we've been told 'just keep
the bill clean, let's, let's just fight off all amendments', but we are
here, and the na on is watching what we are doing today on the
floor; not just the people in the gallery, but the en re country. So
now is not the me to play poli cal football with women; now is
the me to pass good policy, good pro-life policy. So I will ask that
you vote against the motion to table.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. Anchia, for what purpose?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Sarah Davis: I will.

Rep. Joe Straus: The lady yields.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Uh, thank you, Representa ve. I, I just
wanted to walk through the, the public policy balance that you're
trying to strike here. You are not, uh, removing the 20-week ban in
your amendment, is that correct?

Rep. Sarah Davis: That's correct.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: You are-- you have included some
reasonable excep ons to the 20-we--week rule, that do not
swallow the ban but instead reflect the sense of a body that is



trying to be sensi ve to balancing the interests of a woman and
balancing the interests of a fetus, correct?

Rep. Sarah Davis: That's correct. I think in-- on this issue, there is
just no common ground, and I would never ask someone to change
their faith or their fundamental philosophy. But as a policy-making
body, o en mes we do have to find, or at least try to find, some
common ground. And I think that this amendment, and the bill
that would result is the-- is common ground, because I don't think
that anybody wants to see women using abortion as a, as a means
of birth control, and let alone in, in such late stages of pregnancy,
but that there have to be medical exceptions.

We, the, the commi ee heard hours of tes mony about how
women's lives can be affected through pregnancy; and there may
be medical reasons why she has to terminate. That 20 weeks is a
benchmark in a lot of ways for some tes ng that goes on, ah, that
you can detect, ah, severe fetal abnormali es that you may not
be able to detect un l that 20-week mark. And so that, that's such
a good exception it's already in the bill right now.

So really, all I'm adding is the rape and incest excep on that
Chairman, uh, Thompson spoke so eloquently about, and, and
again I want, uh, I want the body to read this. It requires a
possibility of serious self-harm or suicide. So if someone is
presen ng at 21 weeks, w-wan ng an abor on, because they are
a vic m of rape or incest, they also have to present a possibility of
serious self-harm or suicide in order to have that procedure done.
I have done everything I can to make this bill as pro-life as I know
this state is, but also embracing good policy and, and, and, and,
and respect for women and the Constitution of the United States.



Rep. Rafael Anchia: And, and Representa ve Davis, just to
underscore: you've had experience-- while, while you're not a
physician or a healthcare worker, you've had e-experience in this,
uh, in this area, have you not?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Um--

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Through some of your public service, maybe
through your volunteer service?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Well, I, I serve on the--

Rep. Rafael Anchia: [interrupting] --in the district that, that you
represent?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Yes, I serve on the Public Health Commi ee; I
represent the Texas Medical Center; I represent more physicians
than any other state rep in the state of Texas, which is something
TMA will always remind me of. Uh--

Rep. Rafael Anchia: So, so from, from a moral perspec ve in
addi on from a, from a prac cal perspec ve, things that you see
in medical science, the, the feedback that you're receiving from
the physicians that you receive-- you, you represent in your
district, this seems like a reasonable approach; balancing the
interests, and, and for those members who consider that 20
weeks a bright line, keeping that in, in the amendment but
removing the, the other things in the bill. The, the--

Rep. Sarah Davis: [interrupting] --the undue burden that the rest
of the bill puts in place, in viola on of federal, federal case law,
under Planned Parenthood v. Casey--



Rep. Rafael Anchia: [interrupting] --In order to make it
constitutional. In order to make it constitutional, is that correct?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Correct.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: And, and Representa ve Davis, um, you are
a lawyer and you are familiar with the case law and you believe
that, that these changes would actually make it cons tu onal, is
that right?

Rep. Sarah Davis: I think that it would definitely have um, a, a, a
be er chance at surviving a cons tu onal a ack. Um, clearly I
think the courts are giving more-- when I do, uh, an analysis of the
case law, I think the courts are definitely leaning, um, in the
direc on, in favor of the state and the compelling state interest;
and especially as science and medicine evolve. Uh, you know at
one point the discussion was about, all about viability, but we can
see that babies are viable earlier, um, than they once were, so
viability is not necessarily the test; but I think the test is undue
burden.

And I think the US Supreme Court has made it clear that states
are prohibited from pu ng undue burden to access. Now that
doesn't mean that the state has to build facili es where women
can get abor ons, absolutely not. But we cannot create,
legisla vely, these barriers, and essen ally a de facto ban by
requiring physicians to have hospital privileges, which the
tes mony in the record is that they will not be given those
privileges, will result in the de facto ban and thus the
unconstitutionality of this, of this legislation.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: And one of the further things I find a rac ve



about your amendment is that it restores the, uh, decision-
making authority to, uh, the physician. Right? So, one of the things
that your amendment does do is it allows the physician to call
balls and strikes. Not a member of the legislature, not a lawyer,
but a physician who's been responsible for the care of, of that
woman. It allows that person to call balls and strikes on whether
there is a serious health issue that might arise.

And, and that's important; and, and I know you're aware of this
sta s c, but only 1.3% of all the abor-- of all abor ons that take
place in the state of Texas take place a er this 20 weeks. So we're
talking about a narrow band, uh, of abor on, and then, and then
secondly, 95% of those deal with, um, with the health of, of the
woman and some serious health consequences, is that not right?

Rep. Sarah Davis: I think that's absolutely correct and I think it's
also-- and I, I may have men oned this-- it's already state law that
any abor on that is performed at 14 weeks or later must be
performed at an Ambulatory Surgical Center. So there are laws on
the books now meant to protect women, um, and the
environments in which they receive care.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: And, and--

Rep. Sarah Davis: [interrupting] This is just going so far to the
point where there will be no care.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: [interrupting] Just to underscore for the
body, for the, for the people in the gallery, for the people who are
watching at home, you are actually for a ban at 20 weeks with
reasonable excep ons. And people who vote for your amendment
are s ll gonna be vo ng for a ban on 20 weeks with reasonable



exceptions.

Rep. Sarah Davis: That's correct. I think, I, I, I, I will be vo ng, I'm
offering this amendment, I will be vo ng for this amendment and I
hope that everyone here can support this amendment. And if you
are truly serious about making good policy decisions, this is the,
this is the amendment to support. If you care more about poli cs,
and, and your next primary elec on, quite frankly then you're
probably just going to agree to move to table this. But this, I think,
is the best policy on this issue, which is such a controversial and
personal issue, um, and, and it, and it is hard for me to even
discuss it.

[Gavel.]

Rep. Joe Straus: The Clerk has raised a point of order: the lady's
me is expired. The point of order is well-taken and sustained.

Representa ve Davis sends up an amendment. Representa ve
Laubenberg moves to table. This is on the mo on to table. It's a
record vote. Clerk, ring the bell. Show Ms. Davis vo ng 'no', Ms.
Laubenberg vo ng 'aye'. Show Representa ve Anchia vo ng 'no'.
Have all voted? [gavel] Being 89 ayes and 56 nays, the mo on to
table prevails. The Chair recognizes Representa ve Hunter for a
motion.

Rep. Todd Hunter:  Mr. Speaker, members, I request permission
for the Commi ee on Calendars to meet while the House is in
session at 12:45 p.m. today, July 9th, 2013, place 3W9, to
consider a calendar.

Rep. Joe Straus: Having heard the mo on, is there objec on?
Chair hears none, so ordered.



[Gavel.]

Rep. Joe Straus: Following announcement; Clerk will read the
announcement.

Clerk: Commi ee on Calendars will meet at 12:45 p.m., July
9th, 2013 in 3W9 for a formal meeting to consider a calendar.

Rep. Joe Straus: Excuse Representatives Hunter, Cook, Kuempel,
Frullo, Geren, Representa ve Doug Miller, for Calendars mee ng.
Is there objec on? There is none, so ordered. [pause] Chair
recognizes Representative Raymond for an introduction.

Rep. Richard Peña Raymond: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Members,
I'd like to take a second to recognize my, uh, my city councilman,
who is up here somewhere in the gallery: Charlie San Miguel.
Members, let's welcome, uh, my wonderful city councilman
Charlie San Miguel. He's got a li le bit of a goatee; looks good, we
like that goatee. Good to have you here, councilman, thank you.

[Applause, then pause.]

Rep. Helen Giddings: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Joe Straus: Ms. Giddings, to what purpose?

Rep. Helen Giddings: Parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Joe Straus: State your inquiry.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Uh, the House Rules, uh, provide, uh, for a
dividing of the ques on in, uh, Sec on 5, Rule-- uh, in Rule 5



Section 43; is that correct?

Rep. Joe Straus: [Confers with advisor.] Yes, that's correct.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Uh, parliamentary inquiry, Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Joe Straus: State your inquiry.

Rep. Helen Giddings: How would I, uh, get that mo on before
the House, sir?

Rep. Joe Straus: Ge ng-- you would, you would request to be
recognized for that motion.

Rep. Helen Giddings: So I just need to approach the Speaker, is
that--? Parliamentary inquiry: I should just approach the Speaker?

Rep. Joe Straus: That would be great.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Come on down.
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Rep. Joe Straus: Following amendment: Clerk, read the
amendment.

Clerk: Amendment by Turner of Harris.

Rep. Joe Straus: The amendment is withdrawn. Following
amendment: Clerk, read the amendment.

Clerk: Amendment by Menéndez.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Menéndez.

Rep. José Menéndez: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Members, this
amendment is hopefully an amendment that really will not be
necessary, and the reason I explain it this way is because, in the
bill as dra ed, there is a 1-year implementa on grace period for
these clinics to get up to the Ambulatory Surgical Center standard.

And so, through the many, many, many hours of debate and
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tes mony that we've had on this bill, I've heard both from the
author and its proponents that the bill-- the reason that we have
House Bill 2 is because we're trying to improve women's health
that are going through or making these decisions. And so my
concern is that-- just like the bill has a safety net, and the bill's
safety net is that if any part of the bill is found uncons tu onal
that it, that part be severed from the bill, and that the rest of the
bill continue.

Well, I'd like to add a safety net for the people that are gonna be
affected by this bill, for the women who live in rural parts of Texas,
whether it be the valley, or it be El Paso or wherever, any part of
Texas where there currently is a women's health clinic, where she
can receive a health screening, a mammogram that's affordable, a
cervical cancer exam, uh, whether she can find out if she is
pregnant in the first place or not; whether she may actually go for
an abortion.

If the bill a er one year actually closes the clinic that is close to
her, I would like the state to help provide for her ability to be
reimbursed for those costs. And so the author of the bill says that
this is not to intend-- not intended to further restrict or even
eliminate the ability of thousands of Texas women to seek the
medical healthcare, but if, if for whatever reason it actually does,
then I think the state needs to step in; because we are pu ng an
undue burden on women, particularly in rural areas of our state.

How, currently-- let's say in El Paso there's one clinic. If that
clinic were to close, we are expec ng a woman to drive or fly the
600 miles at her own expense because she will have no other
place to go. So I think that, hopefully, the author of the bill will see



that this amendment would only apply if those clinics actually
close. And so, hopefully we have nothing to worry about; because
I've heard that this bill will not close clinics, and if that's the case,
then this reimbursement is not-- will not be necessary.

But if, if it does actually close clinics, then those women
reserve, uh-- deserve the right-- and the reason that we have 30
miles is that's the same distance that the bill provides that a
doctor must have access; within 30 miles of a hospital, can be no
further. So we use that same 30 miles distance that our
cons tuents have to be no further from a clinic in order to provide
or receive the services, or that the state should step in and help
them, if we really do not want to cause a new undue burden on
these women that really otherwise receive no health benefits or,
or health screenings, or medical care, or contraception.

Because I think in many cases, just like as it was said earlier,
none of us here are pro-abor on. What we are-- would like to see
is that women have the ability to receive healthcare, and in many
cases that means preven on of a, of an, of an abor on by
preven on of a pregnancy. And so in many cases in rural Texas,
there may be a situa on where a woman might have five or six
children already; and maybe she has an abusive husband who will
not use contraception; and this clinic may be the only place where
she can avail herself of an ability to prevent an abor on, to
prevent an unwanted pregnancy that would possibly end in an
abortion.

So, members, I think that this is a common-sense safety net for
our cons tuents, for all of our cons tuents: that the state, if the
state really believes that we will not close any of these clinics,



that then we shall not create a new undue burden or any harm to
our cons tuents; that we're gonna step in and say, "If we've taken
away your only place where you can avail yourself of medical
care", that "we will help you provide that care." And with that, I
would hope that the author would find this a, an amendment that
she could accept, and I will yield for questions.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Joe Straus: Mrs. Farrar, for what purpose?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Will the gentleman yield?

Rep. José Menéndez: Of course.

Rep. Joe Straus: The gentleman yields.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: So, correct me if I'm wrong, but what you're
trying to do with this amendment is to take away some of the
undue burdens that have been expressed in the discussion on this
bill.

Rep. José Menéndez: The a empt of this bill is a safety net for
our cons tuents, because not all 26 million Texans live in Aus n,
Houston, San Antonio, or Dallas. For those people who currently
are served by a clinic in a rural part, or in El Paso, or the Valley, if
their clinic goes away-- and we've been told that the intent of this
bill is not to have clinics go away! So, if the clinics do not close
their doors, this bill won't be necessary.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right, so--



Rep. José Menéndez: But if the clinics cannot meet the new
requirements, then we'd like to have a safety net. I'd like a safety
net, so that the women of Texas can somehow know that they
don't have to put paying the rent, paying for their kids' shoes,
paying for things they have to pay, above ge ng their medical
care.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: So, in, in, in response to some of the
cons tu onal concerns that have been raised, this would-- and
looked like-- and how not-- how narrowly-tailored this is, as well,
but this would address some of, some of those concerns if, if
there-- if folks share that, as well.

Rep. José Menéndez: Exactly. I mean, the const-- the courts
have been ruling that in some cases these undue burdens placed
on women unnecessarily, uh, create problems for the courts. And,
and quite honestly, I'm not a lawyer and therefore my concern is
not so much, ah, with what the legal case may be, but I do believe
that the courts will look unfavorably on undue burdens.

If we say, in the Valley sec on of Texas there's a million people,
and they're expected-- of those million, maybe half a million are
women-- that they have to travel to San Antonio to receive the
care that they used to get in a clinic that closed because of this
bill, because they couldn't meet the new standards, then we as a
state should step up and say, "It wasn't your fault that we passed
a bill that took your clinic away".

Rep. Jessica Farrar: You are aware that, under, under this bill,
there would be no facili es in existence south of I-10 and west of
I-35: in other words, Lubbock, El Paso, McAllen, Corpus Chris ,
Lu in, those folks, those pl-- those folks in those places would not



have access.

Rep. José Menéndez: It is my understanding that the-- that of
the 47 or so clinics that exist, say 30-- 42, 42-- 47 clinics that exist
today, that only 5 of them currently meet the requirements of the
bill that is being proposed today. So if the bill goes into law, the
rest of them will have 1 year to get up to the standard; and if in
that year they cannot afford to meet those new standards, if they
cannot afford to make the changes to become an Ambulatory
Surgical Center, then they will have to close their doors.

So no one is saying-- I'm not, I'm not si ng here hypothe cally
saying they will close, they won't close. All I'm saying is if they do
close, and we take away the only place, the only clinic where
someone in a rural community, whether it be Lubbock or El Paso
or the Valley, wherever, then we as a state should say, "We did
this, and we need to step up and help you with your costs".

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right. So you created the problem and we're
gonna fix it just in case--

Rep. José Menéndez: --if this bill passes and goes into law. It's a
safety net for, for people, for--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: --and this is a safety net, and if it doesn't
have the effect of closing these clinics, then, then this would--
there would be no need for this. Correct?

Rep. José Menéndez: Absolutely! It, it is only a safety net for, for
women who are too poor, or don't have the financial resources to
do this on their own. Because there are people who cannot! And
there are people who this bill will never affect, because they will



just go wherever they can, or they need to, to get, to avail
themselves of the services they want.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right! And for those folks that think this, this
would be something that people might take advantage of, I just
want to note the language of your, of your amendment. On line 15,
it talks about an applica on. So you don't automa cally get this,
correct?

Rep. José Menéndez: Oh, it's, it's an applica on for
reimbursement, and so it's not like you're ge ng paid ahead of
time, yes.

Rep. Joe Straus: Representa ve Stephenson raises point of
order: the gentleman's me has expired. The point of order is
well-taken.

Rep. José Menéndez: Move adoption.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Laubenberg.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Mr. Speaker, I move to table this
amendment in that, first of all, the abor on procedure is elec ve.
And Representa ve Menéndez states that you don't have access
in the rural communi es, but right now, if I read to you: Abilene--
the forty-two abor on clinics that are in opera on today are in
Abilene, Aus n, Bryan-- oh, oh-- Aus n, Aus n, Aus n, Bryan,
Corpus Chris , Dallas, Dallas, Dallas, Dallas, Dallas, Dallas... El
Paso, Fort Worth, Fort Worth, Fort Worth, Fort Worth, Harlington,
Houston, Houston, Houston, Houston, Houston--

Rep. Ron Simmons: Mr. Speaker.



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --Houston, Houston, Houston, Houston,
Houston, Houston, Killeen, Lubbock, McAllen, Midland, San
Angelo, San Antonio, San Antonio, San Antonio, San Antonio, San
Antonio, San Antonio, San Antonio, San Marcos, Stafford, some
more in Houston, Waco and Houston.

Not one of those clinics that Representa ve Menéndez speaks
of is in a rural community. But currently, as a statute, the office of
a physician, if he has-- does less than sixty abor ons a year, can
provide abor on services to a client. So this amendment is not
necessary, and I would move to table it.

Rep. Ron Simmons: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. Simmons, for what purpose?

Rep. Ron Simmons: Will the gentlelady yield for just one
question?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, I would.

Rep. Ron Simmons: Actually, it's a series, but it's really for one
big ques on. Um, Ms. Laubenberg, is it true that there are about
75,000 abor ons done in Texas in the most recent sta s cs for a
year's time, somewhere in that neighborhood?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Approximately, yes.

Rep. Ron Simmons: And, uh, I think I've heard several mes that
there's approximately forty-two abor on clinics in Texas, is that
correct?



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That is correct.

Rep. Ron Simmons: So if we did the simple math, that means if
you just averaged them out, about 1800 abor ons are done per
clinic if you, if you divide that out? Now, we understand some--
more are done in some clinics than others, but on average, 1800.
Now, I don't know what the price is, but just doing some study on
the-- just looking up some things, that the average abor on could
be somewhere between a $500 to a $1000 range?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Ron Simmons: So, if we take those numbers even further
and so a clinic that does 1800 abor ons at, say, $750 dollars,
that's about $1.5 million of revenue they're genera ng; would you
agree with that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Ah, yes.

Rep. Ron Simmons: Since the upgrades-- well, I don't exactly
what they'll cost, but I think I've heard some numbers say it'll be
$100,000 or less, so: is what some of the opponents are saying, or
what Representa ve Menéndez might be saying, is that someone
that has a $1.5 million revenue stream, would not spend
$100,000 in an upgrade facility to keep that $1.5 million?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Doesn't make sense to me.

Rep. Ron Simmons: I just can't imagine that! I mean, I don't know
all the answers and I'm not a lawyer, but, but I do know numbers,
and it just seems like to me that if I have a revenue stream, I have
to make an investment, I'm gonna make that investment; if the



revenue stream generates it at one and a half million dollars, I
can't imagine why these clinics would not do that. Would you
agree with that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Oh, I would absolutely agree; they're
putting profit over the patient.

Rep. Ron Simmons: Thank you.

Rep. Mary González: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Joe Straus: Ms. González, for what purpose?

Rep. Mary González: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I will.

Rep. Joe Straus: The lady yields.

Rep. Mary González: Representa ve Laubenberg, um, do you
know how far El Paso is? From Austin?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I don't know the exact mileage.

Rep. Mary González: Um, well, around about-- if we-- if this bill
were to pass, there would be no abortion clinics in El Paso--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Uh, actually--

Rep. Mary González: One second-- meaning that a woman in my
district would have to travel over a thousand miles, round trip, to
an abortion clinic. So my question is: understanding that there are
going to be some geographical concerns when it comes to the



implementa on of this bill, why are you so against this
amendment?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve González, your
statement that the abor on clinic in El Paso will close-- and you
just heard what Representa ve Simmons said, that they are not
going to be forced to close, if they make a significant profit, and
that they will have un l September 2014 to upgrade their
standards; and because of the distance in El Paso, I would think
that they would want to provide a higher quality standard of care
for the patient.

Rep. Mary González: But this is pu ng the-- this is saying, hypo--
in a hypothe cal world, that these clinics would do this, and
poten ally leaves-- poten ally leaves at risk the women in my
district. Could it be the abor on clinics do not, do not do what this
bill now requires, it will mean a woman in my district would have
to travel over 1000 miles; and let me tell you, my district is one of
the, the most, uh, most low-income districts in the state. So
Representa ve José Menéndez' amendment supports the women
in my district-- instead of going to Juarez, Mexico, to get an
abortion that they could go to a safe facility here in Texas.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representative González--

Rep. Mary González: Yes, ma'am?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: You are speaking in hypothe cals, and
there is nothing in this bill that will force the clinic in your city-- or
El Paso, to close.

Rep. Mary González: But there is nothing in the bill that would



force them to make these changes; that's going to close down the
clinics in my district. Thank you.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Chair recognizes Representa ve
Menéndez to close on his amendment.

Rep. José Menéndez: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Members,
basically what we've heard is that this amendment's not
necessary because these clinics will make the upgrades. Well,
then there's nothing to fear in the amendment. There should be
no reason not to take it, because if it's not necessary, if it will
never come into play, well, then what is there to fear?

So, if the bill-- you can put a severability clause in order to give it
a, a safety net, in case parts of the bill are found uncons tu onal,
why can't we give people a safety net? Why can't we give our
cons tuents, the women who may be, may be adversely affected
due to the undue burdens of a clinic closing, why can't we give
them a safety net, even if you think it's not necessary? So with that
I would ask you to vote against the mo on to table, and I yield to
further questioning.

Rep. Gene Wu: Madam Speaker?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Yes, for what purpose?

Rep. Gene Wu: Will the gentleman yield for further questions?

Rep. José Menéndez: Of course.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The gentleman yields.



Rep. José Menéndez: I do.

Rep. Gene Wu: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Representa ve,
you-- you're not, you're not an attorney.

Rep. José Menéndez: Pardon me?

Rep. Gene Wu: You are not an attorney?

Rep. José Menéndez: I do not-- I am not a lawyer.

Rep. Gene Wu: Right, thank you. I don't know if you know this,
but, in Planned Parenthood v. Casey , the United States Supreme
Court said that the state may not put undue burdens on women
being able to exercise their cons tu onally-protected right to
have an abortion. Are you, are you aware of that?

Rep. José Menéndez: I am aware of that, yes.

Rep. Gene Wu: Right. Now, what part of the state do you
represent?

Rep. José Menéndez: San Antonio.

Rep. Gene Wu: San Antonio. Have you traveled to the other
parts of the state?

Rep. José Menéndez: Absolutely. I've made the very long and,
and tedious drive between here and El Paso, which is almost
nothing but desert.

Rep. Gene Wu: Now, you've heard advocates on-- for hospitals
say that, if this bill goes into effect as is, that hospitals will not be



willing to admit doctors who perform abor ons externally into
their hospitals.

Rep. José Menéndez: The Representa ve from the Texas
Hospital Associa on said that they could not see themselves
giving the privileges, because they would be concerned with the
liability of what the doctor would be doing in their own clinic, so
therefore they would not, uh-- they don't see the circumstances
under which they would do that, and therefore crea ng an undue
burden that would probably make the bill, in my opinion,
unconstitutional.

Rep. Gene Wu: Now, advocates have said that this bill, as it is
written, would cause all-- would cause clinics to shut down.

Rep. José Menéndez: If those clinics cannot meet the new
standards they will have to close, of course.

Rep. Gene Wu: And the opposition says that, "No, it won't".

Rep. José Menéndez: Well, you know, it's a hypothe cal; and
that's why I like this amendment, because whether they close or
not, this amendment is there to protect the people that get
affected.

Rep. Gene Wu: But, under the assump on that it does, that it
would close some clinics -and the estimate for the people who are
in the know said that only 5 clinics would remain in Texas, is that
your understanding?

Rep. José Menéndez: Those are the 5 that currently meet the
standards, yes.



Rep. Gene Wu: And one of them would be in San Antonio?

Rep. José Menéndez: Correct.

Rep. Gene Wu: And let's, let's-- can you help me out a little bit? If
someone had to drive from El Paso to San Antonio, how long is that
drive?

Rep. José Menéndez: Around 10 hours.

Rep. Gene Wu: And if they have to drive back, that would be
another 10 hours?

Rep. José Menéndez: Correct.

Rep. Gene Wu: Okay. Now, you've made that drive before.

Rep. José Menéndez: I have.

Rep. Gene Wu: How many times do you have to stop for gas?

Rep. José Menéndez: It depends on what you're driving, but, uh,
you know, let's just say--

Rep. Gene Wu: Right.

Rep. José Menéndez: --let's just say you have to stop for other
purposes at least two or three times, or four times, yeah.

Rep. Gene Wu: On just one leg.

Rep. José Menéndez: Correct.



Rep. Gene Wu: And there's the cost of gas, right?

Rep. José Menéndez: Very expensive cost.

Rep. Gene Wu: I mean, nobody gets free gas around here.

Rep. José Menéndez: Correct, there's no free gas.

Rep. Gene Wu: And are you familiar with people that-- who, let's
say, live in the valley, live in the San Antonio, live in the rural parts
of the panhandle, who live in east Texas, are you-- do you have a
general idea of what their living conditions are like?

Rep. José Menéndez: What their what?

Rep. Gene Wu: General living condition-- conditions are like?

Rep. José Menéndez: Well, I think it's common knowledge that
along the border we still have places called colonias--

Rep. Gene Wu: What are those?

Rep. José Menéndez: A colonia is a substandard, almost third-
world country condi ons in some cases, where paved roads are
starting to come in, thanks to the work a lot of, of our hard-working
legislators from the Valley who've been figh ng hard, but places
where people have found that's the only place they could afford to
live.

Rep. Gene Wu: Are the people who live in colonias wealthy,
middle-income, or poor?

Rep. José Menéndez: I think it's obvious that they're poor.



Rep. Gene Wu: Okay. What about people who live in the rural
parts of Texas, who are farmers? Are they, are they wealthy,
middle-income, or poor?

Rep. José Menéndez: I think there's probably a li le bit of
everything, but predominant-- not wealthy or middle-income,
probably.

Rep. Gene Wu: Do you know how much a plane cket costs,
flying from San Antonio to El Paso, or to the panhandle?

Rep. José Menéndez: I don't have a knowledge of that at first
hand, but I'm sure it's expensive.

Rep. Gene Wu: Is it under $20?

Rep. José Menéndez: Pardon me?

Rep. Gene Wu: Is it under $20?

Rep. José Menéndez: Of course not, no.

Rep. Gene Wu: Is it under $100?

Rep. José Menéndez: Probably not.

Rep. Gene Wu: Right. Would you say, given your knowledge of
the people who live around the state, who are in poor areas,
would having to travel long distances create a serious burden?

Rep. José Menéndez: Well, absolutely. Not only is there the
expense of the travel, but there is the me away from their job, if
they can get the me off from their job. And so then there's the,



who will be taking care of-- if there are other children in the
household, who's going to take care of the children? So there's this
incredible burden put on anybody that will have their clinic close,
and they'd have to travel long-distance, because it's the
psychological as well as the --the mental, the physical, and the,
the cost. So these burdens are, are multiplied a great deal.

Rep. Gene Wu: And these clinics that exist now, in, in the Valley,
in the panhandle, in El Paso area, in the rural areas of Texas-- do
they only provide abortions?

Rep. José Menéndez: Of course not. It's a-- I thought it was well-
known fact that a very small percentage of the services provided
by Planned Parenthood are actually abor ons. It's also, ah, well
documented that a lot of women's actual prenatal, a lot of their
screenings for breast cancer, cervical cancer: for some women,
Planned Parenthood and other services, clinics like these are the
only place they can have affordable health care for their female
needs; and so I, I think it's just-- to me it's unconscionable that we
would do anything to potentially close these clinics.

Rep. Gene Wu: Would it be fair-- now, this sta s c came out a
couple years ago. Would it be fair to say that, when there was a
debate about this in earlier session, we found out that Planned
Parenthood, only less than 3% of their actual services relate to
anything related to abortion?

Rep. José Menéndez: Correct, I recall that. Yes.

Rep. Gene Wu: So 95-- 97% of their services are for something
completely different.



Rep. José Menéndez: Exactly.

Rep. Gene Wu: Including well-woman exams.

Rep. José Menéndez: Yes, and during the tes mony in
commi ee, we heard where there was one woman who tes fied
that she had recently lost her job, and if it weren't for Planned
Parenthood she would not have been able to get a, a free breast
screening to, to iden fy the, the lumps in her chest because she
had lost her job.

And so this is not just about people who are chronically poor,
but it's about everyday people who may lose their job, whose
condi ons may change, uh, suddenly; who need to have access to
healthcare that may save their lives, and then in the end, let's say
they don't have insurance, and they have to present to the
emergency room otherwise. If they don't get a screening early on,
it's the taxpayers who pick up the much greater burden.

So however you want to look at it, if you're not moved by the
concern for the woman, you should also be moved by the fact that
it would be, be, let's say more conserva ve from a fiscal
perspective to the taxpayers of Texas to keep these clinics open.

Rep. Gene Wu: Absolutely. And earlier, Representa ve
Laubenberg said that it was not her intent to close clinics. You
remember that?

Rep. José Menéndez: Yes. All throughout the debate at the two--
at the various, both here on the floor and then the two commi ee
mee ngs, I have heard this is a bill not intended to, uh, to stop
abor ons or to-- not intended to close clinics, that this bill is



solely intended to help women achieve their healthcare needs.
And therefore this amendment solely rests with women who may
otherwise not be able to afford to get to the clinics. That's all it
does.

Rep. Gene Wu: Absolutely. Thank you very much.

Rep. José Menéndez: Thank you.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Ms. Giddings, for what purpose?

Rep. Helen Giddings: Will the gentleman yield for some
questions?

Rep. José Menéndez: Of course.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The gentleman yields.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you. Um, Chairman Menéndez, you
and I serve on the state affairs committee, is that correct?

Rep. José Menéndez: Yes, ma'am, it is.

Rep. Helen Giddings: And we heard a lot of tes mony from, uh,
those who represent state associa ons like the Texas Hospital
Association--

Rep. José Menéndez: Correct.

Rep. Helen Giddings: --uh, the Congress of OB/GYNs. In that,
during that hearing, I did not hear any of these--

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Representa ve Stephenson raises a



point of order: the gentleman's me has expired. The point of
order is well-taken and sustained. Representa ve Menéndez
sends us a, an amendment; Representa ve Laubenberg moves to
table. The ques on occurs on the mo on to table. Vote 'aye', vote
'no'. The Clerk will ring the bell.

Show Representa ve Laubenberg vo ng 'aye', Representa ve
José Menéndez vo ng 'nay'. Have all members voted? Have all
members voted? There being 93 ayes, 51 nays, the mo on to
table prevails. Chair recognizes Representa ve Geren for an
announcement.

Rep. Charlie Geren: Visitors in the gallery: once again, we're
happy to have you here; we just let quite a few new visitors in. I
just want to explain to you, we're happy to have you here; you
need to stay in your seats and remain quiet. This means no
yelling, no clapping, or any disturbance, or you will be removed.
And if there's a large disturbance, we will clear the gallery. But as
long as you're peaceful up there and quiet, we'd love to have you.
Thank you.
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Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The following amendment: the Clerk
will read the amendment.

Clerk: Amendment by Naomi Gonzales of El Paso.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Chair recognizes Representa ve
Gonzales of El Paso. [pause] The amendment is temporarily
withdrawn. The following amendment: Clerk will read the
amendment.

Clerk: Amendment by Eiland.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Chair recognizes Representa ve
Eiland.

Rep. Craig Eiland: Speaker, members, uh, what this amendment
will do is simply uh, take the bill and restrict it down to the 24-to-
20-week issue. It strikes all the rest of the por ons of the bill;
leave the findings, um, intact, 'cause I know why they're there, but
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everything else-- the forty-- the RU-486 sec on will be gone, um. I
don't know that it's the best for us as legislators to be legisla ng
dosage, I think we'll leave that up to the physicians and the
pharmacists; and that doesn't involve a hospital, so that sec on's
gone. It simply takes it down to where we would move to ban
abortions, all abortions, um, after the 20th week.

Rep. Phil King: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Yes, for what purpose?

Rep. Phil King: I-- just a quick question.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Does the gentleman yield for a
question?

Rep. Craig Eiland: I yield.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The gentleman yields.

Rep. Phil King: I've seen some other folks here that have
ques ons prepared to go with this. I just wanted to thank you for
this-- I realize it's probably, maybe your last me at the mic and I
just wanted to thank you for wearing a bright blue, royal blue
jacket today. It's, it's kind of a going-away present to us.

Rep. Craig Eiland: I got a new jacket; I didn't get the memo that it
was a blue day.

Rep. Phil King: We know that your heart was with us on this bill,
so thank you.



Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Mr. Phillips, for what purpose?

Rep. Larry Phillips: Will the gentleman yield?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Will the gentleman yield?

Rep. Craig Eiland: I yield.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The gentleman yields.

Rep. Larry Phillips: Uh, so I want to make sure that, uh-- that
you're aware that, um, the FDA guidelines are what is set in this
bill other for the medica on dosage. Do you understand that?
That, that's not part of the bill. So what you're doing is taking out
the requirement that doctors that are performing abor ons
through chemical abor ons, uh, do not have to follow the FDA
guidelines.

Rep. Craig Eiland: We said-- I just said to cut that por on-- that
out of the bill so that physicians, whatever the prac ce is, they
can practice medicine, uh--

Rep. Larry Phillips: And how are--

Rep. Craig Eiland: --I just, just-- we didn't have a chance to vote
on these; these were all individual bills at one me, and there are
por ons of the bill that some people support, and other por ons
of the bill that some people believe are not necessary or maybe,
uh, un-- have ulterior mo ves and so I would like to simply vote on
moving it from 24 to 20 weeks, adding that with all the other, um,
restric ons and requirements that are currently in the law, and
leave the others for some other discussion or some other day.



Rep. Larry Phillips: Right. And so, I guess the ques on I have,
though: if you vote for your amendment, that doesn't mean that
you're voting for that res-- the restriction of20 weeks.

Rep. Craig Eiland: Yes.

Rep. Larry Phillips: You know, I-I-I, and I guess, and, and you
probably heard from a lot of folks from-- whether they lean to be
pro-life or lean towards pro-choice, but there's a lot of support for
this 20-week ban, which is basically what your amendment will
leave in place. Is that correct?

Rep. Craig Eiland: Correct.

Rep. Larry Phillips: And I appreciate your support of that issue;
but I think the other aspects of this legisla on, that provide for
the safety-- and, and I guess unfortunately, because of just the
compactness of last session, we kind of put it all onto this bill. To
be honest, I wouldn't have a problem if they were all broken out,
but that's what's before us. And so--

Rep. Craig Eiland: Correct.

Rep. Larry Phillips: --for me, for me, for those of us that want to
have those protec ons, such as saying, "Doctors, you need to
follow the FDA guidelines in that prac ce", then this-- we don't
really need to vote for your amendment, then.

Rep. Craig Eiland: Yeah. I think that if there were amendments or
tweaks being accepted today, or being discussed seriously-- for
example, if you limited the people that perform abor ons or
chemical abor ons or whatever to OB/GYNs-- then you may not



have to have some of these other restric ons. This is not my area,
that I get involved in on the debate every day, um; I didn't a end
the hearings, so I can't tell you about those detailed answers.

I do know that it's-- I know enough about the 20 weeks versus 24
weeks, um, and that we can have that as a much more simple,
straight-up debate about that issue, versus adding the other
barriers and layers to the debate, um, for-- on that issue; and so
that's why I bring this amendment up.

Rep. Larry Phillips: Okay. Thank you.

Rep. Donna Howard: Madam Speaker?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Representa ve Howard, for what
purpose?

Rep. Donna Howard: Ah, will the gentleman yield?

Rep. Craig Eiland: I yield.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Will the gentleman yield? The
gentleman yields.

Rep. Donna Howard: Just a follow-up on some of, uh,
Representa ve Phillips's ques ons. Uh, the, the number that we
have, the latest that I have from the Department of State Health
Services for abor ons a er 20 weeks, uh, out of the
approximately 70,000, 75,000, only about 400 occur. We're
talking about a very small number, and from what I've heard, have
you not heard the same, from the physicians that I've spoken with,
the OB/GYNs, that, uh, the vast majority of these, if not almost



every single one of them, are for medical purposes. Have you
heard that as well?

Rep. Craig Eiland: I have heard that. I, I don't know how-- it is
assumed that 20 weeks is a long enough me for someone to
decide if they're going to carry a child to term or not, one; and two,
you would hope that it's-- those 400 would be for a serious
medical condition.

Rep. Donna Howard: And from what has been reported to me,
uh, I have-- I have been told that is the case. Do you know of, uh,
any other, uh, situa ons where the legislature, uh, puts in
statutes, uh, prescrip ons that a physician is supposed to
provide, uh, where we provide the dosage, wh-- how it's to be
administered: is there another example of that that you know of?

Rep. Craig Eiland: There's not one that I know of; I didn't sit on
the commi ee to hear specific responses to that. And that's why I
think it's unfortunate we're not having, um, some amendments go
on the bill which could address some of these par cular issues;
like, you know, there may be a reason that a, uh, OB/GYN wanted
to prescribe a different dosage, um.

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, would you not agree that, that, uh,
there are studies that con nually go on with medica ons and,
and healthcare delivery that indeed, uh-- you can actually
determine that there is a more appropriate dosage or a way to
deliver, uh, and that that might not be what is in statute and that
we would be tying the hands of physicians from prescribing what's
medically appropriate, if indeed that is-- does occur, if we have
something in statute?



Rep. Craig Eiland: Yes, and that's why-- we are locking in-- in
Texas statute, in Texas law, that would have to pass a bill and to
be signed by the governor to change. If the American College that's
referenced in the bill, if they change their, um, posi on, uh, from
January 1st, 2013, if it changes on January 1st, 2014, we would be
locked in to the current items, and so--

Rep. Donna Howard: If there's a better method of delivery--

Rep. Craig Eiland: Yeah, and it's-- 'cause if somebody came and
said, "okay, or any subsequent revisions to that", I think that
would be a smart way to handle it, but that's not an op on today,
apparently.

Rep. Donna Howard: So what it appears to me you're trying to
do, if this is correct, is that you're trying to find a way to establish
some commonality here, among all the folks that are on this floor,
the people in the gallery and the people we represent, who do
have some common agreement around limi ng when abor ons
should be performed; and the 20 weeks is-- it's something that
people can, at least-- not everybody agrees with that, but there is
more agreement--

Rep. Craig Eiland: Right.

Rep. Donna Howard: --there, we can have some commonality.
The other parts of this bill, uh, there's more poli cs to that rather
than good policy. It seems to be, uh, interfering with the doctor-
pa ent rela onship, uh, crea ng barriers to accessing safe, legal
medical procedures; but that we could come together on this part
of it, that if we really wanted to have policy that drove what
happens with, uh, limiting when abortions can occur.



Rep. Craig Eiland: Right.

Rep. Donna Howard: That this would be the thing that we could
come together around, is that what you're trying to suggest and
propose here?

Rep. Craig Eiland: Yes.

Rep. Donna Howard: Okay. Thank you. I think it's a very good
amendment.

Rep. Poncho Nevárez: Madam Chair? Madam Chair?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Yes, for what purpose?

Rep. Poncho Nevárez: For a question for the gentleman.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Will the gentleman yield for a
question?

Rep. Craig Eiland: Yes.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The gentleman yields.

Rep. Poncho Nevárez: Representa ve Eiland, just one ques on,
and this kind of, uh, dovetailing into what, uh, Representa ve,
um--

Rep. Craig Eiland: Howard.

Rep. Poncho Nevárez: --yes, Representa ve Howard was talking
about before: is, is it fair to say that your amendment, you know,
literally strips away the other parts of the bill but also strips away



all these poli cal areas that we can't agree on and focuses on the
one thing, which is life, that all these folks that are presumably up
here in the gallery suppor ng, and it focuses on that point, which
is the 20-week ban?

Rep. Craig Eiland: Yes.

Rep. Poncho Nevárez: Okay. And it does nothing more than that,
which is preserve life in accordance with the 20-week ban?

Rep. Craig Eiland: Correct.

Rep. Poncho Nevárez: Thank you, Representative Eiland.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Madam Giddings, for what purpose?

Rep. Helen Giddings: Ah, will the gentleman yield for some
questions?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Does the gentleman yield?

Rep. Craig Eiland: I yield.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The gentleman yields.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Ah, Representa ve Eiland, I, I think you,
uh, might have heard the exchange that I had, uh, with
Representa ve Menéndez about the, uh, tes mony that had
come before, uh, the State Affairs commi ee? Uh, did you hear
that?

Rep. Craig Eiland: Yes.



Rep. Helen Giddings: Okay. And, ah, so, it's-- it's a li le bit odd,
that in terms of us trying to provide more safety for women, that
those persons who are in that posi on, in posi ons that deal with
medicine and the healthcare of women, where they are
represen ng state or na onal organiza ons, none of them were
in support of this, are you aware of that?

Rep. Craig Eiland: Why, those portions of the bill that I cut out?

Rep. Helen Giddings: Yes, the Texas Hospital Associa on, for
instance, said that section 2--

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Representa ve Stevenson raises a
point of order: the gentleman's me is expired. The point of order
is well-taken and sustained. [gavel] The Chair recognizes
Representative Laubenberg in opposition.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Ms. Speaker and members, this
amendment pretty much guts the bill, so I move to table.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Chair recognizes Representa ve
Eiland to close on his amendment.

Rep. Craig Eiland: Uh, Ms. Speaker, members, I'll close and just--
This does not gut the bill. What this bill-- what this amendment
does is simply narrow it down to, um, limi ng abor ons to 20
weeks as opposed to 24 weeks, leaving these other issues to be
fleshed out, um, and, and discussed--

Rep. Helen Giddings: Madam Speaker?

Rep. Craig Eiland: --over the next--



Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: To what purpose, Ms. Giddings?

Rep. Craig Eiland: --few years.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Will the gentleman yield for a couple of
questions?

Rep. Craig Eiland: Yes.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Do you yield for ques ons? The
gentleman yields.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Um. Representa ve Eiland, are you aware
that, uh, in the state of Florida, the University of Cincinna
College of Medicine, ah, did a study having to do with, uh, medical
procedures in office-based settings?

Rep. Craig Eiland: I know that that study is-- has been discussed.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Yes. It's a study that has been done, and,
uh, would it surprise you to say, uh, that, uh, they concluded that
the procedure that was done in off-- office-based se ngs with the
greatest risk, risk was cosme c procedures that are performed
under, uh, general anesthesia?

Rep. Craig Eiland: Yes.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Ah, so, uh, we have had a number of
organiza ons-- Texas Hospital Associa on does not-- they do not
believe that the physicians will be admi ed with hospital
privileges under section 2 of this bill. Are you aware of that?



Rep. Craig Eiland: I am aware of that, and, uh, I believe the
tes mony was-- and what I heard was that they don't want to get
involved in this decision, um, and what, what this may bring on to
those hospitals.

Rep. Helen Giddings: And while it is that we could make, uh,
some, some changes in terms of the regula ons as it relates to
abor on, if, uh, we were to put in place measures that created
basically an absolute ban, I think that would be declared
unconstitutional. What do you think?

Rep. Craig Eiland: Yeah, I think there's concerns, legi mate
concerns by people with the-- if you put up, um, addi onal
barriers so that you limit access so much to a legal procedure,
whether you like it or not, that if you put up all of these, um,
barriers, that it may be unconstitutional.

And so I think that going from 24 weeks to 20 weeks is very
const-- is probably cons tu onal, 'cause other states have done
that, uh, without these other limi ng, um, issues and barriers,
even though they maybe get a en on, or not get a en on, but I
think they're not ready yet, and there's-- and if they are-- for
example, they're not, there's no considera on to say "Look, if the
physician of court-- performing the abor on does not have, um,
admi ng privileges at a hospital within thirty miles, then why
couldn't that physician make arrangements with a physician with
admitting privileges within 30 miles?"

They're-- if the goal is to take care of the woman in case there's
a problem, that seems to be a way to handle it, but that's not
allowed in this bill. And so there's, there's measures that could be
taken to make this bill a more workable bill, but they're not being



allowed to go on.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Well, uh, I think you're absolutely right
with that. I believe that all the members of this House are
concerned about making sure that women are as safe and have
the best care as possible. Do you agree with that?

Rep. Craig Eiland: Yes, I do.

Rep. Helen Giddings: And there are other ways that we could
ensure that, that are not included in this bill and are not spoken
to in this bill; would you agree with that?

Rep. Craig Eiland: I'd definitely agree with that.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much.

Rep. Abel Herrero: Madam Speaker?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Yes, for what purpose?

Rep. Abel Herrero: Will the Representative yield for questions?

Rep. Craig Eiland: Yes.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Does the gentleman yield? The
gentleman yields.

Rep. Abel Herrero: Representa ve Eiland, as I understand your
amendment, uh, your amendment would keep the fetal pain
portion of the bill intact, correct?

Rep. Craig Eiland: Yes.



Rep. Abel Herrero: And so essen ally what the bill-- the
amendment would do is, uh, restrict that an abor on would not
be permitted, uh, after the twenty-week period, is that correct?

Rep. Craig Eiland: That is correct.

Rep. Abel Herrero: And that was the intent of the bill, correct?

Rep. Craig Eiland: That is the-- correct.

Rep. Abel Herrero: I, I stand with you, having been someone
who voted for the bill; um, I stand with you in support of this
amendment because I also believe, as you do, that this does not
gut the bill or its intent and helps preserve the life of an unborn
child, uh, in a way that I think is responsible.

Rep. Craig Eiland: Thank you.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Representa ve Eiland sends up an
amendment. Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table. The
ques on occurs on the mo on to table. It's a record vote,
members; the Clerk'll ring the bell. Show Representa ve
Laubenberg vo ng 'aye', show Representa ve Eiland vo ng 'nay'.
Have all members voted? Have all members voted?

[Gavel.]

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: There being 85 ayes, 52 nays, the
motion to table prevails.
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Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The following amendment: Clerk will
read the amendment.

Clerk: Amendment by Anchia.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Chair recognizes Mr. Anchia.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Thank you, Mrs. Speaker and members. I am
offering this amendment because the bill, as dra ed, lacks an
adequate excep on for women's health. The current language in
the bill, members, allows an excep on to the 20-week ban on
abor ons for a complica on of the woman's medical condi on, so
that the abor on is necessary to "avert the woman's death, or
serious risk of substan al and irreversible physical impairment of
a bod-- major bodily func on other than a psychological
condition".

Members, my amendment changes the bill, and specifically this
defini on in the bill, in four places. On page 2, lines 3 and 4; on
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page 5, lines 6 through 8; on page 5, lines 18 through 19; and on
page 5, lineteen-- line, lines 21 through 22. And the change
contemplates the fact that there may be medical condi ons as
determined by a physician in his or her reasonable medical
judgment, which fall outside the narrow excep on; and frankly
the excep on, as dra ed, is unnecessarily restric ve. And while
you heard the dialogue earlier between Representa ve Farrar
and Representa ve Laubenberg, discussing medical judgment, I
think the bill is poorly drafted in this regard.

It would be much simpler and much cleaner and avoid
complica on if we just allowed medical professionals who are
caring for a woman to evaluate whether there is serious harm to
that woman's health. It's that simple. These decisions, members,
are not for us as legislators to make. These decisions are between
a woman, her physician, and her god. Now, my amendment does
not change the construct of this bill at 20 weeks, in fact it
preserves that, and I voted on a number of different occasions
here today to preserve the por ons of the bill that say "No
abortion at 20 weeks".

But you heard my dialogue earlier with Representa ve Davis,
and we talked about the cons tu onality of a bill like this; and it
must balance the interests of the health of a woman. The way it is
dra ed currently, members, does not achieve that. The excep on
is en rely too restric ve. So what I'm submi ng, members, is
that we allow a doctor to exercise their medical judgment and
determine whether or not there is a serious harm to the woman's
health.

Now, we know, members, and you heard ar culated today on



the floor that we're talking about 1.3% of all abor ons, today--
those that occur a er 20 weeks; and we know that 95% of those
abor ons are in the case of serious harm to women. So what
we're trying to do again, members, is balance the interests, I
think, and there's overwhelming support in this body to draw the
line at 20 weeks. But at the same me, we need to balance-- the
state has an interest in the health of a woman. And I don't, and I
don't come to this lightly, members. I mean, in our family we have
had serious challenges with reproduc ve health. These issues-- I
don't come to this from a par san perspec ve. I look at this very
practically.

Where a man and a woman in a loving rela onship-in a
marriage-have to make some very difficult decisions about the
health of the spouse; when their loved one has to look at
someone in the eye and say, "You may have a serious medical
condi on for the rest of your life. " And that is outside the bounds
of what this bill asks for. And frankly, members, I don't think we
should be making those decisions here on the House floor. It is
families that need to be making these decisions. It is families in
conjunc on with their doctors that need to be making this
decision. It's families in conjunc on with doctors and their
spiritual advisors who need to be making this decision.

And frankly, members, it needs to be families, the woman, their
doctor and their god; and this bill goes too far. So what we're
trying to do, members, is fix the language of the defini on:
everyone can go to their home, comfortably, and say we drew the
line at 20 weeks, but we did balance the interests of a woman in a
cons tu onal fashion, and we did preserve the medical judgment
of physicians.



And members, I come to this discussion also as a
representa ve who represents a number of different hospitals. In
fact, if you look at the line between where the district that I
represent and that that Representa ve Johnson represents, it is
the en rety of the Dallas medical district. And there's
tremendous medical science that goes on there. And there are
people who are trained in diagnosing serious medical harm to
women, and those are the experts, and we should be deferring to
their judgment and not supplan ng their judgment with ours,
members.

So I ask you-- I ask you to help fix this bill. I ask to-- I ask you, you
to help fix this defini on, which is altogether too restric ve. And
lastly, members, we must recognize that the defini on as stated
today cannot and will not achieve what many of you in the gallery
are here to see achieved, because this bill, as wri en, can or will
be held uncons tu onal. It has been held uncons tu onal in
other jurisdic ons and, if you are serious about drawing the line
at 20 weeks, then you must fix this defini on. So, members, I ask
you to vote with me on this amendment to fix this bill and fix the
constitutionality of its drafting.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Madam Speaker?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Yes, for what purpose?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Will the gentleman yield?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The gent-- will the gentleman yield?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: I yield.



Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The gentleman yields.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Representa ve Anchia, I thank you for
bringing this amendment. It touches upon some of my concerns I
laid out earlier in that the excep on is just too narrow, and I tried
to make the point at that me that if the author would widen the
defini on of endangerment to a woman to include a woman's
health-- and actually you, you set the bar a bit higher than even
the cons tu onal standard-- you, the cons tu onal standard is
just-- and, by the way, are you aware that this is forty years of
legal challenges that women's health-- the inclusion of women's
health has to be, has to be a part of legisla on. You are aware of
that?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Yeah, absolutely. In fact, in Planned
Parenthood v. Casey , the courts spells out very clearly what the
standard is, and they-- if you permit me, I'll just quote from that
case. They say "If the state is interested in protec ng fetal life
a er viability, " which I think is a laudable goal, "it may go so far as
to proscribe abor on during that period except" --and this is
important, this is what we're talking about, this is the excep on
that we're talking about today-- "except when it is necessary to
preserve the life or health" --or health, I'll underscore that-- "of the
mother".

And that is current federal law. That is current federal law. And,
and you're correct in poin ng out that I even raised the bar a li le
bit in my excep on because I say serious health consequences,
right? So, in fact, this is an even-- a slightly more conserva ve
approach. But you are correct to point out that if we exclude the
health of the mother we, we run afoul of the holdings of the U. S.



Supreme Court in these cases, in forty years worth of case law.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And if you're a proponent of this bill, a
supporter of this bill, you would, I'd Imagine, want language such
as this so that, so that the bill will pass cons tu onal muster.
Correct?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Well, I see a lot of people here dressed in
blue, and I assume most of them are Democrats like I am, and
that's why I wore blue, but they're really concerned about this bill
passing-- they want this bill to pass, right? And what I'm le ng
them know that the way to see this bill is dra ed is flawed, and
this excep on that is set out is so narrowly dra ed that is will not
survive cons tu onal muster; and frankly, it has not survived
cons tu onal muster in a number of other court cases across the
country.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Correct. Moving on to the actual woman's
health: did you hear me earlier when I men oned the example of
a woman being diagnosed at stage 4 cancer in her pregnancy
where she needed immediate treatment that could endanger her
pregnancy? This-- your-- this amendment would address the
situation such as that, correct?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Absolutely. Look, I'm not here to require a
loving family to engage in a Solomonic decision between saving
and preserving the health of a woman, a loved one who's the-- a
woman and at the same me a viable fetus. I don't think we
should be in the, in the business of calling balls and strikes on
that. These decisions are difficult; they're harrowing. I've
experienced reproduc ve health challenges in my family and I
know how difficult those things are.



Nobody takes this stuff lightly. In fact, a er 5 months, you know,
where-- what we're talking about today-- I bet you parents and
loving families really want to have a child. And they've painted the
room. They've bought the crib. They're thinking of names-- so what
you're talking about is the most difficult decision-- that's why it
only happens in 1.3% of all the cases.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Mr. Stevenson raises a point of order
that the gentleman's me has expired. The point of order is well-
taken and sustained. [gavel] Chair recognizes Representa ve
Laubenberg to speak against the amendment.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Madam Chair, I'm going to table this
amendment for the reasons that in the bill we have put the
excep ons in there for the physical life to the mother, physical
health to the mother, and for the severe fetal abnormali es; and
we give the physician full authority and in his best medical
judgment what is in the best interest for the woman to save her
life.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Madam Speaker? Madam Speaker?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Yes. Mr. Anchia, for what purpose?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: When I'm done, please.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Not at this time, Mr. Anchia.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Thank you, Madam Speaker.



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: So Representa ve Anchia points out
that this abor on decision should be between the woman, her
physician, and her god; essen ally you are saying that there
should be no abor on law, that the state has no compelling
interest. And again I want to point out that the por on of this bill
that we're talking with is dealing with a 5-month baby based on
the pain that the baby will feel at 5 months having an abor on.
Now I will yield.

[The editor notes here that due to a technical issue, the following
six lines are repeated across both this video segment and the
following video segment.]

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Madam Speaker?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Yes, for what purpose?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Will the gentlelady--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The gentlelady yields.
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Rep. Rafael Anchia: Madam Speaker.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Yes, for what purpose?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Will the gentlelady--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The gentlelady yields.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Uh, thank you, Madam Chair. I wanted to
walk through sec on 171.046 of your bill because that's
essen ally where I amend the bill and that's where your
excep ons lie. So, do you understand the difference between uh,
the current language of, of the bill and, and the amendment that
I'm offering up?
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Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Just one second, let me get to that
section, will you, please?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: While you're getting--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Go ahead, you can clarify, go ahead--

[Crosstalk.]

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Yep, that's fine. Madam Chair, while you get
to that, it is correct that if my amendment got on the bill, that
there would s ll be a bright line at 20 weeks, correct? That I don't
talk-- I don't change the me period to 21 weeks or 22 weeks or 19
or 18, that we leave it at 20. Correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay, yeah.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Is that right?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Uh, yes.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Okay. So the ques on really then becomes
about the health of the woman, in my amendment; is that not
right?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Your amendment is broadening the
definition of health effects, as I understand it.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: That is absolutely correct. And it broadens it
to contemplate the-- a physician whose care the woman is in
making a decision about serious health effects-- not necessarily
death, so we're short of death here-- but serious health effects of



carrying this pregnancy to term. Is that not right?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Um, if you say so, yes.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Look, I just want to make sure you
understand what the amendment says, since you-- you've come
up to table it.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I do.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Okay, so you agree with me there. And your
current wording says that there must be a serious risk, right-- and I
preserve the term serious-- so there has to be serious, in my
amendment, serious health impact. So, serious risk of a
substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily
func on. Can you, uh, provide the body with examples of-- that
would fall into that definition?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: The life-- that means, to the mother--

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Okay, so this-- I'm not talking about the
por on of your amendment that says death, right? So that's clear,
that remains unchanged in my amendment; I'm talking about
serious risk of substan al and irreparable-- irreversible physical
impairment of a major bodily function.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay, what was your question?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Please provide us an exa-- maybe an
example that would fall under that exception.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: When, you see-- I think I men oned it



earlier-- toxemia, yeah; in fact, I'm going to let the doctor-- if you're
going to talk about medical terms I would prefer to have--

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Well, these are legal-- these are legal terms,
right? I mean, the reason I'm concerned--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay. I, I'm not sure where you're going,
so--

Rep. Rafael Anchia: This is where I'm going: I'm concerned that
these words ma er. And these words are going to be challenged
in court. And these terms have some meaning, right? So these are
legal terms. So what I'm trying to get at is that it has been dra ed
so narrowly even the author of the bill herself, who has spent a lot
of me working on this, can't provide us with excep ons that
might fall into it. And that's, that's what I'm concerned about.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Oh! [sighs]

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Because, in my view, a medical professional,
a doctor who's caring for this woman, would be in the best
posi on to do that. And that's why I've broadened the defini on
and allowed for an assessment of serious impact. Is that not
right?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Madam Chair, in this bill, in the
language, I do give the doctor full authority to make that decision
and it says on line 5, this is issued-- "reasonable medical
judgment". The excep on that I have in here is for the physical
life, based on the physician's reasonable medical judgment.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Correct. Now, you do include that



physician's reasonable medical judgment-- but then you qualify it
in the rest of the excep on. And you qualify it by there needing to
be an assessment of serious risk of substan al and irreversible
physical impairment.

How is-- how is a physician, at the me, supposed to make a
judgment of substan al and irreversible physical impairment?
He's-- this person does not know what's going to happen in the
future, right? Do we know if a condi on is reversible at the me
that you make the diagnosis? What if you can't-- what if you can't
call balls and strikes about whether it's reversible or irreversible?

See, so the medical judgment is qualified in the rest of your
defini on, and what I'm trying to do is unqualify it and say doctors
should be able to call balls and strikes on these decisions and
shouldn't be handcuffed in their medical judgment. That's what
this amendment does.

And I'm wondering why that, that it is provoca ve to use when
we don't, when we do not change the 20 weeks-- we restore the
full discre on, not the narrow discre on but the full discre on of,
of physicians. Why is that provocative? To the bill?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Absolutely not, Representa ve Anchia. I
do give the doctor, the physician, the full authority to make that
decision.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: What is, what-- what determina on must
the doctor make here? That there is serious risk of substantial and
irreparable physical impairment. Okay, what-- does that not
qualify the doctor's decision? And how can a doctor know if
physical impairment is going to be irreversible?



I imagine doctors, all the me, have to guess about whether
something is reversible or irreversible, based on the pa ent's
medical history, based on the pa ent's age, based on the
pa ent's rela ve health, on whether or not there would be an
irreversible condition. Do you not agree?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay, please tell me your ques on
again.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Well, do you not agree with that
assessment?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No, I don't. I believe that this bill will
cover the conditions we have outlined as exceptions.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Okay. So, so you would agree with me,
however, that you do condi on the reasonable medical judgment
of a physician by a determina on of serious risk of irreversible
physical impairment. Is that not correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It would be the physical life--

Rep. Rafael Anchia: You qualify that judgment, is that not right?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, I do.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: And how should doctors-- how will doctors
know, or how are they supposed to know, if there is an irreversible
physical impairment of a major bodily func on? Do-- is that a
black and white issue? And does that provide them guidance?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay. Ah, Representative Anchia, we are



so fortunate to have a superb physician here in the House and,
you know, you're asking a ques on about a physician so I would
like to let him respond to that.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: And I'm pleased that-- but I'd like to know if
the author-- because these words should have legal meaning. I
mean, I-- Dr. Bonnen is an admirable member of this, this body but
not a lawyer, didn't dra  the bill. I'd like to know from the person
who dra ed the bill what legal meaning we should be given--
giving to this qualification of reasonable medical judgment.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: You have been asking me two parallel
questions.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Okay.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And so I would like to make sure I, you
know, answer each one, or each of your ques ons get answered
accordingly.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Yes, ma'am.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Your ques on about what this piece of
legisla on says: I'm very specific that I' am referring to the
physical health to the mother. Do you ask questions about--

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Representa ve S ckland raises a
point of order that the gentlelady's me has expired. The point of
order is well-taken and sustained. [gavel] The Chair recognizes
Representative Anchia to close on this amendment.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Thank you, Madam Chair and members.



I hope you were able to follow a li le bit of the dialogue with
Chairwoman Laubenberg, the author of this bill. We were trying to
contextualize what sort of guidance a physician would have with
the narrowing of their medical judgment that occurs on page 5 in
three different sec ons and on page 2 in one sec on. And I was
unable to discern from our dialogue any guidance, frankly, about
how a physician would be able to act under, I think, this tortured
and very narrow definition.

It is very difficult, if not impossible, for a physician to evaluate
whether there is an irreversible physical impairment. That speaks
to an omniscience-- if that's a word, if not, I will make it up-- to
their ability to see in the future and determine whether or not a
person' is going to recover.

If I ask every doctor in this body whether you could guarantee
for me whether someone was going to have a, a reversal in their
condi on-- whether it be a coma, whether it be a, uh, brain
damage-- no doctor would guarantee that. In fact, they would
have no way of knowing because, while medicine is a science, it is
an inexact science and we all know that from our personal
situations.

So this narrow defini on really does adversely impact the
medical judgment of a physician. That is a cause of concern of
many of the doctors I represent. In light of the fact that I represent
much of the medical district, many doctors live in the district that
I represent.

And it is, further, a legal problem. And, in fact, for those who
care about the cons tu onality of this bill it is more so a legal
problem, because it is so unduly restric ve as to render the bill



unworkable for doctors and, secondarily, uncons tu onal
because it fails to contemplate the health of a woman broadly.

Rep. Jeff Leach: Madam Chairman.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Representa ve Leach, for what
purpose?

Rep. Jeff Leach: Will the gentleman yield for a question?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Will the gentleman yield for a
question?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Yes, I yield.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The gentleman yields.

Rep. Jeff Leach: Thank you, Representa ve Anchia. I have a
couple of ques ons here about your amendment specifically. You
know, one of the things we do here in this body, in the legislature,
is we regulate certain industries. Correct?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Yes.

Rep. Jeff Leach: And so, you stated earlier that with respect to
this decision, that this decision ought to be restricted to a
mother, to her doctor, and to her spiritual advisor. What --in the
sense that the government--

Rep. Rafael Anchia: And I believe I added "her God'' so, a er
significant contempla on and prayer, as many people who find
themselves in this situation frequently engage in--



Rep. Jeff Leach: Okay, but you also men on that the
government, that this body, ought to not be in the business of
calling balls and strikes in this area.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: No, I think you misread my, my statement.
My statements are that we are-- and in fact, the effect of this bill is
to preserve the bright line of 20 months, but at the same me
contemplate the fact that these decisions need to be made by a
woman, her family members, her physician, and her God. The
important part here, for the purposes of this amendment, is the
physician because the way this bill is dra ed it does not-- and I
think, I think a er, a er much dialogue with the bill's author we
were able to ascertain that this, in fact, does limit the discre on
of the physician.

It does not expand it, it does not respect it: it limits it. And, in
fact, it limits it by this tortured construct of, uh, requiring a doctor
to determine serious risk of substan al and irreversible physical
impairment to a major bodily func on, not defining 'major bodily
func on', not defining 'irreversible', and not defining 'substan al'.
So my, my amendment here just makes it clear for the doctor and
allows the doctor to explain it clearly to the patient.

Rep. Jeff Leach: You see, I understand and I agree with you that,
that words have meaning and we ought to make sure when we
vote on a bill, we need to understand what, what it's doing. So
let's talk lawyer to lawyer here. I want to go back to my earlier
ques on about what this body does in terms of regula ng certain
industries, because numerous mes this session did we not-- did
this body not either vote to either weaken or strengthen
regulations in certain industries?



Rep. Rafael Anchia: We do it all the me, sure. [Crosstalk.] But
the ques on is-- you try to strike a balance in regula on all the

me. So the balance that we're trying to strike here is, I think, a
balance that is informed by 40 years of cons tu onal holding and
that balance is between the viability of the fetus-- and I read
earlier from the Supreme Court case)-- and the health of a mother.
I've even raised the bar in this amendment, Representa ve
Leach; I've said there has to be a serious impact-- it can't be a
headache, it can't be, um, ah, some discomfort, it has to be
serious.

Rep. Jeff Leach: I want to, I just want to make clear, for the
record, that this body does in mul ple mes during a session call
balls and strikes in certain industries. We do it with plumbing, we
do it with architecture, we do it with interior design, we do it with
certain--

Rep. Rafael Anchia: And I think we're doing it, we're doing it with
plumbing here, as well--

Rep. Jeff Leach: With respect to this bill, Representa ve Anchia,
you are-- no, let me ask the ques on. It seems one of the major
issues with respect to this bill, for people oppose this bill, is that
it creates unnecessary and undue regula ons on abor on
providers, specifically with respect to the Ambulatory Surgical
Clinics. Is that not correct?

[Crosstalk.]

Rep. Rafael Anchia: I'll answer your ques on. It is not correct,
Representa ve, that that is the intent of my amendment; and we
heard a ruling earlier that we should just only speak on the



amendment so that's, that's what I'm talking about. You are
talking about arguments that others have made. The argument
that I'm making here is a balancing of interests and a recogni on
of woman's health, okay?

Now, I'm not talking about availability; that, that stays
unchanged in the rest of the bill. My amendment is very specific to
the excep on-- to the narrowness of the excep on in Sec on
171.046, okay? So I don't change 20 weeks, I don't change
availability, I don't change standards-- what I say is that this
definition is unworkable and too narrow and will adversely impact
the medical judgment of, of doctors and, and does not adequately
balance the health interests of a woman. That's what I'm arguing.

Rep. Jeff Leach: Let me go back to my ini al line of ques oning.
Do you remember, for instance, House Bill 502 that we voted on,
by my good friend Representative Hernandez Luna?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Senate Bill, House Bill-- subject matter--

Rep. Jeff Leach: Okay, let me remind you: House Bill 502, which
115 members of this body voted on, regulated--

Rep. Rafael Anchia: Is this amendment-- is this amendment
about House Bill, House Bill 502?

Rep. Jeff Leach: This ques on is about this amendment,
Representa ve. That bill regulated the prac ce of teeth
whitening and you voted for that bill, you, you-- Representa ve
Anchia?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: So you're talking about teeth whitening. I'm



listening.

Rep. Jeff Leach: I'm reminding you of a vote that you casted-- you
cast to regulate, to heighten the restric ons on teeth-whitening
clinics across the state, people who provide teeth-whitening, and
to my knowledge no-one has ever died from a botched teeth-
whitening procedure; but what we're saying here is that we don't
want to increase or strengthen the regula ons on abor on
providers, yet we're doing so on teeth-whitening providers.
Doesn't that seem like a double standard to you?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: I think you missed the point of my
amendment completely, now. And again, talking lawyer to lawyer,
I had raised two points: the first being that there are not forty
years worth of cons tu onal holdings-- supreme court holdings
that establish a cons tu onal regime that, that requires us to
protect the health of the-- of the woman in this case? So teeth-
whitening, whole different, whole different subject--

Rep. Jeff Leach: It is not; it is not a whole different subject,
because you're talking about-- the authority to do--

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Representa ve Leach,
Representa ve Anchia, we, we respect and appreciate the
argument at the mic-- the high-level debate at the microphone, so
please let each member speak and respond to the ques ons and
let's stay on the subject and keep decorum in the house.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: So if you're talking about teeth-whitening,
I'll, I'll just ask, I guess, a rhetorical ques on: if you can talk to me
about the historical precedent for cons tu onally protected
rights under teeth-whitening, then we'd be having a different



discussion. So that's why I think you miss this-- I think you miss the
point of the amendment. The amendment speaks to medical
judgment and health of the woman. That is cons tu onally
protected. Teeth-whitening is completely off the subject, but, but I
see the parallel you're trying to making-- make; I just think it, it
doesn't work.

Rep. Jeff Leach: Representa ve Anchia, with all due respect,
when you laid out your amendment you said to this body that we
need to be careful with respect to how we're calling, you said,
balls and strikes. With this decision, you said specifically it should
be only a mother, her doctor and her spiritual advisor and you
said the government-- this body, the Texas House of
Representa ves-- has no interest in this area and should not be
regulating it. Those are your words.

Rep. Rafael Anchia: No, no, you mischaracterized my words. I
said the first part; the second part you just made up out of thin air.

Rep. Jeff Leach: You said we shouldn't be calling balls and
strikes. Did you not say we shouldn't be calling balls and strikes?

Rep. Rafael Anchia: The first part was correct; the second part
you just made up on the House floor. And I'll tell you-- I'll repeat
exactly what I said-- these decisions should be the province, and I
might not have used that word but it sounds good right now, of a
woman, her physician, her spiritual advisor and her god. I did not--
we do not need to be calling balls and strikes in that narrow band.
This bill calls balls and strikes--

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Representa ve Strickland raises a
point of order that the gentleman's me has expired. The point of



order is well-taken and sustained. [gavel] Mr. Anchia sends up an
amendment. Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table. The
question occurs on the motion to table.

The Clerk will ring the bell to record vote. Show Representa ve
Laubenberg vo ng 'aye', show Representa ve Anchia vo ng 'nay'.
Show Representa ve Sco  Turner vo ng 'aye'. Have all members
voted? Please show Representa ve Parker vo ng 'aye'. Have all
members voted? [gavel] Being 88 ayes, 57 nays, the mo on to
table prevails.

Please excuse Representa ve Geren because of Preserva on
Board business, on the mo on of Representa ve Ri er. Following
amendment: Clerk will read the amendment.
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Clerk: Amendment by Collier.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Chair recognizes Representa ve
Collier. [pause] The amendment is temporarily withdrawn.
Following amendment: Clerk will read the amendment.

Clerk: Amendment by Howard.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Chair recognizes Representa ve
Howard.

Rep. Donna Howard: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, members. This
mend-- amendment is actually in regard to the admi ng
privileges, transfer procedures. Uh, the way that the bill is
worded, it requires that hospitals have ac ve admi ng
privileges.

Um, what currently exists in abor on clinics is that you have to
either have-- the physician has to either have admi ng privileges
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or a wri en transfer agreement. What currently exists-- I mean,
I'm sorry, that's for the Ambulatory Surgical Centers. What
currently exists for the abor on facili es is that you either have
to have admi ng privileges or have a working arrangement with
another physician who has admi ng privileges. You do have to
have, uh, an actual protocol in place-- this is part of the
regula ons-- a protocol in place for dealing with medical
emergencies in transfers. That's what currently exists.

This bill says that we want to have, uh, the abor on facility
which would become an ASC, have to require the physician to
have ac ve admi ng privileges. That is above and beyond what
currently exists for ASCs. So this amendment would bring the
transfer requirements of abor on facili es in line with what
currently exists for Ambulatory Surgical Centers. Title 25 of the
Texas Administra ve Code requires an Ambulatory Surgical
Center to have the wri en transfer agreement with a hospital or
the physicians on staff to have admi ng privileges at a local
hospital. So in keeping with this bill's intent to require abor on
clinics to be regulated as Ambulatory Surgical Centers, this
amendment would apply what currently exists for Ambulatory
Surgical Centers, in terms of their transfer admi ng privileges
guidelines, to the abortion facility.

Many physicians operate clinics and provide services at those
clinics but do not have admi ng privileges. No other outpa ent
procedure requires a physician to have ac ve admi ng
privileges, certainly not within a specific distance. This is opposed
by the, uh, Con-- the Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists.
Uh, this is an, a compromise I'm trying to come up with here that
honors what I think the inten on of the author of the bill is, and



that is to require abor ons to be performed in Ambulatory
Surgical Centers. There is no reason to change the admi ng
privileges requirement to something that's other than what
currently exists for Ambulatory Surgical Centers. So that's
essentially what this amendment does. And I yield to questions.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Madam Speaker.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The gentlelady yields.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Thank you; and Representa ve Howard,
why exactly is this amendment necessary?

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, actually, I think one of the reasons
that it's necessary, um, is because-- well, for one thing, we are
requiring something that is completely different. It's not
something that needs to be done. It's, it's reaching, overreaching,
for something that is not currently in place. Um, this would bring
the agreement under the standards that currently exist for the
Ambulatory Surgical Centers that are found in the current
administrative code.

And, as I said, since we are holding the abortion clinics up to the
prac ce of an Ambulatory Surgical Center, the standards, the
regula ons for ASCs, for hallway width, for opera ng rooms, for
janitorial closets, for all of the facility changes that occur in an
ASC, why would we not also have the abor on facility that is now
part of an ASC meet the current standards for transfer and
admi ng privileges? It just makes sense to make it the same
thing.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: So therefore, what is this concern



addressing?

Rep. Donna Howard: There's actually a concern about how this
will impact the ability of physicians at abor on facili es that
become ASCs to gain admi ng privileges. The fact is that there is
some concern based on how admi ng privileges are, uh, are
given and renewed that-- whether or not these physicians would
qualify at this above and beyond standard. At least with the
standard that we're proposing here that is currently in existence
for an ASC, there is a possibility of having a transfer agreement
with the hospital.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Okay. And why would a hospital be willing-
- unwilling rather, to grant admitting privileges to a physician?

Rep. Donna Howard: I actually have a copy of the statement of
the testimony that the Texas Hospital Association gave, uh--

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Wait. Madam Speaker, I'm having
difficulty hearing Representa ve Howard. May we have some
order in the House?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Members, if we could please have
some order in the House? If you have a conversa on, please take
it outside the rails so that the members can hear each other.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Thank you, Madame Speaker.

Rep. Donna Howard: Thank you. You were asking about--

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Yes, why-- why would a hospital be
unwilling to grant admitting privileges to a physician?



Rep. Donna Howard: What I have is a copy of the tes mony that
the Texas Hospital Associa on gave, uh, when they tes fied in
regard to this bill, and one of the things that's stated in their
tes mony is that, if a physician does not perform any procedures
in the hospital, or performs a procedure that the hospital does
not perform, there is no process for the hospital to grant
privileges to that physician.

Thus, if the hospital does not perform elec ve abor ons, which
THA has said that there are no hospitals that perform elec ve
abortions in Texas, so if there is no hospital that performs elective
abor ons the physician seeking privileges to perform abor ons
would not be granted those privileges. I mean, it's a circuitous
thing we're talking about here but, but the bo om line is you can't
get privileges for a procedure that the hospital doesn't perform.
And if the hospitals don't perform elec ve procedures and that's
what you are seeking privileges for, you will not get privileges.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: So it's a 'catch-22', if you will?

Rep. Donna Howard: Absolutely.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: And, you know, one of things we
discussed, and I think you men oned this in, in, uh, your layout of
the amendment, you men oned a, um, a distance issue. And so, if
all hospitals within the required 30-mile radius were denied
admitting privileges, can you speak a little bit about that?

Rep. Donna Howard: If all hospitals were denied-- I'm sorry?

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: If there's a 30-mile radius requirement,
are you familiar with that? Can you speak to that a little bit?



Rep. Donna Howard: Well, one of the things that I learned in
talking with some of the, uh, um, obstetricians and gynecologists
that are very concerned about this bill is, for one thing: if they had
privileges at a local hospital that was within a 30-mile radius, and
yet they have a pa ent who travels from 100, 200, even more
miles away to come to their future Ambulatory Surgical Center to
have the procedure; even if they have privileges within their local
community, when the patient goes back a couple of hundred miles
away to their home, their instruc ons are going to be given if, if
they incur some kind of a complica on later on, certainly they
need to get to an emergency room.

And they are going to go to the emergency room that's in their
local community, they're not going to come a couple of hundred
miles back to the hospital where this par cular physician might
have privileges.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: And, and so in your opinion as, as a nurse,
would that place an undue burden on individuals, for example,
living in, in distances, um, for example in Far West Texas or in the
lower Rio Grande Valley where they may not have access to--

Rep. Donna Howard: Oh, absolutely. I mean, the fact is, the fact
is that whenever anyone has an emergency situa on, a
complica on from any kind of surgery that they might have had-- it
doesn't have to be an abor on-- you have a complica on, you go
to the emergency room. You don't typically think, "Gosh, does my
physician have admitting privileges at this hospital?"

I'm going to go to the emergency room that's closest, that I feel
comfortable going to, whatever my, my criteria are, but I'm going
to get to that emergency room, and I will be treated there. You do



not have to have admi ng privileges for a pa ent to be treated in
an emergency department when they present.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Okay. And let's talk briefly about-- you
know, have you driven across the state lately? You know, from
Austin to El Paso, or from Austin to Laredo?

Rep. Donna Howard: It's probably been a couple of years now
that I've driven to El Paso.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Okay. You're-- but you are familiar about,
you know, about what, what approximately a tank or a gallon of,
uh, of gas costs?

Rep. Donna Howard: Uh, certainly, yeah; I mean, depending on
the type, as I heard someone say previously, the type of vehicle,
uh, but certainly it's, it's, uh, gonna probably take a couple of
tanks of gas.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Ah, ah, you're right. It does take about, at,
at least 3, um, tanks of gas to, to get from, or at least 2 tanks of gas
to get from here to El Paso. And it's approximately, um, you know,
an 8- to 10-hour drive, depending on if you're going to obey the
speed limit or not. And, um, do you know approximately how much
the flights are from here to El Paso if, if you get a, a fairly good deal
on Southwest?

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, the last me I checked, I think I was
looking at something that was around $150.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: That's right. It takes either between $150
or $300 depending on, and you know, that, that may be just the



one way, or depending on, on the deal, you can get that maybe on,
on a round trip. But it, it's not cheap for, for an individual. But let,
let's go back to some precedent, um, regarding some, some of the
scenarios that we've discussed. Um, can, can you talk to me about
the state of Mississippi and, and the sole abor on clinic that they
have and the similar law that, that we are proposing here today?

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, and I know we had some tes -- some
back and forth a while ago on, on this issue and from some
lawyers, which I am not. But just from what I understand and, and
what I, what I've been reading about it, in Mississippi the state's
sole abor on clinic was faced with a law similar to the one being
considered here today. And the clinic made requests for admitting
privileges to hospitals in the surrounding coun es and were
refused, based on administra ve issues unrelated to the doctors'
qualifications--

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Representa ve S ckland raises a
point of order: the gentlelady's me is expired. The point of order
is well-taken and sustained.
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Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Chair recognizes Representa ve
Laubenberg in opposition to the Amendment.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Thank you, members. This bill has been
very carefully wri en, and I move to table. Um, the admi ng
privileges are integral to the quality of care and the con nuity of
care. They ensure a higher quality of care for the pa ent. Right
now, abortion doctors can get, er--

[The following statements by Rep. Phil King are captured on the
audio but seem to be private asides to someone, not ques ons for
the floor. They are captured here because Rep. Jodie Laubenberg
appears to be interrupted by his remarks.]

Rep. Phil King: [unintelligible] --thought I was gonna ask a few
questions--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --admi ng privileges; two-thirds of
them already have that.
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Rep. Phil King: Why don't I ask a few ques ons when she
[unintelligible] finishes hers?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: We had heard from a doctor who sits on
the admitting board of a local hospital that--

Rep. Phil King: That's what I figure, though-- [unintelligible]

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Oh. That par cular hospital does not do
abortions, but they give admitting privileges to abortion doctors.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Mr. King, for what purpose?

Rep. Phil King: Well, I was originally wan ng to ask Ms. Howard
some questions. I guess she'll be back up there to--

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: --close on her amendment?

Rep. Phil King: --close.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: She will return to close on her
amendment.

Rep. Phil King: And she intends to take questions?

Rep. Donna Howard: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Does the gentlelady yield? The
gentlelady yields.

Rep. Donna Howard: Thank you. I just have one ques on, Rep.
Laubenberg. I wanted to know what the reason was for changing
the-- since your, your bill is requiring an abortion clinic, uh, now be



regulated, when, when it, when it comes to, to the correct ming--
now be regulated as an Ambulatory Surgical Center, why did you
change this por on of what's currently required of an Ambulatory
Surgical Center?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Er-- no, change-- I'm, I'm sorry, can you
clarify that 'change'?

Rep. Donna Howard: Yeah, yeah-- why is it--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay, are you-- go ahead.

Rep. Donna Howard: Okay. Your bill is, is requiring abor on
clinics--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Mm-hmm.

Rep. Donna Howard: --to be regulated as Ambulatory Surgical
Centers. Is that correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yeah. Mm-hmm.

Rep. Donna Howard: And yet you changed one of the regula ons
to say that, rather than following what currently exists for
Ambulatory Surgical Centers in terms of transfer agreements and
admi ng privileges, you changed that to only admi ng
privileges.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I've gotcha-- I'm sor-- yes.

Rep. Donna Howard: And I'm asking why.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Because, again, it's, it's dealing with a



very, um, different type of procedure. An abor on is much
different than getting your tonsils out or, um, you know--

Rep. Donna Howard: In, in what sense is it different?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, um, it, it's the only procedure--
well, it's the only procedure that, when it is done, there is a life
that is taken. You can have complica ons in that procedure, um,
and so the admi ng procedures are there to help, um, deal with
some of those complications, um--

Rep. Donna Howard: Are there any, any-- are there, um, are
there more medical complica ons-- are you sugges ng there's
more medical complica ons with abor ons than some of these
other procedures that are done in Ambulatory Surgical Centers?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I'm not advised of that.

Rep. Donna Howard: So, if you're not advised of that, then why
would you require this different level of admitting privileges?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Because the poten al for
complications, for more severe complications are there.

Rep. Donna Howard: And what poten al is there that exists for
that procedure that doesn't exist for other procedures?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Because you're dealing with two lives at
this point.

Rep. Donna Howard: So this is not about a medical procedure,
it's because you're talking about two lives instead of one.



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Two lives that are going through a
medical procedure--

Rep. Donna Howard: Let me ask you this--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --one of which is not going to survive--

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, let me ask you this, Representa ve
Laubenberg: if you were in an ASC--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --most likely.

Rep. Donna Howard: --and you were pregnant, and you were in
there to have a procedure to help you con nue your pregnancy,
you'd be dealing with two lives; currently that only require-- that
requires the current ASC admi ng and transfer privileges. What
makes that different?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Because you're trying to con nue the
life and not abort the life.

Rep. Donna Howard: But what does that have to do with
requiring different admitting privileges?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Because the abor on is a much more,
um, [sighs] invasive--

Rep. Donna Howard: In what way?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That the life of the child is going to end.

Rep. Donna Howard: But-- but that's the purpose of having a
termination -an, an abortion.



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That's correct.

Rep. Donna Howard: You're going in and you're having-- and
you're pregnant and you're wan ng to con nue your pregnancy,
and you're having a procedure to do that, you're s ll involving an,
an addi onal life. Why would you think that there'd be fewer
complica ons with trying to con nue an addi onal life than
terminating one?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: When you're talking about con nuing
the life-- what-- what--

Rep. Donna Howard: You're talking about-- if you're trying to-- if
you're trying to--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay, I'm not, I'm not understanding--

Rep. Donna Howard: Sorry.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --yeah, and please forgive me, as I'm
really not understanding. I'm not following your logic, your
thinking.

Rep. Donna Howard: Oh, okay. Let me try to-- let me try and say
it differently, then.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yeah.

Rep. Donna Howard: You're, you're holding an abor on
procedure to a different standard because you say it's a unique
procedure with-- that has more complications associated with it.



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That would be true.

Rep. Donna Howard: Is that correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yeah.

Rep. Donna Howard: And I don't know what you're basing that on
but, if indeed you're talking about, as we can use the example of a-
- [Microphone cuts out briefly.]

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I'm sorry.

Rep. Donna Howard: That's okay. If we can use the example of a
woman who is pregnant who has a complica on and is in for a
procedure in an ASC to con nue that pregnancy, to help that
pregnancy con nue and have a successful delivery: why are you
thinking that that would require less admi ng privileges than
having an abortion?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: But, Representa ve-- yeah,
Representa ve, er, Howard, two-thirds of the doctors already
have admi ng proce-- er, privileges with hospitals, and so
basically you're just trying to make sure that the physician is a
member of the community, not hop-skipping around to perform--

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, do you know what's required-- do you
know what's required by hospitals to gain admitting privileges and
to have them renewed?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Each hospital has their own set of
standards.



Rep. Donna Howard: Did you know that most of the hospitals
require that you do a certain number of the procedures that you
were going to be asking to have admi ng privileges for? Did you
understand that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I'm sorry; say that again, please.

Rep. Donna Howard: One of the ways that hospitals grant
privileges--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Mm-hmm.

Rep. Donna Howard: --is to require a certain number of
procedures to be performed in their facility. This is a business
model.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It would depend on the hospital.

Rep. Donna Howard: I'm sorry?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It would depend on the hospital.

Rep. Donna Howard: But that is what the hospitals do. If you talk
to the Texas Hospital Associa on, they will tell you that that's
how hospitals set up admi ng procedures-- privileges. It's based-
- one of the criteria is the number of procedures that you perform
in their facility, because this is a business arrangement. Did you
know that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: We heard tes mony from a physician
who sits on the admi ng board, who sat, who sat on the
admitting board for his hospital, a local hospital here in Austin--



Rep. Donna Howard: Right.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --and that par cular hospital did not
perform abor ons, but they gave admi ng privileges to abor on,
er, doctors. [unintelligible]

Rep. Donna Howard: Do you know what's required to renew,
though? You may, you may be able to get your admi ng privileges
ini ally, but to renew you have to have done a certain number of
procedures in that period of time. Did you know that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: He indicated that that was not, er,
prohibi ng any physicians who've performed abor ons from
continuing their admitting privileges at that hospital.

Rep. Donna Howard: I don't remember-- I heard his tes mony, I
don't remember that he said that specifically; perhaps he did, I'll
go back and listen to it, but the fact is that you are required to
perform a certain number of-- of procedures.

If you are a physician who is prac cing in a clinic where you are
providing abor ons, and that is your full- me posi on, the only

me you would need to be in your-- in the hospital would be for
complica ons such as for hemorrhaging, hysterectomy, that sort
of thing. According to the informa on I have from the, the
American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the rate of
hysterectomy and complica on with abor on is about 1 in
100,000.

Now, if you're required to perform several procedures to be
able to renew your privileges at the hospital, you can't
mathema cally get there with tha-- that number of-- The



complica ons are so rare, you do not have the opportunity to
prac ce in that hospital and do the procedures that get you your
license renewed; are you aware of that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I think the, the informa on you're
referring to is also talking about in the early stages, but the
farther along that you go in the term to do the abor on, the
complications actually do--

Rep. Donna Howard: So you're--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --increase. But again, each hospital has
their own set of standards and so, um, if the physician is a
member of the community, then you would have that rela onship
with them--

Rep. Donna Howard: So, regardless of whatever we're saying
here, the fact is that you believe--

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Representa ve S ckland raises a
point of order: the gentlelady's me has expired. The point of
order is well-taken and sustained.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I move to table.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Chair recognizes Representa ve
Howard to close.

Rep. Donna Howard: Okay; thank you, Madam Speaker. Ah,
members, ah, I do want to just close with a couple of things and
then I'll yield. Ah, just to say that this Bill, as it's wri en,
overreaches and produces an undue-- provides an undue burden



on women. It is not narrowly-tailored and the amendment that I
have proposed would more narrowly tailor this bill, which actually
would help it to survive cons tu onal challenge, so that's part of
what this is about.

But the bo om line is that we, through this legisla on if it is
passed, are-- are sugges ng that abor on clinics should func on
as Ambulatory Surgical Centers, and yet we're changing what
currently exists in terms of transfer and admi ng privileges in
Ambulatory Surgical Centers to a more stringent requirement just
for those Ambulatory Surgical Centers that provide abor ons,
unnecessarily so; and I yield.

Rep. Phil King: Mrs. Speaker, will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Donna Howard: Yes, I do.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The gentlelady yields.

Rep. Phil King: Thank you. Um, Ms. Howard, I understand your
argument on the, the standards issue, but would you agree with
me that the bill will go into effect 91 days after third reading?

Rep. Donna Howard: Okay.

Rep. Phil King: And that's the point at which the requirement for
admitting would go into play.

Rep. Donna Howard: Okay.



Rep. Phil King: The requirement for all the facili es to be, uh,
ASC, uh, at an ASC level, doesn't go into effect un l September the
14th.

Rep. Donna Howard: Okay.

Rep. Phil King: And so, if I understand correct, what your
amendment would do, would-- and I understand your argument,
where you're saying, well, is it right to have admi ng privileges
and the Ambulatory requirements-- but for the first, almost year of
this bill, those abor on clinics will s ll be opera ng as a lightly-
regulated abortion clinic.

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, 'lightly'-- 'lightly' would be your term,
not mine.

Rep. Phil King: Wouldn't you agree with me that those admi ng
privileges are important, during-- at least during that gap period?

Rep. Donna Howard: Er, I don't think it's written that way, is it?

Rep. Phil King: It is wri en that way; the, the, the clinics will not
be required to upgrade to ASCs until January 14th.

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, okay; well--

Rep. Phil King: Your amendment would go into effect in 91 days.

Rep. Donna Howard: Okay, whatever; that's, that's something I'd
be willing to look at changing, Representa ve King. The, the point
here is--



Rep. Phil King: --one point I think your amendment would do--

Rep. Donna Howard: --when it does go into effect, when it does
go into effect , it is-- the, the, the language does require that the
ASCs that perform abor ons have a more stringent requirement
for admitting procedures-- admitting privileges.

Rep. Phil King: Well, and let's talk about that too, because I
wanted to ask you a couple of ques ons about that sec on as
well.

Rep. Donna Howard: Okay.

Rep. Phil King: That point, um: you men oned that there's a
number of hospitals that may not grant, uh, admi ng privileges
to a doctor whose sole practice is performing abortions.

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, they don't admit-- they, they--
hospitals--

Rep. Phil King: As long as they don't, don't--

Rep. Donna Howard: --hospitals are, hospitals are under no
obligation to grant admitting privileges--

Rep. Phil King: --but, but some of them--

Rep. Donna Howard: --to anyone--

Rep. Phil King: But your point was--

Rep. Donna Howard: --but certainly they would look at the
procedures that are performed--



Rep. Phil King: And your point was that some of them will not.

Rep. Donna Howard: --and it needs to be the procedures that
they perform in their facility.

Rep. Phil King: True. And your point was that some of them will
turn that down because they don't want abor ons performed in
their facility. But you understand--

Rep. Donna Howard: No, no. I can tell you no, according to the
Texas Hospital Associa on, no hospital in our state currently
provides elective abortions. That's the case.

Rep. Phil King: Which, which is my point: you understand that
we're not asking them to be admi ed. The bill doesn't ask for
them to be admi ed for the purpose of performing abor ons, it
asks for them to be admi ed for the purpose of being able to treat
their patient. I mean, doesn't it make sense that--

Rep. Donna Howard: But when you, when your, your procedure--

Rep. Phil King: if something goes wrong with that clinic--

Rep. Donna Howard: --is a procedure that they don't--

Rep. Phil King: --that you-- but--

Rep. Donna Howard: --offer in that hospital--

Rep. Phil King: But it's not--

Rep. Donna Howard: --it's a 'catch-22', Phil.



Rep. Phil King: But it's not admi ng privileges for an abor on,
where the bill states admi ng privileges for them to be able to
treat their pa ent in an emergency. I mean, don't you want that
doctor, if there's a hemorrhage or something else, to be able to
jump in the ambulance, go to that emergency room and
immediately begin to treat that pa ent rather than have to call
over and say, "Hey, something just went wrong. I don't have
privileges at your hospital, but there's someone on the way
there," and try to get another doctor up to speed?

Rep. Donna Howard: I know--

Rep. Phil King: That's the purpose of the admitting privileges--

Rep. Donna Howard: I know, you have kids--

Rep. Phil King: --it's not to treat the patient--

Rep. Donna Howard: I know you have kids, I have kids--

Rep Phil King: --for an injury, not for abortion.

Rep. Donna Howard: All of us that are moms in here know, and
parents I guess in general know that when you're gonna have a
baby, and you go to a doctor, er, that doctor may have admi ng
privileges at a facility that you're going to deliver at, but the
doctor may not be on call. The doctor may be out of town.
Different people take over. You don't always have the physician--

Rep. Phil King: But is that, is that an emergency that--

Rep. Donna Howard: --that you're coun ng on to do something;



that is not the way it works.

Rep. Phil King: The, the point is that, do you not want the doctor
that was present when the emergency arose, do you not want
them to con nue to be able to treat that person at the
neighboring hospital again?

Rep. Donna Howard: That's not--

Rep. Phil King: That does not--

Rep. Donna Howard: --necessary to do it that way, Phil, that's
just not how it works.

Rep. Phil King: Well, certainly it's how it works.

Rep. Donna Howard: No, it's not.

Rep. Phil King: That's the purpose of having the amendment to
the admitting privilege, so that if you're a patient--

Rep. Donna Howard: Do you know what-- you know what a
hospitalist is?

Rep. Phil King: I'm sorry?

Rep. Donna Howard: Do you know what a hospitalist is?

Rep. Phil King: Yes.

Rep. Donna Howard: So do you know that the trend right now is
to go toward having more hospitalists--



Rep. Phil King: I know that--

Rep. Donna Howard: --where you, where your physician does
not--

Rep. Phil King: I know that many people--

Rep. Donna Howard: --go into the hospital, you're normally,
regularly seen--

Rep. Phil King: --select their physicians on a basis of that they
would be able to treat them in a specific facility--

Rep. Donna Howard: --I'm trying to, I'm trying to explain
something to you here, that, that normally what, what's
happening now is you have a hospitalist who treats you when
you're in the hospital. It's not even the physician that's been
taking care of you outside of the hospital. There are all kinds of
ways that-- ways that medicine is delivered. I'm sure this
gentleman--

Rep. Phil King: Certainly there is.

Rep. Donna Howard: --could tell you that as well.

Rep. Phil King: But do you not-- again, the flaw in your
amendment, would you not agree, is that it creates a gap period
from the 91st day un l the clinics have to be upgraded to
Ambulatory Surgical Centers--

Rep. Donna Howard: You know, I don't agree with the, with the
bill itself--



Rep. Phil King: I understand that.

Rep. Donna Howard: --about changing it to an Ambulatory
Surgical Center; for administra ng medica ons in par cular, I
think that's really ridiculous. But if indeed, because I am offering--

Rep. Phil King: But do you understand that you're crea ng a gap-
-

Rep. Donna Howard: --I am willing to consider--

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Representa ve King, and
Representa ve Howard, if I might remind you both, we appreciate
the discussion-- a very spirited discussion-- but would you please,
uh, allow the-- each other the courtesy of finishing their
statement before that, er, before you speak?

Rep. Phil King: Well, that depends on whether she goes first. Go
ahead.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Ms. Howard?

Rep. Donna Howard: Ma'am? I'm not-- I don't have anything to
say. I move to not table.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Representa ve Howard sends up an
amendment. Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table. The
ques on occurs on the mo on to table. Vote 'aye', vote 'nay'. The
Clerk will ring the bell. Show Representa ve Laubenberg vo ng
'aye', Representa ve Howard vo ng 'nay'. Show Representa ve
Turner vo ng 'nay'. Have all members voted? Have all members
voted? [gavel] There being 86 ayes, 55 nays, the mo on to table



prevails. Following amendment: Clerk will read the amendment.
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Clerk: Amendment by Turner of Harris.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Chair recognizes Representa ve
Sylvester Turner.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: While Representa ve Laubenberg looks
at the amendment to decide whether or not it's acceptable, let
me lay-- lay it out. I'm not going to repeat the conversation that we
just had with Representative Donna Howard.

Essen ally, while the Commi ee on State Affairs was
discussing this issue, the representa ve from the Texas Hospital
Associa on indicated that most hospitals do not grant admi ng
privileges. What this amendment simply does, um, is that it says
that a physician performing or inducing an abor on is not
required to comply with Subsec on A1, if each hospital located
not further than 30 miles from the loca on at which the abor on
is performed or induced has a wri en policy that prohibits
gran ng admi ng privileges to a physician who performs or

http://youtu.be/g7x-D8j0G7U
https://archive.org/details/HB2016Amendment10BySylvesterTurner1


induces abor on outside of the hospital. The reason why I'm
pu ng forth this amendment is that I clearly understand
Representa ve Laubenberg saying that the emphasis should be
on pregnancies that are 20 weeks or more.

Unless we modify the bill by virtue of this par cular
amendment, this bill has the effect of touching on all women who
may seek an abor on, whether it's 20 weeks, whether it's 3
weeks, whether it's 4 weeks or 5. And so, with this par cular
amendment, it doesn't change anything else in the bill. The only
thing that this amendment says is that if a hospital within a 30-
mile radius, if they have a wri en policy saying that 'we are not
going to admit these doctors who are performing these abor ons
hospital privileges', then the physician-- the physician is not
required to comply with Subsec on A1 and is not subject to the
criminal penalties that are outlined in this bill.

Uh, that's the, that's the sole intent; I hope that Representa ve
Laubenberg will carefully take a look at the amendment and I
hope that she will find it acceptable.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Mr. Mar nez Fischer, for what
purpose please?

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Will the gentleman yield for some
questions?

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Will the gentleman yield for some
questions?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I'll be more than happy to yield.



Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: The gentleman yields.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Thank you, ma'am. Thank you very
much, Representa ve Turner. Representa ve Turner, I'm trying to
understand your amendment. What is the prac cal effect of your
amendment?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: The prac cal effect: the way the bill is
wri en now, it requires doctors who perform abor ons in clinics
to have hospital admi ng privileges and, based on the tes mony
at the State Affairs hearing, the representa ves from the Texas
Hospital Associa on indicated that most hospitals in the state
would not grant hospital admi ng privileges to these physicians.
So this amendment simply says that, if a hospital has a wri en
policy of not gran ng admi ng privileges to these physicians,
then the physician need not be-- need not be --need not comply
with Sec on-- what is it?-- Sec on A1 of the bill, and not subject to
the criminal penalties that are in the bill itself.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Well, Representa ve, you're a
member of State Affairs Committee, aren't you?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Yes, I am.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  And seems like that makes sense.
Why didn't you offer that as an amendment in committee?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Representa ve Trey Mar nez, I intended
to have offered this amendment as well as two other
amendments that I've just, I've filed today. I intended to offer this
amendment to the State Affairs Commi ee when we were
discussing it at the end of, at the end of hearing the tes mony; it



was my intent to offer this amendment as well as two others that
I'm now offering today.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Were you given a chance to offer
that amendment?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Not at the me of the hearings. The-- we
had public tes mony that started on Tuesday, July the 2nd; that
started at about 3:34, went up un l about 12:01, and then at
12:01 the Chairman ended the public tes mony and wanted to
proceed to the closing with Representa ve Laubenberg. I asked
about an opportunity to speak and then to-- I was intending to lay
out the amendments at the end of that public tes mony but was
not given an opportunity.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  So Representa ve Cook cut the
commi ee me off at midnight. I know that was a representa on
that was made on the House floor, you know, before the hearing,
but Representa ve Cook made true on that representa on that
the committee action would stop at midnight?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: He made-- he held true to his posi on
that he cut off the testimony at 12:01 the following day.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  And so the, you didn't get the
opportunity to put the amendment on in commi ee. I imagine,
a er the tes mony ended at 12:01, I imagine at some point
Representative Laubenberg was asked to close on her bill and...

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That's correct. No one was, no one was
given an opportunity to present any amendments to be
considered. In fact, no one was given an opportunity to discuss



what we had heard from 4:00 the previous day up un l 12:01.The
Chairman proceeded to an immediate-- asked Representa ve
Laubenberg to close on her bill and then proceeded to an
immediate vote.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Well, I see from the record that the
committee adjourned at 12:12 a.m. Is that your recollection?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I would say the commi ee adjourned at
approximately 12:12, 12:15 a.m.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  And how many minutes did the vote
taken prior to the 12:12, 12:15 adjournment?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: The vote, the vote was immediately taken
once it was-- once it started.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  So what-- was there any business in
the commi ee a er the vote was taken, other than a mo on to
adjourn?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That was it.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  That was it. So there was a vote of
the commi ee, the commi ee voted as requested, and then
there was an adjournment of the committee, subject to call by the
Chair?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That is correct.

Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Thank you. Madam Speaker, Madam
Speaker, I rise to raise a point of order under Rule 4, Section 32b. 4



and Rule 4, Section 18.

Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Please bring your point of order down
front.
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Rep. Linda Harper-Brown: Mr. Mar nez Fischer raises a point of
order. The point of order is respec ully overruled. [gavel] Mr.
Mar nez Fischer indicates that he wishes to appeal the rule on
this point of order of the Chair. [Crowd murmurs.] There has-- there
must be ten seconds and Representa ve Mar nez Fischer will
give us the name of the ten seconds at a later me. [Steps down
from podium.]

[Break for 45 seconds, during which me Rep. Charlie Geren takes
over as Chair.]

Rep. Charlie Geren: Members, members take your seats,
please. [Crowd mills about.] Members, if you'll please take your
seats. [pause] Mr. Wu, would you please take your seat? There'll
be no ques ons during this. At the end of the 3-minute pro and 3-
minute con, the ques on will be whether to appeal the rul-- I
mean, excuse me-- whether to sustain the ruling of the Chair. The
Chair recognizes Mr. Martinez Fischer.

http://youtu.be/OmSuqJgLnjY
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Rep. Trey Mar nez Fischer:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker, members.
I'll be brief and quick. This is an unusual procedure, but this is an
unusual debate, and what it boils down to is: the Commi ee on
State Affairs met on July 2nd and they took tes mony. The
testimony went past midnight.

Our paperwork, our official governmental documents of this
House are important; not only are they governmental records, it's
also history. The vote was taken on July 3rd but yet the paperwork
reflects that the vote was taken on July 2nd. Now that may not
mean a lot to many of you who are going to take this vote, but for
those of you who believe on doing things right, for those of you
who believe about having a process that's transparent, and a pro--
process that's fair, today is this debate on abor on and fetal pain,
tomorrow it could be something else that you care about and the
shoe could be on the other foot.

All I'm saying is that there is a right way to do things, a wrong
way to do things; you can win with grace. I'm under no illusion that
there is not a mathematical majority to pass this bill, but it should
be done right. And if we're going to cut off people from speaking,
when it comes to a Commi ee hearing, that's one thing; when it
comes to a Commi ee hearing that won't include members who
have the courtesy to ask ques ons, that weren't given an
opportunity to because they're not on comm-- on the Commi ee
of State Affairs, that's another thing.

But when you limit our debate and stop us because you want to
change the rules when they're convenient, I think that that's
wrong. It's a fair objec on that I've raised. It puts a 24-hour delay
on this bill. It could be back by tomorrow a ernoon, but you have



to pass it the right way. And so with that, I will be gaveled out at a
minute and a half for Representa ve Turner, who was actually a
witness and bore witness to the Commi ee ac ons, can tell you
that this is the right thing to do. [Crosstalk.]

Rep. Charlie Geren: Chair recognizes Mr. Turner.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members. Let
me just say: I was there. This hearing started on July the 2nd, we
finished on July the 3rd, and the minutes should reflect that. Rules
are important. Rules have meaning. We tell our children: rules are
important. You don't have to like them, but rules are important.
Earlier today, Speaker Geren told the people in the, in the gallery,
"You will abide by the rules of this House." He told our
cons tuents, "You will abide by the ruling in this House." I will say
to the members: if the rules are good for the people in blue and
orange, the rules ought to be good for the people that sit on this
floor.

[Applause.]

Rep. Charlie Geren: Mr. King to speak for the Chair's ruling.

Rep. Phil King: Thank you Mr. Speaker, members. I appreciate
the point of order that was raised. We all know what a big deal it
is to move to overturn a decision of the Chair. I would suggest to
you that the reason we have had this prac ce in place-- basically,
that date serves as an index date. At least since 2001, for twelve
years, the prac ce has been to put the date, a single date, on so
that someone can come back later and look in the archives a
month later or years later, "What were we-- what hearing are you
referring to? What was the hearing on June 2nd?" And that date



lets everything be under-- that occurred that date, for that
committee, will be listed under that date.

Otherwise you would have difficulty determining, 'cause we
know how many hearing go a er midnight, and ac ons are taken
in those Commi ees before midnight and a er midnight, and it
would create a very difficult situa on for records maintenance
and for people to be able to research and find out what occurs,
the public as well as us. That's why that prac ce was put in place
at least twelve years ago. Over all the years, and we know how
many mes commi ees have hearings, they'll take ac on in a
commi ee before midnight, they'll take ac on in a commi ee
a er midnight, and never before has this issue been raised. It is
clearly a prac ce of the House. However, even if it were not a
prac ce, because the ruling decision was not announced, even if
it were not a prac ce issue, we passed something by large
majority at the beginning of this session, and it was called
substantial compliance, and it was specifically intended for things
of this purpose. And it says:

Rule 1, Sec on 9D: "A point of order raised as to a viola on of a
sec on of the rules governing commi ee reports," which is what
this is, "minutes, or accompanying documenta on may be
overruled if the purpose of that sec on of the rules has been
substan ally fulfilled," and it certainly has, "and the viola on
does not deceive or mislead." Well, it certainly does not do that
either. But I'll also men on in terms of prac-- in terms of rules, we
have a rule that would allow us to move past and consider this
substan al compliance, but even if we go with it being a prac ce
of the House, three Speakers-- three Speakers, Republican and
Democrat-- have had this prac ce in place. It has never been



raised as a point of order, and it is frankly it's the only way we can
do business. And with that, I would respec ully ask that we
support the, uh, decision of the Chair.

Rep. Charlie Geren: Members, the ques on's now on whether
the Chair shall be sustained. Those wishing to sustain the ruling
will vote 'aye'. Those wishing to overrule the Chair will vote 'no'.
It's a record vote. The Clerk will ring the bell. Show Rep--
Representa ve King vo ng 'aye', Representa ve Mar nez Fischer
vo ng 'no'. : Have all members voted? Have all members voted?
[gavel] There being 86 ayes, 55 nays, the mo on to overrule the
Chair fails.

[Unidentified Voice]: There are 91 ayes. The man says 86.

Rep. Charlie Geren: Excuse me: 91 ayes, 53 nays.
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Rep. Charlie Geren: Members, we're on Mr. Turner's
amendment. Mr. Turner, you have approximately six minutes left.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members.
Again, based on Sec on A-1 of the bill that simply says that
doctors must require-- must obtain hospital admi ng privileges:
based on the tes mony that was given before State Affairs, the
representative from the Texas Hospital Association indicated that
most hospitals would not be gran ng admi ng privileges to
these doctors, thereby ending most abor ons, whether it's 2
weeks or 20 weeks, in the state of Texas. This amendment simply
says that everything else remains in place in the bill; however, if
hospitals within 30 miles have a wri en policy of not gran ng
hospital admi ng privileges, that the physician will not be bound
by this section in the bill.

Rep. Gene Wu: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Charlie Geren: Mr. Wu, for what purpose?
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Rep. Gene Wu: Will the gentleman yield for questions?

Rep. Charlie Geren: Mr. Turner, would you yield?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Yes, I will.

Rep. Charlie Geren: He will.

Rep. Gene Wu: Mr. Turner.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Yes?

Rep. Gene Wu: Will-- are you offering this amendment because
you believe that in its current form, the bill is too restric ve and
places an undue burden on women seeking their cons tu onal
right to have an abortion?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That is correct. In its, in its present form,
this bill focuses not just on women who are pregnant for 20
weeks, the bill will have an impact on a woman who's pregnant,
period, and seeks an abortion.

Rep. Gene Wu: Is your amendment-- is it the intent of your
amendment to more narrowly tailor the bill's restric ons to
accomplish the goal-- accomplish the bill's goal in the least
restrictive way?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That is correct. That is the sole intent of
this particular amendment.

Rep. Gene Wu: Thank you very much.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: You're more than welcome.



Rep. Jessica Farrar: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Charlie Geren: Ms. Farrar, for what purpose?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Will the gentleman yield?

Rep. Charlie Geren: Will you yield, Mr. Turner?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I'll be more than happy to yield.

Rep. Charlie Geren: He will.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Mr. Turner, you are aware that there are a
number of religious hospitals in Texas.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Are you aware that they-- and they won't
even perform tubal ligations?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That is correct.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: All right. And so is what you're trying to do...
provide care for women in those situa ons where religious
hospitals would refuse to have, or to grant visita on privileges to,
doctors who perform abortions there?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That is correct. Regardless-- let's say you
have a doctor who has a stellar record, an absolute outstanding
record as a physician, but because of the philosophy of that
par cular hospital, or because of their policy, they will not grant



admi ng privileges to that doctor that may have an outstanding
medical record. This is to narrowly construct the bill so that it
doesn't just outlaw abortions across the board.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And so in those situa ons where the only
op on is a religious hospital that has such a policy in place, what
your, what your, um, your amendment would do would be to
actually take away from those hospitals the contempla on that
they'd have to be-- they'd have to think twice about whether they
put women's health at risk.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That is correct. I mean, the testimony--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And this would take this away from-- they,
they wouldn't even have to contemplate that.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That's correct. The tes mony that you
and I heard before State Affairs from the representa ve from the
Hospital Associa on indicated that the hospitals, for liability
purposes, or for some religious purpose, may not grant any
hospital privileges regardless of the doctor. So that takes the
hospital kind of out of it, and says to the doctors who cannot get
hospital privileges by no burden of their own that they can
continue to service these women.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And so this amendment is really just an
amendment to protect-- to respect the positions of those religious
institutions.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That, that is correct. It is not an a empt
to kill the bill, but it is an a empt to make-- to narrowly construct
the bill such that it doesn't arbitrarily prevent doctors in these



clinics from offering this service to women.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Thank you.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: You're more than welcome.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Mr. Chairman?

Rep. Charlie Geren: Ms. Dukes, for what purpose?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Will the gentleman yield?

Rep. Charlie Geren: Would you yield, Mr. Turner?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I'll be happy to yield.

Rep. Charlie Geren: He will.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Yes.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Chairman Turner, does one have to-- does a
medical provider have to have admi ng privileges in order to
practice medicine?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: No.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: For admi ng privileges-- requirements of
those who use a ASC just in order to perform a procedure and
abor on, does one have to have admi ng principles in order to
work in an ASC?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Say one more time; I didn't have the--



Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Does one have to have admi ng princ--
privileges in order to work in a ASC?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Not currently, no.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: No. So we-- but, in order to do a certain
procedure, we're going to make those who work at, even at an
ASC--

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Yes.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: --be required to have privileges to admit in
a hospital.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: The bill, yes. The bill goes further than
what's required today of physicians who are prac cing in
Ambulatory Surgical Centers.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Do primary care physicians have to have
admitting--

Rep. Sylvester Turner: No.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: --privileges?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: No.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: No. So the last me that I had to go to my
primary care physician and she drained my knee-- which was very
painful, I would add-- with a needle that was about that big [she
gestures with her hand to indicate size] and I think that some of
these tools that they use for the procedures we're talking about



are as large and supposedly more painful. She didn't have to have
admissions principles-- privileges?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: She did not have to have admi ng
privileges to a hospital in order to a end to your-- to your injury or
to your knee.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Mm. I think you have a good amendment.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Thank you very much; appreciate your
support.

Rep. Charlie Geren: Ms. King, for what purpose?

Rep. Susan King: Will the gentleman yield?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I will happily yield.

Rep. Charlie Geren: Will you yield, Mr. Turner? He will.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Yes.

Rep. Susan King: Representa ve Turner, is there a duty by
hospitals now to give admi ng privileges to any physician that
seeks those?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Based on the tes mony that was
presented by the witness represen ng the Hospital Associa on,
she indicated that they are not obligated to grant any medical
priv-- hospital privileges to these physicians.

Rep. Susan King: So there's no state law in place that says a
hospital is compelled to com-- give admi ng privileges to a



physician, is that correct?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: There is nothing in state law that compels
them to do that, and there's nothing in this bill that will compel
them either.

Rep. Susan King: What about the physicians that do abor ons in
their offices that are not licensed as an abor on facility? Are
those physicians that are prac cing in an Ambulatory Surgical
Center-- would this include those, do you know? Would those
physicians, which are-- they are numbered and calculated by the
Department of State Health Services. Would they be required as
well to have admitting privileges for this purpose?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I'm assuming, the way I read the bill, it's
requiring any physician that's undertaking-- that seeks to
undertake an abor on, that they must have admi ng, admi ng
privileges.

[Gavel.]

Rep. Charlie Geren: Mr. Stephenson raised the point of order:
the gentleman's me is expired. The point of order is well-taken
and sustained.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members.

Rep. Charlie Geren: Thank you, Mr. Turner.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I hope this amendment is acceptable to
the author and so being, you know, we can hold hands.



Rep. Charlie Geren: Chair recognizes Ms. Laubenberg.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Oh, Sylvester, I love you. Okay,
respec ully, Representa ve Sylvester Turner, I have to-- I will
move to table this. This amendment essen ally nullifies the
requirement that abor on physicians have admi ng privileges.
Hospitals do not need any wri en policies to deny admi ng
privileges, and the amendment would actually create a reason to
delete this part of the bill by default if the hospitals had
something in wri ng and the physician is now not required to
apply for admitting privileges.

Rep. John Smithee: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Charlie Geren: Mr. Smithee, for what purpose?

Rep. John Smithee: Will the lady yield?

Rep. Charlie Geren: Would you yield, Ms. Laubenberg?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I will.

Rep. Charlie Geren: She will.

Rep. John Smithee: Ms. Laubenberg, I as well as you, we were
both present at that State Affairs hearing that Mr. Turner alluded
to a moment ago, where the representa ve from the Hospital
Associa on tes fied; and I think the House needs to be aware of
what-- of the full tes mony that that lobbyist or that repre--
representa ve gave, and I think there's been a li le bit of a
misleading impression given and-- first of all, are you aware, are
any of the physicians who are currently performing abor ons in



Texas, are any of those physicians currently creden aled with
admitting privileges in Texas hospitals?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Uh, yes, Representa ve Smithee. Out of
the 59, uh, physicians that perform abor ons, 37-- approximately
two-thirds-- have admitting privileges now.

Rep. John Smithee: And, also, I, I went ahead and asked that
representa ve about-- she made a global statement that
hospitals simply wouldn't creden al or grant admi ng privileges,
and I asked her specifically what that global conclusionary
statement was based on and she had no eviden ary basis, no
factual basis. All she-- and finally admi ed it was mere
speculation and conjecture on her part. Well, we don't make laws,
do we, based on conjecture and speculation?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No, we don't.

Rep. John Smithee: And the record that is before the hearing, I
would call it less than credible evidence that the premise of this
amendment, i.e. that hospitals will not, will just refuse to
creden al any of these people for any arbitrary reason. I find no
objective, credible evidence that that's the case. Would you agree
with that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I would agree.

Rep. John Smithee: Thank you very much.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Thank you.

Rep. Charlie Geren: Ms. Giddings, for what purpose?



Rep. Helen Giddings: Ah, Mr. Speaker, will the lady yield for
some questions?

Rep. Charlie Geren: Would you yield, Ms. Laubenberg?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, I will.

Rep. Charlie Geren: She will.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Yes. Representa ve Laubenberg, you were
in State Affairs having presented your bill when the Texas Hospital
Associa on representa ve came to tes fy before the House
Committee on State Affairs on July 2nd--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, I was.

Rep. Helen Giddings: --is that correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Helen Giddings: And she gave to the House State Affairs
Commi ee a copy of-- a wri en copy of her remarks. Are you
aware of that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No, I'm not, and I did not get a copy of
those remarks.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Okay. Well, these-- the remarks by the
Texas Hospital Associa on's tes mony in opposi on to Sec on 2
of House Bill 2 by Jodie Laubenberg rela ng to the regula on of
abor on procedures, providers, and facili es is an official copy, is
an official part of the amendment, and it says that THA agrees that



women should receive high-quality care and physicians should be
held accountable, however a requirement that physicians who
perform one par cular out-pa ent procedure-- abor on-- be priv--
be privileged at a hospital is not the appropriate way to
accomplish these goals. Do you remember that testimony?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Um, I cannot remember it word for
word, I'm, I'm sorry. You're reading it, so I don't ques on what
you're saying.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Those are the exact words.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay.

Rep. Helen Giddings: And as it relates to what Chairman
Smithee was asking ques ons about, they also gave us a handout
that said 'Overview of Hospital Creden aling and Privileging of
Physicians,' and this is what that paragraph said, and I want to
see if you recall this being read into the record: 'If a physician does
not perform any procedures in the hospital or performs a
procedure that the hospital does not perform, there is no process
for the hospital to grant privileges to that physician.' Thus, if the
hospital does not perform elec ve abor ons, a physician seeking
privileges to perform abor ons would not be granted those
privileges, according to the Texas Hospital Associa on. Do you
recall that testimony?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Um, again, I don't have it in front of me,
so-- if she-- I have no doubt she said what she said. There was
tes mony by a physician who sat on the admi ng panel for a
local hospital who very specifically said that he admits abor on
doctors, that that's all they do, and there wasn't a problem; and I



believe there was another statement I'd wri en down in my
notes, 'cause that one caught my a en on, that on their
applica on that it doesn't even ask about abor ons; and again,
we're not forcing the hospitals to admit someone.

Rep. Helen Giddings: And, Representa ve Laubenberg, I
remember the person you're talking about. That person, ah,
tes fied, and he was affiliated with a faith-based organiza on.
And he did not say that that physician was admi ed to do
abortion procedures in that apart--in that hospital, is that right?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Was that St. David's Hospital?

Rep. Helen Giddings: That is the, that is the person that you and
I are both referring to--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Right.

Rep. Helen Giddings: --except that he did not say that the doctor
was admitted to perform abortion procedures in that hospital.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No, actually; not to perform their
specific procedures, but they did have admitting privileges.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Uh-huh.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And one-- actually, I'm looking at the list
and St. David's has given admi ng privileges to a physician who
does perform abortions.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Does--



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: But they don't have to perform them at
that facility.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Yeah. Because basically what they said as
an example is, just because someone is a cardiologist, they might
not be permi ed to do cardiac catheteriza on. So physicians are
usually admi ed to do par cular procedures; so an OB/GYN could
be admi ed to do other procedures and perform other services
that don't have to do with abortion. Is that correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, I'm looking here at the
Occupa ons Code, and it says that 'A hospital or healthcare
facility may not discriminate against a physician, nurse, staff
member, or employee, because of the person's willingness to
participate in an abortion procedure at another facility.'

Rep. Helen Giddings: Well, I hear what you're saying, but that's
quite different from my question. It's not--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay.

Rep. Helen Giddings: --whether or not they discriminate, and it
wouldn't be a case of discrimina on if the hospital's policy is only
to admit people to perform the services that are performed by the
hospital.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: What you're looking for on the admi ng
privileges: are there complica ons? And the treatment of the
pa ent. That would be what they would be doing at the hospital,
that they would be applying for the admitting privileges for.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Would you tell me that again, please? I'm



sorry, I didn't--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I know. It's, it's very echoing in here.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Yes, it is.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: So the abor on physician applying for
the privileges, the admi ng privileges, would be to treat the
pa ent if there is a complica on with the abor on, not for the
abor on itself; but if there is a post-abor on complica on, it
would be for the continued care of the patient.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Okay. Well, let me talk about hospital
admi ng privileges, which is what this is about. Um, generally
speaking, if a person has an emergency, they may or may not end
up in a hospital where there are admi ng privileges for a
par cular, uh, physician. For instance, in the city of Dallas, most
physicians who have admi ng privileges at Presbyterian don't
have admi ng privileges at Methodist, or Baylor, or some other
hospital. They tend to have admi ng privileges in only one
hospital, and if you have an emergency you could end up going to
any of those hospitals, and it very well may be a hospital where
your physician does not have admitting privileges--

[Gavel.]

Rep. Charlie Geren: Mr. Stephenson's called a point of order--

Rep. Helen Giddings: --Is that right?

Rep. Charlie Geren: --the gentlelady's me has expired. The
point of order is well-taken and sustained.
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Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I move to table.

[Crosstalk.]

Rep. Charlie Geren: Representa ve Turner to close. Ms.
Laubenberg moved to table.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Thank you very, very much. In the bill it
requires doctors in these clinics to get admi ng privileges to
hospitals. The Texas Hospital Associa on says, in its tes mony
before State Affairs, in most cases we're not going to grant those
privileges. The bill itself does not mandate hospitals to provide
those privileges. And if the bill mandates it, if the Hospital
Associa on says we're not going to grant them, then in essence
you don't have doctors that are available to perform these
procedures, whether you're 2 weeks or whether you're 20 weeks.

It is as simple as that. The bill in effect becomes a de facto bar
to almost any abor ons in the State of Texas. And that's precisely-
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- I think that's the intent, let's call it what it is, that's the intent.
The intent is to end abor ons in the State of Texas. And this is a--
um, how can I say it as a-- this is a-- this is a verbose way of trying
to do what you want to do when you cons tu onally can't do it,
but you're doing it anyway. It is a recipe for li ga on and if-- once
it passes, it will be in the courthouse just as quick as quick can say
quick, and we will fight this in court another day. So, having said
that--

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Charlie Geren: Mr. Sheets, for what purpose?

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: Will the gentleman yield?

Rep. Charlie Geren: Would you yield, Mr. Turner?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I'll be more, I'll be more than happy to
yield.

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: Mr. Turner, could you again please briefly
explain to me what your amendment's doing?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: The amendment simply says the bill
requires doctors in these 42 clinics to have admi ng privileges in
hospitals. Based on the tes mony that was given on July the 2nd
by the Hospital Associa on witness, she said that most hospitals
in the State of Texas, primarily outside of Houston, Dallas, and San
Antonio, will not grant hospital, uh, privileges to doctors who are
pr-- primarily performing abor ons outside of their hospitals;
primarily because of liability purposes. And I understand that; I've
been a lawyer for 33 years, I understand that.



And so, if that is the case, the bill creates a de facto bar to ANY
abor on, whether it's 20 weeks or 2 weeks. What my bill does is
that it more narrowly restricts the bill only to apply to those
physicians where there is not a wri en policy on the part of a
hospital that would remove them or deny them hospital
privileges, even if they are the best of doctors. That's all it does.
Because if, if the goal is the health and safety of women, and if we
want the bill-the basic intent of the bill-the amendment is
intended to narrowly restrict the bill and say only to those doctors
where hospitals have made a blanket decision not to grant
hospital privileges: you will not be bound by this par cular
section of the bill. That's all it does.

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: And Mr. Turner, are you familiar with
chapter 103 of the Occupations Code?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Chapter 1 of which code?

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: Chapter 103 of the Occupations Code.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Tell me, tell me what it says.

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: Well, it deals with-- well, I'll give you the
title: it's 'Provisions Applying to Health Professions Generally'. And
Sec on 103002B says a hospital or healthcare facility may not
discriminate against a physician, nurse, staff member, or
employee because of the person's willingness to par cipate in an
abor on procedure at another facility. And since we already have
that codified in the current statute, do you think your amendment'
is necessary? Because discrimina on against physicians is, is, uh,
unlawful at this point.



Rep. Sylvester Turner: Let me state the posi ons the hospitals
have taken is that: if, if you are engaged in these proceedings--
procedures, but you are also engaged in other things in their
hospital, we will allow admi ng proce-- privileges. But if your
primary prac ce is providing these procedures outside of the
hospital, we are not obligated to grant you admi ng procedures--
privileges, and neither will we grant you admi ng privileges,
because we don't, we do not want to be held legally liable for
what you do outside of a hospital, where we don't have any direct
control over you.

That is-- as a lawyer, let me tell you, that is a powerful
argument. And I understand why the Hospital Associa on would
say 'no', and I would like to think the members would like to think
that as well. Now, if you want to follow through on the intent of
the bill and make sure that physicians in these Ambulatory
Surgical Centers, uh, can prac ce in hospitals, then we need to
mandate that they provide hospital privileges.

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: And are you going to deny that, currently--
that there are physicians out there who perform abor ons at
abor on facili es that are admi ed to hospitals already
throughout the state?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Outside of, outside of Houston, Dallas
and San Antonio, there are very few hospitals that will grant
admi ng privileges to doctors that perform abor ons outside of
their clinics. Matter of fact--

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: --So you're saying they're in viola on of
chapter 103 of the Occupations Code?



Rep. Sylvester Turner: The hospitals are more fearful of being
sued and liability than anything else that we may be saying on this
floor. With respect to abortions, for example--

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: Well, it's not something we're saying on
this House floor, it's in the current statute; it is just the law of the
land, sir.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: No. What I am indica ng to you, is what
the Hospital Associa on indicated to us, is that it-- it cannot be
that a doctor is simply performing an abor on outside of their--
outside of their hospitals. They must have some other specialty
where they are, where they are looking at that par cular doctor
beyond what that doctor is doing outside of the hospital in their
particular clinic. It's more to it than that.

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: And that's a great point, because don't we
have doctors who are, who are not OB/GYNs, but they're other,
other prac ces, performing abor ons right now in the State of
Texas?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Say it again, I'm sorry.

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: I'm sorry?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I didn't hear you. Say it one more time?

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: Well, don't we have doctors who are not
OB/GYNs, they prac ce in other fields, performing abor ons in the
State of Texas right now?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I can't speak to that. I do not know. I



would, I would defer to the Texas Hospital Associa on. I do not
know. I'm not a doctor; I'm a lawyer, so I don't know.

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: If you were to admit that organiza ons
can be incorrect in their interpreta on of the law or their
practices--

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Well, I just--

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: I mean, we find all the me-- I mean-- I'm a
lawyer, as well.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Let me just--

Rep. Kenneth Sheets: There are mes when my clients are
taking ac on that are contrary to the law, and then I have to
advise them to change their-- their course of action.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Let me just-- let me just, with all due
respect, let me just say this: I've been here 24 years, and we have
always held the Texas Hospital Associa on up in deep respect.
We've always looked to them for their opinion and their advice
and their counsel on medical ma ers that impact hospitals in
both rural and urban Texas. I do not-- I'm a, I'm a li le befuddled
today on why we would discard the tes mony of the Texas
Hospital Associa on when it's something that we want. Just
because we want it doesn't make it so.

And if people keep saying to you, "no, no, no, no," but if we are
so bent on saying "yes, yes, yes, yes," quite frankly, it doesn't
ma er what I say, it doesn't ma er what the Texas Hospital
Associa on says, it doesn't ma er what the rules are. If we are



driven by an end result, irrespec ve of what people say, that's
what's going to happen at the end of the day.

Rep. Larry Phillips: May I speak? Will the gentleman yield for
questions?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I'd be more than happy to yield.

Rep. Larry Phillips: Now what I don't understand: we heard Mr.
Smithy a while ago, I think eloquently, set to bed that-- I listened
to your ques oning and your discussion with the lady from the
Hospital Administra on, the lobbyist-lawyer-- and she said that
basically she had no evidence. She did-- couldn't tell--

Rep. Sylvester Turner: [Crosstalk.] That is not what she-- that is
not what she said. That is not what she said. That is not what she
said.

Rep. Larry Phillips: [Crosstalk.] --she couldn't tell why. She could
not tell-- wouldn't you agree she couldn't explain why?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Representa ve Phillips, that is not what
she said. Now, simply because you said it is so, doesn't make it so!

Rep. Larry Phillips: Did you get the transcript?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I got the transcript, Representa ve
Phillips!

Rep. Larry Phillips: Okay; well, I would love to see it, because I
think-- let me ask you this ques on: are you aware that over two-
thirds of those doctors currently have privileges? Which



[unintelligible] you could totally tell from the statement is that
evidence that you supposedly claim she has? Representa ve,
wouldn't you agree?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Representa ve Phillips, the person who
represented the Hospital Associa on came under oath. I never
heard the paper that was just presented-- that was just presented
by Representative Laubenberg. I do know-- I do know-- that when it
comes to San Antonio, Aus n-- I mean San Antonio, Dallas, and
Harris county, that's where most of these physicians are that are
prac cing in these clinics with hospital privileges. Just because
you say it's so doesn't make it so. You do not have the right to
create your own facts-- [Crosstalk.] --now, let me finish; let me
finish.

Rep. Larry Phillips: [Crosstalk.] Are you-- are you trying to say Mr.
Smithy and Ms. Laubenberg are being dis-- dishonest
representatives to this body?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Representa ve Phillips, I'm talking to
you.

Rep. Larry Phillips: I understand.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Okay, I'm talking to you. And just because
you come to the mic and elevate your voice doesn't make what
you're saying true, right, or correct.

Rep. Larry Phillips: Are you talking about elevating voices?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Well, I'm just saying-- I mean, you know--



Rep. Larry Phillips: The master of it! [laughs]

Rep. Sylvester Turner: You can believe in something,
Representa ve Phillips, you can believe in something, but if the
facts speak contrary to your opinion, your opinion remains an
opinion; ill-advised, unsubstan ated, and cannot stand on the
legs on which you are trying to place it. The facts are what the
facts are!

Rep. Larry Phillips: But-- so, would you withdraw your
amendment if the facts-- and they gave you that informa on, it's
very clear that two-thirds have admitting privileges?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Representa ve Phillips, what the
representative--

[Chair Diane Patrick gavels for order and the gavel actually
breaks and flies across the room at Rep. Sylvester Turner. The
audience hoots and cheers in surprise. Rep. Sylvester Turner's
following comments about "an assault" and needing an
Ambulatory Surgical Center are jokes about him being nearly hit by
the broken gavel. Hoots and cheering in background.]

Rep. Diane Patrick: Representa ve Stephenson raises the point
of order: the gentleman's me has expired. The point of order is
well-taken and sustained.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That was an assault. [Interspersed with
audience laughter.] And I want to file charges. We need to recess
for two weeks. I have been emo onally trauma zed and we need-
- we need to recess for two weeks so that I can re-gather my
thoughts.



[Unidentified Voice]: Get over it!

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I need an Ambulatory Surgical Facility.
[laughter] Immediately.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Representa ve Turner, who is thankfully not
injured by the flying gavel, presents the amendment.
Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table. The ques on is on
the mo on to table. Vote aye, vote no, members. The clerk will
ring the bell. Show Representa ve Laubenberg vo ng 'aye', show
Representa ve Turner vo ng 'no'. Have all members voted? All
members voted? [gavel] There being 89 ayes, 54 nos, 2 present
not vo ng, the mo on to table is sustained. The following
amendment: the Clerk will read the amendment.
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Clerk: Amendment by Menéndez.

Rep. Diane Patrick: The Chair recognizes Representa ve
Menéndez.

Rep. José Menéndez: Thank you, Madam Speaker and members.
This bill speaks to the psychological. House Bill 2 provides for an
abor on up to the 20th week mark. It makes no excep ons
beyond that point, other than if the mother's life is threatened.
There is no excep on for a situa on in which the mother's life is
threatened by her own decision to stop psychotropic medica ons
that may pose a risk to the fetus but with-- without such, would
such pose such a serious risk of suicide or self-harm by the mother
because of a pre-exis ng mental health condi on. That same
threat exists from post-trauma c stress disorder that may result
from either rape or even incidents of incest.

PTSD has been long established to manifest itself at mes well
a er the event. Because PTSD is recognized as a highly disabling
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illness/disorder, to the extent that it can cause acute disability,
so, members, what I think is here that a pregnancy that is the
result of sexual abuse, incest, has the ability to-- [unintelligible] a
result of PTSD. So post-trauma c stress disorder is a serious
health condi on that does not follow a medical clock like a
pregnancy does, so the 20-week limit fails to recognize that fact
or, at all, the other dangers, such as the condi on it could pose to
the woman or even the public if, in spite of the medical opinion of
her doctor, the woman is forced by this legisla on to carry to full
term.

What this amendment simply does, it recognizes what we have
already acknowledged for disabled veterans and others with
PTSD. Especially-qualifying mental illness should be applied to
this legisla on, recognizing that there is no specific clock running
on this medical condi on. Addi onally, the amendment would
recognize that certain types of psychotropic medica ons being
prescribed for a pre-exis ng mental health condi on may pose a
severe risk to the fetus if con nued to-- towards delivery, but if
reasonable medical judgment of the physician that the causa ve
condi on may pose an equally high risk of self-inflicted harm or
even suicide by the mother if the drugs are discon nued for a
sustained period of me. In both cases, the amendment stresses,
just as this bill does, the reasonable medical judgment of the
attending physician.

So I, members, I would hope that we, as a compassionate body
of elected officials, would not fail to recognize that there are
reasonable medical circumstances that no legisla on can
categorize, or even reasonably define, that are more accurate and
personally directed than a doctor's in cases such as I've



described.

Members, we heard tes mony in commi ee from a lady who
was on psychotropic medica on, who said her medica on was
known to cause birth defects and that if she became pregnant she
would have to choose between her own mental health and
stability or the health of the baby. So members, I think that this
amendment, it would bring into considera on the woman's
psychological condi on and the condi-- and the rea-- the why too,
if the woman's mental state is to present a possibility of self-harm
or suicide as detected by her doctor in or before the
discon nua on of psychotropic medica ons prescribed for a pre-
existing psychological condition.

Psychological condi ons are just as important as health
condi ons and so I hope that-- the offer-- that we could adopt this
because we should consider women's health, both their mental
and their physical health. And I do yield for questions.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Mr. Reynolds.

Rep. Ron Reynolds: Madam Speaker, I raise a point of order
against further considera on of HB2 under Rule 4, sub-sec on 32,
section C.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Bring your point of order down front.

[Long pause.]

Rep. Diane Patrick: Representative Reynolds raises a point of or-
- order under Rule 4, Sec on 32-C. The point of order is
respec ully overruled. [gavel] We, we are back to the Menéndez



amendment. [pause] The Chair recognizes Representa ve
Menéndez. You were still in the middle. I think there is a question.

Rep. José Menéndez: Move adoption.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Wait.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Ms. Farrar, for what purpose?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Would the gentleman yield?

Rep. Diane Patrick: Does the gentleman yield?

Rep. José Menéndez: Of course.

Rep. Diane Patrick: He yields.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Mr. Menéndez, in the bill on page 5, line 8,
this bill specifically rules out in its excep ons the possibility of
the considera on of psychological condi ons. Are you aware of
that?

Rep. José Menéndez: Yes, I am. And I think it's one of the bill's
shortcomings, among many others, but not to recognize a
woman's psychological health is in essence saying that
psychological health is not equivalent to your physical health. And
we all know that some people can become suicidal and if
someone is, has-- on medica on for a pre-exis ng psychological
condi on, and that has them stabilized, and they already have a
family, are we saying that their exis ng family is not as important
as the one that they possibly might bring into this world, or that
the mother's not as important? I think that it's a crime not to



acknowledge a woman's psychological health as being as
important as her physical health.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I appreciate you saying that because that,
that has been a concern and we did hear tes mony about that,
about women, and that's why these issues are, are so difficult,
because we-- we, you do see-- I don't know if you heard this, the
tes mony, as well, but there was a woman who was concerned
about her other children.

Rep. José Menéndez: Correct.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: You did hear that testimony?

Rep. José Menéndez: Yes, absolutely. And she's on medica on
that has-- that stabilizes, that allows her to be a good mom, and,
and what would happen if she became pregnant and then the
medica on she's on would poten ally harm the fetus? She'd have
to choose between the safety and well-being of the baby she'd be
carrying or the children she already has. And that, I think, is not a
decision that we should be legisla ng, that there is absolutely no
area-- that she and her doctor and her god should be dicta ng,
should be delibera ng in a very serious capacity. We, in essence,
are just saying that her mental health is not important.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right; and this is even-- your amendment is,
is s ll pre y narrow. I mean, you're dealing with psychotropic
medica ons, and you're dealing with PTSD as a result of rape or
incest, correct?

Rep. José Menéndez: Correct.



Rep. Jessica Farrar: So, so even then-- I mean, my cri cism of the
amendment would be that it should allow for severe postpartum
depression and other condi ons that I think-- I mean, if you can
get these two, I think it certainly makes the bill, uh, better.

Rep. José Menéndez: Well, and you know, and--

Rep. Diane Patrick: [gavel] Representa ve Taylor raises a point
of order: the gentleman's me has expired. The point of order is
well-taken and sustained. The Chair recognizes Representa ve
Laubenberg in opposition.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Madame Chair, respec ully, I do also
move to table this amendment. The physical health excep on is
in the bill, and it is a very immediate situa on taken to
determine, you know, immediately. Mental health is a very
serious, serious issue, and a woman can feel good one day and be
down the next day and to make a decision in that state could be a
decision which she could later regret. Right now, for five months
the woman, a woman can have an abor on for any reason, for five
months. But again, I bring it back to the fact that at five months
and beyond, we are now looking at a well-developed preborn child
who will feel the pain of the abor on. Thank you. [pause] I move to
table.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Representative Menéndez to close.

Rep. José Menéndez: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Very quickly,
all I'm doing in this amendment is adding that if in-- this is
specifically from the amendment-- "if in the physician's
reasonable medical judgment: number one, the psychological
condi on is a post-trauma c stress disorder caused by rape or an



incestuous relationship forced on the woman that manifests itself
a er the 20-week period, or two, that the discon nua on of her
psychotropic medica ons prescribed for a pre-exis ng
psychological condi on because of the poten al side effects, risk
of the medica on to the fetus, would have such a debilita ng
effect on the woman's mental state as to present the possibility of
self-harm or suicide". I think that's pretty serious, and I appreciate
your a en on and I would hope that you vote against the mo on
to table. Thank you.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Representa ve Menéndez sends up an
amendment. Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table. The
vote is on the mo on to table. The Clerk will ring the bell. Show
Representa ve Laubenberg vo ng 'aye'. Show Representa ve
Geren vo ng 'aye'. Show Representa ve Burke  vo ng 'aye'. Show
Representa ve Linda Harper-Brown vo ng 'aye'. Show Repres--
Have all voted? Have all voted? Show Representative Dukes voting
'no'. Have all members voted? [gavel] There being 91 ayes, 53
nays, the motion to table prevails.
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Rep. Diane Patrick: The following amendment: the Clerk will
read the amendment.

Clerk: Amendment by McClendon.

Rep. Diane Patrick: The Chair recognizes Representa ve Jones
McClendon.

[Pause.]

Rep. Diane Patrick: The Chair recognizes Representa ve
McClendon.

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: Thank you, Madam Speaker,
members. Ah, this amendment would help lower the number of
abor ons in the state of Texas by preven ng unwanted
pregnancies, period. That's what it would do. It would lower the
number of abor ons by encouraging evidence- and standards-
based sex educa on in public school classrooms. It would help
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kids understand the effects of sexual behavior based on a holis c
approach to abstinence, relationships and sexuality.

However, while the amendment does focus on abs nence, it
does not end with abs nence. It takes a realis c evidence-based
approach to human behavior and, as the current law, it does not
punish the students of parents who choose to remove them from
the curriculum. This amendment would encourage a curriculum
that uses evidence-based sex educa on, provides age-
appropriate informa on, and works to promote healthy
rela onships and decision-making-- in fact, it would encourage
effec ve communica on between adolescents and their parents.
This amendment would also make excep ons to the 20-week ban
proposed in the bill if it was found that the minor had not received
proper comprehensive sex educa on as outlined in this
amendment. Furthermore, it would make an excep on to the
proh-- prohibi on to medical prac ces for adolescents' abor ons
and it could be verified that the minor did not receive sex
education as outlined in this amendment.

No one wants no abor ons. I don't think anybody in this room is
promo ng abor ons. Everyone here on this floor would like to see
fewer abor ons; but we cannot do that by simply making them
harder to obtain. We must find ways to prevent unwanted
pregnancies, especially by educa ng, educa ng our children. We
owe it to them to set them up for success and not for failure.

Rep. Lon Burnam: Madam Speaker, would the lady yie-- yield?

Rep. Diane Patrick: Do you yield?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: Yes, I yield.



Rep. Diane Patrick: She yields.

Rep. Lon Burnam: Ms. McClendon, the intent of your
amendment is to go more to the root of the problem, which is:
Texas has a growing rate of abor ons because it has a growing
rate of unwanted pregnancies. Is that right?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: That's correct; that's correct.
Texas, Texas is, uh, the fifth in the nation in teenage pregnancies.

Rep. Lon Burnam: Madam Speaker, um, I'd like to be able to hear
her responses and I can't.

Rep. Diane Patrick: [gavel] Members, um, if you could take your
conversa ons outside of the rails? Uh, we're having an exchange
here and the members cannot hear each other.

Rep. Lon Burnam: Thank you, Madam Speaker. But the point of
your amendment is, is to clarify that the most effec ve way to
reduce the number of abor ons is to reduce the number of
unwanted pregnancies; is that correct?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: That's correct, Mr. Burnam.

Rep. Lon Burnam: And did you say that Texas currently, uh, holds
the dis nc on of, uh, being, having the fi h highest teenage
pregnancy rate of any state in the country?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: That's correct.

Rep. Lon Burnam: Were you aware that it's fi h for the first
incidence, but that it's number one in the second incidence of



teenage pregnancy in the country?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: It is number one in the na on in
teenage pregnancies.

Rep. Lon Burnam: So that means we have a lot of repeat
unintended pregnancies, and therefore frequently unwanted
pregnancies, and therefore frequently resul ng in abor ons; is
that correct?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: That's correct.

Rep. Lon Burnam: So if we wanted to go to the root issue of the
problem, which is unwanted pregnancies, your amendment would
try to address that by doing what?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: Educa ng the students. The
students, uh, need to be educated, and to-- and the parents need
to be educated as well so they can help, uh, their children.

Rep. Lon Burnam: So are you aware that not only do we have a
really, really high percentage of unplanned pregnancies among
our teenage population but Texas-- it is estimated that over half of
all pregnancies in this state are unplanned?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: Correct.

Rep. Lon Burnam: And, ah-- have you seen the studies done by
HHSC where they are required to provide informa on, char ng
and graph, on pregnancies versus induced abortions?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: I have not seen that.



Rep. Lon Burnam: Well, I have in my hand a chart that, that
charts this in Texas from 1998 to 2010 and the growing incidence
of ended pregnancies through abor on. And what you're able to
do is to project on that and look at those numbers, you can look at
what we did to family planning services in 2011, and you can
easily surmise by looking at these numbers that the cause of the
increased pregnancies was a result of what we, bad public policy
decision in 2011 did. Do you realize that it's been es mated that
there were an addi onal 4,500-plus abor ons in the state of
Texas during the last per annum because we cut-- we cut funding
for pregnancy planning.

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: That is correct.

Rep. Lon Burnam: And so your intent in offering this amendment
is to go to the root of the problem. The root of the problem is: over
half of the pregnancies in the state of Texas are unplanned, and
there's a way to reduce that, that is through educa on. Is that
right?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: That's correct. And--

Rep. Lon Burnam: And you're intending to provide an education.

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: --and proper, the proper sex
education.

Rep. Lon Burnam: The proper sex educa on. So, rather than
have so many young women confronting an unpleasant decision, a
decision that nobody really wants to be in the posi on of having
to make, we could just go to the root of the problem and address
the issue of unplanned pregnancy.



Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: Correct.

Rep. Lon Burnam: Thank you very much for authoring this
amendment.

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: Thank you.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Ms. Allen, for what purpose?

Rep. Alma Allen: Will the gentlelady, uh, yield?

Rep. Diane Patrick: Do you yield, Mrs. McClendon?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: Yes, I'll gladly yield.

Rep. Diane Patrick: She yields.

Rep. Alma Allen: Thank you, you know this is my subject.

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: It is.

Rep. Alma Allen: Ah, are you making the body aware that we
have a sex education problem in the state of Texas?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: I'm-- that's the intent, and let me
just say that in 1995, uh, Texas made a big push to ins tute
abstinence, uh, as the only sex education in our public schools but
as a result, of the fi een years, according to the Center for
Disease Control of Texas, it was the number one state-- the
number one state for percentage of repeat teen births.

Rep. Alma Allen: Number one.



Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: Number one.

Rep. Alma Allen: And how does that relate to sex education?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: Researchers have examined a
na onal survey of family growth determined the impact of
sexuality educa on on sexual risk-taking for young people in the
ages of 15 through 19, and they found that teens who' received
comprehensive sexual educa on were 50% less likely to report a
pregnancy than those who received abs nence-only educa on.
That same age group had over ten thousand abor ons in Texas as
recently as 2005 and, if we're serious about limi ng abor ons, it
would include a comprehensive sex education.

Rep. Alma Allen: Could you help me with-- what kind of support
is out there to teach about evidence-based sex educa on? For
example, that presents actual facts about contracep on, birth
control-- could you help me with that?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: Yes, yes, Dr. Allen. I can tell you
that Texans strongly, uh, support including, uh, this informa on in
high school classrooms and, uh, February 2013 a poll was taken of
likely Texans and the poll showed that 84, 84 [sic] voters favor
teaching about contracep on such as condoms and other birth
control along with abs nence in high school sex educa on
classes.3

Rep. Alma Allen: Wow. Uh, tell me with-- um, if you know, how
many school districts teach factual incorrect informa on in sex
education instruction?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: We found that, in a survey that



they took in 2008 of every school district in Texas, found that 41%
of the Texas school districts teach factually incorrect informa on
in sexuality educa on instruc on. And this is published in the
Texas Freedom Network report.4

Rep. Alma Allen: Wow. Do schools teach about condom use and
contraception at all? Is it ever mentioned in our Texas textbooks?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: In-- just in the textbooks that some
other Representa ves have--here may have access to, the only
men on of contracep ves is, is to inform students that birth
control will not protect them from--

Rep. Diane Patrick: [gavel] Representa ve Hughes raises the
point of order: the lady's me has expired. The point of order is
well-taken and sustained.
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Rep. Diane Patrick: The Chair recognizes Representa ve
Laubenberg in opposition to the amendment.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Madam Chair, Ms. Ruth--
Representa ve McClendon, I am going to table this amendment.
Basically it's saying that if a minor can tell her abor on doctor
that she did not receive effective sex education wherever that she
can have the abor on without the parental-- without parental
consent, without judicial bypass, and it just-- this bill is about, um,
regula ng the clinic and the pain of a 5-month baby experiencing
an abortion.

Rep. Matt Schaefer: Madam Speaker.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Mr. Schaefer, for what purpose?

Rep. Ma  Schaefer:  Will the gentlelady yield for some
questions?
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Rep. Diane Patrick: Do you yield, Ms Laubenberg?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I do.

Rep. Diane Patrick: She yields.

Rep. Ma  Schaefer:  Representa ve Laubenberg, wouldn't you
say that the root of the problem really lies with the home and the
parents?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Parents and home are very important,
yes.

Rep. Ma  Schaefer:  And wouldn't you say that the most
appropriate place for young people to receive educa on about
sex is from parents?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That would be the primary resource, I
would agree, yes.

Rep. Ma  Schaefer:  And do you think that most young people
have a pre y good understanding of what happens when they
engage in this kind of behavior?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I think a lot of us are here on that basis.

Rep. Ma  Schaefer:  In fact, we live in a culture where this kind
of sexual behavior has become glamorized and overemphasized,
wouldn't you agree with that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I would agree.

Rep. Ma  Schaefer:  So if we're really going to look at the



problem, the root of the problem: it's not the fact that our schools
aren't telling students all about sex educa on, but the root of the
problem really goes back to the home and the family; wouldn't you
agree with that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I would agree.

Rep. Matt Schaefer: Thank you, Representative Laubenberg.

Rep. Terry Canales: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Diane Patrick: Representative Canales, for what purpose?

Rep. Terry Canales: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Ms Laubenberg, do you yield?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Diane Patrick: She does.

Rep. Terry Canales:  Just some follow-up ques ons,
Representa ve, to Representa ve Schaefer's comment: what do
we do when the parents aren't teaching them? Do we just lay-- let
the kids be ignorant?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: As I said, I think that's the primary
source and--

Rep. Terry Canales:  Oh, I agree with you, and I'm in agreement
with Rep. Schaefer, but you've got to agree with me also that there



are parents that don't do their job. So do we just do nothing for
those kids?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I think kids today don't have any
problem in understanding what sex is.

Rep. Terry Canales: You think kids--? I'm sorry, I just-- just to-- you
think kids today don't have any problem understanding what sex
is?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I think what Representa ve Schaefer
was saying is that there's so much informa on out there; there's
all types of--

Rep. Terry Canales:  I agree with you, but the problem is what
kind of informa on's out there, and is it the proper informa on
out there? And I also agree with you that kids don't have a
problem understanding what sex is. I have a-- what I disagree with
is that I don't believe that all children are ge ng the proper
education, and that's what this is about.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve Canales, the reason I'm
opposing this amendment is because-- it is really a couple of
things--

Rep. Terry Canales: Because you're opposed to all amendments?
Is that why?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, we're talking about this specific
amendment.

Rep. Terry Canales: Oh, I'm sorry. I apologize, Representa ve. Go



ahead.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Sure. This par cular amendment is
taking away the parental consent to judicial bypass, and basically
saying that a minor can tell the abor on doctor that if they didn't
receive effec ve instruc on rela ng to human sexuality that they
can go ahead and approve their own abor on, and I would be
opposed to that and I'm opposing this amendment.

Rep. Terry Canales:  Just one final ques on, Representa ve:
have you accepted any amendments today?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No, I don't believe I have.

Rep. Terry Canales: Thank you.

Rep. Lon Burnam: Madam Speaker, will the lady yield?

Rep. Diane Patrick: Ms Laubenberg, do you yield?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Diane Patrick: She yields, Mr. Burnam.

Rep. Lon Burnam: Thank you, Ms Laubenberg. I don't know if you
heard the exchange that Ms. McClendon and I were having, but I
was really talking about what had happened in this legisla ve
body rela ve to our public policy decisions. Could you tell me how
you voted two years ago when it came to cu ng sex educa on
programs?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes. Two years ago? I, I'm sorry, I don't



remember any--

Rep. Lon Burnam: Yes. In 2011 we had a budget crisis and we
were cu ng everything le  and right, willy-nilly, not really paying
attention about the unintended consequences?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Please tell me. I apologize, I don't know
what I did.

Rep. Lon Burnam: Well, we radically cut funding across the
board. In fact, we had a series, mul ple votes in the last session,
and I believe you were on the wrong side, if you care about pub--
sex educa on opportuni es, on every one of those votes. So the
point of my ge ng up here and asking Ms McClendon the
ques ons I was asking her is this: do you-- what do you not
understand about the issue of teenagers are going to have sex,
whether or not we think that's a good idea or not?

And the only way we're gonna address this such that we're not
having unplanned pregnancies is if we do a be er job of teaching
teenagers about wise decision-making and responsible
engagement; and so I just want to make sure you know that, as a
result of a vote that you cast last session, the state agency
responsible for compiling the sta s cs has concluded that we
had an addi onal 4, 500-plus abor ons in the last two years,
which is a far higher number of abor ons than what you're talking
about when you're talking about anything in the post-20-week
period.

And as long as you're clear on what the real numbers are and as
long as we start being honest about this debate-- which is, it's not
about anything other than to interfere in a person's right to



choose, and we're not really trying to reduce abor ons, because
we're not really adop ng the amendments that need to be
adopted to address that issue. I just want to make sure you're
honest in your debate. Thank you.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Thank you, Representa ve. I move to
table.

Rep. Diane Patrick: The Chair recognizes Representa ve
McClendon to close on the amendment.

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: Thank you, Madam, Madam, uh,
Speaker. I, for one, recognize that sex behavior is taught in the
home. But there, there are a lot of homes that are not like the
ones, um, that those of us in this body came from. There are
homes where the children don't have food to eat. There are
homes where there's no hot water and they can't take a proper
bath. There are homes where they cannot do their homework
because the electricity has been cut off and they're cold. Everyone
does not come from a house like many of us grew up in. Many of
the children, a lot of the children, come from homes that we
would be ashamed to say that a child lived in that environment;
so when you say sex behavior is learned in the home-- yes, it
should be, and in, in, in many homes it is learned there and that's
where it should be learned.

But there are situa ons where children cannot get this type of
nurturing that we would, would want them to have. So the next
place you go to is the public school system, and you go to the
public school system because we are pu ng money into the
public school system for sex educa on classes. These classes at
the present me are not thorough at all, and so I submit to you



that we need to do something different, and we need to do
something be er than we are doing it now. And this amendment
would take care of the students who are not as fortunate as many
of us were when we grew up, and many of us, uh, know about
people in our communi es who are not able to, uh, assist their
children with these kinds of training. So I move that-- ask that you,
uh, not table this amendment.

Rep. Jeff Leach: Madam Speaker?

Rep. Diane Patrick: Mr. Leach, for what purpose?

Rep. Jeff Leach: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Diane Patrick: Do you yield, Ms. McClendon?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: Yes, ma'am, I will yield to my
friend.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Yes, she yields.

Rep. Jeff Leach: Thank you, Representative; and Ruth, you know I
love you and I have enjoyed working with you on so many issues
this session, and appreciate your-- just your spirit and your heart
and your long service-- term of service in this body. I do want to
ask you a couple of ques ons about sex educa on in our public
schools. You've served for much longer in the South than I have,
and you've been involved in these debates for many years, and I
understand and I agree with you that, that the primary educa on
of our children, including sex educa on, takes place in the home
and in our churches, in our communi es including our public
schools; and when I came into the legislature this session I was



shocked to learn that abor on providers, including Planned
Parenthood, are ac vely teaching sex educa on in our public
schools. Were you aware of that?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: I'm aware that they are teaching
sex educa on in the public schools, but the sex educa on that
they are teaching is far from what they ought to be teaching in
order to help the students understand what happens when you
get pregnant and what are the consequences of pregnancy.

Rep. Jeff Leach: I, I agree completely. Would you agree that an
organiza on such as Planned Parenthood or any other abor on
provider has an inherent conflict of interest in teaching safe sex to
our children in public schools?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: No, there is no conflict of interest.

Rep. Jeff Leach: Do you--

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: I don't--

Rep. Jeff Leach: I was shocked to learn of mul ple occasions
across the state. We had people come tes fy. I had a bill that
addressed it, and we had people that came and tes fied that
their kids came home from school and Planned Parenthood had
taught their children in our public schools how to do everything
except have sexual intercourse. Are you aware of that?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: I'm aware of that's how some
people have portrayed that, but I can tell you that that is not the
way it is taught in most of the schools in, in this state.



Rep. Jeff Leach: I agree. I agree with that. Most of the schools
are doing it the right way, they're supported by parents, they're
supported by the local communi es and they're actually teaching
it the right way, but there are other schools--

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: And the fact is that most of the
schools are, are teaching it the right way--

Rep. Jeff Leach: Would you support an amendment to your
amendment that would outlaw any men on of the word abor on
in our public schools and would ban any abor on providers from
teaching sex ed in our public schools?

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: Say that again?

Rep. Jeff Leach: Would you accept an amendment to your
amendment that would, number one, prohibit any men on of
abor on in our public schools and, number two, would ban any
abor on provider from teaching or having access to our students
in our public schools.

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: No. No.

Rep. Jeff Leach: Okay. We disagree on that.

Rep. Ruth Jones McClendon: Yeah. We disagree on that.

Rep. Jeff Leach: All right.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Ms. McClendon' sends up an amendment.
Ms. Laubenberg moves to table. It is a record vote. The Clerk will
ring the bell. Vote aye, vote no. Show, show Ms. Laubenberg voting



'aye'. Show Ms McClendon vo ng 'no'. Show Representa ve, uh,
Branch vo ng aye. Have all voted? Have all voted? There being 94
ayes, 44 nays, the mo on to table prevails. The following
amendment: the Clerk will read the amendment.
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Clerk: Amendment by Herrero.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Mr. Herrero? The Chair recognizes Mr.
Herrero.

Rep. Abel Herrero: Thank you, Madam Speaker. Members, I
stand before you as an individual who supports a woman's access
to healthcare, as well as an individual who is pro-life. And I offer
this amendment because I believe that it-- I believe that it
establishes a be er standard of care. And it does so by ensuring
that a woman will receive the best medical care available, and
that the care that she receives would be appropriate as to each
woman individually.

Specifically, the amendment would allow a doctor to give
medical care by providing the best possible treatment under
evidence-based prac ces, so that every woman receiving medical
care would be receiving the care specific as to her needs and her
condi on and her-- needs, if you will. Under the bill as wri en, it
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limits the dosage of abor on-inducing medica on to a specific
dosage, so it's a 'one dosage fits all' regimen. This amendment
would allow a doctor to assess an individual woman and
determine whether or not that FDA protocol is appropriate and, if
not, rely on evidence-based informa on to administer a different
dosage, specific to that specific individual's, uh, circumstances.

Specifically, the amendment would establish the be er care by
giving doctors the la tude that they would need to prac ce the
best medicine for their pa ents. As men oned, this bill would
require, as wri en, the FDA label as the only regimen available to
administering the prescrip on and would prohibit a physician
from u lizing any other method-- known as off-label protocol-
based scien fic medical evidence-- that currently is the standard
medical prac ce u lized na onwide. The bill a empts to codify a
standard of care that is outdated and no longer in use. Since this
FDA label was approved 13 years ago, clinical studies have shown
that the current best prac ces result in fewer complica ons and
are more effective than the FDA regimen.

Specifically also in support of making sure that there is more of
an individual assessment, the American Congress of OB/GYN is
concerned with the language in this bill as written because it feels
that it would weaken the standard of care, the pa ent's safety
and specifically threaten the doctor-pa ent rela onship. HB2
would provide the doctors to follow a less effec ve, a more costly,
and a procedure that ul mately could cause more detrimental
side-effects and poten ally the loss of life of the mother. And as
men oned before, as someone who supports a woman's access
to healthcare and as an individual who is pro-life, I would hate for
us to save the life of a child with the intent of this bill but yet



somehow further risk the life of the mother.

While HB2 has permissive language that would allow the
dosage amount to be u lized based on the OB/GYN Prac ce
Bulle n guidelines as they existed on January 1st 2013, this
alone, however, would be insufficient to allow a doctor to have
the meaningful discre on to be able to u lize the best prac ce of
medicine.

Therefore this amendment would remove the mandate that
would limit a physician to use only the FDA-label dosage and
protocol, and also it would insert an added op on of using
evidence-based protocols for the inducing drug. The evidence-
based protocols that are outlined in this amendment reflect the
current best prac ces as na onally recognized by the American
College of OB/GYN.

Addi onally, this amendment lays out the requirement that
would further ensure the safety of the mother: specifically, the
doctor would have to take addi onal measures than are currently
outlined in this bill. The amendment would require doctors to
take measures to ensure the safety of their pa ents in the event
of complica on. It would also make sure that the doctors fully
explain and inform their pa ents of the regimen outlined on the
FDA label as well as any differences or deviations in the treatment
or prescrip on, and the specific reasons why the physician
deviated from the FDA-approved regimen.

In addi on, this amendment would also require the doctor to
obtain the wri en consent from their pa ent and acknowledging
that the pa ent has received the appropriate informa on. With
this amendment, a physician would have the ability to offer the



best quality of care and ensure the health and safety of Texas
women.

In the circumstances, as we talk today about-- there are some
doctors here on the House floor, and I am not one of them, and I
don't think that we should rely on what we think is best and
instead rely on what best evidence prac ces have proven to be
more useful, more effec ve, safer and more helpful; and for that
reason, I would ask that we not establish legisla vely a mandate
of a 'one dosage fits all' on an issue that is so important. When we
are trying to save lives, let us not risk the lives of mothers because
we are mandating a specific 'one dosage fits all'.

And for that, members, with that intent, I ask for your support of
this amendment and I move for passage.

Rep. Mary Edna González: Madam Speaker.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Representative González?

Rep. Mary Edna González: Will the gentleman yield for a
question?

Rep. Diane Patrick: Do you yield?

Rep. Abel Herrero: I yield.

Rep. Diane Patrick: He yields.

Rep. Mary Edna González: Representa ve Herrero, you voted for
SB1 the first time. Correct?



Rep. Abel Herrero: Yes, I did.

Rep. Mary Edna González: And so-- and you're probably going to
vote for it this time. Correct?

Rep. Abel Herrero: I am considering; I'm taking into
considera on the amendments. I am pro-life and, you know, I
want to make sure that we protect the life of the unborn child. I
also want to make sure that we have access to healthcare and a
good standard of healthcare for women, and in weighing those
op ons I s ll remain pro-life and feel that there's a way to try to
work those issues in a way that I would be able to support the bill
again; and I intend, if things stay as they are, that I would support
the bill as well. But I'm trying to do something here to help save
the lives of individuals, women specifically that are requiring
access of care in a very crucial time.

Rep. Mary Edna González: Definitely. So basically, even though
you're pro-life, you find opportuni es for us to make a be er
policy decision when it comes to this piece of legislation?

Rep. Abel Herrero: Yes, that's right. I mean, at this point we're
legisla ng that a specific dosage is going to be administered to
everyone across the board, regardless of what their specific
health condi on may be at the me of this procedure, and it is
difficult for me to accept that proposi on because I know that in
just myself receiving treatment, the medica ons differ from that
when it's administered to someone else; and I think that it's best
le  to the decision of the evidence, proven facts that establish
what that dosage should be for an individual person as opposed
to us as legislators dictating a specific dosage.



Rep. Mary Edna González: Well, I re-- I really respect the fact that
you're trying to help make a great-- an important policy decision
and s ll be in support of a pro-life decision; so thank you,
Representative Herrero.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Representative [unintelligible] raises a point
of order: the gentleman's me has expired. The point of order is
well-taken and sustained. The Chair recognizes Representa ve
Laubenberg in opposition to the amendment.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve Herrero, I know you
have really taken a good stand to this and I respect that so much.
Um, I have to respec ully table your amendment. Um, you know,
ideally, if all the abor on providers were OB/GYN, trained in that
field, you could tes fy their decisions. Unfortunately that is not
the case, which is why we have the FDA-protocol standards, which
is why we wrote it in there that the dosage amount could vary
based on the College of the Obstetres c-- Obstetres c-- Obs--
OB/GYN. It's been a long day; pardon me, members. So,
respectfully, I am tabling this amendment. Thank you.

Rep. Diane Patrick: The Chair recognizes Representative Herrero
to close.

Rep. Abel Herrero: Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Rep. Gene Wu: Madam Speaker?

Rep. Diane Patrick: Mr. Wu, for what purpose?

Rep. Gene Wu: Will the gentleman yield, very-- just for a very
short question?



Rep. Diane Patrick: Will you yield, Mr. Herrero?

Rep. Abel Herrero: I yield.

Rep. Diane Patrick: He will yield.

Rep. Gene Wu: Mr. Herrero, are you adding your amendment
because you believe that the sec on of the bill that your
amendment affects is overly broad and places an undue burden
on a woman's right to, uh, control her reproduction?

Rep. Abel Herrero: I think there's a be er way to do it that
ensures access of healthcare to women while preserving the life
of an unborn child in a safe and responsible way.

Rep. Gene Wu: Do you believe that your amendment more
narrowly tailors the bill while maintains its original goal?

Rep. Abel Herrero: Yes.

Rep. Gene Wu: Thank you.

Rep. Abel Herrero: Thank you. Mr. Speaker, members, I ask for
your support of this amendment. I think we need to make sure
that, in protec ng the life of an unborn child, we do not also risk
the life of a mother. I am an individual who, as stated repeatedly,
believe in the support of access to healthcare for women and am
pro-life. I ask that you stand with me and vote in support against
the motion to table.

Rep. Diane Patrick: Mr. Herrero sends up an amendment. Ms.
Laubenberg moves to table. The ques on occurs on the mo on to



table. The Clerk will ring the bell. It is a record vote. Show Ms.
Laubenberg vo ng 'aye'. Show Mr. Herrero vo ng 'no'. Show Mr.
Ger-- Geren vo ng 'aye'. Have all members voted? Have all
members voted? [gavel] There being 93 ayes, 53 nays, the mo on
to table prevails. The following amendment: the Clerk will read
the amendment.
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Clerk: Amendment by Miles.

Rep. Diane Patrick: The Chair recognizes Representative Miles.

Rep. Borris Miles: Thank you, Madame Speaker. Members, this
amendment provides an excep on for the medical abor on
provision in HB2 for pregnancies that are the result of rape or
incest. An ar cle published in 1996 in the American Journal of
Obstet-- Obstetrics & Gynecology found that 5% of rapes result in
pregnancy. The Gu man [sic] Ins tute in 2008 survey of women
obtaining abor ons found that 7% of abor on pa ents reported
exposure to violence by a man involved in pregnancy.

The protocols used for the FDA-approved that appears on the
label of the abor on drug would only allow the use of drugs for the
first 49 days of pregnancy. Many women do not even know that
they are pregnant during limited me periods. The current
evidence-based regime used widely throughout the United States
allows medication abortions to be performed through 63 days.
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This amendment would basically allow the use of medica on
abor on for an addi onal 2 weeks than under current provision of
this bill. If we do not adopt this amendment, this bill could require
vic ms of rape and incest to unnecessarily undergo surgical
abor ons because they will no longer be given an op on of
medical abor on a er 49 days. We should not force vic ms of
sexual violence to needless undergoing of intrusion of surgical
procedures. During the 82nd legisla ve session, we added a
provision for rape and incest in the sonogram bill which was
thoroughly discussed this day. If we can exclude rape and incest
from the sonogram then we can do this now. And I move--

Rep. Diane Patrick: Mr. Miles?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Madame Speaker? [pause] Does the
gentleman yield?

Rep. Diane Patrick: Mr. Miles, do you yield?

Rep. Borris Miles: I do yield for my colleague.

Rep. Diane Patrick: He yields.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Mr. Miles, if I understand correctly, this
amendment would extend the me period that medical abor ons
could occur?

Rep. Borris Miles: That is correct; from 49 days to 63 days.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And why is that important?

Rep. Borris Miles: That's important in many ways because, like I



said earlier, many women don't even know that they're pregnant
in the, in the case of rape until that-- that critical time period.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Because of, perhaps, shock, dealing with--

Rep. Borris Miles: Shock, dealing with the emotional reasons--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Denial?

Rep. Borris Miles: And denial; yes, ma'am.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: All right. So if a surgical abor on's available
up to 63 days, why-- why would it ma er that a vic m of rape or
incest would be allowed to have a medical abor on for another 2
weeks?

Rep. Borris Miles: I'm sorry, I can't hear; I couldn't hear, ma'am.

Rep. Diane Patrick: [gavel] Members--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I'm just, I'm just trying to dis nguish, if a
medical-- if a surgical abor on is available up to 63 days, why
would it ma er that a vic m of rape or incest would be allowed to
have a medical abortion for another 2 weeks?

Rep. Borris Miles: Because it would be less invasive and less
traumatic for the woman by, uh, the abortion medication, which is
something I would hope that-- in Mrs. Laubenberg's bill, she's
concerned about, uh, the health of a woman. This would help us to
protect the health of women.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right; a woman, would you say, that is-- is



probably in one of the worst situations of her life?

Rep. Borris Miles: Oh, absolutely.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Thank you.

[Unintelligible background conversation.]

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Chair recognizes Representa ve Laubenberg
in opposition.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve Miles, um, I respec ully
am also going to table this amendment. The FDA protocol says
that the, uh, RU-486 pill should be used not past the 49th day.
Planned Parenthood recommends it to be up to 63 days. And, um,
you know, 49 days, I believe, is about 7 weeks, and as we heard in
tes mony, the complica ons become more, uh, risky the farther
along in the pregnancy.

And this is actually lessening the standard, and my feeling is
that women who are vic ms of rape deserve the same high
standard of care as every other woman. And again, um, this is
really making sure that a woman, when she has decided to have
that abor on, that it does in the safest way possible, that she
deserves. Thank you. And I motion to table.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Chair recognizes Representa ve Miles to
close.

Rep. Borris Miles: Members, in the first session, the Tex-- in our
first special session involving this bill, the Texas Medical
Associa on made it very clear that specific direc ons for



physicians in regards to prescrip on of abor on, including drug
approval by the USDA for the use of women who seek abor on,
this bill describes detail-- in detail the prac ce of medicine, such
as requirements for the examina on of pa ents and physician
communica on protocols, which is basically overly described,
and overly described in this particular instance.

Uh, in, in closing: HB2 shortens the me when a medica onal
abor on occurs, uh, to-- current evidence-based medical regime
allows us to use medica on appropriately up to 63 days. HB2
shortens the me to 49 days. The effect of this amendment would
simply allow vic ms of rape and incest to receive medical
abor ons up to, currently, 63 days, so it wouldn't be so cruel and
harsh on individuals. And I would hope that the, uh, this body
would understand that fact and pass this amendment.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Members, Representa ve Miles offers up a
amendment. Representa ve Laubenberg moves, uh, moves to
table. The ques on is on the mo on to table. It's a record vote.
Clerk will ring the bell. Show Representa ve Miles vo ng 'no'.
Show Representa ve Geren vo ng 'aye'. Show Representa ve
Laubenberg vo ng 'aye'. Have all members voted? Have all
members voted? There being 90 ayes, 53 nays, the mo on to
table prevails. Following amendment: Clerk will read the
amendment.
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Clerk: Amendment by Mary González of El Paso.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Chair recognizes Representative González.

Rep. Mary González: Mr. Speaker, members. Um, we passed-- we
added this amendment in 2011, during the Sonogram Bill. I talked
about this during SB1, but I think it's an important amendment
that we should con nue to consider. As y'all know, I'm very
passionate about the experiences of women on the border and
women in rural communi es, being from a rural community. And I
think one of those things that we haven't considered is the un--
the unexpected or unintended experiences, or outcomes, for rural
women.

So, if this piece of legisla on were to pass, it would really close
down any facili es in their areas, and we all say it's a bill is about
women's health. Well, women's health means having access to
safe and, um--safe and legal, um, facili es. And so what this
amendment aims to do is ensure that, um, rural and South Texas
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facili es remain open and are able to con nue to provide
preventa ve care to pa ents who are o en underserved. My
amendment would exempt facili es that are located more than
50 miles from any other abor on facility. This amendment is con--
considered the Rural Exemption Amendment.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Martinez?

Rep. Armando Martinez: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Mary González: Yeah. Yes, sir.

Rep. Armando Martinez: Hello.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Gentlelady yields, Mr. Martinez.

Rep. Armando Mar nez:  Thank you, Representa ve; and, and I
signed on to your amendment, because I do have a concern about
access, and especially along the border. Now, your amendment,
uh, would allow there to be facili es along the border, within 50
miles from the border. Is that what it does?

Rep. Mary González: It allows, if there isn't a facility within a 50-
mile radius, for [unintelligible] to s ll use the current standards
'that exist right now.

Rep. Armando Martinez: What would happen if-- with this bill in
place, how many miles would it take for a female to be able to
have access to a facility if this bill would, were-- were to pass?

Rep. Mary González: If this amendment were to get on the bill,
they would s ll have to poten ally travel a 100-mile round trip,



but it's be er than the 600-mile that could poten ally happen, or
forcing women to go into places like Juárez, Mexico, or Pena, Mexi-
- you know, any other parts of-- on the other side of the border.

Rep. Armando Mar nez:  So if this amendment were not to be
placed on the bill, what would be some of the consequences as far
as females seeking access, and where would they go? Er, if, if this
amendment would not be added to the bill, what would happen?
Could you just--

Rep. Mary González: And I think that's why this amendment is so
important. So what happens if we don't add this amendment? It
means that women in my district, and women in your district,
would have to travel hundreds of miles-up to a thousand miles-to
have access to a safe and legal facility in Texas, or they're going to
have to go to Mexico.

So, for example, women in my district would end up going to
Juárez. In Juárez, you have--there's a panel, a doctor, a priest, a
lawyer, and then to even get permission to get an abor on. And it
becomes really inaccessible, so what ends up happening is a
black market becomes created; because all research shows that
abor on restric ons don't stop abor ons, they make abor ons
unsafe.

Rep. Armando Mar nez:  Correct. A-- and, and I agree with your
amendment, and that's why I signed on to it. Mainly because my
concern is that now you have females along the border who are
not going to be able to have this access, and once again the Rio
Grande Valley and, of course, the females along the border are
singled out, and now you're going to have facili es in San Antonio,
Houston, Dallas-- why can't one of those facili es just be



grandfathered into this system along the border? Would you
agree? Would that be something that would be more amenable
for the females seeking access for any type of procedure?

Rep. Mary González: Definitely; especially considering this is
about women's health. So would we rather have women going to
Mexico to get abor ons? Would we rather have them doing them
in either-- um-- in black-market clinics? So it's really about-- really
making it about women's health and not making an undue burden
on women on the border.

Rep. Armando Mar nez:  Thank you, and I think you have a good
amendment.

Rep. Mary González: Thank you, Representative Martinez.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. King, for what purpose?

Rep. Phil King: Will the lady yield for some questions?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Miss González, will you yield?

Rep. Mary González: [laughs] A little nervously, but sure.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Gentlelady yields.

Rep. Phil King: Thank you, Representa ve. I just want to make
sure I understood the amendment.

Rep. Mary González: Sure.

Rep. Phil King: Yours says that it only applies to abor on clinics
that are not currently within 50 miles of another clinic. Is that



correct?

Rep. Mary González: Yes. And I will say that, um, we, we added
this amendment in the 2011 Sonogram Bill.

Rep. Phil King: My ques on was: as I understand it, there are no
rural abor on clinics in Texas today. I think there's only 42 or 43
clinics, and they're all in urban areas. So to what clinics would
your amendment apply?

Rep. Mary González: So, it, it would definitely impact my district,
which is considered a rural district--

Rep. Phil King: Are there any abortion clinics in your district?

Rep. Mary González: There's two abor on clinics in El Paso
County.

Rep. Phil King: And that's an urban area.

Rep. Mary González: Um, that's the entire county; no, it isn't.

Rep. Phil King: And-- but-- I guess, trying to say-- they're within 50
miles of each other, is that correct? Those two clinics.

Rep. Mary González: Yes.

Rep. Phil King: And so can you-- if, if you, you, you--

Rep. Mary González: But--

Rep. Phil King: --you characterize this as being for rural clinics,
and for folks that live in rural areas, but I can't think of any



abor on clinics in the state of Texas that are in rural areas.
They're all in urban areas, so I can't see how this amendment
affects any exis ng clinics. It also-- does it not also presuppose
that all the clinics are going to close instead of upgrading to
Ambulatory Surgical Centers?

Rep. Mary González: Actually, since this is what they have cited--
I got informa on from the clinic in El Paso that said it would have
to close if this bill were to pass. So, you're--

Rep. Phil King: [Crosstalk.] Do you have any other Ambulatory
Surgical Clinics in El Paso?

Rep. Mary González: [Crosstalk.] --asking women who are--
Representative King, let me, let me finish my one sentence.

Rep. Phil King: Pardon me, I'm sorry.

Rep. Mary González: It's okay. Um, so women in my district, who
live out in the country, would have to travel 600 miles to San
Antonio in order to have access to a safe facility, um, which is
about 1200 miles round-trip.

Rep. Phil King: But would your amendment change that?

Rep. Mary González: My amendment would definitely change
that because--

Rep. Phil King: [Crosstalk.] But there are no clinics in that area
now.

Rep. Mary González: --that one clinic in El Paso would be able to



remain open and accessible to the women who live in the country
in my district.

Rep. Phil King: I know there's 437 Ambulatory Surgical, er,
Centers in the state today, and there's only like 42 or 43 abor on
clinics. Do you have any Ambulatory Surgical, er, Centers in your
district?

Rep. Mary González: I'm-- actually, I'm not sure about
Ambulatory Service [sic] Centers in my district. I can't say; I have a
rural district, so I'll have to look that up for you.

Rep. Phil King: I was thinking, even in Weatherford we have an
ASC, but I guess my point is you're characterizing this as an
amendment to protect rural areas, and I guess I am correct that
there are no abor on clinics in Texas today-and never have been-
in a rural area. Is that correct?

Rep. Mary González: I think access to rural communi es is, is
how we're trying to explain what we're saying. So there's women
who in live in Socorro, or Fabens, or Tornillo, in my district who
would still not have access.

Rep. Phil King: And they don't today, and they would not with--

Rep. Mary González: They do today--

Rep. Phil King: --with your amendment.

Rep. Mary González: --and they won't after this bill.

Rep. Phil King: And they won't a er this amendment, because



there's still no abortion clinics in those rural areas.

Rep. Mary González: There are, um-- currently, right now, there
are abor on clinics in Beaumont, McAllen, College Sta on,
Midland, Harlingen and Lubbock. And it's-- without this
amendment, all those places would close.

Rep. Phil King: And what-- I don't understand why they would
close because-- without this amendment. Because they're-- you're
presupposing that they're not prepared in those urban centers to
upgrade to Ambulatory Surgical Centers--

[Crosstalk.]

Rep. Mary González: From the information--

Rep. Phil King: --can you not also pre--

Rep. Mary González: --that we've got--

Rep. Phil King: Can you not also presuppose that there are not
exis ng Ambulatory Surgical Clinics in those areas that they could
contract with?

Rep. Mary González: From the informa on that we've got-- and I
can specifically speak about the ones here in my district-- they
have the inability to spend the millions of dollars that it'll take to
be-- become cer fied under this new piece of legisla on, and thus
will have to close. And thus requiring women in my district to
either travel over 1000 miles or to go to Juárez, Mexico-- in a place
where there's already border violence-- to get an abor on. I
understand that we have pro-life individuals in this Chamber; I am



more than willing to understand y'all's posi on, but I'm also
asking you to think of the unne-- the unintended consequences of
people who live in my district.

Rep. Phil King: Sure, I understand. I was just looking at El Paso,
where you said they might have to close and wouldn't have clinics,
but there are Ambulatory Surgical Clinics. There's the Vista
Surgery Center, East El Paso Surgery Center, Basset Surgery
Center, Endoscopic Center of El Paso, El Paso Day Surgery, El Paso
Center for Gastrointes nal Endoscopy, Surgical Center of El Paso,
and El Paso Del Norte Surgical Center. All of those are ASCs within
the district--

Rep. Mary González: Within the county, not my district.

Rep. Phil King: --who'd be qualified for abor on services within
El Paso County.

Rep. Mary González: Within the county, not my district.

Rep. Phil King: Thank you.

Rep. Mary González: Thank you.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Representative Stickland, for what purpose?

Rep. Jonathan Stickland: Does the lady yield for a question?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Miss González, do you yield?

Rep. Mary González: Yes.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Lady yields.



Rep. Jonathan S ckland:  Miss González, you said something
interes ng a few minutes ago, before the last exchange. I just
wanted to, er, ask you: you said that it was harder to get an
abortion in Mexico than it currently is here, right now.

Rep. Mary González: I, I, I think that it is-- not harder-- well, it is
harder, because not all states have a legal access, but what you
see happen in Mexico is a black market for abor ons. And, in fact,
the women that my, my-- I'm named a er a few women in my li--
father's and my mother's life. And one of the women I was named
a er was-- died having an illegal abor on in Juárez, Mexico. That's
why I'm so passionate about this issue, because I've seen people
in my own close family who have died having abortions in Mexico.

Rep. Jonathan S ckland:  Are you-- are you aware of anywhere
else in the world that it's easier to get an abor on than here, right
now?

[Unidentified Voice]: Every country in Europe.

Rep. Mary González: Every country in Europe.

Rep. Jonathan Stickland: I know-- I know--

Rep. Mary González: Not every country in Europe, but in Europe--
in certain countries in Europe.

Rep. Jonathan S ckland:  Let me-- er, many folks have talked
already about, er, some European countries banning abor ons at
14 weeks, 18--

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Representa ve Price raises a point of order:



gentlelady's me is expired. The point of order is well-taken and
sustained. Chair recognizes Ms. Laubenberg in opposition.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Thank you, Representa ve González.
And, er, again, I move to table this amendment. This, as we have
heard, um, really is not about the rural clinics because-- as I read
the list earlier-- there are no rural abor on clinics, and what it
would do is allow some abor on clinics to have standards less
than others. And, you know, that again is not fair to what we're
trying to do, to make sure that when a woman has her abor on
that it's done in the highest standard, highest quality
environment possible. And all of them should be held to the same
standard, so I respectfully move to table.

Rep. Gene Wu: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Representative Wu, for what purpose?

Rep. Gene Wu: Will the gentlelady yield for questioning?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. Laubenberg, do you yield?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Sure, yes.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Gentlelady yields.

Rep. Gene Wu: Representa ve Laubenberg, now you've soundly
rejected and tabled almost every single amendment that tries to
take some pressure off of the surgical standards and some of the
admitting, admitting privileges requirements. Is, is that fair?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.



Rep. Gene Wu: Okay. Now, your statement is that you're doing
this because you don't believe that there is any impediment and
there will be no decrease in the-- in the standard of care for
women in rural, rural areas.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I'm sorry. Say that again.

Rep. Gene Wu: And you're saying--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I don't understand your question.

Rep. Gene Wu: My ques on is: you have stated that you believe
that the law as it is currently--currently wri en will not cause a
decrease in the standard of care for women in rural areas, in the
valley, in the panhandle, in east Texas. Is that fair?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: What I have said, er, Representa ve
Wu, is that the standard of care for women at the abor on clinic
should be raised to a standard of prac ce that is common
throughout medicine for every other woman.

Rep. Gene Wu: And you've-- you've said-- and maybe I'm reading
too much into what you've said. I believe you've said, or
in mated, that the provisions in this bill will not decrease the
standard of care, or the access of care. Would that be fair?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, this bill does not shut down any
abortion clinic.

Rep. Gene Wu: Fair. Would you take an amendment that says, if
more than half of these clinics that are exis ng in Texas do end up
getting shut down, that this bill will be repealed?



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representative Wu, you're basing me on
a hypothetical--

Rep. Gene Wu: It's not hypothetical--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --and so the clinics in the bill-- they have
put a date there of 2014, September 2014, so they have well over
a year to raise their standards, and--

Rep. Gene Wu: If, if by the application of this law, if the standard
of care does decrease for Representa ve González's residents in
t h e colonias, in the valley, in the panhandle, in East Texas-
wherever; if the standard of care is demonstrably shown to have
been reduced, would you consider repealing certain parts of the
bill?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve Wu, again, this bill is
not to lower the standard of care for anyone--

Rep. Gene Wu: And that's not my ques on. My ques on is:
would you consider repealing parts of the bill if it is shown that
the standard of care has been reduced?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve Wu, I am very hopeful
that we will pass this bill.

Rep. Gene Wu: Thank you very much.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Thank you.

[Unidentified Voice]: --hypothetical, can't be repealed.



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Uh-huh, got it.
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Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Oh, okay. I move to table.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Chair recognizes Representa ve González to
close.

Rep. Mary González: Mr. Speaker, members. We all have
different experiences. I have a different experience than Mr. Trent
Ashby. Trent Ashby has a different experience than Harold Du on.
Harold Dutton has a different experience than Mr. 'Doc' Anderson.

And what I'm up here doing is telling you about my experience,
and my experience of the women who live on the border and who
live in rural communi es, so we can a empt to make a bill that
does not have un-- unintended consequences on these women.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. King, for what purpose?

Rep. Tracy King: Will the lady yield for a question?
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Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. González, do you yield?

Rep. Mary González: Yes, of course.

Rep. Allan Ritter: The gentlelady yields.

Rep. Tracy King: Thank you, and you may have already gone over
some of this, but I wasn't able to follow the whole discussion
earlier, but, um-- basically, what you're telling us is that if a rural
exemp on like this is not pl-- that it was placed in the sonogram
bill that passed the House and the Governor signed a couple of
years ago?

Rep. Mary González: Exactly. Two years ago during the sonogram
bill, we were a-- we, we made this exemp on. What concerns--
[Turns and speaks behind her. ] Can I get some order, 'cause it's
really loud?

Rep. Allan Ri er:  [gavels] Members, please-- let's give the, uh,
debate some order, so the members, uh, debating can hear.

Rep. Mary González: What concerns me about the way this
whole day has been going is that, instead of trying to create great
policies that actually serve the people of Texas, we've created a
'us versus them' mentality; that we are not really trying to create
policy that is compromising and that's coali onal. All that we've
been doing is vo ng passively across, um, party lines. But in the
2011 sonogram bill we added this exemp on, and I'm asking this
body to add the same exemp on for these people in this-- these
people in these places.

Rep. Tracy King: Thank you. Um, so, um, what has to happen



then for a woman in, in your district there in El Paso if there is no
rural exemption? I think you did touch on that earlier.

Rep. Mary González: Right. A woman has two op ons in my
district: go to Mexico and get an abor on, or travel over 1000
miles to ge-- to, to have access to a safe and legal facility.

Rep. Tracy King: Well, I'd say that's the very defini on of an
undue burden. [pause] Okay, so, um, so rural vic ms of, of rape or
incest are le  with those two choices: they either have to have
enough money to travel to one of Texas's major popula on
centers or they have to, uh, carry that fetus.

Rep. Mary González: Right. So, because we did not put in the
rape and incest amendment, I want members to understand that
women who are raped in my district, women who are survivors of
incest in my district, will have to travel 1000 miles just to have
access to a facility. Should we already put a addi onal burden on
women who have had this awful experience or should we at least
try to make some excep ons, some possibili es to keep some
centers open for the people who are in this area?

Rep. Tracy King: Well, there's no ques on that-- uh, I appreciate
you answering the questions. Your amendment is the least we can
do to reduce the undue burden placed on rural Texas women.
Thank you.

Rep. Mary González: Thank you, Representative King.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. Farrar, for what purpose?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Will the gentlelady yield?



Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. González, will you yield?

Rep. Mary González: Yes. Yes.

Rep. Allan Ritter: The gentlelady yields.

Rep. Mary González: Yes, sir.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I'd, uh-- it was said earlier that, uh, y'know,
these facili es could just upgrade. Are you aware that in 2004 the
legislature passed, uh, a bill that required a-- a-- abor ons a er
16 weeks to be performed in an Ambulatory Surgical Center?

Rep. Mary González: Yes, ma'am.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay. And are you aware that a er that, that
legisla on went to-- went into effect that there were zero, zero
locations where women could, could access this care?

Rep. Mary González: I did not know that.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Are you aware that it took two and a half
years for there-- for one of these facili es to be able to, to build--
to find the resources to build one of these facili es? And in fact,
it's taken eight years for five to obtain the-- sufficient resources to
build an ASC.

Rep. Mary González: And I think that's important informa on
because we can learn from it, from history. I was a history major in
undergrad, uh-- and that's why we should think of these things
that happen in the past and think of how they're going to impact
our present day and future. And so it took eight years to get five?



Imagine how many years it'll take to serve the women in my
district and other rural parts of Texas.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Are you also aware, um, and this comes from
an architect that builds ASCs, that a retrofit, uh, would cost
between $250 to $300 per square foot, which would be es mated
$1.4 million to build or to build from the ground up would be
upwards of $3,000,000. Are you aware of that?

Rep. Mary González: I am aware of that only because that's the
reason that the clinic in El Paso will not be able to become, um, an
Ambulatory Center th-- and they will therefore close.

[Pause.]

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Thank you.

Rep. Mary González: Thank you, Representative Farrar.

Rep. Terry Canales: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Canales, for what purpose?

Rep. Terry Canales:  Will the gentlelady yield for a couple of
questions, briefly?

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Ms. González, do you yield for a couple of
questions, brief?

Rep. Mary González: Yes. Yes, sir.

Rep. Allan Ritter: The gentlelady yields.



Rep. Terry Canales:  You, you heard Ms.-- Representa ve
Laubenberg say she wouldn't accept your amendment, correct me
if I'm wrong, because there would be an, a disparate amount or
standard of care; meaning there would be a lesser standard of
care in the rural community than there would at these
Ambulatory Surgical Centers?

Rep. Mary González: That's what she said, but that's not the
reality of the situation.

Rep. Terry Canales:  Did she not also say she wanted all
healthcare to be equal for women?

Rep. Mary González: [laughs] That's what-- yes.

Rep. Terry Canales:  Doesn't that sound a lot like socialism to
you? Thank you.

[Scattered laughter. Rep. Mary González laughs.]

Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. Farrar, for what purpose?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Mary González: Yes.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. González, will you yield?

Rep. Mary González: I yield.

Rep. Allan Ritter: The gentlelady yields.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Ms. González, I knew I had one more



ques on. Are you aware that in 2004, a er that legisla on
passed, a provider called every single ASC in the state of Texas
trying to get privileges for their physicians. They offered to use
their facili es a er hours and on weekends-- this is, this is their
language-- to bring their own staff and equipment as well, and
everyone said 'no' because they were all afraid of the protestors
or the spotlight they'd get from an -abor on folks. Are you aware
of that?

Rep. Mary González: I, I am actually aware of that, and that's
why this amendment is so important.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Thank you.

Rep. Mary González: Thank you, Representa ve Farrar.
Members, we've-- we've compromised. I've seen us do it a
hundred mes. I understand last sp-- last special session we
didn't want to add amendments because we were concerned with
the time. Well, this time we have time.

And if we have me, don't we have the duty to do it right for the
women in all parts of Texas? Not just the women who live in the
urban areas, but for the women who live on the border and for the
women who live in rural areas? Please consider the fact that we
have done this before and this is a very necessary exemp on.
Thank you and I move, um-- well, I, I urge you to vote 'no' on the
motion to table.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Members, Representa ve González offers up
an amendment. Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table. The
ques on occurs on the mo on to table. It's a record vote. The
Clerk will ring the bell. Show Representa ve Laubenberg vo ng



'aye'. Have all members voted? Show Representa ve Bonnen from
Brazoria vo ng 'aye'. Have all members voted? Have all members
voted? There being 91 ayes and 54 nays, the mo on to table
prevails. Following amendment: Clerk will read the amendment.
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Clerk: Amendment by Dukes.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Chair recognizes Representative Dukes.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members. This
amendment would allow a parent under the Baby Moses Project
or the Safe Havens Act to remain anonymous and to be shielded
from prosecu on for abandonment or neglect in exchange for the
safe and unharmed delivery of a child, who is no more than one
year old, to a safe haven such as the emergency medical service
provider, a hospital, a licensed child placing agency, police
sta on or fire sta on, if the Department of Family Protec ve
Services denies that individual the ability to have an abor on and
they must carry the child.

Presently, state law under The Baby Moses Act-- which was a
very wonderful statute created by our very own Ms. Geanie
Morrison-- allows for a child up to sixty days old to be le  at a
facility, which would include an EMS provider, or a hospital, or a
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child-placing agency. This amendment states that if the agency
does not allow a woman to receive-- to give her a waiver to
receive an abor on past the twenty-month-- twenty-day me--
twenty-week me period, then the agency must allow for non-
prosecu on if the parent voluntarily delivers the child to a police
sta on or fire sta on including those already within the statute,
and the child could be up to one year old. The reason this
provision is important is because in 2011, when the state, the
leadership, those who were in control chose to eliminate the
women's health program, it eliminated birth control.

Mr. Speaker, could I please--? I can't even hear myself think.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Members, can we please have some order in
the chambers so the members can hear each other debate?
Please take your conferences, your discussions, outside the rail.
Chair recognizes Ms. Dukes.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: The reason this, this amendment is so
important is because in 2011 the governor of the State of Texas
decided to eliminate funding for the women's health program. The
women's health program provided services for those women
between the ages of 18 and 44 who were not pregnant, but for the
fact they were not pregnant, would have qualified for Medicaid
and for Medicare. It provided them with birth control, as one
aspect, but it also provided breast cancer screenings, uh, cervical
cancer screenings, diabetes checks, hypertension-- you name it.

But in the eminent wisdom of some who were in control, they
chose to eliminate that program, so many women do not have
birth control. Many of these women do not have the ability to
afford or have health insurance and the ability to have birth, birth



control. This bill would prevent and limit, under the law, how long
it is that a woman could choose before she could have an
abor on; even though the federal law sta ng viability is at
twenty-four weeks, this changes it to twenty weeks, and has no
provision even for rape or incest. Um--

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Mr. Speaker--

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Women--

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Turner, for what purpose?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: If the lady will yield?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. Dukes, will you yield?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: [Crosstalk.] Let me finish this sentence.
Many of these women could not afford birth control, and they will
end up pregnant; and what we have seen, just in the past ten
years, that the rate of child abuse, neglect, and abandonment has
gone up 18%, and these children are getting older and older; and if
you just do a simple Google search, you will see that more and
more children who are being abandoned, abused, killed, are
between the ages of two months and three years. So this bill
would try to make more and more children who are brought to
term, who are born, who are neglected, that they could have
some posi ve outcome in their life; and with that, Mr. Speaker, I
do yield to the gentleman from Harris County.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Turner, the lady yields.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Thank you, thank you, Mr. Speaker; and



thank you, Representa ve Dukes. So this amendment essen ally
would, uh, I guess you could say encourage women to go and have
their kids, and then provide a safe haven for their children. Is that-
- for their child.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: That's correct, Representa ve Turner. I
don't know if you remember, but November of last year, there was
a woman who Child Protec ve Services had looked into: she had a
child, they had looked at the situa on, opened a case on that,
that situa on, but they didn't follow back up. The woman had
some mental issues, she left the home--

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Right.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: --the child was le  with the father. At six
months old, the next report we had of that child, the child was
found in the freezer, dead. The father-- the father had killed the
child. The mother was gone. If we had provisions-- the father didn't
want to, he didn't know what to do, because he didn't know what
it takes, a child. He didn't know how to give a child-- he couldn't
abandon the child because of the stigma, the child was six months
old. But if we had one year, an opportunity for Baby Moses to save
another future leader of this land, then we would have more
children who would be in safe environments.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: So the intent of this amendment is also to
provide safety and protec on for a child once that child enters
this world, once the child is here, once we're able to see this child;
it provides a safe haven for this-- for this kid.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: It provides for a child to have a forever
family, like my dear li le Layla was able to find when I adopted



her, because she was removed from such an environment. But if y-
- , so if you have a kid right now, it's only up to two months, and if
it's after two months, then folks don't know where to go, and they--
because they could get prosecuted; so, many of those kids end up
dead. We can prevent that [unintelligible].

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Do you think that, with this amendment,
it would also have the effect of reducing maybe the number of
abor ons that someone ends up having, if they know that this
law, this amendment, is going to effect on this bill.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Absolutely, absolutely. Because it's usually
in the later term that, really, you know, the cold feet come about
and they, they start really struggling with: what are they going to
do? How are they going to handle this? This would allow for many--

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Because I know I--

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: --to have an option without prosecution.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Yes. Because I know I have, I have
concerns and, um, especially when we're talking about twenty
weeks. But with this amendment on this bill, it provides-- it
provides a safety net for those kids once they are born, um, such
that it provides them the added protec on that they will need--
um, that's the, that's the purpose of this amendment.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Yes, because as you well know-- you, you
have a daughter.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Yes.



Rep. Dawnna Dukes: For some people, when that child is born
it's the emo onal factor, and everybody loves a baby; every baby
is beau ful, no, no ma er what. Every-- we, we all think so, we
feel so. And they may not have made a decision at that me to
place the child away, but a er that newness wears off and reality
sets in, and the struggles set in, day to day, then that's when the
problem occurs. And--

Rep. Sylvester Turner: And this amendment does, in no way,
take away from HB2.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: It-- not at all. It doesn't change what
abor on-- uh, when abor ons can occur, it doesn't change any of
the restric ons. All this does is say, hey, for those who are going
to have to have this child, if they change their mind we're gonna
give them a little more time--

Rep. Sylvester Turner: And let me just ask--

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: --with the Baby Moses law.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: --is the, is the amendment acceptable to
Representative Laubenberg?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: I would think that it, it should be, 'cause it's
such a wonderful amendment.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I think it would be a good idea for us, for
us to see a board that lights up a hundred and forty-something
today. I think this amendment could probably get it done. I would,
I would love to see, uh, Representa ve Laubenberg accept this
amendment so that we could have pro-life not only within the



womb, but pro-life once the kid leaves the womb.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Absolutely, Representa ve Turner,
because this is about the numerous children that we hear about
in the news, just being on Ar cle 2 of appropria ons to the
Department of Family And Protec ve Services and receiving,
constantly, the messages, the, the reports of the, the toddlers
who have been abused and abandoned and most of them
murdered because the courts-- we mo-- usually hear about it
when it's too late.

But this would give another op on, and it's some-- another tool
that we can put into place to advertise that you have a choice, you
don't have to hurt that child; you can take them, without the fear
of being prosecuted, to a safe environment, to a police
department, or to a hospital, to the EMS, or to DSCS, there is
another op on to ensure that not only the child in the womb but
the child on the earth is protected. With that, Mr. Speaker, I move
passage.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Chair recognizes Representa ve Laubenberg
in opposition.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Respec ully, Representa ve Dukes, I
am opposed to your amendment, and moving to table. Thank you,
Representative Morrison, for what you did on the Baby Moses law:
and you have sixty days, and you can be anonymous; that is truly
pro-life. What this amendment will do is now place DTS, the state
agency who is commissioned to help children who are in a very
abusive situa on, they are now going to be in a posi on of
becoming-- um, authorizing abor ons, and up to and, and beyond
five months. So this bill will actually do the opposite, this



amendment will do the opposite of what I'm sure the author--

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --intended for it to do.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. Dukes, for what purpose?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Not at this time.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Not at this time.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And the-- an immunity that is in the Baby
Moses law, up to sixty days, is, is not covered in this amendment;
so, respectfully, I move to table it.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker. Mr.-- that would
be you, Mr. Ritter.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. Dukes, for what purpose?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Does the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. Laubenberg, do you yield?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, I yield.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Gentlelady yields.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Now, Mrs. Laubenberg, can you read the
first three lines of that amendment?
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Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: The Department of Family Protec ve
Services may waive the prohibi ons and requirements under
Sec on 171.043, 171.044 and 171.045 in accordance with Sec on
262. 310, Family Code.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Okay, the important word in that-- those
three lines is 'may'. It does not say 'shall'. It says the department
'may'. The department may, but if the department chooses not to,
the department's duty already is to keep children safe in Texas.
The department is already going to be involved if a child is
abandoned. The department is going to be involved whether it is
at 6 months, 2months, 1 year, 5 years, 10 years, all the way up to
18 years. The department is involved.

What this does, however, is where we see li le children who
are helpless, who are below the age of one, that cannot leave, go
anywhere, hide, defend themselves against a big bully who is
bea ng them up, who's terrorizing them, and is causing them
internal body injuries -this is just saving the lives, because what
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we hear about day in and day out is of these toddlers dying.

So I ask you: what do you have against children who are older
than 60 days, up to one year old, from having a higher percentage
of survival by having it possible to be placed through Baby Moses
without their parents' fear of prosecu on? So therefore, they
brought them in instead of hiding them and injuring them.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve Dukes, the 'may' does
put DCS into the posi on of authorizing abor ons beyond 5
months.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: It, it allows them to, but if they don't, what
this actually triggers is safety for kids up to age one, because a lot
of mes these parents don't bring them in, don't do anything else,
because they don't have any place to take them. Numerous mes
women who've had post-trauma c stress disorder-- we just had
one recently, right here in Texas, who tried to sell her baby on
Craigslist because she said she didn't know what to do. She knew
she couldn't abandon the child, so she tried to place the child.
Actually, she didn't ask for any money; she just asked for some
nice family to come and adopt her kid, on Craigslist.

Now the woman is being indicted because she went on
Craigslist, which was probably not the best thing to do, but she
was looking for an out. With this, with the Baby Moses Law, we at
least would give them the op on of going to a hospital or police
department and leaving the child up to age one. So it's about
protecting this child that did get here: what's wrong with that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I've given you my answer,
Representative Dukes.



Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Is there a problem once they get here?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I've given you my answer.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Pardon me?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I have given you my answer.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: I am sorry, I'm having a hard me-- what
was your-- hearing you. What was your answer about why you
don't want to protect kids that are older than 60 days?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: You're placing DCS in the posi on of
making decisions on approving abortions after 5 months.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: DCS doesn't have to approve it; as a ma er
of fact, it is permissive.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I've given you my answer.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: But what it does is create a safety provision
for these children. What is wrong with providing safety for the
child that is here?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve Dukes, I've given you my
answer.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: I know. I, I'm sorry; I just don't understand
how you cannot put some protec ons in place for children who
are born.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Thank you.



Rep. Ron Simmons: Mr. Chairman?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Representative Simmons, for what purpose?

Rep. Ron Simmons: Ask a couple questions of the gentlelady.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Representative Laubenberg, do you yield?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, I will.

Rep. Allan Ritter: The gentlelady yields.

Rep. Ron Simmons: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representa ve
Laubenberg, I want to make sure I understand this amendment.
The way I read it under sec on 262. 310 is that it says that the
Department of Family and Protec ve Services-- it appears to me
that we're trying to authorize them to allow a woman to have an
abor on a er 20 weeks. We're now giving them that authority. Is
that correct? Is that what this says?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, it is; five months.

Rep. Ron Simmons: And then, if they don't allow them to do that
and the mother wants to drop the baby off, they're extending that
period from 60 days to one year: is that correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That is correct.

Rep. Ron Simmons: So this is somewhat of a backdoor way to
allow a governmental agency to approve abor ons beyond 20
weeks: is that correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That is correct.



Rep. Ron Simmons: So it's not-- it is par ally about, I understand
what Representa ve Dukes is saying about, ah, you know,
extending the ability to drop the baby off, and that does sound
good to me and probably something we might, should work on
next me or something like that; but it's not just doing that, is it?
It's also trying to grant a state government authority the ability to
allow abor ons beyond 20 weeks in direct contrast to this
legislation: is that correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That is correct.

Rep. Ron Simmons: So it's not just about the born.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That is correct.

Rep. Ron Simmons: It's about giving people a chance, again
circumven ng this law, to have abor ons beyond 20 weeks for
those 5-month old babies in the womb: is that correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That is; a state agency, in fact.

Rep. Ron Simmons: And I'm happy to work with Representa ve
Dukes, I know a lot of people would, uh, next session, about
looking at the Baby Moses Law and increasing that; because we
certainly want to protect, not just the unborn, but the born as
well.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Absolutely.

Rep. Ron Simmons: Thank you.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Thank you. I'm ready to table.



Rep. Allan Ri er:  Chair recognizes Representa ve Dukes to
close on her amendment. [pause] Representative Dukes? [pause]

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Let me-- I was t-- I
was talking to Representa ve Morrison, who is the author of the
Baby Moses Law. And I think that I need to clarify exactly what this
amendment does. The amendment says that it-- it is not a
requirement that the Department of Family Protec ve Services
allow for an abor on, that they allow a waiver. This amendment,
if you look at line 4, the very last word is 'may' which means it's
permissive.

They may provide an waiver so that an individual could have an
abortion, but if they don't-- if they don't, then it goes to line 12 that
says if the agency does not allow for an abortion after the 20-week

me period, then the agency must receive a child from a parent
up to the age of one under the provisions of the Baby Moses Law;
which means that the parents, if they take the child to a safe
haven without injury, would be immune from prosecu on. It
allows for that child to have a better place, opportunity and safety
in this society.

So let me say it again: it does not require the Department of
Family Protec ve Services to approve an abor on, because we all
know the Department of Family Protec ve Services' primary goal
is to keep children safe--

Rep. Geanie Morrison: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: --and they would like to keep families
together.



Rep. Allan Ritter: Representative Morrison, for what purpose?

Rep. Geanie Morrison: Would the lady yield for a question?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Certainly, I will yield for the author of Baby
Moses.

Rep. Allan Ritter: The lady yields.

Rep. Geanie Morrison: Representa ve Dukes, I guess, ah, the
confusion that I'm trying to figure out is the way the amendment is
worded. I understand your concern of the children that are past
the 60 days up to the twelfth month. Why is it worded where there
is a waiver in, in, in your amendment? Because if there was just
the wording of upping the age to twelve months, that would be a
different issue; so I'm trying to figure out why it's worded the way
it is, if you could explain that to me.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Germaneness.

Rep. Geanie Morrison: Germaneness? To try to get it into--
working on the legislation?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Yes.

Rep. Geanie Morrison: Okay, thank you.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: So, once again, it does not require the
agency to provide a waiver for an abor on. What it says-- and I'm
going to assume that every person who would apply would be
denied a waiver for an abor on, but with that, that guarantees
me that there's a possibility that that child, instead of being found



under the cinder blocks in a house in San Antonio or in the freezer
in a refrigerator in Houston or buried in the dirt in a backyard in
Dallas, would instead be taken to a safe haven because the
parents know--

[Crosstalk.]

Rep. Jeff Leach: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: --that up to one year of age, there is no fear
of prosecution--

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Leach, for what purpose?

Rep. Jeff Leach: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Representative Dukes, will you yield?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: --if the child is delivered and healthy. Yes, I
do yield.

Rep. Allan Ritter: The gentlelady yields.

Rep. Jeff Leach: Representa ve Dukes, I just have one quick
ques on. If we accept your amendment, are you planning on
voting for this bill?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Are you going to vote for my amendment?

Rep. Jeff Leach: I'm asking you, if we-- I'm asking the ques on, if
we accept your amendment--

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: That is an inappropriate ques on when



there's been more than thirty amendments that I have voted for
and you haven't accepted those; so this amendment is about
whether or not you believe that a child should be protected a er
they are born and from 60 days up un l one year, so that's the
only thing that is discussed here. I don't think there's anything--

Rep. Jeff Leach: Representative, with all due respect--

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: With all due respect, there's nothing in the
bill that says 'Is Dawnna Dukes going to vote for this?' So, since
earlier they said 'stay on the ques on and stay on the
amendment', let's talk about the amendment, because this
amendment is about protecting children.

Rep. Jeff Leach: Representa ve, you've offered this amendment
because you believe this makes the bill better, so I'm asking you: if
we accept your amendment, and/or if the house approves it, are
you planning on voting for the bill? [Crosstalk.]

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Every person has the right to offer an
amendment. How, how many times you been here?

Rep. Jeff Leach: Ah, this is my first term, as you well know. And I--

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Then you're learning. Everybody has the
right to offer an amendment.

Rep. Jeff Leach: So you're not going to answer my ques on?
That's okay; I just, just wanted to make clear.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Would you ask that same ques on of other
people? It doesn't ma er what you believe I'm going to do, but



what is important is whether or not you are going to protect
children up un l one year of age. You can choose to vote against it
because you think I'm going to vote against the bill, but that's not
going to save a life. It's not going to save a child who might get
abused and who might get neglected and who might get beat by
their parents because they don't have any place else to put it.

Rep. Jeff Leach: I'm just asking you, and obviously you're not
going to answer. I just want to know, for my own benefit and for
the benefit of the other members here--

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: I'm going to vote for this amendment.

Rep. Jeff Leach: Okay, that's great.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: And then, if there are other amendments
and if this bill continues to improve, it improves the possibility.

Rep. Jeff Leach: Okay. Thank you.

Rep. Chris Turner: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Turner, for what purpose?

Rep. Chris Turner: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. Dukes, will you yield?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Yes.

Rep. Allan Ritter: The gentlelady yields.

Rep. Chris Turner: Thank you. Representa ve Dukes, follow-up



on Representa ve Leach's ques on: do you think this underlying
bill we're debating, House Bill 2, do you think it's a good bill?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: House Bill 2?

Rep. Chris Turner: Yes.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Well, House Bill 2 is in conflict with some of
the U. S. constitutional provisions.

Rep. Chris Turner: I, I agree. I agree it's a bad bill. Your
amendment would make this bill a little bit better.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Tolerable.

Rep. Chris Turner: A little bit better.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: A little bit of rouge.

Rep. Chris Turner: Would it s ll be a bad bill even if your
amendment got on?

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: It s ll would be a problema c bill, but it
does provide for-- because so many wom-- addi onal women
would have to carry to term because of the provisions in the bill,
and the inability to acquire an abor on, there will be more
children who will be put in an unsafe environment. So, if the
ul mate goal is to ensure the safety of an individual, then ensure
their safety after they're born as well.

Rep. Chris Turner: I, I agree with you. I think you have a good
amendment and I think that there are a lot of mes where we



oppose bills on this floor, we try to make them a li le bit be er
for amendments, but we s ll conclude at the end of the day the
underlying product is a bad bill and we vote against that, and I
think that every member of this house has done that; so thank
you.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: You know, a lot of mes, it seems that
some people believe that if you step up to the microphone and
you offer an amendment just because it is a game and it is a 'got
you' situa on, that it's just an opportunity just to run out the
clock. Well, let me tell you, I've been working on family for the
Department of Family Protec ve Services for over twelve years in
my role on the appropria ons commi ee and I am insulted that
someone would believe that an effort that I am making to try and
protect children, to give them the op on in a safe place-- the Baby
Moses Law-- is something that they need to step to the back
microphone and ask me some silly ques on, as if I'm doing this as
a game.

Children are not a game to me. Children who are in danger are
not a game to me. I chose to adopt a child out of the Department
of Family Protec ve Services to keep her safe. And if the last
breath I take is to stand up here and to fight for other children,
then I'll offer other amendments that expand the Baby Moses
Law. And with that, Mr. Speaker, I would ask the membership to
vote against the motion to table.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Members, excuse Representa ve Geren
because of important business on the mo on by Representa ve
Moody. [gavel] Is there any objec on? Chair hears none; so
ordered. [gavel]



Members, Representa ve Dukes sends up an amendment,
Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table. The ques on is on
the mo on to table. It is a record vote. Clerk, ring the bell. Show
Representa ve Laubenberg vo ng 'aye', Representa ve Johnson
vo ng 'no', Representa ve Lucio vo ng 'no'. Show Representa ve
Kolkhorst voting 'aye'. Have all members voted? Have all members
voted? [gavel] There being 90 ayes and 53 nays, the mo on to
table prevails.
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Rep. Allan Ri er:  The following amendment: Clerk will read the
amendment.

Clerk: Amendment by Mr. Turner of Harris.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Chair recognizes Mr. Turner of Harris.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Members, this is
a, a very direct amendment. I will tell you what this amendment
simply says. It doesn't change anything in the bill. HB2 remains
the same; I do not change anything in the bill. What it simply says
is that under HB2, we are requiring exis ng businesses-- exis ng
businesses-- to change or to undergo an expense from being
clinics to Ambulatory Surgical Centers. Based on the data that I
have received, in order for these businesses to be retrofi ed to
meet the requirements of this bill, uh, if they are 4,000 to 5,000
square feet, it will cost approximately $1.4 to $1.6 million each.
And if they are to build new facili es, a new facility to meet the
requirements of this bill, it will require $3 million, uh, to do that.
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What my amendment simply says-- and accep ng everything
that Representa ve Laubenberg says that this bill is about the
health and safety and protec on of women, assuming all that is
said is true-- and Representa ve Zedler, assuming that our
number one priority-- Zedler, assuming that our number one
priority is to protect the women and protect these unborn
children, then I do not think that we should put forth a mandate
without making sure that the, the funding is also available. So the
only thing this amendment says is that those, that for those
facili es, those clinics that currently exist-- that currently exist--
that the state must provide the necessary funding to be
retrofitted in order to meet the mandates of this bill.

And for those facili es that are built a er the enactment of this
legislature, the cost should be borne solely and squarely by them.
So, essen ally, it says no unfunded mandates on businesses in
order to meet the requirements of this bill, that's all that it says;
and I would like to think that many of my colleagues on this floor
on both sides of the aisle would join me in preven ng any
unnecessary mandates being imposed on our small businesses.

Rep. Chris Turner: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Allan Ritter: For what purpose, Mr. Turner?

Rep. Chris Turner: Will Mr. Turner yield?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Yes, I yield.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Turner, Mr. Turner yields.

Rep. Chris Turner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Thank you, Mr.



Turner. So, I want to-- I think you have a really good amendment
here, and I want to just emphasize something for the membership
and underscore something I think you just said, because I believe
earlier in the debate on this bill it was erroneously stated on this
floor that a clinic could simply upgrade to be an Ambulatory
Surgical Center for about $100,000, and you've just presented
some data that-- I believe you said it was from the Associa on of
OB/GYNs-- that the costs are much higher than that. Is that right?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That is correct. For the cost-- for, to
retrofit a facility from 4,000 to 5,000 square feet, the cost would
be anywhere from $1.4 to $1.6 million.

Rep. Chris Turner: Right. And if someone were to construct a
new ASC, say they had a clinic and it wasn't able to be upgraded
and they had to build a whole new building: uh, is it true that that
could cost around $300 to $350 a square foot, for a total cost of $3
million?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That is correct. For a 5,000-square-feet
facility, the cost could be approximately $3 million,
Representative Turner.

Rep. Chris Turner: Right. Thank you. I know that it's been covered
before but I think it's worth men oning again: currently, the only
facili es in the state that currently meet the ASC standards in this
bill, all of them are in urban areas. Is that-- is that right?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That's correct. Primarily they are in, I
think in Houston, Dallas and San Antonio.

Rep. Chris Turner: So what your amendment would do is enable



clinics that would be forced to upgrade to an ASC, even though we
haven't been provided a, a good medical reason why that should
be necessary, but assuming we pass this bill and they're required
to do that, your amendment would see that the state reimburse
those facili es in, in El Paso and the Rio Grande Valley and Waco
and Bryan and smaller communi es around the state where
these clinics provide an array of vital services they may not be
able to with passage of this, of this bill.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That's correct. The amendment only
applies to those facili es that presently exist, that we would
provide the necessary appropria ons in order for them to be
retrofitted to meet the requirements of this bill; to the extent that
we don't want any facili es to close, as Representa ve
Laubenberg has indicated, and to the extent we want to upgrade
them and to the extent that women's health and protec on is a
priority, then we should fund the necessary priority and not let it
be an unfunded mandate.

Rep. Chris Turner: And because this is, as we've been told
repeatedly, about the health and safety of women, this
amendment essen ally asks the legislature to put its money
where its mouth is.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That is absolutely correct.

Rep. Chris Turner: All right; thank you, Representative Turner.

Rep. Bill Zedler: Mr. Speaker, would the gentleman yield?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Turner, will you yield?



Rep. Sylvester Turner: I'd be more than happy to yield.

Rep. Allan Ritter: The gentleman yields.

Rep. Bill Zedler: Representa ve Turner, as you know, we do
pass lots of legisla on that increase licensing-- that we increase
requirements for all kinds of businesses, don't they?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: We have made a lot of unwise decisions
by imposing unfunded mandates on local governments, on local
businesses; we can stop that practice today.

Rep. Bill Zedler: So-- so you've never voted against all the
regula ons that we've increased on businesses and stuff like
that?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I can't say I've voted against or voted for
all of that. I can certainly say to you that I've heard, over and over
again, Conserva ves talking about unfunded mandates. I have
heard people cri cize Obamacare for imposing mandates on
businesses, on individuals. I got that message loud and clear. And
I--

Rep. Bill Zedler: So can you name me any me that we've said:
'okay, we're going to increase the standards here' of any other
industry and said 'and we're going to give you the money to do it'?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Well, I think it's an important prac ce
that if we're going to impose mandates on folks--

Rep. Bill Zedler: There's never been that, have we? We've never
done that.



Rep. Sylvester Turner: Dr. Zedler--

Rep. Bill Zedler: Why should we do it for these guys?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Well, Dr. Zedler, I think we should be
consistent in our philosophy. The amendment is simply saying 'no
unfunded mandates'. I'm not changing any of the requirements in
H-- HB2. What I'm simply saying is that if we're going to impose-- if
we're going to impose this on these businesses, then we need to
step up to the plate and pay for our priori es. If it's important to
us, if, if saving these women-- if saving these women is important,
if it's a high priority, then let us reflect that in our appropria ons.
Let's provide the funding and then let's not have any unfunded
mandates.

Rep. Bill Zedler: Representa ve Turner, I worked in the hospital
industry for 33 years and every year the majority of the hospitals
were constantly upgrading to meet the standard of care. There's
not one reason in the world why we ought to pay abor on clinics
to do exactly the same thing we expect the hospitals to be doing
all the time!

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Well, let me ask you this, Representa ve
Zedler, let me ask you this, let me ask you this: did we enforce
those mandates on them statutorily or did they do that on their
own? There is a difference. There's a difference between private
business recognizing the need to make improvements and there's
another difference between government imposing those changes
on private business. You choose. You choose.

Rep. Bill Zedler: [Crosstalk.] --and when private industry won't do
it, then we do it for 'em.



Rep. Sylvester Turner: Well, I don't like that. That sounds like big
government and I don't think big government needs to be in
everybody's business. Let's be consistent.

Rep. Charles Perry: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Allan Ritter: For what purpose? Mr. Turner, do you yield?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I would be more than happy to yield to my
good friend, Representative Perry.

Rep. Charles Perry: Boy, I tell you, I enjoy you so much, Sylvester.
You know, here's the deal: Planned Parenthood has about$1.2
billion in gross revenue on the last public report.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Say it again.

Rep. Charles Perry: Planned Parenthood showed $87 million
net-- net-- on their last public report. Divide that out amongst the
47 clinics or whatever the number is, that--

Rep. Sylvester Turner: But we don't provide any funding to
Planned Parenthood.

Rep. Charles Perry: No. I'm just saying that if these clinics are
concerned-- these clinics are concerned about women's safety
and not mee ng these standards, that organiza on has a net $87
million dollar profit.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I'm not-- I'm not on the board of Planned
Parenthood.



Rep. Charles Perry: I'm suggesting to you that--

Rep. Sylvester Turner: --Representa ve Perry, I'm not on the
board of Planned Parenthood. Planned Parenthood is not here in
this discussion. We don't provide funding to Planned Parenthood.

Rep. Charles Perry: We are requiring standards, I do give you
that, for the health and safety--

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Well, let me ask you this, let me ask you
this: is the, is the net intent, is the net intent of the bill to
eliminate these clinics? [Perry interjects 'No'.] If that is the end
goal, I accept that. I don't argue with that. If the net goal is to get
rid of these clinics [Perry again says 'No'.] that provide abor ons,
whether it's 2 weeks or 20, I accept that; but if the goal is, as
Representa ve Laubenberg has discussed, to protect the health
and safety of women, and if this is a mandate by Texas state
government, then Texas state government ought to pay for the
mandate.

Rep. Charles Perry: Here is the goal of HB2: the goal of HB2 is to
provide a safe environment for these procedures to be done in.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Then let's pay for it.

Rep. Charles Perry: And then therefore, if this organiza on that
supports these clinics, because we don't, but if these
organiza ons that-- and we raise standards on a lot of things
across this board, we got standards for quality, we got standards
for everything. But in this state, if you're going to have a clinic that
provides these procedures, we want them to be the safest
environment possible and when an industry is making an $87



million net profit, there's more than adequate resources to
expand those clinics. That's what these clinics are making.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: But Representative Perry--

Rep. Charles Perry: So-- and you had a cost of a million and a
half; I've seen numbers as low as 40 to 51,000 thousand per clinic,
it's based on facility. So if they're truly, truly about providing safe
procedures in those clinics, then they're going to have to make a
priority for whether they want to spend part of their profits on
that. Thank you.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Representa ve Smithee raises a point of
order: the gentleman's me has expired. The point of order is
well-taken and sustained. Chair recognizes Representa ve
Laubenberg in opposition--

Rep. Jonathan Stickland: Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Allan Ritter: For what purpose, Mr. Stickland?

Rep. Jonathan S ckland:  I move that we add Representa ve
Turner's comments about not wanting a bigger government placed
in the journal.

[Laughter.]

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Members, you've heard the mo on. Is there
any objec on? Chair hears none; so ordered. Members, all the
comments, all the comments from beginning to end from Mr.
Turner, from Mr. Turner, will be placed in the, in the journal.
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Rep. Allan Ri er:  Members, Ms. Farrar made a-- has already
made a mo on earlier that all discussions will be placed in the
journal. Uh, members, we need to excuse Representa ve
[unintelligible] because of important business in the district on a
mo on by Representa ve Moody. Is there any objec on? Chair
hears none. Chair recognizes Representa ve Laubenberg in
opposition.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes. Sylvester, there is, um-- Sylvester
Turner, I am moving-- uh, making a mo on to table this
amendment. And if you had a discussion with colleagues, this is
about profits over pa ent care, and what we are doing is se ng
the standards and we do that in, in several different ways--

Rep. Dwayne Bohac: Mr. Speaker-- [Crosstalk.] Would the
gentlelady--

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Bohac, for what purpose?
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Rep. Dwayne Bohac: Would the gentlelady yield for a question?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. Laubenberg, will you yield?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I will; I just want to make my last point,
absolutely.

Rep. Dwayne Bohac: Sure.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Not at this time.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And we, um, we set the standards but
the state is not in the business of funding, um, remodeling
projects, improvements. We do this for the safety of the pa ent
and, um, so, respec ully, I would move to table this amendment.
And yes, I will yield.

Rep. Dwayne Bohac: Representa ve Laubenberg, I'd like to ask
you just two ques ons. And it's related to the amendment at
hand. Is it your understanding that Planned Parenthood is the
state's largest abor on business-- 'business' being the opera ve
word-- in the state of, in the state of Texas and that they had a
history of overt eugenics?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Uh, yes.

Rep. Dwayne Bohac: I want to unpack just for a moment their
statewide revenues in our state. Planned Parenthood of Texas
takes in 64 million dollars, that's top-of-the-line revenue.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Without expenses?



Rep. Dwayne Bohac: Without expenses. Planned Parenthood--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Above, above expenses.

Rep. Dwayne Bohac: Planned Parenthood of America takes in
1.2 billion-- with a b-- more income than most corpora ons in the
United States. $1.2 billion worth of gross revenue: is that your
understanding?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: My understanding is that they have 1.2--
over, over $1.2 billion in assets.

Rep. Dwayne Bohac: And did you know that Planned Parenthood
president Cecile Richards works an average of 33 hours a week
and made $444,468 in 2011? The second-highest-paid employee,
did you know, Representa ve Laubenberg, in 2011 was their COO
who worked 11 months out of the year before leaving and made
$411,000.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  [gavel] Mr., Mr. Bohac, we're going to ask you
to stay on the subject. This is a gentle reminder to stay on the
subject.

Rep. Dwayne Bohac: Well, the subject is the opera ng revenue
of Planned Parenthood and whether or not they have the revenue
to afford improving their facili es on behalf-- in order to deliver
better service and better healthcare to women, Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Bohac, we believe you've made your point.

Rep. Dwayne Bohac: Well, I would just for ask us to be
consistent with making the point for the dura on of the evening,



because this is my first me at the p-- microphone, Mr. Speaker,
and I'm one minute into my discussion and I just want to-- I just
want the rule, with all due respect, Mr. Speaker, to apply to
everybody 'cause I'm only halfway into my-- the, uh, the ques ons
I had prepared for Representative Laubenberg.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Thank you, Mr. Bohac. [unintelligible]
Representative Thompson, for what purpose?

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Parliamentary inquiry.

Rep. Allan Ritter: State your inquiry.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Mr. Speaker, would it be possible to
have all of this tes mony from every amendment from the
commencement of the day's activities included in a journal?

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Ms. Thompson, that's already been done on
the recommenda-- on a motion by Ms. Farrar, if I remember right.

Rep. Senfronia Thompson: Thank you so much.

Rep. Allan Ritter: You're welcome. [pause] Ms. Laubenberg--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I move to table.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  The Chair recognizes Mr. Turner to close on
this amendment.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members.
This amendment asks that we appropriate the necessary funding
to those clinics that presently exist. Let me just say this in my



closing: are we familiar with the Texas enterprise fund? Are we
familiar with the emergency technology fund? Are we aware that
within the last two to three weeks that the state of government--
the state of Texas, through the enterprise fund, gave about 12
million dollars to Chevron? Are we aware of that? How big can
they be? Planned Parenthood-- Chevron; Texas enterprise fund--
Chevron. And now we're prepared to close down 42 small clinics
on a state government mandate? Give me a break!

And then when we talk about government, let's talk about
government. This is a government deal. It's a government
mandate. It's imposing government values on private businesses
in a very personal way. Don't talk to me about government
intrusion. It's all right when government intrudes on people's
personal rights, but give back on everything else? It's all right we
talk about welfare and all of these other things? Give me a break!

Now I know, Representa ve S ckland, you said 'big
government': this is big government in a very personal way,
intruding in people's very personal lives, and telling businesses
what you must do and if you don't do it we will put you out of
business! It gets no bigger than that. That's government; that's
government intrusion. That's government dicta ng to businesses
how to operate and how to work. Whether you're on one side of
the issue or another, don't tell me this is not government in this
most-- rawest sense of the word. Whether you're conserva ve or
not, this is big government. This is the state of Texas telling
people: number one, you must bear and telling businesses what
you must do and telling hospitals you must, in a sense, grant
admitting privileges. That's what this is all about.



Rep. Dan Branch: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Branch, for what purpose?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I do not yield at this moment.

Rep. Dan Branch: Will the gentleman yield? Will the gentleman
yield for one question? [Crosstalk.]

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Not at this me, Dan; not at this me,
Dan, not at this time. Now, I don't--

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Branch, the gentleman does not yield.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: It's amazing. Government can give money
to Chevron: not a problem for us. Enterprise fund wants more
money: give them more money. Emergency technology wants
more money: give them 50 million. That's what we did. But when
we impose regula ons that have the, have the, uh, the ability to
shut down businesses, we won't provide $1.4 million to
something that we want; our values. I close with this:

My pastor says, he said in a sermon-- he gave a sermon one day.
He said, "If you want to know where people's values are in the old
days, take a look at the ledger in their checkbook. Then you will
see where people's values are." If this is such a high value, let me
look in your checkbook and let me see what you are prepared to
afford. Un l then, don't talk to me about values. Don't talk to me
about government; because it's government when you want it, the
way you want it. That's what it says. If it, if it meets my objec ve,
it's okay. If not, big government. Well, that's inconsistent. That is
inconsistent. It is hypocritical and it's not honest--



Rep. Allan Ritter: [Crosstalk.] Ms. Farrar, for what purpose?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Will the gentleman yield?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Turner, will you yield?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I yield.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: One quick--

Rep. Allan Ritter: Gentleman yields.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: --one quick observa on. Are you aware that,
of the forty-two abor on facili es in Texas, only eight are Planned
Parenthood? So I wanted-- belong to Planned Parenthood. So I
wanted to make that clarification.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Thank you for that informa on. And
Representative Branch, I did not yield to you, I'm sorry.

Rep. Dan Branch: Thank you. I just wanted to ask you if you
would at least consider another perspec ve on government; and I
appreciate your comments--

Rep. Sylvester Turner: --Let me just say this, I just want to say
this, and I just want to add this--

Rep. Dan Branch: --and it's only because of your eloquence that I
rise from my chair--

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Let me just add this. I believe in this
amendment so much, I will vote for this bill. I will vote for this bill.
If it means so much, and if a woman's health and safety are so



important, and if that is the priority, and not just to shut them
down, I will vote for this bill. Put the amendment on it and call my
bluff on it.

Rep. Dan Branch: Are you-- has the gentleman yielded?

Rep. Allan Ritter: The gentleman has yielded the fl-- mike.

Rep. Dan Branch: The gentleman-- Mr. Speaker, the gentleman
yielded for a question.

Rep. Allan Ritter: The-- Mr. Turner, will you yield for a question?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I'm sorry, Dan.

Rep. Allan Ritter: The gentleman yields.

Rep. Dan Branch: The ques on I had, would the gentleman
consider another view of government on this? And it's that at
some point, government's core func on, Mr. Turner, its
fundamental basic func on is to protect the lives and the public
safety of its citizens.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: But Dan, let me ask you that.
Government's core--

Rep. Dan Branch: [Crosstalk.] --Fundamental limited core
function of government.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: --But government, but government's-- but
government's--

Rep. Dan Branch: I just want you to consider--



Rep. Sylvester Turner: I got that. But government's core func on
does not stop at the womb.

Rep. Dan Branch: Of course it doesn't.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: No, let me, let me finish, Dan.
Government's core func on does not stop at the womb. For the
kids at six months, for the kids at three or four years old, for the
kids at five or six, I too feel their pain. And I don't have to ask them
about whether they are hur ng. They can tell me whether they
are hur ng. Those kids deserve the same opportunity and these
are kids we see every day. Government does not-- this
responsibility does not stop at the womb. If, if we remain
stewards--

Rep. Dan Branch: --I don't disagree [Crosstalk.]

Rep. Sylvester Turner: --of these children all the way through,
educate them; provide them with healthcare, housing, put a roof
over their heads; and let us lead by example.

Rep. Dan Branch: I just wanted you to consider another view of
limited government. You were talking eloquently about big
government. Another view of basic core func on limited
government is public safety, and that's what we're talking about
here: fundamental public safety for women and children.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Dan, we are expanding government and
we are doing it by an unfunded mandate. Let's call it what it is.
This is a government bill. This is the legislature. This is the state of
Texas. We are saying to folks what they must do. We have
expanded the size of government with this bill whether you like it



or love it, it is what it is. We are the, we are the government about
which we preach-- we preach. And if it's walking like one, if it's
talking like one, if it's quacking like one, you may as well flap
because it is one.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. Giddings, for what purpose?

Rep. Helen Giddings: Will the gentleman, uh, yield for a
question?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Turner, will you yield?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I yield.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Gentleman yields.

Rep. Helen Giddings: In State Affairs, uh, the other day, uh,
Representa ve Turner, there was a study that had been done, uh,
in Florida, talking about these procedures that are done.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Yes.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Uh, and do you recall that the most
dangerous one was cosmetic surgery?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That is correct. I remember you brought
that testimony up.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Okay; so why, why do you think we
wouldn't include that if we were thinking about basic safety?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Representative Giddings, I do not know.



Rep. Helen Giddings: You know my assistant, Sarah Wayland, do
you not?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: I do know her.

Rep. Helen Giddings: You know that her granddaughter died
because of, uh, liposuction. Were you aware of that?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Yes, I'm aware of that. I'm aware of that.

Rep. Helen Giddings: And so both kinds of procedures have
shown to be pretty dangerous.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: That is correct.

Rep. Helen Giddings: I wonder why we wouldn't include that in
this bill if-- if-- uh, women's safety is our biggest concern here.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Well, I hope people will vote for this bill-- I
hope they will vote for the amendment, I think it would make the
bill much, much be er. I hope they will vote for the amendment:
no unfunded mandates in this session, from this bill.
Representative Zedler?

Rep. Bill Zedler: Will the gentleman, the gentleman yield?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Mr. Zedler, for what purpose?

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Yes, sir.

Rep. Bill Zedler: Uh, Representa ve Turner, can you name me
any other medical procedure where eighty-five thousand Texans
die every year?



Rep. Sylvester Turner: I think if you look on the streets of-- I think
if you look on the streets of urban and rural Texas, you will see a
lot-- you will see a lot of kids that are walking in hopelessness and
despair--

Rep. Allan Ri er:  [gavel] Representa ve Lucio raises a point of
order: the gentleman's me has expired. The point of order is
well-taken and sustained.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Respec ully, I ask that you vote with me
on the amendment. Vote 'no' on the mo on on the table; 'no' on
the motion.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Members, Representa ve Turner sends up an
amendment. Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table. The
ques on occurs on the mo on to table. It's a record vote; Clerk
will ring the bell. Show Mr. Geren vo ng aye. Show Ms.
Laubenberg vo ng aye, show Mr. Miles vo ng no. Have all
members voted? Have all members voted? There being 95 aas--
ayes, and 51 nays, the mo on to table prevails. The Chair
recognizes Chairman Geren.

Rep. Charlie Geren: Uh, visitors in the gallery: I know some of
you have not been here all day so you haven't heard this
announcement, but applause, cheering, any outburst in the
gallery and we're going to have to remove you from the gallery. Sit
there respec ully and quietly, we love having you here. But we
have to maintain the decorum and so, if you-- if there's any
outburst, DPS and the sergeants will remove you from the gallery.
Thank you.
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Rep. Allan Ri er:  Following amendment: Clerk will read the
amendment.

Clerk: Amendment by Howard.

Rep. Allan Ritter: The Chair recognizes Representative Howard.

Rep. Donna Howard: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Members, this is
an amendment that I am proposing as a, as a compromise in
terms of the requirement that the abor on clinics have to meet
the standards of Ambulatory Surgical Centers. There are really
two major aspects to that change, one of which is significant
facility changes, facility upgrades that have been talked about,
different prices quoted; uh, what I've been told by Department of
State Health Services, who actually would be inspec ng these
plans, that they would 'guess mate' it could be anywhere around
$500,000 to do this upgrade.

But that being the case, there are also some healthcare
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delivery aspects of the regula ons that would change, that would
increase repor ng of certain aspects of the care, that would
increase the number of RNs that would have to be in the facility.
What I am proposing with this amendment is that the abor on
facility-- the abor on clinics that are required to meet the
standards of the ASCs do not have to meet the facility upgrade
part, but only the quality assurance part-- only the part that has to
do with the actual delivery of patient care.

If, indeed, there's concern that there needs to be an upgrade in
the health and safety of the, of the woman seeking the abor on,
then go ahead and upgrade that part of the delivery without the
unnecessary physical structure upgrades. Um, based on the type
of services that these facili es provide, the standards that they
would be required to comply with, with this bill the way it stands
right now, are unnecessary and drive up the cost of providing
medical care. In comparison to these facili es, ASCs are primarily
used to perform sterile surgical procedures that typically involve
an incision: for example, surgeries to remove tonsils, gallbladder,
kidney stones. These surgical procedures generally necessitate
two to four hours of anesthesia and recovery me. ASCs are
designed for those types of procedures and o en require
opera ng rooms with certain size requirements, corridor widths;
that sort of thing.

The vast majority of abor ons are procedures that can be
performed safely in an office-based se ng without surgery or
anesthesia. This is really a requirement that is absolutely
inappropriate and unnecessary.

So this amendment exempts abor on facili es from having to



meet the construc on requirements but does keep in the quality
assurance part regarding staffing and, uh, emergency response.
And, and I see at the back mic there's a couple of people, one of
whom actually owns an Ambulatory Surgical Center,
Representa ve King, and I'm hoping I'll get a chance to talk about
that for a minute as well. With that, I yield. Thank you.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Ah, Mr. Speaker, will-- the gentlelady has
yielded, and I'd like to ask her a few questions.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Gentlelady yields; go ahead.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Thank you. Representa ve Howard, you
have described what an Ambulatory Surgical Center is; can you
tell us when the first licensing-- or when the Texas Ambulatory
Surgical Center licensing act was first enacted in, in the state of
Texas?

Rep. Donna Howard: Yes. That, that came about in 1985, and
these are basically what people would commonly refer to as 'day
surgery centers'. They were meant and set up to help us contain
costs and deliver high-quality care, in terms of not having to go
into the hospital setting for minimally invasive procedures. The--

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Okay, and why are there more
requirements for ASCs versus other, um, other facilities?

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, there's more requirements for those,
for ASCs versus, say, an abor on clinic that currently exists the
way we've got it set up now, because the procedures that are
done in an ASC are more invasive, the pa ents are in a more
vulnerable state, there's more anesthesia, uh, provided, and so



they have to have certain upgrades to accommodate that. That's
not the case with the vast majority of abor ons that are
performed.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: And members that are currently here, so
they can get an idea of what we're talking about-- can you describe
the current regula ons governing the abor on facili es in Texas
currently?

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, I have a side-by-side that was uh,
passed out, I know, in the Senate hearing this week, and I had
go en a copy of it as well, that talks about what's currently
required with an abor on facility versus an Ambulatory Surgical
Center; and quite frankly, there are a significant amount of
requirements for the abor on facili es, including everything from
the types of licensing and training and staff that has to be there to
the crash carts, and they have to have CPR cer fica on, they have
to have at least one RN on staff, cardiac life support cer fica on,
emergency drills, there's a pa ent complaint system... so these
kinds of things would also be required of an Ambulatory Surgical
Center, but the big difference would be the facility upgrades.
Because of the invasive surgery that's done, they actually have to
increase the surgery room size, they have to have a certain airflow
system, firewalls, showers, male and female locker rooms... I
mean, these are things that are way beyond any reasonable
expectation of what would be required in an abortion facility.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: And under current regula ons, how o en
are Texas abortion, uh, facilities currently inspected by DSHS?

Rep. Donna Howard: Uh, DSHS actually inspects abor on clinics
unannounced, annually. That's not the case--



Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Okay, and do they report complications?

Rep. Donna Howard: Do they report complica ons? Yes, indeed.
Yes, they do; they report complications.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: And those are tracked internally and
reported to DSHS. Correct?

Rep. Donna Howard: That's correct.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: And are abor on facili es currently
required to have a quality assurance program?

Rep. Donna Howard: Yes, they are.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Are they required to have a program for
infection control?

Rep. Donna Howard: Yes, they are.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Are they required to have emergency
drills and protocols for emergencies?

Rep. Donna Howard: Absolutely.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Can you explain specifically why requiring
abor ons to be done in an ASC would reduce complica ons? And
do you believe-- which complica ons, uh, will specifically be
addressed through, through ASCs?

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, actually, in tes mony this week in
the Senate hearing, uh, representa ves from the Department of
State Health Services were asked ques ons comparing the safety



of the two different types of facili es, and the response given was
that they could not say, uh, that there was any reason to consider
either one of them to be less safe than the other. So they're
different types of facilities; one is not safer than the other.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Can you share with us evidence that
demonstrates that this restric on is needed, or is this basically a-
- um, is, is this a solution in search of a problem?

Rep. Donna Howard: Absolutely. The reported complica ons
that DSHS has reported from their inves ga ons, their annual
inves ga ons, have not indicated any unusual deficiencies
comparable to any other facility that they inspect; and in fact
abor on facili es-- clinics are inspected annually, whereas
Ambulatory Surgical Centers are only inspected every three to six
years.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Okay. And can you tell me if are there any
facilities that currently meet ASC standards?

Rep. Donna Howard: If there are any current a-- facili es
providing abortions?

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Correct.

Rep. Donna Howard: Yes, there are. I believe-- what, what we've
been saying is five, but I think DSHS is now saying there are
actually six that do. But--

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: And are those facili es that meet the ASC
standards located in any areas that are-- located by any, any rural
areas?



Rep. Donna Howard: Actually, they're located in the major
metropolitan areas, so they would be on the eastern part of the
state--

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: So they're located in Houston, Dallas, San
Antonio?

Rep. Donna Howard: Yes, and none in the western part of the
state.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Thank you. And does this bill require
health centers that perform medical abor ons to comply with
regulatories for am-- for ASCs as well?

Rep. Donna Howard: They do indeed. This bill would require that
the administra on of a pill, basically, has to be done in an
Ambulatory Surgical Center.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Okay. And typically, would , would-- how
many abor ons occur in a-- in the U. S. today that-- would-- the
rates of complica ons occurring in the U.S.? Are you aware of that
number?

Rep. Donna Howard: I'm sorry, I missed the first part of your
question.

Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: I'm sorry. What are the rates of
complications for abortions in the U.S.?

Rep. Donna Howard: The rates of complica ons, I believe, that I
came across, it's a very small number; it's something like-- what I
have is about 3 percent-- .03 percent.



Rep. Naomi Gonzalez: Okay, thank you very much,
Representative. It's been very helpful.

Rep. Donna Howard: Thank you.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  The Chair recognizes Representa ve
Laubenberg, in opposition.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Thank you, Representa ve Howard, I, I
appreciate it but again, I am going to table your amendment. You
know, we have read recently in the newspaper about an abor on
facility where the woman was s ll alive, but the EMS could not get
the gurney through the doors. They could not get through the
hallway to get to the woman so they could have poten ally saved
her life. The reason we are requiring the abor on facili es to
upgrade, to be an Ambulatory Surgical Center, is because we are
dealing with a very unique situation.

And you might say, "Well, that's just one woman," but you know
what: to that one woman who's dead, that means everything. And
the GAC, you know, requires for a wri en protocol on how to
manage a medical emergency, but it doesn't provide for taking
care right there of that medical emergency if the abor on goes
wrong; and the farther along in the pregnancy, the more
possibility there is for complica ons and for it to go badly. And
when it goes badly, it goes very badly.

The Ambulatory Surgical Center requirements deal with the
physical structure that will enable that pa ent to have more
immediate, higher level of care in case something goes wrong. So
therefore I am moving to table.



Rep. Allan Ri er:  Chair recognizes Representa ve Howard to
close.
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Rep. Susan King: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Representative King, for what purpose?

Rep. Susan King: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Donna Howard: I yield.

Rep. Allan Ritter: The gentlelady yields.

Rep. Susan King: I've been persuaded by a lot of colleagues not
to ask these ques ons. But as a female, and as a nurse (as my
colleague Representa ve Howard), and as the only owner of an
Ambulatory Surgical Center in this body, I feel it's my duty to ask
you a few questions.

Rep. Donna Howard: Okay.

Rep. Susan King: We do not do abor ons in our facility; we do
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head and neck surgery. I thought I would put that in as a
disclaimer. You men oned-- and do you know the primary
difference between the regula ons between a licensed facility for
abortion by the state and an ASC? What are the primary di-- what's
the primary overriding difference in those regulations?

Rep. Donna Howard: The primary difference is a facility upgrade
to accommodate surgery.

Rep. Susan King: Do you believe an upgrade is a accurate
description of what that is, Representative Howard?

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, actually, that's a good ques on. I
choose to use another word now that you've asked me that,
because I believe they're two different types of facili es, so it's
not so much-- it's not a hierarchical structure, it's a different type
of facility that provides a different type of procedure.

Rep. Susan King: Is the upgrade a improvement in the health and
safety and care of women seeking this procedure (which many of
us don't think is a great idea, others of us do)? Do you think there
is a difference in the health and safety of those individuals, based
on the ASC requirements for architecture, preplanning, life safety
code, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera, which, by really-- reality,
we're talking a major construc on change in these physical
facilities?

Rep. Donna Howard: From my understanding, I would say that
there is no-- there would be nothing significant here in terms of
improving the health and safety of a woman seeking an abor on
in an abortion clinic versus an ASC.



Rep. Susan King: We talked about-- I think it was Representa ve
Bohac said that the abor on industry-- I've never heard it referred
to that way-- has $1.2 billion, and I've heard the discussion about
the amount per square footage. Do you believe that this financial
upgrade would be a deterrent to keep the current facili es open?
Do you think that's a valid comment?

Rep. Donna Howard: Oh, absolutely. I mean, from those that--
there are, there are some facili es, some abor on providers in
our state, who own both clinics as well as an Ambulatory Surgical
Center and provide the same procedures in both; so they have a
comparison that they can make, and they es mate that it costs
them forty thousand dollars more per week to operate the ASC, to
provide the same services that they provide in an abor on clinic.
Plus the cost to the pa ent in the abor on clinic is approximately
$400, whereas in the ASC it's more like $1200, $1300.

Rep. Susan King: Let me ask you this: do you believe that, from
what you know as a healthcare person-- I know you don't perform
abor ons, nor do I-- that it is necessary for a medical abor on,
which is at an earlier stage-- is necessary to do this procedure,
which involves taking two medica ons, as far as I understand, in a
Ambulatory Surgical Center which, by defini on, is a facility
designed to do surgery?

Rep. Donna Howard: Well--

Rep. Susan King: Is there a precedent for--

Rep. Donna Howard: No.

Rep. Susan King: --a surgical facility to have as a procedure to



take two pills?

Rep. Donna Howard: No, none that I am aware of, and it makes
no sense whatsoever medically. You and I were looking at what
ACOG has put out in terms of their bulle n for, for administering
this medica on, and in fact the ACOG bulle n indicates that this--
these medica ons can safely be adminis-- self-administered at
home, with follow-ups done telephonically. So when you have
ACOG saying that, certainly I would suggest that there's no reason
they'd have to be in a surgical facility.

Rep. Susan King: Do you, do you feel that abor on should be
prohibited in physician's offices because there's a small number
that are done but there is no survey, there's no compliance
components there, only that they must report to the state of
Texas?

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, as you know, there are a lot of
procedures that are done in physician's offices; and with
abor ons, if you perform less than fi y a year, in a physician's
office, you're correct: you do not have to be licensed to do that.
You just have to report it.

Rep. Susan King: I want to ask one more ques on. A colleague
behind me-- I don't recall who it was-- said that you had made a
incorrect statement about collec ng data on complica ons from
abortion. Did you-- did you make a comment about that?

Rep. Donna Howard: I don't know. What was the com-- what was
the gist of it?

Rep. Susan King: Something about the complica ons that are



reported on this par cular procedure. Are you aware that there is
a new form on reporting--

Rep. Donna Howard: Yes.

Rep. Susan King: --abor ons to the state of Texas, specifically,
the Department of State Health Services, beginning in January of
this year-- which seems like several decades ago, when we first
came here for the eighty-third regular session? Are you aware of
this form?

Rep. Donna Howard: I am, and you're correct. It did start January
of 2013. They were already collec ng informa on about
complica ons, but this new form collected in a different manner,
and it's more specific.

Rep. Susan King: I think this form is important, to have the data; I
think we need to know what we're talking about. Do you believe
it's important to be truthful about sta s cs regarding this
procedure, that's highly controversial and in many cases very,
very, very opposed by so many people? And do you think it's
important to have this data in the state of Texas?

Rep. Donna Howard: I think it's extremely important to have it,
and I think especially when you're talking about something that's
this controversial, this emo onal, this-- this full of so many
anecdotes, that the more factual informa on we can get, so that
we're se ng public policy that's based on the facts, that's based
on science, is extremely important.

Rep. Susan King: Are you aware that not only do they collect
informa on about the death of a mother-- which I understand is



very, very rare-- but also is the child alive? I would suggest that we
have much more work to do in this arena, and it saddens me that
we're not taking any amendments; because to be able to look and
see if a child is born alive, I think, is at the very heart of some of
this. We talk about that person, Doctor Gosnell, whatever, in
Philadelphia: don't we want to truly stop that? So don't we want to
see this data? And so, perhaps maybe an amendment wi-- or two
will come through to make this bill even stronger.

Rep. Donna Howard: Well, thank you, Representa ve King. I
wish that we could have these kinds of conversa ons and actually
work across party lines and across, ah, even beliefs about how
this should be handled to come up with some common-sense,
common-ground answers that really address what will keep our
Texas citizens safe.

Rep. Susan King: Thank you; and thank you, Representa ve
Laubenberg, who I've had the privilege to sit by for a couple of
sessions. Don't, don't underes mate her; she's very, very tough.
So, thank you very much.

Rep. Donna Howard: Thank you.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. Farrar, for what purpose?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Will the gentlelady yield?

Rep. Allan Ritter: Ms. Howard, do you yield?

Rep. Donna Howard: I yield.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Gentlelady yields.



Rep. Jessica Farrar: Ms. Howard, is it your intent with this
amendment to maintain access to abortion care?

Rep. Donna Howard: Absolutely, and what I'm trying to do here
is present a proposal that takes the-- the quality assurance
aspects of the ASC, if there are-- it's really a concern about safety
even though the evidence does not support that. But at least I will
give that, but not put in the costly, unnecessary facility upgrades
that would be prohibi ve and result in the closure of most of
these clinics.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Do you share my concern that restric ng
access does not make-- it does not make women's healthcare
safer?

Rep. Donna Howard: Absolutely. I, I, I was coming of age before
Roe v. Wade. I clearly remember people-- women having to seek
abor ons when they were in desperate situa ons but did not
have legal access. As long as people are having sex, there will be
unintended pregnancies. There will be women who will be in
positions where they need to terminate a pregnancy, and that will
happen regardless. We do not want to restrict access to safe,
legal, medical abortion procedures.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Thank you.

Rep. Donna Howard: Thank you. Please vote against the mo on
to table.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Members, Representa ve Howard sends up
an amendment. Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table. The
ques on occurs on the mo on to table. It's a record vote. Clerk,



please ring the bell. Show Ms. Howard vo ng 'no'. Show Ms.
Laubenberg vo ng 'aye'. Show Mr. Turner vo ng 'aye'. Show Ms.
Carter vo ng 'no'. Have all members voted? Have all members
voted? [gavel] There being 92 ayes and 54 nays, the mo on to
table prevails. The following amendment: Clerk will read the
amendment.



Amendment 19 by Nicole Collier
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Clerk: Amendment by Collier.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Chair recognizes Ms. Collier.

Rep. Nicole Collier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Members, good
a ernoon. I know everyone's red and ge ng a li le restless, but
I appreciate the opportunity to lay out this amendment-- this very
important mendment-- amendment.

Now this amendment removes criminal penal es and requires
a finding of gross negligence by the Texas Medical Board before
administra ve penal es can occur. There have been opinions of
physicians in the prac ce that criminalizing such a divisive issue
as abor on can, and o en does, create a vast opportunity for
targeted prosecu on. The criminal code already has provisions
for assault and manslaughter. This amendment allows the proper
authority-- in this case it is the Texas Medical Board-- to govern
and discipline its members with regard to their medical behavior
as opposed to a criminal action.
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Moreover, the penalty for a viola on, as found in this par cular
House Bill 2, is a Class A misdemeanor that is punishable by a fine
only of four thousand dollars. Anyone who has looked at the
criminal-- code of criminal procedure or the code of criminal
conduct will see that a Class A misdemeanor is not punishable by
only a fine; there's a confinement provision in that, but this
provision-- this bill-- proposes to rewrite our criminal code and
change the way we view Class A misdemeanors. Class A
misdemeanors are just below felonies. That means these, these
par cular physicians who are charged with these Class A
misdemeanors will not be permi ed to apply for a concealed
handgun license. It also means that they may even lose their
license.

This amendment would allow doctors to exercise reasonable
medical judgment to do so, but would all-- would allow those
doctors who are ac ng outside of acceptable prac ces of
medicine to be sanc oned by the Texas Medical Board. And with
that, members, I move passage.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Thank you, Representa ve Collier, and
again--

Rep. Allan Ritter: Chair recognizes Representative Laubenberg.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Sorry; thank you. Again, members, I
move to table this amendment. What this amendment is doing,
it's removing the penalty for the viola on of the physician for the--
admi ng requirements and the 30-mile rule. But it originally had
jail me and the-- one of the members asked that it, you know,
take out the jail me and just put in the penalty fine. So actually I
think this is a fair-- a, a fair compromise for this bill, and I move to



table. Thank you.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Chair recognizes Representa ve Collier to
close.

Rep. Nicole Collier: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. As I stated earlier,
this bill a empts to criminalize a physician who chooses to
prac ce the offering of the abor on, and that is just not right.
There's already penal es for a doctor who commits misconduct;
that's in the code of criminal conduct-- criminal procedure, and
this bill is just extending, and actually altering, the code of
criminal procedure by changing the way Texas views Class A
misdemeanors.

So with that also, it also puts it in the purview of the Texas
Medical Board, which is the appropriate en ty to regulate and,
and oversee the prac ce of medicine, not the legislature, but the
Texas Medical Board. So with that, I move passage. Oh-- I ask you
to vote against the motion to table.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  Members, excuse Representa ve Longoria
because of family business on a mo on from Representa ve
Rose. Is there any objec on? Chair hears none; so ordered.
Representa ve Collier moved-- offers up an amendment.
Representa ve Laubenberg moved to table. The ques on occurs
on the mo on to table. It's a regular vote. Clerk will ring the bell.
Show Representa ve Collier vo ng 'no'. Show Representa ve
Laubenberg voting 'aye'. Have all members voted?

[Unidentified Voice]: No! No!

Rep. Allan Ritter: Have all members voted? There being 95 ayes,



51 nays, the motion--

Clerk: 94 ayes.

Rep. Allan Ri er:  --94 ayes and 51 nays, the mo on to table
prevails. The following amendment: Clerk will read the
amendment.



Amendment 20 by Roland Gutierrez
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Clerk: Amendment by Gutierrez.

Rep. Allan Ritter: Chair recognizes Representative Gutierrez.

Rep. Roland Gu errez:  Mr. Speaker, members. Members, I've
been asked by a few folks on this floor to pull down my
amendment. I've been told that it's a farce; that the concept of, of
'Loser Pay' for this par cular piece of legisla on, it makes a
mockery of this process. I don't think it makes any more of a
mockery of this process than what we are in today.

We are here because someone in this building-- not in this
room, in this building-- thinks it's poli cally expedient to have us
in this room, locked in here for two sessions. Two special sessions
already, locked in here on this one issue, because they want to
run for higher office. That's why we're here.

I got three numbers for all those folks standing up in the blue
and, and orange up there: $30,000 a day it's cos ng you, the
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taxpayers, to have us in here. 10 states in this union of our United
States have ruled on this issue through their federal appellate
court system. This issue has been overturned; such legislation has
been enjoined; and there have been findings of
uncons tu onality. And the last number that I'll tell you is that 40
years of well-se led law-- 40 years of well-se led law-- you're
asking us to overturn.

And so when I ask you here that we're he-- when you ask me to
vo--pull my, my amendment down because it's a farce, because
it's a joke, I simply tell you that part of why we are here is because
one man has decided to bring us here for some future gain. And so
with that I ask him, and I ask you, and I ask this body and that
Senate across the hall, to put your money where your mouth is.
We passed 'Loser Pay' in the 82ndlegislatur-- legislature. I was
very, very much against that piece of legisla on, but I got a third
reading amendment done with my very good friend Phil King. We
got a third reading amendment, we had 101 people vote, and Phil
King was back there on the back mic helpin' me win this thing.

And we said, "If you're going to sue the taxman and you win,
then the taxman's go a pay you." And you all came around, and
you rallied behind me and we won that day. And so, if we feel so
strongly about this, let's have 'Loser Pay'. And for those of you that
think that the challenger gets paid: yeah, he gets paid; a er it's
gone through the appellate system, and the United States
Supreme Court, couple of different le-- different appellate levels
before it gets to the Supreme Court. The loser pays.

My amendment says that a challenger gets paid when they beat
you at the trial level; when they beat you at the appellate level,



he gets paid; and he gets paid. You feel so strongly about this bill,
let's make it happen right now; because I know that this body feels
strongly about 'Loser Pay', I know that the man down the hall
dragged us down here on 'Loser Pay'. And so I'm good on just voting
this up or down. We don't need to talk about it anymore. But my
amendment is no more-- more a farce than the reason we're doing
here.

The amendment is quite simple; I just laid it out earlier: When a
challenger challenges this legisla on-- as they have had in ten
other states in this Union-- and won, the state of Texas will pay
the le-- the challenger their a orney's fees at every level; at the
trial level, at the appellate level, at the United States Supreme
Court level, if it gets that far. So y'all feel strongly about 'Loser
Pay'? Feel strongly about this legisla on. Let's go; I'm ready. Move
passage.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representa ve Laubenberg in
opposition.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Again, members, I move to table this
amendment. This issue that we've spent many, many days, many,
many hours hearing, is very important. This is not something that
is just unique to Texas, this is an issue that is bringing people all
over the country to step out and to discuss. We're discussing
obviously, y'know, abortion and life and those issues--

Rep. Van Taylor: Mr.-- Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --and--

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. Taylor, for what purpose?



Rep. Van Taylor: Would the gentleman-- gentlelady yield?

Rep. Joe Straus: Ms. Laubenberg, do you yield?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Um, in just a sec-- moment.

Rep. Van Taylor: That would be fine.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And you know this is-- this legisla on is
passing in different states. Different courts are making different
rulings. I hope that when this passes in Texas, that is why we're
doing this, that anyone who wishes to challenge it would
reconsider. But having said that, this amendment really is not,
um, applicable to what we were discussing today in this bill; so,
respec ully, I'm going to table it. Oh, you wanted me to yield; yes,
I will yield.

Rep. Van Taylor: It just strikes--does this strike you as an
amendment that's just gonna help the lawyers and gets the
lawsuits going, and really has nothing to do with the bill? 'Cos, I
mean, does it strike you that way?

[Crosstalk.]

Rep. Van Taylor: That's how it strikes me.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I, I will not count-- you know, folks are up
here loving to say what everyone's inten on is, and I'm not going
to, uh, assume anyone's, um, motive in doing this.

Rep. Van Taylor: Well, it's probably-- it's probably safe. I mean,
to me this bill is about protec ng life and prote-- providing quality



healthcare for women in Texas--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, it is.

Rep. Van Taylor: --and I'm not really sure how this amendment
helps so I'm, I'm with you on moving to table.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representa ve Gu errez to
close.

Rep. Roland Gutierrez: I'll-- I-- thank you, Mr. Speaker. Members,
you know we heard that--about helping the lawyers just now.
'Loser Pay' was, wasn't it, an emergency item that our Governor
had last session? I think this was one of his emergency items. And
in the 82nd we passed it, much to the objec on of many lawyers
in this room, but we passed it. So, no; 'Loser Pay' doesn't help the
lawyers. It helps people that challenge this particular statute.

And so, if you feel so strongly about this statute-- and you
certainly felt so strongly about 'Loser Pay'-- let's move forward and
add this amendment; because it was clear that 'Loser Pay' was a
tort reform amendment that was passed by the majority of the
Republican side of this House, and the Senate and the Governor's
office. And so, if you think that 'Loser Pay' is so important, then we
need to add it to this amendment-- to this Bill.

And so I would ask in closing-- I will not take any more of your
me, members, but the-- but the body must know, and the public

must know, that we spent $30,000 a day to pass something that I
assure you-- and I am no legisla ve scholar, no cons tu onal



scholar-- but I assure you will be overturned. So, when you get the
tax bill, just remember who brought you here. Oh, I forgot-- he's
running for something else now.

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. Gu errez sends up an amendment.
Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table. This is on the mo on
to table. It's a record vote. Clerk, ring the bell. Show
Representa ve Laubenberg vo ng 'aye', Representa ve Gu errez
vo ng 'no'. Have all voted? Have all members voted? Being 97
ayes and 49 nays, the mo on to table prevails. The following
amendment: Clerk will read the amendment.
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Rep. Joe Straus: The following amendment: the Clerk will read
the Amendment.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Amendment by Farrar.

Rep. Joe Straus: The Chair recognizes Representative Farrar.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Mr. Speaker, members, this amendment
would appropriate 1% of the remaining unappropriated revenue
to fund a comprehensive study on how to prevent maternal and
fetal death.

Abor on is actually much safer than childbirth. If we want to
protect the health and safety of women and children, we are
focusing on the wrong issue. Fewer than 1% of all U. S. abor on
pa ents experience a major complica on. However, the risk of
pa ents experiencing --during childbirth is, for a complica on, is
actually 10 mes higher than that associated with abor on.
Texas is also a leader, sadly, in the number of pre-term births. We
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clearly have a lot of work to be done to be able to say that we
protect the health and safety of women and children in this state.

Texas is near the bo om in the amount of women receiving
prenatal care. Did you hear me? Near the bo om of women that
receive prenatal care. It also has the highest rate of those without
health insurance, for the fi h straight year. In 2010, 95 women
died as a result of pregnancy or childbearing. In 2010, 13.2% of
infants in Texas were born pre-term, which is higher than the
na onal rate of 12% and higher than the Healthy People 2010
target rate of 11.4%.

The Texas maternal mortality rate has been higher than the
na onal rate since 2008, in fact. In 2010, the maternal mortality
ra o in Texas was 24. 63, which is higher than the na onal rate of
19.02. The maternal mortality rate in Texas has increased
significantly over the years from 6.6-- 06 [Rep. Jessica Farrar
corrects herself from 6.6 to 6.06.] per thousand live births in 1996
to 24. 6 per thousand live births in 2010. A study to determine
how best to prevent maternal and fetal death would be extremely
useful to the work that we do here.

Rep. Elliott Naishtat: Mr.-- Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. Naishtat, for what purpose?

Rep. Ellio  Naishtat:  Will the Representa ve yield for a
question?

Rep. Joe Straus: Ms. Farrar, will you yield?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I do.



Rep. Joe Straus: She will yield.

Rep. Ellio  Naishtat:  Where would the funding come from to
support this study?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Well, there is remaining unappropriated
revenue in the Department of State Health Services, and this
money would be 1% of that unappropriated revenue and it would
sum to $6.8 million.

Rep. Elliott Naishtat: 6.8 million?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Correct.

Rep. Ellio  Naishtat:  Do we have any data, current data, to
suggest that maternal and fetal death is an ongoing problem in
this state?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: We do, in fact. Um, data currently indicates
that women in the U.S. are more likely to die during childbirth
from pregnancy-related deaths than they were over 20 years ago,
if you can believe that; and the maternal mortality rate in Texas,
as I said, far exceeds the national average.

Rep. Ellio  Naishtat:  Representa ve, do we have any data to
indicate why maternal mortality is so high in Texas?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Well, I gave you some reasons that, or
possibili es that-- the, the uninsured rate and such, but I think
what we-- we, we don't have actual concrete data, and that's why I
believe we need a study; and if we are going to stand here and say
that this is about increasing, ah, women's health, I think that, that



this is something that we-- that we should pursue so that we, once
we know why-- what, what the reasons are, then we can begin to
address those reasons in a concrete way.

Rep. Elliott Naishtat: Thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: The Chair recognizes Representa ve
Laubenberg in opposition.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay; Representa ve Farrar, I again am
going to move to table this amendment. And aside from the fact
that it puts a fiscal note on this bill, this is something that we can,
um, discuss during the next legisla ve session and again, you
know, the focus on this bill is on the, um, 5-month ban on
abor ons and the, uh, health and safety of the mother. And, just
in comment that, um, um-- anyway, I'll just move to table.

Rep. Joe Straus: The Chair recognizes Representa ve Farrar to
close.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Mr. Speaker, members, I think it's important
and it's me that we expand our defini on of what life is. I think it
just-- it just can't be about-- it can't be so narrow, it has to be
about--

[Unidentified Voice]: [unintelligible]

Rep. Jessica Farrar: It has to be about the, the health of the
developing fetus; it has to be about the mother; it has to be about-
- uh, as I was, uh, termed here earlier on the floor, it has to be
post-womb. It has to be about all the ways, all the ways to the
grave. And I don't-- I think defining it so narrowly does an injus ce



to the term, and I think this is a good way to begin to understand
why the mortality rate is what it is. And that it's growing: it's
growing at a me when science and medicine are developing and,
uh, and there's no need for that. So I think if we, if we pursue this
type of study, it gives us the informa on as policymakers that we
need to be able to make be er decisions. Thank you. Oh, I move-- I
ask you to vote against the motion to table.

Rep. Joe Straus: Representative Farrar sends up an amendment.
Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table this. On the mo on to
table, to record vote. Clerk, ring the bell. Show Representa ve
Laubenberg vo ng 'aye', Representa ve Farrar vo ng 'no'. Have
all members voted? Have all voted? [gavel] Being 92 ayes and 54
nays, the mo on to table prevails. The following amendment:
Clerk, read the amendment.
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Clerk: Amendment by Dutton.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Dutton.

Rep. Harold Du on Jr:  Mr. Speaker and members. I know it's
been a long day and most of us are tired, but let me get you to take
a breath and see if you can get your brains moving. So far, the
amendments we have had have been about those poli cs or the
policies of abor on, and what this amendment does is neither of
those; what this amendment does is talks about the principle
underlying this bill.

One of the things that I have done is in talking about this bill and
talking about the whole issue of abor on and listening to people
and reading about it, it struck me that one of the things our
Governor said was that this bill was about the sanc ty of life. It's
about the sanc ty of life and how precious life is, and so therefore
we had to pass this bill based on that principle. Well, I think that if
you start with the principle that underlies this bill as the sanc ty
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of life, then that ought to apply to a whole bunch of other things
that we do in this legislature.

One of the things is that we are, in this bill, telling one person
that you ought not to have the right to decide life. One person;
that's what we're saying in this bill. But what we also have in
statute is: we allow twelve people to decide-- life, for some
people. And we decide that: well, wait a minute, twelve people
can put somebody to death in this state, but now we want one
person to not be able to decide that same issue. For me, the
principle is the same. And the principle says that if we value life in
this state, if we think life-- that the sanc ty of life is something
that is-- transcends everything that we do, which is the principle
that underlies this bill, then I think you ought to vote for this
amendment. Because what this amendment does is simply says
that: wait a minute, we are going to value all life in this state. We
are going to value life, such that when it gets to a criminal trial in
this state we will no longer sanction the death penalty.

Now I know that some people don't make the connec on. Some
people can't figure out how to get from this bill to our statutes on
the death penalty. But I think that if you'll really sit in your chair
where you are, and you really come to grips with what underlies
your whole basis for trying to outlaw abor ons, what you will find
is that the basis is only because you believe that every life is
precious. And if every life is precious, I don't know how you
somehow or another begin to change that just because of
circumstances related to a criminal trial. If you don't want one
person to decide life and death, why would you agree to let twelve
people decide it for somebody?



It doesn't make-- intellectually, it doesn't make sense. It may
make sense on some other orders, but it doesn't make sense in
terms of whether or not this state ought to be in the business of
execu ng people. And if you don't want one person in this state in
the business of execu ng people, why would you ever permit
twelve people to do it? That's the principle under which I offer this
amendment.

Rep. David Simpson: Mr. Speaker?

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. Simpson, for what purpose?

Rep. David Simpson: To raise a point of order on further
consideration of this amendment based upon Rule 11, Section 2.

Rep. Joe Straus: Bring your point of order down front.

[Pause.]

Rep. Joe Straus: Point of order is respec ully overruled. Chair
recognizes Representative Dutton.

Rep. Harold Du on Jr:  Thank you, Mr. Speaker. We finally gave
the death penalty to that, um, that mo on. Let me tell you,
members, I understand why some people don't like this; because
what it challenges is their whole principle and premise which
underlies their belief about eliminating abortion.

Because if you, if you say to yourself, and you can say to yourself
comfortably, that "I believe that abor ons ought to be outlawed
because I believe in the sanc ty of life", which a lot of the people
in the gallery are obviously here because of, and they're wearing



blue because of, because they believe in the sanc ty of life. Well,
if you believe in the sanc ty of life, what you're really saying is
that "I do not believe that anybody except the Almighty ought to
be in charge of life and death". And if you accept that premise,
how do you change it when you get to the issue of whether or not
this state ought to be in the business of ins tu ng the death
penalty?

You can't; not intellectually, you can't. You can if you somehow
or another want to be able to say to yourself that, "Somehow or
another, I don't believe the state ought to sanc on abor on, but I
do believe the state ought to sanction capital punishment and the
death penalty". The two, in my opinion, are so intellectually
inconsistent that whoever can stand before their god and jus fy
the two, I believe they're standing before the wrong god.

Rep. Joe Straus: Mr. Taylor raised a point of order: the
gentleman's me has expired. The point of order is well-taken and
sustained. The Chair recognizes Representa ve Laubenberg in
opposition.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Again, members, I move to table this
amendment. It would, uh-- the amendment is designed to abolish
the death penalty for, uh, certain criminal offenses. The opera ve
word is 'criminal' offenses. The individual must have been accused
of a crime and judged by a jury, convicted by, uh, that jury, having
the burden of proof put on the state and they also have the ability
to appeal; whereas in abor on, you're dealing with an innocent
victim who does not have any ability to appeal. I move to table.

Rep. Joe Straus: The Chair recognizes Representa ve Du on to
close.



Rep. Harold Dutton Jr: Should the state have a greater right than
a person? Does the state have a greater right to terminate a life
than a person does? What Ms. Laubenberg says is that, "Well, the
person has been found guilty". If this bill had it in it that twelve
people could decide whether a woman ought to have an abor on,
would it not be the same thing? Would it not be the same thing?

Just because, somehow or another, some people want to
suggest that the sanc ty of life only relates to when you're born.
The sanc ty of life does not end or begin simply when you're born;
the principle of the sanc ty of life exists throughout. And what it
suggests is that this-- is that the person who decided that you
could be a born person is the only person, only en ty, that can
decide to terminate your life.

Now most of us in here, when we voted for the statute crea ng
the death penalty in this state, we didn't think about abortion. We
didn't think about how that was going to posi on us in terms of
our intellectual ability to figure out whether or not that ought to
apply to abor on. But let me tell you something: if you can make a
dis nc on between extermina ng a life, then you don't really
care about whether abor ons exist or not. If you can decide that,
"Well, I don't really care. I, I think that the state ought to have the
right to punish people by sending them to death because twelve
people decided it," but then, on the other hand, a, a person who
decides to have abortion ought not to have that kind of power.

I don't think that's the state most of you all here believe in. And
you know how I know that? Because you believe that the state
ought to be limited in its rights. You believe that the superior right
of an individual is greater than the right of the state. But what



you're saying with-- in vo ng against this amendment is that "I
don't believe that. I believe that, in some situa ons, the state
ought to have the right to invade the privacy of the sanc ty of life,
and that an individual doesn't". Because what this amendment
does is simply says that if we're going to do away with abor ons in
this state, once we-- we can do that. But we will do it only insofar
as the A orney General in this state cer fies in the public record
that we have decided to do away with capital punishment.

Now, you know, it's amazing to me that intellectually
Democrats in this body seem to be against abor on, but
Republicans seem to be for capital punishment. Now, I don't know
how each of those par es walks the line intellectually to get to a
point where they feel comfortable with the posi on they're
taking. If this amendment goes on, I'll vote for this bill. If this
amendment goes on, I'll vote for this bill because I believe that
the sanc ty in life-- the sanc ty of life governs everything that we
do and it decides that, wait a minute, there's a point beyond
which we cannot go as individuals and we cannot go insofar as
this legislature. And I believe that when we decide to take a life--
when we decide to take a life, we have gone beyond not only our
legisla ve authority, but we have gone beyond the authority
vested in us by the Creator. And if the Creator decided to create
an individual, I think we are bound, we are bound by that Creator
to let that person live so long as the Creator decided they should
live.

And so I would ask you to vote 'no' on the mo on to table,
members. I know this is one of those mes where, uh, you know,
there seems to be a party vote, there seems to be 90 people here
who are against every amendment that comes up. But this is the



only amendment that fits your principles. And with that, Mr.
Speaker, I ask you to vote 'no' on the motion to table.

Rep. Joe Straus: Representa ve Du on sends up an
amendment. Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table. This is
on the mo on to table. It's a record vote. Clerk, ring the bell. Show
Ms. Laubenberg vo ng 'aye', Mr. Du on vo ng 'no'. Have all
voted? Have all members voted? 96 ayes and 49 nays; the mo on
to table prevails. The following amendment: Clerk, read the
amendment.
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Clerk: Amendment by Giddings.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Giddings.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Mr. Speaker, members, in the Health and
Safety Code, it's mandatory that a person presen ng themselves
for an abor on must be given a brochure that contains
informa on that links abor on and the risk of breast cancer. Now,
that statement is disputed by both the Na onal Cancer Ins tute
and the American Cancer Ins tute and, as a ma er of fact,
research provided by Komen indicates that breast cancer risk is
really increased for a short me a er a full- me pregnancy: that
is, a pregnancy that results in the birth of a living child; and this
amendment removes that language from the Health and Safety
Code.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representa ve Laubenberg in
opposition.
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Rep. Sarah Davis: Mr. Speaker? I'm sorry.

Rep. Joe Straus: Ms. Davis, for what purpose?

Rep. Sarah Davis: Uh, will the lady yield for some questions?

Rep. Joe Straus: Ms. Giddings-- Ms. Giddings, do you yield?

Rep. Helen Giddings: I yield.

Rep. Sarah Davis: Thank you, Representa ve Giddings. I, I want
to thank you for bringing this amendment. This is actually a bill
that I filed during the regular session.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Absolutely.

Rep. Sarah Davis: And this is a very important issue, because I
believe that this body needs to pass legisla on that is based on
data and science and facts. Do you agree?

Rep. Helen Giddings: Absolutely. I agree.

Rep. Sarah Davis: And are you aware that, uh, during the course
of me researching this bill and laying the bill out in, uh, the State
Affairs Commi ee, I, er, came across [ coughs] --excuse me--
studies from the Na onal Cancer Ins tute, the American Cancer
Society and ACOG, all agreeing that it is factually untrue; that
there is no link between abor on and miscarriages and breast
cancer? Is that-- do you agree with that?

Rep. Helen Giddings: That is absolutely true; and,
Representa ve Davis, the American Congress of Gynecologists



and Obstetricians-- that's a 55,000-member-strong organiza on--
95% of the OB/GYNs in this country belong to ACOG and these are
the very people that we trust to protect the lives of women and
look over ma ers of childbirth so why would they, uh, say
something that would not be in the best interests of women?

Rep. Sarah Davis: And if memory serves, actually, the president
of the Texas chapter of ACOG, uh, and who also is the medical
director and an OB/GYN at Texas Children's Hospital, tes fied in
favor of the bill which is iden cal to your amendment. Um, and I
also wanted to share with the body that the Na onal Cancer
Ins tute convened a workshop of over a hundred of the world's
leading experts who study pregnancy and breast cancer risk, and
they determined that there is no increase in a woman's
subsequent risk of developing breast cancer a er an abor on or
miscarriage. Is that-- is that-- is that what you believe to be true as
well?

Rep. Helen Giddings: It is absolutely what I believe to be true,
and I have not seen anything credible that would discredit what
these people were saying, the American Cancer Society and the
Na onal Cancer Ins tute; and I don't think we ought to be in the
business of providing the women of Texas with informa on that is
highly suspect, to say the least, and just out and out wrong, at the
worst.

Rep. Sarah Davis: I, I couldn't agree with you more and, as a
breast cancer survivor myself, I think that it's insulting to survivors
and to women in general when the Texas legislature starts to
prac ce medicine, like for the past two sessions we're seeing
more and more of; but especially when we are giving women



incorrect informa on. So I want to thank you very much for your
amendment, which I'm sure will be tabled.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much. We do a real
disservice to women when we give them bad informa on. Um, I
move passage of this-- adoption of this amendment.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representa ve Laubenberg in
opposition.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Uh, yes. Mr. Speaker, I move to table
this amendment. It has nothing to do with this bill today. Thank
you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representa ve Giddings to
close.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Members, Mr. Speaker, this bill has
everything-- this amendment has everything to do with this bill
that we're talking about today. We're talking about, uh, abor ons
and procedures, uh, rela ng to, uh, abor ons and this bill
basically wants to set the record straight in terms of the
disservice that we've done to women and the misinforma on
we've given them. The American Congress of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists, 55,000-strong, 95% of the people who deal with
women's issues, health issues and childbirth, say this is not true.
The American Cancer Society says there's no link. The Na onal
Cancer Ins tute says there's no link, and Komen's research says
that breast cancer risk is increased for a short me a er a full-

me pregnancy resul ng in the birth of a living child. I move, uh,
please vote against the motion to table.



Rep. Joe Straus: Representa ve Giddings sends up an
amendment. Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table. This is
on the mo on to table. It's a record vote. Clerk, ring the bell. Show
Representa ve Laubenberg vo ng 'aye', Representa ve Branch
vo ng 'aye'. Have all members voted? With 93 ayes and 54 nays,
the mo on to table prevails. The following amendment: Clerk,
read the amendment.

Clerk: Amendment by Dukes.

Rep. Joe Straus: The Chair recognizes Representative Dukes.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and members. This
amendment was wri en first and foremost to be germane to this
bill; so, therefore, it has the language to make it germane, that
was not like in the previous amendment. But what-- let me tell you
what this amendment does.

This amendment clarifies that prenatal care in addi on to
delivery care would be covered for a woman who is pregnant that
a empted to have an abor on but was denied it a er the twenty
weeks; that she would be covered so that we can have a healthy
child to come out of this birth as well as have the, the actual birth
in the hospital to be covered, because having prenatal care and
paying for the birth in the hospital reduces the risk of pregnancy
complica ons and risk for the mother by being able to have such
care.

This amendment also provides for the woman's household to
become eligible a er the 20th week of gesta on for the benefits
of Temporary Assistance to Needy Families, to food stamps under
the SNAP program, and to Medicaid. As we well know, unintended



pregnancies are widespread and far-reaching. Almost half of
births in the-- or pregnancies in the United States were
unintended. 45% of Texas births are unplanned. Over 71% of the
unplanned pregnancies are to unmarried 20-something-year-olds.

Therefore, having the assistance of Temporary Assistance to
Needy Families, as well as food stamps to, uh, to be available to
ensure that they are able to eat and to, uh, provide food for the
family and Medicaid to cover other children if they have any other
kids. This amendment also would provide for the under--
presently, under our Medicaid program, women are covered up to
185% of the federal poverty level.

Many of the women who would be a emp ng to, to get a, an
abor on may not have been covered under the 185% of the
federal poverty level so this amendment allows for, as in some
other states, for the women to be covered up to 250% of the
federal poverty level, which equates to roughly an annual income
of $21, 257. The coverage would begin, um, at the 20 weeks and
would carry through prenatal care, labor, child delivery and 60
days postpartum, to ensure that the mother is healthy and the
child is healthy.

As we know, Texas ranks 49th in the na on for the most number
of uninsured.5 This provision would allow for these women and
children to be able to be covered under our health program. Um,
and with that, Mr. Speaker, I would move for this wonderful
amendment that is going to insure more children, more mothers;
cover healthy births, prenatal care; provide for them to have food
and services, in a system that presently has great limita ons and
problems with its integrated eligibility system that we well know



about from our appropria ons bills and other bills; that it would
allow for healthy families, healthy children, and healthy women.
With that, I will move passage.

Rep. Joe Straus: The Chair recognizes Representa ve
Laubenberg in opposition.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Mr. Speaker, members, I move to table
this amendment for the same reason that I tabled Representa ve
Giddings' previous amendment.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Dukes to close.

Rep. Dawnna Dukes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This amendment is
about ensuring that the children who are born are provided for
and that the mothers who are required, the ladies who are
required to carry these children to full term against their own
wishes are able to afford prenatal care, able to afford to pay for
the birth instead of pu ng it on the backs of local governments
that would have to pay for this uncompensated care, ensuring
that they would be able to have Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families which would apply-- would, uh, make it possible that if
they had to get a crib that they would be able to do so, instead of
having the child lying up in the bed with the mother, possibly
rolling over and the next thing you know, SIDS becomes an issue.

This is an amendment that's about ensuring that those children
who are here get the childcare that is needed and that the mother
gets the childcare so that she can con nue to go to, uh, her early
childhood medical visits with her OB/GYN and that the other
children are cared-- This provides a safe environment for children.



This is not about some end-run to prevent an abor on; this is
about when they are carried that they are provided for. When the
legislature eliminated the Women's Health Program, the
legisla ve budget board in its 2011 report es mated that there
would be addi onal babies that will be born that, uh, would affect
our Medicaid rolls. All we're doing is properly assuming that, if
abor ons are not allowed and it is more difficult, and then more
children would come to the face of this earth. And when they do
that, we should at the very least ensure that they are healthy,
they are safe, they are warm, they are educated; all the things
that we are supposed to do under the common good. And, Mr.
Speaker, I would move against the motion to table.

Rep. Joe Straus: Representa ve Duke sends up an amendment.
Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table. This is on the mo on
to table. It's a record vote. Clerk, ring the bell. Show
Representa ve Laubenberg vo ng 'aye', Representa ve Dukes
vo ng 'no'. Show Representa ve Branch vo ng 'aye'. Have all
voted? Show Representa ve King of Taylor vo ng--vo ng 'aye'.
Have all voted? With 95 ayes and 50 nays, the mo on to table
prevails. The following amendment: Clerk, read the amendment.

Clerk: Amendment by Herrero.

Rep. Joe Straus: The Chair recognizes Representative Herrero.

Rep. Abel Herrero: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, members. I know
that it's-- we've had a long day, um, I'll get right to the point.
Because of the provisions of this, uh, bill, some of the facili es
that perform abor ons will not perform abor ons anymore. And
some of these facili es that currently perform abor ons also
provide other services that are not related to abortions.



And so what this amendment a empts to do is, in an effort to
ensure that we s ll maintain access to healthcare for women,
this amendment would require the state to provide a minimum of
one year's state funds to ensure that a facility that has stopped
opera ng as an abor on facility to con nue to serve as a facility
that would provide healthcare services to women that are not
abor on-related. Uh, those would include well-women's exams
like cancer exams-- cancer screens, I'm sorry-- mammograms, Pap
smears, and any other non-abor on-related services. With this
amendment, it would allow women to con nue to have access to
healthcare that they currently receive that is not abor on-
related. I move for passage.

Rep. Joe Straus: The Chair recognizes Representa ve
Laubenberg in opposition.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Members, Mr. Speaker, I move to table
this amendment. We've had this, uh, similar discussion before.
Thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representa ve Herrero to
close.

Rep. Abel Herrero: Mr. Speaker, members, I ask that you
support this amendment and, in order to ensure that women
con nue to have access to health visits that's not abor on-
related, I ask that you move, uh, vote against the mo on to table.
Thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Representa ve Herrero sends up an
amendment. Representa ve Laubenberg moves to table. This is
on the mo on to table. Clerk, ring the bell. It's a record vote. Show



Mr. Herrero vo ng 'no', Representa ve Laubenberg vo ng 'aye'.
Have all members voted? Have all voted? With 94 ayes and 51
nays, the mo on to table prevails. The following amendment:
Clerk, read the amendment.

Clerk: Amendment by King of Taylor.

Rep. Joe Straus: The Chair recognizes Representative King.

Rep. Susan King: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, members. It's late. I do
have an amendment which I will respec ully pull down. I will say
that it's ny and it has two sec ons: public awareness of what
this topic is, how does it affect the biological mother and the
biological father? Let's look at our legisla on going forward; what
did we do? Let's collect data, let's find out the real facts and truths
about what we're doing a er this bill passes. I respec ully
withdraw my amendment which is HB15 and, with all good wishes
to the author of this bill, thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Amendment withdrawn.
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Rep. Joe Straus: Members, there're no, no further amendments.
The Chair recognizes Representa ve Howard to speak in
opposition to the bill.

Rep. Donna Howard: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, members. We do
have an opportunity now to make some closing statements, and I
know there are a few of us that want to do that; I know that some
of you want to vote and move on. This is an extremely important
issue; I think everyone would agree with that, no matter what side
of the issue you're on, so I appreciate the opportunity to visit with
you for a moment here to share some comments about this
particular bill.

And I just want to start by saying that this has really been a
false narrative, in my opinion, about arguing the inarguable. There
are none of us in here that do not view what we're talking about to
be about life. And any of us that look at science to dictate what we
believe, that we rely upon facts and data, we all understand that
life begins with fer liza on, that cells come together and
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biologically that's life. This is not a ques on about when life
begins. We all understand that, I think. It's a ques on about-- of
the decisions that have to be made along the way, and there are
no easy answers here. We are trying to figure out how to work
together as a community to keep our families safe and healthy,
and to make difficult choices that come about in life.

Life is not that easy for a lot of people. No one is pro-abor on. I
am really ge ng-- I have found it very uncomfortable to be
labeled a baby-killer and somebody who's pro-abor on, by the
people who come here and think they know who we are and know
what we really believe. I don't think there's anybody in here that
would be considered pro-abor on, but this bill is not the answer.
It's irresponsible, in my opinion, to create public policy that
impacts the doctor/pa ent rela onship while disregarding the
concerns of the medical and hospital professional associa ons
and their contribu on to try and to help cra  something that
makes sense medically. The Texas Hospital Associa on tes fied
in opposi on to HB2. The American-- uh, the Congress of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists had this to say. Mr. Speaker, do
you mind? It's not much longer, folks--

Rep. Joe Straus: Members, have order. Order, please.

Rep. Donna Howard: --these are important things I'm trying to
share here; I would appreciate it, just for a moment. The American
Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists said, "These bills set
a dangerous precedent of a legislature telling doctors how to
prac ce medicine, and how to care for individual pa ents. ACOG
opposes legisla ve interference and strongly believes the
decision about medical care must be based on scien fic evidence



and made by licensed medical professionals, not the state or the
federal government. These bills are not based on sound science,
despite our efforts to provide the legislature with the best
available medical knowledge," end quote.

And from the Texas Medical Associa on: their le er said,
quote, "Our concerns are with legisla ve intrusion into the
pa ent-physician rela onship and the details of the prac ce of
medicine, and with a legisla vely-created standard of care. TMA
is concerned this legisla on sets a dangerous precedent of the
legislature prescribing the details of the prac ce of medicine.
These are determina ons to be made by the medical community
and science, not by the legislature," end quote.

I really can't believe this. I cannot believe that we have this kind
of, of contribu on to what was going on here-- people-- I know that
people in here really trust the medical community to make
medical decisions, and yet we are being told by them that that's
not what we're doing, and we're doing it anyway? We're doing it
anyway? Rather than seriously working with medical
professionals and experts to authentically address improvements
in the delivery of women's healthcare, this bill disingenuously,
paternalis cally, and with feigned concern instead panders to
personal and poli cal ideology. We are be er than that! We do
not need to be doing it this way!

The Centers for Disease Control lists family planning as one of
the greatest public health events of the past century. Family
planning allowed us to decrease maternal death, decrease infant
death, increase a woman's control over her own life. This was
hugely significant; hugely significant. What we're talking about



here is going backwards. When we ask, we know we can do this
together; we did it in the regular session, the so-called 'kumbaya'
session we just had, we came together and we actually increased
funding for family planning. We actually worked together and did
something produc ve and good that will make a difference. We
can do that.

This bill does not do that. This bill does not come together with
the best science, with the best minds in this room to come up with
something that's really in the best interest of the citizens of Texas.
We can reduce abor on. This bill is not the way to do it. We need
to work together, we need to work with the medical community,
and we can do that. We have done it. We can do it. I'm so sorry
about this bill; it's embarrassing to me that we're doing this. We
really are be er than this, folks. I am so disappointed that this is
where we are. Obviously I'm in opposi on to this. Please, folks,
let's get past this and find ways to work together with good public
health policy; please. We can make a difference.

Rep. Joe Straus: The Chair recognizes Representative Geren.

Rep. Charlie Geren: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, members. Our
visitors in the gallery, I want to thank you for your courteous
a en on today. Y'all have been wonderful. We've got a few more
of these speeches le  to do, for and against. The same rules: we'd
like for you to be as respec ul and courteous as you have been; if
not, then we're going to have to ask you to leave. It's all been
really great, and thank you for coming, for your help. It's been a
long day for all of us, and some of you have been here all day.
Thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Alvarado.



Rep. Carol Alvarado: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members. The
arguments that have been-- that have shaped the debate around
this bill and its predecessors have been reduced to an
unfortunate binary: you are either pro-life and an -woman, or
pro-woman and an -life. These labels are unworkable at best and
demeaning at worst. Members have been categorized for
individual votes we've taken this session, from tax cuts to
educa on funding; we have been given our own shallow labels by
the opposing side. The labels surrounding this bill, however, hit to
the core.

No woman in this chamber vies to be categorized as an -life
and no man in this chamber intends to be branded as an -
woman. I have consulted my faith and searched my conscience
countless mes on this issue before us. I believe the gi  of life is
sacred. I value life. I am for life. The sanc ty of preserving and
improving an individual's full life is expected in our common
humanity, and it is required by our du es as members of this
House. I oppose HB2 because I believe this bill and others like it
do not respect the sanc ty of full life. When will we get serious
about policies that respect full life?

Let's look at what this body, what this ins tu on-- and how it's
treated women. First, we had the Right to Know Act, passed in
2003, the 78th session, which did li le to provide women with
adequate health educa on. 6 Then we passed the sonogram bill, I
know we all remember that from last session, that mandated
intrusive procedures that invaded and degraded women's private
lives. We inappropriately, inappropriately, inserted government
not only into the doctor-pa ent rela onship, but we also inserted
government into a woman's uterus.7 In that same legislature--



legislat-- legisla ve session, this body cut family planning funding
for providers by two-thirds. What else do you want from us? What
else do you want to take from us?

You've all listened to the detrimental consequences to a
woman's health if HB2 becomes law. We are being asked to vote
on a bill that does not take the whole health and safety of a
woman with an unsafe pregnancy into account. We're being asked
to vote on a bill that does not consider circumstances beyond a
woman's control, such as pregnancy as a result of rape or incest.
Each of these pi alls harms a human life. And y'all have also seen
the sta s cs of how many health centers will close as a result of
this bill's inten onally burdensome regula ons. These
regula ons will reduce the number of health clinics in our state to
a dangerously low level.

Texas women will have to go to unbearable lengths to receive
wellness exams, preven on screenings for breast cancer, cervical
cancer, sexually-transmi ed diseases. It will prac cally be
impossible for women and, yes, for men, in rural areas to receive
disease treatment. Proponents are so fixated on this one medical
procedure, that by the way happens to be legal, that they are
willing to jeopardize the loss of other services that contribute to
the health and well-being of a woman's full life.

While I have no doubt that those of you who support this bill
have personal convic ons about its intent, we cannot let
personal convictions intentionally ruin the lives of those tirelessly
preserving full human life. The vote we take today is a reflec on of
how we perceive full life. I cannot vote for a bill that will harm the
health and safety and welfare of any individual. HB2



unprecedentedly sends out a message to do this in a very
unexcep onal way. Today I stand for full life and will vote 'no' on
HB2. Thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes-- Chair recognizes
Representative Menéndez.

Rep. José Menéndez: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Members, I rise to
speak against House Bill 2, with all due respect and apprecia on
for the personal beliefs of each and every one of you. I men on
personal beliefs because I do believe that's much of what HB2 is
really about. I've heard me and me again in commi ee that
this bill is about protec ng a woman's health or minimizing fetal
pain.

But today, a er hours and hours of amendments that I believe
would have done a lot to help a women's health, I don't feel
convinced that HB2 is really about that. I'm not even sure it's
about reducing the number of unwanted or unplanned
pregnancies among young women or, equally important,
addressing the needs of a child a er birth. It seems that it may be
simply intended, no ma er what the denials and the repeated
references to improving women's health, to further and nearly
totally restrict abor ons in Texas. And you know something? If we
could find a way that we could come to the day that Texas would
not need any abor on procedures, I would work for that day with
you.

And that's what I believe; this is about personal beliefs and
morals. And members, I don't believe that we've been sent here to
impose our personal beliefs on the ci zens we represent. I
believe that we are here, however, in the words we each spoke in



this chamber 7 months and 1 day ago when we swore an oath
where we stated, "To the best of my ability to preserve, protect,
and defend the Cons tu on and the laws of the United States and
the State, so help me God." This bill is about whether or not we
are commi ed to upholding that oath. This bill is about whether
or not we will in fact preserve, protect, and defend the
Constitution and laws of the United States.

Members, I personally am not in favor of an abor on. I don't
think anybody is. But I think our personal views are not what's at
issue here today. What I'm in favor of, what I believe in, what we
all swore to do, is to protect the cons tu onally-given right of a
woman, with her family and her god, to make a choice.

I also favor many of the safeguards in the laws that we have
passed in recent sessions that do increase access and do provide
other health-related informa on. See, but members, this is about
access, as another ma er of fact; for the woman's right to choose.
But HB2 violates that cons tu onally-given right that hasn't
wavered for over 40 years, by making access to those health
centers as difficult as possible, and from taking a large part of the
popula on of lower-income women and making it virtually
impossible. The undue burdens on people living along the border,
in El Paso, I believe will go on to be the downfall of this bill.

As we know, thousands of ci zens came to their Capitol and
have been here to express their views on this subject, and the
record will show that 1,354 signed up in favor and 2,183 were
opposed, or 62%. What I found troublesome, however, was that
those who were opposed spoke strongest in the favor of, of the
right of a woman to choose, and keeping government out of her



body. And those who spoke in favor, primarily it was about their
personal beliefs. Very li le-- some mes it was actually stated
that the rights of the mother weren't as important as the right of
the unborn.

The author has repeatedly refused to accept or even debate
reasonable amendments to House Bill 2, and earlier without SB5;
and that to me speaks volumes of the intent of this bill. Many of
the amendments that were presented today were intended to
promote be er healthcare and make this bill cons tu onally
sound, yet they were just discarded. Members, I refrain from
challenging legisla on on anything but factual merit, and in this
case one fact stands out glaringly: a vote for this bill is to refute
the oath of office that we all share and continue to be bound to.

Unless and un l the Cons tu on and the laws of the United
States are amended on this ma er, suppor ng HB2 is an
admission of a failure to keep a promise that we made, an oath
we made. And I'll close with this: the Supreme Court said, in the
seminal case of Casey v. Planned Parenthood , when they spoke to
their own decision: "Men and women of good conscience can
disagree. And we suppose some always shall disagree about the
profound moral and spiritual implica ons of termina ng a
pregnancy, even in its earliest stage. Some of us, as individuals,
find abor on offensive to our most basic principles of a morality,
but that cannot control our decision. Our obliga on is to define
the liberty of all, and not to mandate our own moral code." Thank
you, Mr. Speaker; and thank you, members, for your attention.
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Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Villalba.

Rep. Jason Villalba: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members. We
are o en called upon to debate and wrestle with the weighty
ma ers of our me and important issues facing our great state,
and this session is no different. We have contemplated and
largely agreed upon a new path for educa on for our children; we
have confronted and tackled the thorny complexity of water
planning and finance; and we have addressed a myriad of topics
that are both controversial and divisive. But in each case,
members, we have done so with the respect of the ideas of our
colleagues and with an understanding that all of our inten ons
are honorable even though we may not agree with the posi ons
taken by the other side.

But today, members, and recently, I feel that we have crossed
the threshold of appropriate discourse and have torn asunder the
bonds of comity that have held this session together. Recently it's
been said in this chamber, and in the chamber in the Senate, by
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certain members of this body that certain members of this body
are conduc ng a war on women, or we are intellectually
dishonest, or we are uncons tu onal-- or, uh, are ac ng
unconstitutionally-- or we are politically motivated, or that we are
following the leader of someone who does not agree with this,
with the view that we are looking towards the primaries instead
of what is best for all Texans. Well, let me proclaim, for all who
will hear me today: there is no monopoly on righteous
indigna on, and mere disagreement does not jus fy the hos le
attacks of the honorable intentions of the members of this body.

I'm a son to a mother; a husband to a wife; a father of two
daughters, and a son to come; and was a brother to a sister. I was
raised with and by strong Texas women. I take leadership from the
brilliant and able leaders, female leaders, in this building, and I
respect and I shall support with every fiber in my being the rights
of every woman in this state and this country. I stand with Texas
women. But I shall stand here no longer and be accused of
conduc ng a war on women or that my inten ons are not wholly
honorable, merely because I choose to protect and support
human life. We fight this fight because of innocent human life.

There have been great discussions today about why. Why would
we do this? Why are we conduc ng this legisla on in this way?
What is this process? And there have been a number of props that
have been shown: we've seen hangers, we've seen needles, we've
seen kni ng needles, we've seen turpen ne. Well, I have a prop
for people here. [Holds up an ultrasound scan.] This, ladies and
gentlemen, is my 13-week-old son growing in my wife today. This is
a baby. This is a human being. This is the reason that I care so
much about this.



My li le son is a gi  from the Almighty. He has fingers and he
has toes; he can sit criss-cross applesauce.8 He can stretch his
arms out, and his legs, and turn his head towards me when I tap
on his mother's belly; and I know this because I spent me with
him last Monday in the doctor's office with my wife and my two
daughters. So, regardless of what this debate may-- where this
debate may go, please understand that our inten ons are
honorable because we care for, and we fight for, human baby
lives.

When you ask about inconvenience of driving a thousand miles,
when you worry about a $20 cket, when you talk about the
issues that arise, we do so because we are protec ng human
baby lives. That is what this argument is about. That is why the
people care so much. That is why our inten ons are honorable.
And that is why we have these discussions today.

We've had a great discussion today about fetal pain. Well,
regardless of the answer to that great debate, there is one thing
that is certain today, and that is that my son and every twenty-
week-old gesta onal baby share a common element with every
person in this room, every member in this room, and every person
that is with us today: and that is, they share the common element
of humanity. This is not a clump of undifferen ated cells; this is
my baby. And I will fight, and I will fight, and I will fight to protect
my baby, and that's why this matters.

I support HB2, and I will con nue to fight for this cause because
it ma ers. And it ma ers not because-- again, my inten ons are
not dishonorable-- it ma ers for my son; it ma ers for other
babies, other humans, in our state who will have to deal with



these ques ons. I recognize what this means. I know these
decisions are tough. But we do this because we believe in the
protec on of human life and we believe in protec ng babies. Join
me today in protec ng human life, human babies, my son, all
twenty-month-old ba-- or, twenty-week-old babies and support
HB2. Thank you, members.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair-- Chair recognizes Representa ve Turner
of Tarrant.

Rep. Chris Turner: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, members. I speak as
we close on this bill in opposition to House Bill 2, and as I begin my
remarks I'd like to ask us: how did we get here? How did we get
here in the middle of July, when we were all supposed to be gone
at the end of May, deba ng this bill (which is actually a series of
bills rolled into one)? And the answer is: this bill, these proposals
were not ones that just ran out of me in the regular session, like
we could argue that the criminal jus ce issue did or
transporta on did. These weren't bills that died on procedural
points of order or grounds. They were bills that failed to make it
through the process for one simple reason: because they're bad
policy. They're bad policy. There's a reason they died in the regular
session, and they should have been le  dead at the end of that
session.

And I want to say very clearly on behalf of myself and the other
members who oppose this bill, there's not a single one of us that
likes abor on or wants there to be abor on. I wish there was no
abor on. I wish we lived in a world in which women were never
raped. I wish we lived in a world in which a woman, or a young girl,
was never a vic m of incest. I wish we lived in that world and I



hope someday we will; but right now, sadly, we don't. And I think
all of us know that's not the world we live in, and that's why I can't
understand when Representa ve Thompson proposes an
amendment to exempt vic ms of rape and incest from some
provisions of this bill, but this body won't support that.

Guys, none of us like abor on. We all want to reduce abor on.
How do we do that? How do we really do that, in a way that's
honest, in a way that's meaningful, and in a way that would be
effec ve? We don't do it through this bill, because this bill won't
accomplish that. We reduce abor on by reducing unintended
pregnancies.

How do we reduce unintended pregnancies? What about
passing policies that would reduce the number of unintended
pregnancies amongst teenagers, where Texas, sadly, is one of the
leading states in the na on? Or reduce the number of repeat teen
pregnancies, of which Texas has the highest rate in the na on?
How about implemen ng effec ve, age-appropriate, proven,
evidence-based sex educa on in our public schools, which some
of us tried to do today on the floor or tried to do in the last special
session and in the regular session, but has been consistently
rejected by this legislature? To actually give young people a
chance to make informed decisions about their health while s ll
emphasizing the value of abstinence?

What about fully funding and restoring the women's health
program, which this legislature cut two years ago? A proven
strategy to prevent unintended pregnancy, thereby naturally
reducing the rate of abor ons and certainly reducing the cost to
taxpayers who would've paid for Medicaid birth.



What about Medicaid expansion? That Texas, which has the
most to gain of any state in the na on, with-- since we lead the
na on in the rate of uninsured-- y'know, there's six million of our
residents without health insurance-- we could insure at least one-
and-a-half million Texans just like that by passing Medicaid
expansion, half of whom are women. And women, with access to a
primary care physician and regular healthcare, will be able to
receive the healthcare they need to be able to control their
reproduc ve decisions and make plans about when they will get
pregnant.

And so those are the things we could do if we were serious,
some of the things we could do if we were serious about truly
reducing unintended pregnancy. But we don't do those things.
Instead we have House Bill 2. And so, let's talk about House Bill 2,
and how-- this myth that this bill is about women's health and
about women's safety.

House Bill 2 is inten onally designed to limit access to
abor on, which is a safe and legal procedure protected under the
U. S. Cons tu on. House Bill 2 will do very li le to prevent
abor on, but it will do a lot to prevent safe and legal abor on, as
Ms. Thompson talked about extensively earlier. And the truth is
what we all know: that this bill is about shu ng down clinics. And
you don't have to take my word for it, and I won't say his name, but
there was a member on this board earlier who bragged that, "I
can't wait for two weeks from now when this bill makes it to the
Governor's desk so we can finally stop saying this is about
women's health and talk about what it is, which is shu ng down
abor on clinics. I can't wait to go back to my cons tuents and be
able to say that." And I know that a lot of members will be able to



say that.

And I think when we look at what's happened over the last two
weeks, if anything good has come out of the last two weeks, it is
the incredible outpouring of, of emo on, and passion, and
interest from the public that this legisla on has caused; on both
sides of the issue. And I'm very grateful for all of the people who
are here today in the gallery, regardless if you support the bill or
oppose the bill. But, for the thousands of people who came, who
flooded the Capitol the night the Senate debated this bill, the
thousands of people who were here last week-- these aren't
poli cal ac vists, they're not on some e-mail list, they got-- they
got fired up because what they saw was an injus ce: an injus ce
being done that infringes on women's cons tu onal rights by
government run amok.

And that's why we have, at a State Affairs hearing last week,
more than three thousand people come out to tes fy. Very few
were actually allowed to tes fy; some eleven hundred in support
of the bill. This is the list; it's about 29 pages, and the witnesses,
again more than two thousand, about three mes as many pages.
And so, if anything good has come out of this, it is the increased
par cipa on in our democracy, which I hope will con nue on this
issue and other issues going forward. But let's not say this bill is
about women's health; let's not say it's about women's safety; and
let's not say it's about anything other than what it is, which is
shu ng down access to safe and legal abor on, which as of today
are still protected under the United States Constitution.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Simmons.

Rep. Ron Simmons: Thank you, Mr. Speaker; thank you,



members. Most of you know me as the discusser of Purple
Thursdays. And, y'know, the reason that we did that, even though
it was funny at mes, was that I truly believe that when we work
together as Democrats and Republicans that we get more done;
and that we get done things posi ve for Texas. I also fully realize,
however, there are issues that, whether we're Democrat or
Republican, we may not can agree on, and this is one of those
issues.

Y'know, in my first tenure here at the House, one of the things
that I did is I went around to virtually every one of you and met
with you in your office. And I did that because I wanted to know
you as people, and I wanted you to know me as people, so that
when I heard you up here deba ng, maybe on an issue that I
strongly disagreed with, I would remember our visit and I would
know that, while Representa ve Farrar and I disagree on this
issue strongly, I remember her talking about her life, and our visit
together, and so that allowed me to understand that she's a
person just like me, she believes what she believes-- it might be
different from me-- but I should respect that, and I do. I also
respect those people, though, that are on this issue with me, and
that they're just as passionate as the other side might be on this
issue. And I know them, I know their hearts, and their hearts are
just as pure as the hearts that are on the different side of this
issue.

What I believe we ought to do in this House is: we ought to
respect the process and the people. And we do a good job of that
most of the me; there's probably a couple of percent of the me
that we don't do that-- we witnessed a li le bit of that today-- but
that's what we do, because that's what the people in the gallery



deserve. That's even what those unborn children deserve.

And I know this is an important issue. And I'm gonna close my
short talk with a poem. This is a poem that my sister-in-law wrote
years a er she had an abor on. She was a young mother, had just
ha-- had a baby, just less than two years old; unmarried; had
go en pregnant again. The father had pressured her into, "You
have to have an abor on"; her mom, my wife's-- my wife's mom,
my mother-in-law had just recently passed away; things were
chao c in that family beyond belief. And so, without-- with being
so embarrassed, not knowing who to even turn to, she agreed to
have that abor on. Years later she wrote this poem, called 'In My
Heart', and I wanna read it to you:

In my heart there lives a child,
One who's never breathed.
I never knew the pain I'd feel
For the child I'd never see.
 
I imagine his face:
Were his eyes brown or blue?
His hair shining like the sun
And his heart shining, too.
 
He never got the chance to know
What life would have in store
Because I chose to end his life
Before he was ever born.
 
Something that seems so easy
Will haunt me every day.



For the child I gave life
And quickly took away.
 
The Lord in His mercy
Forgave me for being weak:
He now holds my child
And promises someday we'll meet.
 
I long for his promise
Of that place we'll never part.
But for now I'll cherish this child
That I've only known in my heart.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative González.

Rep. Mary González: First off, I want to say thank you,
Representative Simmons, for sharing that story-- um, that poem.

I was a li le bit nervous about coming up and giving a closing
speech and, in fact, I had not planned on doing it at all. But there
were a thousand women who tried to tes fy about and share
their personal stories and they gave me courage, and their
bravery inspired me and empowered me and reminded me that I
have a duty to-- as well, to share my own story. So, even though it
wouldn't be something that I would normally do, I think that it's
important for me to honor the bravery of the women who shared
their story, and tell mine.

I wish that I could find the words, to the supporters who are
suppor ng this bill, to have an open mind, to approach this policy
decision understanding the different perspec ves that we have,
to take into considera on that we all live different lives and have
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different districts who have different needs. I wish I could find the
words to help open people's minds, hearts and ideas to the
situa on. So I come to you as a daughter, a woman, a legislator,
and because this is a very serious and important is-- issue.

As a daughter, I remember my father telling me a story of his
best friend, who died having an illegal abor on in Juarez, Mexico.
And I worry about the women in my district who you are now
submi ng to the same fate, because they won't travel over a
thousand miles to get a safe and legal abor on; they will go to
Mexico. And that-- and that is not a safe alterna ve, for numerous
reasons; not just because the clinics aren't as-- just as safe, but
because there are people dying just crossing the border. And so,
when I ask you to think about the reali es of our lives, I ask you to
think about these women.

I come to you as a woman and as a survivor of child sexual
abuse, who for four years was abused by a family member, and for
a er that took five years to even tell anybody. So when you come
up here and you ask, "Why are the rape and incest excep on
important?" I don't want you to think about these women, these
far-away lands, as we tell these stories: I want you to look at me. I
want you to understand that it took me five years to tell anyone;
so when we ask for four more weeks, I understand that that might
seem like a lot, but every day ma ers in the process of healing
over horrific experiences. And no-- and more than any person on
this-- well, I-- more than most people on this floor, I understand
how important that excep on is. And for the fact that that
extension wasn't even given an opportunity beyond party lines
makes me wonder if this is really about women's health or if this is
about po-- political futures.



Finally, I come to you as a legislator. I ask you to think about the
statewide impact of this bill. That leaving open only five clinics
across the state, a state as big as Texas, that-- what that will do to
the women who won't have access; if you're forcing them into
finding the black market alterna ve, if you're forcing them into
other countries. So I ask you: you say, up here, this is about
women's health; well, make it about women's health. Make it
about women's lives. We had the opportunity to make this bill
be er. We didn't do that. We didn't compromise, we didn't
coali on-build. We, we might have never agreed at the end of the
day whether pro-choice or an -choice, but at least we could have
heard each other's experiences, I think, a li le bit more. I couldn't
in good conscience stay silent. I couldn't say that this bill didn't
deserve another voice to say, "We have some serious problems";
because I am concerned about this bill, but I'm more importantly
concerned about women's health. Thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Smithee.

Rep. John Smithee: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members; and
it's been a long day, and we, we've heard today about the
perspec ve of the lobbyists for the hospitals, the lobbyists for the
doctors, the lobbyists for the abor on clinic operators, and
righ ully we've talked a lot about the mothers, the expectant
mothers, and the women of Texas. But I want you to focus with me
for the next couple of minutes-- and I'll be short-- the next couple
of minutes on that li le baby. Because we haven't talked a lot
today about the li le baby, and arguably that li le baby is one of
the two most important characters in this whole series of events.
We ought to be talking about that, that li le baby, which--and
primarily we're talking about a baby at the gestational age of 20 to



24 weeks.

And let me tell you a li le bit about what I learned about that
baby a week ago tonight, si ng in the State Affairs commi ee. At
3 weeks, that li le baby developed a detectable heartbeat. At 6
weeks' gesta onal age there was a recognizable and, a, a
recognizable EEG wave. The li le brain was working. It was
beginning in the primi ve stage of working. At 9 to 10 weeks, that
li le baby had developed a large part of her, her glandular
system-- her, her thyroid, her adrenal glands-- that she will have
the rest of her life, however long that may be.

By 12 to 13 weeks, that li le baby-that li le girl or boy-has
developed fingernails, can be observed sucking their thumb,
they'll recoil from, from pain, and they've got the fingerprints on
their fingers that they'll have for the rest of their lives, a unique
set of fingerprints. The Bible tells us that that li le baby is being
fearfully and wonderfully knit together by God himself inside that
mother's womb. By 13 to 14 weeks-- and this is significant-- that
li le baby has begun to develop pain receptors in her nervous
system. By 15 weeks, she has taste buds. And the reason we know
this is because the baby will swallow occasionally and you can
detect a reac on when they swallow something that tastes bad
or good. The baby has taste buds.

By 16 weeks that baby has eyebrows, eyelashes beginning to
grow, and can grasp things with those li le hands and fingers. By
20 weeks-and that's what we're talking about in this bill-that li le
baby is 8 to 10 inches long, and that's what makes this procedure
so difficult. It's 8 to 10 inches long, and you know, at 20 to 24
weeks that li le baby has been shown to be able to recognize her



mother's voice. She, she inside that womb, she may show
excitement, and her heart, heart leaps for excitement, when she
hears her mother's voice, or it may show concern when, when she
hears her mother upset about something.

But that, you know, overall-- that place has always been, that
womb has been the most secure place in the universe for, for
humanity. Think about it. They always talk, they talk about the
'fetal posi on' that people get into when they get scared. That
fetus is at-- that baby in that posi on is in the safest place,
surrounded by amnio c fluid in the loving confines of her mother.
And that's what makes this procedure so, so bad.

Let me just tell you that last week at the mee ng I was talking
to the physician who was represen ng the American Congress of
OB/GYNs, and I asked him how do they abort babies at that age--
at that gesta onal age. And he said, "Normally it is the D and E
method". That stands for dila on and extrac on. Dila on means
they dilate the cervix. Extrac on means they extract the baby
from the mother's womb. I asked him to describe the procedure.
He, he talked-- he's a physician who is tes fying against the bill,
and I asked him to describe the procedure, and a er a moment he
said, "It's just too gruesome. I don't want to describe it." And so he
either couldn't or wouldn't describe it in front of the commi ee.
So I did some research, and I want to tell you a couple of things
about that 'gruesome' procedure.

It is done with several instruments, one of which includes a
suc on catheter that removes the amnio c fluid, that protec on
that that li le baby has had for the first four months of pregnancy.
The second tool is-- is what is referred to as a Sopher clamp, or



Sopher clamp. [Rep. John Smithee first pronounces it "SO-fer", then
"SAH-fer".] It is a clamp that is inserted through the cervix down in,
into the child. One doctor described it as a clamp with li le jaw
teeth that reaches something and, once it reaches it, it will not let
it go.

And so this clamp, this procedure's a blind procedure; that
doctor doesn't know where he's going with that. Some mes it
punctures the wall of the uterus. But what he-- what he's going for
is for that baby, with this-- this jaw, this clamp, and he grabs
pieces of that li le baby and pulls the pieces out. That's how the
baby's life is terminated. And it is not unusual to see li le legs
come out, li le hands come out. Members, I don't want to talk
about this. I'm not enjoying this discussion, and I know you don't--
you're not either, but it's what we're talking about in this bill, it's
what we're here for.

And, and so they have the Sopher clamp that pulls out this li le
piece of baby, flesh by flesh, and then you have what's called a
cure e, which is a hook that's used to scrape the rest of this-- of
the uterus to, to re-- to remove the rest of the remains. It's a blind
procedure as these part-- body parts come out. The doctor
generally makes about $600 for fi een minutes of work. And the
vic m of this procedure is al-- always-- if the abor on is
successful-- the vic m is always expelled. Secondly, the vic m is
always innocent. She hasn't done anything to anybody. And third,
she's always defenseless. Have you ever been in a defenseless
situa on? That baby is absolutely defenseless. It's one of the
most barbaric, when you think about it-- the most barbaric, brutal
and painful exercises that one man inflicts on another. We would
never do that to another human being. Most-- I think all of us--



wouldn't do that. We wouldn't do that to a terrorist. We wouldn't
do that kind of an inhumane, inhumane thing.

What have we become? What-- what has led us to this point,
where we have human-on-human violence that is that barbaric?
I'm sorry to talk about it, but that's what-- what this is about. How
can we tolerate, much less defend, this prac ce? You know, last
week, or this past week, I ran across a quote from President
Johnson back during the Civil Rights Movement and it just, it hit
me; it said-- President Johnson said, "The vote is the most
powerful instrument every-- ever devised by man for breaking
down injustice."

And, members, I would say that this abor on at any stage, but
at 20 to 24 weeks, is-- is probably one of the greatest injus ces
that's ever faced humankind. And you and I are very fortunate that
we have a vote, and we're able to exercise it here in just a few
moments. And my prayer for all of you would be that we do the
right thing; that we do the, the right thing to, to end this injus ce.
And I've been here almost thirty years, and the privilege that I
have to vote for this bill, which I plan on doing in a few moments,
is one of the greatest privileges, maybe-- probably the greatest
privilege, that I've ever experienced here in the Texas legislature,
and it's something that I'll be proud about for pre y much the rest
of my life. Thank y'all very much.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Bohac.

Rep. Dwayne Bohac: Members, I'll be brief. I'm going to probably
not say some of the things that were in my document, because I
think Smithee did an outstanding job, Representa ve Smithee. I
want to talk about the Declara on of Independence for just a



moment, and read a quote from it.

Our na on was founded on the firm principle that all of us "are
created equal, and endowed by Nature's God with certain
unalienable rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the
pursuit of Happiness". I believe, members, the founding fathers
put these three terms-- life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness--
in this exact order for a reason: because they knew that life comes
first. Without life there is no liberty, and without life there is no
pursuit of happiness. And the Declara on further states that
government is ins tuted to protect these three basic rights. It is
the duty of this body to vote on legisla on just like this. And,
ladies and gentlemen, science and our heart tells us that babies
feel pain at five months. And now it's me for us to do the right
thing. Thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Naishtat.

Rep. Ellio  Naishtat:  Members, there's an open le er to Texas
legislators from the American Congress of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists.9 It appeared in today's 'Aus n American
Statesman'. I wanted to share a couple of sections:

"All eyes are on Texas again this week as the fate of a far-
reaching measure to restrict abor ons and close many abor on
facili es faces its last days of debate. Unlike almost any other
issue, abor on generates strong feelings on all sides. This is true
within our own organiza on--", that's the American Congress of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists, "--and we respect that our
58,000 members have deeply-held personal beliefs on this topic.

"While we can agree to disagree about abor on on ideological



grounds, we must draw a hard line against insidious legisla on
that threatens a woman's health like Texas House Bill 2. That's
why we're speaking to the false and misleading underlying
assump ons of this and other legisla on like it. These bills are as
much about interfering with the prac ce of medicine and the
rela onship a pa ent has with her physician as they are about
restric ng women's access to abor on. The fact that-- is that
these bills will not help protect the health of any woman in Texas.
Instead, these bills will harm women's health in very clear ways. "

And one more section:

"Texas women are renowned for their strength, courage, and
smarts. Women across this na on are completely capable of
making their own medical decisions with their physicians, as they
make many other important decisions every day for themselves,
their families, and their businesses. Women do not need-or want-
any government to make medil-- medical decisions for them.

"Women must have access to all needed healthcare-from
mammograms to prenatal visits to reproduc ve care-based on
scien fic facts, not poli cal idelol-- ideology. The American
Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists opposes Texas
House Bill 2 and Senate Bill 1, which jeopardize women's
healthcare and interfere with medical prac ce and the
pa ent/physician rela onship. Poli cians are not elected to, nor
should they, legislate the prac ce of medicine or step foot into
our exam rooms. "

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Bonnen.

Rep. Greg Bonnen: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Members, it's-- it



really is an honor to stand in front of you and-- I briefly expressed
some of this sen ment when we did this a few weeks ago. It's
really struck me that when we look at what's going on and we hear
the very eloquent and ar culate things that are, are being said,
you might think that these individuals are talking about
completely different things. It doesn't sound like we could
possibly be talking about the, the same subject. And we approach
this, I think, from both sides with some trepida on and, and some
angst, because it's hard. But I, I'd like to give you some assurance
that from my perspec ve, the fact that we can do this, and that
we're here, and that we're delibera ng, that all these people are
engaged and paying a en on and vo ng, the process is working.
This is the way it's supposed to be.

When I've thought about how different people can look at the
exact same object and see something completely different, I, I
thought ini ally, of course, about this, this issue. And I was struck
by the ultrasound probe, because in the prior session that
became quite an issue when it was held up and, and
demonstrated; and some saw this as a tool that would be used to
actually violate a woman's body, and to bring about harm. But
then there are others of us who look at that, at that instrument
and see a medical device that can be used for various therapeu c
purposes, and even to save a woman's life.

Some look at an unborn child, at a human fetus, and they see
ssue-- ssue that, upon the discre on of the woman, can be

disposed of, much as adipose ssue that is undesirable. Other
people look at that fetus and they see another human life: and
what a difference that perspective makes.



It's very prevalent in our society to see crosses-- it's extremely
common. Have you thought about what a, a cross actually is or, or
what it means? You could easily look at that and see an
instrument of torturous, brutal execu on. And yet it's
everywhere; people wear it as jewelry, and to most of us it's a
symbol of infinite love.

When we look at this legisla on, it's words on a page. We all
see the same words on the same page, and yet we arrive at such
different conclusions as to what we're actually seeing and what it
actually means. So the ques on occurs for each of us: how do we
see this legislation? Is it, as some have said, a war on women? Is it
about primary par san poli cs? Is it about a cons tu onal right?
Or is this about improving the standard of medical care for women
who are choosing to undergo an abor on? Is it about saving the
life of unborn children a er twenty weeks' gesta on? That's
something each of us will have to decide when we vote.

And as for me, I choose to fear God, to respect life, and to honor
women, which is what this legislation does.



Closing Arguments by Jessica Farrar

Part 041

10:25:06

Video Link: http://youtu.be/DnhZrXjdSaI

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/HB2041ClosingArgumentsByJessicaFarrar

Transcribed by: Jennifer Douglass

Rep. Joe Straus: The Chair recognizes Representative Farrar.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Mr. Speaker and members, what I have--
what I have seen with respect to these several abor on bills is
unprecedented in our Texas legislature. The measures in the bill
that we will vote on today were considered in the regular session;
they all failed. They were again brought up in the first special
session; they again failed. And through each special session we
have seen high levels of public par cipa on, unprecedented even
for a regular session, from both sides.

But, overwhelmingly, we have seen opposi on to this bill. We
have seen opposi on in such large numbers that, in the first
special session, the House commi ee that voted on-- that heard
the bill, had to be delayed by a day. We have seen opposi on in
such large numbers that ci zens observing here in Senate in the
Capitol delayed the final vote on the bill, ensuring that it did not
pass during the first special session. Despite this vast opposi on,
today we find ourselves called back to consider these resurrected

http://youtu.be/DnhZrXjdSaI
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measures. The Texas legislature sure is working hard to pass
these measures into law.

Why are we working so hard to pass this legisla on?
Proponents of the bill talk about protec ng the unborn and
preven ng abor on. If we care about protec ng children, there is
much we can do to help them; but in my nearly 20 years here as a
State Representa ve, I have never seen the legislature work so
hard, work this hard, to act in the interest of born children. In fact,
the only me it's addressed public school funding is in reac on to
a lawsuit; never proactively to provide children enough funding for
their schools.

Nor have we worked hard enough to protect or help children
that lack stable homes. As of May 31st of this year, 6,413 children
are wai ng to be adopted. These children have parents whose
rights have been terminated. As a child gets older, many of you
know, her chances of ge ng adopted decrease. Children aged 0-2
years old are adopted at a rate of 35%, while children aged 14 and
up, that number goes down to 14%. These are real problems faced
by Texas children that we could address in this legislature.

If we care about preven ng abor on, there's another way to do
it without risking women's health: we can work to prevent
unintended pregnancies. When women have access to family
planning services, unintended pregnancies are far less likely. By
adequately funding women's healthcare, we can help get women
access to those services. Instead, though, this legislature in the
82nd session forced family planning clinics across the st-- to shut
down, and women lost access to those services.

That same session, Planned Parenthood, which had provided



healthcare services to nearly half the women through the
Women's Health Program, was banned from par cipa ng in the
program. The Women's Health Program, as you know, is intended
to give women access to health screenings and family planning
services. Despite these important services, though, a major
provider was banned because of ideology; and the effect,
however, was the closure of several other providers as well.

In this session, while I was happy, delighted, to see the
increased funding for women's health, there is s ll much we can
do to increase access to family planning services and
preventa ve care; namely, to restore the provider network that
the majority in this legislature destroyed. We can also work to
prevent unintended pregnancies by be er educa ng young
adults. Our state has placed heavy emphasis on abs nence-only
educa on. In turn, we have one of the highest teen pregnancy
rates in the na on. Texas, in fact, is ranked 47th in the country for
teen birth rates according to the 2012 data released by the
Na onal Campaign to Prevent Teen and Unplanned Pregnancy.
We should be working to reform that; requiring that
comprehensive sex educa on be taught in schools would surely
help to prevent unintended teen pregnancies.

There are serious problems Texans face. I'd like to see us work
as hard as we have during these special sessions to pass
measures to solve them. We've been focusing our efforts, instead,
on bills that do li le more than address an ideology. Let's make
no mistake: the bill we are vo ng on doesn't solve problems like
the ones I've been discussing. In fact, the authors have struggled
to iden fy the impetus for the bill. We have not heard of specific
problems or complica ons at current clinics. We do not-- we have



not heard of any specific need for doctors to have admi ng
privileges. We have not heard specifically how the procedures
performed in Ambulatory Surgical Centers will increase safety. We
have not heard why a woman needs to go to an Ambulatory
Service Center to take a pill.

However, we have heard from major mainstream medical
organiza ons: the American Congress of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists, the Texas Medical Associa on, and the Texas
Hospital Associa on. They oppose this bill. We have also heard
from Department of State Health Services that there have only
been 5 deaths from abor ons since 2000, with the last one
occurring in 2008. This is in contrast to the 737 maternal deaths
from 2000 to 2010. This bill does not solve any of these problems,
but it will cause these: 37 of the state's 42 clinics will be forced to
shut their doors. The 5 remaining clinics will be in urban areas.

Access to these services will be severely restricted for women
in rural areas. Women will be forced to go to an Ambulatory
Surgical Center-one of those 5 remaining clinics-even for a
medical abor-- abor on. Doctors will lose discre on in trea ng
individual patients. The bill sets forth medical protocol for doctors
administering medical abor ons. The legislature will intrude
deeply on personal decisions intended to be made by a woman in
consulta on with her doctor. In short, Texas women will lose
important access to these services. Losing access to healthcare
does not make women safer.

The majority has been working hard to pass this bill. We were
elected to the legislature to work hard for Texans, but we should
make sure that we direct our hard work to achieve our goals, our



best goals, and to be er serve our cons tuents. By passing these
bi-- this bill, we do neither of these things. Texas children deserve
be er than that. Texas women deserve be er than that. All
Texans deserve better than that. Thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Members, is anyone wishing to speak on, for or
against the bill? If not, the Chair recognizes Representa ve
Laubenberg to close.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Members, why have we been here for
the last close to 50 hours? We're here because the U. S. Supreme
Court does grant the states the authority to address this very
serious issue. This is not just happening in Texas but all across the
country, in state a er state. The courts speak directly to this: the
state has a legi mate interest to see to it that abor on, like any
other medical procedure, is performed under circumstances that
ensure maximum safety for the pa ent. This interest obviously
extends at least to the performing physician and his staff, to the
facili es involved, to the availability of a ercare, and to the
adequate provision for any complica on or emergency that might
arise.

We therefore conclude that the right of personal privacy
includes the abor on decision, but this right is not unqualified
unless we conclude against important state interest in this
regula on. The state does have an important and legi mate
interest in preserving and protec ng the health of a pregnant
woman, whether she be a resident of the state or a nonresident
who seeks medical consulta on and treatment therein, and that
it has s ll another important and legi mate interest in protec ng
the poten ality of human life. These interests are separate and



dis nct. Each grows in substan ality as the woman approaches
term, and at a point during pregnancy each becomes compelling.

This bill focuses on one part of that preborn life, and that is: at
five months, that baby has developed the sensory receptors that
it can feel the pain of that abor on. That is what gives us the
authority and the right to be here, to do this. This is not about
poli cs. This is hear elt for every member, and I would say on
those mes, it is hear elt. Poli cs takes the easy task. This has
not been easy for anyone, but this is the right thing to do for who
we are as humanity.

We heard a lot about abor on is safer than childbirth. There
will be deaths with abor ons, with the woman who has the
abor on; there would be deaths with the woman who carries her
baby to term. We've heard the percentages, small numbers, but
there is 100 percent definite death to the 70,000-plus babies who
have been aborted in this state. House Bill 2 focuses on both the
child and the woman. I thank you all for being here, speaking out
and doing what's right, and I move passage. Thank you.

Rep. Joe Straus: Members, the ques on occurs on passage of
House Bill 2 to engrossment. It's a record vote. Vote aye, vote nay.
Clerk, ring the bell. Mr. Geren vo ng 'aye'. Have all voted? Have all
members voted? Being 98 ayes and 49 nays, House Bill 2 is passed
to engrossment. The Chair recognizes Representative Geren.

Rep. Charlie Geren: Thank you, Mr. Speaker and members. First
of all, I would like to thank our guests in the gallery for your
wonderful behavior over here. And secondly, I'd like to thank the
State Preserva on Board staff, the staff of DPS, the State Fire
Marshal, the Sergeant's Office of the House, and the Commi ee



Coordinator's Office for handling a large crowd for two weeks with
no major disrup ons. This is the Texas State House. The DPS has
done a wonderful job, and this is the House, and we run it the way
it needs to be run. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Rep. Joe Straus: The Chair recognizes Representa ve Du on for
a motion.

Rep. Harold Du on Jr:  Mr. Speaker and members, I move to
suspend all necessary rules and the unnecessary rules to take up
and consider House Resolu on 25. Members, you've heard the
mo on to congratulate a couple in my district on their fi y-sixth
wedding anniversary.

Rep. Joe Straus: As ordered, the Chair lays out the following
Resolution.

Clerk: HR 25 by Du on, congratula ng Layla and Vernon
Johnson on their fifty-sixth wedding anniversary.

Rep. Joe Straus: Chair recognizes Representative Dutton.

Rep. Harold Dutton Jr: I move adoption.

Rep. Joe Straus: Members, you've heard the mo on. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none; so ordered.

Rep. Harold Du on Jr:  I move to add all members' names, Mr.
Speaker.

Rep. Joe Straus: Members, you've heard the mo on. Is there
objec on? The Chair hears none; so ordered. [pause] Members,



are there any further announcements? Chair recognizes
Representative Branch.

Rep. Dan Branch: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Members, I think it's in
order that we thank both Chairman Geren and the Speaker for the
way they've handled the business of this week.

Rep. Joe Straus: Thank you, members. If there are no further
announcements, Representa ve Bell moves the House stand
adjourned un l 10 a.m. tomorrow, in the memory of Craig Ray Artz
of Magnolia. House stands adjourned.



Editor's Notes for Texas House Session on July 9, 2013

1. The me stamps marking the start of each segment refer to the
rela ve me within the "full" video which was recorded for this
transcript project and is referenced on the cover page for this session.
These me stamps do not reflect an actual me of day; a me-of-day
stamp would have been impossible to capture for each segment due to
technological limitations, such as video skips and stutters.

2. This is a reference to a statement made by Rep. Jodie Laubenberg
during a previous session on the bill. Dan Solomon reports: "'In an
emergency room, they have what's called a rape kit,' Laubenberg
explained, 'Where a woman can get cleaned out,' apparently
indica ng that a rape kit contained some sort of abor facient (like,
perhaps, the RU-486 pill that her bill would make more difficult to
administer) that would shut that whole thing down in the event of a
rape. Laubenberg added that a rape kit is 'equivalent to a D&C'-- that
is, an abortion." Source: A Sunday at the Capitol by Dan Solomon.

3. The cita ons for the sta s cs referenced here are from the Texas
Freedom Network. The 84% sta s c comes from a poll report
published on February 19, 2013. The poll indicated 84% of respondents
were in favor of "Teaching about contracep on, such as condoms and
other birth control, along with abs nence, in high school sex
education classes." Source: Texans Stand Up for Access to Birth Control:
Results from a Statewide Survey of Texas Voters by Anna Greenberg,
Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research and Bob Carpenter, Chesapeake
Beach Consulting.

4. The cita ons for the sta s cs referenced here are from the Texas
Freedom Network. The 41% sta s c comes from a 2009 report. The
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report found that "Our data show that 40.1 percent of school districts
u lize materials that perpetuate at least one distor on about
condoms", and that 41% of Texas school districts had errors in their
sexuality educa on materials rela ng to one or more of the following
categories: condoms, all STDs (including HIV and HPV), HIV
(exclusively), and HPV (exclusively). Source: Just Say Don't Know:
Sexuality Educa on in Texas Public Schools by Dr. David Wiley, Dr. Kelly
Wilson, and Ryan Valentine.

5. The Texas Medical Associa on notes that "Texas workers are less
likely to have employment-based health insurance coverage than
those in other states. 60 percent of all companies in the US offer
health coverage for their employees. In 2009, Texas ranked 49th in the
na on, with only 50 percent of Texans having employment-based
health insurance coverage." Source: The Uninsured in Texas © 1999-
2013 Texas Medical Association.

6. The Texas Right To Know Act mandated that doctors warn pa ents
about a supposed link between abor on and breast cancer. An ar cle
from The Guardian in May 2003 noted: "The law is one of many being
introduced across America as the ba le over abor on rights
intensifies. It compels women applying for an abor on to go through a
24-hour 'reflec on' period. During this me, doctors will be required to
show women pictures of foetuses, tell them about adop on
procedures and warn them that an abor on could lead to breast
cancer. Cancer organisa ons yesterday denied the link between
abor on and breast cancer. Earlier this year the Na onal Cancer
Ins tute, the official government cancer agency, concluded a er a
consulta on with 100 experts that an abor on 'does not increase a
woman's subsequent risk of developing breast cancer'. The American
Cancer Society also backed this posi on." Source: Texas abor on law
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under fire for ignoring science by Duncan Campbell.

7. The statement here regarding the sonogram law and "insert[ing]
government into a woman's uterus" is a reference to the fact that first
trimester sonograms require a vaginal probe. An ar cle from The New
York Times in February 2012 noted: "The original [Virginia] bill did not
explicitly men on vaginal ultrasounds, which involve placing a wand
inside the body. But it required doctors to offer pa ents a clear picture
of the fetus and a chance to listen to its heartbeat. In the first
trimester, when most abor ons take place, that requires a vaginal
probe, not the 'jelly on the belly' abdominal scans done later in the
pregnancy, when the fetus is larger. [...] Since early this month, a er a
federal appeals court said it did not violate the Cons tu on, a Texas
law that is even stronger than the Virginia proposal has been in effect,
with far less hue and cry. Not only must doctors perform vaginal
ultrasounds in many cases, but they must face the monitor toward the
pa ent, making it hard for her to look away, and they must describe
the image in detail." Source: Ultrasound: A Pawn in the Abor on Wars
by Erik Eckholm.

8. "Criss-cross" is a style of si ng with legs crossed. The reference
here to "criss-cross applesauce" may be a reference to (1) a rhyme
used in nursery schools to ask children to sit cross-legged, or may be a
reference to (2) a recent legal case concerning yoga taught in public
schools, in which the lotus style was renamed "crisscross applesauce".
Source: Criss-Cross Applesauce, Wik onary The Free Dic onary and
California judge allows yoga in public schools by Elliot Spagat.

9. This open le er is now available to read on the ACOG website.
Source: Open Le er to Texas Legislators: Get Out of Our Exam Rooms by
by American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists.
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Senate Comes To Order

Part 001

00:00:00

Video Link: http://youtu.be/lUG0ZfCBzqE

Audio Link: https://archive.org/details/SB1001SenateComesToOrder

Transcribed by: Amanda Wallwin

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Senate will come to order. Ladies
and gentlemen, the Senate stood in recess yesterday un l today
at 2:00, pending our taking up House Bill 2. House Bill 2 is not
eligible to be brought up on the floor un l 2:34 this a ernoon,
because that's the me stamp that it was eligible yesterday, and
we have a firm 24-hour wai ng period. So the Senate will stand at
ease until 2:30.

http://youtu.be/lUG0ZfCBzqE
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Questions by John Whitmire (1)

Part 002

00:40:20

Video Link: http://youtu.be/6O-PSyGQZoA

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB1002QuestionsByJohnWhitmire1

Transcribed by: Amanda Wallwin

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, ladies and gentlemen: the
Senate will come to order. My watch shows it to be 2:39. Senator
Whitmire moves to excuse Senator Williams on ma ers of
important business. Is there objec on from any member? The
Chair hears no objection, so ordered.

We are eligible to now bring up House Bill 2. Before we do that,
if I could-- first of all, I want to welcome everybody to the Texas
Senate, to the Texas Capitol. We're delighted that you're here.
We're always pleased to conduct our business in the presence of
our cons tuents, and that we're very pleased that you're here for
watching this important debate. Please remember that the
Senate is a tradi onal parliamentary body with strict rules of
decorum. Our Senate rules prohibit applause. Those are our rules.
They prohibit signs. They prohibit outbursts. They prohibit
demonstrations in the gallery.

And I'd ask if you would please keep your conversa ons to a
minimum, so that everyone can have the right and the ability to
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be able to listen to and hear the debate. On a personal note, I
would ask that we-- I hope that the ac ons of a few wouldn't
remove your ability to be in this gallery and watch this process.
So, please: if persons in viola on of the Senate rules of decorum,
they'll be taken out of the Senate and lose their ability, their
privileges to be in here and to watch this debate. So with that
said, I'm going to recognize Senator El fe, who is the Chair of our
Administration Committee.

Senator Kevin El fe:  Thank you, Mr. President. Members, I also
want to echo what Governor Dewhurst has said. We want to
welcome all of you to your state Capitol. We all work for you and
we are very appreciative and gratified that you've taken the day to
be here. We really appreciate you being here. We have beefed up
security in this Capitol today because we're concerned about your
safety. There are a lot of visitors and tourists here today with
small children, looking at the state Capitol. We want to make sure
everyone has a safe and secure environment and a wonderful day
at the state Capitol.

As the Governor said, we will not tolerate any outbursts in the
Senate. We will maintain decorum this en re session. If we have
individuals who decide they want to be disrup ve, we will ask the
Department of Safety to take them out. If we have too many
disrup ons, unfortunately, we will have to clear our gallery of
everyone and not allow anyone back in the gallery. We hope that
does not happen because we'd hate for a few people to ruin this
for all of you who've been so kind and waited so pa ently in line to
get into your state Capitol.

Last, I would like to say that, unfortunately, if you do leave your



seat and need to leave the gallery, you'll have to get back in line to
get back into the gallery because there are people out there
wai ng to get in. So thank you for being here; we appreciate you,
God bless you and may you have a safe trip home. Thank you;
thank you, members.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator El fe. And again, I
think it goes without being said, but that-- there's always two
sides to any issue. I think I speak for Democrats-- I trust I speak for
Democrats on this issue as well as Republicans; we respect each
other, we respect your right to-- your First Amendment rights, but
in order for us to be able to proceed and be heard and not be
interrupted, we have to enforce a strict discipline in the Senate.
Thank you. Thank you. The Chair recognizes-- before I do that, Mr.
Doorkeeper?

Doorkeeper: Mr. President, there is a message from the House.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Admit the Messenger.

Messenger from the House: Thank you, Mr. President. I am
directed by the House to inform the Senate that the House has
taken the following ac on: The House has passed the following
measures: HTR 6 by Moody, in memory of El Paso county
commissioner.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Members, the Chair lays out on second
reading House Bill 2 by Senator Hegar. The Secretary will read the
caption.2

Secretary Patsy Spaw: House Bill 2, rela ng to the regula on of
abortion procedures, providers and facilities.



Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Hegar for
the purpose of explaining the bill.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you,
members. And thank you, everybody, for being here in the gallery
today. Like Senator El fe said, as well as Lieutenant Governor
Dewhurst, I do appreciate you being here, I appreciate your
willingness to partake in our republican democra c form of
government here in the state of Texas; and, regardless of your
views on either side, or somewhere in-between, I appreciate your
dedica on and understanding that it is important to be part of
your state government. And everybody acted in a very civil
manner when we heard the bill early Monday in Senator Nelson's
commi ee, and I would be remorsed if I didn't from the beginning
just say "thank you" for that.

Mr. President, members, House Bill 1, y'all've heard me go
through the talking points before, but I will go through them again.
Recent peer-reviewed studies described the amnio cal,
behavioral and psychological evidence for pain that is present at
twenty weeks of life. The "pre-pain born" [sic] sec on part of this
bill accomplishes two goals: number one, it establishes a state
compelling interest in pre-born children who can feel pain; and
number two, the bill bans abor ons at five months, or a twenty-
week threshold.3

This sec on of the bill requires that prior to an abor on a
doctor must first conform-- confirm the probable post-fer liza on
age of the unborn child and if the child is twenty weeks, or five
months, or older, the bill prohibits the doctor from performing
that abor on with the excep on of a medical emergency,



depending on-- when a situa on of threatening to the mother's
physical life, and also for severe fetal anomaly, when the child
would not be able to survive outside the womb.

The bill also raises the standard of care by requiring all abortion
facili es to become licensed as Ambulatory Surgical Centers. It
ensures that qualified medical personnel are available for
emergency treatment, the filac-- facili es meet opera ng room
standards, as also the facility meets pre-op room requirements
and several other requirements that are met under the ASC
standard.4

The bill would require that abor on doctors have secured
admi ng privileges at hospitals within 30 miles of each clinic at
which he or she performs those procedures. These higher
standards for facili es and abor onists would apply to both
surgical and medical abortions in Texas.5

More specifically, the bill codifies a requirement that mirrors
the US FDA protocol for medical abor ons and the guidelines of
the American Congress of OB/GYNs for the use of RU-486. The
prescribing physician must examine the pa ent, her records, and
also determine the gesta onal age of the child. The prescribing
physician must also provide informa on about the drug, as well
as contact informa on, and a empt to schedule a follow-up
visit.6

And with that, Mr. President, I'll be happy to yield for, I assume,
several questions.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Whitmire, for what purpose do



you rise, sir?

Senator John Whitmire: Will the gentleman yield, Mr.
President?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Will Senator Hegar yield?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir, I'll yield to the Dean. Yes, sir.

Senator John Whitmire: Senator Hegar, first let me thank you for
your courtesies to the members. I don't think throughout this
process you've ever shown any impa ence or intolerance of your
colleagues, and for that I thank you. In fact, for the record, you and
I are good friends, are we not?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir. I, I appreciate your saying that,
Dean.

Senator John Whitmire: And in fact, since the bad experience of
June 25th, you and I and your family and my family have actually
sat down and enjoyed some very quiet quality time, have we not?

Senator Glenn Hegar: We did and my wife said we could talk
about anything but this legislation.

Senator John Whitmire: She's a smart--

Senator Glenn Hegar: That s cks vividly in my mind, while we
were away.

Senator John Whitmire: She's a smart lady.

Senator Glenn Hegar: She's a strong thinker.



Senator John Whitmire: And I hope you and I, as I engage some
ques ons, will set the tone for the very professional, respec ul
dialogue that I know this body stands for.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator John Whitmire: Would you not agree?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I'd agree.

Senator John Whitmire: But we also understand how
passionate the sides stand and feel for this very serious issue.
Would you not agree?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I'd agree, the passion--

[Crosstalk.]

Senator John Whitmire: In fact, no one should interpret the
energy level, or the level of discussion, for anything other than
how serious and strongly we feel about it.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I would agree.

Senator John Whitmire: Because, as anyone is my witness, this
has nothing to do with poli cs and everything to with the subject
matter that your bill contains--

Senator Glenn Hegar: It should.

Senator John Whitmire: --in my corner of this floor. But I am
concerned about a number of areas: first of all, how we arrived at
this point in the proposal that you make for us today. For instance,



I've got a copy of our dialogue when we first considered your bill
on June 18th and you didn't even have the twenty-week
prohibi on in that document, much to my and other members'
surprise and amazement. Can you explain to the body-- and I think
the members have a right to know-- how does this serious ma er
continue to evolve as we stand here and talk today?

Less than a month ago you had Senate Bill 5, with the
characteris cs and the elements of the Deuell bill, the Patrick
bill; dealing with clinics, dealing with chemical abor ons.
Standalone bills became a bundled bill, but it did not have the
twenty-week prohibi on. And I challenged you on that; in fact, I
challenged you: was it not about poli cs more than women's
healthcare? Help the members understand how, less than a
month later, now you've included the twenty-week prohibition.

Senator Glenn Hegar: As you know, when we were deba ng
Senate Bill 5, if I recall-- there've been too many numbers in the
last regular session--

Senator John Whitmire: Senate Bill 5, and actually we're on
House Bill 2.

Senator Glenn Hegar: That is correct, but my point-- back reflect
to that conversa on, which was Senate Bill 5 when it was laid
here on the floor for second reading. The bill that sat on our desk
was, essen ally, House Bill 1. The conversa on that you're asking
about is: I came with a floor amendment and that amendment
took out that pre-pain section of the bill, which was also, if I recall,
Senate Bill 23, of the last special session. I stood here and said
that I stand commi ed to that bill. I stood commi ed to it
personally. I stood committed--



Senator John Whitmire: That night that you spoke?

Senator Glenn Hegar: That, that-- in the conversa on, and
maybe I don't have the dialogue right here in front of me, but you
said you have it-- that I, as the author of that bill in the regular
session, as the author of the bill in special session, as a
standalone bill and a por on and a part of the bill that's here
before us as well as what was on our desk when we walked out
here, I stood firmly commi ed to that and I s ll wanted to see us
pass that bill with that included in it.

Yet, at that moment in me, I was offering a floor amendment
to take it out. You asked me many ques ons as to why and I said
then-- if I do recall, the exact response was-- I felt as though it was
in the best ability for the Senate to move a package forward. It just
was a feeling that I have that any decision was my responsibility
as the author to come with a floor amendment; that bore solely
on my shoulders. It did then as well as bringing forth the bill today.

I stood commi ed to that sec on of the bill then, I said that
over and over again. I think I was asked numerous mes about
how the bill would come back from the House and at that me, I
said, like always, I can't speak for what the House is going to do
nor could I speak for any vote for any other member on this floor.

Senator John Whitmire: Did you ever consider in the previous
days, allowing that bill to be a standalone bill, because, do you
not-- do you not understand, in this diverse body of Senators, you
might actually have addi onal support for the twenty-week
prohibi on as a standalone bill with proper safeguards, versus
being coupled with clinic regula ons, 24-hour requirements on
chemical abor on, hospital affilia on... Why would you, as the



sponsor of someone trying to reach your passage of the twenty-
week, couple it with these other provisions?

Because I know that there are several members that will vote
against the bundled bill today that might in fact, with the right
safeguards, vote for a twenty-week prohibi on. Help us
understand that decision-making; because it starts looking very
poli cal, Senator Hegar, when you couple your standalone bill,
Senator Patrick's standalone bill, Senator Deuell's standalone bill,
and now this body's faced with a bundled package of a variety of
so-called women's healthcare bills.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And I appreciate you asking that. I think
that the fact that the legisla on before us-- as I've men oned, I've
said numerous mes on this floor-- I think it accomplishes two
main goals: number one, it moves the date from six months to five
months and protec ng children, unborn children, because of fetal
pain.

And then number two, the other por ons of the bill; I believe, I
firmly believe this-- I believe this, from the tes mony, from
everything that I've read-- and as a member asked me in
commi ee, was it on blogs? No, I don't read blogs-- I believe, from
everything I've read, that this bill raises the standard of care in
Texas.

And so, I did file a standalone bill in the special session number
one but, ul mately, we passed out of this body a por on of that
bill; it came back from the House of Representa ves, and I stand
by this bill. This is the bill that I stand by. I've talked to numerous
members about amendments that can be categorized, for a lack of
be er words, to strengthen or to decrease the standards,



regardless of your views on this bill, and I said I think this is the bill
that we should pass.
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Senator John Whitmire: Before I leave the process itself and
speak to the substance of your proposal--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator John Whitmire: --let me ask you about the history of
your legisla on. First of all, did you introduce anything similar to
this two years ago? Or previous sessions?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I do not recall introducing two regular
sessions ago--

[Crosstalk.]

Senator John Whitmire: Anything like a 20-week prohibition? If it
is so cri cal to women's healthcare and your concern and your
philosophy, why did you just-- how long've-- you've been in the
legislature, in the House, in the Senate, for a number of years.
What's-- what's changed? Why are you introducing it now?

http://youtu.be/t4TsIiYbd8w
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Senator Glenn Hegar: I think that's a very good ques on, but...
not to distract, but if you would enable me to make a point. This
legisla on, you say, "Well, why wouldn't you have done it two
years ago? Why wouldn't you have done it four years ago?" That
would be-- in a similar ques on, I could ask, "Dean, well, why
didn't you file legisla on to reform the juvenile jus ce system six
years ago? You and I worked hard with that, Senator Hinojosa,
when we were on Sunset. And I believe we did the right thing for
Texas, and for kids locked up in those facili es, not to send them
on to the next level.

But instead of asking the ques on, "Why didn't we do it, Dean,
forty years ago? Why are we doing it today?" You're in the
commi ee hearing on-- yesterday I made the comment to the
whole commi ee, to everybody that was listening: through this
process in the last several months, one thing that I have realized
that Texas has made great improvements in ten years on
adop on; but we haven't done enough. And it's something that I
think we have to work on from this standpoint. I talked to my staff
yesterday and today about it. I want us to work on that, but it's not
something that has ever been to the forefront that I have carried
before. But it brings to attention of that moment in time, Dean.

Senator John Whitmire: Well, and I certainly respect you and
believe your response. The problem is there are other people in
other states, even in our federal Congress, proposing very similar
topics; so what would concern me is the poli cal aspect of a
movement across this country. And certainly people have a right,
in which state they find themselves, or in the U.S. House of
Representa ves. But what concerns me is this rush to pass this
for poli cal purposes, because I'm going to get to the unintended



consequences that concern me greatly.

Also I would ask you if you're also aware that Senator Patrick or
Senator Deuell, two fine Senators, had provisions that are now
bundled that have never been proposed in previous sessions as
well. If they're as cri cal to women's healthcare as the
proponents state, that concerns me: that all of a sudden we see
this rush to judgment of new provisions under the label of
"women's healthcare", when in fact I think, and the people in
opposi on to these proposals think, violate women's rights and
certainly the U.S. Constitution.

One last ques on about the process: these bills were also
introduced, were they not, during the regular session, when we
had a two-thirds rule? Were they not?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator John Whitmire: And as you and I know, the two-thirds
rule, long-held tradi on, serves this delibera ve body to require
people to con nue to get input, come together, and reach a 21-
vote count before you can go forward with even addi onal
debate; which would have allowed, would you not agree,
amendments like Senator Ures 's to be more favorably
considered?

Under a 21-vote requirement, the concern he has for his broad
geographic district, where clinics would not under this legisla on
be available. Is it not your understanding that, under the regular
session rules, these were proposed and could not receive that
level of support; so in fact, during the special the rules were
changed, were they not?



Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, what I can say is, I have had
members come to me in the last couple of days with amendments
that I did not have in the last special session --that I did not have
in the last regular session.

Senator John Whitmire: Did you consider these amendments
that members have brought to you in recent days?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I-- well, they said they're going to bring
ideas, but I haven't seen-- the only two amendments I saw were
the two that Senator Uresti had in committee yesterday.

Senator John Whitmire: Which leads me into the substance--

Senator Glenn Hegar: My point is this, Dean, if you'll allow me to,
is that I cannot stand here and say exactly what would have
happened in the regular session or in the first special session, just
the same as I can't say what's going to happen in the next, if we
have another special session.

Senator John Whitmire: Of course you can, because we have a
record. During the first regular session these were offered up--
they couldn't, they could not even be debated!

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Glenn Hegar: But you're asking me, specifically, on
specific amendments, whether they would have been included,
and I can't say because we-- that did not happen, which is your
question.

Senator John Whitmire: No, no, no. I'm sorry, I was not clear. You



said people have brought you amendment "in recent days".

Senator Glenn Hegar: They've came to me with ideas.

Senator John Whitmire: Did you take any of them?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, Senator Ures  and I had a
conversa on two days ago, he brought some in commi ee
yesterday, and no, they were not accepted. And I don't know
what's in the wagon up there today.

Senator John Whitmire: Which leads me into the substance of
the bill. Do you believe that this is a perfect piece of legislation?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I think the ques on would be: do you think
that any legislation is ever perfect?

Senator John Whitmire: Well, obviously, I'm on record and have
said it from this spot: I've never seen a perfect piece of legisla on.
I've never seen a piece of legisla on that couldn't be improved
upon; which concerns me about the posi on that you and your
supporters have taken, such as the one handed out here by a
group saying, "Please oppose all amendments to House Bill 2." Is
it your posi on that this bill cannot be improved upon by
amendments that will be offered today?

Senator Glenn Hegar: As you--

Senator John Whitmire: Senator Ures 's very conscien ous
effort in commi ee yesterday to deal with rape and incest could
not get a favorable vote by the proponents of this legisla on. I
mean, is-- is it your posi on as a sponsor that this is a perfect



piece of legislation?

Senator Glenn Hegar: No.

Senator John Whitmire: And quite frankly, nothing's going to
change from the offering amendments today, or the discourse
that you and I are having?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Have you-- have you-- have you ever-- I will
answer the ques on. You have never heard me say in this body,
the me you and I have been serving together, that any piece of
legisla on in the form it sits here is the best possible under every
scenario. Nor have I ever said that I will take absolutely no
amendment whatsoever.

We amended this bill in the first special session. There was a
concern that was brought up, and that amendment was accepted.
Senator Van de Pu e had concerns and ques ons; Senator
Deuell, Schwertner worked together with Senator Campbell and
Senator Van de Pu e, and we made a change on this Senate floor,
and I think it was a better change.

Senator John Whitmire: Well, it concerns me greatly on behalf
of my cons tuents and the people of the state of Texas, the
women of the state that are going to have to live under these
provisions, when supporters, some of our colleagues, have taken
the posi on, "This is it. We're closed-minded to-- to any
altera ons." I would hope you, as a sponsor, will take these
proposed amendments. Senator Ures 's got one that-- I don't
know how any reasonable person could not listen to him and
support his concerns about rape and incest. It's just amazing, the
closed-mindedness of some groups and supporters of your



legislation, to this gentleman--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Do you-- do you think that also goes to the
opposite as well? To people that are opposed to the legisla on?
Or is that just a one-way street?

[Crosstalk.]

Senator John Whitmire: You know what? Let me concede
something to you, and the concern that I think all of us recognize:
we have not really debated this bill. This bill, as I said, when I
came to work a month ago-- that-- that terrible night of June 25th--
I said to my staff walking up the stairs, do you recall me saying on
this floor, "I feel like, for the first me in my forty years in the
legislature, I'm not going to a legisla ve body, I'm going to a
campaign organiza on mee ng." Of course this bill has not been
debated, and that's what is missing so greatly.

Because even in commi ee-- and I will compliment Senator
Nelson for being very professional and giving everyone an
opportunity. And her process of le ng a proponent and opponent
to sit next to each other, I thought, worked: excellent way to have
a grown-up discussion. But when I get literature saying, "No
amendments", they don't even know, those supporters don't even
know what amendments might be offered. No legisla on is
perfect; in fact, usually subsequent legisla on even improves
legislation. Before I allow other members to question you--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator John Whitmire: --let me get to another very serious
ma er. Experts, stakeholders, doctors, professional medical



providers, have publicly spoke out against this legisla on for a
variety of reasons. "Get out of our exam rooms." "The facts are
important." "Women can make their own medical decisions."
Professional doctors.

What if they're right, Senator Hegar? Does it, does it create...
pause... in your proposal, your thoughts? What if you're wrong and
they're right that it's going to interfere and endanger women's
lives? One, because they won't be able to afford or access, if for
geographic reasons, or cost considera ons. What if the experts
that have tes fied and have taken out ads and spoken against it--
what if they're right? What happens to those women at that
point?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I've also heard from numerous experts,
from doctors, that have said exactly the opposite, Dean. And the
ques on is, what if they're right, and we don't pass this
legislation?

Senator John Whitmire: Are you concerned about unintended
consequences? Which we all know is a legisla ve concern about
any important piece of legisla on, whether it's a criminal jus ce
ma er, or an environmental ma er. But now we're talking about
a life-and-death ma er. What about the unintended
consequences, such as when you close these clinics and make
healthcare so unaffordable to so many women of Texas.

Just yesterday, a news ar cle: "The Flea Market Abor ons
Thrive as Clinics Face Closure."7 This is not specula on. This is not
a poli cal piece. In South Texas, as we talk, at flea markets, young
women who cannot afford healthcare, cannot get reproduc ve



treatment, are going to flea markets and ge ng the chemical
abor on pill; o en mes an inferior product, which leads to
complica ons, which leads them to then go to the emergency
room. Would you not consider this an unintended-- or is it an
intended consequence by some parties--

Senator Glenn Hegar: No, no, sir; I can tell you--

Senator John Whitmire: --of your legislation?

Senator Glenn Hegar: To have someone go to a flea market is not
my inten on in any shape, form, or fashion, and I would be
offended that-- if I was accused-- I don't mind someone asking me,
but to be accused of that... because I would say any situa on like
that is deplorable, and that is what we do not want to have--

Senator John Whitmire: Would you not agree with--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --people doing that. Which I'm assuming
the ar cle you're ci ng is not saying that they will go there? Are
you saying they will, or they are?

Senator John Whitmire: They are going there, sir.

Senator Glenn Hegar: They are today, is what you're saying?

Senator John Whitmire: They have been going there. And it says
it's increasing.

Senator Glenn Hegar: This legisla on is not doing that, because
they're already doing it, is what you're saying.



Senator John Whitmire: That's because of our previous-- our
previous ac ons. And a lot of these women unfortunately are
undocumented, so they are fearful to go to a clinic. They can't
afford it. And I will share-- this ought to be required reading by
every member-- wherein one young lady has to decide whether to
get healthcare for her reproduction, or pay her light bill.8

These are real-life problems. Let me ask you something: have
you talked to anyone, or do you know anyone, that's been faced
with the awful, emotional decision they're having to make, to seek
an abortion?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I have talked to many people and, yes,
some of those have told me their stories; yes, Dean.

Senator John Whitmire: Well, would you not agree with me that
you can't force someone to deliver a baby? A fetus? That you can't
force a woman to carry a fetus?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I'm not-- I'm not trying to force anyone.

Senator John Whitmire: Well, but you're making-- you're
bundling with the Deuell bill, the Patrick bill, you-- you're placing
such obstacles: the transporta on, the geographic problems of
Senator Uresti.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Senator Ures  has no clinics in his district
right now in those rural areas.

Senator John Whitmire: I understand, and so they have to travel
hundreds of miles to San Anton.



Senator Glenn Hegar: Under current-- today.

Senator John Whitmire: But now we're fixing--

Senator Glenn Hegar: 87% of all coun es in the en re United
States do not have a clinic in those counties, Dean.

Senator John Whitmire: I understand. But now we're fixing to
have even fewer in Texas. And with the chemical pill, you can't
take both; take one, and take one home with you to complete the
care. You're going to have to come back; and they've travelled
hundreds of miles. So they won't do it. They'll go to a flea market,
or they go to Mexico. Does that not concern you as a real problem
and a result of your legislation?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I do not want people going to New Mexico
[sic], and I don't want them going to flea markets, which you're
saying some people are going today, and I wish you'd share that
ar cle with me. I have not seen that and I wish you would send it
to me.

Senator John Whitmire: I will do it immediately.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I'd appreciate that.

Senator John Whitmire: One last area: similar legisla on was
blocked by restraining order in Wisconsin just this week. A er
spending this me, and the cost to the taxpayers of Texas, don't
you realize that the federal courts have recognized that abor on
is a cons tu onal right? And these obstacles, these hurdles that
you're placing for women to seek that procedure, by many jurists'
beliefs is unconstitutional and it's just going to be struck down?



Senator Glenn Hegar: And I'll be happy to send you the jurists'
beliefs that also say it is constitutional.

Senator John Whitmire: Well, I look forward to listening to my
colleagues, and I hope you will consider their amendments. I
know there are some good amendments that would make your
legisla on... at least... less severe in the eyes of those of us who
are opposing it.

And I look forward to later when it's an up-and-down vote,
deciding to use some real-life examples of how I have formulated
my opposi on to your legisla on, as a father of a 30- and 31-year-
old young women, their friends, some of my employees, and some
very recent examples of where I've had to counsel people of their
choices.

And I want you to know, no one, no one wants an abor on; but
un l you've walked in their shoes, lived their life, you can't
understand how difficult your legisla on is going to make that
procedure. That gut-wrenching... God, their doctor, their partner,
their parents... I just-- I just really hope we understand the
seriousness of the matter that we are debating today.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And I hope we all do as well. And that's
what you and I talked about just a few weeks ago, and I appreciate
that. Thank you, Dean.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Whitmire. Senator
West, for what purpose do you rise, sir?

Senator Royce West: Questions of the author.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Will Senator Hager yield?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator Royce West: Basic ques on, Senator Hager. First of all,
thank you. Basic ques on: do you believe that a woman has a
right, the ultimate right, to determine her healthcare decisions?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Her healthcare dec-- could you be more
specific?

Senator Royce West: Do you believe that a woman has a right to
choose?

Senator Glenn Hegar: To choose...?
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Senator Royce West: Healthcare. In terms of healthcare
decisions, healthcare providers, what she does with her body. Do
you believe a woman has that right?

Senator Glenn Hegar: She has many constitutional rights, yes.

Senator Royce West: I'm not talking about many cons tu onal
rights. As it relates to making a determina on as to whether or
not to have a baby or not, do you believe the woman-- a woman
should have the ultimate right to make that determination?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I think that there are cons tu onal
provisions, that have been upheld for many years, that a woman
has a right to choose, but a state also has the interest to provide
parameters for health-- the quality of healthcare as well as, in this
bill par cularly, dealing with pain of an unborn child. So there are
parameters there to that ultimate choice you're talking about.

Senator Royce West: And so somewhere in there is your belief,
in terms of what a woman's rights are as it relates to whether or
not to have a baby?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, somewhere right there is, if we're
talking about this legisla on or any legisla on in other states--
one, if you want to ask about whether it would be deemed
cons tu onal either state or federally, a woman's right to choose
has been upheld--

Senator Royce West: Do you believe in--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --and subsequent court cases have also
talked on that point.



Senator Royce West: Do you believe in a woman's rights under
Roe v. Wade?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Oh-- Roe v. Wade is the law of the land
today, but also Casey v. Planned Parenthood , which came
subsequent to that, and other court cases, have be er defined
what the constitutional laws are.

Senator Royce West: Now let's kind of talk about this issue. I
heard that-- I'm now going to be repe ve in terms of the
conversations--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator Royce West: --that you had and ques ons answered
between you and the Dean. But what I want to talk about is
Sec on 2 of your bill, I'm going to start off there, about
accessibility. You with me?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, I'm listening; yes, sir.

Senator Royce West: Okay. Sec on 2 of your bill requires
physicians, to perform or induce abor ons they have to have
ac ve admi ng privileges at hospitals-- a hospital that is located
no further than thirty miles from the loca on at which the
abor on is performed or induced and provides obstetrical or
gynecological healthcare services. Is that correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator Royce West: Okay. Senator, are you aware of how many
s-- coun es in the state of Texas that don't have-- and I'm asking



you this in a negative-- that do not have hospitals?

Senator Glenn Hegar: There-- I do not know the exact number, I
would imagine you do, but I also know that in-- every clinic today
that exists is within a thirty-mile range, actually closer to a
secular hospital in Texas.

Senator Royce West: Well, there's about 65 coun es of the 254
that do not have hospitals. Do you know how many coun es that--
have hospitals that don't have obstetric services? There's about
74 of those in the en re state of Texas. And I'm ge ng this from
the Health Department, these are not my numbers.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir, please.

Senator Royce West: And so, right off the bat, the women in 139
Texas coun es are effec vely precluded from being served by
licensed abor on facili es. Now you just men oned a few
minutes ago that most of those licensed abor on facili es that
we have-- and it's 36 as I understand, and six are Ambulatory
Service Centers, is that correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: You're talking about there--

Senator Royce West: We have two types of centers, one being a
licensed abortion facility--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator Royce West: --and then we have Ambulatory Service
Centers.



Senator Glenn Hegar: We do.

Senator Royce West: And there's about six of those Ambulatory
Service Centers, that-- of the six, I think four perform abor ons
and then we have 36 licensed abor ons facili es in the state of
Texas.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I believe those numbers are correct.

Senator Royce West: All these numbers I'm giving you are from
the Health Department, so this is not an advocacy group one way
or the other on this, so I think those are probably the most
credible numbers.

When we look at the issue of admission, can you tell me-- and,
and let me make certain that you understand where I'm coming
from, I'm looking at the Medical Prac ce Act in the state of Texas,
and it's my understanding, there's physicians here who can
correct me if I'm wrong, that you've got to be licensed under that
act in order to prac ce medicine in the state of Texas. Would you
agree?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I would believe if you're a doctor you have
to be licensed, just as you would a nurse or an a orney or
someone else with a professional degree.

Senator Royce West: When we begin to look at the Medical
Prac ce Act as it relates to admi ng privileges, what is the
definition of "admitting privileges" under Section 2 of your bill?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, every hospital has their own process
that they go through, any doctor can apply for those admi ng



privileges in the state of Texas, so it's up to that hospital
specifically as to what is their process for those admi ng
privileges.

Senator Royce West: Are there different types of admi ng
privileges in the state of Texas?

Senator Glenn Hegar: As to different special es. [Crosstalk.] You
may be admitted for one specialty or another at a hospital.

Senator Royce West: And so what you're telling the members on
the floor is that the only difference in admi ng privileges is
between specialties. Is that correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I'm telling you that every hospital
has their own different criteria that they go by within parameters
of a doctor being admitted to that hospital.

Senator Royce West: Are more-- are some more stringent than
the others?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I would imagine that some are.

Senator Royce West: Okay. Can you give me an idea-- well, let
me ask you this: you believe in private contracting, do you not?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I believe in contracts.

Senator Royce West: Okay. And you would not a empt to
abrogate a contract as a member of the Senate?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I also know that we do put



parameters in place on those contracts-- and you had some
legisla on earlier this session to deal with contracts dealing with
rental proper es, and those proper es, if someone's rental
contract-- they had to be moved because of a natural disaster. So
we deal with contracts, but some mes we put parameters on
those contracts as your legislation is trying to do.

Senator Royce West: You would agree with me that, in terms of a
physician receiving privileges at a hospital, that that's a contract,
that's a contractual relationship?

Senator Glenn Hegar: That's an agreement between those
parties. But that doctor is asking for that privilege and today in the
state of Texas two-thirds of the doctors roughly have admi ng
privileges.

Senator Royce West: Can you tell me and ci zens gathered here
today and throughout this country whether there has been any
other law passed that requires a physician, other than someone
that's performing an abortion, to have privileges at a hospital?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I do not recall any off the top right now,
Senator.

Senator Royce West: So this is probably the first me in the
history of this state that the state government is saying that a
physician, one type of physician, must have privileges at a
hospital. Is that correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: It does not say that that--

Senator Royce West: In order to perform the procedure.



Senator Glenn Hegar: It does not say that doctor has to have
abortion privileges at that hospital, but it does say that--

Senator Royce West: Within thirty miles--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --doctor has to have privileges at a
hospital. There is a peer review process there--

Senator Royce West: I understand that. I understand that. But
we've never done this before, have we?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Not that I can recall. Not while I've been in
the Senate.

Senator Royce West: There probably haven't been any in the
entire country.

Senator Glenn Hegar: No, actually, admi ng privileges is the
law in 15 other states.

Senator Royce West: So what you're saying then that, if
someone is going to perform an abor on, in 15 other states they
have to have privileges at the hospital?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator Royce West: Could you give me an example?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, I can tell you what those are:
Alabama9, Arizona10, Florida11, Illinois12, South Carolina13,
Tennessee14, Utah15, Oklahoma16, North Dakota17, Missouri18,
Louisiana19, Mississippi20, Kansas21, Indiana22.



Senator Royce West: Of those states, how many of them just
recently or are in the process of passing similar type legislation?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I don't have the exact dates of that
legislation in front of me, Senator.

Senator Royce West: Would you agree with me that some of
those states passed legisla on and that legisla on is currently
being contested in courts, in a court of law?

Senator Glenn Hegar: On admi ng privileges I'm not aw-- on the
Wisconsin law23, which is a thirty-mile parameter privileges,
that's the one I'm aware of: an injunction was put on that state.

Senator Royce West: Okay, but the fact is, and I'm not going to
hold you to the--

Senator Glenn Hegar: But that was just two days ago so that's
the reason I recall that--

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Royce West: There's litigation concerning this particular
subject ma er throughout the country. Now, the thirty-mile
radius in terms of privileges-- and again I'm talking to the
Department of Health now, and also the Texas Medical Board,
about privileges and what is taken under considera on as it
relates to providing or giving physicians privileges.

It's my understanding that in order to get privileges at a
hospital you've got to live in proximity to the hospital and make
certain that you're on call. Just-- I know Dr. Deuell and Dr.



Campbell, those-- they're here and if I'm wrong about that they
can tell me that. I got this from the Texas Medical Board, that if
you are going to be considered for privileges at a hospital, you
have got to make yourself available to be on call.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Are you asking--

Senator Royce West: Well, I'm asking you but I'm looking at
them.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I mean, I see Dr. Deuell jumping up so I
guess he wants to answer part of that. But I don't-- if you want him
to, I'm happy to yield.

Senator Royce West: Yes.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Will Senator Hegar yield to Senator
Deuell?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, Mr. President.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you,
Senator Hegar. Senator West, there are different types of
privileges that hospitals can grant. There's--

Senator Royce West: That's what I thought.

Senator Bob Deuell: Yeah. There's full a ending privileges: this
would be a physician who is ac vely prac cing at a given hospital-
would do admissions, take care of a hospital, has the pa ent
during that care, may use consultants if need be.

There is also-- they have courtesy privileges: these are for
physicians who perhaps will not admit very o en to the hospital;
perhaps for procedures, perhaps for extenua ng circumstances,
it just depends.

http://youtu.be/XcNM8OJMqmw
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And a hospital is capable really of gran ng any par cular
privileges to a physician given the circumstances, and any
hospital-- if a doctor performing abor on went to a par cular
hospital and asked for privileges just for admission for
complications, most hospitals could --could do that.

Senator Royce West: So let me ask you this: in looking at Sec on
2 of the bill, it talks about admi ng-- "ac ve admi ng
privileges". Is that ambiguous? What-- what does that mean?

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, it-- the hospital will define the type of
privileges that that doctor has. I mean, ac ve-- what does ac ve
mean? Does that mean admi ng a pa ent every day? Every year?
It-- when you grant privileges to a physician, the hospital
creden aling commi ee and ul mately their governing body will
review the physician's creden als and decide if they have the
qualifica ons by training and/or experience to be able to prac ce
at that hospital. This is actually one of the ways this bill protects
women's health, because by requiring a physician to have
hospital privileges, it will ensure--

Senator Royce West: And--

Senator Bob Deuell: Let me finish-- it will ensure a minimum
basic training/educa on requirement of any physician performing
abortions.

Senator Royce West: Okay, and I apologize for interrup ng you,
but again, it just says "active privileges". You don't believe that
that's ambiguous? In other words, the reality is whatever hospital
is considering-- well, let me back up. Do you agree that there's
going to have to be rule-- making as it relates-- and I shouldn't be



asking you this, I should be asking Senator Hegar this-- but there
will be rule-making as it relates to this legisla on and as it relates
to the issue of ac ve privileges at the hospital. Isn't that pre y
ambiguous, given the fact of what you just said, that different
hospitals could interpret it different ways in terms of how their
privileges and what level of privilege is necessary?

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, I think they'll give privileges to the
physician. I mean, it-- you know-- I let hospitalists take care of my
pa ents in the hospital now a lot, because I'm absent a lot, but
my partners do the same and they're there all the me. I s ll have
ac ve admi ng privileges. We have courtesy privileges; again, as
I mentioned, there's different designations, but what is active? I'm
s ll very ac ve in our hospital in terms of going to mee ngs, and
having the ability to admit in certain circumstances-- nursery has
s ll to take care of newborns, I don't deliver babies anymore-- so
you know I don't think using the term "ac ve" here is going to
create any problems. You'll either have privileges or you don't.
And the other part of this bill, the Ambulatory Surgical Clinic part,
actually requires a transfer agreement between the Ambulatory
Surgical Clinic and a given hospital.

Senator Royce West: So if someone had-- and you said there was
different levels of privileges, one being a "courtesy" privilege, is
that correct?

Senator Bob Deuell: Yes, sir.

Senator Royce West: And a courtesy privilege can be an ac ve--
it can be synonymous with active?

Senator Bob Deuell: I think it's ac ve. It's a prac cing physician.



I don't have any requirements from my hospital as to how much I
admit; some mes when a physician is really not going to be
admi ng very o en, they just get what's called courtesy
privileges. Different hospitals have different rules, Senator West,
and it may have to do with how many mee ngs you have to
a end, and various other requirements. But any hospital can
grant specific privileges to any qualified physician to fit the
particular circumstances, and--

Senator Royce West: Here, let me ask this ques on, Senator
Doctor Deuell. As it relates to requiring in statute the doctors
performing these types of procedures: this is the first in the
history of the State of Texas? You're singling out one type of
procedure?

Senator Bob Deuell: I actually reviewed this with the members
of the Texas Medical Board, and--

Senator Royce West: And I was talking to the General Council.
Okay, go ahead.

Senator Bob Deuell: Sir?

Senator Royce West: And I visited with the General Council. Go
ahead.

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, and I've talked with some other
people, you know, that have more exper se than I do, but there
are requirements not par cularly stated in the Medical Prac ce
Act that use the term "standard of care". And it is the standard of
care in my opinion, and others', that physicians are responsible
for taking care of their pa ents a er they've done anything,



whether it's prescribe medica on, or done a surgical procedure,
however minor or major, and any complaint from a pa ent to the
medical board is subject to that standard of care. And it doesn't
have to be written in the Medical Practice Act as such.

Senator Royce West: Nor does it have to be wri en into the law;
so my ques on is, is why are we wri ng it in the law? Why are we
singling out this one procedure and saying that you must have
privileges at a hospital within 30 miles?

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, I--

Senator Royce West: I don't know of any other- and I agree with
you on the standard of care, and I think that's something that all
physicians have to comply with anyway -and so, given that they
have to comply with it anyway, what's the necessity of singling out
this one procedure that indicates that you have to have privileges
in a hospital?

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, Senator West, I'm glad you asked that
ques on, because that really brings us to the whole point of this
bill. The reason that we are doing this is because the abor on
industry has not held to standards of care. They take advantage of
women who are vic mized and do not wish to draw a en on to
themselves by filing complaints with the medical board. They
don't play by the rules. They don't do their own follow-up care,
they don't manage their own complica ons, they don't manage
the use of RU-486 in a proper way, and we have to assure that the
women of Texas who choose to have a legal abor on-- and they
are legal, we have never stated otherwise in any of this debate--
that they are not victimized and taken advantage of.



As you well know, a lot of the lower-educated and lower-income
women have abor ons at a higher rate. These are what I call
"unsophis cated pa ents". They're good people, they're in a
tough situa on, but it's up to the state-- it's up to us-- to intervene
any me people are subject to vic miza on. We did that with the
payday lending, we have done that with other areas of medicine
and other areas in education. It is up to us to protect these people
and they're not being protected properly.

Senator Royce West: My friend--

Senator Bob Deuell: [Crosstalk.] And if the abor on industry
would play by the rules, and provide proper medical care, we
wouldn't have to do this bill.

Senator Royce West: All right. And that's great rhetoric; great
political rhetoric.

[Lt. Gov. Dewhurst gavels twice.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: At the present me, Senator Hegar has
the floor. I asked if, if, if he would yield to you, Dr. Deuell, for some
questions, and now is not the time for debate.

Senator Bob Deuell: I think I've probably answered the original
question. Thank you, Mr. President.

Senator Royce West: Well, again, I don't think the ques on has
been answered, if you don't mind me following up, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: You're recognized.



Senator Royce West: Okay. When you start talking about all of
the issues concerning the abor on, and the overriding state
interests-- or legi mate state interests-- in singling out physicians
that handle abor ons for a legisla ve requirement of privilege,
you agree with me that that's the only procedure that we're
singling out?

Senator Bob Deuell: No, sir. I don't agree with you because I
have--

Senator Royce West: --that requires a privilege in a hospital. Is
there any others?

Senator Bob Deuell: No, I would not agree with that.

Senator Royce West: Well, what are the others?

Senator Bob Deuell: Any physician who takes care of pa ents,
just by the rule of standard of care, is required to be able to take
care of that pa ent, and if a complaint is filed with the medical
board, they are going to be charged with abandonment.

Senator Royce West: I understand what you're talking about,
standard of care; and even if we didn't have this proposed
legisla on, those physicians that currently perform abor ons
would have to abide by that standard of care, would they not?

Senator Bob Deuell: Yes, sir.

Senator Royce West: Okay, so let me go back to my ques on. Are
there any other physicians in the state of Texas that are required
by law, similar to the one in Section 2, to have admitting privileges



before they can perform a procedure?

Senator Bob Deuell: The surgeons or doctors who perform
procedures in Ambulatory Surgical Clinics are required to have
either a transfer agreement or privileges.

Senator Royce West: Thank you. [laughs] Thank you very much on
that. Now, you also indicated a few minutes ago that there's a
prolifera on of evidence that you have looked at that requires us
to take this ac on, the legislature to take this ac on. Where is
that source of information coming from?

Senator Bob Deuell: I'm not sure I understand what you're--

Senator Royce West: Well, you're saying that the state has an
overriding interest for purposes of requiring that these physicians
have privileges at hospitals, and that overriding interest is based
on evidence that you have discerned from different sources. I'm
asking you what sources they are.

Senator Bob Deuell: It's in our Cons tu on that we protect the
public. That's why we have the Health and Human Services, we do
restaurant inspec ons; that we make sure physicians, and
lawyers, and nurses, and barbers, and hairdressers, and
plumbers-- everybody-- have a license so that the public is
protected.

Senator Royce West: And believe me, I agree with your
Cons tu on. I'm talking about specific evidence, not just...
Cons tu onal. And obviously, is there some specific sources of
informa on that you have come upon that gives you concern that
we need to make certain that physicians that are performing



abortions are-- have privileges at hospitals?

Senator Bob Deuell: Nothing other than what I've just stated,
sir.

Senator Royce West: Okay. Have you looked at the sta s cs? So
you looked at the Cons tu on; all right. Have you looked at
statistics from the Department of Health?

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, I looked at a lot of informa on from
the Department of Health.

Senator Royce West: Would you agree with me that the
Department of Health is neutral in this process, and probably has
the most credible evidence of exactly what the landscape is of
issues concerning abor on facili es and abor ons, period, in the
state?

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, I think they certainly are neutral, or
try to be. They all have their individual biases but, yeah, I would
concede that they try to be neutral, and I know you're ge ng
ready to give me some statistics here, so--

Senator Royce West: No, I'm not. I'm ge ng ready to just give
you a conclusory statement as it relates to those individuals that
perform abortions in abortion-- in the licensed abortion facilities.

Senator Bob Deuell: Well--

Senator Royce West: This is what I'm going to tell you. Based on
my conversa on with them this morning, earlier this morning- not
earlier this morning, about ten o'clock this morning- they've said



that, over the years, they've not had significant issues with
complica ons concerning abor ons in the state of Texas in
licensed abor on facili es. And I asked them, "How do you define
'complica ons'?" Death; serious issues; complica ons of serious
health issues with abortions.

And here's the other piece, Doctor Deuell: every year, these
licensed abor on facili es-- the 36 that we're talking about-- they
are-- they have to go through a survey. Someone from the Health
Department goes out and makes certain that they're in
compliance with all of the regula ons that were promulgated by a
rule-making process where all stakeholders got an opportunity to
have input; and they're saying that, as we talk about these
individuals that have privileges, that there's no problem. So it
looks like this is a solu on looking for a problem. Tell me where
I'm wrong about that.
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Senator Bob Deuell: Well, first of all, the repor ng system for
complica ons has not been what it should be and just recently,
within the last year or so, and there's new data that will come-- it
hasn't been reported yet-- that will provide us a li le bit more
accurate assessment of what the complica on rates are. We
have studies in other countries and other states where it's a lot
higher; there's anecdotal stories; and again I get back to the fact
that a lot of women do not wish to have any a en on drawn to
themselves, and that's very, very understandable.

And so we're not really, really sure. There was a study out of
Sweden24, a journal that I read before on the floor where the
complica on rate for medical abor ons is over 20 percent and
the complica on for surgical abor on is 5.6-- I think that... it's
over 5, I don't remember, I think that was the exact, the exact
number-- but we have, through Commissioner Janek now we're
ge ng be er data. But, Senator West, I mean I can... you look
down at Florida, and I realize this is Texas but-- a clinic that, where
their health department inspected an abor on clinic and they
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found boxes of aborted babies with flies running around them
and--

Senator Royce West: Have we found that in Texas?

Senator Bob Deuell: --and everything; we have a clinic in
Houston that has significant problems, and you hear stories from
pa ents, and it's been pointed out that an Ambulatory Surgical
Clinic is only looked at every few years and now under current
laws it's a year, but it didn't men on the other en es that will
also be looking at these clinics so that we can avoid something
that happened in Philadelphia and Florida and now perhaps
Houston.

Senator Royce West: Perhaps Houston, but here's the deal: the
reality is, is that the state Health Department-- and we give them
a budget, do we not? We provide them employees, we task them
with responsibili es: health and safety of Texans-- and if they are
repor ng that there haven't been any complica ons, then should
we take what they say or should we depend upon what's
happening in Sweden, or happening in Florida, or happening in
Pennsylvania?

Senator Bob Deuell: Not un l we get be er data and I think, if I
remember, and Senator Nelson was there at the commi ee
mee ng and you were there, I believe, too, sir... in that there's a
new system that's being implemented that's going to give us
better data.

Senator Royce West: But under the current data, apparently--

Senator Bob Deuell: The current data is incomplete.



Senator Royce West: Based on whose assessment, yours or
theirs?

Senator Bob Deuell: Mine and theirs.

Senator Royce West: Well, you know, that's not what they said
to me. They basically said that as relates to complica ons-- and I
agree with you, as of, I think, the first of the year we have a new
system that's asking for different types of complica ons that we
have put in place at the health department-- but prior to that, I
was told the following: that there haven't been any reports of
deaths; as far as I know, there hasn't been any major
complica ons as it relates to these licensed abor ons facili es.
That's what I was told.

Senator Bob Deuell: Of course that's self-repor ng, Senator;
yeah, you're asking the chicken-- or, the fox to watch the
henhouse, because all these complica ons are self-reported by
the industry.

Senator Royce West: Well, it's my understanding-- and again, I
can't say, I can't state that I've been on one of these surveys, Dr.
Deuell-- but it's my understanding that every year, there is an
inspector, or whatever the correct terminology for the person who
goes out and inspect these facili es, and makes certain that the
regulatory issues that they have to report on, one being
complications, is in fact done correctly.

That's... and here, too, before, prior to this debate, I don't know
of anyone that's actually complained; maybe in private. This is the
second session during this legisla ve year. No one's ever
complained about the record-keeping of these facili es, as far as I



know. And when you talk about Houston, there's an allega on
down there, and it's being inves gated. And you would agree with
me there has not been a determination yet, would you not?

Senator Bob Deuell: No, but I got a whole packet full of stories
from down there, if you'd like me to read them.

Senator Royce West: Well, you know, I can understand and
appreciate that. I think they should be turned over to the proper
authority, and do you think the proper authority is the Health
Department?

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, some of the stuff I've read, I think the
district attorney might want to look at it, sir.

Senator Royce West: Well, and the Health Department?

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, you want me to read some of it to
you?

Senator Royce West: No. I'm just-- I'm saying, do you think they
should be turned over to the health department? Because we're
talking about privileges now. We're talking about privileges and
having, for the first me in the history of the state of Texas, a
requirement, a statute that would require individuals that
perform these types of procedures, they have privileges in a
hospital. And we have singled this par cular type of procedure
out; no other procedure but this procedure. In it's the vein that--
that's the vein I was asking the question.

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, I don't know of any other group of
surgeons that do other procedures that don't follow the standard



of care of taking care of their patients.

Senator Royce West: So you're saying that physicians that
perform these procedures do not follow the standard of care. Is
that what you're saying, Dr. Deuell?

Senator Bob Deuell: Exactly.

Senator Royce West: So all of the physicians that perform these
procedures don't follow the standard of care.

Senator Bob Deuell: I didn't say all, but there's a lot of 'em.
Because I've taken care of pa ents that have had complica ons
and they tell me they call, and they can't get anybody.

Senator Royce West: Okay. All right.

Senator Bob Deuell: And they have-- they go to the emergency
department. Donna Campbell can tell you, Senator Campbell can
tell you that. I've taken care of-- and you ask any emergency room
physician and you ask 'em if they tried to call the clinic where they
had the abortion and they don't always get--

Senator Royce West: And, well, I don't know whether I should
have that debate with you or have the debate with Senator Hegar,
but I'm more than happy to have that debate with you. Help me
with this-- and again, I'm not a physician, okay; I'm a lawyer, all
right? And here's the situa on: it is my understanding that
licensed abor on facili es must have protocol in place to deal
with emergencies, instances that you're talking about. They must
either have a privilege-- privileges in hospitals right now, have an
agreement with a physician in the community, to take those



issues, have the ability to get pa ents into emergency rooms if
there is a complication. Am I right about that, or am I wrong?

Senator Bob Deuell: I don't know exactly; I don't remember all
the rules but they don't do that.

Senator Royce West: No, well, okay--

Senator Bob Deuell: I mean--

Senator Royce West: What I'm asking is, is that the proper
protocol? Whether they do it or not is not the ques on I asked. Is
that the proper protocol?

Senator Bob Deuell: The standard of care is that, if you're taking
care of a pa ent, that you are responsible for their follow-up care,
the care of their complica ons, and make sure that whatever the
procedure was, whatever the medical condi on was that you
treated, that that comes to an end and that the patient is safe.

Senator Royce West: Okay, and in terms of discharging your
responsibility pursuant to the standard of care, would you agree
with me that the health department has required that licensed
abor on facili es have protocols in place that will sa sfy that
standard of care that you've just ar culated, and that that
protocol is the following: number one, have privileges at a
hospital; number two, have a rela onship with some physician in
the community that has a privilege at the hospital; number three,
make certain that you have an associa on, or make sure that you
get the pa ent to an emergency room. Would you agree that
those are the things that the department of health requires?



Senator Bob Deuell: Well if you tell me that is-- I don't know,
remember, the regulations off the top of my head.

Senator Royce West: Would that be reasonable, a reasonable
approach to discharge the standard of care that you've
ar culated that's required by physicians that are licensed by the
Medical-- Texas Medical Practice Act?

Senator Bob Deuell: That would be reasonable if they did it.

Senator Royce West: So then you're saying it would be
reasonable or not reasonable?

Senator Bob Deuell: Huh? It's reasonable if they followed that,
but they don't.

Senator Royce West: So you're saying all of them don't follow
that, Dr. Deuell? You're not saying that all doctors in the state of
Texas that perform abor ons at licensed abor on facili es don't
follow that standard of care. You're not saying that, are you?

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, if it's just one, Senator, it's one
woman who--

Senator Royce West: No, no, that wasn't a ques on I asked.
You're not saying all physicians in the state of Texas don't follow
that standard of care, you're not saying that, are you? Physicians
that perform abortions?

Senator Bob Deuell: I don't know.

Senator Royce West: Okay. Now, let me go to... we're talking



about privileges now.

Senator Bob Deuell: Or were.

Senator Royce West: Do you believe that there's equal
protec on issue here, when you single out one group of
individuals and put a burden on them that others, similarly
situated-- that is, those that are licensed by the Medical Prac ce
Act-- you put a burden on them that you don't put on the others?
You think that's an equal protection issue?

Senator Bob Deuell: I think it's a safety issue. I think that all the
me we, as a legislature, make decisions in different

circumstances to fit the situation.

Senator Royce West: And the safety issue needs to be-- you need
to have specific evidence that there is a safety issue before you go
about passing a law that burdens one particular group and not the
other group similarly situated, right?

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, I don't think it's a burden for a
physician to have hospital privileges, Senator.

Senator Royce West: Well, okay, um... you're missing my point
on that. Maybe I wasn't clear on it. You've got to have specific
evidence, though, that we can put in the record here in the state
of Texas-- not in Sweden, not in Florida, not in Pennsylvania, but in
Texas-- that there's an issue. Do we have any specific evidence in
the state of Texas that there's a problem? And if it is, if we do have
it, what is it, other than the Constitution?

Senator Bob Deuell: We have lots of emergency medicine



physicians, a lot of family physicians like me, a lot of
obstetricians/gynecologists, some who tes fied that when they
have a pa ent having complica ons who's had an abor on, they
cannot get the doctor who performed the abor on to take care of
the patient.

Senator Royce West: Okay, let me ask this--

Senator Bob Deuell: That's testimony.

Senator Royce West: I'm sorry?

Senator Bob Deuell: That was testimony we had.

Senator Royce West: That was the tes mony we had. Okay. And
so, based on that tes mony- and you would agree that we had
other testimony that was the complete opposite of that?

Senator Bob Deuell: We had tes mony from people that
thought that it wasn't necessary.

Senator Royce West: The fact of the ma er is, we had more
tes mony from people that said that this-- that they don't support
this law than we had people that said they supported it. We had
3800. We had about 3800 people tes fy-- I believe that's what
Chairman Nelson said--

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, let's break it down to the physicians--

Senator Royce West: And over 2000 of 'em said that this wasn't
necessary.



Senator Bob Deuell: Well, but a lot of those people are not
physicians, and we had a lot of physicians tes fy. In fact, I think
we had more physicians tes fy for this bill than against this bill
and it was brought up about some of these medical groups, such
as ACOG and others that were opposing this bill, but many, many

mes: those organiza ons do not represent the majority of the
rank and file. For example--

Senator Royce West: You knew exactly where I was going. You
knew exactly where I was going. Let's talk about physicians. Let's
talk about the physicians that test--

Senator Bob Deuell: I mean--

Senator Royce West: I'm sorry.

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, there were physicians who are
prac cing OB/GYNs, who were members of ACOG, who took the
opposite posi on that they took. And I would remind you that
ACOG opposed the Affordable Care Act; so, from your point of view,
that would take away their credibility right then and there.

Senator Royce West: I'm not gonna go down that rabbit trail; let
me-- let's stay on this one right here.

Senator Bob Deuell: No, I didn't think you'd want to go down
there.

Senator Royce West: We'll talk about that some other me,
okay. But let's talk about this one right here. You say that your...
that the evidence is based on the physicians. Let's talk about that.
How many physicians' groups that you know of that are against



this bill, that testified before us?

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, only one group tes fied, and I believe
that was ACOG.

Senator Royce West: And, for the purposes of the members that
are not on Health and Human Services, what is ACOG?

Senator Bob Deuell: It's the American Congress of Obstetrics
and Gynecology.

Senator Royce West: What do they do? I mean, what's-- I mean,
all right, obstetrics and gynecology; I'm not gonna go there, but
the reality is they were against this bill, right?

Senator Bob Deuell: The organization--

Senator Royce West: That's right, the organiza on. All right, let's
talk about the organiza on. How many physicians does that
organization represent?

Senator Bob Deuell: I don't know.

Senator Royce West: More than one?

Senator Bob Deuell: Yes, sir.

Senator Royce West: More than a thousand?

Senator Bob Deuell: I don't know; I don't know how many
OB/GYNs there are in this country, or in the state.

Senator Royce West: You would agree with me, though, it's a



reputable organization?

Senator Bob Deuell: Yes.

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Royce West: Sorry, say again?

Senator Bob Deuell: They're not always right, but they're
reputable.

Senator Royce West: Okay. And so this reputable organiza on
came down and said that they are against this particular bill, and I
think they even talked about this privilege issue. Do you recall
that?

Senator Bob Deuell: I believe so.

Senator Royce West: Okay.

Senator Bob Deuell: But I had, remember, OB/GYNs who are a
member of ACOG tes fying on the privilege bill, that they think
they ought to have privilege.

Senator Royce West: Give me, give me an example of at least
one.

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, I don't remember anyone's name, but
I... but there were OB/GYNs testifying for the bill, in its entirety.

Senator Royce West: In its en rety. Okay. All right. And, and
thank you for more than adequately assis ng me with making my
case that this bill is not necessary. Thank you very much. I need to



talk-- to yield-- would you yield--

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, I wish we had a jury, Senator West…

Senator Royce West: We do have a jury; look around.

Senator Bob Deuell: You're, you're a very good lawyer, but--

Senator Royce West: Thank you. Thank you.

Senator Bob Deuell: Mr. President, I'm very happy to yield the
floor back to Senator Hegar.

Senator Glenn Hegar: How gracious. [laughs]

Senator Royce West: Senator Hegar--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator Royce West: Let's talk a li le bit more. What is the
difference between licensed abor on facili es and these
Ambulatory Surgical Centers?

Senator Glenn Hegar: If you-- if you recall, we all got a packet
during the commi ee hearing, pre y thick set of rules and
regula ons that we could go through, each and every line item,
but the short of it is Ambulatory Surgical Centers have a higher
standard for if there is severe complications.

Senator Royce West: Okay, and thank you. I'm not going to go
into the details; yes, we did. So, in terms of compliance-- this law
would go into-- when the Governor signs it, and he will sign it,
when will this law go into effect?



Senator Glenn Hegar: As far as the ASC standard, it would be
September 1 of next year, 2014.

Senator Royce West: And that standard is the ability to convert
to-- for licensed--

Senator Glenn Hegar: To, for abor on clinics to come up to the
Ambulatory Surgical Center standard. That por on of the bill is
September 1, 2014.

Senator Royce West: Okay, let me ask you this: if there's a
lawsuit filed-- which there will be-- does that... let me back up.
There's a rule-making process that will have to take place, is there
not?

Senator Glenn Hegar: The bill also, at the very end, one of the
last sec ons gives, obviously, the commissioner of Health and
Human Services the ability for rule-making authority on
implementa on of that por on of the bill, if there deems
necessary to be any.

Senator Royce West: Do you know whether or not, if a lawsuit is
filed and a preliminary injunc on is granted, whether that would
stop the commissioner from beginning... begin the process?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I would hope that a lawsuit is not filed.

Senator Royce West: Well, there will be.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay.

Senator Royce West: Okay. I promise you; promise. Now, if a



licensed abor ons facility-- let's assume worst-case scenario: the
law is upheld by the Supreme Court of the United States of
America. If the law is upheld, and licensed abor ons facili es
have to comply with the Surgical Center requirements, do those
licensed abor ons facili es then become Ambulatory Surgical
Centers?

Senator Glenn Hegar: If they come up to those ASC standards. Or
they can con nue-- I would assume it's up to them whether they
want to con nue to operate as a center for any and all other
services but abortion procedures.

Senator Royce West: Thank you, Senator. I know that there's
others that probably have ques ons, but I appreciate your
responses.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Senator West.



Questions by Sylvia Garcia

Part 007
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Video Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffFnLtOjtdA

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB1007QuestionsBySylviaGarcia

Transcribed by: Heather Bodman

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Garcia, for what-- what
purpose do you rise, ma'am?

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Uh, Mr. President, to ask a few ques ons
of the author.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Will Senator Hegar yield?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Deuell, do you want the floor again? No,
I'm just teasing. Yes, I'll be happy to yield.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Thank you, Mr. President--

Senator Bob Deuell: [in response to Senator Glenn Hegar's
question] Later, later.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Thank you. Uh, Senator Hegar, um--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffFnLtOjtdA
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Senator Sylvia Garcia: Um, I'm just curious. Who-- who brought
you this bill?

Senator Glenn Hegar: This is a bill that me and my staff have
worked on; and then also obviously through the special sessions,
and at the end of session, I've worked with Senator Taylor and
Senator Deuell and Senator Patrick as well.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: But originally, the one you filed, who
brought you that bill? Was it--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, that's something that--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: --one hundred, one hundred women in
your district, two doctors--

Senator Glenn Hegar: That, that's something that me and my
staff have worked on. We have-- we have seen this, this issue as it
has played out in other states, and so therefore in working on
mul ple dra s of legisla on, numerous dra s over the interim

me-- because I read a significant amount about this during the
interim and it's something that I felt passionate about the more I
read about it-- and so it's something that we've worked on that far
as legislation.

But I've worked with several of the, for lack of be er word, so-
called pro-life groups over the course of the me as well, but
that's something that-- I've worked with them on numerous
legisla on since I've been in this body, whether it's in the Senate
or in the House.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: So there was not one specific cons tuent



or incident or-- that--

Senator Glenn Hegar: No, no, ma'am. No, ma'am.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: --that got you to do this.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Not, not so-and-so person said, "Here, go
do this". I don't, I don't ever file legislation based on one person.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: But, as the Dean asked you, you have
talked to women that perhaps have gone through the painful,
critical, hard decision of having to seek--

Senator Glenn Hegar: I have, I have--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: --reproductive--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, I've--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: --rights--

Senator Glenn Hegar: I've--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: --and have an abortion.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I have talked to numerous people.
Obviously, we've heard even more tes mony during the
commi ee hearings that that you've sat through as well. And so
therefore it has been a combina on of individuals that I've talked
to, not just in the last few days, last few months, weeks, but then
also the fact of all the cumulant tes mony that I've heard and
things that I've read.



Senator Sylvia Garcia: So you, like I did, sat through the hearings,
uh, well, here on the floor, the first special session; and then later
in the finance commi ee room, the second special session; and
heard the, what I would describe as gut-wrenching, some mes
tearful testimony of hundreds and hundreds of women.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I would say it was more than some mes
tearful.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Right. And wouldn't you say that a lot of
those related to cases of incest or rape and also a lot of
condi ons and-- of cri cal medical complica ons where the life of
the mother was at stake?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I, I did not, I do not recall hearing any that
were a situa on of rape or incest that I do, I do not recall. If you
remember 'em, then please remind me...

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Well, there was some--

Senator Glenn Hegar: But, but I--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: --'cause I think the ones par cularly
related to rape were probably the ones that were more tearful in
my mind, uh, but--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Uh, well, I remember the, uh-- yes, ma'am.
Okay, okay, I'm sorry. I keyed on the incest part; that, that's the
part I do not recall. But yes, I do--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Well, that's probably even a tougher
private, personal experience--



Senator Glenn Hegar: I don't, I don't remember--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: --for a woman to share, so--

Senator Glenn Hegar: I didn't, I didn't recall the incest. But I do,
yes, ma'am, I do recall some of the women tragically talking about
the situa ons of rape. I do recall several witnesses talking about
condi ons of their child and the determina on of whether they
wanted to carry their child to full term or not. They're some of the
same ladies that tes fied when we had our commi ee hearing
here on the Senate floor. I believe, if I remember, you were there.
They also tes fied the other day again in, as you men oned, in
the finance committee hearing room.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Right. And, and I think that for me, this bill,
that probably perhaps the part that's the most troubling--
although I find it all troubling-- the hardest for me is to accept a
bill that doesn't provide the kind of excep ons that I think should
be there for the life of the mother and in cases of incest or rape.
And I'm just really pleased that Senator Ures  has an amendment
that he presented at the commi ee and will present later on the
floor today on incest and rape.

But I'm prepared to present one on the medical exemp on,
cause I find the defini ons that you have in three par cular
places-- uh, it reads, "in the physician's reasonable medical
judgment so, so complicates a medical condi on of the woman
that to avert the woman's death or a serious risk of substan ally
irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily func on, other
than a psychological condi on, is necessarily-- is-- is-- is--
necessitates." That's a lot of words that, quite frankly, seems to
me to be just so much simpler to just say, you know, "to protect



the life of the mother".

Senator Glenn Hegar: I'm listening.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: So what does, what do all these words
mean?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I mean, the first, the first and
foremost is in the reasonacle [sic] medical judgment of the
physician. So the physician, their reasonable medical judgment,
which all doctors have that standard of care on reasonable
medical judgments on judgments they make all the me on
pa ents, every individual pa ent. And then it also, as the
language that you were talking about, it really, the ques on is, is
to avert any type of severe harm, or harm, to the woman, to the
mother.

If her life is endangered or-- is one part, or if there is some
func on of her body that would be impaired, then it's up to that
doctor and their reasonacle-- reasonable medical judgment to
make a call there. And if so, then the post-fer liza on age is not
required to be determined. Those things are no, no longer
necessary, nor should they be, because the issue is making sure of
protecting the life of the mother.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Well, you know, we were talking about the
gynecology group and, uh, they suggested that, that this bill, and
this por on "...fails to en rely protect women for whom
pregnancy poses serious health risks. By requiring doctors to wait
un l a woman faces immediate injury or death, indefensibly
jeopardizes a pa ent's health. Instead doctors are being forced to
compromise-- will be forced to compromise a pa ent's health by



wai ng un l a woman's condi on deteriorates and becomes life
threatening or severely debilitating."25

So it seems to me that this is a lot of words. It really could just
be so much simpler, because to me there's nothing greater than
to look at, at whether or not this is really going to reach the kind of
complica on that the mother's life will be threatened. So can you
give me any examples of condi ons that would meet this
threshold?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I-- I--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Your definition?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I'm not, I do not think that I, I should sit
here and try to qualify every single condi on that could ever come
under this bill, and that's the reason it's up to the physician to
make that reasonable determina on, because you and I standing
here couldn't make up every situation that may occur.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Well, I'm not asking for--

Senator Glenn Hegar: So that's the reason, it's up to that
physician at that time.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Well, I'm not asking for every condi on.
This is your bill and you stood here and told the Dean that you
stand on your bill...

Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Uh, so I'm thinking that when you wrote



this that you had a couple of condi ons in mind. I don't want the
whole litany. You and I are not doctors; we don't know every single
possible situa on. But I was just curious if you had one in-- one or
two in mind, when you wrote this in your, in your bill?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Again, I do not have a list of situa ons or
fact scenarios that I had in my mindset, because I believe it is up
to the doctor to make those reasonable determinations.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Well, isn't that really the whole point
here, that those of us like me-- and I'm so glad you no ced my
button that says "Catholics for Choice"--

Senator Glenn Hegar: I, I, I pointed that out when I came to you
earlier--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: --I mean, isn't that the bo om line, that
we should leave all these decisions to the doctor and the patient?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I believe we have to give--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: And her consulta on with her maker and
her family?

Senator Glenn Hegar: We have to give reasonable ability to
those doctors to tend to their pa ents, but I also think that it is
equally important that we protect children from pain at 20 weeks.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Well, I don't want to start that discussion,
'cause--

Senator Glenn Hegar: I understand. But I'm just saying if you're



asking me, I'm, I'm going to say I, I firmly believe we should,
Senator.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Well, if you want to, we can engage in it,
'cause I'm s ll wai ng for all that substan al evidence that you've
been promising since the first hearing we sat here and talked
about. You know, I still haven't seen it, and I'm not--

Senator Glenn Hegar: I have, I have asked-- my staff and I talked
about earlier and I said I want to make sure that y'all are ge ng it
because I had another member say, "Did you send us something?"
and we have. And so, bear in mind, other than me bringing--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Senator Deuell, Senator Deuell came--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --bringing you documents and handing
them to you, yourself--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Senator Deuell came to your rescue during
the hearing and gave me some materials. But I don't believe that
I've gotten anything from you.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I'll, I'll hand you something myself.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Well, thank you. And I do, do plan to, uh,
introduce an amendment to make it simpler, so that when
doctors look at what this bill says, they know it's strictly up to
them and that there's no other long language that they have to
worry about, uh, because I think that this bill does infringe on that
very critical doctor-patient relationship.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And, and I have not seen that amendment



yet, but I'll be happy to look at it when--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Well, thank you, Senator Hegar.

Senator Glenn Hegar: --it's sent out, or if you're able to give me
an advance copy, I'd be happy to see that copy.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Thank you.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am. Thank, thank you, Senator.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. President.



Questions by Judith Zaffirini (1)
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Transcribed by: Equinox

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Garcia. Senator
Zaffirini, for what purpose do you rise, ma'am?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Ask questions of Senator Hegar.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Hegar, will you yield?

[Senator Judith Zaffirini pulls out a large binder full of papers and
grins at Senator Glenn Hegar.]

Senator Glenn Hegar: Absolutely. You sure that's the right
folder?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: All of my ques ons are in this notebook,
and this ques on includes only-- this notebook includes only
questions for you, Senator!

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am!

http://youtu.be/4qCKEhNBipo
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Senator Judith Zaffirini: So you can see I have a few! [smiles] Not
really. This is my notebook about this bill, however. Senator
Hegar, you and I have discussed this bill at length on numerous
occasions.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And I know that I've raised some of these
ques ons before, but there are people who are concerned that
certain sec ons of the bill have been changed, and that is why I'm
going to ask some of these ques ons again. This is the iden cal
bill to House Bill 2, correct? It has not been amended in any way.

Senator Glenn Hegar: No, the bill that came over, House Bill 2 is
this bill, same as Senate Bill 1 that was introduced last-- a week
ago-- Monday.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And the difference between the Senate
bill and the House bill is that this bill does not-- does include the
reference to prohibi ng an unborn child from being aborted a er
five months.

Senator Glenn Hegar: This bill--

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Includes--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --and Senate Bill 1 are identical.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: They are identical.

Senator Glenn Hegar: So the bill that we heard in Health and
Human Services on Monday-- Senate Bill 1-- and House Bill 2 are



identical.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: My comparison was to the bill we heard
last session.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Oh, yes, ma'am; I'm sorry.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: That--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, they're the same. Senate Bill 5, when
it was laid out on the desk before I did a floor commi ee change,
or Senate Bill 13, if you recall--

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Yes.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: --that was voted out of commi ee, as
well as Senate Bill 5 that came back over; this is s ll the same bill,
with the excep on that Lege Council suggested just a couple of
minor numbering changes.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And you recall, Senator Hegar, do you
not, that I voted for Senate Bill 13 in committee?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I-- that's the reason I referenced that.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Yes.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: But we had no opportunity to vote for
that bill in the Senate, as Senator Whitmire asked you earlier.

Senator Glenn Hegar: That's correct.



Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you.

Senator Glenn Hegar: That's correct. I did not file a separate
stand-alone bill. Yes, ma'am.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. Is there anything in this bill
that would make abortions less necessary, Senator?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I think that this bill-- I guess I would ask, do
you want to elaborate on your question?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Is there anything here, for example,
rela ve to sex educa on or to prenatal care that would make
abortion less necessary?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Oh yes, you and I had-- that's right. I'm
sorry, I re-recalled back to the conversa on we had in Health and
Human Services the other day, and I know we've had
conversa ons on the floor, even, about whether sex educa on or
increases in dollar appropria on amounts for health care,
adop on-- many several different issues that we have talked
about in conjunc on to this bill. But no, they are not part of this
legisla on and I do not believe that they're on the call either to be
part of this legislation.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: You would not consider such
amendments germane to this bill?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I would not. I did not in the last special
session, but I did not call a point of order on them for
germaneness. I just simply asked not to vote on 'em or to table
'em.



Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. Is there anything in this bill
that seeks to reduce abor on by reducing unintended
pregnancies?

Senator Glenn Hegar: If you're talking about increase in dollars
appropriated for health care, this is not a funding bill. No, ma'am.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: A supporter of House Bill 2 recently
tweeted, and I'm quo ng: "Texas pays for the prenatal care and
delivery for all low-income mothers". If that is true-- and assuming
it is-- how can the fiscal note for this bill, and for its companion,
Senate Bill 1, reflect no cost to the state?'

Senator Glenn Hegar: I have not seen that tweet.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I'll show it to you.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Why does this bill use the term 'post-
fer liza on' instead of the term 'last menstrual period' to date
the pregnancy?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Because that would-- I believe in all the
literature I have read that that's a much more accurate reflec on
of the age of that child. Because the post-fer liza on is the me
of concep on versus the last menstrual cycle; last menstrual
period is something that the lady, the individual, the woman
would be saying as when her cycle last ended, versus the
conception.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. Senator Hegar, are you



aware of any other Texas laws that dictate what type of medical
protocol a doctor must prescribe to their pa ents or when that
doctor should schedule a follow-up visit?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Could you ask that one more me? I'm
sorry.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Are you aware of any other Texas laws--
any other Texas laws other than this proposed law-- that dictate
what type of medical protocol a doctor must prescribe to his or
her pa ents or when that doctor must schedule a follow-up visit
for a patient?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I would believe that there probably is
legislation but I don't recall exactly what that is.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: But you believe that there is?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I would think that there probably is
something out there somewhere, but I don't know exactly and I
don't have it in front of me.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: If you learn of any, would you share that
with me, please?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And if you do too, I'd ask that. Thank you.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I'm not aware of any.



Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay. Thank you.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. Are you aware of any other
Texas laws that dictate a par cular protocol for what are called
'poten ally dangerous drugs', such as those referenced in this
bill? For example, insulin--

Senator Glenn Hegar: I do not know of any other law that
references RU-486.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Okay. Specifically, Senator, on the
subject of fetal pain and scien fic evidence: why was there no
invited or resource witness of the Senate Health and Human
Services hearing that we held last Monday who was capable of
discussing fetal pain precisely?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I was asked to try to come up with
two witnesses that I thought were the best for both sides of the
argument, and me and my staff tried to provide the two witnesses
for both sides as sugges ons to the Chair that were the most well-
rounded to be able to discuss different aspects of this bill. And so
we tried to pick those individuals on both sides that we thought
were the most well-rounded, rather than an expert in one
particular field or another field.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: It just seems to me that one of the
resource witnesses or invited witness certainly should have been
able to address that point precisely.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I appreciate that. I think that the fact was
is, you know-- knowing that we had so many people who wanted to
tes fy and should be able to tes fy, and trying to make sure we



could get to the public rather than having per se 15 expert
witnesses, but I'd have to ask the Chair. So I just provided the
number of people that I was asked to provide.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I see. Now, there certainly was me to
call a witness during that hearing. We were there so long.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I recall that too.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And there were so many ques ons
about fetal pain. Now, the bill that you filed last session included
the reference to 'legisla ve findings' regarding fetal pain. That
term-- legislative findings-- is not included in this bill. Correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: The term, if you're talking about here: 'the
findings indicate', and that was something if I recall that when you
voted for Senate Bill 13 that was an amendment that you had
asked to change-- that 'the findings indicate' rather than the
'legisla ve findings'. And I've le  that in this bill as incorporated in
the discussions when you and I were working on Senate Bill 13.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: So there's no reference to the
'legislative findings'. It's not the legislative findings.

Senator Glenn Hegar: It does not have the tle 'the legisla ve
findings', but it is the legislature that is passing this bill and
working on this bill. So this is the legislature that is working on this
piece of legislation.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: But it doesn't imply that the legislature
conducted a study and found that.



Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I think what the legislature has
done, both, I believe, here in the house and the Senate, is taken
the tes mony that is provided to us; taken them the enormous
amount of literature that has been provided to all of our offices--
at least my office, and I would assume yours too-- that was
con nuing to come in as I was walking here to this floor today. All
of that literature plus the research that I have done, I firmly
believe, show substantial medical evidence.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And that is the ques on. And of course
the debate focuses on whether there is some evidence or
substan al evidence. But certainly there is a controversy and
certainly there is disagreement.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And you have said you believe there is
some. If-- I don't want to speak for you, Madame Chair, but if I
recall correctly, and you tell me otherwise, that you've said you
thought there was some medical evidence, and I've con nued to
say I firmly believe in what I have read that there is a substan al
evidence.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Correct. I believe that there is some
medical evidence, not substan al medical and scien fic
evidence, and I do believe very strongly that there is a
controversy.

Senator Glenn Hegar: But you believe that that section of the bill
is something that you would still stand by?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I would support the first part of Senate
Bill 13, which was in reference to an unborn child a er five
months-- or the term that you prefer is 20 weeks, I prefer the term



five months.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Which is based on substan al or some
evidence.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Yes. Well, my amendment was to take
out the word 'substantial'. Or substitute with 'some'.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct. But that's the por on of the bill
that you support? That's what I'm asking.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Correct. Correct. On the subject of
licensed abor on facili es and Ambulatory Surgical Center
regulation, Senator Hegar--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Do you believe that decreasing access
to licensed abor on facili es would decrease the number of
abortions?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I cannot say. I do not think I'm able to say
here from year to year, or month to month, or week to week the
number of abor ons that would be sought here in the State of
Texas. I-- we are adding a thousand people a day to this state, so I
can't say whether that number goes up or down or a variety of
circumstances, but I do think that this bill goes along ways in
doing two things: one, protecting unborn children up to the date of
20 weeks, and then also increasing the standards of women's
healthcare here in the State of Texas.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Okay. Do you know how much it would



cost for a licensed abor on facility to meet the requirements of
an Ambulatory Surgical Center?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Some of the research that I have
conducted-- and part of this also goes to the State of
Pennsylvania, which here recently in the last several years has
improved their clinics up to ASC standards and in that state there
was a significant amount of arguments about closing down every
facility, which did not happen. And also based on the ques on of
whether September 1 is a reasonable date, and then also to what
that cost would be. And that cost, roughly, from my research has
been able to show that it's about $250,000 poten ally on
average.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. At yesterday's hearing we
received a list of the strict requirements that are imposed on
licensed abor on facili es and the addi onal requirements that
the abor on facili es would have to meet under House Bill 2.
These requirements were basically in two categories, if I recall
correctly, and let me pull that list to refresh my memory. Do you
remember that list, Senator Hegar? The two-column list that we
received at the hearing?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I do recall that one of the witnesses
provided that document.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Yes. And on the le  we have all the
requirements that licensed abor on facili es meet today. And
the same requirements are implemented for Ambulatory Surgical
Centers, who then have addi onal requirements to meet; those
are in the categories of first, physical plant and second, non-
physical plant. And even though I asked this ques on to



witnesses, I did not get sa sfactory answers. So I'll ask the
ques on to you: could you explain to me how physical plant
requirements-- such as an increased hallway width, or locker
rooms for males, or janitor closets-- improve the safety of women
who have abortions?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, absolutely, Senator. I believe that
having-- if there is, unfortunately, complica ons, and as we've
heard earlier and we heard in tes mony that with medical
abor ons are 20% higher in incident rates, actually 700% higher
in severe incident rates of major hemorrhaging and things
unfortunately of that nature, that having increased hall widths--
and one of the witnesses tes fied, I believe it was a lady that is a
resident of Senator Birdwell's district in Waco, who runs a facility,
who did a phenomenal job in her tes mony, and she men oned
that having increased widths in the hallways was vital; that if
there was an incident, something of a trauma c incident that you
needed to go to a be er facility as a hospital, you can actually go
down the hallway. Whereas today some facili es, not all, have a
narrower hallway; you can't get that person down the hallway.

I do believe that separate-- having-- uh, you men oned janitor
closets-- I do believe in having closets where you put products
that people are not able to get to that are poten ally dangerous:
cleaning products, things like that. That's an important-- to have it
stored away, out of sight, out of mind of people. I do think that's
important to have, yes.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: What about male locker rooms?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I think that we-- in the members'
lounge we have a separate women's and men's restrooms and I



think it's probably equally important to have that in clinics as
well.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: But do you have your own lockers at the
male lounge?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I don't actually bring gym clothes here or
anything, but the point is we have different, separate facilities.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I'm delighted to tell you that the women
Senators do have individual lockers with our names on them!

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you. I appreciate your rubbing that
in!

Senator Judith Zaffirini: We did fight very, very hard for po y
parity a few years ago.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am!

Senator Judith Zaffirini: But we have our own lockers and I know
that you all do.
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Senator Judith Zaffirini: On the subject of admi ng privileges,
Senator Hegar?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Are you aware of any other Texas laws
that require other outpa ent procedures to be performed by a
doctor who has admitting privileges at a nearby hospital?

Senator Glenn Hegar: There-- I know that doctors have obviously
a standard of care and I do not have a list of admitting privileges in
front of me, but I do believe it is important for abor on doctors to
have admi ng privileges because I think it raises the standard of
care and it shows that-- these doctors, there can be severe
complica ons and I think it's important that they have admi ng
privileges and, as we heard in tes mony, individuals that may
have severe complica ons, those complica ons occur at the
hospital.
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So part of the repor ng issues that was asked about by Senator
West and asked about in commi ee, we heard an enormous
amount of tes mony that said, the doctors in the hospitals, they
said, they didn't have a box to check, to put on the website. So all
of those in those instances they're, per se, not reported. And so
the point being is, I believe that abor on doctors should be,
should be required to have those privileges, regardless of
whether other types of physicians are required to or not.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And you are aware that there's a strong
disagreement about that part of the bill.

Senator Glenn Hegar: You and I talked about that, yes, ma'am.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. And Senator Hegar, we who
serve on the Senate Health and Human Services commi ee were
so impressed that you stayed throughout the hearing and we
thank you for that because we were there a long me and you
stayed there with us and that doesn't happen very o en, we
appreciate that. You were present, were you not, during the
tes mony of Ellen Cooper from the Department of State Health
Services?

Senator Glenn Hegar: She tes fied several mes, if I recall
correctly, as well as one of the other ladies from the Health and
Human Services as well; yes, ma'am.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I asked her several ques ons and I know
that you were present when I asked these particular questions.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I was.



Senator Judith Zaffirini: But I asked Miss Cooper, who is the
manager of the health facility licensing department of the Health
and Human Service-- of the health agency, and who is a registered
nurse with an advanced degree, and we did establish that she
was qualified to answer these ques ons. One of the ques ons
was: based on your inspec ons of abor on clinics, are there any
findings that would indicate there is a problem with the safety of
the health care delivered in those facili es? And the answer was
'no'. So if the answer is 'no', why do we need this bill?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I think that several of it-- number one, she
provided tes mony and she also talked about the incident rate
that was asked earlier. And when you talk about those specific
incident rates, they don't have the data, because the data that I
think Senator West was referring showed that there was not that
many incidences, but the testimony provided that there are at the
hospitals, as well as that data's coming forward.

I believe this is important to raise the standard of care to make
sure that the number of incidences are less. ASCs, individuals,
kids going in for tubes in their ears, cataracts, those are basic
procedures and those are required at ASC standards and I believe
that the complica ons that comes with an abor on also should
be at the ASC standard for the higher care.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. I also asked her, "How o en
does the agency inspect abor on clinics and are the inspec ons
announced?" And much to our surprise we realized that licensed
abor on facili es are inspected every year, every single year, and
that the inspec ons are not announced. But Ambulatory Surgical
Centers are inspected every three to six years. So don't you



believe that that would be a lower standard of care?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I do not. And I also remember that Dr.
Ma hew Romberg, who was one of the expert witnesses opposed
to the legisla on, he said that he thought that annual inspec ons
were overzealous and every three years were adecate-- adequate
inspections.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. I also asked her if she
thought that Ambulatory Surgical Centers were safer facili es
than abortion clinics. And do you believe that they are, Senator?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Do I believe that abor on clinics are as
safe as--

Senator Judith Zaffirini: --that Ambulatory Surgical Centers are
safer.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I believe they're safer and I remember she
had given some response, I don't remember; you probably
remember the exact response because you're going to quote it to
me.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: No, I want to know your response.

Senator Glenn Hegar: No? Oh well, my response is, I do believe
that ASCs they're held to a higher standard, they have be er
facili es and I think that those facili es are the standard that we
need to have in the state of Texas. And I do not believe that-- it's
the higher standards and the higher quality of care, not
necessarily yearly or every three- or four-year inspec ons. I don't
think it's the rou ne of the inspec ons but it's the standard of



care at those facilities.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. I also asked several related
ques ons. One was: "To your knowledge, is there any health-
related reason to require medical abor ons to be performed at
an Ambulatory Surgical Center?" A second one was:"Do surgical
abor ons require an incision?" And a third one was: "If not, is
there any health-related reason to require surgical abor ons be
performed in an Ambulatory Surgical Center?" And finally, I asked
her:"Would a pa ent be safer receiving a surgical abor on at an
Ambulatory Surgical Center than at a licensed abor on facili es?"
And you remember her response, I'm sure.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I remember that-- if I remember, she said
that she didn't see any reason they were safer, one or the other, if
I remember her exact words.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: My impression was that there really was
no reason to change these requirements.

Senator Glenn Hegar: But I also heard from several other
witnesses, not just the state resource, who-- obviously, it is their
job to make sure that these facili es are safe and, if they answer
to the otherwise, then that means that they're not doing their job,
so I think they have an incentive to say one way.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: One of the things that surprised me
during the hearing, Senator Hegar, is that we asked so many
ques ons that obviously the witness to whom we directed them
could not answer our ques ons sa sfactorily; and my ques on is:
why weren't addi onal witnesses brought in to answer those
ques ons? Such as, for example, the ones that I just raised, or the



ones specifically about fetal pain, because there was such a
controversy.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I'm not sure. I think it's interes ng if
you're asking about the fetal pain por on because that's been the
only portion that you've supported.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Not the fetal pain; I supported the
twenty months-- the five-month, unborn child not being--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Regardless of whether it's pain or any
other reason.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: That's right.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay, okay, I'm sorry. I misstated, I'm
sorry.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I mean, if you were to prove to me that
an unborn child felt pain at twenty weeks, or you were to prove
the opposite, I would s ll support the prohibi on of an unborn
child at five months--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --regardless of the reason. Yes, ma'am, I'm
sorry.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: But because-- and what I don't
understand, Senator Hegar, is why you haven't shared a picture of
what an unborn child looks like.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Because I thought you would.



Senator Judith Zaffirini: Well, it's just such a drama c picture.
You know, "in twenty weeks" just doesn't sound as powerful as
"five months".

Senator Glenn Hegar: It does.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And I think that people should know
what an unborn child looks like at five months.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And I appreciate you showing that. Thank
you for doing that.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And I really believe that the fetal pain is
another issue. I happen to feel there isn't substan al evidence,
but that doesn't impact my feeling about that par cular issue.
Turning-- thank you. Turning to the fiscal note, Senator Hegar--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: On page 2 of the fiscal note, the fiscal
note-- I'll let you get to it.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay, go ahead; I'm looking for it.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: There is a sec on tled "local
government impact". I'm reading from it. "The bill would create a
fine-only Class A misdemeanor offense, punishable by a fine not to
exceed four thousand dollars. Costs associated with
enforcement, prosecu on and confinement could likely be
absorbed with exis ng resources. Revenue from fines imposed
and collected is not an cipated to have a significant fiscal
impact." My ques on is: who is subject to these fines? Under your



bill, specifically, who would be subject to this Class A
misdemeanor?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, there's a couple situa ons in
whereby the doctors would be subject to that fine, that "up to four
thousand dollar" fine.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And could you share those with us,
please?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Share with you--?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Who would be subject and under what
circumstances.

Senator Glenn Hegar: The doctor. So, in other words, the doctor,
if they did not perform-- if I recall-- I'll try to find the exact line item
in here. 'Cause say, for example, on page 2, line 219 and 220, the
physician who violates subsec on A commits an offense, the
offense under this sec on-- and again, that was the physician-- it's
a Class A misdemeanor punishable by a fine of only up to and not
to exceed four thousand dollars; that's the physician and that is
for admitting privileges to a hospital.

That's number one. And then, I'll find the exact sec on-- if I
recall, in here, is also for the-- it's also-- I'm trying to find the exact
language, but the point is that several mes in here, the fines are
to the doctor and the doctor is who has the fine, and then
obviously they can appeal that to the medical board.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. Senator Hegar, you and I also
discussed and I provided, last session, some amendments to the



bill. I didn't present them in the hearing simply because I knew we
would vote on them today and I knew what the outcome was--
would be yesterday. But my amendment would replace the word
"substan al" with the word "some" before medical evidence. Do
you intend to entertain my motion to amend the bill accordingly?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Obviously, I will see the amendment if you
offer it, but I disagree with you, as you and I have talked numerous

mes as to whether there is your word "some" or my word
"substan al", and I would not accept an amendment to make that
change.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: We also discussed the excep ons that
would allow abor ons a er five months, and my concern was that
you did not include a woman's psychological condition.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Could you explain to me why it is that
you would not accept such an amendment to include the words
that a woman's psychological condi on could be considered for
purposes of an exception if it existed prior to her pregnancy?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I think that that's-- again, if there is-- this
bill, if there is some type of physical harm, severe, or some type of
harm to the woman, the lady, that this bill provides an excep on
and it also makes very clear that if someone comes in and says I'm
going to do harm to myself, that that is not an excep on; but if
there is some physical harm to her, or something specific or life-
threatening, and I think that your amendment is not as workable
for be er words and not something that I think really fits into the
legislation because of the way it's worded, Senator.



Senator Judith Zaffirini: Okay. Thank you. We also discussed
changing the term "severe, irreversible brain impairment" and
subs tu ng it with "severe fetal abnormality", and that was to
ensure that excep ons in favor of an abor on were not made for
unborn children with mental disabili es such as Down's
Syndrome. Now, you did accept my sugges on in several places,
but not in sec on 6 of this bill. And could you explain to me why
you accepted it elsewhere, but not in section 6?

Senator Glenn Hegar: And point out specifically in section 6?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Page 7, lines 13-14, section 6 of the bill.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, that sec on of the bill, we were not
adding anything in page six and seven. Are you talking about as far
as where it reads "the occupation code"?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Sec on six of the bill and sec on
164.052a18, occupations code.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And that's reading where the physician or
the applicant of the license to prac ce medicine commits a
prohibited prac ce if that person-- and this is a list of offenses
that that person commits.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I might have the wrong reference in my
notes here, but nevertheless it does change that term, "severe
irreversible brain impairment" to subs tute "severe fetal
abnormality", and I'll double-check things.

Senator Glenn Hegar: That sec on of the bill is a list of
situa ons where a physician or an applicant is prohibited for the



prac ce of medicine and the only thing in there we were adding in
was on page seven, 30-32, which is inducing or a emp ng to as in
prior to the twenty-week period, outside the exceptions.

But I would say that I've gladly made that change and I think
that it applies throughout the bill, Senator, with all respect; and
the reason was, is, because that severe fetal anomaly, I do not
believe that it applies in a situa on if the child has any mental
disabili es because, as you and I have talked about, I would be
appalled for that type of the situa on and the language and the
defini on is to the child not being able to survive outside the
womb, so it's a survivability and not necessarily a type of
condition, whether it's mental or physical.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: All right. I do have another amendment
that I'll propose at the right me, and that is to strike everything
in the bill except the reference to prohibi ng an abor on at
twenty weeks; and will you entertain that motion?

Senator Glenn Hegar: You've asked me three mes and no,
ma'am.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Senator; thank you for your
courtesy in answering my questions.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Anytime, Senator Zaffirini. Thank you.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Davis, for what purpose do you
rise?

Senator Wendy Davis: To ask the author some ques ons, if he
will yield--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: [interrupting] Will Senator Hegar yield?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Uh, yes, I do.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Senator Hegar. I want to... ask
you some ques ons about Subchapter D of the bill, which is the
chapter that-- the subchapter that deals with the administra on
of RU-486.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, please. Did you say what page? I'm
sorry.

Senator Wendy Davis: Uh, Subchapter D, begins...
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Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay, I didn't know if you were gonna just
reference a page, but if--

Senator Wendy Davis: No, I wasn't going to speak to--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --it's just a general question, that's okay.

Senator Wendy Davis: --any language in par cular, but in, in
general, I just want to make--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay. Okay, no problem.

Senator Wendy Davis: --sure I understand--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay, yes, ma'am.

Senator Wendy Davis: --particularly--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Go ahead, I'm sorry.

Senator Wendy Davis: And I'm going to start by talking about the
sonogram bill that was passed last session which, as we know, as
a consequence of that bill, a woman now must make-- unless she
fits within the exception that Senator Uresti was able to get--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, the 100-mile limit; yes, ma'am.

Senator Wendy Davis: --she must make two visits in order to
receive abor on services in the state of Texas. The first of which is
a visit where she has a sonogram.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.



Senator Wendy Davis: Um, the doctor at that visit describes the
fetal development for her; she may or may not view the sonogram;
it's her choice. Um, she is to listen to the heartbeat, um, and then,
on the following day, within twenty-- it has to, actually-- twenty-
four hour period of time--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator Wendy Davis: --has to pass, then she comes back for
that second visit. Correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes-- well, as long-- unless she lives in the
exception period outside--

Senator Wendy Davis: Correct.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Wendy Davis: Correct. And if--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Or unless there's a judicial bypass or the
other types of situations.

Senator Wendy Davis: And in that situa on, the same physician
has to see her on both that first visit for the sonogram and for the
second visit. Correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I, I, I believe that's correct.

Senator Wendy Davis: And, and in this bill now, with the RU-486
requirement, uh, the woman would have to come for the
sonogram--



Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct.

Senator Wendy Davis: She would come back on the second day
to be administered the first dosage of the medica on under that
regime, correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct. Uh, according to FDA guidelines,
yes.

Senator Wendy Davis: And the same doctor has to be there to
provide both of those services to her.

Senator Glenn Hegar: The, uh, the physician does, yes; according
to the guidelines, yes.

Senator Wendy Davis: And then on the third day, she has to
come back for the second administration of that medication.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, as according to the FDA guidelines; th-
- the, the dosage is also according to the Associa on of
Gynecology, the, the research that they had done, yes.

Senator Wendy Davis: And then two weeks goes by. 14 days later
she has to come back, and again, that same physician has to see
her for her follow-up exam.

Senator Glenn Hegar: There, there is an effort to make a follow-
up visit after 14 days, yes.

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, it's required, actually, in the
statute.



Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, the statute requires that the
physician and the office a empt to have her to come in for a
follow-up visit, and if she does not, to note that in the records. But
yes, there is a requirement to try to come back for a final visit to
ma-- and to asse-- to assess the health and whether there's any
excess bleeding, specifically, is what the language is stating.

Senator Wendy Davis: There's actually a requirement that she
be instructed to return in that 14-day period--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct, that is correct. That is correct,
that is correct.

Senator Wendy Davis: --and then, I agree with you, I mean,
there's nothing that can--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Right--

Senator Wendy Davis: --actually force that--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Right--

Senator Wendy Davis: --but of course she's instructed as part of
the regime, that she--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct, correct.

Senator Wendy Davis: --should do that. So now we're talking
about four visits that a woman must make, whereas before the
sonogram bill passed a session ago, there was one visit that a
woman made to the clinic for this purpose.



Senator Glenn Hegar: For the first three, yes, and the last one is
an effort for them to-- for her to come back, but again, like you
said--

Senator Wendy Davis: Right--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --it's not a guaranteed whether she would
return.

Senator Wendy Davis: I understand. But we know that she's
going to have to come at least three times.

Senator Glenn Hegar: That is correct.

Senator Wendy Davis: Okay.

Senator Glenn Hegar: As long as she lives within that 100-mile
radius, yes.

Senator Wendy Davis: And we've been hearing informa on
about the fact that women who have had to return for that second
visit, even under the sonogram laws that exist today, have met
some hardship in having to do that, par cularly if they have to
travel a distance that's less than the 100-mile excep on, but
some distance, in order to return. There was tes mony to that; I,
I've heard that testimony.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I, I have heard... mm... different
arguments, and, uh, again, whether it's tes mony or here on the
floor about distances as a requirement. Senator Ures  has talked
a lot about his district, being the former largest district, now a
li le bit smaller; only facility in San Antonio; he doesn't have any



clinics in the other parts of his district, so people have to drive a
distance to go to San Antonio or El Paso.

Senator Wendy Davis: Okay. And... this, right now, under the way
the bill is wri en, would have to occur in an Ambulatory Surgical
Center; each of those 4 visits that the woman would have.

Senator Glenn Hegar: This, this is unless that there is a
physician that performs 50 or less abor ons in a year which this,
th-- this bill does not apply, and... neither has prior legisla on
applied to.

Senator Wendy Davis: And in the instance, though, where it does
apply, it would have to take place in an Ambulatory Surgical
Center.

Senator Glenn Hegar: If, if it is-- if they are going to an abor on
clinic, and the abor on clinic is now an ASC standard, yes; if they
are going to, to a clinic, it would be to an Ambulatory Surgical
Center under this bill. But there are other options out there.

Senator Wendy Davis: Okay. And in, in the bill, there has
certainly been tes mony that's been provided at the hearings
both on the Senate side and on the House side, and I know there's
some disagreements about the extent to which closures of the
exis ng abor on clinics would occur, as a consequence of
Ambulatory Surgical Center requirements--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Wendy Davis: --but there's certainly been, uh, testimony
provided that the expense and the me to either convert exis ng



facili es to Ambulatory Surgical Centers, uh, would be fairly
significant, um... so let's just say at least for a me period those
that don't meet that standard would close. Maybe some will
reopen and, and time, of course, will tell.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I, I do not believe that by the
September 1 of 2014, I would-- I have never believed that every
clinic of-- I've heard arguments that every one of the 37-or-so
many would close, and I've never believed that they all would
close; because there is a me period to allow them to come up to
those standards, and I s ll believe that there will be clinics that
rise to that standard; and as you know, Planned Parenthood, uh,
and other facili es, some of the new clinics that they've opened,
they have opened up as ASCs.

Senator Wendy Davis: Their most recent one in Forth Worth--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct.

Senator Wendy Davis: --yes--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Wendy Davis: --yes, they did; in an cipa on of this,
because they were seeing this law spread, of course, all over the
country. But are you aware that, in 2004, when the law was
passed that requires that, uh, termina ons of pregnancies that
are post-16 weeks must occur in Ambulatory Surgical Centers,
a er the passage of that law in 2004, it was a two-and-a-half-year
period of me before the first Ambulatory Surgical Center was up
and functioning and able to offer that service in Texas; and for that
en re two-and-a-half-year period of me, there wasn't a single



reported, uh, legal abor on in Texas that occurred post-16 weeks.
Women who sought that care le  the state of Texas in order to
receive it.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And how many-- remind me, how many
years ago was that?

Senator Wendy Davis: That was in 2004.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay, in '04; and, y-- uh, I don't recall
o and, y-- you might-- um, did we have the number of ASCs that
were available in the state of Texas back at that date, so...?

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, actually there were a, uh, a large
number of ASCs available...

Senator Glenn Hegar: But probably, probably not the 460 or so
that we have today...

Senator Wendy Davis: Right, but, but there, there were-- there
were several hundred, and they-- none of them was willing to
accept and provide this service as part of the services that they
were providing.

Senator Glenn Hegar: But we have four mes that number
today.

Senator Wendy Davis: I understand--

Senator Glenn Hegar: So my, my poi-- my point is just simply that
a lot has changed in those ten years to be able to provide different
types of quality of access to people here in the state of Texas.



Senator Wendy Davis: That-- uh, a lot of assuming going on. But
let, let's just say--

Senator Glenn Hegar: No, no, I know that the facts are that it's
four times the number of ASCs that were at that point... in time.

Senator Wendy Davis: Let's just say that--

Senator Glenn Hegar: That's not an assumption.

Senator Wendy Davis: --that, that the pa ern that happened
a er the passage of the 2004 law, uh, con nues to be the pa ern
that we see today and I think, for good reason, that is likely to be
the case. Obviously, um, abor on facili es are facili es that
aren't without controversy. Uh, typically, uh, people exercise, as
they are perfectly en tled to do, their First Amendment rights
outside of those facili es. Ambulatory Surgical Centers that
existed at the me chose not to, uh, allow those services to be
provided there, because they simply didn't want to deal with the
consequences of allowing those procedures to occur within them.

And I think it's, it's likely, uh, that that pa ern will replicate
itself today. And it's also likely that the pa ern of the me period
it took for Ambulatory Surgical Centers to, uh, be built or exis ng
facili es to be converted-- that first one took two-and-a-half
years, and now there are only 5, and it took 8 years to get to 5. It
took a very long me to get to 5. So let's just say in the worst case
scenario, that those are all that are left for a while, but--

Senator Glenn Hegar: But I don't, I don't, I don't think that that's
gonna be the case, Senator.



Senator Wendy Davis: I know that's what you, what you think.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay, thank you, then--

Senator Wendy Davis: Others think differently.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay, I respect that.

Senator Wendy Davis: So let, let, let's just play the game, of--

Senator Glenn Hegar: I don't, I don't want--

Senator Wendy Davis: --worst-case scenario.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Y-- you--

Senator Wendy Davis: Worst-case scenario--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --you go ahead and play that.

Senator Wendy Davis: --let's say that's what happens. Um, and
now we have women, um, if they want to access a, a medical
abor on by taking RU-486-- which a, a large number of abor ons
today occur through that, that, um, procedure-- now a woman who
lives in El Paso, for example, will have to travel all the way to San
Antonio or Houston, and that woman will have to return to that
clinic 4 mes; we know at least 3 mes she's gonna have to, on
the 4th me with the doctor's order, and most people tend to
follow doctor's orders. Are you concerned at all about the expense
and the me that women will have to take in order to access a
service that today is much less cumbersome for them?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I also believe that increasing the



standards is important, Senator; that this bill is accomplishing to
provide a higher quality. And I know we disagree on that, and, and
I absolutely respect you for that disagreement, that I believe this
bill is raising the standards. Do I sh-- share a concern of access
and quality of care? I men oned during Senator Nelson's
commi ee that I've learned so much about the limi ng ability--
and I men on--referenced this earlier-- far as to adop ons in the
state of Texas, and I'm concerned about that.

That's something that I want to work on now. Uh, and I've never
been experienced to that before, but I am not gonna go down the
path that "do I believe that there will only be 4 or 5 clinics if this
bill passes", because, uh, what-- some facts that you provide for
10 years ago, when I also know that ASC clinics are being built
today; we have 4 times the number we did 10 years ago, uh, uh--

Senator Wendy Davis: We have 4 times--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --ah, uh--

Senator Wendy Davis: --the number of ASCs.

Senator Glenn Hegar: --that, that's correct, of ASCs. I'm sorry,
that's what I meant. And then also when I just used for, for, the
easiest one is Pennsylvania, for when they came up to the ASC
standard, every clinic was gonna close. It was gonna go to the
worst-case scenario; and that did not happen.

Senator Wendy Davis: Senator Hegar, I'm not familiar with how
long it took in Pennsylvania; I know Pennsylvania is a much, much
smaller state...



Senator Glenn Hegar: It is. It is! That's correct.

Senator Wendy Davis: Um, and I, I'm simply asking you the
ques on: if it's the case that it takes longer than the me period
allowed in this bill, which is in 2014, for these Ambulatory Surgical
Centers to be created, built either from the ground up or because
there are renova ons of exis ng facili es-- does it concern you
that women who need to access this legal, cons tu onally-
protected right that they possess, that they will be put in a
situa on where they will not have the ability to access it because
it will not be available to them, both because it will be at great
cost in terms of travel, uh, or because they simply cannot afford
the me off from work, or childcare, or the me away from their
families that it may require?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I believe that a large number of these
clinics are going to come up to standards, and they are going to
come up to standards--

Senator Wendy Davis: On what do you base that?

Senator Glenn Hegar: --and the, the quality of access that you
were worried about, that wi-- you were saying will be denied, I do
not believe it will be denied, Senator.

Senator Wendy Davis: On what do you base your belief?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I base the belief on looking back at what
has happened in other states, and the fact that tho-- many of
those clinics came up to standards in 6 months; less than a year.

Senator Wendy Davis: So let's go back to the actual, um,



provision of the medication--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator Wendy Davis: --at the Ambulatory Surgical Center. Why
is it important that a woman take the doses of this medicine in
the presence of a physician at an Ambulatory Surgical Center? In
what way does that increase a standard of care, or provide a safer
environment for women who use this form?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Whether, whether it is in, in-- I think, first,
if you'll allow me, in the presence of a physician, whether that's in
a physician at an Ambulatory Tur-- Surgical Center or in the physic-
- uh, in the presence of a physician who provide 50 or less
abor ons a year. In either of those two situa ons, it's in the
presence of a physician.

And I believe that in the presence of a physician, for the
complica ons that can arise from a medical abor on, the RU-486
drug, the higher incidence rate of complica ons-- 20% higher rate,
700% higher rate for severe complica ons of hemorrhaging-- I
believe that a physician needs to be present to be able to
monitor, and-- the follow-up visit, the 4th which we cannot
guarantee whether they will actually appear, but to actually be
able to assess, the physician is the one that is most qualified to
be able to determine if there are significant consequences or any
type of complications.

Senator Wendy Davis: Senator Hegar.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.



Senator Wendy Davis: The bill requires that the woman be
administered the dose by her physician. It does not require that
she stay at the ph-- in the physician's preg-- presence during the

me period it takes for the abor on of the fetus to actually occur.
In fact, under the terms of the bill today, the woman takes the first
dose in the presence of her physician--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --and leaves.

Senator Wendy Davis: --and leaves.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator Wendy Davis: She takes the second dose in the
presence of her physician--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --and leaves.

Senator Wendy Davis: --and leaves. So I'm asking you again, how
does that requirement create a safer standard of care for women
when the physical consequence of taking that drug is not going to
occur while she's at the doctor's office?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Because her and the doctor have a
stronger rela onship; the doctor has the ability to assess
whether it meets the guidelines, the criteria to assess to whether
she is a candidate, and to be able to have any complica ons.
Whether that's in the presence or afar, that doctor can assess
whether that person, that individual, is the best candidate for
that drug.
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Senator Glenn Hegar: The doctor is the one that makes that
decision.

Senator Wendy Davis: And that can't be made when the doctor
sees the woman on her first visit when she has a sonogram? He
can't make-- or she, if the, the doctor is a woman-- she can't make
that determina on when the woman is there for the sonogram?
Isn't that supposed to be the point, to determine gesta onal age?
To determine the very issue that you're talking about: whether
this woman could be and should be a candidate? Because RU-486
is only used from five to nine weeks of pregnancy, correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: It is-- it is up to, according to the FDA
guidelines, up to the seven, seven-week period, yes.

Senator Wendy Davis: And that's occurring at the sonogram visit.
So how is the second--

Senator Glenn Hegar: But, as--

http://youtu.be/BG4gd_C_B4Y
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Senator Wendy Davis: --and the third visit creating--

Senator Glenn Hegar: But, as you said--

Senator Wendy Davis: No, I'm just using your reasoning.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Go ahead.

Senator Wendy Davis: How does the second and the third visit in
any way contribute to the physician's analysis of whether this
woman is a good candidate for this routine?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Because she's gonna be right there in the
presence of the physician and whether anything has changed in
that me period of when she's le  and come back. Because you
just said she's not gonna be there during the whole me and
whether anything has changed, that doctor can do an evalua on
and be able to assess, Senator.

Senator Wendy Davis: Senator Hegar, I'm not a doctor and
neither are you, and this is where-- this is where doctors [sic]
beginning to legislate, I think, the prac ce of medicine, becomes
such a concern; because, I'm sorry, but based on the
conversa ons that I've had with clinicians who prac ce in this
arena, it makes absolutely no sense.

In fact, it's absurd to say that somehow taking that dosage in
the presence of the doctor, in the first and the second visit, is
somehow allowing the doctor to be avail-- more available to her if
she suffers complications, because she leaves after she takes it. It
doesn't make any logical sense. But I'll, I'll move on from that. I
have another ques on about that. So we've agreed, though, that



under the RU-486 requirements in the bill today--

Senator Glenn Hegar: I'm sorry, yes.

Senator Wendy Davis: Under the RU-486 requirements in the bill
today, and the woman has to come for four different visits--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Up to, yes.

Senator Wendy Davis: She's supposed to come for four visits. Uh,
we know she's gonna come for at least three.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct.

Senator Wendy Davis: Does it concern you at all-- women who
u lize that procedure, of course under the medical standards, are
five to nine weeks of pregnancy-- that the burden that's going to be
placed on a woman to use that as her, her preferred method, is
actually going to create a situa on where fewer women can
access that treatment earlier in their pregnancies?

And in fact that this might have the opposite consequence, I
think, that any of us would want to see: the unintended
consequence that women will now appear for later-term
abor ons to access services than they might have if they had the
advantage of being able to u lize this regime as their method of
choice.

Senator Glenn Hegar: My concern is having the protocols
followed, which I firmly believe, and from talking to a significant
number of witnesses' tes mony, will provide a safer situa on.
And so, if you talk about whether they're, this is going to cause



abor ons to be at a later term or a date-- that, that is not
something that I'm trying to move dates up or back in this bill,
Senator.

Senator Wendy Davis: Can you point to a single incident, a single
documented incident, where a woman who did not take the RU-
486 regime in the presence of a physician had a greater health
risk than one who did?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I don't have a specific date in-- case right
here in, in my bill packet, but I do know based on the studies and
the sta s cs, the FDA protocol, and others talking about the
medical abor on has a higher incident rate of complica ons and
a much higher rate of severe complications.

Senator Wendy Davis: That doesn't answer my ques on but I, I
wanna move on--

Senator Glenn Hegar: I, I understand but I don't, I don't have that
specific case study that I can read on--

Senator Wendy Davis: I understand. We're, we're crea ng
legisla on where we're supposed to be able to demonstrate a
significant state interest that does not create an undue burden on
women, and based on our conversa on I'm not hearing anything
that's demonstrated a documented state interest in requiring
that this regime be administered in this manner. I, I-- that's my
opinion and I know you have a different opinion.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Senator.

Senator Wendy Davis: Now I want to move to follow up on a few



ques ons that Senator West was asking you about on admi ng
privileges. There's a report that, that I've read; I'm sure you've
read it. I know it's been provided as part of the tes mony that's
been given in the House and the Senate commi ees that have
heard this bill; and it's a report that was published by the
Guttmacher Institute in the spring of 2013.

And that report stated that less than 0.3% of abor on pa ents
experience a complica on, and only 0.07% of those required
treatment at a hospital. And what I'm wondering is: of those ones
that did require treatment at a hospital, were there any
instances, any documented instances, where women's health
was endangered because there was a lack of admi ng privileges
of the doctor that performed her abortion?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Can you remind me of the date? What was
the date of that study?

Senator Wendy Davis: Spring of 2012.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Of 2012, okay.

Senator Wendy Davis: I'm sorry-- 2013, actually; spring of 2013.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay, thank you. Okay, and-- you want to
know, were there any specific references in that study that
provided--

Senator Wendy Davis: No. I'm asking you are you aware, of the
0.07%-- and this is uh, a percentage that's based on a look at, at
this issue across the United States; it's not just limited to Texas.
Texas has a very similar record. Of the 0.07% that required



treatment in a hospital, are you aware of any documented
instance where a woman was somehow endangered by the fact
that the hospital she presented to was not a hospital where her
performing doctor had admitting privileges?

Senator Glenn Hegar: We had several witnesses just the other
day that tes fied, and here too, that the complica ons that they
had, they could not be tended to there at the clinic. And-- or when
they went to the hospital, the severe complications that they had,
they didn't have that rela onship with the doctor who performed
the abortion.

Senator Wendy Davis: That's not what I'm asking you.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And, I mean, far as this study-- I'm a li le
concerned about this study, and I appreciate you reference it. I
mean this, this one I think is a li le skewed, being a Planned
Parenthood study. No-- I mean, no offense to be made, but I'm
concerned about some of the data in that study.

Senator Wendy Davis: Do you have specific concerns that you
can point to in terms of the data that was gathered?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well when we're si ng through this
debate and trying to go through the data real quick off the top of
my head, I'm not think I'm gonna sit here and point to one specific
paragraph or another, but I do believe the data overall, I call, I just
call it into question, Senator.

Senator Wendy Davis: Senator Hegar, Senator West asked you
the ques on about whether other doctors who perform
outpa ent services were required to have admi ng privileges



within specified distances of a hospital, and you stated that
you're not aware of any other instances in Texas where that's
required. Correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct.

Senator Wendy Davis: And I think we would agree, whether you
agree with the exact data in the Gu macher Ins tute report that
we're talking about, that child delivery actually has a much higher
incidence of problems for mothers than abortion does.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I remember you asking me this same
question, yes, ma'am, a few weeks ago.

Senator Wendy Davis: And I, I'm curious as to, given that that
higher incidence of problems can arise in a childbirth, why, if what
we really were concerned about here was the health and safety of
women in the state of Texas who are expec ng, that we wouldn't
have that requirement imposed upon their doctors. Or in fact, in
Texas we don't really even require that they be delivered by a
doctor, do we?

Senator Glenn Hegar: No; you and I had that discussion before,
whether it can be at midwives and, and at home.

Senator Wendy Davis: So I'm curious as to why in this par cular
instance that admi ng privilege is important, but in other
instances where incidence rates of problems are even higher, we
aren't having that same concern, and we aren't requiring that
same admitting privilege.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And, and I think if you were concerned that



we need to work in that area, then I would welcome to work with
you and look into it, because you raised it just two weeks ago to
me.

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, I actually, Senator Hegar, don't
believe we should be legisla ng that, because I believe we're
intruding upon the prac ce of medicine when we do that. And in
fact, the Texas Hospital Associa on has very strongly come out
against this proposal. Correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: The Hospital Association?

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, I've seen the le er, that they
opposed this, this bill.

Senator Wendy Davis: And have you heard the concern? And how
would you respond to this concern? Because we, by Texas law,
cannot require these hospitals to provide admi ng privileges,
correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: No, but a hospital is not, they-- correct, we
cannot-- what we, what they cannot do is discriminate against
one doctor based on a set of privileges that another doctor is
equally qualified for.

Senator Wendy Davis: But we cannot require that they admit
any particular practice group or any particular physician.

Senator Glenn Hegar: We don't currently require that.



Senator Wendy Davis: That's right. So--

Senator Glenn Hegar: We can, but we are not today.

Senator Wendy Davis: Does it concern you at all then, that
hospitals essen ally would have the veto power of, of whether
abor ons could even be performed in Texas anymore? What if
there is a very limited number of hospitals that allow admi ng
privileges for these particular doctors?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, today, based on different numbers,
whether fi y, or two-thirds, fi y percent or two-thirds, sixty-plus
percent, of all the doctors do have admi ng privileges today at
different hospitals that perform abor ons. And the ques on
really becomes about those that do not, whether they are
skipping around to different clinics and not having the same
quality and standard of care.

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, no, the ques on actually becomes
whether the, uh, the clinic-- the clinic is within 30 miles of the
hospital where the doctor has admitting privileges.

Senator Glenn Hegar: The one provision, yes, the 30 miles,
which all abor on clinics today are within that 30-mile range, at
least here in the state of Texas.

Senator Wendy Davis: And are you aware that in the law today--
and I'm going to refer to the material that Senator Zaffirini was
discussing with you a moment ago, the chart that was provided in
the Health and Human Services Commi ee hearing that talked
about the qualifica ons to be a licensed abor on facility in Texas
versus an Ambulatory Surgical Center--the licensed abor on



facility requires that there be a local back-up agreement with
physicians in town who have admitting privileges, correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: That they have to have a transfer
agreement.

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes; a transfer agreement, yes.

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes. And in answer to Senator West's
ques on a moment ago, Senator Deuell said that in other arenas,
physicians are required to have either their own privileges at a
hospital or transfer agreements; but I don't think anyone has been
able to state a single instance where a requirement of admi ng
privileges alone exists. They typically can have either/or.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Are you talking about in the current ASCs?

Senator Wendy Davis: I'm talking about physicians in Texas.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Physicians in general, okay. I just didn't
know what the context of your ques on was. I wanted to make
sure I heard the exact question.

Senator Wendy Davis: So my ques on is, right now in Texas
there are some prac ces where admi ng privileges in hospitals
or transfer agreements are required for that particular physician's
prac ce. That was Senator Deuell's answer to a ques on that
Senator West asked him a moment ago. Correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay, I-- I think that's what he said.



Senator Wendy Davis: Okay, and so what I'm trying to
understand is: if, in the law today, licensed abor on facili es
currently require that a transfer agreement be in place--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct.

Senator Wendy Davis: With a local physician.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator Wendy Davis: How is a woman's health somehow at
greater risk in this arena-- which is provided for, for other
physicians and their prac ce areas-- why is a woman somehow at
greater risk where a transfer agreement exists but a admi ng
privilege within 30 miles of her clinic does not exist?

Senator Glenn Hegar: The admi ng privileges, I believe,
ensures another level that that doctor is a peer review and is
qualified to be admi ng pa ents to a hospital. It's another level
of peer review and qualifications.

Senator Wendy Davis: And again I ask the ques on: can you
point to a single documented incidence where a woman's health
was risked as a consequence of her doctor not having an
admitting privilege within 30 miles of a hospital?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I believe--

Senator Wendy Davis: --of the clinic?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I'm not gonna sit here and cite to you that
specific incident, and I appreciate you asking me, but I do believe



that having the standard is important for improving the quality of
care. And I know we disagree on that, but I believe that, Senator.
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Senator Wendy Davis: Let me give you an example from--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Please, please; yes, I'd love to hear it.

Senator Wendy Davis: --my own district of a consequence that
might occur because of this bill. In the district that I represent, the
city of Fort Worth has an area of town called the medical district.
In that medical district are five or six hospitals. They're all
congregated fairly closely together, and actually, the Planned
Parenthood abor on facility that exists in the city of Fort Worth is
within a thirty-mile radius of all of those hospitals.

Let's say that, under this requirement, a doctor who provides
services at the Planned Parenthood facility has admi ng
privileges at Harris Hospital; that's one of the large hospitals that
we have there, Texas Health Resources Harris Hospital. But let's
say that the woman is a Medicaid client, and she presents with a
problem at John Peter Smith Hospital. And this doctor, he's
sa sfied the requirement-- he's got admi ng privileges within
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thirty miles of the clinic-- but she appears at JPS because she's a
Medicaid patient. How is she somehow safer?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I believe the fact that that doctor has
another level of review, that they are qualified, he or she is
qualified to have privileges at a hospital; whether it is to that
specific hospital or another, the fact that they have to go through
that review to be able to have those admi ng privileges, I think is
important.

Senator Wendy Davis: Does it concern you at all, Senator Hegar,
that under this par cular requirement fewer doctors would have
the capability of performing this service? Is that actually the
intent of this particular section of the legislation?

Senator Glenn Hegar: No, the intent is to make sure that those
doctors have that extra level of review and that they're qualified
doctors to be able to perform those procedures.

Senator Wendy Davis: Are you aware that a er the sonogram
law went into place, a er the last legisla ve session, because it
required physicians to come two days in a row to these facili es,
and I think that was very purposeful, the requirement that it be
the same physician, because it required that that physician be
the same one for those two days in a row, that there was actually
a fairly significant decrease in the number of physicians who were
able to practice in that arena?

Senator Glenn Hegar: My intent is not to decrease the number,
but to increase the quality in the mainstream physicians, their
care.



Senator Wendy Davis: Does it concern you at all that by crea ng
greater and greater obstacles for doctors who prac ce in this
arena, that women will have a lower level of access to this care in
the state of Texas?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I won't-- I don't-- I think of it both as a level
of quantity of care and of quality of care.

Senator Wendy Davis: Senator Hegar, were you aware that in
Mississippi, when this same requirement went into effect, all
seven local hospitals that were within the prescribed distance of
an abortion clinic refused to grant those privileges?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Were those [unintelligible] recall, I don't
recall offhand, were those secular hospitals? Or were they-- What,
what type of hospitals were those?

Senator Wendy Davis: I don't know the answer to that, but that
indeed was what happened.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay.

Senator Wendy Davis: And my concern, Senator Hegar, and I
think the concern of others, is that that's actually the intent: that
with each of the provisions of this bill, and the obstacles that are
created by virtue of this bill, that the ability for women to access--
as rare as we all hope it will be-- safe and legal abor on services
in the state of Texas is going to be severely constrained.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well I, I, I want-- my purpose is to increase
that standard and that quality, and I do hope, at least from the,
the 20-week por on of the bill, by decreasing the number of



abor ons in the state of Texas, I think that's important-- with the
fetal pain por on and the other por ons, I think it's important to
increase the quality of care.

Senator Wendy Davis: Senator Hegar, I'm going to ask you just a
few more questions--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay, yes, ma'am.

Senator Wendy Davis: --on the Ambulatory Surgical Center
requirements, and I want to go through the list that we were
provided and that we were reading from a moment ago.

Senator Glenn Hegar: The, the one-pager?

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, okay.

Senator Wendy Davis: And I'm going to ask you a fairly repe ve
ques on, and maybe we could just take this as a group, but let's
just start with the physical plant requirements.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay.

Senator Wendy Davis: Are you aware of any documented
incident in the state of Texas, where a woman's health and safety
of a woman was compromised as a consequence of not having a
surgery room that is the size required in this provision?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I have not had a documented case come
to me, as to one specific line item here to the right, for the ASC



standards, nor have I had one to me for the abor on facili es to
the le ; so we can go through each ind-- each single one, but I
don't have a case that's right here in front of me that says "this is
the specific one reason that there was the complica on". But I do
believe the cumula ve effect of having all of these higher
standards is important.

Senator Wendy Davis: You, you, you believe that.

Senator Glenn Hegar: We can go through each one if you want,
but that's the answer in totality.

Senator Wendy Davis: You know, I'm just going to read them.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay, yes. Please, go right ahead.

Senator Wendy Davis: There's an increased surgery room size,
increased hallway width, airflow system, fire walls, showers,
male and female locker rooms, janitor closets, a boiler system
autoclave, a vacuum pump, a back-up generator, safety codes,
and a pharmacy.

Are any of those on that physical plant requirement, are you
aware that the lack of any of those in existence in the abor on
clinic se ng today has created a problem for the health and
safety of women? Is there a single documented incidence that you
can point to, where the failure to provide any of those items led to
the compromised safety and health of women in the state of
Texas?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I'm not going to point to you to the
documented case, whether it was the showers or fire walls or



janitor closets of those physical plants, nor the non-- or the other
side with the abor on facili es-- but again, I do believe that in the
totality, those higher standards will create a much higher quality
of care.

Senator Wendy Davis: You, you believe that, but we're talking
about doing something--

Senator Glenn Hegar: And from what we have heard in different
testimony, Senator.

Senator Wendy Davis: I'm asking you about documented
incidences; backed, documented empirical evidence of them.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I, I've heard you: document, document,
document. I've heard that ques on, ma'am. Document,
document, specific case: I've heard that, yes.

Senator Wendy Davis: Well, I mean, we're asking that drama c
changes be made, and extreme impediments in the views of
some-- I fall in that view-- extreme impediments to women in the
state of Texas being able to access this care in the future, and
we're crea ng these impediments; and yet, as many hearings as
we've had, as many conversa ons as we've had on the Senate
floor and on the House floor, no one can point to a single incident
where a woman's health or safety was compromised because one
of these things was missing from the physical plant of the abortion
clinic setting in the state of Texas today.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And I would disagree that these are going
to be-- I think, and I forget the qualifier word that you said, but the
impediment to having a quality of care-- I do not believe that



these standards are going to be that significant impediment; but I
do believe that they are going to increase that quality of care,
Senator.

Senator Wendy Davis: Senator Hegar, I have in front of me
something that was put together by the Texas Policy Evalua on
Project, and that project--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Would you describe it, because I don't
have that with me, please?

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes. It's tled, "How Abor on Restric ons
Would Impact Five Areas of Texas."26 This was a group that did this
study--

Senator Glenn Hegar: I remember the young lady's tes mony,
and I remember seeing it, but I don't have it with me; but I
remember her talking about it Monday, so go ahead, yes, ma'am,
please.

Senator Wendy Davis: And again, we differ on our opinions about
the me period, the expense, and the ability for clinics to convert
to the Ambulatory Surgical Center requirements, but I thought this
was fairly compelling.

In the Beaumont-Port Arthur metropolitan area, the closest ASC
is located in Houston. It's approximately ninety miles from
Beaumont. This would require that women would have to make at
least two visits to Houston, adding about six hours of travel me
to the process. Maybe that doesn't sound as much of an, an
impediment as one might be concerned about.



But let's talk about the next one: Corpus Chris -Kingsville. The
closest ASC is located in San Antonio, approximately 140 miles
from Corpus Chris , and the informa on here states that it would
add about eight hours of travel me to the process of obtaining an
abortion, requiring at least two visits to San Antonio.

In El Paso, the closest ASC is located in San Antonio,
approximately 560 miles away. This would add about thirty-two
hours of travel me to the process of obtaining an abor on, and
some women, of course, might have to spend the night in a hotel,
which of course adds to the travel costs that she would have to
endure.

In the lower Rio Grande valley, the closest ASC is located in San
Antonio. It's 235 miles from McAllen, 250 miles from Harlingen.
Under the proposed legisla on, women would have to make at
least two visits to San Antonio, adding about sixteen hours of
travel time to the process.

And in Midland-Odessa, the closest Ambulatory Surgical Center
is located in Dallas, approximately 340 miles away, adding about
twenty hours of travel me to the process. Also, of course,
probably nec-- requiring the necessity that a woman would have
to spend the night and the expense in a hotel.

Does that concern you at all, that some women actually would
literally be unable, because of their financial and their family
circumstances, to be able to access this care? For the purpose of
having to go to an Ambulatory Surgical Center that we've not been
able to provide a single documented piece of informa on creates
a safer environment for her?



Senator Glenn Hegar: I know that that study-- and I remember
seeing it, and I don't have it front of me, but I appreciate you going
through each part of it, the five different regions-- I remembered
some of the regions in my head, but not specifically where the
case studies started from. That-- that's also under the assump on
that all the clinics will close and no other clinics will exist other
than these current ASCs-- which, again, I do not believe that
premise.

Do I want to see someone travel a long ways? No; the same as I
know today, not just in Texas, but in the en re con nental United
States, 87% of all coun es do not have an abor on clinic in those
coun es. And so, unfortunately, rural care and access-- which, I
represent a large rural district-- people having a quality of care in
a lot of variety of areas, I think, is a concern, whether they have a
hospital that has the needs that they need, or an ASC or a local
doctor's office-- I think Senator Rodríguez, if I remember, he was
talking in commi ee and part of the district he took from Senator
Ures , they have one doctor. So my point is, the quality and
access to care in rural Texas, it is a concern to me in totality, but I
do not agree to the premise that those would be the only clinics
that will meet the ASC standards, Senator.

Senator Wendy Davis: Certainly you would agree that this isn't
going to help the situa on that exists today in Senator Rodríguez's
district.

Senator Glenn Hegar: But I don't think, I don't think it's going to
go to the, to-- I forget the exact language that you used earlier, the
worst-case scenario, to where those are the only 4 clinics in
existence either.



Senator Wendy Davis: Senator Hegar, as we've been talking
about this par cular issue, a number of people who are
suppor ve of this piece of legisla on, who are in the legislature,
have communicated the fact that they're very pleased that the
consequence of this par cular provision in the bill will force the
closure of many of the clinics that are currently providing service
in Texas today, and that, in fact, abor on services in Texas will be
much harder to come by. Have you heard those statements
made?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I have not had a member come to me and
say that to me directly. If they have to you, I have not had them
come say that directly to me.

Senator Wendy Davis: I would suggest perhaps you read a li le
bit, in terms of things that people have said in the media--

Senator Glenn Hegar: I've been reading a lot during the last
thirty weeks of all this.

Senator Wendy Davis: --in the media, on social media, and in
other places. And of course, those of us who are against this bill
believe that the provisions, par cularly taken as a whole, are
crea ng an environment that truly does put women's health at
risk in Texas; and that the worst-case scenario, or even the half of
the worst-case scenario, in this par cular provision of the bill, is
going to create a very, very real problem.

And I will end just by reminding you of a sentence in a letter that
we received from people who know this arena far be er than you
or I, people who should be le  to make the decision-making in this
arena, in terms of what creates a safe standard of care for women



in Texas, and that's the American College of Obstetrics and
Gynecology. And they close a le er that they wrote to us on June
the 12th by saying:

"We fear that excessive regulation leading to clinic closures will
significantly risk the health of women. The closure of free-standing
clinics could lead to a resurgence of illegal abor on, and the
complica ons thereof, including sep c abor on, hemorrhage,
and maternal death. This would represent a significant step
backward for the health status of Texas women."

Senator Whitmire read to you earlier from a report about
what's already happening in the border areas of Texas today, in
large part because services are not available to them, and some
believe-- and as some of these reports actually propose-- have
had a lot to do with the sonogram bill that was put in place last
session and the impediments that that bill alone has created. I'm
very concerned that, added together with that, this bill is crea ng
a situa on where women in Texas today not only will not be made
safer, but they will absolutely be at risk of their health. And I stand
very strongly against it. Thank you, Senator Hegar.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, thank you, Senator Davis. I appreciate
your passion and dedication.
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[Senator Kevin Eltife here takes over as acting Chair.]

Senator Kevin El fe:  Thank you, Senator Davis. Senator Taylor,
for what purpose?

Senator Larry Taylor: If I could ask the author a few questions?

Senator Kevin Eltife: Senator Hegar, yield?

Senator Glenn Hegar: If he's brief.

Senator Larry Taylor: I'll try to be brief. Senator, I've heard
several things talking about the admi ng privileges; as you know,
I carried a bill during the regular session having to do with this
issue.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator Larry Taylor: And, and I think you're already aware, but
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just for the folks who are listening and watching, ah, you know we
have a 30-mile restric on in the bill. Uh, are you aware that
currently all of our abor on-- the centers are within fourteen
miles of these hospitals?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Ev-- ev-- every single one of them, yes, sir.

Senator Larry Taylor: So we, we're obviously not being
unreasonable, distance-wise and--

Senator Royce West: Mr. President?

Senator Larry Taylor: Uh, I'd like to finish my questions, if I could--

Senator Royce West: Parliamentary inquiry.

Senator Kevin Eltife: State your inquiry, Senator West.

Senator Royce West: Parliamentary inquiry: uh, is the Senate
Journal the official record of the Senate?

Senator Kevin Eltife: Yes.

Senator Royce West: Is the content contained therein, does that
specifically, um, set forth the ac ons taken on a par cular Senate
day?

[Pause.]

Senator Kevin El fe:  Senator West, we're in the middle of a
ques on-and-answer period. Is this-- is this parliamentary inquiry
necessary at this particular moment?



Senator Royce West: I believe it is. And, I mean-- uh, yes, I do;
because I'm ge ng ready to raise a point of order, and I just want
to make certain that I'm right when I raise it.

Senator Kevin Eltife: State your inquiry again.

Senator Royce West: The content contained in the Senate
Journal for a par cular day, does that fairly and accurately depict
what occurred on that particular day?

[Pause.]

Senator Kevin Eltife: It depicts the actions of the Senate.

Senator Royce West: The actions.

Senator Kevin Eltife: Correct.

Senator Royce West: And those would be the official actions. Uh,
parliamentary inquiry.

Senator Kevin Eltife: State your inquiry.

Senator Royce West: Before a commi ee can meet while the
Senate is, is, is in session, is there a specific rule that has to be,
um, voted on by the members of the body: more specifically,
Senate Rule 11.13?

[Pause.]

Senator Kevin El fe:  One minute, Senator West; one minute,
please.



Senator Royce West: I'm sorry?

[Pause.]

Senator Kevin Eltife: That rule prohibits, uh, the commi ee from
meeting while the Senate is meeting.

Senator Royce West: Okay. I would raise a point of o-order
against further considera on of this bill at this me, in that it
violates rule 11.13 of the Senate Rules.

[Pause.]

Senator Kevin Eltife: Can that be repeated, please? Louder?

Senator Royce West: I would-- really? Okay. I move, uh, further
considera on of this par cular bill because it violates rule
number 1.11.13, in that-- let, let me back up. The official record of
the Senate shows on page 23 that the Senate did not on, did not,
um... go into recess un l 1 p.m. Therefore, if the Senate went into
recess at 1 p.m., the mee ng of the Health and Human Service
Commi ee could not have taken place during the me that it was
in recess. Because we were in session, you couldn't do that
without waiving rule 11.13--

Senator Kevin El fe:  Senator West-- Senator West, why don't
you bring your point of order to the dais, please?
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Senator Royce West: Mr. President?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator West.

Senator Royce West: Even though I believe that we have some
work to do in terms of our Journal, in order to keep the debate
going and moving forward at this me, I'm going to withdraw my
point of order at this time.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator West. [pause]
Senator Taylor, for what purpose do you rise?

Senator Larry Taylor: Mr. President, I'd like to con nue with the
questions I had for the, the author, please.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Will Senator Hegar yield?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, Mr. President.

Senator Larry Taylor: Thanks, Senator Hegar. I was talking about
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the thirty miles, we'd already finished that.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator Larry Taylor: The next thing we've heard about is that
the abor on doctors don't need the-- ge ng admi ng privileges.
Are you aware that two-thirds of the doctors, abor on doctors
today in Texas, already have admitting privileges?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I am; yes, sir.

Senator Larry Taylor: Okay, so we're not stretching anything
unusual or unreasonable there.

In part the, the whole process of the ge ng admi ng
privileges is a vetting process, is it not?

Senator Glenn Hegar: It is.

Senator Larry Taylor: Where they go through and actually verify
the doctor's creden als: they look back at his, his, uh, prac ce
history of what all he's been doing; just kinda making sure that the
doctor can actually do the things that he says he can do. I mean, a
hospital's obviously not going to take on a doctor they commit to
that hospital that's not qualified to do the procedures he's gonna
be, be doing.

Senator Glenn Hegar: It's a p-- it's another level of peer review
type process.

Senator Larry Taylor: So, by having this ve ng process, the fact
that you've actually been creden aled by some hospital, that



you've been allowed to have admitting privileges at some hospital
brings up the level of the bar, so to speak, of that doctor's
professionalism. It might even help pevent-- prevent some
doctors like Doctor Gosnell and Kapner [sic], uh, in Houston.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator Larry Taylor: These weren't just incompetent doctors,
these were criminals. I can almost guarantee those doctors did
not have admi ng privileges at any hospital. Don't you think
that's important?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I think it's very important.

Senator Larry Taylor: Whether it's one doctor like that or ten,
those-- we shouldn't have any the-- doctor like that trea ng any
Texas women, for any condi on. Then move on about the fetal
pain; we've heard a lot of discussion about fetal pain, you know,
and moving the prohibi on of abor ons from the current six
months to five months. Your-- you know I'm not a doctor or a
lawyer, which we've heard a lot of lawyering here today, but I do
have some anecdotal informa on on going from six months to five
months. Have you ever had the opportunity to visit the NICU unit,
like at Texas Children's, the neonatal-natal intensive care unit?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I have; especially I have those, and then
Texas Women's, just because my twins were born premature.

Senator Larry Taylor: So you-- you've been there. You've seen
these little one-pound miracle babies that they have there.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I've, I have seen the babies in the



ven lator systems as well as being carried to their mothers; yes, I
have.

Senator Larry Taylor: And these babies are less than six months
in gestation.

Senator Glenn Hegar: They are.

Senator Larry Taylor: In fact, you're probably aware we had a
Capitol staffer just this session have a baby born between 22 to
23 weeks, about five-and-a-half months.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yeah, Senator Hancock's staff.

Senator Larry Taylor: Senator Hancock's chief of staff. That baby
is now three months old and my understanding is in about two
weeks that baby is going home; and, praise God, it's going home
healthy.

Senator Glenn Hegar: It's a miracle.

Senator Larry Taylor: But that's just kinda-- just an example.
Once again, I'm not a doctor or a lawyer, but these are anecdotal
examples where I've seen with my own two eyes babies that are
born less than six months. They are viable, are they not?

Senator Glenn Hegar: And they can feel pain.

Senator Larry Taylor: Is it a stretch, if a baby is viable at five-and-
a-half months that it not also can feel pain two weeks before it's
viable? I'm just-- like I say, I'm not a doctor, I'm not a lawyer, but it
seems to me that if you're already that far along, that you are



viable, you could live outside the womb-- that you can in fact feel
pain prior to that. And I've heard a couple mes men oned the
Gu macher Ins tute. Are you familiar with the Gu macher
Institute?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I, I am.

Senator Larry Taylor: Do you realize-- and for those who are
listening, you understand-- this was founded in 1968 as a division
of Planned Parenthood, and one of their sole purposes is to
promote abor on. So I, I'm not surprised at some of the sta s cs
we might hear from the Gu macher Ins tute but I'm not
necessarily sure we're going to take that as a scien fic journal
when we he-- hear those kind of statistics.

In fact, the whole repor ng we had then in our, our commi ee
hearing yesterday-- it's self-repor ng, so that all these sta s cs
we have today have been self-reported. The idea we're even
asking for reports is a fairly recent thing in Texas. We were not
asking for those, those incidence reports before a couple, couple,
three years ago if I'm remembering correctly.

Senator Glenn Hegar: 2011. And the first compila on data's
being put together right now but s ll does not include the
incidences that are at a hospital--

Senator Larry Taylor: Right.

Senator Glenn Hegar: --because several of the doctors tes fied
that they have never had to check a list to send some type of data
in.



Senator Larry Taylor: And obviously the way the current law is
today, a person who presents with complications isn't going to the
abor on clinic as they can't find the doctor, so they're going back
to the abor-- to the hospital and the hospital or to go back to the
regular OB/GYN presen ng with these, these issues and they're
presenting-- they don't know to report a-- an incident.

So the, the numbers have been under-reported all along; but I
just think you-- when you look in light of the amazing advances
we've had here in medical capabili es to allow these miracle
babies to have life earlier than the current law's six months, I
think it is mely that we passed House Bill 2 to update our

melines on abor on restric ons while also at the same me
providing greater protec ons for Texas women who undergo the
abor on procedure, and I think you got it good there and I look
forward to support you ge ng this thing done today. Thank you,
Senator Hegar.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Senator.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Rodríguez, for what purpose do
you rise, sir?

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you, Mr. President; to ask a few
questions of the author.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Will Senator Hegar yield?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes. Yeah, yes, sir.

Senator José Rodríguez: Senator Hegar, I want to follow up on,
on this discussion about the doctor's opinion--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator José Rodríguez: --on these issues.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator José Rodríguez: Uh, I believe Senator Davis asked you
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whether you were aware that the Texas Hospital Associa on
opposes this legislation?27

Senator Glenn Hegar: She did. She did. Yes, sir.

Senator José Rodríguez: And your answer was 'yes'.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir. I've seen that-- I've seen that
letter.

Senator José Rodríguez: Right. You've seen that le er. Have you
also seen the le er from the Texas chapter of the American
Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists?28

Senator Glenn Hegar: I've, I've read that letter, yes, sir.

Senator José Rodríguez: And they also are opposed to, to this
legislation--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator José Rodríguez: --is that not correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir. And--

Senator José Rodríguez: Have you--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --and Senator Deuell and West had a good
discussion about that letter as well.

Senator José Rodríguez: That's correct. And have you seen the
letter from the Texas Medical Association?29



Senator Glenn Hegar: I have, and I remember you even-- you
pretty much read it out loud at the committee hearing on Monday.

Senator José Rodríguez: Yes, and the reason why I did that is
because there was a question as to whether the TMA opposes this
legislation or not.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Or whether-- yes, a lot of the ques on was
whether they're neutral and they haven't taken a position, but you
read it and--

Senator José Rodríguez: Well, and I think--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --you said "well, how, how can they not be
opposed, by some of the language", I think is what you said--

Senator José Rodríguez: Well, that's correct and I think to--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --if I remember; verbatim, almost.

Senator José Rodríguez: --to set that record straight, I'd like to
read those provisions again. It's only--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Please. Yes.

Senator José Rodríguez: --three sentences. This is from the Texas
Medical Associa on that-- normally, from my experience, we
follow their advice here on the Senate, as well as in our
commi ee hearings, at least as I experienced it when I served on
the Health and Human Services Commi ee; par cularly on issues
where the TMA's concerned that the proposals may interfere with
the doctor-pa ent rela onship. Isn't that right? That's normally



one of the things that we hear from the TMA.

Senator Glenn Hegar: A lot of the mes if-- yes. I mean I-- we've
heard from doctors any me that they think that there might be
some, some type of-- something that would influence their
patient-doctor relationship, yes.

Senator José Rodríguez: Right, and we respect their, their
opinion on that, as I said. I think we follow it most of the me. And
in this par cular le er, dated July the eighth, to the Senate
Health and Human Services Commi ee, provided just before the
hearing was held, they state that "our concerns are with the
legisla ve intrusion into the pa ent-physician rela onship and
the details of the prac ce of medicine, and with a legisla vely
created standard of care". TMA is concerned that this bill "sets a
dangerous precedent of the legislature prescribing the details on
the prac ce of medicine". And then, finally, they say towards the
end of their le er that "the pa ent-physician rela onship is one
of mutuality and trust" and the "TMA strongly opposes any
legislation that interferes in this relationship".

So it seems to me that also is a very strong posi on taken by
our, our leading medical associa on. And I know that some
people in the commi ee hearing said "well, but they don't
represent all the doctors". Well, that's like most organizations.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Let's not get into that debate again.

Senator José Rodríguez: Well, I'm not gonna--

Senator Glenn Hegar: I remember it led into a question from--



Senator José Rodríguez: Yes.

Senator Glenn Hegar: --right behind you, Senator Garcia.

[Senator José Rodríguez laughs.]

Senator Glenn Hegar: And then Senator Huffman, so--

Senator José Rodríguez: So, so, so here's my ques on to you:
why, why are we persis ng in promo ng this bill and trying to get
it passed when our medical profession, the leading experts in the
field-- the gynecologists, the obstetricians, the general
prac oners, the hospital associa on, all the hospitals in the
state that are members of that associa on-- are indica ng either
strong opposi on or concerns about the impact that this
legisla on would have, not only on the doctor-pa ent
rela onship, but on the health of women? So why would we be
insis ng that we're going to act contrary to the expert advice in
this state on these issues?

Senator Glenn Hegar: And I think that's a good ques on,
Senator, and I'm glad-- I'm glad that you raise it and I think you may
have asked that before-- that on this floor, in this process, through
the commi ee hearing process, a lot of the mes you reference
that we listen to the Texas Medical Associa on, the Hospital
Associa on, ACOG or-- I'll use those three because those are the
three you cited-- or other groups, the trade associations. We often
listen to those trade associa ons, but does that mean that we do
exactly what those trade associations suggest or recommend?

Many mes through this process, we may do exactly what they
say; other mes it's a combina on, somewhere in between; and



some mes it's completely opposed to what they say. I do not
believe-- and I'm not a doctor, I've never said that I'm a doctor in
any shape, form, or fashion, but I have heard, as you-- you've sat
through the tes mony. There were some physicians that
opposed; there were other physicians that support. And so I do
think that the medical community is, is not in unison on this bill. I
have seen these letters, but I do not believe that this legislation is
significantly, or majorly, or however the qualifier would be, that
would impede that doctor-pa ent rela onship. I do believe it's
gonna increase the standard of care and it s ll gives those
doctors the ability to make reasonable medical judgments, which
they should have.

Senator José Rodríguez: Well, I think-- and you're right, there are
differences amongst the medical profession individuals and, in
fact, TMA in its le er points that out. But-- and also, with regard to
your comments about the differences that we have heard
throughout the sessions--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator José Rodríguez: --on medical professionals' advice. We
hear them on scope of prac ce, we hear them on other issues like
that, regulatory issues; but this legisla on that we're talking
about today invives-- involves not only women's health, but also
life and death. And it seems to me that when you have the leading
medical organiza ons taking issue with this legisla on that that
should cause us to pause and think whether or not that overrides
an individual physician's views on this ma er-- as we heard Dr.
Love, for example, in his tes mony at the commi ee hearing.
Here's what the Texas chapter of the American Congress of



Obstetricians and Gynecologists says, for example: that this
legislation "sets a dangerous precedent by legislating the practice
of medicine and places women at their risk by denying access to
safe and legal reproductive health services".

We've spent a lot of me on fetal pain. I don't want to spend
more me on that or on the Ambulatory Surgical Centers, or the
distances, and the admission practices; all of that's been covered.
There's no point in being repe ve, but on the issue of peetal
pain-- fetal pain, for example, the gynecologists, the obstet--
obstetricians are saying no credible scien fic evidence exists of
fetal pain percep on pre-viability. The medical profession
published a rigorous scien fic review of evidence on fetal pain in
the Journal of the American Medical Associa on in 2005. Fetal
perception of pain is not confirmed prior to the third trimester.

And I could quote some other parts here on all the other
sec ons of the bill, but I'm not going to because the point that I
wanna make is: these are the experts. And this is the whole
associa on. It's not any individual doctor, where there may be
some individ-- some differences, as we can acknowledge; but
these are the experts. And these associations-- the Texas Hospital
Associa on, the Texas Medical Associa on, and ACOG-- are telling
us that they have serious concerns here and that this legisla on
is going to do harm to women's health. And I'd go further and I
would say it's going to implicate the possible, uh, life and death of
some of our women who are not gonna be able to access services
under this legisla on. So I wanna close by this: as you pointed out
earlier, in El Paso we have two clinics. We've communicated, in
my office, to at least one of them and they've told us it is very
likely that they're going to be closing down as a result of the



provisions under the Ambulatory Surgical Center requirements
here. And these are the two clinics, as you alluded to earlier--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator José Rodríguez: --that provide services not only in El
Paso, but for the far west Texas region.

Senator Glenn Hegar: For the other part of your district and
Senator Uresti's.

Senator José Rodríguez: Part of Senator Ures 's district and now
a por on of my district that used to be his: Presidio County, Jeff
Davis, Culberson, Hudspeth. And that was your reference to that
one doctor--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, yes, sir.

Senator José Rodríguez: --that I men oned at the commi ee
hearings. And so I am very concerned with the impact of this bill
on the lives of women and the services that are available to
women. And I wish that for once, in this instance, we would look at
our medical experts' advice and follow it, uh, Senator Hegar. And
so, it's something that I think we all need to think about when we
discuss who is saying what with regard to these issues, who are
the experts and who are not.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And I respect that. Thank you, Senator.

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you, Senator Hegar.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.



Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you, Mr. President.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Rodríguez. Senator
Campbell, for what purpose do you rise, ma'am?

Senator Donna Campbell: Ah, to ask a question of the author.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Will Senator Hegar yield?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, yes, Mr. President.

Senator Donna Campbell: Um, Senator Hegar, I-- correct me if I'm
wrong; I don't find anything in this bill that actually puts a wedge
between a pa ent and their physician. As a ma er of fact, it
seems to me like this legislation strengthens the rapport between
a doctor and pa ent because it-- it asks the physician to have
more contact with the patient, explain more about the procedure.
Is that true?

Senator Glenn Hegar: That was some of my points earlier and
some of the discussions, especially with the RU-486 medica on
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and also the admitting privileges.

Senator Donna Campbell: And actually, e-- exactly, asking a
physician to be available should there be a complica on rather
than abandon them-- a patient.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct, correct. Yes, ma'am.

Senator Donna Campbell: So-- um-- looking at the TMA and-- you
know, they rendered a le er, but as a physician that has been a
member of TMA I can tell you this is-- does not represent for your
comfort-- does not represent the whole of the associa on and
frankly, some mes I think associa ons in order to propel their
own association sometimes can't see the forest for the trees.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I understand.

Senator Donna Campbell: I would say that this bill encourages
the pa ent-doctor rela onship because it will improve the care
and that's what they're all about. If you ask 'em part of their, um,
mission and it's to improve patient care. The-- and to s--

Senator Glenn Hegar: The oath-- the oath you take.

Senator Donna Campbell: That's right, and "first do no harm".
The, um-- and just to-- to just remind everybody how the
government does get into medical prac ce: in something as
simple as community-acquired pneumonia, we are dictated what
an bio cs we must use, to have this standard of prac ce-- best
prac ce act-- so we can see the government's involvement,
wouldn't you agree, in many things that we prac ce every day in
medicine that you've heard about, just--



Senator Glenn Hegar: There, there are--

Senator Donna Campbell: --right.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator Donna Campbell: Right. Everything from, um-- ge ng
our medical-- uh, our narco cs license and drugs we have to
prescribe, who can do that; government is within, it's just woven
within the practice of medicine. So--

Senator Glenn Hegar: It is.

Senator Donna Campbell: --would you say that--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Make sure that there's that-- the standard
of care in many types of situations.

Senator Donna Campbell: Yes, and I, I think that that's what the
Government's tried to do, both on the federal level and the, the
state level. I think that's what we're trying to do here. If, uh, if we
see an industry's not regula ng themselves for the benefit of the
health and safety of a woman-- that's what this bill's really trying
to do, is it not?

Senator Glenn Hegar: To increase the quality of care, yes,
ma'am.

Senator Donna Campbell: Yes, sir, that's what I thought. Thank
you, sir. I s--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank--



Senator Donna Campbell: I fully support this bill.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Senator Campbell.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Ha-- Hancock, for what
purpose do you rise?

Senator Kelly Hancock: A few questions for the author, please.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Will Senator Hegar yield?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, Mr. President.

Senator Kelly Hancock: Yes. Senator Hegar, it-- it was not my
intent to speak today, uh, it's not my preference to be on the
microphone on the Senate floor, um-- but, um, as Senator
Rodríguez brought up Texas Medical Associa on, Texas Hospital
Associa on's, um-- difficulty or objec ons to this legisla on:
number one, I don't believe we ought to allow any associa ons to
dictate the legisla on and the process that we go through on this
floor. But-- uh-- I had to ques on-- when I hear of their opposi on
to the fact of fetal pain and we talk about fetal pain, and it's the
description that we've given.

Uh, as Senator Taylor pointed out, it was my chief of staff who,
early on in session, early on in her pregnancy, somewhere
between 24-26 weeks, she began to have serious health
complica ons; to the point that she was rushed to the emergency
room. And to-- much to-- you know, w-what we wouldn't want to
happen, what we wouldn't want to occur-- you know, John Mark
was born, uh, out of that very difficult situa on at 24 to 26 weeks.
And these same associa ons who oppose this bill and who want



to deny fetal pain-- I found it very interes ng-- just a few nights
a er I was called to the hospital to, to say prayers with John and
Mia because they were told that there was nothing else the
hospital can do to save John Mark.

But John Mark survived the night. But there were great
complica ons-- heart rate levels, oxygen levels, and dangerous,
dangerous areas. And one of the things I found unique-- and I am
not a physician, I'm a Senator who loves their staff-- been with my
chief of staff for seven years now. And I love John Mark. But what I
go a say this, this hospital associa on and this medical
physicians who say that there's no such thing as fetal pain would
call me and ask Mia to come to the hospital-- are you aware of why
she would need to come to the hospital? Well, his levels were
dangerously high.

And Senator Hegar, they would, they would ask her to simply
come to the hospital 'cause the machines weren't working, and
what that baby needed was to lay on that mother's stomach and
to feel the love and the touch of a mother. And when that-- when
John Mark felt that love and felt that touch-- skin upon skin-- his
vitals began to improve. And so for weeks and for months that
hospital who doesn't believe in fetal pain did believe, because the
evidence was there and I got to see it personally; that when a
mother touches a child... that the vital signs improve. More than
an incubator, be er than a bunch of machines that he's s ll
hooked up on today.

Senator Hegar, are you aware that, uh, last night my wife and
my daughter and I got a great privilege? You see, at 10 o'clock last
night it was John Mark's turn to have a bath once again, and we



got to see John Mark take a bath. And in a few weeks John Mark's
going home, because of medical improvements in a state where
currently you can have an abor on for any reason at all up to
seven months. And all you're trying to do, this legisla on, am I
correct, is just to recognize the improvements in medical care?
And that a child like John Mark is viable up to five months. Is that
what you are trying to do with this legislation?

Senator Glenn Hegar: With that, as you said, with the touch that
child can feel, they can feel that pain at 20 weeks and beyond.

Senator Kelly Hancock: And they can feel the mother's love.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And they can feel that.

Senator Kelly Hancock: Whether TMA and THA want to admit it
or not, when, when that point in me comes and those levels get
high they called Mia. Legisla vely they may not admit it, but they
called my chief of staff and asked her to come and simply hold her
child so that his levels would improve. To-- I'm not a physician--
there's a lot of people on this smoor-- on this floor a lot smarter
and wiser than I am-- but I saw those numbers improve. I saw the
loving touch of a mother impact the life of a child. I appreciate you
carrying this legislation.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And I appreciate you sharing that with us
throughout this last session, as both of them con nued to
develop and increase. That was special to hear and watch and we
appreciate that very much. Thank you, Senator.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Hancock. Senator
Patrick, for what purpose do you rise, sir?



Senator Dan Patrick: Uh-- questions of the author, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Will Senator, uh, Hegar yield?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator Dan Patrick: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you, uh,
Senator. I want to talk to you about, uh, RU-486 because that's the
por on of the omnibus bill that, that I carried last session. There
was some comments made earlier that it was the first me we
actually had that, last session.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct.

Senator Dan Patrick: Carrying this session. And I just wanted to
walk through to, to be sure we're in agreement, to be sure the
record is clear. Um-- the reason we want the doctor to follow the
FDA guidelines and the drug manufacturer's guidelines is because
if these-- it's a series of two pills--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct.

Senator Dan Patrick: --if they're taken incorrectly, could lead to
serious pain for the woman. Correct?

Senator Glenn Hegar: The-- the pill as well as poten al side-
effects, yes.

Senator Dan Patrick: In fact, if it's not done correctly, uh, she
could even become, uh, subject of septic shock.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.



Senator Dan Patrick: Uh, serious infection.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct.

Senator Dan Patrick: Could endanger her life.

Senator Glenn Hegar: That's correct.

Senator Dan Patrick: One of the things that we talked about
when you first brought this bill to the floor, and we've talked about
since then, is that this bill is about women's healthcare. It is
about improving the safety of that woman having the abor on.
And while you're pro-life, I'm pro-life, I wish a woman didn't have
an abortion-- I recognize it is the law of the land.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Mm, it's, it's, that's-- the cons tu onal
privilege, yes.

Senator Dan Patrick: And I also, as a Chris an, as someone who
cares about my fellow Texan, my fellow man, my fellow woman, is
that I-- while I want to protect the life of that baby, we also should
be just as concerned about protec ng the life of the woman. I
value her life as much as the life in the womb.

And I believe everyone that supports this bill values both lives.
And some mes that's lost in this debate. So in the case of RU-486
the reason we need her to come back to see the doctor is, the first
pill acts almost like chemotherapy and it's-- it's hur ul to describe
it-- but some mes we gloss over abor on; we call it by names it's
not. But the first pill's like chemotherapy: it's a toxin that kills the
cells of the baby.



Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator Dan Patrick: And the reason she should come back the
second me, two days later, is because the doctor needs to be
sure that that killer drug-- and that's what it is-- is working.

Senator Glenn Hegar: The physician.

Senator Dan Patrick: The physician.

Senator Glenn Hegar: In case there's complications.

Senator Dan Patrick: In case there's complications.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Is there working-- is there problems.

Senator Dan Patrick: And if it's not, he may prescribe a different
dosage or a, uh, or a different approach. But if the first toxin is
working and the cells of the baby are dying, then she has to come
back in 14 days because what that second pill does is flush-- and
again-- it may be gruesome, but this is what it is-- this is what it is--
it's death by drugs-- she comes back in 14 days because that
physician must be sure that that baby has been flushed out of her
system. And when I hear people stand on this floor, or off this
floor, say that it's not important for that woman to come back and
see that physician in a safe environment-- when I hear it's not
important for the doctor to follow the FDA guidelines--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --who is the most qualified.

Senator Dan Patrick: --who is the most qualified. Then those
comments are made by people who are not as concerned about



the health of the woman; because, by then, the baby is gone. But if
the cells have not been flushed out of her system, then she could
have a serious infection. She could have sepsis. She could die.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Seven hundred percent more likely than
surgical.

Senator Dan Patrick: And we had tes mony-- and I don't know if
it was last session when I was on Health and Human Services, or
this session when I laid out the bill-- it's been a-- it's been a long--
been a long-- uh, me working on this legisla on, but we had
tes mony from women who were just handed the two pills at
once and sent on their way. And they reported they were in
terrible pain, and they didn't know what to do, they didn't know
who to turn to. You know why? Because that doctor was gone.

One of the things the sonogram bill did last session-- one of the
things the sonogram bill did was require the doctor to actually
have a patient-doctor relationship. Because, before the sonogram
bill, we had tes mony from Planned Parenthood: the doctor
would come in, mask on, just see the eyes, five minutes before the
procedure, have the abor on, be gone before she was even out of
recovery; off to the next abor on clinic. And so those women who
tes fied, they didn't know who to turn to, because when they
went back to the abor on clinic or called, that doctor was gone.
So the purpose of RU-486 in this bill-- and that is the interes ng
part of this bill-- because part of this bill will stop late-term
abor ons at five months-- it really is about the safety of the baby,
as Senator Hancock so brilliantly and eloquently described, can
live.

But the RU-486 is really about the safety of the mother-- of the



woman who was carrying the baby; because once she's taken that
pill-- from there on everything that's in this bill is about her safety.
You have done an outstanding job, three mes, of being pa ent,
of being honest, of being knowledgeable. And this is a bill that I'm
proud, when the right me comes-- sooner than later is my hope--
to pass. And anyone who says this is not about protec ng
women's health, and raising the level, is just flat wrong. And
anyone who says this bill is also a-- not, about not stopping late-
term abor on-- because it is about that-- we want to save the
baby's life and we want to save the mother's life. Thank you for
carrying this bill. Thank you for your work on it.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you. Thank you, Senator, for all your
help. Thank you very much.
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[Senator Craig Estes here takes over as ac ng Chair, though he is
not identified by name for this segment.]

Senator Craig Estes: Senator Deuell, for what purpose?

Senator Bob Deuell: Ask the author questions?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, absolutely.

Senator Bob Deuell: Senator Hegar and members, I think we've
all had a respec ul dialogue today and I appreciate that and,
Senator Hegar, it would be hard for me to get up and have a bill
that was about law, criminal jus ce or something, or farming, and
it's equally as hard-- you've done a good job. I'm gonna ask you a
ques on I know you don't know the answer of, but have you ever
heard of a physician called Ignaz Semmelweis?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Hmm, not off-hand.

Senator Bob Deuell: I wanna tell you a li le story about Dr.
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Semmelweis. He was a Hungarian obstetrician-gynecologist in the
1830s, prac cing in Vienna which was then the Mecca, world-
center of modern medicine. 1830s; then the mortality/morbidity
rate in hospitals for women having babies was 90 per cent.
Mortality/morbidity at 90 percent. [Interjec on of "Wow!" from
Senator Hegar. ] Women would avoid, do just about anything to
avoid having a baby in a hospital.

And the reason that the morbidity/mortality was 90 percent
was because of infec on, something called puerperal fever,
childbed fever. And the custom, then, of the standard of care of
modern medicine, if you will, was that physicians would be
teaching medical students, they would be dissec ng a cadaver of
a woman who died of childbed fever and be called by the nurses
over to another part of the hospital to do a delivery and they
would merely just wipe their hands on their lapel and go over and
deliver the baby and that's why about 90 percent of the women
caught childbed fever.

Dr. Semmelweis was very observant. He no ced-- well, one of
his fellow physicians was doing a dissec on of a cadaver and cut
his hand accidentally with a scalpel when demonstra ng
anatomy to the medical students, and very subsequently he
developed the symptoms of a febrile illness which Semmelweis
noted was exactly like these women got. And so he... thought, well
there has to be some cause; they didn't know about microbes,
they didn't know about bacteria. And so he proposed having
medical students and other physicians and nurses wash their
hands in lime water before they would attend, touch a patient.

And the medical students and nurses and other-- he was the



director of the obstetrical unit-- they were very offended that they
would have to wash their hands, but he got the
morbidity/mortality down to 10 percent. There's a book about
this, if you want, a er we finally-- if we ever get out of Aus n,
called The Cry and the Covenant. And people made fun of him; he
went over to the Royal Academy of Medicine and was literally
booed out of the hall for talking about there must be something,
they didn't know what, but talked about asep c technique and
washing hands; that you could reduce it.

And he became so unpopular in Vienna that he was run back
home to Hungary. And he was obsessed with this, this idea, and
he took it to Pasteur. Pasteur was kind of on to it too, but
professional jealousy being what it is, he didn't want to
acknowledge it because he had his own research ge ng ready to
go, and-- Semmelweis was so obsessed with this and he was-- his
reputa on was ruined in Vienna-- that he cut his hand and shoved
it into a cadaver that had died of childbed fever and ended up
dying of this to prove his point.30 Later on, Pasteur and other
people said, 'You know, he might have been right' as they
published their papers and--

So here was a man that gave his life, and my point of that is that
in medicine, we don't always get it right early on. Doctors didn't
think that radia on had any harm; um, in fact, when I was 13 I had
a thyroid tumor because my mother took me very faithfully in from
age 6 months to a year, once a month, for radia on treatment to
my shoulder to get rid of a birthmark. We treated tonsilli s and
acne with radia on. There's a whole bunch of us baby boomers
now that got thyroid cancer from that. I have a poster at my house
of a doctor who is recommending pa ents smoke cigare es,



because then we were spreading tuberculosis because a lot of
people were chomping on cigars and chewing tobacco, and there
used to be spi oons right here at these desks back in 1888 when
this Capitol opened.

We go on. Our son just finished his radiology residency and
graduated from medical school in '08 and I tell him: back in '83,
when I got out of medical school, they didn't have MRIs; they
hardly ever did a sonogram on a pregnancy. Li le more history--
AMA and organized medicine opposed Medicaid and Medicare in
1965. I talked with Senator West about some of these groups that
are opposing this bill as a formal declara on by their group; they
oppose the Affordable Care Act.

But my point is, is that physician groups have opinions;
individual physicians have opinions. I have been to many medical
conferences where two leaders in the field adamantly disagreed
on how to approach a problem. Medical literature is mixed; I've
men oned before that you can check the medical literature for
diabetes or hypertension or any area of medicine that you're
interested in, and you can see that there is conflic ng, conflic ng
evidence. A 2005 study in the journal of JAMA [Journal of the
American Medical Associa on ] talked about that they didn't think
that fetal pain existed un l the third trimester; but I put on your
desk, and I've given other senators, and there's much, much more,
you could stack it up with literature that thinks that these babies
do have pain.

And one of the ques ons you had was about the point of
concep on versus the last menstrual period. We speak of 20
weeks, that is 22 weeks using the last menstrual period, we use to



figure out what we call 'the es mated date of confinement', the
EDC. And you take the first day of the last menstrual period, you
subtract three months and add seven days and then that is the
due date. That's just-- it doesn't ma er which you use, as long as
you know what you're talking about. And again, as I men oned,
there are other ways to date a pregnancy: sonograms, but they
have limita ons because there are 'small for gesta onal age'
babies, 'average for gesta onal age', and 'large for gesta onal
age' babies. There's something called a beta HCG.

And we-- the points are well taken; we don't know always exact-
- exactly. Some mes we do, some mes we don't. But there is
medical evidence and just as Dr. Semmelweis was ridiculed for
thinking that there was something causing an infec on in people,
I would submit that: are we really willing to take the chance that
these babies don't suffer pain? Are we really ready to draw that
line in the sand?

We've had a bunch of publicity in the state, and some of it good,
some of it bad. A lot of it's not even been about what this bill is
about, and that there are good people on this floor who, who
disagree. I again submit that the doctors who do abor ons, uh,
perhaps from their point of view with good inten ons, are not
always following the rules; I won't say all of them. Not all family
prac oners like me follow all the rules. But I think that it's
prevalent enough, looking at the stories, that we need to
intervene. And if in the interim, a er this bill passes and is signed
by the government, if those doctors will come to us and make a
case for changes, I think as open-minded people that, that we can
entertain that.



I don't think the clinics are going to close; they certainly don't
have to, given the amount of money that they take in.
Pennsylvania, for example: I don't know if you men oned this;
when they had a similar bill, half of their abor on clinics became
Ambulatory Surgical Centers within six months. It's possible; and if
you look at the people here rallying against this bill and
throughout the country and there are just as many, in my opinion,
if not more, that are for the bill. But if that same intensity, that
same passion-- and I admire that passion-- if they could direct that
to helping those clinics then they could also be a part of helping
'em, helping 'em not close.

We've heard stories, countless number of people tes fying, we
have heard Senator Davis's story and there's a lot to admire about
that. But, you know, my mother was a single mom too; our father
deserted us when I was three and she struggled. I've seen that. My
wife and I were married just shortly out of high school and we had
an unplanned pregnancy who now is a 42-year-old rocket
scien st, and we had those struggles and I understand that. But
people can do things in life with an unplanned pregnancy. And
we've talked about adop on, that's certainly-- there are many,
many couples that want-- that want babies; so all of these things
are alternatives that we should consider.

But, again, this bill is about women's health. I know people
disagree with that. As a physician, I want abor ons to be safer, I
want those doctors to play by the same rules, I want RU-486 to be
used properly. Not men oned, is it two hours? within two hours
a er taking that drug you can get violently ill and I think that a
woman should be close to, to medical care when she first takes
that medication for that reason.



And I'll just close that Henry Hyde, that late great congressman
from Illinois, in the debate about par al birth abor ons asked if
we could draw the line at torture. And I would just submit that
now, as we consider this bill which includes the fetal pain part of
it, are we willing to take that chance, are we willing to take a
chance that these babies do feel it? I think they do, and let's draw
the line and not torture these babies that are aborted. Thank you,
Senator Hegar.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Senator Deuell, and I
appreciate all the help that you've provided in this whole debate,
discussion, in the last several months. Thank you very much.

Senator Craig Estes: Members, if there are no other ques ons,
we will proceed to amendments. Members, Senator Whitmire
moves to excuse Senator Van de Pu e on ma ers of important
business. Is there an objec on? Hearing none, the mo on is
adopted.
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[Senator Craig Estes con nues as ac ng Chair, though he is not
identified by name for this segment.]

[50 seconds of people milling about, some distributing papers.]

Senator Craig Estes: Scratch that announcement. The journal will
show Senator Van de Putte present.

[About 2 minutes of milling about.]

Senator Craig Estes: Members, on behalf of our wonderful staff
here, we're gonna take a 5-minute break.

[People con nue to mill around; silence for the rest of the
segment.]
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[Senator Kevin Eltife here takes over as acting Chair.]

Senator Kevin El fe:  The Senate will come to order. Before we
move forward we would like to take a moment to thank those of
you in the gallery; it's been, uh, quite a while, several hours.
You've done an incredible job honoring our wishes, and we
appreciate that; we've got a long way to go, but we want to thank
you for your conduct, thank you. The following amendment: Floor
Amendment Number 1 by West. Secretary, please read the
amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 1, by West.

Senator Kevin El fe:  Senator West to explain Floor Amendment
Number 1.

[Senator Royce West here calls ASCs (Ambulatory Surgical
Centers) "ACS". After the first instance, the transcript uses the correct
abbreviation.]

http://youtu.be/md6ICO63HAg
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Senator Royce West: Mr. President and members, this
amendment would bring the transfer requirements of abor on
facili es in line with those of Ambulatory Surgical Centers.
Specifically, Title XXV of the Texas Administra ve Code requires
the ACS Centers [sic] to have wri en a transfer agreement with a
hospital or physician on staff to have admi ng privileges at a
local hospital. In keeping with the bill's intent to bring abor on
clinics up to standards of ASCs, the amendment would apply the
ASC transfer admitting privileges guidelines to abortion facilities. I
move adoption.

Senator Kevin El fe:  Thanks, Senator West. Senator Hegar on
Floor Amendment Number 1 by West.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you,
Senator West. We've had a good discussion on this issue earlier
today and during the commi ee hearing as well. I s ll think it's
extremely important, though we may disagree, that the doctors
have-- required to have admi ng privileges and not just the
transfer agreement, and with all due respect I'd ask we move to
table this--

Senator Royce West: That's not what the amendment does.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay, go ahead.

Senator Royce West: It adds the transfer agreement to the
requirements that you have in your bill. I think your bill is silent on
whether or not a transfer-- a licensed abor on facility, once
compliant with the ASC requirements, would have the ability to
also enter into a transfer agreement.



Senator Glenn Hegar: I understand. And so, with that, I s ll
believe that this is not an amendment that I would like to accept.

Senator Royce West: So you don't want-- even if this law is held,
deemed to be cons tu onal, and a licensed abor ons facility
must comply with an-- with the ASC requirements-- you don't want
that facility-- licensed abor ons facility to have the right to enter
into transfer agreements? Is that, is that what you're saying?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I believe that this law will be held
cons tu onal, and therefore I think that we should have the
standard of what the bill presents, Senator.

Senator Royce West: No, but-- and, and, and, yeah and
obviously, but--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --and I appreciate--

Senator Royce West: --but what I'm saying is this, is that you
have said consistently that you want these facili es, that is, the
licensed abor on facili es, to be on the same par, if you will, with
an Ambulatory Surgical Center. Ambulatory Surgical Centers have
the right to have, ah, transfer agreements, and I just don't
understand, if indeed you want these abor ons facili es to be on
par, why you would not want these facili es to also have transfer
agreements as an option.

Senator Glenn Hegar: They're going to move, under this bill, to
ASC standards, if they provide abor ons; and those doctors would
have admi ng privileges and transfer ability today, as ASCs do;
and I appreciate it, but I would respec ully request that we table
this amendment.



Senator Royce West: Okay, so is it a statutory requirement that
they have transfer agreements?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Senator, I'm asking for a vote and, with all
due respect, I ask to table the amendment.

Senator Royce West: Yes, sir.

Senator Kevin Eltife: Senator West, you're recognized to close on
the amendment.

Senator Royce West: Members, if indeed-- I mean, the die's been
cast, we know this bill's gonna pass-- if indeed the licensed
abor on facili es are going to have to comply with the ASC
requirements then, needless to say, they should be able to have
the same privileges. And one of the privileges, that I think Senator
Deuell and some of the other physicians would indicate, is that
they have the ability to have transfer agreements.

This par cular bill is silent on that par cular issue. And so I
think that it's wise, even though I'm not going to vote for the
legisla on on final passage, that if indeed it's your intent to have
them, have them on par, then they should have the ability to have
transfer agreements. Therefore I ask you to vote against the
motion to table.

Senator Kevin El fe:  Thanks, Senator West. Members, the
mo on on the floor is by Hegar, to table Floor Amendment 1.
Secretary, please call the roll. The mo on is to table Floor
Amendment Number 1.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,



Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Zaffirini.

Senator Kevin El fe:  19 ayes, 11 nays, the mo on to table
prevails. Thank you, Senator West.

Senator Royce West: Thank you for the use of the hall.

Senator Kevin El fe:  The following amendment, Floor
Amendment Number 2, by Ures . Secretary, please read the
amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 2 by Uresti.

Senator Kevin Eltife: Senator Ures  to explain Floor Amendment
Number 2.

Senator Carlos Ures :  Thank you, Mr. President. Members, good
evening. This amendment would allow for an exemp on from the
twenty-week provision of the bill for pregnancies that are the
result of rape or incest. It also makes clear, however, that the
exemp on does not include pregnancies that are more than
twenty-four weeks old, regardless of rape or incest. This twenty-
four-week period is in keeping with the standard adopted by the
United States Supreme Court, protec ng as a cons tu onal right
the ability of a woman to make reproduc ve health choices, to
end her pregnancy, so long as this does not occur a er viability.
Most OB/GYNs understand fetal viability to occur at or around
twenty-four weeks a er the last menstrual period. Members, you
may well know that similar twenty-week bans in Idaho and



Arizona were recently struck down as unconstitutional.

However, and much more importantly, my amendment simply
acknowledges the fact that rape is one of the most heinous
crimes, some would even say a hate crime, that can be
perpetrated against a woman. In fact, the FBI ranks rape as the
second most violent crime, behind only murder. And members,
don't kid yourselves into thinking that rape is a rare occurrence.
According to the Texas Associa on against Sexual Assault, one in
every five Texas women have been sexually assaulted at some
point in their life me, and every two minutes, someone in the
United States becomes a vic m of sexual assault. Over 80% of
Texans who were sexually assaulted, did not report it to law
enforcement. And only 19% of sexual assaults are commi ed by
complete strangers, meaning that over 80% of sexual assaults are
commi ed by someone the vic m knows, which helps explains
the underreporting.

Now here's something I want to stress, so I hope all the
members pay close a en on. According to the Texas Department
of Public Safety, in 2011 there were 19,011 vic ms of sexual
assault, and the age group with the highest number of vic ms was
ten to fourteen years old. Ten to fourteen years old. That means
quite simply that a vote against my amendment is not only a vote
against rape victims, but largely a vote against child rape victims.

Mr. President, Senator Hegar my good friend, members, rapes
perpetrated by someone the vic m knows are the least likely to
get reported, yet they account for a majority of the sexual assault
occurrences in Texas. According to RAINN, the Rape Abuse and
Incest Na onal Network, vic ms of non-stranger rape experience-



- vic ms of non-stranger rape experience a high degree of internal
struggle and shame, and o en mes they blame themselves for a
crime that they didn't commit. Moreover, vic ms of non-stranger
rape are more likely than other vic ms to be blamed and have
their en re past sexual history scru nized, and as a result they
feel re-vic mized. Rape vic ms are three mes more likely to
suffer from depression, six mes more likely to suffer from Post-
Trauma c Stress Disorder, thirteen mes more likely to abuse
alcohol, twenty-six more mes-- twenty-six mes more likely to
abuse drugs, and four times more likely to contemplate suicide.

But when we put forth this very limited excep on for rape and
incest, the response that we get: "But they had five months to
decide!" However, according to the Houston-based Children's
Assessment Center, 73% of all child sexual abuse vic ms don't
ever tell anyone about the abuse for at least a year. 45% of
vic ms don't tell anyone for at least five years. And of course
some never disclose it at all. So if these child vic ms generally
don't even disclose the abuse un l one to five years a er it has
occurred, how can anyone reasonably say that twenty weeks is a
sufficient amount of time for them to decide whether or not to end
their pregnancy?

Members, if a woman, possibly a child, has had to suffer the
indigna on of being sexually assaulted, I think the least-- the
absolute, absolute least-- that we as a legisla ve body can do, is
give that poor vic m four more weeks, one measly month, to
make the difficult decision, as a vic m of this heinous crime,
whether to have the abor on. It doesn't mean they will. It gives
them four more weeks to decide. Given the inevitable physical
and psychological trauma that rape vic ms endure, I don't think it



is unreasonable to allow these women, or children, the necessary
me to make one of the most difficult decisions of their life. I also

want to emphasize that the United States House of
Representa ves, which as y'all well know is controlled by
Republicans, recently passed a similar twenty-week abor on ban
that did allow for an excep on regarding rape and incest. Now,
though we may disagree on the best means by which to achieve
this, members, we all want to see the number of abor ons
reduced.

Now we've also heard a lot about personal responsibility
respect-- with respect to this bill, and how, how people shouldn't
use abor on as birth control because they may have made a poor
choice. Well, members, with regard to the vic m of sexual
assault, again most of whom are children, who gets pregnant as a
result of that assault, there's no discussion of personal
responsibility. We are talking about a woman or a child, a vic m
in Texas most likely a child, being forced to submit to rape against
her will and without her consent.

Before I close, members, I want to share with you some
numbers that I obtained from the Department of State-- State
Health Services. In 2011, 402 out of 72,470, or 0.57% of abor ons
were performed in Texas-- that were performed in Texas were at
twenty weeks or later. In 2010, 420 out of 77,592, or 0.54% of
abor ons performed in Texas were at twenty-one weeks or later.
And in 2009, 457 out of 77,850, or 0.58% of abortions performed in
Texas were twenty-one weeks or later. Given the fact that,
according to DSHS, just over one half of 1% of abor ons in Texas
occur a er twenty weeks, this amendment will not have a
significant impact on the bill itself, but it will have a significant



impact on those unfortunate victims of rape and incest.

Recently, and, and Dean Whitmire alluded to this le er or e-
mail that we all received from an organiza on that stated, "We
urge you to oppose all amendments to HB 2. We will consider all
amendments to be hostile, and we will score votes supporting any
amendments as an -life votes." First of all, I can't ever recall
ge ng an e-mail that threatens us for vo ng for an amendment.
But how can an amendment that deals with vic ms of rape and
incest be considered an -life? Ironically, this amendment I
offered last session on the sonogram bill, which was very
important, and it wasn't considered an anti-life amendment.

And y'all voted for that bill. And I voted for that bill. So how can
today, my amendment, or any amendment, but my amendment
specifically, be considered anti-life? Members, I ask you, to please
not vote against this language. Think with your head, vote with
your heart. You know that this is the right thing to do. Have the
courage to stand up for those vic ms and let them know that you
care. Because if you do vote against this language, make no
mistake about it, it will be a vote against vic ms of rape and
incest. And on that vote, we will be scored by those vic ms. And
with that, Mr. President, I move adop on of Floor Amendment
Number 2.

Senator John Whitmire: Mr. President, does the gentleman
yield?
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Senator Carlos Uresti: I gladly yield to Senator Whitmire.

Senator John Whitmire: Senator Ures , thank you for your
courageous presenta on. And I think we need to slow down and
make certain that the members have an opportunity, respectfully,
not make a poli cal vote. I understand there's about nineteen
amendments; I've heard members talk about none will be
adopted, but I hope I'm wrong.

And I think your amendment gives us the opportunity to make a
very conscien ous vote, and I would like to allow you to put a face
on those vic ms that you're speaking of. First of all, you're not
proposing that they have an abortion, are you?

Senator Carlos Uresti: Of course not.

Senator John Whitmire: You're simply sta ng it's an op on a er
par cularly one of the minors are counseled, received their
guardian permission, advice, and counsel. How would a twelve- or

http://youtu.be/mhya2QJ7RNU
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fourteen-year-old rape vic m not realize that she's pregnant
before the twentieth week? Would you shed some light on the fact
that perhaps the li le child does not know that she is pregnant
un l she approaches the twen eth week? How does that
happen?

Senator Carlos Ures :  Well, Senator Whitmire, I have heard
hundreds, sadly, hundreds of stories of children that have been
raped, and vic ms of incest. I can't imagine what a twelve-year-
old li le girl-- and it happens; sadly, there are twelve-year-old
little girls in Texas right now that are getting pregnant.

And they're sexually assaulted, because a twelve-year-old li le
girl cannot consent to sex; so she is a victim of rape. She is a victim
of incest, in many instances. So I don't know what goes through
her mind, Senator Whitmire, where she may say, "Wow", all of a
sudden wake up one morning and realize she's pregnant.

Senator John Whitmire: Well, let-- no, let me give you a real-life
example. They're living in the home of the person that rapes them;
normally a stepfather. The twelve-, thirteen-, fourteen-year-old
has never had a menstrual period, menstrual cycle. She truly does
not understand the concept of pregnancy. So she's living in fear,
can't tell her mother because her mother supports her husband;
so there you have your tragedy that you're speaking to.

If people will put poli cs aside, and ignore folks who say they're
gonna score you on an amendment-- we've got to get away from
that, and we're doing a fine job today of deba ng this bill. You
need to con nue to urge our colleagues, par cularly the
supporters of this bill: take a step in the right direc on, be
courageous; take the risk of addressing something that is very



real, Senator Uresti.

This is not specula on, it's documented. Twelve-, thirteen-,
fourteen-year-olds who do not even understand the concept of a
fetus, the procedure of an abor on, this is not an selec ve,
elec ve-- This is not an elec ve abor on: this is when a twelve-,
thirteen-, fourteen-year-old or a minor comes forward, cries out
for help; someone takes them to a medical facility, and they're
allowed to terminate that pregnancy. Hopefully, there'll be other
op--op ons. So you're not proposing that that's the only path that
they take; you're simply saying in very limited, select, cri cal
times, that this minor, a rape/incest victim, has that as an option.

Senator Carlos Ures :  Absolutely, Senator Whitmire, and you
can imagine in--

[Crosstalk.]

Senator John Whitmire: Why would-- let me ask you this. Why
would anybody be opposed to this? What is the logic, whether it
be poli cs, morals, or other considera ons, that would have
someone oppose your amendment?

Senator Carlos Ures :  I don't understand, Senator Whitmire;
'cause again, last session, this was one of the changes that I
insisted on having put into the sonogram bill before I could
support that bill, which I did, and ul mately voted for it, and it
was acceptable. And so I don't understand why it could be
acceptable then and not now.

But part of the reason, and it goes to the, the, the comments I
made earlier about "Well, they've had five months to decide", but



again, if you're a twelve-, thirteen-year-old li le girl that's been
raped by your dad or your uncle or the neighbor, most likely he's
threatening her, and he's telling her "If you say a word to anybody,
I will kill you, I will kill your mother, I will kill your sister"; so she's
trying to hide it, perhaps, maybe she's wearing a sweater--

Senator John Whitmire: She don't even know, o en mes. It's
not a ma er of someone saying she has an opportunity to make
that decision, she's ignorant of the fact; o en mes low I.Q.,
largely just being a baby, a minor herself. I will urge you to
con nue to push your amendment, and I hope that someone that
is suppor ng this bill-- I personally think if the first person that is
suppor ng this bill will support this amendment, you'll see large
numbers of Senators, on both sides of the aisle, step out and
support this, because you and I know they agree with us.

Senator Carlos Uresti: Thank you.

Senator John Whitmire: And do it for the minors that are in
these desperate situations. Thank you for your amendment.

Senator Carlos Uresti: Thank you, Senator Whitmire.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Garcia, for what purpose do
you rise?

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Uh, to ask the author of the amendment a
couple of questions.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Does Senator Uresti yield?

Senator Carlos Uresti: I yield, Mr. President.



Senator Sylvia Garcia: Thank you, Senator Ures , and I think you
heard me earlier, uh, when I talked about the excep ons to this
bill, or the lack thereof, uh, that one of my concerns is just-- I'm
sure you're concerned about not having an excep on, uh, for
vic ms of rape and incest, and I think the Dean is absolutely
correct; o en, uh, the vic ms as you said are ten to fourteen
years old and o en they're not aware, because they haven't been
told, as they like to say, about the birds and the bees, and
some mes even their parents think that maybe it's just some
weight gain and don't realize what has really happened.

I could tell you that my first job was with the state of Texas as a
welfare worker, and o en we saw this happen, and o en we saw
that the cases of incest were very, very real, and unfortunately
some things have not changed. So can you tell me of the nineteen
thousand eleven vic ms that you talked about, about how many
of those might result in, in-- uh, pregnancies?

Senator Carlos Ures :  Well, sadly, notwithstanding their age,
and I've heard stories of little girls in San Antonio that were eleven
years old that were raped and became pregnant, but I can tell you
from what I've learned from RAINN-- and again, RAINN is the Rape,
Abuse and Incest Na onal Network-- they es mate that
approximately five percent of these rapes result in pregnancy.
They es mate that there were 3,204 pregnancies as a result of
rape. Now that's across the country, but the percentage is about
five percent.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: So if we did the five percent math on the
nineteen thousand here in Texas, that s ll would be quite a great
number; probably, maybe even more than, than most average



Texans think. So, you talked earlier about the psychological,
emo onal depression, uh, that results as w-- when you're a vic m
of rape and incest. I mean, what does that really do to the child
and, and, and does the state of Texas provide any assistance to
that child?

Senator Carlos Ures :  Well, I can't imagine-- I can only imagine
what it would to do a young girl, any woman, that's been raped,
psychologically, and I think that's why it it is-- you heard in my
comments, some mes it takes 'em a year to report it, some mes
it takes five years, some mes they never do; for a myriad of
reasons, they choose not to. We can imagine why, uh, they choose
not to, um.

With regard to the issue of the emo onal trauma, the
psychological trauma, I do-- I can tell you that the state does some
things to assist vic ms of these crimes, these violent crimes, as
we do in-- with many others, uh, crimes; and that's assuming they
make a report to law enforcement, so there's a big if there, that if
they do report it to law enforcement, they could be eligible for
money from the cri-- crime vic ms compensa on fund, that could
help treat, uh, or, or deal with any medical bills they might incur,
et cetera, and I believe there's a cap of $50,000.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: So is there any other thing that we do to,
to help the, the, the mother, or, or the vic m here in the state of
Texas?

Senator Carlos Uresti: Well, all I'm aware of, again, is that, which
I think is a good start. Obviously Texas can do a lot more, and, and
we should. If-- I suppose these children might qualify for Medicaid,
perhaps, um, and seek treatment through Medicaid...?



Senator Sylvia Garcia: Right. So, you practice law. Right?

Senator Carlos Uresti: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: And have you seen some of these cases go
through the courts and re-- what a stress and strain that is, not
only on the victim but also the families?

Senator Carlos Ures :  Well, it's trauma c. And, and, and I don't
deal with it so much as an a orney, but I deal with it in my
position here as, as a state Senator; and dealing with the issues of
child abuse and neglect over the last decade, I have heard stories
that would-- will break your heart, members. I've heard stories of,
here in Texas, of three-month-old li le girls-- three months!--
being sexually assaulted. And, and, it doesn't register, it's not
logical, it's hard to fathom, but it's reality. I hate to talk about it. It
breaks my heart, talking about those stories.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: So that's why--

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Carlos Uresti: But we have to talk about those stories.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Well, that's why I'm standing up with you
on this amendment, to first thank you for doing this because, to
me, not having an excep on in this bill for instances of rape or
incest is just a huge tragedy; as you men oned, even in the
Congress and the House of Representa ves, the Republican, GOP-
controlled House quietly inserted, uh, an amendment uh, to their
bill, that did pass. So it amazes me that anyone here, like you said,
can't think and can't y-- look at their own heart and see that this



excep on is desperately needed in this bill; so thank you so much
for doing that.

Senator Carlos Uresti: Thank you, Senator--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: I stand with you.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Rodríguez, for what purpose do
you register?

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you, Mr. President: to ask the
author of the amendment some questions.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Will Senator Uresti yield?

Senator Carlos Uresti: I yield, Mr. President.

Senator José Rodríguez: Senator Uresti, I can't-- couldn't help but
t-- recall, as you were speaking so eloquently about this issue and
the examples that you just gave us, about what we heard the
other night, and you were there, and it bears repea ng, it seems
to me, don't you think? The hearing that we had earlier this week,
on the Senate Health and Human Services Commi ee, you'll
remember that there were many women who tes fied, both in
orange shor-- shirts and blue shirts, who stated-- and by the way,
many of them young, and many of them in, I don-- older age-- who
tes fied that they were vic ms of sexual assault. Including some,
as I recall said, from family members.

So just this week, we heard plenty of heart-rendering stories
about the experiences that women have gone through as a result
of sexual assault, of rape. And that was just this week! So your



amendment is very much in line to address some of the concerns
that were raised, on both sides of the issue, and, and what struck
me as I remarked later to my wife on the phone was how many
women had come before the commi ee, on both sides of the
issue, and tes fied about them having been vic ms of rape. And
so your amendment is well taken, and I, I assume that that's one
of the reasons why you're also proposing the amendment today,
and why we should support it.

Senator Carlos Ures :  It is, and thank you, Senator Rodríguez.
And again, as Dean Whitmire pointed out, it doesn't require them
to get an abor on; it may be that those young ladies, those
women choose to carry that, uh, baby, they choose to have that
baby, that, that's very possible. All I'm saying is: let's give them a
few more weeks, four weeks, which is the law now if you're a
vic m of rape or incest, to make that very, very, very difficult
decision. That's all this amendment does.

Senator José Rodríguez: Well, thank you, thank you, Senator
Uresti, I will support your amendment.

Senator Carlos Uresti: Thank you, Senator Rodríguez.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Lucio, for what purpose do you
rise?

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Will the gentleman yield?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Will Senator Uresti yield?

Senator Carlos Uresti: I yield, Mr. President.

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Senator Ures , thank you. Obviously, I'm
very compassionate when it comes to children, especially when
we abort 'em, but in this case we're talking about rape. And I'm
glad that you've done extensive, uh, research on this issue,
because I want to ask you if you're aware of the last me we did a
study on the rape of a child in our state. I know you're not a
member of the criminal jus ce system, but-- I mean, commi ee--
but are you aware of the last time we did a study on this issue?

Senator Carlos Uresti: Senator Lucio, no, I'm not.
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Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: What is the penalty for rape of a child in
Texas?

Senator Carlos Uresti: Well, it is a felony, if you--

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Well, you're a lawyer and I would hope
that you know, maybe if you deal with this, or deal with people
that deal with it. I, I would like to know-- I'm not a lawyer, and I
don't recall.

Senator Carlos Uresti: Sure. Well, it is a felony, and it depends on
if it's aggravated or not, and I don't represent individuals that
have been charged with sexual assault [unintelligible].

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Okay, I just was told by Senator West
that it's life.

Senator Carlos Ures :  It could be up to life. It could be up to life
and I actually have it here. I think it-- it could-- I wish it were more,
depending on what they do to these children, because once they
do sexually assault them, they are forever, forever harmed.
[Crosstalk.] I'm sorry?

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Life means that they will be ge ng out
after 40 years.

Senator Carlos Uresti: Well, it's up to life.

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Or maybe half of that; but life without
parole obviously is different. I would like to obviously see if we can
visit this par cular issue because obviously you've made--you've
brought some good points to the, to the floor. And Mr. President,



when the time is right and when Senator Hegar gets the floor back,
in terms of what he's going to do with this amendment, I would
like to offer an amendment to this amendment if Senator Hegar is
willing to accept it. Thank you, Senator Uresti.

Senator Carlos Uresti: Thank you, Senator Lucio.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Hegar on
Floor Amendment Number 2.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you,
Senator Ures . You and I talked about this a lot during the
commi ee hearing. I guess it was yesterday; my days are running
together this, this week. I think the sonogram bill, one, is very
different than this legisla on because that is anything prior to 20
weeks. So the sonogram bill is not just from 20 weeks past, but is
anything up to that point into the six-month period, not just the
five-month period. And so I do think the sonogram legisla on with
that exception is very different than in this situation, Senator.

I also think that this amendment, and I agree with you 100
percent, and I said this in commi ee, that rape/incest is some of
the most, and probably the most, terrible crime anyone can do to
someone else. You've said you can't even fathom; I can't either.
And I pray and wish that no one ever had to. Unfortunately, the
real lives, the real voices, the numbers, the sta s cs, and
numbers and sta s cs do not do jus ce to people and the lives
that are impacted. It's real people; it's not statistics.

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: So, Senator Hegar, what do we tell these
ten-year-olds, eleven-year-olds, twelve-year-olds, thirteen-year-
olds, and fourteen-year-olds, again the highest-- the age group



with the highest number of vic ms? What do I tell them: that the
sonogram bill was different, so that excep on-- exemp on
doesn't apply to you, because the sonogram bill was different?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I'm telling you the two bills are different, is
all I'm saying, Senator. And that this bill--

Senator Carlos Uresti: But what do we tell these kids?

Senator Glenn Hegar: --and that this bill is from five months and
the sonogram bill was any me prior to that, whether it's day one,
week one, week ten, that--

Senator Carlos Uresti: What do we tell these children then?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Under this--

Senator Carlos Uresti: They've had five months; time's up.

Senator Glenn Hegar: If you'll allow me: under this legisla on,
the complica on, you men oned the tragic numbers of children
that are nine, ten, eleven years old; that is just a li le child. And if
you-- in this legisla on, there are complica ons that endangers
that poor young child's life--there is an exemp on under this bill
past the 20-week period of their life, because they're just a small
child. Whether that-- and obviously in those young ages, it has to
be due to rape or incest; there can be no, no other reason, no
other reason, I could, I could fathom that.

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: A twelve-year-old cannot consent to sex.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Of course not. And so, that's the reason,



another part, that in this bill, having the ability which we should
have in all situa ons, whether it's a young child or however old a
young lady would be, because of rape or incest, because of some
type of severe harm to her. That excep on exists. And so,
therefore, I stand by still with my request that we do not accept--

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Mr. President.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, hello?

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Mr. President, would Senator Hegar yield
for a question? Before he makes his motion?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, yes.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Will the Senator yield?

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Senator Hegar, would you support an
amendment to the amendment -Senator Ures 's amendment--
that would address or add number three-- it would be line 10, I
guess: "The individual in Subsec on 1 and 2 are under-- is under
seventeen years of age", or "is seventeen years of age and
under"," making it where it addresses minors?

Senator Glenn Hegar: You're saying that, we would have D-1, -2,
and -3? Sorry?

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: And 3. Number three would read, "The
individual in Subsection 1 and 2 is 17 years of age and under."

Senator Glenn Hegar: I do not think that-- and that substan ally
changes my thoughts on this amendment, me personally, I do not-



-

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: I understand that, but it would change
to-- I understand that, but it would also, it would change to
address--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir. The age bracket.

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: The age bracket.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir.

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Which, I understand--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --is what Senator Uresti is talking about.

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: --is trying to accomplish. With children--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir. Yes, sir.

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: --that, obviously, can be threatened; can
be subdued easily; can be overtaken easily.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir. Yes, sir. And that's the reason I
talk about, especially 'cause his ques ons were specifically
pointing out, I guess, in particular, very, very young children-- nine,
ten, eleven, which-- rape and incest in those situa ons--
[Crosstalk.] --not much less whether it's seventeen and older-- but
in those situa ons, that is just as tragic as tragic can ever begin to
imagine. But that's the reason in part I firmly believe that one
por on of the bill, that if there's any type of harm physically a er
the 20 weeks to a young child--



Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: So the answer is, is really 'no', right now.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir. No, I don't-- I don't think it does,
but I appreciate, I appreciate you asking, Senator Lucio.

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Thank you, Senator Hegar. Thank you.

Senator Carlos Ures :  Senator Hegar, I believe Senator Nelson
was running to her desk, but happy to--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Nelson, for what purpose do
you rise, ma'am?

Senator Jane Nelson: May I ask Senator Hegar a couple of
questions?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Will Senator Hegar yield?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay; and, Senator Hegar, this is more
procedural than anything. If this amendment were to go onto the
bill that we're considering, House Bill 2, what would happen to the
bill procedurally at that point?

Senator Glenn Hegar: It would go back to the House.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, so significant delay.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay. Do you think that this could
jeopardize the passage of this bill, if an amendment were to go on



at this point?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Possibly, yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay. Did we see this amendment in our
Health and Human Services Committee, Senator?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am, we saw this one in par cular.
And I was glad we had a good discussion about it.

Senator Jane Nelson: And there was a vote on this amendment
in the Health and Human Services Committee.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Jane Nelson: And what was-- do you remember what the
vote was in that committee?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I think it was five to two, and then another
member showed up and it ended up being six to three.

Senator Jane Nelson: Six to three, six to three.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes. Two amendments we took a vote on
in your committee.

Senator Jane Nelson: Yes, yes. And we did have a lengthy
discussion. This is no longer procedural; this is a ques on that I'll
ask you, Senator. Would you agree with me that, in our
discussions in commi ee and since, that many of us share
Senator Uresti's concerns?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.



Senator Jane Nelson: And-- let me ask this as the form of a
ques on-- would you agree that I have talked with Senator Ures
about our willingness to work with him on this issue? I'm going to
talk later about my feelings about this but, do you-- are you aware
of the fact that I have communicated with Senator Whitmire, and
will con nue to communicate, that I believe that a crime against
children of incest is the most horrible crime there is, and
whatever punishment we can issue to those people we need to
issue?

Senator Glenn Hegar: That's right.

Senator Jane Nelson: No-- I would make it an enhanced penalty.
There would be no opportunity for parole ever, any me. But
would you agree, Senator, that that discussion, as it pertains to
this amendment, could put this bill in jeopardy?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Anything's a possible. But I do believe, yes,
you have had lengthy discussions-- we had lengthy discussions in
commi ee hearings. I know you talked to a lot of members and I
would absolutely agree with you that anyone that would do such a
heinous crime should be punished to the maximum extent and
even beyond.

Senator Jane Nelson: Me too. Thank you, Senator.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.

Senator John Whitmire: Mr. President, will the gentleman yield?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Which gentleman, me?



Senator John Whitmire: Will Senator Hegar yield?

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Will Senator Hegar yield to Senator
Whitmire?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator John Whitmire: First of all, would you not agree with
me, we're not si ng here talking about the punishment of the
rapist. First of all, they already have provisions for life without
parole.

Senator Glenn Hegar: She asked me a question and I responded.

Senator John Whitmire: I understand and I respect her right to
ask you any ques on. But to get back to the focus of the
amendment, we're talking about the vic m, the child. And now
Senator Lucio has even come up with even a more sensi ve
amendment. He's willing to limit it to someone younger than 17.

And the only comeback that you're not going to consider this
favorably is, it might jeopardize --we've got two-- [Crosstalk.
Senator Whitmire raises his voice.] Do we have two more weeks?
How in the world does it jeopardize something that is controlled--

[Gavel.]

Senator John Whitmire: How in the world-- explain to this body,
because now people are saying, "Good concept. We'll support you
or consider it in the future, but we can't jeopardize this bill
tonight." How does it jeopardize this bill tonight? Senator Hegar,
do we not have two more weeks? Are we not even planning to be



here next week? I understand we're going to adjourn tonight and
come back next Wednesday.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I have not been informed what our
schedule is, Senator.

Senator John Whitmire: If the House decides not to take this up,
we start over. What is more valuable than the lives and the
bodies and the future of every Texan that this involves? And in this
instance, we're talking about twelve-, thirteen-, fourteen-year-old
children who have been raped by a stepfather, who cannot outcry
and go ask for help.

And at least Ures  says, "We hope you don't get an abor on.
We will actually make provisions in the budget or in addi onal
laws, that they will be, Senator Patrick, given every opportunity
for counseling". And the only excuse against this right now is that
it might jeopardize a bill, when we've got two weeks left.

Senator Glenn Hegar: That is not the only--

Senator John Whitmire: Why don't we just decide to do it the
right way and honor the victims?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Can I respond? Would it be possible?

Senator John Whitmire: I would not-- I will wait all night long to
get a good answer for why we can't do this.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I talked to Senator Ures  in a discussion
with him, which I said that this is different. He men oned the
sonogram bill when he started, that this is the same as the



sonogram bill. I men oned that this is very different than the
sonogram bill. I don't know if you were out here. My point is--

Senator John Whitmire: I understand, I understand--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay, then. I just wanted to know,
Senator, because I was looking at him and not looking over at your
desk.

Senator John Whitmire: I heard you.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Senator Nelson's ques ons were different
and I answered her ques ons. But in talking to Senator Ures  and
Senator Lucio over here, so I'm not looking over to see--

Senator John Whitmire: I got that.

Senator Glenn Hegar: So it's just a simple ques on: the
sonogram bill, my opinion, is very different than this legisla on
because that applies from day one.

Senator John Whitmire: And it's a mandate. It's a mandate; it's
absolutely different.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Month one, two, three, up to six. This bill
would move it to five months, not six months. His amendment
would keep it at six months. That-- I'm just telling you, you were
not at the commi ee hearing the other day. I just, I-- that's the
ques ons and answers to him. She asked me a ques on on

meline. I just simply cannot answer hypothe cally anything in
this session.



The same as Senator Nichols is going through with his SJR and
what's going on in the House, we're having discussions-- that's a
completely different bill, but the point being: she asked me a
ques on, I gave her an answer; but I'm not saying that that's the
merits of this amendment, Senator.

Senator John Whitmire: I watched the commi ee hearings and
the vote.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay, and I'm sorry, I did not know that.

Senator John Whitmire: It's accurate that Senator Nelson says
that the commi ee voted on this. And, unfortunately, it was along
party lines.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And I agree with that.

Senator John Whitmire: When I first got up and approached
Senator Ures , was this not the opportunity for us to break that
trend? Because I know there are some Republican Senators on
this floor that would like to vote for this. You know it; I know it.
Why don't we do what this body does best? Have a debate. Hear
ideas. Leave the poli cs outside. And quit paying a en on that
somebody's going to grade you if you take an amendment--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Senator, I have not brought that piece of
paper with me. I don't have that piece of paper on my desk. I
haven't distributed any paper. I have been standing here since
2:30 this a ernoon, trying to debate the merits of this bill. Which,
thank you very much for star ng the conversa on out that way.
You started the conversation out and I appreciate that.



Senator John Whitmire: I'm just frustrated.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And I understand.

Senator John Whitmire: When I believe a morally correct,
courageous amendment that I know people on both sides of the
aisle are for-- and the only excuse, in all due respect, is it might
jeopardize this bill's passing in this special session because it has
got to go back to the House. And, God is my witness, this is no
one's plan to muck up this piece of legisla on. We understand,
the--

Senator Glenn Hegar: And Senator, if you would allow me to
respond, if you would allow me to respond--:As I stood here talking
about this amendment, you did not hear, in talking to Senator
Ures , Senator Lucio, that I lay out any kind of meline. I never
talked about that in commi ee hearing. I try to talk about the
merits. You and I, when you started this discussion today, you
talked about the conversa ons you and I had a few weeks ago,
and those conversa ons were about the merits of the bill. And I
have stood here today not talking about melines, not talking
about special session three, four, five. I have tried to talk about
this bill, which you and I said we need to get back to.

So I share your concerns. I understand that, Senator. You're
passionate; we all are. But please understand, I haven't stood
here and talked about anything about jeopardizing the bill. I've
tried to talk about the merits, Senator. And I just ask-- I just ask
that you would recognize that, please. You don't have to, but I
hope you believe I'm trying to debate the merits.

Senator John Whitmire: [Crosstalk.] --that you, Ures , Lucio, I,



Sylvia, Rodríguez-- we were talking about the substance of this
amendment. The reason I stand up, and the reason I am so
frustrated and angry is, in all due respect to my good friend, the
ques on and answer was about the procedure. She asked about
the procedure.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Senator Nelson asked me that ques on,
yes, sir.

Senator John Whitmire: So, for a moment, and I do believe in all
due respect it was a strategy, to quit considering the merits of this
amendment and start saying if this good amendment that many of
us are for, on both sides of the aisle -and I've commi ed, as, as
Senator Nelson said, to con nue this discussion in even future
sessions -that the only reason that would not be favorably
considered tonight was it might require the House to concur with
this amendment--

Senator Glenn Hegar: That--

Senator John Whitmire: --or reject it. So we could, in the words
of Senator Nelson, which you agreed with, it could jeopardize this
bill. I don't understand that. Two weeks are left in the session, and
I think that's, in all due respect, a diversion from seriously
considering the merits of this amendment.

How you do not accept the amendment as offered by Ures ,
amended by Lucio? It'll only apply to minors. It gives the grown-
ups that are going to be controlling these li le people's bodies at
least an op on, under a worst case. Young vic m has AIDS! I could
go the rest of the evening giving you horror stories, Senator Hegar.
We know this is a reasonable amendment and if it's not accepted,



it's only pure poli cs, and that makes me sick at [gavel] my
stomach because we can do better!

Senator Dan Patrick: Mr. President!

Senator Glenn Hegar: And Senator--
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Senator Glenn Hegar: I appreciate, I respect you. As you said
earlier, you are my friend. I count you as someone I can trust, I
respect; I have and I've learned that since I've been here. And I can
tell you, I am trying to argue the merits, not a procedural process,
and I know you say that makes you sick to your stomach, but I have
stood here, talking about the merits of this bill. I was asked a
ques on about procedure and in respect to another colleague,
when they ask me a ques on, I am going to give an answer. It may
not be the answer they want; it may not be the answer they're
desiring, but I'm gonna give an answer.

But I-- my discussions with Senator Ures  and Senator Lucio
were on what I think, Glenn Hegar as the author of House Bill 2,
what he believes are the merits, and not the procedure. And if
that makes you sick, I'm sorry; but I'm gonna stand here today as
the author of this bill and I'm gonna defend it on what I believe is
right, in my opinion, and the members are free to vote in any
shape, form, or fashion as they so desire. I don't control any votes.
And I don't think any group sending out a piece of paper should
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control any votes either. The members are free to decide as they
so choose and they should be.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Patrick, for what purpose do
you rise?

Senator Dan Patrick: I'd like to ask a ques on of Senator
Whitmire, if I may.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Uh, Senator Whitmire doesn't have the
floor, but, um--

Senator Dan Patrick: Senator Hegar, may I...?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Sure, I yield.

Senator Dan Patrick: Senator Whitmire, I'd-- and I did work with
Senator Ures  on this amendment, on the sonogram bill. And you-
- and he's made a compelling case. I also believe that we, and
Senator Hegar, have made a compelling case on many other
aspects of this bill that, at this point, you-- you've indicated you
would vote against.

And I think that the case you make about these young girls, we
could also make a case for the young babies' lives who are taken.
And I could have the same, not outrage, but I appreciate your
passion; I could have the same passion of why don't you care as
much about those babies that are being aborted? So if we want to
match passion, we could match passion. And here's my ques on:
if we took this amendment--

Senator Glenn Hegar: You might want to ask me; I got the floor.



Senator Dan Patrick: If-- do you believe, if we took this
amendment, would Senator Whitmire and Senator Davis and
every Democrat on this floor commit to vote for this bill--

Senator Glenn Hegar: And I--

Senator Dan Patrick: --and send it out 31 to nothing?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I can't answer that.

Senator Dan Patrick: If we want to talk about passion and caring,
then let's-- let's do it all the way. Let's get 31 votes. This has been--
this has been a-- this has been a good debate on the floor today
and I respect what you're saying. I honestly do. We, we are also
friends. And I have great respect for Senator Ures , who worked
with me for six months to pass the sonogram bill.

But if we're gonna start taking certain amendments and saying
"This is the amendment. If you don't vote for this amendment,
then you don't care", I would make that case on the en re bill. So,
Senator Hegar, it would be my ques on: if we're going to take this
amendment, then I would like to see eleven Democrats stand up--
Senator Lucio is courageous-- and say they will vote for this bill,
and we send it outta here 31 to nothing.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I'm just gonna con nue to try to
debate each amendment, just as though I have this bill, and allow
the members, the gallery-- I believe everybody's watching, not
only just here presence in this Capitol, but all around-- and I think
that's what we should con nue, is just con nue the debate.
Thank you, Senator.



Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Campbell, for what purpose do
you-- do you rise?

Senator Donna Campbell: Ask a question of the author.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Will Senator Hegar yield?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am. Yes, sir.

Senator Donna Campbell: Um, I'm not sure that you are aware
and, as a physician, I can tell you, um-- they-- the further a
pregnancy goes, the more developed the baby is, the higher risk of
complica ons to any pregnant woman. A child who is pregnant
and-- and so I'm going to speak just to a child pregnancy, not to the
cause, because I think we all can agree that there's probably
nothing more catastrophic or horrific than a child that's been
raped. But just to address some-- some ques ons that some may
be having: first of all, for a child that is pregnant, are you aware
that there is-- are very few obstetricians or, no, abor onists-- let
me change that --abor onists who are competent to do an
abortion on a child?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I have not heard that before, but I would
believe it.

Senator Donna Campbell: Okay. And, um, number two, the risk in
a small uterus: the child has increased bleeding, increased risk of
complica ons, increased scarring, and that's really a delicate
procedure. And what I'm saying is while it seems like it's just a
month, that is a month's worth of much more development in a
child's-- a child's uterus. And so it's not like a month in an adult, in
a woman.



So as catastrophic as, as the cause of it is, I'm just saying that
it's not just a month like for a more mature woman, or even a
more adult, mature teenager. When we're talking young children,
we're talking s ll a very young development, so I just wanted to
make you aware of that. So while it's not an easy decision, just
know that the longer a pregnancy goes, the higher risk to the-- to
the young child it is. And trying-- and thinking that all abor onists
are equal is wrong--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Right.

Senator Donna Campbell: --because it takes a very competent
abor onist to deal with abor on in a child. So while it is, um, very
sensi ve, I would say s ll a vote not for this amendment, you are
s ll suppor ng the health and safety of a child. You're not
changing what happened to that child; I think we could all agree
that rape and incest is awful, but we're s ll talking about
protec ng the health and safety of a child here. Thank you, Mr.
President.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Senator, for that. I appreciate
you adding that very much.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Hegar, you've got the floor and
then I've gotta go back to, to, uh-- to, uh-- Senator Uresti.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay. Yes, Mr. President; and members, I
appreciate the discussion, every single one of you. And this is a
very, very sensi ve, emo onal subject area, Senator Ures . Rape
and incest: I don't want to imagine it, either. You said you couldn't
fathom, I think was your words. I can't either, but I believe this
amendment is very different in this bill than it is with the



sonogram bill. I appreciate you bringing this. I appreciate your
friendship. I just do not believe this is the amendment we need to
accept on this bill from my vantage point.

Senator Carlos Uresti: Well, Senator Hegar--

Senator Glenn Hegar: The membership is here to listen and we
have had a long debate on this. And so, with that, I would ask we
table, but that is the members-- and obviously their vote.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, Senator Hegar moves to
table Floor Amendment Number 2. The Chair recognizes Senator
Uresti.

Senator Carlos Ures :  Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you,
members, for, for your a en on on this. You know, a few weeks
ago it was reported in the news about a man, a monster I would
say, whose name was Ariel Castro. And he took three women
hostage; some for ten years. For ten years. And he locked them up
in his house and he raped them repeatedly. Ms. Berry, one of the
ladies that was finally captured, thank God, actually delivered a
child while in cap vity for ten years. Ms. Knight was impregnated
five mes by this monster and you know how he kept her from
having those babies? He would punch her in the stomach;
repeatedly he would punch her in the stomach until she lost those
babies.

So, members, let's think about this. Those ladies get captured,
thank goodness, and one of them is twenty-one weeks pregnant,
twenty-two weeks pregnant, twenty-three weeks pregnant. And
we rescue her from this monster. She hasn't been able to go get an
abor on, 'cause she's been a hostage. So what are we gonna tell



her? "Sorry, you can't have that abor on, 'cause you missed the
twenty-week mark." This bill passes, that's what will happen. And,
sadly, as we stand here today, I will promise you-- you heard the
sta s cs. Women are being raped every two minutes in this
country. Some are hostage; they're prisoners.

And maybe they're not prisoners in the basement of a house,
but they're prisoners to that monster that is raping them, that is
threatening them. "You say a word, I will kill you. You say a word, I
will kill your mother. You say a word, I will kill your li le
sister."And we know, every one of you knows, that that happens.
We don't like to talk about it, but we know it happens. These
sta s cs don't lie. And remember, many of these children don't
ever report it. And I know we've been talking about children as
victims, but of course there's women that are thirty, that are forty,
that are fi y years old that are being raped and they're not gonna
talk about it for whatever reason.

So, members, you know, this, this amendment, if it goes on, and
I pray that it does, all that's gonna happen is it's gonna go over to
the House and they'll deal with it and, hopefully, they'll accept it.
And if they don't, then it comes back. It takes a couple of days. We
have-- today is July the 12th. We have me, members, for
something so delicate, something so important, something so
cri cal. And all I'm asking you to do is to keep the current law
when it comes to that small percentage of women and children
that are vic ms of rape and incest. It doesn't mean they have to
get an abor on, Senator Patrick, and I hope they don't; but some
of them are gonna have to make that tough decision, for whatever
reason. And all I'm saying is: let's give them four weeks.



So, members, I hope that you will oppose, vote 'no' on the
mo on to table on what I think is probably one of the most cri cal
votes we're gonna take, not only during this special session
number two, but this session, this year, this whole three sessions
that we've been here. Thank you, Mr. President, and thank you,
members.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you. Members, the issue is the
motion to table by Senator Hegar. The Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, there being eighteen ayes
and twelve nays, the mo on to table is sustained. Chair lays out
the Floor Amendment Number 3, by Senator Garcia. The Secretary
will read the amendment.
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Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 3 by Garcia.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: I believe this is being passed out as we
speak. The Chair recognizes Senator Garcia to explain Floor
Amendment 3.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Thank you, Mr. President. As I said earlier
when I asked my ques ons of Senator Hegar when he laid out the
bill, I too am very concerned about the lack of excep ons not only
for the cases of incest and rape but also to clarify and make more
simple the preserving of the health of the mother.

I would-- this amendment simply would replace the language of
the bill sta ng that an excep on for a termina on of pregnancy
could occur if the woman is "serious risk of substan al and
irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily func on other
than a psychological condi on" and I would propose to replace it
with the simple words "to preserve her health".
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The purpose of this amendment is to simply leave medicine to
the doctors and leave the legisla ng for us as legislators and not
subs tute our judgment for theirs. To define serious substan al
risk, as this bill does, will e the hands of doctors later who may
believe a woman's life is at risk but cannot advise to terminate a
pregnancy because of the narrow focus of this definition.

Last year, only .57% of abor ons in this state occurred a er 20
weeks. That is because late-term abor ons are usually a heart-
wrenching medical decision that families make based on serious
medical developments and we should leave the law as it is to give
families and doctors the respect of le ng them make these tough
decisions on their own. Members, some mes we forget the
decisions we make in this chamber have real consequences. That,
try as we may, we some mes are not the best people to decide
the fate of our cons tuents or the people of this state. We are not
their doctors or their wives or their husbands.

Therefore, I ask for your support of this amendment to make
sure we are allowing doctors and families to make the best
medical decisions possible based on the informa on they have
before them and not to decide from thousands of miles and
several years away about what may happen in a doctor's office.
Mr. President, I move for adop on of this amendment that would
allow the doctors to be doctors and have-- and preserve the
patient-client, uh, patient-doctor relationship. Thank you.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Garcia. The Chair
recognizes Senator Hegar on Floor Amendment 3.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President and thank you,
Senator Garcia. I appreciate everything that you have worked and



advocated for here. You make a very good member of this Senate
and I appreciate that.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: That means you're going to accept it?

Senator Glenn Hegar: You didn't listen-- that was the qualifier--
you didn't listen to the rest. Uh, sorry. Thank, thank--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Well, I was hopeful.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am. I believe that the excep on in
the bill, even though we disagree, I think it is an appropriate
excep on that provides the doctor the reasonable ability to
perform medicine and hold up their du es and also protect the
life of a woman, of a lady, and I believe that this language
substan ally changes that. And with all due respect, I would ask
that we table this amendment.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Garcia to
close.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Mr. President and members, as I stated
earlier when Senator Hegar was laying out the bill, I think the
language of the bill is just very narrow. It's a lot of-- lot of words,
that-- quite frankly, I'm not sure that the doctors will know what
they're supposed to do; and they'll have to weigh so many
different factors that for me, even though I am a lawyer, and I
know that lawyers are known for being very wordy, it would really
just be more simple to say that it would be to protect the life of
the mother and just keep it simple and let the doctors do their
work together with the woman involved and her maker and her
family to let them decide.



Because, to me, that's the bo om line of this whole bill, is that
we should let the doctors be doctors and have the women be able
to consult with that doctor, with her-- with her maker, and her
family, and make the best medical decision for herself. Thank you,
Mr. President. I urge all the-- my colleagues to vote 'no' on the
motion to table.

[Pause.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, the issue is the mo on to
table by Senator-- by Senator Hegar. The Secretary will call the
roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Williams and Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, there being 20 ayes and 10
nays, the mo on to table is sustained. The Chair lays out Floor
Amendment Number 4 by Senator Zaffirini. The Secretary will read
the amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 4 by Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Zaffirini
to explain Floor Amendment 4.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Mr. President. Mr. President
and members: this amendment would replace the word
"substan al" with the word "some" before "medical evidence",



because tes mony indicated that there is not a consensus
regarding whether there is substan al medical evidence that an
unborn child is capable of experiencing pain by not later than 20
weeks after fertilization.

It also would allow a doctor to consider a woman's
psychological condi on, if it existed prior to her pregnancy, when
determining whether the woman's medical condi on is likely to
cause death or a serious risk of physical impairment if an abor on
is not performed.

And it also would update the existing statute in the occupations
code by changing the term "severe irreversible brain impairment"
into "severe fetal abnormality," making it consistent with the
health and safety code. This would ensure that exceptions in favor
of abor on are not made for unborn children who have mental
disabili es such as Down's Syndrome. Mr. President, I move
adoption.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Hegar on
Floor Amendment 4.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you,
Senator Zaffirini. And you and I have talked a lot about these
issues and I appreciate your advocacies very much. I believe that
striking the word substan al, even though we disagree on that
issue, with all due respect, as well as the fact of the severe fetal
abnomaly, the sec on that you referenced on page 7 and I
appreciate you bringing that up to me earlier and showing me that
sec on, that, that deals with a completely different set, that's
where the occupa on code, and I do not believe that that really
fits in changing here and so therefore, with all due respect, and



thank you again for working with me so much on all of this bill and
your support of Senate Bill 713 in the last special session, I would
ask that we table this amendment.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Zaffirini to
close.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Well, thank you, Mr. President. Mr.
President and members, I too believe that this is an amendment
that would make a difference. It is an important and makes small
but important changes to the people who would be impacted by
this bill, and I would urge you to vote not to table the mo on
although I believe I can predict the outcome: 18 to 12.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, the issue before us is the
adop-- mo on to table. Members, the mo on before us is the
motion to table by Senator Hegar. The Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Williams and Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, there being 19 ayes and 11
nays, the motion to table is sustained.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Mr. President, I stand corrected: 19 to
11.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair lays out Floor Amendment
Number 5 by Senator Van de Pu e. The Secretary will read the
amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 5 by Van de
Putte.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Van de
Putte to explain Floor Amendment 5.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Thank you, Mr. President. Mr.
President and members, this amendment also deals with the way
that the drugs are used. If you remember correctly, during the first
special session we-- I had an amendment about the FDA label
requirements. We discussed what, if you remember, the best
prac ces were, and the American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists pointed out that the regimen in the FDA label for
use of the medica on is thirteen years old and had been proven
to be outdated and um, less effec ve than the current best
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prac ce. As a result of that, working with Dr. Schwertner and Dr.
Deuell, Dr. Deuell offered an amendment which is reflected in, I
think, the current bill language that really makes sure that it was
the correct dosage. If you remember correctly, at that point it was
the old label which had a 600-milligram dose, and it's really a 200-
milligram dose, so I really appreciate that we did use current
medical practice.

However, since that spe-- last special session it's been brought
to my a en on that the safety and effec veness of the medical
procedure is not simply related to the dosage amount but to the
method that the drugs are administered. And I'd like to just visit
with you a li le bit about the different applica ons of dosages.
Many of you know I've been a pharmacist for thirty-four years; and
there are medica ons that can be taken, ah, orally. The same
medica ons can be used topically. Some medica ons can be
taken orally; as you know, when babies are sick or adults are sick,
some mes they use suppositories, either rectal-- and for a lot of
cases for women, you can take oral medica ons or you can take
the vaginal preparation.

The dosage amounts are important, and during the last
legisla ve special session that was corrected. I'm very pleased to
see that that language is retained. But the FDA label requires that
the second pill, Misoprostol, to be taken orally. The mul ple
clinical studies have shown that administering Misoprostol,
which is the second tablet, vaginally results in fewer side effects
and is safer and more effec ve overall, meaning that fewer
women will suffer complica ons and the need to return for those
complications.



I really believe my colleague, Senator Hegar, when he tells me
that he really believes that this is about the safety and health of
women, and so I bring this amendment to you because the
amendment simply allows the physician to administer that
second drug either orally or vaginally on a case-by-case basis,
according to the best prac ce guidelines of ACOG, the Congress of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists. We really should default to their
exper se to make that determina on. If the goal of this bill is to
truly improv-- improve the quality of healthcare, then we really
need to allow the physicians the flexibility necessary to keep
women safe and healthy as possible.

Members, there have been results of clinical studies. The
amendment does not require a certain method of administering
the drug; it simply allows the physicians to make the best
healthcare decisions. In a le er that we received from the
American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, on their
fifth paragraph it's noted:

"Furthermore, the Misoprostol dose, although on the lower
dose is given orally in the FDA-approved regimen whereas in most
prac ce it is administered vaginally based on that evidence-
based regimen. Oral administra on results in higher peak levels
of the drug. It will have increased side effects, but together with
the evidence-based regimen, the lower dose combined with the
second dose being administered vaginally acts superiorly in the
FDA-approved regimen with less complications for women."

So members, I hope that you think about what we did in the
other special session where we did allow-- if, if we're going to do
this, to please have the safest and the most effec ve regimen for



women, and so what I do here is make sure that we adhere to
what is in the best prac ce and allow the physician to decide on
the second dose of the drug whether that should be administered
orally or vaginally. Let's leave it up to the physicians so that there
is less side effects, uh, for the women, so that there is less
complica ons. And I would hope that, just like we did last me,
that there was a way to incorporate the medical decisions that
are the best prac ces and are reducing those complica ons, that
we adopt this amendment as well.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Van de Pu e. The
Chair recognizes Senator Hegar on--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Senator Van de Pu e, and
thank you for the discussions we had here a couple weeks ago on
this, and you're right, the points that were made and we did make
some changes. I do not think that this bill in saying that the
person, the physician who gives, sells, dispenses, administers,
provides or prescribes the abor on-inducing drug, who is the
physician, requires, dictates that it be provided one way or
another. And so therefore, with all due respect, I'd ask that we
table Floor Amendment 5.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Van de
Putte to close.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Members, on the clinical studies
there is a seven percent difference on complica ons when the
second drug is given orally or vaginally. Just like we did last me
to make sure that physicians and the pa ents were using the
regimen, all I do on this is allow that amendment to go into effect
so that the medica on is given either orally or vaginally as



outlined by the American Congress of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists. It's in their prac ce bulle n, that's what the-- the--
the standards are. And if you go by the FDA label even though we
changed it, it doesn't allow for that vaginal and you're going to
have more complications. I know we corrected it last time.

Senator Campbell reminded me that oral also means buccal,
which means that you put it in under the tongue or on the cheek
and it's dissolved. So technically it's put in the mouth but it's
dissolved. So just so that you know that things are complicated, in
that the dosage forms are different. So I appreciate that but I'm
really concerned if we're going to be about women and women's
health, then let's let the physicians use the dosage form that
presents the least complica ons from the procedure. And I would
respectfully ask that you vote 'no' on the motion to table.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, the issue before us is the
motion to table by Senator Hegar. The Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  [gavel] Members, there being eighteen
ayes and twelve nays the motion to table is sustained. [gavel]

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Thank you, Mr. President. Thank
you, members. Thank you, Senators. Thank--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator. The Chair lays out



Floor Amendment Number 6, Zaffirini. The Secretary will read the
amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 6 by Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Zaffirini to
explain Floor Amendment 6.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Mr. President. Mr. President
and members, this amendment would require the Health and
Human Services Commission to reimburse any abor on facility
constructed before January 1, 2014, for costs incurred by the
facility in order to implement and comply with the increased
standards required by House Bill 2. Tes mony was provided that
it would cost anywhere from $50,000 to $1.5 million. Senator
Hegar es mated an average cost of $250,000 to remodel exis ng
abortion facilities or build a new Ambulatory Surgical Center.

This is the sole reason that most abor on clinic across Texas
would be forced to shut their doors if House Bill 2 passed. Most
abor on clinics are opera ng at a loss and cannot afford to
remodel their buildings within the year provided-- as provided by
House Bill 2. If the state is going to require abor on facili es to
remodel their facilities to meet a new set of arguably unnecessary
but different safety standards, the state should help cover the
cost. Mr. President, I move adoption.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Thank you, Senator.

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Mr. President--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Lucio, for what--



Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Will Senator Zaffirini yield for a question?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I certainly do.

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Who are the owners of these facili es,
these clinics? Are they private or are they public? Who-- who owns
them?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Senator, I'm not an expert on licensed
abor on facili es. Different people own them, some
organizations, some individuals; and they're private.

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: So would you be subsidizing private
business with state dollars?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Well, you would be paying for the cost
that would be demanded by the state. If we do not adopt this
amendment, then it will be an unfunded mandate.

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Hegar on
Floor Amendment Number 6.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. Members, I
would ask with all respect that we table this amendment.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Zaffirini
to close.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank-- I hope
that you will support this amendment, members, because a vote



to table this amendment is a vote for an unfunded mandate.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The mo on before is the mo on to
table by Senator Hegar, opposed by Senator Zaffirini. The
Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, and Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, there being 19 ayes and 11
nays the mo on to table is sustained. The Chair lays down Floor
Amendment Number 7 by Senator Rodríguez. The Secretary will
read the amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 7 by Rodríguez.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: The Chair recognizes Senator Rodríguez
to explain Floor Amendment 7.

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you, Mr. President. Members,
Senator Hegar, as we discussed, if this bill passes only five of the
forty-two exis ng abor on facili es would remain open; and I
know that some of you dispute this, but this is what is the
conventional wisdom about this out there. It would only leave one
in Aus n, one in Dallas, one in San Antonio and two in Houston
open. However, many of the thirty-seven facili es that will be
shut down by this bill provide family planning and preventive care,
including breast and cervical cancer screenings, contracep on,
well-woman exams, pap smears and STI screenings. Based on the



type of services that these facili es provide, the standards that
they will be required to comply with by this bill are inappropriate.

In comparison to these facili es, the Ambulatory Surgical
Centers are primarily used to perform sterile surgical procedures
that typically involve an incision: for example, surgeries to
remove tonsils, gall bladder or kidney stones. These surgical
procedures generally-- generally necessitate two to four hours of
anesthesia and recovery me. ASCs are designed for such
procedures and o en require opera ng rooms with certain
standard sizes, wide corridors, ventilation systems appropriate to
maintain sterility and other requirements that provide no
medical benefit in the context of an abor on procedure. The vast
majority of abortions are procedures that can be performed safely
in an office-based se ng without surgery or anesthesia.
Therefore these requirements are inappropriate and
unnecessary. This amendment exempts abor on facili es from
having to meet the construc on requirements for ASCs. Mr.
President, I move adoption.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Hegar on
Floor Amendment Number 7.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you,
Senator Rodríguez. I believe that this would take away
substan ally the purpose of the bill of trying to raise the
standards for healthcare, and with that, in all due respect, I'd ask
that we table the amendment.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: The Chair recognizes Senator Rodríguez
on Floor Amendment 7.



Senator José Rodríguez: Members, I think we have heard plenty
of discussion about the authori es, including the ACOG and
others, indica ng that these standards are unnecessary for these
abor on procedures, and that what they're going to do instead is
create a hardship in terms of women having to access these
services and, at the same me, impose addi onal prohibi ve
costs to these clinics being able to maintain their doors open and
result in the closure of many of these facili es and thereby
crea ng more problems for women seeking these services. So I
would ask that you vote 'no' against the mo on to table. Thank
you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Rodríguez.
Members, the issue before us is the mo on to table by Senator
Hegar opposed by Senator Rodríguez. The Secretary will call the
roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: [gavel] Members, there being nineteen
ayes and eleven nays the motion to table is sustained. [gavel]

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you, Mr. President, Senator
Hegar.

Lt. Governor David Dewhurst: Senator, thank you. The Chair
recognizes-- the Chair lays out Floor Amendment Number 8 by
Senator Uresti. The Secretary will read the amendment.
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Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 8 by Uresti.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Ures  to
explain Floor Amendment 8.

Senator Carlos Ures :  Thank you, Mr. President, and members.
As you know, I'm very concerned about some of the unintended
consequences of requiring all abor on facili es to meet the
minimum standards for Ambulatory Surgery Centers. Specifically,
I'm concerned about the impact this will have on access to
preventative care for rural Texas women.

In spite of the fact that these facili es are deemed "abor on
facili es", the fact of the ma er is that 97% of the services
provided at these facili es have nothing to do with abor on, and
are preventa ve in nature: services such as blood pressure
screening, annual exams, pap smears, and screening for diabetes.
In order to ensure that these rural and South Texas facili es
remain open and are able to con nue providing this preventa ve
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care to pa ents who are o en underserved, my amendment
would exempt facili es that are located more than 50 miles from
any abortion facility.

Without my amendment, the bill as currently dra ed will
dispropor onately affect women in far east, far west, and far
south Texas. And I'll use my own district as an example: according
to the Department of State Health Services website, there are no
ASCs in any part of Senate District 19, with the excep on of Bear
County. And remember, I have 19 coun es in my district. And I
don't think I have to tell you that Senate District 19 covers quite a
large amount of territory-- close to 35,000 square miles. In fact,
when you look at my district with the provisions of this bill
applied, the hardship that it would impose on rural women to
obtain care becomes even more apparent.

And let me just give you some facts. A woman living in Ozona in
Crocke  County would have to travel over three and a half hours
and over 230 miles to San Antonio to receive services. Right now,
their closest care center is in San Angelo, only an hour and a half
away-- "only" an hour and a half away-- and 104 miles. A woman
living in Sanderson, Texas, in Terrell County, would have to travel
over four and a half hours, over 300 miles, in order to obtain these
services. In comparison, today the closest care center is in
Midland-- "only" 3 hours and 105-- 185 miles away. A woman living
in Alpine, Texas, in Brewster County, would have to travel a li le
over five and a half hours, and drive over 350 miles in order to get
to San Antonio. Compare that to the most accessible center right
now, which is in Midland, and "only" an hour and a half and 90
miles away.



And it gets even worse, members. Under House Bill 2, women
living in Balmorhea, Texas, and Pecos, Texas-- some of the
furthermost ci es in my district-- would have to travel over 6
hours and over 400 miles in order to get to San Antonio, the
closest center with the services that they need. These sta s cs
are staggering, seeing as today, a woman in Pecos would "only"
have to drive under 3 hours, and "only" 210 miles to El Paso. That's
half the me. But if this bill passes, those centers in El Paso will
close as well.

So, Mr. President and members: all women should have
preventa ve health care facili es that are affordable and
accessible. This amendment would simply keep in place trusted,
preventa ve healthcare for all Texas women; so if we are truly
concerned about the healthcare of women, then you will vote for
my amendment. And with that, Mr. President and members, I
move to adopt Floor Amendment Number 8.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Ures . The Chair
recognizes Senator Hegar on Floor Amendment 8.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Senator Ures , and thank you--
I think-- if I remember correctly-- we brought this amendment in
commi ee as well, and we had a good discussion about it; and I
recall you were men oning how you have concerns and, with this
amendment for a distance, but also, if I recall correctly, in your
district today-- unfortunately, in a lot of the rural parts, you may
not have the same quality of care for a whole host of services in
your district other than San Antonio.

And you don't have abor on clinics in those por ons of the
district, so those people today are having to drive further in. You



did men on the two in El Paso, whether-- whatever happens to--
with-- those two clinics decide to do-- but I think that this
substan ally takes away from the piece of legisla on, and-- with
all due respect-- thank you for your advocacy tonight, and I would
ask that we table this amendment.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Ures  to
close.

Senator Carlos Uresti: Thank you, Mr. President, members. If the
bill passes, it simply exacerbates an exis ng problem in not only
my district, but in many parts of Texas. Senator Duncan has the
largest district, geographically, now. Senator Seliger has a huge
district. Many of you do. And so this bill will exacerbate the
problem. I'm not talking about for abor ons, I'm talking about the
fact that 97% of the services that are provided in these clinics do
many other things: preventative care.

Senator Nelson talks every session about "we need to do more
about preventa ve care". She men oned it in the commi ee the
other night. And this bill follows what she has been saying, what
many of us have been saying. And if we truly want to do something
to help women obtain those services-- all it's saying is, we're going
to have a 50-mile exemp on. That's all it's saying. So with that,
members, I, I respec ully ask that you vote "'no"' on the mo on to
table.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator. Members, the
issue before us is the mo on to table by Senator Hegar, opposed
by Senator Uresti. The Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,



Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, and Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  [gavel] Members, there being 19 ayes
and 11 nays, the mo on to table is sustained. [gavel] Chair lays
out Floor Amendment Number 9 by Senator Davis. The Secretary
will read the amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 9 by Davis.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Davis to
explain Floor Amendment 9.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President. Members, this
amendment seeks to address an issue that we learned about,
actually, during the Health and Human Services Commi ee
hearing with regard to the frequency of inspec ons of these
facili es. What we were told by the Department of State Health
Services was that abor on facili es today rou nely have-- and
are required, actually, to have-- unannounced, yearly inspec ons.
And I think we would all agree that that's important, and it's a
good idea that that's happening; par cularly in response to some
of the issues that were raised by members on the floor today
about why we need even greater standards for these clinics.

Unbelievably though, Ambulatory Surgical Centers actually
don't have any required inspec ons; and in fact, to the extent
they are inspected, they're announced inspec ons, and they
occur every 3 to 6 years. And, even further, the Department of
State Health Services informed us that because of staffing



shortages, routinely today those 5 only get inspected once every 6
years.

Now, members, if what we truly care about is making sure that
we know that incidents reports are being filed, that complica ons
from procedures are being filed, that these facili es are clean,
that they're func oning with the kind of safety equipment that
should be there, that they're func oning with the kind of medical
personnel that are required to be there, that they actually are
se ng up hotlines, 24/7 hotlines for women to call if they have
problems are there: all of these are requirements in the
standards for abor on facili es today. And given that that is the
case, I can't imagine that any of us would think it was a good idea
for these to be inspected less frequently, once they are now
required to meet the standards of an Ambulatory Surgical Center.
And with that, I would move adop on of Floor Amendment
Number 9.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Hegar on
Floor Amendment Number 9.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. We also heard
during some of that tes mony that ASCs are also inspected by J-
CO, and I remember the tes mony, um-- I was trying to remember
if it was Dr. Romberg was one of 'em; the ques ons were whether
a yearly inspection is necessary.

And if I remember correctly, he said that that was over-zealous,
but that you didn't have to have such a yearly inspec on. And I, I
don't think that it's necessarily the annual inspec on, or every six
months, or year and a half that is the quality of standard of care--
but the fact that you raise those standards. And so, with that-- and



all due respect-- I would ask that we table Floor Amendment
Number 9.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Chair recognizes Senator Davis on Floor
Amendment Number 9 to close.

Senator Wendy Davis: You know, members, I don't know how
anyone who has argued that there needs to be an increased
safety standard for abor on facili es in the state of Texas today
can, with a straight face, defend a vote that says, "we don't need
to inspect them every year", that somehow that's "overzealous".

And at the same me, we want to defend the fact that it's going
to be terribly important for women's health that they have
increased surgery room sizes, that they have increased hallway
widths, that they have an airflow system, fire walls, showers,
male and female locker rooms, janitor closets.

How in the world can we a empt to suggest that those
requirements somehow do a be er job of making sure that
women are treated with a standard of care that assures their
safety than annual inspec ons of these facili es? And how in the
world can we reject an amendment, knowing that today, because
of staffing shortages in the Department of State Health Services,
these are only getting inspected every six years.

Members, I don't know how anyone defends a vote that says
"'no"' to this amendment, and I would respec ully ask that you
vote "'no"' on the motion to table Floor Amendment Number 9.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Davis. Members,
the issue before us is the mo on to table by Senator Hegar,



opposed by Senator Davis. The Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, and Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, there being 18 ayes and 12
nays, the mo on to table is sustained. Chair lays out Floor
Amendment Number 10 by Senator Rodríguez. The Secretary will
read the amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 10 by
Rodríguez.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Rodríguez to
explain Floor Amendment 10.

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you, Mr. President, members.
Currently, the Health and Safety Code includes a provision under
the Voluntary and Informed Consent subchapter which states that
a physician must inform a woman of the possibility of increased
risk of breast cancer following an induced abor on, and the
natural protec ve effect of a completed pregnancy in avoiding
breast cancer.

This statement is medically inaccurate. According to every
mainstream medical organiza on including The Na onal Cancer
Ins tute, The American Cancer Society, and The American
Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, no evidence exists
to support a causal link between an induced abor on and breast



cancer.

Now, we've been talking a lot about the safety and welfare of
women that are seeking legal abor on services. This deals with
the informa on that is provided to women that might be seeking
these services. In 2009, the Commi ee on Gynecologic Prac ce of
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
concluded that more rigorous recent studies demonstrate no
causal rela onship between induced abor on and a subsequent
increase in breast cancer risk.

And, as published on the website for the Na onal Cancer
Ins tute, major findings from these recent studies include the
following: women who have had an induced abor on have the
same risk of breast cancer as other women. Women who have had
a spontaneous abor on, or a miscarriage, have the same risk of
breast cancer as other women. Cancers other than breast cancer
also appear to be unrelated to a history of induced or
spontaneous abortions.

In addi on, even though sec on 171.014 of the Health and
Safety Code requires the Department of State Health Services to
use The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists as a
resource in developing the content of the informed consent
materials, the false causal link statement is s ll included in the
current Women-- A Woman's Right to Know pamphlet.

Now, this is an official state publica on put out by the
Department, and it, it is full of inaccurate infor-- informa on. By
providing a woman with medically inaccurate materials, the state
of Texas has substan ally reduced the ability of a woman to
understand the risks, the benefits, and the alterna ves of care.



The Floor Amendment removes this medically inar-- inaccurate
language. Members, Texas women deserve to be presented with
the most recent and accurate medical science that we have. Mr.
President, I move adoption.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Rodríguez. The
Chair recognizes Senator Hegar on Floor Amendment Number 10.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President, thank you,
Senator Rodríguez. This bill is not trying to change any of this
language at all. I did not hear any tes mony as to this
amendment, and it's not something that I'm trying to, to change in
the bill, so we have not had tes mony on it, and with that-- I've
heard the si-- sites that you reference, but with that, I would ask
that we table the amendment, being that I did not hear
tes mony, and it has not come up before, so I'm not as familiar
with it.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Rodríguez to
close.

Senator José Rodríguez: Senator Hegar and members, all we
have heard about throughout this whole debate, and in the
commi ee hearings, is that this bill is intended to provide more
safety and more protec ons for women who are seeking safe,
legal abor ons. Every single provision of this bill, according to
your statements, and others who support it, say that that's what
this bill is intended to do.

And if we mean to do that, to provide more safety and promote
the welfare of women in these circumstances, then it seems to
me we need to look at all the other factors that have a bearing on



that. And if our own State Department of Health Services is putting
out a publica on-- A Woman's Right to Know-- that contains
medically inaccurate informa on, as has been determined by
many organiza ons and interested par es, then it seems to me
we ought to be supportive of eliminating language from our Health
and Safety Code that doesn't provide that kind of accurate
informa on, and that provides misleading informa on. So, for
that reason, I would ask you and the members-- I would ask the
members to please vote "'no"' on the motion to table.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, the issue before us is the
mo on to table by Senator Hegar, opposed by Senator Rodríguez.
The Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, and Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, there being 18 ayes and 12
nays, the mo on to table is sustained. The Chair lays out Floor
Amendment Number 11 by Senator Rodríguez. The Secretary will
read the amendment.
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Senator Glenn Hegar: Floor Amendment Number 11 by
Rodríguez.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Rodríguez to
explain the amendment.

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you, Mr. President and members.
One of the reasons yet again given to jus fy nearly all of the major
elements of this bill has been that women deserve be er quality
care. The asser on made by supporters of this bill is that many
exis ng facili es provide substandard care. If that is the case,
then I would hope that you will support the amendment in front of
you now.

The amendment addresses issues that have come to light
during the last several years with regard to Crisis Pregnancy
Centers. In 2005, as you may remember, those of you who were
here, the legislature established a funding stream for CPCs, as
these Crisis Pregnancy Centers are referred to, and specifically
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excluded comprehensive family planning providers from
eligibility. To date, although they have received over 26 million
dollars from the state. CPCs are not subject to any oversight or
licensure requirements. While some CPCs may provide
appropriate support and information to women facing unintended
pregnancies, many do not.

A number of studies, including the Congressional inves ga on
by Congressman Waxman, indicate that many CPCs inten onally
misinform and mislead women seeking pregnancy-related
informa on, with the inten on of dissuading them from
exercising their cons tu onal right to choose. No ma er how a
person feels about the ques on of legal abor on, members, we
can all agree that women should never be misled when seeking
informa on about pregnancy, birth control, abor on or sexually-
transmi ed diseases. Texans have a right to honesty in
adver sing and truthful informa on about their healthcare
op ons and these CPCs should not be exempt from this basic
principle.

Accordingly, members, this amendment requires informa on
provided by CPCs to be scien fically accurate and evidence-based
as determined by medical professionals. Second, for CPCs that
receive state funding, the CPC must provide comprehensive non-
direc ve reproduc ve healthcare counseling and informa on,
including informa on on planning, birth control, pregnancy and
postpartum health. And finally, CPCs should be required to display
an 8 1/2-inch by 11-inch sign that states the CPC is not a licensed
medical facility.

Taken together, these provisions will help improve the



standard of care at CPCs by ensuring that women receive
comprehensive, medically accurate informa on. In addi on,
members, we can assure Texans that their taxpayer dollars are
being spent on services that improve women's healthcare in this
state, and I believe that's what we've been talking about here all
day today. Mr. President, I move adoption.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Rodríguez. The
Chair recognizes Senator Hegar on Floor Amendment 11.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you,
Senator Rodríguez. In reading through the amendment: this is the
first me I've been able to see this, but I have a li le concern
when you talk about the exact size and the font size of the sign, as
well as the A orney General, and District County A orney, and
the Civil Penal es, and then most importantly the Decep ve
Trade Prac ces Act and how that applies into this bill, which
nothing in this bill is dealing with the Decep ve Trade Prac ces
Act. And so I think that this amendment, so I understand and hear
your intent, I think it's a li le over-broad and with that and all due
respect I'd ask that we table for Amendment Number 11.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: The Chair recognizes Senator Rodríguez
to close.

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you, Mr. President, Senator
Hegar, and members. This is all about providing accurate,
scien fically evidence-based informa on to women who find
themselves in a crisis situa on with an unplanned pregnancy.
That's why they're called crisis centers. And it seems to me
ridiculous for us to say that we want to regulate the abor on
clinics, the family planning centers, and as we regulate the



Ambulatory Surgical Centers in order to ensure that women have
a safe setting for abortion procedures.

And yet, for these crisis pregnancy centers we are willing to
tolerate misleading and inaccurate informa on. And in fact we all
know, I know you know, that these crisis centers, many of them,
not all of them, as I said, but many of them provide this mis--
misleading informa on with the goal of dissuading women from
being able to exercise their cons tu onal right of elec ng the
choice to obtain a legal, safe abor on. And that's what some of
these centers are up to. And they're ge ng funded with our
taxpayer dollars; dollars, by the way, that were taken away from
the family planning centers.

So it seems to me that if we really care about how our tax
dollars are being spent on improving women's health-- women's
health, and in promo ng safety and the welfare of women there,
we would be suppor ve of providing more regula on for these
centers. So with that, members, I ask you to support vo ng
against the motion to table.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Rodríguez.
Members, the issue before us is the adop on-- is the mo on to
table by Senator Hegar, opposed by Senator Rodríguez. The
Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Zaffirini.



Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  [gavel] Members, there being 19 ayes
and 11 nays the motion to table is sustained.

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you, Mr. President, Senator
Hegar.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Rodríguez. The
Chair lays out Floor Amendment Number 12 by Senator Van de
Putte. The Secretary will read the amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 12 by Van de
Putte.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Van de
Putte to explain Floor Amendment 12.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Thank you, Mr. President. Mr.
President and members, in looking at the bill, we have all really
commi ed ourselves to try to reduce the amount of unintended,
unplanned pregnancies. For the past decade, though, Texas ranks
number one in the United States for repeat teenage pregnancy.
And we like it when we're ranked number one on jobs and we're
ranked number one on, on economy, or when our sales tax is up,
but it's not a great dis nc on when we're number one in repeat
teen pregnancies. We've done a be er job on teen pregnancies. I
think now we're hovering at about three on teen pregnancies
overall, but the saddest part is that we are number one with
repeat teen pregnancies. In fact, 22 percent of teen births were to
teenagers who already had at least one child.

While the teenagers are trusted to make all the medical
decisions for their children, they' are s ll unable to obtain family



planning without parental consent. Only about-- and, and our
sta s cs, as we've learned in, in both in Health and Human
Services and in the Educa on Commi ee, we know that only
about 40 percent of teen moms will finish high school. And that
has a very strong repercussion for women and their children. And
only about 10 percent finish any sort of two-year college program.
The sad thing for our budget, Senator Hegar, is that one in four of
these moms will go on to need TANF or Welfare. And we see in
three years of their children being born, the repeat teen
pregnancy makes already a tough situa on more difficult, and
more difficult for the mom to have any sort of vision of a life with
dignity.

Children born of teenage moms have a higher risk, as you know,
for lower birth weight and infant mortality. They're more likely to
have medical problems, and unfortunately they're also more
likely to be placed in the state's foster care. Our state's, the
recent sta s cs is we spend 1.2 billion dollars in Medicaid
funding to teenage births alone. So this amendment would
prevent the provisions of going into effect unless we allow
teenagers 15 to 17 who have already had one baby be able to
obtain family planning or contracep ves without parental
consent.

Members, I was in the House when we did the, the bills on
parental consent, both on abor on procedures and on access to
contracep on. And, and the idea then is it's really good for
parents to know when their teenagers are sexually ac ve; but if
your teen already has had a baby, you can assume that she's had
sex at least once. And so what this amendment does is that it
makes sure that, if we're really talking about the health of the



woman and reducing the need for abor ons, then the way to do
this is not to make abor ons inaccessible but to make them
unnecessary to begin with.

Part of that would allow teen moms 15-17 who already, already
have just one baby that they would be able to access
contracep on and family planning. While Texas trusts the
mothers of these children with all medical decisions about their
children, they s ll make 'em get parental consent to go get family
planning. And so this is a-- the amendment is just a precursor to
allow it, um, that the provisions don't go into effect un l we have
our teen moms being able to access family planning without
consent.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Hegar on
Floor Amendment 12.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you,
Senator Van de Pu e, very much. I-- this amendment: one, I'm not
sure if it's germane to the bill, but instead of asking a point of
order on it, I do not believe that this bill-- even though I do agree
we don't need to be proud about number one in teen pregnancy,
and we want our youth to stay in school, we want them to have
successful, produc ve lives, and I absolutely agree with you in
that. But I don't think that this is the proper place to have the
discussion on this bill and I would ask that we table this
amendment. But thank you, Senator.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Van de Pu e
to close.

Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Thank you, Mr. President. Thank



you, Senator Hegar. And I appreciate the members of this body
listening to me on this, because for any woman to have to make
that decision to terminate a pregnancy is probably the most
difficult decision that they ever have to make. And we all agree
that we want to reduce the need for abor on. One way we could
do that is to make sure that our teen moms can actually get family
planning services without having their parents' consent.

I know that we all want to reduce teen pregnancy. I brought this
amendment because I thought it might be good public policy. I had
a bill like this two sessions ago, and I was able to bring it to the
floor, but I could never get the support to pass. So I know what the
outcome of this is going to be. If the proponents of this bill, if you
really mean what you say about trying to reduce abor ons, then
let's come back next session and do the type of policies that make
abor ons unnecessary in the first place. I respec ully ask that
you vote 'no' on the motion to table.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Van de Pu e.
Members, the issue before us is a mo on to table by Senator
Hegar, opposed by Senator Van de Pu e. The Secretary will call
the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Williams, and Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, there being 19 ayes and 11
nays the motion to the table is sustained.



Senator Le cia Van de Pu e:  Thank you, Mr. President. Thank
you, Senator Hegar.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: And thank you for your passion.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair lays out Floor Amendment
Number 13 by Senator Garcia. The Secretary will read the
amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 13 by Garcia.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Garcia to
explain--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: --Floor Amendment 13.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Uh, Mr. President, members, if this bill is
truly about women's health, and we are concerned about the
health of the mother and the unborn child, I urge you to adopt this
amendment. Members, the CHIP pre-- prenatal program provides
services for a pregnant woman and her unborn child when they
are uninsured and do not qualify for Medicaid. Services include
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prenatal visits, prescrip on prenatal vitamins, labor with
delivery, and postpartum care.

Currently the program only covers two postpartum visits for the
mother, and only if those two visits occur within sixty days of
delivery. This bill would extend the coverage to provide mothers
with six covered postpartum visits within the six months a er
delivery, or about one a month. Members, my amendment
ensures women who decide to move forward with their pregnancy
and give birth are healthy mothers, by extending the postpartum
care they receive after birth.

This is a cri cal me for new mothers. There are so many
adjustments to life, not just physical healing from giving birth, but
one important aspect of new motherhood is ensuring that there
are no problems with breast-feeding a newborn child.
Unfortunately, many new mothers have difficul es breast-
feeding, and that is why my amendment extends postpartum care
to six months.

Members, if this is really about the well-being and health of
mothers and newborns, and we want to ensure that the mothers
don't suffer any experiences that they will not want to do again,
perhaps this is one way to make sure that if they do get pregnant
again, that they are taken care of, and don't make the wrong
decision the next me. So Mr. President, I move for adop on of
this amendment, Amendment Number 13.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Garcia. The Chair
recognizes Senator-- [pause]

Senator Kel Seliger: I believe the member turned in the wrong



[inaudible].

Senator Glenn Hegar: I think that's right.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: This is the same one we have. [pause]

Senator Glenn Hegar: I think Senator Seliger wants--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Sylvia, would you examine the, um--
the amendment that we have, Floor Amendment Number 13 that
was passed out? Senator Seliger is reading the amendments
carefully and-- is, is there some confusion by staff as to which
amendment was to be passed out?

Senator Sylvia Garcia: No, it might be on my part. Um... I
apologize. I thought I had been told that the other one, my other
amendment was up next. So let me, um-- with--

Senator Kel Seliger: This is the one that I have on my desk.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: No; well, I was following the list that I'd
been given earlier, so I apologize. If I can start again--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Please do.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Or we can subs tute and make, uh-- well, I
think the confusion for me was that we were given the list by your
staff and then I think we plugged in two of Leticia Van de Putte's.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Well, look, it's all fine.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Okay.



Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: It's all fine. Why don't we go ahead and-
- do you have a copy of Floor Amendment 13 that was being
discussed? Or, or that at least that the members believe--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Right.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Could you explain that one?

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Yes, sir.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Thank you, super.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Got it. I apologize, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Garcia to
explain Floor Amendment 13.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Members, we have spoken at length over
the past few weeks over improving the health and safety of
women in this state, and I think we can all agree that if we can
reduce the number of unplanned pregnancies in this state, then
we will reduce the number of situa ons in which mothers and
families are put in a situa on in which they have to make such a
tough, tough decision like abortion.

Therefore, members, I ask for your support for this amendment,
which aims to take proac ve steps by having the Health and
Human Services Commission launch a marke ng campaign and an
educa on and-- of the young men and women of this state on
ways to reduce STDs, unwanted pregnancies, and abortions.

This is even such a problem at the national level that the Center



for Disease Control even gave out na onal grants to various ci es
and states who implemented educa on programs and marke ng
campaigns for a minimum of five years, because they believe that
these types of programs really do reduce the number of STDs and
unintended pregnancies. Furthermore, our very own University of
Texas at San Antonio qualified for one of these grants, and the
Aus n Independent School District implemented a similar
program in conjunc on with some community organiza ons;
because, in case you were wondering, Texas ranks at the very top
when it comes to the number of unplanned pregnancies and STDs.
That is not an area where we should strive to be number one.

A marke ng campaign in both English and Spanish is a proven
way of educa ng our popula on and reducing the root cause of all
the issues we have been talking about over the course of the last
few weeks. Members, if you truly want to improve the health of
our ci zens, and help reduce some of the root causes that lead to
the elec ve abor ons, I ask you to support Amendment Number
13.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Garcia. The Chair
recognizes Senator Hegar on Floor Amendment 13.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes. Thank you, Mr. President; thank you,
Senator Garcia. And I appreciate you bringing this. I think this is
really a funding issue that we need to deal with when we're
talking about the appropria ons process, and I know Senator
Nelson has talked extensively at different mes about what we
did in the regular legislative session in the appropriations process
for increasing funding-- if I recall, around 180 million dollars, I
think she had talked about in different women's healthcare



programs-- and I think this would be appropriate at that me
during the appropria ons process that we would advocate for
funding in increased dollars. And so with that, I would ask that we
table Floor Amendment Number 13.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Garcia to
close.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Members, again, if we're truly, we're truly
interested in the women's health, and we're truly trying to reduce
unplanned pregnancies, a marke ng campaign such as I've
outlined in this amendment is really something we should do, as
this-- as this state faces the next decade of growing popula ons in
this state. This marke ng campaign should be state-wide, it
should be in English and Spanish, and it should really get to the--
to talking about the root causes of this, of an unplanned
pregnancy, so that we can get the most informa on out and
reduce them. Thank you. Mr. President, I move for adop on of
Floor Amendment Number 13.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Garcia. Members,
the issue before us is the mo on to table by Senator Hegar
opposed by Senator Garcia. The Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  [gavel] Members, there being 18 ayes
and 12 nays, the mo on to table is sustained. [gavel] The Chair



lays out Floor Amendment Number 14 by Senator Watson. The
Secretary will read the amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 14 by Watson.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Watson to
explain Floor Amendment 14.

Senator Kirk Watson: Thank you very much, Mr. President.
Members, while there's a lot we disagree about on this topic, a lot
of details we disagree about, one of the things that we don't
disagree is we all want to prevent abor ons. And as HB2 seeks to
prevent or decrease abor ons by se ng certain me limits and
in other ways, a very common sense way for us to reduce or
prevent abor ons is by reducing or preven ng unplanned
pregnancies.

As has already been pointed out, and I think everybody on the
floor knows, Texas has one of the highest rates of teen
pregnancies in the United States, and the Centers for Disease
Control say that we're number one, in-- as we've also pointed out
tonight-- in the second pregnancy for teen mothers. This
amendment is a common sense amendment that I've offered
before. It rea-- could allow us to reach some common ground, and
vo ng against this amendment is in essence vo ng against and
showing opposi on to educa ng our children in such a way so
that they will be be er equipped to prevent unplanned
pregnancies.

This amendment would require that school districts no fy
parents in wri ng about state sex educa on standards and about
the actual content of their children's sex educa on classes. The



amendment improves on the ability of parents, something else
that we all say we want, which is the ability for parents to be
involved in their children's lives in a way that help them get
through those teen years, and again avoid unplanned
pregnancies. It would improve the ability of parents to become
involved in their sex education courses.

But let me be very clear, members. What this does not do is it
does not mandate that schools teach about things like
contracep on. Specifically what it would do is parents would
receive a statement of whether the instruc on is considered by
the district to be abs nence-only instruc on or comprehensive
instruc on, which would include an explana on of the difference
between those types of instruc on, um, and a specific statement
regarding whether the student will receive informa on on
contraception.

Parents of the state of Texas should not assume their children
will receive comprehensive sex educa on simply because they're
enrolled in a sex educa on course at school. This amendment
would give parents the informa on necessary to supplement
their child's education where needed.

Now, members, please look at the amendment, because it's
very important, as we talk about preven ng or reducing
abor ons, one of the things that-- what the amendment says is
that it would point out that the instruc on-- it would be, it would
point out and be required that it tell parents about state law to
present abs nence from sexual ac vity as the preferred choice of
behavior in rela onships to all sexual ac vity for unmarried
persons of school age, and devote more a en on to abs nence



from sexual ac vity than to any other behavior. And then it would
go on-- it goes on to say that that statement would tell the parents
whether they're ge ng abs nence-only educa on or more
comprehensive sex education.

Members, we're talking about trying to stop abor ons. We're
talking about stopping abor ons, not by outlawing in this
amendment, not by outlawing safe and legal ones, and not by
undermining Texans' and Texas women's cons tu onal rights, but
by empowering individuals with knowledge of health and science,
responsibility and the consequences of certain ac ons. This
amendment is what we should have been doing, I believe, and
we're-- all along. Looking at ways we prevent, we find common
ground, we use common sense, and we prevent unplanned
pregnancies.

Again, I want to say, members, I know some people feel under
the thumb of having no amendments on this bill. This amendment,
vo ng against this amendment is vo ng against educa on to
prevent unplanned pregnancies and therefore prevent abor ons.
Vo ng against this amendment is opposing parents being
involved in the-- in sex educa on for their children in such a way
that they can help prevent unplanned pregnancies and prevent
abor ons. So, Mr. President, I move adop on of Floor Amendment
Number 14.

[Senator Kevin Eltife here takes over as acting Chair.]

Senator Kevin El fe:  Senator Hegar-- excuse me. Senator Davis,
for what purpose?

Senator Wendy Davis: Will Senator Watson yield for--



Senator Kevin Eltife: Senator Watson, yield?

Senator Wendy Davis: --a question or two?

Senator Kirk Watson: I will. Thank you.

Senator Wendy Davis: Senator Watson, of course I appreciate
and very much support the amendment that you're offering. I have
some sta s cs here. Do you know what the high school diploma,
or the high school gradua on rates of teen moms is, versus those
who are-- who do not become mothers while they're in high
school?

Senator Kirk Watson: Yeah, I think what you're referring to is that
teen mothers only receive their diploma about 51 percent of the

me as compared to 89 percent for those who don't become
mothers during their teen years. Um, I think one of the sta s cs is
less than four in ten, um, end up with their diploma if they've had
a child before the age of 18.

Senator Wendy Davis: And do you know what the leading cause
of high school drop-out is in girls?

Senator Kirk Watson: Well, they-- there's one study that
indicates, or one review... I don't know what the appropriate term
for it would be, that 30 percent of teenage girls cited pregnancy or
parenthood as a reason for them dropping out, so that
parenthood, parenthood in the teen years ends up being-- is, is
the leading cause of drop-outs among teenage girls.

Senator Wendy Davis: And then these girl who do become teen
mothers-- some of whom hopefully wouldn't have, had they had



adequate sex educa on in their school system-- this creates a
generational problem, doesn't it?

Senator Kirk Watson: Yeah, it does. In fact, one survey I saw, or
study, indicated that less than two percent of young teen moms--
meaning that they had a baby before the age of 18-- a ain a
college degree, so what happens is-- I'm sorry, by the age of 30. So
then what happens with them is their children... the children of
teen moms, they're less likely-- so the kid, the kid of the kid, is less
likely to go on and get a high school diploma or get a college
degree, so what happens is we get into a cycle.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Senator Watson.

Senator Kirk Watson: Thank you.

Senator Kevin Eltife: Thank you, Senator Davis. Senator Hegar on
Floor Amendment Number 14 by Watson.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you,
Senator Watson. I believe we should be doing more educa on. I
agree with you on that. And I said that a few weeks ago when I
think you had a similar amendment, or maybe this same one, but
that I also do not believe that it's germane to this bill, but I'm not
gonna ask to call on that point of order. Instead, I would just ask
that we table the amendment, because I don't think that it's
germane to the bill.

Senator Kirk Watson: Well--

Senator Kevin Eltife: Senator Watson to close.



Senator Kirk Watson: Thank you very much, Mr. President; and,
and Senator Hegar, um, I won't get into a debate about what's
germane and what's not germane on this floor because of the
difficulty of that, but what I will say is this: I believe it is germane.
Uh, it is germane in part because the goal of your bill as you have
said, and as has been indicated by some very passionate
speeches here tonight, the goal is to reduce or prevent abor ons.
You do it through a variety of ways in this bill, including se ng

me limits and in other ways. That is one of the results and,
contrary to some of the statements, the poli cal statements that
have been made, it has been the stated intent in many ways.

If that is the case, we can look at different provisions of the bill
to determine what the bill is about, and that gets us to a point on
germaneness. And this, what this amendment does is it does
exactly what you have indicated you want to do, which is prevent
abor ons, by preven ng unplanned pregnancies. The other thing
that you claim that this bill's about is, you claim it's about
women's health. Well, providing be er sex educa on for these
young women, these girls, these teenagers, these children-- by
providing be er sex educa on, we will enhance their health. We
will enhance their health.

So, members, this has been difficult for all of us, for a variety of
different reasons. We should be seeking common ground where
we can, and if in fact, if in fact we want to reduce abor ons in this
state, one of the best ways we can do it is by reducing unplanned
pregnancies; and we know we have a lot of work that needs to be
done, because we rank so high when it comes to the number of
teen pregnancies and we rank at the top when it comes to the
second pregnancy for teenage moms. Members, I would ask



respec ully that you vote 'no' on the mo on to table, and let's be
for educa ng our kids so that we don't have unplanned
pregnancies.

Senator Kevin El fe:  Thank you, Senator Watson. Members,
Senator Hegar moves to table Floor Amendment Number 14. The
motion is to table Floor Amendment Number 14. Secretary, please
call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Zaffirini.

Senator Kevin El fe:  18 ayes, 12 nays; the mo on to table
prevails. The following amendment's Floor Amendment Number
15 by Watson. Secretary, please read the amendment.
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[Senator Kevin Eltife continues as acting Chair.]

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 15, by Watson.

Senator Kevin El fe:  Senator Watson to explain Floor
Amendment Number 15.

Senator Kirk Watson: Thank you, Mr. President. Members, as I
stated before, preventing abortions from ever being needed in the
first place really can't occur without educa on. I filed this
amendment to ensure that students are learning informa on
supported by widely-accepted scien fic research and recognized
as medically accurate by such federal agencies as the Centers for
Disease Control and Preven on and the United States
Department of Health and Human Services.

It does so by requiring that sex educa on curricula offered in
public schools be evidence-based. This amendment specifically
defines "evidence-based educa on" as informa on verified or

http://youtu.be/SA9_a2OuCB0
https://archive.org/details/SB1028Amendment15ByKirkWatson


supported by research that's conducted in compliance with
accepted scien fic methods and published in peer-reviewed
journals. Again, Texas has one of the highest teen birth rates in
the country. And as I've pointed out, according to the CDC, the
highest rate of repeat teen pregnancies. We also know that an
overwhelming majority of Texans support comprehensive,
evidence-based sex education in high schools.

A statewide poll in February of 2013 found that 84% of
registered voters in Texas agree that high school sex educa on
classes should teach about birth control as well as abs nence.
We all agree that parents should provide the moral and ethical
guidance children need. But families are faced with more
challenges than ever in raising healthy, responsible teens. When
it comes to sex educa on, schools can help by giving students
age-appropriate, medically accurate informa on about
responsible pregnancy and disease preven on. This will help us
reduce abor ons in the state. Members, if you oppose abor on, if
you want to reduce abor ons, this is one of the best ways to
approach that. I move adoption of Floor Amendment Number15.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Watson. The Chair
recognizes Senator Hegar on Floor Amendment 15.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Senator, and I think again we
disagree on what is germane to the bill, and so I'm not gonna ask
about germaneness issue, but I do think that this is-- even though
about sex educa on, and you talk about how that relates to
abor on, and instead of asking for germaneness and we debate
that, I would just ask that we table the amendment.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Watson



on Floor Amendment 15.

Senator Kirk Watson: Members, I've made my argument. I
believe we should find common ground on these issues. I think it's
unfortunate that the abandonment of our rules and tradi ons
have put us in a situa on where we don't seek those out. I would
ask that you, I respec ully ask, that you vote against the mo on
to table.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Watson. Members,
the issue before us is the mo on to table by Senator Hegar,
opposed by Senator Watson. The Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, and Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, there being 18 ayes and 12
nays the mo on to table is sustained. --The Chair lays out Floor
Amendment Number 16, by Senator Zaffirini; the Secretary will
read the amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 16 by Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Zaffirini
to explain Floor Amendment 16.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Mr. President. Mr. President
and members, this is an amendment you heard me discuss with
Senator Hegar when he first laid out his bill, it is my pro-life



amendment that would strike every provision of House Bill 2,
except for the provisions rela ng to prohibi ng abor on a er five
months, or to use his terminology, a er twenty weeks. Mr.
President, I move adoption.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Zaffirini. Chair
recognizes Senator Hegar on Floor Amendment 16.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. Members, I
think this pre y much strikes the en re bill almost, comes close
to it, and with that and all due respect I'd ask that we table Floor
Amendment Number 16.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Zaffirini on
Floor Amendment 16.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Mr. President. Mr. President
and members, this is a pro-life amendment that makes this a pro-
life bill. It does strike the sec ons that relate to limi ng women's
access to healthcare, it strikes the sec on that would require
abor on facili es to meet the standards of Ambulatory Surgical
Centers, and it strikes the sec on regula ng doctors and their
rela onships with pa ents. It is strictly a pro-life amendment
that makes this strictly a pro-life bill. And as a pro-lifer, I would
vote for this bill if this amendment were adopted. Mr. President, I
move adop on. And I ask my members-- the members to vote 'no'
against the motion to table.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator. Members, you've
heard the mo on by Senator Zaffirini. The issue before us is the
mo on to table by Senator Hegar, opposed by Senator Zaffirini.
The Secretary will call the roll.



Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Williams, and Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: [gavel] Members, there being nineteen
ayes and eleven nays the mo on to table is sustained. [gavel] The
Chair lays out Floor Amendment Number 17, by Senator Davis. The
Secretary will read the amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 17 by Davis.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Davis, to
explain Floor Amendment 17. [pause] Do you have a copies of--

Senator Wendy Davis: Yes.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Thank you.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President. Members, Floor
Amendment 17 is an amendment, basically, that recognizes a
couple of things. Number one, we all received a le er from the
Comptroller on July the 1st, dated July the 1st, that stated that
there remained a $683,100,000 balance available that remained
unappropriated a er the end of the regular called 83rd legisla ve
session.

And members, what this amendment seeks to do is to require
that we truly do get back to that amount of funding that was
previously going for family planning services. We all know that in
2011, not only was the women's health program gu ed, in order



to launch an a ack at Planned Parenthood, but also about $78
million was cut from our own state budget going to family planning
services. As a consequence of that, fi y-six clinics to date in Texas
have closed-- two-thirds of which are not Planned Parenthood
family planning clinics, and in fact don't do anything in the arena
of providing abor on services. And these family planning clinics
were providing, for women, the ability to prevent unplanned
pregnancy.

And not only were they providing those services, but for the
hundred and fi y thousand women that lost access to their
services, they lost the only healthcare that they had; the only
well-woman yearly exams that they had, the only cancer
screenings-- cervical cancer and breast cancer screenings-- that
they had. And unfortunately, although in this budget a hundred
million dollars was added to the budget for primary care services
for women, only sixty million of that is going to go directly for
family planning services. Not only did we not fully restore the
funding that was once going to that family planning service, but
we also, unfortunately, are facing a situa on where they were
completely shredded. The safety net for women was completely
shredded.

And if what we truly care about-- and I think we do agree on one
thing absolutely, every person here in an orange shirt and every
person here in a blue shirt agrees that we want to decrease the
demand for abor on. But the only way to do that is if we make
sure women have the ability to control their family planning
decision-making, by having the ability to go to family planning
centers. In spite of the fact that some funding was restored in this
session, restructuring the family planning clinics that once



existed is going to take a very long me; and in fact it's likely that
we'll never get back to where we were, because Planned
Parenthood, which is now completely cut from any funding from
the state, was providing 45% of the services to those women.

What this amendment would do, members, is: it would require
that the provisions in this act not take effect unless and un l a
$40 million alloca on is added to bring the funding back up to its
prior level, and that the number of en es providing effec ve
family planning service be at least equal to the number that were
providing services on December 1st, 2010. What this would
encourage, of course, is that before imposing these draconian
measures that will remove health services from women, we
restore what once existed in this state: fi y-six family planning
clinics that were providing the only real means of reducing
abor on in the state of Texas. And with that, I would move for
adoption of Floor Amendment Number 17.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator. The Chair
recognizes Senator Hegar on Floor Amendment Nu-- Number 17.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, thank you, Mr. President, thank you,
Senator Davis. I believe that this amendment is making-- since it's
making an appropria on, that's something that we should be
doing in the finance-- in the budget bill, and it's not appropriate for
this bill, and so with that I would ask we move to table Floor
Amendment Number 17.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Davis to
close.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President. Once again, I



don't think anything that is in the bill that's going to be voted on
tonight is actually going to reduce abor on rates in the state of
Texas. It may reduce the rate of legal, safe abor on in the state of
Texas, but certainly studies have demonstrated-- I have
something here in front of me from the World Health Organization,
that researchers found that abortion is actually no lower, in terms
of the rate of abor on, in countries where it is legal, than
countries where it is illegal.

And in fact what they said is that the law does not influence a
woman's decision to have an abor on-- if there is an unplanned
pregnancy, it does not ma er if the law is restric ve or liberal.
And this World Health Organiza on report is from 2011, and it
explored countries around the world, and the impact of restrictive
laws versus those that were permissive. The fact of the ma er is
that even if this bill passes today, the abor on rate in Texas is not
going to decline; maybe the reported abor on rate, and the legal
rate, and the safe rate.

The only thing that will impact a reduc on in abor on services
in the state of Texas is to reduce the demand. And the only way to
do that is to make sure that women have the ability to control
their own des nies through family planning. And with that, I
would move adoption of Floor Amendment Number 17.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, the issue before us is the
mo on to table by Senator Davis-- I'm sorry, by Senator Hegar, and
which is opposed by Senator Davis. The Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,



Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Williams, and Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  There being 18 ayes and 12 nays, the
mo on to table is sustained. [gavel] Senator Nelson, I may be
confused-- didn't we put 179 million dollars more money into
women's healthcare this year? More money.

Senator Jane Nelson: Hundred million.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: One hundred million; I stand corrected.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair lays down Floor Amendment
Number 18 by Senator Garcia. The Secretary will read the
amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 18 by Garcia.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Garcia to
explain Floor Amendment 18.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Mr. President, members, this is the-- the
amendment that I inadvertently laid up as number 13, so I stand
by the comments that I made to lay out the amendment and just
remind you if-- in case we want to be reminded, that this simply
would add the CHIP prenatal program to add-- to cover 2
postpartum visits for the mother, and only if those visits were in
60 days-- change that to, extend it to postpartum care up to 6
months. So it would just be an extension from 60 days to 6
months.

http://youtu.be/dbiJFiKxJUA
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Hegar on
Floor Amendment 18.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, thank you, Mr. President, members,
thank you, Senator Garcia. I believe that this amendment, like a
few of the others, would have a, a rather large fiscal note, and it's
an appropria on by changing the program. And I think we need to
do that in the budget rather than in this bill, and so with that, I
would ask that we table Floor Amendment Number 18.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair-- the Chair recognizes Senator
Garcia to close.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Mr. President and members, again, this--
this is a very simple amendment that would extend the
postpartum visits for the mother and the CHIP prenatal-- perinatal
program from 2 visits which must occur within 60 days of delivery
to extending the postpartum care to 6 months. Again, we need to
make sure that the babies are born healthy and that the mothers
are able to adjust to the pregnancy and to make sure that the
mothers have a good experience, so that if faced with a-- with a
pregnancy again, they will not have to resort to an abor on
because of the bad experience or difficul es with their
postpartum care. So again, if this is really about women's
'healthcare and if this is really about doing something about
unplanned pregnancies, I urge you to adopt Amendment Number
18.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator-- [pause] The Chair
recognizes Senator Hegar on Floor Amendment 18.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Uh-- thank you, Mr. President, and-- yeah, I



thought that I had made a motion to table--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: You already had.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  I stand corrected. It's late. Members,
the issue before us is the mo on to table by Senator Hegar
against Senator Garcia's Floor Amendment 18. So this is opposed
by Senator Garcia. The Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Williams, and Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, there being 18 ayes and 12
nays, the mo on to table is sustained. [gavel] Thank you, Senator
Garcia. The Chair lays out Floor Amendment Number 19 by
Senator Ellis. The Secretary will read the amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 19 by Ellis.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Ellis to
explain Floor Amendment 19.

Senator Rodney Ellis: Thank you, Mr. President. Members, it's a
very straigh orward amendment; only 9 simple lines. Members,
approximately 30% of Texas women and 16% of Texas children
lack health insurance. 25% of Texas children live in poverty. In
Houston, in my district, 28% of the children live in poverty. This
amendment came up the last go around; I heard Chairwoman
Nelson make a comment a second ago about the amount of



money that we put into women's healthcare in the last, last
budget.

Members, this is a fiscally conserva ve amendment. This
amendment will give you the chance to draw down 4 billion
dollars. [Emphasizes the "B" in "billion".] B. 4 billion dollars for an
investment of 50.4 million dollars in general revenue. If you were
to stretch this out over a 10-year cycle, for a mere investment of
15billion dollars on the part of the state of Texas we would draw
down a hundred billion dollars in federal money. A couple of our
colleagues were making a comment to me a second ago that they
think maybe Obamacare is going to go away; maybe that deferral
of having companies have to take in insurance may make us look
back and wonder "why didn't we take this money anyway?"

So this is your opportunity. This bill, I'm told, is all about quality
of care for women; at least, that's what my dis nguished
colleague was kind enough to point out in his opening statement
in the last special session and again in this special session. So this
is very straigh orward. It's a gut-up amendment. It gives you an
opportunity to do what you say this bill is intended to do.

Senator Hegar, it won't impact your bill because you and I know
this is going to be ed up in the courts at least un l we come back
into the next regular session. I make no bones about it, I'm against
your bill; I don't have to get up and give that speech, a number of
my colleagues, par cularly my desk-mate, will express it very
eloquently for me. She won't have to do it 11 hours this-- this go
around. I am against your bill, I 'make no bones about that. I don't
think that expanding healthcare op ons in Texas, drawing down
the Obamacare money through this amendment, will hurt your



bill, because this bill is going nowhere any me soon, even when
the governor gets an opportunity to sign it.

So I hope that you will accept the amendment. I was kind
enough, as I men oned to you, Senator Hegar, to pull down my
other amendment related to sex educa on because Senator
Watson had two amendments that were close enough to the
subject ma er; so this is the only amendment I have. Don't vote
poli cs. Just vote your conscience, and I move adop on of this
amendment.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator... we appreciate
that. The Chair recognizes Senator Hegar.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you,
Senator Ellis. Again, this, with the expansion of Medicaid, I don't
think that's this bill, and I really don't believe it's germane. I
appreciate your words, but with all due respect, I'd ask that we
table this amendment.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Ellis to
close.

Senator Rodney Ellis: Mr. President, I can't understand why you
all appreciate me so much, you won't vote with me. [Lt. Gov. David
Dewhurst cuts in briefly with "We appreciate--"; Senator Rodney Ellis
laughs.] I mean, where's the love? This is the kind of love I can do
without.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Lots of love.

Senator Rodney Ellis: Thank you, Mr. President. I think I can



predict what the vote will be. I do appreciate Senator Lucio
s cking with me this go around. If you really care about
healthcare and access to healthcare, if that's what this bill is
about, how could you turn down that much federal money? Almost
a third of our budget is federal money. Senator Schwertner, you
made a comment the first me we had a discussion on a similar
amendment during the regular session. What's it' like to be in
business? Would you be in business with a partner who's going
bankrupt? A third of the budget!

And we brag about-- that most of us voted for was federal
money! The only me we are saying we want to turn down federal
money is when it's federal money to give 1.5 million poor women,
primarily, and children in Texas access to healthcare. Instead,
we're going to slap that tab on your coun es and my two coun es,
because when people show up and need access to healthcare in
our state, our doctors s ll take the Hippocra c Oath to give
people access to it. So we're paying for an emergency room. So I
hope you'll vote against the motion to table. Thank you.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, the issue before us is the
mo on to table by Senator Hegar opposed by Senator Ellis. The
Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Williams, and Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  [pause] Members, there being 18 ayes
and 12 nays, the motion to table is sustained. [gavel]



Senator Rodney Ellis: Thanks for the help, members.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair-- the Chair lays down Floor
Amendment Number 20, by Senator Davis. The Secretary will read
the amendment.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Floor Amendment Number 20 by Davis.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Davis on
Floor Amendment 20.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President. Members, you
saw this amendment in the form of a bill earlier in the regular
called 83rd session and we passed this bill out of the Texas House
and Senate in a bipar san vote. The governor, uh, vetoed the bill
and it's a bill that assures that women are provided equal pay for
equal work.

And you might ask, well, how is that germane to the bill talking
about abor on laws? It's germane, of course, because if we're
going to pass a bill that undoubtedly will result in increased
Medicaid births and other births in the state of Texas, we should
of course also be held accountable to making sure that families
have the ability to earn the income they need to feed their
children. If Texas women are going to be denied family planning
choices, it's impera ve that Texas women be given equal pay to
support their families. And with that, I would ask for adop on of
Floor Amendment Number 20.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Hegar on
Floor Amendment 20.



Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you. Senator Davis, you may recall
that I actually voted for your legislation--.

Senator Wendy Davis: I do; thank you so much, Senator Hegar.

Senator Glenn Hegar: That was vetoed, and I supported that
legisla on, but I do not think that it is germane to this bill, and
that's the reason I'd ask to table.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: The Chair recognizes Senator Davis.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President; thank you,
Senator Hegar. 42 other states have adopted equal pay for equal
work provisions. It makes sense that women who are trying to
support a family have the ability to earn equal pay for the work
that they do in the state of Texas just as they are assured of doing
elsewhere, and I would respec ully ask that you vote 'no' on the
motion to table Floor Amendment Number 20.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Davis. Members,
the issue before us is the mo on to table by Senator Hegar
opposed by Senator Davis. The Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, [disturbance] Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Uresti--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: [gavel] Right, finish the roll call.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: --Van de Pu e, Watson, West, Whitmire,
Williams, and Zaffirini.



Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  There being 18 ayes and 12 nays, the
motion to table is sustained.



Senate Stands At Ease

Part 030

07:29:27

Video Link: http://youtu.be/-hUL6C4Mv1A

Audio Link: https://archive.org/details/SB1030SenateStandsAtEase

Transcribed by: Lisa Susan Skittone

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, that was the last
amendment. We're going to stand at ease for a couple of minutes.

[People mill around. No audio for approximately 6 minutes and
40 seconds.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, the business of government
has to keep moving forward, regardless of some demonstra on.
I'm about to recognize members to speak for or against the bill
and I'd ask if everyone would take their seats, please; everyone on
the floor.

[Shouting from the gallery.]

[Unidentified Gallery Voice]: This procedure has been a farce!

[Shouting continues.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: We'll remove-- please remove 'em.
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[Uniden fied Gallery Voice]:  You should be ashamed of
yourself!

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Please remove 'em.

[Shouting continues.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  I want them removed; the people that
are doing this, I want them to be removed.

Senator Kirk Watson: Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Watson, for what purpose?

Senator Kirk Watson: I simply want to make a quick comment. I
know that emo ons are running high and, frankly, my emo ons
are running high, because throughout the night we've watched
vote a er vote and people know where things are headed. I would
ask that those who are in the gallery that have been so respec ul
for so much of the day, they remain that way.

Even if you're on the side of those who may not prevail tonight, I
ask that you not demonstrate in a way that does damage to our
ability to, to engage in this process and make it where others
aren't going to be able to be here. They will clear this chamber,
and that will not be fair to those people who are here wishing to
witness this vote. Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Watson, I appreciate your
comment and I'd like to reiterate to all the guests in the gallery
that, if we have another outburst, we'll be forced to clear the
gallery. And we have a lot of people that have stayed here a long



me and have been wai ng in line in order to, to par cipate in
this democratic process.

[More general movement; no audio.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  [gavel] Members, I'm going to start
recognizing our different members who would like to speak for or
against the bill. And again, I'd like to ask all the members to
please take their seats, and all the staff in-- on the floor to please
take your seats.



Chair Recognizes Jane Nelson

Part 031

07:40:11

Video Link: http://youtu.be/1uKkqYHzqsI

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB1031ChairRecognizesJaneNelson

Transcribed by: Vin

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: The Chair recognizes Senator Nelson to
speak on the bill.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Mr. President. I want to speak
in support of House Bill 2. Senator Watson, you just talked about
the emo ons. Without a doubt, in my 20 years here in the Texas
Senate, this is the most emo onal issue we deal with: the
emo onal issues of ending a life; of women's health; of women's
rights. I'd, I'd like to talk very briefly about what this bill actually
does.

Let's get back to the original presenta on that Senator Hegar
made. It prohibits termina ng the life of an unborn child a er five
months of development, with an important excep on of fetal
abnormali es. It raises the standards of abor on facili es. And it
ensures that there are protocols in place to save the life of a
woman seeking an abor on if something goes wrong. That's what
this bill does.

http://youtu.be/1uKkqYHzqsI
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Several of you men oned during our discussions today that you
were not able to a end our Senate Commi ee on Health and
Human Services hearing, our 16-hour hearing. And I was so
grateful to the members of the commi ee, and several members
who weren't on the commi ee, who came. Many stayed the
en re me and listened to the debate. But for those of you who
weren't able to be there, I thought it might be helpful if I reported
to everyone on some of the issues that were raised during that 16-
hour-long hearing.

First of all, lot of discussion today about the issue of fetal pain.
And we had some expert opinions on fetal pain. And let me just
tell you right here, I consider myself an expert on the unborn child
because-- I think Senator Van de Pu e's probably the only other
person in this room that can actually say that you've experienced
it. And I've experienced it five times.

And in my expert opinion, a five-month old unborn child does
experience pain. But don't take my opinion, let me tell you about--
we had four invited witnesses at that hearing; two in favor of the
bill, two in opposi on. One of those in opposi on was a physician
who talked about the issue of fetal pain and he, he was asked
many ques ons, and I asked him could he say for certain that a
20-week-old child cannot feel pain and his answer was 'no'. He
couldn't say for sh-- certain that a five-month old pre-born child
cannot feel pain.

Members, there should be no ques on that a er five months of
development-- Senator Zaffirini held up a picture-- this is a child!
You can see 'em yawn! We have the technology today to see their
movements and they stretch and I believe they feel pain.



Senator Whitmire, I hear you o en talk about pu ng a face on
it. And we're able today to put a face on a five-month-old in-the-
womb child, and it's the face of a real live person. And I believe
that real live person feels pain. That was an area of discussion. I
believe that child has the right to live. And I believe that a
majority of Texans believe that it is wrong to end the life of a five-
month-old unborn child.

I also believe that if a woman does make her cons tu onally-
protected decision to terminate a pregnancy, we have the
responsibility to ensure that she is in a safe, medically
appropriate environment. That's our job.

It may seem irrelevant to opponents whether these facili es
have a door wide enough for an EMS or their doctor has admi ng
privileges, but I can assure you those issues would be very
relevant to that woman whose life could be in danger. They are
relevant to ensuring that those horrific prac ces that we've heard
about, of doctors like Gosnell, are never allowed to happen again
and they sure aren't gonna happen in Texas.

Another point that was made, actually by a woman wearing
orange at our hearing this week: we need more men to take
personal responsibility on this issue. And she said, in much more
direct terms than I would to you, that it's not fair for women to
have to bear this burden alone; fathers need to step up to the
plate. And she is right. I was one who actually found myself
agreeing with people who were si ng there in orange shirts a lot;
and, of course, blue shirts too.

Another issue that was raised was a message that I have long
been advoca ng for, and that is the need to do a be er job in the



area of preven on. Those of you on my commi ee have heard me
say that me and me again. Preven on is the solu on. We must
invest in family planning. We've got to make sure that abor on is
not used as a birth control method. And I said it yesterday and I
will say it here again to all of you: our cuts were too deep, session
before last, in the area of women's health and family planning.

But I wanna tell everybody what a good job this body did during
regular session to rec fy that. We had a workgroup of our Finance
Commi ee on Ar cle II. Majority of women, I might men on; but
Senator Huffman, Senator Zaffirini, myself, Doctor Deuell, Senator
Patrick. I called in our commissioner of health, Commissioner
Janek, and I asked Commissioner Janek: what if, I mean if, if,
money was absolutely no, no-- if the sky was the limit? How much
funding can our provider network handle to ensure that low-
income women have access to contracep on, to breast and
cervical cancer screenings, and other preven ve health
measures? I mean, we've got to make sure we've got the provider
network to provide those services. But I said, if, if-- how much
money will it take? And he said: a hundred million dollars. And we
established that as our number one goal. We will get you what it
takes. And this body did that. 170,000 addi onal women will be
able to access family planning, cancer screenings, and other
preven ve health services because of what this body did, and I
am thankful. And we've got more to do.

Governor Dewhurst, I am asking you to assign our Senate's
Health and Human Services Commi ee with an interim charge
that addresses number one issue, women's health. We care
about women's health, and we've got more to do. We owe it to
everyone; the blue shirts and the orange shirts who came before



our hearings. 16 hours worth of tes mony and that was
something that all of them asked, for us to roll up our sleeves, and
we will do that.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Done.

Senator Jane Nelson: Good. We heard 13 hours of public
tes mony, 357 witnesses. In all, 3861 people came here to
register their posi ons on this bill. Which I'm told, by the way,
Senator Seliger, I'm told that that is a greater response than what
we saw at every redistric ng hearing over the last two years
combined. That reflects the fact that we're dealing with
passionate, deeply-held beliefs. But I also believe it
demonstrates that Texans care, about life AND about women.

There was a moment at our hearing, and if those members who
were there can share with you-- We probably saw it be er from
where we were si ng than the cameras and the people on the
other side, but there were two women, one in orange and one in
blue, si ng there, both of them sharing very personal stories
about deeply trauma c events, and their experiences brought
them before us with different posi ons on the issue. One of 'em
was crying and the other one in different color reached over and
held her hand and held it during the rest of her tes mony. And
that is a moment that will stick with me for a long time.

There was pain voiced on every side of this issue. I mean there
were pai-- there was pai-- Senator Ures , the, the stories about
rape and about incest. There was pain from those who had had
abor ons. There was pain from those who had abor ons forced
on them. There was pain from those who have lost loved ones to
abor on. And there was also pain from those unborn chi--



children, although they didn't have a voice to speak at our
hearing.

We need to stop the pain. I believe in women's health! I believe
in preven on! That won't change. Neither will my commitment to
human life. Every life is precious. Every life is worth something.
Every life deserves to be protected and cherished. There is a clear
choice before us in this vote tonight. Do we keep the relaxed
standards that are in place to protect women? Do we forgo
safeguards that will save a woman's life if something goes wrong?
Do we ignore the evidence that at 20 weeks we have a child who
can feel? Or do we choose life? And I choose life.

Thank you, Mr. President.



Chair Recognizes Kirk Watson

Part 032

07:51:50

Video Link: http://youtu.be/GyAxXWHnSdY

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB1032ChairRecognizesKirkWatson

Transcribed by: Trinity

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Nelson. Chair
recognizes Senator Watson to speak against the bill.

Senator Kirk Watson: Thank you, Mr. President. Members, this
has been an extraordinarily tough few weeks. Nerves are frayed,
tempers are short, people wanna get out of here, but we're here
and we should do all we can to get this right. So let me start with
some good news that the Dean pointed out a li le bit earlier
tonight.

We s ll have me. We s ll have me to stop and think about
what it is we're doing. We can s ll talk about what this is really
about and what we're trying to achieve. Yes, this is a hard issue,
but we debate hard issues on this floor all the me: schools,
taxes, paying for water and roads. Our rules and tradi ons allow
us to have those debates. They keep any group of us from ge ng
everything we might want. They force us to come together, to look
at things in new ways, and to be crea ve in figuring out solu ons.
They help create progress for everyone, not just wins or losses for
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a few. But the debate over House Bill 2 and its predecessors has
been different, and I think that there are two things that set it
apart.

One is, as we've been men oning, the emo on: the emo on
that's been laid bare over the past few weeks. That's been painful
to be part of. Honestly, I like you folks; and the emo on of this
issue, the anger and resentment that it's generated, it's been
hard. It's been hard on a lot of us. Those feelings are as strong as
feelings about any other policy issue we face, and they're even
more personal, even more immediate. They are in short a major--
if not the major-- reason we have traditions and rules.

Our tradi ons and rules ensure that emo on doesn't carry the
day. Our prac ces, formal and informal, help make sure that our
cons tuents stay ahead of our poli cs. Unfortunately, a lot of
those tradi ons and prac ces have been discarded over the past
few weeks. That unruly process, I think, is the second thing that
sets this issue apart, and puts us in this posi on. The majority in
this chamber, and the President, couldn't get everything it or he
wanted in the regular session. You couldn't endanger the
existence of 88% of the clinics that regularly perform safe and
legal abor on procedures. You couldn't pass an uncons tu onal
20-week ban. You couldn't pass this poster child for heavy-handed
big government regulation.

In short, under our regular rules, tradi ons, and prac ces, the
majority couldn't pass the bill that would ban safe and legal
abor on procedures in much of Texas, and that would make them
much more difficult to obtain everywhere else; and let's be
honest: that's what this bill is about. The indignant claims and the



consistent spin that this bill is about women's health and safety
are bogus and, I'm sorry to say, sometimes a little bit hypocritical.

The true agenda of HB2's authors and sponsors is to reduce
access to safe and legal abor on procedures, and it is spelled out
everywhere. From the speeches we heard on the south steps, to
the speakers who were invited from outside Texas, to press
conferences, to pe on drives and social media posts that
declare the purpose and then go viral before they can be clarified
and qualified, to the li le symbols on the pills and placed on
commi ee daises. Members, we need to be honest. We need to
be transparent.

This is about implemen ng governmental regula ons that are
as extreme as anywhere in this nation. It's a power grab, the exact
sort of power grab that our rules and tradi ons are meant to
prevent. We've lost so much common sense, so much thought, so
much decorum, and so much of what makes the Texas Senate
special. And what do we get in return? This bill and it's supporters'
ability to clare-- declare victory without compromise, no ma er
the impact on Texas and Texas women. Let's pretend for a
moment that the tradi ons and precedent were being followed.
Let's imagine there was a blocker bill in this non-redistric ng
special session, as in previous ones, and that House Bill 2 was
dead because of it. What then?

Well, at that point those of you who wanted to end safe and
legal abor on would have had to come to those of us who want to
protect women's cons tu onal rights. You would have had to
work with us. You would have had to be crea ve about solu ons
that achieve our goals as well as yours. And you would, I believe,



have endorsed legisla on like what we've proposed here today.
You would have joined us to ensure that parents know what their
children are being taught about sex so that they can be part of
that cri cal process. You would have helped us to ensure that sex
educa on is based on science and evidence. You would have
passed an u erly common-sense bill that Senator Van de Pu e
offered an amendment on tonight, that would give teen moms 15
years and older-- again, these are teenagers who've already given
birth at least once-- the ability to get contraception.

This bi er fight has focused only on the supply of safe and legal
abor ons. There's a be er, more effec ve solu on in reducing
the demand for them. And I assure you there's a lot more common
ground. All of these years, all of these needs in this state and now
tonight we get an interim charge. Not one of us on this floor likes
abor on. All of us want to prevent it. Would our proposals ban
safe and legal abortion? No. Would they make it harder for women
to access safe and legal abor on? They would not. What they
would do, though, is exactly what so many on this floor claim to
want: they'd prevent abor ons. But they do it by empowering
women and educa ng Texans, not by punishing women or making
it harder for them to seek out services they have every right to
receive.

More than one of you have asked over the last few weeks,
earnestly and in good faith I might add, why people believe you're
waging a war on women. It's because the only solu ons you'll
consider are the ones that limit women's op ons. It's because
women see you driving them back into a dark, painful, terrifying

me of unsafe procedures and quiet, shameful month-long exiles;
a me when abor on was neither safe nor legal. It's because



women are connec ng the dots between the decision and others,
that have left them-- that-- the decision on this bill and others that
have le  them with less health care, fewer health providers and
inadequate remedies under state law if their bosses were
discrimina ng against them. Women's healthcare, even with the
addi onal money in this budget, women's healthcare s ll hasn't
recovered from the decisions, the radical decisions of the last
legislature. And women don't understand why you keep coming
after them. It's not just politics to them, members, it's their lives.

And I've said it before on this floor, in this space, there's no
jus fying all of this by saying that you care about women, you're
married to a woman, you love a woman, or you are a woman, so
your inten ons are pure even if your vote will harm countless
women in this state. All of us on this floor, like all of us in this state
and this country, have been talking about this issue for a long

me. And, members, please know that I've listened. I've heard
you. I've tried hard to put myself in your place and understand
your posi on. I see how you focus on the event, the stand-alone
event of a pregnancy. I sincerely understand that you see it as a
life-giving event that deserves protec on from the state; what I
don't understand is why you would build these regula ons and
laws around this event, but you won't acknowledge the continuum
of the life of the woman who's experiencing this event.

How can you impose these laws on individuals' bodies and
choices, all in the name of life, with scarcely a thought of the life of
the woman whose choices and op ons are being taken away?
A er all this debate, I s ll don't think that's fair, and I know it isn't
cons tu onal. The things that happened before the pregnancy
ma er; so do the things that will happen a er. And the woman



who's experiencing those things should, within reasonable and
cons tu onal bounds, have the self-determina on to decide
what to do about them.

That self-determina on, those basic human rights and the
access to the care that ensures those rights deserve protec on
from the state. So take this chance to do that, members. Take this
chance to stop. Take this chance to think. Take this chance to
listen, and not just to the voices of the par sans and failed
Presiden al candidates, but also to the people in your districts
and across Texas. You don't have to pass this bill. There's s ll
room and there's s ll me for all of us to come together. Thank
you, members; thank you, Mr. President.



Chair Recognizes Charles Schwertner

Part 033

08:05:50

Video Link: http://youtu.be/5KZ6213aVDg

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB1033ChairRecognizesCharlesSchwertner

Transcribed by: anonymous

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator
Schwertner to speak on the bill. Before he does, I'm gonna ask the
members: if you would, let's keep in mind that our comments
should be addressed to the bill. And when I get through, I've got
some comments about the fine work of the Senate, staff, the
Department of Public Safety, and I thank everyone for this
evening. Senator, you're recognized.

Senator Charles Schwertner: Thank you, Mr. President and
members. Tonight, I rise in support of Ho- House Bill 2 in the hopes
that I, too, may be able to provide a voice for the voiceless and a
fighting chance at life for the unborn.

First, I'd like to take this opportunity to acknowledge my
esteemed colleagues on this floor for the respect and reverence
they've shown to both the ci zens and each other while
discussing this highly-charged and emo onal issue. I'd also like to
make a special acknowledgement to Chairwoman Jane Nelson,
who did a masterful job of presiding over an orderly and respectful
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hearing on this issue earlier this week: a hearing which lasted
over 13 hours, a hearing which elicited tes mony from nearly 500
individuals, and a hearing in which all voices were given an
opportunity to be heard.

Members, we've vigorously debated this legisla on over many
weeks and, while I think we can all agree this process has been
trying, I hope I am not alone in the feeling that it's been
enlightening as well. Over the past several months, we've heard
from women-- and men-- from all over this state, some wearing
orange and some wearing blue. Each has offered their thoughts
and their concerns regarding this legisla on. Many shared
personal and heartbreaking stories of unimaginable tragedy. Your
collec ve tes mony has helped put a human face on this issue
and I'd like to thank each and every one of you for having the
courage to join us here at the state Capitol, wait in line for the
many hours, share your story and play a tru-- truly par cipatory
role in your government.

During this process, I have listened to hours of stories and
struggled with the many deep and philosophical issues and
concerns that this issue addresses. This issue strikes at the very
core of our humanity, and forces us to consider a fundamental
ques on: what do we consider to be a human life? I realize that
there are those who view this issue much differently than myself;
those who will look at a five-month sonogram and see li le more
than a glob of undifferen ated cells with no iden ty, with no
personality and with no soul. But there are also those of us who
can look at the same image and see the beauty and majesty of
god's most awe-inspiring crea on: the crea on of a new human
being; one that feels pain, and one that deserves a chance to



experience the fullness and wonder of life. And that difference in
perspec ve, members, is what makes all the difference in the
world.

The issue of life is one that's deeply personal to me. While I'm
sure most of you don't know this, many years ago when my mother
was pregnant with me, she contracted a disease called rubella,
commonly known as German measles. While rubella is rela vely
benign in adults, it carries a significant poten al to impart
devastating consequences for the fetus developing in utero.

At the me of her diagnosis, my mother was counseled to
consider abor ng the child she was carrying, with the implica on
that to do otherwise would condemn her child to a tragic life of
pain and suffering. Thankfully for me, my mother and father
walked out of that doctor's office and never turned back. And
that's the only reason I'm able to stand here before you today, as
a physician, as a husband, as a father, and as a member of the
Texas State Senate.

Over the course of my life, my perspec ve on this issue has
deepened and my commitment to life has become even more
profound. Many of you are aware that my wife is a doctor as well,
an obstetrician and gynecologist who delivers newborn babies
daily. She frequently shares her stories of joy that a new family
feels when they hold their precious young child for the first me,
and the unimaginable heartbreak when one of her pa ents
suffers a miscarriage or some other tragic complica on from
which there is no remedy. As me went on and our three boys
entered our lives, our young family was made complete. I can s ll
remember the intensity of the love of holding my oldest son



Carson for the first me in my arms. I can s ll remember the pain I
felt the first me I heard him cry. It changed me, deeply and
fundamentally, in a way that's difficult to accurately describe.
A er you've felt that feeling, it's like a bell that can't be unrung.
And perhaps that's why it's difficult for me to view this issue in a
alternative context.

Senators, it's been stated by many people on this floor,
Democrats and Republicans, that no one is in favor of abor on.
Now, I believe that to be an accurate and sincere sen ment.
Though we may differ in our approaches by which we would seek
to make abor on less prevalent in our state, our na on and our
society, in the end we all want the same thing. From my
perspec ve, this bill is a cri cal step forward to that end. But it
must not be the only step. As a legislature, we do owe it to our
ci zens to consider the en re problem; not only addressing the
facili es that supply abor ons, but also the factors that drive
demand for abor ons. You'll no ce that I didn't vote for any
amendments this evening. I think it's too important to get this bill
passed and get it to the Governor's office.

But I also think it would have been more appropriate that those
amendments had been added to the bills as they went through
the regular session, and had been allowed to come to the floor by
the Democrat leadership. However, I can say I've heard the
proposals this evening from my Democrat colleagues which I feel
merit further considera on, and though they may not each be
germane to the specific debate at hand, hope that we can revisit
these measures as standalone bills in the future. And I would
welcome the opportunity to work with any of my colleagues who'd
be willing to work in good faith to reduce abor ons in the state of



Texas.

I am pro-life; unques onably and unapologe cally. But if we
mean what we say, we should each be willing to do more than
what is-- this par cular bill speaks to. We must be willing to do
everything in our power to reduce the number of unintended
pregnancies in this state; promote alterna ves to abor ons, such
as adop on, such as foster care, and evidence-based sex
education.

Just like each of us, I'd prefer to see abo-- abor on made less
common, and I believe that we should be willing to consider any
and all proposals which serve to achieve that end, no ma er
which side of the aisle they come from. Senator Hegar, thank you
for your leadership on this issue. I respect you greatly and
appreciate your demeanor and respec ul tone throughout the
dura on of this debate. I can tell you that I plan to support your
legisla on, because I believe it's an important step in protec ng
the unborn and also protec ng the health of women in the state
of Texas. I look forward to working with you, with Senator Nelson,
with Senator Van de Pu e, Senator Garcia, with Senator Watson
and with Senator Davis on the full breadth of this issue in the next
legislative session. Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Schwertner. Chair
recognizes Senator Zaffirini to speak against the bill.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Mr. President. Mr. President
and members, I rise to speak against House Bill 2 for a very simple
reason. I am pro-life, always have been, always will be. I believe,
however, that this is not-- not-- a pro-life bill, but rather that it is a
bill that reduces women's access to healthcare, does nothing to



reduce unintended pregnancies, and does nothing to reduce the
number of abortions.

Unfortunately, many divide us all into two categories: as being
either pro-life or pro-choice. Reality is, however, that there are
countless pro-lifers like me, who also support Planned
Parenthood, family planning, sex educa on, access to healthcare
and, because abor on is the law of the land, access to safe and
legal abor ons. Reality also is that there are pro-choicers who,
like me, oppose abor ng unborn children in the third trimester,
a er five months, but who also support issues associated closely
with pro-life, such as parental consent and parental no fica on.
The lines are not as clear-cut as some think or wish that they
were.

I voted for Senate Bill 13 in commi ee, because it would have
prohibited the abor on of an unborn child a er 5 months, or 20
weeks as the bill states. I also voted against Senate Bill 537 and
Senate Bill 1198, because I believe they too restricted women's
access to healthcare. When the bills were combined into an
omnibus bill like this bill, House Bill 2, I, like many other pro-lifers I
know, including Catholics like myself, could not support it. Today I
will vote against House Bill 2, not only because it does not make
abor ons less necessary, but also because limi ng women's
access to legal abor ons will result in desperate women taking
desperate measures: resor ng to coat-hangers and, in my part of
the world, going across the river into Mexico to get abortions.

I respec ully disagree with those who believe that House Bill 2
improves safety standards for licensed abor on facili es by
making them subject to the requirements of Ambulatory Surgical



Centers. The new requirements for licensed abor on facili es
would make them widen halls, provide separate lockers- not
restrooms, lockers- for men, and meet other non-health-related
requirements. Simultaneously, it would lower standards for
licensed abor on facili es by making them subject to inspec ons
every 3 to 6 years, instead of requiring their current,
unannounced, annual inspections.

House Bill 2 could even endanger the life of a woman by
requiring her to travel as far as 550 miles to an Ambulatory
Surgical Center -that is 1100 miles round trip -even when ill --in ill
health, and regardless of her ability to pay travel expenses.
Desperate women may try to self-abort, or to turn to other unsafe,
unregulated or even illegal abor ons. This bill would preclude
women receiving cri cal healthcare services because licensed
abortion facilities would be closed.

Whether we are pro-life or pro-choice, we should not close our
minds to reasonable arguments that do not fit neatly within these
classifica ons. As a pro-lifer, I tried migh ly to amend this bill to
honor the original intent of Senator Hegar's Senate Bill 13, to
prohibit the abor on of an unborn child a er 5 months. Please
remember that 11 Democrats voted that-- for that amendment
today, to prohibit the abor on of an unborn child a er 5 months.
If the ini al purpose at hand was to pass a pro-life bill, with
bipar san support, that vote proved that that goal could have
been accomplished. As a pro-lifer who simultaneously supports
Planned Parenthood and women's access to health services, and
because abor on is the law of the land, to access to safe and to
legal abor ons, I will respec ully vote 'no'. Thank you, Mr.
President and members.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: The Chair recognizes Senator Patrick to
speak for the bill.

Senator Dan Patrick: Thank you, Mr. President, I apprec--
appreciate the recogni on. You know, I've listened to the debate
and I will follow your guidance, Mr. President, of staying to the bill.
But I think Senator Watson talked about some procedural things
and I would just say, Senator Watson, um, you and others had a
chance to cra  this bill; we were one vote short for three months
in the regular session. All 19 Republicans and Senator Lucio were
with this bill. If you wanted to cra  the bill that you could support,
that was the time.

You knew all the rules, rules in a special session as we haven't
had a blocker bill. So I don't know how sincere-- you're a good man,
I trust your sincerity, but you had a chance and you didn't take
advantage of it. And no one else did in your party. This isn't about
poli cs, it's about life. But it does involve procedure, and we do
have a two-thirds rule, and our Founding Fathers when they set up
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the Cons tu on-- they looked at how we should move forward in
Congress and they decided, is it two-thirds to pass a bill or just a
simple majority?

And they decided two-thirds meant the minority could rule.
They called it the rule by the tyranny of the minority. And so we
were stopped. It's not that we didn't want to work with members.
We passed the sonogram bill last session with three Democrats
and eighteen Republicans. So we tried and it just didn't happen.

So here we are. And in all this discussion about procedure and
in all this discussion about choice it seems like somewhere along
the way we forgot about, it's about taking the life of an innocent
baby. Boy, we have not talked about the children and the babies
enough in this debate, we just haven't. You said, Senator Watson,
women are going to wonder why we keep coming after them. Well,
I would suggest babies are thinking the same thing. I think it's time
we recognize, there's no more secrets, it's a baby. Right here, a
sonogram of my next grandchild, sent to me the day before this
debate began. That's my child, Senator Whitmire, and I know
you're proud to have one coming too.

I'm against all abor on. This bill's not about abor on; it's the
law of the land, I respect the law of the land. I wish there weren't
any abor on. We talk about the choice; you ask us: well, don't we
put ourselves in the place of the woman and her choice? What
choice does the baby have? Who speaks for the baby? You think --
do you think, if the mother had a conversa on with the baby and
said, "You know, this just isn't really convenient to give birth to
you right now, do you mind dying?"

[Uniden fied Gallery Voice]:  I can't take it any more...



[unintelligible] offensive... [unintelligible] assault on woman!

Senator Dan Patrick: I think that baby would say, I think that
baby would say--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator, could we pause just for a
moment? I think the lady's going to be escorted out.

Senator Dan Patrick: Yeah, that's fine.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Okay. You're recognized.

Senator Dan Patrick: I don't get mad with those folks, I pray for
'em. But let's not lose track of what this is about. This is about
women's healthcare, and we've talked about that a lot, and we
want to improve women's healthcare, and Senator Nelson said it
so well. But it's about a baby's life, at five months; that's what it's
about. You know, you-and I like you so much, Senator Watson-- but
you said things that just kept coming back to me, about "Who do
we listen to?"

Well, to tell you the truth, if you listen to the people of Texas,
the people of Texas are in support of this bill. I've heard that fact
thrown up on this floor for the last two weeks, it's a li le
distorted, that it's a minority of people. No, the majority of people
do not support late-term abortion. Even the Huffington Post, that's
a pre y liberal organiza on; by a two-to-one margin, their
readers don't support late-term abortion.

And everyone supports improving women's healthcare. If you
vote against this bill, what you're vo ng for is to say we want
abor on clinics to have a lower standard of care than a regular



Ambulatory Surgical Center. That's what you're vo ng for. You
want less care! You're in favor of less care. Heaven forbid they're
going to have to invest money to bring the standard of care up to a
normal Ambulatory Surgical Center.

Well, if they don't want to invest the money they ought to get
out of the abor on business, because that's how they make their
money. Let them bring their level of care-- no one on this floor
would expect their child or their friend or their neighbor or their
employee or their co-worker to go into a less than acceptable
Ambulatory Surgical Center; no one. We wouldn't accept it.

But apparently if you vote against this bill you're accep ng, yes,
we're okay with lesser standards. I believe that a woman ge ng
an abor on-- I wish she wouldn't, but I believe she's en tled to
the finest medical care that she can get because, as I said earlier,
her life is valuable too. You should-- if you vote against this bill,
you're vo ng against lower standards, and if you vote against this
bill, you're vo ng for doctors not to follow the drug company and
the FDA's recommendations to dispense the RU-486.

I really don't understand how you can vote against this bill for
any reason. So at the end of the day, I respect the arguments, it's
been a good-- it's been a good day of debate, but I can't sit here
and listen to all this talk that leaves out the most important
person in the process: it's the baby. So who do I listen to? I don't
apologize for being pro-life and I don't apologize for being a
Chris an and I listen to the word of God on this issue. The Bible
tells us we are born in the image of God, and I believe when a
baby's life is destroyed we are destroying the image of God. And
there should be no one out there celebra ng it. If they want to,



fine.

But I will never stand on this floor, and I will never cheer, and I
will never support anyone who celebrates destroying the image of
God. There's two ways you can go in life-- a lot of people say, "I
believe in God." But there's a quantum leap when you go from
believing in God to believing God. A lot of people believe in God.
But do you believe God? How would God vote tonight if he were
here? And I know I'll get raked over by the liberal blogs and some
people in the media for bringing this up on the floor. But let's just
be honest-- are we a na on that stands for the Judeo-Chris an
ethic or are we not? Do we get down on our knees and pray when
our children get sick or when we have a, a tragedy at West Texas
or a 9/11, who do we turn to then? We turn to God and say, "God,
please bless us," but on this case, no, no, no; God, we're sorry,
we're not with you on this one. Well, I say the people who are for
this bill aren't any be er than people who are against it, aren't
any more godly, I'm just saying we're listening a little closer.

So I'm proud to stand and vote for this bill. I believe we're
improving women's healthcare, and I believe we care about these
children and, as I said, when it comes to choice-- when it comes to
choice the baby doesn't have any choice, the baby doesn't get a
vote. But tonight the baby's going to get by my count 19 votes. 19
votes: every Republican and one courageous Democrat who will
stand and vote for the babies and women's healthcare.

And I respect everyone's comments and I hope you respect
mine. Because you're passionate, and I've heard the passion from
my dear friend Senator Whitmire, from my good friend; I've heard
your passion, but let me tell you, you don't get to outrank me on



passion. And I'm just as passionate, and I care just as much, and I
know that this is the right vote on this bill on this night on this
time. Thank you very much.
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Senator John Whitmire: Mr. President, I'd like to--

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Whitmire to
speak against the bill.

Senator John Whitmire: Thank you, Mr. President, members. I
really kinda had expected to go last and-- or-- certainly I would
yield that to Wendy Davis but, Senator Patrick, I can't sit here and
let you ques on my faith as it relates to my posi on on this piece
of legisla on. In 1956 in Pasadena, Texas, at Second Bap st
Church, I was bap zed a er I accepted Jesus Christ as my Lord
and Savior. The proponents of this legisla on have no monopoly
on their faith. I didn't have to put it ingrained in our chamber to
con nue my belief, and I really think you probably crossed the
line, but I also respect any Senator's right to speak his or her mind.

But I have some points I'd like to make, but I wanted to first
address: don't ques on the faith of any member on this floor.
Senator Estes, you know this is a God-fearing group of Senators
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and has no place in this discussion. What makes this discussion
so difficult, members-- and having been here 40 years, 10 in the
House, 30 in the Senate, nothing compares with this emo onal
issue because we all wanna do the right thing. Let me repeat that.
Every Senator wants to do the right thing. But we have different
understandings of what that means.

"Why do you get up when you already know the outcome?"
some might ask. It's because it's our job, it's my belief, I think we
have to speak for our cons tuents and those who can't speak for
themselves tonight.

And let me-- let me digress for a moment or be right on target. I
certainly don't approve of the outbreaks in the gallery. I'm sorry
about the June 25th episode and I will not go there, I will speak to
the outcries tonight. They're wrong to do so, but what we must
understand, members-- Senator Nelson, you know this-- we are
surrounded by women, some that we work with on a daily basis,
that have had to make the awful decision, Dr. Deuell. They never
dreamed when they were li le girls that someday they're grow up
and have an abor on. But desperate people do desperate things,
members. And what you have to understand, and, and-- what
makes me wanna cry, I feel Dr. Campbell's pain, when you talk to
her about this subject she-- tears come to her eyes.

Larry, I heard you this a ernoon talking about Kelly Hancock's
Chief of Staff: one-and-a-half ounce premature baby at Texas
Children. That's a victory, and hopefully every young woman would
have the opportunity to go to Texas Children. But we are
surrounded and-- this lady, I don't know her circumstances, but
let's try to understand the women, Senator Patrick, you and I will



never understand it. Well, we've got to at least respect the
feelings of the people that are out there in the hall. We are
surrounded, I would suggest, there's people on this floor, that
have either had rela ves, friends, family-- and I'm gonna cite a
couple of my experiences in a moment. I don't think that we are
still appreciating the shoes other people walk in.

And Patrick, people are hur ng watching us remind them of the
decision they made as high school women. They didn't grow up to
have an abor on, they were either abused by a stepfather, a
boyfriend-- Senator Estes, I saw your disgust when you heard
Senator Davis reading le ers about women who said "I was just
broke, a financial decision, didn't know what to do". And you
walked by me in the back, said "That's just repulsive", that
someone because of economics would go to an abor on. You
know that's right in your world but, if you know you're not paying
your bills, you're living out of your car, you have a drug problem,
you list 'em, that would drive someone to making that decision.

The examples, Dr. Schwertner, of your mother's courage, the
Kelly Hancock's Chief of Staff, and the victories are not what we're
about tonight. Those young ladies had the support, the courage,
the opportunity to deliver their baby, which I suggest would be the
goal of all young women. Those are the good faces and the
reasons we don't need to have abortion procedures.

But let's talk about those-- and before I go to the ones that
might shed some light on why I feel as passionate as I do, you're
right, I like to put a face on things, come back to the real world.
The state rep that showed his 17-week ultrasound of his child that
he was defending at the mic, he put a face on it. I got a face of my



first grandchild. Whitney got her anatomy ultrasound at 8 o'clock
this morning, she called me at 10. Senator Patrick, she's 20 weeks,
she had a gathering of her young friends at 7 o'clock to announce
that it's a boy. I'm standing for my daughter and others, not that
she would need an abor on, but because it's her decision, her
body. She's blessed with a supportive family, a great husband, and
a healthy fetus.

But members, as some of the heartache of the women that
can't stand it any longer and have to leave because we're
reminding them of their awful decisions, that they feel like you're
trying to make them feel guilty about, let me just put a face on a
couple of real tough decisions. And it's not about I recommend or I
support their decision to have an abor on, but I know they were
desperate. In 1972, and I say this because this is how I formulated
my posi on on-- this posi on to allow a woman, her god, her
doctor, her partner, her guardian, to make the decision. I have
seen the decision-making process and let me just say it would be
outrageous if I discovered, and I think I do, Senator Patrick, that
there are a number of Senators vo ng on this floor who have
never had to counsel, look a young woman in the eye as she's
making that decision, because it will change your life forever to
just witness someone make that decision.

1972-- I'll go through a couple quick, and then I'm gonna be very
recent. 1972, I'm working in the food stamp office in Houston and
a young lady that I work with cried on my shoulder a er work one
day, said "I don't know what to do, I just found out I'm pregnant
and my boyfriend le  me. My only op on is to go to New York."
Abor ons were illegal in Texas in 1970. I said, "Is there any way I
can assist you? Transporta on?" She said, "I need $300." She's



frightened, Senator Davis, she's all alone in Houston, just moved
there; needs $300, her life is coming unraveled. I literally take her
to the airport to join the other ladies going to New York. Saw her
when she got back: she was an emo onal wreck, she knew she'd
made a life-altering decision.

If you haven't been there, you probably aren't fully prepared to
engage in this debate, certainly to understand the opposi on's
feelings. Quickly: I was a young state rep in 1974, da ng a lady in
Aus n, she said "Come, go with me Saturday, I'm gonna tell my
family I'm taking my 14-year-old sister to an office party". Instead
she took her to East Aus n; life-altering decision. And that is one
of the young ladies that can't stand to hear the debate. She did
something desperate as a 14-year-old with her older sister
making decisions for her.

An employee in the Capitol I know, two years ago, so excited to
be pregnant, health issues with the baby. Doctors advised her
that an op on was to terminate, to not have a child that would
never be normal. Whether you respect that, Senator Patrick,
really doesn't really ma er. The law allows that lady, the
cons tu on, Senator Birdwell, that you so hold-- uphold because
of the Second Amendment, that same cons tu on allows that
family to make that decision.

Now let me get really down to where I want you; even if you're
for this bill, I want you to suffer with the considera ons of this
next case. I have a person that works in the lobby that is like a
daughter to me, beau ful young woman; has always had difficulty
with tumors in her uterus. I don't understand the subject ma er,
but she came to me several years ago and said, "I can't have



children, but we're going to fer lize some eggs, my husband and I,
and have a surrogate mother". We celebrated the surrogate
mother's pregnancy. We had the baby shower in my home! The
baby's two years old! Quickly, they had the second surrogate
child. Different surrogate mother, Senator Hegar. They had told
her it will take her life if she has babies because she has tumors in
her uterus that will not support a fetus. So, what's the problem?
Beautiful young family, one- and two-year-old sons.

Second weekend of May, second week of May, while we're in
session, I' am so busy, as you are. This person shows up at 9
o'clock in my office downstairs, looks at me and starts crying. I
said, "What's wrong?" She said, "I go a problem". I said "What?
Are you ge ng a divorce? Are you having marital problems?" She
said, "No, I'm pregnant," and starts crying uncontrollably. She
said, "We went to a doctor yesterday and she said it will probably-
- probably could cost me my life, but she said, let's go through with
it". A pro-life doctor by philosophy and prac ce, Dr. Schwertner.
One- and two-year-old sons! Beau ful young girl! Promising
career! Happily married!

Looks to me. "I'm scared." She was ten weeks pregnant, did not
know she was pregnant, but knew she's been feeling bad and had
went to the doctor the day before and the doctor said, "It could
cost you your life, but I'm willing to-- let's go for it." And I said, "No,
no, no. No, no, no. You're going to get a second opinion. I'll get you
lined up at Baylor Med to get a second opinion. You have got to
consider all your options."

I come to the floor and I approach my dear friend that I have
confidence in as a Senator, but certainly as a doctor. I say "Dr.



Deuell, I got a problem. What do we do?" While this outstanding
person is advising me on how to counsel this person, who's ten
weeks pregnant-- by chance the same period as my daughter, ten
weeks at that me. And I only men on that to let you know today
this person would be twenty weeks-- while I'm talking to Dr.
Deuell, members, the person calls me on an emergency, saying,
"I'm in the women's restroom hemorrhaging uncontrollably."

Just a few feet off the Senate floor. Ten weeks pregnant, two
babies at home, doctor said the day before "It could cost you your
life, but let's go for it." This gentleman and I run to the women's
restroom, the public restroom. I don't go in, Dr. Deuell goes in, and
she is totally losing her blood. He assists her, we get her to the
emergency room, the next day on Friday she goes to Houston. On
Monday, she meets a doctor at Baylor Med, a professor who has a
prac ce. And he says, "It's your decision, but it could cost you your
life. And I'm prepared to not only do a hysterectomy, but we'll
have to abort your fetus at ten weeks."

Dr. Schwertner, just wanted to men on that. If she'd have
listened to the first doctor, tonight she's be twenty weeks. If the
hemorrhaging would have occurred a er twenty weeks, this
legisla on, the way it's dra ed, could easily not be interpreted as
a threat to her immediate life and we would lose a young woman
who has two young babies at home to raise.

That person can probably not stand to listen to this debate,
Senator Hegar, because we're talking about her life, her decisions,
with her husband, her god, and a doctor. And that's why I think we
have to recognize there's two sides to this issue. Of course no one
advocates abor ons and the taking of a fetus or-- if you believe it's



a life at concep on, I respect that. But for, for everything it's
worth, understand that I and others on this floor know women
who have made awful decisions and are having to make decisions
tonight. The unintended consequences, Senator Hegar, that's not
specula on that, because of lack of healthcare and the closing of
the clinics-- Senator Patrick, you say we're vo ng for less
healthcare, yeah, because they're going to Mexico, is where
they're gonna head. They're going to the flea marts along the
McAllen valley.

I know that a speech in the Senate very seldom changes votes. I
love the Senate. I love and respect the Texas House. In the Texas
House, you give a good speech and you can turn about 30 votes
out of 150 members. In the Senate, it's been my experience,
people prepare themselves, they normally know how they wanna
vote when they come to the floor. I don't give this speech thinking
that I've changed votes. But I sure hope, Senator Patrick, that I
have shed some lights that it's not for our lack of faith or our
wan ng less care; it's because, one, we sees things different, we
wanna do the right thing, but we all have our own interpreta on
of what the right thing is.

And with that said I'll close, because I'm sad that we even have
to deal with this subject. Wouldn't it be nice if everyone lived in a
perfect world, Senator Estes? Where you got to plan your family?
Be nice if everybody lived in my daughters' world. My daughters
are blessed, I'm blessed, and I just hope, in closing, that you will
at least try to understand where other people are coming from.
And where I really wanna close is, is-- I see Senator Ures . I will
hope and pray that at some future opportunity my colleagues on
the other side of the aisle will give Senator Ures  the



understanding from his perspec ve he had a good amendment--
but also understand the process, Senator West, understand
elec ons ma er; and I would hope people of all persuasions will
let this mo vate them to get involved, not only vo ng, but seeing
that women's healthcare and all the ramifica ons are taken care
of. Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  And I would hope, Senator Whitmire,
with so many people on the floor talking about wan ng to work
together to reduce the number of abor ons in America and in
Texas, that we do just that.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Campbell to
speak on the bill.

Senator Donna Campbell: Thank you, Mr. President. As a
government, a state government, we are responsible for the
general welfare of our state. The sanc ty of human life is a
principle that government should proclaim at every opportunity.
There should not be a trade-off in the name of hardship, be it cost,

me, convenience, or any other reason, for life of the unborn or
safety of a woman or her health, should she undergo any
procedure. This bill encourages abor on doctors to be more
responsible and accountable to women, which is what physicians
should do, which is what the public would expect.

It's a false assump on that TMA or AMA speak for all the
doctors; they only speak for a frac on, not for a whole. As an ER
doctor of 23 years, I have seen both the physical emergency
complica ons from abor on as well as many of the emo onal
complica ons. Scien fic evidence is present that the baby feels
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pain at 20 weeks, or five months. The pain receptors are
completely developed. Brusseau, 2008, Interna onal Anesthesia
Clinics; Derbyshire, 2010, Best Prac ce & Research Clinical
Obstetrics and Gynaecology; Rollins, 2012, in Gregory's Pediatric
Anesthesia, just to name a few: the literature is replete with
scien fic evidence. You know, everyone is en tled to their own
opinion, but not to their own facts.31

Let's talk about the facility. Why have lockers? Because they
change their clothes and you put them up in a locker so we don't
contaminate the environment of the opera ng room. A janitor's
closet: how many of you want to go have a procedure where the
dirty mop is in close proximity to the operating room?

Airflow systems: it's for the purpose, anybody who's mixed IVs,
TPN, knows you've got to have special airflow to keep infec on
down. That's what we're asking when we're talking about an
airflow system. It's about decreasing the risk of an infection.

Backup generator: does anybody want a procedure to be in
progress when the electricity goes out? The electricity needed at
the least for an abor on procedure includes cautery to stop
bleeding, suc on, lights, a monitor for vital signs. Is a backup
generator really too much to ask to help protect a woman's health
and safety in a procedure?

Wider halls: why would we want a wider hall? I haven't found a
gurney yet that turns well, especially around a corner. You need a
wider hall and wider rooms to bring a gurney in just in case there's
a complica on or an emergency. Is it needed every day? No. But
how many lives or complica ons do we have to have before it



mounts up to enough reason to put forth some dollars to protect
women's health?

There was no legisla on brought forth in the 83rd regular
session that asked to decrease the standards of Ambulatory
Surgery Centers. Why? Because who would choose a substandard
facility to have anything done? No one.

Here are 800 affidavits or declara ons of women who had
abor ons in the state of Texas; they're speaking to complica ons
that they had. Medical science shows us that the baby feels pain,
as I said, and for every week a pregnancy con nues, it gives an
increased chance of survival for the baby. We also know the
increased risk of common-- excuse me, increased risk of
complications for the mother, the more the further along the pres-
- pregnancy. I want to see, and I think all of you would be on board
with this, see less complica ons; less affidavits of complica on
that someone had with an abor on procedure. This is common
sense legisla on that we should all get behind. I strongly support
the pro-life legislation, and this legislation that helps promote the
safety of women when they're ge ng-- when they choose an
abor on and I strongly urge the members to vote for this bill.
Thank you. Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Campbell. Chair
recognizes Senator Rodríguez to speak against the bill.

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you, Mr. President and members.
I respec ully rise to express my opposi on to this bill. And
Senator Patrick, let me tell you why, since you asked "Why would
anyone vote against this bill?"



First and foremost, as we have heard, a woman's right to access
healthcare, including safe, legal abor on services, is
cons tu onally protected. First and foremost, it's the law of the
land, as you said.

What we are seeing here today, it seems to me, is a thinly-
veiled a empt to eliminate that access. This is not about
women's health, members. It's poli cal medicine with a li le
scien fic-- or with li le scien fic or medical basis and, in my
opinion, it represents an extremist agenda that is contrary to the
beliefs of most Texans and most people in America.

Commentators, as you know, have said that this is the most
restric ve abor on legisla on in the country. I think that
rejec on of all of our amendments, all reasonable in my view, is a
confirma on of this. The so-called fetal pain provision would ban
abor ons a er 20 weeks. Now, I've seen the pictures too. I'm a
father, and I understand the emo onal a achment that begins
with a pregnancy. But we are not here, members, dispu ng
emotions. We are here to determine the best public health policy,
the most cons tu onally appropriate way for government to
intervene in people's lives -yes, intervene in people's lives for the
public benefit, in this case a healthy population.

Our guide in this endeavor should be the most accurate
scien fic medical informa on that we can obtain. The por on of
the bill that deals with fetal pain becomes a measure of faith,
because there is no conclusive medical evidence. Indeed, the
evidence is largely to the contrary to support this concept. Our
faith, Senator Patrick, is our own and it is dear to us, and each in
our own way; but our cons tu on mandates that we cannot



impose it on others, whether they believe in one deity, or many,
or none.

Requiring health clinics that perform abor ons to be cer fied
as Ambulatory Surgical Centers, which would foreclose all but five
of the 42 clinics that perform abor ons in Texas, including the two
clinics that we've men oned in El Paso, is medically unnecessary
and simply amounts to harassment. That's why health care groups
and medical organiza ons represen ng providers oppose it, as
they oppose the other unnecessary and intrusive provisions.

How can proponents of the bill claim it's about women's health
when healthcare professionals oppose it? How can proponents of
the bill claim they are for the cons tu on and then impose faith-
based proposals on everyone? How can people who oppose
government involvement in healthcare, on the grounds that it is
intrusive, go to such lengths to intrude upon women's bodies?

There's a bigger picture here. From destroying the women's
health program during the interim when the legislature failed to
pass a proposal in 2011, to the Governor's veto of the Lilly
Ledbe er Fair Pay Act this session, we have failed to truly support
women, and life for that ma er. Although we have some of the
worst rates of childhood indicators: poverty, literacy, drop-out
rates, not to men on teen pregnancy, as has been said already,
we do li le to address those issues. Senator Nelson, "Do we care
about life a er birth?" is the ques on we should be asking
ourselves.

This bill places an undue burden on women, especially low-
income and minority women. From my district, El Paso and West
Texas, women would have to travel hundreds of miles, take days



to do it, and spend huge amounts that they cannot afford.

There are many proven strategies to increase access to health
care, reduce pregnancy, and reduce abor on and these include
things that we've already talked about: annual well-woman
exams, counseling on pregnancy planning and access to birth
control, screening for breast and cervical cancers, tes ng for
hypertension and tuberculosis, and screening for sexually-
transmitted infections, including HIV.

Yet the bills and amendments I and others have filed today
were ignored. Ignored were bills to expand Medicaid to low-
income women, remove medically inaccurate language from
state-sponsored health literature (I offered the amendment on
that), repeal the literally invasive sonogram law, requiring state-
funded crisis pregnancy centers to prove-- provide scien fically
accurate and evidence-based informa on, give teen moms the
legal ability to consent to receive contracep on, require
comprehensive and evidence-based sex educa on, extend the
women's health insurance program prenatal coverage from 60
days to 6 months.

What happens when women cannot access health services?
We know what happens. Illegal and unsafe abor ons are going to
skyrocket. More people will cross the border for dangerous
abor on-inducing pills from Brownsville to El Paso, and from
within the rest of the state. Members, 1500 women died while
ge ng an abor on in 1940. That number dropped to 33 in 1974.
And each year since 1980, the number of deaths from illegal
abor on has been between 0 and 2. We should not go back to the
1940s.



These proposals in front of us may suppress legal abor on, but
they will not enhance women's health and they will not stop
abor ons, and they will only make them more dangerous.
Members, poli cal medicine is bad for the health of women, our
cons tu onal republic, and the lives of Texans. And it's part of a
pa ern of oppression that at various mes has afflicted women,
people of color, the LGBTQ community, the poor, the powerless,
and the least among us. For these reasons, members, I stand with
Texas women in opposition to this bill. Thank you, Mr. President.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Lucio to
speak on the bill.

Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Thank you, Mr. President, members.
During the first Special Session, I ran into a group of people that
were out in the rotunda and they said, "Remember, Senator, the
eyes of Texas are on us," and I agreed. And lately the eyes of the
na on have been upon us, and I've seen a couple of our
colleagues that have brought a smile to my face because I love
these ladies. I love all of you and I've said that before;
uncondi onally. But the most important set of eyes on us belong
to God. Now, I'm glad I heard Senator Whitmire tonight talk about
God, and Senator Patrick, and I really care for that inscrip on up
there, Senator Patrick, "In God We Trust," right above the
President's podium, because it reminds us all of how we got here
and why we are here.

From Cardinal DiNardo: "For the last two weeks, Texas has been
the focus of an intense and sometimes acrimonious conflict over a
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legisla ve proposal to protect the lives of the unborn, to ensure
the health and safety of women. The intensity of the debate has
a racted interna onal a en on and a flood of outside
campaigning throughout the state. At issue is a proposal to
protect the health, safety, and dignity of life, the life of the child in
the womb and the life of the woman enduring the procedure. The
bill improves facility standards to address abor on
complica ons, requires compliance with the FDA, addresses
abor on complica ons, requires compliance with FDA standards
for distribu ng the abor on drug RU-486, requires abor on
providers to have admi ng privileges at nearby hospitals, and
prohibits abor on a er five months of pregnancy, when scien fic
evidence shows babies can feel pain. The proposal is
unambiguously focused on protec ng both the child and the
mother. In the eyes of our faith, both are sacred and precious. In
our hearts, both are deserving of steps that ensure their health
and safety. Short of closing these abor on facili es, the state is
obligated to ensure providers meet reasonable standards of
medical care. My plea to our lawmakers is to remain strong in
your beliefs for doing what is right and just. Know that there are
millions of individuals across the state who are grateful to you for
keeping to your principles and will con nue to support efforts to
protect life."

From Dr. David Hardage: "With the recent addi on of abor on-
related legisla on to the call of the Special Session, I write today
to remind you of the posi on of the Bap st General Conven on of
Texas and urge you careful considera on of bills intent on
reducing abor on in Texas. Texas Bap sts have had a consistent
and clear posi on regarding the morality of abor on. Abor on is
inconsistent with Chris an prac ce and should be avoided.



Scripture is clear that each person is created in God's image and
abor on as birth control is not compa ble with the call of the
Gospel to reverence life. Importantly, the Biblical narra ves
teach us to reverence every life involved in a crisis pregnancy-- the
unborn, the mother, the father, the extended family, the whole of
society. This understanding is to be taught first and foremost in
our homes and churches, but there is also a place for a public
witness and legisla ve ac on. Texas Bap sts support legisla ve
remedies which serve to limit abor on except in extreme
circumstances." Additional remarks can be found in their website.

Members: "We hold these truths to be self-evident that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their creator with
certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness, that to secure these rights, governments
are ins tuted among men, deriving their just powers from the
consent of the governed, that whenever any form of government
becomes destruc ve to these ends, it is the right of the people to
alter or to abolish it, and to ins tute new government, laying its
founda ons on such principles, and organizing its powers in such
form, as to tell-- as to them shall seem most likely to affect their
safety and happiness."

Now, in penning the Declara on of Independence in 1776,
American patriot Thomas Jefferson famously stated the above as
a means to provide both a cause and an explana on for the
colonial breakaway from Great Britain. We know that in history.
Jefferson modeled this declara on of natural rights closely a er
philosopher John Locke's ideas on the subject. The only difference
between the two is that Locke stated that the natural, God-given
rights were life, liberty, and property, rather than life, liberty, and



the pursuit of happiness. The Fourteenth Amendment reiterates
these basic principle-- this basic principle: "Nor shall any state
deprive any person of life, liberty, or property without due process
of law".

The ques on all comes down to when a "person" becomes a
person. To some, lacking the ability to reason proves the
"developing mass of ssue" in the mother's womb should be
considered a non-person and thus has no rights; the rights of the
true person, the mother, takes precedence. Those who support
this believe it to be ethical for a parent to take the life of the baby
since it isn't a person, as the "unborn" lack cons-- conscious
awareness of self. It is this argument, members, that is used to
jus fy about 1.2 million abor ons per year in the United States
alone.

The reality is: what makes us persons is that we are human
beings created in God's image. That is the belief that what we
think about God, what we think about God is the most important
thing about us. I disagree. I feel that what God thinks of us is the
most important thing about us. Even if a human never has enough
capacity to think about God, he or she is s ll the object of God's
unique crea on and care and therefore possesses personhood.
The truth is: God made the heavens and the earth. He also made
all living things, including the insects and animals, but He only
made humans in his image; so, regardless of size, of the
development or size, since we bear God's image we are precious
in a way that other living species are not. A human person is a
person, no matter how small.

The pro-choice advocates do not want unborn children



recognized as a person: why? The answer goes directly to the
heart of Roe v. Wade, to Jus ce Byron R. White. This unequivocally
proved that the Supreme Court made an uncons tu onal
decision. In his dissen ng opinion on Roe v. Wade, Jus ce White
stated the following, and I quote him: "At the heart of the
controversy in these cases are those recurring pregnancies that
pose no danger whatsoever to the life or health of the mother, but
are nevertheless unwanted for any one or more of the variety of
reasons-- convenience, family planning, economics, dislike of
children, the embarrassment of illegi macy, etc. I find nothing in
the language or history of the Cons tu on to support the Court's
judgment. As an exercise of raw judicial power, the Court perhaps
has authority to do what it does today, but in my view," he says,
"its judgment is an improvident and extravagant exercise of the
power of judicial review that the Cons tu on extends to this
Court." If they admit that the unborn are persons, they would have
to ask themselves this ques on: what offenses have the unborn
commi ed for which they should lose their lives? What offenses
have the unborn committed for which they should lose their lives?

Back in 1994, Mother Teresa of Calcu a rose above the person
argument. She stated: "I feel that the greatest destroyer of peace
today is abor on because it is a war against the child, a direct
killing of an innocent child committed by the mother herself. And if
we accept that a mother can end the life of even her own child,
how can we tell other people not to kill one another? How do we
persuade a woman not to have an abor on? As always, we must
persuade her with love, and we remind ourselves that love means
to be willing to give until it hurts."

Mother Teresa went on to say: "Jesus gave even his life to love



us. So the mother who is thinking of abor on should be helped to
love, that is to give un l it hurts-- her plans, her free me-- to
respect the life of her child. The father of that child, whoever it is--
he is, must also give un l it hurts. By abor on the mother does
not learn to love, but ends the life of even her own child to ser--
solve her problems. And by abortion the father is told that he does
not have to take any responsibility at all for the child he has
brought into the world. The father is likely to put another woman
into the same trouble, so one abor on leads-- just leads to one
more abortion."

She continues in her speech: "Any country that accepts abortion
is not teaching its people to love but to use any violence to get
what they want. This is why the greatest destroyer of love and
peace is abor on. Many people are very, very concerned with the
children of the world," she said, "for the children in war-torn areas
where quite a few die of hunger and so on. Many people are just--
also concerned about all the violence in the great country of the
United States. These concerns are very good, but o en these
same people are not concerned with the millions who are being
killed by the deliberate decision of their own mothers. And this is
what is the greatest destroyer of peace today-- abor on, which
brings people to such blindness."
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Senator Eddie Lucio Jr: Members, if you are a person of faith,
and I know you are, all of you, it doesn't ma er if you prefer a
literal or a spiritual interpreta on of the Bible. There is just no
way to jus fy abor on by an appeal to God. Scripture clearly
implies that life begins at concep on! All Biblical evidence points
us to a pro-life posi on. And I won't read a bunch of them that I
have listed, but I want to con nue to say-- and say that I think
Mother Teresa was also trying to point out the hypocrisy in the
pro-choice movement.

She-- "How can those who rage", she said, "how can those who
rage against the genocides and the killing of innocent women and
children that occurred in the civil war in Rwanda, the killing fields
of Cambodia, the gas chambers in Germany and the western
region of Sudan, which took the lives of millions of men, women,
and children, and not show the same level of rage in the killing of
millions of unborn children, some of which were sex-selec on
abortions?"
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I've heard the opponents of the bill explain, quote, "This is
because it is about the future health of women," unquote;
something I have voted for over and over again over the last 26
years, for those of you that know me and know my vo ng record.
"We're doing it," quote, "we're doing it to ensure the children of
the future have access to," quote, "safe reproduc ve healthcare,"
quote, unquote, a.k.a. abor ons: a moral and fundamental
human right. Ironically, this idea will only help ensure some
children will have no hope for a future. Don't you think every child
should have a future? I do.

So what is in this bill? This is what I see. First, it will limit the
termina on of pregnancy a er the 20th-- or 20-week mark. 20
weeks is, of course, an arbitrary mark to draw a line between
protected under law and a-- and being a lump of cells. The general
argument from those who oppose abor on is that it is a point
where the unborn obviously feel pain by abili es, a threshold that
con nues to move earlier in pregnancies, thanks to medical
science; and indeed some children born at 20 weeks have
survived.

But there's something else that happens at around the 20-week
mark, members: the unborn can dis nguish sounds. The first
sound they will hear is the voice of their mother. In the weeks to
come, it will be a soothing and recognizable sound distinguishable
from all the rest. They will respond to it and react to it, to changes
in volume and conversa on. Much later they will even be able to
recognize tones of voice; but at the 20-week mark, there's only the
formless sound. The child cannot understand what she is saying.
They cannot detect a difference in tenor when she makes the call
and schedules the appointment and takes them from the wai ng



room into the opera ng room where they will die. They only
recognize it as a mother's voice, full of promise, enveloping them,
familiar, reassuring, safe.

Secondly, it would have the same effect that House Bill 15 did
when, uh, it was signed into law in 2003. It will hold abor on
clinics to the same standards as hospital-style surgical centers;
just like, in 2003, the advocates for abor on rights said the
measures would force dozens of abor on providers around the
state to close and leave only a handful in a few major ci es that
are able to meet what has been described as excessive costly and
medically-unnecessary restric ons. It is true that some would
close down if they don't want to con nue to provide women's
health services like cancer screenings, pregnancy tests, prenatal
services, sexual-transmi ed disease tes ng, and family planning.
But, just like a decade ago, the services for women's health will
not stop, not in urban areas and not in rural areas. The only clinics
that may close are those that only provide, quote, "safe
reproduc ve healthcare", unquote, a.k.a. abor ons. In fact, by
requiring these facili es to become Ambulatory Surgical Centers,
we increase the poten al number of loca ons that can serve
Texans in emergency situations.

Thirdly, the other provisions are key to the ul mate health of
the mother-to-be. The bill requires doctors who perform abortions
to have admi ng privileges at a hospital within 30 miles of the
clinic. Currently most doctors who perform these procedures do
not have admi ng privileges at a hospital, but those privileges
could be obtained. It points the mother-to-be who wants to
induce an abor on by taking a pill to take it in the presence of a
doctor at a cer fied abor on facility. This will also ensure that



abor ons, quote, "remain safe, legal, and rare". We hope, we
pray, rare.

The reality's that abor on is now be er regulated than ever
before, thanks to bills like this one. Many other restric ons on
abor on rights imposed by past legislatures have had the
paradoxical effect in making the prac ce more safe and therefore
acceptable: an effect that pro-choice folks should acknowledge
and support.

Some people ask, "Why can't we compromise on the topic of
abor on?" There is a very simple answer, members: this is an
issue about fundamentals, and America is a country of
fundamentalists thanks to our cons tu onal tradi on. For
Democrats and Republicans, abor on can never be just about
health! It has to be a clash of absolutes: the right to choose versus
the right to life. The abor on debate is also responsible for one of
the most obvious confusions in the poli cal debate. Most
Republicans usually oppose government regulation in the name of
free choice. They will fight to have every child born, but then limit
the tools needed to help them survive, like food, housing, and
healthcare as they get older.

My side of the aisle, the Democrats, is no more coherent: a
party that will do anything to protect a woman's right to choose to
have an abor on, but will not support her to have the right to
choose a school for her child with special needs -unbelievable.
This is not a war on women. This is a war on children. And I want to
know where the signs are that read, "I stand with Texas women
and children". You will not see those signs, and I'll tell you why:
the capacity for compromise has disappeared in poli cs. Sadly,



extremism on both sides is the best way to be heard and the best
way to win elections.

I call this the peacock effect: inten onally standing out, using
extreme concepts to a ract the most a en on. And thanks to
avenues like social media and 24-hours news programming, the
ability to stand out has go en easier. The nega ve effect is the
filtering of informa on to fit an agenda or movement. Sadly,
people today literally have all the informa on they need at their
finger ps, yet s ll rely on talking heads and Twi er users to
provide vaguely accurate informa on to base their opinions on. In
effect, this has led many Texans to become disillusioned with the
poli cal process which impacts voter turnout in a very nega ve
way, especially with young voters. We all know vo ng is one of the
most important things that takes place, but I want to say that the
capacity of compromise just has disappeared. Many Texans have
become disillusioned, and I, um, I cannot blame them for that.

There exists a large majority of individuals all around Texas who
stand up for their beliefs, whether they are Republican or a
Democrat. Abor on to me is not a par san issue. There are no
more-- there are more pro-life Democrats and pro-choice
Republicans around the state that go unheard because they are
bullied by par san ac vists for simply standing up for their
beliefs. Extreme par sanship and uncivil poli cal disclosure is
not the best way to accomplish anything in Texas, especially in
this chamber. The poli cal pla orms built on outlandish claims
cause the rhetoric of their extreme poli cs to quickly become
repetitive and stagnant. But people should not underestimate the
danger it poses to the next genera on: it teaches them that, to be
taken seriously in poli cs, a certain level of anger and incivility is



required. I do believe we can discuss our differences with order
and respect, not by orchestra ng a mass protest within the walls
of the Senate chamber in an attempt to destroy order and civility.

The reality, members, is that this bill will not change the fact
that abor ons will con nue to be legal in the United States. This
bill, contrary to what special interests groups may say, will not
take away a woman's right to choose to have an abor on. We can
all agree that these procedures should be done in the safest way
by the best doctor in the safest environment, whether this bill
passes or not. So I challenge you to do a simple internet search for
the best abor on, quote, "the best abor on clinics in Texas",
unquote. Or "Texas's ranking for abor on clinics", unquote. Or
even, quote, "Texas abor on clinics reviews". The results you get
won't provide you with compara ve informa on; instead, you will
only see links to regional loca ons that provide abor ons. Why?
Could it be that abor ons may be the only elec ve medical
procedure which is fully financed by the pa ent without the aid or
provider limita ons of health insurance, where the doctor's
based on the convenient loca on and not because of their
abilities or the level of services provided?

I could talk and talk so much about this par cular issue,
especially because in all my years as a legislator nothing has
meant more to me than improving the quality of life, not only for
the people in my district but the people of our great state. No,
today is not a defeat for women in the state of Texas. I truly
believe that today is a victory, and the most important-- most
important, today is a victory for the war on children. So I hope that
Senator Ures  joins with me in vo ng for this bill, because it
shows compassion to the unborn child, as he was able to so



eloquently convince me of showing compassion to the child. It
wasn't very hard to convince me, Senator Ures . I certainly agree
with you. But I just... I just sha er when I think that Roe v. Wade
has literally eliminated what would have been our next
genera on: over 56.5 million abor ons. And I close with that. I
hope to God that we can come together, the color of orange and
the color of blue must blend together, all for one and one for all in
trying to do the best thing for one another that we can do. But we
must respect life in the process. Thank you, Mr. President.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Thank you, Senator Lucio.
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Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  The Chair recognizes Senator Davis to
speak against the, the bill.

Senator Wendy Davis: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you,
members. Thank you, Dean Whitmire, for giving me the
opportunity to speak a er you, an honor that's normally reserved
for our Dean. And I won't be long, members. Of course, in just a few
moments we are going to vote on a bill that has deeply and
profoundly divided us, separa ng us by poli cal party, by gender,
by life experience, by what we believe our religious beliefs bind us
to. Sadly, the separa on has come over a subject that
desperately calls for common ground, for mutual respect, for
patience and compassion.

The issue requires the very best of us as public servants. We
have learned the hard way that this fight can bring out the worst
in poli cs and poli cians. We've all watched as rules of this
Senate body have been twisted to ensure that the bill passes
quickly, limi ng public debate, ignoring the voices of Texans who

http://youtu.be/ifVHpa_rUfM
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want so much to share their stories.

I've had the chance on this Senate floor, and also in the privacy
of my office, to read the le ers that Texans have sent to me from
around the state; and those le ers have brought me to tears.
They have come from women, and from men, who have counted
on local clinics throughout Texas for a list of services that have
nothing to do with ending pregnancy: for breast cancer screening,
HPV vaccines and tests, annual physicals and pelvic exams,
cervical and ovarian cancer diagnoses and treatment, fer lity
screenings, and contraceptives.

Men go to these clinics for a host of services, too: colon and
prostate cancer screening, vasectomy, STD testing and treatment,
contracep ves, and counseling. These clinics and the men and
women who work there have literally saved lives. They have made
sure that mothers have the chance to watch their children grow
up, that fathers have the opportunity to walk a daughter down the
aisle.

If this bill passes, it will surely add more closures to the list of
more than 50 women's health clinics that closed a er the
heartless and shortsighted cuts and poli cal posturing that
occurred in 2011. Tens of thousands of Texans will not be able to
make the long drive, some mes hundreds of miles, to the closest
clinic.

It is incredibly humbling to have a chance to vote on something
that will resonate so deeply in the lives of so many real Texans. It
is something we should take our me with, something we should
not approach in haste, but with great care and great humility; and
that is not happening. We are seeing again today that there are



people in charge here who want this bill to move very quickly so
they won't be delayed in their climb up a poli cal ladder, so they
will not be further embarrassed by the noisy, messy, beau ful
public outcry that is part and parcel of our beloved democracy.

For many Texans this fight, like this issue, is deeply personal. In
fact, it's as personal as it gets. I am a mom and I know something
about bringing a child into this world. I know what it is to have a
child, and raise a child, even when there is no financial safety net
or father standing by to help. And I know what it is to lose a baby.
And I also know what it is to reach out to someone who has lost a
child that she wanted very much, because she simply did not have
the medical option to carry her pregnancy to term.

We all need to mourn with a mother like that, a woman who
loves her desperately sick or dying baby more than we can ever
possibly know. No woman should be judged by someone else,
someone who believes they would have made a different
decision. No woman should be judged by someone else, because
these decisions are never, ever, easy. They are not made casually
or quickly, and those of us in the Senate should refuse to make
this decision casually or quickly. But that is what we are poised to
do.

We are about to take away from vic ms of rape or incest a
chance to fully reclaim their lives, to further punish them for a
cruel situation that they didn't ever deserve. We are about to take
the very personal, very private decision about motherhood and
subject it to public approval, to the poli cal whims of the
moment, to the decisions of poli cians who happen to have the
most power, and apparently the least respect for the women that



they were sent here to serve.

Nobody in Texas, no ma er what color T-shirt they're wearing,
wants more women forced to confront a discussion about ending
a pregnancy. But that is exactly what this bill will result in. It will
not only do that; it will limit contracep ves, lead to more
unwanted pregnancy and force more Texas women to make
dangerous, sometimes deadly, decisions.

Like everyone else who has stood up for women in this latest
ba le over choice, I believe in life. We all believe in the beauty
and the wonder that is human life. But I also believe that women
already here are beau ful and that they deserve to live. They
deserve to determine the direc on of their lives. They deserve to
be recognized as full people, fully capable of making difficult
decisions with the help of their family, their doctor, and their god.

Some here today will believe that this fight has been waged and
won with this final vote that will be taken tonight. They are wrong,
in so many ways, because the fight for the future of Texas is just
beginning.

Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you, members.



Chair Recognizes Ken Paxton

Part 040

09:37:37

Video Link: http://youtu.be/ezoaiW-Yt1c

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB1040ChairRecognizesKenPaxton

Transcribed by: A.O.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Paxton to
speak on the bill; then I'm gonna go and close with Senator Hegar.

Senator Ken Paxton: Members, I rise today compelled by
gra tude, which may sound a li le strange tonight; but on
Valen ne's Day 1963 my wife, Angela, was born in New Braunfels,
Texas, to an unwed mother who she did not know. One day later
she was whisked off to Tarrant County, where she grew up in a
really wonderful family in Rendon, Texas. And she grew up: she
became a very good athlete, she was a stellar student, she had a
great voice, she learned to play the piano and guitar. And the best
thing for me was that we had four wonderful children, a son and
three daughters. About fi een years ago, she was asked to sing at
a pro-life banquet, and she was looking for music to sing at that
banquet and she couldn't find any songs that were pro-life. And so
she wrote a song; and she wrote a song about her mother. She
didn't know her mother's name. She didn't know anything about
her. She just thanked her in the song. And she sang the song that
she titled "Linda".

http://youtu.be/ezoaiW-Yt1c
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Well, several years later, when I was running for office for the
first me, she got a le er in the mail from her supposed birth
mother. And we did a li le inves ga on and decided that it was
legi mate, and we invited her to our house. And they-- she just
wanted to meet Angela and make sure she was okay. And they
shared stories, and tears, and kisses; and then Angela had the
opportunity to sing the song to her that she had written about her,
thanking her for life. And she sang that song and I could hardly
stand it; they cried. And then she turned to her mother, her birth
mother, and said, "Somehow, Linda, I named this song after you".

What's amazing about that is she didn't know her name, but she
tled this song a er her. And not only do I have my wife, Angela,

and the gra tude to Linda for having Angela, but my son and three
daughters. My oldest daughter is eighteen, Abby. She's on her way
to Baylor this year. She's a great theater, she's going to be a
nursing student, and she's gonna join Air Force ROTC; just an
amazing girl. My sixteen-year-old, a li le more challenged, thinks
she wants to be a lawyer like her dad, which I've tried to advise
her not to do. And then my fourteen-year-old wants to be a
missionary to China, to help girls that were discarded because of
the one-child policy in China; and she wants to go there as a
missionary to help these girls.

So I express my gra tude to Linda today, for the lives of four
women that are such a meaningful part of my life. And I also
express my gra tude today for everyone, Senator Hegar and
others, and hundreds of people that have been involved in
cra ing this legisla on and working on this legisla on; because if
this saves one Angela, one Abby, one Madison, one Kate, it's
worth it.



Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Chair recognizes Senator Hegar to
close.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you to my
colleagues, all thirty of you in the Senate today. Thank you to our
cons tuents, to the people of the state of Texas, regardless of
your opinions, regardless of your thoughts, regardless of-- as many
people have made reference to-- the colors of your shirts. I want
to say 'thank you' to so many people who have par cipated in this
legisla ve process over the last several days, last several weeks,
last several months. I can tell you as I stand here today, this has
probably been-- and not probably, I know-- the hardest piece of
legisla on that I have ever worked on; will probably be the
hardest piece of legisla on that I will ever work on, even if I had
the privilege to be on this Senate floor as long as you have, Dean.
This is something that has weighed very heavy on my heart, on my
mind, and literally on my soul.

I can tell you that the tes mony we have heard from witnesses-
- Senator Nelson, in your hearing, here on the Senate floor, as well
as in the finance room, many of those tragic stories both from
people who supported this legisla on and who opposed this
legisla on-- I felt like I should have brought a whole box of
handkerchiefs and not just the one in my pocket, when I came to
those hearings.

Many of you may not know-- I've said this a couple of days to
some people, I've said: you know, y'all have seen me for years
here, you've worked with me; I don't know if you know I tend to be
an emo onal person. I'm the kinda guy that I even tear up with my
kids, probably more so than they do, at the Disney movies when



we get to watch one. I think that I have more tears at that
emo onal point in the Disney show than my eight-year-old
daughter, my five-year-old daughter or my five-year-old son. And
some mes I try to hide it over in the corner, 'cause I think they're
probably wondering what is their dad doing. But I can tell you, the
tears that I have shed are real. They are some that have weighed
heavy on my heart, and the reason is because I care.

And I care about not only what Texas is today, but what Texas
will be tomorrow, what Texas will be next week, next month, next
year, in the next decade, and for the next fi y years. I do have
respect for people. I have respect for every single one of those
people that came and tes fied. Whether I agree or disagree, they
stood in a line for hours, they sat in the gallery for hours. I sit on
this Senate floor and when we had a moment and a break, I got to
go in the back and have a drink of water; 'cause I don't know about
you people, but my back is killing me, and I need a lot of Advil right
now. But you have been here all day, and I think that is wonderful
regardless of how you feel for or against this legislation.

I just want to say 'thank you' again for everybody, for all the
members in this process. This has been a long day, it has been a
long week, it has been a long few months. But I can tell you, it is
something that it should be this long of a process, because this is
a very difficult, emo onal issue that we have dealt with here, and
I want to say 'thank y'all'. And with that, Mr. President, I would
move passage to engrossment of House Bill 2.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator. Members, the
issue before us is that Senator Hegar moves passage to third
reading. Ah, they just changed the board. I move to pass this to



third reading--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  --of House Bill 2. The Secretary will call
the roll.

[Uniden fied Gallery Voice]:  [Shou ng from the gallery. ] I'm
outraged! And I'm sad! Because women's rights are on the line, I
will put my body on the line!

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell--

[Uniden fied Gallery Voice]:  [singing] We have gone to war--
[unintelligible]

Secretary Patsy Spaw: --Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, Eltife, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar--

[Singing from the gallery fades.]

Secretary Patsy Spaw: --Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson,
Nichols, Patrick, Paxton, Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor,
Uresti, Van de Putte, Watson, West, Whitmire, Williams, Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: [gavel] Members, there being nineteen
ayes and eleven nays, House Bill 2 passes the third reading.
[gavel] The President's desk is clear. What we're going to do,
ladies and gentlemen, is: I'm going to move and ask Senator
Whitmire for a mo on to adjourn-- [pause] un l 11:50 this
evening.



Senator John Whitmire: I so move, Mr. President, that we
adjourn.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Members, you've heard the mo on by
Senator Whitmire, is there objec on from any member? Chair
hears no objec on; then the Senate will stand adjourned un l 11:
50. [gavel]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  [aside] I just don't want people to
leave.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  While we're doing this, ladies and
gentlemen, we're actually going to start a new legisla ve day. And
so, when we gavel in, in a few minutes, I'm going-- the Secretary's
going to call the roll, and we're going to have a prayer, and when
we do that I'm going to ask everyone, if you would, to please rise.
And then when we're through with that, then we'll be in a posi on
to take a mo on from Senator Hegar; so it won't be much longer,
but if you would bear with us?



Invocation, Prayer, and Final Passage

Part 041

09:49:50

Video Link: http://youtu.be/2DRqGHYSqD4

Audio Link:
https://archive.org/details/SB1041InvocationPrayerAndFinalPassage

Transcribed by: Steph DuFresne

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  [gavels] Ladies and gentlemen, the
Senate will come to order and the Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Williams, Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Madam Secretary.
Members, a quorum is present and I'm gonna ask if everyone
please would-- on the floor please rise, and in-- remember at the
end of the day, there's more that unites us than divides us,
please. Uh, and in the gallery, please stand, for the invocation this
evening to be delivered by our own Patsy Spaw, the Secretary of
the Senate.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Let us pray. Oh, Holy Father, as we begin a
new legisla ve day but con nue the day's discussion of great
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importance to this body of wonderful Senators, I ask that your
blessings be poured out on each of them, and I li  them up to you
as dedicated public servants, worthy of your love and protec on.
Give them pa ence and respect for each other, and most of all,
Father, give them wisdom and awareness of your presence.

I thank you for each of them, and for their willingness to serve
this great state they love so deeply, despite the personal
sacrifices they must make to serve. For each of them, I ask that
they be granted peace in the knowledge that they have
represented their cons tuents with dignity and honor. Bless the
Texas Senate. Heal the wounds of passionate debate, and bind
their hearts together into one heart of the Senate. Amen.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  And thank you very much. Please be
seated, ladies and gentlemen, thank you so much. The Chair will
hear excuses for absent members. Senator Whitmire moves to
excuse Senators [sic] Williams on ma ers of, of important
business. Is there objec on from any member? Chair hears no
objection; so ordered. [gavel]

Senator Whitmire moves to dispense with a reading of
yesterday's journal. Is there any objec on? Chair hears no
objec on; it's so ordered. [gavel] Members, if there's no
objec ons, I'd like to postpone the reading and referral of, of bills
un l the end of, of today's session. Is there objec on from any
member? Chair hears no objec on; so ordered. [gavel] The Chair
announces the signing of the-- of the following in the presence of
the Senate -and that's Senator Huffman's bill; is she still here?

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Senate Bill 2.



Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Congratula ons, Senator Huffman.
Members, that concludes the morning call. The Chair lays out, on
third reading and final passage, House Bill 2 by Senator Hegar. The
Secretary will, will read the caption.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: House Bill 2, rela ng to the regula on of
abortion procedures, providers and facilities.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: I'm gonna recognize Senator Hegar, but
I wanna take just a,...a minute to say two or three sentences.
Members, I want to thank each and every one of you, whether
you're on one side or, or the other. This is an important subject;
we've gone through many hours of, of tes mony and debate. I
want to thank the staff. I want to thank the members of the press--
yes, even the press-- for being here. I want to thank all the orange
shirts and blue shirts, and I pray that, as we leave this evening,
that whether you're a Chris an, whether you're a person of faith,
that we not forget to love each other, uh, as we-- as Christ loved
the church, as, as we love all of those unborn babies.

I pray as Americans we not forget that our forefathers fought
and died for our First Amendment rights and the freedom of
speech, and so we respect that. And this evening again I heard,
over and over again, all-- many people saying, and I certainly feel
this way, "Try and work together. How can we come together and
reduce abor ons?" And last, but hardly least, I want to thank the
Department of Public Service, the DPS. Most of these men and
women that you see around here are from different parts of the
state. They're away from their families. They're making a sacrifice
so that democracy will work, and mob rule won't run-- rule the
state of Texas. The Chair recognizes--



Senator John Whitmire: Before we, uh, before I move, I was
gonna say I would ask my colleagues to join me in giving these
officers a round of applause for their-- [applause]

[Indistinct voices.]

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Senator Whitmire, God bless you; what
a great-- what a great thing to say, and I go a tell you I got
goosebumps looking up at the gallery-- I got-- there are orange
shirts, blue shirts, all standing up and applauding. That--God,
makes me proud to be an A-- a Texan. It really does. Chair
recognizes Senator Hegar for motion.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Mr. President. Two things:
number one, I guess if I could become Dean then I could create an
outburst in the gallery and not have the gallery cleared-- um,
that's one thing I just learned. But then, uh, also on a more serious
note, I-- before I would ask for that mo on, I just want to say
'thank you' for our Secretary of the Senate for such a wonderful
prayer tonight. I think that, um, in the years that I have been here
in the Senate, I've heard many prayers as we've started, and I
think that one was as meaningful and hear elt and something
that every one of the members of this floor needed to hear, and I
want to say 'thank you' for those kind words.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Senator Hegar, it was hear elt,
because I forgot to ask her several hours ago and she literally
spoke from the heart, and that's why we all love Patsy Spaw.

Senator Glenn Hegar: So thank, thank you, thank you, Patsy.
[applause] Thank you, Mr. President, thank you, members; and I
ask for final passage of House Bill 2.



Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Members, the question before us is the
final passage of House Bill 2.The… the Secretary will call the roll.

Secretary Patsy Spaw: Birdwell, Campbell, Carona, Davis, Deuell,
Duncan, Ellis, El fe, Estes, Fraser, Garcia, Hancock, Hegar,
Hinojosa, Huffman, Lucio, Nelson, Nichols, Patrick, Paxton,
Rodríguez, Schwertner, Seliger, Taylor, Ures , Van de Pu e,
Watson, West, Whitmire, Williams, and Zaffirini.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  [gavel] There being 19 ayes and 11
nays, House Bill 2 is finally passed. Congratula ons, Senator.
[gavels] We have-- we have something-- as we adjourn, uh, as we
adjourn, um, we're going to want to recognize the loss of someone
in Senator Birdwell's district; so I'm gonna go to the Dean. The
Chair recognizes the Dean of the Senate for a highly privileged
motion.

Senator John Whitmire: Mr. President, I would yield to Senator
Birdwell at this me and ask everyone to give him their a en on,
please.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst: Chair recognizes Senator Birdwell.

Senator Brian Birdwell: Thank you, Mr. President. Thank you,
Dean Whitmire. Members, we've had a rigorous discussion today
on the first enumerated right to life granted by God; and this
evening I rise to honor the lives of two sons of Texas given in the
line of duty. I wish to honor the life of United States Army Sergeant
William R. Moody, who was killed June 18th this year by hos le
enemy ac on, at the age of 30, while serving his country in
Afghanistan. Sergeant Moody was a na ve of Johnson County,
Burleson, member of the 68th Combat Sustainment Support



Ba alion, 43rd Sustainment Brigade, 4th Infantry Division, based
in Fort Carson, Colorado, and he was serving his third tour of duty
in Afghanistan, where he gave his last full measure of devo on in
service to his country.

I also rise to recognize the life of Deputy Sergeant Lance McLean
of the Hood County Sheriff's office, who died in the line of duty by
hos le ac on on June 29th, 2013, at the age of 38. Sergeant
McLean leaves behind his wife Katy, his son Quinton, his daughter
Abigail. Members, thank you for affording me this opportunity to
honor two of our finest Texans, and I ask that we adjourn today,
that we do so in the honored memory of U.S. Army Sergeant
William Moody and Hood County Sheriff's Deputy Sergeant Lance
McLean; and, Mr. President, I also move to reduce to wri ng my
comments for inclusion in the journal. Thank you again, Mr.
President, members.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator. The Chair
recognizes Senator Whitmire.

Senator John Whitmire: Mr. President, I move that the Senate
stand to recess un l 11 a.m. Wednesday, July 17th, pending the
receipt of messages, the reading and referral of bills, the receipt
of commi ee reports, and the signing of the bills. I also move that
when the Senate finally adjourns, it do so in the memory of
Sergeant Lance McLean, Sergeant William R. Moody, which are
constituents of Senator Birdwell.

Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst:  Thank you, Senator Whitmire.
Members, you've heard the mo on by Senator Whitmire. Is there
objec on from any member? Chair hears no objec on, and the
Senate will stand [gavel] in recess un l 11 a.m. Wednesday, July



17th, pending the receipt of messages, the reading and referral of
bills, the receipt of commi ee reports, and the signing of bills.
[gavel]



Editor's Notes for Texas Senate Session on July 13,
2013

1. References to this Senate session as considering Senate Bill 1 are in
error; the session is actually considering House Bill 2, which was
passed at the end of this Senate session and ultimately signed into law
by Governor Rick Perry. During the ini al recording and transcribing
efforts, however, there was confusion as to which bill was being
considered in this session, since Senate Bill 1 (filed by Senator Glenn
Hegar) was an iden cal companion bill to House Bill 2 (filed by Rep.
Jodie Laubenberg), and since Senator Hegar was regularly referenced
in this session as the author of the bill under discussion. References to
SB1 have been retained in this transcript in order to correlate to the
published video and earlier transcrip on efforts. So u rc e: Texas
Legislature Online, Texas Legislative Council.

2. Imani Gandy summarizes the lifecycle of House Bill 2 at RH Reality
Check: "On June 28, Rep. Laubenberg introduced HB 2, a bill virtually
iden cal to the one Sen. Davis had thwarted three days prior. A day
a er that, Sen. Hegar introduced SB 1, a companion bill to HB 2. And
three weeks later, on July 18, 2013, Gov. Perry signed HB 2 into law,
thus dismantling Texas women's cons tu onal right to choose
whether to con nue a pregnancy." Source: The Story of HB 2: How
Multiple Failed Bills Became One Bad Law by Imani Gandy.

3. Imani Gandy at RH Reality Check describes how previously-defeated
bills were merged into the HB2 omnibus bill: "Also in early March
[2013], Rep. Laubenberg and Sen. Glenn Hegar introduced the
“Preborn Pain Act” (HB 2364 and SB 25), which sought to ban safe
abor on at 20 weeks' gesta on despite the U.S. Supreme Court's clear
ruling in Roe v. Wade that a woman has a cons tu onal right to choose

http://www.legis.state.tx.us/BillLookup/BillStages.aspx?LegSess=832&Bill=SB1
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an abor on up un l the point of fetal viability, generally recognized as
occurring at approximately 24 weeks of pregnancy." Source: The Story
of HB 2: How Multiple Failed Bills Became One Bad Law by Imani Gandy.

4. Imani Gandy at RH Reality Check describes how previously-defeated
bills were merged into the HB2 omnibus bill: "In February 2013, Sen.
Bob Deuell, a legislator who had es to ALEC un l he le  the
organiza on in 2012, introduced SB 537, a bill that would require
abor on facili es to meet the standards of an ambulatory surgical
center in order to be licensed by the state." Source: The Story of HB 2:
How Multiple Failed Bills Became One Bad Law by Imani Gandy.

5. Imani Gandy at RH Reality Check describes how previously-defeated
bills were merged into the HB2 omnibus bill: "In early March [2013],
Rep. Jodie Laubenberg, ALEC's state chair, and Sen. Larry Taylor,
another legislator with es to ALEC un l he le  the group in 2012,
introduced companion admi ng privileges bills (HB 2816 and SB 1198)
requiring doctors who provide abor ons to maintain admi ng
privileges at a local hospital." Source: The Story of HB 2: How Mul ple
Failed Bills Became One Bad Law by Imani Gandy.

6. Imani Gandy at RH Reality Check describes how previously-defeated
bills were merged into the HB2 omnibus bill: "In December 2012, Sen.
Dan Patrick, one of Texas' staunchest an -choice legislators, prefiled a
bill, SB 97, that would require providers of early safe abor on care to
follow the inferior and outdated Food and Drug Administra on
protocol for medica on abor on, and would ban telemedicine--a
procedure by which physicians use a remote-controlled system to see
pa ents and dispense medica on abor on pills." Source: The Story of
HB 2: How Multiple Failed Bills Became One Bad Law by Imani Gandy.

7. This would appear to be a reference to an ar cle run by Bloomberg,
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which has since been given a modified tle. The ar cle notes that
women in the lower Rio Grande Valley are struggling to access legal
abor on and are turning to ulcer medica on sold at flea markets as an
alterna ve: "Women in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, along the
southeastern border with Mexico, said it's already harder for them to
control their reproduc ve lives since the state cut funding for birth
control in 2011. [...] The pills, which are known by the brand name
Cytotec and require a prescrip on in the U.S., are designed to prevent
stomach ulcers. They can also induce abor on. [...] The woman handed
Dasquez four octagonal pills in a clear plas c bag, she said. They cost
$40. At the nearest legal provider, a pharmaceu cal abor on costs
$550." Source: Legal Abor ons Made Harder, Texans Turn to Flea Market
Pills by Esme E. Deprez.

8. From the same Bloomberg ar cle: "'If I had $100 to pay for birth
control or pay the bill for lights, I'd pay the lights,' said Saldana, a
Brownsville na ve and single mother." Source: Legal Abor ons Made
Harder, Texans Turn to Flea Market Pills by Esme E. Deprez.

9. Alabama House Bill 57 was passed April 2013; a federal court placed
a temporary block on the law in June 2013, prior to this Texas Senate
session. Source: Alabama House Bill 57 at LegiScan and Federal Court
Temporarily Blocks Alabama TRAP Law by Jessica Mason Pieklo.

10. Arizona House Bill 2036 was passed April 2012; a federal court
struck down the law in May 2013, prior to this Texas Senate session.
Source: HB2036 at Arizona State Legislature Arizona Abor on Ban House
Bill 2036 Struck Down By Feds For Pregnancies A er 20 Weeks by Nadine
DeNinno.

11. The editor cannot confirm whether or not Senator Glenn Hegar is
correct in lis ng Florida here as a state that requires abor on

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-07-11/flea-market-abortions-thrive-as-texas-may-close-clinics.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-07-11/flea-market-abortions-thrive-as-texas-may-close-clinics.html
http://legiscan.com/AL/text/HB57/2013
http://rhrealitycheck.org/article/2013/06/28/federal-court-temporarily-blocks-alabama-trap-law/
http://www.azleg.gov/FormatDocument.asp?inDoc=/legtext/50leg/2r/bills/hb2036o.asp&Session_ID=107
http://www.ibtimes.com/arizona-abortion-ban-house-bill-2036-struck-down-feds-pregnancies-after-20-weeks-1274439


providers to have hospital admitting privileges.

12. The editor cannot confirm whether or not Senator Glenn Hegar is
correct in lis ng Illinois here as a state that requires abor on
providers to have hospital admi ng privileges. Illinois House Bill 5462
requiring the physician "to have admi ng privileges at a hospital that
is located within 30 miles of the ambulatory surgical treatment
center," was apparently s ll advancing through the Illinois House as of
February 2014, but this does not preclude the possibility of previous
legisla on requiring admi ng privileges. Source: Illinois House Bill
5462 at LegiScan.

13. The editor cannot confirm whether or not Senator Glenn Hegar is
correct in lis ng South Carolina here as a state that requires abor on
providers to have hospital admi ng privileges. South Carolina Senate
Bill 204 requiring the physician "must have admi ng privileges at a
local cer fied hospital and staff privileges to replace on-staff
physicians at the cer fied hospital," was apparently s ll advancing
through the South Carolina Senate as of March 2014, but this does not
preclude the possibility of previous legisla on requiring admi ng
privileges. Source: South Carolina Senate Bill 204 at LegiScan.

14. Tennessee House Bill 3808 was passed May 2012. Source:
Tennessee House Bill 3808 at LegiScan.

15. Utah Administra ve Code R432-600-13 requires that "Each
abor on provider must be located within 15 or fewer minutes of a full-
service hospital, with which the clinic must have a wri en transfer
agreement and admi ng privileges for the clinic medical director or
a ending physician." Source: Utah: Targeted Regula on of Abor on
Providers (TRAP) © 2014 NARAL Pro-Choice America and NARAL Pro-
Choice America Foundation.

http://legiscan.com/IL/bill/HB5462/2013
http://legiscan.com/SC/bill/S0204/2013
http://legiscan.com/TN/bill/HB3808/2011
http://www.prochoiceamerica.org/government-and-you/state-governments/state-profiles/utah.html?templateName=template-161602701&issueID=8&ssumID=2854


16. The editor cannot confirm whether or not Senator Glenn Hegar is
correct in lis ng Oklahoma here as a state that requires abor on
providers to have hospital admi ng privileges. Oklahoma House Bill
2418 requiring the physician "has clinical privileges at a hospital which
offers obstetrical or gynecological care that is located within 30 miles
of the loca on at which the abor on is performed or induced,'" was
apparently s ll advancing through the Oklahoma House as of March
2014, but this does not preclude the possibility of previous legisla on
requiring admi ng privileges. Source: Oklahoma House Bill 2418 at
LegiScan.

17. North Dakota SB 2305 was passed March 2013; a federal court
placed a temporary block on the law in July 2013. Source: North Dakota
Senate Bill 2305 at LegiScan and North Dakota's only abor on clinic
stays open after judge's ruling by Carma Hassan and Greg Botelho.

18. The editor cannot confirm whether or not Senator Glenn Hegar is
correct in lis ng Missouri here as a state that requires abor on
providers to have hospital admi ng privileges. Missouri House Bill
1313 requiring the physician provide "the loca on of the hospital that
offers obstetrical or gynecological care located within thirty miles of
the loca on where the abor on is performed or induced and at which
the physician performing or inducing the abor on has clinical
privileges," was apparently s ll advancing through the Missouri House
as of April 2014, but this does not preclude the possibility of previous
legisla on requiring admi ng privileges. Source: Missouri House Bill
1313 at LegiScan.

19. The editor cannot confirm whether or not Senator Glenn Hegar is
correct in lis ng Louisiana here as a state that requires abor on
providers to have hospital admi ng privileges. Louisiana House Bill

http://legiscan.com/OK/bill/HB2418/2014
http://legiscan.com/ND/bill/2305/2013
http://www.cnn.com/2013/07/31/justice/north-dakota-abortion-law/
http://legiscan.com/MO/bill/HB1313/2014


388 requiring the physician "have ac ve admi ng privileges at a
hospital that is located not further than thirty miles from the loca on
at which the abor on is performed," was apparently s ll advancing
through the Louisiana House as of April 2014, but this does not
preclude the possibility of previous legisla on requiring admi ng
privileges. Source: Louisiana House Bill 388 at LegiScan.

20. Mississippi House Bill 1390 was passed April 2012; a federal court
placed a temporary block on the law in May 2012, prior to this Texas
Senate session. Source: Governor Phil Bryant Signs House Bill 1390 at
Governor Phil Bryant website and Judge stops closure of Mississippi's
only abortion clinic for now at The Associated Press.

21. The editor cannot confirm whether or not Senator Glenn Hegar is
correct in lis ng Kansas here as a state that requires abor on
providers to have hospital admitting privileges.

22. Indiana House Bill 1210 was passed May 2011. Source: HB 1210:
Indiana House Bill at Open States.

23. Wisconsin Act 37 was passed July 2013; a federal court placed a
temporary block on the law in July 2013, prior to this Texas Senate
s es s ion. Sourc e: 2013 Wisconsin Act 37 at Wisconsin Legisla ve
Documents and Judge Extends Order Blocking Wisconsin Admi ng
Privileges Law by Jessica Mason Pieklo.

24. This is probably a reference to the study Senator Bob Deuell quoted
on the floor during the filibuster, but that study was from Finland, not
Sweden. The study was designed to compare medical termina on with
surgical termina on, and concluded that "Both methods of abor on
are generally safe, but medical termina on is associated with a higher
incidence of adverse events. These observa ons are relevant when

http://legiscan.com/LA/bill/HB388/2014
http://www.governorbryant.com/governor-phil-bryant-signs-house-bill-1390/
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/judge-stops-closure-mississippi-abortion-clinic-article-1.1106196
http://openstates.org/in/bills/2011/HB1210/
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/2013/related/acts/37
http://rhrealitycheck.org/article/2013/07/17/judge-extends-order-blocking-wisconsin-admitting-privileges-law/


counseling women seeking early abor on." So u r c e: Immediate
complica ons a er medical compared with surgical termina on of
pregnancy by Niinimäki M, Pouta A, Bloigu A, Gissler M, Hemminki E,
Suhonen S, Heikinheimo O.

25. The quoted sec on here is from an open le er by the Texas District
American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, published on
July 1, 2013. Source: Texas-ACOG STATEMENT OPPOSING SB 5 (Hegar) / HB
60 (Laubenberg) at ACOG-TX website.

26. Senator Wendy Davis references here a study that presented "case
studies of what will happen in five communi es where abor on clinics
will have to close and women will have to travel farther to obtain
abor on care." Source: How Abor on Restric ons Would Impact Five
Areas of Texas by The Texas Policy Evaluation Project.

27. Senator José Rodríguez here refers to the Texas Hospital
Associa on (THA), who has published a "statement in opposi on to
Sec on 2 of the Commi ee Subs tute for Senate Bill 5." Source: Texas
Hospital Associa on's Statement of Opposi on to Sec on 2 of the
Commi ee Subs tute for Senate Bill 5 by Glenn Hegar  by Texas Hospital
Association.

28. Senator José Rodríguez here refers to the American Congress of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG), who has published a
statement "speaking to the false and misleading underlying
assump ons of this and other legisla on like it: These bills are as
much about interfering with the prac ce of medicine and the
rela onship a pa ent has with her physician as they are about
restric ng women's access to abor on." Source: Open Le er to Texas
Legislators: Get Out of Our Exam Rooms by the American Congress of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19888037
http://www.meandmyobg.com/2013/07/texas-acog-statement-opposing-sb-5-hegar-hb-60-laubenberg-2/
http://www.utexas.edu/cola/orgs/txpep/_files/pdf/ImpactBrief-ProposedHB2-SB1AbortionBill.pdf
http://www.tha.org/HealthCareProviders/Advocacy/CommentLetters/THA%20Testimony%20in%20opposition%20to%20SB%205%20(special%20session).pdf
http://www.acog.org/About_ACOG/News_Room/News_Releases/2013/Open_Letter_to_Texas_Legislators


29. Senator José Rodríguez here refers to the Texas Medical
Associa on (TMA), who has published a statement expressing that
"TMA is concerned this legisla on sets a dangerous precedent of the
legislature prescribing the details of the prac ce of medicine. These
are determina ons to be made by the medical community and
science, not by the legislature." Source: TMA Comments: Senate Bill 5 by
Sen. Glenn Hegar Jr., and House Bill 60 by Rep. Jodie Laubenberg  by
Texas Medical Association.

30. Senator Bob Deuell seems to be unaware that The Cry and the
Covenant is a fic onal novel based on the life and death of
Semmelweis. The historical Dr. Ignaz Semmelweis reportedly died from
his wounds (possibly through sepsis) a er being beaten by the guards
in the mental asylum in which he had been incarcerated. Source: Ignaz
Semmelweis Wikipedia The Free Encyclopedia.

31. The editor was not able to locate all the material which Senator
Donna Campbell references here, but was able to locate the
Derbyshire reference. This ar cle notes that any ques on of fetal pain
must first reasonably define what is meant by "pain", and states the
following conclusion: "If pain is defined in terms of a noxious s mulus
being detected by a nervous system that can preferen ally respond to
s muli in the noxious range then pain can be a ributed to the foetus
from around 10 weeks GA. However, if pain is defined as an elaborate
mul dimensional experience that is subjec ve, then pain can never
be a ributed to the foetus because it is implausible to a ribute that
much conceptual ac vity to the foetus." Since much of the controversy
around the concept of fetal pain has revolved around whether
"detec on of noxious s muli" actually equals "awareness of pain", the
Derbyshire reference is not "scien fic evidence...that the baby feels
pain"; the ar cle itself notes that there are other valid defini ons of

https://www.texmed.org/uploadedFiles/Current/Advocacy/Public_Health/TMA%20Letter%20to%20Full%20House%20SB%205HB60_62313.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ignaz_Semmelweis&oldid=603225405


"pain" which are unlikely to be available to a fetus. Source: Foetal Pain?
by Stuart W.G. Derbyshire, PhD, Senior Lecturer.

http://www.academia.edu/239302/Foetal_Pain
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Video Link: http://youtu.be/5w7tc0O2FN4

Transcribed by: Arizona

[This segment of the video is silent.]
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Laubenberg Explains HB60

Part 002
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Video Link: http://youtu.be/SCrYX3iRbPM

Transcribed by: CJ George

Clerk: Cook?

Rep. Byron Cook: Here.

Clerk: Giddings?

Rep. Helen Giddings: Here.

Clerk: Craddick?

Rep. Tom Craddick: Here.

Clerk: Farrar?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Here.

Clerk: Frulio?

Rep. John Frulio: Here.

Clerk: Geren?

Rep. Charlie Geren: Here.

http://youtu.be/SCrYX3iRbPM


Clerk: Harless?

Rep. Patricia Harless: Here.

Clerk: Hilderbran?

Clerk: Huberty?

Rep. Dan Huberty: Here.

Clerk: Menéndez?

Clerk: Oliveira?

Clerk: Smithee?

Rep. John Smithee: Here.

Clerk: Turner?

Rep. Byron Cook: A quorum is present. The State Affairs
Commi ee wants to welcome everyone. Because there's so many
individuals who would like to tes fy today, we will strictly limit
tes mony to three minutes per witness. We want to ensure that
everyone has the opportunity-- who wants to tes fy gets that
opportunity to tes fy before this commi ee. We'd also like to
point out that there are two overflow rooms available to the
public. They are Rooms 120 and Room 130. If the Chair calls your
name to tes fy and you're in another room, we'll call another
witness until you can make it over, over here.

When you arrive, please come in and let one of the assistants,
either Rebecca or Bernice, know that you are-- that-- your name



and-- so that you can be the next up and we can keep this moving.
Just as a reminder, only those with Capitol media creden als will
be allowed to film or record this hearing. If you're-- don't follow
these guidelines, you may be asked to leave, so we do appreciate
your support on that. At this me, the Chair is going to lay out
House Bill 602 and call Representa ve Laubenberg to explain the
bill.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Thank you, Mr. Chair and members.
House Bill 60 is an omnibus life bill that has four parts to it: one
part that deals with the pre-born pain and second part deals with
the Ambulatory Surgical Centers, third is the 30-mile rule for
hospital privileges and the last part that deals with medical
abortions, aka the RU-486.

Rep. Byron Cook: Representative Laubenberg?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, sir?

Rep. Byron Cook: Do you have a committee substitute?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, sir, I do.

Rep. Byron Cook: At this me, the Chair lays out the commi ee
substitute to House Bill 60.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay. The commi ee subs tute has
three changes in it. Sec on 1:i s a word change from 'the
legislator finds' wording to 'the findings indicate'. That's in sec on
1 at the beginning on the findings. Sec on 3: under both
defini ons and excep ons 'profound and intermedial congenital
anomaly' is changed to 'severe fetal anom-- abnormality'. This



change aligns the language with sec on 285.202 of the Health
and Safety Code.

In sec on 3, this was an amendment that was added on the
Senate side and we are including this in commi ee subs tute for
House Bill 60 that is the-- refers to the distribu on of abor-- of
abor on-inducing drugs and what it does is on page 2-- I'm sorry,
number 2 on page 10 is amend it to include 'except as otherwise
provided by sub-sec on A'. Basically, what it does is: it allows the
doctor to follow the guidelines of the OB/GYN college
recommenda ons, which allows them to actually prescribe a
lower dose. So those are the three changes in House Bill--
committee substitute for House Bill 60.

Rep. Byron Cook: Members, any questions?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: [unintelligible].

Rep. Byron Cook: Pardon me?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I have a bunch, can I-- [unintelligible].

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay. Members, are there any other ques ons
of Representative Laubenberg? Representative Farrar.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Representa ve Laubenberg, so-- I guess I'll
go section by section on your bill.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And I'm trying to follow the same, the order
of your bill. If your reasoning behind this bill is that a fetus can feel



pain at 20 weeks, do you have scientific evidence on this?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I had the studies that I believe I have
given you.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I never received the studies.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay; I will certainly get them to you.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Well, I wanted them because I wanted to--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Sure, absolutely.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: --run them through peer review groups that--
and, and check them. Do you believe that the American Medical
Association is a credible group?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And you are aware that the "Journal of the
American Medical Associa on" published a peer-reviewed study
that states that fetal percep on of pain-- let's see, their words
are-- 'is not confirmed before the third trimester', which is at or
after 24 weeks. Are you aware of that article?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I think you brought that article up before
and I believe there was a different ar cle that talked about that
specific ar cle that was in "USA Today" talking about the research
and the individuals involved in that.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay, that's foreign to me. You've not brought
that up.



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay, there will be a witness that can
speak more on that but yes, I am aware of that article.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Are you saying that this is peer-reviewed,
what you're, what you're submi ng? And what is-- what is the
commentary on this, on the "Journal of the American Medical
Association" article?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That it was a biased report.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And why was that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, you had to get the ar cle from the
USA.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay, so you're-- so I guess you're saying that
it was a biased report too, even though it was ve ed through
probably one of the most stringent peer review groups that you're
going to find? Okay. So, so do you know when viability occurs?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It has been debated between 20 to
about 22 weeks.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay, I'm ge ng this from an OB/GYN, the
OB/GYNs that say that it's 24 weeks' gesta on, using the last
menstrual period da ng, which is-- which is what they do, what
they use.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Uh-huh.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: All right. Are you aware, or do you know when
fetal anomalies are normally diagnosed?



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Normally is approximately around the
20-week period.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And... yeah, that's true and if the mother
decides to go through a screening, there's another screen that's
typically done at 12 weeks. Are you aware of that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Uh-huh. Yes, I actually had it.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But, are-- you're also aware that many
couples, that are low-risk couples, couples choose not to go
through that 12-week screening? Okay. So are you aware that
anatomical, structural anomalies are o en diagnosed also at this
20-week period?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And that when a majority of providers do
this, they do this through a sonogram?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That is one way of doing it, yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay. So do you think it's possible that a
severe anomaly that is incomparable with life outside the womb
is-- could be detected at about 20 weeks?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: That's conceivable to you? For the first time?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay. And did you know that once an



anomaly is suspected, there are other appointments with
specialists that would confirm these things?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay. Did you know that there is o en a wait
time for these appointments?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Yeah. Okay. And isn't the decision to carry a
pregnancy with a severe anomaly to term a very personal decision
to be made by--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Are you aware that there's an excep on
in this for fetal anomalies?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I'm going to get to that.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: There were some ques ons-- I had some
questions about that.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Uh-huh.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And so my ques on is: it really fair for us
legislators to, to make that decision for a woman and her family?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That's why I had the excep on in here. I
have--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But the excep ons don't cover everything,



and we'll get to that.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Are you aware, or do you believe, that there
are a large number of post-20-week abortions in Texas?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: There are plenty of post-20-week
abortions in Texas.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Would you-- would it surprise you to know
that this is a DSHS, Department of State Health Services, number--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Uh-huh.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: --that .57% of abor ons in Texas were at 21
weeks or later? That's DSHS.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, oh yeah, I have the informa on; uh-
huh.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: .57.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That's a five-month-old baby.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And you can see that--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That's a five-month-old.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Pardon?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That's a five-month-old developed, pre-
born baby. When you're beginning at 20 weeks and beyond; 20



weeks is approximately 5 months into the--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: No, I'm asking you a different-- I'm asking this
ques on: are you aware that that number is .57% of all abor ons
in Texas?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It could be, yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay. All right. Would you say that
termina ons that occur at 20 weeks or later are usually very
wanted pregnancies?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Jessica, I cannot speak for the mind of
every person.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: All right. [Laughter from the gallery.] And this-
- order, please.

Rep. Byron Cook: I'm going to have to ask, I'm going to have to
ask very respec ully that we don't have-- folks in the audience, if
you're going to sit here, we're glad to have it; but if you're going to
be making a lot of noise, that's going to be a problem, so I'm going
to ask that you be respec ul when you're si ng here with this
testimony. I thank you for that.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Respec ully, you asked me if I thought
every child was wanted.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: No, I asked you if you thought that these,
these, this 0.57%--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --were all wanted children.



Rep. Jessica Farrar: --were very wanted; were in the high
likelihood of wanted.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Let me say this: you know, no one can
speak on what a woman is feeling when she's faced with a
pregnancy, wanted or unwanted. But I can tell you every child is
wanted by someone.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right. And so if, if, if a couple is having to
make this very awful decision, don't you think it's a very personal
decision that the legislature should not intervene with?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And I think the legislature, ah, should be
looking on the side of life and not death.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I don't disagree with that, but I'm trying not
to dismiss the issue here that this is a-- this is a pregnancy that is
wanted and this is a couple that, that very much want to carry this
pregnancy to term, but for whatever other medical reasons that
are occurring they're not able to; and you're asking the legislature,
us, to make a very personal decision for, for this couple.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: As I told you before, I put in the
exception for the severe fetal abnormalities.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And we're going to get to that because,
because I don't think it covers-- but before we get to that, I want
to, I want to make a dist-- I want to ask you about why in your bill
you use non-medical terminology. You use the post-fer liza on
standard vs. the last menstrual cycle and why, why do you use
that?



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: That is a medical term, 'post-
fertilization age'. Actually, it is.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Isn't the medical standard the last
menstrual period?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Actually, the post-fer liza on age is
also a standard and it is a more-- it's a more objec ve standard
because you are using more informa on than just someone
coming in trying to remember when they last had their period,
which is very subjective.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: The OB/GYNs have an issue with that.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Some may, but not all do.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: No, the associa on does. So I-- just curious
why you wouldn't use that? So let's go back, let's get to the--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It's the more objective standard.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Well, the medical professionals don't feel
that way.



Laubenberg Questioned by Jessica Farrar (1)

Part 003

00:22:46

Video Link: http://youtu.be/V1STy9pivWs

Transcribed by: Auburn

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Some may, but not all will agree.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Well, they'll be here to speak to that.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I'll ask them for that. So if-- you say there is
an excep on, but your excep on: I want to know why you have it.
It reads that the woman must face immediate injury or death to
meet this excep on. And do you believe it's fair to force a doctor
to compromise a pa ent's health by wai ng un l a woman's
condi on to-- deteriorates to such a point that it becomes life-
threatening or severely debilitating?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay: in reading the Health and Safety
Code, severe fetal abnormality means 'a life-threatening physical
condi on that, in reasonable medical judgment, regardless of the
provision of life-saving medical treatment is incompa ble with
life outside the womb'. That's why I changed it to match up to the--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But she has to be at that point. And so if she's
had a ruptured membrane or, what is it, pre-eclampsia, or some

http://youtu.be/V1STy9pivWs


other condi ons she would have to basically wait un l she is at
such a point that you get to this point.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: We also have the physical life to the
mother in there as well.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Pardon?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And if it is causing-- if it will cause the
physical death to the mother, that exception is in there as well.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right, but you're wai ng-- the doctor has to
wait ll she gets to that point when, if she has a condi on that we
know is serious, she would have to face infec on and a serious
infection until, until the doctor would act, and so you're asking--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: They can act immediately. It does say
that they can act immediately in the bill.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Not if she has a ruptured amnio c sac or the
placenta is torn or burst--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Then you go to an emergency room and
then they will make that assessment, because then that would
become-- that most likely is going to lead to the physical life to the
mother.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But there's a-- there's a gap there. And so my
concern is that she would have to face infec on, serious infec on
before she could--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No doctor is going to allow that to



happen.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: --fall under the exception to your bill.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No doctor is going allow that to happen.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: We don't know that; but, but I think, I think
the language of this legisla on would put a doctor-- make the
doctor wonder what to do. Because they would face, they would
face repercussions if they don't follow what the legislature told
them to do versus what their medical training--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: This does not interfere with the doctor-
patient medical diagnoses.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: It does if we have dictated that the doctor
can't act until her life is in danger.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: We are not dicta ng that the doctor
cannot act until the life is in danger.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: That's your only excep on. If your excep on
is that--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Physical life to the mother and, as the
Health and Safety Code says, a severe fetal abnormality.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Exactly. Exactly. She has to reach that point.
Next ques on is: you provide no exemp ons for psychological
reasons, and why is that?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: [sighs] Well, having gone through two



pregnancies, one miscarriage, I can tell you, you have all kinds of
emotions going up and down as a pregnant woman.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: What about--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And to use mental-- um, thinking as an
excep on is a wide-open truck, a wide-open hole. And,
Representa ve Farrar, the point is that at five months a child is
clearly being developed in the womb and can feel the pain; and
my desire is to protect that child and have the state have a
compelling interest to protect that child from that pain.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I believe that you believe that. But I don't
have the evidence, the scientific evidence of that--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, if you called my office and you did
not get those-- because I remember when the last session, the
last hearing, I had 'em, and I've given 'em out to mul ple people
and certainly--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: [unintelligible] --mysterious because I--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Did you ask and didn't get them?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Yes; a couple of times, by the way.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Just to let you know.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I will find out.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: So-- so, are you saying then that you don't



believe the woman's mental health is as important as her
physical health or--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I think the woman's mental health can
be very subjec ve. And I put an excep on in there for the physical
health.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But not the mental health. So what about--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No, I have not.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: What about-- are you aware how severe
postpartum depression can be?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, I am.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And the effects that [unintelligible] have
considerable--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes, I am.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: --high-profile cases, but there-- I've dealt
with this issue and, and--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: So have I.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: --and the ones that you don't hear about are,
are astonishing, quite frankly; and, and often go undiagnosed.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: O en mes postpartum develops a er
the baby has been born.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And a lot of mes it happens with mul ple



births, with subsequent, multiple--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It can happen after the first birth.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Pardon?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It can certainly happen a er the first
birth.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right. And so it concerns me that there's not
an excep on there because it is a lot-- I believe that it's a lot more
serious of a condi on than, than perhaps you believe it is. Let me
move on. Hospital visita on privileges: and maybe you can help
me because I have not been able to, to find--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Hospital visitation?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I'm sorry. Admitting--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Oh, admitting privileges, mmm.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Pardon me for that confusion. Can you define
for me what admi ng privileges mean? And what it means for a
physician?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Abor on doctors would be required to
secure admi ng privileges at a hospital within 30 miles of each
clinic at which he or she--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: No, I'm sorry--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --performs--



Rep. Jessica Farrar: Representative, I didn't mean that. I, I'm just-
- I can read the bill, do you just--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well [unintelligible].

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Can you define for me what admi ng
privileges-- what does that mean? Because I can't find it in
statute.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, each hospital determines their
own admi ng privileges through their board; and many mes
they're ed to the local medical community and they have a
process in place that they would allow the doctor to be able to
use their facility when there is a need or, you know, for whatever
it is--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: So do you know what the process is to apply?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Like I said, each hospital has their own
set of admitting standards they use.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Is it consistent?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: There's no set standard. I'm sure
probably all very similar, but they can set their own criteria.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: So they have discre on. Is it conceivable to
you that a hospital might say, "You provide abor on care, Doctor,
so we are not going to provide you bec-- admi ng privileges
because we don't want our hospital picketed, or we don't want
any kind of--"?



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I don't know.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Has that-- I mean, has that concept come
across?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I would think that they-- I would think
they'd want to make sure that if a woman had complica ons
because of an abor on gone wrong, that they'd want to be able to
provide a facility to help that woman.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But there's nothing in your bill that, that
requires hospitals to--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No, I'm not making them.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right. So what happens in a situa on where
the, the hospitals within the 30-mile radius would not provide--
say it's a religious hospital and so they just-- whatever their
convic ons are, whatever their reasons are, in the case of a
hospital that would not provide admi ng privileges, what does
your bill do to secure the health of a woman there?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, actually, hang on, every abor on
clinic in the state of Texas right now is within a 30-mile radius that
includes there's-- that includes a secular hospital. So, answering
your ques on, if a religiously-affiliated hospital did not have the
policy to give privileges to an abor on doctor, there is a secular
hospital within 30 miles of every abor on clinic in the state of
Texas. I think that's why the 30-mile rule came out.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And if they're denied everywhere would you,
would you accept an amendment to your bill since, since this bill



has been purported to be about women's health, would you
provide an amendment that would allow exemp ons for a facility
that was turned down by the hospitals within that 30-mile radius?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I'll take a look at everything, but I know
that the author of this original bill and the Senate author looked
at every-- Dr. Gould was the-- Hagar, sorry, Hagar-- they looked at
everything and you know, looking here, one of the notes that I
have is: 'Almost two-thirds of abor on doctors have privileges at
urgent care facili es near their clinic and the abor on doctors
have privileges at mul ple hospitals. The 30-mile rule would only
nega vely impact the bad actors who are prac cing at a lower
standard of care.'

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Well, think about it, though. We've heard a
lot in just dealing with the Affordable Care Act, I mean, and I've
heard stories from women that wouldn't-- couldn't get their tubes
tied, even, in a religious hospital.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Right.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And so, I, I certainly--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: You have a secular hospital within 30
miles of every clinic--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --currently in Texas.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: There's no guarantee. And that's my, and
that's my concern that if they're-- if they can't get these admi ng



privileges because there's no other outpa ent procedure that
requires admi ng privileges, so this is something new that you're
introducing. And so I'm saying that if we're really concerned about
the woman, then we would exempt in those situations where they
would be turned down everywhere else.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: We're truly concerned about the
woman. Because if something goes wrong at the abor on clinic,
you want to make sure there's a place [unintelligible].

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Her mic-- something's wrong with your mic.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Oh! I did? Oh, okay, oh. Sorry about that;
sorry. Thank you. You want to make-- Is it back on? Okay. You want
to make sure that there is a place for that woman to go in case
there are complica ons. That is the purpose of that. It is to
protect the woman.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But if, if she can't get-- if it shuts down the
hospital; you would, you would shut down the hospital. You would
shut-- sorry, you would shut down the facility? But that's nothing--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No. I think the facility will bring up its
standards.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But it has nothing to do with their standards.
It has to do with the--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, women's healthcare, I think
standards are very important.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: It has to do with that they provide abor on



care and that's– it, some places cannot--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Which is a very--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: --get admitting privileges.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It's a very invasive procedure and can
have some very severe complications.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Let me move on. So, say you have some sort
of medical emergency. What is your first thought? Do you, when
you, do you call your doctor and say, 'Do you have admi ng
privileges?'

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: It depends on what it is.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Or do you, you just call 911 and get the
ambulance there? In you go. Or how?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: If you have a doctor, you're going to
hope that he has all the available, available backup to take care
of any emergency.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right, right; so you--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Which is why you want an abor on
clinic to be within, you know, a hospital, to be able to give him the
backup in case he has a problem with one of his patients.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Well, that's-- but we s ll go back to that
issue of whether there really is a hospital available.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, there is.



Rep. Jessica Farrar: With them; that would grant the admi ng
privileges.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And I have no doubt, if the standards are
high, the hospital is going to do that.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: You and I don't know that, though. We can't
make that determina on here. We just have to make sure that--
our job is to make sure that that indeed is available; we're not,
we're not crea ng something that's, that's not doable. Do you– so
that was--



Laubenberg Questioned by Jessica Farrar (2)
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Transcribed by: CJ George

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Does the Texas Hospital Associa on support
your bill?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: You know, I haven't talked to them, but
they have not told me they don't support it.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: In fact--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And I think they would probably call and
tell me if they did not support it.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: In fact--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Because I have a good rela onship with
them.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: They do not, in fact, actually. I'm surprised--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: They didn't call and tell me.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: --you don't know that. Well, I'm sure we will
hear from them. Do you-- and so, tell me... well, I'll skip that,

http://youtu.be/Rh1ohEMim10


because I know we have some me considera ons and people
that have traveled far. Another ques on in your bill is that you--
these hospitals provide obstetrician and gynecological services.
Can you define what that means? I mean, is that a designa on
that hospitals use? Because I did ask the Hospital Associa on and
they didn't know what I was talking about.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Now say that again.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: You have a designa on, 'obstetrician and
gynecological services', that the hospital provides that.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Where are you looking on this?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I'd have to look at your substitute.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Are you s ll under... the sec on for the
30-mile rule? Is that the section you're talking about?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Yes. Hospital visitation [sic] privileges, you're
requiring that; and I'm sorry, I can't look this up right now. I mean--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No, no, that's okay, I'm going to find it in
the bill. I just want to make sure we're still in the same section.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But you would know about that, I mean it's
pretty clear; you're asking--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, the admi ng privileges are
medically-- I'll get you the exact words; it doesn't specify
obstetrician/gynecological, it talks about--



Rep. Jessica Farrar: Your original bill did. The one you filed in the
session.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: We're talking about the substitute.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And during the session it did as well.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I didn't follow the 30-mile rule. I
followed the previous [unintelligible].

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I will look at this and in your closing I'll come
back to that.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay.

[Unidentified Voice]: I think we're talking page 2.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Are you? Did you find it already?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: What page? Page 2 on the substitute?

[Unidentified Voice]: [unintelligible]

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Yeah, page 23?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Oh, you're right. On the subs tute on
page 2, okay... okay, that the hospital, the doctor should have
ac ve admi ng privileges at a hospital that provides OB/GYN
services. Well, that would make sense if you have a woman
coming in that kind of falls into that category.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right, but how would you define that? I
mean, how is that designated?



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I think it's a very broad term; I think it's,
OB/GYN is pretty much dealing with women's health.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But how do you define that as a hospital
designa on? Because the hospital associa on didn't have that
designation. That had no meaning to the way they do business.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, they-- you found it?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I'll ask them. I'll ask them about that again,
and I think that's an important point.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Sure.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Are medical abor ons included in your bill,
and would a doctor need to have ac ve hospital admi ng
privileges to administer a pill?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay, the-- okay. Any abor on doctor
providing an abor on, medical or otherwise, would need to have
privileges with a hospital, yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: All right.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Because even with the RU-486,
especially, I would think, with the RU-486, especially since you
have a higher number of women that do abortions with that, there
can be a lot more complications going on and so--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: What kind of complications?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Excessive bleeding, par ally... you



know, the abor on takes place and perhaps not all the baby has
been ejected. Anything can go wrong.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: That's interes ng. All right; let's go on to
Ambulatory Surgical Centers. Can you explain how the current
regulations governing abortion facilities work?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay, say that again.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Ambulatory Surgical Centers. Can you
explain how-- what the current regulatory environment is for
abortion facilities?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I will; just one moment. Do you mind if I
look in my notes?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Absolutely not.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I apologize, I don't have everything off
the top of my head. Okay, you want to know the differences
between abortion facilities and the--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: No, the regula ons. If you can explain the
regulations for abortion facilities; the current regulations?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay. The regula ons for abor on
facilities or Ambulatory--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Abortion facilities.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay, abor ons. They're licensed to
perform abor on procedures only. And when a pa ent is in the



recovery room, let's see: the pa ent is typically discharged a er a
few hours. There is a five-thousand-dollar renewal licensing fee.
The state does an inspec on annually. There are no live safety
code requirements.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And those annual inspec ons, are they
announced or unannounced?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Hopefully unannounced. There can be--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: There are--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I'm dealing with some things like that
now and some folks don't always get ahead of the announcement
or get-- they get behind the announcement.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Well, indeed they are unannounced.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: They're supposed to be.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Can you announce-- I mean, can you explain
the difference between the current regula ons of abor on
facili es and the Ambulatory Surgical Centers? I'm sorry: not the
regula ons, just the difference between the two. Because you're
elevating to the ASC and--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Right, right.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: So what's the difference between the two
and why are you--?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, on the ASC, one of the differences



is that a qualified medical personnel-- person must be available
for emergency treatment whenever there is a pa ent in the ASC
that has received services. That is one difference. Another
difference are some-- are on the facili es which are required to
meet certain physical life safety code requirements and this
would include pre-op rooms, an emergency generator, air
filtra on for cleanliness, you know, electrical, spa al
requirements. Those are some of them.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: What's the need for those?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Cleanliness, a pre-op room, is they're
going through a procedure, so it's always be er to have a higher
standard to make sure that the woman is taken care of in the best
way possible. Emergency generator: what if you have a storm,
lights go out?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: What if one, what if one is, what if one is--
well, we'll get to that point. So do abor on facili es today report
complications? Are they required to report complications?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I don't know.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: You don't know?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I don't remember. I don't know.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I think you should know that if you're
elevating this to such a high level.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, if a person has a complica on,
many times they go into a hospital and that is not always reported



as an abortion complication tied to the abortion center.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Well actually, I will-- since you don't know, I
will tell you.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Well, I'm saying I don't know that it's
always reported in the way that it is pointed out that the
complication occurred at the abortion center.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Well, in fact you should know this, because
they are indeed tracked. They're tracked internally and they're
reporting to DSHS [Department of State Health Services]. And--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: They're supposed to be.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Well, there are severe consequences if
they're not.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: If they find out. And there are cases
where the records are very difficult to obtain, unfortunately.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: What evidence do you have? I mean, saying
something is one thing, but providing evidence of that is another
thing.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I have met with some folks and had that
discussion.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Did they, I mean, was there--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: --a report on this? Was-- I mean-- what, what,



I just, well-- Okay, sorry. So, back to abor on facili es. Do you
know that they are--whether or not they are required to have a
quality assurance program?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Abortion facilities?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Uh-huh.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: A quality assurance program, yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay. Do you know if they are required to
have a program for infection control?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: As part of their regulation standards?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Uh-huh.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: They should.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: They do. Do you know if they are required to
have emergency drills and protocols for emergencies?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: They should.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And they do.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Okay.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Do you know what the rate of complica ons
for abortions are in the United States?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No, I do not have that sta s c in front of
me.



Rep. Jessica Farrar: I think you should note, and I think you'll find
it interes ng that fewer than 0.3% of abor on pa ents
experience a complica on that requires a hospitaliza on. And
given that these abor on facili es are already required to meet
all these standards, can you explain specifically, because I'm
trying to get my head around this, why we should require abor on
facilities to meet Ambulatory Surgical Center standards?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Again, to improve the health standards
for a woman going through this procedure. Right now, abor ons
that are sixteen weeks and older are required to be done in
Ambulatory Surgical Centers. And what this does is it brings all the
rest of them up to that same standard.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Are you not concerned, though, that in doing
so, you will put the access... you would take it outside of a
woman's reach?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Because what I'm saying is that you have
such a low rate of complica on, You have such-- it's so highly
regulated already, the facilities under sixteen weeks, you take the
cost and the ability to get to a facility. It's es mated there will
only be five Ambulatory Surgical Centers, places that a woman
could go to a er this; and this is for the medical one as well. This
is for all abortions. There would be five in the state.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Do you have proof of that? Because,
Jessica, you can make that statement, but it will not shut the
abor on clinics down; it will raise their standard of care for a
woman going through this procedure.



Rep. Jessica Farrar: I think that's a false statement though, and I
don't-- I'm saying that your Lieutenant Governor said that. He
tweeted it personally.3

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I don't read tweets.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: His point was to take... to make sure that
abor on didn't stay safe and legal, to take it out of the access of
women. And my concern is that when that happens, desperate
people do desperate things in desperate mes. And I go back to
the genera on before me and there are lots of stories to tell, and
there have been recent stories as well what happens when you
don't have access and so, when trying to say you're increasing the
standard of care to such a level, you can increase it to the point
it's, it's inaccessible and so I take issue with the thought that we
would-- we're needlessly over-regula ng in order to shut facili es
down and shut this access down. Anyway, let's see: maybe move
on. You are aware of the Lieutenant Governor's tweet, aren't you?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I'm sorry, what?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: You are aware of the Lieutenant Governor's
tweet, aren't you?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: No, I don't tweet. You know, sorry, I
barely do Facebook.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Well, it's interes ng, there was a--
something put out that said 'keep abor on safe and legal' and I'll
give it to you right here; he says, David Dewhurst posts: 'We fought
to pass SB5 through the Senate last night and this is why--



[Unidentified Voice]: I'm not sure what this line of ques oning
has to do with the bill offered. If we want to talk about the
Lieutenant Governor, this is probably not the place.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: It goes to the motive. It goes to the--

[Unidentified Voice]: It's not the motive of the bill.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I can tell you my mo ve. My mo ve is to
raise--

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Mo ve never has been a part of
legisla on. We don't ques on mo ve. They bring a bill before us,
we consider it. It's not about why they did it. They have their very
personal reasons and they have very public reasons for their
district.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But we're saying--

[Unidentified Voice]: Why are we talking about that?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Because the authors of the bill are saying,
and the proponents of the bill are saying it's about one thing when
the Lieutenant Governor says it's about something else.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Ul mately it's about saving lives and
saving the unborn and protec ng them from being killed, so that's
what this is all about and that's what we want to talk about.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And I respect your position on that, I do.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  But I just don't think that what the



Governor or Lieutenant Governor or anyone else tweets has
anything to do with what Representa ve Laubenberg is doing in
her bill. She can't be responsible for what someone else tweets
and, and it doesn't do anything about the credibility or the
legislation of this author.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: It goes to the effect of what the bill does.

[Unidentified Voice]: I think you need to have that conversa on
with the Lieutenant Governor then.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve Farrar, my mo ve is to
provide the highest quality standards for a woman going through
any kind of procedure, and in particular an abortion.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And my point is that we're over-regula ng to
a point where, and there is an intent to over-regulate to a point
where there is no more access, or severely restricted access. And
that's some folks' idea of how you reduce the abor on rate. I
mean, and that's an honest opinion, I mean some people may feel
that way and I respect that posi on. I disagree with it; I think
there are more effec ve ways to do it, but I won't go there. All
right, I just have a few more ques ons. In the last sec on,
Abor on-Inducing Drugs, you have changed some of that. Did you,
did you adopt the language?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: The Deuell amendment. Yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay; so you're not going to go with the FDA
protocols?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: The Deuell amendment allows the



abor on doctor to go by the recommenda ons of the OB/GYN
college, which allows them to do a lower dose which, as I
understand it, would have fewer side effects plus severe
complications.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay; because my understanding as I was
listening was, and I listened to Senator Van de Pu e's ques ons
because she is a pharmacist, and correct me if I'm wrong, but that
the FDA protocols were-- move slower than-- if we adopt that,
that's going to move slower than what the medical community
uses. Correct?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: You can make a statement. I don't know.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Do you know-- okay, do you know that in
other bills because we're adop ng whatever it is, whatever
standard it is, we're adop ng medica on protocols; are you
aware, do we do that? Does the legislature, in statute, do that for
other medications?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I can get back with you on that. Jessica, I
don't have that information with me.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I think it's important to know because I think
doctors should do medicine and, and we're not trained to do that.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: I agree. Let me say this, we're also
dealing with a situa on where we're looking at termina ng a life
in the womb. And so, to me that's a lot different than ge ng your
tonsils taken out and prescribing some antibiotics.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I understand. I mean, this is a very complex



issue. I mean, there are two lives involved.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Yes.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: There are a lot of other things, there's a lot of
stuff going on. And that's why I want to make sure that we don't do
something that's overly simplistic about this.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Absolutely.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: For every woman that faces this decision, it's
a huge-- it's a story, a unique story. A lot-- there are a lot of
similari es, but I think it's important that this legislature
recognize this and not legislate poli cally but allow, allow the
medical professionals to do their jobs and we don't hamstring
them. Mr. Chairman, those are all my questions at this point.
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Rep. Byron Cook: If there's any other ques ons? If not, we're
gonna go ahead and start calling our wit-- oh, yes, sir?

Rep. René Oliveira: Representa ve Laubenberg, the, um--
tradi onally we have had a 'rape and incest', not just a 'life of the
woman,' excep on. You're not allowing women to get abor ons if
they're victims of rape and incest?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Ends at five months; at five months. I put
the fetal abnormality excep on in there because, as has been
pointed out, many mes you don't know about those
abnormali es un l later into the pregnancy. Rape and abor on
are horrific viola ons to a woman, to a child, and when that
happens I wanna make sure that whoever does that is punished
to the full extent. And I don't even know what the penal es are
now--

Rep. René Oliveira: So if my daughter gets raped, she will have
to have that baby?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: She-- at five months--

http://youtu.be/32NorRvIQVk


Rep. René Oliveira: She will have to have the baby, is what
you're telling me?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: At five months--

Rep. René Oliveira: Under your 'Big Brother' statutes.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: At five months it is a fully-developed
human baby--

Rep. René Oliveira: And children that are victims of incest?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: We need to go--

Rep. René Oliveira: Young girls?

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: We need to go a er that person who
has done that--

Rep. René Oliveira: Well, yes, we do.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: --and not double-violate the woman.

Rep. René Oliveira: You're-- you're the one proposing a, a
life me of viola on. This woman will have to carry that child and
then watch it grow and know, for the rest of her life, every day,
that she was raped. That's a con nuing rape to me. That crime
doesn't--

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Representa ve Oliveira, no one
understands that like a woman.

Rep. René Oliveira: Then why don't you have it in the bill?



Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: And that's a reason why I have an
exception for the fetal abnormality.

Rep. René Oliveira: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Rep. Byron Cook: Members, any other ques ons? If not, we're
gonna go ahead and start calling our witnesses and just as a
reminder to our witnesses: we have, um, we have a lot of
witnesses, so we're gonna ask that you adhere to the three
minutes. So we're gonna be ming, so I think it's real important if
you have, um... if you don't have, you know, new things to add,
then, you know, get right to the point. If you do, that's fine, but
remember, when we tell your me is up, appreciate we're not
trying to be disrespec ul, but when your me is up it's gonna be
up, okay.

Otherwise we'll never get through, we'll be here this me
tomorrow. So with that, the Chair is gonna call Anne Budroni,
Planned Parenthood, here to speak against the bill. Anne, are you
here? Once again, Anne may be in the other room. We're gonna
certainly allow her the opportunity to tes fy. We'll go ahead and-
we'll show her against the bill, not tes fying that she's here, she
can tes fy later, and we'll go to the next witness: Hannah Beck,
Na onal Organiza on for Women at UTSA. How can you, excuse
me-- hold on one minute.

Hannah Beck: Is there any way that I'm gonna' know how much
time I have left?

Rep. Byron Cook: Pardon me?

Hannah Beck: Is there any way that I'll know how much me I



have left?

Rep. Byron Cook: Yeah, we'll, we'll-- she'll show you when you
got-- when you have a minute le . Okay, so, Hannah, I hear--have
you here to tes fy against the bill; and just for the record,
everybody that come up if you'll be sure and state your name and
who you represent and, and, and your position. So go ahead.

Hannah Beck: And who's gonna tell me when I have a minute?

Clerk: I will.

Rep. Byron Cook: She will, right here.

Hannah Beck: Thank you. All right. Hello, Chair and commi ee
members; thank you for allowing me to speak. My name is Hannah
Beck and I'm a cons tuent of Representa ve Trey Mar nez
Fischer. I'm here to tes fy against this bill because it will radically
decrease healthcare services available to women in Texas. Firstly
ab--unsafe abor ons are going to increase. Ten percent of Texas
women in 2008 got pregnant, and of those, 15 percent decided to
have abortions.

Now, as somebody who's wri en and researched a lot about
this, I can tell you that over 50 percent of students coming out of
high school have already had sex. And that's because-- look,
despite the fact that this legislature has decided to have
abs nence-only educa on, they're s ll doing it. So when you look
at all of these figures and sta s cs and we see what's happening
over the course of the past years, there's an obvious trend. So we
see that sex is going to happen, pregnancy is going to happen;
likely, abortion is going to happen as well.



If this legislature decides that they're going to decrease the
amount of abor on clinics available by so much that there are
only a total of five, that will be incredibly detrimental to our state.
We're gonna have a lot of women who are pursuing unsafe
abor ons because they don't think that they have any other
op ons. And I don't blame them for that. But the point is that this
legislature has the ability to stop that from happening, and if this
legislation passes we're gonna see it radically increase.

[Pause.]

Um, going on, if they do decide to carry to term and give birth, a
lot of children are going to suffer from this. The Children's Health
Insurance Program has been radically overloaded for quite some

me now. In, I think it was June of 2001 when it started, there
were about 17,000 children who were on that program. As of, uh,
more recent sta s cs in 2013 and 2012, over 600,000 children
are using it. I don't think I need to tell you, especially
conserva ves, that the economy's not really doing so great, that
educa on is not doing so great, and that healthcare is not doing
so great. So ul mately when you put all these things together,
you're gonna have children that are being born into families who
don't necessarily want them or can't afford to take care of them;
and that's detrimental to our society, that's bad for our children,
and it's not fair to them at all.

This is honestly kind of a perfect storm; if you look at all the
issues that are happening in the Texas legislature right now, and
all of the issues that are happening in Texas, we're really not in a
good place, and to allow children to be born into that situa on is
incredibly nega ve. I don't know if I need to stay here, but



speaking to you directly: you said that there's no excep ons for
vic ms of rape or incest, thank you, and I'm just gonna go ahead
and say that I think that is completely ridiculous.

I don't care if it's five months a er the me that you have to
make that decision, there is no way that you should be able to put
a me limit on the woman who has been assaulted and tell her
that she has five months to make a life-changing decision. That is
completely ridiculous. You know, I'm a student, I'm very involved
in local poli cs. I came here from San Antonio today, I actually
skipped class so I could tell you guys how horrible this is; and I'm
just gonna go ahead and say that if this passes, you know, maybe
you've won one of these things, you got the ba le, but you're not
gonna win the war. And ul mately, we're gonna have a lot of
people whose job it becomes to unseat the representatives--

Rep. Byron Cook: Representative Menéndez, present.

Rep. José Menéndez: Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Quickly, any questions?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: What kind of-- what-- your research, was it
from your-- university student, perhaps, or was it--

Hannah Beck: I'm a student at UTSA. What research are you
referring to?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: That you, you started your tes mony with;
you said you had done a lot of research.

Hannah Beck: Well, I've actually been selected to go to the



Archer Program. I'm an Archer Fellow in the UT system.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: What? I'm sorry?

Hannah Beck: The Archer Program in DC.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Oh, Archer.

Hannah Beck: I'm an Archer Fellow, and for my policy paper I
wrote about progressive sex ed. I also know a lot about it as a
feminist, and I do research pre y frequently. Um, lastly I think I
cited a Bloomberg article that came out about Senate Bill 5.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I see. Okay, thank you.

Hannah Beck: Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Members, any other questions? Then, Hannah,
we have you as the National Organization for Women: correct?

Hannah Beck: Can I list more than one organization?

Rep. Byron Cook: Yes. I'm showing you're, you're represen ng
National Organization for Women at UTSA, correct?

Hannah Beck: And I can only represent one?

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, very good, thank you.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: She wants to know if she can do another--
can she, can she list another organization?

Rep. Byron Cook: Pardon me?



Hannah Beck: Am I allowed to represent multiple organizations?

Clerk: You can fill out one that you're under, that, that, that you
did not tes fy at your-- you could put it that you did not tes fy--
here, Bernice, help her.

Rep. Byron Cook: She'll help you.

Hannah Beck: Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: All right, members, any other ques ons?
We're gonna go ahead and, and call our next witness: Melissa
Acosta, here representing herself, to speak against the bill.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Mr. Chairman, can I ask a ques on? Are,
are you-- we-- only allowed to have one bill?

Rep. Byron Cook: Pardon me?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: We're only allowed one bill?

Rep. Byron Cook: Yes, one.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay.

Melissa Acosta: Good evening. Thank you, Chair and commi ee,
for allowing me to tes fy this evening. My name is Melissa Susaita
Acosta and I'm a cons tuent of Representa ve Donna Howard,
and I'm here to tes fy against these bills because I want to speak
for women and for women to make their own decisions. It is really
that simple. There's-- with a situa on like this, we're a-- we're
pu ng woming-- women in a very vulnerable posi on, cu ng



back services and denying them the-- denying them rights and,
um, and services they really should be able to-- excuse me.

We're denying them the rights that they should be able to make
on their own, with their own bodies and reproduc ve health. I
would just like to thank, you know, Representa ve for considering
the fetal-- fetus and the pain that the fetus would go through; but
again, thinking of the child born in a situa on where the paren--
parent or guardian is unable to care for that child is more
concerning for me, and I would just like to express that this is
something that I do not support, and it, it, it's a scary thought
thinking about what can happen within our state if this is allowed
to continue. So thank you. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Matthew Chandler, Young Democrats at UTSA--

Anne Budroni: Excuse me, you had called me and I was in the
overflow room. My name is Anne Budroni. I was the first person
called. May I have the right to speak?

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, we're gonna go ahead and let you tes fy
and, Ma hew, when she gets through, you'll come up and give--
ah, be the next one to tes fy. So: Anne Budroni, Planned
Parenthood, here to speak against the bill.

Anne Budroni: Yes. I'm also here to speak as an American citizen
against the bill. I'm here speaking because I am a ci zen of the
United States and I'm protected under the law of the United
States--

Rep. Byron Cook: Before you go ahead and start can you make
sure we have your name for the record?



Anne Budroni: My name is Anne Budroni.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you. And Planned-- are-- Planned
Parenthood?

Anne Budroni: I am a Planned Parenthood volunteer, yes.

Rep. René Oliveira: Okay. Are you represen ng yourself or
Planned Parenthood?

Anne Budroni: I can represent myself, yes; I represent myself
and Planned Parenthood.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, thank you. Go ahead.

Anne Budroni: Okay. I'm covered, I am protected by rights of the
United States of America; and I find it very concerning that I
happen to now live and vote in Texas, and that my rights as a
woman are in jeopardy: my medical rights, my right to privacy. I'm
here today to tell a personal story, which I've never told before.

I was fortunate to be raised in a strong and loving family, and I
grew up with suppor ve parents. I was confident that I could cra
and shape my future. I expected to be a produc ve member of
society. Those were my goals. I never expected to be thrown into a
frightening and heartbreaking situa on. I never expected to have
an unplanned pregnancy. I never expected-- what girl grows up
and thinks, "I wanna be a lawyer. Oh, I wanna have an unplanned
pregnancy. Oh no, I wanna have an abor on." I did not plan for or
ever expect to have to choose.

Unfortunately, this is a horrible decision to have to make, for



me or any woman. I was 20 years old. I was working at a bank full-
me. I was going to college at night. I was living on the poverty

level at that me. I did not live with my parents, I was a
responsible adult suppor ng myself, barely, but my goals were to
increase in my future. I found out I was pregnant. If I was forced to
have a child at the age of 20, when I s ll myself was a child, living
on the poverty line, what chance would that child that would be
born ever have of a normal future? I would have been thrown into
poverty and cast off into a society that didn't want me or my child.
I would have been considered shameful to my family, who loved
me, but this is where their genera on was. I would ne- have
struggled to provide a life.

Had I not had the chance to have a safe, legal abor on, I would
be raising a child at a poverty level. I would con nue to be one of
those Americans who live in poverty and drain the government
resources, as they become less and less if you pass these bills,
SB5, HB16 and HB60. What happens once that child is born? Does
the government gather the child up and take care of that child for
a life me? Are the resources available for day care? Are the
resources there for medical care? Who is there to pick up the
mess that would be caused by SB5, HB16 and HB60?

This is a very, very short-sighted bill, and it throws women's
health in jeopardy; it throws the lives of children you're trying to
protect into jeopardy. It does not guarantee educa on, rights for
these children, food, nutri on, shelter. It guarantees nothing;
nothing.

Rep. Byron Cook: Members, any questions? Go ahead.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Anne, I just want to thank you for sharing a



very personal story with this commi ee. I know it's very difficult
and we appreciate that. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Before we get the next witness-- Melissa
Acosta, would you, uh, are you s ll here? Could you come back up,
please? Just for the record, I need to make sure, because I've-- I
think we've got you signed up a couple mes and once is for the
bill. Are you for the bill or against the bill?

Melissa Acosta: Against.

Rep. Byron Cook: For the bill?

Melissa Acosta: Against.

Rep. Byron Cook: Against the bill.

Melissa Acosta: Yes.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay. Okay, we're gonna instruct the clerk to
change her witness affirmation showing her against the bill.

Melissa Acosta: Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you. And please, everybody there, once
again we have a lot of witnesses. Make sure that you have-- if
you're for it please sign up for it, if you're against it please sign up
against it, so we have got it right. Amanda Woog, here tes fying
for herself against the bill. Is Amanda here?

[Unidentified Voice]: They said she went to the restroom.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay. We will go to the next witness, and we



can come back to her. John Yeaman, here, okay. Okay: Amanda?

Amanda Woog: Sorry about that.

Rep. Byron Cook: That's okay. Go ahead.

Amanda Woog: Thank you, Chair and commi ee, for the
opportunity to tes fy today. My name's Amanda Woog and I'm
here as a ci zen. I'm against these bills. My mom told me
yesterday that both my grandmothers had abor ons. This was
[clears throat]-- excuse me, this was in the 1940s and the 1950s,
and abor on was illegal, but I wasn't surprised to hear this. My
mother has also had an abor on, and so has my sister. I know
some of my aunts have as well.

And I've seen friends, faced with the possibility of having a baby
well before they were ready, decide to terminate their
pregnancies. My family and friends don't love abor on. They're
not pro-abor on. I don't know anyone who is. My family and
friends are just like any other group of family and friends, in that
there are women in it. Women get pregnant, and women have
abor ons. And if you take away their access to abor on, women
will s ll have abor ons, but they'll be placed in far greater
danger. I don't think it's an exaggera on to say that women have
been trying to terminate pregnancies ever since they could get
pregnant.

Forty years ago, in 1973, the Supreme Court recognized this
reality. Jus ce Blackmun spent the summer recess tes ng Roe v.
Wade, including a week at the Mayo Clinic, researching the history
of abor on and the lengths that women will go to, to terminate a
pregnancy. Wri ng for the Court, Jus ce Blackmun affirmed a



woman's right to choose whether to have an abor on. He noted
that, quote, "Mortality rates for women undergoing early
abor ons where the procedure is legal appear to be as low or-- as
low as or lower than the rates for normal childbirth." Even then,
without the benefit of 40 years of medical innova on, the Court
recognized that it is more dangerous to prohibit abor on than it is
to allow it.

At least 35% of women of reproduc ve age today will have an
abor on by the me they reach 45. This 35% isn't all poor and it's
not all rich. The 35% doesn't mostly reside in other states or in
other districts. The 35% isn't all single women or all married
women. The 35% isn't all white or all black or all Hispanic. The 35%
isn't all high school dropouts or college-educated women. The
35% isn't all atheist, agnos c, Chris an or Jewish. The 35% is our
grandmothers, our mothers, our aunts, our sisters, our nieces, our
daughters. They are wives, girlfriends and friends.

Before you vote on these bills, I ask you to do one thing: talk to
the women in your life. Ask them whether they have had an
abor on. I also call on the grandmothers, mothers, sisters,
daughters-I'm almost finished-and wives of Texas legislators to
tell the legislators if they've had an abor on. You will be
surprised. The 35% is your loved ones, too, and your cons tuents
as well. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
Members, any questions? Thank you.
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Rep. Byron Cook: At this me the Chair is gonna call Joseph
Kerwin, a self-retired physician, here to testify for the bill.

Joseph Kerwin: Mr. Chairman and members of the commi ee,
thank you for listening. My name is Joe Kerwin. As you said, I am
here to tes fy in favor of House Bill 30 [sic]. Most of my
professional career has not been in OB or general medicine, but
the first part of it was. I delivered about two hundred babies
during those first seven years of training and then practice.

And, and there were a great variety of them. There were normal
deliveries, many of them. There were premature deliveries. We
delivered in a, in a-- in the south side of Chicago, some, some
babies of mothers who were nar-- narco cs addicts. We, we saw a
lot. And, and, when you've done that, you, you can't have any
doubt in your mind that a newborn, even a newborn premature
baby, can feel pain. It does feel pain. And one of your big jobs is to,
is to mi gate that pain, prevent it from happening, treat what's--
whatever's causing it.

To me that means that a mature infant in the womb also must
feel pain. And the only remaining ques on is, "How early in the

http://youtu.be/6Eg9XiIFwpU


pregnancy can that, can that infant feel pain?" I'm not tes fying as
an expert on all the work that's been done to center around the
20-week time as the, the certain time for pain but I'm, I'm, I'm here
to speak for the bill because the pain is real and because the
children, the children threatened with, with abor on are also
humans.

They are a-- they are also hu-- future United States citizens. They
too are en tled to the protec on of the law to the degree that
their pregnancy permits. And the big problem that we have is
reconciling their protec on with the protec on of the mothers
and the others who are involved. And I wish you the very best in
balancing those freedoms.

Rep. Byron Cook: Very good. Members, any ques ons? Dr.
Kerwin, thank you for being here. Chair calls Andrea Ferrigno,
Whole Women's Health, here to testify against the bill.

Andrea Ferrigno: Good a ernoon. Thank you for hearing my
tes mony today. My name is Andrea Ferrigno. I work with Whole
Woman's Health and have worked in abortion care in Texas for the
last thirteen years. I'm opposing HB60 because it will gravely
restrict women's access to safe, legal, honorable abortion care.

Women who have abor ons come from every walk of life– every
race, every religion; some are mothers, students, devout
Chris ans; and from different demographics. One in three women
will have an abor on in her life me, so the chances are good that
you all know a woman who have had an abor on. This bill is
designa-- designed to further a poli cal agenda against the choice
of abor on and not about the concern for women, the health of
women.



Texas already requires women needing abor on services over
17.6 weeks LMP to be referred to an Ambulatory Surgical Center
for a procedure that had been safely completed in an office
se ng prior to HB15 in 2004. The Texas Department of State
Health Services already requires licensed abor on facili es to
comply with some of the same safely-- uh, safety standards
followed by an Ambulatory Surgical Center. Some of these are
administra ve policies, which would include things like
adver sement policy, referral policy, complaint resolu on,
compliance with the 24-hour wai ng period, confiden ality,
employee orienta on, fire safety, ID policy, medical abor on
follow-up policy, medical record policy.

We need to actually submit organiza onal structures, public
communica on policy, quality assurance program, which I can
also outline. Referral policy, referring physicians from one to
another within the same facility, security protocols, um, policies
for un-- un-emancipated minors, privacy policies, policies for
managing mail. We have mul ple job descrip ons and
orienta on programs for each one of the, the staff members. We
also have medical protocols that include, um, some of them
include conscious seda on protocol with specific iden fica on of
all of the drugs that are used for this process.

We have discharge from a ercare instruc ons, and protocol to
do that against medical advice. We have no-IUD and possible
ectopic pregnancy protocols; medica on therapy protocol, crash
cart protocol, heavy bleeding, insufficient tissue, laundry, medical
emergency, regulated waste, pathological waste, nitric-- uh,
nitrous oxide, post-abor on contact, post-abor on problem
triage, ultrasound protocol. We even have medical abbrevia ons



protocols, we have-- we comply with OSHA, we have infec on
control protocols. This is just some of, some of them.

And we also have-- um, just to wrap up, I just want to say that
50% of the 2010 Ambulatory Surgical Center requirements,
chapter 135 of the Texas Administra ve Code is composed of
physical planning and construc on requirements that have
nothing to do with a 10- to 15-minute abor on procedure that we
safely offer in our clinic.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. Members, quick
question?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Could you tell me what the effect is on your--
unannounced inspec ons on, on, on the way that y'all run your cli-
- run your facilities?

Andrea Ferrigno: Well, we, uh, these are unannounced. We
actually welcome it because we, uh, we're compliant with all the,
with all of the regula ons and these are things that-- some of
them have been set forward for the safety of the facility. Some are
just plain old political, but we still comply with them. And so those
type of regula ons we-- we're happy to follow because we
understand that that has to do with the safety of the pa ent and,
um, and the environment of care. But that-- from that to take it to
where it needs to be done at a surgical center, it's a very, it's a
very wide gap.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: What is it, uh, the cost to, cause I
understand Whole Woman's Health has a, an Ambulatory Surgical
Center, and so what is the cost, the difference in the cost between
your, your facilities and the ASC's?



Andrea Ferrigno: Well, I mean, it's, uh, I-- there's, there's people
who are gonna tes fy a er me that have a lot more specific
informa on, but I can tell you the opera onal cost, cost alone: it's
about $40,000 a year that a woman is gonna have to, um, it's
gonna impact her ability to be able to access the service.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Because you pass the cost on to the woman?

Andrea Ferrigno: Well, it has to be some of it is gonna fall on
her.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: You have to--

[Crosstalk.]

Andrea Ferrigno: As a ma er of fact, we already do a lot of
fundraising for, by private organiza ons to help with the cost as it
is now, to be, to perform a lot of the procedures in the clinic, but
there's no other type of help anywhere. And so, by making it all
about surgical centers, it's gonna-- it's gonna make a huge
difference in the cost for the woman.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right, thank you.

Andrea Ferrigno: You're welcome.

Rep. Byron Cook: Members, any other ques ons? Chair's gonna
call MounirElharim, Ins tute for Truth, and self, to tes fy against
the bill. Okay, we'll show Mounir against the bill, not testifying.

[Unidentified Voice]: [unintelligible]



Rep. Byron Cook: I know, I'm wai n' for it. Stacey Edwards,
Bluebonnet Brigade, here represen ng Bluebonnet Brigade and
self, against the bill.

Stacey Edwards: Thank you, Chair and commi ee, for allowing
me to tes fy today. My name is Stacey Edwards. I'm the treasurer,
Bluebonnet Brigade, and I am a cons tuent of Representa ve
Kenneth Sheets in Mesquite, Dallas County. I'm here to tes fy
against House Bill 60 because it-- the interference between a
doctor and their pa ent is a breach. How is it the State won't
regulate firearms or fer lizer plants, but will regulate female
fertility?

'Raising the standard of care' is nothing more than a sound-bite
with no substance. Lieutenant governor Dewhurst admi ed in a
tweet yesterday that the reason these bills exist is to close down
abortion clinics in Texas. Governor Perry has openly admitted that
it is his goal to eradicate abor on completely. Playing par san
poli cs at the expense of women's health and lives is unethical,
it's immoral and it's uncons tu onal. The authors and supporters
of these bills proudly profess to be pro-life, but to me it looks more
like they are pro-birth, whose philosophy is "spare the fetus,
starve the child".

Once the child is born into a desperate situa on, how is he or
she gonna be taken care of? Is Governor Perry going to raise the
standards of living by expanding Medicaid and, and raising
minimum wage? If pro-life supporters, such as Representa ve
Laubenberg said earlier, they have such a vested interest in the
unborn, and she said earlier, to quote, "Every child is wanted by
someone." Well, then, how come we have 13,000 kids wai ng to



be adopted in this state? If someone is professing to be pro-life,
then shouldn't they be concerned about the lives that are already
in existence?

A logical solu on to this would be to reduce the demand for
elec ve abor ons through contracep on. The Affordable Care Act
has made provisions for these prescriptions to be covered. People
argue they don't want tax money to pay for these services but, to
quote Ann Richards, "That dog don't hunt"; because anybody who
can add or subtract knows that it's cheaper to pay for
contracep ves for a couple of years than it is to pay for food,
clothing, and shelter for a child for eighteen years. Reality is that
we have serious issues in this state with educa on,
unemployment, healthcare and poverty; and the fact that we are
was ng taxpayers' me and money on an issue that was se led
over 30 years ago is political malpractice and an abuse of power.

Rep. Byron Cook: Members, any ques ons? Thank you for your
testimony.

Stacey Edwards: Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Suzanne Hemphill of The Lilith Fund, and self,
here to testify against the bill.

Suzanne Hemphill: And I actually have copies for you all, if
someone--

Rep. Byron Cook: That's fine; they'll pass 'em out.

Suzanne Hemphill: Hi, my name is Suzanne Hemphill. I'm here to
represent myself and as a volunteer with The Lilith Fund. I'm



speaking in opposi on to House Bill 60 and 16. Thank you for the
opportunity to testify–

Rep. Byron Cook: One second. This is House Bill 60.
[unintelligible] so you can't--

Suzanne Hemphill: Okay; at this moment, I'm speaking in
opposition to House Bill 60.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you.

Suzanne Hemphill: I listened closely to the Senate tes mony on
SB5. I heard numerous senators express real concern about the
safety of women and abor on procedures in Texas. This bill's
stated goal is to increase abor on facili es' safety standards to
the level of Ambulatory Surgical Centers. The result is that 47
abor on clinics will close, leaving five Ambulatory Surgical
Centers open. This is a devasta ng blow to abor on access in
west Texas and disproportionately hurts rural Texans.

I think we all understand that the proposed legisla on does
nothing to reduce the need for abor ons. Women will always
want and need abor ons. By restric ng access, HB60 will result in
an increase in back-alley abor ons, self-abor ons, and deaths
among women seeking abor on. Furthermore, the Supreme Court
has upheld that women have the right to an abor on up to the
point of viability. Therefore, something must be done to balance
these rights and the need for restric ons that the legislature
would like to see. Enter the Texas Women's Access Transporta on
Safety Service.

Representa ves, I propose an amendment to HB60 to fund a



transporta on network at a cost of fi-- five million dollars per
biennium. The Texas Women's Access Transporta on Safety
Service will be a network of buses that will allow women to assert
their right to bodily integrity at the highest levels of pa ent care.
Before women even enter the clinic, buses will serve women in all
communi es, bringing them to one of the five remaining clinics for
consultations and services. Upon boarding, they'll have the option
to engage with comprehensive sex educa on materials that are
medically accurate. These are materials that many publicly
educated Texas women probably have not encountered
previously.

People do-- people do not have an abor on lightly. No woman
gets pregnant to have an abor on. Some mes people end up
needing an abortion when they never thought they would. And we,
together with this amendment, we can support those women.
From working as a hotline volunteer with The Lilith Fund, I know
that women seeking abortions are balancing careers and families.
And because the legislature respects and values those women,
they would not seek to make anything-- anything more difficult.
That is why I strongly encourage you to amend House Bill 60 to
include funding for the enormous transporta on burden [buzzer
sounds] this places on women. I have a ached two maps-- is that
the end of my time?

Rep. Byron Cook: --your time, if you could wrap up.

Suzanne Hemphill: Sure, certainly. I've a ached two maps. One
is the proposed transporta on route. Also, given the hos le
nature of Texas's laws against women, the second map includes
the eventual evacua on route for Texas's women as their rights



are taken.

Rep. Byron Cook: I appreciate your testimony.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Tina Hester, Jane's Due Process is here to
tes fy against the bill. We'll show Tina Hester against the bill, not
tes fying... Amanda Hernandez, Spring Democrats, Pro-Choice
Houston, representing herself against the bill.

[Unidentified Voice]: In overflow.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, we'll let her make her way over here.
And can we go ahead to the next one? We'll have her against bill,
not tes fying, un l she gets over here. Joanne Hawley, self, here
testifying against the bill. Hawley? Good evening, Joanne.

Joanne Hawley: Good evening. I do have copies for y'all.

Rep. Byron Cook: Go ahead.

Joanne Hawley: Thank you. Hello, my name is Joanne Hawley.
Thank you for allowing me to speak today. I am here to tes fy
against these bills. I am a cons tuent of Representa ve Eddie
Rodriguez; I am a na ve Texan, grew up close to poverty, and I am
a survivor of incest and rape. The answer to this debate is quite
simple. If you are against abor on, then don't have one. No one is

http://youtu.be/0OCBQhW1ODQ


trying to take away your faith, your personal belief system, or
forcing you to have an abor on. I am concerned that these bills
decrease my legal right to an abor on and ignore my legal right to
my own personal belief system. I sincerely hope that poli cians
will objec vely represent all voices and belief systems in their
constituency.

Addi onal abor on restric ons within this legisla on
contribute to the so-called "adequate me" crunch by decreasing
access to clinics and medical abor ons, which are already out of
reach for those living in poverty. Let us not forget that many
people seek abor ons due to rape, incest and reproduc ve
coercion. When your older brother is the one raping you, you are
very unlikely to report it. And one may not have "adequate me"
to obtain an early-term abor on, due to an abusive rela onship
and the shame associated with it. If I did not have access to clinics
like Planned Parenthood, I would have repeated the cycle of
poverty, abuse, and violence that I was raised in.

If these bills pass, millions of people like me will lose access to
preventa ve healthcare that these clinics provide, and the
taxpayers will pick up the tab. Since I am at risk for an ectopic
pregnancy, my life and reproduc ve health is dependent on
access to drugs like RU-486 [buzzer sounds]. If these bills are
enacted, I would like to get sterilized to maintain my bodily
autonomy. Please don't do this to me and people like me who
have always tried to stay safe. If this administra on comes a er
my healthcare rights, I'm coming a er their guns. If I can't be
trusted with my organs--

Rep. Byron Cook: Ms. Hawley--



Joanne Hawley: --how can anyone be trusted to a deadly
weapon like a firearm? We are watching; we are vo ng in the next
elec on. Thank you, everyone who supports reproduc ve rights
and makes me feel like I am not alone in this fight against Goliath.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony; and
we have one quick question.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I just wanted to tell you thanks for sharing
such a personal story. I know it's hard.

Joanne Hawley: Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Chuck Freeman, Texas Unitarian Universalist
church. Okay, we're going to back up, we have Amanda Hernandez
here.

[Unidentified Voice]: Okay, sorry, go ahead.

Amanda Hernandez: I drove from Houston. I'm against HB60.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, we need to start with your name and--

Amanda Hernandez: My name is Amanda Hernandez, my
representative is Thompson, my district is 141 in Houston.

Rep. Byron Cook: But you're here representing yourself?

Amanda Hernandez: I'm represen ng myself, Spring Democrats,
and Pro-Choice Houston.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, very good, thank you.



Amanda Hernandez: Let's talk about special session bills on
abor on. "We are pro-life, we are pro-life!" I remember yelling
this-- "We are pro-life"-- at many an -abor on rallies, some right
here in Aus n. I was in their movement for most of my life,
because I thought the pro-life crowd wanted all life to be cared
for. I rubbed shoulders with Jim [unintelligible] in Texas Right to
Life, encouraging the passage of laws to restrict and to try to
eliminate abor on access. I shook hands with many Republican
politicians, even our governor, picketed clinics, raised awareness,
signed pe ons because I thought outlawing abor on was all the
help women needed.

Then my world fell apart. I decided to start a family, and at two-
and-a-half month's gestation, in our planned pregnancy, mind you,
the father le  me. I went from being a well-paid, medical office
supervisor when this started to being unemployed and homeless.
I slept in my car, hungry and alone many nights. How did Texas
Right to Life and these pro-life bills help me? Well, Texas Right to
Life put me up in a house for one night, and that was it. That was
the only help I got. Hey, Texas Right to Life, and everyone else who
supports this, these bills here now will do nothing to help women
in need. I tell my story because the people wri ng these bills will
never know the pain of being pregnant, alone, without resources,
and without hope that tomorrow will be be er. I do, just like
many women who choose abor on. The rich will always have
access to safe abor on. They did when it was illegal, and they will
with these restric ons. These bills are just taking the right to
choose from the poor.

Here's a quote for you: "I don't think that just because you are
opposed to abor on that that means you are pro-life." If you want



a child to be born, but not fed, not educated, not housed, that's
not pro-life. That is pro-birth. Here's what I know: a woman you
know and love could have need of an abor on, and the right to
choose should not be restricted by her income or taken from her
by votes from people in power who will never know what it' is like
to be her. This special session should only be doing the following:
helping the poorest, crea ng jobs, raising taxes on the wealthiest
to create more income equality for all, improving educa on;
affordable quality childcare would maybe help them choose life--

Rep. Byron Cook: Ms Hernandez, you need to start wrapping up.

Amanda Hernandez: --be er maternity leave policies-- I'm
almost done-- making healthcare available for everyone, but
nope; because that kind of special session would be very pro-life.
These bills are not pro-life. They are pro-birth. Four years ago I
learned the painful truth that the pro-life movement was only pro-
life for a certain wealthy and privileged few, not pro-life for all.
Please oppose these bills. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. Members, any
questions? Okay, have a safe trip home.

Amanda Hernandez: Thank you.

Chuck Freeman: The Right Reverend Freeman; you called my
name? O...kay.

Rep. José Menéndez: I was wondering if that young lady who
just gave that impassioned speech, if she wouldn't mind sharing
her-- her comments with us? If she needs them, she can keep
them but I'd like to have them, I thought she was very ar culate



and I'd like to-- there were a lot of things I'd like to-- I'd like to see if
she'd like to share her speech with us, if she wouldn't mind.

Rep. Byron Cook: Will she leave a copy? Yes, she can leave us a
copy. Okay, where are we now? What happened to the...? Okay, all
right: Tina Hester, Jane's Due Process, here to speak against the
bill. Good evening, Tina.

Tina Hester: Thank you for having us. Thank you for hearing my
tes mony this evening. My name is Tina Hester, and I oppose
HB60. I am tes fying on behalf of myself and for Jane's Due
Process, which is a statewide organiza on that ensures legal
representa on for pregnant minors in Texas. We work with
pregnant and [unintelligible] minors on Title IX issues,
emancipa on, as well as with minors in a judicial bypass process
when they are unable to find or involve their parents.

While the vast majority of our minors who call the 24/7 legal
hotline are in the first trimester of their pregnancy, we
occasionally receive a call from a minor who is 20 weeks into the
pregnancy. These cases usually involve a minor who is an orphan
or an orphan de facto in a home situa on that's chao c and
dangerous, or a minor who's been bleeding through her pregnancy
and did not understand that she was pregnant. We have had
cases where fathers or stepfathers have impregnated our clients.

In these situa ons, I do not believe that it is in the minor's best
interest to force her to carry a pregnancy to term against her will.
On the aspect of the distance, which is something I'm par cularly
interested-- I'm a girl from Lubbock, Texas, from the panhandle. I
was born and raised there. My family were small business owners
and were ac ve in the Republican Party. My father actually ran for



the state legislature out of Lubbock. If you pass this abor on
legisla on, you are going to be closing the clinics in Lubbock,
Midland and St. Angelo.

And I know it already feels like a long night for you guys, and it
was a 6-hour debate or so in the Senate, but that 6 hours was
what it would take for a woman... I've got to just look at some of
the distance, I got a distance chart with me... That 6 hours would
be what it would take a woman from Representa ve Crane's--
Representa ve Kraddick's district from Crane to get to Dallas;
from Midland it's 5 hours. And these are just one way. From
Frullo's district in Lubbock, it would take 5 hours to get to Dallas;
Smithee's district, it would take six-and-a-half hours from
Amarillo. And these are one-way trips.

And if you pass this legisla on, you're expec ng women to take
off two or three days of work, find childcare, find housing. I hope
that you will vote against these bills. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony and
for being here tonight. Chair calls Chuck Freeman, Texas U l--
U litarian Universalist Jus ce Ministry, here to speak against the
bill.

Chuck Freeman: Thank you for hearing my tes mony. I am
Reverend Chuck Freeman, I am the execu ve director of the Texas
Unitarian Universalist Jus ce Ministry. I'm in Representa ve
Gonzalez's district out of Round Rock. So, being a minister, being
raised as a minister's son, I sniff out what we have here is a
religious bill; not a bill to serve all Texans.

I grew up in the style of religion that was interested primarily in



controlling people. Not guiding people, and opening their path to
God, and to morality and to ethics and to integrity but controlling
people. One of the favorite targets that this style of religion has is
women. I grew up as a good Southern boy, the oldest son, with five
younger sisters. And I enjoyed the privileges of being a male and
being able to do whatever I wanted to, to my-- the chagrin of my
sisters, to rule the roost. And that's what I'm sniffing out here.

As the representa ve presented this bill, when asked
ques ons regarding to science, regarding to the respected
opinions of the medical field, she really had no answer. Healthy
religion is in a dialogue with the ancient values of the religious
tradi ons and our evolving human knowledge through science
and our own consciousness.

Rep. Byron Cook: Reverend, you're sermon is going to have to
end pretty quick.

Chuck Freeman: That's not the first me I've go en the
[unintelligible] called on me.

Rep. Byron Cook: We have so many behind you...

Chuck Freeman: Thank you for hearing my testimony.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for being here today and for
tes fying. Lindsay Eyth? I think I've got that right... here on behalf
of herself, speaking against the bill. Is Lindsey here? E-Y-T-H. Okay,
we'll show her against the bill, not tes fying. Lori Duke, here
representing herself, against the bill. Good afternoon, Lori.

Lori Duke: Good a ernoon. I'm Lori Duke, and I am a cons tuent



of Eddie Rodriguez and Kurt Watson. Representa ve Laubenberg
said every child is wanted by someone. I can tell you that's not
true, sadly. I am a wife, I'm a mother of three, and I'm really
speaking in my role as an a orney for abused and neglected
children since 1995. My clients' parents have neglected them,
they have usually drug and alcohol addic ons, they have mental
health issues, and they usually come from the CPS system where
their children are placed now.

And if they haven't, they usually come from very dysfunc onal
families. My clients, as a result, are highly trauma zed. Many of
them have been sexually abused by fathers, uncles, boyfriends,
siblings. They have been forced, some, thankfully not that many,
have been forced to perform sexual acts on each other, and more
o en on adults. They've been physically abused. They're mad,
they're angry, they're trauma zed. This bill probably presumes
that more babies are going to be born, and they're going to be
adopted. That may happen in private cases. That may happen
with people in means-- with means, and that may happen with
some poor families. But in the CPS system in which I work, it does
not happen. It happens very, very rarely.

And even if CPS gets involved with the baby, that baby is not
going to be adopted until 12-18 months as the legal deadline runs.
In the mean me, the people involved with that child-- it is a CPS
caseworker and casework supervisor that are overworked,
underpaid, and quite frankly probably working 60-80 hours a
week. We have a process supervisor and volunteer; they get state
funds. We have a judge, we have an a orney that's appointed for
the mother and the fathers, usually more than one father, and we
have the a orney for the children, which is me. State money pays



for some of these posi ons; county money pays for other of these
posi ons. I go all the way to jury trial and appeal. I've been on
cases for 5 years, trying to get children adopted. The stated goal is
to decrease abortions.

Rep. Byron Cook: Ms. Duke, we're coming to a close here.

Lori Duke: Sadly this bill--

Rep. José Menéndez: My question is, I'd like to know more about
the process because I think what this bill would do, and in fact if it
were to pass, I think it would poten ally put more children into
the system and I'm interested in what--

Rep. Byron Cook: Why don't you go ahead and directly ask the
question?

Rep. José Menéndez: My ques on is what happens, and if you
would please let me know, exactly what happens... I was following
your train of thoughts... so if you please--

Lori Duke: What ends up happening is that a referral is made at
some point in the child's life, and CPS inves gates; and if CPS finds
abuse or neglect, that child is usually removed from the home,
placed into foster care. Foster care funds generally come from the
federal government. But you've got a foster agency, foster parents'
therapist, psychologist, psychiatrist, in addi on to all the other
people I was saying.

So you have a huge amount of money going into a system to
raise these children. And quite frankly, the older the child gets,
usually the more angry they are. The more angry they are, the



much less likely it is that they are going to find that adoptive home
that's going to take them in, and those children are going to be
raised by the system.

Rep. José Menéndez: You men oned the deadline for-- when or
at what point does the clock start that they can poten ally be
adopted? You said these babies will-- can't be adopted. Was it 12
months, 15 months? What was it?

Lori Duke: If a child is removed by CPS and the department of
Family and Protec ve Services gets managing conservatorship of
those children, the state has 12 months to reunify the family. That
can be extended for a 6-month period. So a parent can try and get
their act together for up... depending on when the trial deadlines
are, usually 10 or 11 months. And then it can be extended another
6 months. We have an 18-month drop-dead deadline, is what we
call it.

Rep. José Menéndez: How long on average-- excuse me for
interrup ng-- how long on average does it take for CPS to get a
case that's strong enough to remove a child? Because that's the
point that we're talking about before this clock starts ticking.

Lori Duke: It completely depends on the referral. Some children
are born drug-posi ve: they are taken out of the hospital. Some
clients, I get affidavits and I see referrals going back 10 and 12
years. I have clients where the department has inves gated, has
removed those children, has returned those children three and
four mes. It depends on the situa on, it depends on the case, it
depends on the referral.

Rep. José Menéndez: Okay. Is there any kind of evidence that



shows us, on average, do people get adopted...? I think I think
what the goal of many people is if there were a reduc on in the
number of abor ons, there'd be an increase in the number of
adop ons, and you men oned that. And so the ques on is, it
sounds good in theory, and it'd be great if it worked well, but it
seems like from your testimony that's not a perfect system.

Lori Duke: It is not a perfect system. Some mes foster parents
go into this-- they want a baby and they want to adopt a baby, and
so they will foster a child, hoping to adopt that child. Well, then
maybe the mom gets it together and that mom gets the child back.
They're devastated; they drop out of the system. Some mes it
works; some mes they are able to adopt children that need good
homes. But it is a rollercoaster ride and no guarantees.

Rep. José Menéndez: So, I know families who, when they chose
to adopt, instead of going into the domes c adop on, their
concern was that the parent would come back and then claim the
child and want the child back, so they've actually gone to do
interna onal adop ons because they didn't want to have any risk
whatsoever. So, if we increase the number of children in the, in
the domes c adop on pool, there's no... no guarantee that the
people who can afford or want to adopt those children, who want
those children, are going to adopt them domes cally because of
the way the laws are written. Is that correct?

Lori Duke: I honestly can't speak to interna onal adop ons, I
have not done any of those but--

Rep. José Menéndez: I guess my point is this: domes c
adop ons have all the... where the parent has the me to come
back and claim, reclaim the child or have contact with the family.



Lori Duke: I find that my clients who have been adopted, the
older they are and the more memory they have of their biological
parents, they o en will find their biological parents on Facebook,
Twi er, whatever. If they are adopted as babies, it is harder for
the parents to come back. I like to think we do a good job legally of
making sure that there is no legal loophole in doing that. But also,
I believe another speaker said 13,000 children are awai ng
adoptions. That number is only going to increase if this bill passes.
And I think that the state needs to realize that the number of
children in the CPS system, while not every single unwanted
pregnancy, will increase.

Rep. Byron Cook: Ms. Duke, thank you very much for your
testimony.

Lori Duke: Thank you.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Ma hew Chandler, Young Democrats at UTSA
and self, here to speak against the bill.

Ma hew Chandler:  Honorable Chairman, members, thank you
for allowing me to speak today. My name is Ma hew Chandler
and I'm a cons tuent of Lyle Larson in San Antonio. I represent
myself and the Young Democrats at UTSA, and I'm also a vice-
president for the National Organization for Women at UTSA.

I know that it's very interes ng that, you know, a man is
involved with women's issues, but I do oppose this legisla on
because it violates the bodily autonomy of women since it makes
the choice for the women, and low-income women are
par cularly affected by this policy, as heard by previous
tes monies. I believe we have an obliga on to protect our most
vulnerable cons tuents, and I don't speak for all women but I
gladly join hands with them in the protection of their rights.

If there's any doubts or thoughts of skep cism in the legi macy
of the data that is proposed in this bill, I urge you to think twice if
you're leaning towards an affirma on vote. We all understand
concepts of pain, but we should also remember that the quality of

http://youtu.be/WCy4YvHO148


life for a child and mother are just as relevant. The distance
required to travel to one of these las ng abor on clinics affects
those who also work long hours and are so dependent on the
minimum wage. Thank you very much.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony,
Ma hew. [ pause] Kris an -Caballero, here represen ng herself,
speaking against the bill. Is Kris an here? Okay, well -we'll show
Kris an Caballero not tes fying, against the bill. Who do we have
now? Lindsay--

Clerk: Eyth.

Rep. Byron Cook: --Eyth, here represen ng herself, tes fying
against the bill.

Lindsay Eyth: Hi, yes. My name is Lindsay Eyth, I'm here to tes fy
against this bill; again, represen ng myself. Let's see; there are a
lot of reasons that this bill could be catastrophic for any given
individual. For myself, I have two very personal reasons. First, I
love Texas; I chose to live here, I'd like to make this my home. I'm
30 years old; I'd like to eventually have a family here. I think it
would be a wonderful place to raise a family.

However, given the legal climate, I would be very afraid to
become pregnant in this state. If anything were to be-- to go
wrong, anything that I couldn't foresee, I would hate for my
op ons to be severely restricted and I would hate for my doctor's
op ons in providing me the best care possible to be restricted.
And so, it pains me to think that this could happen but it might just
be that I have to go somewhere else when the time is right to have
a family, which is very upsetting. So that's one reason.



My second reason is that I'm a survivor of sexual assault. And
so, because of that, I know very in mately the feeling that what's
happening to my body isn't my choice, but I'm just going to have to
get through it anyway; and I would hate for anybody, myself
included, to have to experience a pregnancy with that feeling--
that they just have to accept what's happening to their body
regardless of what they would choose for themselves, and just get
through it.

To me, that seems like a terrible way to start a life; a terrible
feeling to have when beginning to raise a child, if that's the
circumstance that's foisted upon a person. And I think with the
passage of this bill and other similarly choice-hos le bills, that
becomes more and more the environment in which people are
asked to be and get through a pregnancy. I think that that should
be a choice that is made willingly, and with love. So, those are--
those are my reasons for opposing this bill. [pause] I guess that's
all I can think of right now. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony; we
appreciate you being here. I think Representa ve Farrar has a
quick question.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Jennifer?

Lindsay Eyth: Yes; Lindsay.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Lindsay; okay, I'm sorry. Our list is a li le
ahead of itself; it shows who's next. I really want to thank you so
much for coming and sharing such a personal and such a difficult
story.



Lindsay Eyth: Thank you.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I just admire your courage and I'm not sure I
could do it myself--

Lindsay Eyth: I really appreciate it. Thank you so much.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: --so thanks for that. And I also found very
compelling what you said, that this, you feel like you don't have
control over decisions; this legisla on reminds of you something
horrible that...

Lindsay Eyth: Essen ally; I mean, it could be compared to an
assault, both on rights and on people's' bodies.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Well, I picked up on that and so, thanks and
again, thank you for your bravery.

Lindsay Eyth: Thank you. Thank you all for your time.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for being here and for
your tes mony. Jennifer Davis, here represen ng herself,
tes fying for the bill. [pause] Is Jennifer Davis here? We'll show
Jennifer, represen ng herself, for the bill, not tes fying. Carol
Evere , here represen ng herself, for the bill. Is Carol here? I
know she's here somewhere.

[Unidentified Voice]: She may be [unintelligible].

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, we'll go--

[Unidentified Voice]: She can testify when she comes back.



Rep. Byron Cook: We'll show her for the bill-- no, she's going--
she's gonna be here in just a minute. We'll go ahead. Merry Lynn
Gerstenschlager? Texas Eagle Forum. [pause] We have Carol. Okay,
we'll go--

[Unidentified Voice]: We'll going to show this one didn't testify.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, we'll show Merry Lynn Gerstenschlager,
Texas Eagle Forum, not tes fying right now. Carol, if you'll come on
up.

Carol Everett: I was just waiting for--

Rep. Byron Cook: No, come on. We go a keep rolling, Carol, we
got lots and lots and lots of people, so--

Carol Everett: Thank you, Chairman, members of the committee.
I'm Carol Evere . I have informa on on fetal development for you
that was presented before Congress that clarifies that babies, at
least by 20 weeks--

Rep. Byron Cook: Carol, just for the record, you're represen ng
yourself?

Carol Evere :  I am represen ng Women's Wellness Coali on
and I'm here on Senate Bill--

Rep. Byron Cook: You're going to need to change your witness
affirmation to reflect-- because I have you testifying for yourself.

Carol Everett: I am very sorry. I apologize.



Rep. Byron Cook: Okay.

Carol Everett: I will do that, sir.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay.

Carol Everett: Woman's Coali on, Women's Wellness Coali on-
-

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay.

Carol Everett: --for both bills, in support of both bills.

Rep. Byron Cook: No, we're only on House Bill 60 right now,
Carol.

Carol Everett: Thank you. I'm very sorry; I was in the other room,
running; I apologize.

Rep. Byron Cook: Well, roll now, because you're going to start--
you're burning up your three minutes, so--

Carol Everett: I'm here to testify in support--

Rep. Byron Cook: And I hate to be an ogre with everybody but I
have to be on the time, so...

Carol Everett: You can be an ogre with me, sir; I know you and I
know your heart, thank you. It's very important to protect the
health of women in Texas. This bill is a protec on for the health of
women in Texas and it raises the standards to those of
Ambulatory Surgical facilities.



Abor on clinics today have very li le oversight and we believe
that raising the standards will, of course, in many ways, help
women; simply by the generators. Think about it: this woman's on
the table. I hope it's a room with no windows as she's having an
abor on. The electricity goes out. She's in the dark; the doctor's in
the dark-- he can't see. This is a health protection for her.

Those open-- the ven la on system? Any me you do surgery,
you do it in a room with a ven la on system that takes the
bacteria out. Ambulatory Surgical facili es have that. The most
commonly performed surgical procedure in Ambulatory Surgical
facility today is a D&C. What is a D&C? It emp es the uterus.
What is an abor on? It emp es the uterus. This is a health
protection for women.

The 30-mile rule ensures that if this doctor has a complica on,
he can admit her to a hospital, he can take her history, he can be
certain that she has everything she needs in that hospital. RU-486
is not my thing, but I do believe that we need to s ck to standards
that have the lowest dosage, to protect the health of the woman,
again.

Fetal pain: it's very important for us to take care of what we
know is happening in Texas. Just a few weeks ago we were given
pictures of what's happening in Houston, in Karpen's abor on
clinic. We know it's happening in Dallas. Texas is becoming the big
baby abor on mecca. It's me for us to take care-- it's me for us
to take care of those babies as the second pa ent who walks in
the door of an abor on clinic. Those-- let's protect those babies at
20 weeks. I thank you for your time and I urge you to pass.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you. Members, any questions?



Rep. Jessica Farrar: A couple of ques ons: you're saying that
abortion facilities are not regulated?

Carol Evere :  Regulated-- abor on facili es are regulated, not
at the same standard as Ambulatory Surgical facili es and they
are not inspected. Currently, when they are inspected, they are
expec ng the inspector and they pull a few charts and they show
them what's going on, and so they don't go in and really look at it.
Now, there's a reason; the reason is this: the abor on clinic is
cash. Ambulatory Surgical facili es and all other hospitals and
everything else have to operate at a level that accept insurance.

The insurance standards for the na on are the CMS standards,
Medicare standards; so, if a facility is going to accept insurance, it
has to meet that standard of care. Abor on clinics fall outside
that standard because they're cash, so they don't have to meet
the same standards. And Ambulatory Surgical facili es today, if
we change this, will protect the health of women in many ways.
They will come to those Medicare standards that every other
facility has.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I understand your reasons, okay; because it's
one of the most regulated facili es there is, because of the
legislature. And let me ask you this too: are you not-- so, if you're
faced with restricted access, because you've raised that, you've
over-regulated and raised the standard so high that it's
economically inaccessible-- you're okay with that?

Carol Everett: No, no, we're not going to do that.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: So that when, I mean-- are you okay with
putting abortion out of the reach of women because it becomes so



expensive and so difficult to find a loca on in any way meaningful
to them?

Carol Evere :  Today, if you look at where the abor on clinics
are in Texas, they're in centers of popula on. They're not
opera ng in San Saba, Texas, or in Brownwood; they're opera ng
in centers of popula on. Women today in rural areas have to
travel to a center of popula on to have an abor on. There are five
Ambulatory Surgical facili es in the state now-- there's a sixth one
opening in Fort Worth-- and they are in the centers of popula on
where the majority of abortion clinics operate, so--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But is there one in the valley?

Carol Everett: No, there's not one in the valley, but you--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Is there one in west Texas?

Carol Everett: There's not an abor on clinic in west Texas right
now.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Is there one in east Texas?

Carol Evere :  That one in the valley will meet the standards;
but remember this, they're Ambulatory--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: There isn't one in the valley.

Carol Evere :  There are Ambulatory Surgical facili es all over
the state where anyone who wants to do an abor on can go and
do an abortion today.



Rep. Jessica Farrar: But they don't do abor ons in those facili es
right now.

Carol Everett: They can do them. They can do them.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: But they don't.

Carol Everett: Well, they can. If there's not, if there's an area--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Don't you think, don't you think we should
first-- it's the same thing we did when-- well, "we", I don't include
myself in that; I didn't cut women's health services in the last
budget-- but when that was done, to rid a par cular provider,
prior to ridding the provider I said, if we really cared about
women's health, we would have, we would have built out the
system so that there would be a new provider or something but
no; the rug was just pulled out then and the rug is ge ng pulled
out now and women don't have, won't have a place to go. And so I
haven't heard any concern about that in your testimony.

Carol Everett: Well, the concern--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And that concerns me.

Carol Evere :  Well, I do, I do care about women. I work every
day to help women, and I work to help underprivileged women; I
don't work to help women in the upper echelons of income.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Do you help women who want to have an
abortion? Do you help them find that?

Carol Everett: I tell women the truth about abor on. We're very



clear about everything; we offer them choices.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right, but do you help them; will you give
them the informa on of 'here's what I think, but here's where you
can go get what you're looking for'?

Carol Evere :  We tell-- we give women full informa on about
every procedure and we do include abor on in what we do in our
centers.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: So you will refer a woman to an abor on
provider?

Carol Evere :  We don't refer; and I'll tell her: I've had an
abor on; it was the worst thing that ever happened to me, but if
you want an abor on I want you to be fully informed, and they're
not going to tell you this in the abortion clinic so let me tell you--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And you spend your me convincing her not
to have the abortion? That's fair? I mean--

Carol Evere :  Representa ve, respec ully, I would be lying to
you if I didn't tell you that I tell every woman I can that it was the
most horrible decision I ever made and I hope and pray I can save
her from that.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And I respect that. I respect your posi on,
but I don't think that's giving every woman the full informa on. I
mean, it is from your perspective, and I respect that--

Carol Everett: Well, if we give her information about abortion--



Rep. Jessica Farrar: And I think we need to be frank about that.

Carol Everett: If we give her the Woman's Right to Know booklet
that the state publishes--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay, we're not going to go there, because
that's-- that is state-issued propaganda.

Rep. Byron Cook: And if we could--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And we're not talking about that tonight--

Rep. Byron Cook: --wrap this up--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: --that's another bill.

Rep. Byron Cook: --because, again, we've got a lot of people.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Sorry, Chairman; go ahead.

Rep. Byron Cook: Carol, thank you for your testimony.
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Rep. Byron Cook: This me we're gonna call Ma hew Romberg,
here representing self, testifying against the bill.

Ma hew Romberg:  Good evening. My name's Ma hew
Romberg. I'm a board-cer fied obstetrician/gynaecologist with a
private prac ce-- solo prac ce in Round Rock, and here today to
state my opposition to-- what number is this? 60?

Okay, sorry. Thank you. I think the-- and I don't have any
prepared statement, which is obvious, but I wanted to come here
and just remind authors of these bills that claim to be interested
in the health of women, that maybe it would be in their interest to
talk to individuals who do nothing but deal with the reproduc ve
health of women on a daily basis.

And to share-- I know this has been stated over and over again,
likely in the senate hearings and hopefully in the hearings for this-
- that the safety of abor on rela ve to carrying a pregnancy to
term is amazing. And I'd like to throw some numbers. And, thank
God, I am not ge ng these numbers from USA Today [ crowd
laughs] but instead from the American College of Obstetricians
and Gynaecologists, my governing body.

http://youtu.be/-qCWVO635QU


So, for every 10 cons tuents that perhaps would call and
complain that they were suffering some type of mental illness
from having had an abor on procedure that there are 13
cons tuents that are complaining of the same thing a er they
have carried a baby to term.

For every 10 women that have had a bladder infec on following
an abor on procedure that there are, in fact, 18 women
complaining of the same problem following carrying a baby to
term.

For every 10 women that are suffering from an obstetrical
infec on, an infec on inside their uterus, following an abor on
procedure, there are 52 women complaining of the same or being
diagnosed with the same problem following the delivery of a baby
at term.

For every 10 women that have had a post-partum haemorrhage
following a abor on procedure, that there are 52 women
complaining of the same procedure --or, excuse me, the same
complication following carrying a baby to term.

For every 10 women that are complaining of bleeding prior to an
abor on procedure, there are 250 women having bleeding before
the delivery of their child.

This number-- these numbers go on and on. There is not a single
complica on from abor on that is not worse with a woman that
carries a baby to term. So when you sit up here at the Capitol and
promote the health of women and state that that is your--

Rep. Byron Cook: ...start wrapping it up....



Ma hew Romberg:  --primary purpose, please get the details.
I'm wrapped up. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for being here. Thank you
for your testimony.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Y'know, we, we've had a lot of discussion,
well, that-- tonight and around this bill in other proceedings,
talking about the health of women and, and you're credentialed to
talk about that. And I'm sorry I had to step out for a moment so I
missed the beginning of your tes mony. Could you just, in a
couple of seconds...?

Matthew Romberg: Think-- I think the gist of my testimony, again
as an obstetrician/gynaecologist, is that-- when the, the preface
of, we're doing-- we're trying to pass this bill for-- because we're
concerned about the safety of women undergoing these
procedures. And that's-- I simply stated that there is never a--
there-- that these procedures in these facili es not, not amplified
to an Ambulatory Surgical care se ng are s ll exceedingly and
always safer than a woman carrying a baby to term. And when we
talk about telling these pa ents the truth, it's just-- and my point
was, I just wanted to simply throw out some numbers--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I see.

Matthew Romberg: --to try to explain that.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay, because I was looking at-- I, I, it's not
been proven that we-- that there is a need to go to such a high
level other than as the-- Lt. Governor Dewhurst said, was we were
trying to reduce, we're purposefully trying to work to get it down to



5 clinics or less, I'd imagine. But, but so I, I haven't heard any
evidence from the state or, or anyone else that, that, that, that,
that that's credible, that's peer-reviewed, that, that talks about
the need to do this.

Okay, that, I wanted to hear that. I wanted to-- I just-- was so
curious as to why this is such, such an important issue that it has
to be heard in a special session. And also my concern is about the
cost and about, you know, how much-- what, what will happen to
women when they can't access abor on care when-- what-- for
whatever purposes and, and so, can you speak to that? I mean, in
your practice?

Ma hew Romberg:  In-- rela ve to my prac ce, I guess it'd be--
probably too hard to--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Or your training or-- at least your experience.

Matthew Romberg: Just, just experience in general; and I think
I'm repea ng what has been said by some of the other witnesses
tonight. Abor ons will s ll happen. And the worst thing in the
world is if the-- if they, if they don't have the facili es to go to,
whether they're in El Paso, or Lubbock, or Laredo, they can't, they
can't come in to the major centers which we have the privilege of,
of being at right now. It's s ll going to happen. And the last thing in
the world we want them to do is go to Dr. Google to figure out how
to do this. Dr. YouTube.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: And there--

Matthew Romberg: Dr YouTube.



Rep. Jessica Farrar: And there's also chemical, so-called
pharmacological remedies that, that, that cause me great, great
concern as well that are not--

Ma hew Romberg:  Part of my medical training in El Paso, you
know, being exposed to women who were trying to induce their
labor with a special kind of tea.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Right, that's what I was talking about.

Matthew Romberg: By the way, don't drink it.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Thanks. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: [inaudible] Any other questions?

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Well, M-- Mr. Chairman, I received a
le er. I wanted to ask the doctor-- I received a le er from 8
doctors from San Antonio today in opposition to this. They couldn't
be here, so I want to thank you for being here.

Doctor, I've heard on several occasions from people who were
suppor ve of this bill, and I don't-- one of the things I want to, I
want to, uh, thank you for, and, and I, I think it'd be a li le easier
to, to, to m-manage this very difficult subject because-- I heard it
said earlier today, and, and I, and I don't believe anybody gets up
one day and says "Gee, I'd like to have an abor on someday", you
know? Therefore, I think we-- I'd like to take the-- and I want to
thank you for taking the, sort of the judgmental aspect out of this.

And, and but I wanna ask you the ques on: I've heard it's
important to protect, help wom-- protect women's health. So, in



your opinion, based on what you've said today, is it your
professional opinion that these bills somehow help improve the
health of women in Texas, or would they-- see what the net effects
of not having or reducing the number of quote safe loca ons,
would it poten ally decrease the poten al health for women
across the state?

Ma hew Romberg:  No ques on that, that the-- that it will be
worse.

[Unidentified Voice]: It would be worse for women in Texas.

Ma hew Romberg:  Absolutely. I, I mean, we can go through it
sta s cally, you know, whether that results in more term
deliveries, you know, as simple at that; to women who can't get
access, won't carry through this pregnancy in any way and, as we,
we joked about, going to the internet. "Let's figure this out on
YouTube."

[Unidentified Voice]: Thank you, doctor. Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Rep. Byron Cook: All right. Thank you for your tes mony, Dr.
Romberg. Jeffrey Pa erson, Texas Catholic Conference of Bishops,
here to tes fy for the bill. Okay, we'll show--Mr. Pa erson, is he
here? We'll show him at this point for the bill, not tes fying.
Connie McCrary, here represen ng herself, tes fying for the bill.
Okay; Connie here? We'll show Connie McCrary for the bill, not
tes fying. John Lawson, represen ng himself, for the bill. And I, I
have you as the pa-- the pastor of Children of God.

John Lawson: Yes. Yes, I am John Lawson. I am pastor of Children
of God Ministry. We in-- I'm in the heart of South Dallas. And I am



for this bill; in, in, in fact, I am for every pro-life bill that y'all might
even consider.

Because we haven't talked about the, the fact that black kids
are being lynched. We thought the lynching was over, and it's not
over. Planned Parenthood, the number one abor on provider in
America, set up 80% of their facili es in my neighborhood. They
are killing black babies going and coming. And it's a racist thing
that's going on, because Margaret Sanger hated black people. She
recorded the fact, she wrote about the fact that she hated black
people and that black people would be be er off if they were not
born.

So Planned Parenthood and all these abor on clinics: we are
only 10% of the popula on, but 40% of all abor ons are taking
place in my neighborhood. And this has got to stop, so everything
we can do to stop these murders from going on-- here, these
women are talking about themselves and nobody is talking about
the murder of these innocent babies. And I think that's a travesty.
The man said that we are no longer a Chris an na on. But when
you have people, you have problems. You solve the problems and
you have progress; and the, the solu on to the problem is not to
murder your baby and think that you can make progress.

The Bible says, "W-- with the same measure that ye mete it
shall be measured to you again." If we so murder, we got bad
things to look forward to in Texas and in this country. And I think
that we should return to our Chris an values, and stop talking
about women as though they are irresponsible. They don't have to
have sex. We've got laws against rape.

So when you decide that you going go and have sex and then the



consequences of having sex is that you get pregnant, then you
decide you going take another step to murder this child as the
solu on to your problem. It is a evil concept and we got to stop it.
And that's my speech. Thank you very much

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you, Pastor Lawson. Once again, I'll
remind everyone here that only those with Capitol media
creden als will be allowed to film, um, film this hearing. And I'm
respec ully poin ng out if these guidelines are not followed,
we're going to ask you to leave. So that's the last warning I'm going
to give on this subject. Okay?

At this me the Chair is going to call up Connie McCrary. Are
you, are you, are you here now? Connie is here, represen ng
herself, for the bill. And as a reminder, when you hear the-- when
you here the beep go off, 3 minutes, we're, we're, we're trying to
wrap it up because we've got-- the list continues to grow.

Connie McCrary: I understand. Good evening, Mr. Chairman,
commi ee members. Thank you for le ng me be here. My name
is Connie McCrary. I'm here in favor of H-- House Bill 60; heard a lot
of tes mony. I was born to a woman who got pregnant at 17
against her will. She made a decision for life instead of death-- my
life. She made a decision for adoption, and love and life prevailed.

I've heard reg-- heard tes mony regarding the regula ons that
are be followed. My tes mony is those are not being done. 1992, I
made a decision to have an abor on because I felt I had no other
choice. I felt fearful and I didn't know where else to turn. I lived in
Waco, drove myself to Denton; checked in, was not asked for any
ID, was not asked for any age. I gave a fake name, fake social
security number.



The rule at the me was that you-- they counseled you on day 1
and on day 2 they did the procedure. Within 30 minutes of being
at the office I was on the table. I disclosed that I had a heart
condi on. The medica on they give me-- gave me caused me to
crash. The pain was unimaginable. A er they revived me, I was
bleeding like crazy. They went ahead and finished the procedure,
put me in the recovery room si ng up in a leather chair, walked
me off the table, sat me on a leather chair for 30 minutes; put me
in a car to drive myself back to Waco, by myself. They did not care
about me as a woman. HB60 will help ensure these types of things
do not happen again.

Now, through the redemp ve power of Christ, I am able to
coach and mentor and counsel women who are s ll dealing with
20+ years of guilt. Because no ma er what we say about choice,
there is s ll a s gma in our society that abor on is wrong and
women carry that guilt and the silence with them for life.

In the book of Joshua, God sent Joshua to fight and destroy
Jericho. It is historically and archaeologically proven the reason
God wanted Jericho destroyed was: in the walls of Jericho were
found the cisterns with the remains of children who had been
sacrificed to the god-with-a-li le-g Molech. God will not stand for
the murder of children. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your testimony.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Terri Burke, ACLU of Texas, hereto speak
against the bill. Terri Burke? We'll show Terri against the bill, not
testifying.

[Unintelligible.]

Rep. Byron Cook: That's fine, we'll give her a minute. Brent
Boyer, here representing himself, testifying against the bill.

Brent Boyer: Hello, I'm Brent Boyer. I'm, I'm represen ng myself.
I do work for a group of clinics that provide abor ons. It is right,
there is-- there is s gma against abor on and I'm, and I'm happy
and proud to say that I'm working for an organiza on that is trying
to overcome that s gma. It's, it's, it's-- I think that women have,
have the right... I've lived in Texas twenty years; in Aus n sixteen
years. I think that, I'm dismayed at where-- at the direc on that
this legislature is going with this, with these bills.

I think that we're restric ng and, and controlling women who
are in situa ons where they need to have the best healthcare
available. I'm-- I think that... I know that I work with people who
provide excellent care, and do it every day in the face of people

http://youtu.be/MdatQe2xWYc


who are determined to make them feel terrible about their
choice. And so I'm proud of the women who have told their stories
today, con nue to stand up for themselves and stand up for their
rights. I think that all of us, um, are...

I'm not being very ar culate but I'm just-- I'm feeling some
emo on so I'm just, I'm just-- would like to say that I'm, that I know
that, that if this were to happen that many of the people that I
work with, myself included, would not have a livelihood. We, we,
you know, we're, we're going to close, closedown, restrict and we
take insurance; we provide good care.

Rep. Byron Cook: [Crosstalk a er buzzer. ] All right; can you stop
now?

Brent Boyer: I'm thankful for your time, but I'm, I'm done; thanks.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony. Thank
you for being here. Vivian Ballard, here represen ng herself,
tes fying against the bill. We'll show Vivian... Is this Vivian right
here? Okay, Vivian, come on up.

Vivian Ballard: Hi. My name's Vivian Ballard. I live in Aus n and
I'm here as a wife of 33 years; a wife to a sixth-genera on Texan,
whose great-great-great-grandfather drafted and signed the Texas
Declara on of Independence. And I'm here to oppose this bill, as
the wife and the mother of two seventh-genera on Texans,
because I believe that this bill does not help preserve the health
of Texas women. I believe it hurts the health of Texas women.

When I was pregnant, there were concerns about the fetus that
I was carrying, and there were concerns about poten al fetal



abnormali es; and the tests that were required would not have
given results back before the 20-week me frame. It was not un l
much later in the pregnancy that we found out, thankfully, that
everything was fine. But if I had been confronted with an
abnormality, frankly it's not something that I wanted all of y'all
involved in.

I wanted that to be a decision that I made, with my spouse, with
my medical provider; not you. No offense, y'all are nice folks, but
you don't belong in that kind of business. And so I'd really like to
urge you to listen to the tes mony that so many people have
made today, that are not in favor of this bill. And I really hope that
if you are interested in suppor ng women's health that you help
fund medically accurate sex educa on, that you help make
provisions for access to birth control in this state, and that you
make provisions for access to reproduc ve healthcare for all
women in the state of Texas.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony and
being here. Members, any questions?

Rep. Helen Giddings: Yeah, a quick ques on. Who was your
historical figure in your family?

Vivian Ballard: Collin McKinney.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Great! All right, thank you.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Terri Burke, ACLU of Texas, here to speak
against the bill.

Terri Burke:  I'm Terri Burke, I'm the execu ve director for the



ACLU of Texas, and I'm here in opposi on to this bill. You've heard
from many people, you will hear from many more tonight, and I
won't be repe ous. I will simply remind you that in Roe v. Wade
the US Supreme Court said that the cons tu on protects a
woman's liberty, and that includes her decision to have an
abor on; and that the state cannot ban an abor on prior to
viability. So to do otherwise is to be taking an uncons tu onal
act, in our judgment. These 20-week abor on bans are bad policy,
because they prevent a woman from making this very private
decision, as so many people have men oned already. But it's a
clear violation of a woman's constitutional right.

I know you know that other, other states have tried this, and
courts have not upheld it. It has been-- a federal judge struck
down Idaho's 20-week ban. Arkansas: there's an injunc on
against their ban. We sued in Arizona, and the 9th circuit has held
that uncons tu onal. We sued in Georgia, where a state court
has issued a preliminary injunc on on the 20-week ban. On
admi ng privileges: Mississippi has such a law that is now being
blocked by federal court, and the 6th circuit has enjoined Ohio on
the medication abortion issue.

So it is my opinion that this bill will pre-- preclude 35% of the
popula on of Texas women from ge ng reproduc ve healthcare
because it will close so many clinics and leave such a wide swath
of Texas unserved. But most of all I would suggest that, if you
believe in the United States Cons tu on, you cannot pass this
bill. Thank you for your time.

[Unidentified Voice]: Thank you. Representative Farrar?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Yes. Are you familiar with the Fort Worth



Star-Telegram's editorial today?

Terri Burke: I read it.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay and so, 'cause we're talk-- the Supreme
Court cases we're talking about, the laws of viability, and then
the, this editorial talks about the-- we're moving the line to
"feeling pain" and it speculates that-- it goes on to, to-- basically
says that at where do we keep moving the line toward? Right? And
so can you, can you speak to the legal aspects of that?

Terri Burke: Well, let me be certain to say I'm not a lawyer.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Oh.

Terri Burke: But, um, but I've spent a lot of me with them. And,
y'know, the issue is that the court, the Supreme Court has held
now for forty years that its-- viability is at the third trimester. And
that has not changed at all, ever, in forty years. So this is really
poli cians deciding what's-- when viability is, and I think that
there has been a reliance by the Supreme Court on good medical
science.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Let me just read you what it concludes.
"Fetal development moves forward along this con nuum, but the
pro-life poli cal agenda moves backwards. First you draw the line
at viability. Then you draw it at pain capacity. Then you draw it at
thumb-sucking. Then you draw it at hearing. Then you draw it at
kicking. Then you draw it at heartbeats." And the list goes on and
on, talking about fuzzy lines; but, anyway--

Terri Burke:  Well, I mean-- I think this, yeah-- you asked a



ques on much earlier about where we are with regula on. We
already require abor ons at 16 weeks or later in pregnancy in an
Ambulatory Surgical Center at 6-- I mean we already have the 16-
week rule.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Uh-huh.

Terri Burke:  So, you know, I think Texas has gone a long way, a
long way, and farther than it should based on a history of Supreme
Court decisions.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay, thank you.

Terri Burke: Thank you.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Chair now calls Cecilia Wood, Concerned
Women for America of Texas, and herself, tes fying for the bill.
Good evening.

Cecilia Wood: Good evening. How are you? Thank you for having
us here today. My name is Cecilia Wood, I'm tes fying in favor of
the bill, and I am tes fying as a legisla ve liaison for Concerned
Women for America of Texas, as well as for myself, as a mother, a
grandmother, and in November's to be a great-grandmother. And I
first of all would like to thank Representa ve Laubenberg. She
may not be able to speak for all of the women; however, they can
speak for themselves through their vote. She's here today to
speak for the citizens that have not yet obtained the right to speak
for themselves, and so we thank you for that, Representa ve
Laubenberg.

We in Texas have defined a person as an individual, as



someone from the point of concep on to the point of natural
death. In every other circumstance we protect a person. We
protect them in the criminal arena, and we protect their rights
under inheritance laws. We even protect their rights as to what
type of things can happen aro-- towards them in court, and yet we
are not willing to protect the pain that they may suffer. We
protect things that are not human beings; we protect animals.

And I know, Representa ve Farrar, that that's an issue dear to
your heart because I saw the bills that you did try to get passed
last session, in the regular session. And it's already a crime to
torture livestock, to torture animals. Cruelty to animals-- that's a
class-A misdemeanor. We even prohibit legally, in this state, the
dismemberment of a corpse; and so I would urge this panel to
think very strongly in favor of protec ng any living thing that can
feel pain and protect them from that pain. Thank you.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Thank you. Chair now calls Margaret
Barclay, represen ng herself, tes fying against the bill. Good
evening.

Margaret Barclay: Good evening. Thank you very much. Thank
you, Chair and commi ee, for allowing me to tes fy. My name is
Margaret Barclay and I'm a cons tuent of Wayne Smith, and I'm
here to testify against these bills.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Miss, can you s ck to HB-- the bill that
we're on right now, HB60, please? Thank you.

Margaret Barclay: Okay, okay. I had a pregnancy scare a few
years ago. I was alone in the ER with abdominal pain when I was
told I was pregnant. I knew this was unlikely because of timing and



the fact that we had used two forms of birth control and we'd done
everything right. But I knew that it was possible; things happen. I
was lucky. It ended up being a false posi ve. But those ninety
minutes were some of the worst in my life; probably even worse
than learning I had cancer. I knew I'd be a horrible mother. To this
day I don't know what I would've chosen to do, but I do know that I
was comforted in knowing that I had a choice. No one can force me
to carry a child to term. I can't imagine the added fear of knowing I
had no alternatives.

What this bill aims to do is remove the choice to obtain a safe
abor on for millions of this state's women, par cularly the
poorest and the most rural among us. It will not eliminate
abor on, it will return abor on to unsanitary back-alleys; and I
refuse to stand silently by and allow you to remove the comfort of
choice from me, my sister, my niece, and all the young girls who
don't even know yet what an abor on is. Even the most devoutly
pro-life women should be allowed to have the choice to choose
life based on her convic ons rather than the government forcing
her to submit her body to the rigors of pregnancy and labor.

I don't like abor on. I don't know anybody who does. But the
way to eliminate abor on is to eliminate unwanted concep on:
comprehensive sex educa on, easy access to reliable,
inexpensive birth control. Forcing women to endure an
unreasonable, financial and emo onal burden to receive a
perfectly legal medical procedure, under the spurious guise of
protec ng her health, which should be up to her and her doctor
anyway, is not only extremely unfair, it is offensive. Thank you.
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[Uniden fied Voice]:  The Chair will now call Kathleen Avere ,
representing herself, testifying against the bill. Good evening.

Kathleen Averett: Good evening, my name is Kathleen Avere .
I'm here today to state my opposi on to House Bill 60. I'm a
constituent of Representative Eddie Rodriguez, here in Austin, and
I'm also a-- hold a Master of Divinity degree from Harvard
University from 2008. I'm here represen ng myself. I just wanted
to state that I oppose this legisla on because I agree with the
experts who have stated that regula ons like those that HB60
would require do not support women's health, and, in fact, that
they are bad for women's health policy; and that the bill would
place onerous requirements on health centers that provide safe
and perfectly legal abor ons, and that it does nothing to improve
the health and safety of women.

I'm concerned that this bill would par cularly increase the
burden on women who don't live in the major ci es in Texas, who
would have much further to travel and have to take much more

me off of work, and it would just be a much bigger financial
burden to travel to these major ci es, and, and it would not add
anything to their-- to their experience, it would not improve their

http://youtu.be/-x1ghQCwgsg


health or their safety, it would have no positive effect on, on these
women's health, and it's not medically necessary.

I had an older family friend say to me once that women my age
don't-- we don't have any idea what it was like before Roe v. Wade,
that we just can't conceptualize it; and I think that she was right,
and I think that I would-I would ask you to keep it that way. I think
that I don't want to know what it's like to personally, or to have my
friends, family, loved ones, experience having an unwanted
pregnancy, or a wanted pregnancy that for some reason they feel
they can't carry to term, and to feel that they do not have any
op ons or that the op ons are prohibi vely expensive, or just
downright dangerous.

I don't want to know what it's like to lose a friend to an unsafe
abor on procedure, and I don't think, given that the Cons tu on
protects this legal procedure, that, that women my age should
know what it was like to live in the me before Roe v. Wade. I've
been here since one o'clock this a ernoon because I wanted to
make sure that I could give my tes mony to you. I think this is an
incredibly important issue for me, for my family, and for all Texas
women, and so I thank you for this me and just urge you to
oppose this bill. Thank you.

[Unidentified Voice]: Thank you, ma'am. Any questions?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Mr.-- no, no ques ons for her. Mr. Chairman,
would you announce to the folks in the overflow room that you'll
allow them me-- you'll call their name and allow them me,
because I think I've go en some messages that there's some
confusion and--



[Unidentified Voice]: Yes, ma'am.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay, thank you.

[Unidentified Voice]: Yes; yeah. Just to be clear, Representative
Farrar has asked that if somebody is in the overflow room, if we
call you and you don't come up right away, we'll make sure that
you come and talk to the clerk and we'll call you up as the next
witness. Thank you.

[Unintelligible ques on from the gallery. ] I'm sorry, sir. Sir, I'm
sorry, I can't have you tes fy from the audience like that. I, I
understand. We, we are le ng the-- we will let the, the people
know in advance-- yeah, we'll make another announcement. Yes,
yes. Yes; yes, ma'am, I understand.

John Abramowitz? I'm sorry if I screwed your name up, I
apologize. Representing yourself, testifying against the bill? Again,
if you're in the overflow room, please come up, but we're showing
him not tes fying, and against the bill. Next witness: Susan
Albers, representing herself, testifying against the bill.

Susan Albers: Good evening. My name is Susan Albers. I'm here
represen ng myself and my daughter in firm opposi on to this
bill. I'd like to just follow up on a discussion that was had earlier
with the OB/GYN, who was talking about, if we do close these
facili es that people will go online, YouTube or whatnot, and
figure out how to do it on their own. I conducted a li le
experiment before I came. I Googled "RU-486" and "online
pharmacies". And I got 409,000 results.

So I picked one of them and went through the process, and



found--I did everything short of pu ng my MasterCard number in--
but I found that for 90 euros that I could get delivered to my door,
postage included, a full abor on kit. So I think we have to ask
ourselves is this bill really going to accomplish what we say it
should accomplish? And if we pull the rug out from under these
facili es, is it not very likely that these online pharmacies are
going to become very a rac ve to desperate people? And what
then? Will these women have any medical care at all? They won't
have any screening. They won't have any back-up. If they do begin
to bleed a er, a er self-help, and are lucky enough to make it to
an emergency room, will they be reluctant to talk about what pill
they took? So I think that this bill is shortsighted, I think that it's
irresponsible, and I think that it's mean-spirited; and I encourage
you to vote against it. Thank you very much.

[Unidentified Voice]: Thank you. Is there any ques on? No? The
Chair will now call John Abramowitz again, represen ng himself,
tes fying against the bill. I apologize if I screwed your name up
there, John.

John Abramowitz: Nobody can say it or spell it.

[Unidentified Voice]: Okay.

John Abramowitz: Quite all right.

[Unidentified Voice]: Well, I couldn't say it and I'm pre y sure I
can't spell it, so...

John Abramowitz: My name is John Abramowitz. When I can find
work I'm an a orney, so if I accidentally call any of you 'Your
Honor' as opposed to 'Representa ve' or 'Mister or Madame



Legislator', I apologize. And I'm here tes fying-- first of all, I'm
represented by Ellio  Naishtat-Representa ve Naishtat-- and
also, I believe, Senator Watson, unless something's changed. And
I'm here tes fying in opposi on to HB60 and I'd-- I'm going to keep
my remarks very brief, and limited specifically to the bill's impact
on me.

And the ini al reac on, I'm sure, is, "Well, what impact on
you?" Because-spoiler alert: I've never had an abor on. [laughter]
And I don't think it's very likely that I'm ever gonna need one. But
the only thing I know about economics-- and it really is the only
thing-- is a thing called "opportunity cost'," and that means that
the me/money/energy/effort that you spend doing one thing is

me/money/energy/effort that you can't spend doing another
thing. And I men oned earlier that I'm an a orney when I can find
work, which is not, frankly, all that o en. I have a couple of
lawyers that I work for who give me all the work they can, but their
prac ces are strained too. And so, what I'd like to know is why
we're spending me doing this instead of taking ac on to create
more jobs for myself and other Millennials like me, who, as I'm
sure you know from the newspapers, have a much higher
unemployment rate than the general average.

I've heard a lot of talk here about pain, and I would like to know
why it is that the pain-- if in fact that's true; there's scien fic
evidence to the contrary-- of somebody who isn't born yet is more
important than the pain I feel when I have to ask my parents to
help me pay the rent every-- or not every month, but some
months, and know that I'm preven ng them from re ring as soon
as they-- or my father from re ring as soon as he might otherwise;
or when I have to tell my girlfriend's mother that no, I'm not in a



posi on to marry her yet, because I can't afford to. As a thirty-
year-old man in the prime of his life, that's a very embarrassing
and painful set of circumstances for me to be in, and I'm having
the prime of my life stolen from me and I feel like, frankly, the
people in power in this state don't care. And I want to know why
this bill, which would actually not be pro-life at all, as others have
pointed out, deserves a special session of this body, while the
posi on that myself and so many other Millennials are in does
not. And that's all.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Thank you, sir. Any ques ons? No? Chair
will now call Laura Allen, represen ng herself, tes fying against
the bill. You're not what? Okay. Laura Allen? We're gonna show
Miss Allen not tes fying, but her posi on is against the bill. The
next-- Chair will call Stephen Arceri, represen ng himself,
tes fying against the bill. Is Stephen here? We'll show him not
testifying--A-R-C-E-R-I. We'll show him testifying-- not testifying, but
against the bill. Are you Stephen? Okay.

Stephen Arceri: Good evening. In fact, I've prepared a
statement; I'll try and make it fast.

[Unidentified Voice]: Great.

Stephen Arceri: [exhales] Um--

[Unidentified Voice]: We can't tell-- we're not able to smell your
breath from here.

Stephen Arceri: I just ran from the other room, excuse me.
Thank you, Chair and commi ee, for hearing my tes mony today.
My name is Stephen Arceri and I'm a cons tuent of



Representa ve Ellio  Naishtat, vice-chair of the public health
commi ee. I'm a twenty-year resident of Aus n, civic-minded
registered voter, of sound mind and good moral character, and I'm
here to tes fy against these bills, because I have a mother, a
stepmother--

[Unidentified Voice]: Stephen?

Stephen Arceri: Can you hear me?

[Unidentified Voice]: Yeah, I can, but let's just talk about HB60
right now, okay?

Stephen Arceri: Oh, right, sure. Yeah, I'm here to register my
opposition to HB 60 and um, but I'm here because I have a mother,
a stepmother, two aunts, a godmother, three sisters, two sisters-
in-law, two step-sisters, six nieces, two great-nieces and many
dear friends and colleagues who are women. I'm here to demand
all families in Texas have access to women's clinics within their
own communi es and not 20, 50 or 100 miles away, because
women's clinics exist to meet the persistent and growing need for
basic care all over Texas, especially of women and families
marginalized in an industrial health system driven by profit and
designed to control women's bodies on the part of doctors,
scientists and politicians who are mostly men.

The women served by the clinics that are threatened with
closure by HB60 are not, as some ideologues fantasize, a faceless
horde of welfare recipients, illegal immigrants, sex workers and
pregnant teenagers. In fact, these women are your own neighbors
and associates, the people you see in your everyday life. Of the
women you know, how many do you think have ever visited a



women's clinic? How many women's clinics are there opera ng in
your city or county, per capita? Considering the strained funding
for these clinics, how could they exist at all if there was no need
for them?

Due to the deplorable lack of basic care for women and their
families under the industrial health system, community-based
women's clinics remain the only safe, accessible and affordable
op on for basic reproduc ve care to the growing number of poor
and/or uninsured women in Texas. Women's clinics provide vital
services such as tests, examina ons, prescrip ons, referrals,
procedures, contracep on, counseling and support, services
which must be provided on a consistent basis in order to maintain
the public standard of health provided for in chapter 31 of the
Texas Health and Safety Code, and thus to preserve life, which is
in the interests of the state. But life is not really defined by its
beginning and end, but also by its quality throughout its duration.

Abor on must remain legal in all 50 states of the union. If a
state forces abor on underground, that state will unfairly shi  its
own social burden to neighboring territories, to unaccountable
prac oners, or else to emergency rooms, morgues and
crematoriums, filled with s llbirths and mothers dead from
complications or botched attempts to terminate pregnancies.

[Unidentified Voice]: Stephen, can I get you to finish up, please,
sir?

Stephen Arceri: Yes, sir. In Planned Parenthood of Southeastern
Pennsylvania v. Casey, 1992, United States Supreme Court jus ces
O'Connor, Kennedy and Souter determined that "An undue burden
exists, and therefore a provision of law is invalid, if its purpose or



effect is to place substan al obstacles in the path of a woman
seeking an abortion before the fetus attains viability".

[Unidentified Voice]: [Crosstalk.] Stephen. Stephen.

Stephen Arceri: Yes, sir. I'm done.

[Unidentified Voice]: Thank you.

Stephen Arceri: I just wanted to finish the quote.

[Unidentified Voice]: Thank you. I appreciate it. Any questions?

Stephen Arceri: Thank you for your me. Any ques ons? Okay,
thank you.

[Unidentified Voice]: I'm patient, but not that patient. Chair will
now call Laura Allen, represen ng herself, tes fying against the
bill. I'll be nicer to you.

Laura Allen: Good evening, commi eemen and women. My
name is Laura Allen, and I'm a cons tuent of Jimmie Don Aycock's.
Since Roe v. Wade we've had a cons tu onally-protected right to
abor on. They have been performed safely for over forty years,
which is why I'm having trouble understanding the necessity of
these additional burdens on health clinics.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Miss Allen? I don't mean to interrupt you
real quick--

Laura Allen: Yes? Yes, sir.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  --but could you tell me your posi on on



the bill, please?

Laura Allen: Oh, I'm sorry. My posi on is, I'm against. I'm against
the bill. And it seems to be an effort to make it more difficult to
practice a constitutionally-protected procedure.

Personally, my college-educated sister, she married a-- what
we thought was a nice man, who turned out to drink too much and
beat her and cut up her clothes, would hold a knife to her throat
un l he passed out. We were finally able to extricate her from
that situa on; we took her out of state, got an emergency
restraining order-- it's not easy.

She took on all the debt. She found out she was pregnant shortly
a er she le . She had all the debt, she-- had she had that baby,
she would have had to be in contact with this man who had
terrorized her, and I have no doubt in my mind that there's a good
chance neither her nor the baby would be alive, had she had that
baby. She now-she thankfully had an abor on-she is a successful--
married to a wonderful man, with a beau ful child now, and she's
at the top of her profession.

I thank God every day for my sister, and for her right to know and
understand what was right for her. You need to trust women to
understand their choices in life, and government doesn't need to
be Big Brother in this decision. So, I just would ask you to trust us:
women. Thank you.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Thank you, Miss Allen. Is there any
ques ons? Thank you for being here tonight. I appreciate it. Chair
will now call Lisa Arronge, represen ng hers-- Arronge? I hope I
didn't screw that up totally, sorry-- represen ng herself, tes fying



against the bill. Is Lisa here? We'll show her not tes fying, but
against the bill.
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[Uniden fied Voice]:  Gimme a second here... we already got
John?

Clerk: Yeah.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Okay. Alison-- oh gosh... Au-- Au--
Aureardia? A-U-W-E-R-D-A? Representing herself, testifying against
the bill. Alison here? All right, we'll show her "not here, tes fying
against the bill-- not tes fying, against the bill". Okay, the Chair
now calls Anne Marie Beard, represen ng herself, tes fying
against the bill. Is Anne Marie here? We will show that she did not
tes fy, but is against the bill. Next the Chair will call Michelle
Benavides, represen ng herself, tes fying against the bill. Are
you Michelle?

Michelle Benavides: Yes.

[Unidentified Voice]: All right, we got a winner. How are you this
evening?

Michelle Benavides: Very nervous.

http://youtu.be/B6PJ8r6uQnI


[Unidentified Voice]: Great. Thank you.

Michelle Benavides: My name is-- hello, good evening, my name
is Michelle Benavides and I'm a cons tuent in Representa ve
Donna Howard's district. They told us not to talk if we had already
heard everything we were going to say. I had something to say: the
lovely Representa ve lady who explained the bill didn't put any
provisions in there for mental health.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Michelle, can you do me a favor and tell
me your position on the bill?

Michelle Benavides: I am against the bill. My apologies, sir.

[Unidentified Voice]: Thank you. Thank you, Michelle.

Michelle Benavides: In 2012, I found myself pregnant. I have a
college degree from TCU, I was 32 years old and I have bipolar
disorder. I can only work part- me, because of my illness; my
boyfriend had been looking for work for six months and had a 14-
year-old daughter that he was sole custodian of; he has sole
custody of her and has raised her alone.

I chose to have an abor on because I didn't have a lot of
op ons. I met with my psychiatrist and my therapist; I was eight
weeks pregnant and I would not be able to con nue most of my
medica on, which would cause me to either become so
depressed I commi ed suicide or I became manic and have
hallucinations, and have tried to hurt myself in manic states.

If I did manage to survive the pregnancy, I have a 77% more
chance of suffering from postpartum psychosis. Not depression;



psychosis. If I had lived through that, I would have then had a child
who, like my dad and my aunts and uncles, lived with a mother
with bipolar disorder. My grandmother would take to her bed for
weeks at a me and would have to be sedated by my aunt, who is
a public health nurse, when she would get so manic she'd start
cu ng up the kids' clothes. My grandma was a good woman but
was sick, and I couldn't do that to a child.

If I didn't make it through the postpartum psychosis, I would
leave my boyfriend with a baby, a 15-year-old daughter and a
devastated family. I don't regret my decision and I feel no guilt. I
made the best choice I had. I have a mental illness-- an illness
that already comes with a s gma. I have had co-workers not
speak to me once they found out, and I have lost my job at various
places because of it. I work hard for what I do, but I have
limita ons, and the fact that this bill makes no provision for
mental health is wrong.

I understand that the physical health of a woman is important,
but saying that a pregnant woman's emo ons are all over the
place therefore their mental health shouldn't count is wrong.
Mental illness is real, and it kills people. It kills pregnant women
who commit suicide. It takes mothers from their children, and
postpartum depression and psychosis in horrific, horrible cases
takes the children from the parents when the mother goes crazy
and drowns her five children or kills her children because she
doesn't know what else to do.

This bill is not taking into account the mental health of women.
People with mental illness suffer from enough s gma without
having to go through a pregnancy that's going to devastate them



and their mental health. I work hard for my health: I take my
medicine daily, I see my therapist monthly, and I see my
psychiatrist every three months. I exercise, I eat well-- thank you
for your time.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Thank you, Michelle. Yes, go ahead,
Representative Farrar, please.

Michelle Benavides: Am I good?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: No, I-- we've got some ques ons, if you don't
mind. First of all, thank you for sharing something that's just so
personal.

[Unidentified Voice]: Times two.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Times two. And, well, my-- I've worked on
legisla on dealing with postpartum depression and psychosis, so
thank you for bringing that up. Could you-- [Sound fails
temporarily.] I guess something that we haven't spoken about is
the psychotropic drugs that, that people take. Could you speak to
that a bit? I didn't hear-- what is your condition, if you don't mind?

Michelle Benavides: I have bipolar disorder 1--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay.

Michelle Benavides: --and general anxiety, but the bipolar 1 is
what I take medica on for. I take, the two main drugs I take are
Lamictal and Trileptal. They're both an -seizure medica ons.
Research has shown that they will, by 10 weeks in, start to under-
develop the baby's brain. The babies are born addicted to the



drugs; the mothers have to go off of them star ng at eight weeks.
It also can be passed along in the breast milk, like most drugs can,
and so women who take these drugs have to go off of them for
their pregnancy. And that's very scary.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Yeah; I don't think we've contemplated that.

Michelle Benavides: You usually don't.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Yeah, and that's why we shouldn't be
prac cing medicine in my frank opinion-- [Applause from the
gallery.] So anyway [unintelligible] my colleagues--

[Unidentified Voice]: Ladies and gentlemen, we have people on
both sides of this issue, and I'm asking respec ully if we can honor
what the Chairman laid out, which is that-- shows of one side or
the other, I would certainly appreciate you doing that as we
con nue this hearing. We have 238 other people that want to
come and give their testimony tonight.

[Unidentified Voice]: On this bill alone.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  On this bill alone, so thank you.
Representative Menéndez, do you have a question?

Rep. José Menéndez: Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to-- I heard
something; I was, I was in the back room and I heard you say
something at the beginning that concerned me, and I think the gist
of what I heard you say was that you heard earlier that you
shouldn't testify if something had already been said.

Michelle Benavides: Yes.



Rep. José Menéndez: But, hold on, here's what I-- my comment
is, for you and for everyone else in this room or the overflow room
or wherever they meet: you have a right to have your voice heard.
And many of you have spent me and energy and your money to
be here and you-- this is a public mee ng and no one has the right
to stop you, so thank you for being here and I want everyone who
feels like they need to have their voice heard to have the same
confidence and articulation that you had tonight. Thank you.

[Unidentified Voice]: Thank you for being here.

Michelle Benavides: Thank you very much for y'all's me; have a
good night.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  You bet. The Chair now calls Anne Marie
Beard, represen ng herself, tes fying against the bill. Good
evening.

Anne Marie Beard: Good evening. Again, my name is Anne Marie
Beard and I'm a cons tuent of Gonzalez and I am speaking in
opposi on to HB60. I'm a fi h-genera on Aus nite; a many-
genera on Texan. I'm a Chris an. And for me, personally, I would
never have an abor on. And also for me, personally, I have never
been in a position to have to make that decision.

I am 34 years old and I am happy to say that I am six years sober
from alcoholism. [voice breaks] Excuse me. When I was a young
women a ending UT, I don't know how many men I slept with, and
I say that without shame because I was raised in a society here in
Aus n that celebrates partying and living the good life and, no
ma er what happens, it's always the woman's fault. I can't tell
you the number of mes that I have been called a pros tute



because I showed cleavage, or grabbed by a drunk frat boy who,
when told I didn't want his attentions, called me a fat bitch.

The atmosphere of hatred towards women-- both subtle and
not so subtle-- is very strong in this state. If, during the ages of 19
and 27 years old when I was ac vely drinking, I had become
pregnant, I would not have known who the father was. I was not
mentally well; I was not financially stable. I was-- there is no way,
no way-- that I could have had a child.

And again, I personally don't support abor on. But there are
millions of women who find themselves, as you have heard, in
dras c, desperate situa ons. And, as we all know, a woman
determined will not be deterred. She is like a dog with a bone, and
if her only choice is to have an abor on she will do so, even if it is
with a coat-hanger.

My grandmother told me a story about, in 1930's Texas, her
neighbor being so poor that she asked to borrow a condom,
because the one that she and her husband were rinsing out and
reusing had finally broken. I hate to think that my grandmother's
need to educate her neighbor is what we're going back to; that we
are reversing the hands of time and telling women that it is still all
their fault, and that they don't have the choice to make the right
decision for themselves. Thank you.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Thank you, ma'am. Any ques ons? The
Chair will now call Karen Birkner, represen ng herself, tes fying
against the bill. Is Karen here? We'll show Karen not testifying, but
against the bill. Our, our, our laptop's not working as quick as we'd
like. The Chair now calls Lisa Blackwell, represen ng herself,
tes fying against the bill. Lisa? Lisa here? We'll show Lisa not



tes fying, but against the bill. The Chair will now call Lora
Blackwell, represen ng herself, tes fying against the bill. Lora
here? Okay, we'll show Lora not tes fying but against the bill.
Linda Brooks: the Chair will now call Linda Brooks, represen ng
herself, tes fying against the bill. Is Linda here? No? Okay, we'll
show that she did not tes fy, and she's against the bill. The Chair
will now call Mary Brown, represen ng herself, tes fying against
the bill. Hi. Good evening.

Mary Brown: Hi, I'm here. It's great.

[Unidentified Voice]: Good.

Mary Brown: Hi, my name is Mary Brown. I'm a cons tuent of
Representa ve Myra Crownover in District 64 in Denton, Texas,
and I'm here to tes fy against this bill, HB60. I represent myself
and I represent some Texas women.

This bill provides a great deal of ques ons: prac cality
ques ons and cons tu onal ques ons. The cons tu onal
ques ons are already asked and answered; this bill is
uncons tu onal. Roe v. Wade and Planned Parenthood v. Casey
protect a woman's right to abor on up un l the 24th week. This
week mark-- this week mark is determined by viability, defined as
a 50% survival rate outside of the womb. This week mark is when
the state's compelling interest in the pregnancy becomes valid.
This bill violates the holding of the court in both of these cases
and provides a very unclear question on the practical side as well.

A provision in the bill states that the fetus be aborted to
provide, to quote the bill, "the best possibility for the unborn child
to survive", which means the normal abor on procedures cannot



be performed. A woman must be violated further than usual to
acco-- accommodate the complete removable-- sorry, the
complete removal of the roughly 11-ounce fetus that is about six
inches long. I can't help but wonder what is the plan when a 20-
week fetus is pulled out and it doesn't survive for more than a few
hours.

You've put the woman and the a ending physicians through a
really unnecessary procedure; one that isn't necessarily pro-life
at all. The bill on its face is uncons tu onal and is an undue
burden on Texas women. In conclusion, the bill is trea ng the
symptoms and not the cause. Expand Medicaid, pay our social
workers more, increase the minimum wage and fully fund public
educa on. Ins tute universal pre-school and state-funded
childcare system so that working women feel like they can have
that child. Let's make comprehensive sex-ed, with medically
sound and accurate informa on, the norm in public schools. Let's
treat the cause and not the symptoms, and if I can wrap up with
my own, I guess, personal set of Bible quotes: the Bible has seven
passages about how much God hates figs. It has no passages
specifically saying that abortion is not okay. Thank you.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Thank you. The Chair will now call Lisa
Blackwell, represen ng herself, tes fying against the bill. Good
evening.

Lisa Blackwell: Hi. Mr. Chairman, representa ves, thank you for
the opportunity to speak to you today. My name is Lisa Blackwell
and I'm here to tes fy against House Bill 60. I'm speaking only on
my own behalf, and I'm a cons tuent of Representa ve Dawnna
Dukes. I'm a public health graduate and I'm passionate about



protec ng the right to equal and affordable healthcare access for
all Texans.

140,000 women lost access to healthcare due to the ac on of
our prior legislature. The Affordable Care Act would provide
healthcare coverage for these women; however, as you know,
Texas has chosen not to expand Medicaid to these women. As
such, Texas has made it difficult and even impossible for many
women to obtain birth control or to make decisions about her
reproductive health.

Now, as David Dewhurst tweeted yesterday, House Bill 60 and
its companion bill, Senate Bill 5, seek to make it impossible for
many women to obtain an abor on. As this tweet pointed out,
House Bill 60 and Senate Bill 5 would close 37 of the exis ng 42
clinics, leaving only five open. This bill also doesn't grandfather
exis ng clinics and the cost of upgrading to an Ambulatory
Surgical Center is approximately $300 per square feet.

The majority of these regula ons do not impact pa ent care
and, as you may be aware, vasectomies do not require an
Ambulatory Surgical Center. I believe for these-- this reason that
these bills are over-reaching and burdensome to the providers.

I'd like to ta-- share with you a story of a friend of mine. My
friend became pregnant while a ending a Chris an high school
that had no sex-ed but there was the expecta on that students
who engaged in sexual activity would be kicked out of school.

As she was a senior, she was, thankfully, able to access an
abor on before anyone realized that she had become pregnant.
She graduated high school and then went on to a end UT. She



graduated from the University of Texas, and then went on to
graduate school. She recently told me that she has never
regre ed having an abor on, and she does not believe that she
would have had any chance of gradua ng college, much less
graduate school, if she'd had a baby at 18. Further, she believes
that her child would have been part of the 47% of children in Texas
that are on CHIP and Medicaid.

I hope and plan that I would never have an abor on; however, if
I were, at this point it would most likely be because something
had gone horribly wrong with a planned pregnancy. I would hate
to be forced to give birth to a child who was unable to survive, and
for that reason I would like to ask you to vote against House Bill
60. Thank you for your time.
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[Uniden fied Voice]:  That's okay. We're good, we're good.
Thank you-- thank you for being here. Chair will now call Lora
Blackwell, represen ng herself, tes fying against the bill. Good
evening.

Lora Blackwell: Good evening. My name is Lora Blackwell, and
I'm here to represent myself and to encourage the
Representatives to vote against this bill. I'm a college student.

[Unidentified Voice]: So your position is against the bill.

Lora Blackwell: My position is against the bill, that's right.

[Unidentified Voice]: Thank you.

Lora Blackwell: I'm a college student. I'm broke. I'm fortunate
enough to live in Aus n where I had access to a Planned
Parenthood clinic for simple things from STD tests to my first
women's health exam, and shu ng down a single Planned
Parenthood facility would be incredibly wrong. Thank you.

[Unidentified Voice]: Thank you. Any ques ons? No? Thank you,

http://youtu.be/TLp6epX6Zbs


Lora. Chair will now call Andy Brown, represen ng himself,
tes fying against the bill. Is Andy here? If not, we'll show Andy not
here, not testifying, but against the bill.

Okay. Chairman will call Aimee Arrambide? Represen ng
herself, tes fying against the bill. Aimee here? No. Okay, we'll
show her not tes fying but against the bill. Chair will now call
Nigel Atkinson, represen ng himself, tes fying against the bill. Is
Nigel here? We'll show him not tes fying but against the bill. The
Chair will now call Kyleen Wright, represen ng Texas for Life and
herself, testifying for the bill. Is Kyleen here, please?

[Unidentified Voice]: [unintelligible]

[Unidentified Voice]: She coming here?

Rep. Byron Cook: Well, I think she's in the overflow. We'll get her
up here the next, the next me around. We'll show Kyleen not
tes fying at this me, but for the bill. Chair will now call Benjamin
Wetmore, represen ng himself, tes fying for the bill. Is Benjamin
here? The Chair will show Representa ve Turner is now here.
Welcome.

Rep. Sylvester Turner: Thank you, sir.

[Unidentified Voice]: Benjamin?

Benjamin Wetmore: Thank you very much. My name is Benjamin
Wetmore. I represent myself. I live in Kyle, and I support HB60.I
have two handouts.

[Unidentified Voice]: Give them to the clerk. That's fine. Yes, all



right, go ahead.

Benjamin Wetmore: Thank you, sir. I'm also the father of two
li le girls. Both were unplanned pregnancies. I'm here today
primarily today to talk about fetal pain. A lot of the discussion
today I think has talked about the issue in very anecdotal terms,
but the studies have shown that fetal pain can be-- the variance
between what weeks a fetus can feel pain is as low as 4 and as
high as 24 weeks, and other studies have come in at 6, 16, or 20
weeks.

[Unidentified Voice]: Benjamin, I just want to interrupt you real
quick.

Benjamin Wetmore: Yes, sir.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  This bill, HB60, includes a lot of different
things; this is the only bill we're talking about right now.

Benjamin Wetmore: Right.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  I just want to make sure you're tes fying
on HB60.

Benjamin Wetmore: Yes, sir.

[Unidentified Voice]: Okay, thank you.

Benjamin Wetmore: But the weeks at which a fetus can feel
pain vary by what study you look at. And I believe that's easily
researchable; that's easily discoverable. And the people who say
that the fetus doesn't have pain, the scien sts, their claim is that



because there's an emo onal component to pain that a fetus
can't feel it, even though physiologically they should be able to
feel it; it's an emo onal response. Because as adults, you know,
we're used to what normalcy is like, and we feel pain because of
emotional factors.

And so what I want to talk to you about today is my oldest
daughter, who's 21 months old. Her name's Adele, and one of the
pictures I handed out was actually an ultrasound of her at 20
weeks. And, you know, some people claim that it's a blob of cells,
some people claim that it's, it's, it's nothing significant inside the
child --inside the mother, the child, but what we used to do-- and
there's a school of thought that says you should talk to your
unborn baby and that you should sing to them so they recognize
your voice when, when they're born. And we used to sing to her
quite a bit. And when we went to the ultrasound at 20 weeks,
which is the photo I provided, we started singing to her in order to
get her to wake up. And in this photo, I think you can see-- I hope
you can see-- you know, Adele smiling when she heard our voice.

And so I think that it's easy to say, based on 40-year-old court
cases and 40-year-old technology, that a fetus can't feel pain. You
know, the first heart transplant was in 1967.You know, a lot has
changed since then. The neonatology has changed; the science
has changed. We know more about an unborn child than we ever
did before. We can do surgery on an unborn child, whereas that
was unheard of 40 years ago. Things have changed, and they've
changed for the be er because we can now see the child in the
womb and we can see-- and we have the technology to help them.
And this bill -this bill can help children, because it can at least
recognize the pain and suffering that these very vulnerable



unborn children are going through.

This doesn't have to be at odds with everyone's, you know,
personal histories and everything that everybody's brought to the
table today which, you know, is very compelling and very
important, and I don't want to take away from any of the
experiences people have had, but those unborn children are
having an experience as well and those unborn children are
feeling pain.And I think that if you look at the technology, if you
look at the studies, and if you look at the anecdotes, you can see
that an unborn child can feel pain; and that part of HB60 is very
important. Thank you.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Thank you, Benjamin; appreciate you
being here tonight. All right, the Chair will now call Aimee
Arrambide, represen ng herself, tes fying against the bill. And
Aimee, I'm sorry I screwed your last name up there.

Aimee Arrambide: That's Okay. Can you hear me?

[Unidentified Voice]: I can. Go ahead.

Aimee Arrambide: Okay. Thank you, Chair and commi ee
members, for allowing me to tes fy. I live in House District 121,
and I'm a cons tuent of Chairman Straus. My name is Aimee
Arrambide, and I want to speak about abor on providers,
because I believe there's a misconcep on that abor on providers
are mo vated by money and their own poli cal agenda. I'm
against this bill.

[Unidentified Voice]: Okay, thank you.



Aimee Arrambide: My father, George, Dr. George Arrambide,
was an abor on provider. He was born in Chicago to a single
Mexican immigrant woman who worked three jobs at a cannery
during the Depression to provide for her three children. My father
put himself through college and then medical school and started
off his career as an anesthesiologist. A er a 20-year career as an
anesthesiologist, he went through residency again and became
an obstetrician/gynecologist in the early '70s.In addi on to his
full- me OB/GYN prac ce, he began performing abor ons in the
mid-'70s, shortly a er Roe v. Wade, in San Antonio, and he
traveled once a week to provide reproduc ve healthcare and
abortions at a clinic in Laredo.

Growing up, I knew my father was a doctor and I-- and delivered
babies, but I didn't understand the extent of his profession un l
one day when I was in the fi h grade. A fellow student and her
parents told me that my father killed babies for a living, and I was
aghast. I knew he delivered babies-- he delivered me-- but I didn't
understand what they were talking about. So I went home and I
confronted my parents, at which me they explained to me what
an abor on was. I didn't really understand, so my father
explained that while keeping a baby or pu ng up a baby for
adop on were op ons many girls and women chose, some mes
that was not truly an op on. Many of his pa ents were really
young or didn't have the means to provide for a child, and that
being pregnant could end many of the opportuni es that could
better a woman's life, like getting an education.

I s ll didn't really understand, so my father decided to take me
to the clinic in Laredo to give me an idea of the women he helped
each week. We drove for hours to Laredo because he was the only



provider for a hundred of mi-- hundreds of miles, and he went
there once a week. The wai ng room was filled with girls and
women from all over Texas, of all different ages: girls that had no
other op ons for reproduc ve healthcare except this one clinic,
within a hundred-- hundreds of miles. The girls were as young as I
was, which was around 12 or 11, and some were older, some were
younger, and I could tell they did not grow up with many means.
A er this trip to Laredo, I realized that my father was a hero. He
helped women and girls that had nowhere else to go and who
didn't have many op ons. He provided healthcare, health
services, and an option that can help make their life better.

The first year I lived in Aus n, I got harassing phone calls from a
gentleman looking for Dr. Arrambide's son. When my roommate
told him that Dr. Arrambide's daughter lived there and not his son,
he demanded to speak to me. He said that he worked with my
father and owed him money. He needed his home address so that
he could send a check. When I told my father that my fa-- when I
told him that my father had worked at the same address for 20
years, he could send it there, and when I asked him for his contact
informa on he refused. That was when I realized just how
dangerous my father's job was. Contrary to what some witnesses--

[Unidentified Voice]: Aimee, can I get you to wrap up--

Aimee Arrambide: Sure.

[Unidentified Voice]: --quickly, please? Thank you.

Aimee Arrambide: So, contrary to what people might say about
abor on providers, my father really believed in women, women's
choices, and he supported them. He wore a Kevlar vest to work;



he was harassed, he got harassing phone calls and threatened
every day, which is why we lived in gated communi es. And I think
all abortion providers and all advocates are heroes. Thank you.

[Unidentified Voice]: Yes, ma'am. Thank you. Ready?

[Unidentified Voice]: Uh-huh. Which one is it? [unintelligible]

Rep. Helen Giddings: The Chair calls Nigel Atkinson,
representing himself, and his position is against the bill.

Nigel Atkinson: I believe this bill--

Rep. Helen Giddings: Sir, would you-- could I ask you to please
start with your name?

Nigel Atkinson: Oh, my name is Nigel Atkinson, and I'm here to
speak against HB60.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Yes, sir.

Nigel Atkinson: Okay? I believe that this bill represents an
a empt to impose other people's religious beliefs on the en re
popula on of Texas, and that the government should not be
involved in this type of manipula on of the, of the healthcare. I
have three daughters, and so it concerns me greatly that this bill
is rolling back the civil rights of my daughters and other women
and that it will produce long-las ng damage to the quality of their
life and other citizens in Texas.

I had always assumed for my daughters that as me went on,
their freedoms would increase and that they would have-- things



would keep improving for them, and this greatly worries me that
I'm going to be watching a reversal of this process. I want to state
that I believe that healthcare should be based on science and not
based on religion, and I think that the poli cians are using this
issue in a cynical way to garnish support from conser--
conserva ve special interest groups, and it is not being put
forward in a good-faith effort with the best interests of the citizens
of Texas.

It seems that there's an agenda in the legislature to reduce sex
educa on and to reduce funding for all aspects of women's
health. Planned Parenthood seems to be o en targeted in this
a empt, and in doing so-- although this bill is talking about
specific topics-- in doing so, by a acking them, it reduces the
opportunity for sex educa on because it would probably end up
closing a number of clinics. Healthcare decisions should not be
legislated but should be based on science. Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you for your tes mony. Members,
any questions? The Chair calls Kyleen Wright, representing Texans
for Life, for the bill. Kyleen Wright? Okay, give me the next one.
Okay.

Kyleen Wright: My name is Kyleen Wright, and I represent
Texans for Life and myself, and I am for the bill. I have some
written information, some charts, that I think you'll find helpful--

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you.

Kyleen Wright: --regarding the 30-mile por on of the bill. But in
my experience as a pro-life ac vist, I have dealt with many
women who have been hurt by their abor ons and mistreated



and received a substandard care in the abor on clinics. I had--
you heard from one of our friends during the regular session who
was not even allowed to empty her bladder and had some serious
issues healing and, and since then. You heard about the young
lady who came to our office and was very-- that was a pro-- that is
a pro-choice advocate, but who was s ll very, very concerned
about the substandard care she received in her abortion clinic.

But what I probably didn't share with you is: while I was telling a
friend of mine about this, she began to crumple and tremble and
fall apart in my car as she told me, "That was my abor on doctor
and he molested me." I am red of hearing from my friends and
from my peers and co-workers since I was in my teens about their
substandard experience. This bill is about it bringing the standard
of care in abor on clinics up to the standard of care in other
clinics. We, we have legal abor on. I believe that Texas and most
of America wants it also to be safe for women and rarer, and this
bill will accomplish that.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
Members, do you have any ques ons of Ms. Wright? Thank you
very much--

Kyleen Wright: Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: --Ms. Wright. The Chair calls Kris  Sailors,
who is represen ng herself, and she's for the bill. We'll go on to
the next witness, please.

Clerk: We are going to show that she did not--

Rep. Helen Giddings: We are going to show that Ms. Sailors did



not testify.

Clerk: But is for the bill.

Rep. Helen Giddings: But is for the bill. The chair calls Carol Ann
Preston, represen ng herself, and she is for the bill. We will let
the record show that Carol Ann Preston did not tes fy, but she is
for the bill.
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Rep. Helen Giddings: The Chair calls Sheila Page, represen ng
herself and she's for the bill. Ms. Page, are you here?

Sheila Page: My name is Sheila Page. I want to tes fy on behalf
of myself in favor of House Bill 60. I wanted to tes fy and talk
about fetal pain. But first I just wanted to tell you that, just a er
listening to all the tes mony, it saddens me to see all the
beautiful young women here with hope and promise. They all have
futures that they're planning and they're all individuals and they
have beautiful hair and tattoos and nails and shoes and not one of
them can say that they look forward to the experience of being a
mother. Not one of them can tes fy to the joy, and just... probably
one of the profoundly rewarding experiences you could ever have
is being a mother and, and that's really sad; and I don't blame
those women, I blame perhaps the people who told them that lie
that being a mother is something to fear and dread.

And you've heard some of the facts about fetal pain; I know
there's a lot of research, and if you don't have that research I know
you'll get it and I really don't want to talk about all the facts of the
research because I think that it dehumanizes the situa on when
you speak about the science of pain. I think it's reprehensible

http://youtu.be/24YdzGNrFZw


really that we even have to talk about fetal pain, because I
wonder what we plan to do to those children that we have to even
think about whether or not they will have pain.

And I see people in pain all the me. I'm a D.O., and when we
speak of pain we don't really talk about synapses and pathways. I
treat people who have had pain for many years and I can tell you
that one man's discomfort is another man's agony. I can also say
that when we talk about pain, I cannot know the depth of pain
that any of you might feel at the loss of a loved one, and this is a
very human experience, and it does not have as much to do with
the synapses and pathways that we talk about when we talk of
the science of pain, it's a psychological experience, too. I can
assure you that if you walk into my office asking for help with your
pain, I will not ask you to provide scien fic proof that you have
pain first, I will help you. And so I really would like for you to
consider the humanity of this issue. We are not talking about
anything but human children. These are human beings.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you, Ms. Page. Would you please
wrap up?

Sheila Page: Okay. If you cannot relate to a fetus because it
seems to be a primi ve lifeform, perhaps you could relate to
something else that has a primi ve form, like a worm. And I can
tell you really quickly that I have seen a worm a acked by fire and
writhing in pain and agony, and if that-- if I can clearly see--

Rep. Helen Giddings: Audience, please!

Sheila Page: --that that worm is experiencing pain, then that--
then how much more a human life form, a developing human with



hands and feet--

Rep. Helen Giddings: Okay, I'm going to ask you to stop, because
you're over your three minutes.

Sheila Page: I understand; thank you very much.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you for your tes mony. The Chair
calls John Seago, represen ng the Texas Right To Life, and Mr.
Seago is for the bill.

John Seago: Madam Chair, commi ee members, thank you for
the opportunity to speak to you this and thank you for your
stamina tonight. We appreciate the opportunity--

Rep. Helen Giddings: Your name, please.

John Seago: My name is John Seago. I serve as Legisla ve
Director of Texas Right To Life, a pro-life organiza on that seeks to
protect life from fer liza on un l natural death. I'm here in
support of HB60. HB60 contains mul ple pro-life provisions;
however, the majority of the cri cism that we've heard in the
Senate and on this site has to do with the Texas pre-born pain
section, so I want to address that section specifically.

There were ques ons about studies, about the science, and so
what is being handed out to you is a 19-page document with 32
cita ons of peer-reviewed ar cles and medical textbook
quota ons that has physiological, behavioral and chemical
evidence that it is reasonable to believe that, by 20 weeks post-
fer liza on, unborn children do feel pain. So, we had a larger list
in the first hearing on a similar topic, in the regular session, was



about a forty-page document. Representa ves asked us to put
that down to just the peer-reviewed studies and that's what
you're looking at before you.

It's Texas Right to Life's posi on that, as our scien fic
knowledge about unborn children advances, so does our moral
responsibility to protect that unborn life. It advances, it increases
and we have an increased moral responsibility this morn-- or, this
evening of protec ng that pre-born life. The substan al medical
evidence that I handed out forces us to establish a state interest
in that life, and then an application of that state interest would be
to prohibit abor ons on those unborn children where there is
medical consensus that they feel pain at 20 weeks. I do want to
address one other thing, the Journal of the... actually, JAMA
article from 2005.

And we've talked about this a lot and I wanted to just bring that
up that there are mul ple problems, and I've outlined 'em in a
paper that I handed you of the three main, or, sorry, the four main
problems with the JAMA ar cle. It was in '05, and you'll see in the
handout that we gave, we're depending upon a lot of studies that
were published, peer-reviewed studies that were published a er
2005, I would encourage you to review those but also I wanna
mention the conflict of interest of the authors.

The lead author of the ar cle was Susan Lee, who was
previously employed as a lawyer in NARAL and- the pro-abor on
poli cal ac vist-- advocacy organiza on-- and also, one of Lee's
four co-authors was Eleanor Drey, and she was the director of the
largest abor on clinic in San Francisco. So if we're really focusing
on the facts, really focusing on objec vity, really looking at the



science, the conflict of interest that these two authors would
have in pu ng together that survey-- it wasn't, it wasn't a study, it
wasn't a peer-reviewed study, it was a survey-- in JAMA, I think
that there's a conflict of interest there, that should make us look
at the real evidence of the peer-reviewed studies and not just
that survey that's been discredited.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
Members, any questions? Thank you so much.

John Seago: Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: We called Ms. Sailors earlier; I believe
she's in now. Kris  Sailors, represen ng herself, and she is for, for
the bill.

Kris  Sailors:  Hi, my name is Kris  Sailors and I am for the
proposed fetal pain laws. I speak in honor of my son, Jeremy Lin
Sailors, who passed away in October 1993. In 1980 when I was 16
years old I had an abor on. It affected me nega vely in every
possible way: emo onally, physically and spiritually. Emo onally,
I felt such pain and despair that I had allowed my own child to be
killed that I was filled with self-loathing and depression.
Physically, I found that years later when I was married and ready
to have children with my husband, I would have much difficulty
conceiving and bearing a child.

Spiritually, I was bere  for many years and simply tried not to
think about that part of my life. In 1993, a er seven years of
infer lity treatments and one miscarriage, I became pregnant
with my precious son Jeremy. At 18 weeks my doctor took
measurements of Jeremy's bones and found that that he was not



growing at the expected rate. I was then sent to specialists who
were not able to determine the cause of Jeremy's problems but
advised having an abor on anyway. My husband and I both knew
that this was not the path for us and refused. We would let nature
take its course and fervently prayed, along with many friends and
family, for a miracle.

In October, at seven months of gestational age, my son Jeremy's
heart stopped bea ng. I was induced into labor the next day, and
my husband and I spent precious hours with our son holding and
touching and loving on our sweet li le boy. Several days later we
had a beau ful graveside service for him and felt much peace in
the fact that we had not chosen to end his life prematurely, and
that he died peacefully and warmly in my womb, not ripped out
violently.

This choice did not work out for us in the tradi onal way that
most people think of as a posi ve outcome, but for us it was. Two
years later we adopted our oldest son Jesse; three and a half
years a er that, twin boy and girl Cal and Carrie; and fi een
months a er that, I brought our son Jamie into this world. For me,
medical science cannot be the determining factor in abor ng a
child. In fact, my oldest son has a best friend whose mother was
told to abort him. She refused and he has his medical issues but
nothing overwhelming, and now he is a happy 17-year-old who will
graduate next year.

I would never put any woman through an abor on knowing the
agony and despair that I felt a erwards. Women are created to
love and nurture, it is in our DNA, and experiencing abor on goes
against every fiber of our being. Women deserve better. Thank you



for your time.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you for your tes mony, Ms. Sailors.
Members, any ques ons? Thank you. The Chair calls... Carol Ann
Preston. Ms. Preston... we're trying to find you in the computer
here, hold on. Okay, I need to know who she's tes fying for, it's not
[unintelligible] here. Okay, Carol Ann Preston, who is represen ng
herself, and she is for this bill.

Carol Ann Preston: Yes, I am. Thank you, Madam Chairman, and
thank you for hearing my tes mony. My name is Carol Ann
Preston. I am testifying for myself in support of both of these bills.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Right... right now, right now, the chairman
has laid out only one and that's--

Carol Ann Preston: Okay, 60.

Rep. Helen Giddings: --60.

Carol Ann Preston: Okay, I support House Bill 60. In 1986, a er--
briefly divorced and unexpected death of my best friend, I found
myself pregnant. I was the mother of two young children at the
age of 29. I was told that I would lose my job and that I would lose
custody of both my young children. I never told my best friend I
was pregnant, because she died. I called my doctor and had my
pregnancy confirmed, and was given a card to an abor onist in
Dallas.

I went, or I called, made the appointment, asked specific
ques ons, regarding what I needed to do, to prepare: me,
anything else and-- that I would do for my children. I was told that I



did not need to take off more than the day of the procedure from
work, and that I would be able to return to work the following day;
and that it would be no more than a toothache, or having a tooth
pulled. And when I was 10 or 12 years old, 10 to 12 years old, I had
four teeth pulled at the same me and I rode my bicycle home. I
had-- my mom came home with popsicles. So that was, my
reference was-- it was no, no-- gonna be no more than having a
tooth pulled.

I went to the abor on clinic. I did ask if I needed care a er I got
home; I was told I did not, I only needed someone to drive me, and
the person that drove me was told to come back and pick me up
within an hour to an hour and a half. When-- a er my insurance
paid and my former neighbor and OB/GYN referred me to this
doctor, I had a sense of trust, that I was going to a safe place. I
went in. I changed my mind; I was not allowed to leave. The doctor
came in; the only forms that were ever filled out was my name,
and my insurance informa on. There was no medical informa on
given, none asked, no medica ons were asked, no allergies were
asked. There was nothing. And as a licensed massage therapist, I
am required to do more than that for the clients that I have seen.
The doctor did come in and never spoke to me, was completely
closed; never heard the word, never heard the voice. I was there
and did not leave until sundown.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you. Wrap up, please.

Carol Ann Preston: I was the first pa ent there and I was the
last to leave. I was the last to leave. I was dressed, dragged and
dumped in the car that was wai ng for me, because I was
hemorrhaging and was not able to stay conscious enough to sit up



and get dressed myself; and I stayed home in bed, trying not to fall
asleep because I was afraid that if I did I would hemorrhage to
death and my children would come home and find me dead. I was
no longer, ever, able to have any more children or to conceive.
Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you, Ms. Preston, for your
tes mony. Members, any ques ons? Thank you very much. Merry
Lynn Gerstenschlager? With the Texas Eagle Forum, tes fying for
the bill.
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Rep. Helen Giddings: Merry Lynn Gerstenschlager.

Merry Lynn Gerstenschlager: Good evening. My name's Merry
Lynn Gerstenschlager and I am here for myself as well as the Vice-
President of Texas Eagle Forum. Whilst we support House Bill 60 in
its entirety, I want to address Section 171.0031: the requirements
of physicians performing or inducing abor ons. House Bill 60
would prohibit what we call hit-and-run abor ons here in Texas.
Other states including Missouri, Tennessee, Mississippi, and
North Dakota have passed similar versions of this. This bill would
require that anyone that performs an abor on remains available
to handle complications from his operation at a nearby hospital.

A similar law has been in effect in Missouri since 2005 and was
fully upheld in federal court. It reads: 'Any physician performing or
inducing an abor on, who does not have clinical privileges at a
hospital which offers obstetrical or gynecological care located
within 30 miles of the loca on at which the abor on is performed
or induced shall be guilty of a class A misdemeanor.' Less than 3
months ago, during the regular session, this commi ee heard
tes mony that every abor on clinic in Texas is within 30 miles of
a hospital. It's not too much to require that the abor onist be

http://youtu.be/f6WxljOH6UA


able to admit women to a local hospital to treat complica ons
from his abor ons. If the abor onist is not competent to obtain
hospital privileges, then he is not competent to be doing
abortions.

Sorry, I'm out of breath from running from one room to the
other. Under current law an abor on clinic can tell women who
have complica ons to go to an emergency room where no one
knows what happened, or how to contact the physician who
caused the complica on. The public ends up paying for the
complica on rather than the abor on clinic that caused it. By
requiring the doctor who performed the operation to be on staff at
a hospital for handling complica ons, the injured woman can
receive better care and the public can be spared some of the bill.

Some doctors who perform abor ons were previously kicked off
of hospital medical staff. Doctors not competent enough to be on
staff at a hospital should not be performing serious opera ons on
women which might leave them infer le or with life-threatening
complica ons. Texas women should not end up in emergency
rooms at local hospitals without any accountability for the
physician who caused them. With House Bill 60, any abor onist
who causes complica ons in Texas will be prohibited by law from
performing more abor ons. Women in Texas deserve that
protection. And I thank you for your consideration.

Rep. Helen Giddings: The Chair-- Thank you for your tes mony.
Members, any ques ons? Thank you. The Chair calls Jennifer
Allmon with the Texas Catholic Conference of Bishops, and she is
for the bill. We will show that Ms. Allmon did not tes fy but she is
for the bill.



[Unidentified Voice]: She stepped out.

Rep. Helen Giddings: We'll go on to the next person. The Chair
calls Janet Kilgo, represen ng herself, and she is for the bill. The
Chair will show that Ms. Kilgo did not tes fy but she is for the bill.
The Chair calls Mikeal Love, tes fying for self and is for the bill. It
might be Michael, I'm not sure.

Mikeal Love: Different spelling. My name is Mikeal Love. I'm in
favor of House Bill 60. I'm here to voice my support for House Bill
60. Par cularly want to address several different sec ons:
sec on 2, which requires abor on providers to maintain ac ve
hospital privileges; sec on 3, sub-chapter D, which requires the
physician who performs RU-486 abor ons to follow FDA
guidelines; and section 4, which requires the facilities to meet the
same standards as Ambulatory Surgical Centers.

Currently I am an OB/GYN here in Aus n; I have been here since
1992, and have delivered over 6000 babies since that me. I
currently serve as the chairman of CME commi ee for large
hospital partnership, here in town, that oversees the education of
physicians in providing their abili es to maintain standards of
care. I'm also a member of the American Board of Medical Quality.
I also serve as an expert witness in ma ers of standard of care for
the plaintiff and defense councils.

As I stated, I support House Bill 60 because it does raise the
standard of care for the women who actually choose to terminate
their pregnancies. Requiring hospital privileges for physicians
who perform abor ons is considered the standard of care. With
all medical and surgical fields, the pa ent can expect to call a
physician and obtain care on a 24/7 basis. According to the ACOG



prac ce bulle n No. 67, medical management of abor on, a
surgical cure age must be readily available 24/7 for pa ents who
have cases of hemorrhage or who suffer hemorrhage a er having
a medical abortion.

I spoke with one of the leading abor on providers here in town
and asked him that ques on about hospital privileges, and his
response to me was "A provider who does not have hospital
privileges is equivalent to pa ent abandonment." And those were
his words, not mine. Second, following the FDA regula ons for
medical abor ons would be a substan al improvement. A study
out of Finland in obstetrics and gynecology of 2009 is the best
reference and considered the gold standard because it is the
socialized medical system that does track complica ons in
medical abortions.

And we can provide that study for you if you so choose to want
to look at it and discuss it. The study found that the overall
incidence of medical abor on compared to surgical abor on
adverse effects was 20% versus 5.6%. In other words there was an
8-fold increase in the risk of hemorrhage, 5-fold increase in the
risk of incomplete abor on, and a 2-fold increase in the risk of re-
evacua on of the uterus. When the drug is administered there is
a poten al for serious adverse effects, and a physician needs to
be present. This is not an issue of restric ng services but of
providing services that meet current standards of care to protect
the health and safety of women. Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you, Mr. Love, for your tes mony.
Members, any ques ons? Thank you so much. Ah, Ms. Kilgo has
returned. The Chair is going to call Janet Kilgo, and she is



representing herself and she is for House Bill 60.

Janet Kilgo: Madam Chairman, representa ves, thank you so
much for giving me an opportunity to speak to you tonight. I rep--
my name is Janet Kilgo and I sup--

Rep. Helen Giddings: Oh, I'm sorry we didn't start with your
name.

Janet Kilgo: My name is Janet Kilgo and I support, I support
House Bill 60.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you.

Janet Kilgo: As a teenager, I was faced with an unplanned
pregnancy. I was alone and I was scared and wanted nothing more
than to be loved. My boyfriend's mother told me that if I would just
take care of this li le problem that we had, we would have a long
life together and everything would be okay.

A week later we came to a clinic here in Aus n, Texas and I lay
on a table about to have my first abor on and I heard the
heartbeat of my baby. I asked the nurse "If I change my mind right
now, can his mom have her money back?" She said "No", and I
went through with the abor on because I didn't want her to be
more mad at me. 3 months later I found myself pregnant again.
This me I carried un l I was 16 1/2 weeks and the daddy told me
he didn't want the baby.

Again, feeling unworthy and lost, I made the decision to abort. It
was a two-day procedure and on the first day, a er I went to the
clinic to have the first por on done they sent me to a hotel room a



block away, alone and scared; and I lay on a floor in the bathroom
cramping and bleeding profusely. I called the clinic at 3 o'clock in
the a ernoon, at 10 o'clock that night he call-- the doctor called
me back and said "This is what you wanted. It'll be over
tomorrow." I went in the next day. As they were performing the
procedure I became very emo onal. I heard the doctor tell the
nurse "Turn it up," meaning to give me more drugs.

I went to the recovery area. I grabbed the blanket, the only
thing in there to keep me warm, cuddled up with it, and looked
down and saw dried blood on the blanket. I asked if I could have a
fresh blanket and the nurse said "No, honey, that's all we have."
She said, "You'll be released in a few minutes. You'll go on about
your life and you won't have to think about this again." She was
wrong. I felt so degraded; I felt like I was in a slaughterhouse. I
became very depressed. I tried to commit suicide. When I said
that-- when she told me that I would never think about it again: I
did, for 20 years. Today I stand before you, forgiven and set free
only because of Christ who lives in me. I have a husband and two
beau ful kids who love me very much. And I don't want any other
woman to ever have to go through what I did. Women in Texas
deserve to be treated better than that. Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much, ma'am, for your
tes mony and we're sorry. Thank you so much. Any ques ons,
members? Okay. Before I call the next witness-- thank you very
much, ma'am-- let me say to you that we in no way want to appear
insensi ve and we want you to know that some of the stories that
you're telling us certainly touches us but we have over 500 people
to testify this evening.



And so I want to apologize to you in advance, because I am going
to s ck with the three minutes and I am not going to have the
opportunity to let you round up. So if you can, think about what
you are going to say and try to say the most important things first.
So-- when the three minutes is up. So we apologize to you in
advance, but with that many witnesses waiting we have to be very
conscious of the me, I'm sorry. The Chair is going to call Andy
Brown who is tes fying for himself, and he is against this bill. Mr.
Brown, state your name please.

Andy Brown: Thank you. My name is Andy Brown and I am
tes fying against House Bill 60. I'd just like to say that not one bill
targe ng safe, legal abor on passed in the regular session; now
Governor Perry is playing poli cs with women's health by forcing
this issue onto the legislature's fast-tracked agenda. This is pure
poli cal gamesmanship and it is not in the public interest and it is
trying to hide these bills from the public.

This bill itself is disingenuous. It places onerous requirements
on health centers that provide safe legal abor on and it does
nothing to improve the health or safety of women. The medically
unnecessary regula ons in this bill are simply designed to limit a
woman's access to safe and legal abor on. A er shredding the
healthcare safety net for low income and uninsured women in
Texas, it's outrageous that poli cians are once again threatening
Texas women's access to safe, legal-- to a safe and legal medical
procedure.

Already an es mated 130,000 women are going without basic
preventa ve healthcare because of the 2011 Texas legislature's
dras c cuts to women's healthcare funding. If Planned



Parenthood con nues to be banned from women's health-- from
the women's health program, it will jeopardize healthcare access
for tens of thousands more. We call on lawmakers to protect the
health and safety of Texas women by restoring women's access to
lifesaving breast and cervical cancer screenings, birth control and
other basic preventa ve healthcare through the Medicaid
women's health program and through funding for the states family
planning program. Thank you very much.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you, sir, for your tes mony.
Members, any ques ons? Thank you. The Chair is going to call
Kristian Caballero, representing herself and she is against the bill.
Would you please begin with your name and your posi on on the
bill?

Kris an Caballero:  Yes, of course. Thank you for le ng me
speak. My name is Kris an Caballero. I am against House Bill 60. I
am not here to convince you of a singular point of view or
perspec ve; as you all know, there are many. I am here to remind
you that diversity is essen al for progression of our community,
whether this scale may be our city, state, na on or global
community. And it is the duty of our representa ves to preserve
and protect our right to free will and choice that makes up our
diversity.

Free will and choice are not for you to define, dictate or place
limita ons for others to have. To do so is an abuse of power and
beyond the scope of your du es. Free will and choice are for each
individual to define and dictate for themselves so that they may
face their own des ny and carry full responsibility for their own
person. We have entrusted our representa ves to preserve and



protect our rights, not simply for women but for all persons
regardless of their sex. Your posi ons are not to preserve and
protect your own interests or those of the few. Your posi ons are
to preserve and protect the people, the masses, not simply the
minority or majority or the affiliates of your respec ve par es, or
the investors who support you, or the fellow peers who advocate
for their own interest.

I think about the en re body of the human race that is o en
divided, that you dress up a-- that you dress up prejudice and call
it poli cs. I speak about every single individual despite their
origins, their sex, their beliefs, their race, their dreams or their
fears. I speak about everyone who exists on earth, and not just
within our-- your realm of who you consider or qualify to be a
person or ci zen. To assume authority over the en re human race
while dicta ng the restraint of free persons is a perversion and
misuse of power, for it defies and contradicts your duty to
preserve and protect our freewill. There is no law or belief that
you can project that jus fies depriving people to have-- to live
freely as they choose.

Choice is our natural-born right which we are allowed to face all
consequences for. It is where we find and meet our des ny, our
fate, and withou-- without it we would never know progress or
obtain wisdom. We would never know the difference in vice and
virtue, or know --or know the accomplishment of achieving the
la er. We would never know where true value lies if we were not
allowed to explore and discover it for ourselves. The sheer vanity
that anyone would assume authority on any subject regarding a
person's free will is insulting to the human race as a whole.



This representa on is a false pretense, an empty vow to
persons who trust so much in you. Do not assume authority on
free will or deprive people of their right to choice. Do not stunt the
growth of the human race and lead us back into regression. Do not
create an even bigger scale of social and economic disparity.
Simply fulfill your duty in preserving and protec ng our natural-
born rights so that we may be able to--

Rep. Helen Giddings: Ms. Caballero, I'm sorry; I'm going to have
to stop you there.

Kristian Caballero: Yeah, sure, okay.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Members, any ques ons? Thank you very
much for your tes mony. The Chair calls-- there's only one, there's
Cardenas, no first name, apparently. Cardenas with Annie's List,
against the bill, and we will show that there was no tes mony.
The Chair calls Sydney Casey, tes fying for herself and she is
against the bill. We will show that Miss Casey did not tes fy but
she is against the bill. The Chai-- the Chair calls Joy Cosnovsky...
Casnovsky, represen ng herself and she is against the bill. We
will show that she did not testify.
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Rep. Helen Giddings: The Chair calls Dawnielle Castledine or
Castledeene, tes fying for herself and she's against the bill. We
will show that, Ms. Castledine did not tes fy and she is against
the bill. The Chair calls Genevieve Catoor Cato. Okay, we will show
that she did not testify but that she is against the bill. Yes?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Could you explain to folks that you give them
me to get here, just so that they don't think that their name was

called and we're showing them as not tes fying or tes fying and
then-- and then they might just leave. I bet, I think some of these
folks are first-timers.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Okay, great. To those persons who may not
be in the room, who may be in one of the overflow rooms: if we call
your name and you are not in the hearing room, when you come in
please see one of the clerks si ng at the front and let them know
that you're here, and we will call you-- we will call your name
again. I think this is someone's name we just called... Alison? The
Chair calls Alison Auwerda, tes fying for self and is against the
bill. Would you please start with your name and your posi on on
the bill, please?

http://youtu.be/JsEPI-hQURs


Alison Auwerda: Yes. Hi, my name is Alison Auwerda, and I am
against House Bill 60. I don't have any fancy facts, but I have my
own rela onship with women's healthcare and most of my
girlfriends have had abor ons between-- when they were
between the ages of 18 and 24. Before they could make decisions
about majors, or jobs, or what to wear, they all of a sudden had to
make a decision about having a baby or not.

I don't think anyone should be forced into having a child or
having an abor on; it's a personal decision, it's different for
everybody. I'm raised by a mother who's worked in women's
reproduc ve health for 30 years, and she is a wonderful,
intelligent, smart, giving woman; worked really hard to keep
women's rights ac ve. I think it's a basic necessity, not a luxury
and it shouldn't be-- it's needed, just like any other medical
practice. Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you for your tes mony, Ms.
Auwerda. Members, any ques ons? Okay, the Chair's gonna call
Genevieve Cato, tes fying for herself and she is against the bill.
Start with your name, please, and your position.

Genevieve Cato: Yes. My name is Genevieve Cato, I am testifying
against HB60 and I'm represen ng myself. I was going to talk
about something else, actually, but then today I was accused of
"making abor on an issue". Not just me, but all of the women
who, like me, speak out when restric ve bills, such as House Bill
60, are filed.

A woman asked me, "Why do you insist on focusing on issues
that divide us, that divide women?" And I am not ashamed to
stand up and to say that access to abor on is incredibly



important to women's health, and so it is important to me. But I
am completely fed-up with being accused of making abor on an
issue. I did not "make abor on an issue". I did not write this bill. I
did not ask Representa ve Laubenberg and Senator Hegar to try
to further restrict abortion access. I did not do those things!

None of the women in this room want to have to be here. We
have other responsibili es, like families and jobs. I was actually
just working here un l the 15th; I have a two-week vaca on from
poli cs un l I start my new job. I was with my family and I had to
drive from Houston to be here to talk to you. Sorry-- Our mothers
and our grandmothers fought for rights like access to safe, legal
abor on, so that we could be truly equal and have the kinds of
fulfilling lives that make it hard to drive here and speak to you.

Laws like this one that seek to restrict abor on access under
the guise of protec ng women's health are why I am constantly
having to talk about abor on. This woman who accused me told
me that the women's movement could be doing so much more, if
only we weren't always talking about abor on. But I will actually
go further. We, as women-- pro-life and pro-choice-- could be doing
so many more incredible things with our lives if we were fully in
control of our bodies.

If we did not have to live in fear of unwanted pregnancy and the
uncertainty that restric ons on abor on access like those
contained in this bill create, how many more wonderful things
could we do? As a ma er of fact, just think of everything all these
passionate, intelligent, driven people in this room could be doing
right now if we didn't have to be here-- have to be here, having the
same conversa ons and figh ng the same fights as our



grandmothers. I think we could be doing a lot of incredible things.

Speaking of mothers, I would like to go out on a limb here and
say that, based on how great my hair looks today, the other
witness [referring to Sheila Page, who previously tes fied for the
bill] was talking about me... my nails are also very nice...
[laughter]

Rep. Helen Giddings: We're, we're going to keep it down, okay?

Genevieve Cato: Okay, sorry. My mother says that having me
was one of the best experiences of her life. She is my best friend,
my confidante, and one day I would love to be able to give that
same love and support to my own child. But I will only do that
when I choose to. Motherhood should never be forced upon
anyone and HB60, by restric ng access to abor on, does just
that. Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
Members, any ques ons? Thanks. The Chair is going to call
Danielle... Dawnelle... Dawnielle Castledine is represen ng
herself and she is against the bill.

Dawnielle Castledine: Hello. My name is Dawnielle Castledine
and I am here represen ng myself against the bill. I do want to go
on record saying that someday I do choose to have a child and I
would like for other people to be able to have that choice. I think
it's a wonderful choice for people to have, just as the choice to
have an abor on is a wonderful choice for people to have, if that
is the choice they need to make in their situation.

I'm very lucky in that I've never had to make that choice,



because I've always had access to things like birth control, like
good sexual educa on, and I do fear that this bill would take that
choice for abor on, which is needed in some situa ons, away.
And that's why I'm here today, tes fying against this bill. Thank
you for your time.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you for your me. Members, any
questions? The Chair calls again Joy Cas-nohv-ski...Cas-nohv-ski?

Joy Casnovsky: Cas-nahv-ski, yes.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Cas-nahv-ski.

Joy Casnovsky: Hi, good evening. Thanks for your me. My name
is Joy Casnovsky and I am against House Bill 60. I'm a cons tuent
from Representative Dawnna Dukes' district.

One thing that hasn't really been brought up tonight, and I
wanted to bring some light to it, was the effects that House Bill60
could poten ally have on the-- economically on Texas. H. Bill--
sorry, House Bill 60 places absolutely unnecessary restric ons on
family planning. When I was a freshman at UT, here in Aus n, I
was enrolled in a geography class of La n America and I was
shocked with what my professor told me. He said "You know, the
two things that can help economies, communi es and countries
develop is access to family planning and access to educa on for
women." And that stuck with me for a long time.

As I see it, this bill is not about protec ng women's rights but
about stripping their rights and at the same me sending the
state of Texas backwards, economically. As an aside, a er going
to this class, a er learning, I spent considerable amount of me



in South America, living both in Bolivia and in Ecuador; both
wonderful countries, fantas c. But what those two countries
don't have, unfortunately, is access to family planning for, for
women and a lot of access to education for women.

Economics professor Ted Joyce from the Baruch College in New
York has conducted considerable research on the impact of
regulations like House Bill 60. They've concluded that reducing the
number of clinics that provide abor ons would return us to pre-
Roe v. Wade racial and socio-economic patterns. Women forced to
have children when they are not ready would lessen the
likelihood that would they-- that they would pursue educa onal
goals and follow career aspira ons, which means what? It means
the cycle of poverty is perpetuated in our state. It increases the
numbers of unwanted, unplanned children; it puts the burden of
raising them back on the system, back on taxpayers, back on
others; and it doesn't propel us, economically, in this state.

Anyone who is forward-thinking, which I'd like to think that most
Americans are forward-thinking, can see that this bill is not sound
fiscally, and it strips away rights of women, and it strips away the
potential for Texas to grow like it should. Thank you for your time.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you for your tes mony, and there is
a question. Representative Farrar?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Genevieve?

Joy Casnovsky: Joy.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Joy. Okay, I'm sorry; I didn't get your name.
What was the name of the professor that you men oned? Did you



say Emery?

Joy Casnovsky: Baruch?

Rep. Jessica Farrar: How do you spell that?

Joy Casnovsky: B-A-R-U-C-H College, and that's, sorry, that's the
college that he's at--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Oh.

Joy Casnovsky: --but his name is Ted Joyce, and he's an
economics professor.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Can you spell--?

Joy Casnovsky: Ted.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Yeah. No, the "Joyce". J-O-Y-C-E?

Joy Casnovsky: J-O-Y-C-E.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay, I figured-- okay, all right, and he's what
sort of a professor?

Joy Casnovsky: Economics professor.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay, thank you. Oh, do you know if he's
published books or--?

Joy Casnovsky: I took this from a-- I don't recall this par cular
article, but I can get that for you.



Rep. Jessica Farrar: That's fine; I'll Google him. Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you for your testimony.

Joy Casnovsky: Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: The Chair calls Jennifer Allmon,
represen ng the Texas Catholic Conference of Bishops, and she's
for the bill.

Jennifer Allmon: Hi. My name is Jennifer Allmon, and I'm
represen ng the Texas Catholic Conference of Bishops in support
of HB60. We would like to urge Texas lawmakers to pass this
strong pro-life legisla on, not only because it repre-- represents a
protec on for the unborn, but also because it's a tremendous
advancement for ensuring the health and safety of women who
are seeking abortion.

While the Texas Catholic Conference strenuously opposes
abor on, it equally values protec ng and preserving the health of
women, whose lives are just as precious and contain just as much
dignity as those children destroyed by the act of abor on. We, we
believe in requiring providers and prac oners to meet the most
rigorous mandatory standards and we believe this bill does that.
Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Members? Any ques ons? Thank you very
much for your tes mony. The Chair is going to call Ann He nger,
represen ng the Concerned Women for America of Texas, and
position is for the bill.

Ann Hettinger: Thank you, Chairman and members, for allowing



me to speak. My name is Ann He nger, I'm state director for
Concerned Women for America, and I'm speaking for the bill. I
have about 18,000 members in Texas and I know you're very glad I
didn't bring those with me tonight; so just let me tell you that
we're asking you to pass this bill.

Just one thing that I want to bring to your a en on: our society
has become very hardened to gore and torture. We have seen CSI,
we have seen Criminal Minds, we have seen Law & Order; we have
seen all of those programs that are fic on. But abor on is not
fiction, and what we see in the torture-- I have seen those pictures
from Karsten. I have seen what has happened to those babies.
That is not fiction. That's reality. And I'm asking you to pass this bill
and let's stop that torture. You know, as a child, I was taught that
my freedoms ended at your nose. So let's apply that to babies too,
okay? Thank you very much.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you, Ms. He nger. Members, any
questions?
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Rep. Helen Giddings: We appreciate you being here. The Chair
now calls Beverly Nuckols, represen ng the Texas Alliance for Life
and is for the bill.

Beverly Nuckols: Hi.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Hello.

Beverly Nuckols: How are y'all? I'm Beverly Nuckols. I'm a family
doctor; I'm from New Braunfels. I'm here tonight to tes fy in favor
of HB60. And I also want to thank Representa ve Farrar for saying-
- admi ng awhile ago that there're two lives involved here. And
I'm a product of an unplanned pregnancy. I had two of them also,
and got my beau ful daughter out of one of them. I'm also, also
glad since I do have Joyce now, I'm glad my momma let me live.

We're talking about-- tonight, about people not having a choice
or having a cultural decision. When we start talking about cultural
decisions we forget that the inhu-- the inalienable rights are in--
are owned by the individual; and it doesn't ma er where your
laws-- what your laws are or where you live, these rights belong to
you. In some cultures honor killings are considered the duty of the

http://youtu.be/kZkC9ZrX2dk


man in the family. And in our fam-- in our-- we're hearing tonight
about irresponsibility and about lack of respon-- respect for other
people's rights, just because they're not persons or they can't feel
pain, or 'I'm not old enough'.

I want to thank Texas Legislators for giving us our consent laws.
We've got our consent laws for hysterectomies, for steriliza ons,
for radia on therapy, for electroshock therapy, our Women's
Right to Know law, laws. And all of these, like HB60, were put in
place because we do have some people who abuse other people
or who do not respect their rights. And I want to thank our, our
state for being compassionate and for paying a en on to these
individual rights.

The facility requirements are there to put pa ents first. We
have wide walls so that our gurneys can get through, so that EMS
can rescue pa ents if they need to. We have the low threshold so
we can get wheelchairs and walkers through. We have laminar
flow so that we can prevent infec on, especially in a procedure
like an abor on which can't be a sterile opera on. I can't imagine
having a D&C as an outpa ent, but especially I can't-- I've heard
some people talk about having them without anesthesia.

But I remember in med. school in residency, I was told that I
could grasp the cervix of a woman with the tenaculum or w-- with
a forcep or the hook and that they didn't have the pain. I actually
did hear a bit, ah, there was no pain with dila-- dila on of the
cervix. I heard that there was no pain with the circumcision of a
baby boy but we know that there's pain that may be on the reflex
level on the younger, smaller fetuses. But we do know that there
are reac ons that you and I would call pain. There's cor sone,



there are other physiological stress reactions.

We need to con nue with these laws to protect our smallest
and to protect our weakest, and also to protect women who feel
that they don't have a choice. When they do make these choices,
let's keep them healthy and let's keep our standards to the
highest.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much, Miss Nuckols, or Dr.
Nuckols, for your tes mony. Any ques ons, members? The Chair
calls Hester Busby-- Heather, excuse me, Heather Busby, with
NARAL Pro-Choice Texas, tes fying against the bill. Okay, um,
there she is. Heather Busby.

Heather Busby: Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, and the
members of the commi ee for allowing me to tes fy tonight. My
name is Heather Busby and I'm the execu ve director of NARAL
Pro-Choice Texas. I'm here represen ng my organiza on and also
myself against this bill. In my capacity as NARAL Director, I'd like to
comment on the amazing grassroots response to this call today.
And this is just the beginning.

But today I'd really like to speak to you from my fourteen years'
experience as the founder of an abor on fund, the Lilith Fund--
[coughs] excuse me, I'm out of breath-- and prior to that, the
coordinator of the Rosie Jimenez Fund, which was named for one
of the first known women to die a er the Hyde Amendment cut off
Medicaid funding for abortion in 1970s. Thank you. [laughs]

Since 1999, I've spoken to literally thousands of women seeking
abor on care. I'm here today with the voices of those women in
my mind and in my heart. I have also, in my capacity with the



funds, worked closely with providers and their staff. In the fund,
our primary concern was for the women we helped, and we were
careful to make sure that they received quality care.

During the proceedings last week, I heard many misconceptions
about providers and women being thrown about, assump ons
made, and frankly slanderous statements. Abor on providers
care about their pa ents. They o en deeply discount prices in
order to help the women who are most in need. They are
compassionate. They are concerned for women's health. I know
this from both my professional experience, but also because I
have come to know providers and their staff personally and I am
tired of hearing them be demonized.

I have spoken to women in every situa on you can imagine:
rape, fetal anomaly, parents or grandparents or the family
members of young women, some as young an twelve-- as twelve,
needing abor on care. Many, many of the women I've spoken to
are mothers who are making this decision for the sake of their
children, because they are good mothers; so that they could
provide a better life for their children.

And as a Spanish speaker, I would o en be the one speaking to
women along the border, both English and Spanish speakers, who
would tell they'd taken a 'pas lla', a pill, that they had got from
Mexico or from a friend. Some would end up in the emergency
room because of taking this pill, but they would s ll find
themselves pregnant and needing an abor on. There's no telling
what this pill was that they took.

I would o en hear from the women I helped a er their
abor ons and they would thank me for the financial assistance



and emo onal support. All of them would tell me that everything
went well. I have yet, in fourteen years, to hear a single woman
complain of bad treatment, complica ons or any of the horror
stories that are bandied about.

The overriding theme is that there is a problem already with
access to abor on care in the state. 87% of Texas coun es have
no provider. If this bill passes, there will be a mere four coun es
and this will be dangerous for women. I will hear more about
'pastillas'. Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
Members, any questions? Thank you, ma'am. Thank you.

The Chair is gonna call Susan Clark with the Suburban
Southwest Texas Democra c Women, who is against the bill. Are
you here, Miss Clark? We do not see Miss Clark so we will show
that she did not tes fy, but she is in favor of the-- against the bill.
Let me go back: yeah, Susan Clark, against the bill.

Okay, Kathleen Cody. The Chair calls Kathleen Cody,
represen ng herself and she's against the bill. We will show that
Miss Cody did not tes fy, but she is against the bill. The Chair calls
Chelsey Con llo, represen ng herself and she is against the bill.
We will show that Miss Con llo did not tes fy, but that she is
against the bill. The Chair calls Greg Cooksey, represen ng
himself and he is against the bill. We will show that Mr. Cooksey
did not testify, but that he is against the bill.

The Chair calls Stacy Cooper, represen ng herself and she is
against the bill. The Chair will show that Miss Cooper did not
tes fy, but that she is against the bill. The Chair calls Lenzi Daniel,



represen ng herself and she is against the bill. We will show that
Miss Daniel is against the bill but did not tes fy. The Chair calls
Tad Davis. Okay, Mr. Davis is represen ng himself and he is
against the bill.

Remember, ladies and gentlemen: if you are in the overflow
rooms, if we call your name, you're not in here, if you will come up
to one of the clerks when you do come in, we will back up and get
your tes mony. And now we have Mr. Tad Davis, again
represen ng himself-- or Dr. Davis-- and he is against the bill.
Would you start with your name and your position, sir?

Tad Davis: Well, thank you for le ng me tes fy against House
Bill 60. My name is Dr. Tad Davis and I'm here to tes fy against the
bill. My representa ve is Donna Howard. I am a
obstetrician/gynecologist, board-cer fied and a member of the
Texas Medical Association, Travis County Medical Association. I've
been in practice here for over thirty years.

I have very personal reasons for feeling the way I do about this
bill. When I was in medical school in residence-- residency, there
was a very profound impact on my life. I saw first-hand what it was
like to have restricted access to abor on care. What I saw
ins lled a deep commitment to perform safe and comprehensive
reproductive health.

Sta s cs show that 43% of women have had abor on at some
me during their life. Because of the restric on proposed, women

will be forced, forced to resort to unsafe and illegal methods of
abor on. I want you to understand what this means for women to
be forced to choose an unsafe abortion.



During my me in medical school and residency, I worked at the
Robert V Green Hospital in San Antonio. This was part of the
medical school at San Antonio and it took care of indigent patients
in San Antonio. I can tes fy what it looks like to take care of a
illegal abor on that I saw. I saw pa ents coming in with blood
dripping off the stretcher, being rushed from the emergency room
to the opera ng room, where they had an illegal abor on. I saw
women coming in, who had placed different instruments into the
vagina or chemicals into the vagina, that were hemorrhaging or
had major complications.

The one of the most tragic experiences of my medical career
was a woman who came into the hospital a er an unsafe
abor on. She was in her late 20s and alone. She was coming in
and out of consciousness. She said she had used an instrument to
instrument herself and to cause an abor on. We did everything
we could to try to save her life. Unfortunately, she had sep c
shock; she had an infec on all over her body. It had already
started destroying her kidneys, her lungs and her heart. Her gardi-
- cardiovascular system began to deteriorate, her blood pressure
began to drop; and even though we did everything we could, the
only thing I could do at the very end was to hold her hand and she
died.

How women in other areas get medical care, get good, safe
medical care--

Rep. Helen Giddings: I'm sorry, Doctor--

Tad Davis: Okay.

Rep. Helen Giddings: --we're gonna have to ask you to close.



Tad Davis: I think you need to look at this bill. Women will die if
this bill passes. Thank you for listening.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Members, any ques ons? Representa ve
Farrar.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Dr. Davis, what, what years did this occur in?

Tad Davis: This was prior to Roe v-- versus Wade. This-- I
graduated from medical school in 1970. This was in '71, '72.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: All right, thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you for your testimony, Doctor.
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Rep. Helen Giddings: The Chair now calls Kayla Dolese,
representing herself, and she is against this bill.

Kayla Dolese: Hi, I'm Kayla Dolese. I live in District 17, my state
representa ve is Tim Kleinschmidt, and I'm against this bill.
Sta s cs show that unsafe abor ons result in approximately
70,000 maternal deaths and 5 million hospitaliza ons globally
each year. An es mated 44 million abor ons are performed
globally each year. Just under these-- half of these are unsafe.
These are some very good reasons it should stay safe and it
should stay legal. [pause] Sorry.

We have the cons tu onal right to freedom. Making abor on
illegal is stripping away our freedom. When Bristol Palin was
pregnant with her son Tripp, she said in an interview, "This is my
life and my decision. No one else has the right to speak on such a
personal ma er." Bristol's words ring very true. If a woman gets
pregnant and she chooses to abort the child, that should be her
choice and hers alone. What if that woman was raped or the
vic m of incest? Should she really be forced to stare at that
growing belly for nine months and be taken back to that
unfortunate night every time the baby kicks and moves?

http://youtu.be/oMyhwlBvZhU


Abor ons will s ll happen if they are outlawed, but they will
not be safe and could cause death to that woman. I am 20 years
old, meaning that my childbearing years lie ahead of me. When I
was ten years of age I was diagnosed with leukemia and I learned
that, due to the chemotherapy, I may not be able to have children.
This does not mean I'm not going to try. So let's imagine for a
moment that I get pregnant, but 22 weeks into my pregnancy
something goes amiss and my baby is now dead inside of me.
What am I to do? Do I have to give birth to this dead child? I can
only imagine the agony one must go through if they must birth an
already dead child.

Texas is number four in teen pregnancies and number one in
repeat pregnancies. If abor on is outlawed these rates will only
go up. Some of you may think, "prac ce abs nence", that seems
like an easy answer, right? Well, I should not have to prac ce
abs nence if I choose not to; nor will I. And if I was to get pregnant
by accident and wanted to abort the child for whatever reason,
that decision should be mine and mine alone. This very personal
and private decision should not be up to a bunch of strangers that
know nothing about me. Whether to abort a child or not should be
up to the woman carrying said child, not any of you nor the state.
This is a very personal and private decision and it needs to stay
that way.

Let's make this personal. Think about the women you care
about: sisters, nieces, daughters, granddaughters. Imagine they
were to get pregnant by... let's say rape, and they're scared and
alone. She doesn't have the money and she cannot facilitate
raising this child on her own. She decides she wants to abort it.
What is she to do? She and every other Texas woman should have



the right to abort her child if she so decides. Like I said before, this
is personal and it is private and it should stay that way. It should
not be the state's decision. It infuriates me that you are trying to
make it that way. Just know that we are angry and we are
watching. Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you, Miss Dolese. Any ques ons,
members? Thank you very much for being here. The Chair now is
going to call Lenzi Daniel, represen ng herself, and she is against
the bill.

Lenzi Daniel: Hi. Thank you for allowing me to speak. My name is
Lenzi Daniel, with the Lilith Fund, and I would first like to thank
Representa ve Farrar for her even-headed handling of this
hearing. I am a cons tuent of Eddie Rodriguez in Aus n but I took
the bus from Houston this morning to testify against this bill.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Miss Daniel, let's get a li le clarifica on
for the record here. On your witness affirma on, you are
representing yourself.

Lenzi Daniel: Yes.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Are you--

Lenzi Daniel: But I'm also a volunteer with the Lilith Fund.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Are you representing them?

Lenzi Daniel: No.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Okay, then... We just want our records to



be clear.

Lenzi Daniel: Okay.

Rep. Helen Giddings: So Miss Daniel is representing herself.

Lenzi Daniel: Right. So, anyways, I took the bus from Houston
this morning to tes fy against this bill because I'm scared.
Women who don't have the means to take care of a child
understand what it's like to be that scared of a pregnancy.

When I was 17 I was kicked out of my parents' house and s ll
trying to finish high school, living on other people's couches and
addicted to drugs, and do you know how scared I was when I
missed my period that month? When I thought about the kind of
environment my child would be raised in, I knew that abor on
would be the only way out and so for a couple of weeks I kept
taking test a er test just to be sure. And the test was nega ve. I
finished school, graduated valedictorian, in fact; quit drugs and
now I've got a 3.967 [unintelligible] UT Aus n, and I'm enormously
looking forward to being a mother. But how else could this story
have ended? Women without a choice don't stand a chance.

No, these bills will not make abor on illegal, they just make it a
privilege for the rich instead of a right that all women should have.
As a volunteer at the Lilith Fund I hear stories all the me that
sound like what mine almost became. Abor on provides these
women a way to change the course of their lives, if they can afford
it. This bill makes that harder.

I am not pro-abor on; I'm pro-family. I want everyone to be able
to have children in a loving environment and I want them to be



fed, have comprehensive healthcare and have access to
educa on, and the mothers too. At least un l having kids
becomes free, abor on will be necessary. As a governing body
especially, you want easy abor on access everywhere for
everyone, because you know kids are not free. You don't want to
have to pay the billions of dollars these bills will end up cos ng
you in social services.

Trust women to make the decisions they need, don't make it for
them. If the only good government is less government, as I've
heard many mes coming out of this legislature, then keep these
rules and regula ons out of my uterus. Like this-- like the
representa ve earlier today said, "This Big Brother bill is all about
regula ng inside of me." Places like the Lilith Fund who pay for
women who can't afford their abor ons should not exist but they
do, because that's reality, and that's why we need to have this
choice available for all women who need it. Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
Members, any questions? The Chair calls Kathleen Cody, testifying
for herself, and she is against the bill. Miss Cody, if you'll state
your name and your position?

Kathleen Cody: Okay. My name is Kathleen Cody, and I'm
speaking for myself and I'm against House Bill 60. And... this is, it is
personal for me today. I'm here, and, and I don't think I've ever
publicly spoken out before, so it is... it's a big deal for me.

Like the gentleman who was just ahead of me, I also was at
medical school in San Antonio pro-- or pre- Roe v. Wade and
directly experienced so much in such a short amount of me with
children having children, with women who had already more



children than they could care for having another one, with
pressures on families. And it was caring about those people, for
me; it was the caring about the suffering they were going through.
And I ended up in, in psychiatry a er gradua on and actually
stayed at the medical school for... for-- on and off for most of the
next 15, 20 years and teaching, primarily in family prac ce,
OB/GYN and [unintelligible] and also doing work with the child
abuse unit and seeing the effects of children who were brought
into situa ons that were so dysfunc onal that, that they were
marked for the rest of their lives; feeling so helpless very soon
about being able to do anything about it.

And I think that, that when Roe v. Wade became law there was a
sense that women-- which I didn't grow up with-- women had a, a
chance to make some decisions on their own, and I think this is
what is hur ng my heart so badly; to see what's happened over
the last 30 years, and not only just for women but for, for all of us.
And the, the restric ons and the, the invasions, the way we are
hur ng people: it's hur ng my heart. I know I'm powerless to do
anything. I'm just here because my heart needs to, to speak out.
That's why I'm here.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you Ms., Ms. Cooper, and just for the
sake of record-keeping, you are testifying against House Bill 60.

Kathleen Cody: Yes.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Okay. Representa ve Farrar has a
question.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Are you a psychiatrist, I understand?



Kathleen Cody: Retired.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Re red, okay. Did you happen to see-- I'm
actually in the middle of reading this ar cle from the New York
Times Magazine... when did it come out? Came out this month,
about a week ago: what happens to women who are denied
abortions? Because... the reason I-- did you see it?

Kathleen Cody: Uh, no, I didn't. I--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Okay. You might want to look at it because it
touches-- when you said that you've dealt with children who were
born into-- well, it talked about--

Kathleen Cody: I looked for years into dysfunc onal situa ons
and it-- I mean, it's opened my eyes--

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Well, there was a--

Kathleen Cody: --to the issue of abor on as a-- you know, a, a
very necessary and, you know, long-term op on that was denied
to women for so long, and it is never easy. It is never easy when
women have to decide to have an abor on. That is somebody
else's idea that-- it is never an easy decision.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: I think if you-- it talks about research that
was done that tracked children who were born to mothers who
were denied abor ons because they'd passed the me, and
poverty, the kinds of things--

Kathleen Cody: Wow, okay.



Rep. Jessica Farrar: It basically talks about how they are born
into handicapped situations, I think was the word.

Kathleen Cody: Sure they are, sure they are; I've seen it. I've
seen it for years and years and years, and you know, trying to do
something, you know, with, with the a ermath and it's like-- it's so
long-lasting and it's so-- impactful for long-term. And--

I, in fact, had to make my own personal decision, a er two
children and a situa on that was untenable and, and it-- and I had
to decide to take care of the ones I was responsible for. And it was
a very painful decision but one that I had no-- I mean, I knew I had
to because I was responsible to take care of, of the people that
were already in my life. And I already had two children and it was,
it was a decision that, that I didn't, you know-- I was grateful that I
had go en to the point where it was possible. Because it was so
close to the-- when it wasn't an op on. And so it's both
professional and personal and, and it's just finally important for
me to at least speak from my heart.

What's happened over the last three years, both to medicine--
and good people in medicine have been beaten down by, by all
kinds of stuff like this and not being able to provide true care for
all kinds of interference from powers and all this other stuff. And I
guess it's just the pain in my heart that I'm-- I just have to say it. So
I drove up from San Antonio tonight; still here. So--

Rep. Helen Giddings: Well, we thank you, Dr. Cody. The Chair--

Kathleen Cody: I'm retired.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Retired.



Kathleen Cody: I'm out.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Okay, we thank you, Ms. Cody.

Kathleen Cody: Don't want anything to do with it anymore.

Rep. Helen Giddings: The Chair calls Stacy Cooper, who is
testifying for herself, and she's against this bill.

Stacy Cooper: Good evening. My name is Stacy Cooper. I am a
cons tuent of Donna Howard of Aus n and I'm the mother of two
young-- two children, including a young daughter who deserves to
be raised with her reproductive health protected.

I would like to start with a quote from Jus ce Ruth Bader
Ginsburg. "The decision whether or not to bear a child is central to
a woman's life, to her well-being, and to her dignity. When the
government controls that decision for her, she is treated as less
than a full adult human responsible for her own choices."

I would also like to share the words of Congresswoman
Slaughter of New York. "Now, in state houses all over this country
and in Governor's mansions and Halls of Congress, the majority's
an -choice agenda is driven by men in blue suits and red es who
seem to believe that once they get elected to something, they
have the right to play doctor. I would like to think about what they
have done over the last years to remind my fellow American
women.

"Already because of the majority's efforts, women in eight
states are required to undergo an ultrasound before they can
exercise their cons tu onally-protected right to safe and legal



abor on. An ultrasound that is not medically necessary, an
ultrasound that is not medically contradicted, and an ultrasound
which they themselves are required to pay for. As we speak the
legislatures in the state of Wisconsin have passed a similar
measure through the state house and are awaiting the enactment
into law. Most telling right now is that more states have a wai ng
period for abortions than a waiting period to buy a gun."

Let me say that again. More states have a wai ng period for
abor ons, a cons tu onally-protected procedure, than they do
to ha-- to buy a gun.

"Now here in Congress,"-- these are s ll the words of Senator
Slaughter-- "Now here in Congress, the majority conducted a
hearing at the Oversight Government Reform Commi ee last year
that I have already spoken of. There were five men and zero
women. As you know, we have talked about Sandra Fluke and the
hatred that was poured down on her when she wanted to speak.
Such a cowardly move is an insult to intelligence of women in
America.

"You are supposed to believe that this was done well and
properly. No amount of window-dressing is going to change the
fact that you are severely restric ng a woman's right to choose
with today's bill. I don't think anyone makes any bones about that.
The majority has argued that the legislature is in response to new
science. Even if there was and has-- even if there has ever been a
House of Representa ves that cared for a whit of science, I can't
imagine they would even come close to this one.

"When a fetus feels pain is a new idea. As Mr. Nadler has
previously made clear, their so-called new findings are 'nothing



more than marginal views that fly in the face of established
science'. In fact, one of the experts upon which the majority relies
has tes fied that science for and against fetal pain is most
uncertain.

"The fact of the ma er is that today's legisla on is
uncons tu onal and contains narrow, inadequate, inadequate
excep ons for the life of women, and rape, and vic ms of rape
and--rape and incest. No man on any of those committees, no man
on any of those panels is ever going to have to face the problem of
rape and incest. How strange is it that they-- how strange is it that
they know the precise answer--"

Rep. Helen Giddings: Miss Stacey?

Stacey Cooper: Yes?

Rep. Helen Giddings: Would you wrap up?

Stacy Cooper: All right; thank you for your time.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you.
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Rep. Helen Giddings: The Chair is going to call Sydney Casey--
and, I'm sorry, that was Miss Cooper. Now we're calling Sydney
Casey, testifying for herself and against the bill.

Sydney Casey: That's correct. Thank you to the Chair and
commi ee for allowing me to tes fy today. My name is Sydney
Casey and I am a cons tuent of Representa ve Dawnna Dukes
from Aus n. I'm here represen ng myself in opposi on to House
Bill 60. I'm a volunteer with the Lilith Fund and Abor on
Assistance Fund, which speaks directly to low-income women
needing abor on care but are unable to access it for a mul tude
of reasons already.

In the me I've worked with the Lilith Fund, I've seen a real
spectrum of experiences. One of the first woman I spoke to was a
mother of four who, despite wan ng to keep her baby, chose an
abor on because she had le  an abusive partner in another
state, relocated to Texas where our laws are far stricter, and was
struggling to make ends meet with the four children she already
had.

I've spoken to several women who suffer from bipolar disorder

http://youtu.be/xRk5MsrcoIY


living off of social security, but weren't receiving their checks
because you cannot take those medicines while pregnant. I've
spoken to a mother of three, who lost her job because she--
because of her pregnancy-- she worked in manual labor-- and
could not afford her procedure a er finding childcare, lodging and
transporta on for the three-day procedure she needed, and she
was from a small border town so there was no other option.

Almost every woman I've ever spoken to through the Lilith Fund
has told me that they contemplated suicide because they already
felt so helpless in the midst of making these tough decisions
about their lives and their bodies. That's the state of it right now.
The state of abor on access in Texas has already been set up for
low-income women to lose.

What HB60 does is limit access for low-income women.
Privileged women will s ll be able to afford the days off work, the
travel, the doctors' fees. This bill effec vely keeps abor on out of
the hands of Texas' most vulnerable ci zens. If this bill passes, it
will only further make the ability to choose how and when you
start a family a privilege of the wealthy.

An -abor on legisla on has never stopped abor on. What Roe
v. Wade did was give women the right to make their own decisions
with dignity and privacy. These bills, wri en under the guise of
improving the standards of care for women, are a thinly-veiled
a empt to ban abor on in Texas. Even if these bills pass, they will
not stand. The women of this state will not let our rights be taken
away in the name of poli cs. We deserve access to medically
accurate informa on about all of our op ons when it comes to
our families, and we have a cons tu onal right to shape our own



lives and control our own bodies. Thank you for your time.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
The Chair is now going to call Catherine-- oh, pardon me, I'm not
saying this well-- Carolyn Calabrese, Calabrese, who is
represen ng the Feminist Aus n Networking Group and is against
the bill. We will show that she did not tes fy. Lisa Cameron,
represen ng herself, and she is against the bill. Are you here,
Miss Cameron? We will show that she is against the bill, but did
not tes fy. The Chair now calls Merced Carbajal-- Merced? You'll
tell me when you get here-- represen ng himself, and he's against
the bill.

Merced Carbajal: My name is Merced Carbajal. I'm here
representing myself. I'm a TSA student.

Rep. Helen Giddings: And you are against the bill?

Merced Carbajal: I am against the bill.

Rep. Helen Giddings: House Bill 60.

Merced Carbajal: Most of what I'm going to say has already been
repeated by almost everyone, so I just kind of want to, I guess, just
use some simple logic, really. Like, what is this bill doing? The bill
is reducing the number of places where a woman can get an
abor on. And so what, what is that going to do? It lessens the
accessibility where a woman can get an abor on. So I, I don't
really understand how this helps women.

Because we don't have abor on clinics because women want--
they, they don't get pregnant because they want to have an



abor on. They get-- like, it's an unplanned pregnancy and so they
need the abor on despite why they can't have the child or why
they can't raise the child. It's not something that someone wants.
So I think common ground that we share is no one really likes to
have an abor on. I think we can all agree on that. We, we want to
lessen that.

And how do we do that? Well, I don't think it's by denying
accessibility. Maybe we can prevent abor ons; call me crazy, but
maybe if we can, I don't know, sex ed? I know no one likes to talk
about that, but I mean, really, it's going to prevent abor ons. I
don't know why that's hard to believe. And I don't think it makes
kids promiscuous. I think sex ed. would make kids knowledgeable,
maybe once they're introduced to it by their friends.

Because where do kids learn about sex now? Their friends, and
TV and music. I mean, right now it's like the latest thing. "Oh, it's
really cool! We're going to go to this party and have some sex, a
lot of it." It's the thing because where else do they hear it from? I
think if we introduce kids to safe sex, the risks of having sex, you
know, maybe they'll think about it and maybe they'll wait un l
they find the right person and share with that person. And maybe
they'll plan a family. And they'll want-- they won't need an
abortion.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Sir, we're going to ask you to wrap up,
please.

Merced Carbajal: Well, that's really it; I mean, I don't really have
anything new to introduce, but this isn't the way to do anything.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you so much for being here with us.



The Chair calls now Lisa Cameron, represen ng herself, and she is
against this bill.

Lisa Cameron: Hello, my name is Lisa Cameron. I'm a constituent
of the Honorable Elliot Naishtat and Donna Howard. I'm pleased
to be here to be able to speak against this bill, 60.

And first of all, I would like to say I've been hearing a lot of
different tes mony today, and I've heard a lot of reference to fetal
pain, but I haven't heard much-- well, actually, in the last few
tes monies I have, but what about the pain of the woman who is
having to deal with these restric ons and how is she actually
going to be healthy? How is she going to afford this expensive,
restric ve procedure that is only-- would be performed in three
places in the state? How would the average person who would
really need an abor on be able to take care of that? And- many
women wouldn't be able to. They just wouldn't be able to take
care of it and they would end up going to a back-alley abor onist;
you know, back to the days of the coat-hanger man or whatever.
You know, that could come back if this bill is passed.

AndI would also like to give kind of a personal spin on this, on
this bill. I iden fy as a transgender woman and I want to say that
before I changed my gender, I fathered a child. I've been married
for, legally for 29 years, and s ll I'm married. And when we were
22, me and my partner, we decided to have an abor on. It was
one of the hardest things that we ever had to decide.

Even when we were 22, you think that, 'well, you're 22, what do
you know?' We knew that, you know, we didn't really want to have
an abor on; but at the same me, we had just arrived in Aus n, I
was making $4.50 an hour and that was the only job I could find at



that me. My spouse was making about the same and there was
just no way that we could afford a child. And we wanted to be able
to provide for this child. And so with great, you know, trepida on,
we went ahead and had an abortion, but then--

Rep. Helen Giddings: Mr. [sic] Cameron, I'm going to have to ask
you to--

Lisa Cameron: Could I wrap up?

Rep. Helen Giddings: Yes, with a sentence or two.

Lisa Cameron: What I wanted to say is that the next me that
we decided to have a child, he was born and he's 28 years old
now. And we learned a lot from having an abor on: that we would
do anything that we possibly could to not have one, but we are
very, very thankful that it was an available option. Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
The Chair is now going to call Carolyn Calabrese, represen ng
Feminist Aus n Networking Group and tes fying against the bill.
Start with your name, please, and your position on HB60.

Carolyn Calabrese: Hi. My name is Carolyn Calabrese and I am
against this bill. I am a cons tuent of Representa ve Elliot
Naishtat. Every person here can agree that lowering the number
of abor ons would ease a great deal of suffering in the world. In
an ideal world, no woman would need to seek an abortion.

Wouldn't it make sense to treat the-- to treat the disease rather
than the symptom? Lowering the number of unplanned
pregnancies would reduce the need for abor ons in our state.



Teaching individuals how to control their fertility effectively would
be the best way to help all Texans. I believe that every woman has
the right to control her fer lity and make the decisions that are
the best for her body and for her family. The fact of the ma er is
that abor on is a legal right in this country, and these limita ons
cause unnecessary pain and suffering for Texans all across our
state.

Here in Texas, we have already placed unjust limita ons for--
on women's reproduc ve rights through the inflated costs already
associated with the procedure, such as the new sonogram law. In
our schools, we fund an inefficient program that keeps students
ignorant of the plethora of resources that they can use to take
their me planning a family. In our communi es and in our jobs,
we make it difficult for those who are struggling to care for their
children and to have access to adequate resources.

We are in the business of punishing people who make decisions
that we don't all agree with rather than helping them to protect
their families. Abs nence-only sex educa on has been proven
ineffec ve over and over again. It's unrealis c and damaging. In
health classes across the state, teachers can only discuss the
effec veness of contracep on when it fails, leaving young people
ignorant and prone to making unnecessarily risky decisions. We
cannot con nue issuing edicts from a pla orm of superiority, a
pla orm that most people fall short of. Just under half of all
pregnancies in this country are unplanned. Our current methods
of preventing unplanned pregnancies are failing hard.

In 2010, the US HHSC Office of Adolescent Health cited that
there were 48,456 pregnancies to women under the age of 20 in



Texas. 52% of Texas high school students in 2011 have had sexual
intercourse and, of these sexually ac ve teens, 46% did not use a
condom during their last sexual intercourse. In the same year,
only about 15% used some kind of hormonal contracep on. Many
hormonal contracep on methods cite success rates between 92
to 99.9% effectiveness at preventing pregnancies.

An increased understanding about the effec veness of
contracep on could have prevented some of these unplanned
pregnancies. The best news of all is that these high success rates
don't need to happen in the lab. Perfect use is achievable by
following the instruc ons on the packet, taking the pill on me, or
scheduling an appointment. While no method is 100% accurate, a
combina on of methods promotes a much more realis c
foundation of care.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you.

Carolyn Calabrese: One more sentence. By focusing our energies
and funds on teaching young people about their smartest op ons
for powering their reproduc ve health, we can lower the need for
abor ons and promote healthier birth outcomes. Thank you very
much.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you for your tes mony; appreciate
you being here.
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Rep. Helen Giddings: The Chair now calls Susan Clark, Suburban
Southwest Texas Democra c Women, and she is going to be
tes fying against this bill. State your name and your posi on,
please.

Susan Clark: Yes, I'm Susan Clark, I am against this bill. I traveled
all the way from Fort Bain County today to come and speak to you
guys. I want to tell y'all a story, a very personal story, and my
primary point in telling this story is that every woman must make
their own decision. You cannot look at a woman and tell what her
circumstances are.

I have a very close cousin who-- I am about ten years younger,
but she taught me the way to do things. She didn't get married
un l her early thir es, and she wanted a child very badly. So she
got pregnant, and she lost the first one, unfortunately, through a
miscarriage. With her second pregnancy, she was so happy. She
was so happy to be pregnant again. Unfortunately, due to her age,
she had an amniocentesis at four months, because she can't have
it any sooner than that. The test revealed a fatal birth defect.

What should she have done? What would y'all tell her to do?

http://youtu.be/XNvdib9-Qtc


She knew that her baby girl could not live; it was a brain defect.
She-- her choice was to carry the baby, who died immediately
a er birth. She knew it would. I believe that a woman should have
the choice. A woman needs to have the choice because only she
knows her own circumstances. With everybody who pa ed my
cousin's belly and said, "Oh, when are you due?" she relived again
the fact that that baby was already going to die.

I pray to God that our legislators and lawmakers will allow
women to make their own decision, because only they
understand the circumstances that they have. As in my cousin's
case, the circumstances vary from woman to woman. And only the
woman involved and her doctors can make decisions regarding
her babies.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much for your testimony.

Susan Clark: Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Uh-huh. The Chair now calls Cherie
Christensen, testifying for herself, and she's against the bill.

Cherie Christensen: Thank you, Chair and commi ee, for
allowing me to tes fy. My name is Cherie Christensen, I'm
represen ng myself, and I'm against this bill. I'm a volunteer with
the Lilith Fund, and I'm an abor on doula with the Bridge
Collec ve. I'm also a birth doula and a midwifery student, so I'm
on both sides of the spectrum. I support abor on for many
reasons, the foremost of which I wanted to tell you all about
today. Childbirth comes with inherent risks to both mother and
baby.



Postpartum depression and postpartum psychosis are very real
risks that every woman has to face when she gives birth. And we
talk a lot about physical health of people, but we haven't talked a
lot about mental and emo onal health. Some people have
brought it up, but it's equally important, if not more so, to physical
health; and this is further amplified if the pregnancy is unwanted.

What's more, no ma er how advanced our technology is, and
no ma er how good our medicine gets, pregnancy will always
carry with it the risk of mother or baby dying. This bill will
effec vely cut out abor on access for hundreds, if not thousands
of women, forcing them to put their health and lives at risk. And I
think that any bill, any law that forces somebody to put their own
life at risk is unethical and immoral. Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much for your tes mony,
Ms. Christensen. The Chair will now call Elizabeth Burr,
represen ng the Capital Area Democra c Women, and she is
against the bill. We will show that Ms. Buff-- Ms. Burr is against the
bill and that she did not testify.

[Unidentified Voice]: She's here.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Just a minute, audience. We've made an
announcement; when she comes, we will let her speak. But then
we're just going go on, for the sake of me. The Chair is gonna call
Erin Atkinson, represen ng self and is against the bill. Okay, the
Chair is going to show that Erin Atkinson is against the bill but did
not tes fy. The Chair is going to call Nicole Arnsmeyer,
represen ng herself and she is against this bill. We will show that
Ms. Arnsmeyer is against the bill but did not tes fy. The Chair is
going to call Hansen Anderson, tes fying for himself and is against



the bill. The Chair will show that Hansen-- I lost my space--

[Unidentified Voice]: Arnsmeyer.

Rep. Helen Giddings: --Arnsmeyer did not tes fy but was against
the bill. Okay, now, I'm back to the screen. The Chair is going to call
Cheasty Anderson, tes fying for self against the bill. Are you Ms.
Anderson?

[Unidentified Voice]: No.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Fine. The Chair is going to call-- oh, we will
show that Ms. Anderson is against the bill but did not tes fy.
Katelyn Allen, represen ng herself, she's against the bill. Ms.
Allen, are you here? The Chair will show that Ms. Allen was against
the bill but did not tes fy. The Chair is going to call Frances Chen,
represen ng herself, and is registered against the bill. The Chair
will show that-- will ask that Ms. Chen be shown as against the bill
with no tes mony. Erin Atkinson, represen ng herself and she's
against the bill. State your name, who you're represen ng, and
your position on the bill, please.

Erin Atkinson: Hi. My name is Erin Atkinson, and I'm representing
myself and I'm against HB60. This bill will restrict those most in
need from having access to necessary abor on services. Poor
women and those in abusive rela onships do not have the me
and resources to make a trip across the state to go to a clinic, and
an unplanned pregnancy can be a life sentence to poverty or can
be an anchor to an abuser. We need more emo on, physical and
financial support for women who have had abor ons and who are
facing unplanned pregnancies that they would like to keep.



I know that this bill is a emp ng to do this, but by closing so
many clinics it will do the opposite, by leaving desperate women
with no resources. This will not create fewer terrible abor on
experiences, but will create more as people try to end their
pregnancies dangerously. No woman should be forced to have an
abor on or to carry a pregnancy, and that is what this bill will do.
Thank you for your time.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you for your tes mony. Our
computers are slow with 700 people in the--

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Well, we may register more than that.
[laughter]

Rep. Helen Giddings: Okay, the Chair is going to call Evan
Umberger, represen ng himself and is for the bill. Mr. Umberger,
are you here?

Evan Umberger: Yes, ma'am.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Okay, fine, sir. State your name and your
position on HB60.

Evan Umberger: Sure.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Speaking for the bill.

Evan Umberger: My name is Evan Umberger, and I'm for the bill.
Thank you so much for hearing my perspec ve. Tonight I'm
speaking to you as a father. The legacy that was passed down to
me was ingrained in my legal name, which was actually Ernest
Crabtree Umberger, and I decided to pass it on to my son. I, Evan,



am the fourth, and Ethan is the fi h. At eleven weeks, we received
his diagnosis and a laundry list of things we should not expect.
Ul mately, we were given the choice to terminate his life or give
him the best opportunity at life. And we chose life.

Our desire for Ethan to be healthy, happy and whole began in
my wife Chelsea's womb and was completed as a miracle in
Heaven. While Ethan was here on earth, I was able to bond with
him through many different experiences. When you're told that
your child should not respond to touch, the popcorn game at 3
a.m. is pretty incredible. With our local perinatal hospice program
we had weekly sonograms, and were able to spend me with him.
We were able to see him self-soothe, also something we were
told he shouldn't do, smile and wave. I was able to grab his feet
and ckle it when it was s cking out, and every day I'd go to
Chelsea's belly saying, "Daddy loves you and you're a champion.
You're my champion." And then he kicked me in the face 'cause he
was responding.

My favorite song was the "Good Fruit" song, we called it-- love,
joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness
and self-control. We sang it to him in the womb, and on the day he
was born he responded and raised his head, something that he
was not supposed to do. He also grabbed my finger while I held
him swaddled in my arms. We sang him other songs and held him
all night. It was the most impac ul opportunity to be able to
provide unconditional love from his first to his last heartbeat.

He le  my arms at 3:16 the next day, a er twenty-six hours and
forty-five minutes. That was just his layover on earth, but that
wasn't the extent of his life. It was thirty-eight weeks and four



days in my wife's womb. And I experienced peace and joy that I
gave my son the best opportunity at life. We live in the greatest

me of our na on's history, at the intersec on of opportunity and
change. And in the words of Andy Andrews, from his book "The
Bu erfly Effect", "Every single thing you do ma ers. You have been
created as one of a kind. You have been created in order to make a
difference. You have within you the power to change the world."
And to add to Andy, everything you don't do also ma ers. Either
way, generations are impacted. Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you so much for your tes mony, Mr.
Umberger. Now the Chair calls Elizabeth Burr, represen ng the
Capital Area Democratic Women, is against this bill.

Elizabeth Burr: Hello, thank you. I'm Eliz-- Lizzy Burr, and I'm the
president of Capital Area Democra c Women, and I'm here in
opposi on to HB60. I appreciate the opportunity to tes fy this
evening, and I appreciate very much each of your understanding
and forbearance, patience, listening and thoughtfulness, as we all
discuss this extremely important, and to my mind threatening,
bill. There are se-- there are so many things that I could point to in
this par cular bill, because it's an omnibus bill and it's different
from the smaller bills that were considered during the regular
session. And I have some concerns about whether or not there's
been enough me for you as legislators to consider what is
different about this legisla on, what may be different about this
legisla on than that, those bills that were defeated and did not
make it through the process in the regular session.

I brought that up, actually, when I tes fied in the Senate last
week on SB5, which is not this bill. But unfortunately we have a



commi ee subs tute now, so I'm not exactly sure; I know there
were small changes, but again, I find this concerning. One of the
reasons I'm most concerned is a personal experience I have with
an abor on in 1985, and taking someone to an abor on that had
to be rescheduled because of a hurricane. It had to be
rescheduled because the facility was closed because a hurricane
was coming in, and no one schedules elec ve procedures when
there is an emergency situation taking place.

My understanding of part of this bill, and I have to say, it's just
very minimal understanding, is that the Ambulatory Surgical
Center requirements that this bill includes would reduce the
current number of licensed facili es-- I'm not saying that there
couldn't be more eventually-- to five in this state. And my
understanding is those five are in specific places, two of which are
close to the Gulf Coast and could be affected by a hurricane. I've
lived in Houston, and I've gone through hurricanes in Houston. I'm
speaking to two people here who, now one, who are
representa ves from Houston; one used to be my representa ve
from Houston.

I worry that this bill would create a situation where women who
have the right to seek a termina on of a pregnancy, and have
made the decision to do so and scheduled it at one of these five
centers s ll available, would then not have that opportunity. I
don't know whether there are provisions in this bill for that. I don't
know whether there are opportuni es to consider that, but it's of
great concern to me personally and I hope you'll consider that as
you listen to tes mony from people around the state how
different areas are affected differently by these changes in
regulations.



Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much for your testimony.

Elizabeth Burr: Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: The Chair now calls Katelyn Allen,
representing herself, and she is against this bill.

Katelyn Allen: Hello. Thank you, Chair and commi ee for
allowing me to testify. My name is--

Rep. Helen Giddings: Would you start with your name, please?

Katelyn Allen: My name is Katelyn Allen.

Rep. Helen Giddings: And your position.

Katelyn Allen: I am against this bill.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thanks.

Katelyn Allen: Now I'm sure most of what I'll say you've already
heard, but we learn through repe on so I'm going to say it again.
And I'm a cons tuent of Representa ve Eddie Rodriguez. I'm here
because in the first three months of 2013 alone, 694 provisions
related to reproduc ve health were introduced with almost half
of them aiming to restrict or limit access to abor on. This assault
on women's rights to make their own decisions about their health
has to stop.

This bill does not help women or children or anyone. I'm sure
nobody here is naïve enough to think that by taking away access
to safe abor ons that they will cease to be performed. By closing



all but 5 clinics who perform abor ons in the state, thousands of
women will be forced into dangerous, horrific and trauma zing
situa ons that those before us fought so hard to get away from.
I'm asking you all to please say no to HB60 for the sake of all
people. We don't need poli cians in the doctor's office. We need
them in the Capitol. Trust us to make our own decisions and we
can put more faith in yours. Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
The Chair now calls Sandy Sheana Silvertooth, testifying for herself
and she is for the bill. We will show that Ms. Silvertooth is for the
bill, but did not testify. Okay.
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Rep. Helen Giddings: The Chair now calls Laura Miles,
representing herself, and she is for this bill.

Laura Miles: Madam Chairman and members of the commi ee,
thank you for having me tonight. My name is Laura Miles, and I'm
represen ng myself. I'm in favor of HB60. Thank you. And I'd just
like to share my story through a letter that I wrote to my son.

Dear Eli, Mommy wants to tell you how sweet-- your sweet li le
life has changed mine forever. When I first found out about you, I
called your daddy right away, crying tears of joy. The test read
pregnant, and I was ecsta c. I felt so special to have your life
star ng inside of mine. You see, we had a miscarriage just seven
months before. I had a strong desire in my heart to have another
baby, and it was truly a blessing from God that I became pregnant
with you on the same day that my last baby would have been due.

My love for you started in that moment, Eli, and it will never
stop. A er just eight weeks along, the ultrash-- ultrasound
showed you safely planted inside of a heart shape, a picture so
profound and literally worth a thousand words. I got to see and
hear your beau ful heartbeat that day, and from then on I pre y

http://youtu.be/2KTKez3JoBE


much cried every me I heard it. Excited and anxious each day
that passed, I hoped and prayed that everything was going well
with you, so when I made it to 12 weeks, I couldn't wait to hear
that you were in-- that you were clear of any problems. But on that
day, I got different news. It was devastating news.

The doctors told us that you had a rare condi on called limb-
body wall complex, and this meant that short of a miracle, you
would not be able to survive outside of me-- no chance at all. The
doctors would not be able to fix what was wrong with your
precious li le body, and me stopped in my world that moment. I
couldn't believe this was happening. Your daddy and I were told
that most women decided to end the pregnancy a er receiving
news like this, and some even recommended that I choose the
same, but Eli, I could never do that to you. I loved you too much to
care about the risks, the fears, the horrifying unknown, and all I
knew is that I trusted God and I wanted you. You were placed in
my womb, and I wanted to do everything I could to love and
protect you.

I cried out to God for you and knew that I was not strong enough
to carry you alone, and God spoke to me that day and asked me to
carry you in the strength that only He could give, one day at a

me. Eli, I can honestly say I've never felt more beau ful as a
woman than I did when I had you with me. To watch my belly grow
and see your sweet face on the ultrasound was so breathtaking to
me. You were happy and thriving against all odds, and I got to feel
you moving and kicking, and at the same me, I felt your beau ful
spirit.

I knew you, Eli, and that was so sa sfying to me. Eli, other



people got to watch you grow too, and you deeply touched their
lives with your story. They pleaded for a miracle with us, and they
li ed us up. I would never want to know what this journey would
have been like without them. You challenged them to gr-- grow
closer to God and to increase in faith and to remember what's
important: God designed you, Eli, for his glory. Thank you.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Thank you very much, ma'am, for your
tes mony. The Chair calls King-- I'm sorry, we only have one name
here-- King, representing self, and is for the bill.

Lillian King: Yes, Lillian.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Okay, we've only got "King" in here, so what
do we do? Do we need her to--

Clerk: It's how she signed up, so it's how it's going to be on the
witness list.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Well, you'll be on the witness list as "King".

Lillian King: All right.

Rep. Helen Giddings: So you're represen ng yourself, and you're
for the bill.

Lillian King: Yes, yes. We have heard this evening that--

Rep. Helen Giddings: Please, please begin with your name.

Lillian King: Lillian King.

Rep. Helen Giddings: And you are represen ng yourself, and you



are--

Lillian King: For.

Rep. Helen Giddings: Yes, ma'am.

Lillian King: I'm sorry.

Rep. Helen Giddings: You're fine! Go right ahead.

Lillian King: We've heard this evening that low-income women
and desperate young women have no place else to turn but to the
Planned Parenthood and other abor on clinics to receive
reproduc on help and, and because they have to finish their
schooling. But I would like to tell you that there are other op ons,
and there are op ons here in Aus n. There are loving op ons
from crisis pregnancy centers and from adop on-- an adop on
clinic. The adop on clinic that I know of is in Waco, but, but they
do come here.

I was born in 1941, and there was no abor on then. And
everyone chose life, and everyone was happy, and there weren't
56 million babies that were created that are no more. Everyone
lived; even the young women lived. Out of those 56 million babies
that were aborted, half of those are young ladies, and so where
are their rights? They don't have a voice. And so I wanted to come
and speak on behalf of them. God's word says that we are to
rescue those that are being led to slaughter, and I would like to
tell you of the options that these young ladies have.

Back in my day, adop on-- there were so many couples, and
there s ll are, and there are no babies. Women that I know, in my



neighborhood, are adopting Chinese babies, because there are no
babies. [laughter] The women in my life, if they couldn't keep their
baby or they were out of wedlock, they gave their babies lovingly
up for adop on, and these childless couples would adopt them
and so they would live. And so that's a beau ful thing, is life, and
we are supposed to be-- in the Cons tu on, we are supposed to
be protecting life, all life.

Rep. Byron Cook: Ms., Ms. King, if you can start wrapping it up,
please.

Lillian King: Okay. Abby Johnson, in her book-- she is a former
plan-- abor on center director, and what changed her mind, what
changed her life, and she came out of the abor on industry is that
she was for the first time asked to--

Rep. Byron Cook: Ms. King, you need to finish, okay? Time is up.

Lillian King: Okay.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very, very much for this--

Lillian King: She actually saw an abortion.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, thank you very much. Is Sandy
Silvertooth here, representing herself, for the bill?

Sandy Sheana Silvertooth: Good evening, thank you for seeing
me. My name is Sheana Silvertooth, and I represent myself, and I
am here in support of the House Bill 60. I am a Texas veteran who
wore Kevlar to work. I am a rape survivor. I am also someone who
aborted a child. I stand here today to speak to you from my own



experience; not from something that I learned in a classroom, not
somebody else's agenda, but my own personal experience.

I come to you today because I want to talk to you about choice,
and here's what I choose to talk about: I choose to tell you about
my son, whose love of music started at 16 weeks of pregnancy, as
my stomach, every me he would hear music, would bounce--
visibly, to anybody in the room-- up and down. People, that is joy;
joy is an emo on, and emo on is life. I choose to tell you that
when I was about 24 weeks pregnant, they told me that there was
an anomaly, an abnormality with my child. I choose to tell you
that today, he is an 18-year-old senior, and he is very happy and
very healthy. To tell you that a er two miscarriages, a er my
abor on, I had him and then another son, who-- at 16 weeks, we
had an anomaly. "You might want to terminate your pregnancy."
He is a 16-year-old very strapping young man and a very talented
athlete in the state of Texas.

I'd also like to tell you about the abnormality that they told my
adopted daughter that her son had, that he would possibly have a
gene c predisposi on to have cys c fibrosis, and we might want
to terminate his pregnancy. I spent an hour on Tango with him this
a ernoon outside these very walls. He is a very happy, healthy,
very healthy eight-month-old little boy.

If we had listened to the anomalies and abnormali es, we
would have killed three precious children. I did that once, in
Dallas, in a back-alley clinic, that was neither healthy-- did not
resemble anything like healthcare. There was no care involved in
that situa on. And I promise you that I was not given the
opportunity to make an informed choice; I was just told "In the



front door and out the back."

I will also tell you about a choice that a family member who
suffers with bipolar disorder, who chose to have children, who
chose to not take her medica on, to not take her birth control,
who chose to have children, who also chose to give up those
children and chose to take drugs. We all make choices. My ch--
ques on to you is: have you ever witnessed someone abort via
RU-486? I have, and I say that if you are qualified to make this
decision, you should actually witness that. I know that if I could
express joy--

Rep. Byron Cook: Ms. Silvertooth--

Sandy Sheana Silvertooth: --if my child could expr-- I will wrap up,
sir, please. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Your tes mony has been very compelling, but
now if you can wrap it up. Thank you.

Sandy Sheana Silvertooth: Thank you. I would just ask that if you
would please stand up for a higher standard of healthcare,
equivalent to a reasonable society, and stop allowing women,
born and unborn, to be scared to death, literally. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much. David Albert, he
represents himself, against the bill. Is David here? We'll show
David against the bill, not tes fying. Jennifer Alexander, here
represen ng herself, against the bill. Jennifer Alexander? Okay,
we'll show Jennifer Alexander against the bill, not tes fying.
Nicole Arnsmeyer-- hope I got that right-- against the bill,
represen ng herself, not tes fying. Chelsea Brass, here



representing herself against the bill. Is Ms. Brass here? We'll show
Ms. Brass against the bill, not tes fying. Jeff Cha n? Jeff Cha n
here, representing himself against the bill? We'll show Jeff Chattin
not testifying.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Wow! Yeah, in all my years of doing this, this is
the longest last name I've, I've ever seen, if this is really a last
name. Is this-- Marisa C-H-A-N-T-H-A-R-A-Y-U-K-H-O-N-T-H-O-R-N. The
whole alphabet is in this name. I'm going to show her--

[Unidentified Voice]: What is it?

Rep. Byron Cook: Look at this. Here we go. Can you say that last
name?

[Unidentified Voice]: I think it's like four names together, said:
Chandra-an-kan-tarn.

Rep. Byron Cook: Anyway, we'll show her-- I'd like to meet her,
cause I hadn't, I've never seen that name before, but anyway,
we're going to show her against the bill, not tes fying. And have
we already called her, Chelsea Brass? Chelsea Brass, here
representing herself, against the bill.

Chelsea Brass: Yes. I'm against SB60. And I would like to--

Rep. Byron Cook: You'll need to go ahead and--

http://youtu.be/8B3WEDk0AQY


Chelsea Brass: HB60.

Rep. Byron Cook: --and, HB60 and, and, if you would tell us who
you are and who you represent, just so we have the record right.

Chelsea Brass: My name is Chelsea Brass, and I represent
myself, and I wanted to provide my testimony against HB60. When
I think about access, access to these services, I think about what
it was like to grow up in a low-income-- as, you know, my mother,
single mother, growing up low-income, I think about what it was
for her to try to provide stability, and how long it takes to gain that
kind of stability as, as an adult.

And I want to ask what you think provides stability. Is it a job
with security, a loving partner, six forms of insurance to protect
the stability we've built for ourselves? I want to ask the members
to think about what a pivotal and vulnerable me it is in young
adulthood to try to build that, and just how many-- how, how easy
it is to be set, set back; you know, you could, you know, as a young
adult, just one, I had one medical bill that set me back a year to
pay. And I mean, and I just, you know, we all know how expensive
it is to have a child. It could be a joyful addition to our lives, but it's
certainly a financial setback.

And a setback in other ways too. My friends who-- with children,
it took them much longer to get an educa on, to, to finish college.
One of my close girlfriends, who will also be tes fying tonight, she
bravely, as a single mother with a daughter, just finished her
bachelor's degree a er several years. And so, I just want to ask:
I'm saying all of this as to say, from what posi on are we to judge
the situa on that young women find themselves in? I refuse to, I
reject the no on that we're-- that they are solely responsible for



their situation.

I ask, is this from a posi on of wisdom, from hindsight, as, as
older adults, the well-housed, the well-fed? I just, I don't feel that
we're serving our-- serving people, our vulnerable communi es
with these measures. I really think we're only limi ng them. How
can we expect the best when we have li le safety net to provide
for these young families? Not everyone is blessed with the
resources-- the emotional resources, the financial resources-- and
I just don't want to take away one of our young's right to choose
which road to travel. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
Chelsea Umberger, here represen ng herself, tes fying for the
bill.

Chelsea Umberger: My name is Chelsea Umberger. I represent
myself, and I am in support of HB60. On June 18, 2012, my
husband and I found out that we were going to be parents. Fast
forward one month later, and we were si ng in our OB/GYN's
office, finding out that there was something wrong with our sweet
new life. At eleven weeks we saw a specialist, where our baby was
diagnosed with anencephaly, a fetal abnormality that is deemed
incompatible with life.

We went to a second specialist in Fort Worth to confirm the
diagnosis, and he gave us our op ons of termina ng or con nuing
our pregnancy. Once we made the decision to con nue, he
presented us with a checklist of things that our baby should and
should not be doing during our pregnancy. Things like the
possibility of our baby not developing a gender, not moving in the
womb, and even the possibility of not being able to carry to term.



By thirteen weeks, we found out that we were having a boy. By
nineteen weeks, I was feeling my son training for the Olympics in
my womb, and my pregnancy was progressing as normally as
possible.

We were blessed during our pregnancy to be a part of a
perinatal hospice program called Anthony's Blessing at Pregnancy
Resources of Abilene. Week by week through sonograms we
bonded with our son, and saw the Lord knit him together in my
womb. We saw him suck his thumb, s ck his tongue out, and even
wave 'hi' to Mommy and Daddy.

On January 28th, at 12:31 in the a ernoon, our son Ethan
entered the world. He was absolutely perfect in my eyes. We sang
him his favorite song, the 'Good Fruit' song, I got to nurse him, and
we even got to change a pee-pee diaper. Ethan closed his eyes on
his earthly father and opened his eyes to his Heavenly Father at
3:16 p.m. on January 29th. Ethan lived thirty-eight weeks, four
days in my womb, 26 hours-- or 26 hours and forty-five minutes on
earth, and now he lives exceedingly, abundantly, above in
Heaven.

As parents we want the best for our children. We want them to
a end the best schools, we want them to date and eventually
marry the best person. I wanted those things for my son. I chose to
give my son the best chance at life possible. We chose life. This
road was not an easy one; there were friends, even family
members, that could not understand our journey. But our son has
a purpose and a des ny just like the men and women seated
before me. If the cessa on of a heartbeat signifies the end of a
life, doesn't the beginning of a heartbeat signify one? Ethan's



legacy is one of life. The ques on is, what will yours be? Thank
you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much. Chelsey Con llo, here
representing herself against the bill.

Chelsey Con llo:  Hello. Thank you, Chair and commi ee, for
allowing me to tes fy. My name is Chelsey Con llo, and I am a
cons tuent of Representa ve Eddie Rodriguez. I am here today to
state my opposi on to House Bill 60. I oppose this legisla on
because I support the right to affordable and accessible
healthcare for all women.

There is a lack of empirical evidence to defend and support this
proposed legisla on. I think that legisla on of this nature,
legisla on that can dras cally affect the future reproduc ve
rights of women, deserves a fair vote and an open discussion. I am
concerned that legislators are making decisions about the
reproduc ve rights and health of women, under the guise of
protecting women.

Supporters of this bill claim that it protects women, but from
what? The Department of State Health Services regulates these
facili es. Women don't need protec on from these clinics, we
need access to them. This bill is targe ng women living in rural
areas, working-class women and immigrant women, who will have
even less access to reproduc ve healthcare if this bill is passed.
Not only would the proposed bill make women's health clinics less
accessible, but it would also eliminate jobs at the affected clinics
throughout the state.

I refuse to stand by as I watch my reproduc ve rights and the



reproduc ve rights of my friends and family act as a pawn in this
game of poli cs. I refuse to stand by as a procedural technicality
prevents a fair and honest vote on this bill. I am here today
because I want to support moving this state into the future where
all women have access to women's health clinics, and where all
women possess the right to make decisions about their bodies
and their futures. I ask that you oppose HB60 and all legisla on
that restricts access to safe and legal abortion. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony. Is
Marisa-- is Marisa with a real long name, are you, are you out
there? I, I, was told that you wanted to tes fy. I guess she'll show
up in a minute and we'll all get to meet her. What's the next--
Shannon Cavanagh? Shannon Cavanagh, here representing herself
to speak against the bill. We'll show her not tes fying, against the
bill. Okay. Is this Marisa? You're going to have to help us,
everybody out and tell us how to say your last name.

Marisa Chantharayukhonthorn: Okay. Chantharayukhonthorn.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay. And we have you represen ng yourself,
testifying against the bill.

Marisa Chantharayukhonthorn: Yes. My name is Marisa
Chantharayukhonthorn, and I am against HB60. There are only so
many things in life that we as humans have control over. This bill
is just another sheet of paper telling us just what we as humans
have no control over. In stripping us of this right, just what do we
have control over? The base issue is autonomy. We choose what
we do in our lives, who we decide to spend it with and just exactly
what we devote our me to. But there are circumstances where
we as humans feel like we have a right to decide just what we



want to do with our body.

If we are stripped of that right, then we no longer have that
decision of just exactly who we are as a human being. We are
given so many things from our parents as we are children. When
we are young, they tell us that we have so many doors open up for
us, but doesn't this bill, doesn't it, like, doesn't it close those
doors? We have so many choices that we can make. But if this
choice is taken away from us, we no longer have a choice. We
don't even have a voice, because other people are telling us just
exactly what we are supposed to do with our own lives.

And the issue of adop on was brought up earlier, just as
another op on. But the reality is, if adop on is the only other
op on, adop on-- all those adop on agencies are just over-
flooded with children who have no longer even a home to live in,
let alone a good living standard, because there's just an
abundance of children without family. And people believe that
someone else will adopt them. Maybe someone else should
adopt them. But if you believe in adop on, why haven't you
adopted anybody yet? If you believe--

Rep. Byron Cook: Some of us have.

Marisa Chantharayukhonthorn: All right. Right.

Rep. Byron Cook: Some of us have.

Marisa Chantharayukhonthorn: There's an abundance, of course.
People who are adopted are the absolutely lucky ones, who
believe that there was someone there to save them. But there is
s ll a ton of kids out there who don't have a home. No one's



adop ng them. Where do they go? They don't have anywhere else
to go except to stay in that living condi on where they just don't
have a choice; and if I were ever put in that situa on, I would
always ques on what is my self-worth, and I really, really do hope
that I would never--

Rep. Byron Cook: If you could quickly wrap up now,

Marisa Chantharayukhonthorn: All right. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for being here; thank you
for your tes mony. Jennifer Alexander, here represen ng herself,
against the bill. Is Jennifer Alexander here? We'll show her against
the bill.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Okay. Jennifer, you've got your keys on your
shoulder.

Jennifer Alexander: I carry them everywhere, I'm a graduate
student; my backpack, too. Hi. I'd like to have the opportunity to
give my tes mony, and because I'm not par cularly ar culate
today, I just brought my computer to--

Rep. Byron Cook: You have to start with your name and--

Jennifer Alexander: Oh, sorry; I thought because you read it I
didn't need to. My name is Jennifer Alexander.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay.

Jennifer Alexander: And I'm representing myself, and I'm against
House Bill 60.

I wanted to start off by saying that I have diabetes, and I've had
type 1 diabetes since I was seven years old and I'm now actually
forty-three, so I'm embracing the stage where I can't have
children. But because of my disease, it's pre y much never been a

http://youtu.be/5zG2jw0iAVQ


safe choice; and so I have been thankful for all of my adult life that
abortion is safe and legal.

Beyond that, I'm also the child of two parents who were in the
medical field. My father was a physician; he's s ll alive, but he
also had a, a doctoral degree in public health. And my mother was
a nurse and had a master's degree in public health. And they both
believed in the ability for women to be able to access safe and
legal abor on, although my mother was more on the side of
providing adequate birth control and easily accessible birth
control for women. But they were for it because it was a public
health issue. If you met my father you would understand he's not a
par cularly sexual guy and he's not, like, pro free love or anything
like that, but as a doctor and as a public health physician, he was
for it, in-- because it was an issue of, of public health.

Okay, and I brought my computer up here because I was a li le
nervous and I thought I would forget these. According to the
Gu macher Ins tute study that was published, I think, earlier
this year, possibly last year, they did a study of many countries;
and what they observed was that, in loca ons where abor on
was illegal, rates of abor on actually were not any lower than
they were in locations where abortion was actually safe and legal.
You may have heard this quoted to you already, but it's, it's true,
and they are an unbiased institute that does academic research.

In addi on, if women are not able to use birth control, they are
more likely to abort their own non-viable zygotes than they are if
they have access to birth control. And because-- I'm bringing this
up because this is also an issue that the pro-life movement tends
to fight, and that is women's safe and inexpensive access to birth



control. And the fact is that birth control and abor on actually
have lower rates of red-- of essen ally killing what the pro-life
movement seems to want to preserve than do-- excuse me, I think
I messed that up. But in any case-- [buzzer sounds] How many
seconds do I have left?

Clerk: You're, you're actually [unintelligible].

Jennifer Alexander: That's it? Okay, anyway, thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony. This
is, okay: Shannon Cavanagh, here represen ng herself, against
the bill. Come on up.

Shannon Cavanagh: Good evening. My name is Shannon
Cavanagh and I am represen ng myself, and I am against this bill.
I am a mother, I'm a professor at the University of Texas, and I'm
an expert of, I guess, just first [unintelligible] in families and
children. And I know something about the kind of demography or
the popula on issues surrounding abor on, unwanted
pregnancies, unintended pregnancies and, um, and I could talk to
you about that, and people have done a very good, lovely job; the
woman just before me talked about this. And it's interes ng-- I
guess it's the professor in me that is no cing-- that those who are
for this bill talk about these very kind of profound individual
stories, these incredibly hear elt narra ves about, about the
choices they've made.

And what's really clear in all these narra ves is this idea of
choice, and I think that is so important to keep in mind, that in
even the most sort of heartbreaking cases there was this choice
that they made. And keeping that choice available to women, all



women, to students in this space right now, to my daughter and
my son, is incredibly important to me. If we're really concerned
about children and the wellbeing of women, we must keep these
op ons open. This is not about improving women's health by
reducing these clinics, and that's just ridiculousness. I mean, that
truly is a ridiculous set of logic involved, with all due respect. And I
just think it's important that-- and I just bear witness to this fact
that, if we're really interested in taking care of families,
suppor ng Texas women, we need to keep op ons open for them:
simple as that. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
[pause] David Albert? Have we called David before? Okay, here
represen ng himself against the bill. And I want to remind folks,
once we call your name and you come back in here, please stay
where we don't have to keep running people down, because then I
might start skipping over folks. So comprende on that? Good. Go
ahead, David.

David Albert: Thank you. My name is David Albert. I'm a
professor of, of government; I teach at the UT Extension and Austin
Community College. You've heard a lot of moving, human
perspec ves; I want to give you a cons tu onal, legal one, as
somebody who teaches about politics and the constitution.

To go back historically, there was a period of 90 years in Texas,
when law-- Jim Crow segrega on laws applied in Texas. What
people may not realize is that, under the cons tu on of the
United States, under the 14th and 15th amendment, there we
stated explicitly that all ci zens of the United States had
protec ons of equal protec on and due process of law, and that



those were legally protected by the US Constitution; yet they were
ignored in Texas and much of the South, by laws that were put in
place to go around cons tu onal rights, such as the poll tax and
the literacy tests and the white primary.

This is very much the same thing that is being proposed here, in
these laws, is a modern form of Jim Crow that would deny women
the cons tu onal rights that have been guaranteed to them by
the United States Supreme Court and decisions like the Roe v.
Wade decision. This is doing exactly what Jim Crow laws were
doing. It is saying-- making those rights so hard to exercise that
they essen ally cease to exist, and that the cons tu onal rights
are to be ignored. So a law that, that would lead to the closing
down of-- the numbers I've heard are 37 of the 42 abor on clinics
in the United States-- in, in the state of Texas, would make it so
hard for women to exercise their cons tu onal rights that they
would be denied their constitutional rights.

So what I'm suggesting to you is that Texas should be above this.
Texas should be be er than this. Texas should not be a state that
denies people their cons tu onal rights. We did that for almost a
century in Texas. And it was wrong then to deny people vo ng
rights, par cularly to deny poor people rights, which is, was, what
the poll tax did. The laws being proposed on abor on are
essen ally a modern form of Jim Crow that would par cularly
deny poor women, even, even more than other women, the right
to, to access cons tu onally-protected abor on services; so I ask
you to be be er than what we've been in the past, and make,
make this a better state. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony. Jayne



Norton, here represen ng herself, for the bill: is, is Jayne Norton
here? We'll show her for the bill, not testifying. Sabine, oh-- excuse
me, Danielle Corley, here represen ng herself, against the bill. Is
Miss Corley here? We'll show her against the bill, not testifying.

Cynthia Corral? Cynthia Corral here, represen ng herself,
against the bill. We'll show her against the bill, not tes fying.
Steve Coyle? Is Steve Coyle here? Represen ng himself, against
the bill, not tes fying. C-O-Y-L-E? Okay, Steve is not here, not
tes fying. Susan Cummings? Susan Cummings, who's represen ng
herself, testifying against the bill.

Susan Cummings: Hi. My name is Susan Cummings. I'm here
tes fying against the bill. I am a cons tuent of Representa ve
Wayne Smith in Baytown. I'm here to tes fy against this bill
because of three main reasons: one, it is not necessary; two, the
medical procedure these bills seek to restrict is legal; and three,
the people of the state of Texas support a woman's right to choose
and her right of access.

Requiring abor ons to be performed within 30 miles of a
hospital at which the doctor has admi ng privileges will not
make women safer. Why? Because having a legal abor on is less
dangero-- a less dangerous procedure than giving birth. A study
released Monday reveals that women are about 14 mes more
likely to die during or a er giving birth to a live baby than to die
from complica ons of a legal abor on at a free-standing clinic.
Using government data and sta s cs from the Gu macher
Ins tute from 1998 through 2005, the study reveals that one
woman died during childbirth for every 11,000 babies born.

During that same me period, only one woman out of every



167,000 died from a legal abor on. So clearly the danger is not as
it has been portrayed. Since the state does not require women to
submit to hospital births, where surely they would be safer, why is
the state considering a requirement for them to be close to a
hospital for a less dangerous procedure? The restrictions in House
Bill 60 fly in the face of the wishes of Texans. A February poll,
conducted by the Texas Freedom Network, shows broad support
for a woman's right to choose and her right to family planning
services, birth control and abor on. That support crosses
political, racial, generational and geographic lines.

Given the public's distaste for intrusive government and given
the fact that legal abor on in this country is less likely to kill a
woman than childbirth, the increasing restric ons force me to
conclude that the issue isn't one of safety at all, but rather
political expediency. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
Cynthia Corral? Here representing herself, against the bill.

Cynthia Corral: Yes. Hello, my name is Cynthia Corral. I'm here
represen ng myself, and I am a cons tuent of Representa ve
Dawnna Dukes. I'm here to tes fy against HB60, because I believe
it is unfair and perpetuates discrimina on against women in
general, and specifically against women and families living in
poverty and those who live in rural and west Texas.

Furthermore, I believe the passing of this bill can lead to
women finding themselves in dangerous situa ons. I have been a
medical social worker for seven years. I have worked in the
perinatal arena these seven years, and specifically in a women's
health facility for the past four years; therefore I have firsthand



knowledge of our reproduc ve health and the issues associated
with it. I'm not here represen ng my employer, I'm here as a
concerned citizen.

I have worked at four hospitals, and I can tell you that if anyone
shows up-- oh, well, sorry, sorry-- I think the bill's requirement for
termina on providers to have admi ng privileges within 30
miles is ludicrous. I've worked at four hospitals, and I can tell you
that if anyone shows up with any medical need, they will not be
denied care because their provider does not have admission
privileges to the hospital.

Despite my background and my knowledge, I will support my
argument with a personal story. The passing of this bill would
likely lead to the closure of all facili es that perform termina ons
that are west of I35. I was born and raised in El Paso, and have
lived in Aus n for 13 years. Traveling to and from these ci es has
some mes proven to be difficult and expensive. When I was 22, I
was traveling from Aus n to El Paso. I had a re blow-out on a
Sunday evening in The Middle of Nowhere, Texas. There were no
towns nearby, and very few cars driving by. I a empted changing
the re myself but, perhaps because I was so scared, I didn't have
the strength to undo the lug-nuts. Luckily I could afford to pay for a
cellphone, and I was even more fortunate to actually receive
signal where I was stopped, because to this day there are
stretches of road in west Texas where you don't get reception.

I called 911 and asked for a state trooper. The operator said she
didn't know how long it would take. While I was on the phone, two
men pulled over and offered to help me. I decided to trust my
fortune and hope that these men would not try to hurt, rape,



kidnap or even kill me. I provided the operator with the iden fying
informa on for the men and their vehicle as a precau onary
measure. Luckily, the men were very helpful and did not harm me
in any way. I was lucky.

Now imagine being a woman who resides in West Texas, who
has to make the difficult decision to terminate her pregnancy. And
is now driving back to her hometown, post-procedure, and also
has a re blow-out. What if she is not as lucky as I was? The
representative who wrote the--

Rep. Byron Cook: If you could please start wrapping it up now,
your time is--

Cynthia Corral: In conclusion, I say to the author of the bill: you
couldn't travel 3 blocks to a hospital located 3 blocks from the
Capitol, but you're willing to make women drive hundreds of
miles, pu ng themselves in poten ally dangerous situa ons, to
obtain a termina on. Do not put Texas women in danger; vote
against HB60.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your testimony.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Okay; Danielle Corley, here represen ng
herself, testifying against the bill.

Danielle Corley: Hello. My name is Danielle Corley and I am a
cons tuent of Representa ve Jodie Laubenberg, and I am
testifying against this bill.

I am lucky enough to have a mother who I can go to about my
sexual health and about birth control, and she filled in the gaps
that public education left in my sex education. I am lucky to go to a
university that provides me ample resources about healthy and
protected sex. Many Texans, some of them my friends, are not so
lucky; and it is for them that I fear the consequences of these
restric ons, because abor on restric ons do not lead to fewer
abortions, just fewer safe and legal ones.

If Texas really wants to reduce the number of abor ons that
happens in this state, we need to improve the quality of our sex
educa on, the availability of family planning resources and birth
control, and stop assuming that if we pretend things aren't
happening then we are relieved of any responsibility. I have never
been pregnant, but if I did at this point and had a baby, it would

http://youtu.be/nhetHJN9mSo


change my en re life; and I have plans. I plan to travel, to go to
graduate school, to work in Washington, D.C.

I'm against this bill because I want the freedom to pursue this
path whether or not I become pregnant. If I did become pregnant, I
don't even know if I would have an abor on, but I know that I
would want to-- the right to make that choice myself. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Jayne Norton, here represen ng herself,
testifying for the bill.

Jayne Norton: Good evening, Mr. Chairman and members of the
commi ee. My name is Jayne Norton. I'm represen ng myself,
and I'm in support of House Bill 60. I received a Master's degree in
social work from UT and am now a licensed clinical social worker.

I faced an unplanned pregnancy when I was 20. I grew up in an
upper middle-class neighborhood where there-- where that was
inexcusable for a young woman. Young women 20 years old were
a ending college and preparing for a career, and certainly not
ge ng pregnant out of wedlock. My parents and I agreed my
pregnancy would impede my future goals and needed to be
eliminated as quickly and quietly as possible to avoid the
associated shame and disapproval of my extended family and the
community. I was not informed or educated by anyone about what
I was doing by having an abortion. I take accountability for being in
denial of what I allowed to have done to my body out of my own
selfish desire to avoid embarrassment and an interrup on to my
college career.

None of the doctors, nurses or clinic workers explained
anything about the fetal development of the baby that was



already alive and growing inside of me. All I knew is that it was not
the right me in my life to have a baby, according to society's
standards. No one warned me or explained to me that there could
be physical or emo onal trauma following my abor on. For 16
years, I was haunted by the immense shame and guilt of knowing
that I had taken a life, that I had chosen to kill my unborn child. I
was terrified of anyone finding out about my repulsive, painful,
murderous secret. Passing these bills could prevent further
trauma for women choosing to have an abor on who need
medical care during their procedure. These bills will help ensure a
higher quality of healthcare that will provide a measure of
comfort to a woman who is already having an extremely difficult
experience.

Many see abor on as a women's health issue and many people
don't realize that one out of every three women in this country are
faced with an abor on experience. So we must not be ignorant, as
I was, to the fact that abor on does not only affect a woman's
physical health but her emo onal health as well. As the Center
Director of Aus n LifeCare Pregnancy Services Center, I have
heard at least 20 accounts beyond my own of how women's
decisions to abort have caused significant trauma. It causes poor
self-worth. Abor on causes us to believe that we don't deserve to
be treated well, or to have our own family or a man who loves us.
Poor self-worth can cause a vicious cycle, causing a woman to
treat the people in her life poorly, as well.

In conclusion, in both my professional and personal experience,
I've witnessed abor on create brokenness and pain for all people
involved. If a woman chooses to abort, the least we can do as a
state is provide a higher standard of healthcare to lessen the



trauma as much as possible. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. Ques ons?
Jeffery Pa erson, Texas Catholic Conference of Bishops. This is his
second me. Okay: for the bill, not tes fying. Melanie DeMar nis,
here represen ng herself, against the bill. We'll show Miss
DeMar nis against the bill, not tes fying. Jane Denson? Jane
Denson, represen ng herself, against the bill. Show Jane Denson,
I guess, s ll not tes fying. Sarah Dickerson? Sarah Dickerson,
represen ng herself, against the bill. We'll show Sarah Dickerson
against the bill, not testifying.

Kate Donaho? Kate Donaho, represen ng herself, against the
bill. Show Kate Donaho represen ng herself, against the bill, not
tes fying. Angie Hoover Dorton? Angie Hoover Dorton,
represen ng herself, against the bill. I show her not tes fying.
Thomas Douglass? Thomas Douglass, represen ng himself,
against the bill.

Thomas Douglass: Thank you for allowing me to speak today. My
name is Thomas Douglass and I am here to speak-- sorry-- against
House Bill 60. This bill amounts to a de facto ban of abor on in
viola on of the law as established by the Supreme Court in Roe v.
Wade. By placing unnecessary --medically unnecessary
regula ons, this bill greatly limits access to safe and legal
abor ons. This reduc on of access to abor on by such an
extreme amount, in some cases forcing women to travel hundreds
of miles to one of the few remaining clinics this bill would allow,
that it restricts the ability to receive an abor on to such a state
that amounts to a de facto ban on abor on except for the few
privileged that would have the me and resources to go out of



their way for this.

Regardless of personal opinion or the alleged merit of this bill,
the Texas legislature does not hold the authority to defy the
Supreme Court and violate a person's right and freedom from
government intrusion into one's own body. To pass this legisla on
would be to do such a thing, an event I hope I do not witness. And
with my remaining me, I'd like to discuss the issue of fetal pain
and would like to simply ask a few ques ons to the commi ee
that I hope they keep in mind.

Does-- is there any-- is it possible for any life to go through,
without-- I'm sorry, let me rephrase. Is there a life that exists
without pain, either emo onal or physical? Does carrying a fetus
to full-term guarantee it will not feel pain or, once born, go
through life living a painless life? Should we be restric ng medical
procedures solely on pain and, if so, should it be illegal for me to
receive a flu shot because I feel pain? Or should we be looking at
the larger picture and why the procedure's done in the first place?
Thank you for your time.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, thank you for your tes mony. Cindy
Noland, Faith Ac on for Women in Need and Catholics for Choice
itself, here to testify against the bill.

Cindy Noland: Hello, Chairman, board members. My name is
Cindy Noland and I am tes fying against these bills on behalf of
myself, Faith Ac on for Women in Need, and Catholics for Choice.
My representa ve is Ellio  Naishtat. I wanted to look all nice for
y'all tonight and maybe wear a li le bit of make-up, but I got sick.
See, we've been working around the clock to try to save the lives of
women in Texas, but it seems like Texas is working against that.



It's been a little bit difficult.

So, Faith Ac on for Women in Need is, is a statewide
organiza on that has almost 500 members who are religious.
Catholics for Choice is an interna onal organiza on whose
members are all Roman Catholic. I'm a devout Roman Catholic
myself; I'm also a student at the Episcopal Seminary of the
Southwest.

I'm here to speak against this legisla on because it will greatly
reduce access to safe legal abor on which would cause a return
to illegal abor on in the state of Texas. Where there's illegal
abor on, there's dead women and late-term abor ons. God has
mercy and compassion for every woman who seeks a safe, legal
abor on. He knows what they have been through and His mercy
and forgiveness is great. Ours should be, too. For the people who
are worried about these li le souls leaving this world, don't they
believe they'd be be er off in Heaven? 'cause I sure do. I think God
would take very good care of them.

I also want to address the woman who said that everything was
perfect back in 1941. Abor ons-- illegal abor ons have been
plentiful in America since the turn of the 20th century, okay? And if
you ever watch the history of abor on in America, you'll hear
doctors tell you that at least 40 women a day in major
metropolitan areas presented, dying from gangrene and sepsis
and bleeding out. We're talking about a bloodbath that's going to
happen in Tex-- Texas if this passes. It's not going to be pretty.

Rep. Byron Cook: If we could wrap up, thank you?

Cindy Noland: All right. Thank you and God bless you all. You



have a lot of endurance.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much. Okay, Sarah, Sarah
Dickerson, here representing herself, speaking against the bill.

Sarah Dickerson: Thank you, Chair and commi ee, for your
a en on today. My name is Sarah Dickerson and I am speaking in
opposi on to this bill. I am blessed to never have been pregnant
and I honor every woman who has endured pregnancy and had to
make decisions regarding that pregnancy. I fear the inten ons
behind this bill. Who is it protec ng? Who is it serving? It smacks
to me of patriarchal state domination, patriarchy being defined as
systemic male domina on that can be perpetuated by both men
and women.

I fear that this bill hates women; that it comes from a fear of
losing power; that the primary concern is to control and dominate
women's bodies. There is plenty of discourse surrounding the life
of a fetus and the pain of a fetus, with conflic ng opinions. The
focus on this ambiguous fetus is vicarious. You know who we are
sure about? The women to whom the fetus is physically a ached
and completely reliant upon. The personal has become blatantly
poli cal. What is in the womb of a human body is now discussed
in this microphone in this large room to a completely
disconnected and unfamiliar audience. Another woman's choice
regarding her body is not the business of the state any more than
it is mine. The State of Texas does not have jurisdic on over
women's vaginas. Thank you.
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[Background noises for approximately 15 seconds.]

Rep. Byron Cook: Lola Estes, here represen ng herself, to speak
against the bill. [laughter]

Lola Estes: I'm Lola Estes. I'm here to state my opposi on to
House Bill 360. Lamar Smith is my representative.

Rep. Byron Cook: [unintelligible] House Bill 60.

Lola Estes: Sixty, sixty. I've been here since one o'clock waiting to
say this. I'm a eighth-genera on Texan. My people came here in
1834. My foremothers are rolling in their graves at your a empt
to control my rights. This is my choice to have an abor on if I
choose to--

Rep. Byron Cook: [unintelligible] Could you do me a favor? Just
dial down, just a little bit.

Lola Estes: I'm sorry, sir, I get a little overwrought. I, I'm sorry.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you.

http://youtu.be/c2ibSjNzObE


Lola Estes: What I'd like to say is that I am 54 years old. Roe
versus Wade happened when I was 14. I am blessed to have the
freedom of choice my en re reproduc ve life. That reproduc ve
life is coming to an end, and I will fight for the next genera on to
have the same choices that I did. I feel that this is unfair, and you
do not have the right to restrict choices that the Supreme Court
has given us.

I would like to say that this is a poorly-disguised a empt to
limit abor on in this state. I look forward to maintaining the right
to choose not to being a mother. All those women with sad stories
who had abor ons and regret it? I don't regret it. I am glad I had
choice. I never wanted to be a parent. I demand this right for the
children, the women that come a er me. I've had two abor ons. I
have no shame. I am childless by choice. I demand this right for my
sisters that follow behind me. I agree that this right-- this does not
support a women's health and provides a burden to rural and poor
women in this state.

You can achieve a lot less-- you can be more successful in
achieving less abor ons by increasing funding for, for the P--
Planned Parenthood and for sex educa on, which is woefully
inadequate in this state. If you want less abor ons, teach the kids
how not to get pregnant; don't restrict our right to choose. I
suggest that we spend our energies in educa ng children, not
denying them choices. This is an over-reading-- reaching and
burdensome law. Healthcare should be based on science, not on
religion. Please vote against this bill and support Texas women's
right to choose.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony. Irma



Fernandez, here to-- represen ng herself, to speak against the
bill. We'll show Irma Fernandez against the bill, not tes fying. Mo-
- Molly Finneran? Molly Finneran, represen ng herself, against
the bill.

Molly Finneran: Hello, Chair; hello, commi ee. Wow, this is
exci ng; I didn't think I'd get called tonight. My name is Molly
Finneran, I'm a Texan, a woman, and a voter, and I do not support
this bill. I'm here to represent myself, but also to read to you the
story of a woman who couldn't be here tonight. Her name is
Robbie Osley. I'm going to read in the first person, so just imagine
me slightly older.

My name is Robbie Osley. Growing up in Lubbock, Texas, and
mee ng my husband in 1958 at the young age of 14, I was rather
naive and fairly narrow-- and had a fairly narrow perspec ve of
the world. However over the years, as my hair has turned from
blonde to silver, I have learned through my journey with Tom, my
husband of 50 years, as well as our four grown children and ten
grandchildren, that the complex issues are not solved with simple
solu ons which too o en trivialize the human dilemmas in our
journey.

Our family's faith tradi on, the United Methodist Church, also
recognizes these huge in¬-- human dilemmas as well as the
complexity of the issues of abor on, which is reflected in the
Methodist Church's social principles. I quote, "Our belief in the
sanc ty of the unborn human life makes us reluctant to approve
abor on. But we are equally bound to respect the sacredness of
life and wellbeing of the mother, for whom devasta ng damage
may result from an unacceptable pregnancy. In con nuity with



past Chris an teachings, we recognize tragic conflicts with life--
oh, conflicts of life with life that may jus fy abor on. And in such
cases we support the legal op on of abor on under proper
medical procedures."

I have also learned that behind every choice is a story. Even
though many of those stories can be heart-wrenching, they can
also be life-affirming decisions made with the context of a
woman's faith. Any defini on of a human life or person that
neglects the moral reality required to nurture and sustain life
a er birth is dangerous. The quality of all lives depend on the
texture of concern and our very human, very moral readiness to
provide for the children we choose to bring into the world.

I strongly contend that the women, hopefully with the advice of
her doctor and the support of her family, is, is the person who
ul mately makes the decision to terminate a pregnancy. Not her
government, not some judges, not some religious leaders, but
her. I do not doubt that women of my economic status will always
have access to quality and safe abor on care. However, all
women have not been blessed with my level of economic
resources or that your mothers, wives-- or that of your mothers,
wives, and daughters. Because the legi-- legisla on before you
will con nue to chip away at access to abor on care, I am
concerned that a dangerous environment will be created in which
women with limited resources will once again resort to unsafe
options to terminate their pregnancies.

I urge you to engage in a dialogue and make choices today that
are not divisive, but rather are filled with compassion,
understanding and-- understanding that will ensure healthier



outcomes for women in Texas, thereby strengthening our families
as well as our communities. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you. Irma Fernandez? Here represen ng
herself, against the bill.

Irma Fernandez: Hi, I'm not sure if you can see me, but I hope you
can hear me.

Rep. Byron Cook: We can do both.

Irma Fernandez: My name is Irma Fernandez. I am against House
Bill 60. I represent myself and a friend who can't be here today
named Celia Morgan, and I live in District 33. I have never been in
the posi on where I would have to make the decision to have an
abor on. I hope I am never in that posi on. But I'm here to tell the
story of someone who was in that situa on but couldn't be here
today. This is the story of my friend, Celia Morgan.

My name is Celia, and I have many roles in my hometown of
Arlington, Texas. I'm a manager, a student, a poli cal ac vist, a
friend, a daughter, a sister. But most importantly, I am a mother.
My daughter is the most important part of everything I do. It was a
week before my 25th birthday that I found out I was pregnant. I
couldn't believe it. I couldn't have it. I was jobless, single, and I
had just moved back home a er having nowhere else to go. I had
no way to support myself. I couldn't possibly support a child.

My mother helped make me an appointment, paid for the visit,
and went with me to the clinic closest to home. I remember
pulling into the parking lot to a family with signs outside yelling
hateful things. I was nervous and scared. I sat through the



ultrasound quietly and went back to wait for a counselor before
they would proceed. In th-- in that wai ng room, seven hours, I
cried. I met with my counselor and made a return appointment for
the procedure. I le  that day heavy. I couldn't speak about it; only
my mother knew. When we loaded up for the clinic so that I could
have my appointment, I cried the en re way there. Everything
inside of me screamed I had another choice and I listened. I chose
to listen to my heart and I was right.

You're probably hearing this story now and thinking that it
aligns more with the reasons to rid abor on. But you are wrong.
It's the reason to keep it safe and legal. Without that clinic, I knew
nothing. Without the can-- counselor at Planned Parenthood I
wou-- I hadn't talked about what I wanted. This is a pro-life story,
but it was born out of a story of choice. Being pro-life is being pro-
choice. You cannot fathom the amount of faith involved in that
choice. Only faith has the power to influence the decisions of
creating life.

Her daughter is the reason that she con nues to fight for the
choices that women make today. There are many men in the state
of Texas who are trying to force women to become mothers, to
make decisions that they don't want to make or can't make. Not
every story is successful like Celia's. She's really lucky; she's had a
great family and a great community around her. She is a good
person and a good mother and one day she's going to make a great
poli cian and join you guys up here. She's a single mom, but she's
not alone and that's why she's able to ex-- succeed.

For me personally, I have been told that I am too young and
inexperienced for jobs because I'm 22 years old and I'm straight



out of college. I-- I have been told that I need to show more
documenta on because of my skin color and my heritage. And
now, because I am a woman I am obviously too stupid to make my
own choices. Trust me. Trust us. Trust women. And by the way, I
want to be a mother too: just not at age 22. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
Frances Chen? Here represen ng herself, to speak against the
bill.

Frances Chen: My name is Frances Chen, represen ng myself,
and I am against HB60. I am a cons tuent of Representa ve
Michael McCaul. Respec ng the sanc ty of life begins with and
requires respec ng the women who are for-- faced with the heavy
decision of what to do next. This bill aims to protect women's
lives, and that's something I think we can all agree is a good thing.
However, by reducing the tens of clinics who currently perform
legal, regulated abor ons to only five across Texas, a large state
that's actually larger than quite a few countries across the world,
would do the opposite.

As many have already said before me, no one really knows a
par cular woman's circumstances, whether those be her
economic means, her emo onal support, and just any number of
circumstances at all. And women who no longer-- like, women who
are not able to access abo-- abor on legally through this bill
would s ll want abor ons because of those circumstances. And
so they would instead turn to desperate measures.

Imagine being a rape vic m several, several hours away from a
legal abor on clinic. And she can't afford-- maybe she can't afford
the gas required to travel to that clinic, and maybe she doesn't



have any sort of support in her community to be able to bring her
there. She would perhaps turn to a self-induced abor on. A recent
study condu-- conducted by the University of California Irvine
School of Medicine reported that 40% of self-induced abor ons
occur in the ages of 15 to 24. At that age, you're supposed to be
wondering at all the things you can do in life, not turning towards
some, some ac on that could either kill yourself or, if it doesn't
kill you or-- and it doesn't succeed in rendering the fetus
nonviable, could leave the fetus severely damaged and you would
still have to carry that to term.

So by passing HB60, you are severely limi ng everything that
women who currently are actually able to move on with their lives
after facing an extremely difficult decision can do. Thank you.

[Chair is briefly inaudible.]

Rep. Byron Cook: Wi-- William Conway? William Conway,
represen ng himself against the bill. We'll show William against
the bill, not tes fying. Elizabeth, Cozz-- Cozzolino? Elizabeth
Cozzolino, represen ng herself against the bill. We'll show her
against the bill, not tes fying. Genieva, uh, Croley?
GenievaCroley, a-- against the bill, uh, not testifying.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Hillary-Anne Crosby? Hillary-Anne Crosby,
represen ng herself against the bill, not tes fying. Mary
Cullinane? Mary Cullinane, against the bill, represen ng herself
against the bill; we'll show her not tes fying. Wait a second. Okay,
if you'll come up to the clerk, and tell them who you are, they'll get
you in line. If you've been called, go up here to the clerk there.
Abigail Axtell? Abigail Axtell, against the bill, represen ng herself,
not tes fying. Lisa Di-- I showed her not, I said not tes fying-- Lisa
D'Amico? Lisa, Lisa D'Amico, represen ng herself, tes fying
against the bill.

Lisa D'Amico: Thank you very much for hearing me this evening.
My name is Dr. Lisa D'Amico. I'm a cons tuent of Representa ve
Michael T. McCaul. I came today to tes fy against this bill and to
make a confession. I was born a er Roe v. Wade. For most of my
life, I mistakenly believed that the fight was over.

The Supreme Court's 1973 decision to protect women's right to
privacy under the 14th Amendment's concept of personal liberty
and restric ons upon State ac on and the 9th Amendment's
reserva on of rights to the people, which protects both a
woman's decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy and

http://youtu.be/aR5EKPsxy4E


a doctor's right to prac ce medicine freely, seemed beyond
questioning. I know now how shortsighted I was.

My mother's genera on, and her mother's before her, fought for
the rights I took for granted: the right to choose, the right to make
the decisions about my own body, the right to keep those
decisions between myself and my physician, the right to make
these decisions without any interference from the government.
I'm here today to rejoin the fight for women's cons tu onal right
to privacy and body sovereignty. I am sorry that we must con nue
to fight for rights already granted by the highest court in the
country.

Texas was founded upon a philosophy of limited government
involvement in ci zens' lives. Even schoolchildren know about the
spirit of independence and individual autonomy. I would like to
know how this philosophy applies to this government's
determina on to interfere in women's private health decisions.
How can a government con nually vocalize support for
individuals' rights and small limited government, while at the
same me working over me to force a special session dedicated
to interfering with the very private health decisions of Texas
women?

[Cries of approval from the gallery.]

The purely poli cal purpose of this bill is to shut down health
centers and deny women access to healthcare, including safe,
legal abor ons. This bill will not only do nothing to protect
women's health in Texas, it will cause one of the greatest health
crises in the state's history. Banning abor ons will not make them
stop; it will simply drive them back into basements, back rooms,



and unsafe condi ons. The women of Texas deserve proper
healthcare op ons. We do not deserve to be forced into the kind
of nightmare that existed before Roe v. Wade.

If in 1973 the Supreme Court decided that women and their
physicians are perfectly capable of making these decisions and
should be able to make them without any government
interference per the Cons tu on's protec ons under the 9th and
14th Amendments, why is this s ll being challenged? The women
of 2013 are even more educated and knowledgeable about their
bodies, op ons and rights than in 1973. We should be
strengthening those rights, not taking them away. Finally, this bill
is absolutely contrary to the values that we hold most dear as
human beings and American ci zens, and that is our personal
decision-making.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your testimony.

Lisa D'Amico: Thank you very much.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for being here tonight. Genieva
Croley. Is Genieva here? I have you represen ng yourself, against
the bill?

Genieva Croley: Yes, sir. I'm Genieva Croley, I'm represen ng
myself against the bill. I'm a cons tuent of Donna Howard. I am an
instructor for science, technology, and engineering math for at-
risk youth, for elementary students. So I come to you just against
the bill because as someone who's very mathematically inclined, I
feel-- I mean, this bill makes me uncomfortable since it's just not
very mathematically coherent.



[Laughter from the gallery.]

So you're gonna make women drive these ridiculous mileages to
get this procedure done, which is very heartbreaking. But where
does this money come from? Is what-- I mean, when, you know, I
understand-- there's this, big, you know, 'oh, what if you're hur ng
this fetus' issue, but what if-- and where is this money coming from
to support these, these kids? I mean, there's nothing, I don't see
anything in there about, you know, being able to support these
women, who, you know, they're most-- mostly low-income, and
they don't, you know, they don't have anything at all, and it's really
difficult to carry a child to term; millions of dollars and, you know,
you have to have proper nutrition, and all these things involved.

And then, you know, as well, just going on an emo onal level
since it seems that you are very emo onally inclined where, you
know, how-- how are you going to testify that all these women who
made this choice to be sexually active and not protect themselves
decided that they should be parents. I mean, you have-- I mean,
you know, I take care of these elementary students, who are
beau ful, beau ful bright children, but, you know, some, some of
their parents-- well, not mine, but some of the ones that I've
heard; actually, mine are really good, but some of the ones--
stories that I've heard, they shouldn't be parents; I mean, they're
leaving their kids without someone to pick up and you hear all
these beau ful stories and all these not so great ones, but I feel
like in the end we should be able to have the choice over our body
and I think as well we should be more mathema cally coherent in
our bills and make those sugges ons in there that if you're gonna
take something away, you have to make sure that there's another
resource to put back into it. Right, thank you.



Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. Lisa-- Elizabeth
Colli-- zino-- zano, here representing herself against the bill.

Elizabeth Cozzolino: Hi. My name is Elizabeth Cozzolino, I'm a
PhD student at the University of Texasand I'm here against the
bill. Calling this bill a bill about women's health--

Rep. Byron Cook: Excuse me. The next me I see a camera come
up, taking pictures, I'm gonna-- I'm gonna have you escorted out
back there, okay? I don't know how many mes we've asked you
not to do that. Do we understand? Thank you. Go ahead.

Elizabeth Cozzolino: Okay.

Rep. Byron Cook: I'm sorry to interrupt you.

Elizabeth Cozzolino: That's okay. Calling this a bill about
women's health is disingenuous and ironic from this legislature
that has sought to cut funding from preventa ve health services
for over 130,000 women, including Planned Parenthood. It's also
disingenuous and ironic for Governor Perry to support women's
health-- er, to support this as women's health when he has
refused to accept federal funds for Medicaid expansion that
would materially and factually improve the health of tens of
thousands of uninsured Texas women.

This bill dispels-- displays a willful rejec on of the expert
knowledge of the medical community. Medical professionals like
CDC Advisor David Grimes conclude that these types of
regula ons are medically unnecessary and wastefully expensive.
This is-- this bill is an example of excessive government regula on
infringing on personal freedom. If these regula ons were about



ge ng a gun instead of ge ng an abor on, then this bill would
never have been written.

So the legislators are not medical experts, and I trust medical
experts to determine the safety standards of medical procedures
more than I trust the legislature to determine that. This is
government coming between me and my doctor, a type of
unnecessary and wasteful regula on that many had feared from
other-- from things like Obamacare. This isn't a bill about pre--
about protec ng, protec ng women's health and women know it.
That's why we're here. No one believes that this bill is designed to
protect and improve women's health, because the experts say
that it won't.

If the legislature really wants to improve women's health, it
should expand women's access to preventa ve health measures
by funding Planned Parenthood, by accep ng the Medicaid
expansion, et cetera. And finally, in regards to those who are
tes fying in favor of the bill, it's-- I'm-- and shared their
heartbreaking stories, it's okay that you-- I mean, this bill would
not have forced you to choose an abor on, so don't force other
people to make the same decision that you made. Basically, this
bill is an infringement on personal freedom and is an unnecessary
and expensive government regulation. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
Hillary-Anne Crosby, here representing herself against the bill.

Hillary-Anne Crosby: Good evening. My name is Hillary-Anne
Crosby, and I'm here to tes fy against House Bill 60. I'm a
cons tuent of Representa ve Lloyd Dogge . I'm a twenty-four-
year-old outspoken, independent voter and a firm believer in a



woman's right to choose; and even more than that, I'm an
absolute supporter of a woman's right to choose a safe abor on.
Really, I cannot stress enough how important it is for women to
have access to safe abortions.

If you don't know what at-home abor ons involve, look them up
some me, if you have the stomach for it. Women have made
themselves seriously ill or hurt, or have of-- and have o en died.
But, hey, I'm sure y'all have done your research, right? Because
you're doing this for the health and safety of your female
cons tuents and all that good stuff. It's easy to take it gra-- take
for granted that my Aus n peers and I have access to clinics, that
we haven't had to resort to any of the terrifying alterna ve
methods. But this bill has the power to leave the women of west
Texas, the Valley, the Panhandle with li le other choice. Again,
I'm sure you know this; just a friendly reminder about your female
constituents.

Thankfully, I've only ever lived under the pro-choice results of
1973 's Roe v. Wade. Granted, there have always been the
constant ba les to greatly limit access to abor on services, but
the op on has at least always been there for me, should I need it.
I want to stress again and again and again that House Bill 60 will
not prevent women from choosing abor on. These procedures
have always and will always happen, period. Making abor ons
legal-- illegal will not-- would only leave women in desperate
situations, making desperate decisions.

Before abor ons were legalized, women were le  subject to
themselves-- were le  to subject themselves to so-called back-
alley abor ons under grotesquely unsafe condi ons. Scores of



women became seriously infected or died as a result of these.
Just like any other procedure, an abor on carries with it the risk
of injury or infec on. Taking women-- taking away a woman's right
to have a trained physician care for her in the safety of a clinic
near her home is in no way pro-life. From the conversa ons, from
the conversa ons I've had with other twenty-something-year-old
girls--

Rep. Byron Cook: Make your last here.

Hillary-Anne Crosby: --the consensus seems to be that while we
never want to have to consider having an abor on, we're thankful
that ch-- that the choice is our own. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony. Pat
Cuney, here represen ng herself, against the bill. Is Pat here?
We'll show her against the bill. Cuney, C-U-N-E-Y.

[Unidentified Voice]: Here she is.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, come on up.

Pat Cuney: Thank you so much. Just a point of order before I
start: I only just signed up a minute ago, and I'm sure there are
other people who have been waiting all afternoon.

Rep. Byron Cook: You know what, you're lucky; consider yourself
lucky.

Pat Cuney: Okay; well, I just wanted to say that, just as a point of
order.



Rep. Byron Cook: Okay.

Pat Cuney: So, I am Pat Cuney and I am represen ng myself. So, I
am sixty-three. I was there before Roe v. Wade and let me tell you,
ladies and gentlemen, it was not a pre y picture. And there is no
ques on-- it's horrifying speaking in public-- but, you know, in
1966, I had my first lover [unintelligible]. I was sixteen. There was
a bad [unintelligible] issue. I have been dealing with this issue
since I was sixteen. And you know, you're not going to win, ever.
We're not going to allow you to keep us from having abor ons if
we want them. All you can do is kill us in the process. That's all I
have to say about it: don't do this bill.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. Laura Davila?
Laura Davila, represen ng Feminist Aus n Network Group and
self, against the bill. We'll, we'll show her against the bill, not
tes fying. Lia Davis? Lia Davis, represen ng herself, against the
bill. We'll show Lia Davis against the bill, not testifying.

[Unidentified Voice]: She's coming.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Okay. Okay, we're gonna call, while they're
ge ng it worked out-- you'll be able to tes fy in just one minute--
Jaden Davis? Is Jaden Davis here? Here comes Jaden,
representing herself against the bill.

Jaden Davis: Good evening. Hello. My name is Jaden Davis and
I'm represen ng myself and my daughter and my great-
grandmother, my grandmother and my mother. I'm a cons tuent
of Representa ve Dawnna Du-- Dawnna Dukes' district and I am in
full opposition of House Bill 60.

I feel that this bill perpetuates the idea that women are
second-class ci zens, that they're unable to make educated
decisions about how and when they wish to have children. It is my
belief that, instead of protec ng the health of Texas women, this
bill wishes to legislate morality by depriving access to safe and
constitutionally-protected abortions.

In a state that prides itself in minimal government, why does
Texas feel that it's within its legal right to impose such
unnecessary restric ons on a women's right to choose? For what
gain? Does it think that by limi ng access to abor on that it will

http://youtu.be/Be1KKI_uic0


somehow result in more wanted and cared-for babies? I think we
all know the answer to that question.

A woman's body is her own; no one else's. If Texas wishes to
support and protect the women who live within its borders, can
we begin by properly re-funding the Women's Healthcare
Program? Can we also instead have comprehensive sex educa on
and access to effec ve birth control? It only makes sense that
preven on works be er than prohibi on. We have seen that in
many areas. I admonish you to consider the harm that this bill will
impose on thousands of Texas women and put this bill in the
trash, where it belongs. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. The hands are
okay; the outbursts are not. Okay, Laura Davila? Laura Davila,
Feminist Austin Network group, and representing herself also--

Laura Davila: Yes, that's--

Rep. Byron Cook: --against the bill. Good evening.

Laura Davila: Hi, good evening. My name is Laura Nicole Davila
and I'm a cons tuent of Representa ve Elliot Naishtat. I'm here
today to urge you to protect women by vo ng against this bill.
Many of us are here today because we're concerned about how
this bill could affect reproduc ve rights to the detriment of poor
women and women of color in Texas. I probably won't bring
anything new to light that has not or will not be said more
eloquently by my fellow Texans. But what I will say is that I am
here tonight in spite of my own growing cynicism toward my state
and the game it's made of reproduc ve rights and access to
healthcare for women.



Lieutenant Dewhurst clarified his goals for this legislation when
he mockingly re-tweeted a graphic design by Planned Parenthood
to illustrate the significant impact that the passage of these bills
would have on a number of facili es where women could access
safe and affordable abor on procedures. The Lieutenant
Governor proudly flaunted his victory in the Senate with as much
class as a grade-school boy taun ng a crying girl and about half as
much sincerity.

What's worse, his comment confirms the fear that this bill's test
would indeed shut down dozens of clinics across Texas, already a
small number given Texas-- the size of our state. The very few safe
abor on clinics that would remain open if this bill were to pass
would directly impact and limit access to women outside of the
main metropolitan areas of Texas, making harder for women to
easily and affordably access reproduc ve healthcare in rural
areas or border towns like Laredo, where I grew up, or the Rio
Grande Valley, where most of my family lives. In other words, very
poor and largely Hispanic communities.

Thankfully, I have been lucky and have yet to ever face the
heartbreaking and complicated posi ons some women have
found themselves facing, but my luck and experiences do not --are
not those of every woman. The idea that some legislators, or even
just that some people, refuse to understand the concept of
empathy beyond what they extend for an unborn poten al child is
more than just heartbreaking to me; it's disturbing. It's disturbing
that some people really believe that women might treat what
might-- what should be their own decision to terminate a
pregnancy as lightly as Dewhurst treated his "victory" against
Planned Parenthood this week. I urge you to vote against this bill.



Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. Is this one next?
Lia Davis? Lia Davis, here represen ng herself, to speak against
the bill.

Lia Davis: Hello. My name is Lia Davis, and I'm here to tes fy
against this bill. I am a cons tuent of Representa ve Dukes. I am
here as the daughter of an abor on provider, and I am here as a
former pa ent educator for an abor on provider. My experience
gives me unique insight into the lives and hearts of women facing
the decision to have an abor on. My unique insight also gives me
some insight into the lives and hearts of an abortion provider.

My father, a board-cer fied OB/GYN who tes fied earlier-- he
tes fied about what he saw in his days during medical school and
his residency before Roe v. Wade. He's told me the stories. He's
told me the story of the woman whose hand he held as she died
because of an illegal abortion.

Growing up, I wondered what-- what would mo vate him to
provide care when his life was at risk; when he had to wear a
bulletproof vest. Why would he do that? I understand now why.
It's because he saw the travesty, the tragic events of what
happened before Roe v. Wade. He knows. He knows firsthand.

And so, what happens in Texas if all but five clinics close? What
happens? How will a woman in El Paso, or Lubbock, or south Texas
or Amarillo get abor on care? This bill will close clinics. Women
will be le  with no choice, and the vast majority of women cannot
afford to take days off of work-- if they can get days off of work-- to
travel, to pay for a hotel, and to arrange for childcare. It's just not



possible.

So what will these women do? Sadly, I know what these women
will do. My dad knows what these women will do; he saw what
those women will do. And the bill will force women to go to
unlicensed and illegal prac oners. No doubt women in El Paso
and south Texas will go to Mexico. Believe me, this will happen,
and it will be devasta ng. I hope you will join me in opposing this
bill. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. You look like
your father.

Lia Davis: People tell me that all the me. Thank you, though.
That's fine.

Rep. Byron Cook: Samuel Day-Woodruff? Samuel Woodruff,
represen ng himself against the bill; we'll show him against the
bill, not tes fying. Eleanor Droll? Eleanor Droll, represen ng
herself against the bill.

Eleanor Droll: Good evening. My name is Eleanor Droll and I'm
here to tes fy against House Bill 60. I'm a cons tuent of
Representa ve Eddie Rodriguez. When I was 45, I learned I was
pregnant for the first me in my life. Knowing what a tremendous
responsibility it was to bear and raise a child well, I had long ago
decided I would never be up for it. I-- imagine my anguish that
a er scrupulously prac cing birth control for 25 years, I found I
was pregnant because of a failed condom; the indignity!

At the me, I was working full- me as an administra ve
assistant for a Texas-affiliate of a na onal social work group, and



earned $28,000 a year. My husband's freelance business was
slow and I found myself to be the main breadwinner-- yay,
feminism. My husband and I discussed our op ons at length, but I
knew in my heart that not only could we not afford a child, I would
not make a good mother; and so we decided to terminate the
pregnancy.

It was an interes ng process to go through. When I called the
clinic to make the appointment, I was told I needed to listen to a
taped recording of what the procedure would involve, as well as
what developmental stage the embryo would be in at the me of
my appointment.

When I went to the clinic, I was told I would need to speak to a
counselor. I assumed this was to make sure I knew what I was
doing, but my decision remained firm. As part of the process, what
must have been some sort of trans-vaginal probe was done, and
the technician asked me if I wanted to see the image of the
embryo. I said, "Sure." When she asked if I'd like a picture of the
embryo, I demurred.

The procedure lasted less time than my counseling session had.
A er it was over, and I was recovering for the following weeks, I
was elated to be free of the responsibility I had never wanted.
[buzzer sounds] That went-- that was shorter than I thought. But I'd
like to leave you with--

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your testimony.

Eleanor Droll: Thank you. Just one thing in mind: women vote, fe-
- fetuses do not.



Rep. Byron Cook: Please, please. Okay, Lynnea Edwards? Here
to-- represen ng herself, to speak against the bill. Ms. Edwards
here? We'll show her against the bill, not tes fying. Ayla Erdener?
Ayla Erdener, here represen ng herself, against the bill? Show her
against the bill, not testifying. Gulielma Fager?

Gulielma Fager: That's me.

Rep. Byron Cook: I'm sorry I got your first name wrong--

Gulielma Fager: That's okay.

Rep. Byron Cook: I apologize. I have you tes fying-- represen ng
yourself, testifying against the bill.

Gulielma Fager: That's correct. It's 'Julie-elma' Fager, but that's
okay. I know what to listen for.

[Unidentified Voice]: It's been a long [unintelligible].

Gulielma Fager: I'm glad you gave it a shot. Thank you. I'm
Gulielma Leonard-Fager, and I'm here to represent myself and the
Lillith Fund and I oppose this bill. You may have guessed that from
the orange dress, although I've been here since 1:30 and I was
tempted to change into my yoga clothes in my car.

I wanted to tell you a story. My mother is 63 years old and she
went to Puerto Rico in 1969 to have an illegal abor on that cost
$700 in 1969, which sounds like not that much but it's comparable
to almost $7000 today, which sounds like an insane amount of
money but we see women with the Lillith Fund who need that
much money to get their procedures completed.



My mom took me to the March for Women's Lives in 1992 when
the Supreme Court was preparing to hear the Planned Parenthood
v. Casey  case. I a ended the second March for Women's Lives in
2005, the same year I testified in the Virginia Legislature against a
bill just like this, put forward by Ken Cuccinelli. I'm a board
member of the Lillith Fund which provides financial support to
women who are most affected by the laws you pass: poor women
who cannot afford to pay for abortions.

Many of them have children already; some are homeless. 7%
report to us that they are vic ms of rape; 9% report that they are
in domes c, abusive rela onships and that this abor on is what
they need to escape the man who beats her. But regardless of
their circumstances, all of these Texans have the same rights as
those who can afford to travel further or take off work to comply
with the laws requiring medically unnecessary procedures like
forced ultrasounds.

Laws like HB60 will close clinics but they will not stop abor on,
merely make it harder to get and unsafe. My mother s ll has
bu ons from the 70's with coat-hangers on them, and I'll be
honest: I always thought they were kind of over-the-top and
uncool. Though her illegal abor on was performed by a doctor
who prac ced safely, she knew women who died from back-alley
abor ons, and many others who were forced to have sex with
their doctors as an insurance policy that they would not report
them.

I never really felt the threat of illegal abor on un l I came to
Texas, when it became abundantly clear that our legislature's
drama c, biennial performances of protec ng life and women's



health totally outweighed the humdrum, grinding responsibility to
support women and families. Research published in 2010 in the
journal Reproductive Health Matters, that Heather Busby referred
to, found that women in south Texas already go to Mexico to get
Misoprostol directly from pharmacists to induce abortions.

If we want to reduce abor on, especially those that happen in
the late-term, we can work together to increase women's access
to healthcare. This bill does not do that. I got the bu on that I'm
wearing today at the March for Women's Lives when I was 11 and I
am too damn young to say that I am too old to be protesting this.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
Elizabeth Farrington? Elizabeth Farrington, here represen ng
herself, against the bill. We'll show her against the bill, not
testifying.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Lynnea Edwards. Okay. We have you
representing yourself against the bill.

Lynnea Edwards: Thank you, Chair and commi ee, for allowing
me to tes fy. My name is Lynnea Edwards, and I am a cons tuent
of Representa ve Dawnna Dukes, and I am here to tes fy against
HB60, because I do not believe that reducing the availability to
abortion is a real testament to valuing life.

I'd like to tell you a story about my best friend in high school,
Eda Koskula. When I-- now-- I was born in Houston, I have lived for
most of my life in Texas, but for several years I lived in Norway. Eda
started working at the age of twelve to support her family. At the
age of twenty-three, Eda found herself pregnant from a one-night
stand. She worked as a bartender and she had no college degree.
Suddenly she found herself in this terrifying posi on, honestly not
one but most of us here today can relate to. What is it like to have
the fate of an unborn being in your hands? What is it like having to
make that choice with an unsuppor ve family and a dead-end
job?

Eda looked at her op ons. As a Norwegian, Eda was en tled to
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free higher educa on. As an employed wage-earner, she was
en tled to ten months of paid maternity leave. As a single parent,
Eda could take advantage of numerous s pends, including
s pends to cover school books and baby supplies and daycare.
These very basic things are absolutely pivotal to why my best
friend Eda could afford to choose life, and she did. Norway also
has free healthcare, again dras cally reducing the financial
burden of raising a child alone.

And you know what: within the free healthcare of Norway, there
is also access to free abor on. Now, what we all need to hear,
yes, Norway's rate of abor on is much lower than that of the
United States. How is it possible that a country that provides free
abor on, available countrywide without discrimina on, has a
lower abor on rate than a country that already makes it such a
difficult and painful process? Norway, simply put, puts its money
where its mouth is. Norway supported Eda financially through
those difficult first years of parenthood and higher education.

Where is Eda now? She has two beau ful children. She is
happily married to the father of her second child. Together they
own an apartment in northwest Oslo. Eda not only has a
Bachelor's, but is working on her Master's in applied behavior
analysis, and is a social educator helping to do research within
the country's state educa on department. She makes more
money and she pays more taxes. She is an asset to her society and
she gives back to a country that gave so much to her. Life threw
her an unexpected turn, and she was able to rise to the occasion
thanks to her country and the very tangible, material value it
places on suppor ng life. How can we put our money where,
where we want to--



Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your testimony.

Lynnea Edwards: Thank you for your time.

Rep. Byron Cook: Karen Birkner? Karen Birkner, here to--
representing herself, to testify against the bill.

Karen Birkner: Hi, I'm Karen Birkner. I'm tes fying against the
bill. My representa ve is Representa ve Dawnna Dukes. My
father was a physician, pre-Roe. He died before Roe was decided,
so I'm not going to speak for how he would have felt about the bill;
but when I was in college, I was wrestling with the moral aspects
of abor on, and whether it was right or wrong or how I felt about
it. So I prayed about it, and the next day I wandered down to
Houston, just with a friend, and bumped into one of my father's
partners. My dad prac ced in Maryland, and so this partner, he
was down for a convention.

So he invited me to lunch with some other doctors, and I asked
them how they felt about abor on, and they told me the stories
about the days when they were young medical students and they
had wards full of women who were dying or permanently damaged
from self-induced abor ons. So, fast-forward a lot of years. I had
planned pregnancies, thanks to Planned Parenthood, and I have
two daughters I'm very proud of. One graduated with a 4.0 average
from the University of Texas, and the other graduated with a
magna cum laude from Texas A& M with two degrees.

A young woman earlier was joking about women would be
leaving the state over this kind of bill. My oldest daughter has
already le  the state; she says she won't live in the South again
because they're too hard on women. Which is kind of a waste-- you



guys, you know, helped educate her. She's very bright, she's very
competent. And my younger daughter is a child of the South and
loves the South, but she is also thinking about leaving.

Between them they have a number of friends, they're both very
good students, who are pre-- are in medical school, in vet school,
in dental school, and they're also, some of them, discussing
leaving a er they get their degrees. So there's some risk of female
brain drain, I guess; that part is actually real. But more so, I'm
around all these young, intelligent women who are conscien ous
and hard-working, and people don't trust them to make their own
decisions about their own bodies; and I think that's wrong. Thank
you.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Thank you. Katherine Chiarello: is
Katherine, Katherine here? Okay. For now, Katherine, we'll put
you as against. Patrick Collins? Is Patrick Collins in? Okay, for right
now, Patrick, we'll list you as against. Lane Forsander? Is Lane
Forsander-- okay, come on down, Lane. If you would state your
name, your position--

Lane Forsander: My name is Lane Bailey Forsander, and I am
here to represent myself in total opposi on of House Bill 60. I was
born in Longview, Texas, and raised in Hallsville. At the age of
nineteen, I met my future husband my second semester at a
private Chris an university. I was raped and abused on a daily
basis for three years by my unfaithful husband. Planned
Parenthood was the only resource available to me. Without their
services, I would have endured the following: sexually
transmi ed diseases, unplanned pregnancies, and perpetual
yeast infec ons. Feel free to Google that if you don't know what it



is. It's no walk in the park.

At the me, I did not know that what was happening to me was
rape. Sexual educa on in the state of Texas is borderline non-
existent. When people know be er they do be er, and I was
clueless. If this ridiculous bill passes, young women everywhere
across the state will lose access to birth control, STD screenings,
breast examina ons and PAP smears. I was a vic m. Planned
Parenthood and a check wri en by my mom for six hundred
dollars for my divorce saved my life. If you wish to eliminate
abor ons in the state of Texas, you might want to consider a more
realistic approach to sexual education in the state of Texas.

[Unidentified Voice]: Thank you, Lane. Elizabeth Fisher?

Elizabeth Fisher: Good evening, everybody.

[Unidentified Voice]: Good evening. Could you state your name
and position on the bill?

Elizabeth Fisher: Yes, sir. My name is Rosa Fisher, and I am
vehemently opposed to, to the 60, SB60--

[Unidentified Voice]: Sorry--

Elizabeth Fisher: HB60. HB60.

[Unidentified Voice]: Thank you.

Elizabeth Fisher: Sorry, I'm a little nervous.

[Unidentified Voice]: Take your time.



Elizabeth Fisher: I intended to apologize for my emo on,
because it's so high right now, but I'm going to refrain. I am here on
behalf of myself and my two teenage daughters, and all my friends
who could not be here today, to express my opposi on to this bill.
My daughters are fi een and seventeen and two of the brightest
individuals that I know. Shortly they will be off to college,
hopefully, and in this state I do not trust that they will have access
to the reproduc ve care should they need it. We are very
fortunate to provide them with such care if they come to us, but as
we all know, as a young woman it's not always the easiest thing to
go to a parent.

As the speaker previously said, if elimina ng abor on or
minimizing it is the goal, we have to look at sexual educa on. The
rights of a fetus-- I digress for a second-- the rights of a fetus do not
trump mine as a mother. I am concerned that if anything were to
happen that my state doesn't value me as much any poten al life
that could come from any situa on. I have two young sons and,
and my fear with this kind of legisla on and other legisla on
that's being passed all over the country is that I'm not valued and
that my life and my rela onship with my family is less important
than a non-viable entity.

I am a na ve Texan; I was born in Aus n. My husband's a na ve
Texan. We're considering leaving. But then I see all these women,
behind me and out in the overflow room, and we have to be here.
We have to be here because otherwise things like this are going to
pass, and that's repulsive. So for now you're stuck with me, and my
kids, who, God willing, will be ins lled the same values I am-- I
was. Thank you.



[Uniden fied Voice]:  Thank you, Elizabeth. Next up we have
Ayla Erdener, represen ng herself. Ayla, if you could give us your
name, who you're representing, and your position?

Ayla Erdener: Thank you for le ng me tes fy. My name is Ayla
Erdener and I am here to tes fy against HB60, and I am
represen ng myself. I volunteer for the Lilith Fund, and I have
spoken with so many women who need help. I know many family
members and friends who have had abortions and do not regret it.
In fact, they have had a much better life because of it.

Someone told me once that there are many ways to kill a child,
and an abor on may be the least cruel of them. Having a baby you
do not want, cannot love and care for, seems like a crueler fate. If
you want to protect women, we need safe, respec ul
environments we can go to to make the decisions we need the
freedom to make. Please do not support HB60. Thank you.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Thank you, Ayla. Next we have Nancy
Flores. We will show Nancy Flores represen ng herself against
the bill. We will show her not tes fying. Next we have Chris
Frandsen. Hello, Chris. If you would give us your name, who you're
representing, and your position?

Chris Frandsen: Certainly. My name is Chris Frandsen. I'm
represen ng myself against the bill HB60. I am a reluctant
constituent of Paul Workman.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  I'd like to have the audience please just
refrain from any comments like that, that are not warranted.

Chris Frandsen: I apologize [unintelligible] joking.



[Unidentified Voice]: Yes, sir.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  You know, I, I, I've sat here and listened
and I've been very respec ul all night, and Mr. Workman's a
colleague of ours that works very hard, and I'd appreciate the
same respect that I'm showing to you all tonight of my colleagues,
please.

Chris Frandsen: Well, I ran against Mr. Workman, that's why I'm
a reluctant constituent of his.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Oh. Oh, okay. Well, all right. Well, okay,
fair enough, but I would appreciate that. That's all I'm asking, I'm
just-- we don't, we don't need-- it's just--

Chris Frandsen: All right, that's fine. I'm here in opposi on to
HB60, and I'm here because I am a father of four daughters, and
I'm a grandfather of three young girls. And I cannot believe that my
granddaughters will not have the same rights as my daughters
had.

For most of my life I was a conserva ve Republican, but I am no
longer because of bills like this. Buckley and Goldwater stood for
keeping government out of our personal lives. You, with this bill,
this legislature, will put government into our daughters' and
granddaughters' lives, a er we fought so long and hard to remove
that. Make no mistake, this is not about women's health. We've
heard all the facts and figures.

If it was really about women's health, we'd have the Medicaid
dollars that were promised to us by the federal government, we'd
have the money for Planned Parenthood. If it was really about



women's health, we would have all of that, but we don't. Just like
rape is not about sex, this bill is not about women's health; it's
about power. It's about power, poli cal power, clear and simple.
This is not about health. It is about political power. Thank you.
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[Unidentified Voice]: Thank you, Chris. Next we have Katherine
Chiarello; probably missed that name. Katherine, if you could give
us your name, who you're represen ng, and your posi on on the
bill.

Katherine Chiarello: Sure. My name is Katherine Chiarello. I'm
represen ng myself, and I'm here to tes fy against House Bill 60.
And first, thank you very much for allowing me to tes fy this
evening. I feel very lucky to have go en reached among the
hundreds of people who are here to be heard. I'm here to tes fy in
three capaci es: first, in my capacity as a woman; second, in my
capacity as a mother; and, if me allows, in my capacity as an
attorney.

Last month I had a miscarriage. I'd been bleeding for several
days and I went in to visit my doctor, and the first thing that
happened when I was there is she sent me down to have a vaginal
sonogram. I'd had one before when I was pregnant, but this
sonogram was par cularly lengthy, and it is quite physically
painful. So, as I laid on the table both in emo onal and physical
pain, just waiting for this part to be over.

http://youtu.be/wpxS7FmZKKk


And the next thing that happened is I went to visit with my
doctor, and a er she examined me she confirmed that I was
having a spontaneous miscarriage. She also told me that the
sonogram was medically unnecessary, but had been performed in
case I needed a D&C in order to comply with legisla on that came
out of the 2011 legisla ve session. I have always been staunchly
pro-choice, but I was silent during the debates on that bill,
although, selfishly, now that it had affected me, I've decided
enough is enough. Enough, respectfully, is enough.

I hope to get pregnant again but, as I am forty years old, my risks
of having an unhealthy pregnancy are considerably higher than
they were when I was younger. And, if, through the miracle of
modern medical tes ng, I find out that my fetus is not healthy,
then I'll have a very difficult decision to make. But that is a
decision for me to make in conjunc on with my husband and my
doctor and my God, but not with you, not my government.

I have a fourteen-month-old daughter, and she is perfect and
beau ful and wonderful. She is the first grandchild on both my
side and my husband's side, and she is truly adored. Every child
should be adored in that way. I had wondered when I first got
pregnant-- [buzzer sounds] Thank you very much for your time.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you, Katherine. Okay, before we go to
the next witness: we've had a lot of very compelling tes mony,
we've had a lot of passion on both sides; also, over the last
several hours the tes mony has become very repe ve 4, and
when it gets to that point it's not adding a lot of value.

So what we're gonna do is we're gonna allow-- we're going to



allow for one more hour of tes mony on House Bill, on House Bill
60. [Loud protests from the gallery. ] We're gonna allow one more
hour on House Bill 60. What I would suggest, if you have some
folks that you think have very compelling, original tes mony, then
those are the people that need to come forward. [Continued
protests from the gallery.]

If you don't, then we'll be moving forward to the next bill, which
is House Bill 16; I'm gonna allow one hour on that. So with that, if
we can have order, sir? If we can have order, if we can have order?
This is totally at the discre on of the Chair. So once again it is, it is
twelve o'clock; we're going to go ll one on this bill. The next
person up is Nancy Flores. Nancy Flores, are you here?

We have a camera back here that's gonna have to be turned off.
I don't know how many mes we've heard that-- [Loud protests
from the gallery. ] Thank you. Thank you, thank you very much. Are
you Nancy Flores?

Nancy Flores: I am.

Rep. Byron Cook: I have you, once again, tes fying for yourself,
against the bill.

Nancy Flores: I'll start by saying I'm very disappointed in what
you just said to this en re crowd, but I will begin. [Applause from
the gallery.]

My name is Nancy Flores. I'm here represen ng myself. I am
against HB60, and I'm a constituent of Representative Howard. I'm
going to shorten this 'cause I want to allow more me for other
people to be heard. I'm here as a daughter and a sister, and a



teacher, and a violence against women advocate, and a single
mother by choice.

And I want to start my talk about being a domes c violence
advocate, and seeing the numerous women, par cularly women
of color and impoverished women, that would come into our
doors seeking legal assistance, seeking all kinds of assistance,
a er being raped and gang-raped for hours on end. And a bill like
this would prevent them from ge ng any kind of assistance,
having any kind of choice, a er being brutally a acked and
beaten by-- by strangers and anybody that they might have known.

In my current capacity as a teacher I work in a very
impoverished school district in the Aus n area, and I have been a
teacher of twel h-grade seniors as well as third-grade students
as well as eighth-graders. And there was an eighth-grade
gradua on ceremony where there was a pregnant girl walking
across that stage, because she didn't have choices. And in the
community that she came from she wasn't even allowed to have
different choices.

I have walked the path of becoming pregnant in a very
unplanned way, a er being on birth control where birth control
failed. And in my personal journey, I had the choice. I wasn't sure
what decision I was going to make for myself and my own body,
but I had the choice. I had a place to go, I had people to talk to, I
had resources available to me, and I made the choice that was
ultimately best for me and for my life.

I am here to implore you to just consider carefully what this bill
is going to restrict for women. If anybody here thinks that abor on
is a choice that is made in haste, they're completely clueless. You



should go volunteer at an abor on center, you should go and take
the me to actually look into these issues that you're about to
make important decisions about. Because there's no, no decision
about this issue that's made in haste. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your testimony.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Mr. Chairman? I had to step out, and so I
was-- came back in, and so I didn't hear what you had-- your
announcement.

Rep. Byron Cook: What I said is: we have, we've had a lot of
impassioned tes mony on both sides. It's been respec ully done,
it's become very repe ve, and so what we're going to do is we're
going to allow another hour with respect to this bill. [Protests from
the gallery. ] This is at the discre on of the Chair. This is at the
discre on of the Chair, so we're going to have another hour. My
sugges on is [Protests from the gallery. ] if there's some folks that
they feel like are very compelling, then they need to bring them
forward.

Rep. Jessica Farrar: Mr. Chairman, I would-- if I could, if I could
implore you, please. Excuse me, just a moment, could we please
have order? Mr. Chairman, I just would implore you--these, these
folks have travelled from all over the state. They've been wai ng
since one o'clock today. And, and I don't, I just don't understand
how stories could be repe ve when they're so personal. People
have shared-- [Applause from the gallery.] and so--

Rep. Byron Cook: You know, the more me we spend talking, the
less me we have. At one o'clock this tes mony is going to be
closed down.



Rep. Jessica Farrar: Please, please. This is a cons tu onal
ma er that that we're dealing with, though, Mr. Chairman. That's
why, you know-- I mean, this legisla on didn't make it in the
regular session, and it didn't make it-- you know, I mean, it hasn't
made it all the way along and now it's part of this crazy special
session. It is principle to folks.

Rep. Byron Cook: We're very, we're very well aware of that. Once
again, we're ready-- I'm ready to take more tes mony. So, we
have-- we have the next person. Olivia Beck? Is Olivia Beck here?
Olivia Beck.

Olivia Beck: I'm right here.

Rep. Byron Cook: Here to represent herself, here to tes fy
against the bill. We'll show Olivia against it. Is this Olivia? Okay,
come on up.

Olivia Beck: Hi, there. Can you all hear me? Yes, no, maybe?
Okay, now can you hear me? Awesome. Hi, everyone. Thanks for
hearing me. My name' is Olivia Beck, and I am here to speak
against HB60.

First of all, Representa ve, thank you very much for advoca ng
to let us speak, whether or not that'll be successful. I'm, uh, I'm
just gonna keep this brief, since there are a lot of people who
want to be here. How about instead of preven ng women from
ge ng abor ons, we try to avoid these pregnancies that these
women are trying to terminate? How about we do something
about sex educa on? We make sure that people know condoms
have temperature ranges, for example. They have expira on
dates. Birth control has to be taken within two hours.



These aren't things people know when they're using them as
their only form of protec on, and this is unacceptable. How about
we teach consent, and not just teach people that they need to
look out for themselves because no one else is going to look out
for them? We need to help these women, help these men, help
these families, and the best way that we can help them is by
making sure that they don't have these unwanted pregnancies in
the first place. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
Jennifer Smith? Jennifer Smith, we have you represen ng yourself
against the bill.

Jennifer Smith: My name is Jennifer Smith, and I am here today
to state my opposi on to House Bill 60. Five years ago, I was pro-
life. For a few months I worked at a crisis pregnancy clinic, and sat
across from countless women and told them about their op ons,
but did not include abor on, a er reading a posi ve pregnancy
test. I spoke with confidence, I spoke with compassion. I believed
abor on had a simple solu on: that if women just learned to wait
to have sex ll marriage, use a condom, or when all else failed
should keep their legs shut, abor on would be a non-issue. It
seemed simple. It made sense.

However, on August 1st, 2009, not yet a year had passed, and
my perspective changed. I was not sitting in front of women all day
talking about their op ons when I became pro-choice. Instead, I
was standing in front of a mirror staring at the bruises on my body,
broken and weary. I was pu ng words into my own-- into my own
mouth for the first me: "What if I am pregnant?" I had been
raped, and suddenly the thought crossed my mind: "What will I



do?"

Rape is an act of power. When a person is raped, power is taken
away from them; they are disempowered. I stand before you
today an empowered rape survivor. Had I go en pregnant from
the rape, I would have chosen an abor on. Please don't willingly,
by vo ng for this bill, further disempower rape survivors. Be a part
of the movement to give the power back to survivors. For me, for
the one in six women that will be survivors of an a empted or
completed sexual assault: vote against this bill, please. Thank you
for your time. [Applause from the gallery.]

Rep. Byron Cook: Now, just a reminder: we have some
vacancies, they need to be filled. We have to kinda clear the aisle
a li le bit because we have a fire marshal issue with respect to
safety, so I'd rather you fill the seats and clear, clear the, clear the
aisle a li le bit. All right. Cynthia Sheehan? Cynthia Sheehan,
represen ng herself, to tes fy against the bill. Once again we'll
show her not testifying, against the bill.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Marina S fuentes? Sifuentes? Uh, Marina
Sifuentes, here representing herself, against the bill.

Marina Sifuentes: I am Marina Sifuentes, speaking for myself
against House Bill 60. My representa ve is Donna Howard. I work
for Aus n Women's Health Center, which was established in 1976
as the private medical prac ce of my husband, Doctor Tad Davis.
He has been providing safe abor on care, as part of a full range of
medical care for women, longer than any other abor on provider
now in Aus n. And during these 37 years that his office has been
open, there have been none of the serious complica ons that this
bill purports to prevent.

I understand the reason that you want to cut this tes mony
short and that is because the women in this room almost
overwhelmingly oppose these regula ons as unnecessary for the
protec on of women. I am very disappointed that this bill has
even been brought up in this special session or ever, but I only can
feel good that if this bill passes, Texas will turn blue faster than I
ever hoped. Thank you.

[Cheers from the gallery.]

http://youtu.be/za0JET1X1kE


Rep. Byron Cook: [gavels] Please. Please. Who's my next
witness? Lesli Simms? Lesli Simms, represen ng herself, here to
tes fy against the bill. Show Lesli against the bill, not tes fying.
Sarah Seamen?

Sarah Slamen: Slamen.

Rep. Byron Cook: Slamen.

Sarah Slamen: That's cool, though.

Rep. Byron Cook: Slamen. I'll get it right in a minute. Here
representing herself, testifying against the bill.

Sarah Slamen: Okay, I don't want you to take up any more of my
me, because you guys have been stopping people at 2 minutes

and 2 minutes 40 seconds; we've been ming it. Alright. [Cheers
from the gallery.] Thank you, Chair and commi ee, for allowing me
to tes fy. My name is Sarah Slamen, I'm a cons tuent of the
wonderful, pa ent, enlightened representa ve Jessica Farrar. I'm
speaking against this bill today because women and girls in the
state of Texas have a federally-protected right to safe and legal
abor ons and family planning. These are rights which members of
the Texas legislature are trying to erase in a cowardly and
barbaric fashion once again.

Some of you or your staff may recognize me. From January to
April of this year, I visited your offices along with my colleagues for
the passage of House Bill 1703. This bill would have abolished the
death penalty in the state of Texas. All session, you
representa ves had an opportunity to demonstrate your pro-life
principles to me and my fellow Texans. At the end of the session,



the overwhelming majority of you who were approached declined
to do so. Your hypocrisy reeks. You choose to preside over a state
that executes and imprisons innocent people. You bear
responsibility for the state that s ll ranks dead last in high school
graduates, 50th in adults and children without healthcare, the
state with the worst CO2 pollution and pre-natal healthcare.

Most of you are not physicians; most of you are lawyers, small
business owners or, at this point, career poli cians. In the 82nd
session, you amateur gynecologists mandated the rape of
childbearing age women seeking abor ons, with Senator Dan
Patrick's trans-vaginal ultrasound bill. Yes, in this poli cal
theater, meant to avoid facing the failures of our state, you
thoughtlessly mandated rape. Most women who seek abor ons
seek them early on, and by then the fetus is too small to detect
without inser ng a vaginal probe. This did not concern you or
ma er to you, because you are not doctors, and most of you are
not women. [Cheers from the gallery.] This did not concern you.

A year later, in this 83rd session, many of you are a emp ng to
shu er almost every single door leading to safe and legal
abor on. Our Lieutenant Governor, David Dewhurst, has been the
most plain about this mission. You will hear from many white
middle-class women like myself about House Bill 60 because we
are privileged enough to be here, unlike the rural and poor women
of Texas who will be destroyed by this bill. They are not so lucky to
be no ced by you, our physicians of inven on. They can't donate
to your campaigns, and now they'll be forced to give birth as
punishment.

This is the barbarism of my reference before: you are not



doctors, so I'll inform you that all pregnancies endanger the life of
a mother. Developing fetuses a ach to our vital blood vessels.
They affect our en re bodies, our minds and souls, our already
exis ng children and families. As legislators, you refused to
structure a budget that would serve Texas children in their
schools. You refused to accept the federal assistance for
Medicaid.

With regards to women, this state has become a laughing-
stock, a swaggering, stupid bully. I'm moving to New York, and I
leave with my head held in shame. I'm moving to a state that
won't rape me with a trans-vaginal probe, and that doesn't kill its
own inmates. Shame on you, Byron Cook!

[Cheers from the gallery.]

Rep. Byron Cook: [gavel] You know, this commi ee has always
treated everybody that's come before it respectfully; always have.
We've always treated people respec ully, and the dialogue from
this dais has been respec ul all night long; but if there's any more
outbursts like we just had, which is totally disrespectful, then that
will conclude-- that will conclude all testimony. Okay?

[Protests from the gallery.]

Rep. Byron Cook: [gavels] I'm going to conclude the-- I'm going to
conclude the testimony on--

Trisha Lynch: My name is Trisha Lynch. I am a--

Officer: Please, ma'am.



Trisha Lynch: --citizen of Texas.

Rep. Byron Cook: At this time I'm gonna--

[Yells from the gallery.]

Rep. Byron Cook: At this time I'm gonna recognize--

[Chants of "Let her speak!"]

Rep. Byron Cook: We're going to stand in for four minutes.

[Committee exits. Crowd chants and shouts.]

[Unidentified Voice]: So you're just going to stand there and let
them play with us and not do anything? Really? Really? This is how
democracy in Texas works? Really? Shame on you! Shame on you.

Susan Haney: I'm Susan Haney, I'm a na ve Texan and I will
remember in November, and I will not go away. I'm not moving.

[Cheers from the gallery.]

[Unidentified Voice]: I would love y'all to know that three things
will happen if this bill passes. Texas women will--

[Sound is cut from the video feed.]
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Rep. Byron Cook: State Affairs is no longer at ease. Can you hear
me? No longer at ease so we're gonna, we're gonna con nue,
okay? If-- and once again I just want to remind folks, and I've been
on State Affairs for twelve years, mostly spokesman; a long me.
This commi ee goes out of its way to be respec ul to everybody.
We've certainly done that tonight and we'll certainly con nue to
do that, and we're asking that you do the same courtesy.

Everybody that serves here does it because we have a heart for
service. [Jeers from the gallery. ] We have, we have a heart for
service, we want to do the right thing. That doesn't mean that
we're all gonna agree but we're all gonna do what we think is right.
Now, once again, we're gonna allow for 30 minutes more of
tes mony on this bill, so we need to have the people that this
group thinks is important to tes fy; we're glad to do that. Sir,
would you please put the camera down? This young man right
there. I think we-- if you would just take that camera.

A er we get through with this bill we're gonna-- going to have an
hour on the other bill which, by the way, we-- we heard at length
during the regular session. I want to suggest that, if this group has
people they want to tes fy in that, in that hour's me you need to

http://youtu.be/aSKh5kyJZZY


decide who it's gonna be and we would be more than glad for
them to do so. But we are going to do this in a respec ul way to all
the members here and we're certainly going to be respec ul to
the folks that are tes fying. So with that, if I've got this right:
Frances Northcu , Texas State Na onal Organiza on for Women
and self, here to testify against the bill.

Frances Northcu :  Yes, Mr. Chair and members of the
commi ee, my name is Frances Popping Northcu . I live in
Houston. Sarah Davis is my representa ve. I am the president of
Texas State NOW and I'm speaking in opposi on to the bill on
behalf of NOW, and also speaking on behalf of myself. The
Na onal Organiza on for Women is the oldest and largest
women's rights organiza on in the United States. NOW has
supported women having access to safe and legal abor on since
the 1960's.

I have a personal story about this that goes back to when I was
a student in the University of Texas more than forty years ago,
where a good friend of mine almost died from an illegal abor on.
So this is a very personal item to me that y'all are looking at trying
to cut down access for women, to return to the old days of back-
alley abor ons. Texas women don't want to go back there; we
don't want to go back to the days when we had orphanages
overflowing all over the state. We don't want to go back to the
days when young women were shipped off to maternity homes,
where they were pressured relentlessly into giving up babies for
adop on. We don't want to return to the days when they start out
back-alley abortions and died, and suffered long-suffering injuries.
We don't want girls drinking Clorox, which I've had several girls tell
me they thought about doing. We don't want them buying drugs



over the internet, going to Mexico, using coat-hangers, using knit--
knitting needles.

I want you to understand something about the medical stuff. I
mean clearly, and you know this, you know this is not really about
medical stuff. There's been some numbers up here about the
state, about na onal differences in death rates from legal
abor on, death rates from maternal, um, with maternal death
rates. But nobody's actually talked about the situa on in Texas
and you need to know what it is, you need to be very aware of
what it is, because that's how this really, really, really makes this
bill absurd. In Texas the death rates from legal abor ons is less
than one in three hundred thousand.

In Texas the death rate, the maternal death rate from live birth
is 24.6 per one hundred thousand live births. In other words,
sending women off to force them to have babies is 75 mes more
dangerous than our present rate from our abor ons being legal in
this state. So don't anyone talk about this being something about
maternal health or women's health. It's not. What this is about is
gonna kill women.

Rep. Byron Cook: Frances, now remember we don't have a lot of
time, so unless there are some of the other ladies to--

Frances Northcu :  Exactly. And I'm at the end: what I want to
remind you is 'stop protecting us to death'.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, Melissa Nicholson here, Naral Pro-
choice Texas and represents herself, to speak against the bill.

Melissa Nicholson: Yes. Thank you, Chair and commi ee, for



allowing me to tes fy. I'm Melissa Nicholson, a cons tuent of
Representa ve Dawnna Dukes and mommy to Iris who is 6, and
Sam who is 4. I'm here to tes fy against HB60 and the an -
abor on bills, because these bills will serve as a backdoor ban on
abor on in Texas. My concern is that they will not protect
women's health, they will do the exact opposite. Our state is
enormous. It is 268,821 miles for 27 million people.

Rep. Byron Cook: [unintelligible] Folks in the back, please--
please put your cameras down so she can continue her testimony.
You're taking away her valuable time; please.

Melissa Nicholson: HB60 will reduce Texas to 5 clinics from 47.
Five. I know you've heard this number a lot and I want you to think
about it. These five clinics will be centrally located in Aus n,
Dallas, Houston and San Antonio, making access to rural Texans
and those who live in north, southwest and east Texas
impossible.

It will take a woman traveling from Brownsville over four hours
to get to San Antonio, a woman from Belmont over four and a half
hours to get to Austin, a woman from Amarillo over six hours to get
to Dallas and a woman travelling from El Paso almost eight hours
to get to San Antonio. Eight hours. The cost of an abor on
procedure will double, maybe more. And women will s ll have to
uphold the sonogram bill's 24-hour wai ng period to have two
appointments at one of the 5 clinics in our state of 268,821 miles
for 27 million people.

Can you imagine being that woman? Who would have to take a
4-day, 3-night trip, arrange travel, hotel, childcare, and take off
work also? These same rules would apply to women who need to



take the abor on pill. You would have to do all of these same
things to take a pill.

0.57% of Texas abor ons are a er 20 weeks. Many women who
receive abor ons-- [buzzer] I just want to say this: we are women,
we are mothers, we are daughters, but more importantly we are
human beings and we are ci zens of the great state of Texas. I am
a third-genera on Texan. I love this state. Trust us to make
decisions about our bodies and our health decisions with our
doctors, please.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you, Melissa. That's not Melissa, excuse
me? Yeah, that was... we're... having to pull it up on the computer.
It's a li le slower, but-- I'm not going to dock you, okay? I promise.
Marva Sadler? Okay, self, represen ng herself here, speaking
against the bill.

Marva Sadler: Hello. Thank you for hearing me out this a ern--
this evening. My name is Marva Sadler. I'm actually represen ng
[unintelligible] women's health of Fort Worth, as well as my
mother, my daughter, my sisters and my aunt. I am one of only two
black women in this whole room, and honestly this bill is going to
affect us more than anybody, and I felt that it was important for
me to stand here and look you in your face to tell you that this is
an atrocity.

And then I'm gonna turn around and I'm gonna look at you and
I'm gonna tell you that, as a woman who works in an abor on
clinic every day, our regula ons mean something. I work from
eight to five every day, leaving my children alone some mes. My
children sleep on the floor of the clinic some mes so that I can
make sure that every woman that walks in through that door has a



safe, legal abor on. So do not tell me that these new laws are
gonna make any change, because-- because my hallway is two
inches wider than it is right now is not gonna make me give any
safer abor on than I gave yesterday and I'm going to give
tomorrow. This is a witch-hunt.

Call it what you want to, this is here to, to put us out of business
and it is an atrocity, and if it happens it's on you and shame on
you. This is just as bad as slavery. I feel just as a acked, I feel just-
- I, I'm sick. I've sat here in this chair all night long in an a empt to
control my feelings, to control my emo on, to control my anger
and it's impossible. I've watched you guys get up and walk in and
out on these people talking, and you want to talk to us about
respect? That's disrespec ul. That's disrespec ul. I am here only
to give my opinion and I have three minutes. And I have three
minutes.

Rep. Byron Cook: [Crosstalk.] --just hear me out. Members,
members have other commi ees that they go to. There's a lot of
things going on.

Marva Sadler: But it's s ll disrespec ul. And it s ll appears very
disrespec ul, sir. [Rep. Byron Cook tries to interrupt again.] I'm
respecting you, respect me and let me finish.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay.

Marva Sadler: It s ll feels very disrespec ul. [Rep. Byron Cook
con nues to try to interrupt through the rest of Marva's statement;
Marva con nues to speak over him. ] As a group we are here to try
to give our opinions, to give our hear elt emo ons, our thoughts,
and to actually give you facts, which is not what you have some of



in this field today. Thank you. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: You're welcome. Stephanie Rand?
Representing herself, against the bill.

Stephanie Rand: I'm represen ng myself. I'm a mother. That's
the job I listed when I signed up to speak today. But my maiden
name is Debrais and I come from the Rio Grande Valley where a
lot of women who live in colonias--

Rep. Byron Cook: I want to make sure for the record--

Stephanie Rand: I am against this bill 100%, and I come from
Bobby Guerra's district and--

Rep. Byron Cook: No, no. I said we want to make sure we got
your name right.

Stephanie Rand: Stephanie Rand.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, thank you.

Stephanie Rand: My maiden name is Debrais. I'm Hispanic, and
I'm represen ng a very underrepresented group of women here
today: women from the Rio Grande Valley, many of which do not
have plumbing, hea ng; who live in dirt floors, who rely on
Planned Parenthood for birth control and for abor ons. Abor ons
aren't something that women willingly go in, want to have but it's
something that should be made available to them. What you're
doing is disenfranchising an already disenfranchised group of
women, and other women living along the Texas-Mexico border
who are going to be cut off.



And the fact that many of you can't make eye contact with me is
sickening. And it shows me that you don't care about Hispanic
women in the Rio Grande Valley. You don't care about their access
to free healthcare. You don't care about their ability to have
reproduc ve rights. This is just another way of-- this is just hidden
bigotry is what this is, because it's going to disenfranchise black
women and La nas. And these are the women that are not going
to vote for you and pad your coffers during elec on years but let
me tell you something: I'm gonna remember every single one of
you and during elec on year I'm gonna make sure that you do not
get re-elected, because you do not have the best interest of the
women in this state of Texas. You have your own best interests at
stake. Because if you were ever encountered with an unwanted
pregnancy, you would understand the fear that you are faced
with; the fear that I was faced with.

I chose mine. I chose to have my daughter but I reached that
decision on my own, knowing that I had op ons before me. I don't
know that if I had been forced to have a child that I would've
embraced motherhood the way I did. But the fact that I had
op ons and I chose that was my choice. I am a Chris an, I believe
that there is a God, but it is my God, not everybody else's God, and
I am nobody to tell somebody else how they should decide for
themselves-- and neither are you. You sit up here but you are not
in the lives of the millions of Texas women who know best what's
best for them. You should not decide for them that they should
bring children into the world that they know they (1) cannot afford
or (2) do not want.

And the reality of it is that some women do not want children
and you're going to make them bring children into the world. You



know when we hear about women who don't want kids? When
they abuse them and they kill them. We've heard stories about
people who are happy that they had babies. Great! But you know
what, there's a lot of women who chose an abor on who feel
confident about those decisions as well. And we need to
acknowledge that. We need to acknowledge that there are
women who felt cornered into bringing children into this world
and you know what? We're going to hear about that down the road
when it shows up on the daily news. Vote against this bill.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, uh--
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Rep. Byron Cook: Amy, er, Amy Hagstrom Miller, Whole Woman
Health and self, here to testify against the bill.

Amy Hagstrom Miller: Thank you. Thank you, Chairman and
honorable commi ee members, thank you for hearing my
testimony today. My name is Amy Hagstrom Miller and I'm going to
talk really fast. I oppose HB60. My-- I am the President and CEO of
Whole Woman's Health. We operate five of the licensed abor on
facili es that would close in the state of Texas if this bill was to
pass, and we also have one of the Ambulatory Surgical Centers,
one of the five. Over 68% of the women we serve in our clinics are
mothers. All of them are responsible, trustworthy,
compassionate, ethical and caring women. The women we serve
are your friends, your co-workers, your family and your fellow
Texans.

Abor on didn't start with Roe v. Wade. Safe abor on started
with Roe v. Wade. Women have always had abor ons, and the
issue at hand here is 'What kind of abor ons are we willing to let
Texas women have?' Many people have very strong feelings and
beliefs about abor on. We all have the right to those feelings and
to those beliefs, but feelings and beliefs should not inform

http://youtu.be/GsS9Jk7nYwo


scien fic law and medical policy in the state of Texas. These laws
are specifically cra ed, all of them, to reduce women's access to
abor on in Texas, plain and simple. The bills do nothing to
prevent abor ons or prevent unplanned pregnancy. They do
nothing to change the need for abor on among Texan women.
Texas women will s ll need abor on care. The current sta s c is
that one in three women will have an abor on in Texas in her
life me. If these restric ons pass we will have a public health
crisis in the state of Texas, as thousands of women will be without
proper care.

Abor on is one of the most common and safe procedures in
medicine. It is nine mes safer than childbirth. We know that the
abor on decision is o en surrounded by heartache, as nobody
plans to have an abor on. For many women experiencing
abor on, it's not simply medical but it involves emo onal and
spiritual explora on as well. Because of this, women deserve a
safe place to receive this level of care; a safe medical clinic that is
licensed by the state with board-cer fied physicians, highly-
trained nurses and compassionate counselors. Texas women
deserve the best care available and Texas women receive that
care now in the 47 licensed safe, legal and reputable abor on
facili es already offering care in our state. There is no reason for
passing any one of these bills. They do not solve a safety problem
for women in Texas. Texas women have been able to count on safe
legal abor on care for over forty years, and the Department of
State Health Services has a record of year a er year of safe
abortion care in licensed abortion facilities in Texas.

I strongly oppose the passing of this bill and I have serious
concern for our ci zens if these bills were to pass. Since the



passing of the bill a year and a half ago in the last legisla ve
session, we have seen women take ma ers into their own hands
in numerous areas in the state of Texas; specifically in our clinic in
Beaumont, in our clinic in the Rio Grande Valley, in McAllen. We
see women trying to self-abort at home, we see women taking
medicine. Some mes they'll come into our clinic with fi y side-
effects pills in their vagina. They will have used a coat-hanger,
they will have had their partner try to beat them in the stomach,
all to avoid the 24-hour wai ng period we have now. This is-- this
is not even close to what you're proposing in this bill. I re-- I, I
thank you again for hearing my testimony and I strongly encourage
you to take serious consideration.

Rep. Byron Cook: You've tes fied before us many mes. I
appreciate you doing--

Amy Hagstrom Miller: Actually just once.

Rep. Byron Cook: Susan, Susan Motley? Here represen ng
yourself, testifying against the bill.

Susan Motley: Thank you for your me and your endurance. My
name is Susan Motley. I'm from Irving, Texas. I'm a cons tuent of
Linda Harper-Brown, Representa ve, who is, as I understand it, a
co-author of this bill. I am strongly against it. Few things about me:
I'm a mother of four, I am a Chris an, I have never had an
abortion, but I've had the constitutional right to do so for 40 years.
I was 3.

I want to summarize my posi on very quickly and then share
two personal stories. Summary is this: I am pro-choice, I am pro-
family, I am pro-life. A point: the pro-life part is the point that I



wanna explain through these two stories; stories about fear,
choice and consequences that could have occurred if I could not
have exercised it. The first story involves me at ten years old. I
was in a bathroom stall at Brandenburg Elementary on Hillcrest
Drive in Irving, Texas.

I was afraid. I was afraid because I had been sexually abused by
a family member. I had had a period the year before, and I did not
know enough to know whether what had happened to me
physically could make me pregnant. It didn't; and though I didn't
know it then, it couldn't. What did I do? I had a choice. I had a
choice to do something about that. My choice was to tell some--
someone about it, get informa on and find out what to do. The
result of that choice was to have peace of mind.

Fast forward about twenty years later. I'd been married almost
ten years, I had three girls, all five years old and under.
Meanwhile I had been to law school and graduated the University
of Texas School of Law. All three of those girls had been planned.
Two of them were twins, they were five, the other li le girl was
just four months old. I learned that I was pregnant again. This time
it was not planned. I was new in my career and I was afraid. I'd just
gone back to work, afraid of what might happen to my job, afraid of
what-- what I would do.

The depth of my fear, though, had more to do with what was
going on at home between me and my husband. We were having
trouble, lots of trouble. There were lots of sleepless nights when
he hadn't come home. I had three li le girls and I was pregnant
with a son, and I didn't know how I was gonna take care of the
three of them nor the fourth that I was pregnant with, but once



again a constant that I had at that me was a choice. That choice
comforted me. Without it I'm not sure what would have
happened. I'm not sure how desperate I would have been but I do
know this: during those dark times it-- possibly I was suffering from
postpartum depression too, who knows? I was an emo onal
rollercoaster at that point.

Rep. Byron Cook: Susan?

Susan Motley: Yes?

Rep. Byron Cook: Could we wrap it up just so we can keep these
other witnesses coming on?

Susan Motley: Yes. This is a very short wrap-up; give me thirty
seconds, please, because this part is important. During that very
dark period in my life, at the dinner table with my three girls, one
of them said out of the blue: "Mommy, I don't want you to die." I
didn't know where that came from. I don't know how she was
perceiving that my emo ons were going like this every single day
and I was desperate and I had no clue what I was gonna do in life.
"Mommy, I don't want you to die." Her message is mine today.
Take away that choice for women, take away that access and, like
Dr. Davis said, women will die. Don't make them.

Rep. Byron Cook: Trisha Lynch? Here represen ng herself
against the bill.

Trisha Lynch: Hi. My name's Trisha Lynch. I'm a social media
ac vist., I go by the name "Trisha MyChoice Lynch." I moved to
Texas in 1972. In 1973 my Cons tu on guaranteed me the right to
an abor on up to twenty-four weeks. In 1978 I had to take



advantage of that. The father of my unborn cluster of cells and I
walked down 2nd Avenue in New York to the hospital; four hours
later when you le  and that was the end. I have a 32-year-old
daughter. I have a 30-year-old son. I am pro-choice, I am pro-life; I
have proven that twice over. You're not taking my rights away from
me anymore because I am beyond that; who you're messing with
is my daughter. And I will not have anyone mess with my
daughter's rights.

I'm a social media ac vist. I have been doing this for three
years, I have watched you all trample my reproduc ve rights for
three years since the special session that you all called and
passed the ultrasound bill: state rape. I am opposed to this bill.
1978, I had an abor on; the father of my cluster of cells had to
sign a paper allowing me to have that abor on. 1982, my son was
born in a Catholic hospital. We had decided, my husband and I,
that we were having no more kids and I would have a tubal
ligation, with his signature on the paper.

The Catholic Church said no. To a Jewish woman! No, you can't
have your tubes ed in the hospital. You go home, you spend
three months, you go back to the hospital, you have another
invasive surgery. Have your stomach blown-up with gas so that
they can go in and e your tubes, that I had to have my husband's
permission for. This is 2013. I am done having men sign papers for
my body. This is my right. It's my choice, it's my Cons tu on, and
this is the state I choose to live in. And so, trust me: keep bringing
this stuff up, I will be back here, time and time and time again. And
this me when everybody in Texas goes to vote, trust me, we have
52% women. 34% are not going to be what shows up this me, it
will be 52% women. Think about that when you vote on this bill.



Rep. Byron Cook: Thank, thank you--

Trisha Lynch: [Crosstalk.] Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: --for your tes mony. Ellen Sweets? Here
representing herself, to testify against the bill.

Ellen Sweets: I am indeed. To me, HB... 60--

Rep. Byron Cook: [unintelligible]

Ellen Sweets: HB--

Rep. Byron Cook: Could we start with your name, please?

Ellen Sweets: I'm so sorry. I'm Ellen Sweets. I live in Aus n, Eddie
Rodriguez is my rep. To me, HB60 is a classic example of what
happens when religious zealotry has a head-on collision with
irresponsible government. I am the daughter of a woman who had
an abor on. As a result, I didn't have a sister but I ended up with
two brothers. She had a choice in the 1940s. It wasn't easy, but
she had the choice. When I discovered that I was pregnant and
not married, I too had a choice.

And when I got to the top stair of the three-story stone building
where I knew the physician was wai ng for me, I chickened out
and I walked back down the steps and I ended up with a fabulous
daughter who is now embarking on her third career, her first
career having culminated with a s nt with Alvin Ailey Dance
Theatre as a professional dancer, her second as a chef in Dallas
and Aspen, Colorado. My third experience was with Opal Brown.
Opal Brown was a childhood friend I thought would be my sister;



we were that close. She bled to death a er suffering sep -- a er
experiencing sep cemia as a result of a botched back-alley
abor on. She was a [unintelligible] from a Bap st family, she
couldn't talk to anybody about it. So she went and found out on
her own who to go to; she went and she died for it.

I'm here because the draconian an -abor on bill before you
will take us back in me to the day in 1956 when Opal Brown died.
If the author of this perfectly dreadful bill truly cared about
preserving life, this bill would not have been submi ed to a
legislature that rejected the federal offer to subsidize Medicaid
coverage. Rejec ng that funding does not reflect responsible
governance.

It's both frustra ng and heartbreaking that neither healthcare--
healthcare advocates nor business groups were able to persuade
the Governor and the Texas legislature to expand the state's
Medicaid popula on under the Affordable Care Act even though it
meant shunning an es mated one hundred billion over me. I'm
now seventy-two years old and dumbfounded by why, in 2013, I'm
forced to revisit the day Opal Brown died. Thank you.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Ms. Sweets, just for the record, I do have you
testifying for yourself, against the bill. Is that correct?

Ellen Sweets: That's correct.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you.

Ellen Sweets: Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Lesli Simms? I have you represen ng yourself,
testifying against the bill.

Lesli Simms: Yes, yes sir, that's right. My name is Lesli Simms
and I am against the bill. Here are a few things about myself. As of
an hour and ten minutes ago, I turned twenty-two.

Rep. Byron Cook: Good for you.

Lesli Simms: Thank you. I am a first-genera on American. My
parents came here to give me more, including a choice. I am a
black woman; and I think for some reason I need to remind people
that I,, women like me, are not welfare queens. We're not all drug

http://youtu.be/I0gwoz40Sw4


addicts, we're not stupid, we're not whores; we're women. Just
because we're invisible to you now, and you forget that we're a
priority, we're here and we're not former slaves. We're not dumb.
We vote. We will all vote, even if I have to walk them to the polls
myself. We will all vote.

I just wanted you to know that our presence here, our words,
our stances, are not repe ve. Our government's con nuous
a acks on our choice, on our bodies, is repe ve. And I don't
appreciate you telling me that I am repe ve. I am twenty-two
years old. I will be here every me you come for me. And if you
think that's repe ve, I'm sorry that I'm doing my civic duty.
Women like me, women who look like me, women who think like
me: maybe we don't matter to you. That's fine. That's okay.

You can tell me how you feel when you don't have your job in the
coming elec on. We can talk about it over coffee. Don't worry. I
wanted to come here as a birthday present to myself, so I would
know that the things that I was feeling were not just things that I
talked about at a women's studies class; that this wasn't a phase.
My outrage wasn't a phase. And as I sit here and as I listen and I
see y'all, I know that I am correct in coming. I'm not repe ve, my
friends aren't repetitive; don't call us that, Mr. Chair.

Rep. Byron Cook: Please, once again, I've asked for--

Lesli Simms: Oh, no, that' was with the utmost respect, believe
me. And if my presence here inspires you to change your vote
against HB60, I hope it's not because I remind you of your
daughter, or your granddaughter or your neighbor. Frankly, I have
parents; what I need is elected officials who care about me, who
do their job and don't-- and who feel that it isn't their job to



impose their religious convic ons upon me when I didn't ask. So,
in conclusion, my presence isn't repe ve; their presence isn't
repetitive. I'm a black woman, and I'm coming back. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you and, for the record, we've got about
ten minutes le , so I want to try and keep this going. Patricia
Ryan, here representing yourself, against the bill.

Patricia Ryan: Patricia Ryan, Spicewood, Texas, speaking against
HB60.

I wanna go to 1975,the beginning of 1975: I was the State's
primary witness in a rape trial of a serial rapist who was
eventually sentenced to twenty-five years in prison. When the
district a orney took me into his office to talk about whether he
was going to bring charges, he read to me the, the codebook. Did
this-- I, you need to be able to answer this, and one of the items
was: 'were-- have-- were you assaulted with a mechanical device?'
Unfortunately, the State of Texas is now mechanically raping
women, requiring vaginal trans-ultrasounds.

Anyways, 1975; so I had the rape trial; I, I got my adap ve
aqua cs, where I was working for United Cerebral Palsy, working
with handicapped children. Loved that job. And I got married.
Shortly a er, the next-- for the next six years into my marriage, I
taught comprehensive sex educa on through my church to junior
high and high school students. 1975 I was married, the next-- and
at that me, I became a stepmother to three boys who were
twelve, ten, and eight. The next year, I became a full- me mother
to three wonderful sons, oldest of whom is a physician now.

We got custody of the boys. I raised them for thirteen years.



A er trying-- doing medical tes ng, my husband and I, a er
thirteen years, I finally became pregnant. My husband said he had
changed his mind, he didn't want to have another child, and
begged me, threatened me to have an abor on. I chose not to
have an abor on. My son is twenty-six years old, he's a college
graduate, he's serving in the Peace Corps. He is the most
incredible person any of you could ever meet. I made a decision
not to have an abortion. It was mine and mine alone to make.

One of the things that just absolutely strikes me, and I have not
heard it tonight: I take-- I went on Google. The World Health
Organiza on and the United Na ons, the countries who we now
stand with in freedom for women-- Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Austria, Belgium, France, Germany,
the Netherlands, Switzerland, Canada, Australia. Those who we
are going towards with these incredible draconian laws, let me
read the list to you-- the Philippines, Syria, the Dominican
Republic--

Rep. Byron Cook: Patricia--

Patricia Ryan: Haiti, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Iran--

Rep. Byron Cook: Patricia, I wanna make sure we get a couple
more people, so if you could close up?

Patricia Ryan: You've heard my story. I made the decision. It
scares me, the countries that we are leaning towards.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your testimony. Jane Kirschman?
I have you representing yourself, testifying against the bill.



Jane Kirschman: That's correct. Good evening. My name is Jane
Kirschman. I'm here to tes fy against House Bill 60. I'm a
cons tuent of Representa ve Larry Gonzales, for Williams--
Williamson County. It's nice to live in interes ng mes. Here we
are, partying like youngsters in the middle of the night.

I'm tes fying against this bill because Texas women have the
right to the healthcare they need to care for themselves and their
families, and this bill is a nega on of that right. This bill makes me
think that some of our legislators have conquered me travel, but
not in a good 88-miles-per-hour DeLorean way.

As it has been since I became a young adult in the 1970s, safe
and legal abor on is the law of the land. But the Texas legislature
is doing its best to turn back the clock to a me when women's
rights, and therefore families' rights, were light-years behind what
they are today. Today, any regula ons about abor on, either
surgical or pharmaceu cal, must be based on sound science. Any
decisions about an individual abor on must be made by the
woman patient in consultation with her doctor.

This bill is not based on sound science. The research on fetal
pain is in no way defini ve. However, sound research does clearly
show that twenty weeks a er fer liza on is before viability.
Banning abor on before viability is uncons tu onal. This bill
takes the reins of decision-making away from the woman. Wai ng
periods, medically unnecessary ultrasounds, clinic to hospital
distance restric ons, all of these things act to abrogate a
woman's right to make decisions about her reproduc ve health.
To remove access to abor on by imposing trumped-up
restric ons like clinic hallway size and rules about hospitals'



admi ng privileges is unethical, and is harmful to those whom
this bill purports to help.

My family is the joy of my life. My husband and I have had the
good fortune to be able to plan our family. Each of my three
pregnancies was planned, including the first one, a full six years
a er we got married. The surprise in the first pregnancy was that
it was twins. My second pregnancy ended early in miscarriage,
and my access to healthcare enabled me to avoid life-threatening
hemorrhage by having a D&C, a surgical procedure that is
iden cal to an abor on procedure. Con nuing access to
reproduc ve healthcare allowed me to healthily have my third
daughter two years later.

I am lucky: I have not been personally faced with the abor on
decision. I am lucky: my first ultrasound showed that our twins
were not conjoined. I am lucky: none of my children had a
catastrophic congenital disorder. I am lucky: my reproductive care
and abor on access of-- my pregnancies were not ectopic and did
not threaten my life. I am lucky. Texas reproduc ve care and
abor on access cannot be simply, "Good luck!" Texas women and
their families have the right to safe and legal abor on. Vote 'no'
on House Bill 60. Thank you for your time.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. What we're
gonna do is take two more on this bill. We're gonna close this bill.
Everybody that's behind this line can stay in, and is tes fying on
the next bill. So you won't lose your place. You'll get to tes fy. At
this me the Chair is gonna recognize David Da-- Dobbs? Is it
Dobbs?

David Dabbs: Either way.



Rep. Byron Cook: Dabbs. No, I wanna get it right. Come on up,
David. I have you testifying against the bill, representing yourself.

David Dabbs: Yes, sir. My name is David Dabbs. I'm a cons tuent
of District 46, Representa ve Dawnna Dukes. Let me start by
saying abor on is a fact. Even if every abor on clinic were closed,
every women's clinic shu ered, every form of preventa ve birth
control banned, and I know that that's the direc on that is
preferred to be gone to by our more extreme legislators, women
will s ll have abor ons. Women have always had abor ons.
Women will always have abor ons. The availability of safe
abor on clinics does not make abor ons. They are not
manufactured, unless you want to count abs nence-only sexual
educa on. It's not something that Governor Perry can wish away,
which is what he seems to be trying to do with this bill. This is not
a Disney movie.

And Roe v. Wade ruling was not a triumph for either side. It's not
an issue where either side can truly ever win. It was only an
acknowledgement that abor on is a fact. The psychological
trauma of having abor on alone is enough for a young woman not
to have one. Supporters of this bill would have us believe safe and
legal abor on is a sort of license for young women to sleep
around, a get-out-of-jail card for flagrant, careless immorality.
Note how this rhetoric treats the cost of an abor on-- around
$500 on average, or up. Others know be er, I'm sorry. It treats it
as if it were negligible cost; this by itself shows just how out of
touch the dra ers of this bill are with the economic reality of
every Texas woman with more to worry about than Daddy ge ng
really mad, which is sta s cally almost all of them. I wrote a
novel, I'm skipping over a whole bunch; I know a lot of this is



redundant, so bear with me.

Something that's really, I think, troubling is that in, in Texas
maybe more than any other state, with its tradi on of strong
individuality, hatred for big, intrusive government-- well, women
take abor on rather seriously. I don't think I've met one yet who
doesn't, who just considers it, sort of, you know, flip a coin,
something like that. But, given such sen ments in Texas in
par cular, this, the backlash from this, has the poten al to make
abor on downright fashionable in some circles. That's, that's
worrying to me.

And Senator Eddie Lucio, the one Democrat who voted against it
in the Senate, is correct: there is a culture of death in this country,
the permanent damage caused by-- caused-- inflicted on both the
child and the mother who wasn't prepared to have a child. Don't
think how many abor ons there are, think how many mes
someone who could have been a perfectly good mother under the
right condi ons is condemned to permanent poverty with no
escape. For those going to school, or working a job with Texas's
fantas c, low-wage job security, what li le window for
opportunity there is for young women born poor, and many who
were not, has closed. You may think this is drama za on but last I
checked, the poor were s ll ge ng poorer. Single moms s ll don't
exactly get husbands easily, to those who believe that that is the
solu on. And Texas s ll offers the least assistance of any state
per capita.

We can't take care of the people that we have. Why are we
trying to take care of people who are hypothe cal, people who
don't exist yet, as if they're more important? To, to use the



language of the proponents of this bill, that's pu ng the cart
before the horse, if you ask me. It's-- [buzzer sounds]
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[This video segment is virtually inaudible.]

[Indistinct chatter from the crowd.]

Rep. Byron Cook: This is just a reminder that you have to
register [unintelligible].

[Uniden fied Voice]:  I registered. I don't know why
[unintelligible].

[Unidentified Voice]: I don't know [unintelligible].

[Indistinct chatter from the crowd.]

[Unidentified Voice]: Should these others go while we're getting
it fixed? I'm registered.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Yes, I think you can register.
[unintelligible] the message [unintelligible].

Rep. Byron Cook: When it comes up-- okay.

http://youtu.be/KAXYOqV-KvM
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Rep. Byron Cook: Krystal Tomlin? Once again, Krystal, you're
going to be the last witness on this bill. Folks who are in line will
be able to tes fy on the next bill. I have you tes fying on behalf of
yourself, against the bill.

Krystal Tomlin: Sir, my name is Krystal Tomlin. I'm represen ng
myself; I'm against HB60. I have rheumatoid arthri s. This disease
causes excrucia ng pain if le  untreated. I have woken up
screaming in pain, unable to move my legs. Fortunately I'm one of
the few with this disease whose condi on is controlled by
medica on that's pre y toxic. My doctors warn me against
pregnancy. I take the appropriate measures to prevent
pregnancy. I'll do whatever it takes not to get pregnant.

Should I get pregnant I'll do whatever it takes to terminate that
pregnancy because I will not risk the chance of feeling that kind of
pain again. Before I started treatment it took everything I had just
to get up to go to work, and that's all I did. When I came back home
from work I just cried. It was too much pain every day for three to
four months before I started treatment. And if I had to stop taking
the medica on and the treatment comes back, I don't know if I
can regain control. A pregnancy may not kill me but it will certainly

http://youtu.be/yZWZoh8h5w0


take my life. This disease scares me, and this legisla on that is
taking away my op ons terrifies me. Please vote against HB60.
Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. At this me we
are going to close the tes mony on House Bill 60 and we're going
to call on Representative Laubenberg to close on her bill.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Mr. Chair and members, respec ully I
close.

Rep. Byron Cook: Members, at this time the Chair withdraws the
commi ee subs tute to HB60.At this me it is the Chair's intent
to leave House Bill 60 pending. Chair lays out House Bill16 and
calls on Representative Laubenberg to explain the bill.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Mr. Chairman, I have a substitute.

Rep. Byron Cook: At this me, the Chair lays out the commi ee
substitute to House Bill 16.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Basically, the difference between the
original and the subs tute are the same things that was in the
House Bill subs tute on House Bill 60. Sec on 1, the word has
changed from 'the legislature finds' to-- or 'the findings' to-- 'the
findings indicate'. Sec on 2, we changed the wording from the
abn-- pardon me [unintelligible] 'anomaly' to 'severe fetal
abnormality' to line up with the Health and Safety Code wording.
Those are the only two changes.

This House Bill 16 we heard much tes mony tonight is part-- is a
stand-alone bill that was also part of House Bill 60. It is the pre-



born pain bill which would prevent abor ons at 20 weeks and
beyond, based on the science and technology that we have today
that we did not have forty years ago to show that a child in the
womb at 5 months-- 20 weeks-- post-fer liza on age can indeed
feel pain; which has-- which places the state in a posi on to have
a compelling interest to protect that part of child development, to
protect them from the pain. With that I'll answer any more
questions and--

Rep. Byron Cook: Members, any ques ons before we open up
for tes mony? If there are no ques ons, now I want to remind
everybody that wants to tes fy: remember you will have to be
signed up for House Bill 16, so if anybody's in line and you haven't
filled out the witness affirma on for House Bill 16, please go and
do that. If you have, then your place is secure in line and once
again, whoever wants to-- we're going to have tes mony over the
next hour, so I would encourage each of you to be prepared to use
your time prudently so as many people as possible can testify.

So, Representative Laubenberg, we're going to give you the right
to-- reserve the right to close, and with that we're going to open up
for tes mony. And all those who tes fy are going to have to bear
with us, because everybody's in line it's a li le more cumbersome
to just get this queued up, but if you'll bear with us we'll be able to
do that. Okay, we're going to start with-- the Chair's going to call up
Sarah Eckhart, who is here to testify for herself against the bill.

Sarah Eckhardt: Thank you. I am Sarah Eckhardt; I am here to
tes fy against HB16. I um, I am a mother of two children. I have a
darling husband. When I married my husband I was very excited
about having children with him but my body did not quite



cooperate. I had no problem ge ng pregnant; I had a difficult
me staying pregnant. I had a series of spontaneous

miscarriages. My doctor informed me that, in fact, a high
percentage of pregnancies do end in spontaneous miscarriage;
perhaps as high as 40%.

And so, when I had a spontaneous miscarriage in my first
trimester I was a prac cing a orney and I was prosecu ng a
criminal case, and while the jury was delibera ng I cramped up
and I won't spare you the details, but the walls in that courthouse
were not wide. The stalls in that courthouse bathroom did not
have hospital admission privileges and my uterus did not consult
my physician or give a sonogram before rejec ng that pregnancy.
When I had a spontaneous miscarriage in my second trimester I
was just beyond twenty weeks. I don't know whether that child
that I wanted very desperately felt pain at the me that my body
spontaneously miscarried and I then eventually went in for a D&C,
but I do know this: that my body can make this choice without your
regulatory interven on, but you are sugges ng that my mind
cannot. I find that deeply offensive as a woman and I would ask
you to vote against this bill. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. Just so
everybody knows, if you've registered on, on a bill, regardless of
whether you tes fy then you are registered as being either for it
or against it, so that is part of the record. I want to make sure
everybody understands that. At this me the Chair is going to call
Rose Mar nez. Is, is Rose in line? Rose Mar nez? It's not going to
affect anybody but Rose will show-- Rose will represent herself,
against the bill, not testifying. Let's see [unintelligible].



Leslie Luciano: Excuse me, I'm registered on this bill. I was
registered for both.

Rep. Byron Cook: We're--

Leslie Luciano: Why do I have to go outside now that I'm up to
the microphone, sir, respectfully?

Clerk: We're going to check if she's registered just on 60. I have
her for 16.

Rep. Byron Cook: What's her name?

Clerk: Her name is Whitney-- Whitney, ask her if she's Whitney.

Rep. Byron Cook: Are you Whitney?

Leslie Luciano: I'm Leslie.

Clerk: I don't show her registered on 16.

Rep. Byron Cook: We don't have you registered on 16. We have
you registered on the previous bill. Well, here's what I'd like you to
do; let's make sure you get registered.

Leslie Luciano: And then I'll get back in line?

Rep. Byron Cook: No, we're going to put you right back where you
are but we have to have you registered.

Leslie Luciano: Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: But if you get registered, we're going to take



the next person while you get registered. Then we'll put you right
back here and the line won't have to start all over again.

Leslie Luciano: Beautiful, thank you.

[Crosstalk.]

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, Carlos Mar nez-Ager-- Ager-- Agara, I'm
sorry. Carlos, I have you representing yourself, against the bill.

Carlos Mar nez-Arriaga:  Right. Well, my name is Carlos
Mar nez-Arriaga and I am a student here at UT and I am a
cons tuent of Nicole Coyer up in Fort Worth, Texas. I am here to
represent my family, in par cular a member of my family who
can't be here today. I'm from an extremely Roman Catholic family.
The people in the town from where my family originates are
convinced they are descendants of a saint; and so religion is
stressed heavily in my family.

Unfortunately in those types of families you don't really talk
about things like abor ons or unwanted pregnancies, so these
things get swept under the rug. My grandma had three daughters.
Unfortunately, she only can say that she has two daughters now
that are alive. In 1982 one of my aunts had an unwanted
pregnancy and so, since these things get swept under the rug, she
decided to-- and I know that this doesn't really e with the 16,
more with 60--

Rep. Byron Cook: I know, we have to keep our testimony--

Carlos Mar nez-Arriaga:  Okay; well, we can just say that this
goes for 16. She had an abor on through someone her friend told



her was secure. She ended up dying of complica ons of the
abor on. And so what the bills are being presented today, in
par cular 16, I feel that I don't want this to happen in other
families. Again, I come from an extremely Catholic family where
life is extremely important and we believe that it is the best thing
that God can grace you with, but it can't come at the cost of
women dying because they have to get unsafe abor ons in places
where they aren't regulated. And so I, I'm just opposed against
these bills.

Rep. Byron Cook: Carlos, thank you for being here. Thank you for
your testimony.

Carlos Martinez-Arriaga: Thank you for listening. I've got a test at
ten tomorrow, so thank you for staying up too.

Rep. Byron Cook: Well, go study. Joseph Po er, here
representing himself, against the bill

Joseph Po er:  Good evening. My name is Joe Po er, a
cons tuent of Representa ve Elliot Naishtat, speaking in
opposi on of HB16 on behalf of myself. I am a professor at the
University of Texas where I conduct research at the popula on
research center. For the past two years I've been the principal
inves gator of the Texas policy evalua on project, which is a
comprehensive 3-year study of the impact of the ac ons taken by
the previous legislature. Before turning to the possible impact of
the addi onal restric on of abor on on the state, I think it's good
to review what we know about the impact of the legisla on
passed in the previous session. As part of our research we've
collected informa on from a large propor on of registered
abor on providers in the state and from 3-- and from 318 women



seeking care at those facilities.

I'd just like to highlight five findings from this study. First,
viewing the sonogram had virtually no impact on the decisions of
women who went to clinics for the first visit. A er viewing the
ultrasound, almost all of them returned for a second visit and the
procedure they were seeking. Second, the mul ple visits did
impose financial and other burdens on women seeking care.
Third, and this is probably the most important, in the three
months prior to their clinic interview fully 45% of women were
unable to access the birth control method they wanted to use.
Fourth, 7% of the women that were interviewed reported taking
something on their own to try to end the pregnancy. Last but not
least, the sonogram law, HB15 of the previous session, did indeed
make it more difficult for provid-- more expensive and more
difficult for providers in providing the service to women.

With regard to HB16 in the future, I think it's been argued here
before the intent is not going to be anything to help women's
health and that the brunt is going to be on the low-income
women. Now, the point I'd like to make is that these very same
women who have had their access to birth control dras cally
curtailed in the last 24 months. What's seems to me to be
par cularly cruel is that the proposed legisla on would take
effect just when the impact of the measures the previous
legislature took dismantling the states family planning safety net
were having their maximum impact. As you know, in late summer
of 2011 the funding for the family planning program run through
the Department of State Health Services was cut by two-thirds
and on January 1st of this year the largest provider of services
under the women's health program, Planned Parenthood, was



removed from the women's health program. So to summarize:
these proposed restric ons will take place exactly when the
impact of cu ng family planning services in this state are having
their maximum impact on low-income women. Thanks very much.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your testimony.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Leslie Tisdale, University Democrats and self,
here to testify against the bill.

Leslie Tisdale: Good morning. My name is Leslie Tisdale.

Rep. Byron Cook: Good morning.

Leslie Tisdale: Good morning. I am indeed a student at the
University of Texas, hoping to be a teacher in Greece through the
Fulbright Program next year, and I just wanted to share a few
findings, especially in respect to this bill. And that is that in Texas,
in high school, in biology classes, students are taught through the
McGraw-Hill books that Texas has approved-- even a very
conserva ve Texas school board-- that fetuses-- fetus-- fe ?
Hmm... couldn't get that word right, guess I'm not gonna be a good
teacher-- don't feel pain un l 28 weeks. So, what's in the
textbooks that you're teaching students in ninth grade is that pain
is not felt un l 28 weeks. And yet you're trying to, based on the 22
week? 20 week? is limit it-- the abor on ll then. So there's kind of
a disconnect there that I just wanted to point out, as a hopeful
future teacher.

http://youtu.be/P0FRhuUnmbw


Another point I wanted to make is that you've probably heard a
lot about rage tonight; you're red, I'm red, I get it. Women here
are angry, they're upset, they're emo onal and they're very, very,
very disrespected. And in that, I mean to say that you don't see
500 to 800 women behind me that are calling for less than 20-- for
more than 20-- for less than 20-week abor ons. You're not seeing
women behind me saying that we want less abor on clinics.
You're seeing-- you're seeing women behind me that are opposing
this. And my ques on to you is that, if these are the people it's
affec ng, why are you not listening to them? And I know a few of
you are, are really suppor ng this bill, and I really appreciate
that. I appreciate that you're listening to that, and it also happens
to be most of the women. So... ironic.

But I just wanted to point out a few of the inconsistencies in this
bill, especially. And I really hope you reconsider and look at it, and
look at what you're teaching your students before you go and
preach to them when a fetus feels pain, and thus when it can be
aborted. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your testimony. Leslie Luciano?

Leslie Luciano: Yes.

Rep. Byron Cook: I told you you'd get back in.

Leslie Luciano: Yeah, you did. Thank you--

Rep. Byron Cook: So I have you here--

Leslie Luciano: --Chairman.



Rep. Byron Cook: --just fine, for yourself and against the bill.

Leslie Luciano: I really appreciate you hearing me; thank you, all
of you. I'm red, you're red. I've been working-- my Social Security
statement says I've been working since I was thirteen. I'm fi y-
three. I have five children; the last two are twins. They are thirty-
two, thirty-one, twenty-seven and fourteen. I-- to say I planned
them would be like bragging; however, I chose to have them.

I'm wondering, while I'm here tonight, I'm thinking-- Let's see... it
was when I was thirteen in '73, Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court of
the United States said, 'This is what's right for women.' And here
we are, you know, going backwards; we're having these
conversa ons, you're red of them, Chairman. You know, they're
repe ve, because we've been hearing them for several decades,
and we finally resolved it. And you know, I, I, I'm just wondering:
why are we hearing these stories again? They haven't changed.
We're the same women. We don't need to keep telling our stories;
you know our stories. You put this bill in a special session, you
a ached the pain one back when you withdrew it because you
thought you couldn't push the other one through the regular
session, and now we're talking about pain. Okay, let's talk about
pain.

This, this hurts; this hurts women. I'm in agony right now. I have
three daughters out of those five, and I have demonstrated a
dynamic progression through life. Three oldest all have degrees,
all have careers, none have children. I went to Planned
Parenthood for birth control, for healthcare. I was raised by
wolves; I was the youngest of six, grew up in El Paso, Texas. I didn't
have children when I was sixteen because of Planned Parenthood.



I want to ask all of you-- you, you, you, you and you-- why you're
tex ng, why you're not looking at these women when they're
crying, why you're talking amongst yourselves, why-- none of this
ma ers, because it reminds me of the monkeys: this, this, this.
You know what's going on here, and this isn't about health. This is
about a poli cal agenda, this is favori sm to Governor, and you
know it. Stop it.

Rep. Byron Cook: [unintelligible] for your tes mony. Alex
Messenger, here representing herself, against the bill.

Alex Messenger: Hi, my name is Alex Messenger. I oppose
House Bill 16;and 60, just for the record. I'm here represen ng
myself, and my representa ve is Ellio  Naishtat. This is my first

me ever tes fying at any sort of House hearing, or anything, so...
this whole process has been very surreal. I can't really think of
another word for it. That-- why, why are we here? That you're
telling all these stories and it doesn't seem like it's going to be
doing anything, and all we can hope is that it is. That somehow
these bills will not pass, somehow that y'all will have the sense to
not pass them. And-- it's just, this whole thing seems so absurd
and so surreal. So just--

All the,all the points that I had wri en down I le  in the other
room, so-- I just want to bring up a point because I've heard this
word 'respect' be thrown around a lot. You know, 'I respect
everybody here, I respect everybody's opinions here, I hope y'all
respect mine and thank you for this opportunity to speak'. But you
know, I, I respect other people's decisions to not have an
abor on, and I just hope that these same people and my
lawmakers can also respect my decision to have an abor on, if I



ever were in the posi on to-- I don't know, have to make that
decision to get one; that y'all would respect your own ci zens'
ability to make these decisions.

So when we talk about respect, I don't want to talk about, you
know, interrup ng and, you know, wai ng your turn, which we
have done very, very respec ully; so let's really talk about what
respect is. And just trust us to make our own decisions, because
I'm sure none of you-- well, a lot of y'all-- all of us really don't want
to be here right now. So, yeah, so just keep that in mind, please,
and that's all I have to say. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: And once again, this was your tes mony
directed specifically at House Bill 16?

Alex Messenger: Yes, it is.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much.

Alex Messenger: And also 60. That one-- that too. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Staci Reznik? Here represen ng yourself,
testifying against the bill.

Staci Reznik: My name is Staci Reznik and I'm here to tes fy
against House Bill 16. I live in Temple, within Bell County, and my--
I'm a cons tuent of Ralph Sheffield. I'm a member of the Bell
County, Texas, Democra c Women and the County Medical
Alliance. I moved to Texas two years ago from Washington, DC.
Never in my wildest dreams did I think moving 1,500 miles would
set me back 50-plus years.

My reproduc ve rights are not for you to decide. While living on
the east coast I was never concerned about my rights, and most of
the women there were not threatened. I am the granddaughter of
a Polish and a Cuban immigrant. My family le  Nazi-occupied
Poland and Castro's Cuba to come to this country for the freedom
that it offered; now you are trying to take that away from me. How
can you decide what I'm going to do with my body? Where does
this behavior stop and what is next? Whether it's limi ng it to 20
weeks or limi ng the loca ons from 47 to 5, you're telling the
women of Texas you just don't care about them. What would the
women west of 35 do? If you don't care, to push us back into the

http://youtu.be/bUxbbcKOFos


alley, that's fine.

Again, this law will not stop abor ons. Making abor ons
against the law merely changes the choice whether or not a
woman will risk her life and break the law. The law will never
convince anyone of the morality of an abor on but rather merely
gives permission to collec vely judge us. Instead, let's face the
reali es of an unwanted, non-viable pregnancy and work to
prevent them, turning-- except for turning women into criminals.
Let's work together to the best of our ability to eliminate poverty,
create opportuni es for educa on, so all women can choose to
give birth from a place of a happy and free Texas. We can work
together towards a goal of not making abor on an issue, and not
demonizing and judging and lecturing other women faced with a
choice on either side of this divide.

I believe in the right to privacy and the idea that women should
have the choice to do what she pleases with her own body. The
women here today should prove to you that we are educated and
we won't stand for this. You represent us. We actually possibly
voted for you, and we will surely make sure you are unemployed
when your me is up. I make this pledge: I will work harder than I
ever have before to make sure that my representa ve will not get
re-elected when his term is up. Hell hath no fury like a woman
scorned.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. Amanda
Stevenson? Here representing herself, testifying against the bill.

Amanda Stevenson: Hello. My name is Amanda Stevenson, and I
am a researcher at the University of Texas at Aus n, where I work
with a team to evaluate the impacts of recent legisla ve ac ons



regarding reproduc ve healthcare in Texas. I am here as a
cons tuent of Ellio  Naishtat, and I am here to tes fy against
these bills.

While we have recently heard from my colleague Joe Po er
about the condi ons under which women currently are trying to
access abor on care in Texas, I'd like to talk about a recent piece
of research which is currently in press in the American Journal of
Public Health and has been reported on in the Journal of
Contracep on, Perspec ves in Sexual and Reproduc ve Health,
and other major, respected scien fic journals in recent months
and throughout the past year.

This study was called the Turnaway Study. It used valid
scien fic methods to create a correctly-constructed
counterfactual that was able to es mate the impact of having
versus not having an abor on, by allow-- by segrega ng women
into women who were barely within the limit of gesta onal age
for abor on at the clinic that they were receiving care, and
women who were barely outside the limit of gesta onal age at
the clinic where, where they were receiving care. Thus, women
who had very similar condi ons but who were in some sense
randomly assigned to receive or not receive abor ons, based on a
limit like the limits under considera on in House Bill 16, was
evaluated for its impact on women's lives and the lives of the
children that these women either already had or subsequently
delivered.

The findings of the Turnaway Study demonstrate conclusively,
and with strong-- with strong empirical evidence that is
sta s cally very sound, that there are nega ve impacts for



women's mental, emo onal, and physical health, for the
economic well-being of their families, for the academic success of
their children-- the, the cogni ve success of their children. There's
not sufficient follow-up yet to get strong academic findings. And
these findings demonstrate that these nega ve impacts are
borne by women who are denied abor ons due to limits on
gesta onal age. Women who receive abor ons have be er
outcomes.

The Turnaway Study is the current best standard in the
scien fic research on the impact of abor ons on the lives of
women and children, and the Turnaway Study demonstrates that
laws like the one under considera on before you tonight, this
morning, whatever, House Bill 16, are detrimental for women and
children. They're detrimental for families. If you care about
women and you care about children, then you'll let women make
decisions that will be er their families and their lives. Wom--
these women who are making these decisions likely have the
interests of their children in mind. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
Deena, uh, Caylee?

[Unidentified Voice]: Kalai.

Rep. Byron Cook: Kalai? Okay; well, hold on just a minute. Kate
Caldwell?

Kate Caldwell: Uh-huh.

Rep. Byron Cook: Kate, if you would come up? I have you-- are
representing yourself, testifying against the bill.



Kate Caldwell: Yes, thank you; and thank you, Chair and
commi ee, for allowing me to tes fy. My name is Kate Caldwell.
I'm here represen ng myself, speaking against HB16. The
termina on of a pregnancy is not an easy thing. I've never been
pregnant, but I do have close friends who have been; some who
have had babies, some who have terminated the pregnancies,
and some who have done both at different mes. With my friends
who have made that tough choice, I can say that none of them
have come out unscathed, but that they all s ll firmly believe that
they made the right decision both for themselves and for their
families, and I firmly believe that no one can make that decision
better than the woman herself.

I'm the oldest of three daughters who were born to parents who
very much wanted them. My parents had a daughter before me
who was born with extensive birth defects at 7 months and spent
the 6 hours she was here on life support. My mother believes that,
given her condi on, every minute my sister spent on earth was in
agony. My mother also believes that, if she'd known ahead of

me, she would have terminated the pregnancy to spare her child
that pain. This was a long me before 3D sonograms and the
technology that we have today, but there's s ll a chance that
expectant parents might not know the extent of the damage to
their child by five months.

And, you know, maybe a fetus feels pain at 20 weeks, but a child
born to die in 6 hours definitely feels pain. And really the only
people who should get to decide what to do in that situa on are
the ones going through it-- the parents. To say that there are no
excep ons in these circumstances is childish and devoid of
compassion, and that's pre y much what this bill says. Along with



the other bill, these are not going to fix any of the real problems
our state faces, among them teen pregnancy rates breaking
number four in the country that costs our state $1 billion
annually.

A recent study by Diana Greene Foster at the University of
California, San Francisco compared women who received
abor ons and those who were turned away. Of the two groups,
and I quote from the New York Times ar cle on the study by
Joshua Lang, "women denied abor on were three mes as likely
to end up below the federal poverty line two years later". Making
abor ons more difficult to obtain, either by loca on or by me,
isn't going to fix unwanted pregnancy. That answer lies in the
acceptability of sexual educa on and family planning materials.
There's a sta s c used by the Bill and Melinda Gates Founda on
in their efforts to bring family planning to Third World na ons that
states: for every dollar spent on family planning, six dollars is
saved by the government.

So if you want to reduce the abor on rate, help people not get
pregnant. It doesn't just make common sense, it also makes fiscal
sense. We have a lot of problems in the state of Texas. We have
wildfires and tornadoes and water scarcity and educa on
defunding and a childhood hunger rate of 27% right now. That's 1.9
children that are living in the state right now that live with hunger
insecurity. I really wish that instead of rehashing bills that were
already turned down we were addressing some of the mel--
mul tude of issues that our state is facing. Thank you very much
for your time. It's been quite a night.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you very much.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Deanna, uh, Cayla?

Deena Kalai: Deena Kalai.

Rep. Byron Cook: I'm sorry.

Deena Kalai: That's all right.

Rep. Byron Cook: And I have you here represen ng yourself,
against the bill.

Deena Kalai: That is correct. My name is Deena Kalai, and thank
you for le ng me speak with you and for your pa ence this
evening. As has been stated-- well, first of all, I am a cons tuent of
Representa ve Dukes. I am very much against this bill, and I want
to get us back to two core concepts that I think we're not talking
about sufficiently: precedent, cons tu onality, and I want to
throw in a li le bit of pro bono in that conversa on, too. You
might guess I'm a lawyer.

And I actually brought a visual aid because I feel like no one has
tonight and I want you to have something else to look at. So this is

http://youtu.be/jPdANLxF2Qk


an award that I won a couple months ago; I am very honored to
have go en it. It was from the Travis County Women Lawyer's
Associa on and it recognized me for my pro bono services. That
means I do a lot of work for free. And I don't do that because I want
to get an award and stand before people I don't know and present
it to them, but because it's for the public good and, if we
remember, pro bono means for the public good. Part of the work
that I do in a volunteer capacity is to be a volunteer on the Jane's
Due Process hotline.

You've had people tes fy from Jane's Due Process here. I'm not
represen ng them, but I am a volunteer. I talk to a lot of girls and
have been volunteering on this hotline for almost a decade now.
Most of the girls I talk to are teens. Most of the girls I talk to are
pregnant. In a few instances, these girls are past twenty weeks.
For the men out here, you may not be aware that for teenage girls
when they first start menstrua ng, it is not always a regular thing
that they can predict or have an understanding of. Some mes
things are late, some mes things are irregular. If they are
athletes, then o en mes that also changes their cycle and it's
very possible-- and I have talked to several girls over the me that
I've been doing this who have no clue that they're pregnant. We
hear about reality television shows that deal with this theme and
it seems kind of ridiculous to us, but the truth is it's not
uncommon for this to happen to a teenage girl.

When I talk to these girls I explain to them what the law is,
because as a lawyer, I govern my profession according to the
precedents that I am taught and that is ins lled upon me. And I
tell them that it is cons tu onally mandated that, un l viability,
there is the right to have an abor on in this country and that right



was given years before they were even thought of, let alone born.
Regardless of how you feel about abor on, the issue here is
precedent. I have no doubt that were this bill to pass it's going to
result in li ga on, it's going to result in cons tu onal li ga on
about this issue, and it's going to be costly litigation.

We've already seen in other states that have enacted laws like
this that they have received blocks. With precious resources that
have to be spread thinly in order to accommodate a large state
that has lots of issues, it seems to be an irresponsible use of
taxpayer money to have to enact something that we alwead--
already know is going to be facing uphill costly legal ba les. So
here's the pro bono part. It's a very easy way for you to get some
free bobo-- pro bono points in your book, if you are lawyers, to
allow the status quo. It's for the public good and doing that
doesn't require you to do anything other than sit in this chair and
vote the right way. So thank you for your time.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. Alicia, uh,
Potasznik?

Alyssa Potasznik: Potasznik.

Rep. Byron Cook: Potazik?

Alyssa Potasznik: You can call me Misty. That's okay.

Rep. Byron Cook: All right.

Alyssa Potasznik: Um--

Rep. Byron Cook: I have you represen ng yourself, against the



bill.

Alyssa Potasznik: Yes. Thank you. Thank y'all so much for wai ng,
I guess. It's-- oh, my God, it's really late. I am here to testify against
this bill. I'm a cons tuent of Representa ve Ellio  Naishtat. I also
apologize for what I am wearing. I got here about 1:30 in the
a ernoon and a er 10:00 professional a re gets discarded in
lieu of comfy pants. So I appreciate your patience.

It's kinda crazy listening to everyone give their tes mony. I'm
twenty-five years old, so basically a baby, and I've heard
tes mony from men and women who have been figh ng this
ba le since the 1960s, which to me is like ancient history. And it's
extremely humbling to be a part of this fight, but it's also kind of
insane that I'm able to be a part of this fight. Just a little about me;
I'm a high school teacher. I had three girls last year get pregnant. I
taught freshman and I also taught special education.

No one here is an advocate for abor on. Every single person
who has tes fied today and who will tes fy today wants abor on
to be safe and legal but also very rare. Let me be clear. These bills
will not reduce the number of abor ons performed in Texas each
year. These bills will do nothing to combat the very real problem
of young children ge ng pregnant. These bills will serve no
purpose other than to make abor ons more dangerous for those
seeking them and to gain poli cal points with religious
conservatives.

I want to know why my representa ves are vo ng on a bill that
will do nothing to reduce the number of abor ons performed in
this state, nothing to combat the rampant and rising teen
pregnancy rate, nothing to assuage the roaring de of guilt and



shame and poverty that a ends fourteen-year-old mothers who
are terrified and poor and func onally illiterate, as my girls were.
If we want to get serious about reducing the number of abor ons
performed in this state each year, we need to discuss the real
issues: which are rising poverty, a lack of comprehensive sex
educa on, and a policy of discarding and disregarding those who
do not have the money or status to demand a change.

Which, as you can tell, almost everyone in here is middle class
and white and that's because we have been afforded the
opportunity to come here and fight. The people that this policy
would be affec ng are not able to be here because they are poor
and they are the ones that are going to be affected by this, not me.
Addressing all of these has been proven to reduce the rate of
abor ons. Making more abor ons more difficult to get, shaming
women who have made the difficult person-- personal decision by
forcing them to undergo trauma c invasive procedures, passing
outlandish restric ons on abor ons and those who provide them
with no founda on in science or reasoning, simply to appease a
moral superiority complex: none of these will do anything to
actually solve the problem.

I beg you, please stop focus on-- please stop focusing on passing
these laws and let's come together to actually solve the problem:
playing games with state's women, poverty, lack of access to basic
healthcare, and the seemingly prevailing idea amongst our
legislators that we cannot make decisions regarding our own
bodies without the help of the law. Thank you very much.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your testimony. Claire Phillips?

[Unidentified Voice]: Ciara. Ciara.



Rep. Byron Cook: Ciara. Okay, I didn't read that. Okay, here
representing herself, testifying against the bill.

Ciara Phillips: My name is Mrs. Ciara Phillips and I am opposed
to this bill. Thank you for allowing me to tes fy. My husband and
my infant son have been here with me since 4:00; they are
listening in room 120. I am a religious studies and biology major at
UT, a business owner and a new mother. In the next year I will be
applying to Seminary to get a Master's of Divinity in hopes of
becoming a minister. As an American Bap st and a woman of
faith, I have deeply-held objec ons to restric ng access to
women's health.

My primary-- my primary objec ons are not religious, but
personal. My husband and I have been married nine years. We
expected to start a family through adop on. I was told by mul ple
doctors that I suffered from endometriosis, which rest-- restricts
fer lity. Despite our belief that we could not conceive, we
con nued to use contracep ves to regulate my cycle. I had my
first grand mal seizure in 2008 followed by a par cularly painful
cycle. I had four more seizures before we realized that we were
expecting our son, Tobias.

I had a seizure when I was twelve weeks pregnant with
accompanying symptoms that threatened miscarriage. We found
an OB who scheduled our visit. Our anomaly ultrasound was at
twenty weeks. If at that me my son had had a serious birth
defect, my personal and religious beliefs would not have allowed
me to con nue a pregnancy that would have ended in the
suffering and probable death of my child, despite having lost four
previous children. Between my OB and my neurologist, we



realized my body response to pregnancy was seizures, a type of
ketamenial epilepsy that has been controlled by my use of oral
contraceptives.

As my pregnancy progressed, we hoped that I would be out of
danger. Tobias was due December 31st. On December 21st, I had
visual symptoms. On December 22nd, I awoke in the hospital. I
had had a grand mal seizure and was about to receive an
emergency caesarian sec on. My son is almost 6 months old.
Actually, now he is 6 months old tomorrow. Were I to become
unexpectedly pregnant again, I might have a seizure despite my
an convulsant treatment. Each me I have a seizure, I lose most
of the day, if not a week, and run the risk of never regaining
consciousness. Tobias would be motherless, my childhood
sweetheart a widower, and none of this could have been
prevented after twenty weeks. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your testimony.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Laura-- Lauren Cozart? Come on up, Lauren. I
have you representing yourself, against the bill.

Lauren Cozart: I am. I come here today against this bill, not
mainly for myself. I'm a former Child Protec ve Services
Inves gator for Travis County. I would sit in people's rooms,
interviewing them for cases of child abuse, me a er me again. I
got to see firsthand what happens when an unwanted pregnancy
gets carried out and the baby comes, and it's not pre y. I'm
forever trauma zed for the brief amount of me I was an
investigator. I no longer am one, but-- it-- I'll never forget it.

I, I'm really concerned about what Texas is, what's happening
with Texas. I'm a very proud Texan and the more I look at what's
happening with the legislature, and abor on control, and
reproduc ve choice for women, I fear that we're not really
concerned with Texas families; because I guarantee you, Texas
families do not benefit from the lack of reproduc ve choice for
women. Not only for the people who didn't want their children,
but the women who do want their children, for the families that
do want them.

http://youtu.be/K1GVWieVdrk


I sat in rooms where cockroaches were crawling over my legs as
I waited and talked, and this woman cried. Several women; this
was-- this happened over and over again, these women would cry
because they were working minimum wage jobs, our welfare
system was not providing them enough to feed their family, to pay
their rent. I had a client almost get evicted. They were good
moms. Most CPS cases that get called are-- they're not child
abuse. In most of my cases, most of the women I was exposed to,
they were-- they loved their kids.

They were doing the best they could for their kids, but they were
in severe poverty. And the idea that-- having another kid, another
mouth to feed, more clothes to buy? That would crush them. And
what you're doing today, with these bills, if you choose to pass it
along? You're hurting these women. You're not protecting families.
And any kind of moral spin you put on it? It's not, it's not good.
There's no benefit.

I would like to be more eloquent, how I speak about this, but I, I
just want to scream. I'm never gonna forget all those women who
cried in front of me. I'm never gonna forget their children, some of
them special needs. I'm never gonna forget seeing a child with
cockroaches crawling on its crib because its family couldn't afford
pest control. That's why I'm here today. Not really here for myself.
Quite honestly, I'm a lesbian, I don't really need a-- I mean,
hopefully I'll never get raped or anything. But unless I get the next
Jesus in me, I'm not getting pregnant.

So I'm here for the moms I met with CPS. I'm here for the baby-- I
had to watch a video. AllCPS inves gators watch a vide-- video,
about ten minutes long, of a young infant girl being abused,



physically. I'm never going to forget her cries. And I plead with you:
if you're like me, if you care about Texas families, if you want the
best, don't limit women's right to choose. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. Ash Hall? Here
testifying-- self? For yourself, and against the bill.

Ash Hall: Correct. Right. My name is Ash Hall. I am represen ng
myself, and I am tes fying against HB16, 60, SB5, whatever's
coming our way next.

Rep. Byron Cook: This is, this is--

Ash Hall: 16, specifically; I realize.

Rep. Byron Cook: --House Bill-- The telemetry texts find House
Bill 16, okay?

Ash Hall: Uh-huh. It's funny, because actually the person before
me men oned her lesbian iden ty. I come before you today with
what you would call a non-repe ve story and a unique
perspec ve, in that I loosely do represent the lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender community and we are very much
affected by this bill and the bill preceding it and the one that is
coming up.

We have a plague within this country. We like to point it out in
other ones, but it is a problem here, in this country, in this state. I
witnessed it myself in the city of Waco. It's called correc ve rape.
It's, in the context of my community, when a straight person
decides that they can take it upon themselves to turn a person's
sexual orienta on from LGBT to straight by coercively raping them



un l the straight person is convinced that they have turned them
straight. I wish I was making this up, but it is something that has
happened here, and I have been in a posi on where I have had to
defend myself from that.

It happened to me when I a ended Baylor University for a
single year, four years ago. I managed to fight this person off, so
thankfully I was not raped, but the day that that happened I
realized I needed to start caring about this issue, about pro-
choice, about abor on, about all of this stuff; because if I'd go en
pregnant in addi on to being a lesbian at a private Chris an
university, there would have been nobody that I could tell it to
within the university. As it was, I couldn't explain that somebody
had tried to sexual-- sexually assault me, because if the school
had found out I would have been expelled. But if I had been
pregnant in addi on to that, the only hope that I would have had
would have been the Planned Parenthood, or the abor on clinic
that is in Waco, Texas. As it is, we're looking at a bill that's going to
shut down that clinic for sure, I looked it up. Waco's gonna be one
of the first ones that crumbles.

My community can't really afford to have bills that limit the way
abor on works in Texas. As it is, if one of us gets pregnant, we
have to worry about the fact that we can't actually get jobs here
without worrying about ge ng fired for being LGBT. We have to
worry about the fact that we cannot get married to our partners,
so if one of us were to get pregnant, somehow or some way,
whether through rape or on purpose, we do not get the same
benefits as straight couples to raise these children. We have to
worry about the fact that, especially for transgender folks in
par cular, there is a high incidence of violence against us, and so



if we try to go through our lives pregnant and happen to get
assaulted, then our children are going to be injured with us. And I
don't really think it ma ers what sort of me limit you set on
when people can or cannot have abor ons, the pain of my
community combined is so much greater than any pain a clump of
cells in somebody's uterus can feel. And the last thing we need to
worry about at this point is whether or not we can get an abor on
if somebody decides to correctively rape us.

And not to men on the fact that it's not even just an issue for
lesbian and bisexual women in my community. There are also
transgender men from, who are transi oning from female to
male. If they are doing hormone therapy in addi on to being
pregnant from a correc ve rape, that's going to be-- to ruin lives at
that me. My community can't afford for this bill to pass. Thank
you for hearing me out.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you. Okay. [unintelligible] L. Camille
Jackson?

L. Camille Jackson: Uh-huh, that's me. Hi, my name is L. Camille
Jackson, and I'm a cons tuent of Representa ve Naishtat. Thank
you, Chair and committee, for allowing me to testify.

Rep. Byron Cook: You're, you're here represen ng yourself,
against the bill?

L. Camille Jackson: Yes, that's correct. And I've been here since
1:30, so I'm really excited that I get to speak to you on this. I'm
tes fying against this legisla on for fear it will harm, not help,
women. When restric ons such as these are enforced, women
don't stop seeking abortions. They are merely forced to either face



more hurdles in seeking a safe abor on, or inflict harm to
themselves through illegal, unsafe methods performed
themselves or by unqualified individuals.

Proponents of this bill refer to fetal pain as the reason for
proposing such legisla on, but what about the pain women feel
when they have a punctured bladder or uterus, severe
hemorrhaging, or other bodily trauma caused by self-induced
abor ons? What about when women die from these kinds of
situa ons? Originally I was going to read an excerpt from Sarah
Weddington's book "A Ques on of Choice." As some of you know,
Sarah Weddington is the lawyer who argued and won Roe v. Wade.

And it involves a lot of anecdotes about women throwing
themselves downstairs to prevent unwanted pregnancies, or, you
know, using all kinds of methods that just sound unsafe and fatal,
and that's because they are. But I don't know that it's en rely
appropriate anymore. One of my friends who was here earlier le
because she had to go home to take care of her child. A child who,
when she was 20 weeks pregnant with him, was told that she
might have a fatal condi on with him, I don't remember what it
was called, but that she wouldn't know un l she came back
several weeks later.

And then a lot of-- a lot of women have, on both sides of the
argument, have used the word "choice" to talk about this issue.
Some women who are an -choice are-- said that they chose to
have their pregnancy, and that they were happy about that
decision. Some women say they chose to have an abor on, and
they were happy about that decision. The op mal word here is
"choice". Women need to have this choice, and they need to have



control over their own bodies. Thank you.
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[Unintelligible speech las ng approximately 30 seconds from the
Chair. Chair remains inaudible throughout most of this section.]

[Unidentified Voice]: Perfect. Perfect.

Susan Pintchovski: Good morning, commi ee members and
Chairman Cook. I am a cons tuent of Donna, Representa ve
Donna Howard's district, and I'm here to tes fy on behalf of NCJW
in opposi on to House Bill 6-- 16. My name is Susan Pintchovski.
On behalf of over 3,000 members and supporters of the Na onal
Council of Jewish Women in Texas, I am expressing our opposi on
to House Bill 16.

NCJW is a faith-based grassroots organiza on of volunteers and
supporters who turn progressive ideals into ac on. NCJW
endorses and resolves to work for the protec on of every female's
right to reproduc ve choices including safe and legal abor on
care, medically accurate informa on, access to contracep on,
and elimination of obstacles that limit reproductive freedom.

NCJW opposes House Bill 16 for the following reasons:

http://youtu.be/NK3Y-5c0JK8


Reproductive rights are integrally bound to religious freedoms.

Legisla ng one religious viewpoint on very personal issues
would restrict religious liberty for all.

While there are varying views within and among different
religious groups, no one religious viewpoint should be imposed on
everyone.

Freedom of choice means that every woman and man is free to
make personal decisions about their reproduc ve lives based on
their own faith traditions and religious beliefs and consciences.

We oppose HB16 because all pregnancies are different. This bill
greatly interferes with women's healthcare decisions before she
and her doctor may have important healthcare informa on about
her own health and the health of her pregnancy. 20-week abortion
bans are not only bad policy because they would prevent a
woman from making her own personal private decision about her
health and medical care, but because they clearly violate
women's cons tu onal rights by banning abor on before
viability. I want to thank you for allowing me the me to tes fy.
NCJW continues to work for reproductive choice.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. Amy Larsen,
here representing herself, against the bill.

Amy Larsen: Yes, good morning. I am Amy Larsen and I am here
represen ng myself against the bill. Thank you for this
opportunity to tes fy. I drove in from Cypress this a ernoon, so
I'm glad that I had a chance to speak. I would also like to bring up
the cons tu onality of this bill. Under our cons tu onal schema,



fetuses are not recognized as legal persons, and certainly not at
20 weeks.

Whether or not you agree with the ethics of abor on or would
ever have one yourself, abor on is a legal, safe medical
procedure, and restric ng access to abor on and imposing one's
own religious beliefs on others is certainly unethical. Moreover,
most abor ons occour-- occur, excuse me, well before the 20-
week period. Those that occur a er are, as you have learned from
the other ci zens who have tes fied, o en cases of
abnormali es, as well as serious danger to the health of the
mother, or disenfranchised women who' we've repeatedly
men oned over the course of the tes mon-- tes mony about
HB60 as well as HB16. So women who are poor women living in
rural areas, and-- or perhaps young women who don't realize that
they're pregnant un l much later and then do not have the ability
to go to a clinic un l much later in their pregnancy. [ aside] Is there
an issue? Okay.

So ul mately I feel like these two bills are squeezing these w--
oh. Right, but uh, okay. So this bill is squeezing us a-at two ends,
right, because not only is it more difficult for women to access one
of the 5 poten ally remaining abor on clinics, but now they have
to do it within the first 20 weeks. Ul mately I trust women to
make the best decisions for them. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: [unintelligible speech las ng several seconds;
sounds like 'Thank you very much'.]

Benjamin Swenson-Weiner: My name is Benjamin Swenson-
Weiner, I am registered against this bill, and I am tes fying for
myself. If some of my arguments seem like it applies to the other



bill, just-- it's 'cause I'm, it's getting kind of late and I'm kind of tired
and I really wanted to talk about it as well. But I will try to s ck to
this bill as well. I'm opposed to this leg--

Rep. Byron Cook: [unintelligible]

Benjamin Swenson-Weiner: --16, if I--

Rep. Byron Cook: [unintelligible]

Benjamin Swenson-Weiner: Okay. I'm opposed to this legislation
because it could increase abor on. You're rushing a very tough
decision. It promotes women from abo-- abor ng sooner to make
sure that they don't lose the opportunity later. Having more me
to deliberate the issue is important to make parents feel
comfortable with having a baby. Many first reac ons to
unplanned pregnancy is like, "Oh, I'm pregnant! I can't handle
this!"

And then perhaps once they have the baby inside them some
parents might feel like they're more comfortable with it and feel
more a ached to it. So if that's the case, then we shouldn't be
limi ng this at 20 weeks, we should be allowing these longer ter--
terms to allow the parents to actually become more a ached to
the baby and allow them to follow through with not having an
abor on. So if you truly don't, if you want less abor ons in this
case, then we shouldn't have this 20-week ban.

Also, I also oppose this legisla on because, like any red-
blooded American that's individualis c, I believe that small
government is the best government. In fact, this room's kind of big
for me. I would like to say that I am devoted to the idea-- I am as



devoted, as devoted to these ideas as the authors-- these, uh, of--
the authors of these bills are devoted to women's health. In
following discussions of this bill I've seen more red tape than this
wor-- than the world's largest ribbon-cu ng cer-- ceremony.
Unnecessary follow-up visits for prescription drugs, [unintelligible]
standards for the purpose are fulfilled by exis ng regula ons, and
surgical regulations for mostly non-surgical procedures.

It becomes clear to me that we should let those who are most
familiar with the issues deal with those issues. It's me we let the
private sector handle this hot tamale. If there's something
abor on debate can teach us, it's that these clinics are part of the
private sector. I hear about how they are in the milli-- abor on
business to make millions in profit. Sounds like they're pretty good
at running a business. We should leave it up to them to actually
run their business.

Rep. Byron Cook: [unintelligible] Carole Met-- Metcalf is here
representing herself, against the bill.

Carole Metcalf: Thank you for allowing me to tes fy. My name is
Carole Metcalf, I live in District 52, and I am tes fying against
HB16. This is the third me that I've told this story in the past two
months. I never thought I would stand up in front of a group of
strangers and tell them about my decision to terminate for
medical reasons. I certainly never thought I would do it in front of
a legisla ve commi ee. But then again I never thought that I
would be fa--yes?

Rep. Byron Cook: [unintelligible; sounds like 'I remember you
testifying-- very profound-- after your testimony, the bill author--'.]



Carole Metcalf: Yes, sir.

Rep. Byron Cook: [unintelligible; sounds like 'We were very
affected by-- the last me you gave tes mony, it had a profound
effect on us'.]

Carole Metcalf: And I appreciate that. Thank you. I never
thought I that would be faced with a poor prognosis when I
decided to start having children. That is the kind of thing that only
happens to other people un l it happens to you. It hasn't go en
easier to tell this story, but I'll con nue to do so. No one ever
thinks they're going to be faced with the decision of termina ng a
much-wanted pregnancy. My spouse and I were faced with that
decision.

In 2008 I found out that I was pregnant with my first child. Four
months later we went in for our ultrasound at 20 weeks, and we
discovered we were having a girl. Unfortunately we also found out
our baby was sick. We found out two days later that she had a
terminal condi on, and that her condi on was very grave, and we
le  the specialist's office with our choices. We could wait ll she
passed, induce my labor, or have a D&E.

We contemplated our decisions, thinking about what we
wanted to do. Even if she did miraculously survive until term, what
would her quality of life be like in the few minutes or hours that
she was alive? I asked the doctor if she would be able to breathe if
she made it long enough, and he said that she might try. I didn't
ask any other questions about that because even a few seconds of
her struggling to breathe in my arms was too difficult to imagine. I
couldn't watch her gasp for air, knowing that there was nothing
that I could do to help her.



Being visibly pregnant while your child is dying is difficult,
because every me I le  the house someone would comment on
my pregnancy. They would ask me normal ques ons, and I
answered them as nicely as I could, and then I would turn around
and burst into tears. So eventually I just stopped leaving my
house. I couldn't sleep because I was petrified that my baby was
going to die while I was asleep. I knew that I was going to wake up
one day and discover she had died, and knowing that I couldn't be
with her when she passed was more than I could bear.

So we decided to have my labor induced. We went to the
specialist's office at five, we took a look at her, we said goodbye,
and her heart was stopped. My labor was induced that night and
she was delivered four years ago.

None of my daughter's life and death went as planned or
expected. I expected to be able to say goodbye to her in the way
that I had chosen, but that wasn't possible. I chose to have a baby
and bring her into this world, and I should be allowed to make the
very personal, very private, and very painful decision as to how
she leaves it, guided by the best interests of my child and my
family.

If the 20-week ban had been in place four years ago then I
wouldn't have been able to make that choice. Wai ng for your
child to pass is certainly a very viable op on for many who have
been in my posi on. But so is the path that I and many other
women who weren't able to be here in person chose, and would
choose again. I would hate to see other families denied the right
to choose what is best for them. These decisions are hard enough
without placing extra limits on them. Thank you.



Rep. Byron Cook: [unintelligible; seems to indicate that elements
of the bill have been changed because of this witness's previous
testimony.]

Carole Metcalf: Thank you, I appreciate that.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Nicole, uh--

Nicole Seligman: Seligman.

Rep. Byron Cook: Seligman? I'm sorry.

Nicole Seligman: That's all right. It's a complicated one.

Rep. Byron Cook: You're represen ng yourself here, against the
bill?

Nicole Seligman: Correct. My name is Nicole Seligman and I'm a
cons tuent of Representa ve Ellio  Naishtat. Like my
representa ve, I am against this bill. For the last two years, I have
been employed at the Na onal Da ng Abuse Helpline. Every day I
talk to young women experiencing da ng abuse. Many mes the
abuse is sexual but is not popularly recognized as rape because
she is in a relationship with her attacker.

When these women find out they are pregnant, the first
decision they are faced with is whether or not to tell their partner.
If she tells, she could be beaten into miscarriage. If she tells, she

http://youtu.be/evOGs32fBOI


could bring a child into this world that would receive the same
abuse she has endured. If she tells, her partner could take her
right to choose what she does with her pregnancy just as he has
taken her right to choose-- or, excuse me-- just as he has taken her
right to make all other choices in her life. When financial abuse is
present, which is really common, these women do not have any
access to means. They cannot pick up and leave. They cannot take
their car to the closest clinic, easily six hours away, a er 20
weeks when they're scared and helpless and can't tell anyone
because everyone is blaming them and shaming them. [cries]

Having ample access to medical support and healthcare is
impera ve in keeping her safe and giving her a voice. It is
irresponsible of Texas lawmakers to make these women's lives
even harder, scarier, and less safe. These women are more
capable of making the best decision for themselves as they are
experts on their situa ons, as no one else, not their parents, not
a lawmaker, no one could possibly be because they're not there
every day that they're being abused in these many ways. You have
a responsibility to Texas women: to support them, protect them,
and give them the right to choose. This hearing has received
na onal-- global-- a en on tonight on Twi er. Do we have your
attention?

[A defect in the audio quality occurs here; the audio is extremely
quiet. Rep. Byron Cook calls the next witness, Joanne Richards, to
testify.]

Joanne Richards: My name's Joanne Richards and I'm here to
tes fy against the bill, and my Representa ve is Donna Howard. I
know some of you quite well. Many of you know that I happen to



be a faculty member at The University of Texas at Aus n. What
you may not know is that I teach a course called Women's
Reproduc ve Health. Your salary is higher than mine because I do
this free. So I'm here to tes fy today to try to persuade you to
protect women by keeping abor on safe, legal, and accessible to
all women.

There are a number of things that have been said today, and
what I want to try to do is to carry them one step further. Someone
men oned Rosie Jimenez, and in case you don't know who she is, I
need to tell you who she is. Rosie was a 27-year-old La na college
student and a single mother. Rosie was six months away from
gradua ng from a teaching creden al, a cket to a be er life for
her and her 5-year-old daughter. Because Rosie couldn't afford
health insurance, she was on Texas's Medicaid. Unfortunately for
her, the Hyde Amendment had just passed. Whatever her
reasons, Rosie was desperate to have an abor on that she
crossed over into Mexico, where she obtained an abor on that
she could afford. On October 3, 1977, this illegal abor on cost
Rosie her life, leaving her daughter an orphan. We don't want that
to happen again in the state of Texas.

These bills and this bill in par cular raise ques ons in my mind
about an equity issue, and the equity issue is as follows: abor on
procedures do not require an incision, but performing a
vasectomy does. If I have to have an abor on in an Ambulatory
care se ng, a vasectomy should be done in the same-- in the
same se ng. Right now, a man can have a vasectomy in a
physician's office. I should be able to have an abor on in a
physician's office. So it's an equity issue.



And one last thing that I would like to men on, and that is that
we have talked a li le bit about the fact that carrying a baby to
term is more dangerous than having an abor on and I'd like to
read to you the Occupa ons Code Chapter 203 for Midwives, and
it says: "Findings. The legislature finds: 1) a parent has the
responsibility and right to give birth where and with whom the
parent chooses." For a procedure that is more-- causes more harm
than an abortion, I can have-- I can give birth in my home without a
physician but with a midwife present. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Dalea, uh, Lugo?

Dalea Lugo: Dalea Lugo.

Rep. Byron Cook: Dalea, okay. Dalea, I have you represen ng
yourself, testifying against the bill.

Dalea Lugo: Yes, I am. I'm against this bill. I believe it's just
ridiculous.

Rep. Byron Cook: Uh--

Dalea Lugo: My, well--

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, once again--

Dalea Lugo: My representative is-- excuse me?

Rep. Byron Cook: --for the record, I just need to have you go
ahead and say your name again, against the bill. I'm sorry but-- go
ahead.



Dalea Lugo: Okay. Thank you, Chair and commi ee, good
morning, for allowing me to tes fy. Well, again, my name is Dalea
Lugo--

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you.

Dalea Lugo: --and I am a cons tuent of Representa ve Gene Wu
and I'm here to tes fy against this bill. I've been here all day. I
went and actually got in the car with Amanda Hernandez, Amanda
Rose Hernandez, she had spoken earlier, so I've been here all day.
It's not just like I just said, "Oh, I'm just going to hop into the car
and this is just it." No, I am here to say, you know... I have a father
already. He passed away earlier this year. His name was
Francisco Rebus Lugo. I don't need another father. I don't need
someone else to tell me what to do with my body and what to do
with myself in every facet of my life.

So the only person that tells me what to do and where to go is
my GPS. And that's the only-- and he's a, he has a Bri sh accent.
And the only other person that tells me what to do is my mother. I
am forty-one years old, and she is a mother of twelve from a
Catholic family. I am pro-choice. I am pro-family. But what I can't
see is why the in-high-poverty areas and minori es have to be
affected in this manner. I grew up in northeast Houston. People
ask me, "So why does-- do you have an accent?" Well, I have an
accent because I grew up in Houston. I'm a na ve Houstonian. I'm
a proud Houstonian. And I also tell 'em I'm a proud Texan.

But then when I go and come, have to go in the car and drive up
here three hours for this me--what, commi-- mee ng, hearing, I
am not proud at all. This is very, very, very disappoin ng to me.
And it should be disappoin ng to all the voters out there who



voted some of these people who created these ridiculous bills. No
one should have to come and stay all night long just to go and
listen to this. But remember, I'd like to thank again, I'd like to
thank for coming here and allowing me to go ahead and speak, but
then you're going to have to remember-- I'm a registered voter and
so are many of those individuals are too. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you.

Clerk: Mary Kathryn Martin.

Rep. Byron Cook: Is that it?

Clerk: Yeah.

Rep. Byron Cook: Mary Kathryn Mar n, here to, represen ng
her-- herself, to speak against the bill.

Mary Kathryn Mar n:  Good evening to the commi ee. Thank
you to the Chair and the commi ee for allowing me to speak this
evening. I am here as a cons tuent of Representa ve Ellio
Naishtat, and I'd like to thank you all for your me. I'd like the
record to state that I've been here since one in the a ernoon, so I
understand your exhaustion. Um--

Rep. Byron Cook: Mary Kathryn, Mary Kathryn, I need to get your
name.

Mary Kathryn Martin: Mary Kathryn Mar n. I do believe I stated
that. I'm here today speaking in opposi on of HB16. I prepared a
list of facts and empirical evidence, but instead I've decided to
speak from the heart. Twenty-nine years ago, my mother was a



vic m of rape. She, due to her extreme levels of athle cism, did
not know that she was pregnant for 5 months. She, in fact, did not
show for the en re term of her pregnancy. Under HB16, my
mother would not have been afforded the right to choose what
she wanted to do with her pregnancy. Unfortunately, due to the
severe psychological damage of such a violent and invasive act,
she considered suicide; and I'm very grateful that she didn't go
through with that, otherwise I wouldn't be speaking in front of you
today.

Last year, the Center for Public Policy Priori es es mated that
1.2 million children in Texas are living without health insurance.
That's nearly twice the na onal average. Given this sad reality,
one must wonder why these proposed restric ons on abor ons
are not accompanied by measures to help women raise the
children that they must have. It seems abundantly clear that the
state of Tex-- the state of Texas cares for the life of an unborn
child, yet loses its interest in suppor ng its well-being once the
child is birthed.

I'd like to leave you with a quote from the late choice advocate,
Beverly Harrison, who famously stated that, "Abor on is never a
desirable means to exercise procrea ve choice. It is instead one
of the most difficult choi-- difficult decisions a woman can make in
her life me and should be made between a woman and her
healthcare provider, not in the halls of the State Capitol." Thank
you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your testimony.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Molly Terry, here represen ng herself and
speak against the bill. Good evening, Molly.

Molly Terry:  Yes, sir. I really do appreciate the opportunity to
speak. My name is Molly Terry. I am represen ng myself and I am
opposed to House Bill 16. It is important that these intensely
personal and private medical decisions be le  in the hands of
women past 20 weeks, par cularly because of the 18-20 weeks
ultrasound scans.

O en during these scans, women find out for the first me
there is something wrong with the fetus because it has grown
large enough to detect abnormali es, and I would like to address
the subs tute in this bill. The subs tute allows fetal
abnormali es that within a physician's reasonable medical
judgment will result in the death of an infant not later than fi--
later than minutes to hours a er the birth regardless of the
provision of life-saving medical treatment. This is a very slim
exemption and it by no means covers all fetal abnormalities.

According to Insider Radiology, 1-2% of all 18-20 week scans will
detect a major structural abnormality. This would be one to two

http://youtu.be/Azd43XA1zho


out of every hundred Texas pregnancies. Furthermore, it is
es mated that between 80-95% of parents who get abnormal
scans choose to terminate. HB16 has very limited excep ons for
specific, fatal fetal abnormali es and would force the number of
Texas women to carry pregnancies against their wishes. Life is not
only measured by the number of breaths taken but is also the
quality of those breaths.

I would also like to bring up that in states where these bills
have already passed, there have begun to be other consequences
that have nothing to do with abnormali es. For example, Danielle
and Rob Beaver of Nebraska were denied an abor on a er
Danielle's amnio c fluid drained at 22 weeks. She was denied an
abor on and for a week her uterus crushed the fetus that her and
her husband very desperately wanted. Danielle-- [sighs] Danielle
succumbed to infec on and pain un l finally she delivered
naturally and watched her ny daughter gasp for breath un l she
died 15 minutes later.

I am personally disturbed by this bill because me and my
husband plan to start having children this year. Please do not
pass a bill that will make me have to leave Texas if I find out
something is wrong with my pregnancy. This bill will hurt Texas
women and I believe this state is far too compassionate to do that
to its families and to its women. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you. Sabine Berghammer. I have you
tes fying for yourself against the bill and I apologize if I
mispronounced your last name.

Sabine Berghammer: That's okay. Thank you, Chair and
commi ee for allowing me to tes fy. My name is Sabine



Berghammer, and I am a cons tuent of Elliot Naishtat and a
registered nurse. I am here to tes fy against these bills because
they hurt Texas women.

Rep. Byron Cook: And this bill, this needs to be regarding House
Bill 16.

Sabine Berghammer: Sure. As someone who has worked at an
abor on clinic and community clinic for over seven years,
volunteered for the Lilith Fund for over eight, and as a registered
nurse, I can speak to the fact that women need access to abor on
services, period. Over the course of my work and volunteer
experience, I have heard thousands of women recount their
stories, their aspira ons and their unique reasons for choosing to
terminate a pregnancy. I have come to understand that this
decision is highly personal and reproduc ve freedom is a ma er
of justice.

I have watched this state, my state, chip away at access to
abor on services over the last ten years, while I have been
working in this service; strip away funding for family planning and
fund crisis pregnancy centers, which are as qualified to talk to
women about pregnancy op ons as a fortune-teller with a crystal
ball. With all of these restric ons, the number of women who
need and seek out abor on services has not fallen, but the level
of despera on has definitely risen. The truth is that restric ng
access does not ensure that less women have abor ons but it
does ensure that more women take dangerous risks to take
control over their own lives.

You may be convinced that this is a poli cal issue, but it is first
and foremost a personal issue, not just in the fac-- factors that



play into if and when a women has an abor on but in the fact that
the need for abor on services transcends poli cal, religious,
racial and economic lines. The women who need abor onses--
abor ons are not on the fringes but they are every woman. I've
held the hands of women of every poli cal and religious
affilia on, rich and poor, through this difficult decision, and I have
supported and trusted her to make the right decision for her own
life, whether it was to keep or terminate a pregnancy.

You undoubtedly know and love women in your own life who
have had an abor on. Your friends, sisters, mothers, daughters
and wives have faced this decision before and, just as they have
every right to reproduc ve autonomy and self-determina on, so
do the rest of the women in Texas. What has proven to work in
lowering the number of unwanted pregnancies is access to birth
control, including abor on, comprehensive healthcare coverage
and sex educa on. I plead with you to focus your energies on
these efforts. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. Katherine
Hildebrandt. Katherine, have you--? Let's see, yeah; represen ng
yourself and against the bill.

Katherine Hildebrandt: Yes, that is correct. My name is
Katherine Hildebrandt. I'm here represen ng myself, and I'm
against this bill. I'm in Representa ve Alvarado's district in
Houston, where I came from this a ernoon. I am here for myself,
but in my professional life, I'm a domes c and sexual violence
advocate and I would like to briefly speak to you to give you guys
some of the research and sta s c on domes c violence and what
unwanted pregnancy looks like in those situations.



One of the things we know about domes c violence is that,
unfortunately, it infects-- it affects a huge number of women. One
in three women-- and actually a li le higher than that in Texas--
report violence from a partner in their life me. And that's just
physical or sexual violence from a partner. So we know this is very
widespread. Another thing we know about domes c violence is
that women in these situa ons have high levels of reproduc ve
coercion, and what that means is that somebody has forced them
to become pregnant or has tried to force them to become
pregnant. Pregnancy is a really good way to keep a woman in an
abusive situa on, and so men will o en do things like destroy
their birth control, or use threats or acts of violence to force them
to become pregnant, or use threats of violence once they become
pregnant to prevent them from getting an abortion.

One study that recently came out showed that, of women in
healthy rela onships who get pregnant, about 8% of them say
that their pregnancy was unwanted. Of women in abusive
rela onships who get pregnant, more than 40% of them say that
their pregnancy was unwanted and that they would prefer to not
be pregnant. So the women that you're hur ng when you're having
this ban are really going to be abused women, women who are
already in desperate situations.

And this bill is specifically about fetal pain and the research
around there. Another thing we know about children born into
situa ons of domes c violence is that men who abuse their wives
abuse their children about 50% of the me, and so you're really
not preven ng pain, you're just going to prolong the pain of that
child's life. That child is very likely to experience physical violence
from that. So I urge you to just keep these things in mind with this



bill and really consider who you'll be hur ng. Thank you very
much.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. Come on up and
I'll-- while we're waiting on her. Nikki Metzgar?

Nikki Metzgar: Yeah.

Rep. Byron Cook: I have you represen ng yourself, tes fying
against the bill.

Nikki Metzgar: Yep. My name is Nikki Metzgar. I'm a cons tuent
of Sarah Davis in Houston, and I'm here today because I oppose
HB16. I was born and raised in Houston and have been a proud
Texan my en re life. I went to college here at Rice; contribute to
the economy and the community as all women have and do every
day. That's why I'm so disappointed in this legisla on, which
assumes that poli cians know women be er than they know
themselves and diminishes their ability to control their own
bodies.

Women in Texas own small businesses, they own homes, they
teach in our classrooms, cure sick in our hospitals, run for office
and a million other things every day that shows that they are
capable of making their own complex decisions about when and if
they have children. This dangerous legisla on makes those
decisions for them and it underes mates them. Today I drove
three hours from Houston to be here simply to say this. I have a
job that is flexible, money for gas, and a place to stay. Many
women cannot say the same. They have been forgo en by this bill
and all women are diminished by this bill.



This bill treats women like we're nothing, and you stopping the
rest of us from tes fying also treats us like we're nothing. As the
saying goes, Texas is heaven for men and dogs, but it's hell for
women and horses. And I look forward to a future when that' is no
longer true. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your testimony.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Uh...

Ishrat Kundawala: You can skip my name, I know it's...

Rep. Byron Cook: Israit, Isra--

[Unidentified Voice]: Kundawala.

Rep. Byron Cook: Kunda, Kundawala.

Ishrat Kundawala: That's right, Kundawala.

Rep. Byron Cook: I'm sorry.

Ishrat Kundawala: That's all right. I know it's going to be difficult,
so--

Rep. Byron Cook: We tried.

Ishrat Kundawala: I know. It's late.

Rep. Byron Cook: Are you represen ng yourself, and against the
bill? And once again, if you could just, for the record, repeat your
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name?

Ishrat Kundawala: Sure. My name's Ishrat Kundawala. I'm a
representa ve-- or, I'm sorry, I'm a cons tuent of Repre-- Rep-- ah!
Representa ve Dawnna Dukes. It's 3 a.m., isn't it? I'm
represen ng myself, and all the women who require and deserve
the freedom of choice. I firmly stand in opposi on to HB16
because no one should have restric ons like these placed upon
their reproduc ve freedoms. As you have repe vely heard from
many women before me, the choice to have an abor on is already
difficult enough without your invasive and uncalled-for input.

I was born a year before, but on the same day, that Roe v. Wade
was decided: January 22, 1972. I marched in Washington during
the March for Choice several mes in the 1990s, in college. That
was ages ago. And even then, I was confused and disheartened as
to why I was marching for a right that had been secured for me
decades before. Now it is 2013, here I am again; s ll figh ng to
keep abortion safe and legal for every woman, and at every time.

I'm a high school special educa on teacher, and in my work,
every day, I see teenage girls who have made all kinds of
reproduc ve choices. All kinds. We respect their choices, no
ma er what it may be, because we know that they have that
right, and should con nue to have that right. As people have
spoken before, 20 weeks may be when some of those teenage
girls find out about their pregnancy. It's not uncommon. I see it a
lot. Some of these girls are confused; they're tormented; they
have a very difficult choice ahead of them. And they need me to
make that very difficult personal decision. Especially my students,
who are special needs. I give them accommoda ons, legally



required, for extra me. We should give all those students that
choice. And they're going to need extra me if they do not know
that they are pregnant at 20 weeks.

In conclusion, 'cause I want to give everyone a chance to speak
before it gets too, too late, I just want you to know that I'm
honored that you're allowing us to speak right now, but I do think
that not-- all these stories need to be heard because they're not
repe ve. They're all personal, because this choice is very
personal. And all these stories they, they tell you what you should
do. So please vote from your heart, and vote against this bill.
Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you. Pedro Villalobos? [unintelligible]

Pedro Villalobos: Yes.

Rep. Byron Cook: Pedro, [unintelligible] I have you here
representing yourself, and testifying against the bill.

Pedro Villalobos: Yes, sir. Thank you. Thank you, commi ee, for
having me today. I am recently graduated from the University of
Texas, and will probably--

Rep. Byron Cook: We need you to go ahead and state your
name.

Pedro Villalobos: My name is Pedro Villalobos and I am
tes fying against the bill. I'm a recent graduate of the University
of Texas, and will probably be a ending the University of Texas
School of Law. I'm here to tell you a story.



I was fortunate enough, in my undergraduate career, to have
worked for the winning a orney for Roe v. Wade. And one of the
stories that resonates with me is one where she tells that she's
wearing a hanger-- a bu on with a hanger, and that the hanger is
crossed out. She's on a plane, and a flight a endant around my
age walks by her, looks at her weirdly, but doesn't say anything.
Ten minutes later, the-- [ Coughing from the gallery. ] Ten minutes
later, the flight a endant comes back and asks her, "What do you
have against hangers?" She then proceeds to explain to her the
meaning of the hanger.

Luckily my genera on is fortunate enough to know-- not know
automa cally the defini on of a hanger. Fortunately, my
genera on is fortunate that we have to look up the defini on of
what the hanger means. I feel that if HB16 passes, most-- my
genera on will, and the next genera on will not be lucky enough
to know-- but to-- will not be fortunate enough to not know what
the hanger means. We will know what it means. Because low-
income women, especially Hispanics, people who look like my
mom, will resort to draconian methods to achieve an abor on
after 20 weeks, if it becomes illegal.

In closing I urge you to vote no, but I also want to say this to all
the men in this commi ee: if you do not stand with the women
today, if you do not vote against HB16 and HB60, these women
will, I guarantee you, they will be standing next to your opponent
next year when you are up for re-election. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, Anne, uh, Budroni? Planned Parenthood
and testi-- both for herself and Planned Parenthood, here to speak
against the bill.



Anne Budroni: Yes. Hello, thank you. My name is Anne Budroni.
I'm here to vote against HB16. I've been here since 1 o'clock today,
so I know how red all of you are. I've tes fied against the
previous bill. I'm tes fying again, because HB16 is just another
block for access to women who need an abortion.

This is no mystery here. This also blocks women from obtaining
informa on, vital informa on they need to make a decision to
con nue their pregnancy or to terminate their pregnancy, due to
medical reasons that will not be known un l post-20 weeks of
childbirth. I would like to gather all of your a en on, and I appre--
do not appreciate the lack of a en on from this commi ee. I
have watched the author of this bill laugh while women cried
today; multiple times. This is a serious, serious bill.

Rep. Byron Cook: And you've had the a en on of this
committee and all.

Anne Budroni: And I appreciate it, but I did not have the
a en on of this commi ee, fully. And neither have many of the
women today. So, for those of you who have ac vely listened, I
hope you will understand how grave the state of women is in
Texas. We vote and, guaranteed, we will vote you out of office. We
stand with those of you who will protect our rights. And I hope you
will listen and recall the tes mony today of brave women who've
been through difficult mes, and not just say, "Eh, we've heard
that before." Because you will con nue to hear it un l you make
the right decision for women in this state. And thank you for
listening, and I hope that you will make the right decision, 'cause
we'll be back.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you. Daniel Burton? Here tes fying for



yourself, against the bill.

Daniel Burton: My name is Daniel Burton. I'm a resident of
Aus n, represented by Elliot Naishtat. And I oppose this
legisla on. Instead of standing here and telling you personal
stories, which I could do, I'd like to point out a few fatal flaws in
this legisla on. As has been pointed out before, this legisla on is
a thinly-veiled a empt to erode the protec ons that were
established by the Supreme Court some 40 years ago, and is likely
to be presented with costly and litigious challenges as a result.

This legisla on is flawed in that it disrespects the agency of
Texas women, it disrespects the decision-making power that
those women and their doctors share in very personal decisions,
but most importantly, this legislation is profoundly misguided. We
would all love to live in a world where there were no unwanted
pregnancies and no abor ons, but we don't live in that world, and
we will never live in that world. We would all like to live in a world
where there are fewer abor ons and that is a world that we can
live in, but this bill is not a path to that.

If I may quote from a study from the World Health Organiza on:
"Highly restric ve abor on laws are not associated with lower
abor on rates. For example, the abor on rate is 29 per 1000
women of childbearing age in Africa, and 32 per 1000 in La n
America, regions in which abor on is illegal under most
circumstances in the majority of countries. The rate is 12 per 1000
in Western Europe, where abor on is generally permi ed on
broad grounds."

If the state has a interest in reducing the number of abor ons,
the path is not to restrict access; the path is to provide increased



educa on, increased access to reproduc ve care, increased
access to contracep on. I think that's all I have to say about it.
Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you, Daniel, for your testimony.
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Rep. Byron Cook: At this me the Chair calls Celeste Sheppard,
and I have you tes fying for yourself, on behalf of yourself, against
the bill.

Celeste Sheppard: That's true. I'm Celeste Sheppard. I'm a fi h-
genera on Texan, and a cons tuent of Representa ve Howard.
I'm also a physician, board-cer fied in obstetrics and gynecology
and maternal-fetal medicine. Maternal-fetal medicine is a
recognized specialty devoted to the prac ce of prenatal diagnosis
and the care of pregnant women and their fetuses. I have twenty
years of experience in the in mate rela onship that women who
are pregnant, who face challenges in their pregnancy, have with
their physicians. I'm here to oppose House Bill 16 and related
legislation.

Personally, I believe that abor on should be safe and legal
because history teaches us what happens when abor on is
neither safe nor legal. Personally, I find this bill and its
companions to be an egregious, cynical, and inappropriate
intrusion of the State into the in mate rela onship between a
woman and her physician. Professionally, as a physician, I take
you at your word that your mo va on is to promote the health
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and safety of the women of Texas, and I applaud you for that
motivation.

However, it's my responsibility to bring to your a en on that
this bill is bad medicine. The 20-week threshold is based on no
legi mate or credible science with respect to fetal pain. It has no-
- it represents no legi mate biological or developmental
threshold. The twenty-week threshold also neglects a
conven onal reality in prenatal diagnosis and it's stunning to me
that you would choose such an arbitrary um, threshold um a er
which to proscribe any op on for termina on. The language in
this bill and its cohorts is so ambiguous that it will likely
criminalize some appropriate and medically indicated
interventions in pregnancy.

I fear that you will in fact discourage legi mate obstetricians
who would be available to take care of pregnant women in an
emergency. I fear that you will discourage them from being willing
to accept the care of women in an emergency situa on for fear of
running afoul of this bad law. Thanks.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony tonight. Nancy
Bessent? Nancy, I have you here represen ng yourself against the
bill.

Nancy Bessent: That's true. My name is Nancy Bessent and I'm
here to oppose HB16 and HB60. In my opinion, the vagueness of
these bills places any doctor or clinic providing abor ons in
poli cal or legal jeopardy that would probably result in the
closure of their facility, and I believe that that is the real purpose
of these bills. The resultant closure of these ins tu ons because
of the vague and selec vely enforceable provisions of these laws



will eventually return many women to the deadly days of back-
alley abor ons. I have provided wri en copies of my planned
remarks. Much of the text supports and duplicates statements
made by other people in opposition to these laws.

To save me, I will skip to the part that is not repe ve. If it
sounds blunt and out-- if it sounds blunt out of context, I suggest
you read the rest. These bills deny women the right to control
their bodies, their health and their lives. If a living, breathing
woman has no control over her own body, then I see no reason
that a female fetus should have that right either. Consequently, if
women are denied those rights under these laws, then I say-- see
no reason why a female fetus could not be aborted. Therefore,
what these bills are really doing is denying a woman an abor on
because the embryo or fetus might be male; that is selec ve
enforcement in the extreme. Please oppose these bills. At a
minimum, any bills as complicated and selec vely enforceable as
these should not be passed in a special session. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your testimony. Zim-- Zam--

Zenobia Joseph: Zenobia.

Rep. Byron Cook: Zambonia, Zambonia Joseph? I have you here
representing yourself, and neutral on the bill.

Zenobia Joseph: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm Zenobia Joseph,
an educator, tes fying neutrally on House Bill 16. I want to thank
you and the members for being so a en ve and for extending the

me for all of us to speak. I have a couple of recommenda ons
that I'll start with that are specific to the bill.



In sec on 1, and I do recall the author saying at the outset that
she would provide what studies she was referring to, but I do
believe that the language is overly broad, so I would ask for you to
put forth a commi ee subs tute that would specify substan al
medical evidence that jus fies a compelling state interest. I think
if you had expert witnesses before you and they didn't give you
specific studies, that would be suspect.

I also would recommend in sec on 3, that there's language
that's added. There are actually nine provisions that are listed
specific to the repor ng of what the clinics have to do, and I would
ask you to include the methodology of providing women with
informa on about abor on implica ons related to mental
health, emo onal well-being, postpartum hemorrhage, and
counseling. A number of witnesses have talked about these issues
earlier and I think it would be substan ve to include that
language in the statute.

I would also like to point out that I would ask you to balance the
compe ng interests between the rights of the unborn child and
that of the woman's reproduc ve health. Specifically, I'm gonna
quote from Congresswoman Sheila Jackson-Lee from a bill that
was heard just recently in Congress, HR1797, which was also
specific to the 20 weeks post-fer liza on. She said, "It is patently
uncons tu onal." Griswold says it's a viola on of the right to
privacy. Vill versus Walton, which was passed the same day as
Roe v. Wade, specifically said the health of a mother had to be
taken into considera on. This violates any kind of adherence to
the health of the mother.

I am neutral on the bill, because I am a Catholic and I do not



personally agree with abor on, but I have had a friend who had
asked me to fund an abor on at one point in me because of an
adulterous affair, and I did not do so. So I am cognizant of the fact
that women do have choices, but what brought me here tonight is
the fact that when I listened to Congress they brought up Gosnell's
case, and if you look at the fetus that is pictured on the handout
that I gave you, a five-month-old baby is a human. And so those
pictures and the ones that I saw in trash bags in the-- in the
garbage can actually were disturbing to me, so I came before you
for that reason.

And I am also mindful of two quotes. One from the pastor,
Pastor Lawson, earlier who said, "The solu on to the problem is
not to murder your baby. Return to our Chris an values." And I'm
mindful of the quote from Congresswoman Sheila Jackson-Lee,
where she said, "It is between your god, your doctor, and your
family." If you have any ques ons, I'll gladly answer them at this
time.

The last thing that I will say, as an educator, is that I would ask
you to consider that there are so many extremes. An A in the
classroom is good, but when it's an A for abs nence or an A for
abor on, we really do need to look at the gray area in between
and recognize the tes mony that was before you tonight, as it will
lead to educa ng students more profoundly about the
implications of their behaviors. I thank you for your time.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for being very specific on areas that
you thought we needed to address. I appreciate that.

Zenobia Joseph: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Roseanne, is it? Okay, okay. Rosanne Scott?

Rosanne Scott: Yes, it is. Thank you.

Clerk: This is how it's going in the record.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, and I have you here represen ng
yourself, against the bill.

Rosanne Scott: Correct. Thank you for extending the me so we
may speak. My name is Rosanne Sco  and the honorable Donna
Howard represents me. I am here to tes fy against HB16. I speak
on behalf of myself, my husband of over thirty years, our four
children, our eight grandchildren and our five great-grandchildren.

Last week, I got the call-- that call. My nineteen-year-old
granddaughter is five weeks pregnant. She just completed her first
year of college where she is on full scholarship. I am not here to
discuss the circumstances or outcomes of her pregnancy. She is
surrounded by a loving family, a loving and suppor ve family, and
is fully competent to make her own choices on the course of her
life. I trust her, I respect her and I will support her regardless of

http://youtu.be/lLbKQpL_XzU


the decision she makes, whether that be at 5 weeks or 21 weeks,
out of choice or out of medical necessity. Sadly, the sponsors of
HB16 and HB60--

Rep. Byron Cook: We need to limit our, our testimony--

Rosanne Scott: I'm sorry. Please disregard; I wrote this earlier, I
apologize.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you.

Rosanne Sco :  Sadly, the supporters of HB16 and its support--
and its supporters have shown a deep and abiding mistrust and
disrespect for the women of Texas. We are not fools. And we are
not fooled by the ruse of regula ng abor on services out of
existence for our own good, I mean safety. Women, par cularly
poor women, in rural areas will not have access to abor on
services under the burdensome restrictions of this legislation.

I have lived in poverty. There is no sick leave or paid vaca on
when you work a minimum wage job. If there is a car, it's not
reliable. There is no money for filling the gas tank numerous mes
for 10- or 20-hour trips for consulta ons. There is no money for
accommoda ons while you wait out the state-mandated wai ng
period.

The state of Texas-- I'll wrap up-- the state of Texas is not my nor
my family's, parent, doctor, spouse or god. I am here asking you to
trust and respect Texas women. I am asking you to protect our
cons tu onal right to abor on services as guaranteed under Roe
v. Wade. Thank you for your time.



Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you. Amy Cavender, here represen ng
herself, to speak against the bill.

Amy Cavender: Yes, sir. My name is Amy Cavender. I am here
represen ng myself to speak against House Bill 16. I appreciate
the opportunity to speak; I know I came into the line rather late in
the game, and I am grateful for this opportunity.

One of the reasons I am specifically opposed to this bill is
because I think that many of the women that would be seeking
abor ons at the point in which this would go into effect are not
people who are having these for reasons of convenience. They're
having it or seeking it because-- o en because of disorders in the
fetus that may impair their future fer lity or may result in a
painful and short life for the child. And in these instances, it's
cruel to deny them this possibility. One of the reasons why I feel
so passionately about this issue in general and why I try to keep
track of these things is because I am pro-choice.

But I do want to emphasize that I am actually pro-all of the
choices, and I'm unable to have children due to a medical
condi on and I would love to adopt one, one day. That was my
great ambi on. But I want that child to have been born as a result
of someone's choice, not because they are forced to by a state
that does not respect their moral agency. I want people to put
children up for adop on because their conscience dictates it, not
because the State dictates it.

And these regula ons that are currently being considered
would force-- it would almost force the crea on of a class of
people who were just breeding; not because they wanted to, not
because they were in love and they wanted to make that love into



a li le baby, but because they had no choice. And that's sad, and
women in this state deserve be er, and my future child deserves
be er. Thank you for your considera on, I appreciate it. Good
evening.

Rep. Byron Cook: Michelle Balon, uh, Baylon? Here represen ng
yourself, for the bill.

Michelle Balon: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members. My
name is Michelle Balon and I am for HB16 and testifying for myself.

[Unidentified Voice]: Good for you.

Michelle Balon: My tes mony is-- began when I was 16 years
old; I gave a friend $200 for an abor on. In college, I was pro-
choice. I didn't want to have an abor on, but I believed it was
okay for somebody else. When I was 28, I had an illness and I had
to have someone working for me to help me do basic tasks, and
that girl got pregnant and wanted to have an abor on. And at that

me all I could think about was who was going to help me if she
carried through with the pregnancy. My whole life, there was a lot
of pain in my heart; I had never felt wanted. And I thought it was
the cruelest thing that I had to endure living. And what is so sad
about this is, it was all lies.

About 6 years ago, the Lord called me to Himself and I began to
follow Jesus. And the Lord began to teach me He's the Creator
God, and that He is the one who decided that I should be born. He
decided that I should be born at the me I was born, in the place
that I was born. He kni ed me together in my mother's womb as
He did all of us. He decided from the founda on of the world that
he wanted to have people and He wanted me. And as I began to



follow Him, His truth began to penetrate the pain in my heart. And
I began to see that even if somebody on Earth hadn't wanted me,
somebody in Heaven did. And this just began to radically change
my life.

So I'm here to tes fy about His grace, about His mercy, about
His love for every single person that He makes. And I know what
it's like to be angry. I was very, very angry at Him. I had done
everything right, I had gone to college; I even went to graduate
school. I had paid my bills and paid my taxes and I didn't
understand why my life had fallen apart. But what I learned
through this process, as I was angry with Him and raging at Him, I
was building a rela onship with Him and He with me. And what I
have discovered in the past five years, He has shown His glory in
this-- His grace, His mercy, His love, His miracles. Nobody could
touch my heart, except for Him.

Through His forgiveness and His repentance and I believe what
He is really speaking to all of us today is that He loves us and He
just wants us to have rela onship with Him that is available to all
of us through Jesus Christ. And His righteousness is imputed to us
when we believe. So I will close from some of His words. First from
the book of Job, "Ask the beasts and let them teach you, let the
birds of heaven tell you, speak to the earth and let it teach you, let
the fish of the sea declare to you. Who of these does not know
that the hand of the Lord has done this? In whose hand is the life
of every living thing, in all breath of all mankind?" In whose hand is
the life of every living thing, and the breath of all mankind?"

And this from Revela on: "Worthy are you, o Lord our God, to
receive glory, and honor, and power, because you created all



things, and by your will all things exist and were created." Thank
you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your testimony.
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Rep. Byron Cook: Nicholas Mclaughlin, here represen ng
yourself, to speak against the bill.

Nicholas Mclaughlin: Yes, my name is Nicholas Mclaughlin. I'm
speaking against the bill. I'm a na ve Texan who has studied
human sexuality and cultural anthropology in Houston, Texas.
You've heard the passionate tes monies of many women tonight
that have been personally affected by the availability of abor on
in Texas.

As someone who is passionate about individual rights and
science, I'm astounded that this bill is even being considered.
Clearly, there are public servants here that believe they can
circumvent US law by restric ng access to perfectly lawful
healthcare in such a manner as to make it prac cally
inaccessible. By limi ng the me a woman has to choose, you are
effec vely limi ng her ability to make an informed choice. I don't
believe Texas legislators want to do that.

This bill is not based on sound medical advice or science; this is
a blatant a empt to erode the rights given to-- given by the US
Supreme Court decision in Roe v. Wade. This bill is not based on

http://youtu.be/8rv6sfVQbpI


fiscal conserva sm; as we discovered back in 2011, when we
defunded Planned Parenthood 75 million dollars, end up-- you cut
your healthcare bills in the state and you end up cos ng the state
more money, not to men on the trauma c toll it o en takes on
our ci zens. I urge you to use reason and realize that this is not
the way to reduce abor ons. This bill and those like it will only
serve to torment our citizens and our budget. Thank you.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Okay, the Chair will now call Jessica
Graves, representing herself, testifying against the bill.

Jessica Graves: Good morning. I'm Jessica Graves, here to tes fy
against HB16, and thank you for hearing us all this day and, and
night, and-- I grew up in Westlake, which you might know means
that I have wealthy parents. And at the age of 18 I was in a
rela onship which it took me a while to figure out was abusive.
And my parents, of course, saw this and, you know, being the
defiant teenager I was, I didn't listen un l it got pre y late in the
game; and though I used contracep on with my-- with that-- with
that man, I still ended up pregnant.

And because I thought, all right, I'm going to college, I can't go
that way and, and bring this life to term, so-- I was well within the

me that you guys would be allowing at 20 weeks, but I was
paying a en on, and I was lucky to have a regular menstrual
cycle, so it was easy for me to figure out that something was
different and to go and get a pregnancy test. And I had a decently-
paying job, and parents with plenty of money even if I hadn't, and
so I wouldn't have had to have delayed the me to get there and
get out of that situation.

Rep. Byron Cook: Jessica, can you wrap up, please?



Jessica Graves: And I shudder to think of what pu ng the
restric on of 20 weeks would do to someone who wasn't as
fortunate as I was to be able to get myself out of what would have
been a really horrible lifelong a achment to an abusive partner.
And so I wanted to convey to you my fear for so many women if
that should continue. So, thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, who do we have le ? All right, that's
going to conclude our, our tes mony tonight. We do appreciate
everybody that's been here, and at this me we're going to call on
the bill author to close on his-- on her bill.

[Unidentified Voice]: We were told that we would get to go. You
told us that if we were registered, we would get to go, and we are
registered, so--

[Unidentified Voice]: We registered at 1 p.m.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  We were registered and about five
minutes ago--

Rep. Byron Cook: O-okay, what we're going to do is just take the
last two, so you all decide among yourselves who that-- who that
is, because actually I've gone an hour longer that we said we
would, and everybody here knows that. I said I would take the
line, and the line is, is, is come and gone now. If, if, if you, the last
two, if y'all wanna figure out who that is, I think it's the first two's
up, and that's fine. And if you don't want to, I have Jennifer
McCombs and I have Rebecca Fugate.

Jennifer McCombs: Okay.



Rep. Byron Cook: Are you Jennifer?

Jennifer McCombs: Yes.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, Jennifer, if you want to come up. Jennifer
McCombs, and I have you tes fying on your own behalf and
against the bill.

Jennifer McCombs: Yes.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay.

Jennifer McCombs: Good morning, my name is Jennifer Jarl
McCombs. I'm a fi h-genera on Aus nite and sixth-genera on
Texan. I'm here against HB16. I'm a cons tuent of Representa ve
Eddie Rodriguez. Thank you for having me. I had prepared my
remarks for HB60 but was not allowed to speak because we got
cut off--

Rep. Byron Cook: [unintelligible]

Jennifer McCombs: --but I am gonna speak--

Rep. Byron Cook: --but the limit is--

Jennifer Gerald-McCombs: --about my, my pregnancy and my
birth as it relates to this bill. I, I was-- I had a planned pregnancy
with my husband, and at around 6 weeks, wh-- 6,7 weeks, I started
ge -- feeling sick. I thought it was just your typical nausea,
morning sickness. It wasn't. It-- I was sick at a baseline. I was
nauseous 24/7, and then I would-- it would spike to vomi ng just
throughout the day, on a will of its own.



I ended up having hyperemesis graviderum, which I believe is a
li le more famous now 'cos Kate Middleton had it. I dealt with
that for over 5 months of my pregnancy. I could not leave a-- I was
in a recliner in a room, in our TV room, because I couldn't lay
down. I couldn't sit, I really couldn't sit up. I couldn't do anything. I
didn't-- I couldn't put one foot in front of my-- in front of another,
let alone work. I could go to the bath-- I could go back and forth to
the bathroom from that room.

I think it's important to talk about what pregnancy can do to
your body. I had my family here to take care of me. I was very
lucky; I had the privilege of having them. And I had a huge support
system, being from Aus n, and I think that's what kept me out of
the hospital. You're hospitalized a lot of mes with this diagnos--
[sneezes] Excuse me-- diagnosis, because you throw up so much
and you don't have sustenance in your body.

Anyway, if I didn't have a safety net a er safety net a er safety
net a er safety net; had I been raped; had I had-- had-- had an
unwanted pregnancy, even just a li le bit; had I had mental
illness; had I had a chronic disease; and-- I could not, I don't know
if I could have stayed through it-- I don't know if I would, I don't
know if I wouldn't have. But it's not anyone else's decision but
myself, and my family and my doctor. Fast-forward to almost nine
months: I ended up in the hospital with pre-eclampsia.

And I-- the only cure for pre-eclampsia is delivery. Fortunately
for me, she was only two days to her due date, so she was fine and
to term; but I fought for my life and her life during the delivery.
She-- I almost stroked out mul ple mes; I was hospitalized 10
days a erward; I was on bed rest for 6 weeks. It does a lot to your



body. And it's no-- nobody can know about anybody else's
pregnancies or what they go through, and forcing birth on, on a
woman is not right to do by the state. Thank you.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. And now we're
gonna take our last witness, Rebecca Fugate-- Fugate, okay;
representing herself, testifying against the bill.

Rebecca Fugate: Hello. Good morning or evening, however that
looks to you right now. My name is Rebecca Fugate. I'm a
constituent of Elliot Naishtat, and I am testifying against the bill.

Rep. Byron Cook: And for the-- and for the record, please state
your name.

Rebecca Fugate: Rebecca Fugate.

Rep. Byron Cook: Okay, thank you.

Rebecca Fugate: Thank you. I'm an advocate for survivors of
domes c violence, a birth doula, and a forma-- former medical
assistant at two abor on clinics. I've held hands, wiped tears and
shared laughter during abor ons and during labor. I'm sorry if my
story is repe ve; I'm sorry if it doesn't offer anything compelling
or original that you haven't heard, but that's the point. [chuckles]

We're here because this is repe ve. We've been here before.
We don't want to be here before, but we have to be, so forgive me.
No ma er what the circumstances of the birth and abor on,
whether they're joyful, sorrowfu-- sorrowful, my pa ents and
clients are human beings who made informed choices about their
pregnancy outcomes. Many people I've encountered, at some



point in their lives, have or will experience both childbirth and
abortion.

This bill is not based on scien fic evidence. This is frightening.
And it's not fooling me. This is thinly-veiled to be about se ng the
standard for care for women higher. That's not what this is about.
Abortion is safer than childbirth. Clinics in Texas must comply with
strict re-- regula ons already, and they perform safe abor ons
daily. Patients endure endless obstacles, waiting periods, viewing
graphic materials, that's mandated by the state. And when a
woman steps into a clinic, she's le-- thought long and hard about
her decision, no matter how far along she is.

No, this bill isn't about safety, pain, whatever anyone wants to
call it; it's about power and control. In my line of work as a
domes c violence advocate, we call that abuse. That is the
defini on of abuse. I'd like you all to think about what the phrase
"raising the standard of care" means to you. Does it mean filling
up shelters un l families--, families are forced to sleep on the
streets? Does it mean taxpayer dollars going towards unintended
Medicaid births? Does it mean women losing their jobs because
they had to take three days off of work to have a medica on
abor on? Does it mean people dying because they're so
desperate for this abortion that is not accessible to them?

Because many of these things are already happening. Things
will only get worse if this bill and similar bills pass. Abor ons will
con nue to happen regardless of your decision, and I urge you
tonight to think about women who can make those choices for
themselves. Thank you very much.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you for your tes mony. The other



witnesses are registered as either for or against. At this me,
we're going to close the tes mony and call on Representa ve
Laubenberg--

[Unidentified Voice]: I don't understand why--

Rep. Byron Cook: --to close on her bill.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  I've been registered since 1 p.m., why
does my name--

[Unidentified Voice]: Mr. Chairman--

[Crosstalk.]

Rep. Byron Cook: We're close-- go ahead, Representa ve
Laubenberg.

Rep. Jodie Laubenberg: Mr. Chairman, I close.

Rep. Byron Cook: Thank you. Okay, at this me, it's the Chair's
intent to leave-- to withdraw the commi ee's subs tute to House
Bill 16. At this me, it's the Chair's intent to leave House Bill 16
pended. There being no other business for the Commi ee on
State Affairs stands adjourned, subject to the call of the Chair.



Editor's Notes for Texas House Committee on State
Affairs on June 20, 2013

1. The editor has a empted to match the names of ci zen tes fiers
with the witness list of the House State Affairs Commi ee log for June
20, 2013. However, not all witness names could be reconciled with the
log; addi onally, any third-party names provided in witness tes mony
are best-faith guesses. Sourc e: Witness List for the State Affairs
Committee, Texas Legislative Council.

2. This ci zen tes mony was given on June 20, 2013, and against two
house bills: HB60, an omnibus abor on bill, and HB16, a standalone
20-week ban. Carolyn Jones noted in Texas Observer: "Yesterday and
into the early hours of the morning, hundreds of people registered to
speak for and against House Bill 60 and House Bill 16, both of which
would severely restrict women's access to abor on services in Texas."
Source: Extraordinary Turnout for Ci zen's Filibuster of An -Abor on
Bills by Carolyn Jones.

3. This is a reference to a tweet sent from Lt. Gov. Dewhurst's official
Twitter account. The tweet said "We fought to pass SB5 thru the Senate
last night, & this is why! #StandWithTXChildren #txlege
pic.twi er.com/fJbQSJur7i". The accompanying picture was one that
had been circulated by opponents of the bill. The picture was
cap oned "Keep Abor on Safe & Legal" and was accompanied by red-
colored and white-colored pins on a map of Texas. The red-colored pins
represented 37 of 42 Texas clinics and was accompanied with a legend
saying " Abor on providers that may be forced to close". The white-
colored pins represented 5 of 42 Texas clinics and was accompanied
with a legend saying " One of only 5 providers that will be able to
provide safe and legal abor on". Dewhurst's tweet can be read to

http://www.legis.state.tx.us/tlodocs/83R/witlistmtg/html/C4502013062013001.htm
http://www.texasobserver.org/extraordinary-turnout-last-night-for-the-citizens-filibuster-of-anti-abortion-bills/


imply that shu ng down Texas clinics was the goal, rather than a side-
effect, of the bill's passage. Source: Lt. Gov. Dewhurst says in tweet that
abortion bill all about shutting down accessibility by Christy Hoppe.

4. Rep. Cook's statement that the tes mony had become "repe ve"
was picked up by various news outlets. Andrea Grimes wrote in
RealityCheck.org that "At midnight, Rep. Cook told us that, a er nearly
seven hours of tes mony against HB 60, our words were ge ng to be
"repe ve," and he would allow just one more hour of tes mony. [...]
That's when #HB60 began trending worldwide on Twi er. That's when
people stopped twee ng about ge ng coffee delivered to the James
H. Reagan building here in downtown Aus n, and started twee ng
about bail money." Source: 700 Texans Gather for 'People's Filibuster,'
GOP Lawmaker Tries to Silence 'Repetitive' Testimony by Andrea Grimes.

http://trailblazersblog.dallasnews.com/2013/06/lt-gov-dewhurst-says-in-tweet-that-abortion-bill-all-about-shutting-down-accessibility.html/
http://rhrealitycheck.org/article/2013/06/21/700-texans-gather-for-peoples-filibuster-gop-lawmaker-silences-repetitive-testimony/
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Video Link: http://youtu.be/6G1ae53-ZnM

Transcribed by: Amanda Wallwin

Senator Jane Nelson: Senate Commi ee on Health and Human
Services will come to order. Clerk, please call the roll.

Clerk: Senator Nelson?

Senator Jane Nelson: Here.

Clerk: Senator Deuell?

Senator Bob Deuell: Here.

Clerk: Senator Huffman?

Senator Joan Huffman: Here.

Clerk: Senator Nichols?

Senator Robert Nichols: Here.

Clerk: Senator Schwertner?

Senator Charles Schwertner: Present.

http://youtu.be/6G1ae53-ZnM


Clerk: Senator Taylor?

Senator Larry Taylor: Here.

Clerk: Senator Uresti?

Senator Carlos Uresti: Present.

Clerk: Senator West?

Clerk: Senator Zaffirini?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Here.

Clerk: A quorum is present.

Senator Jane Nelson: A quorum is established. Members,
welcome back. During the regular session and first special
session, we had extensive member delibera on on the subject
ma er that is before us today. I want to allocate as much me as
possible today to public tes mony. We will not be vo ng on
Senate Bill 1 at the conclusion of today's hearing. We will wait
un l the House bill arrives and at that me we're going to have
another, I'm sure, very healthy discussion among the members
before we take our vote.

To our guests: welcome to your Texas Capitol. I know that many
of you have taken me away from your businesses and your
families to appear before us and we appreciate your par cipa on
and we look forward to your tes mony. I will remind everyone in
the audience that this commi ee is opera ng under
parliamentary rules of decorum. This is a passionate issue for



everyone here, no matter which side you are on.

As Chair, and I have to tell you all, I'm an old teacher [laughter], I
will strive for orderly and respec ul hearings that gives all
witnesses the opportunity to express their views before this
committee. Disruptions of any kind will not be tolerated. I will give
one warning and then, if there is a subsequent outburst, I will stop
this hearing, I will ask the Sergeant at Arms and DPS to clear the
room. And I'm sure that there are individuals in the overflow
room-- rooms that are hearing what I'm saying. Our order of
business is going to go as follows:

I will ask Senator Hegar to lay out the bill. We will have about an
hour for members to ask ques ons. At 11 a.m., and this is very
important that everyone understand this, at 11 a.m. we're going
to begin public tes mony, star ng with a panel of four invited
witnesses. We asked two people from each side of the deba--
discussion to come before us and provide public tes mony and
kind of give us a pla orm from which to discuss these issues. For
those who wish to provide oral tes mony, you have to fill out a
witness card at the registra on area: they look like this [holds up
card], and that witness card will contain a number. That is your
group number.

If you're holding a card for group 1, we ask that you report to the
hearing room at this me. I'm assuming everybody in here is in
group 1. You've got your seats. Now, the second group wai ng will
be in the room right across the hallway. If you're in group 2, you
will wait un l group 1 finishes. Group 1, when you finish-- I'm going
to call you up in groups of four-when you finish-- and I'm really
going to try to alternate between two suppor ng the bill, two in



opposi on to the bill. When you finish your tes mony, you will
exit out this door over here. And then we're going to just keep that
process un l we hear everybody who has come to tes fy. We're
going in groups of six, I take that back; we're doing three and
three, groups of six. Great staff [unintelligible].

If I call an individual's name twice and they are not here, we are
not going to give them an opportunity to provide oral tes mony,
we're going to change it to what your tes mony is, but that you
don't-- aren't here to provide oral testimony. But that-- you get two
calls, and I think everybody will hear their name and be ready.
This is obviously the largest Senate hearing room in the Capitol,
but the sea ng in this room is limited in rela on to the number of
guests that we have here with us today. Viewing rooms have been
set up downstairs throughout the Capitol extension.

For anyone who wishes to provide wri en tes mony to
accompany your oral tes mony, we request twenty copies and
that your name be on each copy. If you brought only one copy,
that's fine, we will make copies for the other members; but turn in
your wri en tes mony to the clerk when it is me to tes fy.
Understand, due to the massive amount of paper that we're going
to have, we're going to do the best we can to keep up with the
volume but I have asked staff to, to assemble all that in packets.
Rather than have people walking in front of us throughout this
hearing handing out papers, and piling up on our desks, we're
going to assemble packets and give them to each senator.

Now, if you need to have-- if your tes mony has graphs or charts
or whatever, and you want us to have that during your tes mony,
please let us know and we'll do our best to accommodate that



request. Otherwise, rest assured that every member will receive
a copy of wri en tes mony. One of our challenges is to afford the
public a reasonable opportunity to provide input, while
preserving our ability to conduct business within the thirty days
that we have during this special session.

It is my plan-pay a en on-- it is my plan to hear public
tes mony from everyone who is in line right now and everyone
who is in line to register by 11:00 today a.m. If they are not in line
at 11:00 a.m., they will not be able to provide oral tes mony, but
they can s ll line up to turn in a, a posi on. They can turn in
wri en tes mony. But you know we can't just keep hearing
people and people and people. So we're going to say if you're in
line right now, I'll stay here, my commi ee members will stay
here for the rest of the week, if necessary, to hear the people who
are in line right now. And we're gonna give it un l 11:00. DPS is
going to be ready, standing there to cut off the line for oral
testimony at 11:00. So that's kind of the lay of the land.

As soon as we have our final number of registered witnesses
wishing to provide oral tes mony, I will let everyone know how
many individuals we have signed up. It's probably going to take us
an hour to count how many we have. That will at least give us a
ballpark idea of how long that we're going to-- this hearing will
last. We are not going to cut off tes mony at a me certain. I am
prepared, and I am sure the commi ee is, to go as long as it takes
to ensure that everyone who showed up and signed up within the

me permi ed has the opportunity to have their voice heard-- so
long as you report when your name is called.

I'm sure that some of you have ques ons of Senator Hegar and



possibly ques ons of me, so--and I will recognize you for those
ques ons a er Senator Hegar has had the opportunity to lay out
his bill. So, with that, the chair lays out Senate Bill 1 and
recognizes its author, Senator Hegar, to explain the bill.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Madam Chair, and thank you,
members. Thank you, everybody, for being here today; to
everybody who is in the witness room, as those-- as well as
everyone that's in the Capitol.

Members, those that are on the commi ee, and those that are
members of the Senate, I say thank you for all the lengthy debate
we had in the first special session, the regular session, and I have
no doubt that we will con nue to have this special session,
number 2. Madam Chair, thank you for having your former teacher
come out in you today, and be very clear to everyone--

Senator Jane Nelson: You ought to see my momma. [laughter]

Senator Glenn Hegar: --very clear to everyone, not once, twice
and probably three mes, regardless of how you feel about this
par cular bill; and so thank you for laying that out over and over
again. I think everybody can appreciate that. You run a
tremendous hearing and thank you, Madam Chair.

I will begin. I'll briefly go through the bill; I think most people are
very familiar with it, then I'll be happy to answer ques ons.
Senate Bill 1, as I had stated in the previous special session which
we had Senate Bill 5, that recent peer-reviewed studies describe
the anatomical, behavioral and psychological evidence for pain
that is present at 20 weeks of life.



The pre-pain sec on of this bill accomplishes two goals:
number one, it establishes the state's compelling interest in a
pre-born child who can feel pain. The bill also bans an abor on at
20 weeks' threshold. This sec on of the bill requires in a-- that,
prior to any abor on, a doctor must first conform-- confirm the
probable post-fer liza on age of the unborn child. If the child is
20 weeks or older, the bill prohibits the doctor from performing an
abortion.

However, there are excep ons: number one, a medical
emergency. The same defini on is used in the 2011 legisla ve
session: if the pregnancy threatens the mother's physical life or
causes substan al, irreversible impairment to major bodily
func ons. And second, for severe fetal anomaly, when the child
would not be able to live. The bill also raises the standard of care
by requiring all abor on facili es to become licensed Ambulatory
Surgical Centers. One, that ensures that qualified medical
personnel are available for emergency treatment, the facility
meets opera ng room requirements, the facility meets pre-op
room requirements and the other requirements that we require
here in the state of Ambulatory Surgical Centers.

The bill also requires abor on doctors would be required to
secure admi ng privileges at a hospital within 30 miles of the
clinic at which he or she performs abor ons, and these higher
standards for facili es and abor onists would apply to both
surgical and medical abor ons in Texas. More specifically, the bill
codifies a requirement that mirrors the U.S. FDA protocol for
medical abor ons and also adheres to the guidelines of the
American Congress of OB/GYNs for the use of RU-486. In this
por on of the bill, the prescribing physician must examine the



pa ent, her records, and also determine the gesta onal age of
the child. The prescribing physician must inform-- provide
informa on about the drug, as well as contact informa on, and
schedule follow-up visits.

And Madam Chair, with that, I'll be happy to yield for questions.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Senator Hegar.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Deuell?

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you, Madam Chair. Thank you,
Senator Hegar. These are complex issues, and they're difficult
enough for those of us who are in the medical profession.
[unintelligible] that you have worked really hard. I just want to,
from a medical perspective, talk about why we're doing this.

There's four parts to the bill. One is to require abortion clinics to
meet the standards of an Ambulatory Surgical Clinic; one is to
regulate the use of RU-486; one is to regulate physicians who do
abor ons and how they meet the standard of care for coverage;
and the other is to address the now-reality that unborn babies of
20 weeks suffer from pain.

There are clinics that are not mee ng decent standards. We've
seen Philadelphia; the story's unfolding in Houston. Women who
choose to have an abor on, and we acknowledge that it's legal,
are very vulnerable. The abor on industry has fought informed
consent. They now fight this bill, I think somewhat in the name of
profit. No clinic has to close. We are going to regulate what I
would describe now as cavalier-- cavalier use of RU-486. And we're

http://youtu.be/vjbDMRSMmrM


going to require physicians to adhere to a standard of care, which
is that a physician take care of his or her pa ent a erwards, take
care of complications. And we acknowledge this pain.

For those people that are not in the medical profession, I would
like to point out that just about any area of medicine has
conflic ng medical literature. Whether it has to do with fetal
pain, or the treatment of hypertension, or diabetes, or surgical
techniques, there's medical literature that would show that
perhaps one approach is be er than the other. And we're going to
hear talk today about medical literature and we're going to hear
conflic ng evidence about pain. But I would submit: are we willing
to take that chance? Are we willing to take a cha-- even a chance
that a baby being aborted is suffering?

There's been much talk in the last two weeks about the
filibuster by Senator Davis. I think that Senator Davis handled
herself well, within the rules. I was somewhat taken back in the
media in the ensuing weeks that there was more talk about her
shoes and more talk about her poli cal career than the merits of
the bill. She was allowed to speak. Subsequently, in our vote,
twenty senators had their vote suppressed on the senate floor.
Those twenty senators represent over sixteen million Texans.
They were not represented.

All of us in the legislature have been subject to the power of the
gavel. We're subject to the power of the gavel by the lieutenant
governor, by the commi ees that he assigns us to. Many of us at

mes have not been happy with that; that goes with the territory.
Many of us have been subject to the power of the gavel on points
of order. Many of us have been subject to the power of the gavel in



terms of bills being heard. Senator Nelson and I are close friends,
and I have nothing but the utmost respect for her. There have
been mes when she has chosen not to give a hearing to one of
my bills. That is not unusual in this body; virtually every Chair has
had to do that, including myself in the committee that I chair.

Members and people here, we just recently commemorated
the 150th anniversary of the ba le of Ge ysburg. This November,
we will recognize the 150th anniversary of the Ge ysburg
address. President Lincoln pointed out that fourscore and seven
years ago that a new nation was conceived under that proposition
that all men are created equal.

Our founding fathers didn't get everything right. African-
Americans were not given full ci zenship, women were not given
full citizenship; other people of color and even other nationalities.
But we now find ourselves at eleven score and seventeen years
later and we're engaged, not in a civil war, thankfully, but in a
debate of whether this na on or any na on so conceived can
endure what some of us consider an American holocaust of the
30million+ babies that have been aborted.

Senator Davis was very eloquent in her filibuster and she stated
that she wanted to humbly speak for the people not heard at a
commi ee mee ng, and she read tes mony from people that
were opposed to the bill. We didn't hear the people who weren't
allowed to speak that were for the bill. But I want to-- as this
hearing develops and we address these bills, there's some other
people that haven't been allowed to speak.

[Senator Bob Deuell places a small pair of pink sneakers with
white laces on the table next to his name plaque.]



And that's the children that would fill these shoes.

[Senator Bob Deuell places a small pair of black or dark blue
sneakers with white laces next to the other pair.]

These are the unborn children that have been aborted and
perhaps the children who were never conceived because of
infertility as a direct result of substandard clinics.

That is also who is being represented here, and I'm going to
leave these shoes here so that people tes fying and people
watching this can understand that there are people who will
never tes fy at any commi ee mee ng. There are people that
will not tes fy today. There are people that will not tes fy in the
future, that will not be allowed to run for office or have the chance
to filibuster.

Madam Chair, members, I want to close with what Ronald
Reagan chose personally to be on his grave, and that is: "I know in
my heart that man is good. That what is right will always
eventually triumph, and there is purpose and worth to each and
every life." Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Senator. Is there anyone else
who would like to speak or ask ques ons of Senator Hegar before
we begin with our witness? Senator Zaffirini?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Madam Chair. I do have
questions for Senator Hegar.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, ma'am.



Senator Judith Zaffirini: Senator Hegar, as you know, I am pro-life
and I call myself 'pro-life, period'.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I remember hearing that in the first
special session.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. Just as I remember you--
hearing you explain your bill. And I had several amendments that I
had proposed--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: --for your bill during the special session.
One would be, if we're looking at the new Senate Bill 1, on page 1
of your bill, line 6, changing the word 'substan al' in reference to
'substan al medical evidence' to 'some medical evidence'. Would
you consider that amendment?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I, I appreciate-- you were very generous in
working with me in the first special session and we had a lot of
great discussions and I really appreciate that of you and your
staff. I firmly believe that substan al medical evidence does
exist. I do not believe it's just some. I think today, in the
advancement in the last ten years in specifically, that a
substan al amount of evidence does exist and I think the word
'some' would highly dilute the amount of evidence that's out there
that supports this bill.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Well, then, would you consider striking
the word 'substantial'?

Senator Glenn Hegar: No, ma'am. I think that 'substan al'



adequately and specifically references the amount of evidence
that's out there that supports the fact that a child does feel pain
at 20 weeks and beyond.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And are we going to hear that
substantial medical evidence during the hearing?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I believe we have a significant number of
people here today that can tes fy to that and I think that the
cards are continuing to pour in. Yes, ma'am.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. On page 5 of your bill,
Senator Hegar, on line 8, it refers to sec on 171.046, Excep ons,
and you make excep ons that do not apply to an abor on
performed if there exists a condition in, etc.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Now could you-- which line, I'm sorry?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: The sec on begins on line 2 of page 5,
Excep ons. Regarding the prohibi ons and requirements under
section 171.043, .044, and .045b--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: --that would not apply to these
abor ons. On page 8 of-- on line 8 of page 5, you refer to all of
these exceptions, other than a psychological condition.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Would you accept an amendment that
would insert the word a er 'other than a psychological condi on',



'unless the psychological condi on existed prior to the
pregnancy'?

Senator Glenn Hegar: You and I had talked about that in the first
special session as well. And I had a li le concern about that
language, but I'm certainly willing to con nue to listen to you, to
listen to tes mony, that if this language does not accomplish the
specific intent, which I believe it does, that we want to make sure
that there is not someone who comes in and says, "Well, I'm going
to do undue harm to myself and then I'm going to commit suicide"
and therefore that would be a physical condi on of some type of
danger for the lady. I would be willing to con nue listening to you,
listening to tes mony, but at this me, I have concerns with that
language.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: All right. Thank you. On page 15 of your
bill, Senator Hegar, line 27b, "the viable unborn child has a"-- you
have the words "severe irreversible brain impairment". Would
you consider changing those words to "severe fetal abnormality",
as you did in other sections of the --your previous bill?

Senator Glenn Hegar: The language that we have in the bill now
mirrors the language that we have in statute today and that's the
reason I changed it in the first special session, to mirror what we
have in current law today, so therefore we were extremely
consistent throughout. And so I'm not inclined to do that right
now. But again I'll con nue-- I'm happy-- that's what we're here for
today and [laughs] probably tomorrow and a few more days, to
visit with you and everybody in the-- that is gonna provide
tes mony. I'm here to listen, as long as everybody that wants to
testify--



Senator Judith Zaffirini: Well, if you would look at that again--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: --because in other bills we have changed
that wording that you have in your bill that is current statute. But
in other bills, in other--we have made those changes, so I would
ask you to look at that again.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Would you-- that would be fantastic, thank
you.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. As you know, my ques ons
come from the perspec ve of a pro-lifer, not as someone who is a
pro-choice person. One of my ques ons is "What does this bill do
to make abortion less necessary?"

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I believe there's several different
things this bill accomplishes. In short summary, two different
aspects: number one, it establishes the fact that medical
evidence today supports, substan al evidence supports, that a
unborn child can feel pain at 20 weeks and beyond. And therefore
it's moving the threshold from current law to 20 weeks, which
would save the lives of those children because they can feel pain.

And we have a whole lot of different states, 34 different states,
have an earlier threshold than Texas. We were talking-- Senator
Deuell was talking earlier that it's interes ng to me how many
European countries, some that we think are much more social in
nature than Texas, per se: France, Belgium, Denmark, Germany,
Greece, Ireland, Italy, Holland, Sweden, all of those have an
earlier threshold. And so the 20-week ban protects life earlier by



establishing that substan al state interest that a child can feel
pain.

And then the second por ons of the bill, which would deal with
Ambulatory Surgical Centers, the thirty-mile rule, admi ance, as
well as following the guidelines of the FDA on RU-486; those
por ons are more about protec ng, in my opinion, the health of
women, because of the nature of needing-- having a higher
Ambulatory Surgical Centre requirement, the 30-mile rule, as well
as the RU-486 protocols.

And so it's broke up into really two different pieces, but the pre-
pain is the specific one that is really trying to adhere to the
substan al evidence that's out there protec ng children because
they can feel pain.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: But it doesn't make abor ons less
necessary, which was the focus of my question.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I understand. Well, I'm not really sure
where you want to go with that ques on. If you have a follow-up
question, I'm sitting here, listening.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Well, your Senate Bill 13 during the
special session, the first special session, for example, focused on
the prohibition of an unborn child at 20 weeks--

Senator Glenn Hegar: That is correct.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: --and it also addressed the issue of fetal
pain.



Senator Glenn Hegar: Correct.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Now, you and I disagree about the fetal
pain. I, for one, do not believe that there is substan al evidence
that indicates that an unborn child at 20 weeks feels pain. I
disagree with you, and-- but I'm willing to listen to the evidence,
that's why I asked you if you would produce that substan al
evidence. I was, however, prepared to vote for that bill. And, as
you know, I voted for it in committee--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: --on the condi on that we would
continue to work on [unintelligible], because I do believe that that
is a pro-life bill. The issue of life and when it exists and whether it
exists at 20 weeks, regardless of whether that unborn child feels
pain or not. Why do we not have a separate bill that addresses
that issue, as we did during the first special session?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I think that part of the discussion,
you know I-- as far as my opinion, it's important to have all of these
different pieces as one piece of legisla on. And as we went
through the regular session, there were separate bills, and as we
went through the first special session and now in the second-- as
you recall, in the first special session there was a combina on of
both individual bills filed, and one en re bill, Senate Bill 5, at the

me. And so I think that it's important that we deal with all of
these very important issues at one me rather than dealing
piecemeal in different pieces of legislation.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: There are many people who are in
exactly the situa on I am, that we are "pro-life, period'." And over



the weekend in Laredo, when I was visi ng with a number of
people and discussing this bill, they agreed specifically. In fact,
they suggested that I wear an orange T-shirt with the word "pro-
life" in pink or in blue because they agreed specifically with my
posi on that they are pro-life but oppose these bills because we
believe that abor on is the law of the land and that women
deserve access to a safe and legal abor on and that this bill, the
way that it is wri en, would reduce that access and perhaps put
some women in a dangerous situation.

But let me ask you some more ques ons. I asked you if there
was anything in this bill that would make abor on less necessary.
Is there anything in this bill that seeks to reduce abor on by
reducing unintended pregnancy?

Senator Glenn Hegar: And I assume that you're referencing some
of the discussion that we had last special session, as far as dollars
into pregnancy preven on or whether it would be educa on; are
those the types of areas that you're talking about, Senator
Zaffirini? Adoption, those areas?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: No; well, reducing unintended
pregnancies, for example through sex education--

Senator Glenn Hegar: That's what I'm asking.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: --through prenatal care, not necessarily
adoption.

Senator Glenn Hegar: There was a lot of discussion during the
first special session about those different aspects. This bill is not
a funding mechanism for women's healthcare. That's not on the



call, nor is adop on on the call. Nor are sex educa on on the call.
If they were on the call, I would be more than happy to sit here
and talk about those. I'm more than willing to listen, because I
think those are very important issues and I think they were
righ ully brought up during the discussion on Senate Bill 5. And I
think they should be a part of the discussion.

I've thought a lot, especially about the aspect of adop on.
That's one that my wife and I, we talked about extensively over
the last two weeks because it's very sad that people, even though
Texas has made great strides in the last ten years, we've doubled
the number of adop ons that's capable here in Texas in the last
ten years. That's amazing, but I think we have a lot of strides yet to
make. And it's very sad that people, even though we have children
that have very deserving homes in other countries, that people go
over-- abroad because it's easier than here; yet that's not on the
call, so I'm not able to really deal with these issues in this bill
[unintelligible].

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Well, I would argue that they are on the
call and that amendments would be germane. But that would be
my argument; I assume you would disagree. Are you aware of any
tes mony related to Senate Bill 1, or any research, indica ng that
women o en turn to physicians or clinics for help a er trying to
self-abort?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I, um, well, we haven't go en to the
testimony yet on Senate Bill 1.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: We sure had-- testimony before though--

Senator Glenn Hegar: With all due respect, I do not recall



o and the tes mony on Senate Bill 5 as to that, but I am si ng
here listening all day today and tomorrow or however long we're
here.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Are there any medical associa ons,
such as the American College of OB/GYNs or the Texas Hospital
Association, that support this bill?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I remember that they had different
concerns as well as-- TMA, Texas Medical Associa on, had some
concerns about different aspects of the bill.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Well, Senator, I look forward to working
with you, to con nuing to work with you, and I certainly hope that
you will consider my amendments.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Senator.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Senator Zaffirini. The Clerk
needs to show Senator West present. We have our en re
commi ee present. Members, I thank you so much for being here.
I want to also recognize senators who are here who are not
members of the commi ee. I see Senator Ellis si ng out there,
Senator Garcia, Senator Rodríguez. Anybody else right now? I'm
sure the rest are listening up in their offices. Appreciate you all
and your participation. Senator Uresti, you are next.

Senator Carlos Ures :  Thank you, Madam Chair. Good morning,
members. Senator Hegar, a few ques ons. As you know, I too am
pro-life, as evidenced by my vote on the sonogram bill last
session. I worked closely with Senator Patrick and other members
on the sonogram bill. There were two concerns specifically that I
had in order for that bill to pass, and it is germane to this bill and
I'm going to bring that back in a minute, but the two concerns that
I had: one, at the me the bill was dra ed, there was no
excep on for women that were vic ms of rape-- rape or, or incest.
And secondly is, you know, we've talked about this a lot-- the size
of our districts. Specifically, mine at the me was the largest
senatorial district geographically in the United States, 588 miles

http://youtu.be/x7OPutjPFfY


from one end to the other. It's now only the third largest district,
about 35,000 square miles.

So we addressed that issue in the sonogram bill, in that there
were two amendments made, if you will, or changes made to the
bill. One that allows an excep on for vic ms of rape and incest;
and then two, it allows for a 100-mile excep on, so that if a
woman lives greater than 100 miles from a clinic, they didn't-- she
did not have to wait that 24 hour period that is in the rest of the
bill. So I raise that because I think it's very per nent, rela ve to
the bill that you have filed. So, specifically, I guess my ques on is,
would you consider an amendment that would make an excep on
for women that are victims of either rape or incest?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I would say, number one, we
currently-- current law in Texas prior to if this bill were to pass,
moving up to the 20-week threshold because of fetal pain, there's
not an excep on for rape and incest currently a er the 24 weeks
and I think that because of that, because there's a significant
amount of opportunity in there, there should be-- there should be
for those situations, the rape and incest in current law today. That
moving it up to 20 weeks, I do not see that as an undue burden or
hindrance, because we're maintaining with the current status
from the 24 weeks up to the 20 weeks; so I really don't think that
that would be something that I would be inclined to accept as an
amendment on this bill.

As for the 100-mile, I know you had a significant amount of
discussion, we had, on the Senate floor, on Senate Bill 5 and I
think your specific concerns were making sure that there was
access in rural communi es. And I think Senator Rodriguez and I



had a long discussion about that as well, in his home town and
county in El Paso. And so I do not believe that by requiring
facili es to move to the ASC standard will automa cally mean
that every abor on clinic in Texas is going to be closed, that
they're not going to come up to those standards. A significant
number of new clinics that are being opened are being opened as
ASCs because they're separate.

And so, therefore, I am more than willing to continue, that's why
we're here, to listen to tes mony, to listen to my colleagues, and
understand and make sure that we dra  the best possible bill to
protect life at 20 weeks and raise standards, and also make sure
that there's that quality of care access available.

And so you've been a tremendous advocate on that issue, and I
appreciate that, because you have a very large, rural district, and
so therefore I'm willing to sit here and listen. I'm a little concerned
that-- that-- that amendment that you had in the special session
did not accomplish that goal, but if we can figure out ways to make
that, help us to make sure we afford that access, then I'm more
than willing to sit here and listen, Senator -always have been.

Senator Carlos Ures :  Thank you-- excuse me-- thank you,
Senator Hegar, but to be clear: outside of San Antonio, within my
district there are no ASCs currently.

Senator Glenn Hegar: How many-- how many abor on clinics do
you have in your district, outside of San Antonio, today?

Senator Carlos Ures :  There are none. There's one in El Paso,
which would be the closest one, out in the first part of West Texas.



Senator Glenn Hegar: In El Paso--

Senator Carlos Uresti: If this bill passes, then there will be none;
zero.

Senator Glenn Hegar: That's under the assump on that none of
them would come up to the ASC standard by September 1 of next
year.

Senator Carlos Uresti: I'm sorry?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I said, that's under the assump on that
none of them would come up to the ASC standard by September 1
of next year.

Senator Carlos Ures :  And one would argue that-- that we're
assuming they would come up to that standard, as well; but if they
don't, then they would be closed.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I'm not going-- I'm not si ng here
assuming that every one of them will come up to that standard,
and equally I'm not going to assume that none of them will come
up to that standard. I think a substantial number of them will.

Senator Carlos Ures :  Then why don't we go back to the other
issue about rape and incest, because I think what I heard you say:
a er 24 weeks there are no excep ons, regardless of whether the
woman is a vic m of rape or incest. But since we're lowering that
standard to 20 weeks, I want to bring up a real-life story that we're
all very familiar with. And that's Ariel Castro-- the sexual predator
who took those three women cap ve for ten years, repeatedly
raped them, repeatedly raped them. Miss Berry car-- delivered



the baby, one baby, in cap vity. Miss Knight was impregnated,
according to the, the news reports, five different mes. And the
reason she didn't carry the baby, deliver the baby, is because this
monster, Mr. Castro, would punch her in the stomach to abort
those babies.

And so my concern is when we don't have an excep on for
children, li le girls, 12-year-old li le girls who have been raped
by their stepdad or their neighbor, or whomever; or these women,
if they had been released, if one of these women had been
pregnant at the me that they were rescued and it was past the
20-week mark; in thi-- with this bill, we're telling those women
they have to carry that baby.

And that's a concern that I have, Senator Hegar, is there have to
be excep ons for real-life situa ons when you have women that
become vic ms to monsters, or children, li le girls become
vic ms to monsters, there have-- have to be excep ons. And
that's why I don't understand why we can't keep it like it is, keep
the status quo. If the bill passes, right now it's at 24, bill's at 20,
make the excep on for women that have been vic ms of these
monsters. And so I hope that a er you hear all the evidence and
the tes mony, Senator Hegar, you will keep that in mind and-- and
we can talk about that.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And I would just respond to this one
aspect, I don't think that that individual gets the privilege of being
called "Mister" or anything other than what you said, is a monster.
You know, when I, when I heard that story, like everybody else, I
can't even fathom what I would do to someone like that if I had the
opportunity. That person, what he did is beyond the law, beyond



what anybody should ever have an opportunity-- he should suffer
for an eternity for something like that. And I appreciate you
bringing it up. Thank you.

Senator Carlos Ures :  Thank you, Senator Hegar. Thank you,
Madam Chair.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Senator. Before I call on the
next senator who wishes to ask ques ons, I want to announce
that we have the following individuals available as resource
witnesses: Ellen Cooper with the Department of State Health
Services, Mary Robinson with the Texas Medical Board, and Dr.
Marcia Becker with Department of State Health Services, all
available to the commi ee as resource witnesses. Senator West,
I believe you are next.

Senator Royce West: Just a couple of ques ons, Senator Hegar.
This deals specifically with Section 2--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay.

Senator Royce West: --of the bill, and I don't know whether that
would be for your province or that of Senator Deuell, and it deals
specifically with the mileage and also the physician requirement.
What is the-- how did we come up with 30 miles as the
determina ve, as it relates to being able to comply with this
section?

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator West, excuse me -would you mind

http://youtu.be/ySNJkYTWZaU


pulling your microphone down a li le bit? Thank you. Go ahead,
Senator Hegar.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, thank you, Senator. I appreciate you
asking that. That is one standard that many other states have
used. That something is-- if I recall, in 12 different states have
used the 30-mile or 30-minute travel me threshold, and that is
one that if we look at Texas, every clinic that is in Texas is within
30-mile range of a hospital, as well as--

Senator Royce West: That's current clin-- clinics, you're talking
about.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes sir-- and is within 30 miles of a secular
hospital, here in the state of Texas.

Senator Royce West: In terms of the-- what other states similar
to the state of Texas have the 30-mile requirement?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I was trying to remember o and. I'll pull
those up real quick for you, those-- those states, Senator-- my
notes-- real quick--

[Senator Glenn Hegar pauses to look through papers; an aide
provides notes to Senator Larry Taylor, who is seated next to
Senator Hegar. Senator Taylor provides the notes to Senator Hegar.]

Senator Glenn Hegar: Oh, those-- those have been, say for
example: Missouri, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Mississippi-- and
then there's a few others that I think I can find--

Senator Royce West: Of those states, which ones of those are



similar to the state of Texas? Determining which ones are
"similar"-- what do you-- what do you-- what do you use to
determine the similarity? What factors?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, one-- I don't know if I would ever
actually say that every one of the fi y-- I would not go to say any of
the fi y states-- I've never been one to believe who-- when we try
to compare Texas to other states, I never like that comparison--

Senator Royce West: Well, you just said that--

Senator Glenn Hegar: No, my point isn't "exactly like, similar to".
My point was there are other states that have done this, that
have used the 30-mile threshold, but I'm not trying to--

Senator Royce West: --that were similar to the state of Texas--

Senator Glenn Hegar: What I'm saying is, other states have used
the 30 mile threshold--

Senator Royce West: And so-- and that's the whole basis for 30
miles.

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Glenn Hegar: But I'm not saying those states are
iden cal to the state of Texas. In looking at what other states
have done, and then also looking at-- and if you overlay it onto the
state of Texas, and realizing that half of the abor on doctors in
Texas, at least half, have admi ng privileges today, that
admitting privileges is a reference of peer review capability--



Senator Royce West: Let me go-- wait, let me go, let's go back to
the 30 miles, okay? You're saying that the sole basis for choosing
the 30 miles is because of some other states that have chosen it.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Not the sole basis; no, sir.

Senator Royce West: So what is the basis? What's the basis for
choosing 30 miles?

Senator Glenn Hegar: The main basis is that it shows that
doctors that are working in clinics, abor on clinics, that, number
one, they have the capability of having admi ng privileges in the
hospitals. That if they do not have admi ng privileges in the
hospitals, then that gives an indica on of whether the hospital
would not allow them to have admi ng privileges, to whether
they would be able to have the confidence of their peers--

Senator Royce West: So if there--

Senator Glenn Hegar: --the confidence of hospitals, and that
many of-- the fact is, is in clinics, there's always unfortunately
poten al complica ons and life-threatening complica ons, and
in looking at the 30-mile radius-- one, it's a travel- me distance. I
believe Senator Garcia, if I remember, she'd asked me a
significant number of ques ons during the debate on Senate Bill 5
on the floor, as to travel me from somebody from Laredo, if I
remember correctly. We had a lot of discussion about that, and
her questions was the rural travel time.

Yet I still firmly believe the 30 mile, because the vast majority of
women, individuals that have an abor on are within your major
metropolitan communi es. And having that opportunity, it is a



reasonable standard, I believe, one that reflects whether these
doctors are capable of having admi ng privileges into hospitals;
and if you take the case there in Houston-- unfortunately the
tragedy with the doctor here recently-- he did not have admi ng
privileges. And the atroci es of what he was performing was very
gruesome. And not having that admitting privileges--

Senator Royce West: All right, so you're going to give me a
narra ve response to that first prong of my ques on. I have
several others.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Please.

Senator Royce West: So the 30 miles is as a result of admi ng
privileges, and there's been a comprehensive-- you've done an
analysis of those doctors that perform abor ons and normally
most of them have admi ng privileges within 30 miles-- at
hospitals within 30 miles of the abortion clinic?

Senator Glenn Hegar: A-- a majority do.

Senator Royce West: A majority; okay. Was there any other
factor taken into consideration?

Senator Glenn Hegar: There are several factors, like I said:
looking at what other states have done, looking at the fact that
doctors, most of them, the majority, have admi ng privileges
today; that it is an indica on of whether those doctors are
accepted within the communities, within the hospitals.

Senator Royce West: So acceptability of the physician within the
community, or the profession, is the key factor?



Senator Glenn Hegar: No, not-- not the key factor. A factor.

Senator Royce West: What is the key factor then?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I don't think you-- I would, I think it's
accumulation of all these factors, Senator.

Senator Royce West: Well, the only thing I've heard is the-- and
maybe I didn't hear, I'm just getting off an airplane.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yeah, I just got off one last night, so I
understand; I rolled in at midnight.

Senator Royce West: --to get here-- [unintelligible]

Senator Jane Nelson: I want to remind everyone that we're going
to start taking that public testimony at 11:00.

Senator Royce West: And so from that vantage point, I guess
whether senators are finished talking or not, asking ques ons,
we're going to take them up at eleven-- what are the other factors
that were taken, used in consideration? That's what I'm asking.

Senator Glenn Hegar: For that por on of the bill, or for all
portions of the bill?

Senator Royce West: Yes, for this portion of the bill.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Okay. Again, those factors and the fact
that all the clinics are within the 30-mile radius-- they're actually
within half of that radius-- that this is not an undue burden that is
placed on doctors, they can readily go have that admi ng



privilege; and the fact that it shows that these doctors, by having
admi ng privileges-- and if you look at ASCs today, ASCs, they
either-- doctors there have admi ng privileges or they have
transferring privileges. And the reason being is because if there's
complica ons, unfortunately, of an abor on that someone, they
would have somewhere to go-- they would have a hospital to go
to.

Senator Royce West: Has this been-- has this been a problem in
the past?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I believe that there have been problems in
the past, yes, sir.

Senator Royce West: Documented problems?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yes, sir; yes, sir.

Senator Royce West: Do you have any specifics on that?

Senator Glenn Hegar: We can have the Health and Human
Service Commission tes fy. [ Crosstalk.] There have been, I don't
recall the exact sta s cs off the top of my head, but there have
been situa ons in Texas to where-- and, and throughout the
na on, and I think the fact is we need to make sure that we have
the quality of care and the highest standard possible, Senator. To
make sure that no one is, is gonna have, is going to have a death,
nor is there going to be any complica on and we're not pu ng an
undue burden--

Senator Royce West: And I agree with you wholeheartedly, okay.
But here's the deal: there's other areas, other than the area of



abortions, where we should have the highest standards--

Senator Glenn Hegar: I agree with you.

Senator Royce West: --that we don't have the "highest
standards". And for some reason it looks like this is just a poli cal
football between Democrats and Republicans on this issue,
unfortunately, and when I look at women's health issues the way
women want us to look at them. And so when we look at the 30-
mile radius, the only thing I've really heard is that there are
centers within it, and the reason that we have it, the ra onal
basis of the state to put this in there-- your ra onal basis-- is
because other states have done it, and there are physicians that
normally have admi ng privileges within 30 miles. That's what
I've heard. And there may have been something else that you said
that I just didn't hear.

Senator Glenn Hegar: And I appreciate what you just said,
Senator. I do think that, yes, 'you are correct; there are other
areas that we should poten ally look at, to whether they should
be held to the ASC standard as well.

Senator Royce West: Let me go on, because I know there's
others that probably have ques ons about this. As it relates to-- if
a physician is held to have violated this sec on, [unintelligible]
based on the current bill, it's a Class A misdemeanor, punishable
by a fine not to exceed $4000. Do you believe that, by placing this
sec on in this bill, that it will have a chilling effect on physicians
in the state of Texas to perform abortions?

Senator Glenn Hegar: No, I do not.



Senator Royce West: Do you believe that it's going to have a
significant impact, nega ve impact, on women health issues in
the state of Texas?

Senator Glenn Hegar: No, I believe this bill is going to raise the
standards.

Senator Royce West: Do you think as a result of this bill alone,
that it will raise the standards in terms of women healthcare
issues? Is that what you're saying?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Th-- this bill alone? I think that-- I think
that parts of this bill will raise standards, yes, sir. I do believe
that.

Senator Royce West: Which standards do you think this will
raise, other than the requirements of the physician to perform an
abor on, and the loca ons where abor ons can in fact be
performed?

Senator Glenn Hegar: The fact that it's going to increase
facili es up to Ambulatory Surgical Center standards. It's also
going to require, in the usage of RU-486, that those types of
medical abor ons, like surgical, are going to be at a clinic in the
presence of a doctor-- just adhering to the FDA label. So I think
several different aspe-- those are the major aspects of this bill
that are going to increase that standard of care, sir.

Senator Royce West: If indeed a physician violates this sec on,
could their license be in jeopardy?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Anything that a doctor does that's in



viola on of current law can put them in jeopardy. But the aspects
of this bill would make them a misdemeanor, as you said, and not
necessarily-- this bill does not impose a felony nor an automa c
repeal of their license. It is a misdemeanor.

Senator Royce West: You would agree with me, then: this has
the potential to have a chilling effect on physicians?

Senator Glenn Hegar: No, that I would disagree with, Senator.

Senator Royce West: Let me ask this, then: would you agree
then that, if indeed this becomes law, that a hospital-- if a
physician isn't already, does not already have privileges, and that
he or she goes to get privileges, and, assuming that person meets
all other criteria, eligibility criteria, and they're rejected-- that
they, that the hospital should be held accountable for that denial
of privileges?

Senator Glenn Hegar: That the hospital should be-- [Crosstalk.]

Senator Royce West: If the hospital discriminates on someone
because they perform abortions, do you think that hospital should
be held accountable?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I don't think that a hospital should be held
accountable because of who they decide to have admi ng
privileges.

Senator Royce West: What I'm saying is: everything else being
equal, all of the other criteria that the hospital lays forth, that
person meets, save and except that they perform abor ons-- if a
hospital discriminates on someone based on that-- admi ng, in



terms of gran ng admi ng privileges, should that hospital be
held accountable?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I don't think this bill is requiring, in any
form or fashion, that a hospital is held to a different standard than
what it is today as far as admitting privileges--

Senator Royce West: So a hospital can, in fact, deny admi ng
privileges. So, assuming everything else, the person meets all the
other criteria, a hospital can deny admitting privileges.

Senator Glenn Hegar: They can--

Senator Royce West: Let me finish.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Yeah, I'm sorry.

Senator Royce West: If a person meets all other criteria, and the
only thing they are trying to do is comply with this par cular--
comply with this bill, and they go to a hospital within 30 miles to
seek those privileges, and the hospital denies those privileges,
what is their recourse, if any?

Senator Glenn Hegar: Their recourse would be the same as it is
under current law.

Senator Royce West: Which is what?

Senator Glenn Hegar: They're either going to appeal to that, that
hospital board and take it up with them, which, as far as how the
admi ng privileges work, that is up to that hospital; yet hospitals
don't rou nely discriminate, to-- to use your words, based on one



type of prac ce or another. These doctors are gaining privileges
based on the fact that they are OBs, and they're not really seeking
privileges specifically to perform an abortion in a hospital.

Senator Royce West: Well, I understand that. But, you know,
that's-- there is a subterfuge, if you will, and they believe it's as a
result of them performing abor ons-- you're saying that their only
rights would be to appeal to the board--

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, in that--

Senator Royce West: Let me finish. And assuming that the board
s ll upholds the decision, then they have no further rights a er
that.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, I'm not-- I'm not an expert on
whether there's a further cause of ac on today. You might know
that, as a lawyer. But the fact is that I do not believe it's going to
have a chilling effect because there's a significant number of
hospitals that are within that 30-mile range.

Senator Royce West: Thank you, Senator.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Finished, Mr. West? Is there anyone else
on the commi ee who has ques ons? Okay then, I'm going to
allow the remaining me to be shared between the two non-
committee members who have questions. Senator Rodriguez?

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair,
thank you for giving us the opportunity to sit here this morning
and, and listen to the tes mony on a very important bill. I do have
some-- a couple of ques ons of Senator Hegar, but I'd like to very
briefly comment in response to Dr. Deuell--, Senator Deuell, whom
I have the utmost respect and with whom I had the honor of
serving on this commi ee in my first session-- and I just wanted to
take excep on, Senator Deuell, to comments that you made
about the pro-- the abor on industry opposing these measures. I
think that it needs to be said, and I think it's well reported, that
there were thousands and thousands of women who came to the
Capitol and expressed their concerns about the bill; it's not the
abortion industry necessarily that opposes these measures.

You men oned that 20 senators had their votes suppressed.
Some of us feel that-- that-- Wendy's filibuster is supported by
Senate, you know, custom and prac ce. Tradi on was suppressed
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by the rulings. And so this is an emo onal issue. I think it needs to
be said that we are all pro-life. Those of us like myself, who
believe in a woman's right to choose, are pro-life; and it, it, it's an
issue that's been pointed out as emotional.

But I couldn't help but think in your reference to, to Ge ysburg,
because I was up there in Washington on the fourth of July--
believe it or not, I decided to be up there-- and while I was there,
of course we had the, the Egyp an coup [laughs] take place and I
couldn't help but think about what dis nguishes our country from
other countries, and that's the rule of law. And as a lawyer, I, I
appreciate that, as most Americans do. And the rule of law in this
country, it seems to me, has been for many, many years, Roe v.
Wade.

And, and so, it-- it leads me, really, to the ques on that I
wanted to ask Senator Hegar with regard to the provisions that
apply both to the fetal pain bill and to the provisions and to the--
and to the surgical center provisions-- Ambulatory Surgical Center
provisions. And Senator Ures  was talking about the distances. I
come from El Paso. There are not one, there is actually two clinics
in El Paso that provide legal, safe abor on services but in addi on
to that also provide, as we all know, preven ve healthcare for
women: breast screening, cancer screening tests, HIV tests,
planning services, contracep on-- services that are important.
That if in fact, Senator Hegar, these clinics were to close because
of the high standards and the high costs imposed by those
standards, which are disputed by some of the medical profession
as to whether they are necessary or not, would likely lead to the
closure, it's es mated, of 37 out of 42 clinics throughout the
state.



And so for El Paso, what that means is: if these two clinics end
up closing, then we're looking at over 600 miles of travel me and
up to 10 hours of travel for women who need to access all of these
services. My fear is that in that area, because of past history,
women will opt to go across the river over into Juarez, Mexico, and
access services there and might increase the, the, the possibility
of problems as opposed to decrease them as the-- as the rules
would impose under the-- under the surgical centre provisions.

And so, my ques on to you is with regard to the 20-week
pregnancy provisions. I think it was already men oned that,
under Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court has said, you know, that up
to 24 weeks is legal. Don't you think that these 20-weeks
provisions are contrary, clearly, to the Supreme Court decision
and therefore are subject to being held unconstitutional?

Senator Glenn Hegar: No, I do not. As you know, Roe--

Senator José Rodríguez: Why not?

Senator Glenn Hegar: --Roe-- that's where I'm going, Senator-- as
you know, Roe v. Wade was based--, many years ago--, based on
the aspect of viability of the child outside of the womb; and this
bill, it is talking about a separate state interest of the fact that a
child can feel pain. So, even though there is a significant amount
of medical advancements that have come a very long way in the
last several decades far as viability outside the womb-- Senator
Zaffirini, at the last Commi ee hearing, and I were si ng there
looking at pictures of children at 20 weeks, 21 weeks, 22 weeks,
and talking about that-- that this bill is not basing the premise on
viability but a separate state interest based on the substan al
amount of evidence of fetal pain.



Senator José Rodríguez: Well, I guess that's going to be the
issue, because we talked about what's happening in other states.
As I was in D.C. again, I heard about North Carolina; there was a
big ar cle in the Washington Post about that bill, similar to the
Texas bill. And I think it needs to be said that-- that this is not
peculiar to Texas. This is-- these are bills that have been
introduced in numerous states throughout the country. This is an
agenda, clearly, that is being promoted and that is not ed to the
specific condi ons and situa ons in-- in a state like Texas. So with
that, I do want to allow some opportunity for my colleague,
Senator Garcia, to ask her ques ons. Thank you, Madam Chair,
and Senator Hegar and [unintelligible].

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you. Thank you, Senator.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Senator. Senator Garcia?

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Thank you, Senator Nelson, and thank you
for giving me the opportunity to ask a couple of ques ons. But
knowing that the clock looks like 2 minutes ' ll and hopefully this
clock doesn't stop, let me just say that my concern is in follow-up
to some of the questions Senator Zaffirini asked.

Because your-- Senator, your bill analysis says "scien fic
evidence suggests", which is very different than the actual bill
that says "substan al medical evidence". And as I men oned to
you during the hearing, during the first special session, just
because you say it doesn't make it so. And for me, you know-- like a
couple of other people at this table, I'm a lawyer-- I tend to look at
proof and evidence. And you said it during the first hearings that
you would provide me some studies and data. First of all, I never
have gotten that--



Senator Glenn Hegar: No.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: --so, has anything else changed that could
convince me, and Senator Zaffirini, and others that there really,
truly is fetal pain, as you suggest?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I'd-- I would say, number one, not to move
on, but-- I do believe we're going to hear a substan al amount of
tes mony for a very long me today, and maybe tomorrow. And
I'm more than willing any time to sit down and visit with you on, on
this bill or any other bill, to go over the amount of research that I
believe is out there to essen ally show that there is substan al
medical evidence.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Well, I-- it's not been forthcoming, and if--
again, if you have it, it'd be great for you to share it--

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Glenn Hegar: And I'm-- and I'm happy to sit down with
you any time--

Senator Sylvia Garcia: --so we could get the benefit of it. And
also, I would just kind of echo some of the concerns Senator Ures
ha-- had about the lack of excep ons for the health of the mother
and in cases of rape and incest. I think it's a real tragedy that you
won't even consider some of these amendments, but I won't
belabor the point-- I know you and I can discuss it further. I now
would like to turn to a couple of ques ons of the Chair if it's
possible.

Senator Jane Nelson: It is not possible right now, because I'm



going to start public tes mony, but you will have an opportunity
to ask questions.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: All right. Thank you, ma'am.

Senator Jane Nelson: I can assure you of that.
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Senator Jane Nelson: At this point we are going to begin public
tes mony. As I had stated earlier, we invited one panel of expert
witnesses to come forward: two in favor of the bill, two in
opposi on. I thought that they would be able to lay the
groundwork for the rest of our discussions. I'm going to call Amy
Hagstrom Miller, Orland Carter Snead, Dr. Ma hew Romberg and
Dr. Mikeal Love.

A er these invited witnesses speak, we're going to call up
witnesses from Group 1 in Panel 6. The first six witnesses will be
Mark Einkauf, Art Streton, Suzanne Cas llo--Cas llo, Ken Roberts,
Rachel Malone, and Brian Jackson. And I want to reiterate that it
is my intent to hear as-- from as many members of the public as
possible.

At latest count we have received 379 witness cards from
individuals who wish to provide oral tes mony. There are 1,700
people in line. At two minutes each with those 379, that's about
13 hours of public tes mony s ll ahead of us. The line is growing.
But I will remind you that at 11:00 we cease to accept cards from
individuals who wish to provide oral tes mony. The rest will be
registered either as 'in favor of' or 'in opposition' but not testifying,
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or written testimony, or both. So, having said that, I am going to--

Senator Royce West: Madame Chair? Madame Chair?

Senator Jane Nelson: [aside] Are these mikes on? Wow! Okay,
stop right there. Stay where you are. I didn't even no ce it was
first [unintelligible]. Senator, what?

Senator Royce West: Just one question.

Senator Jane Nelson: Sure.

Senator Royce West: All right, you said you were going to cease--
allow-- if you hadn't registered by 11:00, you could not provide
oral testimony.

Senator Jane Nelson: That is correct. You weren't here when I--

Senator Royce West: I was listening to you. I was listening to
you. In terms of the individuals who are in line right now--

Senator Jane Nelson: Right.

Senator Royce West: If they were in line by 11:00 a.m. they will
be allowed to--

Senator Jane Nelson: They will be given-- absolutely.

Senator Royce West: --they will be allowed to finish. So you are
cutting the line off at 11:00.

Senator Jane Nelson: Right. At some point we have to say 'no
more oral tes mony' and-- but the line can con nue un l this



meeting stops for people who want to register a position.

Senator Royce West: Okay. Maybe you misunderstood my
question, then; if someone was in line at 11:00 a.m.--

Senator Jane Nelson: They testify.

Senator Royce West: --they get an opportunity to testify.

Senator Jane Nelson: That's right.

Senator Royce West: Okay.

Senator Jane Nelson: That's right. Senator Zaffirini?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Yes. Will you give us the full I. D. of the
persons who comprise this panel?

Senator Jane Nelson: Sure. Well, I was going to ask them to, but
I'll be happy to do that. Senator Uresti? You have a question?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I haven't finished.

Senator Jane Nelson: Sure.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I have a couple more ques ons. And
second, how were these four individuals selected?

Senator Jane Nelson: I asked Senator Hegar. I told him that I
wanted to-- to lay the groundwork, if you will, and to provide the
names of two people in favor of the bill, two people in opposi on
to the bill that would be able to provide us with some expert, if
you will, tes mony. There-- there are hundreds of people that we



could have had but I wanted to at least start out with a smooth--
you know-- here's some for, here's some against.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: All right, and then my third ques on is
that, earlier, you mentioned the resource witnesses?

Senator Jane Nelson: Yes.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: When will we be able to hear from the
resource witnesses?

Senator Jane Nelson: Well, they are only resources if there are
questions of those resource witnesses.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Okay.

Senator Jane Nelson: I will do that a er we hear from public
tes mony. I want to respect the people that are out there in line
who have been here for hours.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: All right. I'll have some ques ons for the
resource witnesses.

Senator Jane Nelson: That's fine; that's fine.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Madam Chair.

Senator Carlos Ures :  Thank you, Madam Chair. Just quickly, for
those members that are-- or individuals rather-- that for whatever
reason couldn't be here today to tes fy either for or against,
would they be able to submit-- would they be able to submit
written testimony?



Senator Jane Nelson: Sure.

Senator Carlos Uresti: Okay. Electronically? Via e-mail?

Senator Jane Nelson: Well, it-- okay, we can only accept wri en
tes mony for the registry; you know, we've got to have me to
enter all that. I don't-- is there a time limit?

[Senator Jane Nelson turns aside and questions an aide off-mic.]

Senator Jane Nelson: You know, we're going to have to at some
point cut off people who want to be shown as a posi on. I'm going
to wait to announce that, but I will accept and distribute to
members of this commi ee wri en tes mony ll the special
session is over. In order to be entered in to the record
electronically, I'm going to have to-- well, let's see-- okay, I'm not
sure what that me would be to be publicly acknowledged in the
register. In fact I think-- I think our rules say you have to be here to
be in the registry. So let me just say defini vely, I will make sure
that every member of this commi ee gets any wri en tes mony
that's sent to us. Can't promise it will be in the registry, though.

Senator Carlos Ures :  My last ques on, Madam Chair: when we
have the witnesses that come up, either for or against, could we
ask them to at least tell us where they are from, whether it's from
San Antonio or Dallas? It would be nice to know if they're from our
district, or what part of Texas.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, okay.

Senator Carlos Uresti: Thank you very much.



Senator Jane Nelson: That's a good idea.

Senator Carlos Uresti: [unintelligible]

Senator Jane Nelson: In fact, in order-- I'll tell members in
commi ee, I'm planning to roll once we start with all of the
people who are here. We don't need to ask each person to identify
yourself and tell who you are and who you represent. I'm just
telling you right now, when you come before us, iden fy yourself
and tell who you are, who you represent, where you're from and--
so we can roll. For all these people who are standing out there,
okay? Okay. Any other ques ons? And you heard the request from
Senator Zaffirini; when you iden fy yourself for the record, I would
like for you to say who you represent and what your area of
expertise is. We're going to start with Ms. Miller. Go ahead.

Amy Hagstrom Miller: Madam Chairwoman and Honorable
commi ee members, thank you for invi ng me as a witness for
the hearing today. I appreciate the opportunity to lend my
exper se to the commi ee and I invite your ques ons. My name
is Amy Hagstrom Miller and I oppose these bills. I am the
President and CEO of Whole Woman's Health. We operate five
licensed abor on facili es and one Ambulatory Surgical Centre in
the state of Texas. In my tes mony today, I will address four main
issues:

One: There is no safety problem related to abor on care in the
state of Texas.

Two: The exis ng abor on facility regula ons are rigorously
enforced and are sufficient to ensure the health and safety of
women in Texas.



Three: Medica on abor on is safely offered in clinics site
se ngs and falls completely outside the scope of prac ce for an
Ambulatory Surgical Centre.

Four: Requiring physicians to have admi ng privileges is not
equally enforced over other medical special es, nor is it
necessary to ensure the health and safety of Texas women
seeking abortion care.

We have over forty years of safe abortion on record in Texas and
the current regulatory system is more than adequate to ensure
women's health. Abor on facili es in Texas are licensed,
inspected and highly regulated. We operate safe facili es all over
the state, and the ASC requirements will not improve care but
rather reduce access for women in Texas and put more women at
risk for later-term abor ons, or for illicit abor ons outside the
medical community.

Ambulatory Surgical Centre regula ons are primarily related to
the physical plant, and they do not make abor on any safer.
While abor on is ethically, emo onally and spiritually complex
for many people, the fact is that it is medically very simple.
Abor on takes five or ten minutes, it's done under local
anesthesia, women get dressed and can walk on their own to the
recovery room. There is no incision, and an extremely low risk of
infec on. There is no need for the larger opera ng room, the wide
hallways, the addi onal airflow system, the regulated humidity,
the locker-room showers and janitor's closets in an ASC.

This bill also puts forward a radical restric on for the abor on
pill, a simple set of medica ons women take to induce an
abor on usually before there is even a fetus. This bill would



require that medica on abor on be offered only at a surgical
center and that the women be required to come in for no less than
four face-to-face visits with the physician in order to take the pill.
This is totally uncalled-for, medically.

Finally, I wish to address the requirement for all physicians
providing abor on care to have admi ng privileges at a hospital
within 30 miles of the ASC. Abor on is one of the safest
procedures in medicine. It is 16 mes safer than full-term
childbirth, and with a complica on rate of 0.05%. Abor on
providers rarely have transfers or admissions into hospitals for
their pa ents. The current system we have for abor on facili es
in Texas works very well and ensures safety for the women we
serve. No other physician providing day surgery at an ASC is
required to have admi ng privileges-- the ophthalmologist, the
orthopedist, the gynecologist.

The current ASC regula ons require physicians to have
privileges OR have a transfer agreement with a local hospital. This
system works to care for women seen in ASCs for a variety of
surgeries across specialties. In conclusion, let me remind you that
abor on didn't start with Roe v. Wade-- safe abor on started with
Roe v. Wade. If these restric ons pass, thousands of Texas women
will be without proper care. I strongly oppose the passing of these
bills and thank you again for inviting me here today.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, and thank you for coming.

Amy Hagstrom Miller: I've shared quite a bit of informa on with
you.

Senator Jane Nelson: We got lots of reading material.



Amy Hagstrom Miller: Yeah. One of the pieces of informa on I
want to point out is the inspec on tool that the surveyors use
when they come to inspect abor on facili es in Texas. It's the
thickest document that I gave you. Yeah, that's the survey tool
that inspectors go through with every abor on facility,
unannounced, annually across the state of Texas. There is also
some published research I sent you about illicit border crossing
for abor on and women who use SIDEA Tech in the Rio Grande
Valley outside the medical mainstream. You've also got some
information there about women who are turned away for abortion
services and what happens to them over me. And then I just
simplified the difference between the ASC and the abor on
facility regulations for you in a side-by-side comparison.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Amy Hagstrom Miller: You're welcome.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Madam Chair?

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Zaffirini.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Are you entertaining ques ons for this
witness at this time?

Senator Jane Nelson: Well, yes, I will; but I will remind you that
there are 2,000 people standing out there so I will ask everybody
to keep their ques ons brief if you have ques ons. Go ahead,
Senator Zaffirini.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Madam Chair. Ma'am, one of
the pieces of evidence that you gave us is this comparison of the



requirements for licensed abor on facili es versus Ambulatory
Surgical Centers.

Amy Hagstrom Miller: Uh-huh.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And let me make sure that I understand
this correctly. You have the list of requirements for licensed
abor on facili es on the le . Now, for Ambulatory Surgical
Centers, they are required to meet all of those standards plus the
ones on the right.

Amy Hagstrom Miller: Yes. You're correct.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And so this bill would add those on the
right to licensed abortion facilities, is that correct?

Amy Hagstrom Miller: You are correct. Yes.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: So, basically, the first area is per nent
to physical plant requirements. Is there any reason that a
licensed abor on facility would need to meet standards related
to an increased surgery room size, an increased hallway width,
male and female locker rooms, janitor closets?

Amy Hagstrom Miller: You know, Ambulatory Surgical Centers
were developed in the 1990s as a cost-saving measure for
Medicare and Medicaid and when the healthcare system went,
you know, to HMO and PPO. And they're basically designed for
outpa ent surgery that's rela vely complex; that usually might
involve, you know, a couple of different physicians in the
opera ng room at the same me along with the anesthesiologist-
- say, a knee surgery or cataract surgery, something that's



rela vely complex. Most of the pa ents in the Ambulatory
Surgical Centre would be asleep, thereby needing to travel down
the hallway in a stretcher and so hence the airflow system. You've
got --you've got an incision, you've got a woman or a man cut open
on the table with pre y moderately complex surgery. That
complexity makes a lot of sense for outpa ent surgery in those
specialties.

Like I said, for abor on care there is no incision, the procedure
takes five or ten minutes, a woman is not put to sleep with
general anesthesia. She doesn't need to travel from the opera ng
room down the hallway into the a ercare room. So the physical
plant requirements don't do anything to change the safety of
abor on procedure. The abor on procedure itself is done the
same way in an abor on facility as it would be done in an
Ambulatory Surgical Centre.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Is there any reason that a licensed
abortion facility would need a male locker room?

Amy Hagstrom Miller: No, you know there's male physicians,
there's male staff; there's women physicians, women staff. The
locker room, specifically, you know, is set up for surgery where
you're-- you know, the doctors may need to shower, they may
need to change, they've been in an opera ng room for three or
four hours and need to change their scrubs. Abor on is not-- is not
one of those kind of surgeries.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Now, the Ambulatory Surgical Centers
are required to have three or more nurses on staff, but licensed
abortion facilities are not.



Amy Hagstrom Miller: Licensed abor on facili es are required
to have at least one nurse on staff.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: One but not three?

Amy Hagstrom Miller: Yes.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Is there any reason that they should be
required to have three or more, as the Ambulatory Surgical
Centers are?

Amy Hagstrom Miller: You know, I believe that the Ambulatory
Surgical Centre regula ons are set up assuming that the vast
majority of pa ents in an ASC se ng would be post-anesthesia
and they would be in what's called PACU-- the post-anesthesia
care unit, where the RN to pa ent ra o is much higher, because
the woman or man is coming out of anesthesia and needs a
different level of monitoring than you do when you are ambulatory
and completely lucid.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: The Ambulatory Surgical Centers also
have to meet certain standards regarding non-physical plants: for
example, the environment of care tracking logs, grounds
inspection logs, hazardous material waste inventory--

Amy Hagstrom Miller: Yes.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: --and some risk management pa ent
safety logs, which has regarding pa ent burns and visitor's injury.
Is there any reason that those standards regarding non-physical
plant, environment of care tracking logs and risk management
pa ent safety logs should be applicable to licensed abor on



facilities?

Amy Hagstrom Miller: You know, those regula ons-- like I said,
in my Ambulatory Surgical Centre in San Antonio we comply with
all of those, but not-- not very many of them are applicable for
abor on care and so, you know, it's mostly more staffing, more
paperwork, that kind of thing. They're not directly related to
increasing the safety standards of-- of the abor on-specific
procedure. You know, it could be argued either way, whether or
not you could add some of those things, and whether they would
add safety to the procedure itself.

You know, the burn-- for example, the burn log is for if you are
doing cryosurgery or cauteriza on, which wouldn't be done in the
facility that's doing abor on care, for example. So some of those
things, there's certain, you know, broad clarifica on where you
have to say what side are you going into. You know, when you're
doing knee surgery you have to clarify which knee you're going
into, and you have to call it out loud, and you have to log that in
the opera ng room. Some of those things aren't really applicable
for abortion services.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Looking at this par cular list, is there
any requirement that is per nent to the Ambulatory Surgical
Center, your column on the right, that would increase the safety of
the women who go to a licensed abortion facility?

Amy Hagstrom Miller: You know, the abor on facility licensing
regula ons that we already comply with, like I said, are very
rigorous and very onerous, and they are very specific to abor on
care. And so, in my opinion they are actually much more effec ve
to be sure that the abor on facility is regulated according to the



specialty in OB/GYN that we are.

And the Ambulatory Surgical Centre regula ons are much more
generic. They're not necessarily higher standards, they're
different standards; and they are set up for different kinds of
surgery within the medical specialty in the medical community,
whereas abor on facility regula ons are very specific to the
nature of the service that we provide. They're about our quality
assurance program, our infec on control program. They're
specific to the kind of medica ons that we use and the kind of
emergencies that we may encounter in abor on care. Whereas
Ambulatory Surgical Centers are much more broad, they're much
more generic, and not necessarily specific to abortion care.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And I understand that. But my ques on
is specifically: Is there anything in the column on the right that
would increase the safety of the women who go to licensed
abor on facili es and are already protected by the requirements
in the column on the left?

Amy Hagstrom Miller: In my opinion, there is not. And we
haven't no ced any increased safety when we compare the same
procedures that we offer in our Ambulatory Surgical Centre to our
abortion facility.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. Where are you from, ma'am?

Amy Hagstrom Miller: I live here in Austin.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: In Aus n, Texas. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Madam Chair.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Thanks. Senator West?

Senator Royce West: I need a, a resource witness to come.

Senator Jane Nelson: Which would you like?

Senator Royce West: Whoever is responsible for the regula on
of abortion facilities in the state of Texas.

Senator Jane Nelson: Dr. Becker? Is Dr. Becker here? [ coughs]
Excuse me. Ellen Cooper might come up as well. Come on up, and
please identify yourself for the record.

Ellen Cooper: I'm Ellen Cooper, with the Department of State
Health Services.

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator West.

Senator Royce West: Thank you, Madame Chair. Ms. Cooper, in
terms of promulga on of rules, you are-- a er the legislature
passes a law that your agency is responsible-- I assume it's your
agency-- that's responsible for promulgation of rules, and then you

http://youtu.be/G1FEwRI5do8


go through a process.

Ellen Cooper: Correct.

Senator Royce West: Can you kind of just tell us, in summary,
what that process is? Give me 30 seconds.

Ellen Cooper: Generally, once there's a new statute we start a
process where we-- in spite of the fact that it's statutory, we do go
through a stakeholder process where we have stakeholders give
us input into our dra  language that we'll put together related to
the new legisla on. And subsequently, once we have that dra ,
we go through our Department of State Health Services Council for
their recommenda on for approval to have it posted on the Texas
Register and so forth. There's a great deal of input in terms of
various staff persons within regulatory, in terms of how that might
be implemented with language that might be in addi on to
statutory language.

Senator Royce West: Then you send it out for public comment?

Ellen Cooper: Correct. It goes on the Texas Register for public
comment. And subsequently, it may be that some changes may be
made, and then it is re-posted a er it's approved by the execu ve
commissioner of the Health and Human Services Commission.

Senator Royce West: How o en do you revisit the regula ons
that are promulgated, then?

Ellen Cooper: It really varies. O en there are statutory changes
or requirements that may come into place that we--



Senator Royce West: Assuming no statutory changes.

Ellen Cooper: It depends on the rule set because we regulate
many health facility types. Ideally, it's every four years or so.
Unfortunately, because of staffing issues and other priori es that
have come up, including federal requirements that we've had to
go ahead and put into rule, that schedule has been delayed.

Senator Royce West: And when you put into effect a rule, what is
the intent of pu ng in the ruling? Is it to protect our health and
safety?

Ellen Cooper: Exactly. All of our rules are intended as minimum
standards for each of the healthcare facility type, with the
fundamental purpose of the health and safety of all Texans and all
potential patients as well as staff in these facilities.

Senator Royce West: Let me draw your a en on, then, to the
abortion facilities. I think it's like 25 TAC §139.

Ellen Cooper: Yes.

Senator Royce West: Okay. Did you go through that process in
adop ng the ru-- the regula ons-- the rules and regula ons-- for
abor on facili es-- licensed abor on facili es in the state of
Texas?

Ellen Cooper: Yes.

Senator Royce West: Okay. Did you invite stakeholders from all
sides of the issue?



Ellen Cooper: That's correct. And there have been elements that
have been amended, such as from the last legisla ve session
where we amended the rules, and we always involve stakeholder
comment.

Senator Royce West: Okay, but, everyone who had-- you didn't
prejudice it one way or the other. You got every-- the whole state
of Texas-- whoever wanted to be involved in that process, you
allowed them to be involved in the process.

Ellen Cooper: That's correct. We have stakeholder mee ngs as
well, as we welcome any sort of submission of sugges ons,
comments, opposition, and so forth.

Senator Royce West: And did you take into considera on all of
those-- all of the input-- and then make a recommenda on to the
council?

Ellen Cooper: That's correct.

Senator Royce West: Okay, and then the council has a similar
discussion; open meeting, allow input in.

Ellen Cooper: Right. There's me allo ed for public comment at
each Department of State Health Services council meeting.

Senator Royce West: Were you-- did you par cipate in the
abortion facility reg-- rules and regulations?

Ellen Cooper: I have in the ones-- in the amendments and the
new rules that have come into place in the last several years.



Senator Royce West: Now, let me ask: did the issue of having the
same standards as a ASC ever come up during this process?

Ellen Cooper: Not that I'm aware of, no.

Senator Royce West: You're not saying that it didn't; you're just
not-- you're just not aware of it?

Ellen Cooper: In the me that I've been with the Department, in
approximately four years, I've not known of any sort of sugges on
of that.

Senator Royce West: When were these rules first put in place,
do you recall? I'm not-- I don't mean to--

Ellen Cooper: I don't trust-- I don't trust my memory right now.

Senator Royce West: But it was before you were involved in the
process?

Ellen Cooper: Yes, sir. That's correct.

Senator Royce West: Okay. Is there any record of anything that
would show us whether or not some of the same provisions that
are currently being recommended, i.e. the ASC, were considered
during the rulemaking process for licensed abortion facilities?

Ellen Cooper: I can say in general that, because there are
comparable issues in a variety of healthcare facili es-- hospitals,
ASCs, abor on facili es-- issues around infec on control and
quality assurance and so forth, there are some comparable
regula ons that are all taken into account that are common to a



lot of these types.

Senator Royce West: The point I'm ge ng to here is, if indeed
the agency-- and I'm not asking to say one way because I don't
want to get you involved in a poli cal issue-- the regula ons that
have been promulgated-- and I shouldn't say promulgated--
adopted-- by your agency, they're to make certain that the health
and wel-- welfare of those that use these services are not
compromised. Is that correct?

Ellen Cooper: That's correct.

Senator Royce West: Okay, and-- so if indeed you thought that
the current regulations-- "you" being the agency--

Ellen Cooper: Right.

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Royce West: --would nega vely impact as a result of
cases, as a result of incidents in the state of Texas, would those
rules have-- be revisited?

Ellen Cooper: Yes, sir. They would.

Senator Royce West: Have those rules been revisited?

Ellen Cooper: They have. Several mes they have been
amended in the last few years.

Senator Royce West: Has it been as a result of some incident
that occurred at a licensed abortion facility?



Ellen Cooper: No, sir, it has not.

Senator Royce West: How many incidents have occurred at the
licensed abortion facilities in the state of Texas?

Ellen Cooper: We don't have the exact data to indicate an exact
number of incidents.

Senator Royce West: But if there was a significant number, you
would know that, wouldn't you?

Ellen Cooper: I would say we're always aware-- if there were
ever to be a death, there are several mechanisms for repor ng,
including immediate reporting to the department.

Senator Royce West: So, based on--

Ellen Cooper: Maternal death.

Senator Royce West: Maternal death. Based on what the
department has done as of today at least, you believe that the
department is of the belief that there is an adequate regula on
infrastructure in place in order to maintain the health and
wellbeing of women in the state of Texas as relates to the
abortion facilities.

Ellen Cooper: Yes, sir, that's correct.

Senator Royce West: Thank you.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Madame Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Zaffirini, before I recognize you I



want to acknowledge that Senator Campbell has joined us. She is
not a member of the commi ee, but we welcome our non-
commi ee members. And I saw Senator El fe and now I don't. So
thank you for joining us. Senator Zaffirini.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Ms. Cooper. When I asked
about resource witnesses earlier--

[Laughter in the chamber.]

Senator Judith Zaffirini: When I asked about resource witnesses
and their availability earlier, there was specifically a
representa ve from your agency that I wanted to ask some
ques ons to, so thank you for being with us. A few follow-up
ques ons to Senator West: first of all, how do the regula ons--
the current regula ons for each facility that your agency
regulates-- ensure pa ent safety? Are there some generic
standards?

Ellen Cooper: It-- we regulate such a wide array of facility types--
everything from substance abuse treatment facili es, birthing
centers, and so forth and so on-- and so you really can't compare
them per se; each one is so unique. But again, when it comes to
any sort of procedures, surgeries, those sorts of things, there are
a lot of commonali es that would exist there in, in a mul tude of
facility types.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: So, basically, when you deal with
licensed abor on facili es and Ambulatory Surgical Centers, you
have the requirements that are listed on this par cular handout,
correct?



Ellen Cooper: I haven't seen that handout, but there are a lot of
comparable requirements.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: You were here for the tes mony of Ms.
Miller?

Ellen Cooper: Yes, I was.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Was there anything she said in response
to my questions that you disagree with?

Ellen Cooper: I can't say that I would, but I may not have heard
every word, so--

Senator Judith Zaffirini: But generally you agree with what you
heard?

Ellen Cooper: Yes, generally I do.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Good. Based on your inspec ons of
abor on clinics, are there any findings that would indicate that
there is a problem with the safety of the healthcare delivered in
those particular facilities?

Ellen Cooper: As with all of our facili es, we-- we go in and we
inves gate, should there ever be a report of a complaint or a
concern. We go in annually at a minimum into abor on facili es
to conduct inspec ons rou nely. It's common for basically every
facility type, when they have their annual surveys or inspec ons
or inves ga ons, there-- there may be some issues that are found
that-- it wouldn't be unexpected to find some things, so it's kind of
a difficult ques on to answer. Generally speaking, compared with



the other facility types, I have not been aware of any par cular
concerns. I can say that.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: So you said that you inspect the
abortion clinics annually?

Ellen Cooper: That's correct.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: What about Ambulatory Surgical
Centers?

Ellen Cooper: They try to get out there every three years. It's not
necessarily-- it's not necessarily every three years. It can be
some mes as much as up to six years, just because of the volume
and staff and the requirements.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: So licensed abor on facili es are
inspected by your agency every year?

Ellen Cooper: Yes.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: But Ambulatory Surgical Centers are
inspected by your agency every three, or perhaps as many as six,
years?

Ellen Cooper: Correct.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I see. That's very interes ng. Are the
inspections to abortion facilities announced or unannounced?

Ellen Cooper: They're unannounced.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: So they can't prepare for you?



Ellen Cooper: No, they can't.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Are abor on clinics the only facili es
regulated by your agency that receive such frequent inspections?

Ellen Cooper: We actually go to two other facility types. One,
currently the free-standing emergency centers are annually at
this me, as well as one other: special care facili es are visited
annually.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: So they're held to a very high standard,
at least as far as inspections go.

Ellen Cooper: Correct.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Now, your website indicates that one
abor on clinic was cited for a deficiency in the last year. What
was that deficiency and how did you ensure that it was corrected?

Ellen Cooper: Well, I do need to clarify that deficiencies are
commonly cited during rou ne inspec ons, so-- and
inves ga ons. So what you see on that website are elevated
enforcement ac ons, where there's been a final enforcement
ac on that's occurred with a facility as a result of deficiencies or a
deficiency that rose to a higher level, if that makes sense.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: It does. But what was the deficiency and
how was it corrected?

Ellen Cooper: I believe the deficiency was related to incorrect
repor ng. I don't know the specifics because that-- that relies on
my memory too much. I would hate to say anything incorrectly.



Senator Judith Zaffirini: All right. Were there any deficiencies
reported for Ambulatory Surgical Centers during the same period?

Ellen Cooper: Yes. What you find on our website is elevated
enforcement ac ons that have occurred with the different facility
types over a period of one year. So from May 2012 through May
2013, there are, I believe, six for Ambulatory Surgical Centers
currently posted, as far as elevated enforcement.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: So you have had fewer issues, then, with
abor on clinics than you have with Ambulatory Surgical Centers;
at least, according to your website.

Ellen Cooper: I don't know. You can't necessarily compare that
because there are a different number of abor on facili es versus
Ambulatory Surgical Centers. So, you know, there's 421 ASCs and
there's currently, as of today, 36 abortion facilities. So--

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Would you say that the ASCs are safer
than the abortion clinics?

Ellen Cooper: No, I can't say that. I can't say one way or the
other.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: So, if you can't say that the ASCs are
safer than the abor on clinics, then could you say that by mee ng
the requirements of the ASCs, the abor on facili es would be
made safer?

Ellen Cooper: I wouldn't be able to say that, no.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: You wouldn't be able to, or you don't



want to?

Ellen Cooper: I-- again-- it's kind of-- in a lot of ways and
par cularly for the department, it's apples and oranges; and so
it's really difficult to assess that without it being a general-- I don't
want to say "opinion", but it would be more of an opinion.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Now, are all abor ons a er 16 weeks
required to be performed at an ASC?

Ellen Cooper: Yes, or a hospital.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Or a hospital. And do those ASCs perform
both medical and surgical abortions?

Ellen Cooper: Actually, I believe that the ASCs are only
performing surgical abor ons; medical abor ons are-- are
generally in the abortion facilities.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: So then, the abor on facili es perform
abortions only before the 16 weeks?

Ellen Cooper: Yes, correct.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I see. Are there any differences in
complica ons reported for the same procedures performed at an
abortion clinic compared to those at an ASC?

Ellen Cooper: I don't have that information.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: What is your education level?

Ellen Cooper: Mine?



Senator Judith Zaffirini: Yes.

Ellen Cooper: I have a Bachelor's in psychology, a Master's in
social work, and a Master's in nursing.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: A Master's in nursing?

Ellen Cooper: Uh-huh.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Good, so then you can answer my
ques on. To your knowledge, is there any health-related reason
to require medical abortions to be performed in an ASC?

Ellen Cooper: I can say that it's medica on administra on, so
there's no surgical procedure involved. You wouldn't need an
operating room.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Do surgical abor ons require an
incision?

Ellen Cooper: No, they do not.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: If not, is there any health-related reason
to require surgical abortions to be performed at an ASC?

Ellen Cooper: I-- I would really want to defer that to a physician
who-- who performs the actual procedures, as opposed to myself.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: All right. Well, in your capacity as a
registered nurse with a Master's degree and a representa ve of
the Department of Health Services, do you believe that a pa ent
would be safer receiving a surgical abor on at an ASC versus an



abortion facility?

Ellen Cooper: There's no reason for me to think that one is safer
than the other.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. Thank you, Madame Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, moving on to our next witness. Thank
you; stick around, don't go too far. Mr. Snead?

Carter Snead: Yes. I'm Professor of Law at the University of Notre
Dame. I'm here to provide tes mony on a narrow ques on,
namely whether SB1's prohibi on on abor on at or a er 20weeks
post-fer liza on is lawful under the United States Cons tu on.
There is absolutely nothing in the text, history, or tradi on of the
U.S. Cons tu on that precludes the state of Texas from extending
the most basic protec ons of the law to 20-week-old or older
unborn children who are capable of experiencing pain. For your
purposes as legislators, this is sufficient cons tu onal warrant to
enact the modest restric on on abor on that SB1 provides.
Moreover, there are no precedents in the Supreme Court that
speak precisely to the very unique features of the proposed 20-
week abor on ban. This provides addi onal cons tu onal
grounds to enact SB1.

I will now reflect briefly on how relevant Supreme Court
precedents bear on SB1. At the heart of the court's jurisprudence
has been a quest to strike a balance between the state's interest
in the lives of unborn children at all stages of pregnancy and a
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woman's liberty and interest in seeking an abor on. Jus ce
Kennedy, whose vote is always decisive, has clearly signaled an
openness to the possibility of new state interests that might
affect the calculus of competing claims in this area of the law.

Texas has recently iden fied a state interest never before
considered, namely its duty to protect unborn children capable of
experiencing the excrucia ng pain involved in an abor on. The
capacity of unborn children to experience pain by 20 weeks
gesta on is a decidedly new and deeply salient moral fact that
weighs heavily in favor of the unborn child in the balance crucial
to the court's jurisprudence that provides a novel,
cons tu onally significant interest that the state may invoke to
justify SB1.

This new informa on about the nature of the unborn child
forces us to confront the fact that she is one of us, not merely
insofar as she is a living member of the human species, but also in
that she experiences pain, much as we do, perhaps even more
acutely. This insight about who the unborn child is offers a new
and overwhelming jus fica on to limit abor ons, certainly to the
very modest extent the-- that SB1 would. And I submi ed
tes mony that ex-- that is a more extended analysis of the
Supreme Court precedent, so I'm happy to answer any ques ons
that you all might have regarding my tes mony, so thank you for
your attention.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Ques ons and
res-- Doctor Ren-- [unintelligible]

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Oh, I'm sorry.



Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Zaffirini?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Professor Snead, what evidence do you
have that an unborn child would-- experiences fetal pain at 20
weeks?

Carter Snead: Well, that's-- I'm a legal expert. The ques on is--
the ques on is, is the interest in fetal pain a legi mate interest, a
new interest that would jus fy a state like Texas to act on behalf
of the unborn child? You all will hear from medical experts that
will tes fy to the substan al medical evidence on that par cular
point. That's not something that I'm an expert in. But I will say one
thing: a legal point that is relevant to your question, however, is in
2007 the Supreme Court in Gonzales v. Carhart said that you all as
legislators are permi ed, consistent with the Cons tu on, to
evaluate medical evidence, including compe ng opinions of
medical evidence by experts, and to take a posi on on that
particular question.

You'll recall in 2007 the case was about par al birth abor on--
intact dila on and extrac on abor ons. There was a
disagreement among medical experts about whether there was
any circumstance in which that procedure would be medically
indicated. And the court, the various, the U.S. government, the
federal par al birth abor on ban of 2003 took a posi on as to
who they thought was right on the ques on of the medical
necessity, and then the courts, of course, held an eviden ary
hearing on that very question.

And what Jus ce Kennedy said in his opinion in 2007 is that just
because there's disagreement on a point about medical evidence
doesn't mean that you all can't act in the face of such



disagreement, if you're convinced that substan al medical
evidence supports the view under consideration. So you all should
feel free to evaluate the evidence that's prev-- presented, and
make a judgment on your own about which you think is more
compelling to support your legislative decisions.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Are you familiar with Senator Hegar's
Senate Bill 13 from the first special session?

Carter Snead: No, ma'am, I'm not.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: --focused solely on the 20-weeks unborn
child in fetal pain.

Carter Snead: Okay, so what you're saying is there was a bill
that-- that was separate from the regulatory dimension that you
all have been discussing so far.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Correct; Senate Bill 13.

Carter Snead: Right.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: And your opinion is that bill-- or do you
have an opinion regarding whether that par cular part of Senate
Bill 1 is so important that it should be separated into a bill that is
not related to these other issues, such as the standards of
facility?

Carter Snead: So my, my-- I would have to read that bill to-- to
make a judgment like that. Now, the sec on that I'm tes fying on
regards the prohibi on on 20 weeks. I only looked at that
par cular ques on to determine whether or not that was a



sufficiently new compelling state interest to warrant restric ons
on abor on even at 20 weeks, before-- at least, currently under
medical technology-- before viability of the child is, is, is extant.

So, so just t-- to answer your ques on, though, it seems to me
that, um, that it is a very weighty interest that I think the court
would treat as a new interest. If you-- if one were to speculate
how a different jus ce system would vote, because at the end of
the day what ma ers most is what Jus ce Kennedy's view is on
this ques on. Jus ce Kennedy has signaled an openness to these
new interests, and I think there's very strong reason to believe
that he would support a, a bill that was rooted in concerns about
unborn children experiencing pain as sufficiently jus fiable t--to
warrant this outcome.

Now I understand that tha-- the, the bill has a severability
provision, so that if a certain aspect to the bill were struck down,
other-- other aspects of the bill would survive. But I'm not-- I'm not
familiar with-- with the-- with the earlier bill. But I do think, just
speaking on my own, without taking a posi on on the regulatory
strictures that you all have been discussing, that this is a very
significant concern, and, and I think that you all are-- are more
than justified in acting on the interest of a 20-week unborn child.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: To clarify then, and to underscore your
point, you are a professor of law.

Carter Snead: That's exactly right.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Your tes mony is about the
cons tu onality of the issues; you're not under any
circumstances providing us with medical evidence that an unborn



child experiences fetal pain.

Carter Snead: That's exactly right. That's exactly right.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Taylor, you were next?

Senator Larry Taylor: Thank you, Ms. Chairman, Madam Chair. I
just wanted to know: how do federal courts handle other states'
fetal pain laws?

Carter Snead: They're-- that's a great ques on. So the only
federal court-- a federal court of appeals-- that has issued an
opinion is-- is the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit, which of
course as you may know is headquartered in California-- is, is one
of the most-- is the most, by far, overruled court in the country.
And what they held, in evalua ng a law in Arizona that is
dis nguishable from this law, they found that law to be
uncons tu onal. But that's a diff-- we can talk about the
differences between this law and that law, if you like, and al-- and
there's also a dist-- a federal district court-- but I should say,
before the 9th Circuit took that posi on, a federal district court in
Arizona actually affirmed the Arizona law. He was reversed by the-
- the court of appeals.

And then there's a district court judge in Idaho who, I
understand, also overturned an Idaho law on the grounds that,
um, that the-- and it was, it was sort of unelaborated. But the
main grounds was he thought that the law conflicted with the
Supreme Court precedent, Planned Parenthood vs. Casey, which I--
I think is-- is a-- is a misreading of that opinion. I'm happy to



elaborate as to why I think that is. I think the strongest reading of
those precedents-- in fact, let me go ahead and do that.

So the issue is-- the ques on is viability, right? The-- viability
was iden fied in 1992 in a place called in a-- in a case called
Planned Parenthood v. Casey. It's an important marker at and a er
which the state had a very important and pressing interest in the--
in ac ng in the name of the unborn child, also ac ng in-- in the
integrity of the medical-- on behalf of the integrity of the medical
profession and so on.

So what the court in Casey did, what the court was trying to do,
was to try to actually give states more la tude than Roe v. Wade
had given them to restrict abor on. And so they said, instead of
Roe's trimester framework, which created a kind of sliding-scale of
state interests that was weak in the first and second trimesters
and then very strong-- or in principle very strong in the third
trimester, they said we're going to adopt basically a pre-viability
vs. post-viability dichotomy. And what they're going-- and so at
viability or a er viability, the state's interest is, is very strong in
the-- and the courts and states can ban abor on subject to
certain narrow exceptions for life and health of the mother.

But even before viability, the court said that the state can act to
restrict abor on, so long as it doesn't unduly burden a woman's
right to abor on. However, it did say, it made a point of saying
that the state can enact regula ons that can make it more
difficult to get an abor on, or even more expensive to get an
abor on. So, if one looks at what the Court was trying to do with
viability, you actually see why the fetal pain ra onale is-- is
compelling.



What the court has always been trying to do since 1973 is
iden fy lines that it could draw to dis nguish state interests that
are weighty enough to jus fy restric ons on abor on; and what
this law does, what the fetal pain law does, is actually provide a
new line based on the fetal pain ra onale that Senator Zaffirini
and I have been discussing. But actually, it's arguably stronger
than the viability-- than the viability ra onale. Because viability,
at the end of the day, doesn't really say much about the moral
status of the unborn child; what it is, is about ul mately the sort
of respiratory, lung development-- it doesn't track the usual
norma ve markers that people talk about when they're asking
ques ons about who the unborn child is, and what do we owe to
her, and how does that rela ons-- how does that obliga on stand
in rela on to other goods like women's freedoms to make
decisions about their medical decision-making.

So what's interes ng here is, the, the court's emphasis on
viability actually shores up support for this new ra onale--
namely, the fetal pain ra onale that we've been, we've been
discussing-- it's a line, like viability, that signals a moment-- and
this is the court's exact words-- "where the independent existence
of a second life can in reason and all fairness be the object of
state protec on." The no on of a being that can experience pain
is a very strong ra onale to establish a second person whose
interests can be properly be taken into account by the state. So,
um, so this is-- this is-- I think the-- this is how Jus ce Kennedy, I
think, would read Casey; how he would extend it and apply it to
this particular instance.

Senator Larry Taylor: Thank you, th--



Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, Senator West, you're next; but I
would ask all members to please keep your ques ons
streamlined, out of respect to all the people standing out there.

Senator Royce West: Thank you very much for your tes mony.
Right now, then, in the 9th circuit and in other circuits too, we
have preliminary injunctions against this 20-week ban.

Carter Snead: I think there are four-- my understanding-- you
may, you might have more current informa on than I do-- my
understanding is there's a-- there are injunc ons in Arizona, in
Georgia, the Georgia Fulton County Court, based on the Georgia
State Cons tu on, enjoined the-- the Georgia fetal pain bill, is-- I
think there are actually three jurisdic ons in which that's the
case. In Arkansas, they enjoined a fetal heartbeat law, which
included a part that related to fetal pain, but my understanding is
that the fetal pain provision is s ll in effect in Arkansas; it's only
the fetal heartbeat law that's been enjoined.

Senator Royce West: So this is going back to Supreme Court,
bottom line.

Carter Snead: For sure; yeah, absolutely, I would think so. And
that's why-- that's why my tes mony focuses on Supreme Court
precedent rather than on, for example, 5th circuit precedent,
which of course governs you all. The 9th circuit is-- governs a
region of the western part of the country; you all are, as you well
know, in the 5th circuit. So I think, for your purposes, if I were in
your seat, what I would most want to think about is how the
Supreme Court likely to deal with this very novel state interest
that you're asser ng in children who are capable of experiencing
pain.



Senator Royce West: What's, what's the concept of
'insurmountable'-- 'insurmountable obstacle'?

Carter Snead: The word was 'substan al obstacle' to the court,
it's a very-- so it's, it's not surprising-- Planned Parenthood v. Casey
is a pre y confusing opinion. It says, it says pre-viability there's--
there should be no-- on the one hand, there should be no undue
burden on a woman's right to make the ul mate decision to, to
obtain an abor on. An undue burden is defined-- it's not really a
defini on, it's sort of a synonym as 'substan al 'obstacle'; hard to
know what that means. But in the next breath the court says 'of
course states can take the step of restricting abortion in the name
of other good--

Senator Royce West: On your point of--

Carter Snead: Yes, sir.

Senator Royce West: --in terms of the Supreme Court, have they
had an occasion here to define what an undue burden is?

Carter Snead: No, all we can do is to look at what they have
affirmed is not an undue burden. In fact, since Casey, there's only
one restric on on abor on that's ever been struck down, based
on the undue burden standard, and that is a spousal no fica on
provision of the Pennsylvania Abor on Control Act. This is also
important, I think, if I was trying to imagine what the court would
do.

Jus ce Kennedy, who would be the 5th vote obviously on this
kind of a case, has never struck down any restric on on abor on
that he's ever considered except for spousal no fica on. So



wai ng periods, informed consent, the-- a whole array of, of, of
restric ons-- par al birth abor on bans-- those have all been
affirmed. And the par al birth abor on bans is especially
interes ng, because that applied pre-viability and post-viability.
And so Jus ce Kennedy affirmed that ban on a par cular
procedure of abor on in 2007. So, all we can do is to draw
inferences about what an undue burden is by looking at what the
Court strikes down, and the only thing they've struck down-- 5
jus ces of course being the most important number in this case--
is spousal notification privilege-- sorry, provision.

Senator Royce West: Thank you very much.

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Rodríguez?

Senator José Rodríguez: Yes, just one ques on, I just wanted to
follow up-- and I know you've stated you're not passing judgment
on medical evidence. You're not a doctor, you're here as a legal
expert.

Carter Snead: Right.

Senator José Rodríguez: But as a legal expert, though, when you
make a reference to the requirements-- or the statements that
there is a substan al evidence to support the fetal pain, have you
actually looked at the body of evidence out there to determine
whether there's substan al evidence or not, as a lawyer?
Because normally one would do that.

Carter Snead: That's a good ques on, Senator. Thank you for
asking that ques on. I am-- I am again not an expert on the
medical neurological development of-- of the unborn child from



gesta on throughout the process un l birth. I'm aware that there
is a-- a very large body of peer-reviewed evidence that you all will
consider. And it's of course your-- it's your responsibility to review
that evidence and decide what you think about it and determine--
I mean, you're-- you're elected representa ves and, and you're--
you-- it's your job to consider all of that evidence. There will, I
imagine, be experts who will testify on these particular questions;
they'll probably almost certainly people who disagree with each
other about it as they do on all scientific questions.

All I can say in response to your ques on is as a-- as a lawyer,
not a-- not a scien fic expert, that there is-- I am aware there is a
large body of peer-reviewed evidence that points to the
neurological development of the unborn child at 20 weeks that
would-- that convinces experts that they do experience pain. I
understand also that there are those who disagree with that
proposi on. And they're-- so, again, all I can do is to tell you that
you should feel empowered to look at all the evidence and make a
judgment about what you find persuasive in this par cular area;
and the Supreme Court and the Cons tu on allows you to make
that judgment and act accordingly.

Senator José Rodríguez: Right. And I guess the-- the ques on
here is, you said that you're aware there's a body of evidence out
there. The ques on would be: is it a substan al body of evidence?
And one would also want to weigh the--

Carter Snead: Right.

Senator José Rodríguez: --the reports and the-- and the
qualifications and the findings of the various reports.



Carter Snead: Absolutely, yeah.

Senator José Rodríguez: I think those of us who would look at
this as-- they pointed to the American Medical Associa on's
journal as the-- the leading evidence on this issue--

Carter Snead: Are you referring to the 2005 article? That's so.

[Crosstalk.]

Senator José Rodríguez: Yes, yes, and there's other reports.

Carter Snead: Yeah. Yes. I'm not an expert. My understanding is
that the 2005 ar cle is, from my understanding, a li le bit
controversial. There was-- the editor of the journal of the
American Medical Associa on noted that the author of that
ar cle, who was a medical student, not a medical prac oner,
who was also affiliated with-- with an abor on prac ce and I think
maybe even the Na onal Abor on Rights Ac on League. That
there were certain kinds of poten al conflicts of interest wri en
by-- and that was a literature review, that wasn't actually an
experiment or any kind of research that was performed directly, is
my recollec on, I could be wrong about that. But-- and I think that
was 2005 so, that being 8 years ago, my understanding is that
there's subsequent evidence.

Again, I understand recently in the House of Representa ves,
there was a hearing and Dr. Maureen Condic who is a-- a neuro--
neuroscien st from Utah tes fied that in her judgment, that all
the neurological structures-- and she was cer-- and she's a well-
regarded, you know, expert in this par cular area. But again, I
don't want to take your job from you; your job is to look at the



evidence, decide what you think is most compelling, and make a
decision accordingly. But--

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you.

Carter Snead: Yeah. Please. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Doctor-- Senator Campbell?

Senator Donna Campbell: Thank you, Madam Chair. I just would
like to say with-- regarding pain and the scien fic evidence that
we have for the pain receptors in the body, the-- there is in the
literature, Senator, numerous ar cles, especially in the
anesthesia literature that supports what we're saying about the
fetal pain, not just one ar cle that may have, may have ques ons
about conflict of interest, but-- and even in the anesthesia
literature, when it talks about-- some are, some are not making a
decision about, you know, pro-life or pro-choice, they're literally
just defining the nocioceptors, the pain receptors that actually
come from the brain; they are developed by 20 weeks, 5 months.

And so I guess I would say, I've got those ar cles in my office, I'm
happy to share those with you. And I think when people look at the
medical specialties that deal with pain, anesthesia tops the list of
those special es that deal with pain. So I do have that and I'm
happy to provide that to any of you. Thank you, Madam Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Dr Romberg.

Ma hew Romberg:  Good morning. My name is Ma hew
Romberg and I am here today to voice my opposi on to Senate Bill
1. I am a board-cer fied obstetrician/gynecologist, and a fellow of
the American Congress of OB/GYNs, or ACOG. I am providing each
of you with a copy of my statement and three ar cles from the
peer-reviewed journal of ACOG that I'll be referencing today. You
will also get a copy of a statement from the Texas District of the
American Congress of OB/GYNs.

In over ten years of my direct involvement in the reproduc ve
healthcare of women, I have unfortunately forgo en many of the
names and faces of the pa ents that I had the pleasure of caring
for as they welcomed a new arrival into their family. I chose my
specialty in part so I could par cipate in what many of my
patients consider one of the happiest days of their lives.

However, another unfortunate reality exists: it is my inability to
forget the pa ents who have a poor outcome. One such pa ent
arrived at my office with her husband for their 20-week
ultrasound. Such an ultrasound is considered the standard of
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care, and while most women remember this ultrasound as the
first me they were told the gender of their developing fetus, the
purpose of the exam is to screen for fetal anatomic abnormalities.

The 20-weeks gesta onal age is o en the earliest me in a
pregnancy that all fetal anatomy can be accurately evaluated,
and it is a er this examina on that a pa ent may first be referred
to a maternal fetal medicine, or MFM, specialist if an abnormality
is suspected.

The first thing I told my pa ent and her husband was that they
were expec ng a baby girl. Their excitement, and indeed my own,
quickly evaporated when the next thing I said was that there was
a problem. There was evidence of a, a signi-- of a significant fetal
hydrops, a condi on associated with fetal heart failure. The
findings were severe enough that a subsequent analysis by an
MFM specialist suggested the chance of fetal survival at less than
5%.

Part of the counseling I share with all of my pregnant pa ents is
that my goal as their obstetrician is a healthy mother and a
healthy baby, and in that order. As soon as my pa ent above
received such a dire prognosis for her pregnancy, my priority
became the mother, thereby obliga ng me to discuss her risks
and benefits of prolonging versus ending her pregnancy.

Never is it safer to carry a fetus to term than to end a
pregnancy. Never. Yes, there are risks and complica ons
associated with ending a pregnancy, but each such risk is greater
if a woman carries a pregnancy to term. Senate Bill 1 blindly
focuses on the risks and ignores the benefits, joining a collec on
of laws limi ng access to a safe procedure when the alterna ve is



riskier.

Par cipants in medicine and public health should never focus
on risks alone, but unfortunately the late press and the
legislatures o en do just that. The authors of the original Senate
Bill-- an orthopedic surgeon, an ophthalmologist, and a family
prac oner-- mask their blatant opposi on to reproduc ve
choice with a façade of pa ent safety arising from their medical
credentials.

Even legislatures who want to outlaw abor on except when the
procedure will protect the health of the mother are ignorant of
the fact that the excep on is true 100% of the me. To
paraphrase one of the ar cles I gave you today, abor on will
always be a medical procedure that individuals will view
differently, with their own personal reasons for suppor ng or
condoning a woman's right to control her body. As a society we
must agree to disagree, based upon our own poli cal and
religious views concerning abor on. However, regardless of these
personal views, every woman deserves factual medical
informa on whenever she is facing a decision of whether or not to
end a pregnancy. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Senator West?

Senator Royce West: Just a-- because I'm not a doctor, and so I'm
at kind of a disadvantage whenever Doctor Campbell, Senator
Campbell, talks about literature that says that on the issue of
fetal pain, and more specifically the specialty of anesthesiology,
that there's literature that says that there is pain. Now, have you
had any experiences in that par cular area, or have you had an
opportunity to talk with individuals with experience in that area,



that have an opinion concerning, quote unquote, "fetal pain"?

Matthew Romberg: No, I have not.

Senator Royce West: So when we talk about that issue you don't
have the wherewithal to be--

Matthew Romberg: Correct.

Senator Royce West: --a specialist, or give us really any good
testimony on that.

Matthew Romberg: Correct.

Senator Royce West: All right, thank you.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Madam Chair [unintelligible].

Senator Jane Nelson: Doctor, you said you gave us some wri en
testimony?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Madam Chair, I don't believe I have that
written testimony.

Senator Jane Nelson: We will find out. We will, in two seconds.

Matthew Romberg: A small pile. [laughter]

Senator Jane Nelson: And I will tell the members of this
commi ee, I'm gonna distribute-- I thought it had all been
distributed from before-- then for those others, instead of having
people walk back and forth in front of us, I'm gonna ask to hold the
tes mony and give it to each senator in a big packet, unless the



person wants to have it passed down during their testimony.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: All right, but it would help us to ask
questions.

Senator Jane Nelson: To what?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: If we would have it. I know with the first
witness it was very helpful

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Jane Nelson: Well, these-- I had assumed that all four of
these have been passed down. Do you have a ques on, Senator?
Go ahead.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Yes. Doctor, are you aware of any quote,
"substan al evidence" unquote, that an unborn child feels pain at
20 weeks?

Ma hew Romberg:  No, I am not. I can't imagine when-- the
Senator discusses anesthesiology: yes, they're experts in pain;
experts in management of-- of fetal pain is something they've
never done. Really, if there are studies that she's referencing,
they have to be based upon basic science, that is, dealing with
tissue samples, I imagine.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Well, Senate Bill 1 says there is
substan al evidence. Are you aware of any evidence, any
scien fic evidence at all, that an unborn child who is 20 weeks old
feels pain?



Matthew Romberg: No, I am not.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: None?

Matthew Romberg: None.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: You know of opinions, just no evidence.

Matthew Romberg: Correct.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Okay. Where are you from, Doctor?

Matthew Romberg: Here in Austin.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: In Aus n. Thank you. Oh-- one more
ques on. You heard my ques ons to an earlier witness, the
representa ve from the state agency in charge of health services,
and she testified that abortion facilities are inspected once a year
but Ambulatory Surgical Centers are inspected every three,
perhaps every six years. If this bill passes, do you believe that
abor on facili es should, instead of being inspected every year,
be inspected every three to six years?

Ma hew Romberg:  I would suggest perhaps that their annual
inspec on is-- is somewhat overzealous. Whether or not it would
be beneficial to pa ent safety if they're examined every three
years would not be a good idea.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: But under current law, then abor on
facili es are subject to a higher requirement, annual inspec ons,
than they would be if Senate Bill 1 were to pass.



Matthew Romberg: Absolutely.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: I'd like to ask you one ques on in follow-up
to Senator Zaffirini's ques on. Can you say, absolutely, certain--
with certainty-- that a 20-week old fetus does not feel pain?

Matthew Romberg: No, I can't say that.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Senator Rodríguez, you were
next.

Senator José Rodríguez: Just a brief ques on on the doctor-
pa ent rela onship. We read a lot about that rela onship being
eroded by legisla on like Senate Bill 1. I know the Texas Medical
Associa on has indicated that to us, and others as well. Can you
elaborate for us what that erosion consists of? How would-- can
you specify-- how is that rela onship being eroded by this type of
legislation?

Ma hew Romberg:  Oh, I think we could we could talk ad
nauseam about how that that could be set forth. I think that a
ques on that I'm o en asked is when do I-- when do I think that
life begins. And my answer is it doesn't ma er when I think it
begins. And it doesn't ma er when y'all think it begins. It ma ers
when the pa ent, in my room, with me, thinks that it ends or
begins. And by pu ng forth legisla on like this, you're-- you're
interfering with my patient's ability to make that decision.

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you.



Senator Jane Nelson: Well, let me follow up with that-- I said I
was going to not ask ques ons--if a pa ent comes to you and does
not believe that life begins un l the baby has been inside the
mother for eight months, do you believe that that mother should
have the right to terminate that baby's life?

Ma hew Romberg:  Oh, I think it would be hard for me not to
interject my personal feelings that-- at that point, in that
scenario, at eight months.

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay. Senator Garcia?

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Just a quick ques on. Doctor, you were
here when Ms. Miller tes fied and-- and told us about the
comparison of the clinics that she runs as health clinics, and the
ASCs that she runs, and that she saw no difference in the safety
record?

Ma hew Romberg:  Yes. I-- I'm sorry, can you ask the ques on
again?

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Well, were you here in--

Matthew Romberg: Yes.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: --when Ms. Miller tes fied, and she was
talking about how-- how her group manages both the ASCs and
regular health clinics that provide abor ons, and that she saw no
real difference.



Matthew Romberg: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: And you recall that she said that she saw
no real difference in the safety records?

Matthew Romberg: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Would you agree that that-- would you
agree with her, or have you observed any other-- other-- anything
differently?

Matthew Romberg: No, I have not observed anything differently.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Thank you. Well, thank you, I just
wondered. Thank you.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, let me make an announcement
before we go to our next witness. The line for oral tes mony,
obviously, is closed, and all who wish to provide oral tes mony
have now registered. We are now going to reopen for cards either
for or against and wri en. We are going to allow those who wish
to register a posi on or those who wish to submit wri en
tes mony to do so un l 9 p.m. this evening; and at 9 p.m., we are
going to try to draw a line so that we can start entering all these
people into our records. So, 9 p.m. They've got 9 hours to come
and sign up. Yes, Senator Zaffirini?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: One simple ques on: you said that we
were not going to vote on the Senate bill, so would wait for the
House bill to come up?

Senator Jane Nelson: That is correct.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: But at that me, are you going to hear
testimony again, or is--?

Senator Jane Nelson: No.

http://youtu.be/07su5ArRwtI


Senator Judith Zaffirini: This is the testimony--

Senator Jane Nelson: This is the testimony.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: --for the House bill.

Senator Jane Nelson: Correct, correct.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Dr. Love? Go ahead.

Mikeal Love: Good morning. My name is Dr. Mikeal Love. I am
here to support Senate Bill 1. I am represen ng myself, not any
hospital or any other organiza on. I'm a board-cer fied OB/GYN,
who prac ces here in Aus n. In addi on to that, I am chairman of
the CME commi ee which oversees physician educa on for seven
area hospitals. I'm also a member of the American College of
Medical Quality, a new and upcoming college to support the
quality in medicine.

I want to speak to several issues. Number one is requiring
hospital privileges for physicians who perform abor ons. This is
considered the standard of care. It maintains a pa ent-physician
rela onship. It does not erode the pa ent-physician rela onship;
it actually strengthens it. If we look at ACOG Prac cal
[unintelligible] Number 67, it says that surgical cure age must be
available on a 24-hour basis for cases of hemorrhage. Clinicians
who wish to provide medical abor on services either should be
trained in surgical abor on or should work in the conjunc on with
a clinician who is trained in that surgical abor on. The FDA also
mirrors this same recommendation.



In regards to the FDA regula ons, FDA, which approved it first in
2000, has subsequently reapproved their protocol most recently
in June of 2011. A very interes ng study that has been glossed
over by-- in the states is the study of Finland in the Obstetrics and
Gynecology, also known as the Green Journal, which addresses
the complica ons found in medical abor on versus surgical
abor on. What is unique about this ar cle is it is not a research-
based protocol but a community-based research. It shows the
actual complica ons of medical abor ons to be at 20% versus
5.6% for surgical abor ons. I've included that in the packet and
will be happy to discuss that with you.

Whenever a drug is administered that has the poten al serious
side-effects, the physician should be there and readily available.
Finally, I support raising the standards of abor on facili es.
There's always poten al for complica ons when using
medica ons such as this. That's the reason why we administer
methotrexate for ectopic pregnancies in controlled se ngs as
well, because of the risk of complications.

I think it's important to remember that this is not an issue of
restric ng services, but improving safety for the pa ent and
meeting the standard of care to protect women. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Senator Deuell?

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you. Thank you all for being here. Dr.
Love, what --you've heard the arguments against requiring an
abor on center to be an Ambulatory Surgical Clinic. Would you
perhaps just briefly outline why you think that they should be?

Mikeal Love: Well, actually, more importantly, I spoke to a



person who has specialized in safety in medical quality in this
area for over 20 years, and when I spoke to this person, I said, you
know: give me your opinion of where is it safest to have these
procedures performed. She deals with inspec ons on a yearly
basis both of Ambulatory Surgery Centers and hospitals, and she
said by far and away an Ambulatory Surgery Center is safer. It has
a higher level of responsibility.

And in addi on, these are inspected not only by the
department of health services, but they're inspected by JCAHO
and several other organiza ons that provide this. Basically the
reason that entails because they take Medicaid and Medicare
dollars. So, you know, it's kind of a-- we're looking at this from one
viewpoint of only the state health department inspec ng it, but
when you have na onal organiza ons that also inspect these
facili es, they have a-- pre y much a higher level of care that they
have to respond to.

Senator Bob Deuell: Would you acknowledge that there
probably are some things that are required of an Ambulatory
Surgical Centre that don't directly relate-- relate to abortions?

Mikeal Love: Oh, absolutely.

Senator Bob Deuell: Yeah, but that's also true of hospitals, and
medical offices, and what you and I do in our medical offices; that
we just have certain requirements that raise the overall level of
care which may not be par cularly needed in a given situa on. So
that's not really that unusual.

Mikeal Love: That'd be correct.



Senator Bob Deuell: What-- I want to talk a li le about the RU-
486. Tell me, compare the FDA-- the most current FDA protocol
with guidelines from ACOG, and why you think we should follow
the protocol that we're proposing in this bill.

Mikeal Love: Well, the most recent update in 2011 basically
pointed out the 5-8% incomplete abor on rate with medical
abor ons, and this pre y much mirrors what was found in the
Finland study. What is unique about the Finland study is that it is
a-- pre y much a homogenous country that has socialized
medicine, and all abor ons have to go through an abor on
registry.

So everything can be tracked very well, as opposed to American
studies which have significant limita ons, and we can discuss
those studies as well because I have those, if you would like a
copy. But in the Finnish study, they were able to follow these, and
their one caveat is that they were not able to follow the minor
complica ons in the private prac ce se ng, so there's the
potential for complications to be even higher. But what they found
was the 20% complica on rate. So, I mean, when you look at
incomplete abor on rate in the Finland study, it-- it basically
mirrors what the FDA has stated.

Senator Bob Deuell: Have you ever had to take care of a woman
who had a complication from an abortion?

Mikeal Love: Yes.

Senator Bob Deuell: Okay, and the doctor that performed the
abortion was not available?



Mikeal Love: That is correct.

Senator Bob Deuell: And would you say the complica on rate is
under-reported in the state of Texas for abortions?

Mikeal Love: Based on this community-based study, as opposed
to some of the other studies that ACOG has used that were based
on research protocols, yes, I would say that is true. And not all
women will report their complications for personal reasons, so--

Senator Bob Deuell: Do you-- do you think the standard of care
for physicians in the state of Texas is to provide for a er-hours
care in fear of complications?

Mikeal Love: If you are going to par cipate in a surgical
procedure or a medical procedure that could require surgical
services, yes; I think it's very important.

Senator Bob Deuell: And this bill does that?

Mikeal Love: Yes.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Zaffirini?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Madam Chair. Dr Love, you
were here earlier when we discussed the requirements for
licensed abortion facilities versus Ambulatory Surgical Centers?

Mikeal Love: I was.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Can you give me 2 or 3 requirements



that are-- that Ambulatory Surgical Centers are subject to, that
would benefit the licensed abor on facili es in terms of
increasing the safety for their patients?

Mikeal Love: I respec ully decline on that, because I'm not a
specialist in inspec ng Ambulatory Surgery Centers and I don't
know the rules as well as other people do who actually own and
run those centers.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: But generally, do you know what the
difference in the requirements are?

Mikeal Love: I think the basic requirement is that they have an
opera ng room that is set aside solely for that procedure as
opposed to using any room, and if you look at the basic defini on
of an Ambulatory Surgery Center.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: It has an increased surgery room size, is
the requirement that's stated here. Increased hallway width,
males' locker rooms, janitor closets, pa ent burns logs, visitors,
injuries logs. How would those requirements increase the health,
safety of patients at licensed abortion facilities?

Mikeal Love: Well, I don't feel like I'm the expert to answer that
ques on. Unfortunately, the expert that would probably be best
to do that is involved in a sur-- a survey this week, so it would be
nice to have you meet with her and discuss this to help you
understand why she feels it's much safer. Like I say, she's been
involved in the area of pa ent safety for over 20 years, so if you
would like to speak to this person, we can see if we can arrange
that.



Senator Judith Zaffirini: That would be nice. I would appreciate
that.

Mikeal Love: Okay.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. You heard earlier that
licensed abortion facilities are inspected annually--

Mikeal Love: Yes.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: --while Ambulatory Surgical Centers are
inspected every 3-6 years.

Mikeal Love: And that's by the Department of State Health
Services. That's not also coun ng the other agencies that inspect
Ambulatory Surgery Centers because they take Medicare and
Medicaid dollars. So JCAHO will inspect those as well; so that adds
another level of complexity to the Ambulatory Surgery Center.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Well, if this bill passes, do you believe
that licensed abor on facili es should be inspected every 3 to 6
years instead of every year?

Mikeal Love: No, I don't.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Would that be satisfactory?

Mikeal Love: No, I don't think it is. I mean you have to look at the
overall picture. You're only taking part of the picture and trying to
generalize that. I'm taking the whole picture that these
Ambulatory Surgery Centers also have other inspec ons that
abor on facili es do not have. So you need to make sure that you



look at the complete picture about how they're inspected and the
rules and regula ons that they follow. Again, the expert that I
could refer you to is occupied this week, but we could probably
have you meet with her and discuss this.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: That would be good. So you're saying
that, because JCAHO and other organiza ons inspect Ambulatory
Surgical Centers, their 3-6 years inspection is satisfactory.

Mikeal Love: You know, I would leave that to the expert, but I
would also ask the expert witness that we had earlier how o en
she inspects the hospitals. But we know from what's been shown
in surveys that, you know, hospitals rise to the occasion, have a
great safety record, such as St. David's, which has been shown to
be-- through surveys is the safest hospital in the United States,
currently.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: We also talked about fetal pain. Do you
have any scien fic evidence, substan al scien fic evidence, that
an unborn child feels pain at 20 weeks?

Mikeal Love: Actually, I did not address fetal pain because I'm
not expert in the field of pain. I can tell you that the fetus does
respond to s muli when I'm performing ultrasounds. The fetus
does move when you apply s muli to move the baby so that you
can see different parts of the anatomy.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: But do you have any substan al medical
evidence that an unborn child feels pain at 20 weeks?

Mikeal Love: No, I do not. I'm not a expert in pain itself.



Senator Judith Zaffirini: You've not read any such literature?

Mikeal Love: No, I have not.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Do you know of any such literature that
we could read?

Mikeal Love: No, but I could probably find an expert who could
address that for you.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I would appreciate that.

Mikeal Love: Okay.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, Doctor; thank you, Madam
Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Schwertner?

Senator Charles Schwertner: Thank you, Madam Chair. Dr. Love,
this issue in reference to Ambulatory Surgical Centers versus the
licensed abor on facili es. From my reading of the per nent
Health and Safety Code, sec on 243, there are 5 minimum
standards. One is the construc on and design; second one is the
qualifica ons of the professional staff and personnel; third one is
the equipment essen al to the health and safety of the pa ents;
a fourth one is sanitary condi ons within the center and its
surroundings; and the fi h one is the quality assurance program.
Is this not something that is applicable to the health and safety,
these criteria, in reference to women wan ng to avail themselves
of a-- of an abor on? Are these standards not something that we
should meet as a state, as 24 other states across this country



have met?

Mikeal Love: My personal belief is that safety should always
triumph over convenience, and the health and safety of the
individual should be pre-eminent as a physician when we're
prac cing medicine. And if you could improve the safety of the
individual, then you should do so. I hope that answers your
question. I'm not sure if I answered it.

Senator Charles Schwertner: No, you did. In addi on to these
increased minimum standards of ASC versus a licensed abor on
facility, you-- you touched on something I think is very important,
that ASC standards on ASCs are regulated by JCAHO whereas
licensed abor on facili es are not. That is your understanding as
well?

Mikeal Love: Yes.
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Senator Royce West: Thank you, Madame Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thanks, Senator West. And Senator, before
you begin I want to acknowledge another non-commi ee member
that we welcome, Senator Lucio. Senator West?

Senator Royce West: And this may very well just be a ques on
for Ms. Cooper, the resource.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, Ms. Cooper? Go ahead, Senator.

Senator Royce West: One of the issues that Dr. Love was talking
about was the underrepor ng of complica ons with medical
abor ons. I know there's an annual report that's required. Is that,
is that issue included in the annual report?

Ellen Cooper: Well, actually we have three means of repor ng
in terms of complica ons. One is, as you men oned, the annual
repor ng. And there's a variety of data points that are included,
which are the type of complica on. We also now, as of January
1st, 2013, have complica on repor ng where the-- any me
there's a known complica on, a report has to be submi ed to the

http://youtu.be/XVCBKAjtiFk


department within 30 days of knowledge of that.

Senator Royce West: So, if someone were to say that there was
no sta s cal evidence of complica ons in the state of Texas, the
agency responsible for regula ng this par cular license at
abortion facilities collects that information. Is that correct?

Ellen Cooper: We do.

Senator Royce West: And the only thing you have to do is go to
the website to find that out?

Ellen Cooper: A lot of the data is reported on the website, as far
as the annual report. And currently the data-- the full extent of the
data is available through 2011 on the website.

Senator Royce West: So we have data available through 2011
that talks about-- that gives informa on on complica ons as
relates to abortions.

Ellen Cooper: I believe it does. I know that's part of what's
collected. Dr. Becker would be able to speak to the-- the data in
terms of what the Centre for Health Sta s cs compiles and what
data is available, because that's her expertise.

Senator Royce West: And is Dr. Becker here?

Ellen Cooper: Yes, sir, she is.

Senator Royce West: May I call Dr. Becker?

Senator Jane Nelson: Dr. Becker? She is one of our invited



registered resource witnesses. Dr. Becker, would you iden fy
yourself please, for the record?

Marcia Becker: Yes, Madam Chair. I'm Marcia, Dr. Marcia
Becker. I'm with the Centre for Health Sta s cs, which is part of
the Department of State Health Services.

Senator Royce West: Dr. Becker, there has been tes mony here
that in the state of Texas that there has been underrepor ng of
complica ons associated with, I think, medical abor ons, okay?
And I may have the "medical abor ons" term wrong, but this--
there's underrepor ng in the state of Texas. The state of Texas,
through the agency that you currently work for, collects
information on abortions?

Marcia Becker: Yes, we certainly do, and we do an annual
report.

Senator Royce West: And, in doing that annual report, do you
collect information on complications?

Marcia Becker: The complica ons were added to the abor on
reporting forms--

Senator Royce West: So you do collect it.

Marcia Becker: And yes, we do collect it--

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Royce West: Can you be more specific?



Marcia Becker: It's relatively new, though.

Senator Royce West: When you say rela vely new, how new is
it?

Marcia Becker: It started in January for collec ng the actual
complications on the form. On the--

Senator Royce West: What does that mean?

Marcia Becker: Well, what it means is the abor on repor ng
form was amended with the last legisla ve session and new
ques ons were added concerning complica ons during
abor ons. And that, for 2012, the data is being-- it is just being
summarized and star ng to be analyzed at this me, but it is not
fully available.

Senator Royce West: Prior to 2012 then, was there any
regula on that required repor ng of quote, unquote "whether or
not there was a complication", not the specific--

Marcia Becker: Yes--

Senator Royce West: Listen to me, listen to the question.

Marcia Becker: I'm sorry.

Senator Royce West: Not the specific complica on, but whether
there was a complication.

Marcia Becker: Yes, a complication form was available.

Senator Royce West: And when-- when did we start collec ng



that information?

Marcia Becker: The complica on form, I think that was in with
the 2011, I believe, data.

Senator Royce West: So prior to 2011, we didn't have any data
as relates to quote, unquote the generic term "complica ons"?
Requiring a report on quote, unquote "whether there was a
complica on"? Not the specific type of complica on, but whether
there was a complication?

Marcia Becker: I guess what I'm thinking about is the specific
type of complication.

Senator Royce West: I'm not talking about the specific type
because I know that that's when that occurred. But prior to that,
there was in fact a category-- there was in fact a requirement to
report whether there was a complication?

Marcia Becker: Yes.

Senator Royce West: Okay. And that goes back some years now,
does it?

Marcia Becker: Yes.

Senator Royce West: And so one would only have to look for that
informa on or request that informa on to make a determina on
that underrepor ng of complica ons is not a problem-- was not a
problem in the state of Texas. Would you agree?

Marcia Becker: I agree.



Senator Royce West: Now, let me go back to Dr. Love. Dr. Love,
you are OB-- OB/GYN.

Mikeal Love: That's correct.

Senator Royce West: Now, did you-- when we first came up with
these licensed abor on-- when the state first authorized licensed
abor on facili es, were you-- were you in the prac ce at that
time?

Mikeal Love: When was that?

Senator Royce West: I don't know. When did we come up with--?

[Unidentified Voice]: 1999.

Senator Royce West: 1999.

Mikeal Love: Yes.

Senator Royce West: Okay. Did you have an interest in this area,
that is, the abortion area at that point in time?

Mikeal Love: Yes, I've been interested--

Senator Royce West: Okay. Did you par cipate, did you-- when
the law was passed, did you par cipate in having input into the
regula ons that would be promulgated to-- kind of govern, or
regulate licensed abortion facilities?

Mikeal Love: No, I did not.

Senator Royce West: Okay. You did have-- if you'd wanted to, you



probably could have; you probably just didn't know, like most of
us.

Mikeal Love: I was probably busy delivering babies.

Senator Royce West: Okay, probably. Okay, all right. So, do you
have any problems with the regula ons that have been
promulgated by the state to govern licensed abor on facili es? If
so, what are those problems?

Mikeal Love: Yeah, I'm not saying I have problems; what you are
referring to, I guess-- let me take this moment to address that--
that complications--

Senator Royce West: No, no, I didn't ask you about
complica ons. I asked you: do you have any problems with the
current regulations?

Mikeal Love: I'd have to read over those.

Senator Royce West: Have you read the regulations?

Mikeal Love: Not the current regulations in specific detail, no.

Senator Royce West: Okay, so, you don't know--

Mikeal Love: I'd be happy to read those and get back to you if
you have a copy of those.

Senator Royce West: Okay. But you are here saying that having
an Ambulatory Surgical Centre would be far be er than just
leaving it to a licensed abortion facility?



Mikeal Love: Yes.

Senator Royce West: But you have not read what's required for
licensed abor on facili es? To make the comparison, to make
the-- to come up with--

Mikeal Love: What I said was that I have not specifically read
every detail of that. I've read different issues of it, but not-- I can't
say I've read every word.

Senator Royce West: So let me ask you this ques on. So you
believe that the need for male and female locker centers or locker
rooms is important to having-- for the safety, the health and safety
of women?

Mikeal Love: Not necessarily. I think that's kind of detrac ng
from the issue, though.

Senator Royce West: Do you believe that having janitor closets
is important? For the health and safety--

Mikeal Love: Actually, I do. I think it's really important to keep
dangerous chemicals away from people who don't know how to
act in public.

Senator Royce West: Who don't know how to do what?

Mikeal Love: Act properly in public.

Senator Royce West: Okay. But you have not read what the
requirements are for--



Mikeal Love: I mean, that's the reason why--

Senator Royce West: Can I finish the question?

Mikeal Love: You may.

Senator Royce West: But you have not done a comparison
between what the current requirements are for a licensed
abor on facility and an Ambulatory Surgic-- Surgical Center, to
determine whether one is better than the other?

Mikeal Love: Not head-to-head like we have-- y'all have been
given.

Senator Royce West: All right, thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Deuell?

Senator Bob Deuell: Dr. Becker, thank you for being here.
Complications of abortions: how are they reported?

Marcia Becker: We have-- actually now we have more than one
way, actually probably three, when you consider what Ellen was
discussing as well. We have an abor on complica on repor ng
form, which is a one-page form--

Senator Bob Deuell: Who fills that out?

Marcia Becker: The physician--

Senator Bob Deuell: The physician who performs the abortion?

Marcia Becker: The facility where the abor on was performed



actually has the duty to fill that out and report that to us.

Senator Bob Deuell: If another physician unrelated to the
abor on clinic takes care of a woman who has a complica on of
abortion, is he or she required to report that complication?

Marcia Becker: They-- yes, they are encouraged-- they should get
with the facility where the abor on was-- was performed and
have them complete that form as well.

Senator Bob Deuell: So they-- the physician, Dr. Love or I take
care of a woman who has had a complica on from an abor on,
we're supposed to contact the facility that did the abortion and--

Marcia Becker: They are encouraged to, yes.

Senator Bob Deuell: Are we required to fill out a form and send it
in?

Marcia Becker: To my knowledge, I'm-- I'm not aware that's
required for the physician who finds, like, a pa ent in the E-- ED,
ER.

Senator Bob Deuell: All right, go on. You said that's one way; let's
go on to the others.

Marcia Becker: Okay. We also have our annual repor ng for all
abor ons. And it now has a sec on on it where it discusses
different complica ons that may have arisen, and they can fill
out-- fill out the different types of complica ons that occurred.
And also as-- as Ellen was sta ng, the facili es are also supposed
to report in-- I believe it's within a month, she said, within the first



month or first two weeks if anything did occur.

Senator Bob Deuell: Now, you're in charge of all the statistics--

Marcia Becker: We handle--

Senator Bob Deuell: Not, not just this.

Marcia Becker: Right.

Senator Bob Deuell: Right, okay.

Marcia Becker: The births, deaths, fetal deaths, and whatever.

Senator Bob Deuell: But, like, sexually-transmi ed diseases,
you handle that too?

Marcia Becker: Well, that's actually in the HIV and STD area.

Senator Bob Deuell: Okay, but there's lots of things that
physicians are supposed to report.

Marcia Becker: Exactly.

Senator Bob Deuell: You think-- do you know the percent of
compliance with that, do you have any idea?

Marcia Becker: It varies greatly. My background is in
epidemiology, which many of the epidemiologists covered the
different disease registries. And so there's different disease
registries, like for STD's, for HIV, for heart disease, for birth
defects, for injuries. And the compliance rate, you know, varies
with each of the different registries.



Senator Bob Deuell: Do you know how much it varies? Range?
Ballpark?

Marcia Becker: Oh, you know, there's some that have stricter
regula ons with them and they would have be er compliance
and probably upwards of, you know, 90-95% compliance. And
others that don't have penal es involved, like injury repor ng, it's
probably far less compliant.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Taylor?

Senator Larry Taylor: Madame Chair, thank you. I-- Dr. Love, did
you have further clarifica on you wanted to give on your
underreporting complications?

Mikeal Love: Well, I'd like to say that, you know, when you look
at this par cular study that showed a higher complica on rate,
they actually had an abor on registry where everyone who chose
to have an abor on was registered. It didn't rely on pa ent
repor ng. Pa ents are not always up front when they tell you
what procedure's been done, what's been done. Some mes they
will not tell you where it was done, or even if they've had a
medical abor on. Some mes they just show up bleeding and you
take care of 'em.

This study here basically cross-referenced everyone who was
registered in the abor on registry with hospital admissions or
emergency room admissions, and that's how they were able to
come up with it. It did not rely on pa ent repor ng or clinic
repor ng, and so it kind of takes that par cular aspect out. It



looks only at admissions to the ED and the hospital compared
with the abor on registry. And in a small country that has a pre y
much homogenous popula on, it gives you a be er idea of what
really occurs than when you rely on self-reporting.

I mean, there's a study that came out in January 13 in ACOG
where Clayland was the author, and they talked about
complica on rates, but they also address the fact that self-
repor ng, administra ve errors can change the actual facts of
that. And we can get you a copy of that study, if you'd like, to
compare it.

Senator Larry Taylor: So, just clarifying: you were talking about
underreporting by, actually, the patients?

Mikeal Love: The pa ents self-repor ng, and relying on
administra ve staff, as opposed to being able to go in and look at
a cross-reference.

Senator Larry Taylor: Thank you, Dr. Love.

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Cam-- was that a light, Senator
Campbell? Okay, Senator Campbell.

Senator Donna Campbell: Thank you, Dr. Love. Even before I get
to Dr. Love, Ms. Becker, do y'all use the same evalua on form for
abortion facilities as you do Ambulatory Surgery Centers when you
go through and do surveys?

Marcia Becker: No, we actually-- the abor on data is a--
basically a stand-alone data registry, if you would. It is strictly
abortion data that comes in and is entered into a database.



Senator Donna Campbell: I'm talking about whenever you
actually go do an inspec on, as compared to an inspec on of an
Ambulatory Surgery Facility; do you use the exact same form?

Marcia Becker: I would doubt it highly but that would be Amy's--
[Crosstalk.] --that would be Ellen's purview, as far as inspections.

Senator Donna Campbell: I'd like to ask that real quickly, Ellen.

Senator Jane Nelson: Members? I would-- I appreciate all the
ques ons. But I would remind you that there are lots of people
from the public arena that came to tes fy and we need to wrap up
this panel. Go ahead, Senator Campbell.

Senator Donna Campbell: Do you use the exact same form when
you are comp-- you know, we talked a lot about comparing
facilities; do you use the exact same form when you do a survey?

Ellen Cooper: Actually, for each rule-set which-- ASCs have theirs
and a--

Senator Donna Campbell: So they're different.

Ellen Cooper: They're two different--

Senator Donna Campbell: Right.

Ellen Cooper: --rule-sets, and so there's a--

Senator Donna Campbell: That's just what I need, because I feel
like we've had a lot of talk about the facilities, trying to make them
look alike. You would-- just common sense to me, I think, I would



expect less deficiencies to be found in a facility where there are
less standards to compare to and check off as compared to a
facility where there is-- highly regulated-- the standards are
higher.

Then there are more things to check off or deficiencies, if you
will. So I was just, you know, trying to compare, all-- it's all related
to women's health and the safety there. If the standards of a
facility you are surveying are less, there's less things to check off
compared to if there's higher standards. And if that is so, there's
going to be more things to find deficits for. Would you agree with
that?

Ellen Cooper: It's really depending on the facility type. The
regulations are different--

Senator Donna Campbell: Right.

Ellen Cooper: --for each one. However, again, it's-- it's kind of
apples to oranges. I can't say that there are more or less
requirements for one than another.

Senator Donna Campbell: But-- and I'm gonna just close with
this-- but my comment is, when one facility is inspected and has
numerous standards they have to meet, I would expect the
opportunity to have more deficits, especially since there are more
of them across the state, than if you have less regula ons and
less standards to check off. Thank you very much; that's all I have,
Madam Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this panel. I
appreciate, we all appreciate you being here.



[Unidentified Voice]: Can I-- can I address some of the--

Senator Jane Nelson: No, ma'am. Thank you to this panel. We
are now going to take up public testimony. I would like--

Senator Joan Huffman: Madam Chair?

Senator Jane Nelson: Who was that? Yes?

Senator Joan Huffman: One ques on. I've been advised that
there is s ll confusion in the lines about what the procedure is to
turn in the wri en tes mony if they did-- weren't here in me to
sign up to speak as a witness. It might be worth repea ng to make
sure everyone's clear on--

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, I'd be happy to.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Wri en tes mony that is submi ed to the
commi ee we will absolutely accept up un l-- what me did I
say? 9 o'clock? 9 o'clock tonight. A er that point we can no longer
accept wri en tes mony to enter into the record as part of this
hearing. I will absolutely as Chairman make sure that, if we get
wri en tes mony a er this public tes mony, a er 9o'clock
tonight, I will see that that-- staff members are much more
technologically astute than I am, they can put it into a drop-box
or, you know, do something to make sure that all members of-- not
just this commi ee, if you want one we'll put you on the list too,
Senator-- but at 9o'clocktonight we have to cut off acceptance of
written testimony to be entered in as part of this public hearing.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I'm advised that some people are being
told they can't submit wri en tes mony. So, if they can, who do
they give it to?

Senator Jane Nelson: There is a registration desk right here.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Okay.

Senator Jane Nelson: Or at any registra on point; if that wri en

http://youtu.be/xyIqnXnAf_w


tes mony is provided, we will make sure it is entered into the
record.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you, ma'am.

Senator Jane Nelson: Oh, they just took a break? [laughs] They're
on a li le break but they'll be back and, you know, we welcome
written testimony.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Speaking of breaks, is it your inten on
that we will have no breaks?

Senator Jane Nelson: We will have no breaks. You might see the
Chair-- I have a teacher's bladder, but you might see the Chair get
up and leave for a couple of minutes but it is my intent to run
straight through the night. We're going to finish this hearing and I
want to be sure to give the public ample opportunity to tes fy. I
would ask members of the commi ee and guest senators, if you
have ques ons that you absolutely have to ask, to keep them
brief; otherwise I'd like to keep things rolling.

[Unidentified Voice]: Yes, ma'am, thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Uh-huh. Okay, thank you. I'm going to call
the first six individuals. And for everyone in this room: I'm not
going to ask you to state your name, who you represent, where
you live -just do it, please, so that I don't have to keep saying that.
Here we go. First panel will be Mark Einkauf, Art Stre on, Suzanne
Cas llo, Ken Roberts, Rachel Malone, and Brian Jackson. The next
panel will be Darlene Davis, Melissa Tucker, Kate Gahan, Peggy
Morton, Laura Ramsay, and Sarah Schimmer. There will be a
timer; the light's in front of you. Mark, ready to roll. Go ahead.



Mark Einkauf: Good afternoon.

Senator Jane Nelson: Good afternoon.

Mark Einkauf: Or rather, morning. I'm Mark Einkauf, from Eastern
Williamson County, represented by Dr. Schwertner, and I just
wanted to briefly talk about, you know: what's the defini on of
what we're talking about here? We're talking about abor on, and
what does abor on do? It kills an innocent child. So the ques on
is really: when is it okay to kill an innocent child? When is it okay
to kill the innocent? We talk a lot about procedures, who can do it,
at what loca ons. And so, I bring you no new evidence, I bring you
no new sta s cs, no research; but the ques on before us is:
when is it okay to kill an innocent child?

And the reason I bring no evidence is because the evidence is
right before you. Indeed it's within each of you; it's within your
hearts, within your mind, within your conscience. You already
know the answer to that ques on, and the answer is 'never'. You
know it's always wrong to kill an innocent child. Everyone on this
panel knows it. Senator Jeff Green knows it, Senator West knows
it, Senator Nichols-- everyone knows it. Everyone who will tes fy
knows it, regardless of the color shirt they wear, that abor on is
wrong; it's wrong to kill the innocent.

This bill will do-- will slightly reduce, I think, in my mind, the
number of abor ons in Texas. I support it for that reason. It is one
step, a small step in our return to a civil society where the
innocent are no longer threatened with slaughter. And I ask you
before you vote is-- just to stop for two minutes in a quiet room by
yourself, ask your conscience, right or wrong? Is abor on-- is it
okay to kill the innocent? and vote your conscience. And I expect a



unanimous result from this committee. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Mr. Stretton?

Art Stre on:  My name is Art Stre on. I live in Webster, Texas,
and my senator is Larry Taylor. I am against SB1 because I think it
tries to solve a problem but creates more problems. I believe that
the issue-- if it's okay with you I'm gonna be, amend-- I won't be
speaking to everything in my-- right up here, because you guys
have addressed so many with these expert witnesses; so the
relevant points are, I think, that the issue is desperate women
without hope resor ng to something all of us would not rather
happen, perpetua ng the cycle of poverty, malnutri on, disease,
and crime that fill up our overcred-- overcrowded crisis centers,
hospitals, and prisons.

Raising the Ambulatory standards for every clinic to be the
same as the 6 best abor on facili es without compen--
compensatory funds or exemp ons for lack of advanced services
within commu ng range of the typical clients is tantamount to
shu ng down 30 of them. I don't believe that removing abor on
clinics is going to reduce the number of abor ons, because we're
not addressing the needs of the women that are seeking these
abor on services in their despera on. And it takes us back to the
days of unsafe abor ons. The way to shut down abor on clinics is
to take care of the clients before that terrible need arises.

Senator Jane Nelson: Castillo?

Suzanne Castillo: Yes, ma'am, thank you. I am Suzanne Cas llo, I
am for this bill. I live in Atascosa, Texas. Senator Ures  is my
senator. I'm not an expert on anything. I'm just a senator-- I mean



I'm just-- just a ci zen. And I'm not going to be poli cally correct
today. I wish the killing of babies was not legal, but it is, and I
believe that this bill just makes sense. Many of the senators today
have spoken-- that have spoken so far have indicated that they
are pro-life, yet they oppose this bill. If this bill will save more
babies, which it obviously will, then we should be for it. If it will
raise the standards for women's health, who can argue with that?
We should be praising this bill, not opposing it, if you truly are pro-
life. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Mr. Roberts?

Ken Roberts: Thank you, Senator Nelson and the commi ee. My
name is Ken Roberts. I'm a cons tuent of Senator John Whitmire.
I'm against the bill. I came from Houston State because I, like
many others, feel very passionately about SB Number 1. Based on
my many years of experience as a volunteer at Planned
Parenthood and with vic ms of domes c violence and sexual
assault, it is clear to me that this bill would harm women. I am not
alone. Given that ACOG, Texas Medical Association, clinic patients
and the majority of Texans are against this bill, the burden of
evidence is upon the bill's proponents to jus fy going against the
medical community.

To that I ask, how many lives will be saved by this bill on a net
basis, and at what financial cost? Addressing the la er first, not
only will pa ents incur addi onal costs from travel, me off work,
increased facility costs, but the bill will cost the state and
taxpayers money. SB Number 1 will result in more pregnancies
going to term, and there will be more pregnancies overall due to
reduced access to birth control. This means that more



pregnancies paid for by Medicaid, addi onally there will be the
ongoing cost of an unwanted, unplanned pregnancy as the
unwanted, unplanned child is raised. The bills costs-- this bill
costs all taxpayers money.

And how many women's lives will be saved by this bill? Can
someone cite how many of the pa ents this past decade who
have died during an abor on would have survived, had it been in
an ASC? In Texas this will be significantly less than one per year.
And that's not the whole story. How many women will now die
during the pregnancy's term, pregnancies that they would have
aborted without this bill? Germane to this analysis is the
maternal death rate of a full-term pregnancy is about ten mes
that of a pregnancy terminated during the first trimester.

Exacerba ng this are the elevated and high-risk pregnancies
that will now be carried to term when they would have been
safely aborted without this bill. SB Number 1 will kill women. The
proponents of this bill will be killing women. They are killing
women. Why? Because it will win them votes in their primaries.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Miss Malone?

Rachel Malone: My name is Rachel Malone. I'm from Manor,
Texas, and I am speaking in support of SB1. I'd like to address a
couple issues regarding quality and fairness, first of all regarding
governmental regula ons. This bill obviously regulates the
abor on clinics to bring them up to standards of Ambulatory
Surgical Centers. I am not a fan in general of governmental
regulation. However, I'm even less a fan of unfair regulations.



And so if you can bring me a bill that takes away all the
regula ons of any of the people who are opposing this bill, to
remove the regula ons of Ambulatory Surgical Centers, including
all those as well as the abor on clinics, okay, I can, I can stand
alongside you to support that if you're removing it from abor on
clinics as well as other outpa ent procedure clinics. But as long
as you still have those regulations on outpatient procedure clinics
I encourage the fairness of standards across the board there.

Second issue is the right to life. 'We hold these truths to be self-
evident that all men are created equal and they're endowed by
their creator with certain inalienable rights. And among those are
the right to life, liberty, and happiness.' Abor on is by defini on
infringement of that right for all the unborn. A lot of people are
saying this bill makes abor on safe. I disagree. I believe abor on
can never be safe, because it is by defini on the taking of a life of
half the people involved in an abor on procedure. It is an
infringement of the right to life of the unborn.

And so while SB1 does fall short of protecting that right to life for
all the unborn, however, it takes a major step forward in
protec ng that right to life for unborn babies who are at 20 weeks
from concep on. And so I encourage you to support that. I'm
representing myself today; I'm also representing the silent cries of
millions of babies who have been killed by abor on. I ask you to
remember their silent cries, not only in this legisla on, but in
legislations in the future. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Mr. Jackson?

Brian Jackson: My name is Brian Jackson and I am here in Aus n.
I voted for Kirk Watson. And I'm here because I have a lot of



concerns about this bill, in par cular the fundamental tension
that we have between when our Cons tu on typically grants
rights of ci zenship. In the Roe v. Wade decision it's tended to
have been interpreted at birth, and therefore we have a par al
birth abor on ban, but changing the standards from birth to pain
is kind of a problema c step to go legisla vely and fundamentally
because, you know-- does somebody lose your ci zenship when
you take an Advil? Or are there other parts of pain that supersede
your citizenship rights? And that's just scary.

As a person I tend to like my bodily sovereignty and my
autonomy, I can't imagine that another being's pain would
necessarily supersede my right to func on as a human being. And
I think it's a really problema c pathway to go, just in that
direc on, not to men on all of the other problems with the bill-- it
just doesn't solve any health crisis.

And I would really appreciate it if you would stop, you know,
calling this a women's health bill; there's nothing that's going to
make this more helpful for women or safer for anyone else. If we
can drop that, then maybe like Senator Zaffirini has said, we can
come to some agreement on places where we can stop the need
for abor ons. Nobody wants there to be a need, but it needs to be
safe, it needs to be legal, and it needs to allow people to exert
their autonomy and their sovereignty as human beings. And so
thank you for your time today.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, thank you to this panel, I'd ask
for you to exit that way. I'm going to call Darlene Davis, Melissa
Tucker, Kate Gahan, Peggy Morton, Laura Ramsay, Sarah
Schimmer. The next panel that will be called is Cheryl Park,
Harriet Irby-- Harriet Mae Irby, Lady Theresa Thomas, Carl
Lindemann, Susan Stack, and Jane Kirschman. Ms. Davis? Is
Darlene Davis here? No, okay. Darlene Davis will be changed to
registering a posi on in favor of the bill but not being here to
testify. Melissa Tucker?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Madam Chair?

Senator Jane Nelson: Yes?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Before you start, just by way of
clarifica on, are-- are you requiring the witnesses who tes fy to
leave after they testify, or can they stay?

Senator Jane Nelson: No, they have to leave--

Senator Judith Zaffirini: They have to leave.

http://youtu.be/Uicp7lzC6Lk


Senator Jane Nelson: --because we need to make room for the
next. We're bringing-- we have people in the holding room across
the way; as we call six, we're-- we're asking those six to leave, so
that we can--

Senator Judith Zaffirini: So that we can--

Senator Jane Nelson: --right. There is-- there is room for
individuals who are not here to tes fy, and as they leave others
will be admitted.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: So they are required to--

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you for clarifying that.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Tucker? Go ahead.

Melissa Tucker: I wish Senator Hegar were s ll here. As an
adoptee, I feel compelled to address the no on that adop on is
the solu on to unwanted children. The foster care system in
Texas and throughout the na on is full to burs ng with children in
need of adop on; the only wai ng list is for healthy, white,
developmentally-normal newborns. I'm pro-choice, and adopted,
because I believe that adop on should be just one of an array of
op ons that are available to women facing an unplanned
pregnancy.

Senators, I ask you to be honest with your cons tuents about
what this bill really means. If any one of you truly believes in your
heart of hearts that the proposed requirements are designed to



improve safety, please take ac on to restore funding to the
women's health programs and expand access to sexual health
educa on and contracep on. Today, an abor on at any stage of
gesta on is one of the safest clinical procedures around. It's 11

mes safer than carrying a pregnancy to term and twice as safe as
a penicillin shot. In the past, before Roe v. Wade, abor on was
commonplace but incredibly unsafe.

Senator Deuell, on behalf of the 5,000 American women who
died annually as the direct result of unsafe abor ons prior to Roe
v. Wade, many of them Texans, who are not able to be here today
to tes fy, I have a cheap pair of shoes that I would like to leave
with you to represent these women who have died due to unsafe
abortions. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Gahan?

Kate Gahan: Thank you. My name is Kate Gahan. I live in
Lockhart, Texas. Senator Zaffirini is my senator. Thank you for
represen ng me. I'm 40 years old. I was born in March 1973, a
couple months a er Roe v. Wade. Sta s cally I had about a 1 in 5
chance of being aborted, so Roe v. Wade did not make this Texas
woman safer. Two specific points today: one objec on to this bill
has been that it will shut down other services besides abor on. I
found and downloaded a 20-page directory of Federally Qualified
Health Centers. It's right here if anyone needs to see it. Shu ng
down substandard abor on clinics would not mean there's no
other op ons for women health. And there was the Senator from
the El Paso area: there's several clinics in that area.

My other point of address is the cri que that imposing modest
restric ons will risk women's health. We've been told that these



restric ons are a radical assault on women's health and rights. I
downloaded a document from Interna onal Planned Parenthood
this weekend. This document details the abor on legisla on for
every country in Europe. Germany has a 12-week restric on,
mandatory counseling, and a wai ng period. Austria has a 3-
month gesta onal limit. France has a 12-week limit. Sweden, with
some of the most liberal restric ons, s ll has an 18-week limit.
Most of the European countries have wait periods, mandatory
consulta ons, and in some you need to have your request
approved by a committee, as in Denmark.

I urge you to read through this document. Then I ask you to
cross-reference the countries that have restric ons with the ma--
maternal mortality rate. The three countries in Europe that ban
almost all abortions-- Ireland, Poland and Malta-- are all in the top
twenty lowest marternalty-- maternal mortality rates worldwide.
The United States, with our abor on on demand, no apology, is
39th; is in 39th place. So you cannot make the claim that pu ng
restric ons on abor on will nega vely impact women's health; it
seems the opposite.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Morton?

Peggy Morton: Hello, Madam Chair and commi ee members.
Thank you for having us here today. I'm Peggy Morton, one of
Senator Kirk Watson's cons tuents. And I appreciate you hearing
my tes mony about why I oppose Senate Bill 1. I'm speaking on
behalf of both myself and as Chair of the Social Ac on Commi ee
for the First Unitarian Universalist Church of Austin, which means I
speak for about 200 fellow jus ce-seeking commi ee members,
who also live in Senator Donna Campbell's and Senator Troy



Fraser's and Senator Zaffirini's district.

I want to clarify that we oppose this bad legisla on because we
care deeply about life: the life of females who find themselves
pregnant in the worst of condi ons. Many of us will stand up here
today and give our individual opinions, but what we really, truly
need to do is get serious about dialoguing, not pon fica ng. We
need our legislators to meet and truly work together to figure out
what will work best for all of us who care about life.

I hope you'll duplicate hearings like this around the state, like
Senator Watson has recommended, to hear Texans who care
about families. We need to use our collec ve conscience to
reason and resolve this problem. I've heard compelling stories on
both sides that need your a en on and Senate-- Senate Bill 1
doesn't resolve the problem. That's why both the Texas Medical
Associa on and The American Congress of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists oppose the bill.

When my group of friends first visited-- from church-- first visited
the del-- the Aus n delega on of legislators in January, we
weren't wearing orange nor organizing what's now being
demonized as an unruly mob. We delivered our flyer and met with
legislators and staffers to both share our view about women's
reproduc ve rights and to hear and discuss our legislators' views.
Then we watched one of the most civil and statesman-like
legislative sessions in the last two decades.

Unfortunately, we watched a different body in the last special
session. I've watched bullies on the Senate floor rather than
adults collabora ng to resolve a problem. I watched poli cal
gangs at the end of the last session and heard Senator Van de



Pu e move to adjourn the final session which Senators couldn't
hear even though they stood closer to her than I did in the gallery.
We were quiet in the gallery un l we witnessed your colleagues'
unruly behavior.

Senator Jane Nelson: Ma'am, your time has expired.

Peggy Morton: Well, please--

Senator Jane Nelson: Laura Ramsay?

Peggy Morton: --recognize we need to celebrate life, and every
baby should be a wanted baby.

Senator Jane Nelson: Laura Ramsay?

Laura Ramsay: Thank you. My name is Laura Ramsay. I am a 16-
year-old Texas woman. I live in Austin and I'm representing myself,
and Senator Campbell represents me. The pro-choice side does
not speak for me or for Texas woman. I am going to speak
regarding the 5-month limit for abor on on demand. At 5 months
is when a pregnant woman usually finds out the sex of her baby.
Preven ng abor on on demand a er 5 months will help to limit
sex selection abortions.

Some girls who do not want abor ons are forced to have them
by their parents or by the father of the child. Women who are
afraid of being forced to have an abor on will try to hide the
pregnancy. At 5 months, women can usually not hide their
pregnancy. By banning abor ons a er 5 months, we will be
preven ng women who do not want to have abor ons from being
forced to have them later in their pregnancies.



Throughout the world, people recognize that at 5 months, or 20
weeks, an unborn baby should have some rights. This bill, SB1,
would have abor on on demand available up to 20 weeks in
Texas. In Sweden, abor on on demand is available up to 18
weeks. In the Netherlands, abor on on demand is available up to
13 weeks. In Norway, France, Germany, Belgium, Switzerland,
Denmark and Austria, abor on on demand is available up to 12
weeks. I think that abor on on demand up to 20 weeks is pre y
reasonable. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Sarah Schimmer?

Sarah Schimmer: I'm Sarah Schimmer. I am here today
represen ng myself as a ci zen living in Texas Senate District 18,
but I believe I have the responsibility to speak out and register my
opposi on to Glenn Hegar's overly [unintelligible] piece of
legisla on, SB1. I am a Republican woman, I've consistently voted
Republican. I am very disappointed in Republicans in the Texas
legislature a emp ng to impose far-reaching, big-government
restrictions on women in Texas.

Based on the recent behavior of Republicans in the Texas
legislature, you've made my choice very easy. I stand with Texas
women and I oppose SB1. Regardless of what my personal beliefs
or experiences are, my personal reproduc ve choices do not give
me the right to restrict other women who need and have the right
to make very personal decisions based on their own
circumstances with their doctor. I support every woman's right to
choose for themselves the best direc on for their own
reproductive health.

This omnibus bill is too restric ve, cu ng off care for women



who want a healthy pregnancy and need the health resources
provided by the very facili es this bill will close. Closing these
facili es will also deny those women who want to be proac ve for
their choices and have access to birth control pills to avoid the
possibility of having to face an abor on decision. Closing this--
these facili es also puts a burden on very poor women in rural
areas who must raise the funds and find the me, while juggling
many of life's other responsibili es, to travel and proac vely
access this care.

I believe those who support SB1 are very shortsighted. Once a
child is born in Texas, and if they're not wanted, to a family with
resources, the Texas legislature has not supported public schools,
public health programs, or other opportuni es that would ensure
these children have a decent quality of life. In Glenn's district, I
live close to an elementary school where 80% of children rely on
meals provided at school. In the summer, when school is out of
session, my church fills in the gap, providing some meals. The
reality is most of these children live in the worst circumstances
and the state does little to nothing to support their right to life.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. And who is that very pa ent,
well-behaved young lady next to you? [laughter]

Sarah Schimmer: This is Madeline Schimmer, she's my 3-year-
old.

Senator Jane Nelson: Ah. Excited to have her here. I'm curious;
this is the second panel. What me were you all in line this
morning?

[Crosstalk.]



Senator Jane Nelson: 5:15?

Sarah Schimmer: About 6 a.m.

Senator Jane Nelson: 6 a.m.

Sarah Schimmer: Madeline and I got up at 4:30. We got in line at
6. We checked in at 8:30 and we just appreciate you allowing us to
have this testimony.

Senator Jane Nelson: That is awesome; no ma er which side
you're on, it is awesome.

Sarah Schimmer: Right. And-- and I just appreciate, Mr. Hegar, I
appreciate you being here. I'm so glad I got the chance to share my
thoughts with you. And I am from Richmond, Texas, so thank you
for being here today.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

[Crosstalk; unidentified voice asks if questions will be taken.]

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you to this panel; no ques ons. Exit
out that door. The next panel--
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel will be Cheryl Park, Harriet
Irby, Lady Theresa Thombs, Carl Lindemann, Susan Stack, and Jane
Kirschman. Their appearance followed by Tennille Siller-- Tennille
Siller, Melissa Lipscomb, Laura Zavala-Allred, Merri  Tierce,
Rebecca Ramsay, Megan Jansen. Cheryl Park. Ms. Park?

Cheryl Park: Yes. Hi, I'm Cheryl Park. I have been a nurse for--
Registered Nurse for 39 years, working in women's health; and I
am from Houston, Texas, and Senator Whitmire is my senator. I
am in favor of SB1. I speak for the nurses who have worked in
deplorable condi ons in Gosnell-like clinics in Texas, who have
had to compromise their nursing standards. Abor on providers
should be able to care for women in a quality care facility such as
an Ambulatory Surgical Unit, and be available to the care-- the
care of any complica ons, and this cons tutes the con nuity of
care for the women that the women deserve.

Women receiving RU-486 need to be cared for following FDA
standards.RU-486 is considered more dangerous in some cases
than a surgical abortion that takes the life-- that ends the life of an
unborn baby. The baby, at any age of gesta on, is a silent vic m
here. I speak also for those who die a painful death in the womb

http://youtu.be/mANTeqc4LJI


who have no defense. I respec ully remember, especially, the
unborn Texas boys and girls who have been martyred into
eternity.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Before the next witness is
called, I have two announcements: one, the press is asking, and
everybody is asking, how long the hearing is going to go today.
Barring lengthy ques ons from Senators, if you just-- if you just
mul ply out two minutes per person, I am es ma ng that this
hearing is going to last sixteen hours. So that's for the press. And
then, yes, I've been asked to announce again my response to
Senator Zaffirini 's ques on, and that is: please, a er you've given
your tes mony, exit to make room for the next group. Okay, I've
made my announcements. Ms. Irby?

Harriet Irby: Thank you, Chair Nelson and commi ee members.
My name is Harriet Irby and I am a cons tuent of SD 10. I am here
in opposi on to this bill. First, I am confused about the state's
compelling interest in the unborn child. I've studied prenatal
development in university, and I don't know what 'unborn child'
means. Every me I checked my daughters, they looked quite born
to me. If I catch them running around 'unborn', I'm going to stop
that nonsense.

Second, this bill is stuffed with medical direc ves for doctors
doing termina ons, and an avalanche of hospital/clinic/doctor
privileges demands. Goodness! Where are the sta s cs showing
Texas women's lives and health have been lost due to bungled
abor ons right now? I want to hear some numbers, see some
faces. Third, let doctors be doctors, and theologians be
theologians.



Finally, this issue has a special connec on with Tarrant County.
There have been two pro-choice state senators from Tarrant
County, and the world should know and not forget Senator Be y
Andujar. Senator Andujar was the first Republican elected to the
Texas Senate since Reconstruc on. Elected in 1972, Be y Andujar
was pro-choice and a major contributor to Planned Parenthood.
She was a bold pro-choice trendse er from Tarrant County. This
issue is bipar san. This issue is about women, not theology or
poli cs. The ques on is: what happened? Who turned out the
lights on Texas women?

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. I have to correct [unintelligible].
I knew Senator Andujar very well; she wasn't the first Republican.
The first Republican woman-- left out-- left out that one word.

Harriet Irby: Senator, I stand corrected.

Senator Jane Nelson: Got it, got it. She was a great senator. I
knew her well. Lady Teresa Thomas?

Lady Theresa Thombs: I'm Lady Theresa Thombs. I am here
represen ng myself as a ci zen. I am in Kelly Hancock's district,
SD 9. The reason I'm here is I sit as Secretary-General currently to
the United Cultural Conven on, and I fight for children's rights
around the world, and I'm si ng here amazed, listening to these
senators talk about children like they're nothing. At five months, a
child can hear; a child can respond; a child can feel. They know
their mother's voice. We're not talking about 20 weeks here, we're
talking about 5 months' worth of pregnancy. If you've been raped,
unfortunately, or you've been assaulted in some way, and this is
an unwanted pregnancy, you know before five months whether or
not you want this baby.



We have laws on the books now that says that when you
murder a pregnant mother, or you have an automobile accident in
which a pregnant mother is killed, you're char-- you're charged
with two murders. So what is the difference here? That's why I'm
here, to stand for these children. The bill that you want-- and I
cannot understand why you guys are ques oning the fact that you
want be er facili es for those who do make that choice. As a
Chris an, I could never make that choice. God says that "I knew
you before you were even kni ed together in your mother's
womb." That baby is a baby from the very beginning.

But at five months, I know my grandson heard my voice. He
definitely heard my husband's voice. The very first words out of his
mouth were 'addy', because every day he would call, and my
daughter would put the cell phone to her belly and he would talk
to his grandson. There is no way that you need scien fic evidence
to know that that baby feels pain, because if that baby can
respond to the sound of my husband's voice, I know that my
grandson, Elliot Shope, could feel pain if someone hurt him.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Mr. Lindemann?

Carl Lindemann: Yes. Madam Chair and honorable commi ee
members, guest senators, my name is Carl Lindemann and I live
here in Aus n. I represent myself, and I thank you very much for
the opportunity to speak. It is 150 years since Ge ysburg, and
today we have our own civil war brewing. What I offer now is
intended to keep things more civil than war.

I am against SB1 because there is no element of personal
responsibility in it. Legislators suppor ng this do so against the
strong opposi on of mainstream medical professionals. The



American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and the
Texas Medical Associa on denounce it. Proponents say the
legisla ve intent is to improve health for women. Medical
professionals say this will harm women. The bill needs
benchmarks built into it to see which is true. Legislators have
professional responsibility: harm the public and I would hope you
don't get re-elected. But legislators need to take personal
responsibility for a bill so important and so far out of the medical
mainstream. This will reassure both sides that the stated
legislative intent is, in fact, the true intent.

How to take personal responsibility here: if you're suppor ng
the bill, show your commitment by pledging that, if things do not
turn out as you say, you will resign from this commi ee. Those
with a greater commitment to personal integrity will also pledge
not to seek re-elec on. Those with the greatest personal integrity
will pledge to resign from office altogether if women are harmed,
not helped, by this bill. And if you're not willing to take any
personal responsibility, what does that say about the true
legisla ve intent of this bill, and of the personal integrity of those
that support it? Again, thank you, Madam Chair, for this
opportunity to speak.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Park? Which one's Ms. Park,
P-A-R-K? Oh, I'm sorry. Ms. Stack?

Susan Stack: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Susan Stack: My name is Susan Stack. I am for Senate Bill 1. I
represent the unborn. I am from Denton. My husband and I were



married for 10 years and were unable to conceive. We were
approached by a person at my husband's work and asked if we
were interested in adop ng her unmarried daughter's unborn
child. We were told that the daughter had a drug problem.
Knowing this, we willingly agreed to adopt this child with the
agreement of her daughter. We began to prepare for the birth of
our child with deep-felt joy. Two weeks before our baby's birth, we
were tearfully told by my husband's co-worker that her daughter
had, for some unknown reason, had a late-term abor on. I cannot
describe our horror. She had-- we had lost our child, and even
worse, we knew that our child had been brutally-- if legally--
murdered. This child's feet were never allowed to feel-- feel a pair
of shoes.

Because abor on is so encouraged and subsidized in this
country, the wai ng list for adop on takes years to get through.
We finally went out of the United States to adopt. One of our
children was conceived by incestuous rape; her mother was 12. By
the grace of God, she survived her birth father's efforts to end her
pre-born's life. We are eternally thankful for the courage and love
of her birth mother. If she is listening, I want her to know that we
cannot thank her enough for our beloved daughter. She and our
son, a premature-born child, are the greatest gi s God has given
us.

I would ask that if we're not willing to protect all people,
including those living in their mothers' wombs, we should at least
provide the best care and protec on to the women seeking this
appalling procedure, with facilities that are regulated and doctors
that have admitting privileges to hospitals.



Senator Jane Nelson: Jane Kirschmann? Thank you.

Jane Kirschmann: Good a ernoon, Chair and commi ee. My
name is Jane Kirschmann, and I'm a Round Rock cons tuent of
Senator Charles Schwertner. I am represen ng myself and I am
tes fying against the Senate Bill 1.When religion is integrated
into government, only one religion has religious freedom. Our
laws must be based on science and reason, not on religion.SB1 is
based on religious beliefs held by only some Texans, but
remember: separa on of church and state would hold even if
everyone had the same religion. The United States is not a
theocracy.

The 20 week "fetal pain" por on of SB1 is not based on
substan al medical evidence. Most relevant, peer-reviewed,
scien fic studies to date conclude that a fetus can't feel pain un l
at least 24 weeks, and more likely not un l 29 or 30 weeks, of
pregnancy. The mandate to make all clinics that provide abortions
into ASCs supposedly addresses a need to improve abor on
safety, but this mandate is based on the false premise that
abor on procedures at current clinics are unsafe. There is not a
crisis of unsafe abor ons in Texas. This mandate is a ploy to cause
the closure of all but five clinics in the state and thus eliminate
access to safe abor on. This goal of elimina ng access to
abortion is based on religion, not on science and reason.

The "admi ng privileges" regula on in SB1 imposes barriers
between physician and pa ent: barriers that were contrived, like
the ASC requirement, to eliminate women's access to safe
abor on. This goal of elimina ng access to abor on is based on
religion, not on science and reason. It is a woman's cons tu onal



right to have an abor on. Abor on should be legal without
excep on up to viability, and legal therea er in cases of rape,
incest, preserving the pregnant woman's life or health, and severe
fetal abnormali es. The law needs to have very clear defini ons
of all of these terms.SB1 is poorly reasoned, is not based on sound
science, harms the health of Texas women, and is
unconstitutional. Thank you. Vote 'no' on SB1.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank--
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Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this panel; if you'd
exit out that way. I'd like for the next panel to come forward.

Senator Bob Deuell: Madam Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Deuell?

Senator Bob Deuell: Madam Chair, I wanted to give all members
a reference. There is a great amount of medical literature
suppor ng that unborn babies have pain at 20 weeks. I will refer
you to a site called "Doctors on Fetal Pain", which cites dozens
and dozens of references. I'd also like to point out that the various
medical groups such as ACOG and TMA do not represent all
physicians and, although they are great organiza ons, do not
necessarily represent mainstream medicine in all cases.

AMA is not weighing in but AMA only has about a third of their
members-- a third of all doctors being a member; TMA is
somewhat higher, and there was a statement that this-- this bill
would decrease women's health and I said again, I would disagree
with that. It will raise the standards. It is not designed to close
any clinics. No clinics have to close under this bill. They will have

http://youtu.be/SPNXAAlmwuo


to spend more money to meet these standards but no clinic has to
close and, as Senator Garcia said, just because someone says it
doesn't make it so. Well, that's a two-way street as well and--

The other thing I'd like to point out, Senator Rodriguez talked
about, I men oned the abor on industry is against this bill and
surely they are; but not all women, as you can see, are against
this bill. In fact, we've had five women against and seven women
for the bill. And interes ng, men get cri cized for being for this
bill, they were four men against the bill as well, so I think the
gender issue runs a two-way street as well. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Let me clarify: the TMA took a neutral
position, did they not?

Senator Bob Deuell: Well, that's what I thought, but I'm checking
that as we speak.

Senator Jane Nelson: Well, the last time I checked they said they
were neutral.

Senator Bob Deuell: Yeah, but they're-- I would point out TMA
was against the Affordable Care Act. And I would daresay a lot of
people who are against this bill, probably including my
Democra c colleagues, were supporters of the Affordable Care
Act, so--

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Senator. Before I recognize the
next panel, instead of having all of Group 1 tes fy and leave
before we start bringing in Group 2-- I hate to leave these seats
empty while we have wai ng groups, so I'm going to bring in
groups of Group 2 so that they can be in here, and so they-- they



will be trickling in, but again if you have tes fied we'll ask that you
leave so we can make room.

Tennille-- let me announce the next group too. This group will be
Tennille Siller, Melissa Lipscomb, Laura Zavala-Allred, Merri
Tierce, Rebecca Ramsay, Megan Jansen, and I apologize on that
for just overly messing up on names. Elaine-- this will be the next
group-- Elaine Balsley, Mia Dia-- cute name, Donna Schmidt, Cheryl
Smith, Dr. Martha Garza, and Danielle Vincent will be the next
panel. Now, Ms. Siller?

Tennille Siller: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Tennille Siller: Okay. Good a ernoon. My name is Tennille Siller
and I am in favor of SB1. I'm represen ng myself and the Bound for
Life San Antonio chapter. I would like to speak on behalf of La na
women in my city.

At the age of 18, I became pregnant. My first appointment was
at a Planned Parenthood facility where I found out I was 8 weeks
pregnant. I was highly encouraged to take care of my problem as
soon as possible using the RU-486, otherwise known as the
abor on pill, because it would get more expensive down the line.
I rescheduled at a different clinic for a cheaper price. In that
appointment I found out I was pregnant with twins, something
Planned Parenthood didn't even men on. I couldn't begin to
explain the state of confusion that I was in and did not follow
through with the procedure that day. Shortly therea er I aborted
my first two children and put that trauma c experience in an out-
of-sight, out-of-mind state.



Seven-and-a-half years later, I found myself having my second
abor on. I had a sonogram weeks before and clearly it was not
just a clump of cells. My baby in that sonogram turned where I saw
my baby's face and his hand moved in a wave gesture-- that
memory s ll embedded clearly in my head to this day. Midway
through the procedure the tears began and, by the me I was no
longer sedated, I began to wail uncontrollably. I was asked to get
dressed and leave immediately because I couldn't control my
cries. My womb had become my babies' tomb.

My first abor on, nine-and-a-half weeks, ring forceps inserted
in my womb and my babies were ripped to pieces, piece by piece.
Then a cure e is inserted and scraped the a erbirth. For about a
year a erward I had excrucia ng abdominal pain and cramping
regularly, along with vomiting.

My second abor on-- 13 weeks. My baby is already too big and
must be removed with suc on and instruments. Plier-like
instruments is needed because his bones are calcified and his
skull. The abortionist then grabs the part of the body whether it be
an arm, a leg, and using a twis ng mo on then begins to tear the
baby apart. The spine must be snapped and the skull crushed in
order to be removed from the womb. I tried everything to numb
and eliminate that pain. Nothing worked. In both cases I never
met my doctor or was informed about a ercare or symptoms I
might endure in the future. I believe if there were stricter
regula ons at this me, I would have made a different choice at
that time.

Senator Jane Nelson: Ma'am, your time has expired.

Tennille Siller: Thank you.



Senator Jane Nelson: Melissa Lipscomb?

Melissa Lipscomb: Thank you, Chair and commi ee, for allowing
me to tes fy. My name is Melissa Lipscomb. I live in Aus n. I'm a
cons tuent of Senator Schwertner. I am here as a rape survivor
and the mother of a teenage daughter to tes fy against Senate
Bill 1.

I was 12 when I was raped. I was confused and ashamed,
convinced that I was somehow to blame. It never occurred to me
that I could be pregnant, or that I should seek medical care. If I
had conceived it would have taken me months to even realize that
I was pregnant. In this context, it's odd to say that I was lucky, but
compared to many women, I was. There was no physical
a ermath when I was raped. However, many young women who
are raped are not so fortunate. This bill puts an undue burden on
rape survivors, especially on those who are younger, who may not
understand the risk of conceiving as a result of rape, and may not
be aware of the resources that are available to them.

The cumula ve effects of previous legisla on, as well as that
currently under considera on, would make it nearly impossible
for those living on limited incomes in rural parts of Texas to access
abor on. The women of Texas have witnessed our
representa ves lie and cheat, in an a empt to pass legisla on
that is based on faulty science, failed to take into account the
complexities and constraints of our lives, and ignores the needs of
those who have been trauma zed by rape. This bill sends a
message that the state of Texas does not value our lives, our
poten al or our physical, mental, and emo onal health. I urge
you to support Texas women by vo ng 'no' on Senate Bill 1. Thank



you.

Senator Jane Nelson: We're bringing in some people who have
been wai ng. I'm gonna do this like a church and ask everybody to
move. Let's see: the most efficient is to have everybody move
towards the center. That way, people won't have to crawl over
people. Okay, Laura Zavala-Allred?

Laura Zavala-Allred: Yes. Thank you, Madam Chair. My name is
Laura Zavala-Allred. I am from Cedar Hill, Texas, District 23 and
Senator West, in the cons tuency-- of Senator West. I am
represen ng the Back to Life movement and myself, and I am for
Senate Bill 1.

The Back to Life movement is a grassroots pro-life movement
spearheaded by young women from all over the na on with many,
including myself, calling the great state of Texas home. Our goal is
to empower and give voices to this specific demographic that's in
the middle of this abor on debate, with an emphasis on minority
women.

Minori es make up only 28% of the U.S. popula on, yet we are
receiving 66% of our na on's annual abor ons. Senator,
commi ee members, as a La na I am here to speak on behalf of
this demographic, which has been wildly, widely debated but
rarely heard from in these hearings. I am-- I am concerned for low-
income Latinas and African-Americans in Texas.

We've heard many tes monies and will hear many tes monies
about botched abor ons and physical wounding of women at the
mercy of haphazard abor on surgeries that are ill-equipped to
care for Texas women. Senate Bill 1 will raise the standard in



abor on clinics across the state to that of every other quality
medical facility. By upgrading abor on clinics to Ambulatory
facilities, we will ensure that Texas women will be taken care of.

Passing this measure will send a message to Texas women that
you are not just a pawn of an industry, but that Texas truly cares
about your physical wellbeing. We are all aware that the abor on
industry is a very lucra ve business. Do not be mistaken, it is a
business. And as the pro-abor on industry touts itself for being
the pinnacle of care and concern for women, then why wouldn't
this billion-dollar industry put their money where their mouth is
and support measures such as SB1 that will help to ensure
poten ally dangerous, life-threatening occurrences to-- will not
happen to our Texas beautiful women.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Merritt Tierce?

Merritt Tierce: Thank you. Thank you, Chair and commi ee. My
name is Merri  Tierce and I am a cons tuent of Senator Craig
Estes in District 30. I oppose Senate Bill 1 because it has been put
forth as legisla on that will protect women and raise the
standard of care in abor on clinics in Texas, but the measure it
contains will in fact endanger women's lives by closing most Texas
abor on clinics while they come up to code as ASCs-- a process
that will take a great deal of me and money to put in place
unnecessary new requirements that do nothing to raise the
standard of care, or even change the way abor on procedures are
currently performed.

I oppose this bill because you have failed to explain to me and
the people of this state how to reconcile the stated purpose of the
provisions of this bill with the Texas Hospital Associa on



statement that these provisions will not make abor on a safer
procedure. Abor on does not need to be safer and you have failed
to make the case that it does, or explain how these measures will
do anything but penalize poor women, rural women, young
women, and women of color who will be dispropor onately cut off
from healthcare that is still their legal right.

I am the execu ve director of a non-profit called the Texas
Equal Access fund that has helped more than 5,000 Texas women
who could not afford or access abor on without assistance under
the current numerous and oppressive restric ons. These women
do not have a voice unless you hold statewide public hearings
and, as long as they do not have a voice, I insist that you vote 'no'
on SB1.

Regarding the data collected by the state in 2011, 70,000
abor ons were performed in Texas and not a single woman died
as a result of those procedures. It is because of data such as this
that the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists has
opposed this legislation.

Regardless of how you feel about abor on, I am begging you to
listen to us and answer our ques ons and pay a en on to the
medical experts who have responded to what you have proposed.

I am begging you not only as a lifelong Texan and a cons tuent,
but as the mother of a 12-year-old girl and a 13-year-old boy. They
are growing up in the world you and I are making for them, and I
am ashamed to tell them that you will not listen to the people in
other parts of this enormous state. I do not want to try to explain
to them why you made laws out of bad or nonexistent science.
And most of all I cannot stand to think that either of my children



could, in some future created for them by us, have anything less
than complete access to the full range of reproduc ve healthcare
that is their--

Senator Jane Nelson: Your time has expired.

Merritt Tierce: --human right. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Rebecca Ramsay?

Rebecca Ramsay: My name is Rebecca Ramsay. I live in Aus n. I
am represen ng myself. In Pennsylvania they just passed some
higher restric ons because of Kermit Gosnell, and they said that
40-something abor ons clinics will be closed and only 5 were
closed, so I think a lot of this has to do with just the abor on
industry not wan ng to spend their profits to meet these
standards. One of the reasons that one of the women died a er
care from the abor onist Kermit Gosnell was because the halls
were not wide enough for the gurney. This bill could have possibly
saved her life.

My friend, Jennifer Gaybler, is a nurse. She told me that when
she was working at Seton Main on 38th street, there was a 19-
year-old pa ent whose uterus had been perforated during an
abor on. She told Jennifer, "I didn't even want the abor on. Now I
can never have children. I'm going to be so lonely."

Jennifer men oned this story because we heard a former
Planned Parenthood clinic director speak about how Planned
Parenthood doesn't use sonograms during surgical abor ons
because it would cost more money. Because they don't use them,
they can't see what they are doing, and the uterus is more likely to



be perforated. I'm curious to know how many women have gone to
hospitals with perforated uteruses. There are no public records.

Planned Parenthood stands to lose money by having higher
standards so they have helped organize liberal Aus nites to bully
our pro-life representa ves and senators. Pro-life
representa ves and senators know their districts support this
bill. According to Planned Parenthood's combined statement of
revenue, they have an excess of revenue over expenses of 87.4
million dollars last year. That should be enough to upgrade their
abortion clinics. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Is Megan Jansen here? We have
a card filled out by her but I've called her name twice. She is in
opposi on to the bill. We will change that from oral to registering
a position. Thank you for this panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Those of you who have just entered in,
welcome, and we will call names by six; when you come up here
and finish tes fying, we will ask you to exit via that door to make
room for the next group. Next group will be Elaine Balsney--
Balsley, Mia Dia, Donna Schmidt, Cheryl Smith, Dr Garza, Danielle
Vincent, and they will be followed by Charity Farrar, Margaret
Meacham, Jacque Tate, Jaala Robinson, Lenee Hicks, and Diane
Kramer. And let us begin with Elaine Balsley?

Elaine Balsley: Yes, my name is Elaine Balsley, I'm from the
Houston area. I'm represen ng myself and Houston Coali on for
Life, and we're for SB1. I've been in the hospital se ng for many
years as a respiratory therapist. It's got me to greatly appreciate
life from concep on to natural death. This se ng, also, has me to
know that there is a high standard of care that needs to be met to
help, to be beneficial to the human person.

SB1 will increase safety standards for abor on facili es. It will
require abor ons in Texas, RU-486, to be done by FDA safety
standards; requiring physicians who perform abor ons to be
qualified to treat life-threatening complica ons a er a botched
abor on; also banning abor ons on unborn children at 20 weeks

http://youtu.be/dtyj1TzCztE


helps to help these babies because they do really-- they feel pain.

Protec ng the unborn from pain, educa ng people, and
increasing safety standards for women at these abor on facili es
is what Texas needs. I've heard people say this bill will hurt the
poor. Who is more poor than the unborn? These, these babies
have nothing. They depend upon us for protec on. God is our
creator. God is love.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Mia Dia?

Mia Dia: Thank you, Chair and commi ee. My name is Mia Dia; I
reside in Dallas, Texas. I represent myself and my Senator is John
Carona. I'm a proud Texas resident and here to tes fy against
Senate Bill 1.As all human beings, I am for life, but also definitely
pro-choice and common sense. I grew up without a grandmother,
and my father grew up without a mother. My grandmother had five
children already when she learned that she was pregnant with
her sixth. She was barely able to feed her children. Lack of support
and lack of safe available op ons led her to seek the only
alternative on her own, and as a result lost her life.

Texas bill controls when, where and how-- and how a woman
can seek healthcare and make it harder on women to access
affordable, basic women's health and sex educa on services,
which will lead to less women pursuing educa on careers and
then gain independence. This bill is not protec ng women, it's
oppressing women. The bill jeopardizes women's health and well-
being. All women, including women in Texas, must have legal right
to choose, unconstrained by harassment, unavailability of care or
other barriers. It's a cons tu onal right! ACOG, THA both agree
that privileges of-- are-- many privileges are not appropriate and



are unnecessary in emergency situations.

Addi onally, Sco  Mackler Ins tute research found 42% of
women who live-- who, who have abor ons have income levels
below federal poverty line. The risk is low, yet you con nue saying
that women will be safer. I don't believe that there are medical
evidence in regards to fetal pain. Where are this evidence? This
bill restricts access to clinics, and as an American ci zen I believe
that the government should never cause hardships to people.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you, ma'am.

Mia Dia: Please consider not to vote for SB1.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you. Miss Schmidt?

Donna Schmidt: I am Donna Schmidt, I'm here represen ng
myself and the Life Choices Medical Center in support of SB1. I am
a cons tuent of Senator Ures . I live in Mico, Texas which is just
outside of San Antonio. I am a-- I am a nurse, an RN, and for the
last 17 years I have worked as a school nurse. I had an incident--
excuse me-- right before my first year of nursing where I had a
young lady come to my clinic. She had protected her baby for 20
weeks of pregnancy before coming to me and asking me for help.
She said her mother was going to force her to get an abor on and
she was asking me and the counselor to help her. We tried but we
couldn't, because at 22 weeks her mother took her to Aus n and
forced her to have an abortion.

I called CPS and they told me that this young lady could call CPS
for help in the car on the way to the abor on clinic. She was 13
years old. I have tried, I have had many young girls come to me for



help, and I have been so saddened at the fact that I couldn't help
them because I was in a post-- I am a post-abor ve woman. 40, 43
years ago, I had an abor on. My parents forced me to go and have
it. My church said that they couldn't have visible sin in the church,
and so I was to have that abor on. And I am so thankful now that
my church stands on the word of God, instead of distor ng it like
many churches do. I was hurt by abor on. I had very strong
psychological postpartum, post-abor on syndrome where I had
shame and guilt and depression and suicidal thoughts.

26 years a er the abor on, God led me to a healing program
called Forgiven and Set Free. And it has truly healed me, and he is
now using me in a crisis pregnancy center where we can help
young ladies, we can give them resources. We can tell them the
truth of informed consent which I never had. I ask you please to
support Senate Bill 1.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you for your testimony. Ms. Smith?

Cheryl Smith: My name is Cheryl Smith. I'm a third-genera on
Aus nite. My representa ve is Eddie Rodriguez. I represent
myself, and I'm against SB1. Thank you for this hearing. Previous
tes monies have eloquently stated the unnecessary hardship
SB1 would place on many Texas women for prenatal care, cancer
screening, contracep on and care of their newborns. You've
heard all these things and so many more.

Ever since this bill was originally introduced, I kept asking
myself, "Who benefits from this?" Certainly not Texas women,
that's for sure. And Governor Perry? Why would he call not one,
but two, very expensive special sessions for something that didn't
pass in regular legi--legisla ve session? It couldn't be good for him



poli cally to anger so many Texas women. I couldn't understand
the motivation.

Then, a couple of days ago a friend of mine showed me the
money trail. Governor Perry's sister, Milla Perry Jones, is a
lobbyist for Ambulatory Surgical Centers and physician-owned
hospitals. There it is. Now this whole debacle makes more-- so
much more sense. Especially by combining the fetal pain bill with
the ASC bill, he's using this very emo onal hot-bu on topic for
monetary gain. I say shame on him and his cronies. Now, if
currently existent clinics are grandfathered in as they are
presently, as they presently exist, I would feel much be er about
this elected legislative body. Thank you.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you, Ms. Smith. Dr. Garza?

Martha Garza: A ernoon. I'm Dr. Martha Garza. I'm from San
Antonio, Texas. Dr. Campbell, I'm your cons tuent; and I applaud
you for your courage, Senator Hegar. I'm a na ve Texan. I received
my educa on and training, all but two years in Texas, and I've
taken care of Texas women for 31 years. I feel I'm very well
qualified, perhaps be er than most of you if not all of you, to
speak as an advocate of women's health in Texas. You see, while
you're deciding how women's lives will be treated in abor on
facili es by laws and poli cs, I'm in the trenches saving lives,
trying to save reproduc ve organs, spirits, and families of women
who have been to abor on clinics. I've got about two minutes to
help you see reality. I will be graphic, and I don't apologize. These
are real cases. I have touched and taken care of your daughters,
your wives, and your granddaughters.

The first pa ent was a 13-year-old Mexican-American teenage



girl, brought in by her mother, who was taken for an abortion. They
had been told to go to any hospital for any complica ons. The
clinic did not have a physician or nurse to handle after-hours calls.
On exam, she was found to be sep c, high temperature, high
white blood cell count, tachycardic, etc., with [unintelligible]
lacerated intes nes coming through the vagina from a hole in the
uterus created through the abortion procedure. The young woman
was discharged about two months later, permanently sterile and
menopausal. I had to re-sect the uterus and the ovaries to save
her life.

Second woman related that she came to San Antonio from
Laredo for the RU-486 uncomplicated procedure. She almost
hemorrhaged to death in the shower, thinking she was bleeding to
death, passing out and coming to several mes. Her rela onship
ended several-- very shortly a erwards, and she has not been
able to be in a relationship since then.

Third pa ent is a 35-year-old married woman who had a
surgical procedure which she failed to reveal to me un l, on
sonograms working her up for her sepsis, I saw a fetal head in the
uterus. Abor on is a surgical procedure, therefore any abor on
clinic has to be held to the highest level of standards.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you, Dr. Garza.

Martha Garza: Thank you.

Senator Bob Deuell: Miss Vincent? Senator? I'm sorry, Senator
Campbell had a question.

Senator Donna Campbell: May I ask something, Doctor?



Senator Bob Deuell: Senator Campbell?

Senator Donna Campbell: How are those-- those are
complica ons. How are those reported? Because they, you know,
tes fied that we really have minimal complica ons that are
reported and you've given some cases. How, how does that-- how
does-- can you speak to some of the complica ons that don't
seem like they're reported?

Martha Garza: Dr. Campbell, in the hospitals where I work and in
the emergencies rooms where these women come in, I've never
been handed a complica ons form to fill out. So it's all a ma er of
coding.

Senator Donna Campbell: And similarly, I'm an emergency room
physician [unintelligible] and the complica ons I've seen, we
haven't-- they just go right on up to an OB/GYN to take care of the
complication. Thank you, doctor.

Martha Garza: You're welcome.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you, Senator Campbell. Miss
Vincent?

Danielle Vincent: Thank you, Chair and commi ee. My name is
Danielle Vincent, I reside in Denton, Texas and I'm a constituent of
Senator Craig Estes. I am here to tes fy against Senate Bill 1. This
is my second week to drive to Aus n from Denton to show my
opposi on of this bill and it frustrates me to no end that we are
discussing women's rights to make their own choice during a
special session. The only crisis I see that needs to be addressed in
this government is this government's ability and willingness to



listen to its people.

This is not a debate over pro-abor on or pro-birth, and it's not a
debate over religion's involvement in the state's decisions. This is
about recognizing that each and every woman deserves-- just as
each and every man currently has-- the right to make their own
decisions that affects their own lives.

If you require these clinics to meet the bill's standards to
qualify them as Ambulatory Surgical Centers, where will the
money to improve all of these current clinics come from? Or
maybe I should ask whose pocket the money spent on improving
these clinics will end up in. I think Governor Perry might have an
idea, because it's certainly not going to be used to improve the
affected popula on's access to the remaining clinics, or to
improve the sexual educa on materials being used currently, or
even to improve the lives-- the lives of the people who are already
living and struggling to live, and eat, and get a decent educa on in
Texas. Thank you for your time.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you, Miss Vincent. Thank all of you.
We'll--
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Senator Bob Deuell: Thanks, all of you. We'll call now Charity
Farrar, Margaret Meacham, Jacque Tate, Jaala Robinson and
Lenee Hicks and Diane Kramer and while they're coming up, the
next group that needs to get ready is Josh Masters, Ellen Sweets,
Daniel Rosa, Cassie Bills D'Argenio-- I apologize, I probably didn't
say that right-- Bonnie Vinklarek and Janet Longmore will be the
next group up. Okay, Miss Farrar? Is she-- is she here?

Charity Farrar: I'm here. Yes, thank you. Hello. Thank you very
much for allowing us the privilege to come and address you today.
My name is Charity Farrar. I am from San Antonio. I am here on
behalf of myself and my clinic, Life Choices Medical Clinic. I am the
Execu ve Director there and I am in favor of SB1. I have given
wri en tes mony, but I really just want to talk to you from my
heart.

We see what happens to young women and young men who
come in that are in a crisis pregnancy. We offer them love and
support. We do free pregnancy tes ng. We do free ultrasounds.
We do STD tes ng and treatment at my clinic. And we offer them
the ability to have the informa on that they need to make the
right choice for themselves. We're not in the business of changing
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their mind. We're in the business of giving them the truth and
telling them exactly the risks and the benefits involved in all of the
decisions that are available for them.

I believe that this bill will make women safer. I believe that it
will enable them to have a rela onship with their doctor that, if
something goes wrong, their physician can accompany them to
the hospital so that they can be cared for properly. I believe that it
will help our young women and men to make be er choices for
their lives. Thanks so very much for this and I ask you would vote in
favor of this bill.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you for your tes mony. Dr.
Meacham?

Margaret Meacham: I'm Dr. Margaret Meacham, I'm a PhD and I
have an MBA in healthcare along with ten years of experience in
healthcare administra on up at the Texas Medical Center in
Lubbock, so I was ul mately over OB, surgery, and orthopedics
and did a lot of the ins tu onal strategic planning for all three
groups because we were considered a surgical group. So I'm
against this par cular bill and I'd like to talk about two things,
patient scheduling and credentialing.

The way that this bill is set up, if you have that the pa ent has
to come back 2 mes, require them to do 2 visits, then that would
cut our ability to see pa ents by 50%,the volume, because that
individual has to come into two slots now instead of one. So,
someone else was saying that it really says 4 visits in this
par cular version and if that were so, then we would be cut down
to being able to only see a quarter of the pa ents that we were
able to see before, so that limits access dramatically.



Also, on physician credentialing, the question has been: will the
hospital creden al the physicians? The answer is that they will
only do that if the physicians-- if those par cular procedures that
the physician wants to do are also in line with the hospital's focus.
If they don't provide that service, they will not creden al that
physician for that par cular procedure, because otherwise they
would be liable medically for any complica ons, and they just will
not cover it. In par cular, a lot of the government hospitals, state-
run, county-run, are going to be encouraged not to creden al any
of these people, based on this bill. And then the other hospitals
tend to be church-run, so they, of course, are going to say 'no'
based on their religious preference.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you, Dr. Meacham. Okay, Ms. Tate?

Jacque Tate: Yes, hello, my name is Jacque Tate and my
representa ve is Kirk Watson and I'm from Lago Vista and I'm for
SB1. I own a medical and commercial construc on company, and
personally manage dozens of mul ple healthcare projects, both
hospital and non-hospital, and understand infec on disease
control in cri cal areas and in a medical environment. While I
have not constructed ACS's myself, I can read regula ons and
spoke to many peers and colleagues that have. In my study of all
of these it is clear and unques onable that the AC-- ASC provides
adequate size of procedure areas, physical management of
infec ous environment and the availability of emergency
equipment and personnel.

I'm pre y disgusted that the state regula on is minimum
standards and minimum standards are all that is acceptable for
women's healthcare. We deserve be er. The construc on and



design for ACS's, including plumbing, ven la on, and other design
standards, are necessary to ensure the health and safety of
pa ents and quality assurance for pa ent care. Major
complica ons in abor on procedures is infec on and anesthesia
complica ons, and they're costly to women. In a series of 1,182
abor ons, they showed that 27% of the pa ents required post-
abor on infec on. Infec ons which may result from procedures
taking place in a facility are a cause of great concern. And we talk
about a small percentage; let's take that into human numbers:
0.5% of 72,000 abor ons a year are 360 women and there's a
much greater group that is-- is being infected by-- by abor on, and
all of these rooms that are itemized in ASC are important for
infection control.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you for your tes mony. Ms.
Robinson?

Jaala Robinson: Thank you for allowing me to speak before you.
My name is Jaala Robinson. I'm from Fort Worth, Texas. I'm a
cons tuent of Senator Kelly Hancock and I'm here to tes fy
against SB1. I would like to contribute a personal story about the
posi ve effect that access to abor on can have for women and
their families. When my mother was 18, that was 35 years ago,
she was raped repeatedly by her boss. She became pregnant. At
the me she had dropped out of school and had few prospects for
the future. Scared of legal recourse, she obtained an abor on.
Afterwards, she went back to school, where she met her husband.

Now she's been married 33 years, has a Master's degree and a
successful career as an HR professional. She has two daughters
and one beau ful grandson. She suffered no ill effects from that



abor on. There was no emo onal trauma. And had she not had
the choice of having an abor on available to her, she would likely
not have thrived as she has.

People in favor of restric ng abor on o en argue from the
assump on that the only way to save a life is by carrying an
unwanted pregnancy to term. My mother's case shows that this is
not true. Not only did her abor on allow my mother to leave
behind a painful part in her life, it also ensured the future lives of
her two daughters and grandson. She was able to plan her own
family so that all members have become contribu ng members of
society. Her decision secured a decent standard of living, as well
as a full and complete life for her daughters.

Allowing women like my mother the freedom to control their
own reproduc ve decisions facilitates thriving, healthy families.
On a more personal note, had my mother not been able to have an
abor on at that point in her life, I would not be here today
speaking before you. Her life is a success story and it is a success
story because of a decision she made 35 years ago to have an
abor on. I would ask the legislators to consider the poten al
costs associated with restric ng access to this medical
procedure. Thank you.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you. Ms. Hicks

Lenee Hicks: Hi, my name is Lenee Hicks. I'm from San Antonio. I
am a proud cons tuent of Senator Donna Campbell and I
appreciate the opportunity to be here today. I'm represen ng
myself and I also am represen ng Life Choices Medical Clinic. I
never thought a year ago that I would be affiliated with a-- a
pregnancy crisis center. When I was 20, I became pregnant prior



to marriage, and of course, my mother insisted that I get an
abor on. I chose not to, simply because I didn't think it was right
for me, but who am I to say what's right or wrong for someone
else. I went about the next 30 years basically thinking, well, it's
not right for me but who am I to say it's not right for you, or who--
whomever.

I was invited to go to a luncheon that was hosted by Life Choices
Medical Clinic, and at that luncheon, they had these li le babies,
and the baby-- it didn't look like the blob of cells that I was told it
was. It's a human being, and I think that's the crux of the ma er.
At 20 weeks-- this is a 12-week-old fetus-- I find it difficult to
believe that someone just turns on a switch at 8 months and
suddenly the baby can feel. The groundwork for the --the
neurosystem is laid at 3 weeks, so it just-- it's logical that it's going
to become more and more sensitive over time. It's not a matter of,
at 8 weeks, suddenly the baby is miraculously able to feel. I've
carried two children to term and I know for a fact if I would poke on
the baby the baby could feel it, it would kick and it would move
and-- yeah, I mean, it's a human being; and I think, you know, I see
all you guys on TV and it's hard to think of you as real people, but
I'm here and I see you're real people. Well, the baby is a real
person, too.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you. Ms. Kramer?

Diane Kramer: My name is Diane Kramer. I'm from Aus n. Kirk
Watson is my senator. I'm against Senate Bill 1. I'm represen ng
myself today, as a woman who came of age prior to Roe vs. Wade.
In 1971, I had to choose between an inaccessible legal abortion or
an illegal one, the same situa on many Texas women will face if



you pass this legisla on. I was a college junior, a good student,
but one who was naïve about boys and inexperienced with
alcohol. One night, the boyfriend I trusted encouraged me to drink
excessively and then ignored my protests as he took advantage of
me. My university in rural Oklahoma was nowhere near the three
states where abor on was legal. I didn't have the money or me
away from classes or my job for a trip of such distance. I
reluctantly chose an illegal abortion.

I believe this legisla on will result in the closing of many
facili es that provide reproduc ve healthcare, and inadvertently
give rise to the return of illegal abor on. This legisla on will not
protect women's health. Instead, it will increase the cost and
distance that women must travel to the few clinics that can meet
your restric ons-- restric ons many medical experts say are
unnecessary. It will delay an abor on for many and deny a safe
one to those who won't have the money, transporta on, or ability
to take leave from their jobs. Many women will choose an illegal
abor on, as I did. Throughout history, women have pursued
control over their own bodies and the right to reproduc ve
choice. No legisla on will stop that. Please vote 'no' on Senate Bill
1.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, ma'am. Thank this panel; if you
would exit out that way.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The Chair calls Josh Masters, Ellen Sweets,
Daniel Rosa, Cassie D'Argenio, Bonnie Vinklarek, Janet Longmore.
The next panel to be up a er this panel will be David Rosa, Vivian
Ballard, Michele Thompson, Julie Klushnick, Derek Rich, and Amy
Donovan. Mr. Masters?

Josh Masters: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Josh Masters: My name is Josh Masters--

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Excuse me. Pull that
microphone over so it's-- and you can-- there you go.

Josh Masters: My name is Josh Masters. My representa ve is
Tom-- Tommy Williams. I'm from Montgomery County. I am in
support of this bill. Today I am not speaking on women's rights but
rather the right of those that cannot speak. I know there are
arguments on both sides of this issue. The sacred liber es and
rights that we ha-- now possess were given to us by those who
gave their lives for them.

http://youtu.be/07QSQq7gO0M


When we choose to take the rights of the innocent unborn, we
become the oppressors that we as Americans have always fought
against. I have talked to people on both sides of the aisle and
have realized we are all human beings. We enjoy many of the
same things and are so alike in many ways. But an issue like this is
not preference, it's not like or taste; it is an issue of right or wrong.
I cannot force my convic ons on anyone, but I hope and pray that
we will all be able to step back from our own convic ons and the
convic ons of others, that we will overlook our rights and see
what is right; for that is where our true liberty comes from. Just
because it is legal does not make it right.

As I've sat here and listened to the senators ques oning
Senator Hegar's bill, all I heard from supposed pro-lifers were
ques oning about-- ques ons about the mother's safety. But why
are you not defending the unborn? Just because it cannot feel
doesn't mean it's not alive. In the cases of rape, why would you
then approve a worse violence of murder? The overwhelming
majority of abor ons that take place are not from the case of
rape, rather of irresponsible and uninten onal choices that we,
the living, make. We should not be making the innocent unborn
suffer for choices we make. If we condemn the innocent to death,
God have mercy on us, the guilty.

Also, I hear all the sta s cs about how safe it is, but for every
safe abor on, there is a fatality. You ask for evidence that the
baby can feel at 20 weeks. My wife is 20 weeks present-- pregnant
as we speak, and she can feel that baby movin'. I don't see how
you can entertain the idea that the baby can't feel either.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Congratulations, Joe.



Josh Masters: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Ellen Sweets?

Ellen Sweets: Thank you. I'm here represen ng myself, my
daughter, my mother, and a childhood friend who died from a
botched abor on. My mother had her abor on when I was two
years old. Her-- my father had just started a new business, and
she wanted to be part of making it grow. It was her choice.

I am the mother of a wonderful daughter. I almost didn't have
her. I had-- I was standing on the porch of the doctor's office to
have an abor on, and I said, "I can't do it." And she's here today,
having joined me in opposing this bill, because I had a choice.
Opal Brown, who died, who bled to death, when we were 15 years
old, because she didn't feel she could talk to anyone about ter--
termina ng her pregnancy, thought she didn't have a choice. You
have a choice.

And if we could only put a block up between the intersec on of
government and religious convic on, we could move further
along. I do not support or oppose abor on. I think it should be a
person's choice. But this business of the church dicta ng what
voter-elected officials do really offends me, and I think it does not
advance us as a society or as a culture. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ellen-- oh, you are Ellen Sweets.
Daniel Rosa?

Daniel Rosa: Good a ernoon. My name is Daniel Rosa. I am
tes fying for myself and for-- in support of Senate Bill 1. I am 16
and a poten al voter in San Antonio, specifically Senate District



26. Growing up as a Roman orthodox Catholic, 'orthodox' meaning
the adherence to all the teachings of the Church, I frequently went
to pro-life events. Of course, as a younger child, I didn't
understand the meaning of abor on; of the harm, the effects, or
the pain. As I grow older, I choose to learn about the destruc ve
acts of abor on. I stand for life for my brothers and sisters, to
have a chance to be loved. As much as we affected them, they
affect us.

I have heard others' pro-life tes monies of their struggle and
loss, but the tes mony that impacts me the most is my dad's. My
father told me why my older brother was named David the 2nd. If
my dad is David Senior, why not David Junior? I understand now
that David Junior never made it into this world. His love for my
eldest brother, and his bravery to explain his loss, illustrates to
me to come before you today.

Furthermore, there is a commercial saying that we are
imperfect beings living in an imperfect world. I love that
commercial. Even though this is an imperfect world does not
mean that we stand aside and watch this world flee from the love
of the Creator of all men and women, boys and girls, born and
unborn. God made us to form His world into a place for persons to
know, to love, and to serve Him as best we can, and to love our
neighbor as ourselves. My request is to you that you do not vote
on this bill because of some law wri en on paper, but vote on it
because of the law in your hearts. Thank you for your me and
consideration.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. You list your tle as student.
You are 16?



Daniel Rosa: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Good tes mony! Very ar culate. I'm
impressed. Cassie De--

Cassie D'Argenio: Argenio.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Go ahead.

Cassie D'Argenio: Hi, I'm Cassie D'Argenio, here in Aus n. Kirk
Watson is my senator. I believe in being proac ve and not
reactive, and I don't believe SB1 is proactive. I oppose this bill.

If women's health is honestly your concern, we would be here
now talking about funding for these clinics. This bill is targe ng
these clinics as unsa-- unsafe and not up to your standards. These
clinics are also providers of preventa ve healthcare and family
planning, not only clinics that help a woman terminate her
pregnancy. I for one have visited these clinics you deem unfit to
provide services, for birth control, cancer screenings, and rou ne
health check-ups. I am a single mother of three, and of the working
poor. This is where I go for my women's health services. I have also
terminated a pregnancy.

I have been witnessing this procedural hearing for the past
three weeks, and was part of the Right to Choose group in the
gallery of the filibuster. I have also now been witnessing the line
crossed over between church and state, and with that, I am
finding it harder to find the premise of this bill.

Again, I ask if you are honestly concerned about the health of
women going to these clinics to terminate their pregnancy, why



not fund the upgrades needed for what you consider appropriate
Ambulatory and surgical care? Women will ch-- con nue to
choose to terminate a pregnancy regardless of what bill you pass.
History is here to remind us of that. And as far as those little shoes
that were put up, I know a few children who could use those that
are alive today.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Miss Vin--

Cassie D'Argenio: D'Argenio.

Senator Jane Nelson: No. Miss Vin-klarek.

Bonnie Vinklarek: Thank you. Yes. I am Bonnie Vinklarek and I'm
represen ng myself. I live in Senator Kirk Watson's district, and
I'm here to support Senate Bill 1.

The Texas Hospital Associa on has stated that the legisla on
requiring these abor on clinics to have hospital admi ng
privileges is not appropriate or-- and unnecessary. I believe Tonya
Reaves screams from her grave, wan ng to know-- wan ng you to
know that this legisla on might have saved her life if the
abor onist would have had admi ng privileges. Tanya lived in
Chicago, and she bled to death from a botched abor on from a
Planned Parenthood clinic. The emergency room physician, James
Anderson, said that in his 30 years of experience, the abor on
clinics never informed him about their pa ents' condi on. This
should be a crime, and it needs to stop.

This legisla on is not a poli cal posi on. It's about women
deserving higher health standards than the status quo.



Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Janet Longmore?

Janet Longmore: Thank you. My name is Janet Longmore. I am
from Denton and, Senator Nelson, I'm one of yours. Many years in
the educa on industry, so thank you for keeping things moving
today.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Janet Longmore: It's a tough job.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Janet Longmore: It's a tough job. Senator Hegar, you and I have
our good inten ons, I hope, you know, in common. Senator
Zaffirini, Senator Ures , you have asked a lot of the ques ons that
I had in my mind.

Primarily, I want to make the point that people in orange shirts
here are not in favor of abor on. No one is in favor of abor on. I
want my children to grow up in a world where no one's raped,
there is no incest, there are no diseases that might cause danger
to the mother, and what we are doing in this bill addresses none
of those things. The way to pr-- prevent abor ons is to prevent the
pregnancies. The bill does nothing to prevent pregnancies. If you
remove the clinic that provides the contracep on, you will create
more pregnancies, which will necessitate, in these women's
minds, more abortions.

I don't feel that this bill is logical. I don't feel it's construc ve or
produc ve, and I think it's was ng our me. As far as the
upgraded standards, make those standards apply to urology



clinics, doc-- dental clinics, vasectomies, cosme c procedures,
erec le dysfunc on clinics. They've got billboards all over the
highway. Make them all follow these standards, and I'll be behind
you all the way. But to single out women's clinics is, I think, a-- an
error of, of major propor ons. You're causing a problem that you
will then have to deal with.

And the cute li le shoes-- they make a point, Senator Deuell. I--
I agree, that's a very emo onal point. But I'd rather see those
shoes go to some little children who need them now, and have the
pregnancies that might have resulted in those children never
happen. That will make a be er Texas, when we're free to know
that we don't have the pregnancies in the first place. What are
you going to do about that, Senator? Thank you very much.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you to this en re panel. If you'd exit
out that door--
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Senator Jane Nelson: Chair calls David Rosa, Vivian Ballard,
Michele Thompson, Julie Klushnik, Derek Rich, and Amy Donovan,
and they will be followed by Candace Sabo, Tessa Hunt, Lorrie
Agold-Rich, Laura Corman, Guiia Brooks, and Sydney Casey. David
Rosa.

David Rosa: My name is David Rosa; I'm Daniel's father. I'm from
Senate District 26. I'm for SB1. I represent myself and the Silent No
More Awareness Campaign. I also am an orthodox Catholic.
Senators, what is the moral difference between what Dr. Gosnell
did to a baby born alive at 23 weeks and abor ng her moments
before her birth? I par cipated in my first abor on in 1989, when
my girlfriend-- who I was having an adulterous affair with-- became
pregnant with another man.

I knew I could not allow myself to be the father of an illegitimate
child. However, since I wanted to con nue my physical
rela onship with this young woman, I told her I would be the man
that the father's baby [sic] could not be, and I helped her with her
decision to abort the unwanted child. I remember everything
about that day. I watched as she slowly walked from the death
room of the arbortuary. Before we got in the car, she started to

http://youtu.be/-v0wgcsdgp8


vomit, and she told me she had acute abdominal pain. She was
bleeding, but they told her that was to be expected.

I fell into acute depression, alcoholism, and increased my drug
use. I had mul ple adulterous affairs with depravity of all sorts. I
had a drive for money and power. I thought the more wealthy and
powerful I became, the more distance I could put between me and
my past. The reality was: one year later when she became
pregnant, this me it was my child. I viciously dragged her to an
abortuary that she went running out of. I thought she was lying
about being pregnant. The reality was I did not want to share my
[unintelligible] my me, my money, with anyone, not even a baby.
I remember that day, the arbortuary was packed with women, she
was crying; I did not react.

When the baby was dead I dropped her at her townhouse,
returned to my house, and asked my wife what was for dinner. I
tried to pretend that everything was normal, but it wasn't long
after that before I hit rock bottom and checked myself into a rehab
center. When I was released I knew that I needed more help. I
immediately went to confession with a Catholic priest. It took
three consecutive days to complete my confession, but I--

Senator Jane Nelson: David Rosa, I'm going to have to cut you off,
but thank you for sharing your story with us. If I recall, there was a
young man who testified earlier whose name was Rosa?

David Rosa: That's my son, Daniel.

Senator Jane Nelson: You are to be complimented on that, on an
awesome son, and thank you for being here today. Miss Ballard?



Vivian Ballard: My name is Vivian Ballard, I'm from Aus n, Texas.
My family is old Texas. Our two children are seventh-genera on
Texans. Their great-great-great-great-grandfather helped dra
and sign the Texas Declara on of Independence. And I believe
that great-grandfather Collin McKinney is spinning in his grave
today because of this grossly intrusive and poten ally harmful
legislation facing Texas families.

Conversa on and publicity regarding SB1 and HB2 are focused
on abor on. Lost in this froth are facts such as the very real
possibility that people who will never need abor ons will
nega vely be affected by this legisla on. Medical condi ons such
as endometriosis, incomplete miscarriages, and uterine polyps
all require skilled doctors. Where will women go if they don't live
near a major metropolitan center? Where will they go for PAP
smears, cancer screenings, and yes, birth control to help avoid
abortions?

The TMA opposes this legisla on because they believe it is
harmful to their pa ents. Doctors learn medicine so that they can
treat pa ents. Legislators don't, otherwise we wouldn't be
hearing that rape kits clean a woman out. Please let's keep
government and bad science out of the examining room.

Also lost in the froth is how far the legislature has strayed with
these special sessions. Special sessions are for emergency
ma ers. Medical treatments, including abor ons, have been
happening safely in these clinics for decades. There is no
emergency. Legisla ve rules made-- made such legisla on
unlikely in the regular session but the lieutenant governor can
simply change the rules to support his agenda in a special



session. A special session, by the way, for which we, the citizens of
Texas, are foo ng the bill to the tune of about a million dollars per
session. Across the country similar bills are popping up in state
legislatures, and this is no coincidence. It is calculated in an
ideological effort with no basis as an emergency protection. Thank
you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Miss Thompson?

Michele Thompson: Hi, I'm Michele Thompson, and I'm from
Aus n, Texas. Donna Campbell is my Senator. I'm just going to
speak from the heart here. I have a degree in microbiology, I
worked my way through college, was really excited about my first
job. Went to work for a lab in Houston and, unfortunately, found
out they were using human embryonic ssue. I quit my job and I
never went back to micro. I couldn't do that. But this isn't about
me. This is about all these babies that are being brutally killed,
and the, the evidence shows that these children at 20 weeks
gesta on, they have pain, you know, they have a lot of pain. And
you know, doctors even use, you know, anesthesia on these
babies when they have to do surgery on them.

When I talk about pain, I'm talking about excrucia ng pain
because, from what I understand, you know, when we fall down
and hurt ourselves or we cut off a foot, or an arm or a leg, our
bodies go into shock and this helps block the pain, the trauma. But
these babies haven't developed to that point yet, so not only do
they feel pain, but they feel excrucia ng pain. That's my
understanding. You know, I-- I don't know how brutal we can get.
This is just brutal, you know, tearing babies limb from limb. And
I'm not a speaker, I don't like to get up and talk in front of people. I



really had to really push myself to do this but, honest to God, this
is really brutal stuff, people, and what are we made of?

Are we a-- a Germany of holocaust? I mean, even Germany
doesn't do this, for crying out loud. Germany limited to 12 weeks,
Sweden 18 weeks, you know, Norway 12 weeks. What have we
become? America used to be the people that came to the rescue,
and now we need rescuing. You know- and we're not asking you to
give up abor ons. We're asking you to decide on abor on before 5
months, before these babies feel all this horrible pain.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, ma'am, your me is up. Julie
Klushnik?

Julie Klushnik: Honorable commi ee members, thank you for
le ng me speak. My name is Julie Klushnik, and I live in Aus n,
Texas. I'm a cons tuent of Mr. Watson. I oppose SB1 and I am
represen ng myself as a Texas woman. I am afraid. If these laws
are enacted, I am afraid for the women of Texas who will be
plunged into the horrors of back-alley and cross-border abor on
providers. I am afraid for the women who will consult Dr. Google
as their best op on in a me of crisis. I am afraid for the doctors
and hospitals that will have to clean up Dr. Google's mess, and the
women who won't make it to the emergency room in time.

I am afraid of what has been done to the pursuit of truth, and
the viola ons of democracy that I have seen happen right here in
this very building. I am also afraid that some commi ee members
are hard of hearing because I have witnessed in these many
hearings compelling, factual, reality-based tes mony from
doctors, social workers, academic researchers, real Texas
women, and all manner of experts tes fy over and over and over



again that these burdensome laws are not needed or wanted by
the majority of Texans.

These laws will hurt real Texans in real ways, but too many
members in both Houses are deaf to real facts, instead choosing
to play tough poli cs with my rights. This is about real lives, the
lives of the already-born women. These laws won't reduce
abor ons in Texas; these laws will reduce safe abor ons in Texas.
Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. [unintelligible] Derek Rich?

Derek Rich: My name is Derek Rich. I'm from Boerne, Texas.
Hello, Miss Campbell, thank you-- Dr. Campbell, excuse me-- thank
you for speaking out on Fox News, for everything you've done,
ma'am. The reason this bill affects me is because several aspects;
one is those pair of shoes right there. I was one of those get to
speak, thank goodness. Before 1973, I was adopted, given to two
beau ful people to be able to live on this earth, especially in the
great state of Texas.

I was married to a woman, my first wife, that is, and I
par cipated in an abor on at that me. And here's the thing I
keep remembering: I didn't get a choice. I was the man of the
house, but she said "It's my body." That was half my child. I did not
get a choice. I want y'all to look at all this, at all the pain that's in
this room today. Abor on causes pain for men and women, my
friend Mr. Rosa here; it causes so much internal pain. It's just like
the people with the shoo ngs going on now, there's internal pain
that it causes. For anybody to deny that is a lie to yourself. We are
a country, a na on, that is great; not because of our laws, it's
because 'in God we trust'.



Simple fact: if we get back to the basics, why we're here, and
why this pain's causin' us, I guarantee you if you pass this, it's
gonna cure more problems than it's causing. I stand here today for
one other thing. The reason you don't see an overwhelming
amount of research for the pain and turmoil of abor on is
because mostly, most of your pro-life organiza ons and churches
are taking in all these things. They're the ones standing and
helping the people that's torn apart put themself back together.
Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Mr. Rich. Amy Donovan?

Amy Donovan: Yes. I actually am represen ng Mary Cullinane,
who had to leave, so I'm reading her testimony.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay.

Amy Donovan: Thank you, Senator Nelson and commi ee, for
reading my tes mony. I am a cons tuent of Senator Kirk Watson,
and I am wri ng to express my opposi on to Senate Bill 1. It is a
dangerous bill and will only serve to harm the women of Texas. I
am old enough to know women who went to Mexico to obtain
abor ons in the six es and who came back with infec ons; one
had to be hospitalized. I myself lost a child to adop on before
there were safe, legal abor ons in Texas. I would never do it
again. I have also had an abor on and I have no regrets. I have
tons of regret and grief over the loss of my child.

We are on our way back to the days when women had li le
control over their lives or their bodies. I have been a women's
health nurse prac oner for 29 years, and I know that
contracep ves fail, some men leave pregnant women, and some



women have unprotected sex to survive and to take care of their
kids. I know a patient who died after a septic abortion and left four
school-aged, motherless children. Do you think they were easy to
adopt? You can't make a blanket law that covers all situa ons.
Indeed, you have no business passing any laws that restrict a
woman's own decision-making. Let women make the choices that
are right for them. If you really believe in small government, get
out of these very private, very difficult family decisions. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, thank you to this panel and if you will
leave out that door. The next panel will be Candace Sabo, Tessa
Hunt, Lorrie Agold-Rich, Laura Corman, Guiia Brooks, Sydney
Casey. They will be followed by Kris ne Cranley, Guadalupe
Switala, Dee Momone, Suzanne Hemphill, Sharon Williams, and
Rabiya Ali. Candace Sabo? Go ahead.

Candace Sabo: Hi, I'm Candace Sabo. I'm speaking for myself. I'm
from San Antonio and I am suppor ve of SB1 because I have been
hurt by the abor on intersty-- industry, and I am a cons tuent of
Senator Ures . When I was 16 I became pregnant and I tried to
hide it from my family for a while, and, and upon my father finding
out, he forced me to have an abor on. And so I personally didn't
have a choice. When I arrived at the clinic, I was asked in my
quote unquote 'counseling session' if I wanted to go through with
the abor on. I told them that I was being forced to do it by my
father who was out in the waiting room. No one advocated for me.

During the ultrasound, the screen was immediately turned
away from me. The nurse had an odd look on her face and le  the
room to get a doctor. There was some indica on that I might be
carrying twins. I immediately asked to see the screen and even
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li ed up off the table so that I could see my baby. The nurse
turned the screen farther so that I could not see it, despite asking.
I believe that if I had seen the screen that day I may have had the
courage to get up.

And on that note I would just like to ask if, if you could get your
hands on this video called "The Silent Scream," since this is about
the fetal pain. It shows an ultrasound of a 12-week baby being
aborted, and as soon as the instrument is inserted into the-- the
cervix, the baby immediately senses danger and-- and just tries to
get away from it, and you can see it moving to one side of the
womb; and upon the instrument touching the baby, the suc on
instrument, the baby's mouth opens to indicate the silent scream.
And so if you are able to watch that-- I challenge you to watch that,
and decide for yourself if in fact the baby can feel pain; and I
believe babies can feel pain. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Hunt?

Tessa Hunt: Hey, everybody; my name's Tessa Hunt and I've lived
here since 1992. HB2 didn't provide informa on for the proposed
ASC upgrades beyond its intent to keep women safe and healthy.
There isn't much informa on in SB1 either, only a deadline, so I
did some research. Becoming ASC-licensed is tedious and
expensive. The ini al fee to begin the process is a nonrefundable
$5,000, and ul mately, whether or not the facility is licensed is
left to the discretion of the local zone office staff.

If we assume a standard clinic is 3,720 square feet, that is
the7th Street Planned Parenthood, and we assume a renova on
cost of $100 a square foot, to upgrade that clinic would
hypothe cally cost $372,000. This is a very low es mate that



excludes fees, taxes, and delays. Once building codes are met and
equipment and furnishings are purchased, the cost may be as high
as $200 or $300 a square foot. If 37 clinics have the low
renova on cost of $372,000 each, we're looking at a low net
upgrade cost of roughly $13.8 million dollars. If the clinics'
renova ons incurred a higher cost per square foot, each clinic
could be facing a cost of $1.1 million dollars, for a total upgrade
cost of over $40 million. The deadline for these renova ons is 14
months from now on September 1st, 2014. There exists no
architect, engineer, or construc on team that could comply with
the strict ASC standards in this time frame.

These clinics are vital resources. Uninten onal pregnancies
arrive from ignorance, and the clinic is a source of knowledge. If a
woman doesn't know missing a period is a simple early pregnancy
indicator, she won't know she's expec ng. Some women in their
first pregnancies don't start showing baby bumps un l 20 weeks.
If she doesn't know she's pregnant, she can't abort early. Whether
it is to monitor the pregnancies, whether cri cal access is to
monitor pregnancy's progress or to terminate is irrelevant,
because she has a right to medical care from medical personnel in
a medical se ng. The upgrade parameters are unreasonable and
impossible to comply with. This bill is illogical and it is
fundamentally flawed. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Agold-Rich?

Lorrie Agold-Rich: Lorrie Agold-Rich, and I am a resident of
Kendall County, Texas. Dr. Donna Campbell is my senator. I am an
RN with a Master of Science in nursing but-- and I'm in support of
this bill, of course, especially Sec on 2 for the safety, but not



because I'm an RN necessarily but because of a personal issue.
When I was 18 years old I found myself pregnant, living with an
older man who wanted me to have an abor on. We went to the
clinic in San Antonio: he, myself, and my friend. They wanted the
money; make sure I was 18, sign some forms. They took me to the
back by myself. In my mind I knew it was wrong, and I didn't really
want it.

They put me on the table. The woman was standing next to me.
The man came in and a very young doctor, put a drape over my
legs, put them in the s rrups, and said he was going to start
dila ng my cervix with rods. And I shot up and I said, "No, I've
changed my mind. I want to keep my baby. I was awake; I was not
sedated. The woman grabbed my arms, my hands. I was smaller,
about 90 pounds. She held them down to my chest and pushed me
down. She told me it was too late to change my mind. And she took
her other hand and spread my leg apart, and he did the abor on
and the whole me I screamed 'no', and to stop. And then I went
into shock. She gave me a pad, told me to walk off the cramps.

And I wanted to see my baby, I wanted to say goodbye, and they
wouldn't let me. They put smelling salts under my nose and told
me to leave, because I was disturbing other pa ents. And I ended
up with infec on and bleeding and fever and had to be treated by
another doctor because they didn't have a er-hours doctors. And
this clinic is s ll open in San Antonio to this day. So I pray that this
passes so that there can be some safety measures, and no one
has to go through this.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Corman?

Laura Corman: Laura Corman, I live in Aus n, Texas. Kirk Watson



is my senator. We live in a state the same size as France and we
measure our South Texas ranches in Rhode Islands. I think it's
important to think about women in South Texas when considering
SB1. Imagine facing a crisis pregnancy and having to get up, travel
past a couple of Rhode Islands, get to San Antonio, find a hotel, go
to the Ambulatory Surgical Centre, have an invasive ultrasound,
wait 24 hours, come back the next day, have an abor on, and
then travel back home past those Rhode Islands.

The doctor wouldn't recommend that kind of travel post-
abor on. And what women in this situa on would be able to take
another day off and spend another night in a hotel? So home past
the Rhode Island she will go and she'll have to have money for the
trip, the hotel, and $1,200 for the Ambulatory Surgical Centre
where the abor on will be performed. When SB1 passes, this will
be the new reality in the state of Texas.

How will women lik-- with problems like I had, endometriosis,
who live in these areas even get healthcare-- get the healthcare
that they need? Endometriosis ruled my life for 27 years. That's
not a disease that gets diagnosed by a family doctor. You need a
specialized doctor to help you with that problem. If women aren't
able to have access to women's clinics and specialized physicians,
these diseases won't go away. And they will-- they will sterilize a
woman, because your ovaries will become adhered to the pelvic
wall.

Women have to have access to high-quality medical care. And
closing down 37 clinics, making women travel across the state,
this is an undue burden. And it's unfair. It's not fair that those of us
who live in urban centers will always have access to high-quality



healthcare, and women who live in rural Texas won't. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Brooks?

Guiia Brooks: Thank you, Madame Chair. I am from San Antonio,
Texas.

Senator Jane Nelson: Please state your name.

Guiia Brooks: My name is Guiia Brooks, and I'm from San
Antonio, Texas. My precious senator is Senator Donna Campbell. I
thank you, Senator Hegar, for bringing this bill up. My sister, and
many families that I know, I have a family right now that I am very
close to, and she had an abor on when she was younger. She was
not able to conceive later in life, and so she has actually had to
adopt. My sister and many other families that I know are adop ng
children from other countries. My sister has adopted a daughter
from China and a baby boy from Taiwan.

There is no reason that these babies a er 20 weeks could be
aborted. These are living babies. These babies are wanted right
here, right here in Texas. Our Creator knew us before we were knit
together and forged in our mother's womb. These babies have a
complete new DNA from their mother, they are separate. And they
are being taken and killed and it's not right. A er 20 weeks, these
babies can live.

I have seen many examples of these babies that are wanted. I
understand if this is an unwanted pregnancy, but it's not an
unwanted baby. The baby is not a mistake. Many couples want to
adopt these precious li le lives. Families are in wai ng right now.
Our Father says, "I set before you, life and death." Life brings a



blessing and death brings a curse, not only for these babies but
also for their mothers. I have dealt with many ladies who are
going through emo onal pain decades later a er an abor on. We
need to choose life. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Casey?

Sydney Casey: Thank you. My name is Sydney Casey and I live in
Austin, Texas. I'm here representing myself, but I am also a hotline
volunteer for the Lilith Fund, headquartered here in Aus n. It's an
organiza on that helps women afford abor on procedures that
they desperately need to obtain. It is my belief that the
regula ons of SB1 create considerable barriers, specifically for
low-income women, women on the border, and in-- in the west, to
not just abor ons but also sex educa on and contracep on. I
believe that due to this bill will force those clinics to close in
those areas. And I believe these regula ons place an undue
burden on women and their clinics.

In our current situa on, abor on is already difficult for many to
access. But if SB1 passes, abor on becomes a privilege of our
socioeconomic status, and no longer a right. SB1 is a targeted
a ack on abor on providers, but it is also a targeted a ack on
poor women. I think it is worth no ng that the abor on rate in
countries where it is illegal is almost twice that of countries
where it is not. It is my belief that this legisla on will not
decrease the number of abor ons in our state. I think it will make
it-- make unsafe alterna ves more readily available, and result in
the loss of even more lives. And I ask, what's so pro-life about
that?

It's-- I would prefer to see new interest in sex ed. and



contracep on educa on. In my opinion, I think the restric ons to
access for these low-income women, they don't consider the root
of the problem and instead they just a ack the rights and dignity
of half of our state's popula on. I believe that people in our state
deserve the most accurate informa on on the whole spectrum of
our options when it comes to reproductive rights, including how to
prevent unwanted pregnancies in the first place.

This is an aside; Senator Deuell described abor on as an
American Holocaust this morning, and I would like to remind him
of what Elie Wiesel, a Holocaust survivor and Nobel Peace Prize
winner said, in response to such claims: "Those who relate
abor on to the Holocaust prove that they do not know what the
Holocaust was."

Senator Jane Nelson: I want to thank this panel and--
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Senator Jane Nelson: While you're leaving I'm gonna call the
next panel, and I will announce to everyone that this next panel is
the last panel of witnesses in Group 1. So we're gonna start calling
up Group 2, and we will open the hearing room E1028 to Group 3--
may enter that room.

The next six witness are Kris ne Cranley, Guadalupe Switala,
Dee Momone-- sorry if I'm massacring these names-- Suzanne
Hemphill, Sharon Williams, and Rabiya Ali. The next panel will be
the first panel in Group 2 and that will be Sheila Page, Cloyd
Dowling, Jerri Lynn Ward, Amanda Hernandez, Sandy Smith, and
Tina Hester.

And before I recognize the first witness, I want to point out
something. I want to say, first of all, thank you to everyone who
has come before this commi ee to tes fy for respec ng the
decorum of the Senate and for respec ng each other. What the
cameras probably aren't seeing are two things that I saw here just
within the last half-hour. This is a very emo onal issue for
everyone. I saw an orange shirt pass a Kleenex over to a yellow
shirt. Earlier I saw a red shirt pass a glass of water over to an
orange shirt. And I am so happy to see that kind of behavior. Thank
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you.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Can I just--

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Hegar.

Senator Glenn Hegar: You took the words of what I've been
sitting here watching for--

Senator Jane Nelson: Oh.

Senator Glenn Hegar: --the last thirty minutes, and I'm glad you
said that. And I appreciate everybody trea ng each other with
respect.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Senator Glenn Hegar: That means a lot.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Cranley?

Kris ne Cranley:  Yes, thank you Senator, for holding these
mee ngs in such a professional manner, and to all you Senators
for being here. My name is Kris ne Cranley from College Sta on,
testifying on my own behalf in favor of SB1.

I will argue that, among its other many merits, this bill will
actually enable women to have more freedom to choose by giving
them the option of hiding their pregnancy until the fifth month and
in so doing find asylum from unwanted pressures to choose
abor on. I spent eight years doing full- me service work with
pregnant women in an organiza on called the Sisters of Life.



There we served women looking for housing and resources in
order to give birth to their children, and hosted healing retreats
for those who suffer from the grief of abortion.

During that me, the women o en told us they resented the
term 'pro-choice', because the reality was that until they met, met
us, no one supported them in any choice other than abor on. I
met women whose boyfriends did punch them in the stomach or
push them downstairs to make them miscarry when they tried to
choose life; women mocked, disowned by their families, thrown
out of school, and kicked out of their houses in an a empt to force
them to abort.

I've met women who gave in to the pressure to abort, and
suffered pain unlike I have ever seen. I'll never forget the first
woman I worked with who was so excited to have her child, but
who, at five months, succumbed to the pressures of her family to
abort. I sat on the phone and listened to the most heart-
wrenching cries I have ever heard as she sobbed, "I want my baby
back, I want my baby back." And the social worker who led the
post-abor on healing retreats would share her own story of
having hid her pregnancy for five months in hopes of giving life, but
was eventually pressured into a late-term saline abor on, in
which she had to lie in a hospital bed and feel her child thrashing
inside her in pain as he burned to death from the saline.

Therefore, one of the many benefits to this bill is that it would
allow women such as these who choose life to hide their
pregnancy past the fi h month and get themselves safely past the
point where they can be pressured out of their choice. On behalf
of these women and on behalf of the unborn, I urge you to support



this bill.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Guadalupe Switala?

Guadalupe Switala: Switala, yeah.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Guadalupe Switala: Honorable Chair, commi ee members,
thank you for allowing me to speak to you today. My name is
Guadalupe [unintelligible] Switala, and I am represen ng myself.
I'm a cons tuent of Senator Jane, Jane Nelson. I drove here last
night from Grapevine, because the draconian measures being
considered here today have awakened in me the deep desire to
fight against this injustice.

Besides vo ng, I have never been ac vely involved in poli cs;
but that is changing today, because I truly believe SB1 would hurt
countless women across Texas. These measures would drastically
limit safe abor ons for all Texas women, but especially for the
poor, rural, underserved minority women of Texas. Being a first-
genera on American, raised in El Paso, a La na by heritage and a
community volunteer, I personally know many of these women
that would be affected nega vely. I also have a daughter whose
reprodu-- reproduc ve rights would be trampled by these
measures, should she ever choose to make that decision.

By limi ng her rights as a woman, her autonomous self, you
limit her confidence in herself, and you limit her right to grow into
a strong, produc ve woman of society. I do not want her to feel
that laws governing her body, mostly enacted by white,
conserva ve men, can limit her. That would make her feel less of



a person, less of a woman. And I cannot accept that. I am here for
her. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Dee Momone?

Dee Momone: Good a ernoon. Thank you for having me. My
name is Dee Momone, I'm from San Antonio, Texas, and Le cia
Van de Pu e is my senator. I am for this bill. I'm a70-- 70-year-old
grandma, and I'm here talking for the unborn. In this bill, you have
five months to decide whether you want to make a decision that
will affect the rest of your life. When you're young and scared and--
and you find yourself in trouble, it's easy to take the easiest way
out. Don't do it. You have alterna ves. Wonderful couples are
wai ng for their li le blessings through adop on. These babies
are wanted. Give them a chance to live.

I, I am here today because my mother was not aborted. My two
beau ful granddaughters are here today because their father's
mother did not abort him. So I believe that many of you probably
have adop ons in your family, genera ons back. So you see that it
runs deep, from genera on to genera on. I have volunteered for
the Pregnancy Care Center in San Antonio for several years and I
have found out first-hand that abor on has many repercussions--
not only physically, but mentally also for years to come. Some
women never are able to overcome their decision.

This bill is asking that clinics come up to the proper health
standards of ASCs and hospital facili es. This should be true for
other procedures as well. Who wants to go to a substandard clinic
for any-any procedure? So this includes most if not all of the needs
of the woman. You can also obtain medical a en on through-- at
state… excuse me, county health facili es. I-- I worked for the



Social Security Administra on for 32 years, and I've talked to
women-- woman a er woman and they tell me there's no problem
with ge ng help as-- you know, for themselves. So this doesn't
mean that those clinics have to close, they just have to come up
to certain standards, and this is not asking too much. So I ask you
to vote for this bill. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Suzanne Hemphill?

Suzanne Hemphill: Good a ernoon. My name is Suzanne
Hemphill and I'm here to represent myself and as a volunteer with
the Lilith Fund. I'm speaking in opposi on to Senate Bill 1, and my
senator is Kirk Watson. Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

The Lilith fund is a local abor on access fund that helps women
access abor on. We believe the right to abor on is meaningless
without access. Last week, I volunteered for a hotline shi . On
one day alone, we received 27 phone calls from Texans that
wanted and needed abor ons but could not afford access. The
callers ranged in their reason-- in their reasons. Some
experienced rape, domes c violence, and incest. One discussed
the death of her partner and that con nuing with the pregnancy
was too much. One was from a young girl, 14 years old, facing a
major life decision. All the callers were thinking of what was best
for themselves and their families.

I couldn't help all of those callers, which is difficult, but I-- I am
terrified of the outcome of Senate Bill 1 and what I will tell callers
when abor on is no longer legal in Texas. Research from the
World Health Organiza on and the Gu macher Ins tute show
similar abor on rates in countries where abor on is legal and
illegal. Abor on restric ons do not reduce the abor on rate.



Instead, where abor on is permi ed on broad legal grounds, it is
generally safe, and where it is restricted, it is typically unsafe. So
when we're talking about SB1, we're talking about a vote in favor
of restric ons that will shut down abor on access in Texas, and
lead to unsafe abor ons and death of actual people. If SB1 passes
we will see an increase in back-alley abor ons, self-abor ons,
and death among women seeking abortions.

As a volunteer with Lilith Fund, I speak with people needing
help accessing abor on. I hear stories, I talk, and I listen. And I've
heard lots of folks in this building talk about abor on without
talking or listening to those stories. In fact, y'all shut down
tes mony while thousands were wai ng. Women who have an
abor on do not do so lightly. I listen to good people facing an
unwanted pregnancy, making hard decisions that are best for
themselves. The 27 people I talked to last week, I believe in their
hopes and dreams, and that they know what's best for
themselves. Don't legislate private decisions. Leave those to
individuals, families, and doctors; they know what's best, you do
not.

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Williams?

Sharon Williams: Hello, my name is Sharon Williams, and I'm
from Taylor County, and I have six children, and I'm a very proud
grandmother. I'm expec ng my 25th grandchild next month. And I
just wanted to share something that happened to me. My li le
six-year-old grandson, when my daughter was pregnant, I got to go
see the ultrasound. He was the size of a peanut. And then his li le
arms, these arms and legs were just swimming around. I will
never forget that. That was the most awesome thing I have ever



seen. I've never seen that with my own children. And so I could
never say that that little baby is not alive. I believe it is.

What I don't understand is where we ques on, do they have
pain? What difference does it make? Can't we s ll make it
painless if they do have pain? I mean, how do we know? None of us
know for sure, 'cause none of us are there in the womb, and if we
were then we wouldn't have a voice. And so I would like to appeal
to you to please pass this for the unborn, and for the women.

I really think that Texas women need protec on. They may not
even know they need protec on. Many of these women that are
having babies, they're very young, and they don't know-- they don't
know how dangerous it really is, and they don't know that-- when,
later in life, that this is going to affect them. I've talked to many
people that, later in life, they have depression because of this.
They can't get over it. And it's a very sad thing. So I would like to
encourage you to please pass this bill. I think it's a wonderful bill.
Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ra-- is it Rabiya?

Rabiya Ali: Rabiya.

Senator Jane Nelson: Rabiya Ali. Go ahead.

Rabiya Ali: My name is Rabiya Ali, I'm a cons tuent of Senator
Watson, and I'm here to testify against Senate Bill 1.

I want you all to take a very good look at me. I am exactly the
kind of woman who will suffer under this legisla on. I've been
without health insurance for several months now. I make just



enough money to pay my rent and bills most months. And I have
sought healthcare services several mes at one of the clinics that
is now being threatened with closure by SB1. Senator Deuell, you
said that these clinics will not be closed, so I ask you what will you
do to ensure that they remain open when they no longer meet the
accepted standards laid out in this bill?

Many people have read tes mony in the past few weeks, filled
with personal stories that have been referred to as repe ve,
and many have a empted to reason with you by presen ng data
and medical evidence. I wrote such a tes mony weeks ago that
was not heard. But today I'm going to do something a li le
different to avoid being repetitive.

I'm here today to remind you how a democracy works. You think
that you're si ng in seats of power right now but I'm here to
remind you that these are servants' chairs. You are here to serve
us, to represent us. And if you fail in this representa on I can
guarantee you-- and all the people here and the hundreds of
thousands of people watching as you break and bend every rule to
pass this legisla on-- we can all guarantee you that you will not
occupy those chairs again come next election.

So, before you cast your votes, think for a moment. How many of
your cons tuents are like me? How many are unemployed or
underemployed? How many are without health insurance? How
many turn to those 37 clinics that will be closed, Senator Deuell?
How many women turn to those clinics for more than just ab--
abor on services? How many women come from immigrant
families, from religious families, impoverished families, families
that cannot or will not help them if they need an abor on? And



then ask yourselves, how many of those cons tuents will vote you
out of office come next elec on? So just remember before you
cast your votes that we have a vote to cast, too.

Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel --thank you to this panel.
The next--
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel will be Sheila Page, Cloyd
Dowling, Jerri Lynn Ward, Ananda-- Amanda Hernandez, Sandy
Smith, and Tina Hester. They will be followed by Christopher
Russo, Robbie Ausley, Linda Fowler, Nancy Cardenas, Cordelia
Wright and Joanna Klose. Ms. Page?

Sheila Page: My name is Sheila Page, I'm a D.O. and-- and I'm
here to tes fy in favor of the bill and I'm from Parker County. I
would like to address the ar cle on fetal pain that was published
in the Journal of the American Medical Associa on in August of
2005. And this ar cle has been referenced several mes, in
support of the concept that fetuses do not feel pain. However, this
ar cle is a review ar cle. And it reviews about ninety-- ar cl--
research ar cles over a period of forty years that were conducted
in support of the concept of fetal pain; and it's an a empt to
refute them by interjecting their own hypothesis without support.

So their hypothesis is that a fetus cannot feel pain if it does not
have func oning cor cal fibers in the cortex of the brain. And--
and if you have a hypothesis and you can demonstrate one
counterexample that contradicts your hypothesis, then that is a
no longer valid hypothesis and it has to be modified or thrown out.

http://youtu.be/8yrDwDufi3o


Well, decor cate insects has been demonstrated by studies to
feel pain, they have a valid pain response, they have
demonstrated conscious behavior and emo onal responses; and
that is a counterexample to the hypothesis and it refutes the
example. I mean, the hypothesis has to be thrown out.

I also just want to read real quick, and quote from this ar cle:
"Because pain percep on probably does not func on before the
third trimester, discussions of fetal pain for abor ons performed
before the end of the second trimester should be non-
compulsory"-- and this is a scien fic ar cle. In other words--
they're saying-- [buzzer sounds]

Senator Jane Nelson: Ma'am, you need to--

Sheila Page: --we really don't want to inves gate this further if
we don't think so.

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Cloyd?

Cloyd Dowling: Er--

Senator Jane Nelson: Oh, I'm sorry! [unintelligible] Cloyd
Downing.

Cloyd Dowling: Dowling.

Senator Jane Nelson: Dowling. Go ahead.

Cloyd Dowling: Sure. Ladies and gentlemen of the commi ee,
and men and women of this great state, my name is Cloyd Dowling
of Aus n, Texas, representa ve by Kirk Watson of this district,



and I'm here to speak to you respec ully in opposi on of the bill
before the commi ee now. As a Texan, born and raised here in
Aus n, I was always taught to respect women and their choices in
personal ma ers that concern them. Not only that, I was taught
to respect everyone's privacy, and this is not something that I am
alone in believing. In fact, a woman's right to privacy and the
ability to choose to live her life as she sees fit is something that is
guaranteed in every ci zen in the United States under the
Constitution.

This bill before you now is an egregious founda-- affront to the
founda on of our country and an assault on the values of liberty
and freedom that we as Texans hold so very dear. The legisla on
s fles the ability of women and their families to live freely, and
puts people's lives in danger unnecessarily in order to impose
your will and your personal values on people who wholeheartedly
disagree with you. This shows a fundamental lack of respect for
women and their ability to make a choice for themselves and the
type of healthcare that they seek. And it sends a message to the
people of Texas and everyone in this na on that you don't trust
them to make that choice without your say-so. And you do so by
disguising this insult by concern for their wo-- for women's health.
And in reality it's really just to subjugate them and their families.

It is my sincerest hope that you and your colleagues reconsider
your support of this bill and stand with the women of Texas, as I do
today. Because if you can't stand with your sisters and your
daughters, and your mothers and your wives, and your friends and
family in support of their rights, you don't deserve to stand for
anything. Thank you for your considera on and please do the right
thing.



Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Ward?

Jerri Lynn Ward: My name is Jerri Lynn Ward and I live here in
Travis County and Troy Fraser is my senator, and I am here on
behalf of the Associa on of American Physicians and Surgeons of
which I am a-- an associate member. I'm also here on my own
behalf, as a lawyer who provides representa on to health
providers, but I'm especially proud to be represen ng the point of
view by AAPS because their mo o is "All For the Pa ent", and I
believe that SB1 is all for the pa ent. And both AAPS and I support
it.

I support it for several reasons: first of all, it is in the public
interest for abor onists to be given the same kinds of standards
as others who perform risky procedures. The federal courts have
long recognized the risks of abor ons such as perfora on,
hemorrhaging, and actual death and have long ruled ever since
1975 that state legislatures have the power and authority to
determine who can com-- who can perform abor ons. Therefore
the-- that line of cases would apply both in the case of the 30-mile
rule and mandating that abortion facilities meet ACS standards.

Furthermore, ACS standards will certainly help in the situa on
of abor ons. Now, in some-- speakers have already talked about
some of the ways that some of the increased standards will
protect women who are about to get abor ons. I want to add a
few things. First of all, they will be required to provide for services
when the-- when the clinic is not open, just as the ACSs must do,
which will aid women who have complications after hours.

There are certain requirements with regard to medical records
in the way they must be kept. And you must note that abor on



clinics, some of the most vital informa on about the-- the
woman's condi on upon the-- the finaliza on of the abor on is in
the progress notes. And the facili es are given ten days before
they have to give those to the woman. That is not good for cont--
continuity of care. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Hernandez?

Amanda Hernandez: I'm Amanda Hernandez, I'm a cons tuent of
Senator John Whitmire and I'm against SB1. I come as a
healthcare provider with over three years of emergency room
experience, and I'm fortunate that I never had to treat or witness
the a ermath of an illegal unsafe back-alley abor on such as
those killed and maimed thousands of women every year before
there were safe legal abor ons. This bill seems to want to bring
those horrors back.

The wealthy have always, will always have access to safe
abortion. SB1 will cause injury and death for the poor and working-
class women who will be forced to seek unsafe abor ons. I come
to you as a former an -abor on ac vist. 'Till two years ago, since I
was a child, that's what I was. I am now pro-- pro-choice because I
respect all life. I can now see that being an -abor on and doing
things such as this bill does not stand for life at all. Being an -
abor on does not consider the life of the woman but seeks only to
control her body.

I say to you, it's a great crime against humanity to force a fetus
to be brought to term and born into a world where they will die a
slow, painful death in a society that is unjust and not equal. Is this
something to answer with laughter? Supporters of this bill seem
to think so. Some people from Texas Right to Life, standing right



beside their director Jim Graham, laughed at me when I said
these words the last me I came here to tes fy. Their director
provided no apology, nor comment. These bills do not stand for
life; these bills are pro-forced birth, pro-unsafe abor on. This is
why I oppose these bills. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Are these your children?

Amanda Hernandez: These are my children. And I want them to
have rights too.

Senator Jane Nelson: Introduce them to us.

Amanda Hernandez: No; because I'm scared. I have been
harassed, and stalked on Facebook and Twi er, by an -abor on
people. This is why I am trying to hide their faces.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay. But let me tell you, I can see a li le
bit of their faces, and they're darling. And I heard one sing the
ABCs. [laughter]

Amanda Hernandez: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here and tes fying.
Ms. Smith?

Sandy Smith: Hi, I'm Sandy Smith, I'm from San Antonio, I'm
represen ng myself, and I am for this bill. I am one of the nurses
that-- that has sat in on many termina ons, so I do have-- in my
earlier years, I do have the blood of those children on my hands,
and I regret that, each and every day; and thank God we have a
forgiving God, and I have asked for forgiveness for that. I feel bad



but I think that these children at 5 mon-- 5 months do feel pain
because, as one doctor here said, they do have all their eyes,
their nose, their hands, their feet, so obviously they do have a
nervous system. I'm just-- I'm just short and sweet and that's how I
feel.

Senator Jane Nelson: We like short and sweet. Thanks for
coming.

Sandy Smith: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Hester?

Tina Hester: And I'll try to be short and sweet as well. My name
is Tina Hester, and I'm a cons tuent of Senator Donna Campbell,
and I'm tes fying on behalf of myself, and I oppose SB1. I'm also
the Execu ve Director of Jane's Due Process, it's a non-profit
organiza on in Texas that ensures legal representa on for
pregnant minors. While we assist minors with issues surrounding
Title IX viola ons and emancipa on, the majority of the calls that
we get at our 24/7 legal hotlines are from minors seeking
representation for judicial bypasses.

A review of our hotline sta s cs shows that more than half of
the 5,000 minors who've called our hotline live outside of the 4
coun es that currently have Ambulatory Surgical Centers. Access
to transporta on is a crucial issue for many who are trying to
exercise their cons tu onal rights. This legisla on places an
undue burden on the poor, and the young, and the minors from
rural communi es. I urge you to consider the consequences of
your actions.



Yesterday I heard Senator Deuell on a radio program ques on
how someone could profess his faith as a Chris an and s ll
support access to abor on. Senator Deuell, I am a Chris an, I am
an ac ve member of my Methodist Church, and I support
reproduc ve jus ce. In fact, the Methodist church's policies
support the woman's right to make the decision that is best for
herself and for her family. Please understand that good Chris ans
differ on these decisions. Thank you for your consideration.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this panel; if you'll
exit in that direction.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel will be Christopher Russo,
Robbie Ausley, Linda Fowler, Nancy Cardenas, Cordellia Wright,
Cordeelia Wright, Joanna Klose. They will be followed by Amy
Maddox, Stacy Guidry, Chelsea Barlow, Kimberly Gilby, Carlos
Arana, and Jo Ann Merica. Christopher Russo?

Christopher Russo: Howdy. My name is Chris Russo, and I am
represented by Senator Schwertner. And I am tes fying in favor of
SB1. Thank you, Chairman Nelson, for holding this commi ee
mee ng, for giving us the opportunity to speak. On a bill that
addresses as many specific policy issues as this one, I think it-- it's
o en difficult to parse through the minu ae and the individual
policies of these bills and get to the truth of the matter.

And-- and at the very founda on of it, in any society, the right to
life and the dignity of the human person are the bedrock upon
which other fundamental freedoms stand. And when these erode
away for the most vulnerable within a society, generally we see
an erosion of freedoms follow for the rest of us. You know, there
are a couple of specific issues brought up and I had a prepared
tes mony but that's already been brought up, so what I would like
to point out are a couple of inconsistencies that I see in the

http://youtu.be/5gTS9Gvz7UE


arguments that are brought up.

Now, we're talking about if these restric ons and addi onal
measures are put into place. The claim is made that these clinics
that provide other health services would have to close, and I think
that unless we go as far as to make the fundamental assump on
that a significant por on of these clinics' income it comes from
abor on, which is something that I think that the pro-choice side
is very hesitant to state, then we can't automa cally make the
assump on that all of these other services that are afforded to
women would then-- then close.

And-- and I think that we can-- we can parse through these
arguments in such a way that we can find a solu on that both
reduces abor on and s ll allows us to have access to-- to vital
healthcare. And, as has been shown by the pro-life movement,
care for women that are in these situa ons a er they choose to
carry their pregnancy to term. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Mr. Ausley.

Robbie Ausley: Thank you. My name is Robbie Ausley, and I'm a
cons tuent of Kirk Watson. And I, too, want to thank all of you for
your incredible patience in allowing us to testify.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel to be called will be Amy
Maddox, Stacy Guidry, Chelsea Barlow, Kimberly Gilby, Carlos
Arrena-- Arenada?

Carlos Arana: Arana.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Carlos Arana: You're welcome.

Senator Jane Nelson: And Jo Ann Merica. They will be followed by
Richard Neusse, Ka e Heim, Cynthia Daskivich, Molly Karrasch,
Jennifer Madrid and Lucy Netherton. Amy Maddox?

Amy Maddox: Thank you for hearing us. I am a cons tuent of
Senator Schwertner and I would thank you for hearing us today. I
am here to-- I want to correct a couple of things. First of all, we live
in a republic. Another thing I want to correct is that I keep hearing
about religious persecu on. And don't-- don't push your religion
on me. Separa on of church and state: first of all, separa on of
church and state was actually to prevent the state from organizing
a religion and forcing it on people. It has nothing to do with issues

http://youtu.be/FhaNjb7RMSY


like this; you can vote your conscience.

I also want to testify on my own behalf as a person that in-- grew
up as a teenager in the 70's and helped two of my friends obtain
abor ons. One of those women was fortunate enough to be able
to have children later on in life. The other one is, I'm so sad to say,
that has never been able to carry a pregnancy a er her abor on.
She miscarried over and over and over. And I have that blood on
my hands and I have had such conscience issues with that, it has
broken my heart to hold my best friend a er miscarriage a er
miscarriage, and never being able to have children. This is such a
polarizing issue. It breaks my heart that there's so much anger
here. I also am in the healthcare industry. I manage a vascular
surgery practice. Thank you for--

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Stacy Gridrey?

Stacy Guidry: Gree ngs, Chairwoman Nelson and members. My
name is Stacy Guidry, it's Cajun. I'll let it slide. [chuckles] I live in
Senator Zaffirini 's district, I'm a proud born-and-bred Texan, a
small business owner, an avid voter and an intelligent woman
here to testify against Senate Bill 1.

We talk of abor on restric ons as if they were the only and
main issue of these bills, and in my opinion they are not.
Thankfully, I've never been raped; thankfully I have never
experienced incest by a family member; and thankfully, at 38
years old-- old, I have never been pregnant because being
childless is a path that I choose for myself. Because of Planned
Parenthood I have affordably been tested for HIV, nega vely,
received annual gynecological exams and have been able to keep
my uterus both baby- and abortion-free.



Now, last August I had quite a scare. Knowing I have history of
cancer on both sides of my family, I was extremely frightened
when I found several lumps in my le  breast. Being so scared,
having just lost my job and on top of that not having medical
insurance, I waited for four months to get it checked out. When I
was ready, I knew exactly where to turn. I went to my local
Planned Parenthood clinic. It was pris ne with excellent service
as usual, where the nurturing docs performed a medical breast
exam to confirm those lumps.

The director of the clinic referred me to a program that I was
unaware of. Planned Parenthood has a partnership with the
University of Texas funded by the Susan G. Komen founda on
grant, where I received a free mammogram and breast
ultrasound. My only other choice was to go to the emergency
room and let all these nice taxpayers foot the bill. So, without the
help of Planned Parenthood there's no way I would've been able
to afford this kind of advanced healthcare screening out of my own
pocket, even with medical insurance. Had I received a nega ve
prognosis instead of just scar ssue, the wait I put myself through
because of financial reasons could have killed me.

I implore you on behalf of millions of Texas women who need
more clinics, not less; more accessibility, not less; more
understanding and compassion and less judgment from
lawmakers. Please vote against this bill. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Barlow?

Chelsea Barlow: My name is Chelsea Barlow. With great respect
and gra tude, I come before you today in support of SB1.Kelly
Hancock is my senator. We have a crisis situa on I'd like to bring



to your a en on. We have lost our vision as a na on. Our culture
has become such a 'now' culture that we have no clue where we're
headed. Here's where we came from.

The preamble of our U.S. Cons tu on says, "We the people of
the United States in order to form a more perfect union, establish
jus ce, ensure domes c tranquility, provide for the common
defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of
liberty to ourselves and our posterity do ordain and establish this
Cons tu on for the United States of America." Our posterity. Our
posterity is-- the Cons tu on is a will for our children's children. It
is a call for vision. It is genera onal. It is whole-heartedly for
everybody, including the obvious: the unborn, our posterity. The
writers knew the value of life and needed to keep it-- needed to
protect it. They knew the greatest gi  of an inheritance would be
the Constitution.

I'm a homeschooling homemaker of five incredible children. My
husband and I have started our family vision-- started our family
with a vision. It calls us to sow into our na on 2 hin-- 200 years
beyond our deaths. When we procreate life, we teach and speak
to our children as we would to our great-great-great-great-
grandchildren. I may not be able to leave a financial inheritance
to them, but I've promised to leave this earth with them knowing
that genera ons are important. We have no idea who or what we
have lost in these-- in these abortions.

Ladies and gentlemen, look at your life purpose and vision. Are
you thinking genera onally?SB1 is a step in the right direc on. It
will protect our women from below-standard health prac ces
who may not even be aware of these standards. It-- It'll protect



our young pregnant daughters, our posterity from [unintelligible]
abor on shops of horror. If they can have an abor on without a
consen ng adult then we must put them in the law, measures to
protect them.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Ms. Barlow. Mr. Arnigha-- Arna--
you told me once!

Carlos Arana: Want me to say it twice?

Senator Jane Nelson: Please! [laughter]

Carlos Arana: Arana.

Senator Jane Nelson: Arana! Thank you! Go ahead.

Carlos Arana: All right! So my name is Carlos Arana, I live in
Aus n, Texas, and I'm represen ng myself in favor of this bill. I am
for any and all regula on of abor on services. I believe that it is
wrong to kill a hum-- an innocent human being. A human being is
an individual with its own unique DNA. In a pregnancy, both a
mother and the baby have their own unique DNA, and are two
separate human beings.

An innocent human being differs from a guilty one, in that they
have not commi ed any ac ons, wrong or otherwise. In fact, we
already value life to the degree that we remove from society
anyone who purposefully or successfully a empts to take the life
of another human being. We should all agree that human life is
not valued by an arbitrary decision or by a personal choice,
stemming from selfishness, financial insecurity, or inconvenience.



A fetus is a human being. It literally means 'offspring' in La n.
The life of a human being has value. Not just 3/5 value, not just if it
has blonde hair and blue eyes, and even if it's less than 20 weeks
from its concep on. This truth is so undeniable that you don't
even need to believe in God to know that it is true. I am here today
so that the members of this commi ee, our Senate, our state and
our society know that there are people like me out here in Texas
that value the lives of human beings. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Miss Gilby?

Kimberly Gilby: Good a ernoon, Senator Nelson and commi ee
members. My name is Kimberly Gilby and my family lives in
Williamston county, and Dr. Charles Schwertner is my state
senator. I'm here today with my two daughters because we are
pro-family, pro-life, and pro-choice, and our family adamantly
opposes SB1. This bill is bad for Texas women, period.

This bill is not about safeguarding women's health, as some
people would like you to believe, and if passed it will have the
opposite effect. This bill is en rely about making it virtually
impossible for a large por on of Texas women to obtain a legal
abor on in the state of Texas. If this bill passes, the majority of
clinics will be forced to close, and women will have to travel even
greater distances to San Antonio, Dallas, and Houston to obtain
services at one of the five remaining clinics left open after the new
regula ons take place. Economically disadvantaged women are
already burdened with traveling great distances to find a
provider, and with fewer clinic-- clinics available this will only
worsen.

If this was truly about protecting women's health, why are there



no provisions for rape and incest vic ms? Where is the outrage
over the lack of adequate sex educa on in our public schools?
A er all, we lead the country in repeat teen pregnancies, which is
a shame. Where are the regula ons calling for easy access to
birth control, which helps prevent unwanted pregnancies, and
would result in fewer abortions.

This is such an emo onal and personal issue, and I truly believe
you have no business legisla ng an issue that should be between
a woman, her partner, her physician, and her god; not a woman,
her partner, her god, and her poli cian. Our country was founded
in part on religious freedom, and it's high me you stop forcing
your personal religious beliefs and poli cal views on the ci zens
of Texas. Please vote 'no'. Thank y'all.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Miss Merica?

Jo Ann Merica: Yes. Jo Ann Merica, and Kirk Watson is my
senator. I am an a orney, an adjunct professor at the University
of Texas Law School, a former foster mother, and a member of
First Austin, a Baptist church here in town.

I am surprised that with seventeen of the finest Cons tu onal
scholars in this state down the street that we are hearing
tes mony from someone from Notre Dame about the
cons tu onality of the 20-week provision in this bill. The Arizona
statute was struck down just six weeks ago, and that was the
specific por on of the statute that was addressed. That law was
also predicated on risks to women's health and medical evidence
that there is fetal pain. This bill is not only uncons tu onal on
that basis, but I think it's just plain mean.



Senate Bill 1 is not going to restrict the accessibility of
abor ons for any of your daughters, or mine, or my affluent
friends. But it will create immense hardship for the poor women of
this state, who cannot afford to be here today to be heard. Budget
cuts that this body passed in 2011 already closed 56 women's
health clinics in this state. As a result, there were 30,000
unintended pregnancies in 2012-- more than we had in 2010. And
those 30,000 unintended pregnancies, many of them ended in
abortions.

In addi on, approximately 4,100 women in this country died of
completely preventable cervical cancer last year. And of that
4,100, 1,000 of them were Texans. That is a grossly high
propor on when we consider what the demographics are in this
country. So if you are in favor of life, do not pass legisla on that
will have the effect of closing more health clinics. Eradicate
abor on by eradica ng unwanted pregnancies, by providing
education and affordable access to contraception.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you very much. Thank you to the
members of this panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: --in that direc on. The next panel is
Richard Neusse, Ka e Heim, Cynthia Daskivich, Molly Karrasch,
Jennifer Madrid, Lucy Netherton. They will be followed by Je--
Kevin Jennings, Jessica Conn, Kris  Huckabee, Sheila Fling,
Brianna Huckabee, Chris ne Gilbert. Before we begin, Senator
West, did you-- for what purpose?

[Unintelligible.]

Senator Jane Nelson: You want her back? Miss Merica?

Jo Ann Merica: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Would you mind coming back to the
podium? Senator West has a, I'm sure, very brief concise ques on
for you.

Jo Ann Merica: Yes, sir.

Senator Royce West: You are a law professor at UT?

Jo Ann Merica: I'm an adjunct.

http://youtu.be/B0oLNCB0VV4


Senator Royce West: Okay. What do you do?

Jo Ann Merica: I do not work there full- me; I am full- me
employed by Sedgwick, which is a law firm at 10th and Congress.

Senator Royce West: What type of law do you practice?

Jo Ann Merica: I do construc on, commercial and some First
Amendment law.

Senator Royce West: And do you-- you made men on to the
Arizona case; have you reviewed that case?

Jo Ann Merica: I have. It's Isaacson v. Horne, it was recorded by
the 9th Circuit on May the 21st.

Senator Royce West: Okay.

Jo Ann Merica: And it says that under all existing--

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Royce West: Wait, hold up, I just asked you if you'd
reviewed the case, that's all.

[Laughter.]

Senator Jane Nelson: I knew I should be [unintelligible] to
recognize a lawyer to ask a lawyer a question.

Senator Royce West: Ms. Chairperson, Ms. Chairperson, I'm
gonna home in on it. You said that it was declared
uncons tu onal based on the same grounds as this par cular



legislation-- did I understand you correctly?

Jo Ann Merica: The 20-week prohibi on was declared
unconstitutional under existing Supreme Court precedent.

Senator Royce West: Under existing-- okay, that's the 9th Circuit.

Jo Ann Merica: It was the 9th Circuit.

Senator Royce West: And you would agree, though, that the 9th
Circuit is frequently overturned by the Supreme Court.

Jo Ann Merica: They are, but that doesn't mean they're wrong.

Senator Royce West: So they may not always be right, but
they're never wrong.

Jo Ann Merica: Well-- [crosstalk; laughter] No, I'm just saying--
I'm just saying they're not always wrong. And-- and there are other
courts that have been overturning similar statutes--

Senator Royce West: Other Circuits?

Jo Ann Merica: --that have all been enacted recently.

Senator Royce West: Other Circuits? Other Circuits?

Jo Ann Merica: No federal appellate courts, but I believe district
courts.

Senator Royce West: Okay. All right, thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Senator West! Richard Neusse?



Here we go.

Richard Neusse: Senator West, my drill sergeant said the same
thing. He's not always right, but he's never wrong. [laughter] My
name is Richard Neusse. I'm from District 9, and I live in Arlington
and Kelly Hancock is my senator. I am here to tes fy for the bill,
and I'm gonna give a-- a small list of reasons. I stand for Texas
women. I've seen a lot of people with shirts on that stand up for
Texas women. I have a wife, two daughters, five granddaughters,
three sisters, two nieces, two sisters-in-law; all in Texas, all
opposed to this-- all opposed to abortion.

With respect to pain, Dr. Paul Rinelli, from the University of
Toronto, has given expert tes mony about, pain of the 20-- in fact,
it was earl-- earlier than that, 18 month--18 weeks: that they hear
sound, they feel pain and react to, to the slightest pressure. I do
believe that if this whole panel would see and watch an abor on,
and with the-- with the sonogram, that they would all see the baby
react, painfully; react, pull away. I'm a biologist, and I have seen--
seen even dead animals react to pain. Where they will push and
move where they can, but they-- but they are completely dead.

Personal responsibility: there seems to be very, very li le
discussion of that around here, but America is going to hell in a
hand basket, based on the number of abor ons that are
happening in this country right now. I am a sinner saved by the
grace of God. I am no saint, and I have many friends and people in
my past who will a est to that. But what's going on in this country
right now is-- is a reduc on of religion in this country, a reduc on
of our love for God out there. I mean, Alexis de Tocqueville, almost
200 years ago, said that America is a good country. It is good



because it's a moral and religious country. And-- and I'll leave with
that.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Mr. Neusse. Katie Heim?

Ka e Heim:  Yes, ma'am. My name is Ka e Heim, and I'm from
Aus n, Texas, represented by Senator Robson. I wrote you guys a--
a li le poem to maybe break it up a li le for you. [ laughter] So
here we go.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for that, we needed that.

Katie Heim: No problem.

If my vagina was a gun, you would stand for its rights.
You would ride on buses and fight all the fights.
 
If my vagina was a gun, you would treat it with care.
You wouldn't spill all its secrets because, well, why go there?
 
If my vagina was a gun, you'd say what it holds is private.
"From cold dead hands we could pry", you surely would riot.
 
If my vagina was a gun, its rights would all be protected
No matter the body count or the children affected.
 
If my vagina was a gun, I could bypass security.
Concealed carry laws would ensure that I had purity.
 
If my vagina was a gun, I wouldn't have to beg you.
I could hunt this great land and do all the things that men do.
 



But my vagina's not a gun. It's a mightier thing.
With a voice that rings true, making lawmakers' ears ring.
 
Vaginas aren't delicate; they are muscular and magic.
So stop messing with mine with legislation that's tragic.
 
My vagina is here to demand from the source
Listen to the voices of thousands, or feel their full force.
 

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Daskivich?

Cynthia Daskivich: Thank you. My name is Cynthia Daskivich. I'm
from San Antonio, Texas, and I'm represented by Senator Donna
Campbell; and I had no plans on speaking today, so this will
probably be emo onal. I was compelled to come here, so this is
from my heart.

I've heard a lot of interviews this last week about 'what are old
women doing here? I'm going to be fi y-nine very shortly. And I
was a product of Roe v. Wade, you know, at the beginning, and a
lot of people, you know, were like, "We're not having babies
anymore." Well, "this doesn't affect"-- and they say" this doesn't
affect them." Well, it has been 40 years since Roe v. Wade, and we
were those young women going to the clinics.

If I would have had access to counseling, and sonograms of my
baby, it would be alive today. My doctor told me, "It's just another
form of birth control." My first child was born one year before--
before Roe v. Wade, thank God. I never thought of killing my baby,
it was against the law at that me. But I was living under man's
law. And unfortunately, she died in my arms three years later. I



lost the child in the womb and outside of the womb. Don't let the
lies spoken about "it's no big deal" destroy another woman or
child. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Ms. Karrasch?

Molly Karrasch: My name is Molly Karrasch. I'm a cons tuent of
Senator Kirk Watson, I'm represen ng myself, and I oppose SB1. I
chose to live in Texas, I chose to get pregnant in Texas, and I chose
to have my fetus transi on into a baby in Texas, and I hope to
raise that baby in Texas. On a very personal note-- sorry, she made
me cry also. I've never in my life heard so many women have to
say, "I was raped, but I was lucky; I didn't get pregnant." I hope to
never hear this phrase again. But today, in solidarity, I would like
to say I was raped, but I was lucky; I didn't get pregnant. I do not
want an abor on, ever. I do, however, have a cons tu onal right
to an abortion, and I want that right protected.

And when legislators want to limit my access to this
cons tu onal right, I want to know why. And I expect them to be
willing and able to answer ques ons about why they think they
know more about ensuring the health and safety of Texas women
than Texas women and their doctors. When they are repeatedly
unwilling or unable to intelligently answer ques ons regarding
these restric ons that they propose to my cons tu onal right, it
assures me that they do not know better than us.

We are listening to you very carefully. The world is watching you
cheat. Not today, Chairwoman Nelson, you're keeping it very
classy. I, as a woman, as a mother, and as a Texas voter, choose to
stand up and fight this fight for as long as it takes, and I don't think
that I am alone. Thank you very much for your time.



Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. And this is the most beau ful
thing I have seen all day long.

Molly Karrasch: What's that?

Senator Jane Nelson: Blue and orange holding hands.

Cynthia Daskivich: Our Creator loves us uncondi onally. And we
love everybody.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. [wiping eyes] I never cry at a
hearing. [laughter] Jenni-- Jennifer Madrid?

Jennifer Madrid: My name is Jennifer Madrid. I'm here from
Temple, and I'm represented by Troy Fraser, and I am here in
support of this bill. I was raped, and I did have an abor on.
Trauma zed, scared, pregnant and feeling societal pressure
because I conceived in rape, I chose abor on. My choice was
intensely painful, because my biological mother in '69, when
faced with her own crisis pregnancy, placed me in a good family
through adoption.

A friend and I made the 8-hour round trip from our small West
Texas campus to a metropolitan abor on facility and back, in the
same day; no problem. While there, I wasn't screened or asked for
medical records; I was pressured by the staff to go through with it
even as I voiced my doubts. 40 to 50 of us were herded like ca le
into a long, narrow hallway to wait for our procedure. I wanted to
back out, but the hallway packed with young women caused me to
feel trapped. I had no anesthesia. The doctor barely spoke to me. I
wasn't told I could report a complica on, I never knew his name.
He never even looked me in the eye.



Back at school that evening, I was completely unprepared for
what I'd see: parts of my baby the abor on had le  behind. I
couldn't stop looking. I couldn't deny or excuse what I had done to
this ny, helpless human being. Being forcibly raped was horribly
trauma c, but it was nothing compared to this. I spent nineteen
days in the hospital with major depression and suicidal thoughts.

For nearly twenty-five years, my husband and I have spent well
over $100,000 ba ling psychological and mul ple physical health
problems related to my abor on. It's affected my marriage, and
it's affected my three precious live children. A scared teenage girl,
I lied to friends and family and covered up my rape and pregnancy.
I didn't involve my doctor or my family at all. The freedom I was
given by my country to make this important decision without
professional or other loving help, without the facts regarding my
op ons, fetal development or risks, and without the important
people in my life was not freedom at all: it was neglect.

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Madrid, thank you. Ms. Netherton?

Lucy Netherton: Thank you. My name is Lucy Netherton. I'm from
Aus n. I'm a cons tuent of Kirk Watson's. I'm here to speak
against SB1 as opposed by Senator-- as proposed by Senator
Hegar. It is clear to me that SB1 is in viola on of federal law.
Although Ms. Merica already stole my thunder, I want to say that
Idaho's fetal pain law, which outlawed abor on services a er 20
weeks of pregnancy, was struck down by the courts this spring. It
was found by the courts that such a fetal pain restric on places
an undue burden on a woman seeking to have an abor on, which
is a direct violation of women's constitutional rights.

And in this case, the federal judge also cri cized Idaho's GOP-



dominated legislature for allowing protec ons for fetuses to
outweigh women's right to choose, sta ng, "The state may not
rely on its interest in the poten al life of the fetus to place a
substan al obstacle to abor on before viability in women's
paths." If Senator Hegar stated in SB1, "if there is a compelling
state interest in protec ng the lives of unborn children from the
state of viability, then why doesn't the State of Texas provide
widespread and easily accessible birth control, which has been
found by the World Health Organiza on as the most effec ve way
to decrease the abortion rate?"

You see, it is obvious to me that even a blonde can see that SB1
will not reduce the number of abor ons in Texas. It will only
reduce the number of safe abor ons in Texas. Thank you so much
for letting us all speak today.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here today-- that way--
and I have to tell you too, thank you. You've renewed my faith in
Texans of all stripes.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel: James Jennings, Jessica Conn,
Kris  Huckabee, Sheila Fling, Brianna Huckabee, Chris ne Gilbert.
They will be followed by Hilda Alvarado, Edie Clark, Brian
McAuliffe, Karen Seligman--

[Unidentified Voice]: Seligman.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you! Deborah McGregor, and Lisa
LeBlanc. James Jennings?

James Kevin Jennings: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Jane Nelson: You may begin.

James Kevin Jennings: My name is-- I go by Kevin Jennings.
Salesmen call me James.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay.

James Kevin Jennings: I'm from San Antonio. I'm here
represen ng myself and I'm here in support of SB1. I woke up at
3:30 this morning to make sure I made it to Aus n early enough to

http://youtu.be/H1F4kJNT2oE


have a good shot at-- at speaking.

I have two of my three college degrees earned through the UT
system. My wife and I of thirty years raised four kids. We had four
under the age of four. When our second child was born my only job
was a paper route, 80-mile paper route. And so we're not affluent
and we never will be, but we love life and we've really dedicated
our life to raising our kids. We just recently received our first
grandchild and the ming of Celia Hope being born just a couple of
weeks ago under the light of the super moon and this-- it just, it
just compels me to come and-- and speak.

I just-- I'm always-- you know, pregnancy results in a life, and if
we're gonna apply-- you look at how we apply capital punishment--
that we really take great pains to be a en ve to pain and we try
to mi gate pain, and I think that's the thing that captures me
about this bill is that it is-- it's a compassionate and merciful way
of looking at that life in the womb.

If we can't agree on where that life began-- which astounds me,
because we can declare somebody brain-dead, we can cer fy

me of death-- and yet somehow we had a doctor here today
tes fying that he leaves it up to the woman to decide whether
that's a live child or not; and that don't make any sense, so at the
very least applying a measure of pain makes sense.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Jessica Conn.

Jessica Conn: Good morning, or a ernoon, I guess, now. My
name is Jessica Conn and I'm here represen ng myself, and my
senator is Kirk Watson. I am opposed to this bill. The reason I am
here today is to discuss the discriminatory nature of parts of



Senate Bill 1. This bill, as it is wri en, will in effect severely
restrict access to abor on services. The families that will be most
affected by this bill are dispropor onately low-income. Surely you
realize that even if the es mated 37 clinics do not close, some of
them probably will.

If any of the Tex-- of the clinics in West Texas close, it will result
in many thousands of ci zens in that region without access to
abor on, as well as other women's health services. Low-income
families will have to travel hundreds of miles to obtain these
services. Because low-income families don't have the resources
to make a trek like that, this bill will, in effect, provide undue
burden to those women who choose to exercise their
cons tu onal right. I'm sure that the intent of this bill is not to
discriminate against low-income families, but it will be the net
effect.

Furthermore, if abor on services are eliminated in en re
regions of Texas, many women, out of despera on, will resort to
using dangerous methods of inducing miscarriage. I just want to
reiterate: this bill does not, in effect, protect women's help--
health; instead, it discriminates against low-income families. I
urge you to split up this bill, allowing each sec on to be voted on
separately and to vote 'no' on the combined bill so that the
portions of this bill that are discriminatory do not pass. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Kristi Huckabee?

Kris  Huckabee:  Madam Chairperson and members of the
commi ee, thank you for hearing me today. My name is Kris
Huckabee and I am here to speak in support of Senate Bill Number
1.



I am from Aurora, Texas in Wise County and our senator is
Senator Craig Estes. I am a mother of four and a resident of the
great state of Texas. Being that this bill deals with women's health
and the rights of human children, I am more than qualified to
address and add information regarding Senate Bill 1.

The two points that I will address are issues requiring the
abor on facility to be an Ambulatory care center and banning
abor ons a er the twen eth week of gesta on. It is hard to
appreciate the necessity of having emergency care available
unless one finds oneself needing that emergency care. When
delivering my first daughter, had I not had immediate emergency
care I would have not survived. But that being said, it is my belief
that to say this bill is to protect women's health is misleading. I
believe this is a roundabout way to prevent abor on. While I will
always choose the right to life, my preference would be that we be
upfront about our purpose.

It is noted in Senate Bill 1 that there is evidence that fetuses
are able to fee-- feel pain no later than 20 weeks a er fer liza on
and a scien fic fact that the heart begins to beat in the first
trimester. Given that a 20-week-old fetus has the brain capacity
to feel pain and have a heartbeat, at this me there is no denying
that it is a human. We, as humans in the great state of Texas, are
guaranteed the right to life except by the due course of law under
the Texas Cons tu on, Sec on 19. The right to life of an unborn
child outweighs a woman's right for comfort or convenience
unless-- unless given the opportunity to be weighed by the due
course of law.

It is a privilege to be here today in the presence of fellow Texans



and to have the freedom to tes fy in front of you as well as hear
tes mony from the opposing side and gain knowledge from their
presenta ons. My hope is that you will use a logical weighing
mechanism of granted rights and affirm the vote.

Senator Jane Nelson: You have to finish. Thank you. Sheila Fling?

Sheila Fling: Madam Chairman, obviously with a heart [chuckles]
and Senators, all-- I don't know-- I have felt-- oh, I'm Sheila Fling
from San Marcos, Texas.

I have felt affec onal and sexual a rac on to women all my life
but, loving my Bible, I anguished for fi y years, believing I was,
quote, "an abomina on". I tried desperately both religion and
science to change my feelings. A er several suicide a empts and
hospitaliza ons, including electric shock quote "treatment" and
insulin shock quote "treatment", I married at 30, hoping marriage
and children would make me, quote, "normal".

Although I gave him all he wanted, my husband lied about many
things, including his having had an irreversible vasectomy. A er
divorce and several more kinds of therapy, a famous but unethical
therapist must have thought his potency would, quote, "cure" me.
It was the only me in my life that I could have go en pregnant
and I did. I was devastated, disillusioned and suicidal.

Not wan ng to hurt my parents and their religious ministry, and
with no legal abor on in Texas at that me, alone I endured the
trauma c trip to Albuquerque. I'm almost 78 and I am s ll for
love, for life, for children, and I know I made the right decision.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Brianna Huckabee.



Brianna Huckabee: Thank you, Madam Chairperson and
members of the commi ee, and thank you for the opportunity to
speak. My name is Brianna Huckabee and I'm an 18-year-old
freshman at Texas Tech, and my senator is Senator Craig Estes,
and I'll be speaking for Senate Bill Number 1.

But I'd like to begin with a famous story of a young woman who
rose to a posi on of poli cal power. Shortly therea er she
became aware that a certain sector of society was about to have
their rights taken away, including the right to life. Now, she was
frightened to protect them because she knew it could have
serious consequences for herself. Yet a wise mentor informed her
that she could have been put in that posi on for such a me as
that, and I believe that the legislators of Texas could have been
put in this position for such a time as this.

I'm going to mainly be looking at the por on of this bill that
outlaws abor on past 20 weeks. My first point is that an unborn
child is human. They have human DNA and it is their own
individual DNA. Also, clearly an unborn child is scien fically alive.
Therefore every unborn child is an individual living human being,
and according to the Texas Cons tu on, a Texas ci zen's life
cannot be taken away without the due process of law.

Now my second point deals with conflic ng human rights, and
this is really where the heart of the abor on debate is at. Does a
woman's right to control what happens to her body supersede an
unborn child's right to life? This ques on is easily solved. Suppose
I find myself next to someone who is sick with a contagious
disease. Now, their contagious disease could affect my body, but I
do not have the right to kill them, because their right to life



trumps my right to control what happens to my body. And it is no
different with an unborn child.

It's for these reasons that I urge you to support Senate Bill
Number 1, and to protect the rights of unborn children. The
government failed to protect these rights for my own genera on
but I believe this bill marks a change when the rights of unborn
childs who are past the 20-week mark will again be guarded by our
legislators, because I believe you were all put in this posi on for
such a time as this. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Miss Gilbert?

Christine Gilbert: Thank you, Chair and commi ee members, for
allowing me to tes fy today. My name is Chris ne Gilbert. I'm
represen ng myself and I'm a con n-- cons tuent of Senator
Charles Schwertner of District 5. I'm here to tes fy against Senate
Bill 1.

I'm a registered nurse and am a Medical Sciences teacher. I
oppose this bill-- and I'm going to sound like a broken record-- for
many reasons, but basically because of the lack of factual and
defini ve scien fic medical data. According to Harvard
researchers, the 20-week ban is neither scien fically nor
cons tu onally sound. The Journal of Law, Medicine, and Ethics
cites that there is no conclusive evidence that fetuses can feel
pain at the-- at that point in gesta on. In fact, the bulk of the
scien fic literature indicates the brain connec ons required to
feel pain are not in place un l at least 24 weeks. The 20-week ban
is, quote, "espousing a view that aligns with political hope", end of
quote. That was suggested by a neo-- neonatologist and a lawyer
from Harvard.



Another report con-- concludes that fetuses under 24 weeks do
not have the required wiring to send pain signals from nerves
around the body to the cortex, the area of the brain where pain is
experienced, and that's according to The Royal College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists. Just as I would never tell a
pa ent's family if and when to pull the plug, I would not tell
anyone what to do in these life-altering, life-termina ng
situa ons either. I'm in favor of sustaining viable life, but I realize
that this is not always possible in some very complicated and
tragic pregnancies. I also know, more importantly, that a private
and personal choice is neither mine nor the government's to
make.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this entire panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Chair calls Hilda Alvarado, Eddie Clark,
Brian McAuliffe, Karen Seligman, Deborah McGregor, Lisa LeBlanc.
They will be followed by Margaret Hotze, Trish Florence, Daniel
Hawky-- Hawkins? Heather Frederick, Carrie Jones, and Kathleen
Green. Hilda Alvarado?

Hilda Alvarado: Hi. My name is Hilda Alvarado. I'm originally
from Mexico. I've been here for about 13 years. I'm number ten in
my family. My mom was a single mother. So my tes mony is it is
possible, that no ma er how many kids you have, if you have the
anger and you love your kids, you can do it.

I move here when I was about 20. I basically was raped, also; I
was first to have sex, I was pregnant. I was far from my mom's
house, so I had to make a decision, because I came to the land of
freedom, to do-- to-- you know, American dream. But that
American dream really destroyed my life. I kill my baby-- because
that's what it is, you murder your baby-- was the worst
experience, I don't wish to any women, young, older, doesn't
matter. It hurts deeply.

I just recently went through a crisis again. I want to kill myself. I

http://youtu.be/JuqxfBX2d-o


had house, I had money, it doesn't fade all the blood that I
[unintelligible] from my baby. At the end, you look around, there's
nothing there, just emp ness. Your house doesn't fade that much
pain that that poor baby went through. So I ask everybody in here,
have you-- any of you had, experienced first-hand, an abor on?
How you gonna tell your kids, I choose you over your brother and
your sister? How you think that's gonna affect them? And to the
person say they doesn't have feelings about the abor on, they're
in denial and they're just evildoers.

I ask Nancy Pelosi, Wendy, Obama, even Michelle: have they
ever experienced? You don't see the pain that person feels
internally, deeply. It ruins your life. And I'm for SB1.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Eddie Clark.

Edie Clark: It's Edie Clark.

Senator Jane Nelson: I'm sorry.

Edie Clark: My name is Edie Clark, and I'm from Red Rock, and I'm
represen ng myself; and I'm a mother, and a grandmother, and I
oppose SB1. It imposes unreasonable obstacles to a woman's
cons tu onally-protected right to a legal medical procedure, and
it will dispropor onately affect poor women of color in much of
our state.

For 20 years I was a secondary school science teacher, and I
taught mainly in Title I schools in Texas. I was a first-hand witness
to the devasta ng consequences that unintended pregnancy has
on the lives of teenage girls and their children.



Debra was a shy 16-year-old black girl, the daughter of a
teenage mother and an unknown father. Her last name came from
the town where she was born. Her mother was physically abusive.
Debra lived with a foster family and she worked a er school as a
car hop in the third ward. School was difficult for her but she
determined to graduate from high school.

Debra's whole life changed when she was raped repeatedly by
her foster family's son, and she became pregnant and dropped out
of school. S ll a child herself, she had no prepara on for
motherhood, no examples other than her own abusive childhood.
She moved back in with her mother, and returned to her old job at
the drive-in, while her abusive mother took care of the new baby.
Another genera on caught in an endless cycle of poverty and
abuse.

Given the obstacles SB1 imposes, by the me a girl like Debra, a
naive young girl, realizes she's pregnant, it may be too late to
arrange an abor on; especially if she is poor and lives in a rural
area hundreds of miles from the nearest clinic. Since there is no
excep on for rape, this cruel bill could force a naive young girl like
Debra to bear her rapist's child. Texas is a state with the highest
teen birth rates in the country, where the majority of women who
give birth are poor enough to qualify for Medicaid. And one in four
children live in poverty, and yet our legislature has responded by
declaring a scorched-earth policy on women's health services.

Sister Joan Chi ster says "I do not believe that just because
you are opposed to abor on that makes you pro-life. In fact, I
think in many cases your morality is deeply lacking. If all you want
is a child born, but not a child fed, not a child educated, not a child



housed, that's not pro-life. It's pro-birth."

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Ms. Clark. Brian McAuliffe?

Brian McAuliffe: Thank you. I'm Brian McAuliffe, and I'm from San
Marcos, and I'm in Donna Campbell's district; wanted to talk to
you about a 20-year-old baby. A 20-year-old baby is seven to ten
inches long--

Senator Jane Nelson: 20-week-old.

Brian McAuliffe: 20 weeks, I'm sorry; 20-week-old. 20-week-old.

[Laughter.]

Brian McAuliffe: 20-week-old, and it has arms and legs, and
sucks its thumb and responds to s mulus. And these people that
say that this bill won't protect women, but we know that
approximately 40,000 women a year die in abor ons in Texas.
Now how many of those survived to 20 weeks I don't know, so I
don't know the exact number that it'll save. But it will save some,
and it'll save also some men, 40,000 men a year.

We've already heard tes mony about studies that actually
show abor on is more dangerous. A 1997 study showed that a er
one month a er a live birth, 27 out of 100,000 people-- or women-
- are dead, but a er an abor on, that same study showed 101
deaths per 100,000. And that was not only from the effects of the
abortion but included suicides and drug overdoses.

One of the things that I really wanna talk about is, I'm a
Sidewalk Angel. I'm out there on a regular basis, several mes a



week, helping women that are-- think that they are backed into a
corner, that they don't have any alterna ve. And I tell them about
the 200 pregnancy resource centers in Texas. I tell them about the
Gabriel Angel Project at every major Catholic church. I let them
know that they have resources available to them.

And those women, every one of them that has taken my advice
and has had that baby, they're all so thankful. I've had women
come back many mes, many months later, a er their baby is
born, run up and give me a hug and thank me, that I was there
helping them. We need to get them, to let them know that people
are there for their needs. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Mr. McAuliffe. Karen Seligman?

Senator José Rodríguez: Madam Chair, can-- can I just ask one
quick question of this gentleman?

Senator Jane Nelson: Yes, Mr. Rodriguez.

Senator José Rodríguez: You said there's 40,000 women who
have died of abortions; where do you get that figure from?

Brian McAuliffe: Well, there's approximately 80,000 abor ons
every year in Texas, and half of them--

Senator José Rodríguez: Sir, you said 40,000 have died from
abortions--

Brian McAuliffe: Yes, yes, the 40,000 babies. The 40,000 babies
died, of which approximately half would be female.



Senator José Rodríguez: So you-- you misspoke then, about--

Brian McAuliffe: No. No, I didn't misspoke.

Senator José Rodríguez: Well, you said women, I think you--

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, okay.

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Karen Seligman?

Karen Seligman: Thank you, Chair and commi ee. My name is
Karen Seligman, I'm represen ng myself, I am a resident of
Pflugerville, and Kirk Watson is my senator. I'm here to tes fy
against Senate Bill 1 as follows:

I moved to Texas in the summer of 1974. I had never taken birth
control before but had been sexually ac ve. I heard I could go to a
place called Planned Parenthood and get birth control. I went to
Planned Parenthood and they gave me a physical. They also gave
me birth control pills and said to start them after my next cycle.

A cycle never came. I became very ill and didn't have a cycle for
a month or two. I returned to the clinic and was offered a
pregnancy test, and found out that I was pregnant. I'd come to
Aus n with my boyfriend who was from Texas. He was in college
and had no income. I was s ll looking for a job. I could barely take
care of myself, much less a baby. I had been physically and
verbally abused by my parents from the age of three years un l I
le  at age nineteen. I had no one to help me. My boyfriend
couldn't tell his parents. So I decided the best thing for me was to



have an abortion.

Planned Parenthood made an appointment for me to have it
done in San Antonio. I got on birth control and went to P-- Planned
Parenthood for all my women's needs un l I married in April 1989.
I then had the stability in my life to raise children. I had a daughter
in 1990 and a son in 1993. If it had not been for the resources of
affordable healthcare provided by Planned Parenthood, I don't
know what I would have done.

Senate Bill 1 will take the choice and the resources away from
Texas women almost all parts of the state. This is 2013. Let's not
go back to the days of back-alley abor ons and coat-hangers.
Please don't pass this bill, so that women across the state can
s ll have access to healthcare choices without having to endure
unreasonable travel and financial burdens. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Deborah McGregor?

Deborah McGregor: Hi, my name is Deborah McGregor, and I am
an a orney, and I'm a cons tuent of Brian Birdwell in Waco, and
I'm the executive officer of Care Net Pregnancy Center in Waco.

Back in April of this year, I called to check on a client of ours that
we had seen for a pregnancy test. She was 15 weeks pregnant,
and she had decided to have an abor on. She answered the
phone the morning that I called her from a hospital bed in Dallas,
Texas a er she had undergone an abor on the previous day at
the Planned Parenthood on Greenville Avenue.

They had ripped and torn her uterus-- uterine wall during a
standard dila on and extrac on abor on, and had severed a



vascular bundle which led to a pint of blood accumula ng in her
abdominal cavity. She was wide awake during the procedure,
knew when the abor onist perforated her uterine wall, screamed
but was told to be quiet, and watched the doctor pull the baby
from her uterus via ultrasound. This young lady was forced to walk
out of Planned Parenthood clinic, a er telling them that she was
dizzy, had abdominal pain, shortness of breath, pressure in her
rectum, and thought that she was bleeding. She was a nurse.

Even a er she asked to stay longer for observa on, she was
told to drive herself to the nearest emergency room. She was not
given the op on of transferring by ambulance with transfer
papers. The abor onist never offered to call an emergency room
with which she was familiar, but she was forced to get herself to
the nearest hospital. Three hours in an ultrasound and three
physicians later she was rushed into the OR for repair of her
uterine wall, a partial hysterectomy. She's 24.

In conclusion, the physician who performed the repair told her
that she was very fortunate to be alive, a er that amount of me
that it had taken her to get to the hospital and explain her
condi on. A similar case had occurred only three days prior, in
that-- at that same abortion clinic, and that girl had died.

And for those reasons-- I've heard tes mony about the transfer
papers; those don't work when they're not transferred and they're
told to get themselves to the local ER. And also, as far as the need
for the wide halls, those aren't needed possibly in a rou ne
abor on, but they are needed in a rou ne complica on suffered
by an abortion.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Miss LeBlanc?



Lisa LeBlanc: Hi, my name's Lisa LeBlanc. I'm from Aus n, Texas,
and I wanna thank everybody here today. I've waited-- at 3 o'clock
this a ernoon, I've waited 36 hours to speak. And I wanna thank
the author for being here and listening. Let us be very clear why
we are here today. It is under the assump on for providing be er
quality and safer women's healthcare. But we all know, we stand
here today, that it is not. This is a clear stand of Governor Perry's
war on women. And let's be clear about that.

This is a human rights issue. While he con nues this a ack on
women, he is always making it clear he does not concern himself
with the health and care of hundreds of thousands of lives. He has
made it clear by his refusal of any help from the federal
government, offering to give the citizens of Texas, who are entitled
to receive, and have paid to receive, these federal dollars. He
again provides nothing in place of access. He con nues to put
hardship on the poorest in our society. They are hungry, and they
are ill.

At this legisla on, you have passed laws that make doctors
read scripts to pa ents that contain misinforma on, and make it
even more difficult for women to access an informa ve decision.
Wri en into the legisla on were penal es that a doctor would
jeopardize his medical license if they did not read the script
containing lies and misinforma on. This legisla ve body of Texas
has passed laws that permit misinforma on be provided to
women about a very difficult decision, causing stress on--

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, ma'am. This panel, thank you;
exit out that way.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel is Margaret Hotze, Trish
Florence, Daniel Hawking-- Hawkins, Heather Frederick, Carrie
Jones, Kathleen Green. They will be followed by Gale Sayers,
Vanessa Riley, Adryana Boyne, Jessica Powell, Dr. Beverly
Nuckols, and Mary Ann Quintana.

[Various muffled sounds un l Margaret Hotze speaks; she is in a
wheelchair and is being assisted to the microphone.]

Margaret is coming down. Ms. Hotze? You're first.

Margaret Hotze: Oh, my; want to get close to your mike.

Senator Jane Nelson: I bet that young lady next to you-- would
you mind moving that microphone over to her? Thank you.

Margaret Hotze: Thank you, ma'am. All right, yeah; my name is
Margaret Hotze and I'm the legisla ve director for the Life
Advocates of Youth in Texas. Senate District 7. Dan Patrick is my
State Senator. And I would have liked to say that Bernard
Nathanson is an abor onist that helped push America into the
Roe v. Wade decision. He was one of the two biggest abor onists
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in the United States, and when he saw The Silent Scream that
someone asked people to look at, he turned into a strong pro-life
person; and he went around the whole United States showing that
film and swearing that those children are feeling pain, and it was
much younger than 20 weeks.

Last year, shortly before Christmas, Cecile Richards, the CEO of
Planned Parenthood, sent out a-- a fundraising email, telling her
supporters, quote, "Planned Parenthood health centers are
reaching more women than ever with our life-saving services."
Just a month later, Planned Parenthood reported receiving a
record $542 million in taxpayer support for the fiscal year of 2012.
So much! It-- it really marks a tremendous increase in government
funding despite the Republican-led efforts at both state and
federal level to cut off those funds.

Meanwhile, Planned Parenthood performed 32,000 abor ons
in 2012. That's their report; or about 900 abor ons a day. That
should be called "death delivering service" by killing ny unborn
babies and never be called a "life-saving service". There's a big
difference. Truly abortion is not a life-saving service.

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Hotze, thank you; your me is up.
Thank you. We have 2-minute time limits.

Margaret Hotze: I guess I took too long getting my seat.

Senator Jane Nelson: Well, thank you very much for being here.
Trish Florence?

Trish Florence: My name is Trish Florence. I'm represen ng
myself. I'm speaking against this bill and I live in Donna Campbell's



district. I've been a Texas resident for the past 20 years. 'I am a
mom; I have two amazing children. I'm also an unwavering
supporter of reproduc ve choice and all it encompasses,
including a woman's right to choose an abortion.

This en re bill is reprehensible. It is li ered with inaccuracies
such as the use of the term "post-term fertilization age"-- I'm sorry,
post-- "post-fer liza on age", dubious medical claims,
par cularly the asser on of fetal pain, and a stunning and
absolute disregard for the health and safety of Texas women.

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
strongly opposes this bill. The Texas Medical Associa on opposes
this bill. The Texas Hospital Associa on opposes this bill. The bill
not only restricts access to safe abor ons, it also restricts access
to other healthcare currently provided by the clinics that this bill
and its supporters seek to eliminate.

When clinics are forced to close because they cannot meet
unnecessary Ambulatory Surgery Center requirements,
communi es lose access to vital healthcare for women: cervical
cancer screening, contracep on, breast cancer screening,
anemia and diabetes screening, thyroid screens, diagnosis and
treatment of sexually-transmi ed diseases, referrals for mental
health care, referrals for women who are the vic ms of domes c
violence. Many of these clinics provide other healthcare services
as well. I have one male friend who got his vasectomy performed
at a Planned Parenthood clinic.

Texas women have the right to make our own informed
reproduc ve choices, including the choice to have an abor on.
We will not watch from the sidelines as you strip these rights from



us. What began with Senator Davis last month and con nues here
today is renewing our energy and determina on. We will not
stand down, nor will we forget the posi on each of you take on
this bill. We are strong today; we will be strong tomorrow. We are
always going to be strong. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Did you say that the Texas Medical
Association had taken a formal position opposing this?

Trish Florence: Yes; that is-- I didn't bring--

Senator Jane Nelson: Do you have documenta on? Because I
had heard that--

Trish Florence: I don't, but I will be happy to get that to you. It's
at home.

Senator Jane Nelson: I had heard that they were neutral and I
want to make sure that we're representing their position.

Trish Florence: I will email you that information.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Mr. Hawking? Hawkins?

Daniel Hawkins: Thank you, my name's Dan Hawkins. I-- I'm a
resident of Senate District 12, and I think my senator is doing a
wonderful job chairing this.

Senator Jane Nelson: Great Senate district!

Daniel Hawkins: Yeah [laughter] I signed in today being in favor
of SB1 simply because I just cannot stand with those who



advocate legalized murder, because that's what each and every
abor on is: a murder. Senate Bill 1will outlaw some abor ons
that are now legal and it will make it difficult for many abor on--
abor on providers to operate and those are good things. But I
take issue with what the Senate Bill 1 will do to the Texas code
and in plain language the bill ends with some form of "and then
you can kill the baby." Why can't we just protect the life of every
human being?

Chapter one of the Texas Penal Code currently defines a person
as quote, "a human being who is alive, including an unborn child of
every stage of gesta on from fer liza on un l birth." However,
there is an excep on in the Texas Penal Code Chapter 19, sec on
6, which specifically allows the killing of these human beings: the
abor on. How can the state ignore its own defini on of a person
and allow a certain segment of those persons to be killed?

I've read the Roe v. Wade decision. There's a footnote 54in it
that explains the court's ra onale for rejec ng some of the Texas
arguments because Roe v. Wade struck down Texas Code, and I
believe that that ra onale also provides a blueprint for outlawing
abor on. So I've-- I've submi ed wri en tes mony which, which
quotes footnote 54, it also quotes the Texas Code that was struck
down by Roe v. Wade, and I believe that we can basically remove
the abor on regula ons, the abor on restric ons, the excep on
that allows for the murder of unborn children and-- and-- and just
treat abor on as murder; and it just takes the courage to do that.
Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Heather Frederick?

Heather Frederick: My name is Heather Frederick. I live in



Aus n, Texas. I represent Get Equal Texas and feminist ac vism.
Com, and I vehement-- vehemently oppose any new restric ons
on abortion in Texas.

Newsflash! [unintelligible] New Hampshire lawmakers enact
sweeping an -meat legisla ons. A coali on of Buddhist and
Hindu extremists [unintelligible] the Cream of the Crop in New
Hampshire have run severe restric ons against meat through the
capitol in Concord. Green Party senators and representa ves
voice their support for quote, "ending the slaughter of innocent,
pain-capable lives for meat" sta ng that ea ng meat is both
unethical and unhealthy.

Opponents of the bill argue that, due to humans' place atop the
food chain, it's natural to eat meat; and during a public hearing
numerous scien sts presented evidence that homo-- sap- - homo
sapiens are omnivores and have evolved to eat both meat and
vegetables. Challengers claim that this bill, that will force 26 of
New Hampshire's 33 butcher shops to close, is not about meat at
all but about radical vegans pushing their own morality onto
unwilling cons tuents. The remaining 7 meat providers in New
Hampshire have gone on the record against the bill even though
their companies stand to gain exponentially.

The opposi on does support efforts to lessen meat
consump on among New Hampshireites by increasing access to
fresh produce, introducing comprehensive nutri onal educa on
in schools and suppor ng government programs, right to
preventa ve healthcare and regular cholesterol and lipids
checks. The minority in the legislature that oppose SB12 issued a
harsh statement against the bill which focused on the economic



impact of closing so many businesses, the clear infringement on
the religious rights of some and the public safety issues the bill
would create.

The memorandum echoed public sen ments that this bill is
nothing more than government intrusion into people's personal
lives. "My cholesterol and gallstones are none of their damn
business!" shouted Richard Perry, an outspoken proponent of
small government. "This is just another example of how Big
Brother is trying to legislate our morality and our bodies. Live free
or die!"

This sounds ridiculous, doesn't it? [laughter] A small group of
people forcing their religious and moral views onto an en re
popula on who is opposed to the legisla on. This is exactly how
the rest of the na on sees Texas right now. Supporters are
bussing in outsiders to tell y'all how great these laws are while
your cons tuents, voters, Texans, are telling you 'no'. My story
was just sa re, but imagine how upset you'd be if someone told
you what to eat, or how to live your life. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. I would point out that I'm
reading the addresses on every card that has been-- come before
the commi ee thus far. Other than our invited panel, we have not
had one person from out of state tes fy. I'm not saying that we're
prohibi ng that, but-- but so far it's all been Texans; thus the great
behavior that 'I'm seeing. Carrie Jones?

Carrie Jones: Hi. I'm Carrie Jones from Dallas, Texas, and I
support the bill. I do believe ladies should have a choice, I really
do, but that when you're pregnant and it's an unwanted
pregnancy, and you're scared and you're alone and you're



confused, and you don't know what to do, it's hard to make a
decision. And it really shouldn't be the choice of the lady. I know
this personally because in 1982 I was-- I did have an unplanned
pregnancy; I did have an abor on. I wish it wasn't legal. I wouldn't
have done anything that was illegal. But I did, and it will live with
me forever. The physical, the emo onal-- the physical, I have
secondary infer lity and those li le shoes up there you could just
add on, because I had so many miscarriages. And I can never go
back and change that. It-- it's there.

I've heard a lot and it goes for the reproduc ve rights of what
everyone's talking about, but you don't have those rights if you
have an abor on and then later on you have miscarriages. There's
nothing you can do about it; you've already had the abor on. So I--
I totally believe that the decision for life should be in God's hands;
it should-- shouldn't be our decisions. We should not have that
choice. I mean, we do make important decisions every day, but
that's not one that we should be making. It should be left to God.

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Green?

Kathleen Green: Hi. My name is Kathleen Green and I'm from
here in Aus n, Texas, and I'm represen ng myself. I graduated
from nursing school with a Bachelor of Science degree in nursing in
1968 from Texas Woman's University. Most of my 30 years plus as
a working RN was women's health-related. Today in 2013, we're
going to go backwards in healthcare of all Texas women if SB1
passes.

I worked in nursing before Roe v. Wade passed in '73. Women
that had abor ons, for whatever their personal reasons, were--
usually became very ill or died. That makes two lives at risk and



that's why I stand with Texas women. If you have a lot of money,
you can afford to take care of yourself or your loved one in any
fashion you so choose. If you do not, you have poor or no choices.
This is America and that isn't right. No one deserves to die from
unsafe abortions, no matter who they are.

Also everyone de-- deserves access to Planned Parenthood
clinics, which are the only access to healthcare such as
mammograms, PAP smears and other services in a lot of areas of
Texas. Sex ed. is also made-- made available so people can make
healthier choices. Can we please try to quit playing poli cal
football and wearing different colors on different days and
whatever, and think for the future genera on of Texans; let's all
be healthy.

Yes, I go to church. "Seek jus ce, love mercy and walk humbly
with your God" is my favorite Biblical quote. The government is not
supposed to be in the preaching business, it's supposed to keep
each and every one of us safe and as healthy as possible. Please
vote against SB1. Thank you for letting me be here.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this en re panel
for being here.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The Chair now calls: Gale Sayers, Vanessa
Riley, Adryana Boyne, Jessica Powell, Dr. Beverly Nuckols, Mary
Ann Quintana. They will be followed by Noah Pennington, Lainie
Duro, Tricia Heflin, David Wheeler, Cheryl Wyblue, Janice Sedin-
Ryan. We will begin with Gale Sayers.

Gale Sayers: I'm up?

Senator Jane Nelson: You're up.

Gale Sayers: Already. Hi. I got up-- set my alarm for 3:15 this
morning and been wai ng to come and just thank you guys so
much. I appreciate you. Senator Campbell's a good, good friend,
and Senator Nelson too. Thank you, thank you guys.

My name is Gail Sayers, I'm from Congress, Texas. I'm speaking
for this bill and I want to share a tes mony from a friend of mine.
So I'm going to read it before I get too nervous. My friend was
married with a nine-month-old baby girl; she was nursing her, she
was told she couldn't get pregnant when she was nursing. That
turned out to not be true. She did get pregnant and she
remembered that there was a free clinic by the college so she got
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her free pregnancy test; it was positive.

She knew that she and her husband had talked about the ming
and she expressed this concern at the clinic. People at the clinic
told her do not worry, just call this doctor as soon as possible, you
can have an a-- abor on. When she got home and told her
husband, he told her that she had no choice. If you want to stay
home and raise the first child, you have to have an abor on or go
back to work and put the baby in childcare. So that-- for her, she
knew that that could not be an op on. She called her husband,
and when her husband said she had no choice she called the
doctor and made an appointment for the abor on, and to this day
she says it was, by far, the biggest mistake of her entire life.

When I saw her a couple of Sundays ago she took off her
necklace and gave it to me and asked me to bring it here-- because
I got up at 3 a.m. I forgot it at home, but this abortion happened 35
years-- years ago and it s ll remains the very darkest day of her
life. So every me she passes that corner she clenches inside,
knowing that that is where her child's life on this earth ended. And
she went into a very deep depression. I should end saying that she
is a wonderful Chris an lady now; she does post-abor ve min--
ministry. In my few last seconds, I want to say I hear about poverty
all the me. Let's not use that as-- as an excuse to kill a child or a
woman of color.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Vanessa Riley?

Vanessa Riley: Thank you, Chair and commi ee. My name is
Vanessa Riley I am a cons tuent of Senator Dan Patrick, and I'm
here to tes fy against Senate Bill 1. It took me 36 months to get
pregnant. 36 months of infer lity, of feeling like a failure, of ha ng



my body, but my posi ve pregnancy test was worth all of it: the
surgery, the treatment, the tears, the cost. I was finally going to
be a mother. I made a promise to my daughter before she was
conceived: that I would always love her and keep her safe.

How could I do that with Spina Bifida? How could I protect her
from her own body? That unspoken promise I made as a parent
was tested, in the most horrible and painful way, when we were
given a poor prenatal diagnosis in the second trimester. My
husband and I made the most ethical decision we had available to
us. We terminated our desperately-wanted pregnancy. Forcing my
daughter to live with such a severe non-fatal diagnosis felt like a
condemna on to a life me of suffering which is neither ethical
nor compassionate. My daughter would have been saved by
science, only to be forced to endure operation after operation and
live in hospitals.

Having a healthy child is a luxury that the creators of this bill
enjoy every single day. They would not be personally affected by
this. Unless you've been in a situa on as desperate as mine you
cannot even begin to fathom the complexity of this issue.
Proponents-- proponents claim that this is about women's health,
but they don't understand the ripples that Senate Bill 1 would
create. If poli cians want to prevent fetal pain and improve
women's health then they need to understand that an -choice
legisla on like this only forces desperate women into the very
situa ons they are trying to prevent. I'm an infer le woman and I
terminated my only pregnancy because I was preven ng pain, not
causing it. Please vote 'no' on this cruel and unusual punishment.

Senator Jane Nelson: Adryana Boyne?



Adryana Boyne: I am Adryana Boyne and I live in North Dallas
and my senator is Senator John Carona. I am the mother of two
boys who were born prematurely, but in the me that they were
in the NICU in Baylor Hospital in Dallas I was able to-- to not only
take care of my baby but seen other babies who were very early:
1-lb. babies who were in the 20-22 weeks, and I can tell you that I
really fall in love with those kids, I could see that they feel pain,
that they feel when they were happy and it just was a joy. It is
important. [unintelligible]

I heard a lot of La nas coming today, most of them for the bill; I
am for the bill as well. I do believe that abortion industry has been
targe ng my community. 835 La no babies will have been
aborted by the end of the day today, and the single most
dangerous place for a La na is in the mother's womb. So I just
want to remind all of the people here on the panel, if you have
seen the pictures or the images of those babies, you have seen
those babies when they have been aborted, because babies feel
pain, los bebes sienten dolor; because also the mothers feel pain,
las madres sienten dolor; because the parents, when they see the
bodies, the li le bodies of the babies, they also feel pain, los
padres también sienten dolor cuando los niños son abortados.

Now we hear from both sides that the woman feels pain. I do
believe a woman who has been raped is in a very, very painful
situa on, and certainly they do not wait five months to make a
decision to have an abor on. Certainly we hear advoca ng also
that we want to avoid the pain of the women. The women go
through a lot of emo onal-- emo onal pain a er abor on. We
have heard all sorts of tes mony; most have been from women
who a er they make the decision they know that that was not the



right decision.

There are other op ons: adop on is one of them. I know
wonderful people, my cousins have raised two children with the
spina bifida, also I know other people have other type of
abnormali es but I know that they have been able to-- to go with
it. So I just ask you to please to support SB1 and thank you;
gracias.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Powell?

Jessica Powell: Good a ernoon. My name is Jessica Powell. I'm
from Conrad, Texas. I'm a cons tuent of Senator Tommy Williams
and I am against Senate Bill 1. I have a lot of opinions personally
on this issue; however, I don't have any direct experience with
abor on so I'd like to read on behalf of my friend, Greg Riley,
husband of my dear friend Vanessa Riley, about his experience
with abortion.

"In the first days of the new year, my wife and I had our unborn
daughter terminated. We struggled through three years of
infer lity, spending thousands of dollars of our savings on
treatments before finally ge ng pregnant. For 16 weeks we felt
her grow and talked lovingly about all the hopes and dreams that
she embodied. Then, the day a er Christmas, our world fell apart.
We had chosen to pay for a 16-week ultrasound to determine the
sex of our baby instead of wai ng for the scheduled scan at 20
weeks and this ultrasound had revealed that she had the worst
form of spina bifida.

Over the next week we were told by specialists that paralysis,
brain damage, and physical deformity was the beginning of our



child's problems. Bringing her to term meant risk to my wife, pre-
and post-natal surgeries for our baby, and a life me of expensive
medical care. We had fought so hard to create this life that our
first ins nct was to protect her; to push forward, and to provide
all the care for her that we could afford. Then we realized the
selfishness of that. How could I jus fy forcing a person to endure a
life of painful disability purely to sa sfy my own need for a child,
when I had the power to prevent her suffering before it even
started?

For that reason, we chose not to gamble with our child's life and
instead underwent a professional termina on procedure as an
act of mercy. The choice was the most difficult we have ever had
to make, but it was ours to make as loving parents in the best
interests of our baby. We were lucky to have found her condi on
early, to have had access to local resources when dealing with it,
and to have had no cking deadlines hanging over our heads. I
urge the Senate to say 'no' to any legisla on that would erode the
rights of Texans to make a choice like mine a er 20 weeks or
which would limit their access to the necessary medical
professionals."

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Dr. Nuckols?

Dr. Beverly Nuckols:  Hi, I'm Dr. Beverly Nuckols. I'm a family
physician and I've got a Masters in bioethics. I'm from New
Braunfels and I'm here to tes fy in favor of SB1, both for myself
and Texas Alliance for Life. It's good policy to require doctors to--
performing abor ons to have hospital privileges in case their
pa ents need to be admi ed for complica ons. It's reasonable to
require abor on facili es to follow safe guidelines that other



facili es that do similar procedures like a D&C have to follow. And
there's nothing wrong with expec ng doctors to follow FDA
guidelines and the p-- provider agreement that they signed when
they signed up to dispense Mifeprex. And poli cally it's significant
that 62% of your registered voters support a ban on abor on a er
20 weeks, whether or not the fetal human feels pain.

I've given y'all two really good ar cles that show-- that refute
the ar cles you've heard about, these are peer-reviewed ar cles
by specialists in pain and fetal medicine. 20 weeks or 5 months is
just 2 weeks shy of the current lower limit of viability, regardless
of what we can measure, and we can measure pain. We, any of us,
are a slip from a c-- curb or a stroke, or my granddaughter who was
born with horrible bo-- bone marrow deficiency and had a bone
marrow biopsy every week of her life un l she's two years old; she
had to have blood drawn. She ended up with a bone marrow
transplant and today she's healthy but we have to watch her for
leukemia.

Any of us, all of us humans, we depend on our society to protect
us from bad doctors and from murderers and from killers. We can't
decide on who is human and who is human-- who is not human
enough. Unfortunately, we don't have a choice right now with the
way laws are, but these are-- this is a good compromise. I do
believe that these children have pain at 20 weeks, and they can't
moderate it; it gets in a feedback/feedforward loop.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. MaryAnn Quintana?

MaryAnn Quintana: Quintana, yes, ma'am. I'm MaryAnn
Quintana. I'm from Tomball, Texas. I apologize, I'm very nervous; I--
I usually talk to li le people, not big people. I don't think there is



evidence that the fetus can feel pain at 20 weeks, not substan al
evidence. It hasn't been proven yet but even if they-- if they can,
I'm concerned that this bill doesn't address the fact that some
children will be feeling pain for a long me a er they're born, if
they are born.

Most of the abor ons that take place later in the pregnancy are
a result-- they're o en a result of a medical issue and a medical
concern. And as a teacher, I have seen families torn apart and
drained of their money trying to raise a child with severe
disabili es. I certainly don't advocate abor ng all of the children
that have disabili es but not all children with disabili es have
Down's syndrome and a happy smile.

Abor on is not a decision that women take lightly. A dear friend
of mine had to make the decision to terminate a pregnancy a er
years of trying to get pregnant. The child's quality of life was the
reason for her decision and she suffered emo onally but knew it
was the best choice for her daughter. Don't further punish her and
others like her. I urge you to allow women and their doctors to
make these healthcare decisions for themselves.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this panel; you'll
exit out that way.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, the next panel is Noah Pendington--
Pennington, Lainie Duro, Tricia Heflin, David Whee-- Wheeler,
Cheryl Wyblue, Janice Sue Sedin-Ryan. They will be followed by
Shannon Stahla, Susan Pintchovsk-- Pinchovee, Maria Mayela
Banks, Rachel Fos-- Forster, Lee Kuty and Kelli Gill. And that is the
end of Group 2.

Senator José Rodríguez: Madame Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Rodriguez, for what purpose?

Senator José Rodríguez: For the purpose of providing some
clarifica on to a comment that'd been made, including by
yourself, wondering what the posi on of the TMA is on this bill. I
think you said that you think they're neutral. I have a le er here,
which I assume may have been sent to offices as well, from the
TMA-- dated today, as a ma er of fact. And while they point out
that doctors, members of the associa on fall on both sides of the
debate, they said that they do have concerns with legisla ve
intrusion into the pa ent-physician rela onship and the details
of the practice of medicine.

http://youtu.be/tU_tEVulKn4


And they say further that TMA is concerned that this bill sets a
dangerous precedent of the legislature prescribing the details of
the prac ce of medicine. And they basically conclude by saying
the pa ent-physician rela onship is one of mutuality and trust.
TMA strongly opposes any legisla on that interferes in this
rela onship. And this is signed by Dr. Stephen Brotherton, the
president of the TMA. So it sounds like they are saying 'neutral' as--
as-- as we understand the terminology here, but, based on their
letter, it sure expresses a lot of concerns about the legislation.

Senator Jane Nelson: Well, thank you, and I'll look-- I have
obviously to go to my offices to get that letter--

Senator José Rodríguez: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: --but it has been portrayed to us several
mes that TMA opposes the legisla on and I just want to be sure

that that is correct, and thank you for bringing that to this
committee's attention.

Senator Donna Campbell: Madame Chairman.

Senator Jane Nelson: Who is talking? Senator Campbell. [laughs]

Senator Donna Campbell: I just--

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Jane Nelson: --looking at him.

Senator Donna Campbell: You know, I think that TMA does
present some ques ons that, you know, Dr. Deuell-- Senator



Deuell did address. Number one, they don't speak for all
physicians; I'm certain the three physicians in the Senate support
this bill. A lot of their membership also is supported by the fact
that you have to buy your insurance to be a member, to be-- you
know.

But taking that away, I think we heard tes mony today about
how physicians are not maintaining the rapport they need to have
with ladies going through an abor on. And so we need to make
sure that that rela onship is there; so it's not interfering with a
physician having a rela onship-- a rapport with a-- with a pa ent,
it's making sure that they do, they have explana ons, discharge
instruc ons and things like that. Which is a good philosophy to
have and-- and from a physician's perspec ve it's 'first do no
harm'. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Senator Carlos Uresti: Madame Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Uresti?

Senator Carlos Ures :  I guess this is a ques on to Doctor
Campbell-- Senator Campbell-- and I understand that TMA is
neutral on this bill, but your comment is that TMA does not speak
for all doctors. So when are we as legislators supposed to know--
when TMA does take a posi on, whether they're for or against,
when do we-- are-- when are we supposed to know when they're
representing the doctors?

Senator Donna Campbell: Thank you for that question. I think the
source most close to you would be the physicians in the Senate.



[laughter] So asking us and not-- not really meant to be, I'm just
saying that-- that we have had experience with TMA, we are pra--
all of us are prac cing physicians. I think that's a very legi mate
ques on because I think it does bring home a-- a point for
somebody who's not a physician, well, how do we do this if they
represent a large membership?

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay.

Senator Donna Campbell: And I'm just telling you that--

Senator Jane Nelson: I'm going to--

Senator Donna Campbell: Okay.

Senator Jane Nelson: --ask that we con nue with public
testimony, not to respond to that.

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Donna Campbell: I knew that was gonna happen.

[Laughter.]

Senator Carlos Uresti: Well, I think it's a legitimate question.

Senator Donna Campbell: I understand, but--

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator, you do know that there are
people out there that are wai ng for hours and I don't want to--
y'know, we could con nue this discussion, members too. Senator
Garcia, I hope you can make it in 15 seconds.



Senator Sylvia Garcia: It'll be short. I think if she expects us to
respect the doctors in the Senate to say that it's-- TMA doesn't
represent all doctors, well, then she should respect the lawyers in
the Senate to say that we think this bill is unconstitutional.

Senator Jane Nelson: I knew that was gonna happen. Senator
[unintelligible]?

Senator Charles Schwertner: [unintelligible] I just wanted to say
that Senator Garcia doesn't speak for all the lawyers.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay. Senator Schwertner, all right, you
just turned Senator [unintelligible] light on. All right, we're going
back to public testimony.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Noah Pennington?

Noah Pennington: Afternoon. Sorry, I have a cold.

Senator Jane Nelson: Yes.

Noah Pennington: A ernoon, I'm Noah Pennington. I'm from
Driscoll, Texas. I'm represented by Senator Campbell. And I was
born in South Korea, and my birth parents, they perceived me as
worthless and an inconvenience due to my disability. And so they
put me in a foster care system, and I was there until I was adopted
at 18 months. However, had they go en an ultrasound before
then, and found out about my disability, believe it, they would
have go en me aborted under the severe physical abnormali es
exception in the Korean abortion bill.

And so, yeah, in Korea, physical disabili es are cultural s gmas
that they don't want to live with. And these rights that many
people are claiming that y'all would be trampling over by passing
this bill are the exact same rights that abor on tramples over of
babies. And so your role of government is not to control women's
lives, but it is to protect the rights of all Texans. Thank you.

http://youtu.be/PcJ5k3K0gfY


Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Lainie Duro?

Lainie Duro: Yes. Good a ernoon. My name is Lainie Duro. I am
a resident of Texas, and my representa ve, my senator is Kirk
Watson. I'm here as a single mother and as a survivor of domes c
abuse, to represent a group of people that you're not seeing
around here very much during these proceedings. I'm here to
stand for these women because I'm fortunate. My children are
older; I'm able to take me off from work to be here, I have the
financial means to stay here all day to ensure that my voice is
heard. And I don't think I currently have to fear my or my
children's-- my ex or my children's father if they-- if he finds out I'm
here.

Rather than spending-- I'd just like to say that I'm appalled by
the fact that we're spending a million and a half dollars on these
special sessions and probably countless other dollars defending
this uncons tu onal bill when, if you really are pro-life like I am,
you would spend that money suppor ng women who choose to
have children. 70% of women who have abor ons do so for
financial reasons. That's disgusting.

If you're pro-life, you support the women who are having to
make this choice for financial reasons. That means you support
Lilly Ledbe er, so that women-run households don't have to be
sta s cally poorer than other households. You support the
expansion of Medicaid, so that families who already exist as full
families do not have to go bankrupt when they have medical
expenses that they can't afford to pay. You support education, and
comprehensive sex educa on so that young women do not have
to have repeat pregnancies and possibly repeat abortions.



Un l we win those fights, we need to ensure that all women
have the right to make the choices necessary to ensure the
happiest, healthiest, most dignified life possible for themselves
and the children they already have. To me, that is the defini on of
pro-life. I am very definitely pro-life. So I just want to also add that
the same things that exclude women and make it difficult for them
to raise children will make it difficult for them to be here today. I
just want to make sure that's clear to you all.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Senator West?

Senator Royce West: The resource witnesses, are they s ll
here?

Senator Jane Nelson: No, I told them they could leave because I
expected us to spend our me listening to further tes mony. We
will have, when House Bill 2 comes over, we will have them back
and have opportunity to ask questions of them.

Senator Royce West: The witness's name again, I'm sorry?

Lainie Duro: My name? Lainie Duro.

Senator Royce West: She brings up some interes ng
observa ons about the number of unwanted pregnancies that we
have and educa ng young women about pregnancy. We've heard
over and over again today, and in the first special session, about
the impact that abor ons have on people in the lower economic
strata. And then s ll we do not have sufficient funding for
educa onal programs in order to make certain that they-- they
that are the subject of many of these abor ons-- have the best
educa onal informa on or knowledge base possible to make



certain that they don't have unwanted abor ons. And we are not
addressing the issue at all.

Senator Jane Nelson: Well, I would suggest this is not the
Finance Commi ee; it's the Health and Human Services
Committee--

[Unidentified Voice]: Well--

Senator Jane Nelson: --addressing Senate Bill 1. We can sure
take up that discussion

Senator Royce West: Well, here's the issue. The issue is that
there will be a series of bills that will be introduced, one of them
which will be dealing with this par cular issue of providing the
necessary funds for unwanted-- for sex educa on. And I'm
standing those to Finance, and that's-- that's a decision that's
going to be made by the lieutenant governor. And the ques on is
whether or not it will be considered quote unquote "a part of the
call". And so if we are truly looking at this issue holis cally, as
opposed to through the eyes of Democrats and Republicans, if
we're looking at it as Texans, we sure ought to-- ought to, and
that's a Texas term--

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Royce West: --consider that particular issue.

Lainie Duro: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Tricia Heflin?



Tricia Heflin: Thank you to my Senator, Dr. Donna Campbell and
to all of you for listening to this today. I am Tricia Heflin and I'm
from New Braunfels, Texas. I am tes fying in favor of this bill. I'm a
registered medical sonographer, and started in medical
ultrasound in 1979, close to the me that abor on was-- became
legal in our nation.

At that me, sonograms were sta c, grainy images. No
movement could be seen; no heartbeat could be heard. As
abor on became big industry and we posed the ques on, "When
does life begin, anyway?" so technology advanced. And now 40
years later, with 3D and 4D sonography, Doppler capability, and in
vitro cameras, medical science and technology has answered that
ques on. We know that a baby in the womb's heart starts bea ng
at day 19; that at 35 days, eyes start to develop. At 42 days, brain
waves are detectable. At 56 days, all organs are func oning. And,
as this bill states, by at least 20 weeks gesta on, a baby in the
womb can feel and recoil from pain. Add just one week more, a
baby can survive birth.

A ached is a picture of-- from the cover of a book, A
Surrendered Life. The picture is of Julianna Layton who was born
at 21 weeks gesta on, prognosed not to survive, or to be severely
handicapped. She is now a 24-year-old, beau ful, healthy,
func oning woman. The scien fic evidence that a baby can feel
pain at 21, at 20 weeks gesta on is mind-altering enough to alter
a woman's decision and allow her to realize she is making a choice
of life or death on her baby, not just a clump of cells.

Being post-abor ve myself since 35 years, while the physical
effects for me were minimal because mine was an early gestation,



the emo onal and psychological effects lasted for years. Through
counseling and healing programs, I believe I am healed from the
trauma c effects of abor on. But now I know I would change that
decision in a heartbeat. Because I've experienced abor on and I
see the evidence of life in the womb every day, I know abor on is
never an act in favor of women. We must legislate on what we
know now.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Tricia Heflin: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Chaplain David Wheeler?

David Wheeler: I am David Wheeler of Aus n, Texas. I am also
represen ng Angela Blackman and Marilynn Richmond of Round
Rock, and Randy Landrup, Chris na Delgado, Jennifer Mead,
Katherine Kimbriel, Kirby Kerr, and Susan Pra  of Aus n, Texas,
and my cousin, Katherine Keiser Moody of Atkins, Texas.

This bill states that fetal pain begins at 20 weeks. A study in the
Journal of the American Medical Associa on published August
24th, 2005, states, and I quote, "The fetal awareness of noxious
s muli requires func onal thalamocor cal connec ons.
Thalamocor cal fibers begin appearing between 23 and 30 weeks
gesta onal age, while electroencephalography suggests the
capacity for func onal pain percep on in preterm neonates
probably does not exist before 29 to 30 weeks." And it concludes
that fetal perception of pain is unlikely before the third trimester.

The AMA had 215,854 members as of 2010. The Sen-- the Senate
of the State of Texas has three physicians as members: an



ophthalmologist, a family physician, and an orthopedic surgeon.
None of them are OB/GYNs. Respec ully, I'm forced to conclude
the considered opinion of the doctors of the AMA trumps the
opinion offered by the supporters of this bill. This bill is flawed and
should be voted down because the standards that are being
included in this legisla on do not reflect the considered opinion
of the vast majority of medical professionals. It is bad science,
and it would-- it would be a bad bill, or it is a bad bill.

The hear elt tes mony that I have heard here on both sides
reflects the pain involved in making the decision to abort a fetus. I
have heard women express the emo onal pain they have of
coming to this conclusion. In not a single case have I heard anyone
suggest the decision to abort a fetus was made lightly, without
serious reflection.

Members of the commi ee, no member gets an-- no woman
gets an abor on lightly. The costs are too great. Bearing these
costs should and must be each woman's choice. She does not
require the assistance of the State of Texas to help her decide.
She is a capable guardian of her own body; she has the right to
make decisions for herself on any matter--

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Mr. Wheeler.

David Wheeler: --pertaining to her body. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Cheryl Wyblue? Wyblue.

Cheryl Wyblue: Cheryl Wyblue. Howdy. I'm Cheryl Wyblue. I'm
an Aggie. I'm from Caldwell, Texas. [laughs] And I'm very proud to
have Senator Hegar be my senator. I thank you for the bill that you



proposed. Thank you very much.

I believe in a civilized na on, civilized Texan-- Texas and Texans.
We can't use abor on as a means of birth control. I don't think it's
right. I do believe life begins at concep on. I do not understand, I
just-- to pull babies out at five months, six months, seven months--
they do go past six months some mes-- and then kill it. I don't
think that's right. I think it's a slap in God's face-- face. Sorry, I'm
nervous. But He's the creator of life. We cannot con nue to do
that. I think it's very wrong.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Janice Sedin-Ryan?

Janice Sedin-Ryan: Yes. Thank you, Chair and commi ee
members. My name is Janice Sue Sedin-Ryan. I reside in
Williamson County, Round Rock, Texas. I represent myself, and I
oppose this bill. I'm a mother, I'm a wife, I'm a Chris an, I'm a
veteran of the United States Army, and I'm a registered nurse. I
think we all agree that everyone deserves safe and quality
healthcare; everyone, including those seeking abor on. And as a
surgical registered nurse that is my number one priority: safe and
quality medical and surgical healthcare, regardless of the
procedure.

Abor on happens to be one of the safest and heavily-regulated
medical surgical procedures available today. In fact, an abor on
is safer than childbirth. 14% more women die from childbirth and
childbirth-related complica ons than abor on in the United
States of America, per the Center of Disease Control. In 2011, 116
women died of pregnancy-related complica ons, while one
woman died of abor on-related causes in Texas, per the Texas
Department of Health State Services.



I've heard over and over how this bill is supposed to be a safety
net for women and provides safe procedures for women. This bill
does not do anything to increase the safety, or enhance or
improve the medical or surgical abor on outcomes. This bill
would have the opposite effect. The intent and purpose of this bill
is to force the closure of 37 out of 42 health clinics in Texas that
currently provide safe, legal abor ons. This bill would severely
restrict and/or eliminate access to safe abor ons and
reproduc ve healthcare. This bill will hurt women and interfere
with their private medical decisions.

The medical community has voiced their opposi on to this bill,
the American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and
the Texas Hospital Association. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here; thank you for
your service as well.

Janice Sedin-Ryan: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: And thank you to this panel. The next--
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel is: Shannon Stahla, Susan
Pintchovsk, Maria-- Mayela Banks, Rachel Forster, Lee Kuty, Kelli
Gill. And that is the last panel of witnesses in Group 2, the one
that I just announced. So Group 3 is here; Group 4 may now enter,
for those of you out there listening, Group 4 may enter the hearing
room E1.028, to wait for your turn to enter the hearing room.
Shannon Stahla?

Shannon Stahla: Thank you so much, Senators. I appreciate all of
you being here today and listening to us. My name is Shannon
Stahla. I am in support of SB1. I grew up in San Antonio, Texas and
now I have the opportunity to live in New Braunfels under Dr.
Donna Campbell for the past 9 years. Sorry.

Twenty-one years ago, I chose abor on. I was overwhelmed by
fear since the baby was conceived by rape. I was drugged, I was
unconscious, awoke to the rape in the morning and knew-- and
said 'no' and fought all that I could, but I could not overpower this
person. I was overwhelmed by fear, but the abor on industry hurt
me in ways I never thought possible. I regret every day not having
my baby. I'll never forget seeing its li le heartbeat, for the very
brief moment, just to see that-- if I was pregnant, is when I got to

http://youtu.be/ZoXEFG6jmEE


see that little heartbeat.

The greatest regret and tragedy of my life has been my abor on
and how I've been hurt by the abor on industry, and I hope to
spare other Texas women from being hurt like I was and facing a
life me of physical, emo onal, and psychological pain. The
abor on industry caused so much damage in my uterus that I've
been barren and childless ever since. I'm 42 years old now and
finally coming to terms with the fact that I may not ever have
children.

Due to my abor on, I have suffered extreme physical pain,
hemorrhaging, severe abrasions, ssue scarring, mul ple other
related medical condi ons diagnosed by my physician. On the day
of my abor on, I walked into the dark clinic. The cashier said I had
to pay cash and it was not refundable for any reason, so I paid the
full amount and waited. I was never given any op ons or any
explana ons of my op ons. I was terrified. My only op on was to
pay and wait.

She took me back; she quickly did a sonogram to make sure that
I was pregnant. I was barely 5 weeks pregnant and they
contemplated what to do because--

Senator Jane Nelson: Ma'am, your time is expired.

Shannon Stahla: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: I'm so sorry. Thank you for coming before
the committee.

Shannon Stahla: Please pass SB1. Thank you.



Senator Jane Nelson: Before I recognize the next witness I want
to acknowledge another non-commi ee senator. Senator
Williams, glad to have you here. Senator-- Senator! [laughs] Susan
Pinchovic--

Susan Pintchovsk: Pintchovsk.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Susan Pintchovsk: My name is Susan Pintchovsk. I am a
cons tuent of Senator Watson. I thank the-- Madam Chair and the
commi ee members for this opportunity to speak. I am here to
tes fy against SB1 on behalf of over 3,000 members and
supporters of the National Council of Jewish Women in Texas.

Women's access to reproduc ve healthcare informa on and
choice is a moral impera ve and is essen al to preserving
religious freedom. NCJW believes that no one religious belief
should be imposed on us all. To do so threatens our na on's
commitment to religious liberty. Legisla ve measures that seek
to impose restric ons to abor on access, based on arbitrary
defini ons of fetal characteris cs like the alleged ability to feel
pain, are ideologically mo vated views rather than sound
scientific medical evidence.

Jewish values, intrinsically bound up with our Torah and 5,000
years of religious tradi ons, view the well-being of the mother as
paramount, placing the highest value on exis ng life; and our
Jewish texts do not define life as fer liza on. Our Jewish values
raise up women to act as their own moral agents, and to respect
their right to privacy in making deeply personal and complex
choices. Jews are aware of what happens when a group's religious



freedoms begin to be eroded by the ideological views of the
majority in power. In other historical contexts we have witnessed
where this road takes us.

NCJW opposes this bill and our legisla ve body's insistence to
take women of any faith down that road. We encourage the
Senate Commi ee to oppose SB1. Thank you, Madam Chair and
commi ee members, for your public service and for allowing
NCJW to express its views.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Miss Banks?

Mayela Banks: My name is Mayela Banks and I am one-- I am--
excuse me-- one of the women of Opera on Outcry, one of
thousands willing to tes fy that we regret our abor on. I am for
SB1 because when I was 21 years old, I aborted my only child.

When I was 21 years old I, like many other young women,
trusted in the abor on industry to guide me into ge ng on birth
control, and when that didn't work to get me into the nearest
abor on clinic. They told me it was legal; they didn't tell me what
it was or what the consequences would be. It was not un l during
the actual abor on procedure that I realized what was
happening: they were tearing my baby to pieces inside of me.

I had shown up to my appointment thinking that I could ask the
doctor ques ons and make my decision. If there was a doctor, I
never met him or her. I was totally unprepared for the
uncontrollable bleeding, infec on, and infer lity that followed. I
was not told that my body would produce milk for a child I had just
killed.



A er the abor on I was in shock. The friend of mine that had
driven me there picked me up and didn't know what to do with me.
I laid on his floor for days un l eventually he took me to an
emergency room, where I was treated for an infec on that was
not explained. I was never asked any ques ons, and I never told
anyone that I had just had an abor on. I urge you all to do
whatever possible to protect young women of this state. Thank
you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Miss Forster?

Rachel Forster: Thank you for allowing me to speak. My name is
Rachel Forster, and I'm a cons tuent of Senator Carona. I am
represen ng myself, and I oppose this bill. It's clear that the
intent of this bill is to limit access to safe legal abor on. This bill
would impose an uncons tu onal ban on abor on, and I
sincerely hope that the Texas legislature--legislators will
preserve, protect, and defend the Cons tu on and vote against
this bill. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Lee Kuty?

Lee Kuty: Senator Deuell, Senator Hegar, thank you for your
honor and courage. I applaud you and I salute you; you two are
good men. I'm here to bring another perspec ve, a country boy
perspective. I'm here to bring you my country boy wisdom.

In the country, we have crops; we have cows, we have sheep. If
a crop doesn't produce, it's eliminated. If an animal doesn't
reproduce, it's eliminated. There's been-- we've seen different
ants come and go, we've seen different bees come and go, we've
seen different grasses come and go in the country, we've seen in



society different civiliza ons rise and fall. When a civiliza on--
you know, the prime number one moving factor, the number one
thing is to reproduce. A civiliza on, a society, has to reproduce;
has to go on. America has to go on. If America disappears, that's
the end of the whole world.

You know, I listen to a lot of the people today, and when you
pursue greed and you pursue promiscuity, you're handed over.
God says I'll hand you over to a reprobate mind. These people
can't make good decisions anymore. These people have no
wisdom. We've got to bring wisdom back to our society. We've got
to bring wisdom and, you know, back to our culture.

We've got to think of the future. If we, you know, eliminate our
popula on like they're doing in Europe-- the Europeans are paying
people to have children. Japanese are paying their women,
they're-- they're saying you go a have kids, because they know
their society is collapsing. As a society collapses, as a culture
collapses, as a species collapses and they decline, what happens
to them? They go into slavery, or they get eaten by other bugs or
by other creatures. If America is gonna survive and hold on, we've
got to reproduce. We've got to-- we've gotta end abortion.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Lee Kuty: You're welcome.

Senator Jane Nelson: Kelli Gill?

Kelli Gill: Hello, thank you for le ng me speak. I'm a-- my name
is Kelli Gill, I'm a cons tuent of Senator Glenn Hegar, and as a
licensed professional counselor I oppose SB1 because the lack of



reproduc ve choices, including abor on, can nega vely impact a
woman's mental health. The World Health Organiza on defines
health as a state of complete physical, mental, and social
wellbeing. WHO reports that when abor on is legal, safe, and
easily accessible, women's health, including mental health,
improves rapidly. By contrast, when access to safe abor on is
made more difficult or illegal, the women's health deteriorates.

The American Psychological Associa on reports that women's
ability to make decisions about their own childbearing is
necessary for their health, including mental health, as well as the
health of their families. Abor on can posi vely affect women's
wellbeing due to abor on's important role in controlling fer lity
and its rela onship to coping resources. Dr. Diana Greene Foster
and her team presented what they learned a er two years of the
Turn-away study, and what they found is that women following an
abor on have a range of different emo ons; regret, sadness, but
the most common feeling associated with termina ng an
unwanted pregnancy is relief.

A-- a week following an elec ve abor on, 90% of the women
primarily associated relief with obtaining an abortion. A year later
those numbers do not sta s cally change. Charles et al.'s
systema c review of the evidence determined studies with the
most flawed methodology found nega ve mental health effects of
abor on but the highest quality of research available does not
support the hypothesis that abor on leads to long-term mental
health problems.

You, as our representa ves, are obligated to base your policy
and legisla on on the best science possible, and this bill is not it.



This isn't about personal beliefs and it shouldn't be about using
flawed methodology to advance political agendas. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this en re panel.
You'll exit out that way.
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Senator Jane Nelson: We're ge ng ready to hear the first group,
or the first panel of Group 3. They are James Mauldin-- Dr.
Mauldin, Lauren Snow, Jason Collins, Althea Huston, Stephen
Hilgers-- Stefan, Steven? Julie Nitsch. They will be followed by
Kevin Calvey, Kate Ward, James Taylor, Laura Davis, Yve e
DeOtte, Marty McDougal. Dr. Mauldin?

James Mauldin: Thank you. Senators, I'm Jim Mauldin. I'm an
obstetrician-gynecologist from Longview. By the way, all of you
need to stretch your legs so you won't get blood clots. [laughter] I
admire your ability to sit for as long as you've sat. So thank you for
your attention.

My life's work for 28 years has been the healthcare of women. I
work full- me; I perform surgery and I s ll deliver babies.
Recently, while on call, a young woman was delivered-- was
brought to the hospital by an ambulance in premature labor. Her
situa on required an emergency Caesarean sec on which we
performed within literally minutes of her arrival.

Now, as I was handling-- handing this ny 1-lb. baby to the ICU
team, I dis nctly remember thinking and actually I think I

http://youtu.be/uji-qpZmIKY


remarked to the nurses there, "This is really crazy: as much as
we're doing for this baby, this baby is legally abortable in the state
of Texas." He was about 24 weeks' gesta on, or 22 weeks post-
fer liza on age, according to the language of this bill. The
unconscionable irony is that the law and the medical ethic that
compelled the team of a-- a dozen medical personnel to do
everything possible to save the life of a ny premature baby
would not have protected this baby, in a different context, from
being delivered in pieces.

Senators, when I was in residency, 50% fetal survival was at 28
weeks, which is 26 weeks post-fer liza on. That's now been
reduced down to 22 weeks post-fer liza on-- an en re month's
change. Those numbers should con nue to improve over me.
The law must catch up with the science and resolve the irra onal
dichotomy that exists presently. Part of that science is also the
recogni on that babies, even very immature babies, can feel
pain.

Finally, it's the responsibility of every surgeon to con nue to
care for their pa ent when complica ons arise from procedures
they perform, and there will always be complica ons. That o en
requires hospitaliza on, in which case IV an bio cs or even
further surgery is necessary. Without hospital privileges, other
physicians are le  to take care of an abor on provider's most
serious complica ons. By requiring privileges, not only will there
be-- there will be continuity of care, but the peer review processes
of the hospital will be brought to bear--

Senator Jane Nelson: Doctor--

Jim Mauldin: --and ensure quality.



Senator Jane Nelson: Your time is up. Thank you.

Jim Mauldin: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Lauren Snow?

Lauren Snow: Thank you. My name is Lauren Snow. I'm a
cons tuent of Senator Donna Campbell. And I'm here to tes fy
against this bill on behalf of myself, Christy Beckham, Laura
Darnell, and others in my community.

I've heard SB1 supporters say that they are protec ng the
health and safety of women. Now many people who tes fied
against this bill, expert witnesses and other community
members, cited sta s cs that I had, but one I haven't heard was
from the Gu macher Ins tute, that says nearly 60% of women
who experienced a delay in obtaining an abor on cite the me
that it took to make arrangements and raise money. Now if 37 of
our 42 abor on clinics were to shut their doors, that would
greatly increase the burden of women who would have to travel
great distances-- hundreds of miles.

My friend Christy Beckham had this to say: "Because of the state
of Texas budget cuts two years ago, I was laid off from my job as a
public school teacher. Shortly therea er, with no health
insurance, I went to Whole Woman's Health in San Antonio where
I was able to receive well woman care and the treatment I needed
to tend to a miscarriage. Now I am all in favor of ensuring that
women seeking abor ons have the best standards of care
available. And if the state mandates these clinics be updated to
ASCs, please provide funding for the upgrades. If you don't, then
this bill dispropor onately burdens poor and rural area women



who will be shut out of, not only abor on care, but well-woman
exams, cancer screenings, and birth control."

Nine months ago, I lost my health insurance, and so I may be
needing the services of these clinics very soon. I say that my
sisters in El Paso and on the border would not be able to receive
the only healthcare many of them can afford. It is frightening when
a legisla ve body does not see the correla on between access to
women's healthcare and unplanned pregnancy. Women who are
not provided with means to prevent pregnancy will get pregnant.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Lauren Snow: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: J-- Jason Collins? Are you Jason?

[Unidentified Voice]: No, ma'am.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay. There are only five people here. Is
Jason Collins in the room? Okay, we're going to show Jason Collins
as being in favor of the bill but not being here to provide oral
testimony, and we will move to Althe-- Aletha Huston.

Aletha Huston: Yes, thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Aletha Huston: Thank you, Senator and panel. My name is
Aletha Huston and I'm a cons tuent of Kirk Watson. I live in
Aus n. I'm a re red professor of child development at the
University of Texas in Aus n. I've a Ph. D. in Psychology and I've



studied children and families for 50 years.

I oppose this bill because my professional and personal
experience has led me to believe that it is harmful to our children
and families; and I mean our exis ng children as well as the
poten al ones. First, unplanned and unwanted pregnancies are
one major reason why children and their parents live in poverty.
Teenagers who have an unwanted baby face strong odds
curtailing their educa on and ending up on welfare or in low-
wage, dead-end jobs.

Second, 40% of all births occur out of wedlock but the highest
rates are women in their twen es. Children born to a single
mother face very high odds of living in poverty. These parents have
a right to decide what is best for their exis ng children and
themselves. Third, children in a family suffer when their parents
have more children than they want or can take care of. Many
women and their spouses choose abor on because they believe
it is the best decision for the children they already have.

My personal experience has confirmed my commitment. I have
close family and friends who've had abor ons. The choice was
never easy or made lightly but in each case, these women have
con nued to feel that it was the right decision. I shudder to think
what might have happened if safe abor ons had not been
available. Most of them now have children whom they want and
love. I feel blessed to have four daughters and a son as well as
thirteen grandchildren, all of whom were planned and wanted.

I urge you to allow everyone the freedom to decide when and
how they will take on the most important responsibility in the
world: not only bringing a child into the world but caring for that



child for the next 18+ years. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Dr. Hilgers?

Stephen Hilgers: Yes, ma'am. Senator Nelson, thank you so
much; the remainder of the commi ee, thank you; good evening.
My name is Dr. Stephen J. Hilgers from Houston, Texas. I just
recently finished my training in obstetrics and gynecology.

There's really two points I'd like to make. The first has to do with
the heightened standards for the clinics that are performing the
abor on procedures, either medical or surgical. I've worked in a
busy emergency room for 4 years and took care of-- fortunately I
was able to take care of-- many women who suffered
complica ons from those procedures. And I feel that there's a
medical double standard that needs to be resolved, and these
women are suffering from that. I believe that enhancing
communica on, informa on for these pa ents, along with the
ability to obtain informa on for these pa ents, along with the
heightened standards for these clinics is vitally important for the
health of women in the state of Texas. And as an OB/GYN who's
taking care of these women, I see that as vitally important.

Number two, with regards to the preborn pain issue. We've
gone back and forth today with regards to the evidence, with
regards to that-- these studies. Clinically, I would say I'm
convinced. I've had the absolute pleasure of taking care of peri-
viable and pre-viable infants over the past 4 years, and I'd say
that, without a doubt, these infants feel pain; they react to pain.
And I would say that it's me for us to recognize that and protect
these tiniest among us. Thank you very much.



Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Julie Nitsch?

Julie Nitsch: I'm Julie Nitsch; I'm from Aus n, Texas. I'm opposed
to this bill because restric ons like the ones this bill would place
on abor on care would endanger women's health by forcing
women to delay the procedure and leading them to seek unsafe
and illegal abor on services, because many will not be able to
afford safe, early abortions after these restrictions are in place.

The legaliza on of abor on in the United States led to a near-
elimina on of deaths from the procedure. In 1992, in its
assessment of mortality and morbidity rates of women who-- who
terminated their pregnancy before and a er Roe, the American
Medical Associa on's Council on Scien fic Affairs concluded that
mandatory wai ng periods, parental or spousal consent and
no fica on statutes, a reduc on in the number and geographic
availability of abor on providers and a reduc on in the number of
physicians who were trained and willing to perform first and
second trimester abor ons increases the gesta onal age at
which induced pregnancy termina on occurs, thereby also
increasing the rate associated with that procedure.

The fact is that the decriminaliza on of abor on in the United
States has led to tremendous gains in protec ng women's health.
Studies of abor on services worldwide found that abor on-
related deaths are rare in countries where the procedure is legal,
accessible, and performed in early pregnancy by skilled providers,
as it is in Texas now. As all scien fic evidence demonstrates,
abor on is not a medical problem here. It may be against some
religious doctrines but poli cal beliefs are supposed to be based
on fact, not faith.



The fact is that these restric ons will have an adverse effect on
the health of many Texas women, especially low-income. I urge
you for the health and safety of these women to not pass this bill.
And Senator Deuell, I would like to leave a pair of my shoes with
you, for the death of the disenfranchised women who will
probably seek illegal abor ons; but like I care for the women of
Texas, I don't want my shoes in your hands or their lives in your
hands.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you to this panel.

Julie Nitsch: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: You can leave out that door. The next--
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel will be Kevin Calvey, Kate
Ward, James Taylor, Laura Davis, Yve e DeO e, Marty McDougal.
They will be followed by Richard DeO e, Marguerite White,
Sharon Sykes, Joe Capraro, Ruth Allen, and Carole Metcalf. Kevin
Calvey? Is Kevin Calvey here? Kevin Calvey will be registered
showing a posi on in favor of the bill but not being here to tes fy.
Kate Ward?

Kate Ward: Hello. Thank you, Madam Chair and the commi ee.
My name is Kate Ward and I am a cons tuent of Senator
Schwertner. As a mother of three and a teacher, I am here to
testify against Senate Bill 1.

Before I chose to become a mom I worked with some wonderful
but damaged boys at a residen al wilderness treatment facility.
Those kids told their stories of rape and violence first from their
perspec ve as perpetrators, then when they felt safe enough to
be honest, from perspec ves they were even more deeply
ashamed of, as vic ms. Every child who had raped or molested
someone had been abused himself first, usually by an older
straight male he trusted. None was born with urges to do sexual
harm. By their tender ages, as wonderful as they could be, most of
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them had been turned into criminals. Even the most seemingly
reformed of those children is not someone I'd leave alone for a
second with a child.

Frankly, some of those boys would have been be er off
aborted. Some pregnant women know they can offer nothing to a
child but abuse and poverty. They must know there's no social
safety net to help them raise their children well; they can count
on no childcare, no preschool, no healthcare, no parental leave.
They certainly can't count on Texas to help with prenatal care. I
don't see how that system is a pro-life system.

How dare you challenge a woman's constitutional right to weigh
the pain of abor on for a fetus against the pain of the life she can
provide a breathing child? It's especially vile since you sustain a
system that supports only a frac on of us to parent comfortably.
It's disingenuous for privacy-invading conserva ves to turn all
laissez-faire when it comes to any measures aimed at actually
preven ng abor ons: sex educa on, free contracep ves,
childcare classes, educa on. And if you're so fond of European
abor on policies, perhaps you should follow their example and
make abor ons free, and higher educa on free, and healthcare
free, and give us paternal and maternal leave. Let's do follow
Europe's example: I think it's a great idea. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: James Taylor?

James Taylor: Thank you, Madam Chairman. My name is James
H. Taylor, Jr. I am from Bryan, Texas, and Senator Schwertner is my
representa ve. I am here to say that in my younger years, I was
sexually promiscuous. And a young lady became pregnant, and
she informed me that-- at 6 months that she was pregnant. And at



first I said, "Well, we need to get married," but then later on I
changed my mind. And I was pro-abor on. I told her to go get an
abortion, and I didn't want to have nothing to do with her.

Well, God had other plans, and there is a God; because God
changed my life and gave me love for that woman and that child
that I didn't have before. And we got married, and I-- we have, we
had 4 children and now we have 5 grandchildren. And if she
woulda went ahead and go en the abor on procedure, I would
not have the joy that I now have with my children and my
grandchildren.

I don't think SB1 or HB2 goes far enough. I think abor on should
be totally illegal in the United States of America and in the state of
Texas. Who are we to play God with the lives of these innocent
children in the womb that we are murdering? Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Davis?

Laura Davis: I guess by now it's 'good evening'. My name is Laura
Davis. [unintelligible] I am a seventh-genera on Texan, a lifelong
resident of Aus n, and I believe that restric ng access to
healthcare under the guise of protec ng women's safety is both
disingenuous and misguided. The current law is sufficient enough
that legal procedures are 15 mes safer than the actual act of
giving birth, while complica ons related to illegal abor ons only
increase when we increase the difficulty of receiving healthcare.
There is no one on either side of this debate that wishes to see
abortion rates increase.

I oppose the SB1 bill because the way to lower abor on rate is
to increase access to healthcare, access to educa on, access to



contracep on, childcare, and reduce poverty. I oppose the bill
because it either fails to address those concerns or ac vely
disrupts their pursuit. SB1 adversely affects the safety of Texas
woman, fails to reduce the abor on rate, and looks an awful lot
like poli cal pandering. I was sad to see Senator Williams leave,
because I'd like to ask him upon entering the room when he was
asked to quietly sit down how he felt-- how he felt when he was
told to be quiet and sit down.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Yvette DeOtte?

Yvette DeOtte: I'm here to support SB1 on behalf of myself. My
husband and I lost our third child to a miscarriage. And it was a
child, it was an individual human being that just did not make it to
term. My OB/GYN had admi ng privileges to a hospital, and I was
admi ed to have a D&C, and it was safe, it was clean, and it was
well-staffed. And I believe that all Texas women should have that
same level of quick care that I received. SB1 addresses that issue
by increasing the standard of abor on clinics to the level of
Ambulatory Surgical Centers. That's one of the reasons why I
support SB1. And addi onally, while I do not support a woman's
choice to kill her baby at any age of gesta on, I support SB1 as it
improves current law.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. I have a card from Marty
McDougal. Is Marty McDougal present--? Oh! Come on up here! Go
ahead.

Marty McDougal: Hi, I'm Marty McDougal, and I'm here to speak
against the bill. I declined age-related amniocentesis and none
offered because I wouldn't abort. Risky, but I had a choice. Years
earlier, I didn't have a choice. Abandoned, no resources, I adopted



out. Hardest thing I've ever done. What's his name, what does he
look like, what is he doing with his life? Does he wonder about
me? Does he have abandonment issues? Is he well-loved? I'll
never know. Adoption is even more cruel than abortion.

Roe-- Before Roe v. Wade, women were alone, ashamed, and
heartbroken. So that women had a choice, pastors bravely risked
everything to help women get abor ons through an underground
railway to Canada. One religion banned birth control. Required to
have as many babies as possible, dare women ask my doctor
quietly for birth control, more than any other women, and against
religious teachings, rather than risk another childbirth? What
could they have done if the Pill failed?

Do we want more botched abor ons because of poverty and
li le access to healthcare? We murder in endless wars, murder
by drones, and murder more prisoners than the rest of the world.
Concern for life only on this issue? Those shoes right up there
remind me of the children in Iraq that we have killed, for instance.

I'm-- I'm the president of the board for my church's non-profit
daycare, serving lower socio-economic single mothers and
families. We may have to close because Texas doesn't put our
money towards early educa on. Who will take care of these
babies who are already here? It's racist and classist. I'm
dumbfounded Republicans dragged us into this fight a er so many
years--

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you, ma'am, your me is
up. Thank you to this panel, exit out that way.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel is Richard DeO e,
Marguerite White, Sharon Sykes, Joe Cap-- raro, thank you, Ruth
Allen, Carole Metcalf. They will be followed by Penne Logan,
Genevieve Cato, Joa-- Johanna McCrary, Martha Hannah, Kierstyn
Tong, Marguerite O'Connell. Is that orange ge ng brighter, or is it
my eyes? [laughter] Richard DeOut-- DeOtte?

Richard DeO e:  Thank you. My name is Rich DeO e. I'm here
represen ng myself, suppor ng SB1. I support the pro-life
movement in general, which is a woman's movement. Its
leadership, both in the poli cal realm and in the personal service
realm where women, many of whom suffer from past abor ons,
give enormously of their me and money to support women
before, during, and after birth, and support life.

For me, the transi on from pro-choice to pro-life came with an
image on the wall of a co-worker of a baby in a paper bucket. It had
fingers and toes and a li le nose. If the other side can persuade
that this person is not a person, then I'm right there with them.
But they don't. And that's why I'm here today, to give a voice to
that baby in a paper bucket.

http://youtu.be/TpQkRP0Pavw


Regards to SB1, if we are going to have legal abor ons, I believe
for the sake of women and our social dignity that the people who
perform these gruesome surgeries should be highly qualified and
accessible to hospitals. I believe that the facili es they use
should operate to standards more like surgical centers rather
than tattoo parlors.

And since over 70% of this country opposes late-term abortions,
consider them akin to taking a human life, and since science
shows and the images show that the fetus is an ac ve developing
person. And if the young lady I met here the other day, 21 years
old now, born at 22 weeks, with pictures to prove that pain was
her life's reality at 22 weeks; and I believe that abor on beyond
20 weeks should be banned and I strongly support this bill and I
ask you to pass it.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, sir. Marguerite White?

Marguerite White: My name is Marguerite White and I am
representing myself. I oppose SB Number 1. I am from San Antonio,
Texas, and my senator is Donna Campbell. In this environment, it
seems like pro-life versus pro-choice equates to good people who
want to save b-- babies versus baby-killers; blue shirts singing
Amazing Grace versus orange shirts with coat-hangers.
Proponents of the bill are called 'supporters' while opponents are
called 'terrorists' and 'mobs'. That is the way that you have framed
this argument. I'm sorry, I lost my place. [laughs]

Everyone in this room knows that this bill is not intended to
protect the health and safety of every woman who undergoes an
abor on. The ul mate goal is to shu er abor on clinics. You have
made it abundantly clear that nothing we say will make any



difference, yet here we are. To have a voice in our government, we
must use our voices. You are using religion to promote your own
agenda, one that has nothing to do with saving lives. A preacher
once told me that a sin is a sin is a sin. What you are doing will
resu-- result in the deaths of mothers and babies, back-alley
abor ons, coat-hangers, and the loss of clinics that provide
medical care that have nothing to do with abor ons-- will result in
deaths. How can you not see that as a sin?

I hate abor on. I wish to God that no woman or family ever had
to go through the anguish of making that decision, but it should be
between them and their doctor. The party of small government
should stay out of it. If half the effort and money that is used to
fight abor on and gun safety measures were used to improve
educa on for all children, teach age-approach-- appropriate sex
educa on, make available informa on and access to birth
control, build community centers where mentors can encourage
self-esteem and create a safe environment where children can
feel they have value and hope, just maybe those children would--
would make better decisions as they reach childbearing age.

In a perfect world, all fetuses would be viable, babies would
only be born into families that wanted them, and rapists wouldn't
exist. There would be no need for abor on. But we don't live in a
perfect world.

Senator Joan Huffman: Okay; thank you, ma'am. Joe Capraro?

Joe Capraro: Yeah. Actually, Madame Chair, I'd like to delay my
remarks un l Senator Deuell returns to the room, considering I
have some remarks that need to be directed at him.



Senator Joan Huffman: I think we're gonna s ck with the rules. I
just picked up the gavel here, but I'm gonna s ck to Senator
Nelson's rules--

Joe Capraro: Okay, I-- you know I've been-- you know I've been
waiting 13 hours to speak to the man.

Senator Joan Huffman: We-- we respect that, but everyone has
to play by those rules.

Joe Capraro: Well, I will--

Senator Joan Huffman: Would you like to proceed?

Joe Capraro: Yeah, I would like to proceed. My name is Joe
Capraro. I'm a resident of Aus n. Senator Watson represents me,
quite well, I might add. I'm rela vely new to Texas. I've been here
about 6 weeks. During that me, I have witnessed some of the
most hypocri cal, puzzling, disingenuous and, and outright
disturbing behavior from any set of lawmakers that I've ever seen.
And I lived in California for five years and I grew up in New Jersey,
so I've-- I know questionable lawmaking.

And it-- it disturbs me to see not only the-- the stated goal is so
completely disconnected from what's being represented here,
and in just those few weeks I've been here, I can tell you I'm
already red of being lied to by those who are supposed to be
represen ng me. And the intelligence and the sensibility of the
people of the state are being insulted. And I will say in that six
weeks I'm-- even though I don't agree with everyone who's come
up here to speak in front of the house and in front of the Senate,
having lived in six different states, I will say that the level of



par cipa on that Texans are allowed in their government, in
their republic, is unprecedented. And I'm happy to see so many of
my fellow, new fellow Texans taking advantage of this.

Someone earlier in the day suggested you all sit in a dark room
and examine yourselves. I think, most important, you need to
examine why you're doing this. And Governor Perry has
demonstrated with his announcement today that the future of
Texas is not his concern. So I hope that the members of this
commi ee and the members of the Senate don't follow suit.
Senator Hager, I urge you to consider amendments that will bring
this bill more in line with the desire of the people of Texas. And if
you won't do that, I at least urge you to split it up so that the
individual issues men oned can be addressed individually. Thank
you.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you, sir. We have Sharon Sykes?

Sharon Sykes: That's me. Hi, my name is Sharon Sykes. I'm from
Frisco, Texas and Senator Jane Nelson is my Senator. I wanted to
testify in support of this bill. At the young age of 16 I found myself a
young woman in crisis facing an unplanned pregnancy. I would
have been a great PR story for those opposed to this bill as
someone who deserved a choice at 20 weeks or beyond. I found
myself pregnant-- technically we hadn't had sex, but obviously the
right parts got close enough, because here I was, pregnant, but I
was in denial that I was pregnant and because of that, I didn't
admit it or take the test until I was 22 weeks.

Luckily I had a lot of support-- or not necessarily support; I was
smart, and I recognized that there were a lot of op ons for a girl in
my situa on. And I resent the implica on of the abor on industry



and those opposed to this bill that there aren't a lot of op ons for
women except for abortion. I placed my son for adoption, and a lot
of mes you hear, oh, if you do carry this baby to term, your life
will be ruined. Sta s cs are given. This just simply isn't true. I
graduated from college, my MBA [unintelligible], was an execu ve
at Dr. Pepper before I quit, and now I have my children, at 3 and 1.

It wasn't un l 18 years a er I'd placed my son for adop on that
I had my own, my first son. I hadn't had a sonogram with my
unplanned pregnancy so I was shocked when at my 12-week
sonogram I saw a fully-formed baby jumping off the walls of my
uterus and not a clump of cells. He proceeded to suck his thumb
with a hand, his hand on the back of his head, something he s ll
does today at 3 years old.

During that sonogram I thought to myself, what if I had not
known that here were alterna ves when I became pregnant as a
teenager. What if I had felt like the only op on was, to not ruin my
life, was to abort my baby. How would I live with myself at this
moment realizing I had killed a being that looked and behaved just
like the baby? And that's what my thought, my pain is for all these
women that are having abor ons. Eventually they will have
children, and they're gonna see that sonogram, and they're gonna
realize what they've done. And I feel so blessed that I don't have to
live with that.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you for your testimony. Ruth Allen?

Ruth Allen: Hi, I'm Ruth Allen, and I'm from Houston, Texas, and
Senator Dan Patrick is my senator. I am here in support of SB1, and
I'm representing myself.



I recognize the fact that the majority of abor ons are fear-
based decisions, but I come before you today to say that it's not
our place to villainize these young mothers, that we all make fear-
based decisions when we are put in situa ons that we feel we
have no control over. I found myself in that situa on in 2001,
when a er 8 years of infer lity, I was finally pregnant, only to be--
only to be t-- be told at 10 weeks' gesta on that I had extremely
aggressive uterine cancer, metastasis sited off of my cervix. It was
headed straight for my daughter's placenta. I was told to
immediately terminate my pregnancy.

However, I found there's something stronger than fear, and that
is faith in God and the God-given protec on that a mother has for
her child. Abor on turns mothers against that ins nct. My fear as
I sit here today as we face na onalized healthcare is that women
like me in the future will not have a so-called choice for a high-risk
pregnancy to be carried to term, that our government will make
that decision for us, and we all need to realize that we are put on
this earth to love one another and to support one another, and
that includes the smallest amongst us. Thank you.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you, Ms. Allen. Carole Metcalf?

Carole Metcalf: Thank you. My name is Carole Metcalf, and I live
in District 5, and Senator Schwertner is my senator.

Four years ago, I terminated a pregnancy past 20 weeks for
medical reasons. During the past few months, a lot of people have
been talking about me, whether they realize it or not. So far, I've
been the only one, un l today, who has publicly shared my story
during this time. However, I assure you that I am not alone. I'm the
only one who has stood up to share my story either because this is



an extremely private ma er, because these women haven't been
able to travel to Aus n, or because they do come to tes fy and
people who tes fy a er them say really mean and judgmental
things. But I can tell you they don't support this bill.

The day before my doctor stopped my daughter's heart and
induced my labor, I was given a pamphlet that described fetal
development. As if I was not aware. [sigh] My doctor was also
obligated to inform me that I was en tled to child support. I
literally burst out laughing when my doctor told me that. I didn't
need to be protected then, and I don't need your protec on now. I
consulted my priest prior to the termina on and he said, "I think
you're being a good mother." My priest was at the hospital for 6
hours while I was in labor. He bap zed my daughter, presided
over her memorial service and her burial.

I appreciate the fact that there is a fetal excep on in this bill,
but the thought of listening to my daughter struggle to breathe, if
only for a few minutes, while I couldn't help her, gave me
nightmares. My daughter died instantly. Blanket treatment for
medical issues is surely a recipe for disaster. I can tell you from
first-hand experience that there are mul ple moving parts in
these scenarios. Things rarely go as planned, and anything can
change in a moment's notice.

I've heard a lot of talk from those who believe that childbirth is
safer than abortion. It took me 6 weeks to physically heal after the
termina on. Three years ago I had another daughter. A er her
delivery, I required surgery when she was 8 days old, 8 weeks of
rehab, and a full 18 months to recover. I know I'm a good mother
to my 3-year-old. I know I'm a good mother now, and I know that I



was a good mother then.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you. All right, well, thank you for
this panel. Will the next panel come up?
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Senator Joan Huffman: We have Penne Logan, Genevieve Cato,
Johanna McCrary, Martha Hannah, Kierstyn Tong, and Marguerite
O'Connell, and then the next panel you can start preparing would
be Summer Johnson, Janet Middleton Rose-- Roset, Melissa
Medina, Alexis Lohse, Philip Sevi-- Sevilla, and Cindy Caudle-Dean.
Okay, I don't know if I got that right. All right, let's start this panel.
Penne Logan?

Penne Logan: Hi, my name is Penne Logan, I'm for this bill, I'm
from Jasper, Texas. I'm a mother of four, three dead, one living, I
had mul ple abor ons that I regret today, but I'm going to speak
about the abor on that devastated me the most, my late-term
abor on. When I went to confirm-- a clinic to confirm our
pregnancy, I was told I was five and half months pregnant. I was
told I needed to hurry and decide, I had two weeks to decide or I
couldn't have an abor on. I was strongly pressured by the father
and pressured by the clinic. I decided I would not have the
abor on if it was a baby and if there was any pain involved. I was
assured that this was a fetus and not a developed baby, and the
fetus would feel no pain.

At the end of the second part of the procedure I remember
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seeing them carry out my baby in wrap cloth. I was shocked at the
size of my baby and I had no idea it was that big. I was devastated.
I have submi ed pictures along with some evidence of fetal pain
that I printed off for y'all that I got off the computer. Life Magazine
shows the picture of a18-week gesta onal baby taken in 1965. It
is clearly seen then it was a baby. And the li le girl born 23 weeks
gesta onal weighing one pound two ounces, now 3 years old. Her
father told me she definitely felt pain. They had to draw blood a
lot from her and every me she cried. This creates in me no doubt
that it's a baby and they feel pain.

I find it very difficult to believe abor on doctors do not know
this is a baby a er their medical training and what they witness
day in and day out, and how they can ever deny that they don't
feel pain a er seeing it first-hand themselves. Had I been told just
one of these truths, my child would be alive today and not dead.
When you realize that you took the life of your baby, your baby felt
tremendous pain, it's more than one's heart and mind can endure.
The doctors who should have been protecting life deceived me.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you, Miss Logan. Genevieve Cato?

Genevieve Cato: My name is Genevieve Cato and I am against
SB1, and I am really lucky. I'm a middle-class woman from a
suppor ve family with stable and flexible employment, living in
one of the ci es where a clinic will s ll be able to provide
abor ons if this bill should pass. No one should be forced into
motherhood, just as no one should be forced to abort a
pregnancy. There are so many heartbreaking stories that have
been bravely shared throughout this discussion. No one, no one
should be forced into a decision about parenthood by a partner,



parent, or legislators.

But if you pass this bill, the heartbreaking stories will sound a
li le different. There will be rural women, women in the valley
and the panhandle, poor women, single mothers and mothers
from all kinds of households whose choices are made for them
because of the restric ons in this bill. I will admit I almost didn't
speak today. I am mentally and emo onally drained from trying
not only to be heard but to be listened to. And I felt like I was out
of words. But I was reminded that the same privileges that make
me less likely to be impacted by this bill also allow me the
privilege to be here all day until it's my turn to talk to you.

I'm here for my stepmother, who tearfully shared her story of
abor on a er rape with me. I'm here for my li le sister because I
do not want anyone to take her choices away. I'm here for rural
women, women from far-off places in Texas, and you know what, I
am here for myself, because I'm a full ci zen in the United States
and I deserve to be treated as such. Because genera ons of
women did not struggle for equality to have it stripped away due
to fear of unwanted pregnancy. Because I will not let you take one
more inch of my rights away without a fight. And because, as
Senator Wendy Davis said, no ma er what you do, we will not
yield. Thank you.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you. Johanna McCrary?

Johanna McCrary: Thank you. Thank you for your me, senators.
My name is Johanna McCrary. I'm from Montgomery County and
my senator is Tommy Williams. I'm a woman who underwent an
abor on due to the risk of my life. Without it I would have died.
The doctors had told me that I, pregnancy was not a reality for me,



but this turned out not to be true. I had tubal liga on eight years
prior because my doctor had said that I would have complica ons
in carrying another child a er my second one was born. I was one
of those few women who didn't know she was pregnant, because I
would-- didn't have the regular menstrual cycle. When I found out I
was pregnant, I only had 24 hours before they had to do the
abortion.

Now in my mind, I realized this had to be done, so I could go live
and take care of the two boys I had at home. My baby was 18 to 20
weeks; they couldn't really tell because it was an ectopic
pregnancy. Regardless of the need to save my life, this abor on
was extremely painful for me, for I morally believe all life has a
right to live. This is why I believe in SB1, for the need to protect a
baby that has developed to 5 months. The pain of abor on will
always be with me and the thought of a baby being aborted at five
months is even more painful to me, because it's a living, breathing
human being.

Morally it's wrong to take life. We've heard many people talk
about someone having a DWI and maybe killing a person who's
pregnant; they get charged with two, not one death. Now I
ques on how Planned Parenthood, a very successful profitable
business, cannot take care of the rising cost and be able to help
those ladies that they help a lot.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you. Thank you for your tes mony,
ma'am. Martha Hannah?

Martha Hannah: Chairwoman, and the remainder of the
commi ee. My name is Martha Hannah. I live here in Aus n,
Texas, and I am strongly against SB1. You know, here it is the week



of Independence Day, 2013, and yet incredibly, Texas women are
having to fight to make their own health decisions and to have
their voices heard. Un l women can make their own health
decisions for their own bodies, they-- they're not free. We are not
free. As women of the United States, we have a cons tu onal
right to be free, to be heard, and to make our own health
decisions for our own bodies.

It's as simple as that. We're not free. If we are not free to make
our own health decisions, we're not free to do so, our voices are
not heard. And our voices are not heard, in turn, we are quite
literally enslaved. We are owned to-- by, not simply men, but
poli cians. And that is what each of you poli cians who are
suppor ng this bill are saying to the world: that the women of
Texas are not free. At what cost, I ask, the soul of a poli cian, to
say to the whole world that the women of Texas are not free? At
what cost do you, those that are suppor ng this bill, at what cost
do you sell the women of Texas down the river? At what cost? I'll
just tell you, and you know: the world is watching. Do not approve
this bill. Thank you.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you, ma'am. We have Kierstyn--
Kierstyn Tong? I'm sorry.

Kierstyn Tong:  No, that's all right; it's tricky. I appreciate the
opportunity to speak as a witness. This bill SB1 is uniquely
impac ul to me as a Texas woman who is currently 21 weeks
pregnant. The por on of the bill I would like to address speaks to
prohibit abor on at 5 months or 20 weeks. I believe that this
por on of the bill specifically merits your support, due to the
ramifications of protecting unborn persons at 20 weeks and later.



I can a ribute to the fact that even at 20 weeks the reali es of
pregnancy feel limited to my body and my body alone. All of my
hopes, fears and dreams prior to pregnancy are s ll my hopes,
fears and dreams today. Because of this, it is very easy to
understand why a woman who finds herself pregnant may make a
choice that she believes impacts her body and her life alone. Yet
while many women do not feel the reality of it, a pregnancy is the
beginning of carrying within your body a body that is not your own;
the body of a human being, albeit a developing one, who has the
right to be protected.

Specific support for this is fundamental even in our na on's
founding documents. Amendment 14 of our cons tu on states,
no state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immuni es of ci zens in the United States, nor shall
any state deprive any person of life, liberty or property without
due process of law. I believe this amendment provides the basis
for a ruling in favor of this bill. Our state cannot deprive any
person of life. There is a person inside of me with a li le face that
looks like this. This is my picture of my baby at 20 weeks. And
many more unborn Texans who have faces that have not been
seen. These persons rely on you to rule so that they will not be
deprived of life nor be denied equal protec on of the law. Please
vote in favor of SB1 for them. Thank you.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you for your tes mony. Marguerite
O'Connell?

Marguerite O'Connell: Hi, Madame Chairman, commi ee
members. I have a very difficult thing. I'm-- I'm Marguerite
O'Connell. I'm long- me resident of Houston. Joan Huffman is my



senator and I am so opposed with every cell of my body to Senate
Bill 1 that I-- I have papers everywhere. I have a law degree, I have
an LLM in Health Law and Policy, and I cannot put into words how
appalled I am at the actions of this, of this legislature.

You are trea ng women like children. I am not a child. And I
don't ask any one of you to be in a medical room with me, my
doctor, and my husband, should I be in a posi on that I need to do
something. I don't want you there. I don't invite you in. The only
man in this world who I have to ask permission for, who can tell
me I can't do something, is my dad. He's 79 years old and he-- I s ll
don't talk back to him. My boys, I would-- they're like, "Mom, do
you have to talk about that?" you know, "Are you going to run for
office, Mom?" but I said I, "No, I'm never one who sits at home and
yells at the television." I-- this is my third me in Aus n in two
weeks. You people have made me angry. You make me angry for
every woman in here.

I, I'm sorry for everybody's sad story. I am-- I have sad stories. I
have three teenage boys, I have really sad stories. I'm one of eight
Irish Catholics. I have sad stories. But they're my stories. And
everybody's story, I'm-- you had a choice, that's all I can say, is that
you-- these people are here today and I'm sorry for your loss. I am--
I had a miscarriage, I know loss. But you had a choice and you are
here today, trying to take other woman's choice away. We're
adults, thank you all very much. We are adults, and we can make
these decisions for ourselves. And I am angry and I'm sorry, I
wasn't-- swore to my husband I would not get emo onal up here,
but this is an emo onal issue. My right to religion and beliefs
count.



Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you, ma'am, for your tes mony.
Thank you, ma'am.

Marguerite O'Connell: Thank you very much.
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Senator Joan Huffman: We have-- this panel will be Summer
Johnson, Janet Roset, Melissa Medina, Alexis Lohse, Philip Sevilla,
and Cindy Ca-- Caudle-Dean, and I may have messed that up. If
you'll all just have a seat? And then the next group to be on
standby will be Elizabeth Odom, Ed Scruggs, Ryan Wall, Jordan
Reed, Carmen Ochoa, Dorothy-- Dorothea Wallace. And Ms.
Johnson, are you here? Summer Johnson may speak next.

Summer Johnson: Thank you so much for your pa ence. My
name is Summer Johnson, and I am tes fying in favor of SB1. I am
here to represent myself and the African-American women in
Texas. I had an abor on at the age of 16 at nearly 20 weeks
pregnant. I went through a painful two-day procedure. Day 1, I was
sent home with seaweed s cks inserted into my cervix to cause
me to contract for a child I would not get to hold. The next day, I
was taken to a late-term abor on clinic to complete the
procedure.

I was not introduced to the abor onist, nor did I sit down to
have a detailed, one-on-one session regarding my abor on
procedure. The first me I met my abor onist was when I entered
the room to begin the final procedure. The abor onist began to
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suck my baby out of me. This was the worst pain I've ever
experienced in my life-- it felt as though every organ in my body
was being pulled out of me. I was screaming and kicking while the
medical a endants aggressively held me down, saying to me,
"Quiet! Be s ll! This is your decision!" A er the procedure was
over, I recall ge ng up from the bed, feeling completely numb. I
did not receive any aftercare.

Not too long a er, I had to be rushed to the emergency due to
severe cramping. When a doctor examined me, remains of my
baby's bones were stuck in my cervix, and I had a severe infec on.
I believe that if a bill like SB1 was in place when I had my abor on,
I would have received be er care. I may have made the-- I may
have made different decisions if I was given the courtesy of
knowing the complete truth about abor on, including all physical
and emo onal side effects. Many women in general, but eve--
especially minori es, have experienced similar stories such as
mine that are not recorded because of the lack of follow-up. The
reality is, in the abor on industry, there is no real doctor-pa ent
relationship. So my abortion was a--

Senator Joan Huffman: Okay, Ms. Johnson, I'm sorry but your
time is up.

Summer Johnson: Thank you.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you, ma'am. Janet Roset?

Janet Roset: Hi, gree ngs. My name is Janet Roset. I live in
Aus n, Texas. I'm here today to protest the passage of SB1. This
bill is cra ed to undermine the rights of Texas women. This bill
will make it next-to-impossible for the average woman to get a



safe, legal abor on in a facility that is within a reasonable driving
distance. This bill could endanger the health of Texas women by
forcing them to turn to unsafe methods in order to obtain an
abor on. I am a wife, a mother… a grandmother-- if my daughter,
granddaughter or friend wanted to have an abor on for any
reason, I would not hesitate to help, support and guide her
through this procedure.

Women have been having a-- abor ng unwanted fetuses since
ancient mes. Women will con nue to seek this procedure as
long as there is a need. Our bodies belong to ourselves. We are
en tled to determine our future, and abor on is not to be taken
lightly. It's not merely a method of birth control. Unforeseen
circumstances beyond a woman's control may compel a woman to
seek to terminate a pregnancy, which is right under federal law.
No state may deprive any US ci zen of this-- of her rights
established by the Supreme Court of our land. The state
legislature does not have the authority to deny or limit our rights
established by federal law.

The passage of SB1 would force the rights of many Texas women
to bear children against their will. This is a clear viola on of
women's rights to the-- life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
As Americans, we have a responsibility to care for our fellow
ci zens, rather than judge or deny other people's freedom simply
because we do not agree with their poli cs or their religious
views. We need to lead by example to uphold the rights of all our
citizens. Please vote against SB1. Thank you.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you. Ms. Medina? Melissa?

Melissa Medina: Melissa Medina, yes. Good a ernoon; my



name is Melissa Medina and I am in favor of Senate Bill 1. I am
here to speak on behalf of myself as a mother and as a La na
residing in Dallas, Texas, and I'm also speaking on behalf of the
Back to Life movement; it's a pro-life prayer and ac on movement
dedicated to amplifying the young minority female voice in the
abor on debate, with the goal of protec ng and ascending the
rights and well-being of women and children within our nation.

As a young La na, I am a part of one of the largest-growing
demographics within the United States, a demographic that is
growing at an even faster rate within the state of Texas. From its
incep on, the abor on industry has targeted minori es,
strategically placing its abor on clinics in the heart of our
communi es. If the abor on industry is going to target our
women, then the voices of our women must be heard. For
decades, our women have gone to these clinics seeking medical
a en on, but instead, many have suffered at the mercy of
negligent personnel, unacceptable prac ces, and unsanitary
condi ons found within these facili es; facili es that are
established, funded, and overseen by the mul -billion-dollar
abortion industry.

As confirmed by the many personal tes monies from post--
post-aborted women heard within these halls, making abor on
legal in our na on did not make it safe. To this day, the abor on
industry remains unregulated, and has used its immunity to
exploit and wound women and children. The state of Texas has a
responsibility and a great opportunity to the provisions of Senate
Bill 1 to protect its cons tuents from the dangers stemming from
this unregulated industry. By making the minimum standard of
care for abor on facili es equivalent to that of Ambulatory



Surgery Centers, Senate Bill 1 would effec vely set in place
reasonable safeguards for Texas women that are well overdue. A
vote in favor of Senate Bill 1 is a vote in favor of protec ng and
ascending the rights and well-being of Texas women. Thank you.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you, Miss Medina. Alexis Lohse?

Alexis Lohse: Thank you to the commi ee for allowing me me
to speak about this bill. My name is Alexis Lohse, I'm a resident of
Fort Worth, and my state senator is Wendy Davis. I'm here to
represent myself. I'm here to speak in opposi on to Senate Bill 1.
Like most Texans, my stance on abor on is not located at a far
end of the spectrum, but rather somewhere in the middle. Also
like most Texans, I find some aspects of this bill far less obtrusive
than others. I cannot, however, accept the overall effect of this
bill, which is to further limit access to those who can least afford
it.

I know it's difficult for many members of this body to accept this,
but there are very good reasons why women have abor ons in
Texas. In fact, I have personally benefited from my mother's right
to choose. When I was six months old, my brother was not yet
two, and my mother be-- unexpectedly became pregnant for a
third me. My parents were already struggling emo onally and
financially to provide for their rapidly-expanding family. My
mother made the decision to focus on the two babies she already
had. I don't doubt, like many of the other stories that we've heard
today, that this was an agonizing choice for her, and it's one that I
hope to never make myself. But it's important that abor on
remain a choice for Texas women.

There's a lot of talk about liberty in, in this debate, and the fact



is, liberty is not a guarantee of a happy outcome. And I think we've
heard a lot about that today. But the fact is, liberty is a guarantee
of the right to decide for yourself and to have personal autonomy,
and to be a full-func oning member of this society. And I ask you,
based on that, to please vote against SB1.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you, Ms. Lohse. Would you like to
introduce your two beautiful daughters?

Alexis Lohse: Absolutely, and I, I just want to say that I owe
them buckets of ice cream--

Senator Joan Huffman: Yeah.

Alexis Lohse: --for staying with me all day.

Senator Joan Huffman: [laughs] Oh, could you bring us all some?
We'd like some buckets of ice cream.

Alexis Lohse: [laughs] This is Tallulah, she's 8; and this is Emma,
she's 4.

Senator Joan Huffman: Well, welcome. Welcome to this city.

Alexis Lohse: Thank you.

Senator Joan Huffman: Glad to have you all. All right, Philip
Sevilla?

Philip Sevilla: Good a ernoon. My name is Phil Sevilla, I'm the
president of Texas Leadership Coali on, which is an educa onal
nonprofit organiza on in San Antonio. Prior to this posi on, I was



execu ve director for a crisis pregnancy center in a Catholic pro-
life ministry in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

In 1973, Supreme Court Jus ce Harry Blackman, who wrote the
majority opinion for Roe verses Wade, doubted that there was a
clear understanding then concerning the bright line pertaining to
the unborn child's viability. 40 years later, scien fic advan--
advances in human embryology, obstetrics, ultrasound imaging
and other tech-- other technologies, we now have case histories
of babies who have successfully survived premature birth as early
as 20 weeks. A study of teenagers who were born between 20 and
23 weeks reported they view their health-related quality of life as
quite satisfactory.

I've passed out my tes mony with ac ve links to-- to everything
that I've documented here and what I'm talking about today. SB1
and HB2 will protect the health and safety of many lives from the
bloody instruments and barbaric acts of abor onists like Kermit
Gosnell of Philadelphia, recently sentenced to life without parole
and Douglas Karpen, of Houston, under inves ga on for similar
barbarous and criminal acts.

On May 13th, three of Karpen's former employees spoke out as
eyewitnesses of abor onist Karpen's heinous crimes against
humanity. Babies from Karpen's facili es were born alive, their
stomachs heaving; babies' necks were twisted off with bare
hands; statements were provided by the eyewitnesses, ac ve
links to those pictures are in your documenta on. Some babies
were so large, one of the-- one of the eyewitnesses said it would
take an hour to complete the abor ons. A floor drenched in blood.
A breeched baby was par ally delivered with his toes moving. The



abor onist Karpen took an instrument with claws to crush the
baby's head. This is abor on, folks. And this is what this bill is
going to stop.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you for your testimony, sir.

Philip Sevilla: Thank you.

Senator Joan Huffman: And we have Cindy Caudle-Dean.

Cindy Caudle-Dean: Howdy. My name is Cindy Caudle-Dean and I
am from Pasadena, "get-down-dena", Texas. I am a fi h-
genera on Texan and I am here to speak against this bill. I was
here 40 years ago, on these very steps, against-- with my mother
who was wearing an awesome hat that I brought with me, and I
carried the sign then. This week-- last week I came and wore
orange; I'm an Aggie; do you know how hard it is for me to wear
orange? I will wear it again. I bought me some more. I will be back.

One of the tenets of this bill would require that all abor ons be
performed in a ASC. We know and now you know that those new
requirements would force many of those clinics to close, because
they wouldn't be able to afford the upgrades, although there is no
data showing that these upgrades are necessary. One company,
however, will see a huge profit gain, and that is the United
Surgical Partners Interna onal based in Addison, Texas. Their
vice-president of government affairs is Milla Perry Jones, the
governor's sister. She is also on the board of the Texas Ambulatory
Surgical Centers society.

And here's an interes ng ques on: does that mean that the
exis ng other 420 Ambulo-- Ambulatory Surgical Centers in Texas



will now be able to begin performing these procedures? Because
the demand for the procedures is not going to go away, it's just
going to be limited to only the white, wealthy women that can
afford it. You're s ll going to take it away and punish the ones that
live in the other areas.

So as a vo ng Texan and a very proud Texan, I'm here to tell you
that I resent the shenanigans, absolutely. I resent that my great
state is being manipulated and used as a tool for a na onal,
na onal special-- specialty group-- a, a special interest group. And
it infuriates me. I'm from Texas. I don't care if Ri-- Rick Perry wants
to be President. I don't care what the National Right to Life or Mike
Huckabee wants. I'm from Texas. And you deserve-- and I deserve
the respect of this Senate to understand that that's my vote, my
state.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you, ma'am. All right, ladies and
gentlemen, that concludes this panel, and we'll move onto the
next panel.
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Senator Joan Huffman: This is the-- Elizabeth Odom, you can
come on up, Ed Scruggs, Ryan Wall-- let's see-- Jordan Reed,
Carmen Elisa Ochoa, and Dorothea Wallace, you can come on up.
And then the next three groups preparing would be Rolando
Castro, Linda Brooks, Hannah Mathems, June Kach k, Susan
Peloquin, and Amanda Sabo. And Elizabeth Odom, you may have
[unintelligible].

Elizabeth Odom: Good a ernoon. My name is Elizabeth Odom,
and I'm represen ng myself. I really just have a ques on for
everyone. Everyone is saying that this bill will close these
women's health centers, and my understanding of it is-- is they
only need to close if they want to con nue doing abor ons. If ab--
I've heard a sta s c that abor on is 3% of their business. If it's
only 3% of their business, then they can stop doing those
abor ons and con nue to offer the hea-- women's healthcare
services that they now provide. Most well-run businesses can
handle a 3% hit and stay open. If they truly care about women's
health, it seems to me that they would choose to do that. Thank
you.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you, ma'am. Ed Scruggs?

http://youtu.be/yjgMVkDVwcQ


Ed Scruggs: Hello, my name is Ed Scruggs, and I'm a cons tuent
of Senator Donna Campbell, and I am opposed to Senate Bill 1.
According to the tes mony we heard this morning from the State
Health Department and others, there is no difference in the safety
of abor ons performed at clinics versus those performed at
surgical centers; none. No evidence of safety viola ons at clinics,
and no deaths of women in 2011 due to abor on-related
complica ons. According to the Texas Tribune, these deaths are
extremely rare in Texas, and difficult to verify after 2001.

I respect our friends dressed in blue today, as they speak from
the heart and speak of faith. I only ask that you, as our elected
leaders, speak the truth. The truth is, this has nothing to do with
protec ng women, but everything to do with controlling women;
controlling their ac ons, and even their thoughts, in order to
enforce compliance with religious doctrine. That's not what Texas
is about, or should be about. Who are we to step between a
woman, a family, and her doctor? What qualifies us to interfere
with a woman and her personal rela onship with her own god, or
her own conscience?

Government that seeks to define and enforce religious teaching
is neither tolerant nor effec ve. This bill violates the spirit of
individualism and freedom that defines this state and a racts so
many. As we have seen, it is deficient and it exposes the
weakness-- that ca-- the weakness that our system of government
suffers from. Be er yet, it will not work. I perish the thought. I do
not wish to live in a state where the freedom and cons tu onal
rights of women are considered secondary.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you, Mr. Scruggs. Ryan Wall?



Ryan Wall: Ryan Wall, represented by Senator John Carona. I'm
from Dallas, Texas; originally from New York, but I think, as the
saying goes, I wasn't born here but got here as fast as I could. So,
love this state. I'm a sales guy, and normally I would not walk into
a room without lots of information and lots of data, and I would try
to win you over with logic. But I'm afraid that this conversa on
typically is usually not logical, nor do I have as much informa on
as you guys do, yeah, so--

I wasn't planning on coming down. I didn't think that it would
make a difference. Good salespeople usually don't walk into
mee ngs they don't think they can win; that's a waste of me. But
I was si ng with my fiancée last night, and we were talking about
this bill-- as we both help lead a ministry for about 2,500 people in
Dallas, young adults-- and she just started crying. A lot of old
feelings started to surface, as she made a decision about 5 years
ago to have an abortion.

She was missing her child-- Beau-- who would have celebrated
his fi h birthday in September. She was feeling the pain of
separa on from our God, who loves us, because she knows-- knew
that she had sinned, even though she has sought restora on and
healing through that. And she was reminded of how scared she
was when she had the procedure done. She reminded me of crying
out for help, and asking them to stop, and it not happening. And
seeing blood-- she said she had never seen so much blood in her
life. She said that people would tell her that-- on the other side of
this issue-- that they're protec ng women, but she said from
what? She asked me "Why are they not protec ng me from
myself?"



Senator Joan Huffman: I'm sorry, that's the end of your me.
Thank you for your testimony. Jordan Reed?

Jordan Reed: Good a ernoon, Senators, thank you. I'm Jordan
Reed from San Antonio. I'm a physician and surgeon. I was born in
Corpus Chris e, and obviously have roots in Texas. I-- it's been a
long day for all of us, and this room is filled with so much sorrow,
and anger, and-- as the others have-- have so eloquently voiced
their own stories of-- of loss, either coming down on one side of
this issue or of the other-- it's-- it's-- I charge you, as the tle of
your commi ee, to remember that you're here to represent the
health of the people, the health of the women of Texas.

And I've heard other people use the term "disingenuous" which
is a sort of a new-age phrase for people like me, that basically
means this is a pig dressed up in ribbons. This has nothing to do
with the health of women. On one hand, it says, "Oh, well, we
need better standards where we can do these abortions, if they're
going to be done", and on the other hand of the bill, it says "Oh,
but no abor ons ought to be done." We have to have janitorial
closets and men's locker rooms, but, you know, let's debate
whether or not that baby can feel pain in there.

It's-- it's such a inconsistent and yet charged and-- and truly
pathe c situa on. I'm real red of hearing about crummy doctors
and botched procedures and blood-- I've spent all of my
professional life up to my elbows in blood. I've spent all of my me
trying to help the people that needed my care. And I'm sworn to it;
I have a sacred trust. And I'd just like to remind all of you to be
worthy of that trust that these people's peers--

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you, Ms. Reed--



Jordan Reed: --have given you.

Senator Jane Huffman: --for your tes mony. We appreciate it.
Carmen Ochoa?

Carmen Ochoa: Good a ernoon. My name is Carmen Ochoa, and
I support SB1. I had an abor on a few years ago at Planned
Parenthood, and I completely regret my decision. Soon a er my
abor on, I was consumed with shame and guilt, and fell into a
deep depression. I highly discourage women from ge ng an
abor on, and that is why I applaud all efforts to prevent abor on.
However, I do not support legisla on that could lead to
decreasing access to health services in rural communities.

Women: the truth is that we need to take responsibility for our
ac ons. If we can't afford birth control, then focus more on
becoming financially stable. If you are not ready to become a
mother, then the only sure way to prevent pregnancy is to abstain
from sexual ac vity. If you can afford birth control, then be
prepared to take care of the consequences. A er my abor on, I
was s ll pro-choice for the first few years, but God recently
changed my heart. I am now pro-life, because He showed me that
He formed all of us before we were born. He helped me realize
that He has a special plan for all His children. We need to humble
ourselves to our creator, and honor Him in our government.

I encourage all of you to learn more about Jesus, because He
helped me change my heart about this issue, and I know He can
change yours too. For all of you who made the difficult decision to
make an abor-- or to have an abor on, find comfort in knowing
that if you sincerely repent, God forgives you, and he will heal you
and deliver you from all your pain. Thank you.



Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you. Ms. Wallace?

Dorothea Wallace: Good a ernoon, commi ee members. My
name is Dorothea Wallace, and I'm a re red Colonel with 30
years' service in the United States Army, and a proud resident of
the state of Texas. I live in Senate District 25, and I'm here today
to speak against the passage of SB1, which denies women across
Texas reasonable access to legal and safe abortion procedures.

When I was 25 years old, I was a young First Lieutenant
assigned to Fort Hood, Texas. I was sexually assaulted by a senior
officer of an Allied army visi ng our country. I did not report the
incident, as I was young and believed doing so would hurt my
future military career. I also became pregnant as a result of that
incident-- not promiscuity, or anything of my own doing. I was
faced with some very difficult choices. I could remain pregnant,
and be a single, military mother. Had that happened ten years
earlier, I would have just been discharged from the army, because
then you couldn't be a preg-- a single mother. I could have carried
the baby to term and given him or her up for adoption, or had a-- or
have a safe and legal abortion to terminate the pregnancy.

I chose the la er op on, and had a safe, legal, and rela vely
low-cost abor on, not far from where we're si-- where we're
si ng here today. And I strongly urge you to, if nothing else,
consider the amendment from Senator Ures  about rape and
incest, and adding that if you're going to con nue with this
legislation. There's no compelling state interest in this legislation-
- Perhaps our legislature would be be er served spending more

me and energy on children already born in this state, and stand
with-- with Texas women, not against them. Thank you, and I



would like to say thank you to our Chairperson today for making
everybody feel a part of democracy.

Senator Joan Huffman: I'll pass it on to her. Thank you, Ms.
Wallace, and thank you very much to this panel for your
testimony.
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Senator Joan Huffman: The next panel then is Rolando Castro,
Linda Brooks, Hannah Mathems, June Kach k, Susan Peloquin,
and Amanda Sabo. And then on deck would be Michelle Balon,
Chris ne Boswell, David Bartholomew Waxman, Monica Guzman,
Chris ne Dickson-- Christy Anne Collins Dickson, and Rachel
Stephens. All right?

Senator Bob Deuell: Madame Chair?

Senator Joan Huffman: Yes?

Senator Bob Deuell: I'd like to say something.

Senator Joan Huffman: All right, you're recognized.

Senator Bob Deuell: Members, twice the Governor's sister Milla
Perry has been men oned about her role as vice-president for a
organiza on of Ambulatory Surgical Clinics. The organiza on she
represents is an organiza on that clinics choose to join by choice.
Any abor on clinic that would choose to convert to an Ambulatory
Surgical Centre does not have to be a par cipant in that
organiza on, nor does that organiza on in any way benefit

http://youtu.be/TccjTHpmvqU


financially or otherwise from this bill.

An individual clinic can become an independent Ambulatory
Surgical Clinic. And, in fact, if there are more Ambulatory Surgical
Clinics it would, in a sense, in a sense, be in compe on for
business from those clinics. I just don't think it's fair to-- to
men on her name, and somehow a connec on with the
Governor, as if this is some perverse reason for, for doing this bill.

The other thing I'd like to men on, that people have rightly so
men oned, family planning efforts, sex educa on, primary care:
well, many members on this commi ee, Republicans and
Democrats, have supported family planning even in the face of
cri cism from some pro-life groups. And as well as supported
more comprehensive sexual educa on and supported primary
care and the forma on and support of fairly-qualified health
clinics.

And I just think that, in view of some of the tes mony from the
folks that are here, that that should be pointed out in that we
spend about a fourth of our state budget on, on Medicaid and SHIP
and those various areas. So that's not to say that we've been
perfect with it, but we certainly-- many of us, including Chairman
Nelson and myself, as vice-chair of this commi ee, have
advocated for that and had the support of the Chair of Finance,
Senator Williams and other members. So I thought that should be
said. Thank you.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you, Dr. Deuell. Mr. Castro, your
turn.

Rolando Castro: My name's Rolando Castro. I came here from



Dallas and I'm represen ng myself and I came here with
Watermark Community Church. I come here today, not as an
advocate, not as a policy analyst. I come here as a new father.
Twenty-five days ago I held my daughter for the first me and I
experienced life, and I experienced love; and I felt convicted to
come from Dallas this morning, to drive down here and cast my
vote, because maybe it'll make a difference. With that being said,
I am for SB1 and any piece of legisla on that hinders the
unnatural, and I say unnatural, termination of life.

I think you guys are-- I know you guys are very logical people. You
guys really, really take pride in your-- our state, and I'm just
curious if others-- and I was really heartbroken to hear that other
states do allow abor ons past-- or don't allow abor ons past
twenty weeks and Texas is s ll doing that. It makes me wonder if
we-- well, how-- do we value life less than Louisiana and
Oklahoma? I mean, isn't that a good precedent to just get this bill
through? Does that not make enough sense? I don't know. But just
thinking about a child, it just changes perspec ve on everything.
That's all I got.

Senator Joan Huffman: Okay; and that's it? Thank you, Mr.
Castro. We've got to get our lights repaired, just the light is not--
are, are we good? Okay, sorry. We just want to make sure
everyone gets the exact same amount of me. Miss Brooks?
Linda? Go ahead.

Linda Brooks: My name is Linda Brooks. I'm living here in Aus n.
I'm opposed to Senate Bill 1 and I'm represen ng myself. I'm
opposed to the bill because, although the stated purpose is to
protect women's health, I believe it will do just the opposite and



put women's health at severe risk. And here's why.

In 2004 I took a bus from Arlington, Texas, where I was living at
the me-- I was a high school counselor-- to Washington, D.C. to
the March for Women's Life. The bus was picking up women all
around I-35. The age range was college to mid-70s, with one
woman dressed up in red, white and blue bringing both her
teenage granddaughters so they could see democracy in ac on.
Two young filmmakers from California rode along on this bus and
interviewed the women to get their stories, which they brought
into a documentary, The Women on the Bus. The woman si ng
next to me was from San Antonio. She was well-dressed and well-
spoken, in her early sixties. This is the story she had to tell.

Before Roe v. Wade, she and her husband were living in Texas
and were excited about hearing the news that they were
expec ng their first child. But one night, something went terribly
wrong; the woman started hemorrhaging. Her husband rushed her
to the emergency room, both of them afraid she might lose the
baby and hoping if they got there soon enough the doctor could
save the baby. As they arrived at the ER, one doctor on duty-- and I
wish Dr. Campbell was here to hear this-- started checking out she
and the baby. The mother and the doctor and they stood-- as they
arrived at the ER, one doctor started checking out the woman and
baby, then he brought in another doctor, and they stood together
by the door discussing the situa on. At first the woman and her
husband felt reassured that two doctors were consul ng each
other and they were going to get the best treatment to treat the
woman and her baby.

Imagine the shock and chagrin and horror when the doctors



came to the bedside and told her she was probably losing the
baby, but abor on was illegal in Texas, so if they treated her,
there was a possibility they could lose their license. So she and
her husband would have to leave the hospital and seek treatment
elsewhere. The woman-- the doctor packed the woman with
co on and gauze, discharged her from the hospital with the wife
s ll bleeding and a real chance of losing her along with the baby.
The husband drove all the way, fran cally, through the night to
New Mexico to find a doctor who would treat his wife. And that's
why she was there. She was afraid that would happen to other
women because the doctors would care more about their license
than the woman.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you. Hannah Mathems?

Hannah Mathems: Good evening, Madam Chair and Senators.
I'm here-- my name is Hannah Mathems. I'm from Damon, Texas
and I'm going to speak in proponency for this bill. I think an
important sec on passed or missed by many in the text of this bill
is the fact that the pregnant woman has up to the 20-week mark
to abort the child, if she so desires. This is a compromise I
personally cannot endorse because life begins at concep on,
regardless of fetal pain. However, the fact remains that's over four
months for her to terminate the pregnancy. Along those same
lines, the bill states that these reasonable restric ons would not
apply to those who would otherwise lose their life due to giving
birth. So, in other words, this bill is not as restric ve as it is
portrayed to be.

When I heard the argument that abor on is a cons tu onal
right, I went to my pocket Cons tu on and found this basic



principle, "nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property without due process of law", from the 14th Amendment.
Can anyone tell us what crimes unborn children have commi ed
for which they should lose their lives? An important repercussion
of abor on is that which takes place a er the procedure. The
Medical Science Monitor published a special report in which they
use a method where retrospec ve data were collected using the
Ins tute for Pregnancy Loss ques onnaire and the Trauma c
Stress Institute's Belief Scale administered at healthcare facilities
to 548 women who had experienced one or more abor ons, but
no other pregnancy losses.

Overall the findings here indicated that 65% of American
women experienced mul ple symptoms of increased arousal, re-
experiencing and avoidance associated with Post-Trauma c
Stress Disorder; 14.3% met the full diagnos c criteria for PTSD.
The data here suggests abortion can increase stress and decrease
coping abili es. Our supreme ruler has already wri en on the
tablets of our heart that which is right and those things which are
wrong. Just the fact that the majority of women who have an
abortion feel guilt is proof enough.

Senator Joan Huffman: Thank you, Miss Mathems.

Hannah Mathems: Thank you.

Senator Joan Huffman: That is the end of your me. Thank you,
ma'am. June Kach k? June Kach-- Kach k? All right, we'll show her
in support but not testifying. Susan Peloquin?

Susan Peloquin: Hi, my name is Susan Peloquin and I'm a
cons tuent of Kirk Watson. I'm speaking as a concerned pro-life



citizen in favor of SB1. My heart breaks to think of all the little ones
that will never be able to enjoy the freedoms we do as ci zens
because of abor on. But to allow abor on in instances where it
can cause pain to innocent unborn children is deplorable. If there
is possibility that a 20-week-old fetus does feel pain during
abortion, than we need to change our laws.

As Dr. Paul Ranalli says in his ar cle The Emerging Reality of
Fetal Pain in Late Abor on, and I quote: "By every measure the
fetus from 16-19 weeks reacts to a painful s mulus in a manner
consistent with a percep on of pain." Support for Dr. Glover's
posi on came from Canadian researcher Dr. Ken Craig who has
spent over 15 years studying pain in premature babies at the
University of Bri sh Columbia. "Yet while the pain system is up
and running by 20-24 weeks gesta on, this pain modifying system
does not begin to make its appearance un l later in pregnancy,
con nuing to develop un l full-term and beyond. Thus there is a
key period of mismatch from 20 weeks onwards: raw pain
impulses from the body may roar through unchecked by the
modifying inhibitory mechanism that helps to blunt pain in adults,
leaving the unborn child at this stage vulnerable to a degree of
pain that is truly unimaginable."

Dr. Glover has now raised concerns that this dreadful period of
poten al vulnerability to pain may extend as far back as 17
weeks' gesta on. I implore you to look at this poten al evidence
that from 20 weeks and on, a fetus can feel pain. Please look into
your hearts. If in your mind, there's the possi-- possibility of fetal
pain, I believe you have a responsibility to vote 'yes' for SB1. And I
do want to thank Senator Hegar, who is not right here right now for
offering--



Senator Jane Nelson: He is literally right back there. I just saw
him.

Susan Peloquin: --for offering this bill. Thank you. Thank you so
much.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Amanda Sabo?

Amanda Sabo: Thank you, Chair and commi ee. My name's
Amanda Sabo, represen ng myself, and I am proud to be a
cons tuent of Senator Zaffirini. I am here to tes fy against Senate
Bill 1. I didn't come here to tell an abor on story; anecdotes don't
have the bearing of facts and sta s cs. The fact is, this bill is
hiding behind the guise of improving women's health, but as
sta s cs show, women's health is not endangered by the current
standards of care at abortion clinics.

The Gu macher Ins tute explains that under the current
standards of care, abor on is one of the safest surgical
procedures for women in the United States. Fewer than 0.5% of
women obtaining abor ons experience a complica on, and the
risk of death associated with abor on is about one tenth of that
associated with childbirth. In reality, passing Senate Bill 1
nega vely impacts women's health. Losing these vital clinics will
make women more vulnerable to unsafe abor ons. It will close
clinics that provide well-woman exams and contracep ves. And
this is my point: if it doesn't make sense, it isn't true. Ayn Rand
once wrote, "Contradic ons do not exist. Whenever you think you
are facing a contradic on, check your premises. You'll find that
one of them is wrong." The premise that this bill is being pushed
forward in a second special session, under the guise of caring
about women's health, is wrong.



This bill is not to make women safer. It is to punish those
women who want to, or would have to choose abor on if
necessary. It is to pass a moral judgment on abor on, which this
legisla ve body does not have the authority to do. When you find
your bill that amends the Health and Safety Code supported by
the religious right, and opposed by the American Congress of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists as well as your cons tuents, you
need to check your premises. If you really believe, despite all the
evidence to the contrary, that Senate Bill 1 will protect women,
then it is your obliga on to set aside funds to aid the clinics in
danger of closing. If you do not feel obligated to do so, then you
are facing another contradiction. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this entire panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel: Michelle Balon, Chris ne
Boswell, David Waxman, Monica Guzman, Christy Anne Collins
Dickson, Rachel Stephens; to be followed by Nisha Roady, Karen
Rankin, Kimberly Spendlove, Andrea Hughes, Mary Borchard, Amy
Dietze. Michelle Balon?

Michelle Balon: Oh, I'm right here. I should know that.

Senator Jane Nelson: Is Michelle Balon here? Oh, yes, go ahead.

Michelle Balon: Madame Chairwoman and members, my name
is Michelle Balon and I am represen ng myself for the bill. I live in
Senator West's district. When I was sixteen, I gave $200 to my
friend to have an abor on. In college I was pro-choice; I wouldn't
have had an abor on but I thought it was okay for someone else.
When I was 28, I had an illness and the woman who worked for me
contemplated an abor on. I did not try to discourage her because
I was concerned about what would happen to me.

I am grieved by this because I had believed a lie. God is the
creator god, and he had decided that I should have life long before
I was conceived. He wove me together in my mother's womb, and
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he decided the me and places of my birth, for the purpose that I
would reach for him. I believe God wants all of us to know that he
loves us, and he wants to have rela onship with each one of us
that's made possible through the blood of Jesus Christ, who has
forgiven my sin, and whose righteousness is imputed to us when
we believe.

I close with his words, first from the book of Job. "Ask the
beasts, let them teach you, let the birds of heaven tell you, speak
to the earth and let it teach you, let the fish of the sea declare to
you. Who of these does not know that the hand of the Lord has
done this, in whose hand is the life of every living thing and the
breath of all mankind, in whose hand is the life of every living thing
and the breath of all mankind." And from Revela on, "Worthy are
you, o Lord our God, to receive glory and honor and power.
Because you created all things and by your will all things exist and
were created." Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Mich-- you are Michelle?

Michelle Balon: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Christine Boswell?

Chris ne Boswell:  Yes. Thank you, commi ee members. My
name is Chris ne Boswell. I am here as a La na, on behalf of
myself, to speak against SB1. I am a constituent of Senator Frasier,
District 24. I am married, my husband and I have been together for
20 years and we have two children. There is a prevailing thought
which disturbs me-- women who get abor ons or who are pro-
choice, such as myself, are, aside from being perceived as
"whores'," are considered murderers. These are heartless and



judgmental words which provoke much hate and violence towards
people of choice.

It begs the ques on, "What is life worth to you?" Most would
argue that it's priceless, but is that really true? I ask this because I
do not have a clear defini on from this government, the State of
Texas government, which Texans-- whose lives are worth saving
and which Texans are to die, aside from the people on Death Row.
Apparently my egg is a life worth saving, but the twelve
responders in West Texas fer lizer plant are not lives worth
saving. Especially since certain senators have made it clear that
their trepida on in regula ng chemical plants is because "there
is a point where you over-regulate", these are quotes.

My fetus is a life worth saving but the thousands of poor women
in need of breast cancer screenings, birth control, and other
access to free, life-saving basic healthcare-- healthcare in which
women could poten ally and who do die without it-- are not lives
worth saving? A pregnancy resul ng in rape [sic] is a life worth
saving, but the psychological life of my marriage and the lives of
my children's psychological wellbeing are lives not worth saving?
This religious idea that women are to be sacrificed as lambs to
every sperm-dona ng rapist the world is comp-- this is completely
immoral. The very idea that I, a 41-year-old woman--

Senator Jane Nelson: Your time's up.

Christine Boswell: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: David Waxman?

David Waxman: My name is David Waxman, and I'm here



represen ng the Jubilee Campaign's Law of Life Project where I'm
senior counsel. And I'm also represen ng myself, and I took my
hat off as I was requested to do so, but I have my blue University of
Texas hat with me just to remind people that there are many
people here wearing blue who do bleed burnt orange.

Senator Jane Nelson: [laughs] I get it.

David Waxman: I'm here as an a orney mainly to speak on the
cons tu onality of SB1.All three of the enhanced regula ons, the
20-week part of the law, the RU-486 making medical abor ons
follow FDA-recommended standards, as well as the enhanced
regula ons for abor on facili es, are all completely
cons tu onal. They're all based on very mul ple legi mate state
interests, mainly protecting women. The state can protect women
through restric ng abor on and that's what they're-- that's what
they're here to do, so. This isn't to ban abor on or block abor on,
it's to protect women and to make this safer.

People who-- I've heard many mes talk about back-alley
abor ons, but if you're so concerned about abor ons in back
alleys, the harm from that, why are you not hearing the harm
that's coming from currently legal abor on? Legal does not equal
safe, and this is trying to achieve safe. I mean, this addi onally
protects unborn children and the medical community, but I
believe that protec ng women is the main goal, and that's a
legitimate state interest.

There is no substan al obstacle being created to access to
abor on in Texas; abor on is not being banned in Texas; all
facili es are not going to be closing in Texas, and I-- I welcome
cons tu onal analysis of these laws because they follow Roe v.



Wade and Planned Parenthood v. Casey , and cases that have
established the federal right to abortion that many people think is
going away. It's not being ended here in Texas.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Monica Guzman?

Monica Guzman: Thank you Madam Chair, commi ee members.
I am Monica Guzman, na ve Aus nite, residing in east Aus n. I'm
represented by Senator Judith Zaffirini and Representa ve Eddie
Rodriguez. I oppose Senate Bill 1. I am pro-women, pro-women's
healthcare. That is my posi on. I oppose Senate Bill 1 because I
believe it and its House companion are regarding anything but
improving or protec ng my or any other woman's health. It's
bullying from the legisla ve pulpit. It's an a empt to force-feed
religious beliefs in viola on of my cons tu onal rights. It is
classist, racist, bigoted, misogynis c legisla ve oppression,
nothing less.

Senate Bill 1 and its House companion will deprive many
women, especially women exis ng at or near poverty levels,
women of color, of needed healthcare op ons. Should this bill
become law, how many women will lack access to birth control
informa on and available op ons? How many women will lack
access to pre-natal care? Are you prepared to provide financial
support and transporta on for them when healthcare abor ons
are no longer available because you closed the existing facilities?

Are you provided-- prepared to provide financial support for
unwanted pregnancies carried to term yet given up for adop on,
le  at churches and fire sta ons, or tragically abandoned on the
streets? Are you prepared for unwanted pregnancies that they
will be raised by their birth mother, but can't afford to support



them? Are you going to provide them with healthcare, food
availability, safe homes, public educations?

You go on about protec ng innocent unborn yet, once born, you
have no qualms abandoning the very same children by way of
budget cuts to healthcare, social programs, and public educa on.
As for children already living at stages of poverty, you le  them at
the curb long ago, as the dust se led on legisla ve budget cuts
and the ink dried on Governor Perry's signature for the same.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, ma'am. Christy Anne Collins
Dickson?

Christy Anne Collins Dickson: I'm Christy Anne Dickson and I am
the execu ve director for the Pregnancy and Paren ng Support
Center for Galveston County. I'm here today to be a voice for the
young women who spend more than six hundred hours a month at
our facili es earning diapers, wipes, food, formula, clothing, baby
furniture, and the other things that they need in order to provide
for their babies.

And I want to thank you for addressing what I consider to be
very cri cal issues. Many of the moms that come to our center
come because they've previously had abor ons, and they now
want support so that they never again have to live through the
trauma of the abor on that they experienced. And I'm here today
to ask you to support Bill SB1. It's funny, you-- you know, you see
the orange shirts ask you to stand with Texas women. Well, I kind
of want to revive the words that Brandon Sullivan made famous
and say, "What do you think the blue shirts are, potted plants?"

I mean, we're here too, asking you to stand to protect pre-born,



to-- to protect Texas women. Right-to-life advocates want these
women here. Stand, we want you to stand, we want you to stand
and protect women from predatory medical prac ces. We want
you to stand for the women and demand that abor onists who
profit from the abor on procedures be available to repair the
damage that they inflict. We want to ask you to stand for the pre-
born women of Texas. The idea that any doctor in Texas can
perform an invasive medical procedure without being available
for medical follow-up is unconscionable. The idea that any doctor
can perform invasive medical procedures in an unlicensed facility
is a threat to every Texan.

The women in Texas are not idiots. The rhetoric that this bill
condemns women to back-alley abor ons is nothing short of
foolish. Do we think for even a minute that women or doctors
would ever revert to back-alley processes because medical safety
standards will be raised by this bill? Please have the courage to
protect all Texan women, both born and pre-born. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Rachel Stephens?

Rachel Stephens: My name is Rachel Stephens and I oppose
Senate Bill 1. I'm a na ve Texan, and in the past I have voted
Republican. But a er witnessing the ignorance and arrogance of
our state Republicans' leadership over the past couple weeks, I
will not and cannot in good conscience support them. It is obvious
to any intelligent mind that is honestly paying a en on that this
bill has nothing to do with protec ng the health and safety of
women and has everything to do with a far-right agenda that
contradicts core conserva ve values-- small government and
respect for individual rights and freedoms.



The author of this bill claims her and his primary mo ve is
protec ng the health and safety of Texas women, but they have
no substan ve knowledge of the issue at hand. Based on their
tes mony these past few weeks, it appears they didn't even
consult rel-- relevant medical professionals in construc ng this
bill. The fact that the Texas Hospital Association and ACOG oppose
this bill should be reason enough to reject what's going on here.
We all know the real mo ve is simple: to close clinics that provide
abor ons. The authors just don't have the guts to be honest about
their intentions, and neither do some of you who are up here.

I will not vote for a Republican candi-- candidate again unless I
see leadership that I can actually respect. Respect is earned
through honest, though ul ac on. I urge you to think for yourself
and vote honestly on this bill. I believe if you do that, you'll find
yourself vo ng against it. And please don't stand idly by when you
see your colleagues bend and even break the law in their favor. It
is wrong, it is shameful, and it is an embarrassment to the high
offices you hold.

The decision you must make on this issue has implica ons far
greater than whether or not this bill passes. The men and women
of your cons t-- cons tuencies are watching, and there is s ll
time for you to make the right decision. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you to this panel, if you'll leave out
that way. The--
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Senator Jane Nelson: If you'll leave out that way. The next panel
is Nisha Roady, Karen Rankin, Kimberly Spendlove, Andrea
Hughes, Mary Borchard, Amy Dietze. The panel following that
panel will be Paul Borchard, Wrae Ann Bradford, Terry Williams,
Juliana Terry Torgenson-- Torgerson, Casey Weyland, and Doctor
Bettina Vaello. Nisha Roady?

Nisha Roady: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Nisha Roady: Thank you, Senators. I would like to thank y'all for
hearing our voices. As conserva ves, we are drowned out by the
media. Today, here in these chambers-- not here in these
chambers, I'm sorry, out in the rotund, our voices were drowned
out as if we have no right to speak. I want to thank you for this
atmosphere. You have heard us.

Conserva ves are a huge por on of Texas. There are liberal
Texans, but-- but our voices deserve to be heard, too, and we did
vote for our representa ves and you've represented us well with
this bill. It is a common-sense bill. The baby matters. They are part

http://youtu.be/-V58_LAwzWk


of this equa on. Mothers ma er. This bill is about their health,
this bill is about improving the standard of these clinics. They're
not gonna shut down. They're gonna make their money. They will
keep opera ng, but they will operate at a higher standard. We
need that. We thank you for representing us.

I'm, I'm very hurt by the disrespect that's been shown by people
who seem to not be able to hear the conserva ve voice. The
media won't share our voice, but I feel like that you here today
have heard us, and you are represen ng us as conserva ves. We
want the babies to have some measure of protec on. We want
you to meet us halfway. 20 weeks is halfway through the
pregnancy. This bill makes sense, it is a good bill, and it is about
protec ng the babies. They are a por on of the equa on, and it is
good for women as well.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Karen Rankin?

Karen Rankin: Thank you. My name is Karen Rankin, and I wish to
state my opposi on to Senate Bill 1. I live in Aus n, District 14, of
Senator Watson's cons tuents. Thank you, Chairman Nelson, for
hearing us today. I waited 11 hours for-- to speak to the House
Commi ee a couple weeks ago; never got a chance to speak. I've
waited 11 hours today, and I'm glad to finally have a chance.

You say... I'm speaking to the conserva ves, here. You say you
want small government, but you want it big enough to intrude on
the most personal decisions any woman, any family makes. So I
don't believe you. You say you care about life, but Texas just
executed the 500th person since 1976, 261 of them with the
approval of the current administra on. So I don't believe you,
Senator Deuell. You say you care about women's health, but you



have cut funding for scores of clinics which provide the only
healthcare thousands of women will ever receive. So I don't
believe you.

You say you care about children and mothers, but this bill is
likely to cost more lives than it saves. So I don't believe you. You
say you care about families, but you make no men on of fathers'
responsibili es. So I don't believe you. You say you care about
children, but there are approximately 40,000 Texas children in
and out of foster care, 10,000 of them adoptable, eligible for
adop on. So I don't believe you. You say you care about children,
but you support a system which leaves over a million children
without healthcare insurance. So I don't believe you.

You say you are represen ng Texans, but you are only
represen ng the most religiously conserva ve among us. So I
don't believe you. You say you're a Chris an as I am, but you
ignore Christ's call to feed the hungry and care for the poor, to
care for the least among us. So I don't believe you. I would very
much like a state government that I can believe in, but all I see
from our current government is hypocrisy.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Kimberly Spendlove?

Kimberly Spendlove: My name is Kim Spendlove, and I'm here in
behalf of-- in support of SB1. We must require any facility that
performs invasive medical procedures carrying the risk of
hemorrhage, infec on, and death to adhere to the same
standards as all other surgical facili es. The protec on of women
cannot be left in the hands of unregulated abortionists.

My tes mony begins with my great-aunt, Annie Reed, who at



age 25 became pregnant out of wedlock and died from the
infec on resul ng from an illegal abor on in the 1930s. Forward
to 1942: my married grandmother became pregnant with her third
child in as many years. My infuriated grandfather insisted she
abort. Forward again, 1968: my 23-year-old unmarried mother
became pregnant during her adulterous affair with my father.
Consumed with guilt, terrified of exposure and her father's fury,
she too chose abortion.

Finally, to me. I got pregnant in 1987 at age 16. My mother gave
me a choice; either murder my baby and move with my family, or
remain behind, drop out of school and ruin my life. Those were her
words. From my perspective, my choice was really no choice at all.
The day of the procedure, I told her I didn't want to go through with
it, but she escorted me into Planned Parenthood anyway. In the
wai ng-room, I was so hysterical the recep onist threatened to
make us leave as she could not calm me down. Instead, we were
moved to another room. It was quite clear to everyone in that
clinic that I was being coerced, and yet no one intervened.

When the doctor began the procedure, I said again that I did not
want to do it; he con nued without pause and at one point
scolded me to stop crying. They never told me of the risks of
hemorrhage or infection until the recovery room after it was over.

Abor on does not protect anyone. It only destroys. It snuffed
out the life of my great-aunt, it added only bi erness and
unforgiveness to my grandparents' marriage, it did not erase my
father's infidelity, save his first marriage nor his second marriage
to my mother. My abor on was the first legal one, and it was even
covered by insurance; but in no way was I protected by it or the



people who performed it. I still dropped out of school, left home at
17, married and divorced the father. For 6 years, I struggled with
depression, nightmares, and suicidal thoughts. It is truly only by
the grace of God that I stand before you today.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Andrea Hughes?

Andrea Hughes: My name is Andrea Hughes, and I oppose SB1.
I'm from Aus n, Texas. I'm a cons tuent of Senator Schwertner of
District 5. Law is a blunt instrument. It draws hard lines. It doesn't
deal well with the complex, difficult, agonizing and incredibly
personal situa ons that women might find themselves in. As
Jus ce Douglas wrote in Griswold v. Connec cut , those moments
occur within the sacred precincts of our lives, places the state
was simply not meant to go.

When I met the biological father of my son, I was in a bad place,
and he took advantage of that vulnerability. He coerced and
manipulated me into having sex, raping me in all but the strictest
sense of the word. I found out I was pregnant when I went in for
assistance with a UTI at age 20. I was terrified and devastated.
Abs nence-only educa on had taught me that I was impure and
made me feel like I was worthless. I had no home, no means, and
no support after the father vanished.

Luckily, my mother came to our rescue financially and she
supported me emo onally through the very difficult pregnancy.
She also watched my son when I couldn't afford childcare. Without
her, I wouldn't have had any chance to succeed. I appreciate the
fact that I had a choice of whether or not to con nue the
pregnancy, especially given the terrible circumstances. I am glad
that I had the freedom to embrace the beau ful choice of life.



However, no woman should be forced to face the enduring
physical and emo onal ramifica ons of pregnancy. Today my son
is 10 and I'm still experiencing them.

Pregnancy and subsequently becoming a mother is one of the
most physically and emo onally demanding jobs in the world and
not something to undertake lightly. Every child should be a
wanted child, and no woman should feel forced to give birth
simply because she lives nine hours away from some place that
could help her. By pu ng this bill into effect, 37 clinics will be
closed, unless they can reach the standards of an Ambulatory
Surgical Centre for a process as simple as taking a pill in many
cases; and will have nega ve impact on the impoverished, on
those who cannot afford the me off, childcare, travel, and
lodgings to go from El Paso to Austin.

I think we can all agree that abor on is a horrible thing, and it is
something no one ever wants to need to have. Let's work instead
to comprehensively educate every sexually ac ve adult about
birth control. Let's work to provide better healthcare options--

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Hughes, your time is up.

Andrea Hughes: --and easy access to low-cost birth control.

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Hughes, your time is up.

Andrea Hughes: This approach will prevent abor ons too, but
without--

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Hughes, your time--



Andrea Hughes: --blunt interference in a woman's life.

Senator Jane Nelson: Your time is up.

Andrea Hughes: I just have half a sentence, ma'am.

Senator Jane Nelson: Mary-- I'm sorry. Mary Borchard.

Mary Borchard: Chairwoman Nelson and members of the
commi ee, thank you for giving us all the opportunity to speak
and be-- exercise our rights as ci zens to speak. Thank you. My
name is Mary Borchard, and I represent myself, and I am
represented by Senator Estes, and I am for Senate Bill 1.

I answer a helpline for women suffering emo onally a er
undergoing abor on. I volunteer on a retreat to help women heal
from the emo onal and spiritual pain of abor on. I see their tears
and hear their cries. Mothers who lose children suffer from this
loss. Not all women are immediately affected by their abor ons
and the loss of their child. Some calls I receive are women who no
longer can push down the pain. It's just too great an effort to
con nually suppress this pain. Some mes they react in anger,
and when they finally are able to have the courage to make the
call, some mes it's 20 years a er the abor on before they have
the courage to get help.

It's because of these women and their chil-- missing children
that I am speaking up. They know that termina ng a pregnancy is
not just termina ng a pregnancy, it is termina ng a child -their
child. Many of these women speak about coerced abor ons and
pressure they feel from their parents, friends, spouses, boyfriends
and others to abort their children. If abor on were banned a er



20 weeks, at least at this point perhaps pressure to abort would
subside, and knowing that their children feel pain at 20 weeks
only adds to their sadness. Please help these mothers and their
children.

Also it's been said that only 5 abor ons centers in Texas would
remain open if this bill is passed. It's outrageous to me to think
that only 5 abor on centers meet the standards of an Ambulatory
Surgery Center, as is needed for all other day surgeries.
[unintelligible] They say this is a simple procedure, that
complica ons-- some people were asking, "What complica ons?
There's none reported." Well, those who have-- have been
tes fying all day long have been repor ng complica ons, and
none of those are on my list of complica ons. Time's up, but thank
you very much for listening.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Amy Dietze?

Amy Dietze: Thank you, Chair and commi ee. My name is Amy
Dietze, I live in Aus n, and I'm a proud cons tuent of Senator Kirk
Watson. I'm opposed to Senate Bill 1 because I believe that this
bill as wri en is the wrong way to achieve the goal of protec ng
women's health, and would instead take away important
healthcare services for many Texas women, while offering nothing
to replace these services.

Regardless of what supporters of this legisla on may choose to
call me or those who share my opposi on to this bill, I don't think
that anyone is pro-abor on. The goal of reducing the overall
number of abor ons in Texas is something I think both sides can
support, but only if that is accomplished through comprehensive
preventa ve measures that in no way restrict women's choices or



cons tu onal rights. I cannot understand why legislators who
claim to be champions of women's health and wellbeing refuse to
consider measures that could actually improve women's health
and wellbeing, such as Medicaid expansion, and fact-based sex-
educa on programs in our schools with the goal of reducing
unplanned pregnancies.

Cu ng off access to safe and legal abor ons for a significa on
percentage of Texas women will not prevent abor ons, and will
instead cause more women to seek illegal and poten ally unsafe
abor ons out of financial necessity. Addi onally, this bill would
close healthcare clinics that women in many parts of Texas rely on
for services that have nothing to do with abor on, including rou--
rou ne preventa ve healthcare, screenings for cervical, ovarian,
and breast cancer, contracep on and family planning services,
and prenatal care for pregnant women.

For many women who cannot afford health insurance, and/or
live in rural areas with very few healthcare providers, the same
clinics that this bill would close down are the only op on for
crucial healthcare services. I'm not asking or expec ng you to
agree with all of my posi ons. What I am asking for is open,
honest, thorough and fair dialogue on this bill. I hope it is not too
much to expect.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, ma'am.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you to this en re panel. The next
panel that I am going to call is the last panel of witnesses in Group
3. Group 4 should be si ng out there. Group 5, if you're hearing
me, you can now enter hearing room E1028 for-- to wait for your
turn to enter the hearing room.

Chair calls Paul Borchard, Ware-- no, Wrae Ann Bradford, Terry
Williams, Juliana Torgerson, Casey Weyland, Be na Vaello. Mr.
Borchard? Oh, while they're coming up, let me announce the next
group will be Susie May-- Madere? Helen Carvell, William Rees
Tarn, Ash Hall, Vickie Powell, Jodi Cole. Mr. Borchard, approach.
Paul Borchard?

Paul Borchard: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: It's you. You're on.

Paul Borchard: Thank you, Madam Chairman and members of
the commi ee, for the opportunity to speak to you today. I am
Paul Borchard and I am here to speak in favor of SB1, and I am from
McKinney, Texas, represented by Craig Estes.

http://youtu.be/AM1q0vlxqJU


And this legisla on is common-sense legisla on, no ma er
your view on the morality of abor on. It regulates the health to
provide safer procedures for the women who go through them.
Having par cipated as a prayerful witness outside of abor on
facili es, I've seen-- me and my colleagues have seen first-hand
an industry that profits off the difficult circumstances of women,
while figh ng to avoid such standards as are being proposed
today because it might cut into their profits.

These standards, following FDA guidelines on RU-486 abor ons,
the-- bringing the facilities up to standard, and having privileges at
a local hospital so that they can have con nuity of service in case
there's a complica on or emergency, these are common-sense
measures. And I ask that you support them and thank you very
much.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Wrae Ann Bradford?

Wrae Ann Bradford: My name is Wrae Ann Bradford. I represent
myself, and I live in Dallas County. I oppose the bill. As I sit here
before you today, I don't need to hold up a photo for you to know
that my personhood is validated; and s ll this legisla on
ques ons my right to autonomy. Proponents of Senate Bill 1 claim
to be concerned with the standard of women's health in our state.
But this is nothing more than misdirec on and an a ack on our
constitutionally-protected liberty to govern our own bodies.

By design, this bill will not raise the standard of healthcare for
women in Texas, but will instead eliminate access to it entirely for
a substan al number of Texans already at great risk, affec ng
above all others rural and low-income women. This would,
without a doubt, lead desperate women to seek dangerous or



illicit alterna ves that could poten ally lead to the deaths of
millions-- or, I'm sorry, of many Texas women. It's clear that the
thinly-veiled inten on of this bill is to limit abor on care under
the false premise of furthering women's health, ignoring an
abundance of evidence indica ng that abor on is not only safe,
but notably safer than childbirth.

Indeed, this bill establishes unheard-of restric ons for a
medical procedure already proven safe and effec ve. It is no
coincidence that neither vasectomies nor live births are
legislated against in this way. This legisla on is overtly hos le
toward women and a empts to limit our right to make decisions
about what is best for our body.

I fear for the future of Texas if this proposed legisla on
becomes law. What woman with the means to relocate would
stay in a state with such a dangerously oppressive a tude,
knowing that a variety of unfortunate circumstances, including
sexual assault, which a staggeringly high number of women will
experience in their life mes, will leave us with no alterna ves
but unwanted, potentially unviable pregnancy. Think of the talent,
the jobs, and the economic value that would be lost by enac ng
such senseless measures against the personhood of half the
people living in Texas.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Terry Williams?

Terry Williams: Good afternoon, and Sen-- Senator Nelson, thank
you once again for hearing this bill, and my name is Terry
Williams, and I do support SB1. I have 25 years of experience in
crisis pregnancy center work, and we can talk all day long about
stories. What I want to talk about today is to tell you just a li le



story and then explain to you why I think that this bill is the safest
way for women.

You have heard, over the last year, and several years, this term
that we would want to keep abor on safe, legal and rare. I think
we can all agree that it's already legal. I think that all of us would
agree that it needs to be rare-- my friend Margaret says that a
woman wants an abor on like she wants to gnaw off her own leg--
so let's talk about it being safe.

I have been at this special session, the last special session, the
regular session, and the last four sessions, working on-- on bills
such as this. And I can tell you that I've read this bill in its en rety,
I've read all of the bills that are part of its sec on, and I can tell
you with assurance that this bill, SB1, will help women to receive
good healthcare. If so, and if that's what we want, then we need to
provide that for the women.

I speak specifically about one woman who received an RU-486
abor on. She le  the clinic with a paper bag and an bio cs and
found herself in the bo om of a shower hemorrhaging and almost
dying. She called her own father to come and get her in an
embarrassing situa on. I wish for this young lady, and we'll call
her Michelle, that she had received good care there, that she
could have received care from a doctor that she could have had a
relationship with, and that she would not have had to call her own
father to rescue her.

This bill will provide for women a safe, although hopefully rare,
and con nue to be legal procedure, that while I don't agree with
it, I know that-- that this can help women. Thank you for your time.



Senator Jane Nelson: Juliana Torgerson?

Juliana Terry-Torgerson: Hi. My name is Juliana Terry-Torgerson.
I am a cons tuent of Kirk Watson, and I am speaking for myself in
opposi on to the bill. I have been here numerous days and since
6:15 this morning, and I would like to say that I've not spoken to
one person who supports murdering babies or killing children. I do
not support the murder of babies or children. Instead, I believe in
the decision-- the decision to abort a fetus up to 24 weeks should
remain a personal choice of the wo-- the woman involved.

What amazes me is that I con nue to hear that this bill is for
women's health. If unsafe abor on occurs-- I'm really sorry, I'm so
nervous-- when women do not have access to clinics, and the bill
is for women's health, why doesn't it include or consider
assistance to clinics that would otherwise close? Clinics that offer
far more than abor on. Is women's health really the main
concern? It seems to me the bill is concerned with imposing
personal and religious morals of some-- of some on all of Texans.

I, like many an 'orange', am not an expert of any sort. But to me
it seems far more logical to work on reducing unwanted pregnancy
through improvements in sexual educa on and ensuring women
have access to contracep ves. Oh, and I'm not sure if I missed the
substan al scien fic evidence regarding fetal pain at 20 weeks. It
has been a really long morning and it's definitely possible; but I
have yet to hear of a peer-reviewed piece of literature based on
scientific research.

Thank you all for allowing me to speak, and I'm sorry for anyone
who had a bad experience or regrets their abor on. I wish we
were here talking about reducing unwanted pregnancy, to reduce



similar experiences while not imposing morals or taking away
women's rights over their own bodies.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Juliana Terry-Torgerson: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Casey Weyland?

Casey Weyland: Hi. Thank you for hearing us. First of all, I just
want to say that I realize all of you have trod a treacherous path to
get where you are. I don't take lightly that any of you are in this
place, and that you have a huge weight upon your shoulders, and
so I hope that you don't feel that I talk at you, but just to you.

And I just want to share that I do work, or volunteer, at our
pregnancy center in Paris, Texas; work with a er-abor on care,
counseling, bible counseling, as well as just doing a bible study
with the girls that are, you know, have unplanned pregnancies but
do not abort. And we see a great amount of fruit through, you
know, both things.

And I just want to say that I made my decisions based on what
my physician suggested, what society was telling me. I lived in
California at the me, so I realize that wasn't Texas, but in
California, you know, it was just-- it was birth control. And so there
was a massive number of women going through the process the
same me as me, there was a girl 6 months pregnant, she was on
her second day of the procedure, she didn't get any be er a er-
abor on care than I did. We were just expected to, you know,
figure it out.



They, they wanted us to be relieved, you know, relieved of our
burden, and just go on, and that is what happened for years, I was
relieved, you know? But then ul mately, you know, the guilt and
the shame caught up with me. And the Lord was faithful, He did
make sure that He put me, you know, with a husband, and even
children that have grace for me in my paren ng skills. And He
made sure that I got the after-abortion care. But I don't take lightly
that your laws can help. There are uninformed women going in
and making a decision. They're being told that it's okay, and it's
not going to wound them. It is wounding them. And so I appreciate
what you guys do.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Doctor Vaello?

Be na Vaello:  Awesome, thank you! Thank you, Chair and
Commi ee. My name is Dr. Be na Vaello, I'm a cons tuent of
Senator Charles Schwertner, and I appreciate that you've been
here as long as I have. I oppose Senate Bill 1 for the following
reasons.

As a teen growing up in rural South Texas, two of my classmates
were paralyzed by polio, and my godmother died of metasta c
cancer-- breast cancer-- because there was no clinic to administer
vaccines or perform cancer screenings. This was the late 1960s.
By closing exis ng clinics, Senate-- Senate Bill 1 would return my
hometown area closer to this 1960s reality.

The tough, dedicated women in the Rio Grande Valley, whose
daily struggles have taught them how to make smart decisions,
don't need this bill to make their lives harder and less healthy,
while presuming to fix a safety issue which simply does not exist.
If our goal is to reduce abor ons, then let's use science, sta s cs,



and the advice of real women who have struggled with this
decision. Accurate sex educa on and safe, effec ve, affordable
contracep ves have been shown to lower unplanned pregnancies
and abor on rates. Closing the clinics which provide these
services would not.

Women who choose an abor on over raising their unplanned
child or placing their baby up for adop on have been demonized
as shameful and irresponsible, ignoring the fact that pregnancy is
expensive in me, money, and physical and mental health. No
one wants an abor on, but without sick leave, there's no me for
morning sickness or bed rest, or frequent appointments for
maternal diabetes. These are not theore cal concerns: the
incidence of pre-term labor, pre-eclampsia, and maternal
diabetes are all signif-- significantly elevated in La nas, blacks,
and any woman living in poverty.

A minimum-wage employee without insurance benefits would
struggle to cover the medical costs of pregnancy, the extra
calories and quality food to support a healthy pregnancy. There's
no me off or money to pay for the treatment of postpartum
depression, prolonged recovery a er a C-sec on, or any of the
numerous complica ons a postpartum woman or her baby may
experience. Some mes, "just have the baby" is not an op on. The
Supreme Court gave a woman the right to make her own
healthcare decisions in 1973. Texas women are smart, loving, and
tough. They only need to dec-- only they can decide what's right for
their families.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, doctor.

Bettina Vaello: Thank you.



Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you to this en re panel; out that
way.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel is Susie Ma-- Madere, Helen
Carvell, William Rees Tarn, Ash Hall, Vickie Powell and Jodi Cole.
Next panel up will be Thomas Ryan Wiman, Katherine Bo s, Blake
Harllee, Theresa Cooper, Melanie Kriewaldt-Roth and Frances
Wayland. We'll begin with Susie Madere.

Susie Madere: Okay, I'm a li le nervous; don't like poli cs;
rather be on the river, floa ng down the New Braunfels. I grew up
in San Antonio, went to University of Texas, le  to grow up-- live in
Austin; a little liberal for me, but I live in Williamson County.

I'm here to represent the millions of unborn children who are
unable to speak for themselves. I also speak for the mul tude of
women, including those among my friends and family, who deeply
regret their choice to abort and con nue to mourn the loss of
their child's life. I hope to plant a seed in the hearts and minds of
our legislators; possibly a mother who is contempla ng the quick
and convenient solution of abortion for herself, or her daughter.

I would have loved to have given birth to a precious child, but it
was not to be for me. The children in my pro-life family know me as
Aunt Susie. I am a grandmother, I don't know, who's pro-life. I

http://youtu.be/0jWYav83qKU


come from a family of 11 children, who have grown to be well-
educated professional contributors to society. This reality is in
stark contrast to the propaganda presented to one of my sister's
college classes in the 1980s by a Planned Parenthood
representa ve who claimed that sta s cally speaking, large
families raise uneducated low-income children who were more
likely to be "a drain on society". I am no drain on society. I love
inner-city children, I love Big Bend Na onal Park, and I love God's
divine mercy.

Enough of that. Our family has always been involved in service
to the poor, homeless, au s c, Down's syndrome and inner-city
children. I'll try to calm down. Our mother spent countless hours
over most of her adult life helping women with crisis pregnancy,
providing counseling, necessi es for themselves and their
children, and financial assistance. One of my brothers, a
prominent a orney, recently had a comment published in the
Wall Street Journal. In his le er, he stated, "regardless of her
views on abor on rights, an expectant mother who wants her
baby calls it a baby. No one says--"

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Madere, your me is up. [Crosstalk.]
Helen Carvell?

Susie Madere: [Crosstalk.] You knew where I was going with that.

Helen Carvell: My name is Helen Carvell; I'm speaking for myself
in opposition to SB1.

When I was a nurse working in New York City in the pre-Roe v.
Wade era, we had a phenomena frequently on Friday evenings
where very wealthy young white women would come in from



Maine, Massachuse s and New Hampshire, with unexplained
vaginal bleeding, which they wound up in the opera ng room the
next day. Saturday morning there's not much oversight, and when
the path. report came back, invariably they had been pregnant.
That was abor on for the white rich people, who came from out of
state to New York to get theirs. On Saturday morning-- Monday
morning we saw the young women of color, the La nas from
where this hospital was located, Spanish Harlem, who came in
and got their abor ons Saturday night, and we saw the results of
that on Monday morning.

My point to you is you cannot legislate morality. It's going to
happen one way or the other. People who make decisions-- and
I've heard all those sad stories of abor on-- that we need to
improve it. The other thing is if you're against it, you would work to
prevent it, through sex educa on, funding Planned Parenthood,
which provides low-cost contraception.

I appreciate that you've amended the bill to include danger to
the mother and fetal abnormality. Nobody chooses to abort a 20-
week fetus unless those things are happening, which you can't
find out un l those do happen. But who decides what is a severe
anomaly? Who decides what is a risk to the mother? Who's gonna
make those decisions? I think those belong in the hands of the
mother.

You imagine hordes of heathens out there killing off babies, and
I imagine there's a handful of women trying to make agonizing
choices. Please don't make it more difficult for them; it's hard
enough. And based on what I've heard today, our abor on system
needs a massive overhaul. People need be er counseling ahead



of me and a lot be er counseling a erwards. And I thank you for
having the hearing.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. William Rees Tarn?

William Rees Tarn: I offer you a story of a--

Senator Jane Nelson: We need you to iden fy yourself for the
record.

William Rees Tarn: William Rees Tarn.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

William Rees Tarn: San Angelo, Texas.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

William Rees Tarn: I offer you a story of two mothers that
exchanged with each other the gi  of life, and how life always
gives more life, especially when it's given as a gi  and not just by
the Creator.

In this case it was two mothers. Two soldiers, 19 years old each,
didn't know each other, were at the same outpost on the Israeli
border during its period of peace, but a bullet cracked through the
air from a sniper's rifle, dropping one soldier to the ground. He lay
there bleeding to death, and would have surely died at 4 o'clock in
the morning un l his relief had arrived, but another Israeli soldier
heard the shot, went to inves gate, found him laying there and
stopped that bleeding and got him evacuated to a hospital where
his family met him, and was grateful for the saving of his life.



But the name of the soldier who had saved him was not in the
report. They didn't know who to thank. They owned a business,
they put a poster up in their business, and they prayed that one
day someone would know something about the name of that
soldier so that they could rightfully thank him for saving their son's
life. It turned out that the mother of that boy went back to visit
that store a er being absent from it for 20 years, having gone in
there pregnant, wan ng an abor on, and was talked out of it and
given aid by that very same family. One life saved another life.

And you're doing the same thing today. And it's more contagious
when it's given in that way. I've saved three lives. I'm sure that the
lives that I've saved will go on to save many more. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ash Hall?

Ash Hall: Hi, my name is Ash Hall; I'm from [unintelligible] Texas,
Larry Taylor is my representative, and I'd like to testify against this
bill. I am a proud Texas lesbian, and I know it seems unusual that
someone like me would come here and tes fy against this, but
the truth is that my community is affected by this bill because of a
concept called correc ve rape. Someone touched upon it earlier;
it's when a straight person decides that they can take it upon
themselves to rape a person in my community in order to turn
them straight. It does not work and is very harmful to my
community, and there are cases where folks in my community can
get pregnant from that.

I can tell you it almost happened to me personally, and
thankfully I defended myself and was not raped, but had I been
raped and had I go en pregnant, I would have had to go to the
clinic in Waco, Texas, which by the way, is in danger of closing



because of this bill. I don't think there's any way I would have been
able to support a child at that me, because I was a ending
Waco's private school, Baylor, and I would not have been able to
afford having a child.

So, very important issue to my community. As it is, folks in my
community have enough issues trying to raise children in this
state, because we are not afforded the same rights as our straight
counterparts, our marriages aren't recognized, we can be fired on
the basis of being gay, we can be denied insurance of any sort,
including health insurance, and we can be-- there's just all sorts of
things that can happen to us in this state because we are gay or
transgender.

And so I think it's really interes ng that we're si ng here
arguing about whether or not we should be giving unborn fetuses
rights, when my community doesn't even have fundamental rights
like our straight counterparts. And I'd really like to see the next
legislature focus on giving my community the rights that everyone
else has before we start looking at people that aren't even born
yet. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Vickie Powell? Is Vickie Powell
in the room? Okay, Vickie Powell was here in favor of the bill, we're
going to change that from oral to registering a posi on, and-- Jodi
Cole?

Jodi Cole: Yeah.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Jodi Cole: Thank you. Hi, my name is Jodi Cole; I'm a wife,



mother and criminal defense a orney here in Aus n. I'm a sixth-
generation Texan. I'm here to testify against this bill.

Let's sum it up. You're trying to make it hard for women to
obtain safe and affordable early abor ons before 20 weeks so
that you can then say that it's too late for them to exercise their
se led cons tu onal rights. By doing this, your overreaching
ends up also viola ng our state and several cons tu onal rights
to freedom of religion.

A person's belief about whether abor on is right or wrong is a
religious belief. We have a right to have our own spiritual belief or
opinion regarding abor on. If your faith objects to abor on, that's
your right. Pray for these women to change their mind: I'll pray
with you. Provide them loving support and encourage them to give
birth: you know, come approach me, I may give you a dona on.
But you start forcing women to give birth to unwanted
pregnancies against their will, you're gonna tangle with me.

This legisla on isn't about valuing life. This legisla on is about
breaking Texas women. I didn't ask for this fight, none of us did,
but we're gonna finish it. We will fight you in the federal courts
and we will fight you at the polls. We will not let you force to--
women to give birth to unwanted pregnancies, you will not tell us
how to believe, and you will never break us.

I'm here to look you in the eye and voice my objec on to this
illegal legisla on. You're not voted into office to make cases for
the Supreme Court to decide on se led law. I don't care what
some religious out-of-court professor is telling you, you're not
supposed to invite us into lengthy, expensive li ga on. That's not
your job. If John Bradley can be run out of office, so can you. And



I'm looking forward to participating in that adventure.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Next panel.

Jodi Cole: Thank you.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel is Thomas Wiman,
Katherine Bo s, Blake Harlee, Theresa Cooper, Melanie
Kriewaldt-- Kriewaldt-Roth, Francis Wayland. They will be
followed by the next group: Sheridan Wade, Vicki Lehmeier,
Dianne Costa, Grace Chimene, Pa  Wells, and Alanna Strong.
Okay, somebody's missing here. Thomas Wiman?

Thomas Wiman: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Thomas Wiman: My name is Thomas Wiman and I'm from
Abilene, Texas, and I'm suppor ng the bill. There's just so much
that I can only fit into two minutes, as y'all know, and the basis of
it is I was supposed to be aborted. I was born out of wedlock, and
the only thing that stopped my mom from aborting me in 1990 was
the fact that my grandmother stepped up and looked her in the
face and said, "Do not abort him. He's going to grow up to be a
leader; he's gonna lead his genera on, he's gonna stand up and
fight for what's right." And from that second on is what brought me
here today to where I'm sitting now.

http://youtu.be/Bl7d9TMpYyw


And I've also seen other things happen, too, with my mom. She's
had-- I have a half-brother, and another half-brother that lives
somewhere else that she gave up for direct adop on. And there's
just so many op ons out there, outside of abor on. I mean, I can
understand if there's-- if there's a woman' is at risk, at serious risk;
there's excep ons to every rule. You know, I won't support pu ng
a woman at risk in order to have a chance to have a newborn life,
but I do support giving every single individual a figh ng chance at
its life. Because it-- it was said before, it's a trickle effect, you
know; you can start with one person and that can lead into
somebody else's life, and that can pour in love into somebody
else's life, and before you know it this world could be changed,
just from a couple of genera ons down the line. And that's my
stance on it.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Katherine Botts?

Katherine Bo s:  Hi, thank you all for allowing me to speak
today. My name is Katherine Bo s, I live in Travis County, I'm a
proud cons tuent of Senator Kirk Watson, I rep-- I represent
myself, and I oppose Senate Bill 1. First off, I'd like to say I've been
here for 13 hours today, and I thank you all for your me and
le ng me speak, and I was actually staying with, um, with
Theresa, si ng next to me, at 17 hours-- a li le more, over 17
hours ago, and I'm very happy to be si ng here. So, I oppose this
bill because it limits the rights and decisions I have as-- I have as a
young woman in the state of Texas.

I understand the majority are Republicans, but this is not about
Republicans versus Democrats; this is women's health. And if y'all
aren't listening to me right now, please look at me and listen,



because this is a serious point. I'm a young woman, I have the
right to choose what my body-- I have on it, and I don't believe you
deserve to be inside of it, or outside of it. This is mine. Okay? And I
know that most of y'all have already set in stone your ideas and
what you're gonna vote on, and that's sad, because you're not
listening to the people and the women of Texas. And I'm very
sorry.

You know, also, this is just-- you know, this is a-- a ma er of the
living and breathing; we have rights, too. It's not about the
unborn. We have children in the state of Texas, I'm an adoptee as
well, and I know how it feels to be completely let loose. I don't
know who my biological family was because of my biological
mother's crazy alcoholic mind, and luckily I have a family in Texas
that loves me and adores me and I have a freedom of speech and
freedom of will. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Katherine-- you are Katherine Botts?

Katherine Botts: Yes, I am.

Senator Jane Nelson: Blake Harlee? Is Blake Harlee here? Blake
Harlee was here in favor of the bill. I'm going to change that oral
testimony to registering a position. Theresa Cooper?

Theresa Cooper: Hi, I'm Theresa Cooper. Okay, I'm Theresa
Cooper, Senate Di-- Senate District 5, represen ng myself; and by
the way, I do not need anybody protec ng me from myself. I'm
here testifying against SB1. I'm a wife, a home-schooling mom and-
- as well as a moral person who values life and has an abiding faith
in a universal god. I oppose SB1 for a variety of reaso-- reasons,
star ng with remarkably unsound science and unscien fic



standards and terminologies included in the bill. SB1 will limit
access to reproduc ve health care as well as safe, legal abor on
procedures to women in many areas of Texas.

I'm going to go off-script here, because all day I have been
hearing a lot of really highly-charged rhetoric: things like
holocaust, baby-killing, murder. Perhaps I can understand that
passion, because when I think of a woman's fully-realized
personhood, someone like me, si ng here, her demon--
demonstrated viability, her inalienable right to autonomy over
her own body just as any man has, and how all of that is stripped
of a woman by anyone who would force their will and judgment on
her body and decisions, I-- when I think of all that, yeah, I think of
pre y charged words like subjuga on of women, control of
women, even servitude.

With my pregnancies I had truly spiritually joyous experiences,
through the pregnancies and births, and that included gesta onal
diabetes and being hospitalized while-- twice for preterm labor.
That didn't ma er. These children were very wanted by me. As
much as I would love every woman to have that experience, I
cannot force this on her. I see the pain or regret of some, not all,
women, but some women, who feel--

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Ms. Cooper.

Theresa Cooper: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Melanie Kriewaldt-Roth?

Melanie Kriewaldt-Roth: Yes. My name is Melanie Kriewaldt-
Roth. I am represen ng myself. I am for SB1, I'm from Williamson



County and representa ve-- represented by Senator Schwertner. I
witnessed all the hearings and floor debates for the abor on
clinic bill over the past few weeks. I want you to know that as a
voter and a mother of a conservative Texas family, we support this
bill.

Although you heard roars of voices from the gallery during the
last Senate floor debate, or watched as proponents were mocked
and ridiculed during their tes mony, you did not hear or see all of
the voters. Some of us were at home taking care of our families, or
we were at work suppor ng our families, so we were watching.
And we were mor fied at what happened here in our peacefully
and legi mately elected governing body. We did not see
democracy in ac on; we saw democracy being obstructed by an
unruly, undisciplined mob.

The-- decorum today has been excellent and I commend you on
that, and I appreciate that. I feel much be er about the situa on.
And that's why I came here to tes fy, because I'm more concerned
about the democra c process. But I am here today to urge you to
carry out this bill's passage. We support you in this cause. We
support life-- that is, my conservative Texas family. We believe the
wanted baby and the unwanted baby are equally endowed by
their Creator to the right to bear life. I thank you all for your
dedica on to this important discussion, and I thank God for this
civilized legislative procedure.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Frances Wayland? Frances
Wayland was ini ally signed up to provide oral tes mony in
opposi on to the bill. I'm gonna change that to registering a
posi on but not providing oral tes mony. Thank you so much to



this panel.
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[Unidentified Voice]: [unintelligible] --written text?

Senator Jane Nelson: Yeah, give that to the clerk right there;
thank you. Next panel is Sheridan Wade, Vicki Limer-- Lehmeier,
Dianne Costa, Grace Chimene-- Chime? and Pa  Wells, as well as
Alanna Strong. They will be followed by Bob Bagley, Nicholas
Smedra, Kathaleen Wall, Evelyn Zheng, Carol Cole and Lisa Cope.
Start off with Sheridan Wade.

Sheridan Wade: That's me. Hi, I'm Sheridan Wade, and I am here
represen ng myself in support of SB1. This is not a poli cal issue
for me or a religious agenda, which I have heard over some of the
tes mony. I want you to know that I've been on both sides; I have
worn orange and I have worn blue. I am a post-abor ve woman
and my job and passion right now is ge ng to serve women in a
pregnancy center.

I was here last week and this week, and ge ng to hear a lot of
jargon about how this bill would limit access to healthcare or
close clinics. I am originally from Le on, Texas, which is south-
east Texas, Senator Nichols; and that's one of the rural areas
within discussion. However, the bill does not close the clinics, nor
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does it access healthcare. It's a choice. If there is a new standard,
a higher standard in which any clinic does not choose to rise, that
is when a clinic will close. Whether it's a new standard for legal,
that Senator West will have to meet in his prac ce-- and being
able to see that, although I'm only 34-- my daddy thinks I'm pre y
precious cargo and worth protec ng, as I do the women that we
serve.

We just served our 60,000th client, since 1984-- that's post-Roe
v. Wade. We see everything from hemorrhaging, to, you know,
infertility, to women who are grieving, or depression, and coming--
and mostly unreported-- I also heard about that-- whether that's
from fear or a lack of knowing how to do the process. And I am
urging you to please be in favor of SB1 for a higher standard for
excellence of care; being on both sides, I would want it whether
I'm a pa ent or the woman coming a er me. I've been there on
both sides. I understand how wonderful it could be for the women.
Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Vicki Lehmeier? Vicki Lehmeier
[unintelligible] --okay, I'm missing somebody. Diane Costa?

Dianne Costa: My name is Dianne Costa, I am a cons tuent of
Senator Nelson, I'm speaking in favor of the Senate Bill, and I'm
speaking for myself. I'd like to read a por on of a 2008 study from
Reproduc ve Health Ma ers , "Complica ons A er a Second
Trimester Surgical and Medical Abor on", and it was authored by
OB/GYN specialists from Stanford and Massachusetts.

The mortality rate with abor ons performed at 8 weeks or
earlier was 0.1 deaths per 100,000 legal termina ons, and the
rate increased to 1.7 deaths per 100,000 abor ons performed at



13 weeks; the mortality ra o for abor ons performed at 16 to 20
weeks was 3.0 deaths per 100,000 procedures, and 8.9 deaths
per 100,000 abor ons for those at 21 weeks at later. Although the
absolute risk of death was low, the rela ve risk of death with an
abor on performed at 21 weeks or later was more than 75 mes
higher than the risk associated with abor on at 8 weeks. And the
scariest-- 85% of abor on-related deaths were due to direct
causes, primarily hemorrhages and infections.

So we need to understand the bill, what it is and what it isn't.
Abor on is legal in Texas. We're talking about 5 months and under
is legal. There's compensa on for fetal-- severe fetal
abnormalities, to avert the woman's death. As a former mayor, we
all know that people that are opposed to things come out in
masses more than people who are for things; because they are
louder does not make them the majority. I believe I speak for the
majority of the women in Texas. As the wife of a physician, I want
the best healthcare. As a La na, I am red of people speaking for
me and my people. I am a Latina; I don't want people talking about
minori es to promote their agenda. We're smart people, we
La nas and blacks, we know where to go for healthcare. And stop
trying to promote your agenda. Those clinics are not going to
close; you know it, and we know it. So stop the smoke and mirrors.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay. Grace Chi--?

Grace Chimene: Chimene.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Grace Chimene: Thank you. I'm Grace Chimene, and I'm speaking
for the League of Women Voters, and then a erwards I'll speak



really quickly for myself in opposi on for Senate Bill 1. I live here
in Aus n. The League of Women Voters is a non-par san poli cal
organiza on with about 2,000 members across the state.
Women's health and access to safe, legal abor on is very
important to our members. SB1 has harmful mandates. One would
require a physician performing an abor on to have ac ve
admi ng privileges. This requirement is unnecessary because
hospitals already must admit all pa ents needing emergency
care.

Number two, SB1 would require physicians to administer in
person two medicines used for drug-induced abor ons and to see
pa ents again within 14 days. This is making it more difficult for
women, especially those living in remote or underserved areas, to
obtain abor ons legally and safely, and increases the likelihood
that they will have to resort to illegal and unsafe procedures.
Number three, it would require facili es to become Ambulatory
Surgical Centers. The true intent of this regula on is to make
unaffordable demands on providers and thus bring about the
closure of the facili es. The League of Women Voters urges the
Senators to not vote for this.

My personal testimony: I am a pediatric nurse practitioner and I
oppose SB1. Teens are especially at risk for choosing dangerously-
- dangerous medically unsafe alterna ves to con nuing a
pregnancy if costs are high, transporta on is difficult, or support
is not available. I would also like you to consider the lack of safe
medical services for teens living in incredibly difficult medical,
social, and economic situa ons. Pregnant children, rape, incest,
child abuse, intellectually disabled girls, mentally ill teens are not
considered in this bill. Please vote 'no' for SB1, for the safety of



children and teens and women in Texas. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Patty Wells?

Pa y Wells:  Oh. I'm Pa y Wells from College Sta on. Dr.
Schwertner is my senator, and I stand in favor of Senate Bill 1. A
couple of notes-- I read on a pro-abor on website, I don't have the
documenta on with me, that only 2% of abor ons are performed
a er 20 weeks. So this is not a whole great big load of abor ons
we're talking about to begin with. And also that Roe v. Wade
allows state legislature to restrict abor ons a er the first
trimester, whether there's pain or not, so I think we're being much
more generous in this bill than even Roe v. Wade.

I wanted to talk about two things-- first of all, although abor on
is rela vely safe and legal, there is damage to women that we
don't see on the surface. A lot of studies that I have documented
here show that-- there's a survey of post-abor on women that
found that 28% had a empted suicide, 31% experienced suicidal
feelings, many of them have Post-Trauma c Stress Syndrome; and
addi onally a study in Finland: the state study shows that four

mes as many post-abor on women died the following year as a
result of everything from suicide to accident to anything else, as
opposed to women who had had childbirth or natural mis--
miscarriages.

The other persons I want to address are the babies. Whether or
not they feel pain at 20 weeks doesn't really ma er so much as,
once they're aborted, they're not going to feel pain or love or joy or
anything else the rest of their lives. God told Jeremiah "Before I
kni ed you together in your mother's womb, I knew you", and in
Ephesians 1:4, Paul says that we were chosen before the



founda on, before God created the universe, he chose us and
everybody.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Strong?

Alanna Strong: Thank you for allowing me to speak to you briefly
today. My name is Alanna Strong, I live in University Park, Texas,
and John Carona is my senator. I represent myself and my
husband. I am a homemaker, a mother of three grown children, all
planned, all wanted, and I love children. It is precisely because I
love my children that I am opposed to Senate Bill 1.

Senate Bill 1 will do nothing to improve their lives. It will do a lot
to make it much worse. Limi ng choice without providing
alterna ves, or funding for alterna ves, is always a bad idea.
Increasing regula ons which have been iden fied by experts as
being unnecessary is not the answer either. Please listen to the
AMA, the TMA, the TB-- the TBA, and other intelligent groups who
oppose this bill and do not support Senate Bill 1. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Again, is Vicki Lehmeier here?
No? I'm going to show that individual who had registered to
provide oral tes mony in opposi on to the bill, now registering a
position but not providing oral testimony. Thank you to this panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel is Bob Bagley, Nicholas
Smedra, Kathaleen Wall, Evelyn Zheng, Carol Cole, Lisa Cope. They
will be followed by Sylvia Guzman, Jennifer Vestal, Jean Picke ,
Laura Thoms, JoAnn Fleming, and Angela Shen. Bob Bagley?

Bob Bagley: I'd like to thank you all for le ng us come and speak
today. My name is Bob Bagley, I'm a Vietnam and Gulf War
veteran, I'm also a Na ve American and a na ve Texan. I'm here
to represent myself, my three daughters, my three
granddaughters, and soon-to-be-born granddaughter,
Montgomery County Right to Life, and Texas women and men. My
senator' is Tommy Williams.

With ultrasound, we can see unborn babies respond to
s mulus because they can feel, and they should be protected. We
go to great lengths to make sure that those on death row feel no
pain when they are put to death. The baby without sin should not--
should not be allowed to feel pain. As a volunteer and a board
member of our local animal shelter, I will-- believe we have tighter
regula ons on surgery rooms for animal hospitals and surgery
clinics that we currently have for these death facili es. As a board
member of-- the Montgomery County Hospital District,

http://youtu.be/H_sn3Cir_ew


responsible for the county's ambulance and EMS services, we've
transported a number of women that had botched abor ons.
These women would have been be er served by doctors that
have hospital privileges and been able to care for those women,
rather than an ER doctor not knowing the patient's history.

I lost my first daughter due to complica ons, six and a half
months of pregnancy. She lived almost a month. I believe today,
with our modern medicine, she would have lived. She was born
addicted to drugs due to my wife's prematurity. As [sighs] a
possible problem, but one we would have gladly liked to have the
opportunity to-- to go through. My cousin wanted a baby and could
not have one, so she adopted one. A baby that was a drug--
addicted to drugs when born, due to its mother's addic on.
Luckily. It was not killed like many in the same condition--

Senator Jane Nelson: Mr. Bagley, it is time.

Bob Bagley: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Nicholas Sme--
Smedra? Is Nicholas Smedra here? Nicholas was shown in
opposition to the bill, we will duly note that. Kathaleen Wall?

Kathaleen Wall: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go for it.

Kathaleen Wall: Thank you. I'm Kathaleen Wall from Houston.
Senator Rodney Ellis is my senator. This is the woman's health bill
about raising standards of-- for health. I know of ma-- a mixture of
Texans who support this bill, including Democrats and atheists.



We want this healthcare for all. The thing I'm most concerned
about is the pre-imposed abor on health of the pa ent. Many
people have talked about the unborn baby and its rights, but
today I want to talk to you about the rights of the patient.

This pa ent is going through an emo onal and a physical crisis,
typically at a young age. Everyone is giving her advice and telling
her, "I know what you should do." The pa ent hardly has me to
check out the abor on clinic facili es and reputa on. The pa ent
thinks the abor on clinic operates like a real hospital. The Texas
legislature must step up and set the standards for the clinic. Who
else will set the standards for the clinics? We want a Class A
facility, and abor on doctors and businesses want a cost-
effec ve facility. Everybody knows the abor on industry typically
makes millions of dollars: Gosnell made one point eight million
dollars in a year, and its clinic made $15,000 a day. This profitable
business should easily afford a $500,000-a-year upgrade.

In Europe, their liberal government has hospital facili es to
perform the abor ons. When I was 10 weeks pregnant, my child
died and my doctor gave me a D&C abor on. I was fortunate to be
in a hospital because I-- and I had an unexpected hemorrhage. If I
wasn't in a surgical facility I would've died. I've seen a friend lay on
the floor for days and in a bed when I was in college because she
had a botched abor on. She kept her abor on secret. I think we
should protect women's rights to health.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Evelyn Zheng? Evelyn Zheng
registered, wishing to provide oral tes mony in opposi on to the
bill; we will now record registering a posi on but not wishing to
provide oral testimony. Carol Cole? Go.



Carol Cole: My name is Carol Cole. I'm a diagnos c medical
sonographer. I've been prac cing for 12 years; I work in a large
hospital in Plano, Texas. Ken Paxton is my senator. I've performed
hundreds of son-- sonograms on mothers and babies. The bonding
between parents and the babies, when they see them, is amazing.
It's beautiful. I support this bill.

It's not unreasonable to require clinics to re-- to meet the
standards of care that an outpa ent free-standing surgical center
can provide. Oversight, regula on and accountability should
come-- should be normal opera ng procedure. The Gosnell House
of Horrors must be stopped in its tracks. Asking for clean and
sanitary facilities is just common sense.

I've heard this procedure compared to colonoscopy or
liposuc on; women can be spiritually broken and physically
altered if the termina on is not done properly. Our women
deserve the highest quality of care. Women deserve the best care
-professional nurses, doctors, ancillary people like me,
sonographic interpreta ons by someone who's trained in
diagnos c sonography. I scan 23-weeks-old preemies in a
neonatal intensive care unit. The nurses and doctors work very
hard to save those babies, and it's worth it.

Anatomical studies have documented that the body's pain
network, the spinothalamic pathways, are established by 20
weeks' gesta on. Fetal development is already quite advanced
by20 weeks' gesta on. Skeleton is complete and reflexes are
present at 42 days. Electrical brain wave pa erns can be
recorded at 43 days. There's ample evidence that thinking is
taking place in the brain.



Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Ms. Cope, I mean-- wait, you're
not Ms. Cope. Ms. Cole! Thank you.

Lisa Cope: Cole? Cope. Cope, yeah.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank-- you can go, thank you for your
testimony. Thank you.

Lisa Cope: Thank you. My name is Lisa Cope, I live in Williamson
County, Senate District 5-- Huddlechuck. First, I'd like to say I am
offended by being called an unruly mob. I came here to tes fy, to
have my voice heard. One thing that is missing from this
conversa on and from all conversa ons about women and their
reproduc ve health and unplanned pregnancies-- those are the
sperm donors.

Okay, if you want to give women a chance, and you want-- you
don't want women to choose abor on, you want them to choose
life for that child, then let's go a er those who make those babies
as well. Okay? Because when I was 23, I got-- there was-- I-- I found
myself in a unplanned pregnancy, scared to death. Okay, I've
heard a lot of tes mony about having an abor on and how much
that affects you, your whole life, and I understand that. But let me
tell ya, I've been a single mom this whole me, and it's the
hardest thing I've ever did in my life. I did it without support from
the sperm donor; and when we talk about these things, I'm ge ng

red of talking about women all the me. And that's all I have.
Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: And you are Chair of the Democrat party in
Williamson County?



Lisa Cope: I'm sorry?

Senator Jane Nelson: You-- you have listed you represent the
Democrat Party at Williamson County?

Lisa Cope: I'm not the Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, but you represent them.

Lisa Cope: Yep.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay. I'm in total agreement with you.

Lisa Cope: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel? Next panel. On that issue.
[laughs]

Lisa Cope: [laughs] Well--

Senator Jane Nelson: Uh--

Lisa Cope: Appreciate it, anyway.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Chair calls Sylvia Guzman, Jennifer Vest--

[Unidentified Voice]: Vestal.

Senator Jane Nelson: Vestal-- I can't tell if it's an S or a J-- Jean
Picke , Laura Thoms, JoAnn Fleming, Angela Shen. They will be
followed by Diana Gebolys, Kara-- Kim Morris, Holly Frost, Stacey
Edwards, Paula Bengel, and Erica Cole. Let me announce before
we hear from this panel that Group Number 5 may now enter
hearing room E1036 and take a seat in the re-reserved rows in
that middle room. Please do so quietly so that the members can
hear the witnesses tes fying. Sylvia Guzman? Guzman. Sorry,
Guzman. [laughs]

Sylvia Guzman: Thank you so much for allowing us to tes fy
today. My name is Sylvia Guzman. I'm speaking today in favor of
Senate Bill 1. My husband is an adult cardiac surgeon, as w--
cardiothoracic surgeon as well as a pediatric heart surgeon. I
managed a pediatric cardio ins tute cardiology prac ce for many
years, as well as developed a pediatric cardiac program in the
Dallas area; a very successful one.

http://youtu.be/VMyiwSDxudk


The heart is the first organ to develop and is formed by the 6th
week. That's one and a half months, when the baby's heartbeat
can first be detected. By the 9th week, the heart rate is roughl--
roughly that of a newborn. By the 21st week, the child startles to
the acous c s mulus on the mother's womb. This means that the
baby is probably listening to its mother's own heartbeat, and-- as
well as its own. Then at 12 weeks, the baby, when you tickle it, will
smile. So when you puncture a child, or hurt it, lo-- logically the
opposite of that is pain.

The facts are, clearly, by 20 weeks or soon therein, the child in
the womb is not a piece of ssue but a human being that feels
pleasure and pain. The child has nascent awareness of his or her
surroundings. We all, if we are intellectually honest in this
discussion, must come to this agreement. In fact, we would all be
ho-- if we would all be honest today we should generally agree
that the mother, too, is in a vulnerable me. Whether our first
pregnancy was a live birth or an abor on, surely we would all
agree that we had li le awareness of actual consequences of
such a drama c decision. Everyone with children and most with
abor ons realize that life in the womb changed everyone's life in
unknowable ways for the future. Life itself is pregnant-- with
possibility. So let's be honest at least to ourselves about the vul--
vulnerability and expectation of life at any stage.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Ms. Guzman.

Sylvia Guzman: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Let me announce for people who are out
there listening that Group 6 may go to E-- whatever the room right
across the hall is-- 128. Yes, 128. Jennifer Ves-- Ve-- [laughs] It's the



S and the J! Somebody wrote a 'J' here. Ves-- Vestal?

Jennifer Vestal: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Jennifer Vestal: Thank you for the opportunity to speak today.
My name is Jennifer Vestal. I live in Dallas County, and John
Carona is my senator. I am a fourth-genera on Republican, now a
first-genera on Democrat. I am represen ng myself, and I oppose
this bill.

I'm trying to understand why some members of the Texas
Legislature feel it is necessary to hobble and hog e my
cons tu onal rights regarding reproduc ve freedom. How does a
woman dealing with complex and difficult decisions about her
own contracep on and reproduc on lessen your right to follow
your own religious and ethical beliefs? That is why it is called the
right to choose. A woman is free to choose the path that her own
circumstances, religion, and conscience dictate. This is what the
Cons tu on of the United States has guaranteed us. This bill is
designed to thwart that right in the most Machiavellian way
possible. No collateral damage is considered too extreme if it
produces the desired result: to restrict a woman's access to
reproduc ve counseling, abor ons, and medical care. The fact
that many women's access to basic medical care during
pregnancy and birth will be obliterated seems not to affect your
consciences in any way.

For many poli cians and their cons tuents, support of this bill
appears to be a decision based deeply in religion and personal
faith. They feel that their religious tenets should and must trump



the rule of law. But let us think about this for a moment. In recent
memory, we sent troops to the other side of the world to quell this
kind of behavior. But when it rears its head here in Texas, the
response is to bus in reinforcements from outside the state. I am
proud to be a Texas woman si ng here today in opposi on to
Senate Bill 1, and I ask you to vote against it. Thank you for hearing
my testimony.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Pickett?

Jean Picke :  Yes, my name is Jean Picke , and I am from
District 5. Senator Schwertner is my representa ve. My name is
Jean Picke , and I am here to speak in favor of Senate Bill 1.
Senate Bill 1 simply gives a woman who has made a choice of
abor on to have the same care a woman who has had a
miscarriage is given by her doctor. Her doctor actually sends her
to the hospital for that procedure. Shouldn't all women get care by
a doctor that has admi ng privileges to a hospital, or care from a
clinic that is certified?

I know this legisla on is not specific to Roe v. Wade, but that is
where my tes mony begins. Forty years ago, in January, Roe v.
Wade was passed. Almost to this exact day, 40 years ago, July 8th,
I found myself in a newly-opened abor on clinic-- Planned
Parenthood in Albuquerque, New Mexico-- having an abor on,
ge ng red roses, and a "Congratula ons! You're our first." It is
true s ll today that abor on clinics are more concerned with the
action of abortion than the care of the woman.

I actually had a repeat visit two years later. Once again, no
counseling on any op ons; the only op on this clinic gave was
abor on. As long as an abor on is legal in this country, no woman



should feel that abor on is her only op on, as I did. It took me
years to realize and come to understand what the harm that
taking a life only to make your life easier and less complicated
actually does to a woman. I'm here to say that, no ma er if it's 40
years, 4 years, or 4 months, it will take a toll on your life;
rela onships, addic ons, anger and other behaviors. Yes, I had a
very successful life and business as a pro-choice career woman,
but where's the balance of family? I made a choice not to have
one.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Jean Pickett: I-- thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Jean Pickett?

Jean Pickett: That was me.

Senator Jane Nelson: Oh, that was you, I'm sorry. [laughs] Next
will be Laura Thomas? Thoms?

Laura Thoms: That's me. Thank you for allowing me to speak
today. My name is Laura Thoms. I live in Aus n. Kirk Watson is my
senator. I represent myself, and I oppose SB1. I oppose SB1
because I believe it will diminish the quality of healthcare for
women in Texas. I have a ended all the legisla ve hearings on
this subject since June 23rd, and I have yet to hear any compelling
evidence that the abor on facili es in Texas are subpar and are
in need of dras c improvement. I have used these sorts of
women's health facili es for a variety of services: for informa on,
cancer screenings, contracep on, and medical services and have
only received the best of care and information.



SB1 would hurt Texas women by crea ng an undue burden to
access safe and reasonable health services for women
throughout Texas. If you really want to improve the health of
women in Texas, please listen to them, to their doctors, and fund
women's total health programs. Do not restrict these programs
and a woman's right to make decisions for herself. I support
access to safe, legal abor ons because I trust women to make
decisions for themselves about their own health. It is our
cons tu onal right. It is not the place of this legislature to make
these decisions for women. This bill is intrusive, overreaching,
and there is no evidence to prove that it is necessary; a total
waste of taxpayer time and money.

Early this morning, when I knew I had a spot to tes fy, someone
in line next to me said, "Say what you want. It doesn't ma er.
They've already made up their minds." But it's my most sincere
hope that you are s ll listening; that these words, these
indisputable facts, this beau ful display of the voice of the people
over these last few weeks, true democracy at its finest, s ll may
sway you. Please, for the sake of women's health in Texas, vote
'no' on SB1. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. JoAnn Fleming?

JoAnn Fleming: Thank you, Madam Chairwoman and Senators,
thank you so much for your service to the State of Texas. Today I
am here representing--

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms Fleming, I need you to state your name
for the record.

JoAnn Fleming: --I'm sorry; JoAnn Fleming. I am the chairwoman



of the Texas Legislature's Tea Party Caucus Advisory Commi ee. I
am here today to speak in strong support on behalf of the
commi ee for Senate Bill 1 and House Bill 2. We want to make
sure that there is no confusion and no doubt in anyone's mind that
we join with other pro-life Texans who believe that the most basic
right of our liberty is life. We are issuing this statement today to
join with Texas Tea Party and grassroots conserva ve liberty
groups from across the state to take a stand on the issue of life
and medical safety for women.

This legisla on is an appropriate correc ve ac on in response
to horrific excesses in the abor on industry, such as those
recently exposed in the mul ple-count murder trial of Dr. Kermit
Gosnell in Philadelphia. Everybody is very well aware of the
Houston abor on clinic workers who came forward with like
tes mony that is similar to the Philadelphia case. We are
concerned that there seems to be no inves ga on of this ma er.
All medical evidence proves the baby is viable at 20 weeks.
Therefore, protec ng that life is a reasonable, responsible, and
just exercise of your Cons tu onal duty. We therefore urge
passage of this logical and judicious legislation.

I have just a couple more seconds. I want to say that a er
following the budget for two sessions, I'd like to disabuse people
of the idea that Texas is starved for federal funds. Federal funds
play a-- as big a part as ever-- in the Texas budget. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Is Angela Shen here? Angela
Shen registered in opposi on to the bill, wishing to provide oral
tes mony. I'm going to change that to regist-- wishing to register a
position, not wishing to testify.



Miss-- before this [unintelligible] moves on-- Miss Fleming, you
brought up a point that, that-- I've heard sev-- numerous mes,
that I just want to provide some informa on for everybody, cause
I think it's important for you to know. When we talk about funding
women's health, and we talk about funding family planning: this
legislature, during regular session-- I'm looking here at the
commi ee here, Senator Huffman, we have-- we-- some of us are
also on the finance commi ee, and Senator Huffman, myself,
Senator Zaffirini who is not here, Senator Deuell? Who else is on
our committee? [Confers inaudibly with unidentified person.]

Was it Patrick? I don't know. But-- but-- it was a bipar san
subcommi ee, the finance commi ee, and when-- and we pre y
much were assigned with deciding how we were going to spend
Health and Human Service-related money. And the first thing we
said we were gonna do was add, above the base Senate bill, a
hundred million dollars to go directly for women's health and
family planning.

[Uniden fied Voice]:  Is that being directed to bring these
clinics up to the standards to which they will be--?

Senator Jane Nelson: No, ma'am, no, ma'am, no, ma'am; it's for--
to provide necessary services to women's heal-- for women's
health. And now, let me-- this isn't a 'ques on and answer'. This is-
- I'm just telling you--

[Unidentified Voice]: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: --that we worked very hard and we said we
are going to sign the money to do that. So if-- it's important for
people to understand that we worked hard. And you know, when



you say that women-- some, not you, have said women don't care
about women's health. We do care, and we fought hard. We said
unanimously that that was our number one priority. So just-- just
wanted to put it out there. Thank you to this panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel that I'm gonna call is Diana
Gebolys, Kim Morris, Holly Frost, Stacey Edwards, Paula Bengel,
Erica Cole. They will be followed by Madonna Medina-- Madonna
Medina, I like that, Amanda Stevenson, Amber Pilkington, Dr.
Kimberly Lopez, Ethelene Marshall, and Mary Patrick. Diana
Gebolys? Go ahead.

Diana Gebolys: Hello, my name is Diana Gebolys. I am
represented by Tommy Williams. I'm in favor of SB1. I, as a-- as a
social worker in Texas, have dealt with a lot of aged and disabled
people and in that me I came across a number of the older
women, and some of the men too, that were very guilty and in
quite sorrow about what they had done in their young life. Some of
these people never had children later because they had an
abortion earlier. I-- it made a big impact on me at the time.

Some of the grandparents also that I talked to over the years
have been greatly impacted by whatever their children do or their
grandchildren, and it's something that I think people ought to take
into considera on is, families have a lot to do with raising
children and-- and suppor ng the mothers. And we want the
mothers to have lots of support. I know myself and my family do a

http://youtu.be/XfNuUIAEWUM


lot of work with the pregnancy assistance centers, because we
want to be able to give all the support to the women that we can.

Now, I know people are in bad situa ons, and they make
decisions based on that, and that's fine as long as they know their
op ons and they get enough me to-- to see what's the situa on,
and yeah, good care. I really am for good care. I don't want these
situa ons that we've been hearing about all day long to con nue
on. And basically, the only other thing is I dealt with other people
that had the children that had some kind of medical problem, and
they loved those children. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Kim Morris.

Kim Morris: Good evening, thank you so much for being here. I
appreciate all of your me. My name is Kim Morris, I'm from Irving,
Texas. Senator Carona represents me, such that that is. I would
like to talk to you about the fact that-- that I'm in opposition to this
bill. On my shirt I wear a-- a pin, a bu on that I had in 1974 when
Roe v. Wade was passed, and I'm wearing it again today because
we s ll have to talk about this issue. I'm a poli cal person, very
political person. I view this as a political issue. That's it.

A er watching the travesty of what happened last week and
what happened in the House, and the representa ve who
presented the bill couldn't even answer the ques ons, I have to
go to the fact that I looked at the legisla on in all the other states
that have the same legisla on as this. And this is almost iden cal
to what is going on in, and what is being handed out at,
organiza ons that consider themselves to be educa onal
organizations and such things as ALEC.



I wonder as I look around this room is what will sway you all,
and I think it's going to come down as a Republican vote. And you
will be in lockstep vo ng, just as you were during what happened
during the issues and all of the amendments that were offered
and all the discussions that were offered in the House, and also in
the Senate during the filibuster. I hate to see poli cs like this. I
hate to have to come down here. I'd like to let you know that,
being a poli cal woman, I will be out and making sure that
everybody knows how you voted and what happened, because I
do believe that the Republicans will vote in lockstep. I feel sorry
for you all. Thank you very much.

Senator Royce West: Madam Chair?

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator West, for what purpose?

Senator Royce West: Just-- just an observa on. Elec ons have
consequences.

Kim Morris: They do.

Senator Royce West: These are the consequences of elec on:
you have a majority, and you have a minority, and the majority
here is a Republican majority. It's gonna be a par san vote along
party lines. And elec ons have consequences-- a majority and a
minority. Democrats have a minority. Republicans have a
majority. So you can kind of figure out which way this is going.

Kim Morris: Thank you, sir.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Holly Frost. Is Holly Frost here?
Holly Frost registered a posi on wishing to provide tes mony in



favor of the bill, and I'm changing that to registering a posi on
only. Stacey Edwards?

Stacey Edwards: Present.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go for it.

Stacey Edwards: Thank you, Chair and commi ee, for allowing
me to tes fy. My name is Stacey Edwards. I'm the founder of the
Bluebonnet Brigade, and I'm also a cons tuent of Senator Bob
Deuell and Kenneth Sheets, Representa ve Sheets. I'm here to
tes fy against Senate Bill 1 because I believe it is wrong for the
State to interfere with a woman's right to make personal
decisions regarding her life and her body.

And I'm si ng here trying to think of what I could possibly say
that's different, what I could possibly say that could get your
a en on, that could get you to actually listen to what I have to
say. We've heard many stories today about women who have
regre ed their abor ons. I'm one of them. I suffer from abor on
remorse, just like the other women who have tes fied before me.
I was 15 years old and I didn't know anything. I was in love with my
first boyfriend and I was incredibly stupid. I did not know I was
pregnant; my mom had to figure it out. And I shut down. I did not-- I
was mentally out, so my parents did the best they could for me
and took me to the clinic.

Now, they [unintelligible] to say that they did the best they
could for me, and I do believe that. I honestly believe they did the
best they could for me, with my mental state shut down, and I'm
just a child myself. The shame and the guilt I carried with me for
decades. I wasn't able to conceive again a er that, but it wasn't



because of an abor on, it was because of ovarian cancer. It took a
lot of years, counseling, for me to come to grips with what
happened. I was able to look at it, a er the counseling, through
adult eyes instead of the childlike eyes of when I was going
through the trauma. But even a er that, I'm s ll 100% pro-choice,
because it's a decision that we make.

Senator Jane Nelson: What is the Bluebon-- Bluebonnet Brigade?

Stacey Edwards: It's a ac vist organiza on for-- issue-based; it's
issues based. It's not for a particular party, it's based upon issues.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Stacey Edwards: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Paul Bengel? I don't see a Paul si ng
there. Okay, Paul Bengel wished to provide--

Paula Bengel: No, I'm here; Paula.

Senator Jane Nelson: Paula. Okay, you are recognized, Paula.

Paula Bengel: I'm not a poli cal woman. I'm a woman that cares
deeply about truth. My name is Paula Bengel and I live in
Carrelton, Texas and Senator Nelson is my senator. And I care
deeply about SB1 ge ng passed. I had an unplanned pregnancy
when I was a student at the University of Texas back in the '60s.
There was li le or no sex educa on, contracep on was not
available, or even accurate informa on on the unborn. The latest
informa on we had then was that it was just a blog-- a blob of
tissue.



However, when I found out I was pregnant, I knew it was a baby.
I chose to give him up for adop on. I do not have to live now with
regret, shame, guilt, or physical side effects for the years since
that decision. In fact, 12 years ago, I met my son. He lives here in
Aus n, Texas. And for the few months that I had to be pregnant
and branded-- 'cause back in the '60s, you were branded. You were
illegi mate, not the child; but I made that choice for life, and now
he has lived life well for 47 years and is here at the rally with me.
Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Erica Cole?

Erica Cole: Hi, my name is Erica Cole. I oppose this bill. I am a
cons tuent of Senator Deuell. As a child growing up in Dallas,
Texas, I became friends with another young girl in my class in
elementary school. She whispered to me a secret that her sister
was raped at college; a man breaking into her back door and
brutally raping the young woman and causing permanent injuries.
A er being released from the hospital, she decided not to go back
to college and instead decided to go back home and not leave the
safety of her bedroom for some me. My friend and her family
were devastated. Soon she found she was pregnant and was a
product of that nightmare event while she was still healing.

Eventually, I remember my friend telling me, the little girl telling
me, two li le girls talking, that her sister finally would take trips
to the grocery store to get out of the house, and people would
congratulate her on her pregnancy because she was showing. I
remember the hor-- the family had horror, she had horror, not
wan ng to share. It was a nightmare for her. What this teenage
girl must have gone through was awful.



I love my two daughters so much that if they ever had to suffer
that nightmare, they could choose an abor on. I'd want them to
be able to choose. And I would help them any way I could, in a
safe, legal way. There are over 8,000 reported forced rapes--
reported-- in Texas every year, and many resul ng in pregnancy.
Please allow women, their doctors, and their families, their
support to choose this most personal decision without
government interference.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel is Madonna Medina,
Amanda Stevenson, Amber Pilkington, Doctor Kimberly Lopez,
Ethelene Marshall, Mary Patrick, to be followed by Karen Ellio ,
Viula Torgerson, Michael Knu e, Amy Toomin Long Manuel, Aloys
Notzen and Michelle Mo . Madonna? Madonna Medina? I love
your name. Go ahead.

Madonna Medina: Thank you. My name is Madonna Medina and
I am tes fying today in favor of SB1. I represent myself and I am
from the city of Houston.

I was hurt by abor on over 33 years ago. The memory was as if
it was yesterday. I knew I was pregnant and I was very happy
about a new life growing inside of me. I was choosing life for my
very first baby. I selected a OB/GYN that prac ced in the same
medical facility as my childhood doctor and my General
Prac oner-- a safe place, in my mind. I was not prepared for
what ensued during my first visit. The nurse confirmed my
pregnancy by saying "You're pregnant, what're you going to do
about it?" And I said "I'm going to have my baby."

She told me that I could always have an abortion and that it was

http://youtu.be/oTICqB8RDYk


an easy procedure, and that I was young and I had my whole life
ahead of me, and that since I wasn't married I would live a hard
life as a single mother and that I would always be poor. And when
the doctor walked into the examina on room, he reiterated the
same thing. Both he and his nurse began to bombard me with
facts and sta s cs to support why I shouldn't con nue my
pregnancy and why abor on was the solu on to my problem. I le
his office in tears that day, resolving never to return.

A few weeks later, though, the baby's father called and said that
he had talked with his friends and decided the best thing for us
was to abort the baby. "We can have-- we can have as many
children as we want when we get married." The two people I
thought I could trust were the very ones who swayed me.

The day before the abor on, the nurses were shocked that I
was as far along as I was in my pregnancy and wondered why the
doctor was s ll performing an office procedure at almost 14
weeks. They said "You should drink a bo le of wine before you
come in for your abor on." That was the most horrific and painful
experience of my life. I was fully awake during the procedure, no
meds-- just a local-- which did nothing for me. Once the procedure
began, I wanted to say 'Stop' but it was too late.

A er what seemed like an eternity, it was over. I had screamed
and cried as my child inside was torn out from me. I looked at the
glass jar on the side of me to see if I would see the baby and all I
saw was ny dismembered limbs in a sea of blood. That image is
the memory I had of my baby for years. Immediately a er the
abor on, I felt some relief just because it was over and my doctor
'n nurse tried to make me feel like I had done the right thing.



Senator Jane Nelson: Amanda Stevenson?

Amanda Stevenson: My name is Amanda Stevenson and I am a
researcher at the University of Texas, Aus n. I also live in Aus n. I
am part of the Texas Policy Evalua on Project, a large, three-year
inves ga on of the impact of the ac ons taken by the 2011
legislature affec ng women's health in Texas. To get some
concrete illustra ons of the effect of the proposed legisla on, we
have selected five regions of the state and have examined the
local impact in the document I have provided to you. I hope you
actually got it.

The example of the Rio Grande Valley is one of these and it is
par cularly telling. Nearly two-thirds of reproduc ve-age women
in the region fall below 185% of the federal poverty level and two-
thirds of the DSHS funding dollars in that region were cut by the
2011 legislature. There were 2,634 legal abor ons registered for
residents in this region in 2011-- before the likely increase in
unplanned pregnancies resul ng from those family planning cuts.
How many of the women wan ng an abor on in 2014 would be
willing and able to travel the 240 miles to San Antonio for the
procedure? How many would carry their unwanted pregnancy to
term? How many would choose to self-induce or find an
unregistered, clandestine provider? The number will not be zero.

These case studies begin to paint a picture of the impact of the
ASC requirement on how women throughout Texas will seek care.
1.3 million reproduc ve-age Texas women live more than 100
miles from the nearest ASC. The addi onal volume for the
remaining ASC abor on providers will mean that women will have
to wait a longer me to get an appointment, pushing them later



into pregnancy when abor on's associated with a higher risk of
complica ons. Faced with these obstacles, women may choose
instead to try to self-induce their abor ons, a phenomenon that
our research is already documen ng in our state. Both these
outcomes will have a negative effect on women's health.

Our research has demonstrated that women already face
substan al barriers while seeking abor on care and that access
to family planning has been substan ally reduced. It is
par cularly cruel that, just as the family planning cuts have come
to have their greatest impact, the legislature proposes to further
restrict poor women's access to reproductive healthcare.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Miss Stevenson. And in answer
to your question, we do have your testimony.

Amanda Stevenson: Great.

Senator Jane Nelson: Amber Pink--

Amber Pilkington: Pilkington.

Senator Jane Nelson: --Pilkington. Go ahead.

Amber Pilkington: Hello, my name is Amber Pilkington. I'm a
licensed professional counselor in the state of Texas, from San
Antonio. I'm a summa cum laude graduate of two private
universi es in Texas. I've worked at the top four psychiatric
hospitals in the Na on, as well as the pres gious Timberlawn
Inpa ent Trauma Unit and I'm now in private prac ce. I'm also
one of the youngest primary authors to have au-- to have an
ar cle published in an AMA journal for my work on shame and



guilt.

I am here today in support of Senate Bill 1. I would like to speak
specifically to the 20-week abor on ban with regards to what I
believe is a compelling public mental health concern. You may
have heard tes mony that there is no compelling health concern
related to abor on because the American Psychological
Associa on has stated that one first-trimester abor on does not
increase the risk. With regards to the actual public-- published
studies I would argue that the taskforce conclusions reflect a
poli cally-mo vated bias in the selec on of studies, analysis of
literature and its conclusions. In the interests of me I will not
verbally cite each but will rather refer you to your-- to your packet.

[Amber Pilkington here references colored tabs--yellow, orange,
and blue--in the provided information packets.]

Many professional organiza ons have disputed the APA's
conclusions, Yellow Tab, including three of the formal reviewers of
the taskforce itself. We must note that it was based primarily on
one study; over a hundred study cita ons can be found suppor ng
my conclusions, Orange Tab. Roughly 30% of women who have had
abor ons experience major depression. In absolute numbers, in
the state of Texas, that's equal to the en re female popula on of
San Marcos. 12.5% will make a suicide a empt. The rate of self-
harm, drug and alcohol abuse o en significantly increase a er
abortion.

Men have adverse effects, Blue Tab. Rela onships suffer, and
many post-abor ve couples experience stress and sexual
dissa sfac on (69%). Because of your excellent work on child
abuse, Senator Ures , I would par cularly like to direct you to the



Purple Tab, and the studies which show significant increase in
child abuse and neglect following a mother's abor on compared
to pregnancy loss.

Senator Jane Nelson: I hate to cut you off-- but I'm trying to be
fair to everyone; but we all have your informa on-- we greatly
appreciate it, your having assembled it.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Madam Chair, just one point.

Senator Jane Nelson: Dr.-- Doctor Garcia? [laughs]

Senator Sylvia Garcia: No, I'm the lawyer. The doctor was in the
other--

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Garcia, go ahead.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: I just wondered, if you could just tell me,
what APA is and AAPLOG? You use that a lot, and I'm sorry, I don't
know--

Amber Pilkington: Sure, I'm sorry. The APA is the American
Psychological Associa on.--This packet was also compiled with
my husband, who is a member of the American Academy of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists.2

Senator Jane Nelson: Very interes ng. Thank you. Doctor
Kimberley Lopez? Is Dr Lopez present? Dr Lopez registered
posi on in opposi on to the bill, but we'll just register posi on,
not testifying. Ethelene Marshall?

Ethelene Marshall: Yes.



Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Ethelene Marshall: My name is Ethelene Marshall. I live in
Houston, Texas. Senator Dan Patrick is my representa ve and I'm
represen ng myself today. Thank you for le ng me share my
information with you. I would like to make four points:

Number 1: I went to only one website and found out that 348
women-- mothers-- were killed by legal abor on. Of those, 16
definitely died in Texas abor on clinics, 76 at unknown loca ons--
so some of them were probably also in Texas. And that's just one
website. Do you care about these poor mothers and their
families?

Number 2: I keep hearing pro-abor sts moan about the cost of
cleaning up their clinics. That should be no problem to a non-profit
company that showed eighteen and a half million dollars profit
2009--2010, 46% for me and other taxpayers.

Number 3: I listened to comments before the House commi ee
last Tuesday, I did not hear any speaker that was against HB2
men on the baby-- the innocent baby that they wanted killed
without a second thought. The reasons against HB2 were all
selfish, as I am hearing today. All say 'my body, my body'. Do what
you want with your body but leave the baby alone.

Number 4: You cannot ignore or underes mate God's word-- He
will have the final say-- there's no way around that. If you are wise,
you will vote for life, not death. Thank you again. I ask for your love
and compassion for these babies: future ci zens, taxpayers,
brothers and sisters. And also for these mothers who suffer so
after killing their child. Please vote to pass SB1.



Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Mary Patrick? Is Mary Patrick
here? Mary Patrick will be shown as registering a posi on in
opposition to Senate Bill 1.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next group, thank you. Next group-- next
group up is Karen Ellio , Viula Torgerson, Michael Knu e, thank
you, Amy Toomin Long Manuel, Aloys Notzon, Michelle Mo , to be
followed by Bonnie Roesler, Chad Brown, John Lawson, Shira
Feinberg, Lorie Priddy, and David Griggs.

Let me also announce, to anybody out there listening, that we
announced a long time ago witness registration will close at 9p.m.
That's for anyone who wishes to provide wri en tes mony; we--
we closed the line at 11 a.m. this morning for oral tes mony, but
said that we would keep accep ng wri en tes mony and card-
registering of posi ons on Senate Bill 1, for or against, but at 9
o'clock we will not be able to accept any more witness
registra on cards from individuals who arrive a er 9 p.m. If you're
in line by 9 p.m.-- if you're in line, okay? If you're in line by 9 p.m.,
we'll be fair. Any ques ons? Okay, that was a clarifica on, right;
all the hands went up. Okay, you have to be in line.

Karen Elliott? Karen Elliott here? Karen Elliott showed in favor of
the bill, we will register that as a posi on but not oral. Viula
Torgerson? Viula Torgerson will be shown in opposi on to the bill,
not wishing to testify. Michael Knuffke? How'd I do?

http://youtu.be/Ij6w-TnVNBw


Michael Knu e: That's it! Very good. My name is Mike Knu e
and I represent the San Antonio Family Associa on, and we ask
that you vote for the Senate Bill 1 because we stand for life. I love
the great outdoors. I love animals, and I'm a hunter, I'm a fisher--
fish, I like, try to fish, let's put it that way--camping, hiking, and I
just all around admire God's crea on; and I think and I imagine
that most of us would agree in this room that we should conserve
and protect the na-- the natural environments around us. So I
guess the ques on is: why do we not protect the unborn child the
same way that we protect nature?

I'll give you an example: we all know that if we kill the bald eagle
that we'd be in trouble. The state of Texas would come down hard
on us and the wrath of the full federal government would come
down on us, too. Lacey Act passed in 1900 and protects bald
eagles by making it a federal offense to take, possess, transport,
sell, import or export their nests or eggs and parts that are taken
in viola on of any state law. It also prohibits any inhumane
treatment. Penal es include a maximum of 5 years in prison and
$250,000 of fines. Seems to me that we do more for our eagle eggs
than we do for our-- our babies in the womb. In summary, we must
protect the most innocent, the baby in the mother's womb. We
ask that you vote 'yes' for this bill today, as eventually all of us-- us
in this room included-- will be judged by our actions. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Amy Toomin Long Manuel? Go
ahead.

Amy Toomin Long Manuel:  Good evening. Thank you. My name's
Amy Manuel of Denton, Texas. I'm a cons tuent of Senator Estes
and previously of commi ee Chair Nelson. I'm against Senate Bill



1.Why am I here? I'm here because I am a woman. I am here
because I am a wife. I am here because I am a mother. I am here
because I am one of the 40% of women between the ages of 40
and 55 who have had an abortion.

Why am I here? I am here because the women of my son's
genera on deserve the same rights and freedoms that I had. I am
here because my mother's genera on and my sister's genera on
were there for me. I am here because if we don't stand up and
make our voices heard, young women from this genera on won't
have the same freedoms that we had.

Why am I here? I am here because 116 women died of
pregnancy-related causes in Texas in 2011, but zero from safe,
legal abor ons. I am here for the approximately 5,000 women in
America that died each year from unsafe, illegal abor ons prior to
Roe v. Wade. I'm here for Becky Bell, who died from an unsafe,
illegal abor on at 17 years because she was afraid to ask for
parental consent or get a judicial bypass. I'm here for all the
women who will die from unsafe, illegal abor ons if this
legislation passes.

Why am I here? I'm here because women are being bullied. I am
here because women are being shamed. I am here because our
doctors are being murdered. I am here because our clinics are
being bombed. Why am I here? I am here because laws like this
one are closing our healthcare centers. I am here because laws
like this one make it harder for women to get the care they need.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Aloy-- Aloyes-- oh, I'm sorry.

Aloys Notzon: That's all right.



Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Aloys Notzon: Nobody gets it even at home in Laredo. It's Aloys
Notzon; it's Al Notzon.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Aloys Notzon: You're welcome. I'm a cons tuent of Senator
Le cia Van de Pu e, and I'm here in support of Senate Bill 1. I
don't think any of us who watched the trial of Doctor Gosnell and
heard the tes mony of the horrific condi ons that existed in that
supposed clinic and thought, "This is just awful, you can't possibly
have seen something or imagined something that horrific", and
yet then we hear the tes mony coming out of Houston; we never
would have thought in Texas that we'd have that same kind of a
situa on. And yet when you saw the pictures of those li le bodies
with their necks snipped, which was in Gosnell's, and then you
hear the eyewitness tes mony of heads being twisted off in
Houston, that's horrific; but that's the abortion industry.

Let's not make any mistake about it, it's a mul -billion-dollar
industry. The founder of Planned Parenthood, our biggest abortion
provider, Margaret Sanger, was a eugenicist. It's maybe not
surprising, then, that a dispropor onate share of minori es are
aborted. I firmly believe in the three pillars of our Cons tu on:
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Of those three, life is the
bedrock. You can't have liberty and pursuit of happiness without
life, and I believe that life begins at concep on and expires at the
time we naturally die.

I do want to thank you for the me the commi ee has spent--
It's clearly-- the number of-- I got-- I got to par cipate. I want to



compliment you on the system that you used that got us through.
The courtesy we received from the Department of Public Safety
was phenomenal. Troopers are professional and courteous.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you. And your me's up,
but I'm going to add: staff has been phenomenal, we had
numerous Senators' staff help with-- there are a lot of people out
there. I'm glad you brought that up because whichever side you're
on, a lot of people helped make it so. DPS, phenomenal, our
Sergeant on staff-- I'm just grateful. [applause] I generally don't
allow displays like that, but this me I am going to make an
exception. Ms. Mott?

Michelle Mott: Thank you, chair and commi ee for allowing me
to tes fy. My name is Michelle Mo , I am a cons tuent of Kirk
Watson, and I am here to tes fy against Senate Bill 1 because I
strongly believe that women should have all medically sound
op ons available to them in making choices about their
reproduc ve care and life. I actually sit here before you today
because 34 years ago, my mother made a very difficult decision to
terminate an unplanned pregnancy. She was the mother of a
young child, my sister, and she and my father were struggling
financially to support themselves and a baby. They knew that they
wanted to have a second child, but they also knew that for them it
was not the right time.

For my en re family's sake, and for my very own, I am happy
that they were able to make that decision. It most likely saved
their marriage, improved the quality of life for my sister, and
made my existence possible. I was born three years later. At the

me, my family lived in a small West Texas town. Thankfully, my



mother had access to a nearby abor on provider, so that she and
my father were able to act on their decision in a way that was
legal and medically safe to ensure her future fer lity so that she
could have another child when the timing was right for our family.

This has been an intensely personal story. My mother was very
forthright about her experiences with my sister and myself
because she wanted us to know the emotional consequences that
come along with choices that are made regarding our sexual and
reproduc ve prac ces. I know this was a difficult decision for her
at the me, but one that she ul mately believes has been the
right decision. It is unfathomable for me to think of women in that
posi on being forced to not only decide what is best for
themselves and their families, but also forced to make that
decision based on access to safe and affordable care.

If my mother, who was making a decision in part because of her
and my father's concern about their ability to afford support--
ability to afford to support the life of another person, had then to
decide whether or not she could afford to take time off of work and
afford the travel costs in addi on to the costs of her medical
procedure, her freedom of choice and ability to make a sound
decision for her family would have been severely impaired. It is
unacceptable that in the year 2013, with all the medical and
technological--

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Mo , your me's expired. Thank you.
Thank you to this panel. Next--
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel is Bonnie Roesler-- Roesler,
thank you, Chad Brown, John Lawson, Shira Feinberg, Lorie Priddy,
David Griggs. They will be followed by Ma hew Johnson, Alicia
Gorgoroso, Becky Brodersen, Monica Asencio-- Asencio, Debbie
Geargatos, Lindsay Eyth. We will begin with Bonnie Roesler.

Bonnie Roesler: Hi, my name is Bonnie Roesler. I came from
LaGrange, Texas. Senator Hegar is my senator. And I would like to
say thank you for all of you, because I'm tired and I know you've got
to be red because I could take a break and you couldn't. So I
really appreciate for all, all the work you've done. And I know it's
not an easy decision on any kind of way. It's not to me about
poli cal party lines, it's about God's rule, and that's where I'm
coming from.

I-- I have a hard me understanding that in the state of Texas
we have a law that if a drunk driver hits a woman that's pregnant,
5 months, and kills that child, that that person can be held
accountable and has been tried, convicted and go to prison for the
death of that child, and we call it an unborn child and we mourn,
and I don't think there's anybody in this room that wouldn't mourn
for that child. And yet when it's a mother's choice, it's not usually
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called an unborn child, it's called a fetus. And that's-- that's okay,
that's what you want to call it, that's fine. It's s ll the same child
to me. It's a child that didn't get to live.

But just because I'm pro-- pro-life does not mean that I don't
want women to have great healthcare, because I do. I'm a woman
and I love those women, just like I love the women that choose to
keep their chil-- their children. Excuse me. I don't want anybody to
hurt and I don't want to pass judgment on anybody. It's their
decision and they're going to have to answer for it. I just want the
best care. And we have heard, we've heard horror stories, we've
heard sad stories today, and my heart is so heavy with that.

I just want every woman to know that if she makes that choice
to give up that child that she will get the best care and she may
not lose her life. And let's not make any bones about it, the
abor on industry is truly a money-maker, and we're talking about
these clinics that may close. If they're making that much money
they can go ahead and upgrade their equipment, because they're
making aplenty of money. And that's it, the bottom line is money.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Chad Brown?

Chad Brown: My name is Chad Brown, I live in Aus n. I'm here
against SB1. My senator is Watson. Although I have strong feelings
about the issue in ques on, I am personally really sick of hearing
about what men have to say about what women do with their
bodies. It's not my business, so I'm going to read the story of
Virginia Pickle, who is unable to be here today. Her senator is
Campbell.

"I'm wri ng to ask you to please vote against SB 1. Here's my



story. In 2010 at the age of 29, I was diagnosed with pulmonary
embolism, blood clot in the lung. Although I recovered a week--
a er a week in the hospital, I was informed by doctors that all
hormonal birth control was contrain-- indicated for the rest of my
life. That meant I had to be taken off the pill, which I've used for 9
years, and I could not choose other hormonal op ons such as
Nuva Ring, IUDs, Depo shots, etc. Even progesterone-only
methods have been discouraged for me. Basically, my only op on
without risking my health are condoms, diaphragms, steriliza on
for me or my husband or both, and abor on. The fact that I'm
married but don't want kids-- helping to raise three younger
siblings and a stepdaughter's enough for me-- means I don't want
to be pregnant, ever. My husband and I decided we do not want
children.

To further complicate ma ers, I was diagnosed with
fibromyalgia in twen-, 2011. Although fibro manifests itself in
many different ways for different people, mine causes daily
excrucia ng pain in my back which o en migrates to my limbs. On
my absolute worst days, I cannot grab the toothbrush or bathe
myself without assistance. Being pregnant while having fibro
would be agony.

Now some may bring up men on of expecta ons for abor ons
and the like, but in 20-- in 2013, not all doctors even recognize
fibro as a valid medical condi on. So even though I have an actual
debilita ng illness, I don't feel like I am-- the health excep on is
sufficient enough to cover people like me. Therefore, I believe that
abor on should be available as a valid legal medical procedure
without restric ons and should be accessible to as many people
as possible. Texans' actual lives depends on this vote. I beg you to



consider the wellbeing of all your cons tuents and vote against
these-- this bill."

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Jo-- John Lawson?

John Lawson: Yes, I'm John Lawson. I'm a pastor at Children of
God Ministry, from Dallas, Texas and over the years, I have
developed a strong aversion to being lynched. This organiza on,
Planned Parenthood, was founded by a woman who was a favored
speaker of the Ku Klux Klan. The Ku Klux Klan, over 150 years, was
able to lynch 4,000 black people. Planned Parenthood lynch from
the womb 4,000 babies every 4 days, more than the Klan was able
to do in 150 years. Now, what I think we need to do is stop this
racism, because Planned Parenthood is founded on the principal
of eugenics and they believe in Planned Parenthood that-- we
were talking a minute ago about birth defects, they believe that if
you were born black, that's a birth defect.

And what we got to understand is, what we need, what I'm
wondering is, since these people are operating where 80% of their
facili es is in the black neighborhoods and all-- and we are just
10% of the popula on, but over 40% of abor ons is taking place
among people of color. I'm wondering about our representa ves
seeming to be on their side and not our side. We need
representa on to fight against this. So, we got some serious
things to do here and I think Texas should be 'standup against
lynching', because that's exactly what's taking place. Thank you
very much.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Shy-- Shira Feinberg?

Shira Feinberg: Yeah, you can [unintelligible] Thank you, Senator



Nelson and commi ee members. My name is Shira Feinberg and
I'm from Arlington, Texas. I'm a cons tuent of Wendy Davis and I'm
against this bill. Today I'm giving the tes mony of my sister Lisa
Feinberg, also from Arlington, because she cou-- because she
could not be present. I represent the both of us. And it's in her
words.

I didn't have an emergency abor on at a hospital because
those doctors at two different hospitals did not recognize my
ectopic pregnancy. A er two days of excrucia ng pain, I visited
the most amazing women's health nurse prac oner at the
university where I am a nursing student. She referred me to a
wonderful OB/GYN who gave me the medica on meth--
methotrexate to ki-- kill the embryo that was hur ng me. Those
women saved my life. I didn't need a hospital or surgical center.
This was an outpa ent procedure at my doctor's office that I am
privileged to live in a place where I am a short car dr-- ride away
from a variety of healthcare op ons. The women most affected by
this bill will have even less access than they do now should this
legislation pass. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Lorie Priddy?

Lorie Priddy: Thank you, I'm Lorie Priddy, I'm from Westbury in
Houston. I have come on behalf of my son, Isaac. He's a third-
genera on surprise pregnancy. I'm 44 years old and he is 16-- 17
months in 2 days.

All liberty requires law to limit it and that is your job, because
liberty without the limita on of law is no longer liberty, it is
anarchy; and no one will be free. And you have a job today to
determine the limita on of liberty. Women are in an unusual



position, because we give birth. I've had three sons. And I've heard
a lot of people talk about their bodies and their rights to do with
their bodies. I'm going to ask you, in all honesty, have I had three
penises? Can a woman have, as a part of her body, three penises?
This is irrational. It is a life.

In a World War II documentary, I listened to the, to a Japanese
ma-- a Japanese man talk about the atroci es they commi ed
against the Chinese on the mainland. They took a baby and they
threw him over the cliff. And he said, "If I would have known that
Chinese were human, I would not have done such things." And I
wondered what level of propaganda can a man be subjected to
that he even said, "I thought they were like insects." How could he
look at a Chinese face and not see a human face? And I would ask
you all to look at the face of a 4-- of a 12-week, 13-week, 14-week
and ask yourself, is that a human face? Sojourner Truth asked a
ques on "Am I not a woman?" and I ask that you ask yourself "Is
this not a child?" Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Is David Griggs here? David Griggs? David
Griggs wished to be shown in opposi on to the bill, but we will
show that he was not here to tes fy. Thank you to this panel for
being here.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel: Samu-- Ma hew Johnson,
Alicia Gorgoroso, Becky Broderson, Monica Asencio-- how am I
doing? Thank you-- Debbie Geargatos, Lindsay Eyth. They will be
followed by-- oooh! That was the last-- this is the last group of
Group 4. They will be followed by the first group of Group 5: Eileen
Romano, Mary Tally, Patrick Fabian, Adrienne Evans-Stark, Paul
Gebolys-- I love this assistance-- Sonya Smith. Matthew Johnson?

Matthew Johnson: I am here.

Senator Jane Nelson: [laughs] Go ahead.

Matthew Johnson: Thank you, Madame Chairwoman. Senators,
my name is Matthew Johnson. I am from Lumpkin, Texas, in Hardin
County. My representa ve is Senator Tommy Williams. Senators
and fellow ci zens, a er listening to hours of both expert and
public testimony, my support for SB1 has only solidified.

We first heard from Miss Amy Miller this morning, Director of
Whole Women's Health Clinics, who among other things stated
that 2 of her 7 clinics had been upgraded to meet the Ambulatory
and Surgical requirements which this bill proposes to apply to the

http://youtu.be/eUbDnHBBNUI


remainder of the state. My ques on, and I think any sensible
person's ques on ought to be, is: Madam, if this imposes an
undue burden and is not necessary, if this will not improve the
quality of health available to people, then why did she and her
organization spend the money for the upgrade?

Now, regarding the issue of an undue burden, I believe this is
just a simple matter of tort law. If I were to harm one of my-- one of
the individuals with the opposite opinion, would I not be required
by law to pay for the medical services I've imposed on this person?
How then can anyone say to the people of Texas that the same
law should not be applied to the abor on industry? In light of that
ques on and in tes mony we have heard regarding the horrors
contained in the abortion facilities when complications arise, why
should the abor on industry not pay for the harm they have
caused to others?

And lastly, I have heard the arguments regarding poverty of the
total of opposi on to this bill. However, the problem with this
argument is that it is-- abounds with economic illiteracy. The
cause of poverty is the lack of produc on on the individual's part.
It is not overproduc on of their genital organs. Even though our
own experience here in Texas has shown this to be true, with
companies con nuing to relocate to our state, with this influx--
Texas has shown this to be true with companies con nuing to
relocate to our state. Therefore, I'd like to nominate this
argument as a cheap joke, which we have been privileged to hear
today, that children cause poverty.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Alicia Gorgo--?

Alicia Bodin Gorgoroso: It's Alicia Bodin Gorgoroso.



Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Alicia Bodin Gorgoroso: My name is Alicia Bodin Gorgoroso. I live
here in Aus n. I'm represented by Senator Kirk Watson, and I
strongly oppose this bill. And I want to thank you, Senator Nelson,
and the commi ee for le ng us tes fy and for le ng this go on
for so long; I know it's been a long day. I am very concerned with
the structure of this bill, that it is an omnibus bill. I think that if we
were chiefly concerned with women's health we wouldn't include
a fetal pain provision; we would separate that out into a separate
bill.

I also think that the Ambulatory Surgical Centre requirements
are going to create undue hardships on a lot of women throughout
the state. I don't understand how they will make it-- how they will
make abor on any safer for a woman, when abor on is already
one of the most highly-regulated procedures. It is an outpa ent
procedure, it is incredibly safe, it is even safer than giving live
birth and we allow women and midwives to have live births at
home.

I think that if we really want to prevent abor on we need to
increase access to contracep on and we need to increase
educa on. I really think that if we want to make women safer, we
need to make abor on safer and keep this safe legal procedure
safe for women who choose it, and make sure that all women
have access to these procedures. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Becky Brodenson? Broderson?

Becky Broderson: Broderson. I'm Becky Broderson and I come
from Dallas, the 16th district, and John Carona is my senator. I'm



the mother of a daughter who had an unplanned pregnancy, and I
understand the tailspin that puts everyone in; but I am grateful
that my daughter chose to give her baby life, and he is due next
month. At 20 weeks development, my daughter's unborn child
could actually feel pain more intensely than you or I could. By 20
weeks he was especially vulnerable because his pain system was
fully established, but his pain-modifying system had barely begun
to develop.

Dr. David Burnbach is the president of the Society for Obstet--
Obstetric Anesthesia and Perinatology, and according to him
anesthesia is o en administered directly to the fetus prior to
surgery, quote, "because even at these early gestational ages, the
fetus moves away from the pain of the s mula on", unquote.
Medical evidence supports the truth that unborn babies
experience pain, thereby making abor on not only inhumane, but
an intor-- intolerable brutality against defenseless human beings.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Monica Asencio?

Monica Asencio: Monica Asencio.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Monica Asencio: Thank you, Chair and commi ee, for allowing
me to tes fy. I'm a cons tuent of Senator Kirk Watson and I am
here to tes fy against SB1 because it is ins tu onal violence
against Texas women. I come from a long line of genera onal
domes c abuse, sexual, physical, and emo onal from which
many of my relatives down in the Rio Grande Valley have struggled
to heal.



About 11 years ago I moved to Aus n, Texas, worked in a foster
home for medically fragile children and got to know our failed
foster care system pre y well. A er that eye-opening experience,
I knew I could not with a clear conscience bring a life into this
world. That was my choice to make, and because I was able to
make that choice, I have had the privilege to help raise a handful
of children so beloved to me I don't want to imagine what my life
would be without them. See, I am a proud parent by choice, for
choice, because I know what happens to those who are born
unwanted in Texas. So please understand me when I say unless
you can single-handedly insure that the life of every child born will
be abuse-free, you are pro-birth, because that's the extent of your
concern and that's incredibly irresponsible and totally
inadequate.

If the issue was really about ending the need for abor on, the
legisla on would pass measures for comprehensive sex
educa on in public schools. But they won't, so you have to ask
yourself why are we se ng up girls to need abor ons and
criminalizing them when they do? It's no exaggera on to say that
the current racist, classist, sexist, an -life SB1 would make slaves
of the tar-- targeted demographics, and if you try to enslave me in
an abusive family or rela onship by using the physically and
socially limi ng mobility and agency of my pregnant state, you are
complicit in perpetuating the cycle of violence against me, against
my mother, my sisters, mi as, mis primas. I stand with them
today, and the hundreds of thousands of Texas women of color,
the rural poor, the vic ms of rape and incest, who couldn't be
here to testify due to their dire circumstances. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Debbie Geargatos?



Debbie Geargatos: Thank you. It's Debbie Geargatos. Thank you
very much for allowing us all to speak today, I appreciate all of
you. I'm from Dallas, Texas and my senator is John Carona. I speak
today as a former-- I'm an a orney, but also a former pro-choice
person who's become pro-life. And I actually think this
conversa on we're having today is very healthy for the Texas, and
actually the na onal, poli cal conversa on. Most people get
surrounded by people who think like they do, and so the pro-
choice advocates have one set worldview and the pro-life the
other.

Part of what's happened because of this discussion, and also
Kermit Gosnell's prosecu on, is that more Americans are focusing
on what abor on really is. Not the abstract concepts and not the
slogans, like 'healthcare for women', 'reproduc ve freedom',
'reproduc ve jus ce'; those are all words used that block or they -
-they disguise what the process really is that we're talking about.
And the Gosnell hearing, what's happening in Houston, and
actually anyone here or listening can go online and Google and
read about the actual process of what abor on is. I think it's very
healthy to focus on what that is.

Also, I really respect the rule of law, including that we have to
follow Roe v. Wade. But Roe v. Wade did not say abor on is an
absolute right at any point, at any me, for any reason. It actually
spoke of the state's interest in protec ng a child at some point in
the course of this pregnancy. As we have more evidence as a
developing society about a child's ability to feel pain, as a-- when
they are a fetus s ll, that is a-- it is incumbent on responsible
people to review what, how do we regulate abor on? Do we just--
do we as a state have the obliga on to actually a empt to care



for that unborn child as we learn more and more about his or her
state? Also there's a lot of kind of tough comments from some of
the people today about, "well, we're going to get you, you're going
to hear about this at the next elec on cycle." I'll just point out
that there is overwhelming evidence that Texas supports this type
of legislation.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Lindsay Eyth?

Lindsay Eyth: Yes, thank you. My name is Lindsay Eyth. Kirk
Watson is my senator, and I am tes fying against SB1. There are
many reasons that these bills can be considered catastrophic. For
me, there are two very personal reasons. First, I love the state of
Texas. I chose this beau ful state as my home, and I would love to
raise a family here. But if SB1 becomes law I would be deeply,
deeply afraid to live in Texas as a preg-- as a pregnant woman. I
would fear that, were anything to go wrong, a worst-case scenario
and I don't have very good luck, my op ons would be limited and
my doctors would be limited in their ability to offer me the best
care possible. I would also be deeply, deeply afraid to raise a
daughter here in Texas, knowing that her right to make choices
about her health and safety would be severely restricted.

My second reason is that I'm a survivor of sexual-- I'm sorry, I'm
very nervous-- I'm a survivor of sexual assault. I'm a human being
who is in mately familiar with the feeling that my body is not my
own, that certain things happening to my body are not my choice,
but cannot be stopped. I just had to wait un l it was over, and try
to survive. This is the condu-- the condi on that Texas would be
forcing on the people who lose reasonable access to safe abortion
services due to this bill. We would just have to wait un l it was



over, and try to survive. This would be an assault on our rights and
on our bodies, and it is not a promising way to begin the life of a
child. I don't an cipate that I'll change the minds of anyone here
who intends to vote for this bill, but I will ask you anyway: do not
pass this bill. To those who vote against it, thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this panel for
being here as well.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel, Eileen Romano? Mary Tally,
Patrick Fabian, Adrienne Evans-Stark, Paul Gebolys, Sonya Smith;
that will be followed by Richard Skinner, Alice Krieger, Allen Getz,
Laura Luthy, Carlos Perez, David Campbell. Eileen Romano?

Eileen Romano: Thank you, my name is Eileen Romano of
Orange, Texas. Tommy Williams is my Senator. I am for SB1. I
represent southeast Texas, Beaumont par cularly, and also
southwest Louisiana. I am the coordinator of 40 Days for Life at
Beaumont and southwest Louisiana. I am the head of Sidewalk
Angels Ministry.

We minister six days a week for women who are about to abort
their children. I have seen and I have been involved in pro-life
work for 32 years of my 62 years on earth. I am totally 100% pro-
life. I am the sixth of 15 children. My family was dedicated and
they were determined that we could have an educa on, no
matter what poverty level we came from. Three of my brothers are
doctors, we have lawyers, CPAs, we're from all counts of life and
we have 107 descendants. They're all talented, they're all smart,
and I praise God that I'm a Texan. And I'm praising God for this
legislature. You make me proud.

http://youtu.be/UNJGmO2ocQ8


I'm here because I see the ugly side of abor on. I founded Crisis
Pregnancy Center in Orange, when there was no materials against
abor on at all. There was nobody standing up for the unborn. At
the advice of my pastor-- I didn't feel adequate to do the business.
But God provides where we think we can't. Abor on is ugly. I have
also been involved in state legislature work. I was a Republican
judge for 22 years because I thought maybe I can make a
difference even on the national or state level. I was determined to
help women stop the scarring of abor on. In my own family, we
have members who are sterile from repeated abor ons. I couldn't
get to them all. I couldn't change what the media was gonna do to
them. I couldn't stop what they were not hearing that they should
have heard in the churches.

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Romano, your time's expired.

Eileen Romano: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Mary Tally? T-A-L-
L-Y? No? Is Mary T-A-L-L-Y Tally here? She is registered in
opposi on to the bill. I'll change that from oral to registering a
posi on. Patrick Fabian? Patrick Fabian here? Patrick Fabian
wished to be shown in opposi on to the bill, does not wish to
testify. Adrienne Evans-Stark?

Adrienne Evans-Stark: Gree ngs, Senate Commi ee members. I
hope you are well. I am Adrienne Evans-Stark. I am an EMT and
acupuncturist, a mother of 3. I live-- I am the current resident of
Senator Donna Campbell's district. In 2006 I co-founded the Big
Ben Mammography Coali on, a er being diagnosed with breast
cancer, because the nearest mammography facility to my home
was 250 miles away, a 500-mile round trip. In west Texas, I



personally experienced the difficulties of being so far from needed
diagnos c and medical services and not being able to easily
afford them. My story is only one person; there are many such
stories.

Since women's healthcare is a highly personal thing, I don't
think poli cians need to be deciding to limit what healthcare
Texas women have access to. It is a fact that all women in Texas
need full access to affordable healthcare, and that needs to be
the primary care task of the Texas legislature. The women who
will be most affected by SB1 are women who are not rich and
those who live in areas far from these services. SB1 is clearly
designed to reduce all women's access to abor on services but it
is my understanding that there will be most likely no abor on
services in El Paso, Love , Midland, Odessa, Corpus Chris  and
Amarillo, mostly towns in West Texas and the Valley, if and-- if and
when the bill passes. This is unconscionable.

Please contemplate being female, pregnant, of limited financial
means, and perhaps living in one of these Valley or West Texas
towns yourself. If you can't, imagine needing a medical procedure
such as an abor on that may require you to travel a significant
distance each way and spend a night or two in a motel. This is a
realis c scenario that women now face with the passage of this
bill. If making women safer is the stated intent of the bill, please
recognize that this is not going to be the result. Women will s ll
access abor ons, but at much greater expense and risk. On NPR
today it was stated that an Ambulatory Surgical Center costs an
additional $40,000 a month more than existing abortion clinics.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. You are Adrienne Evans-Stark?



Adrienne Evans-Stark: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay. Thank you. Paul Gebolys?

Paul Gebolys: My name is Paul Gebolys, I live in Senate District
4, I and my neighbors have selected Tommy Williams to represent
us here, happily. I represent myself and I'm standing for Texas
women, and because I support the best care for all women, I
support SB1. I am here today to ask you, Senators, to look forward.
Look forward into the next session. This bill is probably going to
pass; most of us recognize that. And next session there will
probably be people asking to repeal or to remove parts of that bill.
Let's look at what the arguments will be at that me and see if
they make any sense at all. Okay?

Some of the bills will ask to lower the medical standards, get rid
of the Ambulatory Service Center requirements. That-- that would
lower the standards for service to women and-- or they may ask--
express their compassion for these children by asking to re-
legalize fatal-- fetal pain for the innocent girls and boys whom
their mothers have carried and nurtured for nearly 20 weeks. To
agree to such requests would be regressive and an -women. If
you truly care for the healthcare and welfare of women, I ask you
to support this bill and pass SB1.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Sonya Smith? Okay. I think
maybe you're in the next batch of people that I read. Okay, for
right now, Ms. Romano, Adrienne Evans-Stark, Paul Gibolys. Sonya
Smith is not here, not in the room. Sonya Smith was shown in
opposi on to the bill; we will show that individual providing a
posi on. Okay, Richard Skinner? Richard Skinner here? Okay,
Richard Skinner was shown in favor of the bill, not wishing to



tes fy. Alice Krieger? She is coming. Allen Getz? Okay, where are
these people? The three who tes fied may go, but these two-- you
didn't--

Mary Ann Kelly: I think you called me in the next group.

Senator Jane Nelson: Next group? Okay, stay where you are. Tell
me your name.

Mary Ann Kelly: Mary Ann Kelly.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, yeah, I do remember that. Mary
Kelly, here. Mary Tally? No, Mary Ann Kelly. Don't go away.

Mary Ann Kelly: I'm in Group 5.

Senator Jane Nelson: You're in Group 5. Okay, you're in the right
place. We will find your card. Would you please just state your
name and where you're from and we'll find your card.

Mary Ann Kelly: Mary Ann Kelly, from Corpus Christi, Texas.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, go ahead. And you are in opposi on
or in favor of the bill?

Mary Ann Kelly: I am in-- I am Mary Ann Kelly represen ng the
Corpus Chris  Texas Associa on and the Corpus Chris  League of
Women Voters, cons tuent of Chuy Hinojosa. I am strongly in
favor of SB1. From my experience in the X-ray department,
emergency room and 25 years as a pharmaceu cal rep, I
understand the many aspects and the importance of-- for the
safety of women and their conceived child. SB1 is all about safety



for women.

Why would anyone not want to increase the safety level of the
exis ng substandard abor on clinics to a safer ASC level that
would be needed for a botched abor on? This safety does not
deny choice. Why oppose the safety provided by the regulations of
hospital privileges, especially for those out-of-town abor onists?
This holds abor onists to be held accountable for their ac ons.
This safety does not deny choice.

RU-486, like all medica ons, should adhere to the FDA
regulations. RU-486 has an indication to kill the fetus. But how can
the woman be protected if the guidelines are not followed? Not
following the guidelines-- by not following the guidelines, it'll open
up the li ga on floodgates. This safety does not deny choice.
Fetus does feel pain. This refusing to watch the silent scream
denies the reality. This safety does not deny choice. My fellow
Texan-- Texans against the SB1 understand so li le about the
unknown safe es of the abor on clinics, know li le of the unsafe
use of the RU-486. SB1 addresses these major issues. Killing--

Senator Jane Nelson: Your time is up.

Mary Ann Kelly: Okay, thank you very much. And I want to thank
you all for allowing us to testify.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Madam Chair, one quick question?

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Garcia.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Clarifica on: did you say you were
speaking on behalf of the Corpus Christi League of Women Voters?



Mary Ann Kelly: Yes, I am.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: Okay, because we have someone here
from the State League of Women Voters who testified--

Mary Ann Kelly: From Austin.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: From Austin, right. Was it for the state?

Mary Ann Kelly: She just said she was from the Aus n League of
Women Voters.

Senator Sylvia Garcia: It might have showed Texas, I just wanted
to make sure there was a conflict or not. [Crosstalk.] I don't know,
we can--

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, thank you. Thank you for being here,
we will clear all that up. Alice Krieger? Stay where you are, don't
tes fy yet. You can go ahead and go. And Allen Getz? We'll try to
get back on track here. Laura Luthy? Good. Carlos Perez-- Perez,
David Campbell. Okay, that group here-- so let's go back up to Alice
Krieger. Go ahead.

Alice Krieger: Good a ernoon, or good evening. My name is
Alice Krieger. I'm a cons tuent of John Corona in Highland Park,
Texas, and I represent myself because all other women can speak
for themselves. I am a student at the University of Texas at Aus n,
studying to be a clinical childlife specialist. I oppose SB1's
enactment for the following reasons:

A proper understanding of fetal pain must account for a
conceptual content that cons tutes the pain experience. The



Interna onal Associa on for the study of pain defines pain as an
unpleasant sensory and emo onal experience, associated with
actual or poten al ssue damage or described in terms of such
damage. By this defini on, pain is not merely the response to
noxious s muli or disease, but is conscious experience. The
definition further states that pain is always subjective.

Each individual learns the applica on of the word through
experiences related to injury in early life. The limited neural
system of fetuses cannot support such cogni ve, affec ve, and
evalua ve experiences and the limited opportunity for this
content to have been introduced also means that it is not
possible for a fetus to experience pain. That is, un l you
experience pain through your own ac ons logging the cogni ve,
affec ve, and evalua ve content associated with that pain in
your declara ve memory, you simply cannot experience pain. The
ability to do so does not begin un l 2 to 4 months of age. That's
when the frontal cortex of the hippocampus, which deals with the
formation, storage, and retrieval of memories, develops.

May I remind you, legally an abor on cannot be a empted if a
fetus is considered viable outside of the womb. The majority
opinion delivered by the court in Roe v. Wade: viability was
defined as poten ally able to live outside the woman's womb,
albeit with ar ficial aid. Viability is usually placed at about 7
months, which is 28 weeks. The risk of permanent injury to a
woman if she proceeds with the pregnancy is good enough reason
to perform an abor on. We cannot wait for her to be on death's
doorstep. This bill would require a child who had been
impregnated by her uncle, father, brother, or kidnapper, who out
of shame, ignorance, fear, or being hidden from the world to not



seek abor on and carry the fetus to term. Please think about this
and vote against the bill.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, and before--
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Senator Jane Nelson: Before I go to the next witness, I did not
announce the next panel that will be coming before us. Carola
Alvarez, Jessica Ayers, Maria Cavones, Jennifer Mulhern, Abby
Johnson and Dalea Lugo will be the next panel. Laura Luthy? Go
ahead.

Laura Luthy: Thank you for the opportunity to provide the
members of the Senate Health and Services Commi ee with my
wri en tes mony. I've leaving that with y'all, against SB1. My
name's Laura Luthy. I live in Aus n. Senator Kirk Watson is my
representative, my senator. I'm here to testify against SB1.

I was in the Senate gallery on Tuesday, June 25th from 9 a.m.
un l 12:10 a.m. on June 26th when one-- with one 20-minute
break around 2:30. I witnessed the proceedings. I was there, I saw
what happened, what was said, by whom, and how everyone
conducted themselves; and I was there when-- when Senator
Wendy Davis was reading off tes mony of people that were not
allowed to stay and do their tes mony. I do want to-- to
acknowledge the fact that that is not what is happening with this
hearing, and I really greatly appreciate that. The other thing that
is not happening with this par cular hearing is I'm not being

http://youtu.be/7zAvQ234oTQ


carted out of here forced against my will by a trooper, and my
father, my 82-year-old father, is not having to see me on Fox News
being manhandled out of a-- out of a public building.

But let me get back to my tes mony. In an effort to be germane,
which is apparently not seen the same across poli cal lines, I
made sure that I read the bill in total, and I'm going to make my
points in the-- in the same order as the bill. My concern about the
fetal pain part of the bill is that I've heard more about the limits
are in Norway or in Denmark than I've heard scien fic tes mony
about how a fetus can feel pain in 20 weeks-- at 20 weeks
gestation. It is a fetus, it is considered a fetus until it is born. I take
personal offense at the language being called 'an unborn child'.
The-- a child is not a child un l it is born. And I appreciate the fact
that that is the case, scientifically.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here, we have your
wri en tes mony. Thank you. Carlos Perez? Carlos Perez, in the
room? Perez. Thank you. Mr. Perez was in favor of the bill, but did
not-- was not here to provide oral tes mony. We will show him
registering a position in favor of. David Campbell?

David Campbell: My name is David Campbell of Aus n, Texas,
I'm represented by Kirk Watson, and I'm speaking for myself and
my young friend India, the 11-year-old ar st and mathema cian
of the country. We oppose SB1. There is no evidence of any need
for this drama c increase of requirements to be forced on women
and their healthcare providers. It does not jus fy a special
session of this legislature.

We have heard heart-wrenching stories where women found
themselves pregnant and in circumstances where they described



being forced by someone to complete an abor on a er clearly
expressing to a medical provider that they did not want to go
forward with the procedure. This bill does nothing to address that
tes mony of the women in Texas, or a woman being held down
while screaming and forced to undergo a medical procedure. If
this horrific prac ce isn't illegal, or the law is not being enforced,
that would be an appropriate situa on in which to address an
emergency session, but I don't see anything here that actually
addresses those stories. The unintended consequence of this
illegal proposal would make that sort of forced abor on more
common as you narrow the space where a woman can get a safe,
legal abor on from an ethical and moral medical provider who
understands that 'no' means 'no' and 'stop' means 'stop'.

The pretence that the primary intent of this legisla on is to
protect women is a rhetorical fig leaf, and intrusive a empts to
negate the humanity of pregnant women while equa ng a not yet
fully-developed fetus with a person. It is a fic on that puts women
at greater risk, and empirically will result in an offse ng number
of at least illegal and riskier abor ons. It is not persuasive to the
vast majority of those it ostensibly protects. The larger fic on and
distrac on of the characteriza on of this bill as a necessary
measure to prevent fetal pain: were it to be true that a fetus could
feel some primi ve pain before the 29th week indicated by
current science, it would not warrant an intrusion by the state
into a person's authority over the use and treatment of her own
body. Thank you for letting me speak.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Allen Getz?

Allen Getz: Yes, ma'am, Allen Getz. My name is Allen Getz, Jr. I



live in Leander. My senator's Senator Schwertner. I ask this body
to support SB1. I seek support for this bill, because this bill
opposes the exploita on of women, and let me explain what I
mean. I possess video tes mony of a former abor on clinic
owner. This woman arranged for a $25 fee to be added to
whatever was paid for the abor ons run in her clinic; that $25
went directly into her pocket.

She's also stated in this interview, she wanted to be a
millionaire and doing the math, she figured that "If I've had 45,000
abor ons go through my clinic, I'll make my million dollars." To
that end, she descended upon the high schools, encouraging
teenaged girls to be as promiscuous as necessary, and even
prescribed them a contracep ve, but she knew the contracep ve
wouldn't work. Her goal was to meet a girl at the age of 15, and by
the me that girl had turned 18, she had had five abor ons, and
had held the hand of one girl who had had her ninth. The last
month of her opera on, she pocketed, when you adjust for
inflation, about $20,000.

So there's been some talk about funding, but these clinics won't
close; to do so would violate the principles upon which Planned
Parenthood was founded. For example, when my car's annual
inspec on comes due, can I go to Tex D.O.T. and ask them to get
me a new set of res and have my brakes fixed so I can fit the
standards? No, that's up to me. There's also been quite a bit said
about science, but I must confess, I'm con-- very, very disturbed
about a science that will spend millions of dollars and thousands
of hours sending all sorts of machinery into space, scouring
planets for organisms that they will call life -but there's no life
going on inside the lady. Also comes-- that becomes very, very



disturbing, and I ask you to support SB1. Thank you very much.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you; thank you to everyone on this
panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel-- I need you all to go out
that way. The next panel is Carola Alvarez, Jessica Ayres, Maria
Cavone. [Cellphone rings.] Now I didn't announce, but I do have a
policy in any commi ee mee ng that I chair that if your cellphone
goes off, you get to pay $50 to my favorite charity, so be warned.
Jennifer Mulrone-- Mulhern, Abby Johnson, Dalea Lugo. The next
panel following that one will be Reverend Katherine Marple,
Genevieve Van Cleve, Jennifer Sancedio, Lora Laging, Cheryl
Spooner, and Shelly Gupta Brietzke.

Okay, people aren't here. Carola Alvarez is not here, wished to
be shown-- wishes to provide oral tes mony in favor of the bill; I
will show registering a posi on, but not being here for oral
tes mony. Jessica Ayers, who is against the bill, we will change
that from oral to registering a posi on in opposi on. Maria
Cavone? Cavone? Was in favor of the bill; we'll change that to
registering a posi on. Jennifer Mulhern? I'm so glad somebody's
here. Jennifer, go ahead.

Jennifer Mulhern: Thank you so much. My name is Jennifer
Mulhern and I am a cons tuent of the lovely and talented
senator, Senator Zaffirini, and I oppose this bill. I am self-
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employed-- I am self-employed, I'm a self-made woman who un l
the last few weeks was becoming increasingly complacent in
taking my modest, comfortable life for granted. But I'm compelled
today by the powerful, passionate stories from both sides and by
the unheard voices all echoing different versions of the same
stories.

Vic ms who have endured rape, women who were in midated
into having abor ons when they didn't want them, children who
were almost terminated; vic ms of incest, gang-rape and other
countless real-life stories. Nobody is free from pain in life. We all
have that in common. We all have these stories, these
experiences, and I think we all have a common desire to reduce
the number of abor ons to make them as rare as possible. This is
common ground and this is good; this is where we start.

The difference is with this bill. This bill seeks only to reduce the
symptoms, the supply of abor ons, not the demand. I stand today
to give voice to the working mothers, the scared 12-year-old
pregnant incest survivor, the women who are too poor and don't
have the means to be here. I stand here today with women and for
women who-- time to say we need to address the sickness, not the
symptoms, address the demand for abor ons by vo ng against
this bill and keeping these clinics open. This bill is an overpriced
Band-Aid and it cannot stop the hemorrhage that will occur if you
cut off women's access to birth control and family planning.

Regarding the second beef I have with this bill, I will reference
the First Amendment and the issue of church and state. The
Cons tu on prohibits the making of any law respec ng an
establishment of religion or impeding the free exercise of it. How



brilliant: an amendment that simultaneously en tles us to our
beliefs and protects you from having my beliefs imposed on you.
This means a group of Mormon lawmakers can't force me to wear
Temple under-- undergarments when I get married, and no law
can make you take your terminally-ill daughter to a shaman
instead of a doctor, and it's unlawful for you to infringe upon my
right to affordable, accessible women's healthcare with a hidden
religious agenda. Thank you for listening.

Senator Jane Nelson: Jennifer-- oh, you are Jennifer. Abby
Johnson? If I call your name, go ahead and sit. Good. Go ahead.

Abby Johnson: My name is Abby Johnson and I'm here
represen ng myself. And I am here in support of the bill. I worked
at Planned Parenthood for 8 years, and now I'm in a pro-life
movement. I ran a clinic, an abor on clinic in that me at Planned
Parenthood. And I am here because we have heard that these
facili es do not need addi onal regula on, we hear that they're
already, they're already up to code, but I have this binder here,
which anybody could access through public informa on request.
This is a list of every cita on from the Department of State Health
Services that's been given to every abor on clinic across the state
in the past couple of years. There are some very egregious
viola ons in here and I'm going to list off a few. And that's pre y
much my testimony.

Stafford Health Center out of Houston: Improper steriliza on of
instruments. These are instruments that are going inside of a
woman's uterus to perform an abor on, that are being improperly
sterilized. They had no cardio-pulmonary resuscita on
equipment.



Quinn Parent Surgical Center in Dallas: Expired supplies
including needles that they were giving to pa ents. Ultrasound
machines had not been inspected. Vacuum aspirators had not
been checked for safety.

Planned Parenthood, Waco: Two out of the four staff were not
properly licensed to perform medical procedures that they were
indeed performing.

Planned Parenthood, San Antonio: Four abor on centers that
were prac cing for four years without a license, performing
abortions on women.

Dallas Ralph Street Clinic: Unsecured pa ent drugs in every
procedure room available to patients.

K&S in Houston: Sterilization issues.

Aaron Women's Center in Houston: Not giving pa ents proper
informed consent. This is something we see over and over again.

Whole Women's Health in Fort Worth: Expired equipment and
pa ent meds, steriliza on done improperly, staff not trained in
life support.

Guys, the list goes on and on. And this is why we need these
addi onal clinic regula ons. This is why we have to have these in
place, because women are not safe in abortion clinics.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Senator West, for what
purpose?



Senator Royce West: Just a question for the witness.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Abby Johnson: Sure.

Senator Royce West: These were allega ons? Were they
sustained?

Abby Johnson: Yes, they were all sustained. All the ones I listed
were sustained.

Senator Royce West: Were they-- were they sustained and
appealed or--

Abby Johnson: No, just sustained. There's no appellate process
in the abortion inspection.

Senator Royce West: Okay; all right, thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Abby Johnson: Okay, thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Dalea Lugo? Go ahead.

Dalea Lugo: Thank you, Chair and commi ee. My name is Dalea
Lugo. I am a constituent of Senator Culverson.

Senator Jane Nelson: Wait, there is no Senator Culverson.
There's a Congressman.

Dalea Lugo: Oh, Congressman, excuse me, Culverson.



Senator Jane Nelson: You live in Houston.

Dalea Lugo: Yes, I live in Houston, Texas.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, go ahead.

Dalea Lugo: And I am here to tes fy against Senate Bill 1
because the ban would cause despera on of individuals such as
the mostly affected, indigent and minori es who are not one to
delay the inevitable forma on of a fetus a er 20+ weeks where it
is considered, according to WomensHealth.gov as being halfway
into pregnancy. By then, the fetus is es mated to be at least 6
inches long and weighs 9 ounces. But you know, on the other
hand, as we have stated in, you know, in our-- tle-- excuse me,
under Texas Health Safety Code, chapter 171, it c-- we already
have it as 16 weeks. Why are we adding 4 more weeks? When it's
going to go into the second trimester, which is going to be a-- a
baby.

But to-- furthermore, the unnecessary Ambulatory regula ons
proposed on abor on are overstepping the boundaries of what
the Texas Health and Human Services Commission does, as to
overseeing the standards of medical facilities. It is unnecessary to
add frivolous addi ons to give excuse to close a women's health
facility. But I would like to give my story. I didn't give my story the
last me I was here. I was one of the many, lucky to be a domes c
violence survivor. I was living with someone for 5 years. I have a
picture here to remind me and I don't even bother looking at him
anymore because I don't give him the time of day.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, your me has expired. Thank you to
this panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel is Reverend Katherine
Marple, Genevieve Van Cleve, Jennifer Sancedio, Lora Laging,
Cheryl Spooner, Shelly Gupta Brietzke. They are to be followed by
Gabrielle Arrieh-Comeaux, Rachel Brown, Laura Weston, Leslie
Wheat, Julia Misley, Teresa Blanton. Okay, Reverend Katherine
Marple is not here; we will show that individual as registering a
posi on in favor of the bill, not being here to tes fy. Genevieve
Van Cleve?

Genevieve Van Cleve: My name is Genevieve Van Cleve and I'm
tes fying against the bill. My state senator is Kirk Watson. I am
represen ng myself. In 2004, my then-fiancé Peter Revel and I
were surprised and happy to find out that I was pregnant. We
were very much in love and the pregnancy was welcome news. I
made an appointment with Dr. Love, whom you heard from at the
beginning of the day. I was 8 weeks pregnant.

A er my first appointment, the next day actually, I began to
bleed and immediately called the doctor's office. He didn't
physically examine me, he just told me I was probably having a
miscarriage and I'd probably be okay. I asked him if I needed
treatment or further tests, he said no. I asked him if I would
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require a D&C and Dr. Love let me know that he didn't perform
D&Cs; he didn't believe in any of them or any type of abor on. I
asked him if I could get on to birth-control pills and when I would
recover from this miscarriage. He looked at me and said, "You
should prac ce abs nence and get married. When you're
married, you can try again." I le . He never communicated with
me again.

In the intervening weeks I got very sick, and went to a health
clinic that performed abor ons and was seen by a nurse
prac oner. I told her I'd had a miscarriage and my experience
with Dr. Love. She said I needed a D&C right away. Before I could
get the procedure, I had to be read a pamphlet about alterna ves
to abor on, like adop on. I had to fight with my insurance
company. I had to wait 24 hours for the clinic I went to-- to
conform, with an abundance of cau on, to changing an uncertain
wai ng period defini ons and guidelines for D&Cs. At no point
was I seeking to terminate a pregnancy.

Having a miscarriage was profoundly sad, coupled with the poor
care I received from Dr. Love, and the intrusion of the Texas
legislature into my follow-up care has le  las ng emo onal scars.
The problem with trying to legislate women's healthcare in such a
poli cal way is that it hurts people like me. I am against this bill
and I don't believe that Dr. Love should ever be called as an expert
witness again.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Jennifer Sancedio. Senator
Zaffirini?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I have a question.



Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: I've heard tes mony about a lot of pro-
life and pro-choice bills through the years. [Cellphone rings.] I've
never heard anyone talk about a doctor treating a miscarriage like
an abor on. Is-- do you believe that yours is an isolated case, or
have you heard of other people-- do you have at least some
anecdotal evidence?

Genevieve Van Cleve: I've heard it from five different people
today, a er I posted my tes mony on Facebook of all things, that
knew exactly who Dr. Love was and had a similar if not more
difficult experience with that doctor.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: So the miscarriage was treated like an
abortion?

Genevieve Van Cleve: For me, yes, it was with him.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: That's very disturbing. Thank you. Thank
you, Madam Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. [Cellphone rings again.]

[Unidentified Voice]: --help me? Something's wrong. Maybe it's
just the battery. [Cellphone stops.]

Senator Jane Nelson: Yeah. [laughs] Jennifer Sancedio wished to
provide tes mony in favor of the bill. We're going to show her as
registering for a posi on, but not providing oral tes mony for the
bill. Lora Laging? Lora Laging, you are recognized.



Lora Laging: Thank you for staying so late with the rest of us. My
name is Lora Laging, I am a resident of Travis County,
representated-- represented by Senator Zaffirini. Sorry, it's been a
long day for me too. I'd like to address the premise that abor on
in Texas is unsafe. According to most research, less than one half
of 1% of abor ons in Texas lead to complica ons. According even
to the Texas Department of Health and Human Services, there
have been zero deaths in Texas a ributed to abor ons since
2008. Based on this, there is no reason to believe that Texas
women are in danger or need protec on from our exis ng
abortion providers.

Women in this state do need your protec on. They need your
protec on from ignorance. They need your protec on from lack of
healthcare, from lack of mental healthcare, from racism, from
sexism, and from other people's religious beliefs and agendas. If
this bill is passed, it's not just to make women safer; it's to
promote your own poli cal and religious agenda. At least be
honest about your intent. You were chosen to represent the
people of Texas, yet you ignore repeated polls showing the
majority of Texans oppose this bill.

Even in this hearing, we're inaccurately represented. It's
obvious, if you looked around outside this room, that the orange
shirts far outnumber the blue. However, the proponents of both
sides are being represented here as if they are here in equal
parts. I respec ully ask that you look at the facts and respect
Texas women. I do believe that those cards will represent my
point-- that we are in the majority. Do your job, please, all of you.
Honorably represent the people of Texas on this issue. Our
abor on system is working. And in the words of my father, and my



father before him, "If it ain't broke, don't fix it." Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Let me make two points. First of all, we will
hear from everyone who is signed up to provide oral tes mony in
line by 11 o'clock, so-- and we will be able to report out the
numbers once we have them tallied-- and I think they do, or close--
but we will publicly rebut how many people were here providing
oral tes mony both for and against, and wri en tes mony or
wish to register a posi on, so the record will absolutely
accurately reflect.

One other thing that will make you happy: you may have heard
me earlier men on in our budget process we had work groups
that determined how much money in the budget went for what,
and Senator Huffman, Senator Zaffirini, myself, and Mr. Deuell
were four of the five members on the work group that dealt with
the Health and Human Services. Our number one priority was
women's health and family planning, and our number two priority
you just men oned, was mental health, and certainly that
included women's mental health, so we are doing those two
things. [Crosstalk.] Cheryl Spooner, are you here? Senator Zaffirini,
go ahead.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Were you here earlier, ma'am, when I
asked Senator Hegar about the possibility of his accep ng my
amendment related to a psychological condi on that existed
before the pregnancy?

Lora Laging: Yes, ma'am. I've been here-- all day.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Do you think that that amendment
would be meaningful or do you think it wouldn't matter?



Lora Laging: If I'm understanding your meaning-- could you
please explain your meaning one more me? That was earlier this
morning.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Well, the psychological condi on is not
considered an excep on to allowing the abor on a er 20 weeks.
So it's not one of the excep ons allowed in the bill. It specifically
states that. So I was sugges ng that we add the qualifying
language "unless that psychological condi on existed before the
pregnancy". And my question is, would that be helpful?

Lora Laging: Yes, I do believe it would be.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Cheryl Spooner will be shown registering a
posi on in favor of the bill, but registering a posi on, not being
here to provide oral tes mony. Shelly Gupta Brietzke is not here,
in opposi on to the bill; we will show that individual as
registering a posi on, not being here to tes fy. Thank you both for
being here.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel, come forward. Gabrielle
Arrieh-Comeaux? Is Gabrielle Arrieh-Comeaux here?

Gabrielle Arrieh-Comeaux: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Yes. Okay, Rachel Brown, Laura Weston,
Leslie Wheat, Julia Misley, and Teresa Blanton. They will be
followed by Nance Shaw, Carol Ann Reed, Mary Ann Kelly, Cynthia
Grossman, Dr. David Emrich, and Adam Davies. Gabrielle Arrieh-
Comeaux, go ahead.

Gabrielle Arrieh-Comeaux: My name is Gabrielle Arriah-
Comeaux. I'm from Dallas, and my senator is John Carona. I want
to thank you for your pa ence in listening to me this evening. I am
for SB1. As a lawyer, as a woman, and as a mother of three-
including one pre-born baby that sadly I miscarried, Ellen Marie-- I
am v-- I am concerned that Texas defend and protect the weakest,
most innocent, and most vulnerable Texans: the unborn.

With 55 million Americans now dead, abor on is a holocaust of
epic propor ons. In the past, our country oppressed women and
African-Americans. Germany oppressed Jews. All of this was
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because the oppressors believed the oppressed were not human.
This is the same argument many pro-abor onists use today as an
excuse to kill the unborn. What we know today is that women are
human. They are not cha els. African-Americans are human, and
Jews are human. Likewise, scien fically and factually speaking,
the unborn are human.

Even if we were talking about pre-born animals, li le puppies
and ki ens, we would all agree that no one, no one has a right to
murder them, and rip them apart limb from limb, in their mother's
wombs. A mother's womb, for humans or for animals, should be
the safest place on earth. Today for humans, it is the most lethal
place, the most dangerous place for a child to be. Personally, I
was an unwanted pregnancy, but I was conceived in 1966, before
Roe v. Wade. I shudder to think what may have happened to me
had I been conceived--

Senator Jane Nelson: I'm sorry--

Gabrielle Arrieh-Comeaux: --just a few years later.

Senator Jane Nelson: --your me's expired. Would you like to tell
us who your assistant is?

Gabrielle Arrieh-Comeaux: This is Nathan.

Senator Jane Nelson: Nathan, welcome. You've had a long day,
haven't you?

Nathan: Hi. Yes.

Gabrielle Arrieh-Comeaux: And this is Marshall.



Senator Jane Nelson: And this is?

Gabrielle Arrieh-Comeaux: Marshall.

Senator Jane Nelson: Marshall. Welcome. Rachel Brown? Go
ahead.

Rachel Brown: I would like to thank the Chair and commi ee for
allowing me to speak today. My name is Rachel Brown, I'm a
graduate of Texas State University as of May, and a cons tuent of
Senator Campbell. I'm here today in opposi on to SB1, and the
last me I checked, Republicans inji-- Republicans want an
uninvasive government, but I guess that only applies to guns and
texting while driving.

I don't like speaking in front of large groups of people; however, I
loathe it when government dictates what I'm allowed to do with
my body. Today, you will hear tes mony from people in support of
this bill because of their moral beliefs, derived from a Chris an
god. The debate should end once this counter-argument is
offered. If the opposi on of this bill is steeped in religious belief,
then it is invalid. Religion has no place in a court, and should have
no such influence on law. This isn't about the ability to kill babies,
it's about a woman's personal choice. This argument comes from a
b-- book wri en 3,500 years ago, which doesn't even men on this
subject. This is a political issue, not a moral issue.

This bill is a slap in the face to intelligent, educated women who
find themselves in personal, sensi ve situa ons. I've seen the
impact poorly-prepared parents can have on a child. I'm an 8th
grade teacher and have students-- children-- who come to school
and go to bed hungry. These children fail classes because no one



is at home to care for them. They are walking, talking, oxygen-
breathing children that have unprepared parents. Texas has
already cut funding for these kids' educa on and care. Why would
we add to the stretch on schools' and taxpayers' funds to find and
educate babies born to unfit parents?

There is no scien fic fact to support these proposed
restric ons; however, there are hundreds upon hundreds of
uncared-for, hungry, abandoned children who already need
parents. Why would we add to that by forcing women to keep
babies they can't care for just because someone's religious
morals interfere with science? When making this decision, please
just remember: vote based on fact, not on backwards, Bible-based
stories. Look at your lives, look at your choices. Thank you for your
time.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Laura Weston?

Laura Weston: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Laura Weston: My name is Laura Weston, I am from Dallas, and I
am represented by Senator Carona. I want to go-- I didn't realize
that Abby Johnson was going to say some of what I had to say-- but
I have been figh ng against abor on for over 40 years. It's been
legal for 40 years, but it was illegal abortions being performed.

I have been in front of clinics some 30 years, and I could give a
zillion stories. But when I heard that representa ve of the State of
Texas say that there have been no complaints about clinics, I was
astonished, because the complaints are published on the



Internet. They are easily accessible. She said that she cou-- and
today she was a li le more evasive about that, she said she
couldn't remember-- well, I can remember.

At the par cular clinic where I have been lately, one of the
complaints was that the steriliza on equipment was broken, but
it didn't ma er, because the staff didn't know how to use it
anyway. Also, the staff was giving out the abor on pills-- the staff,
not the doctors, were giving it out-- we knew that because they
give out the abor on pill in the first stage, shove them out the
door, they vomit out bright yellow vomit with no one a ending
them, they're on their own.

I was-- there's no steriliza on, there's no oxygen, there's no
blood, there's no training, there are-- it is incredibly safe--
incredibly unsafe-- and there is no requirement that any of this be
reported. As someone else said, when they come into the
emergency room, they don't have to be-- report this as abor on-
related, and the coroner himself told me that he does not have to
relate abortion deaths as abortion deaths.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Leslie Wheat? Go ahead.

Leslie Wheat: First off, I would like to extend my gra tude to
Madam Chair and the commi ee for hearing us this evening. My
name is Leslie Wheat, cons tuent of Senator Campbell. I stand
today in opposi on of Senate Bill 1, and I stand with unyielding
Texas women.

As a research assistant at a major university, it is especially
alarming to see dubious substan al medical evidence beget a
compelling state interest in the abor on debate. It is impera ve



that the scien fic community works diligently to produce
evidence-based, peer-reviewed informa on on the topic of
abor on as well as the collec ve subject of women's health.
Should legislators not follow this same metric when ci ng science
as the basis for compelling state interest to limit reproduc ve
rights and responsibili es of Texas women? The answer should be
a resounding 'yes', unless of course we can all acknowledge that
Senate Bill 1, and the draconian measures therein, is not a
ques on of science, even though science is the crux of this
legislation.

This special session, cos ng well over a million dollars to
taxpayers, is not about implemen ng sound policy for women's
health. This is a thinly-veiled a empt to systema cally dismantle
decades of case law that has established these abor on rights.
This is a blatant poli cal power grab, a proverbial jamming of
legisla on down the collec ve throats of Texans; this is anything
but legislation to protect women.

Now, it's quite clear abor on is not a scien fic ques on, but
rather a moral and poli cal ques on cloaked in second-rate
science to lend it some legi macy. To a empt to commandeer
science as basis for answering a moral ques on, and thus
imposing one's religion on others in the name of science, shows
nothing but cowardice and animus-- aminus-- animus on the part
of lawmakers. So I urge you to stand in opposition to Senate Bill 1.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Julia Misley?

Julia Misley: My name is Julia Holcomb Misley. I'm from
Houston, and my senator is Dan Patrick. I am in support of the bill.
Today I am here to be silent no more. When I was 16 years old, I



met Steven Tyler of the rock group Aerosmith, former American
Idol judge, at a concert in Portland, Oregon; and we began a three-
year rela onship that ended in a horrific, late-term, saline
abor on. I want you to know that, with all my heart, I regret my
abor on, and Steven himself expressed his regret for my abor on
with the words "Jesus, what have I done?"

Abortion is a choice that leaves a trail of victims. It takes the life
of an innocent baby, and it leaves mothers and fathers wounded
and grieving for their lost child. When I met Steven, I was
underage. I moved to Boston, and he became my legal guardian so
that I could live with him as his ward and lover. My abor on was
coerced. I begged Steven to allow me to keep my baby, but my
choice was not respected. I was given the choice between an
abor on and the street. In fear and despera on, I caved in and
agreed to my abortion.

I felt like part of me died with my baby Michael. He deserved his
chance at life, as much as my seven children who are living do. You
know, some mes we think that coerced abor ons only happen in
places like China, but the truth is that coerced abor on happens
everywhere abor on is legal. Abor on places a woman in a
defensive posture. First, she must defend her baby's right to be
born, and her own right to become a mother. This is not a posi on
of strength for any woman. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Teresa Blanton? Is Teresa Blanton here?
Teresa Blanton was in opposi on to the bill; we will change her
position to 'registering a position'. Thank you to this panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel is Nance Shaw, Carol Ann
Reed, Mary Ann Kelly, Cynthia Grossman, Dr. David Emrich, and
Adam Davies. They will be followed by Susan Nabergall, Eva
Mason, James Dickey, Bianca Mason, Read King, and Alan Keith.
Ms. Shaw?

Nance Shaw: Okay. Hi, I'm Nance Shaw. I'm from Grimes County,
Charles Schwertn--Schwertner is my senator, and I represent the
pro-life organiza on for Grimes and Waller County. I'm also a
sidewalk counselor in Houston, and one of the things that this bill
is supposed to do is regulate the clinics. Last year, or the last
Senate, y'all did the sonogram bill. What we don't have is internal
regulations.

We had a young lady come to us at the sidewalk counselors,
and we have the blue bus, which is our mobile crisis pregnancy
center, parked across the street, and we offer free sonograms,
and so she wanted one. She said she had gone the day before and
they had given her one, and she was scheduled for the abor on
this morning, but it was free. So we were very glad to get her in,
and we did the ultrasound. And she looked at the big screen, and
she said, "Wow! It's got arms and legs and it moves!" So we said,

http://youtu.be/wZzhhI1t7Pg


"Yes, but you said you got an ultrasound yesterday." She said,
"Yes, but it was just a glob, and he said it wasn't moving at all."

And if you look at the baby from the top of the head, that's all
you see. And that is what they showed her at Planned Parenthood
before her scheduled abor on. I've heard it said just a few
minutes ago that everyone can agree that we want abor ons to
be rare; well, I can tell you that Planned Parenthood and NARAL do
not want abor ons rare. We intercepted an inter-departmental
memo that said that they were looking forward to 75 abor ons a
day.

Senator Jane Nelson: Your time has expired.

Nance Shaw: Oh. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Carol Ann Reed?

Carol Ann Reed: Hi. My name is Carol Ann Reed. I am a fi h-
genera on na ve Texan, registered and prac cing voter, and
resident of Aus n. I am opposed to this bill for two reasons.
Planned Parenthood and other clinics offer other services other
than abor on, and I think everybody, no ma er what color shirt
you're wearing today, agrees that those are good services--
screenings for cancer, HIV, birth control, mammograms-- and
nobody wants to see those deprived-- anyone deprived of those
services.

I am opposed to this-- abor on, abor on is obvious-- obviously
the hot-bu on issue here and that is why I am opposed to this
par cular bill, because it is uncons tu onal. The 14th
Amendment of the United States Cons tu on prohibits any state



from making or enforcing any law that abridges or deprives the
fundamental rights of its ci zens. It begins by saying, "All persons
born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the
jurisdic ons thereof, are ci zens of the United States and the
state wherein they reside." All persons born or naturalized are
citizens.

I am not asking you to follow your heart or listen to your
conscience, quite the contrary. I am here telling you to be logical
and reminding you that it is your job to abide by the Cons tu on. I
expect nothing less. Ladies and gentlemen, the en re world is
watching. Make us proud. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Mary Ann Kelly?
Mary Ann Kelly wished to provide oral tes mony in favor of the
bill; we will change that to registering a posi on in favor of the
bill. Cynthia Grossman? Go ahead.

Cynthia Grossman: Thank you. My name is Cindy Grossman, I live
here in Aus n, Texas, and Kirk Watson is my senator. I am
represen ng myself and I oppose SB1. We elect our legislators
here in Texas so that they can come here to Aus n to vote on our
behalf on important pieces of legisla on. This me the legisla on
affects the cons tu onally-protected right of half of our
popula on to make decisions regarding our own reproduc ve
health, and has the collateral effect of cu ng off access to very
basic women's healthcare services for our poor and rural
populations.

And supporters of this bill seem unable to understand the effect
that imposing these burdensome requirements on these facili es
will have on women's access to basic healthcare and family



planning services. Without a funding mechanism built into this
bill, or some other way to help these clinics meet these additional
requirements, as many as 37 of the state's 42 abor on facili es
will close, cu ng off access by a vulnerable group of Texas--
Texans-- to women's health services.

I hope that this reflects a lack of understanding and not a lack of
caring by the bill's supporters, because they should care about
their cons tuents and how this law will affect us, and whether it
will harm us. That is their job. Given the poten ally detrimental
effects of this bill on women's access to healthcare, I'm dismayed
at the lack of research involved in cra ing this legisla on. Its
supporters have not explored how much it would cost for a fa--
facility to upgrade; they are unable to defend the concept of fetal
pain with scientific evidence.

It would appear that most provisions of this bill have not been
thoroughly researched, and I know that Texans demand much
more of our elected representa ves. We trust you to cra  smart
legisla on that is based in fact and not theology. A empts by
other lawmakers to add reasonable amendments to address the
shortcomings of the House version of this bill fell on deaf ears
during commi ee, which makes me really believe that the
concern is not women's health. If it were, we'd be having a
different conversation.

So, please, I am asking you, don't has ly pass bad legisla on in
the name of some grand party cause. Please work with your
colleagues to cra  a bill that truly does protect and improve
healthcare for women. We'll thank you for it.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.



Senator Judith Zaffirini: Madame Chair?

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Zaffirini, for what purpose?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: This is not a ques on for the witness,
but for perhaps you or Senator Hegar, if I may, regarding
amendments to the bill. If we have amendments, should we
provide them for the commi ee hearings when the House bill
comes over, or wait to present them on the floor?

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Hegar, what's your preference?

Senator Glenn Hegar: I think, personally, members are free to do
as they so choose if-- my-- I don't think that's really my call.
Whoever wants to bring an amendment, they should be so free to
bring it in committee or on the floor.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Well, in that case, if you would accept
commi ee amendments, would we offer them to the Senate bill?
Are they--

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Glenn Hegar: I didn't say I'd accept them, I just said it
depends on-- I mean, I don't know what they are. I mean, just--
what-- what are they?

Senator Jane Nelson: I can answer the second half of your
question; it would be to the House bill.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: To the House bill, so we would wait
[unintelligible]--



[Crosstalk.]

Senator Jane Nelson: Right. Correct. Correct.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you. It sounds to me like Senator
Hegar's not going to issue a preference.

Senator Glenn Hegar: Well, no.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Okay. Thank you.

Senator Glenn Hegar: I think it's up to the members. I'd like to
see them, obviously, so I could have a discussion about them.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay. Thank you. Thank you both.

[Crosstalk.]

Senator Glenn Hegar: Thank you, Madame Chair. Thank you,
Senator.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, Dr. David Emrich?

David Emrich: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

David Emrich: I'm a middle school teacher at Bishop Garriga
Middle School in Corpus Christi, Texas. I'm also the faculty sponsor
of Crusaders for Life Club, which was founded by our former
valedictorian in 2012, Noah Dimas, and every week we meet to
discuss and to work for social jus ce for the unborn child and also
for other causes as well.



First of all, I think we need to start with the facts, and people
ask about facts. First of all, I don't know how many people are
aware the word 'fetus' is La n for 'li le one'. Li le one. It's not a
li le cat, not a li le dog, not a li le tree-- a li le one, a li le
human being. So let's make sure that we're consistent with
understanding that that's a human being.

Several other people made some great statements about, you
know-- it's a form of discrimina on, it's a human rights issue. We
need to respect the right to life of those children. They're ci zens
from the moment of concep on. If you want to talk science, the
child has a separate DNA from mother or father. Separate DNA.
The child has a heartbeat at an early age. If you want to talk about
brain waves, at an early stage-- this is a separate human being. I
mean, these are human beings, equal-- should be under the law--
just as you-- you and I are.

Before my me runs out I just want to say, I represent about 20
or so students, I'm not just represen ng myself, I'm represen ng
our club president, Natalia Lopez, vice-president, Jerry Sanchez,
and secretary, Stacy Cor nas, and then our treasurer, Noe
Morales, as well as a whole lot of other students. And I've got a
whole stack of le ers in front of me to various representa ves,
saying please vote for-- in support of-- Senate Bill 1 and-- as well as
House Bill 2-- and our, our students will respect you much more for
that. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Adam Davies?

Adam Davies: Thank you. My name is Adam Davies. I am a proud
cons tuent of Wendy Davis. I would like to speak. First off, I can't
believe that members of-- you know, forced-birthers--, and



members of this commi ee are s ll lying and saying this is about
the health of the woman. We can look at the sta s cs and see
blatantly that abor on is safe. We haven't had a death from
abor on in this-- in this state since 2008. Why do we need these
new regula ons? There is no need for these regula ons, none at
all. There's no sudden rash of women dying in clinics. This claim
that we have a Houston Gosnell? The Texas Medical Board
inspected him just a couple of months prior to these allega ons
and found absolutely nothing that was faulty with his prac ce.
They said he was in the clear. Yet we still hear these claims.

I also find it quite unusual that, despite repeated claims that
there are all sorts of scien fic studies that support the claim that
a fetus feels pain at 20 weeks, I haven't seen an author's name, I
haven't seen a study's name, I haven't seen what journal, I haven't
heard what journal was it published in, who peer-reviewed it. But
on the other hand, I have heard dozens and dozens of forced-
birthers, I've heard them out there, and it is quite clear that they
are a emp ng to force their religion on everyone else. Now I
would like to remind everyone that this state and this na on is
not a theocracy. Your religion does not dictate what all of us think,
what all of us do, and what all of us must do according to law. If
you want to believe that a fetus is a life because of your religion,
that is your right, but to force that religious belief on the rest of us
is absolutely, blatantly uncons tu onal, and it-- it is quite
sickening.

I hear that there are complaints about abor on clinics. I've
been an escort for a year. The only complaints I've ever heard are
about the harassment and the in mida on that protesters
outside these clinics show towards these women. Remember



Gerri Santoro and those who have died of unsafe abor ons while
it's illegal. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this entire panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel is Susan Nabergall, Eva
Mason, James Dickey, Bianca Mason, Read King, Alan Keith. And
the next panel following this panel will be Amy Hedtke, Joanne
Har-- Hawley, Denise Nobs, Ka e Jackson, Jason Marcella, and
Mary Ann Thompson-Frenk. Okay, we've lost some here, too. Susan
Nabergall? Susan Nabergall wished to be shown, wished to tes fy
in favor of the bill; we will now show her registering a posi on
only. Eva Mason? Go ahead.

Eva Mason: Thank you for allowing me to speak today. My name
is Eva Athena Mason, I live in College Sta on, Texas, and I am
represen ng myself and Pro-Choice Aggies. And I oppose SB1. I am
a La na woman, a voter, a Texan, and a Chris an. I oppose SB1
because it would greatly disenfranchise an already-ignored group.
The thing we must remember and understand is that this ba le
transcends abor on rights and comes straight down to a acks on
rural families, GLBT persons, women, men, and even fetuses.

We all need Planned Parenthood and clinics of the like in order
to prevent abortion, unwanted plan-- and unplanned pregnancies,
further STD healthcare, etc. Yes, there are other facili es that
might be able to care, but Planned Parenthood offers care, no

http://youtu.be/AxOhynIkQ3Y


ma er what, to anyone. They offer counseling and all of the
op ons. SB1 puts unnecessary, undue burden on women already
in a difficult situa on. This creates Gosnells by spawning a
disgus ng, evil, underground abor on industry. I can't help but
ques on whether this would even be an issue if men could get
pregnant. I can't help but ask, what happens to all of the
unwanted and unplanned? I implore you for the sake of all Texans,
even tho-- even those I do not speak for.

Pro-choice includes pro-life, and without access there is no
choice but risk. If we want to protect Texas women and improve
healthcare, I beg you not to pass this-- omnibus abor on bill, but
to consider changing how we value life of all Texans by extending
healthcare, increasing access and funding to all clinics, providing
factual medical care and informa on. I stand for Texas women--
yes, even the blue shirts-- because I believe Texans deserve
be er and SB1 brings a dark cloud over us. The government that
gender and sex-selec vely takes away cons tu onal rights one
day, what do they do tomorrow?

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. James Dickey?

James Dickey: Good evening, Madam Chairman, Senators. My
name is James Dickey and I'm represen ng myself and the Central
Texas Republican Assembly, of which I am president. I apologize; I
had intended to have a wri en copy of the tes mony and was
unable to bring that.

The-- you have just heard, and have heard many mes today,
the claim that this law would close up to 90% of the current
clinics, and that claim is based on a provision in the law that
requires that abor on clinics meet the Department of Health



Services requirements related to Ambulatory Surgical Centers.
Being a fact-based person, I thought I would actually just read
Title 25 of the Texas Administra ve Code, Chapter 135, that is the
regula ons related to Ambulatory Surgical Centers and licensing
rules, effec ve November 25th, 2010, to see what possible
clauses could-- could cause such devasta on. And a significant
portion of the regulations-- and everything I'll read comes from the
first 19 pages of that sec on 135-- a significant por on has to do
with items that will incur no cost and actually any well-run
operation of any kind, as a businessman, should have.

For example, in sec on 4 it requires that Ambulatory Surgical
Centre opera ons have a governing body that will address and is
fully responsible for, for the opera on and performance of the
Ambulatory Surgical Centre, including approving all major
contracts or arrangements affec ng the medical care provided
under its auspices, and including the employment of healthcare
prac oners and an effec ve procedure for the immediate
transfer to a hospital of pa ents requiring emergency care
beyond the capabili es of the Ambulatory Surgical Centre. Now if
abor on centers don't already have that, they should. And if one
had to close for lack of that, be er that than a woman not being
able to be transferred to hospital.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Is Bianca Mason present?
Bianca Mason? I think there are two-- two Masons, yeah. Bianca
Mason we will show in opposi on to the bill, but not being here to
testify. Read King?

Read King: Yes, commi ee members, Senators, fellow Texans,
my name is Read King from Denton and I'm here represen ng



myself, my wife, and my seven children, only six of whom we were
able to meet face-to-face. I'm from District 12, represented by
Senator Nelson, and I'm here speaking in favor of SB1. "We hold
these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness, that to secure these rights, Governments are
instituted among Men."

I think all of us here can agree on several points. Every
individual has the right to do with their own body, and their own
property, and their own liberty anything which they choose to do
as long as it doesn't infringe on the rights of other individuals to do
the same. And number two, government's job is only to be
involved when there is conflict between individuals that cannot
be resolved between those individuals. That is also its very
reason for existence. Where those of us here differ is simply on
how many people we believe are involved in an abortion.

If there is only one person involved in an abor on, then I would
agree that government should not have any say in the ma er.
A er all, a woman has every right to do with her own body as she
wishes. However, there are two people involved in that medical
procedure and, as such, government does have the authority and
the duty to become involved when a woman's liberty to do as she
wishes infringes on her daughter's life. Scien fically, fer liza on
is the first moment at which you have a gene cally unique
organism, one with strictly human DNA, unique from the pregnant
woman where she currently resides. Legally, Texas Penal Code,
Sec on 107, defines an individual means a human being who is
alive, including an unborn child at every stage of gesta on from



fertilization until birth.

We are here strictly and solely to protect all Texas women from
surgical procedures in facili es that do not meet basic standards
for surgical facili es, or having their bodies violently abused and
their lives ended. "That whenever any Form of Government
becomes destruc ve of these ends, it is the Right of the People to
alter or to abolish it, and to ins tute new Government, laying its
founda ons on such principles and organizing its powers in such a
form, as to them seem more likely to affect their Safety and
Happiness." Please-- stay informed on that.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Mr. King. Alan Keith?

Alan Keith: Hello, everyone. My name is Alan Keith, and I'm from
Dallas, Texas, and I'm here against the-- against the bill. And first
I'd like to thank all of you for your service and your me, and it's
really appreciated. And also a note of-- the atmosphere outside is
really wonderful because--

Senator Jane Nelson: Well, that's nice to hear; we haven't seen
outside.

Alan Keith: Well, you have everyone who's opposed to it and
everyone who wants it-- they're all-- it's-- there's been no-- no
battle going on.

Senator Jane Nelson: I'm so happy to hear that. Thank you.

Alan Keith: No, there hasn't been one thing that's happened--

Senator Jane Nelson: We're giving your me back for repor ng



that.

Alan Keith: --which is good. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Alan Keith: But I'm against it because of-- you know, a woman
needs to have a choice over her body. She's the only one that
knows what's going on inside of her and what the situa on
demands. And you know, I'm a God-fearing ci zen. I-- God is my
Creator and He creates everyone, and so He also created the idea
of-- the idea of abor on, so if it wasn't supposed to be it would not
be here.

And, but I respect the life as well, so, but I s ll believe it's
completely up to the woman. I'm also worried about the clinics
being closed down, that someone like my mother needed a
mammogram-- she's on a fixed income-- there would be nowhere
for her to go. She's agoraphobic, so she won't leave the house. And
it would just be an impossible situa on for a lot of different
people.

So I'm for the cancer screenings and the mammograms and the
health, essen al health that these clinics provide to us. You
know, I don't know, I just don't think a lot of women are running to
this clinic to get an abor on. I can't really think of-- being a man
myself, I can't think of a lot of people that would just not-- that
were like, you know, "I'm going to have my baby aborted today,
why not?" It's a very hard decision for anyone to make, so I think
that everyone takes the me to understand what's going on with
their body; so thank you.



Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Thank you to this
panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel-- yes, you all may leave,
and I'm going to tell everybody that's in here now, because you
probably weren't in here when I announced this-- we would love
for you to exit out that door, with the excep on of the ones that
just went out the door they didn't know they were supposed to go.
So, yeah, if everybody would go out this door, that would be
helpful.

I'm also going to announce-- everybody who's not in this room,
listen up, because I'm calling Groups 6 and 7 to this room and
Groups 8 and 9 to room E1028, right across the hall. I think we're
going to see more and more people who may have been here 13
hours ago, who had to leave for whatever reason. So we're going
to make sure that everyone that we can fit in this room has an
opportunity to be here.

So Groups-- what did, what'd I say-- 6 and 7 in this room, 8 and 9
in the room across the hall. Sheriff's gonna call up here Amy
Hedtke, Joanne Ha-- Harley, Denise Nobs, Ka e Jackson, Jason
Marcella, and Mary Ann Thompson-Frenk. The next group-- if that
group will come on up and sit down-- the next group is Cheryl
Robinson, Becka Spellman, Janet Phillips, Rachel Kolar, Gloria
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Divin, Elizabeth Kubala. And let's see: Amy Hedtke?

Amy Hedtke: That's me.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Amy Hedtke: Amy Hedtke, Red Oak, Ellis County. Brian Birdwell's
my guy. I do support the right of a woman to not be pregnant.
That's her body. But I can't support a right to kill an innocent
human who is in their way. That's not her body. Being a vic m of a
violent crime like rape does s ll not make it right to do violence to
another innocent human. It's an unfortunate thing, but we don't
recognize vigilante jus ce, and-- that just doesn't work. I do
support a right to humanely remove an in utero human from a
hos le environment, and I do call on the pro-life community to
help expedite whatever op ons we can to protect all humans.
Peacefully remove the human, pass it off, it's a win-win, nobody
gets killed.

I am not excited about suppor ng SB1, for the same reason I've
heard from other pro-lifers: it doesn't go far enough. But as Rachel
Malone shared earlier, I am pretty much stuck supporting it at this

me. This bill is about the limited role of the government to step
in when one human infringes on the rights of another human. Pro-
choice is about preserving the choice to kill. The choice to choose
life is not under a ack. You have to be figh ng for the choice to
kill. That's what you're doing when you support this choice. That's
the choice that is under attack.

Abor on is an inten onally lethal op on that deprives the
basic right to life from the most innocent humans in Texas,
whether we can document their pain or not. Killing innocent



humans should never be a safe, accessible endeavor. Our
Cons tu on was wrong when it protected slavery; our courts
were wrong in Plessy v. Ferguson ; Texas is wrong for deciding on a
50% gesta on as a benchmark for killing innocent humans. Killing
innocent humans is not a religious issue; it is a basic legal one.
The Declara on states, as earlier men oned, that, you know,
when these governments become destruc ve of these ends, like
life, it is the right of the people to alter or abolish it. That's what
Texas needs to be doing. I-- we need Texas to stand for all humans.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Joanne Ha-- Harley? Hawley?

Joanne Hawley: Hawley.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Joanne Hawley: Hi, I'm Joanne Hawley, from Aus n. I'm a
cons tuent of Senator Zaffirini. I represent Secular Texas, and we
oppose SB1. Secular Texas is an ad hoc group of ci zens,
advoca ng for the concerns of the secular community in Texas--
for ra onal and evidence-based government. Secular Texas is pro-
life. We believe that all life is of value. We wish for all children to
be born into families where they are wanted and are affordable.
Governor Perry and Lieutenant Governor Dewhurst have made
clear this legisla on is meant to reduce the number of abor ons.
The only way to prevent abor ons is to prevent unplanned
pregnancies. Legisla ng your religious convic ons is not only
cons tu onally ques onable, but has never and will never work.
So long as unplanned pregnancies exist, abor ons will con nue,
legal or not.

We present the following for your considera on. One: many



studies have shown that age-appropriate, evidence-based sex
educa on reduces teen pregnancies to half, as compared to
abs nence-based sex educa on. Two: studies have also shown
that availability of free and effec ve birth control reduces the
rates of unplanned and unwanted pregnancies, and reduces
abor ons by 62-78%. Three: current campaigns to educate people
to not rape can and do lower the rates of rape.

If this legislature is interested in reducing abor ons, why are
we not talking about these measures? Texas Freedom Network
has pe oned the governor to add sex educa on reform to the
call for this session, but he refused that. In addi on, this
legislature has refused to re-fund organiza ons that educate
about and make available birth control. Please reject this bill and
put your efforts towards policies that will actually help to reduce
the number of abortions. Thank you very much.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Denise Nobs? No. Wished to be,
wished to provide oral tes mony in favor of the bill; we will
change that to registering a posi on in favor. Ka e Jackson? No.
Wished to be register-- wished to provide tes mony in opposi on
to the bill; we will change that to registering a posi on. Jason
Marcella? No. Was in favor of the bill; we will change that to
registering a position. Mary Ann Thompson-Frenk?

Mary Ann Thompson-Frenk: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Bingo! Go ahead.

Mary Ann Thompson-Frenk: [laughs] Thank you so much,
honorable commi ee, for receiving us. I can't imagine how much
pa ence it's taken to sit here all day long. I also wanted to



compliment both sides, both the pro-life and the pro-choice sides
for the amazing way everyone has conducted themselves. I've
witnessed incredibly peaceful debates that are mutually
respec ul among all the people outside in the line-- and I was
here last week as well, but it was the same. It's evident that all of
us want the best thing possible for the people of Texas. I myself
am a proud Texan, and that's one of the reasons why I felt I had to
come here today. I myself am also someone who was adopted; my
biological mother was raped. I myself have been molested, and I
can tell you there is nothing that feels like the loss of freedom
more than having something done to your physical body against
your will.

That being said, SB1 will do exactly that. The reason it will do
that is because, whether you are somebody who is going in, in
your most dire me of need and you're told you cannot have an
abor on, having a pregnancy against your will in your body is
having something happen to your body against your will, just as
much as it is somebody who has had some-- who has had an
abor on against their will. And I've heard those tes monies, and
they have broken my heart as I've listened to them. But both are
just as horrific.

As we look at the future of our-- of our state, I really begin to
wonder, would we have anything like this, were it men's bodies? I
don't hear any kind of law legisla ng against what happens to a
man's body or what he can or cannot do. I wonder seriously if our
legisla ve body cares about the equality of genders, when we just
recently saw the Equal Pay for-- for Equal Work Act just ignored,
put down. How are we as women ever to be free, if we do not have
full choice on what happens to our own bodies? How are we as



women ever to be equal, if we are not to be qualified as equal
according to monetary sense either? This, to me, it seems to be a
pa ern, and as a woman in this state, I worry, truly, on what the
future of our children will be if we do not respect women's rights
to be equal. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for your tes mony; thank you to
this panel for being here. If you'll exit out that door over there,
that would be helpful.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Another announcement before I call the
next group. I want all groups, if anybody is registered to provide
oral tes mony, will you go back and report in to E1028, please.
[Leans over to listen to person beside her. ] Yeah. No, if you're in the
room, stay in the room. [laughter] I was just seeing if ya'll were
awake, that's what I was doing.

Okay, if you are in this room to tes fy, stay right here. If there's
anyone out there listening who is not in E1028 go ahead and
report to that room. Oh, my. The next group is: Cheryl Robinson,
Becka Spellman, Janet Phillips, Rachel Kolar, Gloria Divin,
Elizabeth Kubala. They can come up and sit down. And they will be
followed by Lisa Salazar, Lauren Ross, Hector Medina, Nancy
Flores, Patrick Von Dohlen, Christina Jones.

Okay, Cheryl Robinson, are you here? Cheryl Robinson was in
favor of the bill; we'll change that to registering a posi on. Becka
Spellman? Becka Spellman is opposed to the bill; we will change
her 'oral' to registering a posi on. Janet Phillips? Janet Phillips?
Janet Phillips registered-- wanted to be-- speak in favor of the bill;
we will change that to registering a posi on. Rachel Kolar? Rachel
Kolar was against the bill; we will reflect that she will be changed

http://youtu.be/LsZbRKWmevQ


to registering a posi on. Gloria Divin? Gloria Divin was in favor of
the bill; we will change that. Elizabeth Kubala? Yeah, okay,
Elizabeth, go ahead.

Elizabeth Kubala: Thank you for your stamina, your pa ence and
your good humor. My name is Elizabeth Kubala. I am opposed to
this bill. I represent myself, I live in Aus n, and Kirk Watson is my
Senator. I believe that if we mo-- we move from this debate
fana cs and ideologues on both sides and those who are
primarily poli cally mo vated, and make available clear
informa on about the implica ons of this legisla on, the
majority of Texans would not support it.

If we truly care about children's pain, let's focus our resources
and legisla on on the hundreds of thousands of children who are
abused, neglected and trauma zed every day and on their
parents who are so demoralized by their lack of resources and
their obstacles-- and the obstacles they face at every turn that
they are unable to keep their children safe. If we truly care about
women's health, let's look at who is dying from cervical and breast
cancer, where the low birth-weight babies are born and where our
infant mortality rates are highest. Let's pay a en on to, and act
on, the well-researched informa on about health dispari es
provided by the Center for Elimina on of Dispropor onality and
Disparity-- a center of one of our own state agencies.

Whether or not you pass this bill, I implore you to read about
and reflect on white privilege, par cularly white male privilege.
Privilege tends to be invisible to those who hold it. Privileged
people believe their accomplishments are the result of their own
hard work; they tend not to see they-- all they've been handed. It's



like a game of Monopoly where you get to play several rounds,
acquire property and erect hotels before others join the game.
These new players, no ma er how the dice roll, will land on your
property and have to pay you. They will work hard and struggle,
but they will never catch up.

As people of privilege, and I count myself as one, we are faced
with an ethical choice. What are we willing to sacrifice so that
others may live life with the same rights, the same dignity, the
same choices and the same opportuni es that we have? You ask
me to say who I'm representing--

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Elizabeth Kubala: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: The next group is Lisa Salazar, Lauren Ross,
Hector Media-- Medina, Nancy Flores, Patrick Von Dohlen,
Chris na Jones. They will be followed by Charlo e Ann Kacey,
Rachel Simons, Elizabeth Ray, D-- Darla Weaver, Johan-- Joanna
Labor-- Joanna Labor and Nara Lule.

Okay, Lisa Salazar? Lisa was-- is Lisa here? Lisa wished to
provide oral tes mony in favor of the bill; we will change that to
registering a posi on. Lauren Ross? Lauren was opposed to the
bill, wished to provide oral tes mony; we will change that to
registering a position. Hector Medina? Go ahead.

Hector Medina: Hello, everyone. My name is Hector Medina and
I am from San Antonio and my senator is Le cia Van de Pu e. And
I support SB1, the pro-life omnibus bill, and I'm going to be honest,
like lady Amy Hedtke was earlier. I view abor on as a peculiar



ins tu on and I would compa-- compare it to slavery. And I'm
gonna be honest on my views. I know that some people are gonna
agree or disagree, but this is a class of people here, you know.
Life, I believe it begins at concep on or fer liza on and I see
these unborn children as a class of people who are being
demeaned, a class of people who are being discriminated. And
really, I do view it as murder.

And this bill, of course, I mean, doesn't go as far as I would want
my personal beliefs to go, but having less abor ons is be er. It
would reduce them and I also believe it would cause more
females to make smarter decisions about what they do because a
lot of women that I've known-- and I'm not a woman, men don't
have children-- but a lot of women that I've known regret
abor ons that they've had in the past. And I understand that that
is pretty common.

So I would really hope that the majority of Texans-- and out
there, in that pro-life rally, which I would give a conserva ve
es mate of 3,000 people-- the vast majority of those people out
there today are pro-life. I think the most of Texans are pro-life. I
think we need to save more unb-- unborn children. We need to
give equal rights to a class of people, not have them discriminated
in a state of slavery, or a state of what I view as murder. And those
are my views regarding SB1, and I really think that this country
needs to go in a pro-life direc on. The state of Texas, we need to
have less abor ons and we need to give rights to people in this
state. That's what I have to say. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Nancy Flores? Go
ahead.



Nancy Flores: Madam Chair and Senators, thank you for the
opportunity to speak today. I'm [unintelligible]. My name is Nancy
Flores, I'm an Aus n resident but originally from McAllen and I'm
here to offer testimony against Senate Bill 1.

I'm a woman, daughter, sister, domes c violence and sexual
assault advocate and teacher. I'm also the mother to my 5-year-
old son, Noah. As a woman, I am ashamed to live in Donna
Campbell's district. I do not understand how any woman can be
suppor ve of legisla on that will allow-- that allows others,
mostly white men, to tell her what she can do with her own body.
As a mother, I carry dearly that choice I made to become a
mother. Throughout my own journey, I was faced with uncertainty
about whether to carry a child both for personal and health
reasons. Almost six years ago now, I ul mately decided to have a
child, but u lized the maximum me and informa on necessary
in which to make my decision.

As a domes c violence and sexual assault advocate, I cannot
count the number of mes I encountered women, young and old,
who had been abused, raped, violated in some way. Many mes I
accompanied them to emergency rooms and not once did a
woman ever get, to quote Representa ve Laubenberg, "get
cleaned out" by a rape kit. Way too o en, women who had been
raped could not even process the violence that had been
commi ed onto them un l months later. She was not thinking
about op ons regarding a possible pregnancy at the me of her
a ack. She was focusing on one thing: survival. She had no
concept of me passing and was certainly not pondering whether
or not she might become pregnant. Had this type of legisla on
been in place at the me that I was assis ng these survivors,



many of them would have had a kid, seen a pregnancy to term that
arose from a rape. If this passes, this is exactly what will happen
now.

As a teacher, I taught various grade levels, ranging from 3rd
grade through high school. During the me I taught 8th grade, not
one gradua on ceremony took place where there weren't a
handful of pregnant girls crossing the stage. The vast majority of
these children had been raped or had a family member commit
incest against them. Having worked in impoverished school
districts, not only was there no sex educa on in schools, but
there was absolutely no informa on regarding contracep on or
even alterna ves to pregnancy. These children are not thinking
about time and 20 weeks. Again, if this legislation passes--

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Nancy Flores: --they will have no choice. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Patrick Von Dohlen?

Patrick Von Dohlen: Good evening. Thank you for fulfilling your
responsibility to listen to Texans. My name is Patrick Von Dohlen,
I'm married to Happy and have nine children, one of whom is with
me this evening: my daughter Blaine, who's just behind me. We
are proudly represented by Senator Donna Campbell and I
resemble that "white man" remark, but have women's,
par cularly my wife's, interest at hand. And we are residents of
San Antonio. We stand for Life with Aggies and par cularly with
the San Antonio Families Association.

You cannot have dem-- demac-- you cannot have a demo--



democra c republic without morality and you cannot have
morality without religion. In here, I hold a $20 bill. And I share this
with you because it has a face value of $20. If I crumple it up,
what's its value? It's still $20. And if I hide it, as it was, in my wallet
covered by a layer of skin-- this happens to be bullhide, not a
woman's skin, but bullhide-- what's the value of it? It's s ll $20.
The value of it doesn't change no ma er whether you can see it
through a layer of skin or not.

Walking over here, I came across the 1971 State House of
Representa ves commemora on photo. My dad happened to be
a state-- a freshman in the State House of Representa ves, my
two brothers and my 2-year-old picture were displayed on the
commemora on photo. Why does the State House or the State
Senate commemorate children of freshman legislators? Is my
human life value different now versus when I was two years old, in
1971? Or versus when I was 21 days old, when my heart began to
beat in utero? Do you have a way of objec vely considering the
value of un-- of the unborn versus the value of the born?
Remember the $20 bill example. No ma er where it is, you'll s ll
have the face value of $20.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Christina Jones?

Chris na Jones:  Thank you. My name is Chris na Jones and I--
Campbell is my Senator. I'm a woman, obviously a Texan, a
Chris an, a voter, and I'm pro-choice. I'm also a small business
owner and it's cos ng me quite a bit of money to-- to be here over
the last several weeks to fight for this, but I'm against this bill and
I would-- it's been an honor of mine to fight against this bill over
the last couple of weeks and to fight for women's reproduc ve ri--



rights.

I simply believe that the choice to have an abor on is a
federally-protected cons tu onal right that should be made by a
woman and her doctor. What is medically in the best interest of a
pregnant woman should be decided between her med-- and her
medical team, not her government. You don't have to like
abor ons; however, surrep ally-- surrep ously trying to ban
abor ons and severely limi ng a woman's access to reproduc ve
services is not, as Laubenberg said, in the best interest,
medically, for a woman.

I trust a woman and her doctors and nurses make be er-
informed decisions regarding whether or not she wants or needs
an abor on than I do lawmakers who think rape kits clean women
out, preven ng her from ge ng pregnant. This bill is a slap in the
face to any woman who's been raped or the vic m of incest. You
put her opinions, her choices and her federally-protected rights to
the curb. This bill also discriminates agai-- against women,
because in no comparable way can you show us how men have
had their access to medical care so grossly infringed upon. And
that is why I am against this bill. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this panel. If you'll
exit that direction--
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel is Charlo e Anne Casey,
Rachel Simons, Elizabeth Ray, Darla Weaver, Joanna Labor, Nada
Lulic. They will be followed by Ora Ramey, Anna Ruth, Karen Miller,
Diana Pyle, Christopher Kiel, Pat Johnson. Let's see, Charlo e
Anne Casey? Charlo e Anne Casey--had registered in favor of the
bill wishing to provide oral tes mony; we will change that to
registering a position but not wishing to testify. Rachel Simons?

Rachel Simons: Yes?

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Rachel Simons: I'm Rachel Simons, I live in Aus n, and I am here
to represent myself against SB1. No part of this bill is necessary.
That should really say it all; yet somehow, it doesn't. This bill is, in
all of its parts, in complete defiance of my federal rights, which
have already been guaranteed and assured. That fact should also
be enough to defeat this bill.

However, SB1 is, unfortunately, worse than either of those
statements. It presumes to tell women that they are unqualified
to make their own decisions for their own lives and their bodies.

http://youtu.be/X61slhUqLdI


Furthermore, SB1 tragically puts the lives and the rights of not
only women, but also those who support and depend on those
women, into very real and unnecessary danger. No part of this bill
is actually about the rights or safety of women, except in that it
aims to destroy those things. In fact, SB1 is in flagrant defiance of
both the law and legal precedents, as well as scien fic facts and
research. No significant medical group is calling for the guidance
of any part of this bill. What could be more unnecessary than
crea ng a problem here in the Senate of Texas that apparently
does not exist in the clinics and hospitals of this state?

As a young, uninsured woman, I rely on groups like Planned
Parenthood to safeguard my current lifestyle as well as future
uncertain es, a reliance which is in accordance with my rights as
a U.S. ci zen. It is also my right to use these services without
unnecessary interference from the state government or from any
religious group or entity.

Therefore, I go on record today with the vehement asser on
that this bill is an abomina on, in both fact and spirit, against
women, ci zens of the United States, the federal and state
governments, and lastly, without doubt, my own personal wishes
or consent. Texas legislature: I am here now to speak for myself
and my rights, and I will not be silenced, now or ever, no ma er
how unnecessary the defense of these rights should be.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Elizabeth Ray?

Elizabeth Ray: Hi.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.



Elizabeth Ray: I'm Elizabeth Ray. I am strongly opposed to SB1.
I've heard a lot of women tes fy today that they had abor ons in
the past and that they suffered greatly as a result of that decision,
and I am very, very sorry to hear that, because my experience was
completely different. I became pregnant at 19-- and I had-- it was a
hard decision, but I chose to have an abor on, because it was my
legal right-- over here-- because it was my legal right to do so. To
this day I remain grateful that it was a choice. While, again-- while
it was a very hard decision, I don't regret it.

The Supreme Court decided Roe v. Wade in '73. Each of you took
an oath of office and swore or affirmed, "I will, to the best of my
ability, preserve, protect, and defend the Cons tu on and laws of
the United States and of this state, so help me God." You did not
swear to preserve, protect, and defend only the laws you like, or
only the laws you think are right or moral, or only the laws you
think that God thinks are right or moral. I expect you to keep your
promise, and to honor that oath.

As former Jus ce Harry Blackmun wrote, "Abor on raises moral
and spiritual ques ons over which honorable persons can
disagree sincerely and profoundly. Both-- but those
disagreements did not then and do not now relieve us of our duty
to apply the Cons tu on faithfully." If I could choose a collect-- a
collec ve guiding statement, it would be: "As Americans, we don't
see the role of government as guaranteeing outcomes, but
allowing free men and women to flourish, based on their own
vision, their hard work, and their personal responsibility."
Imagine my surprise and delight when I realized the quote was
from Governor Rick Perry.



Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Darla Weaver?

[Reaction sounds from the gallery.]

Senator Jane Nelson: We have done so well today, so far. So
maybe some of you were not in the room when I made it very clear
that we are not going to allow for any outbursts from the
audience. Darla Weaver? Darla Weaver? Darla Weaver was
registered wishing to provide oral testimony in favor of the bill; we
are changing that to registering posi on in favor of the bill.
Joanna, Jo-- is it Jo-A-na or Jo-AH-nna?

Joanna Labor: It's Jo-A-nna.

Senator Jane Nelson: There you go. Joanna Labor, go ahead.

Joanna Labor: Honorable Commi ee, thank you for allowing me
to speak to you tonight. My name is Joanna Labor, I'm a born and
raised San Antonian, and my senator is Le cia Van de Pu e, and
many years ago it was you, Senator Zaffirini-- I just want to say
you're awesome. [laughs] I represent myself, and I oppose SB1.

I oppose SB1, and other bills like it, because it would create a
Texas that I do not want to live in. It frightens me that the majority
of Texans who are against this bill are being igno-- ignored to
instead force the beliefs of a very few on the en re state. This is
ul mately a fight about my body and my agency and the control
people want to have over me, and it scares me to see so many
people who are anxious to have control over me and my life.

This Texas, where I live in fear of wondering what right will be
taken from me next, is not the Texas I know and love. It's not the



Texas that my boyfriend and I will want to marry and have children
in. So please, I ask that you trust Texas women to make their own
choices, and vote against SB1.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Is Nad-- Nadya Lulic, here?

Nada Lulic: Nada Lulic.

Senator Jane Nelson: Nada Lulic.

Nada Lulic: You got it.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, go ahead.

Nada Lulic: Thank you. My name is Nada Lulic, and I live in
Aus n, Texas, and I'm a cons tuent of Kirk Watson, Senator Kirk
Watson. I am here in opposi on to SB1.Sponsors claim the intent
of this bill is to advance the safety and quality of women's
healthcare. This bill is not about safe healthcare for Texas
women. It is a backdoor a empt to deny safe access to abor on
while closing clinics that provide basic preventa ve healthcare in
addi on to abor on in rural areas. If we want to ensure fewer
abor ons in Texas, let's apply resources and energy where it will
ma er: age-appropriate sex educa on, informa on about
contraception, and quality healthcare. This bill does none of that.

I grew up in a small town, and I know what it's like to live in a
rural community that is economically disadvantaged, with poor
access to healthcare. This bill will put dispropor onate burden on
the people who can least afford it and will put their health and
safety in real jeopardy. If this bill passes, it's es mated that 37
clinics that currently provide this basic healthcare will close, and



that only 5 facili es will remain in urban areas where women can
access safe abor ons. This bill sends the message to Texas
women that to have safe, comprehensive healthcare you have to
live in a city or be able to take me off to work and to pay to travel
and stay in a city. Women who live hundreds of miles from major
urban areas will con nue to have abor ons, just not in the safe,
legal facili es currently in opera on. This runs counter to the
expressed intent the sponsors of this bill claim.

The content of this bill is not based on undisputed science or
best prac ces. It is opposed by the Texas Medical Associa on,
Texas Hospital Associa on, and the Texas Chapter at the
American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists. Pro-choice
or an -choice, we can all agree that fewer abor ons would be
best. Please vote against SB1 and work to ensure appropriate sex-
educa on, quality healthcare, and educa onal opportuni es for
women.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, thank you.

Nada Lulic: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you to this en re panel. If you will
exit that way--
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel is Ora Re-- Rammy? Ramey, and
Anna Ruth, Karen Miller, Diana Pyle, Christopher Kiel -if I call your
name, come on up here-- Pat Johnson. They will be followed by the
next panel, composed of Pamela Morgan, Cameo Williams, Noelle
Dempsey, Salie Anne Henry, Kristen Ree, and Pamela Bagge . Ora
Rammy? Ramey? Ora Ramey here? If not, instead of showing
wishing to provide oral tes mony, we will change that into
registering position. Anna Ruth?

Anna Ruth: Me.

Senator Jane Nelson: Good. Go ahead.

Anna Ruth: Thank you. My name is Anna Ruth. I am originally
from Beaumont, Texas. I now live here in Aus n. I represent
myself and I oppose SB1. I oppose this bill because it is clearly an
a empt to restrict access to abor on. And the proponents of this
bill have not given us sufficient evidence that it will improve the
health or the lives of women.

I strongly oppose this bill because government intrusion into
any of our reproduc ve op ons is unacceptable, whether this be

http://youtu.be/AYmmuuWxhFU


forced abor on, forced birth, any forced choices by the state. SB1
would hurt women by reducing access to safe, legal medical
procedures. We know for a fact that women without access to
legal abor ons may perform them themselves, or they may seek
termination of their pregnancies in other unsafe conditions.

So as you're deba ng this bill, please remember that women's
lives are hanging in the balance. I do support access to abor on
because women are human beings. We deserve nothing less than
freedom to make these difficult and very personal decisions
ourselves. So I urge you to please not support SB1 and to think of
ways we can decrease demand for abor on, like funding
preventa ve health, comprehensive sex educa on. Please, trust
us; trust women. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Karen Miller? Karen Miller
here? Karen Miller was opposed to the bill; we're gonna change
that from 'oral' to registering a posi on. Diane Pyle? Diana Pyle?
Diana Pyle was in favor of the bill; we're changing that from 'oral'
to registering a position. Christopher Kiel?

Christopher Kiel: Yes. Hi.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Christopher Kiel: Thank you for listening to all of the tes mony
today, I appreciate that. My name is Christopher Kiel. I live in
Aus n. I represent myself and I oppose SB1. As many others have
done today, I would like to speak for others. As a Southern white
man, I would like to speak for all Southern white men. As a man
bap zed in the Catholic Church, I would like to speak for all
Catholics. Finally, as a man married to a wonderful woman, I



would like to speak for all women.

Oh, wait; that sounds bad, doesn't it? Because I don't have the
right to speak for women. Just like I don't have the right to speak
for Catholics. Just like I don't have the right to speak for all
Southern white men. Just like you don't have the right to speak for
all the women of Texas. Just like you don't have the right to make a
woman's cons tu onally granted choice for her by removing or
limiting her access to the option you personally disagree with.

I can only speak for myself. I can only state my opinion, which is
that each and every woman in Texas should have the right to
speak and the right to make their own medical decisions without
jus fica on, without explana on, and without shame. Please,
vote against SB1 and thank you for listening to women.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Pat Johnson?

Pat Johnson: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Pat Johnson: Honorable commi ee members, thank you for
allowing me to speak to you today. My name is Pat Johnson. I live
in Faye eville, Texas. I'm in Senator Hegar's district, but he is not
represen ng my views. I am 62 years old, and so thankfully not in
need of making the hard decision of an abortion.

I am here to show my opposi on to this bill for the young
women in Texas who I want to have the same opportunity of
choice that I had 40 years ago, guaranteed to me by Roe v. Wade. I
was grateful to this-- for this choice, and in return have tried to



live a produc ve and happy life. I have contributed to the lives of
many children by teaching them the joys and wonders of art.

The right of choice is a se led law and the-- and Texas will be
stepping back to the dark ages with the passing of SB1. This bill
will eliminate affordable healthcare for many Texas women.
These unnecessary regula ons will narrow a woman's choice; a
dangerous government intrusion on our most personal decision. I
defer to Dr. Ma hew Romberg's earlier statements of the day on
the medical concern if this bill is passed. He is right. This is a
decision to be made by a woman and her doctor. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel is Pamela Morgan-- if you're
here when I call your name, come up and sit down-- Cameo
Williams, Noelle Dempsey, Salie Ann Henry, Kristen Ree-- Lee,
Pamela Bagge . The next panel will be Joyce Zounis, Clayton
Maxwell, Gloria Trent, M-- Molly White, Claire Verre e Mathias,
and Donna Romine Man ch. Pamela Morgan? Pamela Morgan?
Okay, Pamela Morgan was registered in favor of the bill; we will
change that from 'oral' to registering a posi on in favor of the bill.
Cameo Williams?

Cameo Williams: Hi. Hello, my name is Cameo Williams, from
Aus n, Texas. I'm a cons tuent of Senator Kirk Watson. I
represent myself and I am against SB1. I'd like to share something-
- I have three children that I chose to have. Choosing to carry to
term and parent is very different than being forced to do either.
We women have been menstrua ng every month since we were
10, 11, 12, and 13 years old, all the way through our 40s, 50s, and
60s-- every month. We know our bodies-- that we were-- if we were
not pregnant or if our cycles were regular. We know our bodies--
we know what we' are emo onally, physically, mentally,
psychologically capable of, any given day or night. We know. We

http://youtu.be/Eb7zcTXyero


know how much me, nurturing, money, energy, pa ence,
knowledge and effort it takes to raise healthy children.
Collectively, we've got that covered.

Planning an unwanted-- planning a wanted pregnancy has its
own anxie es, but we know that there is no word for the stress,
pain, hormonal fluctua ons, panic and suffoca ng fear it is being
pregnant when it was not planned. There are only four ways for a
pregnancy to end--miscarriage, abor on, vaginal birth, and
caesarian sec on. None of these are comfortable, easy, or pain-
free. They all affect the cervix and uterus. They all require
physical, emo onal, men cal-- mental and psychological energy
to get through. We know this. We know our bodies. Sperm is not
magic-- it does not suddenly make anyone maternal or paternal,
or financially stable. Just carrying it does not do that. If it did,
there would be a whole lot less deadbeat parents.

Abs nence-only based sex educa on is proven to be
completely ineffective. Teach birth control, make it affordable and
convenient to acquire. Teach your boys and men to be commi ed
and present fathers. Also, if everyone vo ng for this bill arrived
with pre-approved adoption forms proving that they were ready to
adopt these thousands of unplanned and unwanted children that
are forced to be born a er September 2014 by women seeking but
unable to get the abor on they desperately seek, I might believe
that those for this bill are serious about saving the babies. I know
a lot of people and their secrets, and I can promise you that there
are a lot more deadbeat fathers than there are women who have
had abortions.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you for tes fying. Noelle



Dempsey? Miss Dempsey?

Noelle Dempsey: Yes?

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Noelle Dempsey: Thank you, Madam Chairman and commi ee,
for allowing me to tes fy. My name is Noelle Dempsey, I live in
Round Rock, Texas. I'm a cons tuent of Charles Schwertner. I
represent myself here to tes fy against SB1, because I believe
this bill is a direct viola on of Texas women's rights as ci zens
under the equal protec on clause of the 14th Amendment and
limits Texan women's rightful access to healthcare.

I believe medical decisions should be made by a woman and
her chosen medical prac oner; that it's a public interest and
obliga on for women to have access to complete healthcare. The
requirements in this bill will likely close clinics that ensure the
safety of women by providing prenatal care, birth control,
postnatal care, and preventa ve healthcare, par cularly women
in isolated areas of Texas, where healthcare services centers are
limited.

Last week, the American Congress of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists formally stated in opposi on to the passing of this
bill, said it improperly regulates medical prac ce and interferes
with the pa ent-physician rela onship. Part of the bill involves
restric ng the dispensing of the abor on pill to licensed
physicians only. This provision would prohibit nurse prac oners
and physician's assistants, many of whom run these clinics, from
pre-- from prescribing the medica on to women in a mely
manner, which incidentally lengthens the gesta on period even



further.

The same applies to the limit of dispensa on of the drugs only
a er an examina on concludes that the fetus is 20 weeks or less
in gesta on, or that the health of the mother and/or fetus is at
stake, again causing a further delay for treatment within a
reasonable me. If this bill were truly about the safety and
wellbeing of women in Texas, the state would set aside funds for
clinics to be upgraded and/or provide tax incen ves for clinics
that do upgrade their facili es. They would also set aside funding
for more surgical facili es to be created to increase Texan
women's access to services. Thank you very much.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Kristen Lee? Go
ahead.

Kristen Lee: Dearest commi ee members, thank you for your
pa ence. My name is Kris n Lee and I represent myself. I'm
tes fying in opposi on to SB1. SB1 will kill more unborn babies
than it will save. I quote from the brilliant Libby Anne, from her
ar cle "How I Lost Faith In The Pro-Life Movement'," and, if you
haven't read it, then I would really suggest that you do.

"Banning abor on does not affect the number of fetuses
aborted. Birth control is the actual solu on, and opposing birth
control actually drives the abor on rate up. It might surprise you
to know that a woman's body naturally rejects approximately 20%
of fer lized eggs. Without birth control, out of 100 fer le women
without access to birth control, 100 of them will ovulate in any
given month. Out of these 100 released eggs, 33 will become
fer lized. Out of those 33, 18% will be rejected by the uterus. In a
group of 100 women not on birth control, six zygotes will die. With



birth control, out of 100 fer le women on, around six of them will
ovulate in any given month. Out of those six released eggs, only
two will become fer lized. Out of those two, 100% will be rejected
by the uterus. In a group of 100 women on birth control, only two
unborn babies would die."

Having all these facts in front of us, we must consider that free
borth-- birth control, as promised by Obamacare, will cut abor on
rates by up to 75%. That's 900,000 prevented murders of unborn
babies per year. I find it disappoin ng to recognize that the
authors of this bill know that it will not stand in higher courts, that
the bill is being used as a measure to nker with women's hearts
and minds that are many mes already bounded. I find it haun ng
that the great state of Texas--

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Pamela Baggett?

Pamela Bagge :  Hi, thank you. I was so very posi vely
impressed by the process when I arrived very early this morning,
how smoothly it went; obviously a lot of thought went into it, and
thank you for that.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Pamela Baggett: I'm Pamela Bagge , I live along the Travis-Hays
county lines, and I live in the district of Senator Campbell, but she
does not represent my views. I'm opposed to SB1.

By the way, today a federal judge is-- issued a TRO in Wisconsin
against the-- their bill that requires a physician to live, or to be
within a certain distance of a hospital, to have the ability to
prac ce there. Listening to all the tes mony today, I know that



everybody was sincere in what they're saying, deeply-felt, heart-
felt beliefs expressed, and they're to be honored and respected.
They're not, however, to be pushed off on anyone else. My
experience is not my neighbor's experience, nor sh-- does it have
to be.

Many of these emo ons are born of religious beliefs and/or a
lack of information. Regarding fetal pain, there's no peer-reviewed
data to support this opinion. If there was, it would have been
cited by proponents somewhere the past weeks. Senators, the
TMA is not neutral on this bill. It is a complicated bill that
interferes with the physicians' ability to safely, adequately treat
their patients. You can reread their letter for specifics, but this bill
is so broad and so cut-and-dried, it does not give the physician
and his pa ent an opportunity to work out what is necessary for
that par cular pa ent. You-- you know both the US and Texas
Declara ons of Independence strongly state the desire for
freedom.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for your testimony.

Pamela Baggett: I'm so sorry; thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: You haven't tes fied. Are you Salie Anne?
That's okay, go ahead; Salie Anne Henry.

Salie Anne Henry: Hi, everybody. Thank you, every single one of
you, for being here so late. I'm Salie Henry, I live in Irving, Texas,
and my-- I'm a cons tuent of Kelly Hancock. I'm here in support of
SB1. The rights of an unborn baby--

Senator Jane Nelson: Would you pull that microphone over



closer to you? Thank you.

Salie Anne Henry: Sure. The rights of an unborn baby-- a person
is a person, no ma er how small. The Ro-- Roe v. Wade decision
did not say that the unborn child is not human. The court said it
did not know when human life begins, hence admi ng the unborn
might be human. A hunter who isn't sure what is moving behind a
bush, a bear or human being may not be shot as long as there is
doubt; just as a doctor removing a baby from a mother's womb,
regardless of whether or not they know it is human, if there is
doubt, isn't right.

A person/mother or a baby/fetus both have cons tu onal
rights. Among those rights is a duty of care when being treated by
a physician. This does not include being murdered simply because
the doctor isn't sure whether or not the baby is a human. These
rights are about the fundamental ques on of whether the
promises of the Declara on of Independence and the protec on
of the Constitution apply to each and every human being.

Because of live-birth abor ons and cameras inside the
mother's womb showing the baby pulling away from a harming
instrument, we now know for certain that a baby inside the
mother's womb feels pain. The director of Planned Parenthood
resigned and became pro-life once she saw the baby retrac ng to-
- while during an abor on, on an ultrasound. We protect our
animals from pain and have very stringent laws against people
who harm them, resul ng in jail me. Like animals, unborn
children cannot speak out and protect themselves and are too
small to escape being harmed.

We need to protect the unborn ci zens of Texans in accordance



with their cons tu onal rights. Jill Steyneg, a pro-life nurse, held
a 21-22-week-old child and comforted him during his suffering
a er his live-birth abor on. Nurse Steyneg stated that the baby
was very much alive and suffering as she rocked him un l he
passed away--

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Salie Anne Henry: --instead of leaving him in a soiled linen room
to die alone.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you very much for being
here and for your tes mony, to this en re commi ee. If you'll exit
out that way--
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel is Joyce Zounis, Clayton
Maxwell, Gloria Trent, Molly White, Claire Mathias, Donna
Man ch-- Man sh. They will be followed by Melissa Wright, John
Abramowitz, Emily Powell, Roxanne Gardner, Mary Hiller, Jordon
Brown.

Okay, is Joyce Zounis here? Joyce Zounis was opposed-- no, in
favor of the bill; we will change that to registering a posi on
instead of "wishing to provide oral tes mony". Clayton Maxwell?
Clayton Maxwell was opposed to the bill; and we will change it
from oral to registering a posi on. Gloria Trent? Gloria Tren s
opposed to the bill; we will change that to registering a posi on.
Molly White? Molly White was in favor of the bill; and we will
change that oral to registering a posi on. Claire Mathias? Good.
Go ahead.

Claire Mathias: My name is Claire Verre e Mathias. I live in
Austin [coughs] --excuse me-- with my husband and my 9-year-old
son. I am represented by Senator Kirk Watson. I am here in-- in
opposi on to SB1, and would like to speak on behalf of what
seems to be a rarely-represented and o en overlooked
popula on, although tonight's the first night I've heard it

http://youtu.be/1Bps8D93eNY


men oned, and that is mentally-ill women. I-- and I was very glad
to hear that men oned. I strongly believe that the lack of
prac cal and reasonable access to abor on could have
devasta ng consequences for women and their-- their families.
I'm going to try to quickly share my story as-- sort of on behalf of
other people who go through similar things. I am bipolar. I have
bipolar disorder. When I became pregnant, I was able to manage
it with the assistance-- ini ally with the assistance of my OB/GYN
and my psychiatrist.

Unfortunately, I became much worse as I got closer to when my
child was born. I then suffered post-partum depression and I
became psycho c-- well, on the edge of psycho c, it depends on
who you talk to-- but I'm going to kind of graphically tell you how I
felt and why, if I ever became pregnant again, I would need to
have an abor on. I imagined my fingers-- I've never, I'm sorry, I've
not talked about this in public ever before-- I imagined my fingers
severed and bloody. I visualized my eyes being poked out. I
believed people could read my mind. I-- I projected [unintelligible]
and I was-- was in a split second of driving into a truck or off a
bridge. I love my son. I love my family, but I was on the edge of
completely losing it. And I'm sorry, that's all the time I have.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here and sharing with
us. Claire Mathias? Donna?

Donna Mantich: Yes. Donna Mantich.

Senator Jane Nelson: Mantich. This was Claire.

Claire Mathias: Yes.



Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Donna, go ahead.

Donna Man ch:  My name is Donna Romine Man ch. I'm a 5th
genera on Texan, mother of two, educator and administrator. I
reside in Williamson County. My senator is Charles Schwertner. I
vote on issues and not straight par es, and I have three main
objec ons to this bill. This bill did not come into being as a result
of a problem of women's health or safety. It was cra ed by an
organiza on of businessmen and legislators that have an agenda
to impose their personal religious beliefs and seek collec ve
power in our government.

As a lawmaker, do-- do you not have to find-- a duty to find the
fair and equitable posi on that meets the needs of all Texans? I
do not believe that this bill does. I was raised to believe that my
rights were protected under the Cons tu on, and therefore
raised my children in that same way. My son's about to go on his
fourth deployment with the United States Marine Corps Special
Opera ons Ba alion in Afghanistan. Please tell me that his sac--
sacrifice for this country and combat in protec on of its
Constitution are not wasted.

I also believe the Supreme Court has resolved this issue, in its
finding in the ma er of Roe v. Wade. I find myself in disbelief that
women's rights are once again under a ack by my own beloved
state of Texas. The Universal Declara on of Human Rights 1948 is
an overarching set of standards by which governments,
organiza ons, and individuals would measure their behavior
towards each other. The preamble declares that recogni on of
inherent dignity, and of the equal and inalienable rights of
members of the human family, is the founda on of freedom,



jus ce, and peace in the world. Let's elevate, not deteriorate, the
state of Texas. The Texas legislature's involvement in my medical
care has cost me greatly in the past. Following a tragic accident,
my doctors--

Senator Jane Nelson: I'm sorry, your time is up.

Donna Mantich: Thank you for hearing me.

Senator Jane Nelson: And please tell your son 'thank you' for his
service for this country.

Donna Mantich: I sure will.

Senator Jane Nelson: We appreciate him. Melissa--
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Senator Jane Nelson: Melissa Wright -this is the next panel -
Melissa Wright, John Abramowitz, Emily Powell, Roxanne Gardner,
Mary Hiller, Jordon Brown. The next panel up will be Myra Meyers,
Sarah Slamen, Gary Oldham, Pat Leone, Starita Smith, Pamela
Oldham. Melissa Wright? Is Melissa Wright here? Melissa Wright
was in favor of the bill; we'll change that from oral to registering a
posi on. John Abramowitz? We will change that oral in opposi on
to registering a position in opposition. Emily Powell? Go ahead.

Emily Powell: Hi.

Senator Jane Nelson: Hello.

Emily Powell: My name is Emily Powell, and I was born in The
Woodlands, Texas and I've lived in Texas all my life under Senator
Tommy Williams. And I'm figh ng against this bill because this is
my state, and I'm figh ng for my freedoms and my rights.
Specifically I'm figh ng for my right to bodily autonomy and my
right to choose my own des ny. I know that the majority of Texas
senators are male and consequently they will never have to make
the terrifying decision of whether or not to terminate a pregnancy.

http://youtu.be/xAOtIvlLPBg


No amount of explana on on my part can fully convey what this
issue means to women. Yes, men are a part of the process of con--
concep on, but they do not ever feel the terror that a young
woman feels when she misses her period and her fingers are
trembling while she's trying to hold that plas c white s ck
between her legs, and she knows that if she sees that li le plus--
little plus sign that her life as she knows it could be over.

Our government can, if it finds cause, seize our money and our
property. But as ci zens of the United States, we are the masters
of our own bodies. These are my organs, these are my bones, this
is my skin, and if there's anything in this world that I own, it is my
body. Banning abor on at any point prior to fetal viability is
uncons tu onal because it violates a woman's right to the
privacy of her own body. The Supreme Court laid down this ruling
in 1973 and SB1 directly violates these terms.

Nothing has the right to use my body against my wishes. Not
only can a pregnancy be very detrimental to a woman's physical
and mental health, but it also has a huge impact on her welfare
and her opportuni es that she's faced with. To prevent a woman
from ge ng a legal abor on is to make her a slave to an
unwanted, non-viable fetus growing in her body that is infringing
upon her rights. Some women may regret their decisions to get an
abor on, and I feel very sorry for them; but many others will not.
And regardless, it is my body and it's my choice. Thank you very
much.

Senator Jane Nelson: Roxanne Gardner? Roxanne Gardner? No?
Well, Roxanne Gardner was in favor of the bill; we will show that
registering posi on in favor of instead of 'oral'. Mary Hiller? Go



ahead.

Mary Hiller: My name is Mary Hiller, my senator is Donna
Campbell, District 25 and I am tes fying against SB1. I drove from
San Antonio this morning for the third me in two weeks to tes fy
against this legisla on. I've never done anything like this before.
I'm an ac ve Chris an, married 48 years to the same man, with
two grown children and two grandchildren. Fortunately I've never
been in a posi on to even have to consider an abor on. But I have
great empathy for those women who have.

My ques on is, where will women west of I-35 go for
preventa ve and re-- reproduc ve healthcare once this bill is
implemented and all but 5 clinics close? I hear proponents say,
"This won't happen." But in every state where these TRAP laws
have been enacted, clinics closed. Mississippi's down to 1, South
Dakota's down to 1, Virginia's closing the majority of their clinics,
and in every state where the Republicans hold the majority in the
legislature this is the primary legisla on that's being pushed.
Why? It's certainly not because people are clamoring for it.

The lack of foresight and compassion for the women in west and
south Texas appalls me, and the a empt to disguise this as pro-
women's health only makes it worse. You know, women are
generally pre y smart and tradi onally responsible where their
families are concerned. A woman cannot walk away from a
pregnancy and no ma er what op on she chooses, be it
termina on, adop on, or raising the child, the choice she makes
is with her for life, so it is not taken lightly. A man can walk away
and never look back, and too many do so. But the idea that
Republican men are telling Texas-- primarily, there are women,



too-- telling Texas women how to manage their bodies and
reproduc ve health is insul ng and really outrageous. This bill
will not stop abor ons, it will just stop safe abor ons for those
who can't access 'em.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Jordon Brown?

Jordon Brown: Thank you, Chair and commi ee for allowing me
to tes fy. My name is Jordan Brown, I'm a resident of Aus n,
Texas, and a cons tuent of the velociraptor senator Kirk Watson
[laughter] and I'm here to oppose SB1. Last week I stood before a
House commi ee under very similar circumstances. First let me
say thank you for promising to hear all the tes mony for those of
us that deserve to have our voices heard.

During my tes mony last week, I made a logical, ra onal,
passionate argument about the dangers of this bill. I argued that
its a ack against women's health care was not merely an a ack
on women, but an a ack on all Texans. That point, sadly, fell on
the deaf ears of the House commi ee. Today I won't argue that
the bill hurts women and does nothing to actually improve their
health. Last week when Lt. Governor David Dewhurst tweeted
that we should "stand up for life", the facade of the health and
safety of the woman had clearly been abandoned.

Instead, today I will talk about the war on women the Right has
ac vely waged. I have news for you: you're losing. I know you hate
the unruly mob, but take a walk around these halls if you have the
chance. The number of orange shirts vastly outnumber the num--
the number of blue shirts. Last week, in what was supposed to be
the an -choice group's big rally day, the pro-choice crowd
outnumbered them 2,100 to 1,300.



Today Mike Huckabee spoke as a proud Arkansan, Arkansasan?
I'm sorry, I'm not sure what they're called, but let's just call them
non-Texans. [laughter] I guess as a white male you can go to any
state and dictate what women can and cannot do with their
bodies. And even with him here, and the buses bringing an -ch--
choice folks from all across the not-Texas, there are s ll more
orange shirts in this Capitol. Wake up. You have waged a war on
women and you are losing badly. Look at both-- look at what both
sides have go en out of this: the Dem-- the pro-choice side has
Senator Wendy Davis, mother of dragons; the an -choice side has
what, Representative Rape Kit?

Open your eyes now, or by the me you will your careers will be
over. You cannot assault the rights of half the popula on and
expect to survive the fight, not anymore. The eyes of the world
have descended on Texas; how you vote will not be forgo en. You
will have to answer to the women of Texas and may God have
mercy on your souls if you enrage them. [laughter]

Senator Jane Nelson: Now let's-- I've been very pa ent, this is
not a comedy club so--

Jordan Brown: I find it very serious.

Senator Jane Nelson: Let me ask everyone to respect the
decorum. You've done a good job all day long; I want to keep it that
way. The next-- no, Myra Meyers? Okay, you-- you were in the next
group, but I'm going to go ahead and recognize you with this group,
but then we'll move onto the next group.

Myra Meyers: Okay.



Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Meyers?

Myra Meyers: My name is Myra Jean Meyers. I represent myself
as a married woman in favor of SB1. I represent the Jus ce
Founda on, who is suppor ve of nearly 900 Texas post-abor ve
women. I am so thankful everyone here was conceived and given
the privilege to be here. Nothing wounds you like being
responsible for the death of your child; married and singles alike.

As a married woman, I bought into the abor on industry. The
dangerous procedure has damaged my health and life for nearly
40 years, through resul ng in a hysterectomy, estrogen
depriva on, depression. Few marriages, rela onships of the
mothers and fathers, survive the grief, guilt, shame, blaming. We
conceived 5 children, knowing that pregnant is to be with child,
before Roe v. Wade.

Even as singles with the first concep on we never thought of
abor on. We married. With the third concep on, we thought 'too
soon' un l I went into labor at seven months, 28 weeks. Then we
wanted our son to make it. Some mes we don't realize what we
have or appreciate un l we lose it. The third morning, he died of a
stroke. I asked the nurse, would there be any unwanted child? She
checked; there wasn't. The following year, I planned the
concep on of my fourth child. A er her birth, within six months I
was pregnant with the fi h. January '73, we believed the lie, "It's
not a child yet."

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Thank you to this
panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel is Sarah Slamen, Gary
Oldham, Pat Leone, Starita Smith, Pamela Oldham. They will be
followed by Nancy Stewart, Penny Leone-- Leone, Chris Greene,
Clair Wuellner, Martha Malinski, Aditi Raye Allen. Sarah Slamen?

Sarah Slamen: Thank you, Chair, commi ee; my name is Sarah
Slamen. I'm a cons tuent of Senator Whitmire. I'm here to tes fy
against SB1, because I'm red of Republican primary poli cs,
misogyny and greed domina ng the state I was born, raised and
schooled in.

And you know, I had some really eloquent remarks wri en out,
but you guys have just worn me down all day with all this terrible
science and glad-handing and, to be frank, I get to move to New
York next month; so I don't have to live in fear of you Texas
legislators anymore and what you're going to do to my educa on
system, or my healthcare system, 'cause I'm going to a state that
doesn't kill its own inmates. That's how pro-life it is up there.

I will thank you, though, first. It was des ny that you would
discriminate against us and try to force your way inside the bodies
of Texas women. Thank you! For finally working against us women

http://youtu.be/up2zPnmTUh0


so publicly, and not in the shadows like you're used to. Thank you
for every single bad press conference with your bad informa on.
Thank you for every hateful statement degrading women and girls
to sex objects, and brood mares, and bald eagles and leather
wallets, like your eloquent pro-life supporters have done today.

Thank you for being you, Texas legislature. You have radicalized
hundreds of thousands of us. And no ma er what you do for the
next 22 days, women and their allies are coming for you. Let's
start down the line. Senator Campbell, you're an ophthalmologist,
so I won't be making you the expert on reproduc ve health. We
can give you all the children with chlamydia and herpes in their
eyes, since we don't have sex ed in this state. And Senator Hegar,
you are about as helpful--

Senator Jane Nelson: [gavel] I will not allow--

Sarah Slamen: Excuse me. This is my government, ma'am. I will
judge you! [Crosstalk.] I will judge you, ma'am. Is this coun ng
against my time?

Senator Jane Nelson: Yes, it is.

Sarah Slamen: The senator talking against me?

Senator Jane Nelson: Yes, it is. Yes, it is.

Sarah Slamen: Okay, well, I will just go ahead--

Senator Jane Nelson: I will not allow you to disrespect--

Sarah Slamen: --and talk over her. And this is how big of a fraud I



knew you were, for being so proud of these proceedings all night.
It's a low bar that you hold yourself to that you [State Trooper
appears in the background.] simply allowed us to speak. And I will
speak against an ophthalmologist [Two State Troopers grasp her
chair.] who says-- [Two State Troopers seize her arms. Sarah leans
forward to keep speaking.] Everyone on the internet can see what
you're doing right now. This is a farce! The Texas legislature is a
bunch of liars [Third State Trooper comes forward to seize her and
they force her out as her voice slowly recedes.] who hate women.
These men are paid--

Senator Jane Nelson: Our next witness is Gary Oldham.

Sarah Slamen: [unintelligible] special session-- so they can tell
us what to do with the inside of our bodies.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead. Go ahead, mister.

Gary Oldham: Thank you.

Sarah Slamen: I hope you're proud of yourselves.

Gary Oldham: My name is Gary Oldham. I live Round Rock, Texas,
where I'm represented by Dr. Charles Schwertner. I'm here to
speak against SB1. If the intent of this bill is to control women, to
produce a state of broodmares whose purpose is to be a baby
mill, than ALEC has provided excellent legislation.

If it's supposed to be about women's health, it is laughable in its
falsity. If it's intended to reduce abortions, it is an abysmal failure.
I think we can all agree, orange shirts, blue shirts, Republicans,
Democrats, Texans, and even imported witnesses and traveling



lawyers, that reducing abor ons is an admirable goal. This bill
does nothing to reduce abor ons, even at the admission of its
supposed author. Abor ons will happen and, under this bill, many
of those abortions will kill women.

Let's do something morally sound, something that is non-
controversial for any reasonable, thinking human. Let's actually
reduce abor ons. What we're doing today isn't working.
Abs nence is simply a means of burying our heads in the sand and
pretending teens don't have sex. Texas is third in the na on in
teen pregnancies. Texas is first in the na on in repeat teen
pregnancies.

Let's spend some me and money in real science-based and
reality-based sex educa on. Let's ensure availability of
contracep ves. These simple, pro-life steps will do vastly more to
reduce abor ons [Cheering outside.] than this bill could ever
pretend to aspire to. The cost of these unnecessary and arrogant
special sessions would have gone a long way to get a real program
to reduce abortions kicked off. [Cheering fades.]

Do the right thing for the right reasons. Vote 'no' on SB1 and
actually do something that reduces abor ons. Be genuinely pro-
life instead of just spou ng the phrase self-righteously for
political gain. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Pat Leone? Pat Leone here? Pat
Leone was in favor of the bill. We will change that from oral
testimony to registering a position in favor. Starlita Smith?

Starita Smith: Starita Smith.



Senator Jane Nelson: Starita, go ahead.

Starita Smith: Yes. Thank you for allowing us to speak on this
issue. I am Starita Smith. I have a Ph. D. in sociology. I have
studied issues of the wor-- of work, sociology of work and also
inequality in society for various groups. I live in Denton, which is
represented by Craig Estes and I am speaking-- represen ng
myself in opposition to SB1.

How is it good public policy to deprive the poor, the working
poor, people who live in middle-sized and small towns and rural
areas, access to free or affordable healthcare, including
abor ons? There seems to be no or very sketchy anecdotal
evidence that women's healthca-- care is being endangered by
current providers. You are crea ng an emergency where none
exists.

The legislature of this state has declared a war on the poor.
Weapons deployed so far include cuts to educa onal funding,
both for lower educa on-- K through 12-- and higher educa on,
turning away federal funding and cu ng healthcare. SB1 is the
newest weapon in this war. Considering how effec ve your
a acks are on these par cular programs have been so far, who
will step up and, and take care of these people that are going to
be deprived of what they need to get a be er life in the state of
Texas? I have listened to the stories of-- [buzzer sounds] Well, I will
stop.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Pamela Oldham?

Pamela Oldham: Thank you. Yes, hello. I can't believe I'm finally,
a er three weeks of being here, actually-- have me. My name is



Pamela Oldham, I live in Round Rock, Texas, a cons tuent of
Senator Charles Schwertner. And I wanted to compliment you; I've
watched you while I'm si ng in here and I see that you are very
a en ve and you have looked at every single person who has
testified and I, I really appreciate that.

I oppose SB1 because its provisions force childbearing and that
endangers the life-- lives of Texas women. Childbearing is
inherently dangerous, maternal mator-- maternal-- I said, so I'm

red too-- maternal mortality in the United States declined over
the last century but this trend has reversed in recent decades.

About 650 women in the U.S. die each year from pregnancy-
related complica ons. The rate of complica ons has doubled in
the last decade and the rate of near-misses-- complica ons so
severe that a woman nearly dies-- has increased by 27%, now
affec ng about 34,000 women a year. It seems to me that the rise
in maternal mortality is no coincidence. Clearly the relentless and
con nuing erosion of women's reproduc ve rights in the U.S.
since the 1980s has influenced the alarming rise in pregnancy-
related deaths among women.

If SB1 passes, other Texan women, especially the poor and
those living in remote areas in the state, might not be as lucky as I
was. I developed high blood pressure and pre-eclampsia a er the
20th week of pregnancy. Without access to good prenatal care
and the financial wherewithal to follow my doc-- doctor's bed-rest
orders, I probably wouldn't be here today.

SB1 will shut down 37 of 42 community health centers across
the state that currently provide affordable reproduc ve care, rou-
- rou ne exams, cancer screenings and, yes, prenatal care.



Women who receive no prenatal care are 3 to 4 mes more likely
to die of pregnancy-related complications than women who do.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. That's it. Okay,
thank you to this panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: I'm going to announce that all groups-- if
you're out there listening, all groups should be here in the hearing
room. If you hold a witness card with numbers 7 through 11, you
should be seated here in our hearing room: E1036. So if you are
here to tes fy today and you have filled out a witness card, you
should be in this room.

Next group: Nancy Stewart, Penny Leone, Chris Greene, Clair
Wuellner, Martha Malinski, Adi  Raye Allen. And they will be
followed by Robert Arget, Lola Estes, Linda Curcio, Andrea
McArdle, Pamela Johns, Ashley Schor. Nancy Stewart? Nancy
Stewart was registered in opposi on; we'll change that from oral
to registering a posi on. Penny Leone? Was in favor of the bill;
we'll change that to registering a posi on instead of oral. Chris
Greene? [laughs] --need a drink of water. Go ahead.

Chris Greene: Hi, my name is Chris Greene and I live in Houston,
Texas. I feel very fortunate to be here. I know a lot of my friends
would have liked to have been here. And I appreciate you staying
so late to hear us, to listen to us.

My mother was born in 1936. She was orphaned as an infant.

http://youtu.be/EQsOMMacjm8


Her two brothers were ages 11 and 12 at the me. Her mother
died as a result of a botched abor-- abor on. Her father
abandoned her and her brothers in an orphanage. She was later
placed in an unhappy foster home. She never knew her biological
parents. She learned later her father died in 1966.

My grandmother did not have to die. She made a desperate
choice, and she paid for it with her life. Banning abor on will not
take away that choice. We all know this bill is a backdoor way to
ban abortion.

I have a lot of things wri en down, and all of you have heard all
of the reasons a million mes today so I'll just say that I am not an
ac vist. I've never done anything like this before. I have voted for
Republicans, Democrats, Libertarians, even a Green Party
candidate, but I cannot in good conscience vote for someone that
is willing to violite-- violate the rights of half the popula on. And
so it really cuts down my choices because I'm a fiscally
conserva ve person, but I'm socially liberal and I think that
there's a lot of people like that. And it makes me disheartened
that this is even an issue anymore. Thank you for listening.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Cra-- Clair
Wuellner? Clair Wuellner? We'll change Clair's posi on from
wishing to tes fy against to registering a posi on against the bill.
Martha Malinksi? We'll change that from wishing to register a
posi on-- wishing to tes fy against the bill to wishing to register a
position against the bill. Aditi Raye Allen. How did I do with that?

Aditi Raye Allen: Perfect.

Senator Jane Nelson: Good, thank you. Go ahead.



Adi  Raye Allen:  Thank you for le ng me speak to you today.
My name is Adi  Raye Allen. I am from San Antonio, Texas, and my
state senator is Dr. Donna Campbell. E.R. physician, yes? Not
ophthalmologist.

I represent myself and I oppose SB1. I want to talk to you about
the scien fic basis for fetal pain. I had different points to make.
But what I've done today is frankly more interes ng. I just wanted
to share my reac on to Senator Campbell's invita on earlier
today to come find a packet of literature rela ng to fetal pain that
she had available in her office. She's my senator and I felt like I
could go and ask about it. She said this around 11:50 a.m. and I
went straight to her office and asked for said literature packet,
and the staff was really nice but they didn't know what I was
talking about.

I went a second me a few-- like, an hour or so later and spoke
with another really nice staff member. They s ll couldn't produce
said literature packet. The third me I went, I met the staffer that
had the ar cle and she printed them for me, and I have them here
now. It was about an hour ago, and I haven't had me to read
through it all the way comprehensively, but I want to address
some preliminary concerns.

One of the three is a New York Times ar cle, which of course is
not peer-reviewed; it's not an academic journal. Another is a non-
journal, non-peer reviewed survey of what seems to be anything
that they can find referring to fetal pain, and it's published in
"doctorsonfetalpain.org". There's a lot of different references in
here; I haven't gotten a chance to look through all of them, but it in
itself is not published in a peer-reviewed journal.



The third is a mul -disciplinary review published in "Clinicians'
Corner" in Clinical Review, and is the closest to a peer-reviewed
publica on of the three. I will now read its conclusion: "Evidence
regarding the capacity for fetal pain is limited, but indicates that
fetal percep on of pain is unlikely before the third trimester.
Li le or no evidence addresses the effec veness of direct fetal
anesthe c or analgesic techniques. Similarly, limited or no data
exists on the safety of such techniques for pregnant women in the
context of abor on anesthe c techniques currently used-- used
during fetal surgery are not directly applicable to abor on
procedures."

Senator Jane Nelson: [sighs] All right, your time's up. Thank you.

Aditi Raye Allen: That's all right.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you to this panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: You go out that way. The next panel is
Robert Arget, Lola Estes, Linda Curcio, Andrea McArdle, Pamela
Johns, Ashley Schor. They will be followed by Heather Riddle, Kristi
Johnson, Barbara Stanley, Caroline Wilson, Beki Halpin, Jane
Norwood. Let's see-- Robert Arget?

Robert Arget: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Robert Arget: My name is Robert Arget, I live in Aus n, Texas. I
represent myself and Kirk Watson is my senator. I'm concerned
that there is simply no scien fic, medical evidence that this bill
would make Texas women safer. The Texas Medical Associa on,
the Texas Hospital Associa on, and the American Congress of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists have addressed this bill's
proposed changes. Have they found any scien fic, medical
evidence that proposed changes are necessary for performing
safe abor ons? No. In fact, all three of these medical
organizations strongly oppose this bill.

Has, then, the Texas Department of State Health Services found

http://youtu.be/VpmpNiRERpo


any evidence to suggest this bill's proposed regula ons are
needed? No. And they have tes fied to that fact. Is there any
scien fic, medical reason to require even a non-surgical abor on
to take place in a surgical center? No. Will requiring doctors that
perform abor ons to obtain admi ng privileges at a hospital
within 30 miles increase the safety of Texas women? No. Any
Texan who requires emergency medical care is already
guaranteed that right under law.

Will the closure of over 80% of Texas clinics that provide
abor ons make women safer? No. Years of scien fic, medical
evidence show that elimina ng access to safe, legal abor ons
means that women denied access will turn to illegal, unsafe
abor ons. In short, is there any scien fic, medical evidence that
the changes proposed by this bill will actually make Texas women
safer? No. Thank you very much for your me, and the opportunity
to speak with you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Lola Estes?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Madame Chair?

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Zaffirini, for what purpose?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: To ask him a question.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: What is your background, sir?

Robert Arget: I have a Ph.D. in American Studies from Emory
University.



Senator Judith Zaffirini: Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: It sounds-- you've got a beau ful radio
voice.

Robert Arget: [laughs] Thank you very much, I appreciate that.

Senator Jane Nelson: Lola Estes? Lola Estes wished to provide
oral testimony against the bill, we will change that to registering a
posi on. Linda Curcio? Wished to be shown in opposi on-- or
wished to tes fy in opposi on; we will now show registering a
position. Andrea McArdle? Go ahead.

Andrea McArdle: My name is Andrea McArdle, I live in Aus n,
Texas. I'm a member of the Daughters of the Republic, I-- my
Senator is Kirk Watson and I oppose the bill. Senator Deuell, I also
brought a shoe. It's my son's-- the one he kicked off in the car this
morning. The-- It's a $35 shoe. He'll need more in two months. I
can afford these because I waited to have children with my
partner. You'll also have to excuse me, 'cause I can't stop burping--
I'm nauseous, I'm about to wet my pants, I'm more miserab-- like,
more miserable, physically, than I've ever been, because I'm
pregnant. It's also mentally trying, but I do it because I want to
have a family with my partner. I got to this point, healthily, only
because of these clinics like these 37 that you plan to shut down,
because I didn't have health insurance.

These clinics, like Planned Parenthood, taught me how to have
safe sex; birth control, tes ng and treatment for STDs, PAP
smears, including ones for abnormal PAP smears because of HPV,
Plan B because of accidents that men had-- and this is a modest,
modest sex life that I've had. I was able to afford all this as a



student and on part- me jobs, and it terrifies me that you are
gonna take away this op on from women in West Texas and South
Texas, rural women, young women, who deserve birth control.
Birth control, the only thing that will reduce abor on rates. I beg
of you to have empathy on these women, these young girls. Thank
you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Pamela Johns? You're not Pamela. Pamela
wished to provide oral tes mony against the bill; we'll change
that to registering a position. Ashley Schor? Go ahead.

Ashley Schor: Thank you, Madame Chair. My name is Ashley
Schor, and I'm a Texan, and I oppose SB1. I was 19 years old when I
had an abor on. At that me, I was a very lost and confused
teenager. I suffered from PTSD from being mentally and physically
abused as a child, and was undiagnosed with bipolar disorder. I
turned to drugs and al-- alcohol as a means of coping with my
childhood and my mental illness.

Since I was such a young girl, I didn't even realize that I was
pregnant until I was six weeks pregnant. I chose to abort the fetus,
knowing that I was unfit to be a mother. If I had taken my
pregnancy to term, at best the baby would've had to have been
raised without me. My worst fear was that I had damaged my
pregnancy with the drugs and alcohol, and I would have to give
birth to an unhealthy newborn. My decision to have an abor on
was not easy, but one that I do not regret. Today, I am in a position
to plan pregnancy in my family.

I run a small business where I employ 5 women, and I cannot
afford health insurance for them, and can barely afford it for
myself. All of our female healthcare needs are provided through



the clinics that are going to be closed if SB1 passes. If you vote to
pass this bill, it is es mated 24,000 unwanted children will be
born between 2014 and 2015, cos ng the state of Texas $273
million dollars in Medicaid funds, and it will lead to a drama c
increase in crime in 15 years. Because you see, the women that
will not have access to the services that I had as a teenager will
end up with a child that they do not have the financial ability, nor
the necessary life skills required, to raise a child.

Abor on has always existed and will con nue to exist no
ma er what legisla on is passed. So some of these women will
take ma ers into their own hands, and will end up either dead or
will suffer severe health ramifica ons from what is now
commonly referred to as "back-alley abor ons". I implore you to
consider the overall health of women. Please do not punish all
women for making their own choices about their reproduc ve
health decisions. Let there be a separa on of church and state,
and allow for God to remain outside of our government, and inside
the hearts and souls of a woman's moral decis-- decisions and the
right to choose. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, to this panel. You go out that
way.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Heather Riddle, Kris  Johnson, Barbara
Stanley, Carolyn --Caroline Wilson, Beki Halpin, Jane Norwood.
They will be followed by Tara Welch, Sara Speights, Molly Terry,
Jessica Lavy, Melanie Toney, Isaac Gomez. Heather Riddle? You
Heather?

Heather Riddle: Yeah.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Heather Riddle: Hello, my name is Heather Riddle. I live in San
Antonio, Texas and am a cons tuent of Le cia Van de Pu e, and I
oppose this bill. To say that SB1 is a bill in the interest of women's
health and safety is disingenuous. The author of the House Bill,
Representa ve Laubenberg, admi ed last Tuesday to failing to
conduct research to determine the possible outcomes and
repercussions of this bill. SB1 and HB2 will greatly restrict access
to abor on as well as other healthcare services like PAP smears,
breast exams, STD tes ng and diabetes screenings, which will
unduly burden and could irrevocably change the lives and access
to healthcare of poor and rural women across Texas.

http://youtu.be/q6Y_qdq8p2g


These are the very same women that, thus far, this legisla on
has refused to seek input from in the form of hearings held in the
ci es and coun es that will be most affected by this legisla on. If
the ul mate goal of the conserva ve agenda is to reduce the
number of women seeking abor ons, reducing the number of
unintended pregnancies in Texas is essen al. A study conducted
by the Gu macher Ins tute shows that, na onally, around 45-
50% of live births are reported as unintended pregnancies; and
approximately 42% of unplanned pregnancies end in abortion.

Addi onally, several studies have shown that providing no or
low-cost birth control actually reduces the number of abor ons. A
study released in October 2012 shows the correla on between
providing free birth control with dropping the rate of abor on
down around 75% lower than the na onal average. Another key
component of reducing abor ons is the educa on of those at risk,
but unfortunately, Texas subscribes to the abs nence-only
educa on idea, which in essence is se ng up future genera ons
t-- for failure. In Texas, 3.7 million children are not taught the
basics of STD and pregnancy preven on in school whereas 52% of
Texas students have had sexual intercourse.

Even my conserva ve colleagues would agree that no child
should be handed a gun without an educa on regarding the
dangers of its use. So, too, should we educate our developing
children on the dangers of their ac ons regarding sex. We cannot
expect them to magically be protected from danger without
knowledge of their circumstances. The failure of the current
educa on is reflected in the fact that Texas is ranked 4th in the
na on for teenage pregnancy. I urge you all to vote 'no' on SB1 on
behalf of the women of Texas who expect their duly-elected



lawmakers to have their cons tuents' best interests in mind and
not their own political careers.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Kris  Johnson? Kris  Johnson
was registered wishing to provide oral tes mony in opposi on to
the bill; we will change that to registering a posi on. Barbara
Stanley? Barbara Stanley will be changed to registering a posi on
in opposi on to the bill. Caroline Wilson? Caroline Wilson will be
shown registering a position in opposition to the bill. Beki Halpin?

Beki Halpin: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Beki Halpin: Hello, I'm Beki Halpin. I'm from Aus n and I oppose
this bill. Working as a physical therapist several decades ago, I
treated a 2-year-old girl with Trisomy18. She could not sit up, roll
over or speak. She could not eat or drink and was fed through a
tube in her stomach. She had some sight, but family members
were not certain whether or not she recognized them. She could
not bend at the hips normally, and did not like to be held. She had
a heart defect which was worsening; she was always pale and
some mes bluish. She regularly cried and could not be consoled
nor made comfortable. Her parents divorced. No childcare
facili es near the family would accept the child, so the maternal
grandmother quit her job and provided childcare while the
mother worked. The mother usually spent her nights alone with
the child, and seemed generally exhausted.

I resolved that if I were ever pregnant with a child who had
Trisomy18 I would not carry it to term. Not because it would be so
hard as it was for this family, but because the child herself



suffered so greatly. I could not, in good conscience, bring a child
into the world knowing that he, or she, would live like this. This
gene c malforma on is o en diagnosed around 20 weeks. For
parents who do not want to bring a child into the world to suffer
with this disease, limi ng abor ons to 20 weeks forces them to
carry a very sick child to term, pray that the child dies within the
mother, or figure out how to get to another state or Mexico for an
abor on. In all fairness, this bill should expand the limit to 24
weeks for families such as these. It is hard enough to make these
decisions without the state making it harder. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Is Dr. Jane
Norwood here? We will change that from wishing to provide oral
tes mony in opposi on to the bill to wishing to register a posi on
in opposition to the bill. Thank you both; you go out that way.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Tara Welch, Sara Speights, Molly Terry,
Jessica Lavy, Melanie Toney, Isaac Gomez; they will be followed by
Erin Adwell, Karin Oliver, Kate Caldwell, Carolyn Cremona,
Chris ne Andrea Nelson, Gina Calabrese. Tara Welch? Tara
Welch? Tara Welch will be shown registering a posi on in
opposi on to the bill, instead of wishing to provide oral
tes mony. Sara Speights? Sara Speights will be shown registering
a posi on in opposi on to the bill, instead of wishing to provide
oral testimony. Molly Terry?

Molly Terry: That's me.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Molly Terry:  I would first like to thank everybody on the
commi ee for staying late enough to let me finally speak; I've
been trying to say this for three weeks now. My name is Molly
Terry, I am represen ng myself, and I am in opposi on to Senate
Bill 1. Those who seek to pass Senate Bill 1 are doing so by
crea ng a false narra ve that abor ons in the state of Texas are
dangerous and are performed in unsafe or dirty condi ons. This is
not true. The risk of injury because of abor on in the state of

http://youtu.be/QdIiI2KXQQ0


Texas is 0.3%.

Abor ons are the most highly-regulated procedure in the state
of Texas, to the point that in the past five years, dozens of bills
designed to limit, restrict, and regulate the procedure have been
introduced into the Texas legislature. That includes 49 bills since
January, and 12 bills this session alone. Because of the 2011
budget cuts to the women's health program, 53 women's health
clinics closed. Senate Bill 1 threatens 37 more clinics, 26 of which
do not perform surgical abor ons. That is a grand total of 90
women's health clinics closing across the state of Texas in only 4
years. Because of this-- because of these restric ons, there is a
growing trend of South Texas women going to Mexico to seek
abor ons because restric ons have closed access within their
own communities.

Abor ons in Mexico are illegal, yet women are going over the
border to obtain ulcer medica on in order to self-induce. This is a
disturbing trend that mimics policies before Roe v. Wade, and
Senate Bill 1 will, without a doubt, increase the number of women
who seek alterna ve routes to abor on, including what we are
seeing in South Texas. There has been a lot of false tes mony
regarding Planned Parenthood; I would like to remind the
commi ee that Planned Parenthood is a non-profit organiza on,
and only 3% of what they do is related to abortion. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Jessica Lavy?

Jessica Lavy: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.



Jessica Lavy: First, I do want to thank you, Chair and commi ee,
for staying to hear our voices and our tes mony tonight. My
name's Jessica Lavy, I'm from Grand Prairie, and I'm a cons tuent
of Senator Brian Birdwell. I'm here today to tes fy against Senate
Bill 1. I'm a mom, a teacher, a wife, and I vote.

My greatest concerns with this bill come on two fronts: is that
one, it deprives Texas women access to safe, high-quality
healthcare; and that this bill infringes on the cons tu onal rights
granted to Texas women by the U.S. Supreme Court. This bill
denies preventa ve healthcare, which is detrimental to the
lifelong health and wellness of Texas women and ul mately Texas
families. Instead of protec ng Texas women, SB1 puts more
women at risk of late-term and illegal, unsafe abortions.

It is my wish that our Senate spend more me making abor ons
unnecessary by passing legisla on that actually protects Texas
families, by expanding Medicare and access to birth control, by
offering truthful and unbiased sex educa on to Texas students,
and securing women equal pay for equal work. This is how we can
actually protect Texas women; not by limi ng our reproduc ve
rights, but by empowering Texas-- Texans-- through educa on and
economic opportunity. Please trust Texas women to make
decisions that are right for their families and for themselves. Vote
against SB1. Thank you for your time and the opportunity to speak.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Melanie Toney?

Melanie Toney:  Hi. My name is Melanie Toney, and I reside in
Aus n. I am a cons tuent of Senator Watson, and I'm
represen ng myself. I'm tes fying against the bill. I've been a
registered nurse for 24 years, in primarily an emergency room and



trauma se ng. I'm also the mother of three children, including a
22-year-old young lady, so I'm represen ng her as well.
Unfortunately, the focus of these discussions are weighing heavily
on abor on, which, by the way, will never cease; it will only move
back into the hands of unqualified personnel, and risk mothers'
lives.

But what this bill will also do is close the clinics that offer
affordable, free cervical and breast cancer screenings, HIV tes ng
and education, and contraception. Texas has the third-highest HIV
numbers in the na on. And it also has the second-highest teen
pregnancy rate. So watch how these rates will grow if indeed this
bill passes; and this could possibly place Texas into a statewide
healthcare crisis. Texas also has the highest rate of death of
infants from child abuse. These rates stems from high child
poverty, high teen birth rates, and low prevention services.

Addi onally, unwanted pregnancy occurs in vic ms of rape
from the ages of 9 to 90. Rape is a violent crime and the majority
of the vic ms are physically abused as well. A vic m of rape has
already been violated of her basic human rights and dignity, and
why remove more of her right to make decisions about her body?
Or the burden of an unwanted child of a violent rapist? Only 39% of
all rapes are reported due to social reasons, including shame and
embarrassment. Therefore, the remaining are left unreported and
possibly with unwanted pregnancies in need of the services of
these clinics. Texas is seeing a surge of infant abandonment.
There are unwanted newborns le  to die in garbage cans and at
our ER doors.

There are already women taking their lives and severely



harming themselves over the psychological damage of an
unwanted pregnancy, and why increase these numbers? If you
knew anything about women's health, you would not push this
bill. We ask that you not infringe upon our cons tu onal rights,
our basic human rights and decisions regarding our bodies. Lastly,
a rape kit is for forensic evidence only. If you're going to put
forward this bill in the name of women's health--

Senator Jane Nelson: [Crosstalk.] Ms. Toney, time's up.

Melanie Toney:  --we would expect that Representa ve
Laubenberg would have had that knowledge prior to introducing
it.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Isaac Gomez?

Isaac Gomez: Hi. Good evening, everyone. Thank you so much for
being here, I know it's been a long day. My name is Isaac Gomez. I
am 22 years old. I am here represen ng myself in opposi on to
SB1. I recently graduated from the University of Texas at Aus n,
and I was born and raised in El Paso, Texas. I am-- according to
your website, I'm proudly represented by Senator Zaffirini, and I
am happy to find that out this morning! I-- [laughter] I am here
today to stand with Texas women.

I fight for women not because they need me to but because I
can. I was here for 10 hours during the last two ci zens'
filibusters, listening to the hundreds of personal tes monies in
opposi on to similar bills under different names. I witnessed
Representa ve Laubenberg refuse me and me again to defend
her own bill, because of what would seem to be her lack of
understanding of what rape kits actually do, when in the House



gallery. And I was part of the "unruly" mob in the Senate chamber,
listening pa ently for 13 hours un l I could be pa ent no more. I
am here again today, and despite my government's feelings my
stand hasn't wavered.

Like many of you, the idea of having an abor on isn't something
I inherently understand. As a male-gendered person, I will never
know the physical, mental, or emo onal journey a woman will
have to go to, to make that very personal, very private, and very
difficult decision. Three summers ago, a dear friend of mine, also
from El Paso, found herself facing an unplanned pregnancy. I had
just turned 19 years old and she asked me to take her to an
abor on clinic. I, like you, had very mixed feelings about the
situa on; but she didn't make this decision on a whim, and I knew
she was going to go through with it, with or without my support. So
I picked her up, hugged her ghter than ever before, and I did the
only thing I could do-- be there for her.

So I want to address all the men in the room now, and if you
aren't looking at me I respec ully ask you to do so. As a young
Texas man, it is our civic duty to not decide what is best for Texas
women, but rather be there for her and support her when she
makes that choice for herself. We as men have an inherent
privilege in the world and in this room, so I leave you with this:
what are you going to do with it? Thank you so much.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here, for your
tes mony; thank you to this whole commi ee-- I mean this whole
panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel will be Erin Adwell, Karin Oliver,
Kate Caldwell, Carolyn Cremona, Chris ne Andrea Nelson-- I can
say the Nelson-- Gina Calabrese. They will be followed by the next
panel, consis ng of Vibeke Lee, Ariel Goodwin? Godwin? Jesse
Mabus, Joni Ashbrook, Caroline Carson-- Carlson, Marilyn Hall?
Halla? Harla? Halla. Erin Aldwell?--Adwell, go ahead.

Erin Adwell: I'm Erin Adwell of Arlington and I represent myself,
although my meemaw, Charlene Jackson, who ran programs in Hill
County [unintelligible] incorporated in the seven es, would be
proud I'm here, too. It's my privilege to cast my vote for Wendy
Davis, who champions both educa on and women's rights. I'm a
reasonable woman who opposes Senate Bill 1.

I oppose Senate Bill 1 primarily because it would require
medical abor on, which is the abor on pill, to be carried out in
Ambulatory Surgical Centers which is unnecessary, creates an
undue burden on the woman seeking abor on, and will impede
access for poor wo-- for poor women living in many of the rural
Texas areas. Medical abor ons happen early, before nine weeks.
Because unplanned pregnancies happen to women who are not
monitoring their bodies in expecta on of pregnancy, they find out
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later; many don't find out un l 6 or 8 weeks in. That leaves very
li le me to plan for a very long trip. Planning could include
reques ng me off work, securing childcare, moun ng funds,
finding lodging and loca ng a facility. Medical abor ons are the
least invasive, least expensive, and the earliest termina on
option available.

Addi onally, I a est that the emo onal narra ves you hear
tonight aren't representa ve of most of the women who've had an
abor on. I sincerely empathize with women who've suffered and I
respect that their suffering has driven them to this cause.
However, they represent a very small frac on of women who've
terminated a pregnancy. Most of the 1 in 3 women who've had or
will have an abor on in their lives don't talk about it because it's
s gma zed and they're judged. You don't owe anyone an
explana on or apology-- I'm sorry, they don't owe anyone an
explana on or an apology-- but in small groups of compassionate
women I hear them and they say, "Wow, that was the hardest
choice I ever made, but it was the right one for me." Please reject
SB1 or exempt medical abortion.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Karin Oliver?Karin Oliver here?
Karin Oliver wishes-- wished to provide oral tes mony against the
bill; I will change that to registering a position.

Clerk: What number would she have been?

Senator Jane Nelson: She would have been number 300. Are you
keeping track?

Clerk: Yes, I am.



Senator Jane Nelson: I am so impressed. Kate Caldwell?

Kate Caldwell: Hi. Thank you, Chair and commi ee, for allowing
me to tes fy. My name is Kate Caldwell and I'm here represen ng
myself, speaking against SB1. I'm an Aus n na ve and a
cons tuent of Kirk Watson. I believe the only person who should
be making the choice of bringing a pregnancy to term should be
the one who will live with the consequences, and consequences
are tough. A choice may be regre ed; it doesn't mean that others
should be denied their right to choose. I also believe we should
work to reduce the number of abor ons in Texas. This legisla on
will not accomplish that.

A study by the Gu macher Ins tute compared countries where
abor on is ille-- legal and those where it is not. They found that
the abor on rates were rela vely the same between them, the
main difference being that health risks rose exponen ally in
countries that banned abor ons. Reducing legal access to
abor on does not address the underlying issue: unwanted
pregnancy. It is irresponsible to close clinics without addressing
these circumstances, one being a lack of sexual educa on. Texas
ranks 4th in the na on for teen pregnancy, 1st for repe-- repeat
teen pregnancies. Limited access to birth control and family-
planning materials is another factor. Given the defunding of
Planned Parenthood with no alterna ve provider available, it's
clear this has not been a priority in our state.

There's a sta s c used by the Bill and Melinda Gates
founda on in their efforts to bring family planning to third-world
na ons, sta ng for every $1 spent on family planning,$6 is saved
by the government. You want to reduce the abor on rate; help



people not get pregnant. It doesn't just make common sense, it
makes fiscal sense as well. So if we know the ac ons to take to
reduce legal abor on and this bill includes none of them, what's
its purpose? I'm inclined to listen to supporters of this bill and
believe it's to interfere with the cons tu onal right of a woman to
make her own reproduc ve decisions, which makes it
unconstitutional and in direct opposition to women's health.

We have serious problems in this state, many involving the care
of exis ng children. Around 1.2 million children in this state, 22%,
are uninsured. Teen pregnancy alone costs us over 1 billion
dollars annually. We have a childhood food insecurity rate of 27%,
nearly 1.9 million children living in Texas experiencing the pain
and stress of hunger. We should spend a sp-- special session on
legislation targeting these issues. There is a real crisis. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Carolyn Cre-- Cremona? Carolyn
Cremona wished to be shown in opposi on to the bill-- I mean,
wished to speak; I will change that to wished to be shown in
opposition of the bill. Christine Nelson? Love the last name.

Andrea Nelson: Thank you, Chair and commi ee. My name is
Andrea Nelson, represen ng myself. I am a cons tuent of Senator
Watson. I live in Manor, Texas. I am here to tes fy against Senate
Bill 1. Self-determina on of our own bodies is the concept that
makes murder, assault, and rape wrong and intolerable. No one
has permission to harm or use your body without your permission.
Some mes we use each other's bodies to survive with organ
donations and blood donations, but never without permission.

Similarly, a fetus dependent on the use of someone's body to
survive is there by permission, not by right. When a woman



decides to let her body to be used to bring a new life into this
world, that life is a gi  given to the world with love. If consent is
denied or withdrawn, the fetus no longer has permission to use
that body for survival. Much in the same way you may not harvest

ssue, organs, or blood from another person without permission,
even if they are dead, even if it would save your life, even if it
would save mul ple lives. A fetus is equal to any other person in
this way.

Saying that a fetus has a right to use someone's body for
survival without consent is tantamount to eleva ng the rights of a
fetus above any living, thinking, breathing person who does not
have that right. You are also devaluing women to the status of less
than a corpse, that they should be used without permission. That
is the bright white line. A fetus begins to earn human status when
it can survive on its own without the use of another body, also
known as viability. And that is the litmus test to tell if the bill is
constitutional or if it is a waste of taxpayer money.

Senate Bill 1 is clearly uncons tu onal. SB1 does not protect
women's health and has no medical validity. The TMA, THA, ACOG--
you've heard this-- all oppose the bill. SB1's clear inten on is
further evidenced by the so-called pro-life movement's fervent
support of this bill in the hopes that this will be a significant step
in their efforts to end legal, safe abor ons in Texas. Regardless of
your personal agreement or disagreement with Roe v. Wade, you
cannot jus fy spending our hard-earned tax dollars on
controversial religious ac vism by vo ng for an uncons tu onal
bill intended to challenge an established Supreme Court decision
which has been recently upheld.



Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Geena Calabreese

Geena Calabreese: Hi. Thank you for the opportunity to speak
today. My name is Geeina Calabrese. I'm from Aus n. I'm
representing myself. Kirk Watson is my senator; I have also been a
cons tuent of Donna Campbell in the past. Thank you for le ng
me speak today in opposi on to this bill. As is obvious from the
tes mony on both sides, the primary inten on of this regula on
is to reduce the number of women who can receive legal
abor ons. We have seen these TRAP laws in other states, and
their inten on and effect is to make abor ons unavailable for as
many women as possible.

Framing this bill as a measure to protect women's health is
sneaky and underhanded and frankly, shows a complete lack of
moral integrity. Supporters of this bill could engage the public
honesty-- honestly in their fight to end abor on but instead they
pretend that they are making medical safety regula ons, rush
through bills when they think no one is looking and change the

me stamp on official records. They do this because they know
the majority of Americans and the majority of Texans oppose this
legislation and oppose legislation of this type.

They cannot overturn Roe v. Wade honestly and in the daylight,
so they are trying to circumvent democracy by lying about the
intent and effects of this legisla on. But this cowardice and
dishonesty has a price. We know from abor on-prohibi ng
countries and from this country pre-Roe v. Wade that restric ng
access to abor ons does not reduce-- reduce the number of
abor ons, it reduces the number of women who survive
abor ons. The women who will die seeking abor on in Mexico, in



a back alley, or at home with a blunt instrument are the price of
this legisla on. These women are mostly poor and mostly rural,
unable to take me off from work and travel hundreds of miles to
states that resh-- respect their constitutional rights.

Consider their fate as you reconsider your support for this bill. If
you are willing to throw them under the bus, then consider your
own fate. Despite your best efforts, you are not fooling anyone by
claiming that your goal is to make women safer, and we will
remember this at the polls. Thank you very much for the
opportunity to speak today.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel will be Vi-beke Lee-- Vibeke
Lee, Ariel Godwin, Jesse Mabus, Joni Ashbrook, Caroline Carson--
Carlson, Marilyn Halla. They will be followed-- whoa, that was the
last group of-- of-- the last panel of-- of Group 7.

[Unidentified Voice]: This baby needs to go to sleep.

Senator Jane Nelson: [laughs] We are-- I-- this baby needs to go
to sleep too. [laughter] We will begin Group 8. The next panel will
be Candice Russell, Jacqueline Cain, Sucharit Katyal, Alicia
Benne , Courtney Power-Freedman, Mandy Mant-- Mantzel.
Vibeke? Vibeke Lee? Wished to provide tes mony against; I will
show that as registering a posi on but not being here. Ariel
Godwin--? Same; I will change that to registering a posi on
against. Jesse Mabus? Go ahead.

Jesse Mabus: Thank you, Madam Chair and commi ee, for the
opportunity to tes fy. I'm Jesse L. Mabus from Aus n, Texas. Kirk
Watson is my senator, and I am represen ng myself. I oppose SB1
in the strongest of terms.

This has been quite the lesson in civic par cipa on. I've spent

http://youtu.be/19XB6NdSgrU


over 24 hours wai ng to tes fy since last-- three Thursdays ago.
Thank you, especially to our colleagues that are bullying this bill
through this second legis-- special legisla ve session, on Texas
ci zens' dime. You certainly got a whole mess of unruly feminists
riled up, and they're organizing for November 2014.
Congratulations on that.

Here's some of the lessons that I've learned from this legislative
experience. It's sickening to watch legislators chip away at
women's re-- reproduc ve rights as if they thought that it would
stop abor on. It's shameful to witness a bunch of backslapping
bulliest-est the-- treat the Texas legislature like a playground. And
it's stupid to be using women's health and cons tu onal rights as
a poli cal game in an a empt to push the primaries in the
Republicans-- primaries further to the right.

I could tell you the bill isn't about abor on safety, but you know
that the sta s cs don't support that. I could tell you that it's
about protec ng-- it's not about protec ng women's health, but
you've been told over and over again that limi ng access
increases complica ons and desperate choices, par cularly of
those in rural areas and those that are less privileged. I could also
tell you that the bill is an a empt to push the courts further to the
right, and chip away at women's legal right to choose to terminate
a pregnancy for any reason, which is their constitutional right, and
you know that. I could also tell you that this is a bill that's more
red meat for the Koch-owned ALEC legislators that are pushing
this in several state houses throughout this country.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for your tes mony. Joni
Ashbrook, go ahead.



Joni Ashbrook: My name is Joni Ashbrook. I'm from Bastrop,
Texas, and I'm represen ng myself, and I'm represented by
Senator Watson. I go a tell you that I have wri en copious notes
over the last few days, and I cannot wrap my head around what to
say. I'm here finally in front of you, and I would like to look at the
men, and I would like the men to look at me, because I've heard
tes mony today that my head hurts. I want you to think about
what power you have in your hands, and what some of these
women have been faced with, and what the legisla on that you
are about to put forward is going to do to some of these women
who have been put in these posi ons. I've seen some of you men
not even look up.

I can't say anything anymore than some of these women have
said, and if you have not heard them by now, there's nothing I'm
gonna say that's gonna convince you. Please. Think back. I just--
that's all I can say.

I will say one other thing, only because I think this is poli cal,
and I will let you know that my 86-year-old mother-- I've been
trying to tell her for years-- votes Republican. Constantly, I've been
trying to tell her-- she's pro-choice-- "Mom, this is what they're
doing. This is what they're doing in other states. Pay a en on."
"Oh, no, no, no, they will never get rid of Roe v. Wade." I said,
"Mom, that's not how they're doing it. They're chipping away at
women's rights." The other day we saw Senator Campbell on the
TV, and if this is truly what you guys are up against-- is, you know--
this is what you want to do is to get rid of abor on, then say it. But
to stand up there and say, "This is about the health and safety of
women and all we want to do is make these clinics more safe for
women," that is an insult to our intelligence. My 86-year-old



woman-- mother said, "You guys have got to be out of your minds."

Senator Jane Nelson: Caroline Carson?

Caroline Carlson: Thank you all for being here today, and tonight.
My name is Caroline Carlson. [laughs] Guess it's kind of a tongue-
twister--

Senator Jane Nelson: I'm sorry.

Caroline Carlson: I'm a sixth-genera on Texan, and I'm lucky
enough to be from Aus n. I don't have a lot to say because, like
you said, there's so much that it's hard to narrow it down. I'm here
to represent myself, my family, in par cular my sisters and sister-
in-law, my friends, and women everywhere, and I oppose SB1. I am
pro-choice, not pro-abortion, as I'm sure most of us would agree.

Abor on is tragic, no ma er the circumstances, but there are
mes when it is a necessity, medical or otherwise. I'm fortunate

enough to have never had to make such a difficult choice, but
that's what it is, a choice. I'm fortunate enough to have always
had excellent health insurance and access to birth control, but
many of my fellow Texas women do not. Closing women's health
clinics will only hurt, not help. Please listen to the thousands of
women, and men, urging you to support our right to choose what
is best for our bodies and lives. Thank you for your time.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Thank you to this
panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel is Candace Russell,
Jacqueline Cain, Sucharit Katyal, Alicia Benne , Courtney Power-
Freedman, Mandy Mantzel; they will be followed by Evelyn--
Evelina Gilbert, Devon Howard, Gail Clinton, Gloria Young, Lora
Alaniz, Jayne Aquino. Candace Russell? Hi.

Candace Russell: Hi.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Candace Russell: Thank you guys for staying late to hear our
tes mony. My name is Candace Russell. I'm from Dallas. I'm a
cons tuent of Senator West. My mother had me when she was
very young, just 14 years old. She'd been pregnant and terminated
twice previously when she decided two minutes before her
procedure to carry me to term, making me what a lot of people
like to refer to as an abor on survivor. Am I happy that she had
this op on, this choice? That I'm able to share this story with you
today? Absolutely. In my almost 30 years of-- on this planet, I have
had an amazing life, and I've had to make my own choices,
including the choice to do what is right for myself and for my body.

http://youtu.be/j39kv0bQuco


When I was in my early 20s I got pregnant, due to a shi ed IUD. I
didn't even realize it because I wasn't ge ng my menstrual cycle
due to the hormones in the IUD. I looked at my life, working 60-
hour work weeks at a corporate job and commu ng two hours
each way by train; with no insurance, and with no access to
healthcare, and with sweeping cuts being made by the legislature
to social services. I thought about it, what it would look like to not
go to school, and to have a baby, and to raise it when I wasn't
ready, and I made the decision that was right for me and for my
body. It wasn't flippant; it wasn't easy; but it was a choice that I
made that was right.

The decision to have an abor on is private and personal. I
respect any woman who has had to come to the crossroad of that,
regardless of the choice she has made, because of exactly what it
is: her choice. Just like it was my mother's; just like it was mine. I
urge you to keep this choice alive for Texas women. Please allow
us to be trusted with the future of our own lives and our own
bodies by opposing this bill. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you very much. Jacqueline Cain?
Jacqueline Cain will be shown registering a posi on in opposi on
of the bill. Sucharit Katyal? Again, will be shown registering a
posi on in opposi on to the bill. Alicia Benne ? Same thing.
Courtney Power-Freedman? Also will be shown in opposi on to
the bill. Mandy Mantzel? Go ahead.

Mandy Mantzel: Hi, my name is Mandy Mantzel. I am in
opposi on of this bill. First of all, I'm so grateful to be an American
woman and here right now to tes fy for my reproduc ve rights.
I've traveled all over the world and, even in interviewing the Prime



Minister of Samoa for a research project, he confided to me that,
actually, whether or not a woman chooses to have children does
determine how she does in Parliament. So I-- I have a lot of
respect for the women that are here today.

Also-- yeah, so-- the weather's been kind of funky today, but--
and I've been a little bit heated and frustrated and I think we've all
been there today, and I walked outside, and I just-- I watched the
sunset, and the sky is orange, and-- and I just thought, y'know, I'm
just gonna be pa ent, and we may not have numbers right now,
and maybe it's just not where the Senate's at. Like, I get it; we
don't have the numbers. Maybe that's financial or whatever, but! I
also understand that some mes a woman's-- like, our tears don't
really belong in this room. Y'know, our tes monies are important,
but do they belong here or do they belong in our hearts? [Takes out
ukulele.] So I've got a declara on of interdependence that I'd like
to play--

Senator Jane Nelson: But before you start that, I'm going to have
to ask you not to play a musical instrument at our hearing.

Mandy Mantzel: Okay. Sure.

Senator Jane Nelson: Continue with your beautiful testimony.

Mandy Mantzel: Sure. [sings]

I was just
An embarrassment.
I was dressed in white.
If you take this part of me
Will you take your time?



 
Even if I consent
Even if I fight
Is there some idea
To replace my rights?
Like a father to impress
Like a mother's morning dress.
 
If we ever make enough
I would do anything for you.
I did everything for you.
I do everything for you.
I will do everything for you.
I do everything for you.
 
Some will call us mothers
Some will call us whores
Sitting here in silence
Outside of Congress' doors.
 

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for coming before us. Thank you
to both of you.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel: Evelina Gilbert, Devon
Howard, Gail Clinton, Gloria Young, Lora Alaniz-- Alaniz, thank you,
Jayne Aquino-- Aquino, thank you. They will be followed by Anna
Crocke , Lisa Blackwell, Angela Goss, Charles Ellis, Celeste
Peterson, Mandy Dealey. Evelina Gilbert? Will be shown
registering a position in opposition to the bill. Devon Howard?

Devon Howard: I am here.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Devon Howard: Hello, my name is Devon Howard. I come from
New Canaan, Texas, in Senate District Four. I am a cons tuent of
Senator Williams, and I am represen ng myself, and I strongly
oppose this bill. My goal in this tes mony is to shed light on the
side that is less heard, the side of the trans* community. It is
es mated that 55% of female-to-male and 68% of male-to-female
trans* people will be forced to have sex in their life me.
Correc ve rape is defined as when someone rapes someone else
in order to a empt to correct their deviant behavior. In the LGBTQ
communi es this happens to "correct" sexual and gender
deviancy. For example, a man may rape a lesbian, which I have

http://youtu.be/FquKRdT79zs


heard a couple of mes in this tes-- these tes monies, or a trans
man with the intent of showing them the correct way of living.

Allowing this is illegal, I ask you, members of the commi ee,
what happens to a child born from this a ack? If this bill is to
pass, there will be almost no way for any poor, non-white, non-
passing trans* person to get an abor on, and they are the ones
most frequented by these a acks. If the child is forced to be born
under these laws, which, mind you, their parent is a second-class
ci zen with no employment rights, no housing rights, and no
insurance rights, how will they live? This bill is proposed to be a
pro-life bill, but all that it will do is force impoverished people to
birth impoverished children. Did you know that currently 25% of
children in Texas live under the poverty level? Or did you miss that
from the pedestal of power and privilege that you rest on?

If this bill were truly pro-life, it would be working to fix the
systema c oppressions that force one-fourth of Texas children to
live under the poverty level. It would increase Medicaid,
Medicare, SNAP and welfare. It would make our public schools
be er. This bill is not pro-life, it is pro-birth. You are worrying
more about unch-- unborn children than the children who are
alive right now, and that is despicable. And I say to every male
Senator and Representa ve figh ng for this bill, either you grow a
uterus or you get your hands off of theirs.

Senator Jane Nelson: Gail Clinton? Go ahead.

Gail Clinton: My name is Gail Clinton, I live in Wimberley, Texas,
and I represent myself. My testimony is against SB1, and it's based
partly on the study of the history of abor on. The documented
informa on demonstrates that a empts to terminate pregnancy



by abor on go back thousands of years, and in every society that
has ever been studied. Moreover, the frequency of abor on
before Roe v. Wade was similar or greater than that a er Roe v.
Wade. Therefore, there's always existed the drive to abort
unwanted pregnancy, whether it was legal or illegal. That this
drive is ever present in the history of human beings strongly
suggests that pregnancy termina on in certain instances is a
biological impera ve, and that women will a empt to terminate
at the risk of their own lives. Therefore, restricted access to safe
abor ons that would occur if SB1 passes will not reduce
occurrence, as demonstrated throughout history, but rather will
restrict safe abortions, endangering lives.

Finally, I personally experienced an unwanted pregnancy when
I was a teenager, before Roe v. Wade. It turned out to be a so-
called "false pregnancy". It was based on faulty informa on, from
lack of self-- from lack of educa on and lack of understanding and
lack of informa on, and basically, there was no sexual inter--
intercourse, it was just si ng on a boy's lap. But in that situa on,
I was so terrified of becoming pregnant that I actually developed a
false pregnancy, and before this was revealed, I a empted to risk
my life and to terminate the pregnancy. So I tes fy from historical
fact and my own experience that there are situa ons where a
woman will do anything to terminate a pregnancy. Please don't
put women in this desperate sit-- situation by passing SB1.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Gloria Young?

Gloria Young: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.



Gloria Young: Good evening, my name is Gloria Young, and I'm
here to speak against the bill. I'm here on behalf of myself, my
daughter, my dear departed mother, my grandmother, and all the
women in my lineage who never had a choice. Here's what I love
about the democra c process. There's a cons tu on, and it says
that we all have the right to freedom of religion, freedom of
speech, to freedom of the press and to the freedom of peaceful
assembly, which we have observed throughout these weeks of
time.

Many thousands of us have enjoyed these-- these freedoms and
these rights for the past few weeks, and we are here today
because that 1st amendment also says that we have the right to
pe on the government for redress of our grievances. In his
recent PBS series, Peter Sagal chronicled the birth of the
Cons tu on, and he noted that significant decisions at that me
were made by men in smoke-filled rooms, in bar-room brawls, and
in-- in ways that were ques onable; coercive tac cs were used.
And thankfully, our democratic government has evolved to include
women; to include people of every color, religion and sexual
orientation.

And thankfully, over the decades, increasingly more decisions
have been made with ra onal, realis c, respec ul and
circumspect considera on of the will of the people; but not this

me. This me, this bill is des ned to deny women's rights as
provided by the Supreme Court in Roe v. Wade. This bill is wri en
in language that foments anger, mistrust and judgments,
language that causes us to consider our friends, our fellow
Americans, in the harsh light of animosity. It divides our homes,
our churches and our communities.



Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ms. Young. Next, Alaniz? Is Lora
Alaniz present? We're going to show her in opposi on to the bill,
registering a posi on. Jayne Aquino? Aquino, thank you. Go
ahead.

Jayne Aquino: Aquino. All right, my name is Jayne Aquino, I live
in Lamark, and I am a Bachelor of Science registered nurse. Larry
Taylor, you are my representa ve, and I wrote you last week on
this subject. I have a unique view, having been placed in a difficult
posi on twice in my life. When I was 16 years old, I didn't have a
choice, and I carried a child to term and dealt with the fallout; the
social fallout and the health implica ons of carrying a child to
term. When my friends wore Members Only, I wore maternity
clothes.

Ten years later, living in Texas, I'm trying to put myself through
school working three minimum-wage jobs, and once again I have
to make a difficult choice. I'm offered an opportunity to have a job
where I have health insurance, hours, and wages, where I can
finish my educa on, but a job I cannot do pregnant. Working at a
package company, I literally li ed 2,000 lbs a night to put myself
through school. I can tell you, I pay now in taxes more than I
earned that year when I was making minimum wage, and I can tell
you which choice was harder to make, adop on or the other one.
To deny the equal opportunity for educa on and jobs would hurt
Texas women, and that's why I oppose SB1.

The Forty-Year-Old Virgin  is a comedy with Steve Carrell, not a
lifestyle choice for a woman who wants to finish her higher
educa on. Despite Perry's claim that this is the most common
minimally invasive thing done, I would call it the most commonly



reg-- legislated based on morality. 5 million colonoscopies took
place in one year, and nobody asked them if they should have
thought about colon cancer before they ate cheeseburgers and
French fries instead of broccoli and coleslaw. 1.8 million cataract
surgeries were paid for by Medicare, and nobody told them they
should have thought of that before they wore-- didn't wear their
sunglasses. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Lisa Blackwell? Oh, no, [unintelligible].
Thank you to this panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel: Anna Crocke , Lisa
Blackwell, Angela Goss, Charles Ellis, Celeste Peterson, Mandy
Dealey. They will be followed by Karen Sterling, Margaret Lalk,
Shannon Cavanagh, Carol Cardozo, Nancy Mims, Timothy Be s.
Anna Crockett? Anna Crockett's not-- you're not Anna?

Angela Goss: No.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, Anna Crocke 's not here. We'll
change her posi on to registering a posi on in opposi on. Lisa
Blackwell? Also will be shown registering a posi on in opposi on.
Angela Goss?

Angela Goss: Goss.

Senator Jane Nelson: Goss. Go ahead.

Angela Goss: My name is Angela Goss. I represent myself. I will
be keeping this short. I'm disappointed that I have to be here. I
didn't vote for any of you. But I will do what I can to get you voted
out of your posi on in the legislature in this great state of Texas.
Much of what you propose is uncons tu onal, and the use of the

http://youtu.be/YQ_FP_3TgoQ


special session at Texas taxpayers' expense to promote religious
views or legisla on drawn up by organiza ons such as ALEC is a
gross injustice to the state.

If you don't recognize that, you don't deserve the chair you sit in.
You know, I've heard a lot of tes mony today that's rather
emo onal, from many women who said their lover or their
boyfriend or their husband made them get an abor on. I
sympathize. I can only relate to those women as having the same
gender as I do, though. We differ because nobody tells me what to
do with my body, and nobody tells me how to vote. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Charles Ellis is not si ng
before me. I'm going to change that posi on to registering a
position, not wishing to testify. Celeste Peterson, go ahead.

Celeste Arredonde-Peterson: Good evening. I appreciate you
guys staying so late, I know you're probably as exhausted as I am.
My name is Celeste Arredonde-Peterson. I am a third genera on
Tejicana; that is, I am a proud Chicana of this state. I am not so
arrogant as to say I represent all brown women; however, I am
here to represent those pro-choice brown women who could not
be here today.

I am privileged. I have a job that pays a fair wage, which allows
me to take off from work and travel here both last week and today.
Shortly a er college, I became pregnant a er a condom broke and
a er I had u lized the morning-a er pill. I was unable to afford
healthcare, so I'd u lized Planned Parenthood's services for birth
control and well-woman exams before. I was fortunate enough to
live in Houston, where legal, safe, and affordable abor on was
accessible to me.



I'm not sure which clinics my blue-shirted sisters are going to for
their abor ons, but my experience at Planned Parenthood was
excellent. I did view a clear sonogram of the fetus inside me
before my abortion. I did hear about other options available to me
such as adop on. I made the difficult choice to proceed with the
abor on. And let me be very clear today: I absolutely,
unequivocally do not regret my abortion.

For those men and women who are not so fortunate as to be
wealthy, they will not be affected by the passage of this bill. If I
understand correctly, abor on clinics will be unable to come into
these regula ons' compliance not because of substandard
condi ons, but because most hospitals would not grant admi ng
privileges to doctors who perform any surgical procedure
exclusively outside of the hospital, as one of the medical
professioners-- professionals on this opening panel explained. I
do vote. I'm a registered voter. Probably more importantly, I do
organize. And so, for all of you who intend to vote for the passage
of this bill, we're coming after you next year. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Mandy Dealey.

Mandy Dealey: Yes, thank you. Thank you, Senators, for being
here so late, I used to serve on the Aus n planning commission,
and we had lots of late-night mee ngs, so I know how exhausted
you are. My name is Mandy Dealey, and I am a cons tuent of
Senator Kirk Watson. I'm here represen ng myself, and I'm
testifying in opposition to Senate Bill 1.

First, I want to speak again to the specious requirement that all
abor ons be performed in Ambulatory Surgical Centers. I say
'specious', because ini ally it sounds like good medical prac ce



when in fact it's a pri-- privilege requirement intended to be
onerous to the doctors who perform these procedures and
women who receive them. It is unnecessary, and it's a
requirement for no other surgical procedure in Texas.

ASC's, or Ambulatory Surgical Centers, are extremely expensive
and have many strict requirements that have li le or nothing to
do with pa ent care or the delivery of medical services. What
difference does the size of the janitorial closet have to do with
that regard? This requirement is simply meant to limit the number
of facili es in Texas where early-term abor ons can be
performed, and in fact it would make abor ons inaccessible to
over half the state because currently there are no ASC's that
provide abortions in any counties west of I35.

I was going to add that it's a puta ve measure that has li le
bearing on health and safety, but in fact it does: by making safe,
legal and early abor ons unavailable to so many women, you're
jeopardizing their health and safety. These women who choose or
need to terminate their pregnancies may be faced with more bad,
unsafe op ons than good, healthy ones. A woman who cannot
exercise her cons tu onally-protected right to choose a safe and
legal abor on may turn to less safe, even dangerous alterna ves
as women have done for centuries.

Senator Bob Deuell: Thank you for your testimony.

Mandy Dealey: To whom do I give my tes mony? I brought
twenty copies as-- and--

Senator Bob Deuell: Over here.



Mandy Dealey: Okay, thank you.

Senator Bob Deuell: Okay, thank you. Ladies--
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Senator Bob Deuell: Chair calls Karen Sterling, Margaret-- I
believe it's Kalk, Shannon Cavanagh, Carol Cardozo, Nancy Mims,
and Timothy Be s. And then it's Chris-- the next group will be Chris
Lerah, Stephanie Okoshi, Maryann Friedrich, Whitney Young,
Andrea Gardner, and Ilianna Montelegro; thank you, you'll be
next. Okay, Karen Sterling: is that one of you?

Karen Sterling: That's me, Senator. I want to thank you all. Good
morning. Thank you for listening to all of us. My name is Karen
Sterling and I live in Bastrop county. I am proud to be
representated by Senator Kirk Watson, and I am speaking in
opposi on to SB1. And I'm in good company; the AMA, the TMA and
the OB/GYN medical organization ACOG also opposes this bill.

Last fall, I had a condi on called endometriosis. I lost a third of
my blood supply. I went to an emergency room where they
stabilized me with saline, subjected me to a trans-vaginal
ultrasound, and then refused to give me a medically necessary
dila on and cure age because they are a Catholic hospital. I am
Catholic, I was not pregnant, and they looked and-- but I could've
died because I wasn't-- I had no abor on provider anywhere near
me. I don't see how having fewer medical providers makes any

http://youtu.be/yfnjyrP_KRg


woman safer. Abor on is not the only healthcare you're
preven ng. Thank you very much for listening to me, and I-- I
certainly hope you all hear me. Thank you so much.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. You're Miss Sterling, right?

Karen Sterling: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay. Margaret Lalk? Margaret Lalk's not
present; we will show her registering a posi on in opposi on to
the bill. Shannon Cavanagh, also registering a posi on but not
here to provide oral testimony. Carol Cardozo? Go ahead.

Carol Cardozo: My name is Carol Cardozo. I am against SB1. I am
from Aus n, Texas and I represent myself. My family se led in
New York back when the Dutch called it New Amsterdam. They
fought in the Revolu on and have been involved with America and
with American poli cs ever since. My cousin, Emma Lazarus,
wrote the poem The New Colossus: it's on the Statue of Liberty. My
cousin Benjamin Cardozo served as a Jus ce on the United States
Supreme Court. My family has always believed in freedom:
freedom of speech, freedom of religion and freedom of choice.

My ancestors were Jewish when they first arrived, and we are
not and have never been Chris an. This bill is a way for a subset of
Chris ans to force other people to live according to a set of rules
based on a system of beliefs that the other people don't adhere
to. But America is not a theocracy. An -choice Chris ans have the
right to make their choice based on their belief system, and that is
fine; but it's not right for them to try and force other people to
comply with their rules based on their specific interpreta on of
Chris anity or any other religion. Religious law, be it sharia law or



any other religion-based law, has no place in American law. Thank
you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Nancy Mims? No? Miss Mims
will be shown in opposi on though not here to tes fy. Timothy
Betts?

Timothy Betts: Betts.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Timothy Be s:  I'm Timothy Be s, I'm from Irving, Texas and I'm
sadly represented by Kelly Hancock of District 9. Thank you to the
Chair and the members of this commi ee for allowing the public
to speak, because this is one of the greatest tools we have for
ensuring the government for, of and by the people. I'm not here to
represent myself but rather my mother, who is watching online--
Christy Be s-- and my grandmother, Margie McCallum. Neither of
them could be here today, but I'm here to urge the commi ee on
their behalf to vote in opposition of Senate Bill 1.

Though this bill's of great emo onal spiritual and an otherwise
controversial nature, I wish to reiterate that this bill is in front of
the Health and Human Services commi ee, and not a commi ee
on morality. As such, it's not a debate about the morality of
abor on. Greater than the ques onable morality of abor on is
the impact that Senate Bill 1 will have on other services provided
by clinics that may be closed by Senate Bill 1. This curbing a
woman's access to healthcare is the true danger of this bill. Many
of the witnesses here have argued that women deserve
healthcare of quality and we all agree, though they ignore the
expert witness --the expert witnesses that this commi ee heard



earlier today. These regula ons are not about making abor on
clinics safer. They're about making abor ons more difficult to get
by adding arbitrary and unnecessary regula ons. If similarly
arbitrary and extreme regula ons were proposed for hydraulic
fracking, there would be an uproar and shot down in a minute.

These regula ons proposed in the Senate Bill 1 are a thinly-
veiled a empt to curb my mother and many other women's rights
to healthcare. This is not an issue of pro-life vs. pro-choice,
because no one here is against life. This is an issue of whether or
not you are willing to sacrifice a woman's right to healthcare as
fodder in a pointless crusade to decrease legal and safe
procedures. Before I conclude, I present a quote from an unusual
yet applicable document: "Trust the people. Limit government.
Reaffirm that our rights are protected by government and that the
only just government is one that rules with the consent of the
governed. Listen to the people." Listen to these words from the
2012 Re-- the 2012 Republican party pla orm. Many of us do not
consent to Senate Bill 1. Thank you very much.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you to this panel.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel: Kris  Lara, Stephanie
Mokashi, Mary Anne Friedrich, Whitney Young, Andrea Gardner,
Ileana Montolongo? Okay, I'll let you correct me when you come
up. The next panel will be Elaine Cohen, Rose Hall, Ayla Erdener,
Mary Eisenberg, Vilma Arceno, Adriana Cossio. Okay, Kris  Lara,
go ahead.

Kris  Lara:  My name is Kris  Lara, I traveled here from Dallas,
exhaus vely. Not fun for me. I do not want to be here; I'm sure
neither of you do here, but you guys thankfully get paid to be here.

Senator Jane Nelson: Not much!

Kris  Lara:  I want to say that I live in District 16, I don't have a
representa ve there. I live there, and I pay my taxes there. I want
to say that it's late, and that it's a shame, shame on all of us, that
in the 21st century we are discussing such a ridiculous ma er. It's
embarrassing. I'm embarrassed for all of you. I'm embarrassed for
our government and for Texans.

I stand here for women for choice, for those women who cannot
stand here for themselves. It's why I'm here so late, and why I've
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been up almost over 20 hours, as you all have been. These chairs
are beau ful chairs. They're really comfortable. You guys look
really elegant up there. The marble floors we walk on and the
granite in this building is a privilege for each of you to walk
through every day. I want you to enjoy these so  chairs and know
that your privilege rests on our shoulders.

I too am an organizer and I'm a voter. I'm the worst kind of voter
because I will get people to vote what I think is the right way. I will
get people who haven't voted to vote. I haven't done that yet in
Texas, but I will do it if it's needed. So I'm asking all of you: either
vote for it or against it. But I sit here with my fellow dragons, and
this will be a new day. We're asking for direct democracy, not an
irresponsible representative.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Stephanie Mokashi? Go ahead.

Stephanie Mokashi: Thank you, Madame Chair and commi ee,
for allowing me the opportunity to tes fy in front of all of you. My
name is Stephanie Mokashi and I am a cons tuent of Chair Sen.
Jane Nelson. I'm represen ng myself today in opposi on to
Senate Bill 1. I felt compelled today to testify in front of the council
because, as a medical student and a woman, this bill will greatly
impact my surroundings.

SB1 targets a very vulnerable sec on of the popula on: women
who receive late-term abor ons. This group of women is not at all
random and vulnerability is exemplified by the risk factors
associated with late-term abor on. In a study done by Dr. Eleanor
Drey et al. at UCSF, late detec on of pregnancy was one of the
main causes and factors of late-term abor on. Characteris cs
associated with late-term-- late detec on of pregnancy are



obesity, poverty, substance abuse, and youth. This already
vulnerable group will now have to jump over greater cost and
access barriers under a shorter time-frame.

It has been shown that less access to care correlates with
delays in the abor on process. It is likely that SB1 will result in a
decrease in the number of abor on clinics across the state of
Texas, leading to increasing me lapse in the gesta onal period
of pregnant women. This will likely result in a larger number of
unplanne-- planned births among this group, further exaspera ng
the financial and social consequences of these women. If this
legisla on is passed, I ask for the facilita on of a more holis c
health educa on program that focuses on the ul mate cause of
late-term abor on, so as to effec vely reduce the number of
abor ons. I suggest for a more streamlined referral method
between physicians and their pa ents to reduce delays in the
abortion process.

Many an -choicers are-- have brought today the senates-- the--
Sweden's limit on abor on of 18 minutes-- of 18 weeks, but have
failed to men on the context of this limit. In Sweden,
contracep on, women's health educa on, and prenatal support
is more widely accessible and available. Whether or not you
agree with abor on, you must realize that at this me and age
they are necessary for a cohesive and func oning society. Allow
these women to have eq-- to have an equal opportunity to
succeed; allow women to choose their fate. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Mary Anne Friedrich?

Mary Anne Friedrich: Thank you for le ng me be here this
evening. It's been a long day for all of us. My name is Mary Anne



Friedrich, and I'm from Houston, and I'm speaking out againstSB1.
Rodney Ellis is my senator.

I've never been so inspired to speak out about something-- a
posi on. I grew up at the advent of available birth control. As with
many women of my age, we carried down stories of what it was
like before women had control over their own choice to have
children. My grandmother was born in 1892. She was a highly
educated woman, for her me. She graduated from college in
1912. However, she was not even allowed to vote until she was 30
years old, or maybe even older-- it may be even older, somewhere
around there. And at--

Okay. She wanted to be able to control how many children she
had. A er having my uncle and my mother, she wrote Margaret
Sanger, asking for birth control informa on. The answer she got
was that birth control informa on could not be sent in the mail.
She did manage to have only two children. But I'll never know what
she went through in order to make that happen.

Her daughter, my mother, was pregnant eight mes. She
requested tubal liga on a er having my sister, her fourth live
birth. She was 36, and had had a stroke a year and a half earlier.
She was told that in the state of Mississippi-- that's where I was
born-- a woman had to have 5 live births, and there miss--
permission of her husband, in order to get one. Somehow she got
one, but she had to do a lot of convincing. She later said to me that
my father didn't like her having one because it gave him less
control over her. I'm a child of the '60s, so much progress was
made during my adolescent years. I had no idea that, that these
advances could be reversed.



Senator Jane Nelson: Miss Friedrich--

Mary Ann Friedrich: That's what I see today and we need to not
let this happen.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Whitney Young?

Whitney Young: My name is Whitney Young, I'm a cons tuent of
Kirk Watson, represen ng myself against SB1. I sit before you as a
woman, daughter, a registered nurse and most importantly a
Texan born and raised. I was not bused in from another state. I've
never lived anywhere else.

I would like to elucidate several facts about abor on itself from
the Gu macher Ins tute. One in three American women will have
had an abor on by the age of 45, and abor on is one of the safest-
- safest medical procedures performed in this country with only
one half of a percent of women even experiencing a complica on
at all. In fact, the risk of death is10 mes higher in women who
undergo childbirth than those who obtain a legal safe abortion.

These 37 clinics that will shut down are a cornerstone of
preventa ve medicine, including pregnancy. I think we can all
agree that we would like to see the number of abor ons reduced,
and these clinics do exactly that. Watching previous tes mony,
I've heard claims that are simply not true. I know this as a nurse,
in a legi mate medical se ng, no one, adult or teenage minor,
would be subjected to a procedure that he or she does not wish to
undergo. And in fact, I did some research, and I could find no
lawsuits in the state of Texas pertaining to the coercion of a minor
or an adult by abortion providers.



A er an abor on, some women may feel guilty, but that is no
reason to deny access to others. We all must live with the difficult
choices in our lives and I don't believe anyone will say that the
choice to end a pregnancy is an easy one. For whatever reason,
nevertheless it is a woman's choice to make, and this bill would
effec vely remove the access and hence the right for many
women in Texas, south and west Texas, to decide whether to
continue a pregnancy, and as such is unconstitutional.

Addi onally, from the Green-- Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Poll,
bipar san poll, 80% of Texans don't want their lawmakers to be
considering abor on-related bills during this special session, and
I urge you commi ee members to refrain from allowing this bill to
pass out of committee. Thank you for your time.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. I need to tell you that I've been
watching the cards, one by one and there has not been one
person from out of state other than that first invited panel that
we've had testify before us today. Andrea Gardner?

Andrea Gardner: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Andrea Gardner: Good evening. My name is Andrea Gardner, I'm
from Crosby, Texas. Tommy Williams, Senator Tommy Williams, is
my representa ve, and I am speaking in opposi on to Senate Bill
1, and I've wri en pages of ideas that I wanted to convey to you
because there is so much that I want to say that-- believe me,
these two minutes is not going to be enough me. You've heard
enough sta s cs; either going to listen or you're not going to
listen, that's evident. And so, rather than spend my me trying to



convince you, I'm going to tell you how I feel.

I have vacillated between terror and anger since these bills
have come into special session. I truly believe, to the depth of my
heart, that you as our governing legisla on have no business
stepping in on this. You cannot govern morality, you cannot pass
bills that are going to make people believe the way that you want
them to believe, whether it's religious ideology or whatever you
base your feelings on; you cannot govern that. So I'm offended,
and I feel that you are-- are not listening to us and giving us the
benefit of the doubt as to our own intellect, as to whether or not
we can take care of ourselves.

I find it completely offensive that I'm even having to come here.
This is my sixth trip up here. I'm going to tell you that I am a Deputy
Registrar, I register voters; and I am commi ed to working against
your gerrymandered districts that have you protected, that you
feel that you can go ahead and step in on this ALEC legisla on.
That's another issue that is offensive to me. ALEC needs to get out
of our business of exchanging this legislation.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Ms. Gardner. And-- I'm going to
let you tell me how to say your name.

[Unidentified Voice]: I appreciate your gracious manner.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead, please announce my name loud
and proud so that everyone can hear you, and then your name.
Are you Ileana?

[Ileana's Companion]: No, ma'am.



Senator Jane Nelson: Who is Ileana? Okay, Ileana, would you
state your name for the record please?

Ileana Montelongo Martínez: Ileana Montelongo Martínez.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. You may begin.

Ileana Montelongo Mar nez:  Represento muchas naciones--
thank you. Represento muchas naciones y hay muchos libros que
tengo que explicar, pero no tengo mucho empo. Yo vengo de
Waco, Texas. Soy hija de la grande Ana Mar nez, nacida de otra
mujer grande Eva Mar nez. Vengo de dos familias, de dos
culturas, y hablo más de cinco lenguajes.

He pedido aquí des de las ocho de la mañana un intérprete
para poder, para que mi comunidad me pueda escuchar y mi hija--
mi hijo-- pueda aprender porque él ya va a tener muchos
nega vos contra él y un lenguaje o dos-- ¿Cuántos hablas, hijo?
¿Cuántos hablas?

Mi hijo es trilingüe: inglés, español, y seña. "Mami, tengo
hambre." "Mami, me quiero ir." Él no me ha dicho esas cosas,
porque yo tengo des de las ocho de la mañana aquí luchando y
todo el mundo me dice: "¡Oh ¡Esa lugar es para allá--" [Points in
numerous directions.] "--Esa lugar, ve pa' allá." Me mandan al todo
el mundo menos que limpiar nos porque no me sacan de aquí.
Pide silla de ruedas.

El Perry ene dos casas y ya aquí no hay silla de ruedas, no hay
intérprete para los que no hablan, y yo necesito que me
escuchen, necesito, permiso para mi trabajo porque hoy me
corrieron. Esto no es corrida de mi trabajo. Esta es infracción, por



estacionarme muy lejos, y soy discapacitada de mis pies. Son
muchas cosas que tengo que explicar y no tengo mucho tiempo.

Necesito saber, por favor. ¿Quién escogió este bill? ¿Ellos
embarazan? ¿Ellos son pobres como nosotros? ¿Ellos hacen
proveer para los enfermos?¿Para los viejitos?¿Sin suficiente
cuidado de medico?¿Sin suficiente recursos?¿Sin suficiente casa o
hogar? ¿O lo que es un hogar estable? ¿Ellos están pagando los
impuestos propios?¿Ellos están sujetados a urinálisis para sacar
su sueldo?¿O su casa? ¡Ellos están gastando mi dinero y ni me
pueden poner atención porque están en el teléfono--

Senator Jane Nelson: Your time has expired.

Ileana Montelongo Mar nez:  Yo soy disenfranchada, no soy
infantilada--

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you very much.

Ileana Montelongo Martinez: I need a mentor for my child.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Madame Chair?

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Zaffirini?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: She just simply said that she's been here
since 8 o'clock, that she asked for a wheelchair, that she couldn't
get it or get good direc ons, that she wants to know if the author
of the bill is capable of ge ng pregnant, and if the author of the
bill will pay taxes to provide the services that she needs, and that
she would like more information.



Senator Jane Nelson: Would you believe I understood almost
everything?

Ileana Montelongo Mar nez:  I also asked if they receive
urinalysis, my sisters in my 'hood. Man!

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you to this panel. The next panel will
be Adriana Cossio, Vilma Arceo, Mary Eisenberg, Ayla Erdener--

[Crosstalk.]

Ileana Montelongo Mar nez:  --I'm trying to teach my son to
speak to people and look in their eyes. Say what? She translates.
[Ileana Montelongo provides an email address.]

Senator Jane Nelson: --Rose Hall, Elaine Cohen--
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Senator Jane Nelson: --to be followed by Jana Wilson, Kaye
Hardy, Angela Hoang--

[Unidentified Voice]: Can I get some water before I go?

Senator Jane Nelson: Erin Haug-- Haug-- Hung? Carolyn Miller,
Roberta Cohen. Okay, Ariadna Cossio will be shown registering a
posi on in opposi on. Vilma Arceo will be shown registering a
posi on in opposi on. Mary Eisenberg will be shown registering a
position in opposition. Ayla Erdener?

Ayla Erdener: Erdener, yeah.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Go ahead.

Alya Erdener: Thank you for allowing me to tes fy. My name is
Ayla Erdener and I'm represen ng myself. I'm here to tes fy
against SB1. You have heard from many passionate, intelligent
people today and I hope you all were listening. Many of us do not
believe this bill will improve women's healthcare and that it will
in fact adversely and nega vely affect so many women. What we
need is affordable and accessible healthcare for women and men

http://youtu.be/VUXQwoSy_fQ


everywhere. If a woman cannot afford the healthcare offered,
then it does her no good.

For those of you forced into a decision, it seems to me you are
pro-choice. You do not like or want to be forced into a decision you
are not comfortable with and it nega vely affected you. That is
why I believe every single woman should have the right to make
the choice she is comfortable with. That is the right decision for
her, her body, and her life. I do not impose my religious ideas or
beliefs onto your life and I ask you to do the same and respect my
decisions and my life. Please oppose SB1. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Rose Hall will be shown
registering in opposition. Elaine Cohen, go ahead.

Elaine Cohen: Hello, my name is Elaine Cohen. I'm from Aus n
and my senator's Kirk Watson, and I'm here to tes fy against SB1.
By the me I graduated from high school in 1967, three girls that I
knew were pregnant. I'm sure there were others, but I can only
speak to the three I did know about. One girl supposedly went to
boarding school for a year. She returned glossy-yearbook-
enhanced, but nobody was fooled. Another from a wealthy family
was sent to Tokyo for an abor on. The third dropped out and later
we heard that she had died from complica ons from an
undisclosed illness, but at school the word "abor on" was
whispered by her closest friends. She was from a working-class
family. She couldn't go to Tokyo.

Years later, I sat with an older friend and listened as she told
me the story of the backyard-- back-alley abor on that she went
through in the 1950s. She was a college girl in Ohio from the kind
of family that would not have tolerated their daughter having a



baby out of wedlock. The illegal abor on le  her sterile. She s ll
carried the grief and loss with her 30 years later. We must not
allow a minority of men with medieval religious beliefs to turn the
clock backwards. The separa on of church and state must not be
erased from our Cons tu on. I stand firmly opposed to SB1 and I
vote.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Elaine Cohen: And thank you.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Next panel: Jana Wilson, Kaye Hardy,
Angela Hoang, Erin Haug-- Hope? Carolyn Miller, Roberta Cohen.
None of those individuals are here. I'm going to mark each of them
down as registering a position in opposition. They are all shown as
wan ng to provide oral tes mony in opposi on, and I will change
that on each card. And the next panel--

Senator José Rodríguez: Ma'am? Madam Chair? That was a Miss
Cohen; was that not Roberta-- Roberta Cohen who testified?

Senator Jane Nelson: Elaine; different Cohen.

Senator José Rodríguez: A different Cohen? Oh, just checking.

Senator Jane Nelson: Carolyn Miller-- yeah, different Cohen,
Roberta. Next panel will be Kathleen Taylor, Peter Phelan--
Phelan? Sharon Hill, Virginia Parks, Owen Temple, Harold Huff. Let
me see, who's here? Tell me your name.

Kathleen Taylor: Kathleen Taylor.

Senator Jane Nelson: Kathleen Taylor? Okay, is Peter Phelan
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here? I will show Peter here registering a posi on in opposi on,
not wishing to testify. Sharon Hill? Same thing. Virginia Park? Same
thing. Owen Temple? Register a position, not here. Harold Huff?

Harold Huff: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, Kathleen, go ahead.

Kathleen Taylor: Thank you for the opportunity for me to speak
to you today-- tonight. My name is Kathleen Taylor and I represent
myself. I'm a cons tuent of Judith Zaffirini, District 21. I live in
Aus n, and I'm grateful that I essen ally get to walk to the Capitol
to speak today. Many other Texans are not afforded that same
luxury. And while I am so apprecia ve of the general tone of the
hearings this evening and execu on thereof, the eye contact, I
encourage you to extend public tes mony across Texas so those
voices, both for and against, can be heard.

I feel SB1 would severely jeopardize access to abor on, a
Cons tu onal right that must be upheld. To claim that this
legisla on aims to enrich the health and safety of women is
flagrantly dismissive and negligent, and is a blatant and shameful
lie about the actual agenda here. If the concern is truly with the
woman's wellbeing, why know-- knowingly endanger access to
healthcare and cement the dialog in such a polarized fashion? I
stand here, not to discuss in detail my personal stance and
opinion on abor on, that's my personal business, but to solely
defend the cons tu onal right of access to that choice, a deeply
personal decision that should be le  to the woman in
consultation with her physician, not her legislator.

We are all en tled to our personal opinions, be they religious,



poli cal, philosophical-- with emphasis on religious; they should
not necessarily dictate the law. Whilst I disagree with some folks,
I strive to never impose my own morality on them, but trust these
individuals and respect them enough to form their own decisions.
I expect the same from my government. Please respect our
autonomy. Trust that we are competent and responsible enough
to make our own decisions. I beseech you to blow open the scope
that is so o en limited by this polarized and emo onal issue, and
do not deny Texas women their cons tu onal right. Diminishing
access to abor on will not decrease the number of abor ons
happened-- happening, it will only increase illegal, unsafe
abortions. Thank you for the opportunity to speak today.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, Ms. Taylor. Harold Huff?

Harold Huff: Thank you, Chairman, and I'm Harold Huff, I'm the
Democra c Party Chairman from Aus n County, Texas. I'm also a
fi h-genera on Texan. I'm here represen ng-- I'm in Senator Di--
I'm in Senator Hager's district, and I'm very-- it's just-- aghast. I
know him, he's a good man; knows a lot about farming, knows a lot
about water issues, hard-working senator. But I don't know how
he got roped into bringing this bill to the floor. [chuckles] I really
think there was something, 'cause I just can't imagine him doing
this, he's a good man.

However, my whole family, all the women in my family, my
grandmothers, my mother, my wife, my daughters, have all fought
for women's rights. All of them would-- my grandmothers, who
have passed-- would be rolling in their graves. Had an 86-year-old
uncle who passed today--and asked-- fought in the Ba le of the
Bulge, and asked me to come here because he wanted to be here



to talk to you all today, and it was just impossible.

Two things: from the House, from the House tes mony, the
Texas Hospital Board, or Associa on, specifically stated that they
grant privileges to prac ce in hospitals based on specific
procedures used in their hospitals. Sylvester Turner pointed out
several mes to that-- to that group, that given the fact that this
bill requires prac oners to have those admi ng privileges, this
bill would eliminate all abor ons in the state of Texas, and is
therefore con-- uncons tu onal on its face. If it wasn't, if it was
about healthcare, there would--

Senator Jane Nelson: Finish your sentence. Keep going.

Harold Huff: Okay, if like, if it was about healthcare, then it
should be fairly about healthcare, and it should include men's
reproductive healthcare as well.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you; that was the end of the
sentence. [laughter] Thank you.

Harold Huff: The rest is in my written testimony.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, and we are very sorry to hear
about your loss, your great-uncle.

Harold Huff: He was a great man; and he was actually very proud
of the fact that I was gonna be here speaking to you.

Senator Jane Nelson: That was very nice. Thank you for being
here.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel will be Don Hill, Nora
Dearing, Katheryn Wells, John Maverick, Emily Has ngs, Colleen
Kennedy. Okay. Don Hill?

Katheryn Wells: I'm Katheryn Wells.

Senator Jane Nelson: Good one. Okay. So let me ask: is Don Hill
here? Then we're going to show Don Hill in opposi on. Nora
Dearing here? We'll show in opposi on. Katheryn Wells, go
ahead.

Katheryn Wells: I'm-- I'm Katheryn Wells, from Aus n, Texas,
District 14, Kirk Watson, and I'm opposed to Senate Bill 1. Fi een
years ago I became a physical therapist and rented a motel room
within walking distance of my new job. Ten days later, in the
middle of the night, a stanger-- a stranger broke down the motel
room wall, beat me unconscious, broke most of the bones in my
face and one bone in my hand. The injuries caused me to
intermi ently heave bloody vomit for a day. At the hospital they
found my a acker's hair on the front of my body and his semen in
my rectum.

http://youtu.be/1tLVOwcIe4E


I was so upset I did not think to ask for a 'morning-a er' pill. For
weeks I feared pregnancy, and months I feared AIDS. Thank you,
God, for protec ng me. However, if I had go en pregnant, I would
have wanted to terminate immediately and end the worst
nightmare of my life. The idea of combining gene cally with that
a acker was totally repulsive to me. I fear that closing the clinics
may prevent a speedy abortion because the remaining clinics may
be swamped. Republicans, please don't close the clinics.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for your tes mony. John
Maverick is obviously not here; we will show him in opposi on.
Emily Hastings?

Emily Hastings: That would be me.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Emily Hastings: Thank you all for staying up late with us. We do
appreciate being heard. My name's Emily Has ngs. I live in Aus n.
Kirk Watson is my senator. I grew up in El Paso, Texas; I was born
in Lubbock, Texas, so I've made my rounds. I was not planning on
speaking today but I felt compelled when I registered to go ahead
and check off that I wanted to give oral tes mony, and I stayed
here all day because I was thinking of my friends and family that
can't be here. I was lucky enough to have the day off. I had the
whole day to spend to listen to the many intelligent well-spoken
women-- and men-- who've come to oppose this bill.

I oppose this bill because it violates the rights of women; it
limits access to healthcare that can save lives. Also, I'm here
because I wanted to speak to the services of Planned Parenthood
and the excellent service that they gave me for my abor on. I was



counseled beforehand; I was able to ask ques ons; I met my
doctor. I thought about it very hard, and I went through with the
procedure. I do not regret that. And so, I just thought that was a
story that needed to be heard as well. That's all I have to say.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for being here. Colleen Amanda
Kennedy is not here; will be shown registering a posi on in
opposition. Thank you to the two of you.
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Senator Jane Nelson: Bailey Foster, Ariel Hurlbert, Katelyn
McClelland, Abigail Kagan, Karen Varty, Deborah Dixon. Bailey
Foster?

Deborah Dixon: No, Deborah Dixon.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay. Good one. Okay, Ariel Hurlbert? No;
will be shown registering opposi on. Also in opposi on, Katelyn
McClelland? Nope, same thing. Abigail Kagan?

Abigail Kagan: Yes, ma'am.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Abigail Kagan: Thank you, Madam Chair and commi ee, for
being here today and staying late to hear us speak. My name is
Abigail Kagan. Senator Kirk Watson is my Senator, I'm a resident of
Austin, Texas, and I'm speaking against SB1.

I'm appalled and ashamed that in the year 2013 I must stand--
or sit-- and appear before you and speak to fight for my own right
to make choices over my own body and my own reproduc ve

http://youtu.be/_xB0_dTF9do


healthcare and access to those healthcare choices. For the
record, I am a child of an unplanned pregnancy. I was adopted. I
was raised to stand up for myself, and for what I believe in, and for
my own rights, and I am very much pro-choice. SB1 is not
proposing restric ons just on late-term abor ons, as you know,
but more importantly proposing [sic] access to basic healthcare
screening, tes ng, sex educa on, contracep on, and other
measures to prevent unwanted pregnancies, which is the best
solution to prevent pregnancies and abortions in the first place.

The mendacious propaganda proposed in this bill is clearly and
admi edly formed from the ideologies of religious conserva ves
and their personal opinions and faith, not based on scien fic fact
or evidence. And it's most certainly not based in the best interest
of Texas women and their safety, and I'm sick and red of hearing
that it is. So please explain to me how, in 2013, under the U.S.
Cons tu on, that legislators can support and allow this viola on
of separation between church and state.

My original intent today was to tes fy in advocacy for all the
health services provided to women and men by these clinics that
will most likely be shut down by SB1, but instead I'm going to take
this remaining me to call out the supporters of this bill. How
dare you! How dare you impose your religious beliefs onto and
into my own body. How dare you propose legisla on that will
eliminate rather than expand access to basic healthcare
screening and tes ng and educa on from the women who need it
most. I'm here today to stand against SB1; I'm saying 'no'. Thank
you very much for being here and hearing me speak.

Senator Jane Nelson: Karen Varty?



Deborah Dixon: No.

Senator Jane Nelson: No. Karen Varty will be shown in
opposition; not here to testify. Deborah Dixon?

Deborah Dixon: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go.

Deborah Dixon: Good morning, members of the commi ee.
Thank you for staying late to hear me speak, and all of us speak.
My name is Deborah Dixon. I'm from San Antonio, Texas. I'm in
Senator Ures 's district. Un l 2007, I lived in Laredo, Texas and
was Senator Zaffirini's constituent.

There has been a lot of data and peer-reviewed data brought up
from the Gu macher Ins tute and-- and others that I will not
repeat here about those-- the consequences of restric ng access
to abor on and the consequences of closing clinics west of I-35.
It's very clear that this will present an undue burden and
therefore be unconstitutional and unsafe.

I want to speak because I am concerned about how the
hysteria-- and I think it's interesting that the Greek word for uterus
is what is used in this case-- over abor on has clouded judgment.
And I think all of us would prefer there to be fewer abor ons. I am
one of the 1 in 3 women who has had an abor on in their life me.
I do not regret that decision. Had I a bit more me, I had a poem I
had planned to read that I wrote six years ago about it.

In a perfect world, we would live without rape, without child
molestation, without developmental and genetic defects, without



ectopic pregnancies, without reproduc ve coercion or sabotaged
birth control, which occurs in about 25% of chronic domes c
abuse situa ons. All of these situa ons would not exist if we lived
in a wonderful world where people lived without coercion or
violence or poverty or the unwillingness to be a mother. But they
do exist. And to arbitrarily decide based on religious convic on or
ALEC that decisions need to be made--

Senator Jane Nelson: Ms. Dixon?

Deborah Dixon: Yes. Thank you very much.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Thank you, both of you.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel is Jeane e Sullivan, Chuck
Freeman, Sarah Tu le, Randi Cox, Victoria Espinoza, Rebecca
Gallogly. If you'll just tell me your name, I'm gonna register
everyone else as wishing to provide oral tes mony but changing
that to registering a posi on, and these are all in opposi on. Tell
me your name again?

Victoria Espinoza: Victoria Espinoza.

Senator Jane Nelson: [unintelligible] There you are. Thank you.
Go ahead.

Victoria Espinoza: Good morning. My name is Victoria Espinoza.
I'm a second-genera on Aus nite, Texan, American, proud
Chicana, and survivor of domestic abuse, and I am in opposition to
this bill. Being raised Catholic, my religion leads me to believe
that abor on of any kind is wrong; but being an American, I
strongly believe that my religion has no place in poli cs. In all
honesty, this bill will not affect me. I'm fortunate enough to be
insured, have access to women's healthcare services, and live in
Austin, where abortions will still be available to me.

http://youtu.be/2ooFvt15pUI


And since we're being honest, being the mother of a preemie
that was born at 26 weeks, if this abortion was only about banning
abor ons a er 21 weeks-- 20 weeks-- and not closing the majority
of clinics that offer healthcare services other than abor ons to
low-income and uninsured people, I might be on the other side of
this argument. I was 17 when I found out I was pregnant. My
mother being 15 when she had me, I knew the single-- I knew the
struggle of a single mother first-hand. With eyes wide open and
my family supporting me, I decided to carry out my pregnancy.

My son is now 6 years old. Abor on was not the choice for me,
but it was a choice. Being a single teen mom was one of the most
rewarding experiences of my life, but it was also the most difficult.
It is not something that I would wish to force upon anyone. It is
certainly not something that I would want my younger sisters to
have to-- have to endure without being able to explore every
possible choice. Mostly, I am here today because what I do with
my body is not a debate, it is my choice and my choice alone. I find
it fi ng that the state that sparked Roe v. Wade is the same place
that women have stood up and shouted, "We will not sit by while
you strip us of our rights."

Susan B. Anthony once said, "No man is good enough to govern
any woman without her consent." And I am here today to tell you
that you do not have my consent to tell me what to do with my
body. Thank you for your time.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you for your me. Next panel, Stuart
Werb-- Werbner, Carol Smith, Robin Bosh-- Boesch?

Robin Boesch: Boesch.



Senator Jane Nelson: Boesch. Come on up. That's Robin,
obviously. Nanc-- Nandy Besner?

[Unidentified Voice]: No.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay. Is that a T? Okay. Erica Shamly,
Ramona Brown. Let's see: Nancy? Well, no. Robin?

Robin Boesch: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Robin Boesch: My name's Robin Boesch. I live in Aus n. I am a
cons tuent of Senator Watson. And I'm here to speak out against
Senate Bill 1. As everybody said all day long today, it is obviously,
as a U.S. ci zen and a woman, my cons tu onal right to a legal
and safe abor on. Unfortunately, I feel that Senate Bill 1 includes
regula ons that would severely limit access to safe and legal
abor ons for many women. The burden seems to be on women in
rural and poor communities.

Quite honestly, as the woman who spoke earlier, this probably
won't affect me. If I have to make a decision to have an abor on, I
live in Aus n, in which case one of the five clinics will probably be
here. I also have financial resources to go somewhere else where
my cons tu onal rights are s ll being upheld. But the 16-year-old
in El Paso or the 22-year-old in Brownsville might not have that
same choice, and that, to me, is really unfortunate.

In my opinion, this bill is a non-direct way to limit the right to
abor on under the guise of women's safety. And I think if we're
concerned about the standards of the centers that perform these



abor ons, then we should find funds to upgrade them, not create
legisla on to close them. I'm disappointed and embarrassed that
in 2013 I have to say that my body is not a vessel, nor is it merely a
host. And it's definitely not a wallet with a $20 bill inside. My-- my
right to procreate is my own. My choice is my own, and I think my
medical decisions for myself and my body should also be my own. I
think the government is supposed to uphold my cons tu onal
rights, not spend me chipping them away. So I urge you to vote
against this bill.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Nancy Bessnet?

Nancy Bessent: Bessent.

Senator Jane Nelson: Bessent. Go ahead.

Nancy Bessent: My name is Nancy Bessent and I'm opposing SB1
as a private Texas ci zen. I'm a lifelong resident of Texas and a
cons tuent of Senator Kirk Watson. First, since this bill states
that it must apply separately to, quote, "every individual woman",
unquote, I think it's therefore impera ve that each Texan who
wants to tes fy about this bill should have the chance to be
heard. Hearings should be held in all parts of the state, especially
in remote areas that will probably lose access to low-cost birth
control and reproduc ve healthcare, including abor ons, as a
result of this bill.

Second, a woman and her doctor, not state poli cians, should
make personal medical decisions. Third, the convoluted effort to
enumerate a limited set of condi ons under which abor ons will
be allowed cannot possibly protect, quote, "every individual
woman'," unquote, against the mul tude of par cular



circumstances that may endanger her health or her future.
Fourth, once abor ons are rendered too difficult to obtain,
especially in the vast rural areas of Texas, women in those areas
will learn, once again, how to kill themselves by trying to self-
abort with a coat-hanger.

Descrip ons of how to self-abort were not difficult to obtain
when abor ons were illegal. I know because as a teenager, I
learned one day, in detail, how to do this by simply-- how to do
this simply because I sat at a different school lunchroom table
and listened to the conversa on there. I believe this bill will also
result in the loss of medical care for Texas women when doctors
decide not to become obstetricians or not to prac ce in Texas, or
decide to re re because of the professional risks created by this
bill. I think even people who don't want abor ons and want to
carry out a pregnancy will be put at risk by this.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Ramona Brown?

Carol Lynne Smith: No.

Senator Jane Nelson: Okay, I'm gonna show Ramona Brown as
registering posi on in opposi on. Erica Shamaly? No. Same thing.
Not Stuart Werbner. Carol.

Carol Lynne Smith: Carol Lynne Smith. I'm Carol Lynne Smith, I
live in Travis County. Kirk Watson is my senator. And I'm here to
represent myself, but I keep in mind my two adult daughters, and
my sisters, my friends, many people who have told me that they
appreciate that I'm here to speak with you. And this is the first

me in 61 years of my life that I've ever tes fied before a Senate
commi ee, so I'm-- I'm kinda thrilled by it. And I'm a social worker,



I've worked with vic ms of sexual assault and family violence. I-- I
was in high school before women had the right to an abor on, had
access to abortion in the state of Texas.

So I'm here against the bill, I'm here listening to hours and hours
and hours of tes mony which proves that there's no clear reason
why we would upgrade the level of services provided at clinics.
There's no clear reason why we would further restrict the

meframe that a woman can choose whether to con nue her
pregnancy or not. That there are countless reasons to con nue to
provide medical services and safe abor on services to all women.
This would unduly restrict the women that live in our rural areas,
and women with low resources. And I want to say I am grateful
that I have the privilege to be able to afford to be here for the last
few days. And I speak for all the women who don't have that
access. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel-- thank you to this panel.
The next panel: Miguel Asensio, Melissa Tidwell, Lisa Fithian,
Janani Kasturi, Whytney Blythe, Jaden Davis. Miguel Asenio--
Asensio? I will show that individual registering a posi on in
opposi on. Melissa Tidwell? Same thing. Lisa Fithian, registering
a position in opposition; not wishing to testify. Janani--

Janani Kasturi: Janani Kasturi.

Senator Jane Nelson: Janani Kasturi? Go ahead.

Janani Kasturi: My name is Janani Kasturi, here represen ng
myself in opposi on to this bill, and as a cons tuent of Senator
Kirk Watson. Ta-- as Ta-Nehisi Coates noted in the Atlan c
Monthly in February 2011, childbirth is labor; it is work, hard,
courageous work, and it should inspire horror in anyone to
consider the state turning that hard labor into a mandate or
poten ally a death sentence, as it will be when women's access
to healthcare is restricted.

The story and the name that I wish to resurrect here today is
that of Savita Hala-- Halappanavar. Her life and death is a study in
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the mandate that SB1 will help enact protec ng women, ci zens
and immigrants alike. Last fall, on October 28th, Savita died in
Ireland's University Hospital, Galway from being denied a medical
termination for her miscarriage. She was 17 weeks pregnant when
she was admi ed to hospital-- to the hospital, for back pain. It
was then determined that she was actually miscarrying. A er
enduring a full day in severe pain did she-- she requested a
medical termina on, which she was denied because a fetal
heartbeat was s ll present and, as she was told, Ireland is a
Catholic country.

Savita made it clear that she was neither Irish nor Catholic, but
an immigrant and a Hindu, and yet the hospital denied her
repeated request for a medical termina on. She endured two and
a half more days of unimaginable pain as her fetus slowly died and
was finally removed, but by that point it was too late for Savita
who died of sep cemia and E. coli ESBL. Ireland's draconian
abor on laws turned Savita's willing pregnancy into a death
sentence. You may reasonably expect that stories like hers will
happen here, in fact already have happened here today, as I have
heard in these tes monies. Savita, like me, was an immigrant and
a woman. Most of my years here in America, first as an immigrant
child and then as a ci zen, have been spent here in Texas, and it
frightens me that a person's presence in one state or another
could determine her living or dying.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Whytney Blythe?

Whytney Blythe: Ah, my name is Whytney Blythe, I come from
Allen, Texas, Ken Paxton is my senator, and I oppose this bill. I
originally came down here two weeks ago from Dallas to



contribute my own story, body and voice, to the heroic group of
people par cipa ng in the filibuster. I had my own story to tell, a
coming-out to many people that know me but did not know of my
abor on. I came from a long line of young parents, and have many
adored friends that have had children very young as well. And
although their voice-- although their choice was not my choice, I
made mine because of and for them so I could u lize the
resources and mobility accessible to me to help ensure a be er
life and be er world for them in whatever ways I needed to. That
includes me being here today.

While I have been here, thousands upon thousands of stories,
not including mine, or even those of friends and fellow family
members that could not be here to share theirs, have been
presented to you and o en discarded en masse. This disturbs me
very deeply. The sheer volume may bore you, but it astounds me.
And the quan ty strikes me as perhaps the most important
quality of the tes mony before you. Abor on has been around
since the beginning of human history, although known by different
names. Interes ngly enough, before abor on was poli cized, the
church refrained from statement because before the quickening,
it was considered 'restoring the menses'-- it was-- and the church
considered it no consequence to them.

You have precisely two choices when faced with the reality of
abor on. It began before there ever was a law regarding it, and
will con nue despite any that is made. So: you can choose to use
thinly veiled de-- sorry, you can choose to use thinly-veiled
a empts to hinder abor on, which will not be successful, despite
what you may tell yourself; or you can assure that women seeking
them can do so safely and unencumbered. Those are the only two



op ons. This legisla on is a well-orchestrated, possibly well-
inten oned hoax but it will not accomplish anything you have all
set out to do, unless the goal is to be responsible for the agony
and possible death of thousands upon thousands of Texas
women.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Jaden Davis?

Jaden Davis: Yes. Thank you, members of the commi ee and
Madam Chair, for hearing my tes mony this morning. My name is
Jaden Davis and I'm a cons tuent of Senator Kirk Watson--excuse
me-- and I am undeniably against Senate Bill 1. This bill, if passed,
will be a great disservice to Texas women everywhere, but
especially those who live in the Rio Grande Valley in-- in Greater
West Texas, where all local abor on providers will be effec vely
shut down by SB1.

And personally, I want to know why we're si ng and
par cipa ng in a special session under a false pretense of this
bill, which claims to be inves ng in the health and safety of Texas
women when this same body struck down a bill protec ng a
women's right to equal pay under the Equal Work, Equal Pay act. It
seems the only objec ve of this very expensive and unnecessary
special session is to put-- is to push unsound legisla on rooted in
faulty science and a desire to legislate morality into law without
concern for the posi on that you put your female cons tuents in.
If you are paying a en on, and I surely hope that you are, then
you will know that when women are denied access to safe
abor ons, they become desperate and they will take ma ers into
their own hands. That is not speculation; that is history.

If this bill is passed, please know that your vote in favor of SB1



will effec vely let your pro-choice, pro-women con-- cons tuents
know that you are no-- that you no longer represent their best
interests, and that you are ready to be unseated. If you care about
Texas women, please respect their autonomy, and please respect
their choice to do what they will with their own bodies. Thank you
very much.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.
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Senator Jane Nelson: The next panel is Robert Rabels --Ragels,
Mary Lewis, Sarah Watkins, Amanda Lodoza, Bre  Merfish, Linda
Burgess. No? Any of those individuals here? I'm going to change all
those to show that they are registering a posi on. All of them are
in opposi on, but they were not here to provide oral tes mony.
Next group, well, hang on-- okay, Patricia Perkinson, Mary Black,
Kathleen Keller, Rosanne Sco -- while she's coming up-- Fran--
Frank Carlson, Stacy Siegmund. For those who were not here, I'm
going to show them not being here to provide oral tes mony but
registering a position. Rosanne Scott?

Rosanne Sco :  Hi, everyone. My name is Rosanne Sco . The
Honorable Kirk Watson represents me. I am here to testify against
SB1. I tes fy on behalf of myself, my husband, our four children,
our eight grandchildren and our five great-grandchildren. First of
all, I'd like to thank this commi ee for the manner in which these
proceedings have been conducted. It has been a much more civil
and respec ul procedure than my experience with tes mony
before the House commi ee two weeks ago. I shared during that
tes mony that my 19-year-old granddaughter is 7 weeks
pregnant. She just completed her first year of college where she is
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on full scholarship. Since that tes mony, she has chosen to carry
this pregnancy to term. I fully respect and support her in this
choice, just as I would fully support and respect another choice
that she would make.

I realize I am not going to change any minds tonight, but it is my
moral obliga on to all of my family to have my voice heard in an
a empt to safeguard their rights. Un l they are of an age where
they can make decisions for themselves, I am honored to be here
on their behalf. Who knows? Fi een years from now, my great-
granddaughter may condemn me as a godless heathen and
damned to spend eternity in hell. That is her right. My job is to
love, respect, guide and support them in all things, not only those
that fall in line with my beliefs. The state of Texas is not my, nor
my family's parent, God, doctor or life partner.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. I let you conclude. Frank
Carlson?

Frank Carlson: Honorable Commi ee Members, this is-- my
name is Frank Carlson. This is my first me ever tes fying and I
honestly doubt it will be my last. I am a member of Trey Frasier's
Senate district, although for 8 years, I did live in Senator Deuell's
district. And I oppose Senate Bill 1 on several grounds. One, while
this hearing has been going on today, a Federal court has already
ruled that the 30-mile admi ance requirement, which was put
forth in the Wisconsin Senate and passed, was ruled
uncons tu onal and it cannot be applied as is. And since that is
included in Senate Bill 1, we need to strike that down before we
have the same issue here and have to deal with the lawsuits and
everything that goes with it.



Also, in doing some research, the University of California in San
Francisco did a study of the long-term effects of women who were-
- had performed late-term abortions versus those who just missed
the deadline and had to con nue with their unwanted
pregnancies. And it was a long-term study looking at the effects,
how the women fared 10 to 20 years a er-- a er the abor on or
pregnancy happened. And those who were forced to carry through
the pregnancy had higher rates of suicide, lower wages, lower
self-esteem and higher rates of other mental health issues. And I
conclude my testimony.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you, both of you. Rosemary Curts? Is
Rosemary Curts here? Lori Brown Sithole? And these individuals
that I'm calling out have all registered their opposi on to the bill.
If they do not tell me they're here, I'm going to change their
request to provide oral tes mony to registering a posi on in
opposi on to the bill. Macy McDonald? Kelly McDonald? Piper
McDonald? Steven Wechsler? Ginger Miles? Rebecca Gonzalez?
While she's coming up, Carmen Zayas? Tammy Herman? Olga
Paley or Daley? Paley? Paley. Come on. Carmen Zayas? That's you?
Okay, go first.

Carmen Zayas: Thank you very much. My name is Carmen Zayas.
I'm a mother of two grown children. I live in Williston County,
Cedar Park and I'm here in opposi on to Senate Bill 1. My husband
asked me recently, he said, "Why are you staying up so late when
you have a 9 o'clock mee ng? You've been here for 3 weeks." He's
come; my kids have come. I'm very proud of that. My parents
couldn't come. And he said, "They're not going to listen to a word
you say if they're not going to listen to thousands of women who
have taken off from work, who have driven or flown to be here." He



goes, "Why do you feel the need to have to say something?" And I
say, "Because 45 years ago, my parents le  Cuba, and they've
brou-- they le  the country they loved and their family, and they
brought us here, because of the democra c process. And I'll be
darned if I'm going to go home tonight and look at my 76-year-old
Mom and Dad and not say that I didn't speak out." I'm speaking
out.

You guys know this is illegal. You know it's uncons tu onal. You
know it is a woman's right. There are people in this hearing that
speak about smaller government and individual rights, except of
course when it comes to women. I'm here speaking for the
democra c process. We are telling you we do not believe in this;
you are not represen ng us; you really need to stop and I would
love to see some courage to stand up to whatever poli cs are
behind this and instead really take care of the people that vote
and the people that you're supposed to be represen ng. I really
appreciate that you've allowed people to speak tonight and that
you've stayed here. That speaks highly to-- to you and the people
in this room. However, I've got to tell you for the last 3 weeks, it's
been a mockery of our democra c system and it's made me
embarrassed to be a part of it. I do appreciate it. Thank you.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Rebecca Gonzalez?

Rebecca Gonzales: That's me.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Rebecca Gonzales: Thank you, Madam Chairman, and the rest of
the senate panel. I appreciate this opportunity to be one of the
last voices that you hear today. I really would like to let you know



how much this is cos ng me to be here. A few years ago, I made
the decision to be an entrepreneur and to start my own business
and support myself and my family. And the me I've spent here
with you over the past week, I have not go en paid, every me I'm
here. But it meant so much for me to be here to speak out for my
rights and for the rights of all the women of Texas.

I think there's-- these tes monies are steeped in such irony for
me because all these women who have go en up and said that
they regret their abor ons, they regret the things they've done.
My heart truly goes out to them and I feel terrible for them that
they had to experience something so terrible and to regret it so at
this point in their lives. But the irony for me is all of these women
had the choice; and they choose to deny other women that very
choice. I also would like to compel you to think about more
domes c violence measures in front of your senate because all of
these women who stood up here and tes fied they were forced
against their will by husbands, by fathers, by mothers, by anyone
to have an abor on. That's a crime. No one should be forced to
have something that they don't want happen to their own body.

Make no mistake, no one wants an abor on; and if anyone sits
up here and tells you that they do want an abor on and that is
their only method of birth control, I find that very, very difficult to
believe. I don't feel I'm pro-abor on, but I am pro-choice. And I
really feel that this is something that really needs to be opened
up to the ci zens of Texas to let their true opinions known. Thank
you so much for allowing me to be one of the last voices you hear,
and I'm represented by Senator Kirk Watson here in Aus n, Texas.
Thank you.



Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Olga Paley?

Olga Paley: Yes.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Olga Paley: Hello. My name is Olga Paley and I'm speaking
against SB1 today and represen ng myself. As an engineer and a
scien st, I believe the personal and emo onal anecdotes of
those who feel moved to share them. I feel compelled to
contribute some specifics and data. The references are included
in the papers I've handed you. In 2008, Texas had 67 abor on
clinics, but 92% of Texas coun es had no abor on provider and
33% of Texas women lived in these coun es. If this bill were
implemented today, any of the 5 clinics le  open would be as far
as a 550-mile or 8-hour drive for some Texas women. So if the
state seeks to so drama cally limit access, then the ques on is:
what do we gain in return with regards to women's safety as so
many quote, unquote "experts" have testified up here today?

Let me quote some experts myself: The American Congress of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists have concluded the hospital
admi ng privileges are unnecessary requirements without a
basis in public health or safety. To quote their statement: "This
bill requires hospital admi ng privileges for physicians
performing an outpa ent procedure that bears low risk. No other
outpa ent procedure requires a physician to have ac ve
admi ng privileges in a hospital within a specific distance." This
means that if we truly care about pa ents' safety, perhaps we
ought to extend these requirements to procedures like wisdom
teeth removal and laser eye and bunion surgery. Addi onally, the
Texas Hospital Associa on has stated that hospital admi ng



privileges are not appropriate and are unnecessary in emergency
situa ons since any woman in such a situa on will present in the
emergency room, privileges or not.

The American Journal of Public Health in April 2009 wrote that
Ambulatory Surgical Centre requirements significantly increase
abor on costs and reduce the availability of abor on services
despite the lack of any evidence that using those facili es
posi vely affects health outcomes. Pre-Roe v. Wade, as many as
5,000 American women died annually as a direct result of unsafe
abor ons. Today, abor on is one of the most commonly
performed medical procedures in the United States and the
current death rate from abor on at all stages of gesta on is 0.6
for 100,000 procedures. This is eleven mes safer than carrying a
pregnancy to term, and nearly twice as safe as a penicillin
injec on, and yet this bill would require every abor on to be
treated like brain surgery. Let us not pretend that the lack of
access we will see if this bill is implemented is uninten onal. The
loss of access is not a bug of this bill, it is a feature--

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.

Olga Paley: --and Texas women deserve better.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Tammy Herman?

Tammy Herman: Tammy Herman.

Senator Jane Nelson: Go ahead.

Tammy Herman: I'm against the bill. I represent myself. And
pre y much everything I'm going to say, I've heard over and over



today. I know you've heard it over and over and I've heard it over
and over the past three weeks, but I didn't want to miss this
opportunity, even though it's redundant. I wanted to at least hear
my own voice tell all of you the same thing you've already heard,
probably. Anyway, we elect and we pay you to put together
comprehensive bills that have been carefully researched, bills
and laws that are substan ated by facts, sta s cs and needs. I
can't see how this bill meets any of these standards.

You assert in this bill that ASCs are be er equipped and be er
regulated than our exis ng abor on clinics. Exis ng regula ons
on state-regulated abor on clinics are actually more effec ve
than the ASC requirements in SB1, as they require more frequent
state inspec ons and have very specific quality-assurance
requirements for abor on procedures. Dawn Cooper, expert
witness, tes fied that ASCs are only inspected once every 3-6
years, whereas Texas abortion clinics are inspected once a year.

So I'm not feeling this is really about women's health. I-- I am
feeling this is a bit fraudulent and more, more leaning towards
doing away with abor on and, and the right for women to choose.
Especially a er I read the ar cle that Senator Hagar-- where
Senator Hagar rejected exemp ons for rape, incest or women
with pre-exis ng psychological condi ons. When asked what he
planned to do to lower the risk of unwanted pregnancy, he said
the bill is not a funding mechanism for women's health. Exactly.
It's not and I don't see how it is. So I'm done. Thank you for
listening.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you.



Closing by Jane Nelson

Part 086

15:41:40

Video Link: http://youtu.be/emG2VzIlAn8

Transcribed by: jaciem

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you to this panel. Members, I
believe that concludes the oral tes mony that is-- has expressed
desire to come before this committee.

I would like to say a couple of things. I want-- very briefly; I think
I've got a visual that will show more than what I can say in words.
First of all, to every single member of this commi ee: the en re
commi ee is s ll here. And I am so proud of that. I'm so proud of
the fact that there were other senators who are not members of
this commi ee who sat through most, if not all. I am so grateful to
the staff and to the DPS and everybody who helped us facilitate all
this, 'cause it was no easy task. And I am so grateful to the over
3,800 people who came here today to tes fy. And I've got a visual
here and-- and this is a brag on every member of this commi ee
and on the public, whichever side of the issue you were on. I want
to show you this. Put 'em, put 'em right there.

[Staff members pile stacks of paper on the desk in front of Senator
Jane Nelson.]

Members, these are the individuals who came early, early this
morning, who either provided oral tes mony or wri en tes mony

http://youtu.be/emG2VzIlAn8


to this commi ee.3,800 people and I appreciate the passion, the
courtesy and the though ulness of every one of you who
par cipated. I know there are very strong feelings on this issue
and it was important to this commi ee that we took the me
necessary to hear from everyone, everyone who showed up and
had their voice heard, so I want to thank you for par cipa ng in
your State government. And I'll give a special shout-out to those of
you who are still here at quarter till two this morning.

Senator Judith Zaffirini: Madam Chairperson.

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator Zaffirini?

Senator Judith Zaffirini: On behalf of the commi ee members,
I'd like to thank you for the way that you've conducted this
hearing. You did an excellent job, and we thank everybody who
assisted you in the process.

Senator Jane Nelson: Thank you. Members, are there any
ques ons, comments, anything else to come before this
committee this morning?

Senator Royce West: Madam Chair.

Senator Jane Nelson: Senator West, for what purpose?

Senator Royce West: Senator Nichols wants you to read all of
the names into the record. [laughter]

Senator Jane Nelson: No. If Senator Nichols would like to have
those names heard, he would be more than welcome to read
them into the record. [unintelligible] The parliamentarian tells me



I don't have to ask the commi ee's permission to have them read
into the record. But all of these individuals who did not provide
oral tes mony but who wish to be shown registering a posi on
will be shown. I know that some of you are going to want to know
what the breakdown was, and quite honestly un l we have them
all counted and entered we won't know, but I will post that as
soon as we do know.

If there's no further business come before this commi ee,
members, thank you; public, thank you. This commi ee is in
recess, subject to recall of the chair.

[Unidentified Voice]: Go ahead and applaud!



Editor's Notes for Texas Senate Committee on Health
and Human Services on July 08, 2013

1. The editor has a empted to match the names of ci zen tes fiers
with the witness list of the Senate Health and Human Services
Commi ee log for July 8, 2013. However, not all witness names could
be reconciled with the log; addi onally, any third-party names
provided in witness tes mony are best-faith guesses. Source: Witness
List for the Health and Human Services Commi ee, Texas Legisla ve
Council.

2. AAPLOG would seem to refer to the American Associa on of Pro-Life
Obstetricians and Gynecologists. It is unclear why the "pro-life"
designa on is omi ed here. Source: The American Associa on of Pro-
Life Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 2013 © AAPLOG

http://www.legis.state.tx.us/tlodocs/83R/witlistmtg/html/C6102013070810001.HTM
http://www.aaplog.org/
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